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Presidents of Sections

1 .

' Mathematics
Statistics

2. Physics

and Prof. M. R. Siddiqi, M.A., Ph.D.,

Professor of Mathematics, Osmania
University College, Hyderabad,

Deccan.

Prof. P. N. Ghosh, M.A., Ph D., Sc.D.
(Hons.), F.Inst. P. (Lond.), F.N.I.,

Ghose Professor and Head of the

Department of Applied Physics, Uni-
versity College of Science and Tech-
nology, 92, Upper Circular Road,
Calcutta.

3. Chemistry

4. Geology

5. Geography and

Geodesy

6. Botany

7. Zoology

8. Entomology

9. Anthropology

Prof. Mata Prasad, D.Sc. (Benares),

F.N.I., F.LC., Professor of Inorganic

and Physical Chemistry, Royal
Institute of Science, Fort. Bombay.

Dr. M. R. Sahni. M.A. (Cantab),
Ph.D., D.Sc. (Lond.), D.I.C., Geolo-
gical Survey of India, 27, Chowrin-
ghee, Calcutta.

Dr. S. M. Tahir Rizvi, B.A. (Hons.)
(Lond.), Ph.D. (Lond.), M.A.,
LL.B., F.R.G.S.. F.R.Met.S., Bar-at-

Law, Chairman, Department of Geo-
graphy, Muslim University, Aligarh.

Dr. Shri Ranjan, M.Sc. (Cantab), Doc-
teur es Sciences, Reader in Botany,
Allahabad University, Allahabad.

Prof. A. Subba Rau, B.A., D.Sc.,
F.R.M.S., Professor of Zoology,
Central College, Bangalore.

Rao Bahadur Y. Ramchandra Rao,
M.A., F.R.E.S., Locust Research
Entomologist, Imperial Council of
Agricultural Research, 6, Lakshmi
Building. New Delhi.

Tarak Chandra Das, Esq., M.A.,
Lecturer in Anthropology, Calcutta
University; 93, Ballygunge Place,

Calcutta.

10. Medical and

Veterinary Research

A. C. Ukil. Esq., M.B. (Cal.),

MS.P.E. (Paris), F.S.M.F.B.,F.N.l.,

Director, Tuberculosis Inquiry, Indian

Research Fund Association, All India

Institute of Hygiene and Public

Health, 110, Chittaranjan Avenue,
Calcutta.
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11.

12 .

13.

H.

1 ,

2 .

3.

4 ,

5.

6 .

7 .

Agriculture

Physiology

Psychology and
Educational Science

Engineering

K. Ramiah, Esq., M.B.E., M.Sc., Dip.

Agri. (Cantab), L.Ag., Geneticist and
Botanist, Institute of Plant Industry,

Indore (Central India).

Dr. B. B. Dikshit, M.B.B.S.. M.R.C.P.,
D.P.H., Ph.D., Officer-in-Charge, De-
partment of Pharmacology, Haffkinc

Institute, Parel, Bombay.

Dr. I. Latif, M.A.. Ph.D., Head of the

Department of Psychology and Direc-
tor, Child and Youth Guidance Clinic,

Forman Christian College, Lahore.

C. C. Inglis, Esq., C.I.E., B.A., B.A.I

,

M.Inst.C.E., M. Am. Soc. of C.E., *

Director, Central Irrigation and Hy-
drodynamic Research, Poona.

Recorders of Sections

Mathematics
Statistics

Physics

and Dr. S. C. Dhar, M.A., D.Sc. (Cal. &
Edin.), P.R.S., F.R.S.E., FN.I.. Head
of the Department of Mathematics,
College of Science. University of
Nagpur, Nagpur, (C. P. ).

Prof. R. K. Asundi, B.A. (Hons.),
M.Sc. (Bom ), Ph.D. (Lond.), Pro-
fe.ssor of Physics, Benares Hindu
University, Benares.

Chemistry Dr. M. Qureshi, M.Sc., Ph.D., F.N.I..

Head of the Chemistry Department,
Osmania University College, Hydera-'
bad, Deccan.

Geology Dr. A. S. Kalapesi, B.A., B.Sc. (Bom ),

Ph.D, D.I.C., F.G.S. (Lond.), St.

Xavier’s College, Cruickshank Road,
Bombay 1.

Geography
Geodesy

and Prof. Maneck B. Pithawalla, D.Sc.,

B.A., L.CP., FGS. (Lond.),

M.R.A.S (Lond.).MRS.T. (Lond.),

Profes.sor of Geology, N.E.D. En-
gineering College Karachi.

Botany .. Prof. P. Anand, M Sc. (Hons ). Ph.D.
(Lond.), Professor of Biology, S. D.
College, Lahore.

2kx>logy
J, L. Bhaduri, Esq., M.Sc., Zoology
Department, University College of

Science and Technology, 35, Bally-

gunge Circular Road, Calcutta.
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8. Entomology - • Dr. P. Sen, M.Sc., Ph.D., D.I.C., Ento-
• mologist. Malaria Research Labora-

tory, Bengal Public Health Depart-
ment, 94, Chittaranjan Avenue, Cal-

cutta.

9. Anthropology . • Dr. A. Aiyappan, M.A., Ph.D. (Lond.),

F.R.A.I., Curator, Anthropological

Section, Government Museum, Eg-
more, Madras.

10 Medical and Prof. S. Ramakrishnan, L.R.C.P. & S.,

Veterinary Research D.T.M. & H., Professor of Bacterio-

logy, Medical College, Madras.

1 Agriculture • • Dr. C. N. Acharya, M.Sc„ Ph.D,, F.LC.,
‘ ‘ ^ Department of Biochemistry, Indian

Institute of Science, P.O. HebbaU
Bangalore.

,2 Physiology . •
Dr. B. Mukherji, M.D.. D.Sc., Pharma-

^ cologist, Biochemical standardisation

Laboratory, All-India Institute of

Hygiene and Public Health, 110.

Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta.

13. Psychology and Dr. Gopeswar Pal, D.Sc., Lecturer,

Educational Science Department of Psychology, Univer-

sity College of Science and Techno-
logy, 92, Upper Circular Road,
Calcutta.

14. Engineering Dr. Anant H. Pandya, Sc.D. (Eng.),

A.M. Am. Soc. C.E., A.M.I. Struct.E.,

A.M.I.E., A.M. Inst. W.. Principal,

Bengal Engineering College, P. O.
Botanic Garden, Howrah.

Sectional Correspondents

1. Mathematics and Prof. J. Ghosh, M.A. (Cal.), PhD.
Statistics .. (Edin.), Professor of Mathematics,

Presidency College; 9, Satyen Datta
Road, Calcutta.

2. Physics . .
Dr. S. C. Sirkar, D.Sc., Physics Depart-

ment, University College of Science
and Technology, 92, Upper Circular
Road. Calcutta.

3. Chemistry . .
S. N. Mukhcrjee, Esq., M.Sc., Assistant

Lecturer in Chemistry, University
College of Science and Technology,
92. Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

4. Geology . . V. P.
.
Sondhi, Esq., M.B.E.. M.Sc.,

F.G.S., Geologist, Geological Survey
of India, 27, Chowringhee, Calcutta.
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5. Geography
Geodesy

A. K. Banerjee, Esq., Lecturer, Teachers’
Training Department, Calcutta Uni-
versity; 28-G, Nalin Sarkar Sheet,
Calcutta. '

6. Botany

7. Zoology

8. Entomology

9. Anthropology

10. Medical and

Veterinary Research

1 1 . Agriculture

Prof. }. C. Sen-Gupta, M.Sc. (Cal.),^
Ph.D., Senior Professor of Botany,
Presidency College; 41, Lansdownc
Terrace, P.O. Kalighat, Calcutta.

Mukiinda Murari Chakravarty, Esq.,

M.Sc., Lecturer in Zoology. Univer-
sity College of Science, 35, Bally-

gunge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Dr. D. P. Raichoudhury, M.Sc., Ph.D.^

(Lond.), D.I.C., F.R.E.S., Zoologicaf
Laboratory, University College of

Science and Technology, 35, Bally-

gunge Circular Road, Calcutta.

Minendra Nath Basu, Esq., M.Sc.,

P.R.S., 109|B, Keshab Chandra Sen
Street, Calcutta.

Rai Bahadur K. N. Bagchi, B.Sc., M.B.
(Cal.), F.l.C. (Lond.), D.T.M.
(Cal. & L’pool), Chemical Examiner

to the Government of Bengal and

Professor of Chemistry, Calcutta

Medical College, Calcutta.

Dr. R. P. Mitra, D.Sc., Senior Assistant

Soil Chemist under the Imperial

Council of Agricultural Research;

University College of vScience and

Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road,

Calcutta.

i2. Physiology .. Banbihari Chatterji, Esq., M Sc,, M B.,

Medical Practitioner and Lecturer in

Physiology, Calcutta University; 82,

South Road. P. O. Entally, Calcutta.

13. Psychology and Manindra Nath Samanta, Esq., M.Sc.,

Educational Science Demonstrator, Psv: hology Depart-

ment, University College of Science

and Technology SjC, Ramanath
Mazumdar Street, Calcutta.

Tl. Engineering . . Prof. Surendra Kumar Roy, M.E.E.
(Harvard), M.A.I.E.E., Professor-

in-Charge, Department of Electrical

Engineering, College of Engineering
and Technology, P. O. Jadavpur
College, 24-Parganas,
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Local Sectional Secretaries

1. Mathematics and Prof. V. V. Narlikar, B.Sc. (Bom.),
* Statistics .. B.A. (Cantab), F.R.A.S., F.N.I.,

Head of the Mathematics Depart-
ment, Benares Hindu University,

Benares.

Dr. B. Dasannacharya, Professor and
Head of the Department of Physics,

Benares Hindu University, Benares.

Prof. S. S. Joshi, M.Sc., D.Sc. (Lond.),
University Professor and Head of the

Department of Chemistry, Benares
Hindu University, Benares.

4. Geology . . Dr. Raj Nath, M.Sc., D.I.C., Ph.D.
(Lond.), Head of the Department of

Geology, Benares Hindu University,

Benares.

5. Geography and Nath M.Sc., D.I.C., Ph.D.

Geodesy . .
(Lond.), Head of the Department of

Geology, Benares Hindu University,

Benares.

6. Botany . .
N. K. Tiwary, Esq., M.Sc., Botany

Department, Benares Hindu Univer-

sity, Benares.

7. 2^ooloqy . .
Prof. A. B. Misra, D.Sc., D.Phil.

(Oxon.), Professor and Head of the

Department of Zoology, Benares
Hindu University, Benares.

8. Entomology . .
Prof. A. B. Misra, D.Sc., D.Phil.

(Oxon.), Professor and Head of the

Department of Zoology, Benares
Hindu University, Benares.

9 Anthropoloqv Dr. A. S. Altekar, M.A., LL.B., D.Litt.,
^

Manindrachandra Nandi Professor

and Head of the Department of

Ancient Indian History and Culture,

Benares Hindu University, Benares.

10. Medical and Principal B. A. Pathak, M.B.B.S., Ayur-
Veterinary Research vedacharya, College of Ayurveda,

Benares Hindu University, Benares.

11. Agriculture . . Prof. K. Kumar, Institute of Agricultural

Research, Benares Hindu University;

New E|3, Benares Hindu Universitv.

Benares.

2. Physics

3. Chemistry
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12. Physiology

13. Psychology and
Educational Science

H. Engineering

Prof. Mahadeva L. Schroff, A.B
(Hons.) (Cornell), M.S (Mass.)

Raja Motichand Professor and Heac
of the Department of Pharmaceutics,

Benares Hindu University, Benares.

Prof. B. L. Atreya, M.A., D.Litt., Pro-

fessor of Philosophy and Psychology
Benares Hindu University, Benares.

Prof. G. C. Mukerjee, M.Sc.,M.A.r.E.E.,

M.I.R.E., A.I.E.E., Professor of

Electrical Engineering, Engineerinc

College, P. O. Hindu University

Benares.

Honorary General Secretaries

Prol. S. K. Mitra, M.B.E., D.Sc., F.N.I., University College of

Science and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

P. Parija, Esq., M.A., F.N.I.. I.E.S., Principal, Ravenshaw College,

Cuttack.

Honorary Treasurer

Prof. ). N. Mukherjee, D Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I., University

College of Science and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road,
Calcutta.

Chairman of the Local Committe

Prof. Sir S. Radhakrishnan, F.B.A., D.Litt., LL.D., Vice-Chancellor.

Benares Hindu University, Benares.

Honorary Local Secretaries

Prof. B, N, Singh, D.Sc., Irwin Professor of Agriculture anc

University Professor of Plant Physiology, Head of the Institute

of Agricultural Research, Dean of the Faculty of Technology
Benares Hindu University, Benares.

Prof. P. S. Varma, M.Sc., A.I.I.Sc., Professor of Organic Chemistry
and Dean of the Faculty of Science, Benares Hindu University

Benares.

Honorary Treasurer of the Local Committee

Prof, S. C. Das Gupta. Benares Hindu Universitv Benares.

Executive Committe

1 Sir Ardeshir Dalai, Kt., I.C.S.\ ,

(Retd.).
^rifPresident.

2- ^^‘'
’}Previous Years Presiden
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3. Prof. S. K. Mitra, D.Sc., I

F.N.I.
j

Qerieral Secretaries.

4. P. Parija, Esq., M.A., F.N.I. I.E.S. I

5. Prof. J. N. Mukherjee, D.Sc.. I

F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B.. F.N.I. \Treasurer.

6. Prof. S. N. Bose, M.Sc., F.N.I.

7. Dr. H. Chaudhuri, D.Sc., Ph.D.,
D.I.e.

8. Prof. K. S. Krishnan, D.Sc., F.N.I.,

F.R.S.

9. Prof. P. C. Mitter, M.A., Ph.D.,
by the General

p ^ J 1
Committee,

10. Dr. Baini Prashad, D.Sc., F.R.S.E.,

F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

11. Prof. ]. N. Ray, D.Sc., F.N.I.

12. W. D. West, Esq., M.A.. F.N.I. J

13. Prof. B. N. Singh, D.Sc. [Local Secretaries

14. Prof. P. S. Varma, M.Sc., A.I.I.Sc. i (co-^opted).

Council

1— 14. (a) Members o[ the Executive Committee, Ex-officio.

(6) Past Presidents tvho are Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

15. Sir P. C. Ray, Kt., C.I.E., Ph.D., D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B.,

F.N.I.

16. Sir M. Visvesvaraya, K.C.I.E., M.Inst.C.E., D.Sc.

17. Dr. J. L. Simonsen. D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.

18. Sir C. V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.

19. Sir L. L. Fermor. Kt.. O.B.E., D.Sc., F.G.S.. A.R.S.M.,
M.Inst.M.M.. F.N.I., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B.

20. Prof. M. N. Saha, D.Sc., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

21. Dr. J.
H. Hutton, C.I.E., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

22. Sir U. N. Brahmachari, Kt.. M.A., M.D.. Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B.,

F.S.M.F.. F.N.I.

23. Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkatraman, C.I.E., B.A., I.A S., F.N.I.

24. Sir James H. Jeans, Kt., D.vSe., Sc.D., LL.D., F.I.C., F.R.S.

25. Dr. J. C. Ghosh. D.Sc., F.N.I,

(c) Past General Secretaries who arc Ordinary or

Honorary Members.

17. Dr. J. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.

18. Sir C. V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.

26. Prof. S. P. Agharkar. M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S., F.N.I.
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27. Dr. H. B. Dunnicliff, M.A., Sc.D., F.I.C., F.N.I., I.E.S.

5. Prof. J.
N. Mukherjee. D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I..

12. Mr. W. D. West, M.A., F.N.I.

(d) Past Managing Secretaiies who arc Ordinary or

Honorary Members.

28. Mr. Johan van Manen, C.I.E., F.R.A.S.B.

22. Sir U. N. Brahmachari, Kt., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B.,

F.3 M.F., F.N.r.

(e) Past Treasurers tvho are Ordinary oi

Honorary Members.

17. Dr. 1. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.

18. Sir C. V. Raman. Kt., Nobel Laureate.

10. Dr. B. Prashad. DSc.. F.L.S.. F.Z.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.B,,

F.N.I.

29. Rai Bahadur Dr. S. L. Hora, D.Sc., F.L.S,, F.Z.S., F.R.S.E.,

FR.A.S.B., F.N.I.

30— 33. \l) Sectional Presidents

{gj Elected by the General (Committee.

34. Dr. Nazir Ahiiicid, O.B.E., Ph.D., F.Inst.P.

45. Dr. W. R. Aykroyd, M.D.. Sc.D.

46. Prof, B. C. Guha, Ph.D., D.Sc.

47. Dr. S. S. Jo.shi. M.Sc., D.Sc.,

48. Prof. G. R. Paranjpc, M.Sc., A.I.l.Sc., I.E.S.

49. Dr. B. Sanjiva Rao, M.A., Ph.D.

50. Dr. M. R. Sahni, M.A.. Ph D., D.Sc., DI G.

Sectional Committees
1940-1941

j . Methcmatics and Statists

Prof. M. R. Siddiqi

Prof. S. C. Dhar
Prof. ]. Ghosh
Prof. V. V. Narlikar . .

Prof. K. B. Madhava
Dr. R. Vaidyanathaswamy

Prof. N. R. Sen
Prof. A. C. Bancrji

Prof. N. R. Sen
Prof. D. N. Sen
Dr. M. R. Siddiqi

Convener
Recordc!

.

Sec tional Correspondent.
Loioi Sectional Sc oretary.

I
Elected Menihi

^
Past Presidents who arc

r Ordinal y or Honorary

J Members.

3 Past Pccorders ivho arc

f
Ordinary or Honorary

J Members.
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2» Physics

—

Prof. P. N. Ghosh . .

Prof. R. K. Asundi
Dr. S. C. Sirkar . .

Prof. B. Dasannacharya

Prof. S. Bhagavantam . .

Dr. K. N. Mathur
Sir C. V. Raman . .

Mr. T. P. Bhaskara
Shastri

Dr. S. K. Banerji . .

Prof. M. N. Saha
Prof. D. M. Bose
Prof. 53. N. Bose . .

Pre r B. Venkatesachar
Dr. C. W. B. Normand
Prof. S. K. Mitra
Prof. S. Datta
Dr. K. R. Ramanathan . .

Prof. K. S. Krishnan . .

Prof. G. R. Paranjpe . .

Prof. H. Parameswaran
Prof. B. B. Ray
Prof. S. Datta
Prof. D. S. Kothari
Prof Kamta Prasad

3. Chemistry ^

—

Prof Mata Prasad
Dr. M. Qureshi
Mr. S. N. Mukherjee
Prof. S. S. Joshi . .

Prof. B. L. Manjunath .

Prof. K. C. Pandya

Dr. }. L. Simonsen
Sir P. C. Ray
Dr. G. ]. Fowler
Prof. B. K. Singh

Dr. J.
C. Ghosh

Prof. B. B. Dey
Dr. H. K. Sen
Dr. S. S. Bhatnagar
Prof. ]. N. Mukherjee . .

Prof. P. C. Mitter

Prof. P. R. Ray
Prof. P. Neogi
Dr. H. B. Dunnicliff

Prof. A. C. Sircar

Prof. P. C. Guha
Prof. ]. N. Ray
Dr. P. B. Sarkar
Dr. S. Krishna

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

j
Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

I

Past Recorders who are
r Ordinary or Honorary
1 Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

} Elected Members.

I Past Presidents who are
^ Ordinary or Honorary
I

Members.
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Prof. P. C. Guha
Prof. R. C. Ray
Prof. Mata Prasad
Prof, M. Qur^shi
Prof. J.

N. Ray
Dr. P. B. Sarkar
Dr. H. Hasan
Prof, S. S, Joshi

Dr. Syed Husain

Geology—
Dr. M. R. Sahn'
Dr. A. S. Kalapesi

Mr V. P. Sondhi
Dr. Raj Nath

Mr. Syed Kazim
Dr. C. S, Pichaniuthu

Mr. E. S. Pinfold

Sir L. L. Fermor
Mr. D. N, Wadia
Prof. B. Sahni
Dr. C. S. Fox
Mr, P. Evans
Dr. M. S. Krishnan

Mr. B. Rama Rao
Mr W. D, West
Mr, N. P. Gandhi
Prof. S. K. Roy
Prof. L. Rama Rao

Dr. M, S, Krishnan
Mr. N. N. Chatterjee . .

Prof. S, K. Roy
Prof. L, Rama Rao
Dr. C. Mahadevan

5. Geography and Geodesy

Dr. S. M. Tahir Rizvi . .

Prof. Maneck B, Pitha-

walla
Mr. A. K. Banerjee
Dr. Raj Nath

Dr. S. C. Chatterjee
Mr. B. M. Thirunaranan

Mr. N. Subrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad

Chatterjee

Mr. N. Subrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad

Chatterjee
Mr. George Kuriyan

Past Recorders who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

f

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

j
Elected Members.

I Past Presidents who are

\ Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

) Elected Members.

Past P: esfdents who are

r Ordinary <yr Honorary
' Members.

^
Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary

\ Members.
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6. Botany-

—

Dr. Shri Ranjan
Dl-. P. Anand
Prof. J. C. Sen-Gupta . .

Mr. N. K. Tiwary

Dr. K. Ahmad Chow-
dhury

Dr. S. M. Sircar

Dr. M. A. Sampath-
kumaran . .

Prof. B. Sahni
Prof. S. P. Agharkar . .

Prof. M. O. P. Iyengar
Prof. K. C. Mehta
Prof. P. Parija

Dr. T. Ekambaram
Dr. H, P. Chaudhuri ..

Dr. S. L. Ghose
Prof. R. H. Dastur
Prof. S. R. Bose
Dr. Krishnadas Bagchee
Prof. Y. Bharadwaja

Prof. S. L. Ajrekar
Prof. S. R. Bose
Dr. Krishnadas Bagchee
Prof. G. P. Majumdar . .

Prof. M. Sayeed-ud-Din
Prof. Y. Bharadwaja
Dr. F. R. Bharucha

7. Zoology^

Prof. A. Subba Ran
Mr. }. L. Bhaduri
Mr. M. M. Chakravarty
Prof. A. B. Misra

Dr. M. L. Bhatia

Capt. S. Datta

Prof. G. Matthai
Dr. H. R. Mehra
Dr. F. H. Gravely
Prof. K. N. Bahl

Dr. B. Prashad
Dr. B. Sundara Raj

Dr. S. L. Hora
Dr. B. L. Bhatia

Prof. D. R. Bhattacharya
Prof. R. Gopala Aiyar
Piof. P. R. Awati
Prof. H. K. Mookcrjec
Dr. G. S. Thapar
Prof. C. R. Narayan Rao
Prof R V n--

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

I

Past Presidents ivho ace
Ordinary or Honorary

I
Members.

Past Recorders who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Convener.
Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

j
Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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Dr. H. S. Rao
Prof. H. K. Mookcrjee
Dr. H. N. Ray
Dr. G. S. Thap:^r
Dr. H. S. Pruthi

Mr. D. D. Mukerji
Prof. S. G. M. Rama-
nujam

Mr. G. K. Chakravarty
Mr. Beni Charan

Malicndra

8. Entomology ^

—

Rao Bahadur Y. Ram-
chaiidra Rao

Dr. P. Sen . .

Dr. D. P. Raichotidhury

Prof. A. B. Misra

Dr. B. C. Basu
Dr. J. P. Joshua

Mohamad Afzal Husain. .

Dr. H. S, Pruthi . .

Mr. D. D. Mukerji

9. Anthropology^

—

Mr. Tarak Chandra Das
Dr. A. Aiyappan . .

Mr. Minendra Nath Basu
Dr. A. S. Altekar

Dr. P. C. Biswas
Prof. M. H. Krishna

Rai Bahadur S. C. Roy
Prof. P. C. Mahalanobls
Dr. J. H. Hutton
Dr. B. S. Guha
Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyay
Dr. G. S. Ghurye
Mr. H. C. Chakladar . .

Dr. D. N. Majumdar . .

Rao Bahadur K. N.
Dikshit

Dr. G. M. Kurulkar
Mr. T. C. Das
Mr. H. C. Chakladar . .

Dr. D. N. Majumdar
Mr. T. C. Roychoudhuri
Capt. R. N. Basu

Past Recorders who are
- Ordinary or Honorary

Members.

i

J

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

Past Presidents wh, are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorder who is

Ordinary or Honorary
Member.

Convener.

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

^ Elected Members.

I Past Presidents who are
- Ordinary or Honorary

Members.

}

Past Recorders who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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10. Medical and Veterinary Research-

,Mr. A. C Ukil

Prof. S. Ramakrishnan
Rai Bahadur K. N. Bagchi
Mr. B. A. Pcithak . ,

Dr. G. D. Bhalerao
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswam

Mudaliar

Lt.-Col. S. S. Sokhey . .

Lt.-Col. K. R. K. Iyengar
Bt.-Col. R. N. Chopra . .

Sir U. N. Brahmachari
Rao Bahadur T. S. Tiru-

murti
Mr. J.‘R. Haddow
Dr. M. B. Soparhar
Mr. A. C, Ukil

Rao Bahadur T. S, Tiru-
murti

Prof. S. W. Hardikar . .

Capt. S. Datta
Dr. Phanindranath

Brahmachari
Dr. C. G. Pandit

Convener,

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

1 1 . Agriculture'-'

Mr. K. Ramiah
Dr. C. N. Acharya

Dr. R. P. Mitra

Prof. K. Kumar

Convener.

Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary,

Dr. Nazir Ahmad . . -s

Dr. H. S. Pruthi .
. j

Rao Bahiidur M. R.
Ramaswami Sivan

Rao Bahadur T. S.

Venkatraman
Sir T. Vijayaraghava-

charya
Rao Bahadur G. N.
Rangaswami Ayyangar

Mr. M. Azfal Husain
Mr. A. K. Y. Narayan
Aiyer

Rao Bahadur B. Viswa-
nath

Rao Sahib Y. V. Rama-
krishna Ayyar

Rai vSahib ]ai Chand Luthra J

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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Mr. N. V. Joshi

Rao Bahadur B. Viswa-
nath

Dr. S. V. Desai
Mr. Y. D. Wad
Dr. A. N, Puri

Dr. C. N. Acharya

2. Physiology

—

Dr. B. B. Dikshit

Dr. B. Mukerji
Mr. Banbihari Chatrerji

Prof. Mahadeva L.

Schroif

Prof. M. Damodaran
Mr. K. Mitra . .

Prof. W. Burridge
Pt.-Col. S. L. B.hatia

Bt.-Col. R. N. Chopra
Prof N. M. Basu
Dr. W. R. Aykroyd

Prof. N. M. Basu
Dr. S. N. Mathur
Prof. B. Narayana
Dr. B. B. Dikshit

Past Recorders ivho are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Coni^ener.

Recorder.
Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who arc

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Pasf Recorders who arc

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

13. Psychology and Educational Science^

—

Dr. I. Latif . .

Dr. Gopeswar Pal

Mr. M. N. Samanta

Prof. B. L. Atreya

Dr. B. K. Bagchi
Mr. Kali Prasad

Dr. N. N. Sen-Gupta
Mr. N. S. N. Sastry
Dr. G. Bose . .

Mr. M. N. Banerji

Dr. S. C. Mitra
Mr. I. M. Sen
Mr. K. C. Mukherji

Mr. Haripada Maiti

Dr. D. D. Shendarkar

Mr. N. S. N. Sastry
Mr. M. N. Banerji -
Mr. D. Ganguly
Dr. D. D. Shendarkar
Dr. I. Latif . .

Convener.

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

j
Elected Members.

I
Past Presidents wh aie

^ Ordinary or Honora
Members.

Past Recor ders tvho are
Ordinary or Honorary
Member.^.
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H. Engineering—

Mr. C. C. Inglis

Dr. Anant H, Pandya . .

Prof. Surendra Kumar
Roy

Prof. G. C. Klukcrjcc . .

Dr. N. K. Bose . .

Dr, K. C. Chakko . .

Com^ener,

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent*

Local Sectional Secretary*

Elected Metnbers.
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General Arrangements

The Opening Ceremony of the Congress will be held in the

Arts College Hall. All Sections will meet in the University Colleges

in the following rooms;—
Mathematics and Statistics Engineering College Room No. 5.

Physics . . CoPege of Science (Physics Block)

Physics new Lecture Theatre
(ground floor).

Chemistry . . Chemistry Lecture Theatre (first floor).

Geology • Mining and Metallurgy Dept. (Chemis-
try Block) Lecture Theatre (ground
floor)

.

Geography and Geodesy College of Science, Lecture Theatre.

Geology Dept, (first floor).

Botany . . College of Science (Physics Block)
Lecture Theatre. Dept, of Botany
(first floor).

Zoology .. College of Science (Pnysics Block)
Lecture Theatre. Zoology Dept.

Entomology . . Engineering College.

Anthropology . . Engineering College.

Medical and Veterinary College of Science (Chemistry Block)
Research Lecture Theatre

(
ground floor )

.

Agriculture . . Institute of Agricultural Research,
Lecture Theatre.

Physiology . . College of Science (Chemistry Block)
Dept, of Mining Matallurgy annexe
Lecture Theatre.

Psychology and Educa- College of Science (Physics Block)

tional Science . . Physics Lecture Theatre (ground
floor )

.

Engineering . . Engineering College Roc)ni No. 3.

The Office of the Local Secretaries will be opened in ti:e Sayeii

Gaekwad Library.

The Office of the General Secretaries will be opened in tiie

Sayaji Gaekwad Library on the 1st jann.'iy. 1941,

The Information Bureau i.s located in the S. s aji Gaekwad
Library Central Hall.

The Reception Room is located in the Sayaji cciekwad Library
Central Hall. Stationery and writing matcr'dis for the use of the

members will be available there. A number of tlie local daily papers
will be provided in this room.

A Post and Telegraph Office will be opened in the Sayaji
Gaekwad Library. Members may address their letters c|o Indian
Science Congress, Benares Hindu University, Benares. All Com-
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munications to the Local Secretaries may also be sent to this address
from 31st December, 1940.

• A local branch of the Imperial Bank of India is situated in the

Physics block of the University.

A Telephone Connection will be available for the use of the

members in the Sayaji Gaekwad Library and Physics Block.

A Restaurant where refreshments will be available, wijl be
opened in the Sayaji Gaekwad Library from 2nd January, 1941.

Details of the Excursions will be announced in the revised

programme.

An interesting programme of visits to institutions of educa-

tional, scientific, technical and industrial interest is being arranged,

details of which wll be included in the revised programme.

Badges, a Science Congress Handbook (Benares, 1941) and a

List of Members with their local addresses, where known, together

with Invitation Cards to social functions, will be issued to members
from the Local secretary's Office from the 1st January, 1941 between
9 A.M. and 4 p.m. Members are requested to produce their member-
ship cards when applying for these.

Opening Proceedings and the General Presidential Address :

—

The Congress will be opened by His Excellency the Governor of

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh in the Arts College Hall at

10 A.M. on Thursday, January 2nd, 1941. The Address of the

General President will begin immediately afterwards. Members
must be in their seats before 9-30 A.M.

The Evening Popular Lectures will be delivered in the

Arts College Hall as followss^

Friday, January 3rd, 1941, at 6-30 p.m.

‘Some Aspects of the development of India’s Mineral Resources,’

by Dr. Cyril S. Fox, D.Sc., M.I.Min.E., F.G.S., Director,

Geological Survey of India, 27, Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Saturday, J.anuary 4th. 1941, at 6-30 p.m.

‘The Earth as a Giant Magnet, by Prof. K. S. Krishnan, D.Sc.,

F.N.I., F.R.S., Mahendralal Sircar Professor of Physics,

Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, 210,

Bowbazar Street, Calcutta.

Monday, January 6th, 1941, at 6-30 p.m.

‘The Soil and its Conservation,’ by Prof. J. N. Mukherjee, D.Sc.,

F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I., Ghose Professor of Chemistry,
University College of Science and Technology, 92 Upper
Circular Road, Calcutta.

Tuesday, January 7th, 1941, at 6-30 p.m.

'Some new application of Colloidal Chemistry.' by Dr. S. S.

Bhatnagar, O.B.E., D.Sc., F.Inst.P., r.I.C., Director,

Scientific and Industrial Research, Government Test House,
Alipore, Calcutta.
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DAILY PROGRi^MME
(Provisional)

Thursday, January 2nd, 1941.

the Governor of United Provin-
ces of Agra & Oudh opens the Indian
ocience Congress Session.

. General President’s Address.

12 NOON , . Meetings of the Sectional Committees
(in the rooms of the respective
Sections)

.

3-

30 P.M. . . Meeting of the Council.

4-

30 P.M . . AT HOME by His Highness Maha-
rajdhiraj Dr. Sir Kameshwar Singh
Bahadur, K.C.I.E. of Darbhanga and
Pro-Chancellor of the Benares Hindu
University.

Friday, January 3rd, 1941.

9 A.M. to 9-30 a.m. . . Meetings of the Sectional Committees,

9-

30 A M. to 1 P.M. . .
Meetings of Sections.

Presidential Address: Section of Agri-

culture: ‘Plant breeding and Geneti-

cal Work in India.'

Presidential Address: Section of
Mathematics and Statistics: ‘Func-

tional Analysis and Methematical
Physics.’

Pre.sidential Address: Section of

Entomology: ‘Some Observations on
the Periodicity of Locust Invasions

in India.’

Presidential Address: Section of

Geology: ‘Palacogeograph ical Revo-
lutions in the Indo-Burmese Region
and Neighbouring Lands

10-

30 A.M. to 12-30 P.M. (1) Discussion on ‘Drought resistance

in plants.’ (Section of Agricul-
ture) ,

(2) Discussion vm The psychological

factors in adult education.' (Section
OF PsYCHOl.OGY AND EDUCATIONAL
Science )

.

(3) Discussion on ‘Sugar Technology.’

(Section OF Chemistry).

9-

30 A.M.

10-

30 A.M.

1 1 a.m.

12 noon
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10-30 A M. to 12-30 p.M.

1-

30 p.M. to 2 p.M.

2-

30 p.M. to 4-30 p.M.

1 p.M, to 4-30 p.M. .

.

2-30 p.M.

6-30 p.M.

9 p.M.

(4) Discussion on ‘Corelational analy-

sis of Anthropometric material.’

(Section of Anthropology, in Co-
operation WITH the Indian Statis-

tical Conference).

(5) Discussion on ‘The Curricula for

B.Sc, (Hons.) examination in the

various Indian universities; J;heir

adequacy or otherwise for fitting

graduates to undertake research

work.' (Section of Botany).

(6) Discus.sion on ‘Physiographic divi-

sions of India.’ (Section of Geogra-
phy AND Geodesy).

Discussion on ‘Detribalization and Ac-
culturation.' (Section of Anthropo-
logy )

.

Discussion on ‘Boundary value problem
in differential equations.’ (Section
of Mathematics and Statistics).

The various Science and Technological

Departments of the Benares Hindu
Univensity will be open for visit by
the members.

Meeting of the Executive Committee.

Popular Lecture on ‘Some Aspects of

the development of India’s Mineral
Kesources,’ by Dr. Cyril S. Fox,
D.Sc., M.I.Min.E., F.G.S., Director,

Geological Survey of India, 27,

Chowringhee, Calcutta.

Special Meeting of the General Com-
mittee to consider the question of

Regrouping of Subjects into Sections.

Saturday, January 4th, 1941.

9 A.M. to 9-30 A.M. . . Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

9-30 A.M. to 1 p.M. . .
Meetings of Sections.

9-

30 A.M. . .
Presidential Address: Section of

Botanv: 'The Respiration of Plants

in Light.’

10-

30 A.M. , . Presidential Address: Section of

Physics: ‘The Role of Applied Phy-
sics in Industry.'

11-

30 A.M, . Presidential Address: Section of

Physiology: ‘Some Observations on
Sleep,’
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12 NOON

11 A.M. to 12-30 P.M.

2 P.M.

2 P.M. to 3-30 P.M. .

.

2 P.M. to 4-30 P.M.

2-30 P.M. to 3-30 P.M.

6-30 P.M.

Presidential Address: Section of
Anthropology: ‘Anthropology in the
Service of the Individual and tJie

Nation.’

( 1 ) Discussion on ‘Environment and
the distribution of population in

India.' (Section of Geography and
Geodesy )

.

(2) Discussion on ‘The place of Psy-
chology in the field of Medicine.'
(Sections of P.sychology and
F^ducational Science and Medical
AND Veterinary Research).

(3) Discussion on ‘Mathematical
Theory of Statistics.’ (Section of
Mathematics and Statistics, in

Co-operation with the Indian
Statistical Conference).

(4) Discussion on ‘Position of syste-

matics in Applied Zoology and En-
tomology.’ (Sections of Entomo-
logy AND Zoology )

.

River Trip on the Ganges.

( 1 ) Discussion on ‘Conflict and social

behaviour.' (Section of Psycho-
logy AND Educational Science and
Anthropology) .

(2) Discussion on ‘Growth studies with
special reference to Nutrition and
Public Health Surveys.' (Section of
Medical and Vaterinary Research.
IN Co-operation with the Indian
Statistical Conference )

.

(3) Discu.ssion on ‘Standards of Agri-

cultural Productivity.’ (Section of
Geography and Geodesy).

Discussion on ‘Theory of Stellar

Structure.' (Sections of Physics

AND Mathematics and St atlstics) .

Lecture on Salt from Stu. East Ltike

Bitterns Area.' by D: M. B. Dunni-

cliff
. (

Section or C j i icmi.stry
)

.

Ponular Lecture on Fhe Earth as a

Giant Magnet. by Prof. K. S.

Krishnan, D Sc., F.N.I., F.R.S.,

Mahendralal Sircar Professor of

Physics. Indian Association for the

Cultivation of Science, 210, Bowbazar
Street. Calcutta.
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9-15 P.M. *. Variety Entertainment.

Sunday, January 5th, 1941.

Who'c day Excursion to

( 1 )
Opium Factory, Ghazipur.

(2) Sarnath.

(3) Sugar, Paper and Cement Factories,

Dalmianagar, Dehri-on-sone.

Monday, January 6th, 1941.

9 A M. to 9-30 A.M.

9-30 A.M. to 1 P.M.

9-

30 A.M,

10-

30 A.M.

Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

Meetings of Sections.

Prc'^idential Address: Section of

Chemistry: ‘Physico-chemical Studies

of Gels.’

Presidential Address: Section of Zoo-
logy: ‘Some Aspects of Mammalian
Placenta.’

11-30 A.M, .. Presidential Address: Section of Geo-
graphy and Geodesy: 'Conservation
of India’s Natural Resources.’

11 A.M. to 12-30 P.M. (1) Discussion on ‘Sulphanilamide
group of drugs.' (Sections of Phy-
siology. Chemistry and Medical
AND Veterinary Research).

(2) Discussion on 'Need for the

exploration of wild forms for the

improvement of crops.’ (Sections
OF Agriculture and Botany) :

President: Rao Bahadur T. S.

Venkatraman, C.I.E.

(3) Discussion on ‘Theory of the

Structure of Solids.’ (Sections of
M.athematics and Statistics and
Physics) .

(4) Discussion on ‘Biological Control

—Its possibilities and its limitations.'

(Sections of Entomology and
Agriculture),

(5) Discussion on ‘Racial Nomencla-
ture.’ (Section of Anthropology).

1' 30 P.M. .. Meeting of the Sub-Committee on
‘Science and its Social Relations.’
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2 P.M.

3-30 P.M.

6-30 P.M.

8-15 P.M.

(1) Discussu n on ‘Reasons for the lag
in India of utilization of medical
knowledge by the individual and
initial steps towards solving the
pmblem.' (Sr.CTiON of Medical and
Ve’^erinary Research and Sub-
Committee ON ‘Science and its
Soc;iAL Relations ) : President: Dr
B. C. Ray.

(2) Discussion on 'Simbolisin and
Rituals.' (Sections of Psychology
and Educational Science and
Anthropology) .

(3) Discussion on ‘Utilization of
India's Mineral Resources.’ (Sections
OF Geology and Geography and
Geodesy )

.

Meeting of the General Committee.

Popular Lecture on The Soil and its

Conservation,’ by Prof. ]. N.
Mukherjee, D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B.,

F.N.I., Ghose Professor of Chemistry,

University College of Science and
Technology, 92, Upper Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Subscription Dinner.

Tuesday, January 7th, 1941.

9 A.M. to 9-30 A.M.

9-30 A.M. to 1 P.M.

9-30 A.M.

10-30 A.M.

11-30 A.M.

10-30 A.M. to 12-30 P.M.

Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

Meetings of Sections.

Presidential Address: Section of

Medical and Veterinary Research:

‘Some Aspects of Public Health in

India.’

Presidential Address: Section of

Engineering: Hydrodynamic Models

as an aid tv* Engineering Skill.’

Presidential Address Section of

Psychology and Educational Science:

‘Psychology and the Future of Man-
kind.'

( 1 )
Disucssion on Quality in crops.

(Sections of Agriculture, Chemis-

try AND Medical and Veterinary

Research) : President: Dewan Baha-

dur Sir T. Vijayaraghavacharya,

K.B.E.
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(2) Discussion on 'Work of the Bota-
nical Survey of India. What the

Botanical Section of the Science

Congress could do to advance it.’

(Section of Botany).

( 3 )
Discussion on ‘Diophantic problem.'

(Section of Mathematics and
Statistics) .

Discussion on 'Nitrogen fixation in the
.soil.’ (Sections of Botany, Agri-
culture AND Chemistry).

Meeting of the Executive Committee.

AT HOME to Delegates by Rai
Govind Chand, M.A., M.L.A.

Popular Lecture on ‘Some new applica-

tion of Colloidal Chemistry/ by Dr.

S. S. Bhatnagar, O.B.E., D.Sc.,

F.Inst.P., F.I.C., Director, Scientific

and Industrial Research. Government
Test House, Alipore, Calcutta.

Wednesday, January Sth, 1941.

9 A.M. to 9-30 A.M. . , Meetings of the Sectional Committees.

9-30 A.M. to 1 p.M. . . Meetings of Sections.

1 1 A.M. to 12-30 P.M. .. (1) Discu.ssion on ‘Food planning.’

(Sections of Medical and Veteri-
nary Research, Physiology, Agri-

culture, Geology, Engineering and
Geography and Geodesy).

1-30 P.M. to 3 p.M. . . Discussion on ‘Practical steps towards
the improvement of Museums in

India.’ (Sections of Geology,
Anthropology and Botany).

2 P M. Discussion on ‘Standard yields of crops.'

(Section of Agriculture, in Co-
operation WITH the Indian Statis-

tical Conference).

3-30 p.M.
. . Photograph of the Reception Committee,

the Presidents and Delegates.

d P.M.
. . Reception Committee AT HOME to

Delegates.

Meetings of the Learned Societies

Thursday, January 2nd, 1941.

12 NOON . . Annual Meeting of the National Insti-

tute of Sciences of India.

10-30 A.M. to 12-30 p.M.

1-30 p.M.

3-

30 p.M.

4-

30 p.M.

6-30 p.M.
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2 P.M. to 4 P.M. . . H E. the Governor of United Provinces
of Agra & Oudh opens the Indian

Statistical Conference.

Friday, January 3rd, 1941.

8-30 A.M. to 9-30 A.M. Ordinary monthly meeting of the

National Academy of Sciences, India.

1-

30 P.M. to 2-30 P.M. (1) Annual Meeting of the Society of

Biological Chemists, India.

(2) Annual Meeting of the Indian

Physical Sot iety.

( 3
)
Annual Meeting of the Indian

Psychological Association.

(4) Annual Meeting of the Physiologi-

cal Society of India.

(5) Annual Meeting of the Entomolo
gical Society of India.

(6) Annual Meeting of the Indian

Botanix ai Society.

3 P.M. to 4-30 P.M. . . Annual Meeting of the Benares Mathe-
matical Society. (Tea to members).

3-30 P.M. to 4-30 P.M. Annual General Meeting of the Indian

Pharmaceutical Association,

5 P.M. . . Engineering Students’ Society presents

an address to Sir Ardeshir Dalai.

S.\TURDAY, Janu.\ry 4th, 1941.

3-30 P.M. to 4-30 P.M. (1) Annual Meeting of the Indian

Society of Soil Science.

(2) Annual Meeting of the Institute of

Chemistry of Great Britain and

Ireland (Indian Section).

(3) Symposia by the Indian Pharma-
ceutical Association.

( 4 ) Symposium on Recent work on the

base exchange properties of various

soils.' (The Indian Society or Soil

Science, in co-operation with the
Section of Agriculture of the
Indian Sciencf Congress )

.

Monday, January 6th, 1941.

2-

30 P.M. . . Annual Meeting of the Indian Chemical
Society.

Tuesday, January 7th, 1941.

1-30 P.M. . . Meeting of the Indian Ecological

Society.

8 P.M. . . Meeting of the Indian Society of Plant

Breeding and Genetics.
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PROCEEDINGS OF IHE TWENTY-EIGHTH INDIAN
SCIENCE CONGRESS.

1. OFFICERS OF THE TWENTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS.

PATRON

:

His Excellency 8ir Mairicj. Capniek Hallett, K.C’.S.I., C.I.E.,
I.C.S., The Governor or the United Provinces of Agra

AND Ottdh.

VICE-PATRONS

:

Pandit Hadan Mohan ICalaviya, Ji.A,, LL.B.
Sir 8arvarat.ij IIadhakrishnan, Kt., P.H.A., D.Litt., LL.U.

PRESIDEN I :

Sir Ardesmir L>a lal, Kt., i.C’.S. (JiETD.).

PRESIDENTS OF SECTIONS :

AlaUiGmatiois and Statistics.—Prof. M. K. Sidcliqi, Ph.l)., F.N.J., J^rofcssoi'

of Maliioinatics, Osiiiaiiiti University College, flyderabad-DocciiH.
FInfsics.—Prof. P. N. Cliosh, M.A., PJi.D., Sc.l). (Hons.), P.liist.P.

(Lond.), F.N.I., Glioso ITofossor and Head of the Dojiartmenfr ol

Apjdiod Physics, Uiih ersity College of Si'ionce and Toelmolog^
, !)2,

Ujiper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Chemistry.—I’rof, Mata Prasad, I). Sc. (Honaros), F.i.C., F.N.I., Professor
of Inorganic and i*}iy.si(;al (-hemistry, Itoyul Institute of Scic^nce,

Fort, Bombay.
Geology,-—Dr. M. R. Salmi, M.A. ((’antab.), J’li.D., I). Sc. (LoikIou), D.1.(^.

F.A.Sc., Geological Sn. . ey of India, 27, Chowninglico, Calimtta .

Oeo(iraj)Jty and Gcodcsif.--})!'. S. M. TaJiir Kizvi, IhA. (Hons.) (Lond.),
'

IMi.D. (J.ond.), M.A., J.L.B., F.lt.G.S., F.K.Met.S., Jiar.-at-Lnvv,

(Lairmnn, JJcpartnient of Geograjihy, Muslim Univ ersity, AJigarb.
Botany.— J)r. Shri Kanjan, M.Se. (Cantab.), Do<;teur es Si iisa^evs, Rcadfv

in Botany, Alfiliabad University, Allahabad.
Zoology.—Prof. A. Subba, Ran, B.A., j).S( ., F.R.M.S., Professor nl Z<>olo;.i\

Central f^ilicge, Baiigjiiore.

bJnlomology ,—Rao Balia,dur Y, Pwainchaadra liao, M.A., f’ G.E.S., Lui ' '

Kesoarcli Fntoinologist, lini)criaJ (Tmncil of Agrii nitural Rose rli

6, Laksliiiii Building, Row Delhi.

A nth Topology.-—'farak Chandra Das, Fsq., M..\., Leal irer m Antin' \ • 'iog\ .

Calcutta Unix ersity ; BalJygunge Place, t'alcutta.

Medical and Veterlnarii I'cscarch.— A. C. Ukil, Cm]., M.B. (Cai vi ,,s,P,L,

(Paris), F.S.M.F.B., F.N.I., Director, Tubcnulo.sis lin
,
Indian

Research Fund Association, All India, Institute of Hygu uc nal Public

Health, 110, Chittaranjaii AA enue, Calcutta.

Age Iculture.- AS. Ramiali, Es(j., M.B.Fi., M.Sc.., Agm (Canlalj.),

L.Ag., Geneticist and Botanist, Institute of Plum Industry, liaiorc

(Central India).

Physiology.~--I>r. B. B. Dikshit, xM.B.B.S., M.R.C.P., D.P.H,, Pli.D.,

Offi(*or-in-(Uiarge, Department of IMiarinacology, Haffkine Institute,

Parel, Bombay.
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Psychology and Educational Science.—Dr. I. Latif, M.A., Ph.D., Head of

the jDepartment of Psychology and Director, Child and Youth
Guidance Clinic, Forman Christian College, Lahore.

Engineering.—C. C. Tnglis, Esq., C.T.E., B.A., B.A.I., M.Inst.C.E.,

M.Am.Soc. of C.E., Director, Central Irrigation and Hydro-dynamic
Research, Poona.

RECORDERS OF SECTIONS:

Mathematic.s and Statistics.—~Vrof. S. C. Dhar, M. A., D.Sc. (Cal. and Edin.),

P.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.N.I., Head of the Department of Mathematics,
College of Science, University of Nagymr, Nagpur (C.P.).

Physics .— Prof. R. K. Asundi, l^.A. (Hons.), M.Sc.. (Bom.), Pli.D. (Loud.),

Professor of Physics, Benares Hindu University, Benares.
(Uiemistry. Dr. M. Qureshi, M.Sc;., Ph.D., F.N.I., Head of tlie Depart-

ment of (diemistry, Osmania- Hniversity College, Hyderabad-Deccan.
(hoJogy.—Dr. A. vS. Kala,j)esi, B.A., B.Sc. (Bom.), Ph.D., D.I.C., F.G.S.

(Lond.), St. Xavier’s College, Cruickshank Roatl, Bombay 1.

(h of/mphy (tml Geodesy .

—

Prof. Maneck B. Pithawalla, D.Sc., B.A., L.C.P.,
F.G.S. (Loml.), M^R.A.S. (Lond.), M.R.S.T. (Lend.), Professor of

(toology, N.E.D. Engineering (k)llege, Jvarachi, (up to Dec., 1940).

A. K. Banerjee, Esq., Teachers Training Dept., Calcutta University,
Calcutta-, (from 1st Jan. to 31st Jan., 1941).

Botany.—Dr. P. Anand, M.Sc. (Hons.), Ph.D. (Lond.), Professor of Biol(3gy,

S.D. (yollege, Lahore.
Zoology.—3. L. Bhaduri, Es(j., M.Se., Zoological Laboratory, University

College of Science and Te(thnology, 35, Ba-llygunge (hrcular Road,
Calcutta.

Entomology.—Dr. P. Sou, M.S(j,, Ph.D., D.I.C., Entomologist, Malaria
Rosoarcb Laboratory, Bengal Public Health Department, 94, (^hitta-

ranjan Avenue, Cahnitta.

Anthropology. 'Uv. A. Aiyayipan, M.A., Ph.D. (Lend.), F.R.A.T., Curator,
Anthrof)ologica,l Section, Government Museiim, Egmore, Madras.

Medical and Veterinary Research.—I’rof. S. Ramakrishnan, L.R.C.P. <?i: S.,

D.T.M. & H., Professor of I bacteriology, Medical College, Madras.
Agriculture. Dr. C. N. Acharya, M.Se., Ph.D., F.I.C., Department of

Biochemistry, Indian Institute of Science, P.O. Hebbal, Bangalore.
Physiology. Dr. B. Mukerji, M.D., D.Sc., Pharmacologist, Biochemical

Standardisation T-.a,boratory, All India Institute of Hygiene and
l^ublic Health, 110, Chittaranjan Avojiue, (’a.leutta.

Psychology and Educational Sctencc.—AM. (Joj)eswar Pal, D.Sc., Lecturer,
Department of Psychology, University College of Science and Tech-
nology, 92, Up]M3r Circular Road, Calcutta.

Engineering.—-Dr. Anant H- Pandya, Sc.D. (Eng.), A.M.Am.Soc.CkE.,
A.M.LStruct.E., A.M.I.E., A.M.Inst.W., Principal, Bengal Engineer-
ing College, P.O. Botanic Garden, Howrah.

SECTIONAL CORREwSPONDENTS

:

Mathcfnatics and Statistics.-- Prof. J. Ghosh, M.A. (Cal.), Ph.D. (Edin.),

Professor of Mathematics, Presiilency College ; 9, Satyen Datta,

Road, Calcutta.
Physics.—Dr. S. C. Sirkar, D.Sc., Physics Department, University College

of Science and T(M hnology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Cakjutta.

Cheuiistry.—S. N. Mukherjee. Esq., M.Sc., liocturer in Chemistry,
University College of Scneiice ami Technology, 92, Upper Circular

Road, Calcutta.

Geology. - -Y

.

P. Sondhi, Esq., M.B.E., M.Sc., F.G.S., Geologist, Geological

Survey of India, 27, (3u)wringhee, Calcutta.

Geography and Geodesy.- -A. K. Banerjee, Esq., Lecturer, Teachers’
Training Department, Calcutta Uni^ ersity, Calcutta.
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Botany.—Prof. J. C. SoTi-Gupta, H.Sc. (Cal.), Pii.D., Senior Profe8.so»' of
Botany, Presidency College; 4L Lansdowne Terrace, P.O. Kalighat,
Calcutta.

Zoology.—Mukunda Murari Chakiavarty, Esq., M.Sc., Lex^tiiror in
Zoology, University College of Science, 35, Ballyguiige (Circular

Road, Calcutta.
Kntoinology.—^Dr. U. P. Kaichoudiiury, M.Sc , Ph.D. (Lond.), D.l.C.,

F.K.E.S., Zoological Laboratory, University College of Science and
Technology, 35 Ballygunge Circular Road, Calciitia.

Anthropology.—Minendra Nath Basu, Esq., M.Sc., P.K.S., lOO/li, Keshab
Chandra Sen Street, Calcutta.

Medical and Veterinary Fesearch.—Rai Bahadur K. N. Bagchi, B.Sc.,

M.B. (Cal.), F.I.C. (Loik* ), D.T.M. (Cal. & L’j)ool), Chemical
Examiner to the Government of Bengal and Professor of Chemistry,
Calcutta Medical College, Calcutta.

Agriculture.—Dr. R. P. Mitra, D.Sc., Senior Assistant Soil Clannist under
the Imperial Coimcil cf Agricultural Research, University College of
Science and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

Physiology.—Banbiho.ri (^hatterji. Esq., M.Sc., M.B., Medical Practitioner

and jliocturor in Physiology, Calcutta Univejsity
;

S2, South Road,
P.O. Entally, Calcutta.

Psychology and Educational Science.— M. N. Samanta, Esq , M.Sc*., De-
monstrator, Psychology Department, University (Vjllege of Senem^o

and Te(;hnology, 92, U])p6i Circular Road, Calcutta.

Engineering.—Prof. Surendra Kumar Roy, M.E E. (Harvard), M.A.l.E.iO.,

Professor-in-Charge, Department of Eloctri(*al Engineering, (College

of Engineering ancl Technology, P.O. Jadavpiir College?, 24-Pargaiuis.

LOCAL f ECTIONAL SECRETARIES :

Mathetnatics and Statistics.—Prof. V. V. Narlikar, B.Se. (Bonn), ICA.

((Jantab.), F.R.A.S., F.N.I., IJead of the Mathdinatics De'partmeiit,

liJenares Hindu University, Benares.
Physics.—Prof. B. Dasarinacluirya, Professor and Head of the Department

of Physics, Benares Hindu University, Benares.
(dteniistry. --Pr(d‘. S. S. doshi, M.Sc., D.Sc. (Lond.), University Professor

and Hoad of the (diomiv;try Department, Benares Hindu University,

Bella r(?s.

Geology. ~ A)v. Raj Nath, M.Sc., D.J.C^, Ph.D. (Lond.), Head of the

Dopartment of Geology, Benancs Hindu University, Ikiiiaros.

Geography and Geodesy.— Dr. Raj Nath, M.Sc., D.I.C., Ph.D. (Lond,),
Head of the De])artTnent of Geology, Benares Hindu University,
Benares.

Botany. -^. K. Tiwary, Esq., M.S(*., Botany Department, Benares Hindu
University, Benares.

Zoology.— Prof. A. B. Misra, D.Se., D.Phil. (Oxon.), Professor and Head o(

the Department of Zoology, Benares Hindu University, Benares.
Entomology.— VTo^. A. B. Misra, D.Sc., D.Phil. (Ovon.), Professor and

Head of the Department of Zoology, Benaros Hindu Umvorsity,
Benares.

Anthropology.—Dr. A. 8. Altekar, M.A., LL.B., D.Litt., Maniodnn handra
Nandi Professor and Head of the Department of Afu ienl Indian
History and Culture, Benares Hindu University, Benares.

Medical and Veterinary Research.—Prineipal B. A. Pathak, M.B.B.S.,
Ayurvedacdiarya, College of Ayurveda, Benares Hindu University,

Benares.
Agriculture.—Prof. K. Kumar, Institute of Agricultural Research, Benares

Hindu University
; New E/3, Benares Hindu University, Benares.

Physiology.—Prof. Mahadeva L. Schroff, A.B. (Hons.) (Cornell), M.S.

(Mass.), Raja Motichand Professor and Head of the Department
of Pharmaceutics, Benares Hindu University, Benares.
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Psychology and Educatiotial Science.—Prof. P. L. Atreya, M.A., D.Litt.,

Professor of Philosophy and Psychology, Benares Hindu University
;

Birla Hostel, P.O. Hindu University, Benares.
Engineering.—Prof. G. C. Mukerjee, M.Sc., A.M.T.E.E., M.I.R.E., A.I.E.E.,

Professor of Elec^trical Engineering, Engineering College, P.O. Hindu
University, Benares.

HONORARY GENERAL SECRETARIES :

Prof. S. K. Mitra, M.B.E., D.Sc., E.N.I., University College of Science
and Technology, 92, Upper Circular Koad, Calcutta.

P. Parija, Esq., M.A., F.N.T., I.E.S., Principal, Ravensliaw College, Cuttack.

HONORARY TREASURER :

Prof. J. N. Mukherjee, D.Sc., E.C.S., E.R.A.S.B., F.N.T., University
College of Science and Tefhiiology, 92, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.



2. OFFICERS OF THE INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS
ASSOCIATION FOR 1940-41.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE :

1 .

t.

Prof. H. Saw, M.A., Sc.D., D.Sc., F.R.S.
Sir Anleshir Dalai, Kt., I.C.S. (Retd.) .

.

Prof. S. K. Mitra, D.Sc., F.N.l.
P. Parija, Esq., M.A., F.N.E, l.E.S.
Prof. J. N. MuUi(M-jee, D.Sc., F.C.S.,

F.R.A.S.B., F.N.T.

President.

President-elect.

I
General Secretaries,

I Treasurer.

6. Prof. S. N. j>oMe, M.Sc., 1^\N.T.

7. Dr. Tl. Chau(ihui i, D.Sc., Ph.D.
,
D.I.e. ! !

8. Prof. K. S. K rishnan. D.Sc , F.N.L,
F.R.S.

J). Prof. P. C. Mitter, M.A.
,

Ph.D., Elected by the

F.N.T. Co^nrnitlee

.

10. Dr. Baini Pi’at linA, n .Sc.. F R.S.E.,
F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.

11. Prof. J. N. Rav, D.Sc., F .N.I.

12. W. D. West, Es(| ., M.A., F.N.T.
13. Prof. B. N. Sing] 1

,
D.Sc. 7 I ocfd Sccrefarie.s

14. Prof. P. S. Varma, M.Sc.
,
A. 1.1. Sc. j {co-opted).

COUNCIL

:

1-14. {a) Members of the Executive Gomniiitee. Ex-officio.

(b) Past Preside, Its who are Ordinary or Honorary Members.

15. Sir P. C. Ray, Kt., C.I.E., Pli.D., D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.R., F.N.T.
16. Sir M. Visvosvaraya, K.C.I.E., M.Tust.C.E., D.Sc.
17. Dr. A. L. Siinonscn, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.Ti.S.

18. Sir (L V. Raman, Kt, Nobel Laureate.
P.). Sir L. Fernior, Kt., O.B.E., D.Sc., F.G.S., A.R.S.M., M.Inst.M.M.,

F.N.L, F.U.S., F.R.A.S.B.
20. Prof. M. xV. Saha, D.Sc., F.R.S., KR.A.S.B., F.N.l.
21. Dr. J. H. Button, C.I.E., M.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.l.
22. Sir TT. N. Hrahinachari, Kt., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B., F.S.M.F..

F.N.l.
23. Rao Bahadur T. S. Veiikatraman, C.I.E., B.A., I.A.S., F.N.l.
24. Sir James H. Jeans, Kt., D.Sc., Sc.D., LL.D., F.I.O.. I .R.S.
25. Dr. J. C. Ghosh, D.Sc., F.N.L

(c) Past General Secretaries who arc Ordinary or Honorary Members*

17. Dr. J. L. Simonsen, D.Sc., F.I.C., F.R.S.
18. Sir C. V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.
26. Prof. S. P. A^diarkar, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S., F.N.l.
27. Dr. H. B. DunniclifF, M.A., Sc.D., F.T.C., F.N.l., l.E.S.

5. Prof. J. N. Mukherjee, D.Sc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., F N.l.

12. Mr. W. D. West, M.A., F.N.l.

(d) Past Managing Secretaries who are Ordinary or Honoramj Members.

28. Mr. Johan van Manon, C.T.E., F.R.A.S.B.
22. Sir IT. N. Brahmachari, Kt., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.A.S.B., F.S.M.F.,

F.N.T.

( 7 )
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(e) Past Treasurers who are Ordinary or Honorary Members.

17. Dr. J, L. Simoasen, D.Sc., F.T.C., F.R.S.
18. Sir C. V. Raman, Kt., Nobel Laureate.
10. Dr. B, Prashad, D.Sc., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S.B., F.N.I.
29. Rai Bahadur Dr. S. L. Hora, D.Sc., F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.R.S.E.,

F.R.A.S.B., F.N.T.

30--43.
(f) Sectional Presidents.

{g) Elected by the General Committee.

44. Dr. Nazir Ahmad, O.B.E., Ph.D., F.Tnst.P.
45. Dr. W. R. Aykroyd, M.D., Sc.D.
46. Prof. B. C. Guha, Ph.D., D.Sc.
47. Dr. S. S. Joshi, M.Sc., D.Sc.
48. Prof. G. R. Paranjpe, M.Sc., A. 1.1 .Sc., l.JvS.

49. Dr. B. Sanjiva Rao, M.A., Ph.D.
50. Dr. M. R. Salmi, M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc., D.l.( .

SECTIONAL COMMITTEES, 1940-41.

1. Mathematics and Statistics

—

Prof. M. R. Siddiqi
Prof. S. C. Dhar . .

Prof. J. Ghosh
Prof. V. V. Narlikar
Prof. K. B. Madhava
Dr. R. Vaidyaiiathaswamy

Prof. N. R. Son . .

Prof. A. C. Bailor} i

Prof. N. R. Son . .

Prof. D.N. Son ..

Dr. M. R. Suldiqi

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent

.

Local Sectional Secretary

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

2, Physics

—

Prof. P. N. GhoRh
Prof. R. K. Asundi
Dr. S. C. Sirkar . .

Prof. B. Dasannacharya
Prof. S. Bhagavantam
Dr. K. N. Mathur
Sir C. V. Raman
Mr. T. P. Bhaakara Shastri .

Dr. S. K. Banerji
Prof. M. N. Saha
Prof. D. M. Bose
Prof. S. N. Boso . .

Prof. B. Venkatesachar
Dr. C. W. B. Normand
Prof. S. K. Mitra
Prof. S. Datta
Dr. K. R. Ramanathan
Prof. K. S. Krishnan
Prof. G. R. Paranjpe
Prof. H. Parameswaran
Prof. B. B. Ray . ,

Prof. S. Datta
Prof. D. S. Kothari
Prof. Kamta Prasad

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectiona I ( orrespondent

.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members.
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3. Chemistry-

-

Prof. Mata Prasad
Br. M. Qureshi . .

Hi*. S. N. Muklierjoe
Prof. S. S. ucshi .

.

Prof. B. L. Maniiinath
Prof. K. C. Pandya
Dr. J. L. Simoni .en

Sir P. C. Kay
Dr. < J. J, Fowlor
Prof. B. K. Singh
Dr. J. C. Ghosh . .

Prof. B. B. Dey .

Dr. H. K. Son . .

Sir S. S. Bha'^nagar
Prof. J. K. Mukherjee
Prof. P. C. Hitter
Th’uf. P. ii. Itay . .

Prof. P. JSTeogi

Dr. H. B. Duiinieliff

l*!of. A. ('. Sircar
Prof. P. (\ Guha
Dr. J. N. Ha>
Dr. P. IP Sarkar
[ )r. S. Krisnna
Prof. P. (k Gulia
ih’of. K. (k Kay . .

Prof. Hata Prasad
Ik‘of. M. Qui’oshi

Dr. d . N. \U.v . .

Dr. P. IP Sarkar
Dr. If. Hasjvn . .

Ik’of. S. S. Joslii . .

Dr. Syed Hiisnin

4. Geology

—

Dr. H. K. Saiiui . .

Dr. A. vS. Kalaposi
Mr. V. P. Sondhi. .

Dr. Kaj Nath
Mr. Syod Kaziiii . .

Dr. C. S. Piclaimuthu
Mr. E. S. Pirdold
Sir L. L. Pennor
Mr. D. N. Wadia . .

Prof. B. Salmi
Dr. C. S. Fox
Mr. P. Evans
Dr. M. S. Krishnau
Mr. B. Rama Kao
Mr. W. D. West . .

Mr. N. P. Gandhi
Prof. S. K. Roy . .

Prof. L. Rama Kao
Dr. M. S. Krishnau
Mr. N. N. Chatterjee
Prof. S. K. Roy . .

Prof. L. Rama Rao
Dr. C. Mahadevan

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretafy.

Elected Members.

\Pa8t Pr>'si(Ients who are

j
Ordinary or Honorary

I Members.

f

Pasl Uveordvrs who are

Ordinary or Hon ora ry

Members.

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Se.cre.tary

^
Elected Mctnber .^

.

Pif-t Presidents are

Ordinary o> h' nomiry
Members.

Past Recorders who are
' Ordinary or Honorary

Members.
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5. Geography and Geodesy

—

Dr. S. M. Taliir Rizvi
Prof. Maiieck B. Pithawalla
Mr. A. K. Banerjeo
Mr. A. K. Banerjee
Dr. Raj Nath
Dr. S. C. Chatterjee

Mr. B. M. Thirnnaranan

Mr. N. Subrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad Chatterjee

Mr. N. Subrahmanyam
Dr. Shibaprasad Chatterjee

Mr. George Knriyan

6. Botany—

Dr. Shri Ranjan . .

Dr. P. Ananci
Prof. J. C. Sen-Gupta
Mr. N. K. Tiwary
Dr. K. Ahmad Chowdhury
Dr. S. M. Sircar . .

Dr. M. A. Sampathkumaran
Prof. B. Sahrii . .

Prof. S. P. Agharkar
Prof. M. O. P. Iyengar
Prof. K. C. Mehta
Prof. P. Pari

j
a

Dr. T. Ekambaram
Dr. H. Chaiidhuri
Dr. 8. L. Ghoso .

.

JVof. R. H. Dastur
Prof. S. R. Bose .

.

Dr. Krishiiadas Bagchee
Prof. Y. Bharadwaja
Prof. S. L. Ajrekar
Prof. S. R. Bose
Dr. Krishiiadas Bagchee
Prof. G. P. Majumdar
Prof. M. Sayeed-ud-Din
Prof. Y. Bharadwaja
Dr. F. R. Bharucha

Convener.

]
Recorders.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Memihers.

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.

Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

\Past Presidents who are

} Ordinary or Honorary

I
Members.

/

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

1 . Zoology-

Prof. A. Subba Rau
Mr. L. Bhaduri
Mr. M. M. (Jhakravarty
Prof. A. B. Misra
Dr. M. L. Bhatia . .

Capt. S. Datta
Mr. G. Matthai . .

Dr. H. R. Mehra
Dr. F. H. Gravely
Prof. K. N. Bahl
Dr. B. Prasliad . .

Dr. B. Simdara Raj
Dr. S. L. Hora
Dr. B. L. Bhatia

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorapy
Members.
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Prof. D. R. Bliattaeharya
Prof, P*/. Gopala Aiyar
Prof. P. R. Awati
Prof. H. K. Hookerjee
Dr. 0 . S. Thapar . .

Prof. C. R. j^^arayaii Rao
Prof. B. K. Das . .

Dr. B . S. Rao . .

Prof. H. K. Mo,)kerjee
Dr. H. N. Ray
Dr. G. S. Thapar. .

Dr. H. S. Pnithi
Mr. D. D. Hukerji
Prof. S. 0. H. Ramaimjam
Hr. C. K. (’hakj’avarty

Hr, Rpiii Charari Mahendra

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

8. Entomology -

Kao j5ahavlar Y. Ramchao.dra Rao
Dr. P. Son
Dr. D. P. liaichoudlnirv
Prof. A. B. Hisra
Dr. B. 0. Basil . .

Dr. J. P. Joshua
Hohamail Afzal lliisaiii

Dr. H. S. Pruthi

Air. D. D. Hukorji

9. Anthropology

.\rr. Tarak Clauidra. 1 >as

Dr. A. Aiya]i])an

Hr. Hinondra Nath Basil

Dr. A. S. AUnkar
Dr. P. C. Biswas
Prof, M. JK Krislina

iiai BaliJidur S. ('. Roy
Prof. V. (k Hahalanohis
Dr. J. H, Hutton
Dr. B. S. Giiha . .

Prof. K. P. Cliattopadhyay . .

Dr. (k S. (Jhuryo
Hr. H. 0. (Jhakladar
Dr. D. N. Hajumdar
Rao Baliadur K. N. Dikshit . .

Dr. G. H. Kiirulkar
Mr. T. C. Das
Mr. H. C. Chakladur
Dr. D. N. Hajumdar
Mr. T. O. Roychc udhuri
Papt. R. N. Basu

10. Medical and Veterinary Research

—

Mr. A. C. Ukil . .

Prof. S. Ramakrishnan
Hai Bahadur K. N. Bag(;hi .

.

Mr. B. A. Paihak
Dr. (k D. Bhalerao
Dr. A. Lakshmanaswami Hudaliar

Coiwener.
Rec ->rder.

Sectioa.al ( Correspondent.

TjocoI SeA'tional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are

Ordinary or* Honorary
Members.

i*ast Perorder who is an
Ordinary or Honorary
Member.

Convener.
Recorder.

Sect ional Correspoyide'nt.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

ast J^residenfs who are
Ordiiairy or Tlonorary
Members,

Past Recorder, a ho are

Ordinary i atorary
Mendif'rs

Convent r.

Recorder.

Sectional Correspondent.
Local Sectional Secretary.

I
Elected Members^
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Lt.-Col. S. S. Sokhey
Lt.-Col. K. R. K. Iyengar
Bt.-Col. R. N. Chopra
Sir XJ. N. Brahmachari
Rao Bahadur T. S. Tirumurti
Mr. J. R. Haddow
Dr. M. B. Soparkar
Mr. A. C. Ukil . .

Rao Bahadur T. S. Tirumurti
Prof. S. W. Hardikar
Capt. 8. Datta
Dr. Phallindranath Bralimaohari
Dr. C. G. Pandit

I
Past Presidents who are

(

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders ivho are

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

1 1 , Agriculture

—

Mr. K. RainiaVi . .

Dr. C. N. Acharya
Dr. R. P. Mitra ' . .

Prof. K. Kumar . .

Dr. Nazir Ahmaci
Dr. H. S. Prutld
Rao Bahadur M. R. Ramaswami Sivan . .

Rao Baliadur T. S. Vonkatraman
Sir T. Vijayaragiiavaciiarya . .

Rao Bahadur G. N. Rangaswarni Ayyangar
Mr. M. Afzal Husain
Mr. A. K. Y. Narayan Aiyor
Rao Baiiadur B. Viswanath
Rao Sahil) T. V. Ramakrisluia Ayyar
Rai Sahib Jai Chand Luthr<i

Mr. N. V. .loshi . .

• Rao Bahadur B. Viswanath
Dr. S. V. Desai . .

Mr. Y. D. Wad . .

Dr. A. N. Puri . .

Dr. C. N. Acharya

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional C 'on esponde o f

.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidoits n'lio arc

Ordinary or Honorary
Members.

Past Recorders who are

Ordinary or Honorary
Monhers.

12. Physiology

—

Dr. B. B. Dikshit
Dr. B. Mukerji . .

Mr. Banbihari Chatterji
Prof. Mahadeva L. Schroff
Prof. M. Damodaran
Mr. K. Mitra
Prof. W. Burridgo
Lt.-Col. S. L. Bhatia
Bt.-Col. R. N. Chopra
Prof. N. M. Basu
Dr. W. R. Aykroyd
Prof. N. M. Basu
Dr. S. N. Mathur
Prof. B. Narayana
Dr. B. B. Dikshit

Convener.
Recorder.

SeeJional ( brresponden t

.

Local Sectional Secretary.

Elected Members.

Past Presidents who are
Ordinary or Honorary
Members,

. .

^
Past Recorders who are

. . ) Ordinary or Hofwrary
. . I

Members.

13. Psychology and Educational Science

—

Dr. I. Latif
Dr. Gopeswar Pal
Mr. M. N. Samanta
Prof. B. L. Atreva

Convener.
Recorder.

Sectional Corresponden t

.

Local Sectional Secretary.
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Dr, B, K. Bagohi

Mr. Kali Prasad .

.

Dr. N. N. Sen-Giipta

Mr. N. S, N, Sastry

Dr. 6. Bose

Mr. M. N. Banerji

Dr. S. 0. Mitra .

.

Mr. J. M. Sen .

.

Mr. K. C. Mukberji

Mr. Haripaua Ttaiti

Dr. D. D. Cbendarkar

Mr. N. S. N. Sastry;

Mr. M. N. Banorji

Mr. D. Ganguly .

Di‘. D. D. Shendarkar

Dr. T. Lntif

En^^ineering -

Mr. (k 0. Tugli:i .

.

Dr. J^naiit H. Paii(l>'a

Prof. Siireudra Kumar Roy
fVof. 0. 0. Mukorjeo

Dr. N. K. Bose ..

Dr. K. r. Chakko

I
Elected Members,

j

Past Presidents who are

)
Ordinar!/ or Honorary

j
Members,

Past Recorders who are

' Ordinary or Honorary

Members

.

( 'onvener,

htecorder.

i^ertioual Correspondent,

Local t>e{'tional Pecrelary.

I
Elected MemlHirs,



3. LOCAL RECEPTION COMMITTEE

PATRONS

:

1. Maharaja Kumar Sir Vijayanand of Vijayaiiagram.
2. The Hon’ble Maharajadhiraj Karneshwar Singh of Darbhanga,

VICE-PATRONS :

1 . Maharaj Kumar of Sailauia.

2. , Mr. Jyoti Bhushun Gupta.
H. Mr. Babu Lai (Amiayjuriia Mills).

4. Mr. Soth M. Jaipuria.

5. Mr. Kai Govind Cl iand.
6. Mr. B. Jagaimath Prasad Khattri.
7. Mr. Kishori Raman Prasad.
H. Rai Bahadur Pt. Madho Ram Sand.
9. Mr. Rai Krislmaji.

10. (Jol. Rana Bhupal Samshor Jung liahadur.

CHAIRMAN :

Prof. Sir S. Radhakrishnan, Kt., F.15.A., D.Litt., LL.D., Vice-Chancellor,
Benares Hindu University, Benares.

LOCAL SECRETARIES:

Prof. B. N. Singh, D.Sc;., Irwin Professor of Agriculture and Univorsit;y’

Professor of Plant Physiology, Head of the Institute of Agricultural
Resoarcli, Dean of the Faculty of Technology, Benares Hindu Uni-
versity, Benares.

Prof. P. S. Varma, M.Sc., A. 1.1. Sc., Professor of Organic Chemistry and
Dean of the Faculty of Science, Benares Hindu University, Ihniares.

HONORARY LOCAL TREASURER:

Prof. S. C. Das Gupta, Department of Mathematics, J:}enares Hindu
University, Benares.

MEMBERS OF THE LOCAL RECEPTION COMMITTEE :

Prof. tS. K. Maitra.
Prof. A. S. Altekar.
Mr. Rama (Uavraii.

Prof. Y. V. NarliUar.
Dr. B. A. Patliak.
fVof. U. C. Nag.
Mr. H. N. Bose.

Dr. C/. M. Sogaiii.

Dr. A. B. Misra.

Prof. M. L. Schroff.

Dr. R. K. Asundi.
Dr. Raj Nath.
Mr. Y. P. Yarshuey.
Lt.-Col. J. B. Vaidya,
Prof. H. P. Philpot.
Mr. B. L. Sahni.

Mr. P. N. Agarwal.
Dr. B. Dasaiuiachar V a

.

Dr, N. N. Gtxlbolo.

Mr. V. G. Iyer.

Mr. S. K. Basil.

Mr. N. V. Raghavan.
Dr, S. S. Joshi.

Mr. H. N. Roy.
Dr. V. S, Dubey.
Mr. Puran Chand Mohra.
Dr. B. L. Atreva.
Mr. G. P. Mc'hta.
Dr. C. N. Moiiou.
Dr. J. S. Bajpai.
Mr. Lakhmichand.
Mr. Saran Sankar.

{ 14 )
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ASSOCIATED MEMBERS OF THE RECEPTION COMMITTEK

Dr. NadeL
Dr. D. Swaroop,
Dr. S, K. Basil.

I’rof. S, L. Dar.
Prof. A. Nandy.
Miss Moiiorama Dovi.
l^rof. N. K. Basu.
Dr. A. C. Joshi.

Prof. N. K. Tiw^iri.

Mr. S. S. Roy.
Capt. J^. Chattorji.

Prof. K. L. Merl..

Dr. K. B. Paudo.
Prof. S. C. De.

Mr. Sarju Prasaci.

Mr. L. K. Sii]g}».

Mr. N. L. Sijigl).

Mr. G. P. SrivastaMi.
Mr. Sankatha Prasack
Dr. Y. Bharadwaja.
Mr. K. R. Mehta,
Mr. Chandra Ihih

Mr. K. N. Gupta.
Mr. R. C. Saxsena.
Mr. V. L. Powar

.

Dr. G. X. Patliak.

Miss K. Vankateswaran.
Mr. J. D. Jaisvval.

Pt. G. S. Mishra.





4. GENERAL.

The Twenty-eighth Meeting of the Indian Science Congress
Association was he^d at Benares from January 2nd to January
8th, 1941.

The inaugural meeting was held on Thursday, January 2nd,
1941, at 10 A.M. in the Sayaji R-ao Gaokwad Libiary Hall, Hindu
University, Benares, in the presence of the Patron, His Excellency
Sir Maurice Gamier Hallett, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C.S., the Governor
of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh. Professor Sir

Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan, Kt., F.B.A., D.Litt., LL.D., Vice-

Chancellor, Hindu University, Benares, Chairman of the Recep-
tion Comrlittee, wehomed the delegates in a speech and requested
His Excellency the Governor of the United Provinces of Agra
and Oudh to opcm the Session of tlie Congress. His Excellency
opened the Congress with a speech and the President of the Con-
gress, Sir Ardeshir Dalai, Kt., I.C.S. (Retd.), delivered his

address.

The Sectional "^^residential Addresses were delivered as

follows :

—

Friday, January 3rd : 9-30 a.m.. Agriculture; 10-30 a.m.,

Mathematics anu Statistics; 11 a.m., Chemistry*;
12 noon, Geology.

Saturday, January 4th : 9-30 a.m.. Botany; 10-30 a.m.,

Physics; 10-30 a.m., Physiolog}^; 12 noon. Anthropology.

Monday, January 6th : 10 a.m.. Entomology f; 10-30 a.m,,

Zoology; 11-30 a.m., Geography and Geodesy.

Tuesday, January 7th : 9-30 a.m., Medical and Veterin;) rv

Research; 10-30 a.m.. Engineering; 11-30 a.m., Psychoiogy
and Educational Science.

* The Presidential Address was fixed for delivery Monday,
January 6th, but the date was changed as the Presidej.t of the Section
of Entomology could not be present to deliver his address and the
President of the Section of Chemistry agreed to deliver his address on
this date.

t As the elected President of the Section was, owing to unavoidable
reasons, unable to attend the Session, Mr. D. D. Mukerji, who was
chairman of tVio Meeting read out the Address.

( 17
)
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Symposia and Joint Meetings of Sections were held as

follows :

—

Friday, January 3rd :

10-30 A.M. to 12-30 P.M.

Discussions on Held in

(1) ‘Drought resistance in The Section of Agriculture,

plants.’

(2) ‘The Psychological factors The Section of Psychology,

in adult education.’

(3) ‘Sugar Technology’ . . The Section of Chemistry.

(4) ‘Correlational analysis of The Section of Anthropology,

Anthropometric material.’ in co-operation with the

Indian Statistical Confer-

ence.

(6) ‘The Curricula for B.Sc. The Section of Botany.
(Hons.) examination in the

various Indian Universities

;

their adequacy or other-

wise for fitting graduates to

undertake research work.’

(6) ‘Physiographic divisions of The Section of Geography
India.’ and Geodesy.

1-30 P.M. to 3 P.M.

(7) ‘Dotribalization and The Section of Anthropology.
Acculturation.’

2-30 P.M. to 4-30 P.M.

(8) ‘Boundary value problem The Section of Mathematics
in differontial equations.’ and Statistics.

Saturday, January 4th :

11 A.M. to 12-30 P.M.

(9)

‘Racial Nomenclature’ . . The Section of Anthropology/.

(10)
‘ Environment and the The Section of Geography and

distribution of population in Geodesy.
India.’

(11)

‘The place of Psychology The Joint Meeting of the
in the field of Medicine.’ Sections of Psychology and

Educational Science, and
Medical and Veterinary
Research

.
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Discussions on

(12) ‘ Mathomatical Theory of
Statistics.’

(13) 'Position of systematics
in Applied >dlogy and
Entomology.’

2 p.ir 1

(14) ‘Conflict and Social

beliavioiii.’

(15) ‘Growth studies with

special reference to Nutri-

tion and Public Health
Surveys.’

(16) ‘Standards of Agricul-

tural Productivity.

'

(17) ‘]l(u*cnt advaju*(>s in the

Chemistry of Coiiinarins and
Chromones.’

2 r.M. to

(18) ‘Theory of Stellar Struc-

ture.’

Held in

Tlie Section of Mathematics
and Statistics, in co-opera-

tion with the Indian Statis-

tical Conference.

The Joint Meeting of the
Sections of Entomology
and Zoology.

3 r.M.

The Joint Metaling of the

Sections of Psychology and
Educational Science, and
Anthropology.

Tne Section of Medical and
Veterinary Research in

(‘o-operation with the
Indian Sta-tistical Confer-

ence.

Th(‘ Section of Geography and
Geod(‘sy.

The Section of Chemistry.

-30 r.M.

The Joint Mending of the
Sections of Physics, and
Mathmnaties and Statistics.

(19)

' Siilnlia.iiilainido group of

drugs.'

(20) ‘Need for the exj)loratioJi

of wild forms fo,' the im-

provement of crops.’

(21) ‘Theory of the structure

of solids.’

(22) ‘Utilization of India’s

minera I rosoureos .

’

Joint M(^eti!tg of tic

Sections of PhysioloL \

.

(dicmistiy i'iid Medieai .»ik 1

Vetoriiiar\ R(.isear(i}

The Joini Meeting < , the

Sect ions of Agrir ^
^ « c ; t ; and

Botany.

The Joint Mf“ ling of the

Sections ol Matiwmatics

and Statistics, and Physics.

The Joint Meeting of the

Sections of Geology, ajid

Geogi'a])by and Geodesy.

Monday, January 6th :

11 A.M. to 12-30 r.M.

TIk^
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Discussions on Held in

2 P.M.

(23) ‘Ereasons for the lag in The Joint Meeting of the

India of utilization of Section of Medical and
medical knowledge by the Veterinary Research and
individual and initial steps the Sub-Committee on
towards solving the ‘ Science” and Social Rela-

problem.’ tions*.

(24) ‘S3mibolism and Rituals’ The Joint Meeting of the

Sections of Psychology and
Educational Science, and
Anthropology.

Tuesday, January 7th :

10-30 A.M. to 12-30 P.M.

(25) ‘Quality in crops ’ .. The tJoiiit Meeting of the

Sections of Agriculture,

Chemistry, and Medical and
Veterinary Research.

(26) ‘Work of the Botanical The Section of Botany.

Survey of India : What the

Botanical Section of the

Science Congress could do to

advance it.’

(27) ‘ Diophantic problem ’ .. The Section of Mathematics
and Statistics.

1-30 P.M.

(28) ‘Nitrogen fixation in the The Joint Meeting of the
soil.’ Sections of Botany, Agri-

culture, and Chemistry.

Wednesday, January 8th :

11 A.M. to 12-30 P.M.

(29) ‘Food Planning’ .. The Joint Meeting of the
Sections of Medical and
Veterinary Research, Phy-
siology, Agriculture

,

Geology, Engineering, and
Geography and Geodesy.

1-30 P.M. to 3 P.M.

(30) ‘Practical steps towards The Joint Meeting of the
the improvement of Mu- Sections of Geology, An-
seums in India.* thropology, and Botany.
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Popular Lectures were delivered as follows :

—

Friday, January 3rd 1941: 6-30 p.m.

‘Some new application of Colloidal Chemistry/ by Sir S. S.
Bhatnagar, Kt., O.B.E., I>.Sc., F.Inst.?!,
Director, Scientific and Industrial Research, Govern-
ment Test House, Alipore, Calcutta.

Saturday, January 4th, 1941: 6-30 p.m.

The Eart]i as a Giant Magnet,’ by Prof. K. S. Krishna ii,

I). Sc., F.N.T., F.R.S
, Mahendralal Sircar Professor of

Physics, Indian Association for the Cultivation of
Science 210, Bowbazar Street, Calcutta.

Monday, January 6th, 1941: 6-30 p.m.

‘The Soil ar.d its Cons^^i'/ation,’ by Prof. J. N. Miiklierjee,
aXSc., F.C.S., F.R.A.S.B., P.N.I., Ghose Profi^ssor
of Chemistry, lTniv(‘rsity Collojf^e of Science and
Technology, 92, Uppei- ('ircular Rotid, Caltaitta.

Tuesday, January 7th, 1941: 6-30 p.m.

‘Some As[)ects of the development of India’s Mineral
Resources,’ by Dr. Cyril S. Fox, D.Sc., M.I.Min.E.,
F.G.S., Director, Geological Survey of India, 27,
Chowringhee, Calcutta.

The following Fmu rions and EntertaimTients were held in

honour of th(^ Members of the Indian Science Congress:

—

Thursday, January 2nd : 4-30 p.m., At Homo by the
Hon’ble Maharapulhiraj Dr. Sir Kam(\shwar Singh
Bahadur, K.C.I.E., D.Litt., LL.D., of Darbhanga and
Pro-Chancellor of the Hindu University, Benares, at the

Sayaji Rao Ga-ekwad Library laym.

Friday, January 3rd : 4-15 p.m., ‘At Home’ by the
Engineering Students at the Engineering College.

Saturday, January 4th : 4-30 p.m., Civic Re (^^tion airi

Address to Sir Ardeshir Dalai, President, and Tmlian

Science Congress delegates at the Town Hall; 8-45 !\M.,

A5iriety Entertainment at the Congress Pandal.

Sunday, January 5th : 8-45 p.m., Variety Entertaiere. at at

the Congress Pandal.

Monday, January 6th : 4-30 p.m., Garden Party by the

Gentry of Benares in the Sayaji Rao Gaekwad Library

lawn.

Tuesday, January 7th : 4-30 p.m.. Garden Party by Rai
Govind Chaiid, M.A., M.L.A., in th(^ Sayaji Rao Gaekwad
Library lawn.
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The following VLsitB and Excursions wore arranged for

Members of the Indian Science Congress Association :

—

Friday, January 3rd : 1 p.m. to 4-30 p.m., The various

Science and Technological Departments of the Benares

Hindu University were open for visit by the members.

Saturday, January 4th : 2 p.m., River Trip on the Ganges

;

visit to KaJahhavan, Nagari Pracharini Sahha.

Sunday, January 5th : Whole day excursions:

To (1) Opium Factory, Ghazipm\

(2) Sarnath.

(3) Sugar, Paper and Cement Factories, Dalmianagar,
l)ehri-on-Sone.

The following Meetings were held during the Session of the

Indian Science Congress:

—

The Sectional Committees met at (1) 6 p.m. on Thursday,
January 2nd; (2) 9 a.m. on Friday, January 3rd; (3) 9 A.M.

on Saturday, January 4ih; (4) 9 a.m. on Monday, January
bth; (5) 9 a.m. on Tuesday, January 7th; (6) 9 a.m. on
Wednesday, January 8th, 1941.

The Council met at 3-40 p.m. on Thursday, January 2nd,
1941.

The Executive Committee met at (1) 2-30 p.m. on Friday,

January 3rd; (2) 3-30 p.m. on Tiu^sday, January 7th, 1941.

The General Committee met at (1) 9 p.m. on Friday, January
3rd; (2) 3-30 p.m. on Monday, January Oth, 1941.

The Sub-Committee on ‘Science and its Social Relations’ ?net

at 1-30 P.M. on Monday, January Oth.

The following Scientific Societies held their Meetings during

the Twenty-eighth Session of the Congress :

—

1. The Annual Mooting of the National Institute of Sciences

of India was held at 12 noon on Thursday, January 2nd, 1941.

2. The Opening Session of the Indian Statistica,! Conference
was held at 2-30 p.m. on Thursday, January 2nd, 1941.

3. The Annual Meeting of the Society of Biological

Chemists, India, was held at 1-30 p.m. on Fridav, January 3rd,

194L
4. The Annual Mooting of the Indian Physical Society was

held at 1-30 p.m. on Friday, January 3rd, 194i.

5. The Annual Mooting of the Indian Psychological
Association was held at 1-30 p.m. on Friday, January 3rd, 1941.
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6. The Annual Meeting of the Physiological Society of

India was held at 1-30 p.m. on Friday, January 3rd, 1941.

7. The Annual Meeting of the Entomological Society of

India was held at 1-30 P.M. on Friday, January 3rd, 1941,

8. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Botanical Society

was held at 1-30 P.M. on Friday, January 3rd, 1941.

9. The Annual Meeting of the Benares Mathematical

Society was held ac 3 p.m. on Friday, January 3rd, 1941.

10. The Annual General Meeting of the Indian Pharma-

ceutical Association was held rt 3-30 p.m. on Friday, January

3rd, 1941.

11. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Society of Soil

Science was held at 3-30 p.m. on Saturday, January 4th, 1941.

12. The Armual Meeting of the Institute of Chemistry of

Great Britain and Ireland was held at 3-30 p.m. on Saturday,

January '^th, 1941.

13. The Annual Meeting of the Indian Ciiemical Society

was held at 2-30 p.m. on Monday, January (hh, 1941

14. A Meeting of the Indian Ecological Society was held

at 1-30 P.M. on Tuesday, January 7ih, 1941.

15. A Meeting of the Indian Socku^y of Plant Bre(^ding and

Genetics was held at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, January 7th, 1941.

16. An Ordinary Monthly Minding of tlie National Academy

of Sciences, India, was held at 8 a.m. on Friday, January 3rd,

1941.





5. OPENliVG PKOGEEDTNGS,

The Twenty-eighth Meeting of Jie Inrliiin Science Congress

was opened on Thursday, January 2.nd, 1941, at 10 A.M., by His

Excellency Sir Maurice Gamier Hallett, K.C.S.I., C.I.E., I.C.S.,

Governor of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, in the

Sayaji Rao Gaekwad Library, Hindu University, Benares, in

the presence of Professor Sir Sarvaj)alli Radljakrishnan, Die

Vice-Chancellor of the Benares Hindu University and Vice-

Patron of tlio Sf^ssion of the Congress, and a large gathering of

delegates, members and visitors. Seats were specially reserved

for the Presidents, Past Presidents, Sectional Presidents, the

Local Secretaries, the Gen(;ral Secretaries, the Treasurer, the

Chairman of the Local Rocex>tion Committee, and sjxua'al dele-

gates from foreign Scaontific Bodies and Universitic^s Learned

Societies, College's, States and Govau’iiment Departments in

India. Professor Sir Sarvajialli Radhakrishnan, \’ic,e*Chanccll(C’

and Chairman of the Local Reee])tion Commit tc'c, announced

message of congratulation and good wisla s trom T^andit Madan

Mohan Mala-viya, the Vic<'-Pa tron of the Si'ssion of the Congress,

who could not join tht^ function, and welcomed tlio delegates

and visitors in a speech as follows:

—

Your Excellency, Sir Ardeshir Dalal, Delegates of the

Science Congress, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is witli groat pleasure that I welcome you to the

University of Benares and request you to accept the cordial

good wishes of the members of the Universit y and of the Bneep-

tion Committee for the success of your meetings in the next

few days. We arc aware of the many sliortciomings in tli(^

arrangements and the difficnltios to whicli you are put and 1

apologize to vou in advance and b(*g you to forgive us.

Benares' has been accustomed for centuries ti> receiv(‘

pilgrims not only fi’om the different parts of Ind' * bnt fiom

beyond the seas, from Burma and Ceylon, from Thhel and

Thailand, from China and Japan. There are f^w (aties n ilie

world which can compote with her for her aoiiquity or t; ; her

hold on the imagination and affections of largo ninnbtn- *
' jueii.

When wo stand here, we are conscious of a civilizaia>o and a

culture, a philosophy and a religious life of uubroluu' e mnnuity

for nearly fifty centuries. I welcome you to this ancumt city

and bog you to have a glimpse of that other lih- for whiDi she

has stood, if you find any interval between your excursions and

engagements.
^ t. • i. /•

While this University was founded with the object ol

preserving the traditions of Benares as a centre of rcligiotis

{ 25 )
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cultuie and loarninpj, its chief architect perceived the great need
of correlating the r’eligioiis traditions of the past with the urgent

problems of the y)reseiit, duo to the development of science and
criticism. Wo have departments hero for the pursuit of scientific

rosea,reh and its ay)pliea,tion to agriculture and industry and our

scientific te(thnological and engineering departments occupy
an imY)ortant place in oui’ life and organization.

A univ(U'sity, if it is true to its name, should pay equal

attention to tJic diffei^cmt manifestations of the human spirit,

literatures and philos()X)hy, art and religion as well as science

and technology. The purpose of scientific studies is to discover

the truth about things and the patient workers in laboratories

are as much imaginative creator's as poets and philosophers.

Those who ludp us to cut across moimtains, to collect waters

over thousands of miles to irrigate barren tracts and make
them l)lossom, to subdue the elements of nature to the uses of

man aie benefactors of the human race. In a coimtry like

ours, where there is a vast amount of dirt and disease, poverty
and uncleanness, the case for the spread of the scientific spirit

and habits cannot be overestimated. The gifts of science help

to make life fuller, wider, healthier and richer in comforts and
interests and in such liappiness as material things can promote.

Unfortunately there has been for some time a suspicion of

science. As long ago as 1749 the Academy of Dijon announced
a prizes for the best discussion of the question :

‘ Has the progress

of sciemee a,nd art contributed to the corruption or to the im-

provement of morals ? ’ Rousseau competed for it and gave an
answer a,dverse to science. From what I have said already, it

will be f'vident that wo, in this university, do not share his view.

We believe in scientific progress and industrial development.
We are sorry that our resources, natural and human, are not
adequately developed. W(^ deplore the policy of the Govern-
ment which has not heljx^d the country to build motor engines,

ships of all kinds and aircrafts. With proper organization and
State support India can become the chief industrial centre of

the East and how much we can do in this direction is manifest
from the work of the Tatas, and it is most appropriate that wo
should have as our President in this important session the head
of that great industrial enterprise. Sir Ardeshir Dalai. I am sure

that this session will bo ii momentous one under his wise and
versatile leadership.

There are, I dare say, many who believe with Rousseau that

science has corrupted our morals. A Bishop of England asked
us to close down our laboratories for a decade or two. Addressing
the Cambridge University Lord Baldwin asked them to produce
more poets than scientists. Sir Richard Livingstone, said with
irony, ‘ The Greeks could nf)t broadcast Aeschylean Trilogy but
they could write it’. If science is being perverted from its

natural purpose, if it is used not for the happiness of mankind
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cis a whole, hut for private profit and puJ)lic destruction, it is

not the fault of science or the scientists. If tiioie is cliaos in

the economic world, if co'VkS are slaughtered for manure, if wool
is used for roadmaking, ii coffee is burnt and wheat thrown
into the sea, wiiile there are men and women undernourished
and badly nourished it is not the fault of science. If the political

world is anfirclii’cal, if scientific weapons are used for destruction
and human sbughter ole/aled into a cardinal centre, it is not
the fault of scienc^o. One of the greatest sei(‘ntists of all ages
said :

‘ Thci prcscud troubles of the world are due to science

having advanced faster than morality; when morality catcla^s up
witli science these troubles will end' (Eimtein). Our progress

is not integral if moral advance does not accompany scientific

achiovernont. The problem of our age is the reconciliation of
science and wisdom in a vital harmony. Where else can it bo
achieved If Jiot in tiie great universities ?

At any rate in tins University, it is our aim to insist on the

high mission of staeiu^e and relate it organically to the central

purpose of human life and society, to reconcile religious wisdom
with scientific a,chi('V(ummt.

In tliis endc^avour then^ (^an b(‘ no differfmces of party or

cr(MHl. Th(^ f)eopl(^ and tl)e Oovernment lui.vc the same objective.

It is a pleasure to know that two of the prominent members
of your Oongr(\ss liaoe Ihmui hoiK)ured by llis Mayvsty’s (Govern-

ment, I refiu’ to Sir R. N. (Iho])ra aaid Sir S. S. Bha,tnagar.

May I, on behalf of this assembly, offer to them our warmest
congratulations.

0n(‘(‘ again 1 welcome you to this Univtusity, ])eg yon to

accept onr liospitality, forgive^ us our shortcotuings and accept

our host wishes for your e nifortablo stay and successful uu'etings.

It is now^ m\ pleasure to request His Excolloney, who has

heart<Mied us by his presences to open the Congress.

His Kx(*( Ihmcy the Governor of the United Provinc<ns of

Agra and Oudli tlum addressed th(‘ meeting as follows:—

Mr. Prestoent, Mr. Vice-Chanceelor, Gentlemex,

It is a pleasure mid priviI(‘go for me cs (^^vernor of ! lu*

United Provinces to welcome so liiany dist i’iguisJied nirc of

learning to this Province. Calcutta, Madras ;ind Labor? have

boon fortunate in recent years to have hereto chosen c- i!i(» site

for your annual conference, and now that 1 lie turn of t h( ^ hiiled

Provinces has come again, we welcome you eordifd]>' and ho])o

that you will enjoy your stay here in this ancifuit- r h y of Ik^iuiros.

This is not the first time the Congress has nuh in Benanrs as

it was here in 1925 and has been to Lucknow in 1910 and 1923

and to Allahabad in 1930—so it is no stranger to this Province.

Here you who stand for progress and look forward to future

development of human ki>oM"ledge, will fiud the glories and
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traditions of the past. The scientific thinker strives to find new
truth, but here for centuries men have sought knowledge, for

centuries Benares has been the homo of learning. Meeting here

in Benares you have yourselves recognized the contributions

which ancient India in her ancient language made to scientific

studies and I understand that a volume recording the contri-

butions to science by those scholars of old is under compilation

which deals with the contributions by scholars of these early

academies to mathematics, to astronomy and to chemistry. The
Benares Hindu University has set up a school of medicine in

accordance with Ayurvedic principles founded on the old Sanskrit

treatises and modern application thereof. But with all that

it cannot be denied that your choice of Bcuiares as a meeting

place does bring before us very vividly two attitudes to life,

tlie attitude of pure contemplation and the attitude of active

investigation

.

You have been good enough to make me Patron of your

Conference and 1 greatly appreciate the honour which you have

bestowed on me. Tt is an honour which 1 do not merit, for I

never had a scientific education and I am afraid T should under-

stand but little of your deliberations. But that do(‘S not mean
that T am (jynical about the value of 8ci(>ntific reseai ch. The
search for scientific knowledge is no new thing, but what is com-

paratively new is the general realization of its value when
applied to the ordinary problems which meet us day to day.

We see with amazement the products of the inventive genius

of this ago, motor cars, aeroplanes, the wireless, but imtil recently

we wore apt to regard the laboratory or the test-tube as the

paraphernalia only of academic investigation. But in the last

two decades we have seen how knowhidge acquired laboriously

in the study of the laboratory (?an be applied to the everyday

problems of life; scientific knowledge and the search for it has

been recognized by tlu^ ordinary man in the street as ydaying

a part in the development of the State no less vital than the

improvement of its communications, the construction of better

buildings and the more obvious activities of social improve‘ment.

For example, looking through your daily programme, I find

that you pi*o])ose to discuss drought resistance in j)lants, the

psychological factors in education, sugar technology, (‘rop im-

provement and the control of disease. These are not academic

matters. They are matters vitally affecting the villager, upon

the solution of which depends in a great measure^ his happiness

and comparative prosperity. If the designation of some of the

subjects on the agenda is beyond the comprehension of the

layman, he knows that sooner or later this research will lead

to practical and obvious results which will benefit humanity.

In a country of the size of India it is always of value for

men whose purpose and interests in life are the same to meet.

It is the experience of all of us that correspondence is a poor
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substitute for the spoken word. But this is doubly true of
science. Distances make it dilficult for busy men to meet
and the Vc^lue of periodical conferences such as this which
enable the expert in his own line to discuss Ids own ideas and
problems with his equals, to pick up the threads upon which
others arc w^oiking, cannot be over-rated. It lias been said
that the scientist offers new lamps for old, but at a time when
the lights have gene out all over Europe such an offer may meet
with a negative. The midst of a war like the present where the
utilitarian and destructive lesults of scituico are so apparent is

perhaps not a time to dwell on the beneficent results of the
scientists' activities—or so it is sometimes argued. ‘Would that

swift ships had never bc^en’ said the poet and this has been
echoed by many an observer of the results of fiighl which at

present is coneentrated on the ruthless bombing, the slaugiiter

of women and children or the destrmdion ol the marvels of
ai'chitecture and treasure houses of the }){ist, wluui the scientist

seems but the agent who puts devilish weapons in the hands
of maniacs seeking to destroy civilization. We are faced witli

the growth of scientific discovery whicli seems to have out-

distanced the wit of man to employ it usefully and beneficently.

We grope in the Make of huge forees w^hose US(‘S M^e scarcely

understand and to control which wo art> iiKUe fumbling tyros

—more apprentices in a colossal workshop viau’e machines are

the masters and we the slavt^s. It is to find out sonu^ path from

amidst this jungle cl giant growths, eonjuunl up by our jjalf

conscious brains that such meetings as this are useful. The
scientist stands aghast at his own discoveri(‘s, or worse', docks’ not

perceive wEat their real significance is. Tha-1 tht^ by-])roducts

of his experiments may (^^'oduco destruction on a scales unknown
before, is not, he says, his concern—it is a result, of the evil

spirit inherent in mankind. Why is this evil spirit rampant in

the world ‘i Why are the beneficent discoveries of science being

prostituted to works of death and destruction ? One reason

is that we live in a world in which wo are at present rea])ing the

harvest of nationalism run wild. The narrow outlook which doe^^

not see beyond political boundaries, w^hich is cfcistraincd by
parochial and immediate self-interest, has brought our civih/.a-

tion to the edge of destruction. But science has alway^ been

international, and it is interesting to recall that it was tiu great

German poet Goethe who said that ‘science and art belong to

the whole world and the barriers of nationality vaojsh before

them’. If the German nation had not becomt; blind to this

truth, the w^orld might have been spared the tragedy of the

present time. Except when science has been applied to the

production of engines of war, the discoveries of men of science

to whatever nation they may belong have always been available

for the enlightenment of other countries. In the common search

for knowledge international meetings of scientists, meetings such
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as this is on a smaller scale, have always been conducted on the

basis that the search for knowledge is a service of mankind and
not the narrow furthering of the interests of any particular

race or sect. Wo cannot but regret that at tiie present time

scientific men throughout the world are devoting themselves

to war work, to producing engines of destruction or to devising

methods of warding off destruction. We can only hope that

many of these discoveries will prove of use when peace is once

mon^ restored and that we shall be able to beat our swords into

ploughshares and our spears into pruning hooks. We may hope
that- the war may ha,ve at least one good result for this great

country, that it will lead to industrial development and the

starting of new industries. For that develojmient to be success-

ful, we shall need scientific knowledge and for that reason this

Conference is of great importance at the j)resent time.

Here in India as in the world outside we have our difl’ei’ences,

and difficulties, racial, religious and ideological, and we are ofte]i

prone to give them an importance which they do not deserve.

But you in your meeting here have no such difficulty, ^"our

particular subjects and individual interests may be divers(
,
but

they are not divergent. Diverseness gives a broad base to the

pyramid but the apex of the pyramid to which all your eftbrts

converge is the greater Imppiness of mankind. We are doing

what we can in this Province to dev(^lo]) scientific education.

Science has played a leading part in our universities of Allahabad
and LuckTiow especially where distinguished scientists like

Dr, Saha and Dr. Salmi, botli F(‘llows of the Royal Society, have
established traditions which will remain. Our Engineering
College at Hoorkec' still in s[)ite of recruit diffirailtics sets the

standard foi* civil engine(*ring and the Institute ol’ ib'search at

Cawnpore known as the Harcourt Butler Institute of Technology
has with success attempted to introduce the methods of science

into the (H^nirnercial s])here. The Universities at Benari^s and
Aligarli ar(^ both alert ajid 'while Benares has developcrd a scliool

of mechanical and mining engineering and a centre for China
technology, Aliga rh is starting a de])artment ofeleclrii'a 1 (mginecr-

ing. At Agi’a the Agra College is engaged in inU,resting and
valuable botanical work. There are three agricultural colleges

in the Pjovincig and the Forest Research Institute at Dcdira

Dun has developed very greatly the use of forest produce^ on
scientific liru;s. Finally, there is an active and energetic body
in the United Provinc(‘s Academy of Science now knowm as the
National Academy of Sciences of India. The need for sound
scientific education has been well understood. Dr. Jenkins in

the Jubilee meeting of this Congress stressed the need for a good
foundation of scientific training to be laid in the schools. In

this Province every boy in a secondary school has to take a

compulsory course^ in elementary science which gives a general

instruction in those scientific principles of not only chemistry and
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physics, but also biology and physiology, which, it has been
recognized, should form a part of every system of education.
More than this. In our nevdy introduced s3^stem of basic
education a compulsory subject is general or everyday science
which is taught from the infants clas > of the vernacular primal

y

school, and is taught through observation and piactical work.
Basic education aims at inculcating an attitude to Jifo, and the
understanding of those basic scientific principk-s wliich are part
of life cannot be taught too early ciiid they form a systcun of
instruction by which the child learns to observe and deduce for

himself—this is the scientific spirit //a petto. Sucli being the
foundations on which our educa,tioii rests it is anticipated that
in the new world wtiich lies Lefort^ us wlum this wjvr is o\er and
victory crowns our efforts, tlie future rulers and legislators,

taxpayers and votvo s of India will at- once bo able to a]>preeiate

the problems which must ta,ce them with a single mind clea.iiHl

of the lumber of old undigested slogans and superstitions and
be prepared to harness sci(^n(*(‘ to the eliariot of tliat progi’oss to

independence and proo})eri^ y which awaits liei‘.

Gentlemen, I welcome you once again t-o this Province,

I wish your Conference overv success and 1 have much jileasure

in declaring this Conforen<‘(‘ open.

At the end of llis Ex(‘(^il(^ncv th(^ Govcn'nor's speech, the

President Sir Ardeshir Dalai dclivtned his Address.*

The official delegates of 1h(^ following Leai*ned Societies

then extended on behalf of tlie r(^sp(^etiv^o society to the Indian

Science Congress Association tlani* gre^otings and best wishes for

the success of the Session of i1h‘ Congress:

—

National Acadtmiy of Srienccs, India.

Pacific Science Association,

American Association for tljo Advam^i^mciit of Sciences

Naf ional Institute of Sckmces of India.

The m(‘(^ling terminated with vot(\s of tJianks !o llis

Excellency tiu^ Governor of tho United Provinces of \gra and

Oudb proi)oscd by Prof. B. N. Singh, Local Se(‘retar'
,
and to tfa

Local RooeyMion Committee proposed by Prinei .J P. l^iT•;!a,,

I.E.S., M.A., F.N.I., General SeenUary.

* PubliHaod iji Ibirt H <>f t li<^ 'Pin I'^ t'odiiijLrs.
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A. DELEGATES FROM OUTSIDE INDIA.

Amerman AssocAation for the Pacific S Aence Aftaociation,

Advanccfnent of Science.

1. Prof. S. P. Agliiirkar. 1. Dr. Paul F. RusspU.
2. Prof. B. N. Singh.

I

B. DELEGATES FR'>M UNIVERSITIES, LEARNED SOCIETIES, COLLEGES,
STATES AND GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS IN INDIA.

Agra. Uvircrsity.

1. Mr. Lknath Banerji.

2. Mr. D. P. Bhattacharva.
:k Mr. P. T. Chandi.
4. Dr. K. 0. Pandya.
T). Dr. Hamamurti.

IJniversitif of Allahnhad.

1. Prof. A. C. Ikiiiorji.

2. Dr. D. R. Biiattaciiarya.

3. Dr. Kaiu SaraTi Das.
4. Dr. S. B. DutR
5. Mr. A. K. Mittra.

6. Dr. Ik N. Prasad.
7. Dr. Shri Raiijau.

S. Dr. B. K. Siiigii.

9.

Dr. B. N. Srivastava.

1(1. Dr. Miirli Dliar Lai vSrivm-

tava.

1 1 . Dr, A. X. Tandoii.

Aligarh Mii.sUm Vnivcrsitji.

1. Dr. Kazi Saooduddin Ahmad.
2. Dr. Mohd. Afz-al Hosain

Kadri.

3. Mr. S. M. Korawala.
4. Dr. H. H. Si(ldi(ji.

Andh ra 11 nivers ity .

1. Prof. S. Bhagavantam.
2. Dr. K. \

.

Diri.

3. Dr. N. S. Nagendranath.
4. Dr. G. Gopala Rao.
5. Dr. I. Ramakri,s}ina Rao.

0. Dr. K. Rangadharna Rao.

7. Prof. T. R. Soshadri.

A nnam nJa i 1 1n we rsity .

1. Sri P. Srinivasulu Nayudu.
2. Dr. T. S. Raghavan.
3. Sri R. V, Soshaiya.

{

Univer.siti/ of Bombay.

1. Ll.Ay’)!. S. L. Bhatia.
2. Dr. B. B. Dixit.

3. Dr. G. P. Ivano.

4. Mr. N. V. Modak.
r>. Principal G. R. Paraujpo.
0. Dr. Mata Prasad.
7. Priiieij)al N. M. Shah.
8. Dr. K. 'V^'orikataramari.

University of Dacca.

1. Dr. K. Ikiuorjop,

2. Dr. Tarapada Batiorjoo.

3. Dr. K. P. Basu.
4. Prof. N. M. Basil,

f). Prof. S. N. Boso.

G. Dr. N. K. (diattorjoo.

7. Dr. J. K. Chowdhury.
8. Dr. P. Mahoshwari.

0.

Mr. K. Mukhorjoo.
10. Dr. Madhal) Gliaiidra Nath.
11. Dr. A. T. Son.

University of Delhi.

1. Dr. Ram Behari
2. Dr. D. S. Kotfom.
3. Dr. Indra Son

University of Lucknow.

1. Dr. K.N. Bahl.
2. Dr. W. Burridgo.

3. Mr. Bijan Behar’ Lai.

4. Dr. S. N. MatJtnr.

L). Dr. R. D. Misra.

6. Mr. B. B. Mukhorjoo.
7. Mr. M. Raman Nayar.
8. Dr. Birbal Sahiii.

'

0, Mr. P. 1). Shukla.

10. Dr. A. N. Singh.

11. Dr. Syed Husain Zaheer.
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University of Mridras.

1. Sri R. Gopala Aiyar.
2. Mr. George Kuriyan.
3. Sri N. Sundararama Safitry.

Nagpur University.

1. Dr. S. C. Dhar.
2. Dr. M. A. Moghe.

Osmanio. University.

1. Dr. B. K. Das.
2. Dr. Brij Mohan Lai.

3. Dr. Haji Ghiilam Mohamad.
4. Dr. Muzaffaruddin Qureshi.
5. Dr. M. Raziuddin Siddiqi,

University of the Panjab.

1. Mr. B. M. Anand.
2. Mr, P. L. Anand.
3. Mr. (Biran Lai Arora.
4. Dr. H. Ohaudhnri.
5. Dr. P. L. Kapur.
6. Mr. Dev Raj Puri.

7. Dr, N. A. Yajnik.
8. Dr. Zia-ud'Din.

Patna University.

1. Dr. Phani Bhusan Ganguly.
2. Mr. Goi}al Krishna Ghosh.
3. Rai Sahib J. N. Ghosh.
4. Dr. Basudeo Narayan.
5. Mr. P. Parija.

6. Mr. A. C. Roy.
7. Mr. M. N. Rudra.
8. Mr. Dhirendra Nath Son.

University of Rangoon.

1. Mr. C. G. Iloasloy.

Ceylon Geographical Society.

1. Mr. K. Kularatnam.

National A cadenty of Sciences,

India.

1. Prof. A. C. Banerji.
2. Rai Sahib Prof. D. R. Bhatta-

(diarya.

3. Prof. H. R. Mehra.
4. Dr. Shri Ranjan.
T). Dr. Erwin Schrodinger.
(). Prof. Bawa Kartar Singh.
7. Rai Sahib Dr. P. L. Srivas-

tava.
8. The Hon’ble Sir Shah Mu-

hammad Sulaiman.

National Institute of Sciences

of India.

1. Bt.-Col. Sir R. N. Chopra.
2. Prof. M. N. Saha.

Bihar Government.

1. Mr. K. Mitra.

Government of Bombay.

1, Dr. F. R. Bharucha.

Government of United Provinces

of Agra and Oudh.

{a) Department of Agriculture.

1 . Dr. T. S. Sabnis.

(6) Department of Veterinary
Investigation.

1. Mr. P. G. Pajide.
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C. FINANCIAL /JIRANGEMENTS FOR THE TWENTY -EIGHTH SESSION.

The Local Reception Committee.

The Local Reception Committee made all local arrangements necessary

for the transaction of the scientific work of the meeting and all local

arrangements regarding social function and accommoda t ion of the members
of the Congress and the delegates

Financial arrangements for the Session wore made by the Local

Committee.
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D. MEETINGS OF THE GENERAL COMMITTEE, THE COUNCIL AND THE
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE INDIAN SCIENCE

CONGRESS ASSOCIATION.

1. Special Meeting op the General Committee.

A special meeting of the General Committee of the Indian Science
Congress Association was held at 9 p.m. on Friday, January 3rd, 1941,
in the Institute of Agricultural Research, Benares, to consider the question
of Regrouping of Subjects into Sections.

The President, Sir Ardeshir Dalai, being unable to be present at the
meeting. Professor S. P. Agharkar was unanimously elected to the chair.

In compliance with the resolution adopted by the General Committee
at their special meeting held or) January 3rd, 1940, at Madras the Executive
Committee recommended for adoption by the General (Committee the

following Regrouping of Subjects into Sections:

1. Mathematics and Statistics.

2. Physics.

3. Chemistry.
4. Geology and Geography.
.5. Botany.
6 . Zoology and Entomology.
7. Anthropology and Archaeology.
8. Medical Sciences.

9. Agricultural Sciences.

10. Psychology and Educational Science.

11. Engineering.

The Chairman, while placing the recommendation of the Exocmtive
Committee before the house, pointed out that the decision of the General
Committee regarding the regrouping of subjects into Sections would come
into effect from the 1943 Session of the Congress.

Professor S. K. Mitra, in placing the recommendations of the Execu-
tive Comraittoo before the house, stated that the following modifications
were made by the Council at their meeting hold on January 2nd, 1941

;

‘ That the Section of Agricultural Sciences be named as Agricultural

and Veterinary Sciences.’

The Executive Committee at their meeting held on January 3rd,

1941, accepted these and proposed a further modification:
‘ That the Section of Engineering be named as Engineering and

Metallurgy.’
The following recommendations of the Executive Committee as

subsequently modified by the Council and the Executiv e Committee wore
then considered by the meeting:

1. Mathematics and Statistics.

2. Physics.

3. Chemistry.
4. Geology and Geography.
5. Botany.
6. Zoology and Entomology.
7. Anthropology and Archaeology.
8. Medical Scieiices.

9. Agricultural and Veterinary Sciences.

10. Psychology and Educational Science.

11. Engineering and Metallurgy.
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out
PorTinttmg diacussion on the subject, the Chairman pointed

Ion,, ^ General Committee for a verylong time and also discussed b;- it, it woe not necessary to go into obser-

of the FxLnt^"“o“
nature He suggested that the recommendations

nareJl to !u
Committee bo adopted in Mo. He was, howe^•er. pro-

vXl un^i
to ti e proposals being moved, m.d

moved;
^ discussion. The following amendments were then

(i) Professor iV. i.f. Basu proposed that the Section of ‘ Physiolosv ’

bo retained as an independent Section instead of being merged in tiioModical bt‘ie7ices Section as proposed.
Piofessor P. Varma seconded the above proposal.
After discussion tht. proposfii was put to the vote and carried bv amajonty. ^

(li) Dr. S. N. Ray proposed that the ‘ Veterinary Seionees be retained
as a part of tiie ‘ Medical Scioiwos' Section as harl ho long boon the case.

Capt S. Datta seconded the abo\'e proposal.
The proposal was discussed and on being ])ut to tho vote was carried

by a majority.
(ni) Dr. S. P. Chat ter jec ]>roposed tluit ilie Section of ‘Geography

and Geodesy ’ be retained as a separate Section instead of being modo a
part ()f the Section of * (Jeology and (loographv ’ as proposed.

Dr. M. R. Sahni secondcil the above proposal.
'Hae proposal was discussed and on being put to the vote was lost bv

a majority.
(iv) Mr. D. Mukerji proposed that tlie Section of ‘Kntornology’ bo

retained as a separate Section instead of being matlt a part of tho Section
of ‘Zoology and Entomology' as proposed.

Mr. J. L. Bhaduri s(K‘ondad the aliove jiroposal.
After discussioT) the proposal was put to the vote. The result being

a tie, the Chairman gave bis own vote against tho proposal and declared
the proposal lost by a majoiity.

The Chairman then put the proposal of tho Executive Committee^,
as amended by the lioiisc^, to tho vote. On tho proposal being adopted
unanimously, tho Chairman announced that tho rnodiheations adopted
would come into force from the 194ii Sessifju of tho Congress.

1. Mathematics and statistics.

2. Physics.

9. (‘hemistrv.

4. (TOoJogy and (^oograjiliy.

i'K Botany.
h. Zoology and Entomology.
7. Anthroyjology and Archaeology
5. Medical and Veterinary Sciences.

9.

Agricultural Sciences.

10. Physiology.
1 1. Psychology and Educational Sciein*c.

12. Erigino*ring and Metallurgy.

2. Meeting of the (General Committee.

A meeting of Die General Committ(?e of the Indian Sci*‘nc<f ( ’ongress

Association was held at IMht I’.M. on Monday, January Oih, 1941, in the
Institute of Agricultural Jie8i3arch, Benares, with Sir Ardeshir Dalai,

the President, in the chair. Tho following items cf business were trans-

acted :

1. The minutes of the proceedings of the last meeting of (a) the
(ieneral Committee held on January 6th, 1940, in tho Medical College,

Madras; {b) tlu^ syiociul meeting of the General (.'ommittee held at J-45 p.m.
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on January 3rd, 1940, in the Medical College, Madras, to consider the

question of Regrouping of Subjects into Sections; and (c) the special

meeting of the Greneral Committee held at 9-15 p.m. on January 3rd,

1940, in the Medical College, Madras, to consider the question of Science

and its Social Relations, were read and confirmed.

2. The President announced the names of the seven Ordinary

Members olocted to the Executive Committee under Rule 14, and of tlie

seven Ordinary Members elected to the Council under Rule 18, for the

year 1941-42:

Executive Com,mittee. Council.

1 . Prof. S. P. Agharkar, Calcutta. 1 . Prof. Y. Bharadwaja, Benares.

2. Prof. B. C. Guha, Calcutta. 2. Prof. F. R. Bharucha, Bombay.
3. Prof. P. C. Mitter, Calcutta. 3. Prof. H. K. Mookorjee, Calcutta.

4. Prof. O. R. Paranjpe, Bombay. 4. Prof. B. Narayana, Patna.

5. Dr. J. N. Ray, Now Delhi. 5. Prof. B. Sanjiva Rao, Bangalore.

6. Prof. M. R. Siddiqi, Hyderabad. 6. Mr. A. C. Ukil, Calcutta.

7. RaO Bahadur T. S. Venkat- 7. Prof. K. Venkataraman,
raman, Coimbatore. Bombay.

3. {a) Ttie President announced at the meeting that the Executive
Committee had nominated Mr. D. N. Wadia, M.A., B.So., F.G.S., F.R.G.S.,
F.R.A.S.B., F.N.l., Mineralogist, Ceylon Government, Colombo, as
Congress President for the year 1942 and that the nomination was being
placed before the General Committee for confirmation.

(b) Professor B. Sahni enquired the reasons for revising the prior

decision of the Executive Committee as to the nomination of Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru for the office of the Congress President for the 1942
Session.

(c) The President pointed out that the proceedings of the Executive
Committee being confidential it would not be desirable to discuss them
at a General Meeting. Ho, however, made it clear to the house that
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru being not available due to reasons known to
all, the Executive Committee had to revise their decision in favour of
Mr. D. N. Wadia. He informed the house that the Executive Committee
had decided to nominate Pandit Nehru for 1943 in case he was then
available.

(d) Professor B. Sahni still insisted that there should be a discussion
on the matter.

(e) After some discussion Professor J. N. Mukherjee suggested
that it be first decided whether the General Committee conside>red it

desirable to discuss the matter or not.

(/) The President then addressed the house and pointed out that
before proceeding into the matter it should first be decided whether
there should at all be any discussion on the motion before the house.

[g) The house agreed to the suggestion to take votes to ascertain
first whether it would prefer further discussion or not.

ill) Votes were then taken by show of hands and the house by a
majority expressed its opinion against any discussion on the motion.
Professor Sahni expressed his desire that votes should again be taken by
ballot. This was allowed by the President and the house again expressed
by a majority its opinion agiiinst discussing the matter any further.

(/') The nomination of Mr. D. N. Wadia as General President for the
year 1942 was then confirmed.

4. (o) The President announced that tlie Twenty-ninth Meeting of
the Indian Science Congress would be held at Dacca under tVie auspices
of the Centenary Celebrations of the Old Dacca College.

(b) The President announced the names of the Sectional Presidents
and Recorders of the Twenty-ninth Meeting as follows:
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Section.

1. Mathematics
and Statistics.

2. Physu’s

3. Chemistry .

.

4. Geology

r». Geography
and Geodesy,

6. Botany

7. Zoology

8. Entomology

9. Anthropology

10. Medical and
Veterinary Fe-

search.

11, Agriculture ,

.

1 2. Physiology

13. Psychology

and Educational
Science.

President,

Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis,
Professor of Physics,
Presidency College,
Calcutta.

Prof. P. B. Kay, Khaira
Professor of Physics,
' Calcutta University,
Calcutta,

Dr. M. Quroshi, Head of
the Chemistry De
partment, Osman ia

University, Hydera-
bad. Deccan.

Dr, Raj Nath, Head of
the Geology Depart-
ment, Hindu Univer-
si;y, Benares.

Mr. George Kuriyan,
Head of the Geography
Department, Madras
Universitj^ Madras.

Dr. N. L. Bor, Forest
Botanist, Forest Re-
search Institute,

Dehra Dun.

Dr. H. 8. Rao, Assistant

Superintendent, Zoo-
logical Survey of India,
Indian Museum,
(Calcutta.

Mr. D. Mukerji, Zoolo-
gical Laboratory,
Calcutta University,

Caloutt ,

Prof. M. H. Krishna,
Professor of History
and Director of Ar-

chaeological Research,
Maharajah’s College,

Mysore,

Dr. C. G. Pandit, Direct-

tor, King Institute,

Guindy, Madras.

Dr, Nazir Ahmad, Di-

rector, Cotton Techno-
logical Laboratory,

Matimga, Bombay.

Prof. B. T. Krishnan,
Head of the Physiology
Department, Medical

College, Madras.

Dr. G. Pal, Department
of Psychology, Cal-

cutta University,

Calcutta.

Recorder,

Dr. Ram Behari, Reader in

Mathematics, Delhi Uni-
versity, Delhi.

Pref. G. R. Paranjpe,
Principal, Royal Institute
of Science, Bombay.

Prof. S. vS. .Toshi, Head of
the Chemistry Depart-
ment, Hindu University,
Benares.

Mr. V. P. Sondhi, Geological
Survey of India, Calcutta.

Prof. Nafis Ahmed, Profes-

sor of Geography,
Islamia College, Calcutta.

Dr. S. N. Das-Gupta,
Reader in Botany, Luck-
now University, Tuicknow.

Dr. B. H. Soshachar, Assis-

tant Professor of Zoology,
Central College, Bangalore.

Dr. K. B. Lai, Entomolo-
gist to Government, U.P.,
Cawnpore.

Mr. .1. K. Bose, Depart-
ment of Anthropology,
Calcutta Universitv,
Calcutta.

Dr. G. D. Bhalerao, Hel-
minthologist, Imperial
Veterinary I tesearch In s

titute, Mukteswar-
Kumann.
Mr. N. L. Dutt, luio '^rial

Sugarcane Styation,

Lawley Road, Cfumhatoro.

Dr. K. P. Ba iu, R(Vider in

Biochemistry, University
of Daciai, D<ic{;a.

Prof. B. L. Atreya, Profes-

sor of Philosophy, Hindu
University, Benares.
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Section. President. Recorder.

14. Engineering *Mr. H. P, Philpot, *Dr. A. H. Pandya, Princi-

Principal, Engineering pal, Bengal Engineering
College, Hindu Univer- College, Sibpur.

sity, Benares.

5. The following were elected members of the Sectional Committees
for the year 1941-42:

1. Mathematics and
Statistics.

2. Physics

3. Chemistry

4. Geology . .

5. Geography and
Geodesy.

6. Botany

7. Zoology

8, Entomology

9 . A nthTopology

1. Dr. B. N. Prasad, Mathematics Depart-
ment, University of Allahabad,
Allahabad.

2. Dr. B. K. Seth, Hindu College, Delhi.

1 . Dr. P. C. Mahanti, Lecturer in Applied
Physics, Calcutta University, Calcutta.

2. Dr. N. R. Tawde, Lecturer in Physics,
Royal Institute of Science, Mayo
Road, Bombay.

1. Dr. A. C. Chatterji, Chemistry Depart-
ment, The University, Lucknow.

2. Prof. D. D. Karve, Professor of Chemistry,
Fergusson College, Poona.

1. Dr. G. W. Chiplonktir, Department of

Geology, Hindu University, Benares.
2. Dr. K. P. Rode, Department of Geology,

Hindu University, Benares.

1. Dr. B. B. Mukhorjoe, Reader in Econo-
mics and Sociology, L'niversity of
Lucknow, Lucknow .

2. Khan Sahibzada Muhammad Yusuf,
Lecturer, ‘ Lalaz^ar’, Rainpur State,
U.P.

1. Dr. A. C. Joshi, Department of Botany,
Hindu University, Benares.

2. Dr. S. M. Sircar, Assistant Lecturer in

Botany, Calcutta University, Calcutta.

1. Prof. A. B. Misra, Professor and Head of
the Department of Zoology, Hindu
University, Benares.

2. Dr. D. P. Raichoudhury, University
Lecturer in Zoology, Calcutta Univer-
sity, Calcutta.

1 . Dr. B. C. Basu, Assistant Entomologist,
Imperial Veterinary Researdi Institute,
Mukteswar-Kumaun

.

2. Sahib T. V. Ramakrislina Ayyar,
Retired Government Entomologist,
Madras; ‘ Hrishikesh ’, Lawdey Road,
Coimbatore.

1. Dr. P. O. Biswas, Department of Anthro-
pology, Calcutta University, Calcutta.

* Mr. H. P. Philpot being unable to accept the office of the President,
Dr. A. H. Pandya has been nominated for the office and Mr. N. V. Modak,
B.E., M.I.C.E., M.I.E. (India), M.l.M. & C.Y.E., F.R.San.I., City Engineer,
Bombay Municipality, Bombay, has been nominated Recorder of the
Section

.

Has declined to accept the membership.
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2 .

10. Medical and Veter i- 1,

nary Research.

11. Agrkullarc .. 1.

12. Physiology .. 1.

13. Psychology and Pda- 1.

cational Science.

14, Engineering .. 1.

Dr. (Mrs.) I. Karvo, Reac^er in SociologA,

Deccan College, Poona.

Mr. M. R. Mahajan, Veterinary Investiga-

tion Otiicer, Hyflerabad State, Sitn-

rampet, Hydorabaa.
Dr. B. Mukerji, Plmrmaeologist, Bio-

chemical Standardization Laboratory,
All-India Institute of Hygiene and
Public Health. Calcutta.

Dr. B. P. Pal, Imperial Economic Botanist.

Imperial Agricultural Research Insti-

tute, Nen^ Delhi.

Dr. J. S. Patel, .lute Specialist, Indian

Contra! Jute Committee, P.O. Ramna,
Dacca.

Mr. S. Banerjoe, Department of Apyilied

Chemistry, Calcutta Uni\'er8ity,

C-alcutta.

Dr. S. N. Ray, Imperial Veterinary Re-
search Institute, P.O. Izatnagar, l^P.

Mr. Kali Prasad, J^ccturer in IVychology,
Lucknow University, Lucknow.

Df, Indra Son, Hindu College, Delhi.

Mr. S. P. Chakravarti, Dojiarknont of

Applied Physics, Calcutta University,

Cahaitta.

Rao Saheb N. S. Joshi, Executive En-
gineer, Villagf> Wa6or Supply Scheme,
Maharashtra Zone, Poona City.

(u Tlio audited accounts U]) to November 3(lth, 1 i)40, were ayiproved.

7. The Budget Estimates for the year Ist Decomlior, 1{)40, to 30th

Nov^ember, 1941, were accepted.

8. {a) Considered the following resolution ad(>y>ted by tho Exocmtive

Committee in connection with Reserve Fund of the Association and

reported it for information of (he Ceneral Committee (vide Rule 15):

‘Resolved that the following Regulation be incoryiorapui in Regulations

under Section “ HI. Financial :

(4) Amounts received on ac<-ount of Life Memberslup siib-

scri[>tion .shall be credibHi to the Resorvi* I uiid o} the

Association.’

Resolved that the Regulations adopted by the Executive 'omrnittee

be approved.
^ i

(h) In compliance with a resolution adoptivl by the » aincil at th< »r

meeting at Madras in regard to the fiuestion of completing tla^ (h4i cry

of Presidential Addresses in the first three or four day. of the Sessc.- .he

Executive Committee adopted the following resolution and - - : it

for information of the General Committee.

‘Resolved that (1) Pre.sidential Addrc.sses should bo of i uonutes

duration, (2) Presidential Addresses should comiiKmco from !) lu a.m.,

and (3) there should be no afternoon Presidential Addresses.

Resolved further that in the light of the above resolution rn'cessary

changes in the Regulations of the Association bo made.’

Resolved that additions to and alterations m the Regulations proyiosed

by the Executive Committee bo approved.

(c) Considered a letter from Dr. B. N. Pra.sad suggesting change

of dates of the Session from .January 2nd~- January- Sth to De(!ember 28th—

January 3rd of the following year.
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The President while placing the matter before the General Committee
for decision invited Dr. Prasad to speak on the subject. Dr. Prasad
explained the reasons for which he advocated the change and placed the
following resolution before the house for adoption:

* Resolved that it bo laid down as a permanent principle of the Associa-

tion that the Session of the Congress would be held from the 28th Decem-
ber to 3rd January of the following year instead of the present practice

of holding the Session from the 2nd to the 8th January, the detailed out-

line of the programme being decided by the Executive Committee as at

present.’

Prof. B. Sahni seconded tho above resolution of Dr. Prasad.
The resolution was put to vote and was lost.

9. The following votes of thanks wore unanimously adopted:

() A vote of thanks j)roposed by tho President to H.E. tho Governor
of United Provinces of Agra and Oudh for consenting to be
tho Patron of tho Association for 1941 and for opening tho
Benares Session.

() A vote of thanks proposed by tho President to Pandit Madan
Mohan Malaviya and Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnati for

consenting to bo tho Vice-Patrons of the Association for

1941.

(c) A vote of thanks proposed by tho President to the Benares
Hindu University and its Vice-Chan(;ellor.

(d) A vote of thanks proposed by the General Secretary to tho
Government of United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.

(e) A vote of thanks proposed by Princiy>al P. Parija, General
Secretary, to the Chairman and Members of the Local
Reception Committee.

(/) A vote of thanks proposo<l by Professor J. N. Mukherjee,
Treasurer, to the Local Secretaries and tho Volunteers.

(</) A vote of thanks proposed by Professor P. N. Ghosh to tVie

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal.
(h) A vote of thanks proposed by Professor B. Sahni to the

President.
(i) A vote of thanks pro})osed by Mr. D. Mukerji to the General

Secretaries.

{j) A vote of thanks })ropo.sed by Dr. A. N. Singh to tho Treasurer.

3. Meeting of the Council.

A meeting of the Council of the Indian Science Congress Association
was liohl at 3-40 r.M. on Thursday, January 2nd, 1941, in the Sayaji Rao
Gaokwad Library, Hindu University, Benares, with Sir Ardeshir Dalai,
Kt., l.C.S. (Retd.), in the chair. The following items of business were
transacted

:

(1) Tiio minutes of tho proceedings of the meeting of the Council
held on January 2nd, 1940, were read and confirmed.

(2) Considered tho decision made by the Executive Committee in

regard to the question of completion of delivery of the Presidential
Addresses in the first tliroo or four days of the Session.

The Executive Committee decided as follows

:

* Resolved that (1) Presidential Addresses should be of 45 minutes
duration, (2) Presidential Addresses should commence from 9-30 a.m.,

and (3) there should bo no afternoon Presidential Addresses.
Resolved further that in the light of the above resolution necessary

changes in the Regulations of the Association bo made.’
Resolved that the decision of the Executive Committee be adopted

for confirm ition by the General Committee.
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3. la complianoe with the resolution adoptecl by the General
Committee at their Spwial Meeting held on January 3rd, 1940, at Madras
tlio Iiixecutive Committee recommended for adoption by the General
Committee the following Regrouping of Subjects into Sections:

—

( 1 ) Mathematics and Statistics.

(2) Physics.

(3) Chemistry.

(4) Geology and Geography.
(5) Botany.
(0) Zoologv and Entomology.
(7) Anthropology and Archaeology.
(8) Medical Sciences.

(9) Agricultural Sciences.

(10) Psychology and Educational Science.
(11) Engineering.

Resolved that tiio Regrouping of Subjects into Set'tions as recom-
mended by the Executi'^e Committee be approved for adoption by the
General Committee with the modiOijation that the Section of ‘Agricultural
Sciences’ as recommended by the Exocuti/c Committee bo named as
‘ Agricultural and Veterinary Sciences ’.

4. Mr. W. D. West drew the attention of the Council to the confusion
arising out of the Indian Statistical Institute hohling their annual c*on-

feronce at the same time as that of the Tndian vScience Congress Session.
It was suggested by the Council that the General So(*rotary might

encjuire from the Secretary of the Indian Statistical Institute if, in the
e\'cnt of a separate Section of Statistics being formeti in the Indian Science
Congress, it may not be possible on the part of the Institute to discontinue
holding their annual confenan e at the same time as tla^ Session of the
Science Congress.

4. Meetiistos Oi^* the^Executivk Committee.

Ton mootings of the Executive Committee were hold during the year
1940-41. The following wore among the important items of business
transacted

:

1. A resolution was ad<\»t(vl to give action to the clause J(l) that

the cost of printing of extra pages over 25 of the Proceedings of the

Congress should be requested to be borne by the respective Presidents.

2. In view of the fact that in consequeiK^e of the outbreak of war
tlio publication of the Fauna of British India has been 8to]j})od it was
decided to express o]iinion regarding the value of this series of jiublication

of British India and to request its continuation

.

3. Professor S. P. Agharkar was nominated member of tlu' Finance

Committee for the Session ending January 31st, 1941.

4. In compliance with the resolution ado})ted by the General Com
mittoe at their special meeting licld on January 3rd, 1940, at Madras
regarding Regrouping of Subjects into Sections a Sub-Commit tee consist nig

of (1) Professor B. Sahni, (2) Professor S. P. Agharkar (3) Professor 0.

Hitter, (4) Dr. Baini Prashad, (5) Professor S. K. Mitra, and (9) Pro*
!
pal

P. Parija was formed to consider the matter in detail.

5. Professor B. N. Singh and Professor P. S. Varma were uppeinted

Local Secretaries for the 28th Session of the Congress held at P.enares

and were also co-opted as Members of the Executive Committee.

6. It was decided that ordinarily enrolment as members of this

Association by the participants of a discussion should b( insisted ujion;

but in case any eminent scientist is specially invited to take jairt in a

discussion this rule may be relaxed.

7. The invitation of the University of Dacca to hold the 1942 Session

of the Indian Science Congress at Dacca was accepted and the Universities

of Travancore and Bombay wore informed that the Executivm Committee
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would be glad to avail themselves of their invitations to hold meetings

under their auspices at a later date.

8. The following resolution adopted by the Section of Mathematics
was approved by the Executive Committee and transmitted to the Chair-

man, Federal Public Service Commission:
‘ The Section of Mathemati(vs adopted a resolution expressing opinion

that under existing Regulations candidates, offering Mathematics in the

higher comy^etitive examinations, labour under various handicaps and
urged on the Public Service Commission the need for investigating the

matter. The directions in which the need for a chang(‘ apjjoared most
urgent were referred to as follows:

Tn the I.C.S. Examination

—

(b) A more detailed syllabus in Mathematics should be drawn.

(2) A syllabus should bo more closely related to those of graduation
and post-gradnation courses in Mathematics in Indian
Universities.

(3) In the matter of marks Mathematics should b(f^ placed on ymi*

with history and other subjects.

In the Audit and Accounts Service Examination

—

Candidates offering Mathematics should not bo debarred from
offering also the y)ay)or in Elementary Mathematics.’

9. The following resolution adopted by the vSec tion of Chemistry
at Madras was duly forwarded to the Honorary Socred-ary of the Board
recommended

:

‘ At the recommendation of the Committee, consisting of Dr. S.

Krishna, Prof. B. B. Dey, Dr. H. K. Sen and Prof. S. S. Bhatnagar with
y)owors to co-oj)t, apy)ointed by the Sectional C/ommittee, the Section of
(diemistry decided to set uj> a j>ormanent Advisory Board, comj^osod of
experts from the various provinces of India, to heljj in the development
of Chemical Industries in the country. The Board, consisting of the
following members, with powers to co-opt when necessary, was apy^ointod

for the ymrpose

:

Dr. S. S. Bhatnagar, now Sir, (Cah utta).

Dr. J. L. Sarin (Punjab).
Dr. K. Venkataraman (Bombay).
Dr. K. (x. Naik (Baroda).
Dr. K. S. Thakor (Nagpur, C.P.).

Dr. N. N. Godbole (Benares, U.P.).

Dr. Sri Krishna (Dehra Dun, U.P.).

Dr. H. K. Sen (Bihar and Orissa).

Dr. B. C, Ouha (Calcutta, Bengal).
Dr. J. K. (diowilhury (Dacca, Bengal).
Dr. B. B. Dey (Madras).

Dr. T. R. Seshadri (Waltair).

Dr. K. L. Moudgill (Trav'ancore),

Dr. J. C. (Ihosh (Bangalore).
Dr. B. L. Manjunath (Bangalore).

The duties of the Board which was decided include the following:

—

{a) The y^reparation of reports on the availability of the yjrinciy)al

raw materials, chemicals and |:)lants, sources of y)ower, cost,
etc., for the founding of chemical industries.

{h) The suggestions of problems for research with the object of
starting definite chemical industries, and the allo(^ation of
those y)roblems to the different research institutions in the
country

.

(r) The co-ordination of the results of such researches and the
y)ublicity thereof.
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{d) The supply of reliable toohnieal and other information to private
enterprises in the country.

In order that the fullest ad\ .mtaeje might be taken of the deliberations
of such Board it is rocommeiifien that the rnombers should bo in constant
touch with each other and meet at least once iri the year during the Sessioti
of the Indian ycience Congress, one of the members, preferably Dr. H. K.
Sen, acting as the Honorary Secretary of the lioard for t he present.’

^10. In considera .jon of the following resolution the President of
the Section of Geography and Geodesy for the 28th Session was requested
to send concrete proposal in this connection in consultation with the
Sectional Committee

:

‘ The Geography and Geodesy Section adopted a resolution requesting
the Ex('cutive (’oinmittoe of the Indian Science Congress .Association to
inform the Census Commissioner for India for 19-11 and the Census Super-
intendents of the Irovinces and Estates that the Section of (teography
and Geodesy of the Indian Science Congress Association is willing to
co-operate with the Ce?isus Oflicers in the ])rod\iction of ma])s, diagrams,
etc.’

11. The following resolution adopted by the Section of Zoology
at Madras was duly forwai’dod to the Convenor riKjnesting him to consult
with the Sectional Committee of Botany also in this c()nnectiou:

‘ The Zoology Sectioi^ adopted the following resolution;

(i) A smsll Cornmitteo siiould lio foriiKM.) with i v itnv to colh^u
all ilata, proposals and schemes (including cost) and into

tho details f'*»r supporting an All- India Marine Biological

Station in some suitable ]>lace in India.

(ii) The Coinmith^e m ly be constituted as follow's:

1. Dr. F. H. Gravely {Conrener).

2. Prof. H. Goj'jila Aivar.

2. Prof. K. N. Bald.

4. Prof. S. G. M. Kamanujam.
5. Prof. George Mattliai.

(). Prof. B. K. Das.

7. Dr. .1. P. Joshua.

8. Dr. B. Sundi i.i Uaj.

9. Prof. C. ii. Narayau Btio.

10. Dr. Partliasarathy Aiyaiigta- (Madras)

11. Dr. Raghawan (Anuamalai University).

(in) All i)r()i)osals, schemea, etc., will )>e circidated amongst the

in(aiil)ers of the above-mtaitioned Coininittee and a joint

memorial will bo prepared w tli the conseid ofall the members
which will bo sent to all the Provincial and ShiU'. Govi^nt

ments, the Central Government and the t ' i ,j vorsiti(’s f <>j

grant-ill-aid as well as other nece.s.sary step . to bo takco in

t his matter.

(i\ )
The present resources of tho Pislieries Department at K o ^adai

under tho Madras Government .should bo fully utili/ and

developed,
(v) Due attention should be paid to arrange for a ^vc^; i rained

cempeteiit staff, laboratory, residence, boanlifsg. ; t. . The

staff should bo able to conduct work of a Jiiological

Nature and Marine Biological research and should aiTange

for a term of teaching work for the various Universities in

India, such as refresher’s courses and the like.

(vi) With a view to facilitate the rlrawing iiji of a memorial, all

reports .should be placed before the Cummittoo at the next

meeting of tho Indian Science Congress (the 28th Stission

to be held at Benares in 1941).
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(vii) Two representatives should be co-opted to the Committee,
mentioned in (ii) above, from each University, as well as
from the Zoological Survey of India.’

12. Tlie following resolutions adopted by the Sections of Entomology
and Anthropology were duly forwarded to the University Board:

() ‘ The Entomology Section in its joint meeting with the Zoology
Section adopted a resolution recommending to the Executive Committee
of the Indian Science Congress Association for approaching the Indian
Universities for introducing Entomology as a separate subject of study for

the M.Sc. Degree Examination and for making adequate provision for the
teaching of the subject in the under graduate courses.’

() (1) ‘The Anthropological Section of the Indian Science Congress
^ is strongly of the opinion that the Anthropological work

done at the last Census, both physical and cultural, will

lose mu(th of its scientific value if it is not continued during
the forthcoming census operations. It is of opinion that
the work should be extended as regards scope and geographi-
cal areas so as to include castes and tribes not previously
studied and should also include a study of blood-groups.
It considers it essential that trained workers only should
bo employed for this work.

(2) I’he Anthropological Section of the Indian Science Congress
Session at Madras reiterates the resolution moved by
Prof. Eleure and passed unanimously at the Silver Jubilee
Session of the Congros at CalcutUi in 1938 “ that in view of
the urgent necessity of an intensive study of biological

traits and social institutions of primiti\’o as well as advanced
peoples and cultures in India, it is essential that the Uni-
versities and Provincial Administrations should make
adequate jirovisions for the teaching and research in

Anthropology ”.

The Anthropological Section of the Indian Science Congress is

also of opinion that in view of the extensive scope for

anthropological pre-historic work in South India, the
Universities of South India should organize a department
of pro-historic and anthropological stutlios, both cultural

and physical, at the earliest possible opportunity. It

considers that the institution of a degree course in Archaeo-
logy would be the first and most approj>riato step towards
this eiid, particularly in the Universities of Madras, Andhra,
Aiiuamalai, Mysore, Osmania and Travancorc.’

13. The following resolution adopted by the Section of Anthropology
at Madras was duly communi(;atod to the Census Department:

‘(1) The Anthropological Section of the Indian vScionce Congress
is strongly of the opinion that the Anthropologic^al work
done at the last Census, both physical and cultural, will

lose much of its scientific value if it is not continued during
the forthcoming census oijerations. It is of opinion that the
work should be extended as regards 8co})e and geograjjhical

areas so as to include castes and tribes not ])roviously

studied and should also include a study of blood -groups.
It considers it essential that trained workers only should
bo emyjloyod for this work.’

14. Considerijig the following resolution adopted by the Section
of Agriculture the Executive Committee decickxl that while agreeing
in princij)lo with the resolution adopted by the Section of Agriculture
request the Presidents of all the Sections to draw up a list of the topics

oi’ discussion for the following year preferably at the first meeting of tlio

Sectional Committee during the Session:
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The Agriculture Section adopted a ^.esolution suggesting that the
Sectional Presidents may send round a circular to members
of the Sectional Committee in November or early in Deot^mber-.!
each year inviting proposals for topics of discussion for the
succeeding year, and such proposals be placed before the
Sectional Committee in January for their consideration. It
was suggested that this procedure would enaiole absent members
of the Committee to send in their suggestions.*

15. The following deaths of the members of this Association were
rec'orded

:

(1) Sir Irederick Hobday, Honorary Member of this Association.
(2) Dr. P, T. Patel, Ordinary Meiuher of tliis Association.
(3) Mr. Balcrusluia \onayok Vvassoodew, Ordinary Member of this

Association.

16. Invitations were extended to the following Scioutilic Bodies
re(}uesting their ropro.ieritatives at the 28th Session of the Indian Science
Congress held at Benaroa:

(1) Br'tish Association for the Advancement of Science, .London.
(2) American As80(nation for the Advan<.*cmerit of Science, Washing-

ton.

(3) Australian Association for the Ad^ anr*omoid of Seion'-e, Sydney.
(4) South African Association for the Atlvancemeiit of SiJoiice.

(5) IJ.S.S.K. Academy of >Scjoiices, Moscow.
(6) Royal Svxdish Academy of Sihences, Stockholm.
(7) Imperial Academy of Sciences, Tokyo, Japan.

(8) Pacific Science Congress, California, U.S.A.

17. Messis. Ray &, lla;) were appointed auditors for auditing the
accounts of the Indian S< ience ('ongress Asso nation for the year ending
30th November, 1040.

18. The following Rognfition vaa iiu-orj)orated in the Regulations
under Section 111—Pinaiuial;

(4)

Amounts receix od on account of Life Membership subscription

shall bo credited to tho Roservo Fund of the Association.

19. It was decided that nocossarv changes in tlie Rt^gulation of this

Association should ho made i.. compliance witJi tlio n^solution that (1)

Sectional Presidential Addresses sliould bo of 45 minutes duration, (2)

Presidential Ad(Jre.sst*.s should commence from 9-30 a.m., and (3) there

should bo no aftci'iioon Presidential Addresses.

20. A resolutFai ade])ted by tlie Sc.ction of Medical and Veteiinary

Research at Matlnis suggesting that so long as tho present grouj)ing of

Medical and Vetorinary Sciences in one Section trontinucs it wtedd bo

desirable to have tho President and Re(*urdcr selected so tliat both Ijranclu s

of this Section are represciitod each year was accepted.

21. It was decided to stop tho printing of separates of Abstrac l.s of

Papers (Part 111).

22. In consideration of tho rocoinincndation of Mm Suh-tJomiipm i - o

(
appointed by the Executive Committee at their inecM i ig dated 1-1 h e ai

tho matter of Regrouping of Subjects into Stn-tion-, of th(r tfoiigi Mio

following Sections were recommended for coiisiderat ion by tli' Aeccral

Conunittee

:

(1) Mathematics and Statistics.

(2) Physics.

(3) Chemistry.

(4) Geology and GeograiJi^'.

(5) Botany.

(6) Zoology and Entomology.

(7) Anthropology and Arclmoolog}'.

(8) Medical Science.'^.
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(9)

Agricultural and Veterinary SciencewS.

(10) PBychology and Educational Science.

(11) Engineering and Metallurgy.

23. A Sub-Committee consisting of Professor J. N. Mukherjee,
Professor S. P. Agharkar and Dr. Bakii Prashad was appointed to take
steps to recover the publications of the Association lying in the promises
of the Royial Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta.

24. Mr. D. N. Wadia was appointed President for the 1942 Session.

5. Sfb-Committee on * Science and Social Relations ’.

A meeting of the Sub-Committee on Science and Social Rela-
tions of the Indian Scieneo Congress Association was held, during the
Congress Session held at Benares, on January 6th, 1941, at 1-30 p.m.

at the College of Science Building at the Benares Hindu University,

wlien the following business was transacted, with Dr. John B. Grant,
Director, All-India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health, Calcutta,

in the Chair:

1. Prof. D. D. Kanga j)roposed and Mr. Boshi Sen seconded the
resolution that the anruial report, submitted by the Honorary Secretary,

be adopted, and the resolution was unanimously carried. It was also

resolved that the Committee's thanks be conveyed to the retiring Secretary

for his services during the year.

2. In view of the retiring Secretary’s remarks with regard to making
a provision for stationery, secretarial work, etc., Dr. Grant proposed and
Professor Kanga seconded the resolution that each member of the Com-
mittee be invited to contribute Rs.lO per year, and the resolution was
carried unanimously. Dr. Grant, Professor Kanga, Mr. Boshi Sen,

Mr. A. C. Ukil and Dr. Kewal Motwani paid their annual contributions on
the spot.

3. Since Dr. C, N. Acharya, tlio Honorary So(;retary of the C.S.S.R.,

had recjuestod to bo relieved of his duties, Dr. Grant proposed and Mr.
r^oslii Son seconded the resolution that Dr. Kewal Motwani be elected

Honorary Secretary of the Committee, and the resolution was unani-
mously carried.

4. Dr. Grant proposed and Dr. Motwani seconded the resolution that

Mr. A. C. Ukil of the All-India Institute of Hygiene and Public Health
bo co-opted as a member of the C.S.vS.R. Tlje resolution was unanimously
carried and Mr. Ukil was invited to join the proceedings of the Committee.

It was further resolv^ed that
‘ Educational Planning in India’ be taken

up for discussion at the Jiext annual mooting of the C.iS.S.R.

Dr. Grant also suggested that the members of the Committee make
use of the magazine ‘Scion(;e and Culture’, edited by Dr. M. N. Saha and
others, published in Calcutta.

T). Professor Kanga pro))OSod and Dr, Motwani seconded the resolu-

tion that the Committee draft a resolution outlining its scope and acti-

vities and that Dr. Grant be authorized to draft the resolution. The
resolution was carried.

(A joint discussion was held on ‘Reasons for the lag in India of
utilization of medical knowledge by the individual and initial steps to-

wards solving the problem’ under the auspices of the Sub-Committee on
‘ Science and Social Relations see page 20.)
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E. RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY SECTIONS.

SecHon of Geography and Geodesy.

Resolvwl that tho Executive Committee of the Indian Seienee
Congress A8sociat3on should find out from tlio Ct^jisiis ( 'onimissionors for
India and the Census Superintonde its of tin Provinces and tlie States for
the year 1941 whether tho}/ need the co-o])cratioii of the S<H'tion of th <3

Geography and Geodesy in tlie pre]>aration of mn})K and diag’"ain8 or hi
any other way in Wiiicb they think tliat the ser\dces of this section could
be of any use of thern.

Section of BoUiny.

Resolved that a Committee consisting of Prof. S. P. Aghnrkar, Prof.
B. Sahni and Prof, P. Parija with Prof. Agliarkar as Convener be appointed
to represent to the Government of India tho ncK^essity of tlie ('roation of an
Advisory Board including reiirosentatives of tho Botanical Survey of
India, the Indian Universities, the Indian Science (knigress and tho Indian
Botanical Society m comaec.tion with the Botanical Survey of India.

The fimctions of tiiis Board should include d<d.ermination of tho
general policy of the Botanical Survey and the allocation of funds for

exploration purposes.

Section of Zoology.

Resolved that tho Committee formed last year at tiu^ Zoology Solution

of the Indian Science Congress be empowered to send coyiies of tlie resolu-

tions and docisions arrived at their meetings at Madras to each one of the

members of the Botany and the Zoology Sections and through the (ienoral

Secretary arrange for a joint mooting of the two Sections at the next year’s

Science Congress, bringing up its definite pro])OHal8 and to be included in

the agenda.
Resolved further that Dr, B. K. Das be tho (Joavencr.

Section of Entomology.

In view of the rapid growth of Entomology and increasing apprecia-

tion of its economical importance, this meeting rerpiests the authorities

of tho Zoological Survey of India and the Imperial Agricultun) i Research

Institute to increase their efforts for the survey of insect h una of Indir<,

and to have more sub-sections of Entomology in their museums wi»ii

the taxonomic experts of respective groups for the ideritificatior' of

insects.
.

This meeting records its appreciation of tho value of the £ 'Uina

of British India to econo nic and academic Zoology and Entonn e ^g and

views with apprehension the possibility of this series being into; i uy ‘fnl or

discontinued indefinitely.

Section of Anthropology.

The Anthropological Section of the Indian vScience Congress reiterates

the resolution passed at the suggestion of Prof. H. J. Fleure at the Jubilee

Session of the Indian Science Congress in 1938, and ui'ges on such Indian

Universities as have not yet considered the resolution to do so at an early

date.
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Prof. Fleure’s resolution ran thus—* This Conference is of opinion that
in view of the urgent necessity of intensive study of biological traits
and social institutions of primitive as well as advanced peoples and
cultures in India, it is essential that the Universities and Provincial
administrations should make adequate provisions for the teaching of
Anthropology. ’

Section of Agriculture.

Resolved (1) that early and effi(tiont stops bo taken through the
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research and similar bodies as well as
through our Universities to collect together and describe in all aspects
the wild species of plants related to the main agricultural crops of the
country, and (2) that a committee consisting of Mr. K. Ramiah, Indore,
Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkatramaii, Coimbatore, Dr. B. P. Pal, New Delhi,
and two members selected by the Indian Botanical Socnety be authorized
to work out details in this connection and give effect to the first resolution.

4B
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F. RULES AND RFGl^LATlONS, INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS
ASSOCIATION.

RULES.

1. The name of the Assoeiation shall be the Indian Seienee ConirreasAssoeiation. and its objeet shall be the advaneeinent of Seieiu e in Indiaby the annual bolding of a Congress and tiio doing of all sueli things as areineidental or (*ondiieive to the above objec t, including -

{a) the holding and management of funds and property;
(b) the aequisibion of rights and privileges nGeessary or convenient

for thc^ objtict of thc' Association
;

(e) the management, de\ (dopinont, imnroN^oment, dis^iosal, and sale
of all and any jiarts of the })ro])oi(y of the Association.

2. The Association shall consist of Ordinary Members, Tlonorarv
Members and Session Members.

.1. Ordinary Members of (lr‘ Association shall have the right to
emntribute papers for reading at ttic Session of the Congress, to re<*eive
free of charge all publications issued by th(^ Association, and to fill u,ny
office in the Association on lx ing duly (dectecl thereto.

4. Tim annual subsc ription of Ordinary Members shall be Tls.lO.
The subscription shall becomes due on thc 1st February of each year and
shall only be effective as a payment for (Ordinary membershij) subscription
if recoh'c'd before tiu ITith July of the year.

n. Any Ordinary M(‘mber may compound for the payment of all
future annual subscriptions by the payment in a single sum of Rs.ir>0.

0. Honorary Members shall have all the rights and ])rivileg(cs of
Ordinary Members.

Honorary Members, the number of whom shall be limited to fifteen
at any one time, shall be persons ominemt for their contributions to
Science or persons who have rendered (mnspicuous services to the causo
of Science in India.

Honorary Members sliall be unanimously norninaUvI by the Fxecutb ti

Committee subject to conrirmation by the (ioumu'l and the Oencra! Com-
mittoo at its annual meeting. Not more than one Fionoraiy Members
shall l>e ele<'ted in an>' year.

7.

There shall be tbrefi elasscs of Session Moinbers:

—

(a) Full Session Members—subscrij)tioM Rs.lh per Scs-muj.

{b) Associate Session M':’mb(a‘s—subscription Rs.5 ])ef Session,
(c) Student Session Members -8ubscri])tion Ks.2 yx Session.

8. Full Session Members shall hav<' the right to ^)ntribute g- .. is

for reading al. the Session of the Congress, and to roceive fn^e of S m ge
all publications issued by the Association relating to the Sessio; <. Cie
Congress of which they are Members.

Associate and Student Session Membta-s shall have the rigb’ to xilanit

papers for reading at the Session of the Congress of wlgdi then .»re Momhers
provided such papers be (;ommunicatcd tliroiigb an Onlifiarx or an
Honorary Member of the Association.

A Student Member shall before admission be duly certified by the
bead of his Institution to bo a bona fide sturlerit.

Associate and Student Session Members shall receive' free of e'ost the
Abstracts of Papers contributed for the Session of wbicli they are members.

9. Thc official year of the Associatie>n shall e eanmene^e from the Ist

of February.
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10. There shall be Officers of the Association consisting of the Hem-
„..«.bers of the Executive Committee and Presidents and Recorders of Sections.

11. Only Ordinary and Honorary Members shall hold office in the

Association.

12. The term of office of all Officers of the Association except the

President sliall commence from the beginning of the official year and shall

extend until the assumption of office by their successors appointed in

accordance with the provisions of these Rules. The President shall

assume office on the opening day of the Annual Congress following the

one at which he is appointed, and shall continue to hold office until the
assumption of office by his successor.

13. There shall be an Executive Committee which shall carry on the

administrative work of the Association and submit such questions as it

thinks desirable to a General Committee at its Annual Meeting during the

Session of the Congress or at a Special Meeting of which due notice shall

have been given.

14. The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, the

President-elect for the following year, the two General Secretaries, the

Treasurer and seven Members, Ordinary or Honorary, elected by the

General Committee. For the purpose of this elo(?tion any Ordinary or

Honorary Member may j^ropose the name of an Ordinary or an Honorary
Member for election to the Executive Committee. Such proposal must bo
seconded by another Ordinary or Honorary Member and must reach the

General Secretary before the 15th September. The Executive Committee
shall circulate those names, together with such other names, not exceeding
three, as it may suggest, to all Ordinary and Honorary Members for

election by ballot. The ballot ])apers will be scrutinized by the President

and the General Secretaries, and the result of tlie ballot will be announced
at the meeting of the General Committee.

The Executive Committee shall co-opt as Members at least one and not
more than two Local SecTOtarios for the ensuing Session of the Congress.

15. The Executive Committee shall have full power to transact all

business in cases of emergency, notwithstanding any limitations herein*

after laid down, and to deal with all matters not otherwise provided for

in those Rules, including tVie making of .such Regulations as may appear
(tonducive to the good administration of the Association and the attain-

ment of its object; provided always that such Regulations be not incon-
sistent with anytliing contained in these Rules, tliat they l>o reported for

the information of the next meeting of the General Committee, and that
they be subject to rescission or alteration by tlie Executive Committee
or by any meeting of the General Committee.

16. There shall bo a General Committee which shall consist of all

Ordinary and Honorary Members of the Association.

17. The General Committee sliall meet at least once fluring each
Session of the Congress preferably in the middle of the Session.

18. There shall be a Council which shall consist of all Members of
the Executive Committee, and all such Ordinary and Honorary Members
of the Association as have hold office as President, General Secretary,
Treasurer, or Managing Secretary of the Association, the Sectional Presi-

dents for tlie ensuing Session, and in addition seven Members of the
Association, Ordinary or Honorary, elected by the General Committeie.
For tlie ])urj)ose of this election any Ordinary or Honorary Member
may pro^ioso tlie name of an Ordinary or an Honorary Member for election

to the Council. Such projiosal must ho seconded by another Ordinary
or Hf)norary Member and must reacli the General Secretary before the
1 5th September. The Executive Committee shall cirtmlate these names,
together with such other names, not exceeding three, as it may suggest,
to all Ordinary and Honorary Members for ole(;tion by ballot. The
ballot pajiers will be scrutinized by the President and the General Secre-
taries, and the results of the ballot will be announced at the meeting of
the General Committee.
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19. The function of the Council shall be to act as a body of advisers
to be consulted by the Executive Committee on important questions of
policy or scientific import.

20. There shall be a President who shall be nominated by the
Executive Committee and whose nomination shall be submitted to the
General Committee at its Annual Meeting during the Session of the

Congress for confirmation.
21. There shall be two General Secretaries (one of whom shall be

resident in Calcutta) who .chall be nominated by the Executive Committee
and whose jjominaiion shall be submitted to the General Committee at

its Annual Meeting during the Session of the Congress for confirmation.

22. There shall bo a Treasurer who siiall be nominated by the

Executive (Joramittoe and whose nomination shall bo submitted for con-

firmation to the General Committee at its Annual Meeting during the

Session of the Congress.

23. The term of office of each General Secretary and of the Treasurer

shall bo for a period jf five years following the confirmation of the appoint-

ment of any one of them, and eacdi of them shall be eligible for re-appoint-

ment.
24. In the event of a vacancy amongst the General Secretaries and

the Treasurer occurring between two Sessions of the Congress the Executive

Committee shall have power to appoint a General So( rotary oi the Trea-

surer for the period up to the termination of the next Session of the

Congress. ^ .

'25. There shad be n Lotiai Secretary or T.ocal Secretaries for each

Session of the Congress who shall be appointed by tlie Executive Com-

mittee. ^

26. There shall be a Local < .’omroittee for each Session of the Congress

which shall be ap]Joiuted by the Exccutive3 Committee.

27. The Local Secretary, or Secretaries, and the Local Committee

shairiointlv, on behalf of and in consultathni with the Jixocutivo Com-

mittee, make all uoeossary urrangements for the holding of the Seasion ol

the Congress. . , • • r

28. For the purpose of scientific deliberation during the Session ol

the Congress there shall be such So(;tioiis corresponding to different

branches of science as may from time to time be constituted by the

General Committee on the re(>.' omoiidation of tho Execmtive Committee

It shall be eoinpctent for any Section alter the first day s mooting to hold

its scientific mootings in sub-s(M*tions for tho purpose of dealing separately

with different groups of papers submitted to that ^ction. A sepaiato

chairman may bo appointed by the Sectional President m consultation

with the Sectional Committee to preside over each sub section.

29 There shall be in each Section a Presidont and a Kocorder wlio

shall be appointed bv the Executive Commdtee. In

bfa Sectional Corn.spondont and a Local Sectional Secretary who shall be

o«..- ..

Pro'^ident. a Roeonlor, a SiH-lfoiml Corrasiiondoiit, and n

Secrotarv. Tho Presidont and ttie Hecerilor shall bo iJ.o ohief o**'"; ’

‘
f* fUo They shall have power to a<;t on biilialf ne

Seiwonafcommittoe in any 'matter of urgency whioh caimot .' ''‘'j'**

before the Sectional Committee for consideration and thoy sluol
, r'^rt

mittee wliich shall be conHtitnted as follows

(M lirordtfrf and Honorary Members of ty ysooiation who

have been Presidents or Recorders of the Section.

(cl Twc3 Members of the Association, Ordinary or Honorary,

elected by the General Committee at its Annual Meeting

during the Session of tho Congress.
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The Sectional President shall preside over all meetings of the Section

and of the Sectional Committee. He shall be the convener of the meetings
of the Sectional Committee. His ruling shall be final on all points of

order that may arise.

The Sectional Recorder shall act as the Secretary of the Sectional

Committee, and shall maintain a proper record of the proceedings of the

Sectional Committee and of the Section in a book provided for the purpose.
He shall be responsible for the pmictual transmission to the General
Secretary of the recommendations adopted by the Sectional Committee,
and of resolutions adopted by the Section.

The Sectional Correspondent shall be resident at the headquarters
of the Association, and shall be responsible for preparing for the press the
material relating to liis Section, according to the instruction of the Sec-

tional President.
The Local Sectional Secretary shall be resident in the locality where

the Annual Session is held, and shall be responsible for all local arrange-

ments for the work of his Section, and for arranging the Sectional excursions
hi consultation with the Local Secretaries.

31. The Sectional Committee shall meet on the opening day of each
Session of the Congress, and daily thereafter during the Session before the
meeting of the Sofition unless otherwise determined at a meeting of the
Sectional Committee.

In the absence of the Sectional President from any of its meetings
the most senior member of the Sectional Committee present shall take
the chair.

In their meeting on the opening day they shall

() nominate a Sectional President and a Sectional Recorder for the
ensuing year for the consideration of the Executive Com-
mittee

;

() determine the detailed arrangements for the Sectional meetings;
(r) select the pa])er8 to be read and discussed;

ami in their mooting during the Session they shall also

(r/) nominate a Sectional Correspondent and a Local Sectional

Secretary for the ensuing year for tlie consideration of the
Executive Committee

;

{(i) determine the contents of the Sectional records in the Proceed-
ings in accordance with Rule 32 (c);

(/) consider means of imi>roving the scientific work of the Section,

and make suggestions to the Executive Committee whenever
('onsiderod necessary;

{(j) select to])i(rs for discussions at the next Session of the Congress
and make necessary arrangements (i) through the President
of the Solution (concerned for discussions within a Section,

and (ii) through the Se(;tion.al President who has initiated the
proposal for a disemssion in which more than one Section
will participate.

32. (a) All papers submitted for reading at the next Session of the
Congress shall be forwarded to the General Secretary so as to reach him
not later than September 1 5th of the calendar year preceding the Session
of the Congress at which the papers are intended to be read, provided that
this date may be changed by the Executive Committee for special reasons.

(6) Any paper submitted for reading at the Session of the Congress
sliall be accompanied by an abstract in triplicate.

(c) All papers submitted for reading at a Session of the Congress
shall bo checked by the Sectional Correspondent concerned or by such
person or persons appointed by the General Secretary. The papers
togothei* with a copy each of the abstracts shall then be sent to the Sec-
tional President concerned for refereeing and ac^ceptance. Decisions
with regard to acceptance or rejection of any paper shall be final and all

reports confidential.
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(d) No paper published elsewhere shall be accepted.

<5? f
'eceived hj/ the General Secretarybefore ^pteir^er l.)th m accordance with Rule 32 (a), (6) and (c) shall"

aLt^act?l.t“
In exceptional circumstances

abstracts of papers received after that date and read before the Section

to S’fv
”'“°““'en'led by the Sectional Committee, may be printed

abolish’
i’roceedui<;s of the Indian Science Congro.ss Association

shall be published in on volume in four separate part.i, as follows :

I. fo contain the list of officers, the procoeduigs of the opening
meeting (except the Geiioral Rresidontial Address) and ah
oflicial matters.

11. To contain the Presidential Addresses. To he distributed to
those present at tho meeting after the addresses liat'^e been
delivered, and to absent bnlinary. Honorary and P’ull
Session iVTembors by jiost after tho meeting.

Ill* To contain the abstracts of j^apers to be road before the
Secitions which are received before September 15th in
accordance \.rit)i Rule 32 (a). No abstracts dial I be includeri
in this volume from authors who liase not already enrolled
themselves as Memliors of the Association . To be distribottvi

^

in ad\'anco of the Meeting to al! Membfavs of tlie Association.
1^* 1'^^ contain the discussions, fiti^ abstracts accojitod in accord-

ance with Rule 32 (e), tho list of inombers and the index.

*14. The following procedure shall he ebsorved for tho making of aiiy
addition to or alteration in tlio Rules of the .Assoiaation

(i) Proposals for additions to and alterations in tlio existing lluk^s
may be

2jla(!ed at any time before tho (h>noral Committee
by the Executive Committee.

(ii) (a) Proposals for additions to and alterations in tlio existing
Rules by <ln^ Ordinary or Honorary Member of the
Association shall l>e sent to ono of the Ceneral Secretaries
so as to roach him two full months before tlie meeting
of the General Cominittoe in wliicii they are to bo moved.

(b) One of the General Secretaries shall circulate such proposals
to all Ordinary md Honorary Members of the Association
at least one full month liofore the meijting of' tho General
Committee.

(c) Any amendmonts to the [iroposals sliall bo sent by any
Ordinary or Honorary Meunhor of the Assoedatiou to one
of the Gonoral Seijretaries so as to reach him at least a
fortnight before the meeting of tlio General (kunmitlee.

(d) The projiosals together with any a-mondmonts shall be

brought up before the meeting of tho (ionoral C arnnittee

at its Annual Meeting during the Session of t! ,r Congress
together with any remarks of the Exoimti (.Nimmitlei

and deidared carried if acecjited by a two t iiiids majorn
of the constituent Members lu’esent a id voting ai 't

meeting.
(Ailopted tho oth January ! I.

Revised the 5th .January, Ih.j.i ijie

bth .lanuary, ll)3f>, the 5tb lanuary,

1937, the 8th January, 19)9 and tlio

6th January, 1940.)
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REGULATIONS,

1. Sectional Oepiobrs.

(1) The President delivers a Presidential Address of which ordinarily

the cost of printing 25 pages of the Proceedings in its usual form shall be
borne by the Indian Science Congress Association. The time available

for deliv ery of the Presidential Address shall usually not exceed 45 minutes.
The manuscript of the address, ready for the press, should be received
by the General Secretary before October 1 5th of the calendar year preceding
the Session of the Congress at which the address will be delivered, provided
that this date may be changed by the Executive Committee for special

reasons. It should be accompanied by 12 copies f)f a short popular sum-
mary (about 500 words) for issue to the lay press. The time and date of

the delivery of the President’s address will be communicated before the
meeting of the Congress. No two Presidential addresses will be delivered

at the same time.

(2) The President shall be entitled to receive ilO copies of his address
without charge, and additional copies at the cost of reproduction.

(3) Railway fares, postage, clerical or other expenses incurred by
the Sectional Presidents, will not be paid by the Association.

(4) The following procedure is adopted for the collet^tion of papers
for the Sections:

—

About the middle of April a number of copies of a printed circular

will be forwarded to the President of eacli Section wlio may arrange
to send these to workers in that branch of science with which his Section

is concerned, requesting them to contribute papers for reading before

the next meeting of the Congress,
The circular will contain a clause inviting sucli workers as are not yet

Ordinary Members of the Association to join as such. Particular note
should be taken of the fact that no new Ordinary Members are enrolled
after the 15th July of the year.

In the case of joint papers, each author must be a Member of some
category.

(5) The President referees, either in person or by proxy, the papers
receiv^od for reading before his Section in accordance with Rule 32.

Abstracts should bo limited, except in very special cases, to about
200 words. Long abstracts should be redu(;ed by the President. Re-
ferences to literature in abstracts should be avoided as far as possible

and when given should conform to the system of abbreviations used by
the Association.

TThe contents of all abstracts should be carefully checked by the
Sectional Correspondent concerned or by such person or persons appointed
by the General Secretary, and the abstracts shall then be sent to the
Sectional President for his final scrutiny and approval.

Joint discussions on related paper may bo held. Authors of papers
should be informed of the time allotted by the President to the reading
of their papers. An author contributing more than one paper should
be asked to specify which of them he would prefer to read at the
meeting.

(b) The President, in consultation with the Local Sectional Secretary,
shall make arrangements for such local Sectional excursions as seem
desirable. Due notice shall be given to the General Secretaries of all

such arrangements.

(7) The President and Recorder should, in consultation with other
members of the Sectional Committee, make proposals to the Greneral

Secretary regarding the programme of the Section. Such proposals
should reach the General Secretary not later than the 1st November, so
as to enable the necessary details to be entered in the programme. General
discussions on questions of importance, hold either by a single Section
or jointly by two or more Sections, should be encouraged.
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':^o Sectional Presidenfcs concerned shall communicate to the General
^ before the end of July the titles of such discussions, the names

ot the speakers and such furt'^ier information as may be considered
necessary.

The Papers, together with throe copies of abstrav ts, to bo read by
the contributions at a discussion shall be "ent to the General So(;rotar\
on or before the 15th Septoinber of the preceding calendar year by the
Sectional President coneernod.

The materials lela ing to a discussion, in a form ready for the press,
shall be cominuniratud to the General Secretary within a month from
the date on whicdi the dis( ussion takes place; the material not received
by the General Secretary within this ;*eiiod shall not be }nif)lished.

The President and the Recordc .* of the Section arranging a. discussion
shall carry out the necessary correspondence throughout the year during
which they liold oflice.

(8) Early in November cof)ios of a printed form will bo issued to
Presidents of So(dioTis for circulation to members of the Sectional Com-
mittees recpiestiog them to nominate a President and a Koct)rdor for
ensuing iriecting for corisideratiou by the Sectional Committee. Such
jiroposals shall be accompanied by a statcimnit of qualifications of the
nomineCvS for the office and their w illingriesc, to accept tlu^ same if elected
thereto.

During the first week of December, the President of oacli Section
shall circailate all sicdi ]»roposals rccuhvcd by him, together with tlie

statements of qualifications, to the imanhers of tlm Sectional Committees
and request them to nominate by ballot one meinbew for <Mich office' fiorn

among the list circulatcel, the ballet pa})ers being received by liitn up to

the 20tli December.
At the? first meeting of the Sectional (Committee bedel on the Opening

Day, tile ballot papers shall he opened and scrutini/.od as the Chairman
shall eliroct auel the result communiemted to the CKoeaitiva^ (kimmittce of

coiisielrration, together with ceimpDto ree*orel of the Preiceedings in this

coimectiem.

(9) The duties of the Sectiemal Correspemdemt and of the Loe-al

Sectional Secretary are given in Rules HO and H2 (e*).

(10) All iiersons entitled te> ho mombe'rs of the vScedional (VnnmiUoo
should enrol themselves witliont delay as Ordinary Members if not alnuidy

so enrolled and should inform the General Se<*r(dii,ry of the ])aymeut of

their subscription when accepting the ap])Ointment.

(11) Tlic General Secretary sliould be consulted whenever any
question arises not dealt with in those regulations.

TT. Locau Auranu^ments.

In accordance with the Rules of the Association, the Loc^al Socu-etaries

and the Local Committee shall jointly, on behalf of and ir onsultatioc

with the Executive Gommittoe, make all necessary arrang trients for thr.

holding of the Session of th(^ Congress.

The follow ing arrangements have to be made.

A. Accowmodalioyi for the Scientific Meetings,

(1) A large hall should be available for {a) the PresidvsiCs a<U\rm^

on tho opening day, nnd (b) for tho evening loeturern IJoin („) .m.l (b)

are open to tlio public free of charge. A projection lantern wd . an operator

should be available in this room, and it is a groat advantage d loud speakers

can be installed. /-i

(2) Rooms for the mootings of the different bwtions of the Congress

should be provided and suitably furnished. An ojhdiascope with an

operator should be provided in each sectional room. All the rooms
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should as far as possible be in close proximity. The following are the

sections of the Congress:

—

Mathematics and Statistics, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Goography
and Geodesy, Botany, Zoology, Entomology, Antliropology,

Agriculture, Medical and Veterinary Research, Physiology,

Psychology and Educational Science, and Engineering.

(3) A Reception room should bo provided in which Members can get

information, write letters, etc. The Local Secretaries’ Office should be
as near as possible to tliis room. An arrangement should l)e made with
the Postmaster-General to have a temporary Post Office in this room
and for all letters addressed to members c/o Tiie Indian Science Congress
to be delivered hero. The Indian Science (Congress Post Office should
bo situated as near as possible to the Reception room.

(4) A room near the Reception room should bo set apart for the
General Secretaries’ Office, wliich will bo opened therein from the 31st
December.

(5) Provision should be made for lunch in Eiu’opean and Indian
stylos at moderate charges near the Reception room.

B. Accommodation for Visiting Members.

The Local Secretaries should send out, not later than the end of
November, a printed circular to all Members enrolled, asking them if

they desire that accommodation should bo arranged for them. It is

desirable, as far as possible, to ])rovido private hospitality for tlie Presi-

dent, Sectional Presidents, and Officers of the Congress. In this circular

information should bo given regarding the t\ pes of accommodation
available, witli tlio charges, and the nature of the climate during the
Session. The Loc!al Secretaries will receive periodically from the General
Secretary list of Members enrolled at headquarters.

C. Programme of the Meeting.

(1) (a) The Sections of the Congress meet daily in the morning
generally from 9-30 a.m.

{}>) Presidential Addresses of the Sections shall commence from
9-30 A.M.

(c) There should be no afternoon Presidential Addresses of the
Sections.

(d) Symposia or joint discussions will be held either in the
morning, or from 2 p.m.

(2) Public lectures are arranged by the Executive committee, and
are given at 6 p.m. or 6-30 p.m.

(3) A printed guide with a map of tho locality in which the Congress
is hold should be prepared for distribution to Members on the oi3ening
day. Only Ordinary, Honorary and Eull Session Members are entitled

to the Guide Book free of cost. A small charge not exceeding Re. I

(to bo fixed by the Local Committee) may bo made to other Members
desiring to have a copy. Tho Guide Book should contain a summary of
information concerning tho scientific and educational activities and a
short history of the locality, in addition to general information likely

to be of use to visitors.

/ (4) Arrangements should be made for giving due publicity to the
activities of the Congress, both before and during the meeting.

(6) A list of Members with their locral addresses where known should
be printed and distributed on tho opening day, A supplementary list

should be typed and posted in the Reception room and maintained up-to-
date. The Local Secretaries shall arrange for this.

(6) A provisional programme of social engagements should be drawn
up by the Local Secretaries and sent to the General Secretary by the

5B
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25th November. Tt is ossoiitinl tliat this be sent in time, as it has to bo
pi'interl and distributed with the abstraf ts bj’^ the first week in December.

The General Seciretary wih make arrangements for printing tin:*
programme drafted as above and disi/ributing those to Members enrolled
at the time of the distribution of the abstracts.

T.he linal programme shaJi bo printed locally by tho Local Committee
in time for the opening of the Session.

D. General.

(1) Numbered badges for Members of tho Congress will be sent by
tho CTonoral Secretary to tlie Local Secretaries for distribution on the
opening day of the meeting. The >)«dges should bear numlK''rs corres-
ponding to the enrolment numbers. Tliore should bo additional badges
for Olllcers,

(2) Members of the Local Rece])tion Committee who have made
substantial (‘ontrihutlens to tho funds of tho Local Coinmittee may be
given complimentaiy tickets to atteinl tho meetings.

(2) An audited copy of the accounts of the Local Committee should
be sent to tl ^ General StH*.retary not lah^r than the 3()tb April, following
the Session, for inclusion hi the TYoceedings of the Session, It is desirable
that the Local Committee should contribute any suqdus to tho reserve
fund of the Association.

(4) Twelve copies each of all local publications connected with tho
Congn’ss (guide book, final prograuime, notices, cards, eh'.) should be sent
to the office of the Assot-iation for record at the conclusion of tho meeting.

(5) A]iplications for membership will ordinarily be dealt with by
the General Secretary at Mio office of tho Asao(‘iatlon iu> to the ir)th

December. After that dato Kj>T'lications for niembershi]) will bo forwarded
to the Local Secretaries, who will open a separate account for the sale of

membership tickets. The amount thus realized, together with unsold

tickets, should be forwarrlcd to tho General Secretary iirimodiatedy after

the close of tho Congress.

IIT. Financial.

(1) The accounts of the Association shall be audited once a year and
the books closed on th^ .‘lOth November each year for this purpose.

(2) The audited acconi> ' shall bo jiJacod before tho General

Committee at the Annual Meeting with tho observations, if any, of the

Executivo Committee.

(8) Sanction for all yiaymonts for amounts exceeding Rs.lOO shall be

obtained from tho Finance Committee which shall consist of tho (Jon(>ral

Secretaries, tho Treasunn-. and one Ordinary or Honorary Mfunber resident

in Calcutta who shall bo nominated by the Executivo (k)minitteo.

(4) Amounts received on account of Life Membership Subscri])tion

shall be credited to tho Reserve Fund of tho Association.

IV. Executive Committee—Election.

(1) A letter shall bo issued asking for nominations giving c. .st

date therefor.

(2) The proposer sho ild ascertain wdiethor tho person he > vn) ..sos

is desirous of serving in that particular capacity.

(3) After the nominations have been received tho names sh^><dd be

circulated in a ballot paper and tho date for return should be lixcHl two

weeks after the ballot paper is sent out.

(Adopted tho 5th January, 1037.

Revised the 8th January, 1939, tho

6th January, 1940 and 6th January,

3 941.)
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PreMdential •es.s

{Delivered on Jan, 2, 1941)

Congre<is President :

—

8ik AiiDEStiiK Dalal, Kt., l.C.8. (Retd.)-

8C1ENCE AJSD 1NDU8TRY.

I feel that tho authorities of the Indian 8(MeiU‘e Congress

Association ha\e made a very bold departure in electing a
layman to tlie hoiour of the Cresidentshi}) for the yi^ar and,

deeply i onscious as 1 am of the honour, I confess to a fe(^ling

of diffidence in occupying a post which has been adonunl by
so many distinguished scientists before me. 11' my address

falls short of tho standard set by my predecessors, the resj)on-

sibility of it should in part bo borne by those who have elected

me. The only reasor^ for their choice, as far as I can see, lies

in the fact that 1 may lay some claims to be an industrialist.

So close and intimate is tho relationship botw^ecui science and
industry and so strongly is that fact being brought home to us

in these days that tlie *^sociation felt perhaps that they would
like to have the views of an industrialist on the relationship

of science to industry with particular reference to the juactical

problems which have arisen in India since the beginning of the

w^ar. A substantial part of the export trade of India has been

lost/ since the war. Science can help in the utili-

Value of y^ation within the country itself of some of tho

Research in raw materials which used to bo exported. Re-
Inclustry. searches are being conducted for instance on tho

use in India for lubrication purposes of some of

the oil seeds of which the export has dwindled down and tlte

surplus of which is likely to create serious economic tioublo

for tho cultivator. Even a more acute problem is the stoppage

of the import of many connnodities essentia i for the ecmaomic

life of the country, such as machinery, chemicals, etc It is

iinjierativo that India should make herself self-sutihtKm with

regard to such materials as are vital to the mainten.in<‘(* of her

economic and industrial life so that the situation which had
arisen during the last war and which has arisen once again nuiy

never reciu'. It is here that science can be of the greatest assist-

ance to industry. Research has l)een described as the mother

of industry and while some of tho older and more traditional

industries may have originated without the aid of science, it

( 3 )
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cannot be denied that all industries to-day depend upon science

and research not only for their progress and improvement but
also for their survival. Sad experience has proved to us beyond
all doubt that, under modern conditions, no nation, however
peacefully inclined, can expect even to live an independent
existence unless it is highly industrialized. It is the industrial

potential that is convertible into the war potential and the
country that has the highest industrial potential and is prejmred
to convert it in the shortest time into war potential that stands
the best chance in modern warfare. As wo have seen, it is not
man power that coimts in the highly mechanized warfare of the
present day, but planes, tanks, guns, ships and the factories,

})lants and workshops behind them. The lesson for India is

plain and she can only neglect it at her peril. It is no longer

the question of a balanced (‘conomy or of mere material

])rogr(^ss. It is necessary for India’s very existence that she
should bo highly industrialized.

Tills lesson was first taught during the last world war.

Owing to its superior scientiiic organization and equipment
Oermany was able to withstand the Allies much longer than she

(jould otherwise luive done. At the beginning of that war,

England found that she was delicient in many forms of optical

glasses, dyestuffs, chemicals and other necessities for the conduct
of modcu’n warfare. She set herself to remedy these drawbacks.

A very importajit dye industry was created and the whole of

the scient ific and resea.rch talent of the country was organized

by the creation of the Dojmrtment of Scientific and Industrial

Rest^aich. It is not necessary for me to enter into the details

of the organization and working of the D.S.I.R. with which
many of you must be familiar. An interesting feature of the

organization, however, to which the attention of the authorities

in India needs to be drawn is that the administrative organization

of the D.S.IJI. is entirely composed of technical men, wliik*.

the Advisory Council, which guides and controls its activities,

is mainly composed of distinguished scientists with the addition

of two or three well-known industrialists and business men.
The words of Lord Rutherford to the Twenty-fifth Indian

Science Congress, though frequently quoted since then, will

bear repetition as they have an important bearing on the policy

of the Government of India towards the recently created Board
of Scientific and Industrial Research. Ho said:

‘In Great Britain, the responsil)ility for planning the programmes
i)f research, even when the cost is ])orne directly by the Government,
rests with research councils or committees who are not themselves State
servants but distinguished representatives of ])ure science and industry.

It is to bo liopod that if any comparable organization is developed in India,

there will be a proper representation of scientific men from the univer-

sities and corresponding institutions and also of the industries directly

concerned. It is of the highest importance that the detailed planning
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of research should bo left entirely in the hands of t’ios(‘ who ha\'e the

requisite specialized knowledge of the prnblenis which require attack.

In the British organization s there ir. no political atmosphere, hut df

course the responsibility le^ allocating the necessary funds ultimately

rests with the Clovemment.’

There has been n tendency in the past in India for scientific

and research wo^k to be monopolized by Government Depart-

ments and although valuable results have be(ui obtained, e.g.,

by the Survey of India, the Geological Survey, the Botanical

Survey and in the investigation of tropical dis(^as(\s, it is very

necessary that organized industrial research should as far as

possible be left to scientists and industrialists although ot

course Goverixinent has to sec tliat the grants it makes ar(‘

properly utilized.

Industrial research was organized on a country-wide basis

in Amcdca as v^eli as in several countries of the British Empire

following the lessons of the last Avar. In India, also

Board of the war revealed th<- helplessness of the country.
Scientific transport service was disorganized owing to

Trla^^Re-*' railway material ;
sujqAlies of dy(vs, im})ort ant

search. chemicals and many impoita.nl medicines were

almost completely stopped and prices of t(‘xti]es

sliot up so liigh a.s to be beyond the means of poor ])eoj)le.

In 1915 the Government of iiulia addressed the vSecietary of

State as follows:

—

‘Aitor tlie war bidia will consider herself entitled to dtanand the

utmost hel]) which tlie Goverimient can afford to eiialde her to take a

place, so far as circumstances permit, as a manula(!turing country.’

This policy was accepted by the Secretary of vState and the

Indian Industrial Conouission, under the C/hairmanship ot Sir

Thomas Holland, w^as set up as a result. Unfortunately,

liowever, the impetus to industrialization i)iovided by tli<^ war-

died down after a few years and many of the industries which

wore started during the war languished and died. The gathering

storm clouds of a new world war dreAv the attention of Tndia.ii

scientists to the unorganized state of scientific and induslrial

research in India and re])cated appeakj were uiado fur th<^

constitution of a body on the model of the D.S.LH. The u rgen!

need for the app^ointment of such a body was voiced by Pf uiossor

J. C. Ghosh in his jaesident ial address to the Assoi-ianon at

Lahore in 1939 and was reiterated in a resolution c: t ins body-

last year at Madras, The same point was made by ('olonol

Chopra in his }>resideiitial address to th(^ Natioj.'al Instil of

Sciences in Madras last year and by Sir M. Visv(‘sva,raya. in a.n

address to the Indian Institute of Sdeiice, Bangalore. We,

therefore, cordially welcome the recent a}>poiiitmeiit of the

Board of Scientific and Industrial lies^m-reh by the Government

of India in response to the demand of scientists throughout the

country. Our thanks are due to the present Commerce Member,
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Sir Rainaswami Mucialiar, who lost very little time in appre-

ciating the urgency of the constitution of such a body under the

conditions created by the war.

I am a member of the Board and keenly interested in its

success. Any obsc^rvations which I may make upon it are made
in a purely constructive spirit with the object of enhancing its

utility to tile country. In the first place then, I may bo per-

mitted to say that although the beginning of the Board, like

most beginnings, may be small, its conception must be large

and liberal. It must not, in its composition or working, boar
the appearance of a mere ad hoc body created to meet the ini-

mediat(^ exigencies of the war. The demands of the war are

no doubt urgent and must have priority over other demands,
but the Board should function as a body charged with the

organization and promotion of industrial research throughout
the country, and co-ordinate the immediate needs of the war
with the long range policy of the industrial deve^lopment of the

country as a. whole. Wliile concentrating on what is immediately
required to meet war needs, it must also be in a position to

siuvey the long term industrial requirements of the country

and to plan a programme of ri^search to meet them. Perhay^s

after the ui'gent demands of the war are over, its composition

can be enlarged and made more leyiresentative of the Univer-

sities, Government scientific^ stuvices, the non -official scicmtiflc

bodies and the indust l ialists of India so as to enable it to jmrsue

its ultimate plan and policy.

No institution, however well conceived and desigiu^d, can

flourish except in suitable y^olitical atmosy)lu;re and conditions.

It was th(^ unfortunate exy)oriciu;e of the last, war that industritis

cremated undc^r the stress of the wai' languished and died in the

post-war ])(uiod for want of emrouragenient and j)rotcction from
Government. The activities of the Board will not lead to the

creation of new industries unless industrialists are assured of

reasonable })rotection from Government in the post-war period,

when foreign comy)etition will bo keen.

I have already quoted the words of Ijord Rutherford as a

warning against excessive Government control. The j)iogress

hitherto madc^ by the Board is not as rapid as wo would have
wished in war time. This is partly due to the constitution of

the Board under which executive authority is concentrated in a

central d(iy)artment of Government, and y)artly to the inadequate

staff j)rovided for the very urgent and important work that

has to be done. There is one other asy)ect on which I desire

to touch and that is the financial. Even for a beginning, a
grant of Ru])ees five lakhs is inadequate and shows to my mind
an inadequate conception of the magnitude of the tasks involved.

Associated with the De})artinent of Scientific and Industrial

Research in Great Britain are the great National Physical

I^aboratory at Teddington ajid imj)ortant Boards, such as the
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Fuel Research Board, the Food Investigation Board, the Forest

Products and Building Research Institutes and a number gf

similar bodies as well as Research Associations. While we must
necessarily make a very modest beginning, the development of

the Alipore Test House into a National Physical and Chemical

Laboratory seems to be obviously and urgently required. In a

subsequent part of this address I shall dw^ell upon the necessities

of a Fuel Rojearch Board to investigate the very pressing prob-

lems of fuel and power, upon wdiich the whole industrial struc-

ture of the country has to ^ o ba.sed. All this work will require

large funds but I have not the slighest doubt that the money so

spent will be repaid manifold. It has been estinuded that the

annual expendituie on research in Groat Britain in nonnal times

before the w^a r w^as roughly six million poimds, of which one-half

was spent on rosoarch directed to industrial needs, including

the money spent by Government, University Departments and
private firms. The figure for the U.S.A. is estimated to be

300 million dollars, while the corros])Oiiding figure of the U.S.S.R.

is reported to be of tlu^ nature of 120 billion roubles. With
tlie exception of the U.8.A. and the U.8.S.K., there is no
t^ountry in tlie world with natural nssources so vast and varied

as India. With the ex])enditure of even a fraction of the amount
spent b\ the coiuitries just mentioned on industrial I'esearch,

these resources can bo investigated a.nd dev(io])(:‘d so as to place

India, in the front rank of the industrial coiintih^s of the world.

The Steel Iedustey ijs India.

1 propose riow^ iii the se(;ond part of my address to speak

to you on some developments in the steel industry in India during

the last ten years
;
but before doing so I should like to miike a

few" remarks on the raw materials which are commonly used in

the manufacture of iron, namely, iron ore, coal and Jimostono,

and particularly coal, which is the most important of our raw

materials and of the most genera) interest.

So far as iron ore is concerned, India is one 'U the riclK*si

countries in the world, being endowed by na-hun^ with verv

extensive deposits of very rich ore . The Singh bhuin-
ore.

issii field is the most extensive in India The

tonnage of this field has been estimated by Mr. IT. ( huies of

the Geological Survey, at 3,000 millions, and, if anyiiimg, it is

probably an underestimate. Practically the whole ei tliis ore

is hematito, wdth an iron content of sixty to sixty-nim^ cent.

While the po.sition regarding iron ore is highly siitisfactory

,

that regarding coal, particidarly the coal required for the smelting

of the iron ore, is fiir from siitisfactory. Dr. Fox
’ has estimated the resources of Indian coal over

four feet in thickness up to 2,000 feet in depth and twenty per cent

in ash at 24,000 million tons, of which coal of gocxl quality up to
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18% ash is <3,000 raillion tons, while coking coal suitable

metallurgical puiposos is only 1,400 million tons. Coking
coal in India is confined to the Gondwana coal beds of the Damo-
dar Basin. On the existing methods of working coal the

total life of the coking coals of India is estimated at about fifty

years. This is a position which neither the Government nor those
interested in the metallurgical industry can view with equanimity.
The most recent Committee appointedby the Government of India
to investigate the position and suggest remedies was the Burrows
Committee of 1937. The terms of reference to that Committee
were unfortunately not comprehensive enough and the legisla-

tive measures taken by Government as a result of the recom-
mendations of the (Committee are mainly confined to the ensui ing

of safety in Mines. The problem of Indian coking coals is,

however, one of conservation as well as of safety Mnd if proper
attention is ])aid to conservation, the problem of safety will

more or less automaticidly be solved. Legislation in the intt^resl

of safety which ])laces additional biudens on tlie industry

without assist ing it to dispose of its ju odaction in a moix^ scientific

manner, is likely to worsen tlie situation by hastening tlu^

unec^onomic exploitation of the good coals by the smaller colliery

owners. What is required is the rationalization of production

as well as of consumption. In order to achieve the lationaliza-

tion of consumption, a thorough chemical and physical survey
of the (5oalfi(t(ls beginning with the Jhoria coalfield, in conjunc-

tion with a, scheme of coal utilization research is absolutely

necessary. For that purpose it is necessary to

create a Fuel Resear-ch Board as a branch of the

Board of Scientific and Industrial Research with
a proper persoimel, adequatt* staff and funds.

Power is a sine qua non of the develo])merrt of all indus-

tries and the proper conservation and utilization of the coal

r’esources of the coiurtry is the first question that r-eqiiires to be

tackled in any consideiution of the power resoui'ces of the

country. The geological surveys of the various coalfields has been
excellently and exharustively cai-riod out at great expense to

Gova^rnment and it is liigir time that a scientifi(% chemical and
])hysical surven' were also carrir^d out. Such a survt^y has been

instituted in Great Britain and has resulted in a mass of most

Fuel
Research
Board.

vahrjfble information regarding Britislr coals which has in many
instances completely alterv.dthe attitude of llie industry to many
varieties of coal and eirabled a rnoie efli(*ient use to be madt^ of

them.
On the ])roductioii side the most inqrortant ])roblem is that

of the co-ordinated sequence^ of wor king the coal steams. Perhaps
the w orst feature of the workiirg of Indian collieries is tire exploi-

tation of the richer* coal from tlio lower* seams for* immediate
profit and the neglect of tire uyrper seams resulting in subsi-

dences, tires and devstruction of valuable coals. Tlie co-ordiiratetl
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sequence of working will prevent this destiuction of top seams
and will eliminate to a large extent the necessity of stowmg
altogether. No. 16 seam m tlie Jheria coalfield is a case in point.

This coal has good coking properties but because of its high ash
content and doubtful swelling tenuencies it has been compara-
tively unexploited, either as a steam or coking coal.

The washing of coals is another question affecting produc-
tion. In many cases the ash in the Jheria coals is inherent or
when present in a fiw condition is of about the same specific

gravity as the coal itself, thus making the separation impossibb^

or difficult, but it has been proved that in certain of our high

ash seams the ash content can be reduced by liquid Hotalioi\.

11 and 16 seams Jheria come into this category and further

research is necessary to determine whether it is economically

feasible to wash ilasse coals with a view to iX'diu^c tlicir ash

content

.

On the consumj)lion side, the chemical and ])hysical survey

into our coal seams in conjunction with coal utilization research

will in the first place enable us to dotennino the range and vaiiety

of coals suitable for coking as well as boiler jHU'post^s. Kevseareb

is nec(‘ssary in ordcu' to ascertain wbedheT’ vviib j)ropei‘ blending
and mixing tlie demands of the metallurgical industry need be

confined to the veuy limited Jheria field. Si^veral ex])eriments

have been carried out in the past, but fuitbor systematic researcli

by the Board suggested above into blending with high ash

coking coals, witli s\\(Jling coking coals and with non-coking
coals may ic^sult in the conser vation of good coals and an exten-

sion of the range of coals available' for metallurgic^al pur])oses.

Similar research is also required in t he case of j)ower coals.

A certain a.mount of information is already available but is

mainly conlhied to tlie mixing of tlie liigli volatile (t)a.l in the?

Rarieegung(^ field with the low volatile (X>a.l in the; Jlieria liedd

for the; export market and bunkering only. These low volatih^

coals fi'om tfie; Jheu ia, are; good metaHurgical coals and r(;searcli

will deuibtless produce suitable blends for exjiort and p(nv( r

requirfuuents without encroachment on these valuable* low

volatile coking (;oals.

The utilization of high asli coals for ('H;ctrical g(;i!< Mtion

at the soui'ces of production aiid the distribution of tlu* ^ oergy

thus supplieel over large areas is anotlj(;r jirobloni ; lui first

magnitude. The erection t)f a large pow(;r station ?lic ((jal-

fields for the eiistribution of cJiea]) power to suii )undiiig aaeas

has already beem advocated from many sources and has (uigaged

the attention of the Government of Bihar. Fmtluu- investiga-

tion of the suitability of the coal for sucli a purpose will help

greatly towards the fulfilment of this very desirable project

and should form one of the first objects of (inquiry by the

proposed Board.
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Low temperature carbonization tests with various classes

pf coal, particularly of high ash, which are unsuitable for

metallurgical purposes and also unsuitable on account of high ash

content for transport to distant areas for power purposes, should

provide another field for the activities of the Board. A number
of scientists from the platform of this Congress as well as outside

have advocated the cheap production of domestic coke on a mass
scale and the utilization of the resultant tar for industrial

pinposos. The present very small pi'oduction of soft coke is

capable of very gi’cat extension if a market can be found for the

coke as well as the resultant tar, even if the gases are ignored

for the present. The economic difficulties in the way of such a

proyjosal need not be minimized but practical experiments have
already been carried out at Patna imder the auspices of the

Bihar Government and these would seem to indiciite that

further research may prove successful. Should this prove to

be the ease, there would be an adt^quate sup})ly of raw mjiterial

for the founckition of liydrogenation plants. This may be
regarded as a distant aim as such plants have not proved too

successful in otlier countries, but with the cheap Indian coals

an^ the large quantities of tars which would be available from
their low temperatuie carbonization succc^ss may be easier of

attainment in India than in other coiuitries.

The Board sliould also investigate the question of tbe^

scientific jnej^aration of coal for the market and buying and
vselling on specification. This would mean the complete aban-

donment of the existing unscientific syst(un of grading. The
seams which were originally graded, have become exhausted
or are nearing exhaustion or have deteriorated 1o such an
extent that the classification is in many cases no longer appli-

cable. The dis})osal of the metalliferous laoduction of the

country has long been established on the international basis of

scientific specification and it would be equitable to both buyer
and seller alike to establish the buying and selling of (oal and
coke on a similai- basis.

If my proposal for the c^stablishment of a Fuel Research
Board is approved, 1 would suggest that as the Jheria coalfield

is practically the sole source of our coking coals and is also

the centre^ of the Indian School of Mines, the headquarters of

the Board should b(^ situated at Dhanbad and the School of

Mines and its laboratories which should be adequately equipped
for the purpose, should be utilized for tlie investigations of the
Board.

The Tata Ikon and Steel Company:

Progbess in the last decade.

The last decade has seen a great expansion of the Steel

Industry in India, accompanied by improvement in the various
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processee f»nd the application of scientific methods of control.
You will forgive me if I confine my remarks to the works of
the Tata Iron and Steel Company alone, as the steel-making
plant at Bhadravati in the Mysore State was put up in 1936
and has an annual capacit}'^ of ab(>ut 20 000 tons only, while
t he })lant of the Steel Corporation of Bengal with an estimated
capacity of two hundred to two hiuiched and fifty thousand
tons of finislu-d steel, has begun operation very recently. In
terms ol tonnage, the progiess can be measured by the fact
that while the Tata Iron ai^l c^teel Company produced 422,000
tons of finished sie(i in 1929-30, the corresponding production
in 1930-40 was 777,000 tons. Ten years ago only thirty per
e(nt of Oie demand of (‘onntry for st(^(d was mot by tlu^

indigenous industrA", whereas in 1939-40 about (‘ighty-four per-

cent ot the demand was so met and the day is not^ distant wiien
India w'iil be able to snp])ly not only the wliole demand of the
country except in a. few" very specializial directions hut jvlso to
syiaj’e some steel for export

.

Following the s(^qiun<*(' of the manufacturing processes of
steel, 1 begin with tlu> coke ov(ns, where llie (oal is converted

into cokf'. T(n years ago wc had Ihice batteru^s
Coke ovens, of Wil])ulte Coke Ovens and i w"f> batteric^s of the

still oldei Hoppers Coke Ovtns wiiich together
produced 720,000 tons of coke, 22,300 tons of tar and 6,600
tons of aanmonium sulphate. By 1940 all except, one of the
WiJfmtto batteries were replaced by thrt^e modern batteries of
8iinon-(Wves Coke Ovens containing 54 to 55 ovt3ns in each
battel y at a cost of Biqxtes one crore and sixty-five laklis. Thest^
batteries an^ of the twinflue ‘Underjet’ type cajiable of car-
bonizing 1,300 to 1,50(^ ions of coal eacii per working day.
Arrangements lia.V(\ been provided for firing the ovens witli coke
oven gas oi' with the clieaper blast furnace cleaned gas. Firing
the cok(‘ ovens with blast furnace gas releases the more valuable
coke ov(Ui gas tor use in steel making furnaces in other ]>arts of
the plant. Th(> twinflue (‘onstruci ion a-ssun^s a rnori' uniform
heating throiigliout the length and height of the ' ven with a
resulting uniformity of the cok(^ yirodnced. As stated in :}ie

preceding part of the address, all coals do not gi^ e good cok-.. and
careful investiptions have to be carried otit in the blending
and mixing of difierer.t varieties of coal To this < three
la.rge slot bunkers of the cajiacity of 2,000 tons = a< I) have
been installed. Coal wagons, as they arrive from the collieries,

are taken over to tlie selected bunkers and unloaded. The
coal is then mixed mechanically in the n^quired ]aoportions from
the three bunkers and suitable mixed coal is convey<x] by
mechanical conveyors to the ovens into wdiich it is charged.

The three prineijial by-products of the coke ovens are coke
oven gas, ammonia which is turnexi into ammonium sulphate
and tar. The sulphuric acid for the manufacturer of the
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ammonium sulphate is made in a recently installed contact
process plant producing fifty tons of 100% acid per day.

So far the manufacture of benzol as a by-product of the coke
ovens has only been attempted on a very small scale in India.

A plant is now nearing completion at Jamshedpur for the
manufacture of benzol and toluole for the Government of
India . When it comes into operation, it will be of great assistance

in the manufacture of high explosives for tlie oi dnance factories.

The plant is designed for extracting benzol motor spirit and
toluole and is being installed by Messrs. Simon-Carves.

The next stage in the manufacturing process is the blast

furnace for the production of pig iron. Ten years ago,

Jamsliedpur had four blast furnaces; two of the

nace^*" (*apacity of 900 tons, one of 750 tons and one of

250 tons per day. The small bltist furnace was
completely iobuilt in 1936 and its capacity was incieased to 550
tons. An entirely modern blast furnace was installed last year.

The diameter ot its hearth is 22 feed 6 inches, of the bosh
26 feet 6 inches aiid of the toj) 19 feet. Its height is 95 feet

and volume 35,160 cubic feet. For the one year that tliis fur-

nace has been in operation it is estimated to have produtM^l jnorc

iron than has (^V('r been produced t^lsewlunt^ on a, furnace of
similar size over a similar period. The total })ig ijon capacity of
the Jajnshed])ui' plant is a million and a quajtc^r tons pei- annum.

For (^very ton of iron made, a, blast furnace produces
roughly 100,000 cubic hud of gas. This blast furnace gas
contains about 14 grains of dust ])er cubi(‘, foot of gas at. N.T.P.
This gas has consideral)lo fuel value, but owing to its dirty
condition its use in industrial ])lants, such as blast furnace
stoves and boilers is restricted. It has b(‘en icudized that
considcu’able fuel (‘cononiy can be eflected if lliis gas is (‘leaned.

In the last 1(m years the Steel Company lias installed two large

gas cleaning plants, each with a ca])acity of fouit(^cn million

cubic fe(*t of blast furnace gas at N.T.P. ])er liour. Both tJie

j)lants clean the gas to a purity of 0’008 grains of solids ])er cubic
loot of ga,s at N.T.P. The older of these two plants is the
Lodge Cottrell })lant of tlie diy type wlifoh came into operation
in 1934. The second gas chaining ])lant is of tl)e Biassed
design. This jilant consists of wooden-hurdle wet washers
which not only^ cool the dirty blast furnace gas but also reinovti

about eighty per ccnl of tlie solids from th(' gas. This semi-
cleaiaul gas is then jiassed through the Cottrell W(d (dectih;

]>reci pita tors which pi'(‘cipi1al(‘ tlu' re.st of tlie solids and (ielivc r

clean gas to sjiecitication.

The old concepts of fuel economy and energy distribution
hav(^ been ctimpUdely ixnailut ionized by the modem sciemtitic

use of cok(‘, oven and blast funiace gases. Feed

noniy. economy and distribution ol energy^ in a large

plant like that of the Tata Iron and Steel Com-
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paiiy is ii highly specialized job, which is i.^ charge of a special

(iepartment of the plant, designated the Energy and Economy
Department. The ofiforts of this de])ai*tment have succeeded

in rodueing the overall fue' rate t’rom 8‘5h Ions of coal per* ton

of steel in 1930-31 to 2-19 tons in 1939-40. Modern practice'

aims at reducing the use of coal as me) and I’eplacing it by tlie

more efficient by-product fuels, such as coke oven ga,s, blast

furnace gas, coke dust, etc. The use of mixc'd gast's in this

connection requires special mentioi..

The cleaning of the blast fin iia(*e gas ])(*jniits ol’ its use in

coke ovens and releases c*. cur** s]/onding amount of the richei'

coke oven gas for use elsowh(U(^ at the plant. Elast furnace

gas has a comparatively low hc'ating vahu' of about 110 B.T.I;.

])er cubic foot of gas, while cokes oveir gas has a values of about

470 B.T.U. per culdc fool. Modt'ru juactioe tends to a. greater

use of coke oven ga;i or a. mixtur’e of coke ove'U and clt^aned blast

fuinae^e gas ii\ steel making and re-h('a.+ tng furnace's, reiplaedng

te) that exte'iit e*oal which has h(‘en nse)d so far in thei leuin of

j)roelucer gas. Eued cOvsts are thus gre'utly I’eidnced. For the

Huceossful use of the gasec^ it is necessary te^ baxai steady

pressure of ga.> at the consuming ends. For that pur])e>se* two

large dry gas heriders for the stora,ge’» ot blast furnace and cokei

ov'^en gas ie\spee‘t ively haver leaently benn installed. Tbese> gas

lioleleu’s act as reservoirs vhieb smooth out the tluctuatiems of tbe

gas e-aused by tliei furnae-e iTT(>gularitie>s anel tlms assurei ennti-

nuous e)]KUtitie)n ot beakus, coke ovens and other* eonsnining

('cntrers. The blast furnace' gas berlder* is a liuge stiuedure 283

feet bigli, ]7() feet in diajne'ter, e'apa.ble of lioleling 5 t] million

eubic feet of gas at K.T.]^ Tire: coker e>vern gas boleler is 192

hret high, 112 feel in dia.narte'i’ arrel lieilds 11 rrnllion eaibie* tent ol

coke oven gas.

The last ten yerais ba.ve alser seen irnjrortarrt

making elervedopme'nts in steel-making jaactieer and a,

Practice. eansielenable iiicie'ase*. in production.

Steel-makiirg oy»cratie>ns at Jaiusbtdjnir are' e;ar’rted out

ill twe) types of plants, tbe Ojiiri Dearth and the' Duplex. Tin

Open Hearth is the erldest yrart eif tber Jamsberelymr ]<lant. Fout

e»ut of tbe seven fuinaces wlireb we werer weirking leri year s ago

have beren remodelled along modern lines and an eighth tmnac<

has b(‘en built . Tlie ingot pre)dueition from ids plant has bee-n

iner'eased eluring tbe last ten years by over* l(K),00tt h per

year, the figure for* 1929-30 being 242,000 tons as cornpa>cd with

345,000 tons in 1939-40. Tbe Diijjlex steel-makmg {uoeess,

as its name implies, consists of two operations, blowing the

inolton pig iron in acid lined Bessemer (ronvruTcrs to remove

the silicon and manganese and most of tbe carlron, and (/^)

transferring the blown metal to basic-lined Open Hearth tilting

furnaces where the phosphorus is removed and th(r steel finished

to ehemical specification. Improvements to this ]>lant during
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the last ten years have resulted in increase of production from
340,000 tons in 1929-30 to 670,000 tons in 1939-40. In addition

to these two steel-making plants a four-ton electric furnace was
installed in 1936 mainly for the manufacture of electric castings,

while two five-ton electric furnaces have only recently been
installed and are being utilized for the manufacture of class

steel, spring steel and alloy steel. The installation of these

electric furnaces has been of the greatest assistance in the
making of superior quality alloy steel required by the Defence
Department.

The most imiJortant advance made during the last decade,
from the point of view of scientific research, is the practical

development of the rapid dephosphorizing process.

As this matter has never been the subject of

making public discussion in India so far, a few details

Process., will not be out of place here. As is well known,
Indian pig iron contains about *3 to *4%

phosphorus. This ])ercontage of phosphorus in the iron neither

lends itself to the straight basic Bessemer process nor to the
straight acid Bc^sserner process. The phosphorus has to be
removed to *05% for most commercial specifications though
as much as *10% is admissible in (ertain pj'odncts. The
removal of this yrhosphoriis is normally effected by the action

of basic and oxidizing slags in Open Hearth furnaces. At
the best of times this is a slow operation taking from one to

several hours oven in the quick working Open Hearth furnaces

of our Duplex ydant. In 1935, when our General Manage)',

Mr. Ghaiidy, and myself were on leave in Europe, our attention

was dr*awn to ctMtain developments in France, where a French
Steel Engineer, M. Perrin, had cai ried out successful experiments
in the rapid deoxidation of steel by violent mixing together of

slag and steel so as to obtain a considerably gieater area of

contact between them than could ever bo obtained in the con-

ventional Open Hearth funuK^es. This idea of the violent

mixing of slag and steel was also considered applicable to the

dephosphoiizing operation. After a study of the French ex-

periments, large-scale invest iga,t ion ovei' a long period was
carried out at Jamshedpur and ultimately a practical method
was evolvt^d foi’ oyrei'ating the diqJiosphorizing process on a
conmuucial scale under Indian conditions. This new process

consists in blowing molten ])ig iron in an acid Bessemer converter*

to remove all the silicon and manganese and as much of the
carbon as requiied. Tliis blown metal is then poured from a
considerable height into a synthetic molten basic oxidizing

slag contained in a ladle. The metal comes into very intimate
contact with the slag and the phosphorus is rapidly removed in

the course of two or three minutes, instead of as many hours,

in the normal open hearth process. As the steel and slag

separate, the steel is finished to analysis and cast into ingots.
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The process is subject to exact contiol and sb el of basic Bessemer
quality can bo made directly from the pig iron. Moreover, the
dephosphorized metal can be further treated in an Acid Opoi^
Hearth furnace and steel (T fiist class open hearth quality can
be made. Thus for the first time in India it becomes possible

to make a(od steel out of Indian basic pig ^ron. A plant for the

manufacture of steel by this process is now under construction.

The successful development of this procesvS may be regarded as

the most important advance in steel making praytice that the

young Indian steel industry hap made. It is likely to have far-

reaching effects on the establishment of several now industries

:n India, such as locomotive manulacture and the manuflictm-e of

railway wheels, tyres and axles, for which acid steel is specified.

In the manufacture of rails, advance has boon made as a
result of metallurgical research during the last ten years. In-

Ralls
vestigations have shown that medium manganese rails

with a loM^w carbon and higher manganese content of
TIO to T40% have superior properties of wear and resistance as

compared to straight carbon rails with higher carbon and lower

manganeses (jontent. Thei'e is a growing tendency to replace

straight cajbon rails with medium manganese rails. On the

other hand, high cliromium rails were found unsatisfactory.

An interesting advance has be(Ui the installation of Sandberg

Ovens for the Sandberg controlled cooling process for rails.

All over the world the controlled cooling of rails has come to

look(^d upon as a d(^fi].ite and desirable advance on the old practice

of cooling rails on open hot- beds. The Tata Iron and Steel

Company have obtained exclusive rights in India for the working

of the Sandbeig prociess. They have installed four Sandberg

Ovens for tlu^ controlled (tooling of their rails. Experiments

are aJso being conducted in the welding of rails in the track.

This aims at giving longer lengths in the track between joints

and helps to provide a smoother ride.

In the Plate Mill, the most interesting development in the

last decade is the installation of a modern normalizing furnace

Plates
plates. This furnace was first installed to

normalize some of the high tensile bleel plates lor

the new Howrah Bridge. By the aid of this furnace it is now

possible to produt^e in India normalized plates which had fi>rmerly

to be imported. The furnace is also used to normalize certain

structural sections. Thus materials with a new range of physical

pioperties have been made available to the designing eiigineers.

It is worth noting that Indian plates have largely rtq)laced foreign

plates even for the most exacting demands, such as for barges

and ships.

Ten years ago, the Sheet Mill at Jamshedpur consisted of

five hand-operated units and the total annual production was
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38,000 tons. The rolling of sheets was an extremely strenuous

Sheets
uianual operation calling for considerable physical

exertion. Production was low, defects and rejec-

tions were high. To-day we have only four hand-operated
mills and three mechanized units with an output of 170,000
tons. These now mechanized units have produced tonnages
which, as far as can be ascertained, constitute a world record

for this type of equipment. Besides the ordinary quality

mild steel sheets, the Jamshedpur plant now turns out different

classes of sheets with a high grade finish, including ‘ Tiscor ’ and
high carbon sheets. Panel plates for coach building are supj)lied

to the Railways and the various engineering firms. Other
special developments in sheet manufacture are the rolling of

chum stock for the manufacture of drums and containers,

enamelling stock for deej)-drawing and subsequent enamelling,

furnitui’e stock and, lastly, special sheets for steel helmets for

the army;
It is owing to applied research that most of the signiticant

advances in the steel industry at Jamshedpur during the last

Low alio
<iticade have been made possible. 1 have already

J^eels^^ mentioned the case of the rapid dephosphorizing

steel. Th(^ development of low-alloy steeds is

another very important instance. Engineers in gcaieial and
transportation engineers in particular are beginning to realize

that ordinary carbon steel performs its functions only at the

expemse of unnecjessary dead weight and excessive loss due to

its low resistance to corrosion a.nd abrasion. The ])roblem of

providing suitable materials for lighter weight is not one relating

to mechanical strength alone. It reejuires the integration of

sevciral properties in one material, such as strength, rcisistaiicc^

to impact, corrosion and abrasion, ease of forming, satisfactory

welding, cdc., as well as moderate cost. With this end in view,

metalhu’gical researcdi was cenductod at Jamshedpur, resulting

in the development and commercial manufacture of a low alloy,

higli-tensile steel containing copper and chromium known as

‘Tiscrom’. This steel is being employed in the construction

of the new Mowrah Bridge.

The introduction to India of another low-alloy high -tensile

steel, sold in America under the trade name ‘Corten’ deserves

mention. Research conducted in America had shown that the

addition of a high percentage of silicon and phosphorus to alloy

steel, containing chromium and copper, resulted in a low-alloy

high-tensile steel of the same properties as those of Tiscrom
but with the additional important property that it could be

readily welded by all methods of rapid welding such as oxy-

acetylene and automatic electric welding. After an investiga-

tion into the possibilities of the manufacture of this steel in

India and an examination of the claims put forward for it, the

Tata Iron and Steel Company obtained exclusive rights for
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the manufact\ire and marketing oi this steel in India under
the trade name of ‘ Tiseor -

Reference has already been made to the installation of im
electric fuinaces. Among the special qualities of iron and steel

. manufactuied from these furnaces are (‘lirome*

Steels. manganese steel for crane tiack wheels, thirteen

per cent manganese steel for crusher jaws and
similar hard wearing pxrts of nmehinery, nickel-chrome heat-
resisting steel and (^ast iron for various castings required to
withstand high temperatures and inckel-chrome-molybdenum
steel for crane piriivjns, iriih rolls, etc. The manufacture at

Jamshedpur of syiecaal alloy steel rolls has enabled the Steel

Company to replace similai* rolls of foreign manufacture.
Since the outbreak of the war, intensive research work

has been undertaken for Government in connection ^vith the
manufact^^re of armoured vehicles in India, and as a result a
bullet-proof armour plate of special alloy steel which has stood
the liriiig tests and has been accepted by Government, has been
developed. Suitable steels for the iminufacture of armour
j)iorciiig shot and for vsteol helmets have also been y>roduced.

Research vork was undertaken at the instance of Government
in regard to the supply of steel suitable for telegraph wires.

This steel has now U^en successfully nuinutactured and the wire

rolled at the works of the Indian Steel and Wire Products out
of this material has met with the approval of the Department
of Posts and Telegraphs.

Researches are being carried out, on behalf of the Defence
Department in connection with the welding of chromo-
molybdcnum steel plates for aircraft manufacture and in other
directions.

Most of the high speed steel requirements of the plant for

machine tools are now being met by the remelting of tool scrap

in the high frequency induction furnace in our laboratories.

High chrome and stainless steels have boon produced iii the

furnace hi small quantities.

Besides metallurgical research, fuel research, chemical

research and research in refractories are Ixmig pursued. Re-

searches of the fuel department in blending and mixing ha ve

resulted in the determination of the most suit a, bio varietii ^ of

coals for coking and similar purposes. Reseat ich on refractories

has enabled us to evolve a better class of refractories ho the

use of the steel plant. Indian raw magnesite was at uur time

considered unsuitable for use in basic steel furnaces, investi-

gations carried out at Janoshedpur have now made it yiossible

to jiroduce in India the Steel Company’s entire^ requirements

of finished magnesite. Metal-cased magnesite bricks made at

Jamshedpur have given very encouraging results for the 8Uj>er-

structui’e of basic furnaces. Chrome magnesite brick for use

above the slag line in basic Open Hearth furnaces in place of
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silica brick is another important development in the refractory

field. Other interesting developments in brick manufacture
wo investigations into the possibilities of the manufacture of

forsterite, semisilica, micaschist and raullite bricks. An
entirely new process has been developed for the manufacture
of mullite refractories using cyanite, silimanite and andalusite,

India having practically a monopoly of the fiist two. Very
productive work has also been accomx)lished with regard to

high-temperaturo mortars. Superior types of mortars for high

temperature work are now being locally made, replacing many
of the imported brands.

To facilitate research work, a modern well-equipped labora-

tory was erected in 1937 at a cost of over Rupees ten lakhs.

May I express the hope that with the facilities for

A nucleus nietallurgical research provided by this labora-

for a Na- fory and its workers, Jamshedpur may in the near
tional Me- future become the centre of a National Metallur-
tallurgical gj^al Laboratory and Research Institute and
a oratory,

enabled to play a greater and worthier

part in the development of the metallurgical

industry in India.

When the titanic conflict now being waged ends, as end it

must, in the triumph of the democracies and the cause of human
freedom, I pray that India may emerge from it with the foimda-

tions of its industrial as well as political freedom well and truly

laid, so that she may be properly equipped to play her rightful

part in peace and in war as a worthy member of this great

commonwealth of nations.

2B
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SECTION OF MATHEMATICS AND
STATISTICS

President.:— il, Razicddin Siddiqi, rH.D., F.N.l.

Presidential Address
{Delivered on Jan. 3, 1941)

FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

1. Introduction.

During tho last 150 years mathematics has not only made
an immense advance in the directions already indicated by
Descartes, Newton, Leibnitz, Euler and Lagrange, but entirely

now branches liave been created, such as projective geometry
and functions of complex variables in the pure, and mathematical
physics in the applied domains. This development in matho-
mati(;s has often gone hand in hand with the progress of the

natural sciences. New methods of attack have been developed
ill order to solve the problems set by these sciences. The
most famous example of this kind is the Fourier analysis

developed in connection with th<^ theory of Heat conduction.

The recent development in the theories of integral and integro-

differential equations ow s its origin mainly to the occurrence

of such equations in mathemati(;al physics.

At times, however, the trend of events has been in the

opposite direction. Many subjects in mathematics wen!
developed purely for their own sake by the generalization of
previous concepts. At the time of their creation they were
considered to be so abstract as to be of no earthly use for any
applications. But as our knowledge of the worlu advances,
even the most abstract branches of mathematics yre being found
to be required for the explanation of the prorosses of nat ure.

We have gradually seen the functions of complex va) iaJ!les,

functions of an infinite number of variables, tensors, qua iitruuins,

matrices and groups become powerful tools in the hands of the

physicist.

Mathematics is thus becoming more and more indispensable

for all other branches of knowledge. The formulation of all the

fundamental laws of nature requires its use. Dirac has recently

pointed out that ‘Mathematics is the tool sjiccially suited for

dealing with abstract concepts of any kind, and there is no
limit to its power in this field. For this reason a book on the

( T9 )
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new physics, if not purely descriptive of experimental work
^^ust be essentially mathematical.

’

Another characteristic development of modern times is the
rise of the deductive method in applied mathematics. Instead of
advancing from particular cases to the general, as done in the
inductive or historical method which prevailed uy) to the 19th
century, mathematicians now sought for the most general and
comprehensive law from which particular consequences could
be deduced as necessity uroso. Thus, to give one or two well*

known instances, in mechanics instead of starting with Newt,on’s
laws and then generalizing them to Lagrange’s and Hamilton’s
equations, mathematicians began to write down Hamilton’s
Variation Principle at the head of mechanics, and deduced all

other results from it. Similarly, instead of building up electro-

dvnamics inductively with the help of Coulomb’s, Gauss’s,

Ohm’s, Joule’s, Ampere’s and Faraday’s laws, it was realized

that the theory could bo more effectively and logically constructed
by assuming simply Poynting’s law together with the principle

of conservation of energy.

Those attempts at the unification of various theories and
various branches of knowledge demand the creation of very
powerful tools of mathematical analysis. Such tools have been
created and develoy)ed since the beginning of the present century,
and it is of these that I would like to speak in this address.

2. The integral equation.

Gauss’’' was the first mathematician to be led to an integral

equation through a boundary-value problem in potential theory.
Later in 1823, Abel i was led to the equation

:

I. f(o) = o,

by a consideration of the following problem in Mechanics

:

‘ To determine a curve in a vertical plane such that a heavy
particle starting from rest and restricted to move on the curve,
shall arrive at the lowest point O in a time which shall be a given
function f(s) of the initial height s above the point 0.’ With
the help of Fourier’s theorem, Abel showed that the solution of
the integral equation (I) is given by

'\/ ,S'— t

* 0

* D. Hilbert: GrueilzOige einer, allg. Thoorie dor Integralgleiehungen,
Leipzig, p.l, 1912.
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Independently of Abel, Liouvillo 2 was led to the integral
j

equation (I) while studying an extensive class of geometrical and/
physical questions. One of his problems was as follo'ws:

indefinite straight line Y has a unifonn distribution of mass
symmetrical with res]ioct to the x-axis. It is attracted by tht^

point A situated on this axis at a distance x. The attraction on
each point of Y depemds on its distance from Ay but the law of
attraction is not known. Tlie total attraction ip{x) being given,

determine the attraction F{r) of the point A on the point M
at a distance r from A \

The considerations of nbc! and Liouville gave rise to a vast
number of inversion formulae for definite integi'als. Tlie integral

equation which w j now call of the sc^cond kind came up gradually
in the course of the 19th century. Its first occurrence can be
traced to Liouville (1837). A. Beer ^ found it again in 1850
in connection with i\< boundary-value problem of the potential

theory. These were, however, integral equations with s|:>ecial

kernels. It was Paul dii Bois-Haymond ^ who, in 1887, first

drew attention to the general equation

:

II. +
I*

K(a, t)m) dt = f(H).

Incidentally, it was du Bois-Raymond who suggested the name
‘Integral Equation’ which was later adopted by David Hilbert.

Before this the problem was called ‘inversion of a definite

integral ’.

Two methods of iterations or successive a])])roxiniations

won) dcvelojied to solve thc^ (H|uation (IJ). Thus

111 .

and

IV.

=.m.

(n = 1,2 )

/i(«) =

fAs) =

K(s, l) f{l) at,

0/n-l(0

<A{«) =/(»'+/l(s)+/l!(«)+ . . .

(a - 2, ....

)

Liouville ® was the first to use this method of soluiioe for a

particular equation of the second kind. The special nature of

his kernel allowed him to prove the uniform cimvorgonco of

= ,f{s)+fi{s)+f.,(8)+ . . by explicit calculation. A. Boor®
applied the method (III) fonnally to his integral equation.

His main contribution lay in the fiict that ho transformed an
integral equation of the first kind which cannot lie solved by the
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method of iterations to an equation of the second kind which
\^an thus bo solved. The convergence of Beer’s process was first

^tablished by C. Neumann 7, and the method of iterations is

usually associated with his name.
Another class of integial equations, the so-called Volterra’s

equations, were first discovered by J. Le Roux ® and Vito

Volterra

s

V. <f^(s)+ f K(S,t)cl>it)dt=:f(s).

^ 0

Volterra remarked that the treatment of equation (V) was
analogous to that of a system of linear algebraic equations in

which the rth equation contains the first r unknowns only.

At this stage came the epoch-making discovery of Ivor

Fredholm Inspired by the work of H. Poincare in connec-

tion with Dirichlet’s Problem, Fredholm introduced the general

integral equation

VI. /{(.<>, t)4,{t) dt = /(«).

a

Ho conceived the idea of treating this equation on the model of a
system of lineai algebraic equations whidi are solved with the

help of determinants. Fredholm found the solution of (VI) as

a quotient of two integral transce idental functions of A. He
followed faithfully not only the results but also the methods
of the theory of determinants. Confining himself to these

elementary operations and avoiding the function-theoretical

considerations employed by Poincar6, Fredholm w\as yet

successful in formulating a simple theory of quite a general

character.

In complete analogy mth the theorems for a system of

linear algebraic equations, Fredholm proved the following two
theorems

:

Theorem 1. If D{X) = ^ 0, where

n = 0

A.- I

%

K[ri,r{) K{ri,r„)

nij

a

K(r„, ri) K{r,, r„)

a

dri . .

.

then the non-homogencous equation (VI) has for any arbitrary

and continuous function f(s), one and only one solution ^(s),

and particularly the sohition </> = () for / = 0. In this case

the transposed equation
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aJ K{t, s)i}i{t) dt = ^{«)

*

has also a unique solution.

Theorem 2. If A is a refil root of Z>(A) = 0 of multiplicity p,
then the homogeneous equation

VIL <i^(s) -A f K[8, df = 0
a

has p linearly inde])endcnt solations ^o{8), ...» ^,,(5).

Every solution of (Vll) is thou of tno form

^s) = C,^>i(«)4-Ci;.^„(6)H +C^'i>y[s),

where the c’s are eo: slants.

The L 3sociat(vl (equation

0Gs)~Ar K(t,s)iP(i)dt = {j

d a

has also p linearly indej)endont solutions j/q(<s*), . . . ,
^fp(s).

]^]very solution of this associated equation can bo written as

0 (s) = c,^i(s)+ . . . +C„<jl^,{s).

The non-homogeneous equation (VI) for Z)(A) = 0 is then and ordy
then soluble when

6')i/r,.(5) ds = 0, (r= 1,2,

3 . TIiLBEKT’S CIENr]BAE THEORY OF LI^JEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS.

Immediately after the publication of Fredholm’s first paper,

the investigations were taken over by David Hilbert who,
during the decade (1901-1910), developed a fairly complete
theory not only of the solution of linear integral equations,

but also of eigojivalues, of the Fourier expansion oi arbitrary

functions in series of eigenfunctions and of a^^plication to

mathemati(jal and physical problems.

Hilbert started with the algebraic problens of the orthogonal

transformation of a quadratic form hi a sura of squares, and
tlien arrived at the solution of the transcendental proi>lcn( (for

integral equations) by a rigorous application of the limiting

process Avhen oo. Hilbert established not only the existence

of eigenfunctions in the most general ease, but gave also the

necessary and sufficient conditions for an infinite number of

eigenfunctions. His investigations showed that it is not at all

necessary to employ ordhiary or partial differential equations in

the theory of expansion of arbitrary functions. It Is actually the
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•integral equations which form the necessary basis and the natural

tjtarting point for such expansions in series.

Hilbert’s eigenvalue theory is developed on the same lines

as the principal-axes theory of algebra, and if the functions are

taken to be integrable the new theory becomes completely
analogous to the algebraic theory.

Hilbert then considered the ordinary differential equation
of the Stura-Liouville type

for vaiious boundary values, reduced it to an integral equation

with the help of the so-called Green’s function, and proved the
existence of eigenvalues and the expansibility of the given

functions in scries of eigenfunctions of the problem. Ho proved
a similar result for the self-adjoint partial difterential equation:

£ I +!;{ 1^1
^ ^

A simpler and elegant method for obtaining Hilbert’s rc^sults

directly without using the limiting process was given later by
Hilbert’s pupil, Erhard Schmidt 12

. Two other of Hilbert’s

pupils, viz.: Hermann Weyl and R. Courant considered the

maximum-minimum properties of the eigenvalues.

4. Applications of linear integral equations.

Integral equations have now become indispensabk^ in many
theories in geoimdry, analysis and the wholes domain of mathe-
matical physics. Th(^ tln^ory of ordinary and partial differential

equations, specially of the (equations of mathemat ical })]iyRics,

cannot b(5 conceived without the tiuwy of integral cquatiojis.

The equations of heat, sound and of the potential theory, the

oscillations of a linear system, tlu^ problems of heat-conduction

and oscillation hi two and thre(j dimensions, thermocdastic

phenomena of straight rods, and numerous other important
subjects can be dealt with in a satisfactory manner only through

the mediation of integral equations.

In many cases the same result can no doubt be obtained by
solving a boundary-value problem for a differential equation, but
the emplojuncnt of integral equations has many advantages:

(1 )
First of all in the differential equation there is an unnecessary

splitting-up of the problem into the fundamental equation and the

secondary conditioiis. The integral equation contains in itself

all parts of the question. ^2) Then it is not necessary to investi-

gate individually problems of different higher orders with a

different number of boundary conditions each time. The study
of only one kind of integral equations is sufficient. (3) Again,
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problems with a single independent variable and those withl
several independent variables give rise to the fundamentally^'
different theories of ordinary and partial differential equations,
wliercas in the theory of integral equations there is *no

fundamental diffeience between the two cases. (4) Finally, it is

seen that problems with several dependent variables w'hich give
rise to a system of simultaneous differential equations can be
treated with tlie h 4p of a single mtegral equation alone.

In probleiiis of mathematical physics, the intc^gi’al equation
is usually obtauied through the medium of an ordinary or a
partial differential equation ^r of a system of such equations.
In 1910, however, Hilbert made a direct ajiplication of the
theory of integr-d equations without bringing in tluj differential

equation!’ at all. He show(‘d that it is a IiiH*ar inti gral equation
of the second kind with a symm(4.rie kernel Avliicli forms the
real mathematical basis of the kinetic thciory of gases. A
systematic formulation of the theory ol'gc.ses w^oukl be inqiossible

without the modem methods of int('gral equations. For want
of an ajiplication of integral equations the theory of gases put
forward earliiT by H. A, Lorontzd^^ was deficient, Ix^cauvse Lorenl::

eould not prove th(‘ existence and uniqueness oi tin* solution of

his fundamental equation.

Hilbert also ])?’(>veel that the tlu'ory of radiation, anel

particularly tlu‘ wcdl-krown theorenn e>f Kirchhotf about the

relation be'tween the emission and absorjition of radiation, could

be tnvated most sim])ly and (^omj>Ie‘t(‘1y with tlio hc^p of the

theory of inte gral eepiations. It weiidd be rennemlxn-iHl that all

proofs of Kirchhoff’s thexireun put forw’ard Ixdoi-e^ tliis we^e neit

quite satis factory.

5. iNTKenrO-DrFKKRRNTIAL EQUATIONS.

la classica.1 mcedianics and physi(;s the> fundamental jiroblem

is to (3xj)lain tlie pluniomena (i.e. to follow tlu‘ir e^volution) atid

to preelict thenu. If tlui system is knowm at a givem instant, all

future statcis are e^emijde^te'ly eletermined. Such an evolution

w'hich is known at eacli instant, and wdiich tlmrefon* kqiemds on

external cireumstance^s is (.‘ailed ‘de^te^rmiriisiio ’. Thus, in the

organie^ domain, the tlmories of Lamarck and ol'Hai vvin repn sorit

the type eff deterministic evolution. In the inorganic (hatevin,

W’o have of ccuirse the Newtonian mechanics as an instam <•

But evolution iriay depend on internal causes. J \ u t.^ach

instant it depends on the actual conditions, it will b* a nom
hereditary evolution. Only one analytical appara.rus, vi/., th(>

theory of differential equations, is ncejessary for trejatnuuil

of these non-hereditary phenomena, whether in the orgajiic or

in the inorganic domain. All these phenomema obey the j)rincij)le

that the^ present state dc?termines the future. This principle Ls a

consequence of the conception that each action manifests itsell
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only at the instant when it takes place, and leaves no heritage.

*rhi3 is the same thing as the assumption that the system does

noi conserve the memory of those actions which have affected it

in the past.

Now, all the phenomena of nature are not really produced
in this way. Heredity and memory do exist, but we neglect

them to simplify the study of such phenomena. The classical

h>"pothoses are only an approximation to reality. There are a

number of phenomena which cannot be explained by the classical

theories at all. The analysis proper to such phenomena is that

of integro-differential equations.

W& shall mention here a few instances where heredity plays

a big role, and whose explanation requires the integro-differential

equations.

(1) It is a fact well-known to engineers that the deformation

of an old bridge is not the same at the present moment as it was
at the time of its erection.

(2) Similarly, suppose that one end of an elastic horizontal

bar is fixed, while diferent weights can be hung at the other

end. First we go on increasing the weights and then take them
off gradually. It is observed that the deformation of the rod

for any given weight is not the same when the weights are being

increased as it is when the weights are being diminished. Thus
wo see that the actual deformation does not depend only on the

actual weight, but also on all the preceding weights.

(3) The phenomena of hysteresis in magnetism are evidently

of a hereditary character; they are very important in electro-

technology.

(4) Webster has considered the very interesting question

about the best material for making tuning forks. He has been
led to apply the conceptions of heredity and integro-differential

equations to this problem, and to many others in acoustics.

6. Non-unear integral and integro-differential
EQUATIONS.

When Fredholm and Hilbert built up the theory of linear

integral equations in close analogy with a system of linear

algebraic equations, it was natural to enqiiiro whether the
theorems on a system of non-linear algebraic equations could

not bo carried over to non-linear integral equations. These
considerations have, however, been carried out for the solution
‘ im-kleinen that is, in the restricted domain, or, as they are

sometimes called, for ‘local solutions’.

Let

Ft (xi, a;2 , . . .
.

,

a;„, y) = 0 (r = 1, 2, . . .
.

,

n)

be a system of non-linear algebraic equations in n unknowns,
where ^ is a parameter. Suppose, a;,. = a,., (r = 1, 2, . . . , w)
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is a known solution of this system for the parametric v^ahie

y = b. We know from algebra that for those values of y suffi-

ciently near to 6, wo can c! >termino solutions of the system with
the help of the solution = a^. The two main results in this
connection are as follows:

(1) It the Jacobian doterminaut
dx„

does not vanish

for Xjy = and y = bj then one and only one solution of the
system exists.

(2) If the Jacobian vanishcj, then we gob Puiseiix’s theorems
on the branching-off of the solutions for varying parameter.

The existence theorem ‘iiu-ldeineiP for non-linear integral

equations of the type

K{s, t)Ht) di+
j:

H(s, t)[(l>{t)}^dt h = g(8)

was established by Fublni Volterra aTid otliors by the
method of successive a])|>roximations. Non-linear integral

equations of Volterra’s type have also been solved by this

method for small values of a parametcu’ A entering into the

equation.

E. Sclmiidt developed in 1908 a theory for non-linear

integral equations eorresjionding to Puisoux’s theorem for

algebraic equations. Schmidt considered the equation.

I. r K{s, t)'u{l) di = v(^)+E{w(.9), v(.9)},

•I a

where F denotes a nou-linear functional operation called an

‘integral power series^ by Schmblt. The functional F[u(8)y t;(«)
f

consists of an infinite number of terms of the form

....

a ^ a

. . dl„,

^ > 1 , . . . . ,

'

1
,

71 >

where K(s, tiy ... . t„) is a continuous function til its

arguments in (a, 6), and where all a, jS and n arc nou fK^gative

integers. The problem is to solve the integral equatioij (f) for

every given continuous function v(5) whoso maximum modulus is

sufficiently small.

Schmidt proved that there are various possibilities for the

solution of (I) according to the solubility or otherwise of the

linear homogeneous equation

:

u(sf»v(sf«
J
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II. u{s)+ r K{s,t)u{t) dt = 0.

(1) Suppose that (II) has no non -trivial solution. Then
there exist two positive numbers h\ k' such that for every
continuous function v{s) with Max

|

v(s)
|
< k' there exists one

and only one solution u(s) of (I) such that Max
|
^^(5)

|
< /i'. This

solution can be expressed as an integral power series in v(5).

(2) Suppose that (II) has only one solution. Then we can
find an integral transcendental equation

III. L.x^+L^x^+ •
• • = )

in an unknown x ^^dth constant L2 , ,
which can be

found from successive integrations of known functions, and
where is an integral power series in ?;(.<?) which vanishes for

t) = 0.

Now, if L„ is the first non-vanishing coefficient of (III), then
for each v[s) with sufficiently small maximum, there exist exactly

n solutions of (T), that is to say, there is a ?i-plo branching-off

as in the case of algebraic equations.

However, if all L„ vanish, then for v(5) = 0, the equation (1)

has a non-denumerably infinite number of solutions,

(3) In the third (;aso, suppose that (II) has n linearly

independent solutions. Tlien we got n branching-off equations

of the type (III) in n parameters. Every system of sufficiently

small solutions of these equations gives us a solution of (1).

A number of non-linear integral equations were also solved

by Voltorra 21 with the help of his theory of permutable functions

and compositions and of his functional calculus. In fa.et, with
the help of this calculus, he was able to show that every problem
of analysis which has meromorphic functions for its solution

loads to two problems which are corrolabMl to it: (a) an integral

or inb^gro-differential problem of Volterra’s typo having integral

functions for its solution ; (h) a problem of Fredholm’s type
having meromorphic functions for its solution.

In connection with various ]U'oblems in higher partial

differential equations and in hydrodynamics and celestial

mechanics, L. Lichtenstein 22 set up and solved a number of non-
linear integral equations and integro-differential equations. For
instance, he considered the equation

00 nTT nTT

IV. X<j>(s) = ^ ,s„)

« = 1 J 0 j 0

X (l>(si)---<f>{s„)dsi--ds„,

and proved that at least for one value (zero included) of the

parameter A, the equation (IV) has a non-trivial solution. The
proof is given by reducing to an existence problem in the calculus
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of variations
;
from all functions continuous in 0 < cS < w aiul

satisfying

1%-n

<f,^(s) ds = ,

0

it is required to termine those functions wliioh give? the? highest
value to the functional

ii — 2

1

(.V

^ 0

<%rr

K„(si,- . s„)4>{si)

.

.

.

(I>{s„) dsi-.. ds„.

K
Lichtenstein proved similarly the? oxistenex? of an eigenvaliu?
and of a solution of the noii-line?ar inte^gral (equation

oD f^TT

m) = 2
w = 1 *

g..(s)K{s,

0

/)| [ K(s,r)(l>(r) dr ds.

Solutions of some non-linear integral equations ‘ Im-grossen
’

i.o. non-lo(?al solutions, have also been given by J. lx?ray 23,

J. Scliauder 24 and L. P<»mey2">.

Tlie present spcuiker 20 has considered infinite systems of

non-linear integral equations of the typo

V. =/«W + i)F„{t, u^{t), u^{t), - co}dt,

^ 0

fr? = 1 , 2,
* • • oo),

and has developed methods for Ovstablishing the existence and
uniqueness of the solution both in the restricted as well as

unrestricted domains. The solution is determined by means of
the successive approximations for eacli w > 1 :

=/«(*)+ (<). I
di.

^ 0

i I

It is proved first that the series^
converges uniformly for all s and all r, and further that the

double series

00 00
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converges uniformly. Thus it is shown that these approximations

converge to a unique limit u„{s) which is continuous and which

satisfies the non-linear integral equation (V) for all n. With the

help of this infinite system, the present speaker 27 has been

able to solve various boundary-value problems for non-linear

partial difierential equations of the parabolic and hyperbolic

types. Some cases of non-linear integral equations and integro-

differential equations have also been investigated by Minakshi
Sundaram while working with the present speaker.

Levi-Civita’s problem of the propagation of two dimensional

surface waves of finite amplitude, Carleman’s problem of the

theory of heat radiation, specially the problem of thermal

equilibrium in the presence of radiation, the problems of heat

conduction in deep seas and in crystals are solved by reducing

them to non-linear integral equations.

On the other hand, the regular two-dimensional variation

problems, the inversion problem in the theory of functionals, the

equilibrium figures of rotating fluids, the dynamics of incoherent

gravitating media, the hydrodynamics of homogeneous friction less

fluids and a host of other problems 2® can only be treated with the

help of non-linear intogro-differential equations.

7. Functions of infinitely many vakiables.

The idea of passing from the finite to the infinite has always

been extremely attractive and fruitful in mathematics. Its

fundamental significance lies in the fact that through it wo are

led from algebra to analysis. Thus, to give but one instance,

integration is nothing but the taking over of the conception of a

sum from the domain of the finite to that of the infinite.

Many attempts to realize this conception and to a.pply it

were made long before the present century. Daniel Bernoilli 20

treated in 1732-33 the oscillating string as the limiting case of a

system of n oscillating particles. The principle of passing from

the finite to the infinite was applied by Cauchy for demonstrat-

ing the existence of integrals of differential equations. But no
one understood its deep significance better than Riemann,32

as can be judged from his remarks on the integration of partial

differential equations of hyperbolic type.

For the further development of functional analysis, the

introduction in 188G of this i)rinciple into the theory of infinite

determinants was of considerable significance. Up to this time

some attempts wTjre made to treat infinite systems of linear

algebraic equations, but those attempts were not successful.

Only when G. W. HilP^^ Poincare and H. von Koch 35

took over the question of infinite determinants and applied the

principle of passing from the finite to the infinite, w^as it possible

to build up a theory of solution of infinite systems of algebraic
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equations whose theorems were completely analogous to those of
n equations in n nnkno^vns.

Thus originated the idea of the function of an infinite number
of variables. It is to Hilbert again that w^e owe the systematic
development of the theory of such functions. As we have
already pointed out in § 3, Hilbert solved the integral equation
by reducing it to a system of n algebraic equations and then
making a passfige to the limit n-^oo

.

In this connection he
introduced the function F(xiy oto, 0:3, . . . )

of an infinite number
of variables, and developed a'l extensive theory of linear,

bilinear and quadratic forms side by side with the theory of.

linear integral equations

Hilbert did not confine himself only to the development
of a theory of infinitely many variables, but he showed at the

same time how the whole theory of solution and the theory of

eigenvalue'" of integral equations can bo deduced from it directly.

The connecting link between the integral equations and the

equations in an infinite number of unknowns is an infiniti) system

of functions ( r
which are defined and continuous in the

interval a < 5 < 6, and which satisfy the following conditions:

—

(1) the system is ortho-normal, i.e. for any m, n

f%h r .n

,
r 0 if m 7^,

a

(2) the system is complete, that is to say, for any pair of

continuous funcitions v(s), r(^") the identity

11 . ds = ^ u(s)(l),.(s)ds . v{s)(ly,{s) ds

is satisfied.

Now <x>iiskier the iiitograi equation

.h

III.

r'*

#s)+ K(s,tm)d( ^f(8).
n

Writing

= f 4>(«)<i>n(i) /« = f
a d u

KM =
[̂

n

/(5)^„(s) ds,

K(s, dt,

n
b ^b

dsdt — KM^M
_ f/ da
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we get, on account of the completeness relation (II),

• IV.

n 3= 1

2/-‘-
n = 1

QO CC

{/(s)Prfs,

i

2 {K(s,t)}^dsdL

ni = l n= I J J „

Tlius the equation (III) can be written as

V, ^(s)+ 2 =/(«)•

n — 1

Further, for a continuous solution ^(s) of (III), the sum of

squares

) 2
I

is seen to be convergent. Again, on account of Schwarz/s

inequality
( |

^ ^ it follows from (TV) that the

series EK,Xs)Xn is uniformly convergent in (a, h). Hence
n

or

<t>{s)K{s) 2 *''

f*b

fiMMds
a

CO

VII. *„+ 2 ==/» (w = l, 2, ...).

n = I

Thus we have the theorem that the Fourier coefficients x„

of every solution of the integral equation (III) give a solution of

the system (VII) with convergent sum of squares.

if f(s) ~ 0, that is to say, if the integral equation is homo-
geneous, then /„ = 0 for all n, so that satisfy the system of
homogeneous equations

00

VIII. x„+ 2 = 0 (to = 1, 2, ).

Conversely, if a::2 , . . . is a system of solutions of (VII)

such that Ex/ is convergent, then it follows that the series
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UK„(s)x„ is uniformly convergent, and therefore the function
n

^(5)
r= /(5)— is contuiuous. Then

<l>{s)'i>m{s) da = M<f>„(a) da-^x„ ^»(«)^»(«) da

= from (VII).

n = 1

Tliis shows the.t is the Fourier coefficient of so that from
(II) we obtain

J

r
K(s, t)<j)(t) dt.

Tlius we see that (l)(s) = f(s)--ZK„(s)x„ is a solution of the

integral equation (III).

Further, it is evident from (VI) that, the Fourier coefficients

of a continuous function all vanish only when the function it8i‘lf

identically ^ anisines. Thus, from n system of solutions of the

homogeneous algebraic equations (VJll), wo g(d solutions of tin?

homogeneous integral equation. Also, a number of systems of

solutions of the homogeneous algebraic equations is linoaily

independent only when corresponding solutions of the homo-
geneous integral equation are linearly independent. Finally

we see that the transj)osed integral equation

(^(5)

+ J
K(t, s)ilj{i) dt = g(8)

corresponds to the system of algebraic equations

00

X,„+ = gm (W = 1 , 2,
• •

•).

n =- 1

Thus the complete equivalence of the solution thoor\ of

linear integral equation (111) and that of system of he ar

algebraic equations (VIJ) is established.

In 1914 Lichtenstein^’^ made his well-known n pftlcfd ion

of Hilbeut’s theory of infinite bilinear and quadratic foinis. He
developed a method of dealing with the boundary-value piobhuns

by reducing them directly to equations in an infimto iiumhcr of

unknowns without reducing them first to integral equations.

In subsequent years this became a very powerful method for

the treatment of such questions for ordinary and partial differen-

tial equations.
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Hilbert and his pupils Hellinger ^8, Toeplitz and others

considered in detail the ‘ Vollstetig ’ and bounded bilinear and
quadratic form in an infinite number of variables, and developed

in this connection a theory of infinite matrices and of principal-

axes transformations. It was this last theory which supplied

the mathematical foundations of modern, quantum mecha-
nics An elaborate geometry of the Hilbertian space has also

been developed Among its many applications we may
mention the generalized absolute differential calculus which
includes Ricci’s calculus as a particular case.

8. The theory of functionals.

We have seen that both from the side of mathematics and
from that of natural philosophy wo are compelled to introduce

the idea of functions of infinite number of variables. If we
consider a natural phenomenon as the effect of a finite number
of causes, wo are making only an abstraction because we are

neglecting oloments which are supposed to bo very small compared
to others which are taken to bo preponderant. In this way
we make onl}^ an approximative study of the phenomenon for

a full and comj)lele examination of which it would be necessary

to pass from a finite to an infinite number of variables. Thus,

to take a general example, if a phenomenon doi)ends on a physical

field, and if the field, regarded a-s a continuum, is varied, then
the changes of the ilienomcnon would depend on an infinite

number of variables. Similarly, we have already remarked
that in phenomena where heredity and memory of the past

play a big role, it is essential to employ fumdions of infinitely

many variables.

Let us consider an old problem of isoj)erimetry, viz. that

of finding a plane cuive of given length which encloses the

greatest possible ai'ca. The area here is evidently a function

of the enclosing curve, and since the curve can bo represented

as an ordinary function, the area can bo considered as a quantity

which depends on all the values of a function. It is therefore a
function of an infinite number of variables. A more general

examj)le is provided by the integral

^ a

which depends on all the values of the function y in the interval

(a, b).

Thus the definite integial and the calculus of variations

present the first two instances of the idea of a functional. But
the credit of recognizing the individuality and the importance of

this new conception in mathematics goes to Pincherle^^^ and
above all to Volterra^^, xhe functional calculus was created

SB
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in 1887 when VolteiTa published his researches under the title

‘ functions depending on other function He changed the name
later to ‘functions of lines', but the term ‘ fimctionar which is

now generally accepted was proposed by Hadaiiuird. Thanks
to the pi'ofound resoa relies of VoLerra, Hadiiniard and a

brilliant congregation of other workers, the functional analysis

has developed ex^ei sively, and has penetrated dec^ply into the

various branches of pure and applied mathematics. Everything
concerning integral, integro-diflercniial, and functional equa-
tions, investigations on functional spaces, the calculus of varia-

tions in its broadest sense, questions involving olfocts of the

hereditary tjqie— all these difierent subjects have iiow been
unified in one general theory of functionals. Thest' difierent

theories, viz. those of integral equations, calculus of variations,

etc,, then become Oidy so many chapters in the theory of func-

tionals. Moreover, the thooiy of functionals can bo a.|)plied

to mechanics, mathoniatioal physics, biology, statistics and
sociology.

Investigations on the thc-ory of functionals can bo divided

into two main groups which are called ‘functional algebra’

and ‘functional analysis’. The first consists of j)roblenis

where the unknowns are ordinaiy functions, but w hich become
a part of the functional calculus on account of the methods
wdiich are employed to solve them. To this (category belong

the theories of integral and of intogi’o-difi’erontial equations.

The second group, viz. that of func.’tional analysis, consists of

those problems in which the unknow iis are functionals, or

more generally of those problems which cannot be conceived
independently of the notion of a functional.

It seems dosiiabJe tvy give a brief resume of the pi'etise

ruoaniiig of the functional, and also of the fundamental notions

of the cakajlus.

For the sakti of definiteness, we cunsidor the fiuiciion

x{t) of a. single variable i taken in the ijiterval (rr, b). The
functional depending on the argument-functior) :r{i) is r epresented
by the notation simply by In i*'neral the;

functional dcpeiidhig on the three a-rgument-fi lections u(/;,

y(/), z{t), and on two parameters A, /x will be rej»resent(Hl by

f*’]-
have remarked the fciictional a>n e ' sis

appears as a natural generalization of the lljeory of (chteary

functions, and can be deduced from the former by tli^ le. ; hod
of pr-oceediiig to the limit. Thus, if wo divide (a, b) eilo n
equal parts, and if we represent the function x(t) asmnpttUically

by a function X,,(t) which is constant in each of these intervals

i i %

such that the constant value of XJt) in the interval ,
-

n n

is denoted by then the functional JJ\;x] would be reduced for

X^(t) to a function u„(xi, *
*

*
,
x„) of n variables. Hence the
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functional in such cases can be defined as the limit of the function

0^2 ,

* •
•

, X,) when n ->cx). Even if this procedure does not
always provide a rigorous demonstration, it constitutes a remark-
able method of induction for obtaining fundamental results of

the functional analysis. Volterra calls this method ‘ the method
of passing from discontinuous to continuous

Generalizing the idea of representing a function of n variables

by a point in an ideal space of n dimensions, each function x{t)

is represented by a point [xl in a space of infinite dimensions,
which is called ‘fimctional space’. A functional of x(t) will

then become a function of the point [x]. The notions of the
bouild, limit and continuity of a fiuiction can then be generalized

to give analogous notions for a functional. There would be, of
course, several definitions possible according to the definition

which wo adopt for the distance between two points [x] and [y]

of functional space, representing the two functions .r(^) and y(t).

This distance is commonly defined as the number r, positive or

zero, given by

T. r2= {y{t)—x{t)]^dt.

a

Th(} functional field in this case will consist of those functions

whoso square is summable. Other definitions of distance will

give rise to other functional fields.

Fischer ^4 and Riosz have studied the geometry of

Ihis functional space, and have shown that it is remarkably
similar to the geometry of n-dimensional space. Thus, consider

an infinite system
\
x„(t

) }
of ortho-normal functions, and an

infinite sequence {c,,
}

of coefficients such that the sum c.„
2

is finite. Fischer and Riesz have shown that the series

II. CiXi{t)+ C2X2 {t) H h c„x„(t) + • • •

converges in the mean to a function x(() such that

III. x^{t) dt = Ci^-f C2^-h . . . +C„2-|- . . .

Conversely, if a function x{t) can be represented by a series of

the type (II) whicih converges in the mean, then the coefficients

Cn are given by the formula

IV. = f x(t)x„(t) dt,

a

The x„(t) can therefore be considered as unit vectors in a rectan-

gular co-ordinate system in functional space. Then x(t) would
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be the vector from the oxigin x{t)^0 to the j)OT!it [x] repiesentiiig

U
h j

x^t) dt . Tlia

Foimei’ coefficient c„ wonJd be the component (length of projec-

tion) of a’(/.) in the direction of the unit vector relation

(111) would then be only tlie expresnion of tlic Pythagorian
Theorem

oc

9. Dwtekent branches of the functional analysis.

Piineiional analysis has been studied and dov(0o]>ed along
various liiF\s correspending to those of tlu^ thecMy of oi dinary
functions.

A functional U[x] depends (;n tlu» argument -iiincMon

x{t) which can be taken to define a lino. If one point of the

line is altered, wo got what is called a Merivative' of the func-

tional. Su];)posing such modifications of a liiu^ mad(^ at all its

points we obtain a ‘ differentiar or ‘variation’ of Huh func-

tional. W(^ can then pursue the study of succ'essive differentials,

and thtn airivo at an analytic? develoimicmt ajialogous to that

of TayloT’, Then we can try to find the maxima and minima
of a functional. This will necessitate an investigation of the

conditions under which the differential of a fum^tional would
vanish. These inv(?stigations are very much difficailt and compli-

cated, and much woi’k remains to bo done in this i*es})ect.

If we considei' the various terms in the Taylor exjiansion

of a functional, v c are led to analytic forms in an infinite number
of variables, thus giving rise to a new algebra closely connected
with the ordinary algebra. In the first place each chaj)ter of

the ordinary algebra leads to a corresponcling problem obtained

by Voltorra's principle of passing from discontinuous to ( onti-

nuous. At the same time this correlation oflbrs us in the itia jority

of cases practical and easy solutions, because? these n(?v problems
can be considered as limiting cases of the problems of ordinar\

algebra. Very often the solutions are only limits of the kmuui
algebraic solutions. A well-known instance of this is jm)' ibrd

by the general theory of an infinite system of linear equal -oe

.

The theories of functions of several variables and of timlt iple

integrals have also been generalized to give corics})ojKiing

theories in functional analysis. A theory of functional (ku iva-

tive equation has been built up by Hadamard**® nrid Levy
to correspond to the theory of differential o(j nations. The
functional derivative equations consist of relations between tlie

functional derivatives of a functional, the functional itself and
the independent variables. These equations can also be obtained
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by the usual process of passing from the finite to the infinite,

from ordinary total differential equations, and from partial

differential equations.

10. Applications of the theory of functionals.

The first application of the functional analysis was made to

the calculus of variations with the help of Volterra’s extension ^8

of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory. We know that this theory
plays an important role in the integi-ation of the equations of
mechanics. It has its origin in the fact that the differential

equations of mechanics are nothing but the Euler equations
of an Extremum problem concerning the action integral. It is

well known that many other problems of mathematical physics

can be reduced to problems of the calculus of variations. In
the development of the science of Physics, there has often been
a tendency to reduce natural problems to the question of finding

a minimum. This has been due to the conviction that Nature,
in its manifestations, tends to accomplish various phenomena at

the lowest possible expenses. The problems of mathematical
physi(js thus depend on the extremmn of a multiple integral,

making it necessary to consider the integral as a functional of

the field of integration. It would then be impossible to obtain

a generalization of the Hamilton-Jacobi theory without the aid

of the fimctional analysis.

Volterra^^ has insisted on this point from the very begin-

ning of his researches. He has pointed out, for instance, that

Hamilton’s principle can be developed in two different directions

:

the so-called principle of stationary action and the principle of

variable action. It is the latter that requires the theory of

functionals. In it, the action is considered as a function of the

final values of the integrals and of the time, so that for a conti-

nuous system with an infinite number of degrees of freedom the

action i)ecomes a function of an infinite number of variables,

and therefore a functional. ‘It follows that the extension of

the principle of variable action to the cases of electricity, magne-
tism, elasticity and so on, and in general to the classical questions

of mathematical physics, leads to a corresponding series of

principles which cannot be enunciated without tlic terminology

of functionals, and which find their development within the sphere

of the theory of functionals’.

Shortly after the appearance of Volterra’s first researches,

Hadamard^^* Tonelli^^ and others applied these conceptions to

obtain direct and rigorous methods for treating questions of the

calculus of variations. These questions consisted mainly of the

following three successive steps:

(1) To obtain the equations which express the vanishing

of the first variation. These are the well-known equations of

Euler.
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(2) To detonnine tlio lines or smfaces which verify Euler’s

equations and which satisfy the boundary conditions of the
problem, or at least, to estalllsh the existence of such lines apji

surfaces.

(3) To investigate whether these lines or surfaces really give

a xnaximimi or a minimum-

Now in llie clc ssical method of the calculus of variations

it was alwaj/s easy to wito down Eulers equation, but the
other two questions, and specially the third, presented great,

almost insurmountable diffiouUies. h’unctional analysLs has
made th(^ direct investigation of these questions quite easy, and
has thus given new life to the calculus of variations.

These investigations have contributed greatly to bring
about a unification of the whole structure of mathematical
physics. Moreover, the new method givt^s us a ready criterion

for examining whether the various expressions for natural laws
are in an invariant torm agreeing with modern relativistic con-

ceptions. The employment of a varia tional form for the ex])res-

sion ofa physical law makes the change of variables easier, so that

wo can conveniiuitly investigate the invariiince of our liquations

for a change of the frame of riiferonce. The direct method is

often employed in the modern theories of pliysics as an instance

of which can ho mentioned the (piantum-electrodynainics

proposed by Heisenberg and Pauli

Another field for an application of the functional analysis

is provided by the celebrated principle of Dirich let
,
and similar

existence theorems. This principle postulates the existence of

a function continuous along with its derivatives in a domain
D with the boundary S, taking given values on 8 and making
the integral

a minimum.
Tlie corresponding Euler equation is Laplace’s ^ equation of

the potential theory, viz. the equation

dx^

Wo have thus to find a continuous solution of (M j nation

which takes given values on S. This is called Dirii li let’s prob-

lem. Similar remarks can be made for the solutions o[ hounclary-

value and eigenvalue problems of linear partial differential

equations of elliptic type.

Gauss and Riemann believed that the existence of the

function <j>{x, y) was assured because the integral I was always
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positive. Weierstrass raised an objection to this assumption,
and gave simple examples of minimum j)roblems which had no
solution. This method of proof was then abandoned and efforxs

were concentrated on solving Diiichlet’s problem, i.e., on finding

a solution of the differential equation for the given boundary
conditions. Various methods, viz. those of Neumann
Schwarz ^4, Poincare ^5 and Predholm were developed to solve

the problem, but these had no connection with the calculus of
variations.

Then, inspired directly by the theory of functionals Arzela
tried to go back to Dii'ichlet’s principle, and attempted to
givo a rigorous proof of the existence of the minimum under
certain conditions. It was Hilbert who, in the year 1900,
furnished such a rigorous and complete demonstration of Dirich

>

let’s principle, and obtained a definite result with the help of the
theory of functionals. The work has been subsequently con-
tinued by Levi, Fubini, Lebesgue, Zaremba and various other
writers

The idea of treating the integral and integro-differential

equations as chapters in the theory of functionals was already
mooted out by Volterra in 1913. Subsequent developments
have revealed the close connection between these two subjects.

The general metliods employed today for treating the integral

equations in all theii- generality are effectively the same as
those wLich have served for making a passage from ordinary
functions to functionals. In both cases, the basic concept is a
systematic and uniform application of the principle of passing
from discontinuous to continuous. The powerful theories of
integral and integro-differential equations, with all their appli-

cations to geometry, analysis, mechanics and mathematical
physics, are thus found to be only branches of the still more
pow erful theory of functionals.

The method of functionals and particularly of integral

equations has been applied by Proudman Matteuzzi 62 and
others to the study of the oscillations or tides of lakes. This
phenomenon was first observed in the lake of Geneva, where,
owing to its elongated form, the changes of level sometimes
reach a couple of meters. Extending a method used by Lagrange
for the theory of the vibrations of strings, Proudman divides the
lake into an infinite number of narrow strips, and studies their

vibrations, making use of infinite determinants. Matteuzzi,
however, applies the general theory of integral equations, and
obtains all the results dii’ectly. The same method has been
applied by Poincare 63 and other s to the study of the problem
of oceanic tides.

In 1914 Volterra 64 suggested that functional analysis
should be applied to the study of continuous systems, and es-

pecially those consisting of swarms of corpuscles not connected
by links that can be expressed by means of differential relations.
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G. C. Moisil earned out this suggestion. He attaclK^d a ai.t

of functions which can be considemd as co-ordinates, to each
configuration of a continuv.us and variable system. Choosyig
a suitable metric for the functional space, and applymg the
tensor calculus, he arriv^ed at differential equations analogoi^s

to Lagrange's equotions in classical mechanics. The theory
has a practical application in the study of the movement of
a flexible and inextensible wire.

Voltena and his co-workers have made an extensive ust^

of functionals in the theories of elasticity and of hereditary
phenomena in elascicity, e.ectro-magnetism and mechanics.
The theory of functionals has recently been applied to ballistics,

political econoriiy,®® statistics,^® and to a biologico-inathe-

matical theory of the fluctuations of species living together

11. The GEHEltAL ANALYSIS OE FrECHET AND MOOIIK.

We have seen that the independent variable ofthe functional

analysis is not numerical, as in the ordinary theory of functions,

but a line, a surface or a function. From 1904 onward.'-,^

Frechot and Moore began generalizing tlic^ analysis by
discarding the concrete variables and (‘onsidoring those of any
nature whatever. T}K\y proposed to extend the infinitesimal

calculus to the case in which the nature of the variables is not

specified. Not only was the numerical variables generalized,

but the numerical function was replaced by a function of an
arbitrary nature. Tims Frechet and Moore studied the relations

between two elements of an abstract typo. This subject is

emailed ‘ general analysis ' and has developed a great deal in

rc'.cent years. This new analysis proceeds by making an abs-

traction of all those concepts whic;h are common to several

known and allied theories. These theories are thcui generalized

by removing from them any particular projierties that are

related to the concrete elements on whicli they are baseni. A
familiar example of this passing from the concrete to the ^d)st^act

is provided by the concept of a vector whicli is the gcuioralizu

tion of the concrete notions of velocity, accellcoution, for(M*,

iiiomontum, etc.

General analysis is not coiiceriiod with special ca^< ^ oi

classical mathematics. Tims it does not deal eith< ( with

functions continuous in an interval as is done by the hc ^ay of

integral equations, or with the points of a n-dimens!oua.i wspace

as is done by the algebraic theory of systems of w-lin^ ar equations,

or with points in Hilbei*t space as is done by the theory of

functions of an infinite number of variables, but with elements

of an abstract aggregate. Its theorems contain tliosc^ of integral

equations as well as of finite and infinite systems of algebraic

equations.
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General analysis has not only given us several new subjects

such as the theory of dimensions and topology, but it has also

brpught about a unification of various results in the classical

theories. Thus the theory of integral equations becomes a

particular case of the theory of transformations in abstract

spaces and their inversions.

12. The theory of fitnctionae operators.

With the introduction of the idea of abstract spaces in

analysis, we can easily pass over from the special theory of
functionals to the general theory of operators.

The term ‘functional operation’ signifies any operation

carried out not on numbers, but on functions.

Let El and be two spaces formed of any elements what-
ever, provided only that the associative law of addition and the

zero element are supposed to be defined in them. Let y = TJ{x) be
a function (operation, transformation) which connects an element

y of E^ to every element x of Ei, The functional is only a

particular case of the operator U when E2 is the space of real

numbers.
If for any two elements rcj, x^ of Ei, the relation

U(Xi+ X2) = U{Xi)+U{X2)

is satisfied, the operator U(x) is said to be ‘additive*. If,

further, Ei and Eo are metric spaces, i.e. if in each of them the

distance between two elements is defined, the operator U{x)

is called ‘continuous*. An operator which is additive and
continuous is called ‘linear*. Familiar instances of operations

are those of differentiation and definite integration considered

by Leibnitz ^3 and later by Lagrange and others Similarly,

the ordinary complex numbers can bo interpreted geometri-

cally as transfonnations of a coplanar sot of vectors, and are

thus linear operators. So also, the quaternions as defined by
Hamilton, are operators on three-dimensional vectors. These
can be generalized further to n-dimensional operators.

A symbolic form of the operator calculus was developed
and ustKl by Heaviside in connection with his researches in

electro-dynamics. Giorgi 77 and others applied Heaviside’s

methods to the solution of numerous problems in mathematical
physics, and to the integration of differential equations.

But the principal development of the operator calculus,

so far as concerns linear func^tional operations in the field of

analytic functions, is due to the work of Pincherle 78. It was
extended in varioirs directions by Volterra79, Calo®®^ Bourlet

and a host of other workers 82.

The theory of oj)erators has now become an essential part

of many of the most important domains of mathematics. We
have seen that the theory of integral equations and the calculus
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of variationB are contained as parlieular oases of the theory of

functionals, and therefore of the general theory of operators.

In this thr'ory, we see t; e methods of classical mathematics
blending harmoniously 'v^ith those of modern mathemafics.
It gives us completely new interpretations of many results m
the theory of sets or in topology, rhus, for example, Birkhoff
and Kellog have (demonstrated that- by means of the theory of
operators the topological theorem on the invariant point can
be translated to give the classic'al existtuice lh(iorem for dififeren-

tial equations. The operator theory brings about a certain

unity in different branches :»f niatluunatics suflicicudly remote
from each other. For instance, the tlu^orem on tlu^ continuation

of an additive functional resolves simultaneously the general

problem of measure as well as the ju'obleius of moments and of

existence of the solution of a system of linear equations in an
inlinito number (^f unknowns. Tlius a really profound insight

into many important branches of matliemalies such as the theory
of functions, integral and iiitogro-differeiitial equations, calculus

of variations, theory of sets, topology and tluM)ry of dimensions,

is possibles only noth the heij) of functional opcmitors.

On the Other hand, mociorn thcon(^s of ])liysi(‘H make much
use of tht^ operator theory. Thus, apart from classical mechanics
and eleetro-dynami(‘s, the subjiud of quantum moclmnics in

its modern dovolopmcrts is based entirely on the theory of

linear operators. This theory plays the same part in quantum
mechanics as tensor analysis plays in the theory of relativity.

Quite recently the quatoT-nionic^ operators have boon applied to

ndativistic quantum mechanics

It is well known that many of the laws of quantum mechanics

are not in a covariant form. For instanct^, the uncertainty

relation is not invariant for transformations of the Lorentz

group. The ncm-covariance of quantum mecthauics is due to

the fact that in it, as in the classical theory, time pkiys a parti-

cular r(')]o, viz. that of the parameter. This is eontrary to the

relativistic idea that all the <x>-ordinates of spaco-tinio liavo th(^

same status. Foi* the mathematical descTiption ei physica!

phenomena, the woi*ld-])oint (a*, y, ;r, ict) should be taken as

parameter. The qiuiternions are admirably uited for Ibis

purpose. The application of (jualcrnionB has the adveuiage

that it conserves the four-dimensional character of obysical

quantities all along the calculal ions. The g'-numlxc . i^nd ilui

c-numbors of quantum mec'haiiics thus be(3ome (|(aUcrnions.

The dynamical v^ai'iables are therefore^ not simph ihusenberg’s

matrices, but quatern ionic matricxis.

The fundamental relations of quauiuiii iiKxduinics sueb as

the Ritz combination principle, the quantum cemditions, the

equations of motion anci Heisenberg’s uncertainty relations, can

then be generalized in a qiialornionic form in the same way as
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Dirac’s relativistic equation is a generalization of Schrodinger’s

wave equation. Dirac’s equation itself can be obtained from
the quatemionic mechanics with the help of the most general

Lorentz transformation. The relativistic quantum mechanics
thus becomes a mechanics of the quatemionic matrices.

The theory offunctional ojrerators is playing an increasingly

important role in the whole domain of mathematics and its

applications. We can readily agree with Hadamard when he
says that it ‘is one of the most powerful tools of rcseaich in

contemporary mathematics
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THE ROLE of applied PHYSICS IN INDUSTRY.

I would like to present before you all, some partiinilars

of the siibjeets \^rith which I have bc^en intimately associating

myself during thi^ last few years. I have been fecRng for some
time that timci is now ripe tc> considiT the important roki whic^h the
scientists of our (country have to take up in associating them-
selves with th(' industrial development of our motherland. It

would bo necessary for us to take into account and to realise

that in the last fifty yea*'s applied physics has exerted a more
powerful beneficial infliumce on the intelledaial, economic and
social life of the world than has ever been exerted in a comparable
time by any other agency in history. Its main sub-divisions,

such as applied heat, applied optics, applied acoustics, applied

electricity and magnetism, and applied mechanics, illustrate

its scojie. Anything wo know about these subjects and what-
ever uses are made of slkL agencies as light, he‘at, electi'icity

or the different materials in their different staters fall within
its field and are the c ontributions of applied physicists to human
welfai/e.

Average citizen and man of the world have little c ompro-
hension regarding applied physics, since all the different people
whose life-work really happens to be applied j)hy.sics do not
c all themscives by that naincu There has been a wry interesting

trend in apjdied physics by whic*h great branc^hes of its spec iaJised

interests have been appropriated by special groups of applied

jihysicists who call themselves engineers as soon as a s> at ( niatic

method for the application of its principles has been <1( \ cioped

in special fields. Thus we have civil engineers, inc^chanic^al

engineers, electrical engineers, automobile engineers, aeronautic al

engineers, communication engineers, mining and metallurgictal

engineers, illumination engineers, motion picture engineers,

radio engineers, chemical engineers and div€>rse others whose
activities are wholly or largely concerned with the application

of physics to practical ends. Considering ‘Civil Engineering’,

f 49 )
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which is one of the oldest examples of applied physics, one finds

that its field is based on the strength of materials, hydraulics

and applied optics. Others like the radio engineering and
motion picture engineering are based on discoveries within

our lifetime. Tui*ning our attention to metallurgical engineering,

a very old practice, and the more recent chemical engineering

involving important applications of the chemical science, it is

easy to notice that the bulk operations arc based on those

applications which form the elements of mechanical engineering.

Besides these apjjlied physicists, who group themselves as

engineers, one finds astronomers, meteorologists, optiedans and
optometrists and many similar groups, who deal with physical

instruments and theories in their special fields of activities.

Hence it would not be too much to state that the economic,
social and intellectual infiuem^e of applied physic^s is based on
the (ontributions to knowledge, to industry, and to the art of

living which have all emanated from the diverse (dements which
are but manifestations evolved from the knowledge of physics.

Furthermore, one is cognisant of the fact that new knowledge
and api^lications are rendered available more rapidly than ever

before.

Let us try to explain our position a little more clearly

and let us treat it under three difierent catc^gories. Firstly,

those industT’ies which are based moi-e upon ancient ait which
has be(m develojicd largely by practical experiences. In this

category one finds such activities as the construction of buildings,

highways, bridg(>s, and dams; the product ion of metals, alloys

and t(^xtile materials; the use of natural r<\sour(‘es, such as povv(T

from wind and waticr, coal and oil. in all these fields there is

an art whicli has bc'cri handed down from antiquity and which
has bc^en more or kxss improved by invention and disc^ovc^ry

of new materials and methods. In these fields there is noticed

a tendf'ncy for inisuiuhTstanding and conflict of ideas betv\een

the so-( ailed practi( al workers on th(^ oik^ hand and the setemtists

on the other. Tht^ practical men have a great force of tradition

behind them and the general public has a feehiig of coiivservatism

to oppose the introduction of new materials and new technique

supplied by the scientists. Tlu^ trend towards the sdentific

attitude is, howevea*, unmistakable and is augmented partly

by forcje of competition and examples, set up by more enter-

prising members. The second (^at(‘gory embraces those indus-

tries whic h have been built upon more recent scientific discoveries.

In this, one finds communications, air transportation, motion
pictures with sound and colour accompaniments, illumination

and the generation and diverse utilisations of electric power.

It is noteworthy that since these industries havc^ been created

by research, the organisations, which aro taking part in their

introduction, would tend to become obsolete as soon as the

research activities are allowed to dimmish in vigour. The
4B
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third category includ<;s those groups whore activities rest on
the basis of other sciences, such as, chemistry

,
biology, etc.

Here one finds the chemi^^al industries, the industry of drugs

and medicine which though not direcjtly derived from physics

but to which iu is contributing an ever-increasing assistance

through tools and measuring uivstruments, methods and inter-

pretative concepts In the field of medicine, the X-ray has

been marvelously developed for diagnostic examination and for

therapeutiii treatment of certain gland iilar disorders and growths,

notably cancer. In the n'ost recent developments primarily

for investigations of atomic nuclear structure there is a bye-

product exciting new suggestions for medical application.

X-rays at a million volt or more have been finding applications

for treatment of deep-seated cancer. Neutrons produced in

nuclear transformations have boon found to produce effects

different from X-rays or radium and suggest advantageous
application in modern therapy. Artificially produced radio-

active preparations offer interesting possibilities for treatment

and open up avenues for a great variety of new physiological

investigations on a number of lines, such as blood circulation,

tissue building and disintegration and the function charactca’-

isti(is of various organs of human and animal bodies. In

physical theraj^y the application of high frequency diathermy
and bloodless surgery is but one example of the application of

forces studied by applied physic*ists and aj)plied by the medical
practitioner. The application of heat agency in the discrimi-

native destruction of germs and growths is one of the newe^st

forms of physical therapy which operates on the different

threshold principle based on resistance and temperature. Quito

recently an improved technique is being developed which
consists in raising the body temperature locally by means of

olectromagncdicalJy produced high frequency cjurrents within

the body in the region to be treated while the rest of thc^ body
is kept within safe limit by special cooling. Finally, it is not
an idle boast to state that all the measuring instruments bc^ginning

from the thermometers to the portable cardiographs and the

multitude of other devices are but the gift of applied physicists

to the s(denc^e and practice of medicine.

I shall now place before you some of tlie specific iinlustrk^s

and wa)uld indicate how^ ai)plied physkis is instrumental in their

development and growth, in this selection I shall t ake up first

‘Building Industry’ and ‘Metal Industry’ as rtq)resentatives

of a class having age-old traditions behind it. I shall next

take up ‘Electrical Power Industry’ which has been effective

in revolutionising all the modern industries, then ‘Refrigeration

Industry’ which is the direct outcome of laboratory investiga-

tions. From the modern industries I shall choose ‘Automobile

Industry’ and ‘ Aeronautics Industry’, the last being the youngest
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•of the lot and still in the adult stage requiring constant help

from researches in applied physics.

Building Industry.

Hero one finds that all our structures built to date, rest

on earth and a fairly large part of the world’s construction

cost is in working the earth; yet through the centuries the
very bottoms of our buildings have been designed on an empirical

basis. It is only very recently that the investigations regarding
soil mechanics have been undertaken. The first International

Conference on Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering hold

at Harvard University in the summer of 1937 has disclosed a
wealth of outlook and previous lack of understanding of some
of the essential aspects of the subject. The problems arising

under soil mechanicjs in connection with design of foundations,

the stability of cuttings, though manifestly of the greatest

concern to the civil engineers and contractors, have had to be
treated empirically in the past owing to the abseiK^e of reliable

scientific knowledge. For the most part, the formulae used
for estimating the behaviour of soils have involved such drastic

assumption as seriously to impair their validity for anything
hko general apj>lication, and it has not been difficailt to prove
by systematic experiments to demonstrate that siK^h rtdations

as Coulomb’s Law, for instance, are, to say the least, unsatis-

factory. The analytical approaches to soil mechanics suggested

by Petterson, Terzaghi, Jurgenson and others appear to be far

more promising than any of the old methods. The so-called

bearing values of the major soil types embodying an ac^aimulation

of practical experience, obviously took no account of numerical
factors influential in particular set of conditions and were
uncertain to a degree and often demanded uneconomical factors

of safety and expensive procedure's of foundation design. The
modern approach to this class of problem seeks rather to under-
stand the mechanism by which settbment ocicurs, to take
account of variations in the type, depth and thickness of the

soils in adjoining localities and underlying strata, and to plac^e

the efiects of weather and secular changes on a rational basis.

At the present time an essential part of researeh on the
subject is to obtain ‘settlement records’, as they enable correla-

tion with the theory to be made and the types of settlement
to be classified. From the experimental work so far under-
taken it has been found that there are three types of settlement
depending on the nature of the substratum. In the case of
sand, the movements do not continue for any appreciable time
after the construction, whereas for clay, the settlement continues

for a long time after construction approaching a horizontal

asymptote. With plastic clays and materials of high organic con-

tent a similar gradual settlement is noted, but here the asymptote
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is inclined. The settlement of a building with clay as the most
important substratum may be quite small at the end of the

construction yot the final or total settlement may be many
times greater. The procedure adopted for settlement analysis

consists of the following. Firstly, the cores of the various

substrata are obtained with a well-boring kit and for large

structures one has to take the cores up to a depth of 50 ft*

The second step is to ascertain the consolidaticn (^harac^teristics

of the samples so obtained bj^ laboratory tests. The consolida-

tion charac’teristics were first studied by Terzaghi with the help

of the special instrument dev'*»ed by him and called oedometer.

In the instrument the sample of coi\‘. material of definite thickness

is placed in a biass cylinder between two porous stones which
are in contact wilh water. The conditions of saturation and
lateral restraint arc thus simulated in the laboratory. Now,
clay has an open microstructure as has been found from X-ray
studies, but the dimensions of pores arc very small and the

resistance to flow is corrcsjK)ndingly liigh Undxu’ compression

the clay as a whole can suffer volume dei'rease mainly by the

es( 5apc of some water from its pores until an equilibrium density

is established. Theoretically this would take infinite time

but in the laboratory such a stage is attained in about two days.

By gradual increase of pressure similar consolidation process

takes place and a new equilibrium density is reachc‘d. A
number of such data gives the relation between the density

and effective pressure. This is tochnfially denoted as the

void ratio for the marcrial in question. Thirdly, a mathematical

analysis of the stresses set up in the substrata by th(^ foundation

load is carried out. The theoreti(‘al aspect is that of finding

an expression for the verti(‘al stress at any point in a semi-

infinite elastic solid due to a load on its surface. This has been

worked out by Boussinesq as early as 1885. In order to arrive

at the rate of (‘onsolidation one has to take at^count of the hydi’o-

dynamic excess pressure ‘w;’ in the pore watf‘r causing a fiow

at a distance from the surface of drainage after a time

from that of tht^ application of the load and also the coeffiiaent

'c* of (consolidation. The fundamental equation has a gen(‘ral

nature as c =

-

5- . If the degree of consolidation
dz^ ot

is known from the data of (‘ompression at a time ‘T arci the

total compression where p is the ratio between the Uv(s afore-

said quantities, one can solve the differimtial equation in the

form p = / ~ where 'd' is the maximum drainage

path. The relation between p and N has heon evaluatf^d for

a number of special cases by Terzaghi and Frohlich with the

help of data secured with oedometer. Now, for any value of

is known from the laboratory tests and ‘d’ from the
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boring records
;
the time settlement curve for any part of building

structure can be predetermined. It is, therefore, possible to

d/^sign a foundation with a measure of certainty not possible

with the older empirical methods.
The paramount conclusions of the new Avork may be con-

cisely stated as follows:—(1) The strains in a foundation which
principally dc^termine settlement and soil reaction extend at

least to a depth equal to about twice the lesser horizontal

dimension of the super-structure. (2) The depth of the founda-
tion below the surface level has an important effect on the dis-

tribution of strains in the soil below it. (3) The pile driving

formula^, are valueless for comx)uting pile capacities in plastic

soils owing to the fact that the side friction (whic^h is the main
support of the static support in such materials) is temporarily
eliminated by water lubrication during driving. (4) The settle-

ment in plastic materials and those containing organics con-

stitiu'nts in some proportion is not uniform under uniform
loading but tends to be greatest in the middle of the loaded area.

(5) Compressibility of the soil materials dejAencls on the initial

arrangement, size and shapt^ of the structure and grains as well

as on the water content. For fine grained materials compression
occurs very slowly and may take many years to comi)lete owing
to the water being retained in the pores. Its nature (an be
understood from micro-structure examinations and suitable

laboratory experiments on samj^les of materials in an undis-

turbed state, (()) The shearing resistance of granular materials

dejjends on the str ('sses in the (contained water and their ability

to escape from thcj structure. (7) The lateral pressures of
granular materials are affected to an enormous degree by small

motions of the retaining surface within the mass itsedf so that

arching may (mtirely modify the pressuri^ and its distribution.

(8) The (>xisten(^e of rather dec‘p-lying strata of comi>ressible

materials may have decisive effects on the surface strmtures
sj)ecially, if there be means for the escape of water from them
by pumping.

The applications of these ideas have b(^en tested in some of
the structures designed and constructed within the last two
yc^ars and it has been found to be very satisfactory.

It is expectcxl that structural enginec^rs and designe^rs of

our land are conversant with this new outlook of their subject

and a systematic and co-ordinated effort should be undertaken
by the engineers and the applied i)hysicists to determine the
particulars for the type analysis of the underground soils. One
could (easily note that such analysis is of extreme importance
in alluvial tracts where the soil characteristics are of varied

nature and the c;alculations based on older concepts would lead

to uneconomic proc'cdures leading to uncertain results. The
question of design of sub-base structures is getting more and
more into prominence due to their need for cold storage, safe
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deposit vaults and due to the urgent necessity created by the
grave international situation for air raid shelters and one (;annot

overlook the need and urgency of these investigations as they
form integral parts of the suner-structures.

I shall just touch on brick building which is an ancuent
art and i)rehistoric in origin. The recant outlook on the subject

would be interesting. Though the strength of bricks as derived
from different tj pet of clay and fired under different conditions

has undergone (considerable investigation, yet their surface

resistivity is only being investigatc^d cpiite recently. Here the
technique of surface reflection, photometry and X-ray analysis

has disclosed the porous nature of the surface laytcrs and their

efiective resisting capacity against W(cathc>r conditions. The
moisture (*reeping factors of the bricks, by absorption through
porous mat('rials as sand plasters, have been the subject of
investigation in a few laboratories and have disclosed (considerable

variation desponding on the nature of grain structure and their

transformation during the firing stage.

Metai. Industry.

T shall now present Indore you the aspects of anotlnu* industry

vdiich ordinarily apx)(^ars to have v(cry little to exj^ect from
ap})lied x)hv sics. I nu^an the ‘ Industry of Medals 11 istori(!aliy

,

it is more than a probability that the first nudal industry was
entirely one of apjDlied i)hysics. If as many ar(chaoologists and
historians believe, gold was man’s first industrial medal, it was
reeognis(Hl by its colour, and its high specific gravity was used

as a basis for its s(^j)aration from the lightecr rock -materials.

Th(‘ ‘i)anning’ operation is i^rehistorkc in origin. It is, however,

used ])rolifically even today, not only in the prospecting for

gold but also for many otheu- heavy minerals, for example,
tungsten, uranium, (coj)per, lead, thorium and a large number
of sulphides. The oj)cration is indeed bas('d on the application

of Stokes' law for the fall of sphere through a viscous medium.
In its simplest form, the law states that under the a(dion of

gravity a sphere in a viscous medium fairly (piickly a(cquires a

constant velocity which is gre^atc^r in a given mediuju, larger t he

sx)here and the greater the difference in density betw(?en the

sphere and the medium. In ore (concentration, the i)i('<'es of

rock anc not spheres and the modifi(cation duo to the sha pe has

to bo taken into consideration and has been investigatfd m some
of the mining and ore separation institutes. The de\ eiopment of

ore concentration machines, such as classifiers, jigs, shaking

and riffled concentration tables, all take into acc ount the modi-

fication of the above-mentioned law in its different modified

forms. In the ‘ore flotation’ process, there is the application

involving surface tension and adhesive phenomena. It is

well known to mining profession that certain minerals, such as
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sulphides, have greater adhesion for gas bubbles or for oil than
for water. Most gangue rock, like silica, shows more adhesion

for water and still more for acidified water. A mixture of

sulphide particles and gas bubbles and gangue particles in a

solution may result in the bubbles attaching themselves tena-

ciously to the sulphides until the average specific gravity of the

ensemble is less than the solution and one gets the paradox

—

viz., that heavy minerals float. The preparation of froth,

which helps to offer large surfaces for adhesion, has been the
aim of these separators and various reagents for froth formation
have been introduced from time to time. Quite recently this

question of surface adhesion and surface layers has engaged the
attention of physicists and the nature of ore surfaces are being
investigated with ore microscopes and electron diffraction to

elucidate the aspects of surfaces.

If one considers other ore concentration methods, one finds

that they could be classified either as pneumatic, magnetic or

electrostatic methods and all of them are essentially based on
physical principles.

Turning our attention to the smelting operations, one finds

that chemistry and physics work simultaneously in many phases.

The separation of the slag from the metal is a purely physical

process but chemical changes continue to function up to and
after ingot pouring. In the furnace itself, there is continual

heat ex(;hange. The flow of gases under different temperature
and reaction conditions is really regulated by physic^al law's. In
the present i)ractice of separation of flue dust from the blast

furnace on(^ finds an important apx^lication of applied physics.

The magnitude of the operation would be realised from the fact

that for each ton of pig iron, near about five tons of blast furnace

gas have to be treated, containing flue dust w'hich is eight to

ton per cent of the w'^cight of pig iron and the> w'orld production
of pig ii*on for 1938 is more than 100 million tons. The dcw ice

adopted for the puipose utilises first and second laws of motion
as well as Stokes’ law. The gas from the top of the blast furnace

is allowed to enter a big chamber from the top and the velocity

of the incoming gas flow is much reduced. It no longer (;an

carry the same amount of dust suspended in the stream to be
mechanically carried along with it. Most of the flue dust is

projected to the bottom of the chamber which, after due sintering,

is recharged into the blast furnace. Quite recently, when the
laws relating to the eddy currents in aii* and stream-line shapes
were being investigated for the design of zeppelin bodies, it

attracted the attention of an American blast furnace designer

and he utilised the principle by attaching a stationary stream-

line shape in the path of the incoming high velocity blast furnace

gas. The gas hits this stationary surface at a speed of about
forty miles an hour and the shape is so designed that the speed
is reduced to about four miles per hour and the eddy currents
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are so far rerluced that efficient separation of dust could be
secured without any extra expenditure of energy. This new
idea of stream-Une has been utilised in the metallurgical opera-
tion. Further purification of the gas is effected by proper
washing, where high surface energy of water particles in drop
form acts as dust catchers. Foi still further puiification

electrostatic precipitation process is utilised. This electrostatic

prec ipitation pioc' ss is w'ell known to applied physicists, as due
to property of ions to act as nmleus for the attac^hment of
fine materials whether in liquid or solid state. It is in principle

the same as one finds in Wilsrm cloud chambers. The industrial

use of this principle was first introduced by Sir Oliver Lodge
and as a result, one finds the extensive application of the Lodge
Ootterel process in the metallurgical industries to separate

solid particles from smelter smoke either to make the smoke
less objec^tionable o” to recover the valuable flue dusts or both.

In the foundry ., most of the operations are based on j)hy8ical

principles. One finds the temperature c^onditions suitable

for casting operations, the nature of the fluid heads, the proper-

ties of surface wetting, the viscosity of the moltcm materials

and the frictional flow of the hot liquids. All the above-

mentioned fac'tors are rc^gulated by laws actually discovcuecl by
applied physicists and have been ap2)ropriated and have become
intc^gral

2
)art of the art of foundry.

The thooretic'al understanding of the natures of metals

necessitates a close examination of theii’ structures as well as

the lattice constaiiis. From the industrial j)oint of view, the

system iron-carbon is thc^ basis of materials with remarkable
properties. It is further well knowm that j)ure iron undergoes
modification with temperature, in four successive^ stagcis a, /S, y, 8,

as its teinpc'rature is raised from cold to its melting 2)oint.

In reality, tlu'se fall under tw'o categories, namely, body-centre^d

and fac'c-c'cntrc^d cubic lattic*e, and a, 8 belong to the first

type and y belongs to the second. The p modification is not

due to a change in the structure but indicates a change from
the ferro-magnetics to the ]>aramagnetic state. Now considering

the alloys, pearlite is a combination of soft ferrites and ha.icl

cementite. One finds that the mechanical properties of un-

hardened steel could be attributed to this. Austenite is the

sohd solution of carbon atoms in iron and Martensite is the

glass-hard constituent of steel formed by quenching. For
a long time its character was a matter of difficult \ 1o metal-

lurgists and it has been recently noticed that this form is due to a

composite alloy of a definite lattice form. The nature of

‘prison-bar’ steel in which the hard core, formed of chromium
steel, hapi)ens to be surrounded by a sheath of mild steel, also

indicates a peculiar structure formation duo to heat-treatment.

The mechanical j)roperties of different structures formed by
iron and carbon are now being correlated with the theoretical
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ideas concerning the strength of materials. Theoretically

the force required to break a test piece of steel or any other

material in tension should be thousands of times larger than

what is observed in practice. In trying to explain this anomaly,

one has to consider two types of materials, namely, the brittle

and the ductile. In the case of brittle material, the failure

is due to the fact that it never gives way simultaneously across

the whole of its section as one has to assiune in theory. In

fact, the parting of the crystal starts at one place and proceeds

across it since this stress is due to local intensification at the

edge of the growing crack. Most probably a sub-microscopic

crack in the material is the starting point from which this

tearing process begins. In fact Griffith has shown the existence

of ultra-micros(^opic cracks forme^l on the surface of vitreous

silica when one touches it with the fingers; though the material

when freshly prei)ared possesses very great strength if it is kept

uncontaminated from external agencies. A ductile material,

on the other hand, yields to stress. It is distorted as if the

atomic planes are able to slide over each other like a pack of

cards. This type of plastic flow is well known from the behaviour

of a single crystal of a metal in the form of a rod which could

be pulled out to several times its length by a very small force.

In a general w'ay one finds wh}^ metals in a state of purity are

ductile whereas complex structures su({h as intermetallic (iom-

pounds are in most cases brittle. Atoms of a metal are not

hold together by bonds and so long as they are in dose packing,

many configurations may be possible. A distortion equivalent

to a glide plane may take pla(;e without any serious disturbance

of any onc^ of the atoms. On the other hand, in a (compound

having (complex pattern a large amount of movement has to

take plac(‘ before any re-arrangement of the pattern is possible.

The material will not yield as no intermediate stagivs can occur

and it will rather break than yield.

Now, considering the subject of other alloys, one finds by
taking the metallic elements two by two, the possibility of

building up a vc^ry largo number of alloys. There is a striking

difierenc(^ between the structures produced by alloying two
metals than those obtained by the combination of two elements.

One could note that to form a chemical compound the products

should be j)resent in d(>finite ratios whereas in a binary alloy,

eac^h phase constitutes an intermetallic structure extending

over a range of (composition. When examined by means of

X-rays, each of these intermetallic phases is found to have its

atoms arranged in a definite manner, some may be of the body-

centred cubic, otliters may belong to the face-(centred cubic

types. In the chromium-aluminium system whic^h has recently

been worked out by the X-rays methocl, phases are so numerous
that eleven successive notations are required to designate

them.
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The extent of the phases can be determined by the consi-

deration of the free-energy of the alloys as obtained by X-ray
experiments. The free-energy has to be minimum for the
system to be in equilibrium

F=^U-T<I>

gives a relation bi tween the free energy F, internal energy U,
the temperatme T, and the entropy of the system. The
limits of the various phases can be ascertained from a plot of the
free-energy values of an inte^metalli"*, system against the com-
position. Even in the ease of ternary system, this method
has been extent^ ed by Bradley and Taylor who dete';inined the
phase boundaries of the iion-nicikel-aluminium and other similar

systems.

The question of j)hase patterns has b(5en studied by Hume
Rothery in considerable detail. His rule enuiKuates that in

similar phase patterns, there is the same ratio of free eh^etrons

to atoms. As examples one (‘ould cite the case CuZn, a body-
centi’ed cubic structure, the ratio of electrons to atoms being
3*2 or 1*5. Til brass this ratio is 102; though this rule has

been found on close examination not to hold invariably, one
may state that it is true in majority of cases. Tn order to

have a general survey of the whole field of alloys, regarding

their structure and properties, X-ray examination of the structure

combined with considt^ration of free energy would lead to a

better understanding of the nature of alloy-formation. Then,

there is the (piestion of the order and disord(T change occurring

in some of the alloys in the solid state when they uve cooh^cl

from high to low tempcoaturco X-ray analysis shows in th(‘

case of the alloys of co]>per and gold having CusAu as formula,

the arrangement of the face-centred cubic lattice is a random
one at high temperature, the position bring oticuipied without
any rc^gularity by the gold atoms. On slow^ cooling through a
certain critical trmiperature, how’(wer, it is found that the atoms
of gold travel to the cube corners and (K>x>per atoms to the face-

centres and an orderly arrangement is set up The iroii-

aluminium alloy of the (composition, l^r^sAl, also exhibits i.his

order and disorder change. One might conclude that since

the ordering force can be destroyed by temperature, the forces

are w^(‘ak in alloys Quite the reverse phenomenon has been
observed in some alloy systems in which (certain iioms juiss

out of the latti(co with the fall of temx>erature and ar( <iisx>osed

of by segr(^gation. The ternary (comx)ound of iron -nickel-

aluminium, EcsXiAl, is found to be homogeneous at high

tempcTature but when slowly cooled it is found to (contain

isolated clots or groups of iron atoms. This alloy has been

extremely useful as the (jonstituent matcu’ial for powerful

permanent magnets.
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A very interesting application of the properties of solid

solution between two metals, one of which is in a liquid condition

and other in a solid state, is technically known as the process

of ‘wetting’. The boundary layer, where such solution actually

is formed, shows definite characteristics of an alloy formation.

This process has been utilised in the manufacture of electric

contacts when a tungsten disc is welded to a steel shank. An
intermediary thin disc of copper is placed on the top of each
steel shank, the tungsten disc being placed on the top of the
copper. The ensemble is placed in a furnace with a hydrogen
atmosphere until the copper melts. It is found that copper

in a hydrogen atmasphere tends to wet both the tungsten and
the steel. In fact under the temperature condition, namely,
about llOO'C^ an adherent of copper and steel is first formed
on which the tungsten disc appears to float. With a slight rise

in temperature, nearly about 1 250^^0, the wetting action of

tungsten and copper begins. At first the tungsten disc moves
about on the surface of the molten copper in an irregular fashion.

But as soon as the process of solid solution of the tungsten in

copper starts, discs of tungsten align themselves so that they
remain centrally on the top of the molten liquid. This formation

of the solid solution along with the effe(‘t of the (capillary forces

is also utilised in the manufacture of the welding electrode

materials technically known as Elkonite. Powdered tungsten

is pressed into briquets and moderately heated but not sufficiently

to close the pores. It is then placed in molten ()opper in a
hydrogen atmosphere. Capillary forces (*ause the copper to

fill the pores even above the level of liquid copper, and on (;ooling

one can get the electrode ol(>ments sufficiently hard and durable.

Another example of this typo of alloy formation is found
in the recent manufacture of ct^mented carbide tools for the

machine tool industry. Tungsten carbide first obtained by
Moissan is a very hard (Tystal. The crystal aggregations are

porous in nature and brittle due to the existence of sub-

microscopic craciks between them. Shrotter and Strauss tried to

utilise this property of alloys and found that cobalt in a hydrogen
atmosphere has the wetting property for the carbide. They
compressed together powders of cobalt and tungsten carbide

in a suitable mould and subjected them to moderate pressure.

These were then put into an electric furnace with a reducing
atmosphere and the temperature raised above the melting
point of cobalt. They found that cobalt and tungsten carbide
form a suitable matrix which retains the hardness quality of

tungsten carbide intact. The material behaves more like

diamond than like a metal. This has led also to the utilisation

of the carbides of tantalum, titanum and molybdenum. These
extremely hard crystals are soluble in each other in a wide
variety of proportion at temperatures approaching their melt-

ing points. Even at 20(K)^C, the wetting properties and the
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solubility are quite high. The soKd solution indicates properties

different from those of consuituent carbides. Tungsten carbide

with 6% cobalt bond will easily scratch sapphire and inferipr

only to diamond in hardness. One can have an idea of its

hardness from the fact- that w^hereas high speed steel with

18% tungsten contents has the Brineli number 800, that of

the carbide with (jobalt bond varies from 1400 to 2000, Its

compressive strength is 500,000 Ib/sq. cm. It has negli^ble

coefficient of expansion, practk^ally half of invar steel and it is

practically non-magnetic. Wide variety of application has

been found for these carbides, namel} , as substitute for diamond
dies, for wire-drawing industry and for valves and valve seats

of pumps. The only difficuilty about the material iiappens to

be that it is in(*apable of being machined and can bo only worked

with suitable grinding devices.

Now I would like to present before^ you just another applica-

tion of a technique, de veloped by applied physicist, opening up

possibilities for a rapid cpiantitative determinations of the

different ingredients of forroiis and non-f(Trous alloys, I mean,

spectroscoj)y. It is well knenvn that as far back as early eighties

of the last century Hartley first made a systematic- study for

the purpose. His w ork on beryllium and cerium indicated that

V hen these elements are present in a matrix oi’ body of other

materials in small and decreasing quantities, its spectral lines

gradually grow weaker and disappear in a definit(‘ ordt^r. Though

Pollock and do Gramont demonstrated the utility of this tecdi-

nique, it remained ignored and forgotten till rec^eiitly. The

first lead in the subject was from the workers of the specitro-

graphic laboratory of the National Bureau of Stanilards, U.S.A.,

in 1922, when Burns, Meggers, Kiess and Stimson showed that

given proper attention, tlds method leads to fairly accuiato

results.. W. Gerlach in Germany started a systematic investi-

gation to enquii'e into the dift’erent fac;tors necessary to get a

correc t interpretation of results. The present practice is based

on his observations, namely, the adoption of an internal

standard in the material to bo investigated. A sele-cted pair

of lines, one from the major and the other from the minor

constituent of the material in question at a definite ratio of the

constituents, is selected. With the gradual diminution oi the

minor constituent the intensity of the line undergoes dimiimtion

in a definite fashion, and it is thus possible to arrive' at a fair

estimate of the percentage of the minor constituent, further-

more, he found that there are homologous pair ol lines in the

specitra which have equal intensity under definite percemtage

ratios of the two elements. Within the last six years more

than hundred workers are engaged in the subject and fairly

large amount of literature has now been secured. Not only has

the technique been efficiently adopted in many of the large

metallurgical establishments in America and Europe but also
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its importance has been instrumental in its adoption by the

different ammunition and ordnance factories. In the routine

analysis of the different constituent, for example, of the admiralty

brasses in England, it has been found that 0*0007% of bismuth
could be acuiurately estimated taking copper lines as the internal

standard lines.

Electrical Power Industry.

I shall now consider ‘ Electric^al Power Industry’, an industry,

little more than half a century old and is the dii-ect outcome
of physical research. The activity of Michac'l Faraday may bo
described as bt‘ing repc^atedly and continuously manifest on a
large scale, in most varied manners, giving demonstrations of

his law of electromagnetic induction. Magnetic fields in iron

link electrics curnmt in coils, in generators, motors and solenoids

in endless profusion, all over the world. The first electrical

engimHU’s were the great applied physicists,—Kt^lvin, Webe^
and others. Tlu^ common (dectrical units volt, ampere, ohm,
henry, farad, watt with one exception, are named after the

renowned appli(‘d physic ists.

I shall try to limit my subject by (tonsidering only the

gemn'ation and distribution of power and exctlude from it

utilisation or conversion of elcMdrical into other forms as light,

heat, or electro-chemical processi^s. 1 shall tr(^at, however, the
fi(dd of c.ommuni(‘ation whi(th also transmits electrical power
but at. higher frecpieneies. In this r(*sti‘icted field I shall dc^al

first with an as]K3ct of physical investigati(5n, whicth has (toai(^.

to the fore-front recently, viz., the ‘Electric Discharge in Gases’.

One m(‘ets this phenomenon practically at (W(ay point starting

frcjin the geiKiration and leading up to tlu‘, final utilisation circuits,

sometini(\s serving veay useful purposes and some otlier times

as a distui'bing fac tor leading to the', failure of electrical circuits.

The extent of the* subject can be re alised from the consideration,

viz., that the present practice of power gemeration begins with
the direc t j)roduction nf alternating cnirrent from about 11,000

to 33,000 volts. This voltage is then stepped up by transformers

to a valuer suitable for transmission ov(?r short or long distances

ranging from 22 to 287 kilovolts; this last value being used for

transmission across a distance of 240 miles. For transmission

system of intermediate high voltage, one finds it ranging from
2-2 KV to ()•() KV for lo(^al distributions. For domestic and
industrial utilisation cn’cuits the voltage would be from 110 to

600 volts.

Let us begin with the alternating current generator with its

exciter provided with a commutator and brushes for the genera-

tion of direct current to excite its field. Here one finds commu-
tators depending for its proper functioning on the discharge
between the brush and the receding commutator segment

.
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Further, one finds that the corona discharge in the minute air

space between the insulated ( oil and the slots creating trouble-
some factors for the geir^rator design. Next is the po^^,t^r

switch, whk‘,h functions by means of an arc between separating
electrodes. In the oil circuit breaker, one finds the formation
of thc^ arc in a gas bubble formed by the dc^^omposition of the
oil. One has to alter the shape and disposition of the bubbles
so that a short aic may bo capable of pcTfoiming its task of
current interruption.

Let us novc^ consider the transforjner. In the design of its

components, one has to reckon its different members, viz., tho
coils, core, the bushings and every w here one finds device's wheredry

the baneful effcvts of discharge may be safeguarded.

In the transmission lines, as a serious disturbing factor one
encounters thc' high voltage heavy current discharge-lightning.

This has led to the provision of the lightning arncstc^r, a device

to produce protecting discharge to counteract th(‘ damaging
effect of the lightning. Its spark-gap has to initiate the dis-

charge and also to cn-operate with other elem(>nts of the arr(>st(U*

in terminating the discharge, aftc^r the passages of the lightning.

Here the major tool for studying such problems is tlu^ cathode

ray tube and the guiding cdciinent is th<‘ theory of ionisation

in gases promulgated by the j)hysi(Ists. Thc^ modifications

necessary in Townsemd’s theory to nuH'f thc^ (conditions of high

pressuie and high brc'akdown voltag(> have been workcnl out by
physicists but it was Kogowski, who after detailed sorters of

investigations, indicat(*d the ncHM) for the modifications. In the

recent introduction of the ‘protc^edive tubc^’ tyx)e arrester tho

spark gap is so ingeniously ch^signc'd that the discharge j)asses

down a tubc^ made of filu*e. The heat of the discdiarge dcHnmposes

some of tho fibre into gas which passes thi'ough the discharge

at such pressure and velocity as to extinguish the poucu’ arc

at the instant when the current I'eachc s thc^ zero value, fiiie

flow of pou'cu- through the conductor of the transmission lines

is due to the magnetic and electric fields surrounding it. Oru^

has to avoid tlu' formation of corona discharge frcmi thc^ c on-

ductors due to the overstre^ssing of the air surrounding it. Tlie

nature of corona discharge has been the sub ji ct of stud a by

applied physicists and engineers and still thcT c remains a t onsi-

derabhi amount of empiricism which (^ould only be satishi' torily

understood by their joint efforts.

It will be pointed out in the next section how different

types of dielectrics are being requisitioned to avoid the harmful

effect of these discharges. In the low tension circuits, the jxiwer

fuses have to be designed to suppress arc fonnation. In a

recent tyjie, boric acid has been introduced to supply steam in

small quantities sufficient to check the arc.

Considering the conversion of A.C. power to D.C., one finds

the introduction of an arc formation device through the mercury
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vapour. The mercury arc rectifiers have been rapidly replacing

the dynamic type of machinery for conversion purposes in

railway, industrial and electro-chemical processes. Here, the

cathode spot in the mercury pool is kept in an excited state

by the maintenance of a discharge to it from an auxiliary

electrode or other main electrodes. In the ‘ignitron’ type of
mercury arc tube, Avhich is now finding industrial application,

one finds a stationary rod of high resistivity material dipping
into the mercury pool. It has been possible to produce at the
junction, a concentration of electrical field and current flow,

similar to that which occurs at separating contacts, leading to

the formation of the cathode spot of all arc. In this tube the
stability is maintained by placing the anode directly in the path
of the vapour stream coming from the cathode spot. Tanberg
observed that the vapour coming from the cathode spot at low
pressures has an extraordinarily high momentum and energy
corresponding to more than hundred volts. Such high velocity

stream formation, though at first doubted by some, has now
been confirmed and one can now understand it as duo to multiple

ionisation of the atoms.

Incidentally, one is led to consider the disctharge phenomena
in low pressure devices su(;h as the ‘thyratrons’ and ‘grid glow
tubes’. Here the heated thermionic (;athode provides the

available electrons w'hen a proper potential difi‘oren(;e is applied,

Here the formation of the plasma suggestcid by Langmuir
satisfactorily accounts for the development of the discharge.

In the low pressure gas tubes, there is a curious limit to the
magnitude of the current that can pass through it. This sets

a limiting value to the current depending on thc^ pressur(\

When this value is ex(;eeded, a kind of instability sets in, due
to whi(;h, the discharge is sharply interrupted and re-established

repeatedly in an erratic; fashion. This has also been accounted
for as due to a high degree of ionisation in the gas and it has
been suggested that the elfect is due to pumping of a high
vacuum by the motion of the positive ions.

Let us next discuss in a general way some of these applica-

tions in power systems and find the problems common to them.
Looking from this aspect one finds the initiation of the useful

discharge, then their proper termination and finally the preven-

tion of restarting after the current has attained zero value.

The initiation of discharge in switches and commutators
takes place so simply and so spontaneously by the mere operation

of separating contacts and the problem of terminating the
discharge is frequently so difficult that one does not appreciate

the useful function performed by it. If, however, one considers

the fundamental aspect of Faraday’s law, one finds that the very
existence of the power system depends upon it. Without this

device sudden high voltage will develop if the current is actually

reduced to zero value quickly at the moment of separation
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of the contacts. This moment is to be sjmchronised with the

instant of the zero current value of the alternating power so that

the electroscatic capacity of the system can absorb energy apd
thus avoid the dangerous high voltage formation. In general

however, the capacity is so small that a very close synchronising

would be necessary. Here the discharge in the gas comes as

a safeguard rendering the separation of contacts at the desirable

condition, effecting the safe interruption of the circuit at the
following zero point of the current cycle.

There have been attempts to interrupt the circuits by
dispensing with the separating contacts as in the case of the
brush on commutators where the area of contact between the
brush and st^gment, beginning from a maximum, approaches
zero continuously as the segment moves away from the brush.

Here even as theoretical treatment shows, there is the necessity

for a clo^:3 sync^hronisation with the course of the current and in

practice, it is imperfect. A discharge is operative in the last

conduction of current. It is thus manifest that in the case of
all successful dark commutation, the final step of the interruption

of the current is performed by the glow effect, however feeble

that may be.

The next problem, viz., that of prevention of the restarting

of discharge after the current value has fallen to zero is accom-
plished by setting up conditions such that either the positive

c*.olumn or the cathode spot or glow cathode cannot re-form
themselves. For high voltage switches it is the positive column
that has to bo suppressed. Various moans are provided to

compel the positive column to have such a small section at

the stage when the current has fallen to the zero value that
its temperature and degree of ionisation fall to too low values

for its re-establishment. Here one has to take into consideration

the thermal ionisation theory of positive (;olumn worked out
by K. T. Compton. The solid barriers with restraining magnebio
field in the ‘de-ion-grid’ circuit breakers, the motion of the

cold oil under pressure in the ‘ oil blast ’ breakers and the motion
of cold air in ‘ gas blast ’ breakers, in the ‘ expulsion ’ type fuses

and in ‘gas blast switches’ are the devolopmenlr> introdiu'od

in the field of oleotrical engineering practice.

In mercury arc rectifiers, ignibron, thyratron, grid glow tubes

and low pressure gas discharge tubes, the absence of a < . ti hode
spot and insufficient voltage to maintain a glow cathode » gener-

ally utilised to terminate the discharge upon reversal r»f polarity.

The low gas pressure raises the voltage necessary to maintain
the glow cathode, and so permits relatively high voltages to be
handled. However, all these devices are subject to a t5^0 of

failure. Occasionally and at random moments, in spite of the

absence of conditions, which the present theory would regard

as necessary, a cathode spot is formed at the moment of

incorreot polarity and causes a short circuit in the device. The

5
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statistical frequency of the occurrences of these 'back fires’

or 'arc backs’ is such as to indicate that possibly molecular

aggregates are involved which may be impurities on the cathode
surfaces or particles in Brownian movement through the gas

coming in contact with the anode. It is also found that
frequency of occurrences of these 'arc backs’ increases rapidly

when thirty or forty kilovolts ar(? exceeded, so that the problem
of this type of tube for very high voltages remains still unsolved.
This phenomenon is of great technical importance, for on its

successful solution rests the high voltage direct current power
transmission whic h is the subject-mattc^r of freqiient discussions.

It is thus evident how ‘the electrical conduction in gases’

crops up at every point in an operating power system.

I shall next treat how the investigations about the nature
of dielectrics is of extreme imx)ortance in maintaining the power
systems. The problem of insulation plays an important r61o in

the development of electrical power industry. Consequently,
there has been a continuous flow of researches in the field

of dielectrics:—^gaseous, liquid and solid. Broadly speaking
these researches are of two general types. The first is that of
fundamental character and is carried out by aj)i)lied physicists

with a view to secmre an insight into the mechanism which
eventually may lead to an understanding of the useful properties

of dielectrics and then* behaviour when used as insulators.

These properties are dielectric constant, electric conductivity,
breakdown strength, dielectric; loss and powor-fa(;tor. The
terni ‘dielectric; behaviour’ usually refers to the variation of
these properties with frequency, temperature, voltage and
composition. The second type of research is that in which
efforts are made by cnginc;ers to develop dircH.tly improved
jnat(;rials and methods of insulation under the conditions of
normal service by utihsing any new discovei‘y or suggestion

made through researches of the first type.

I shall now x>resent before you some of the rcc^ent funda-
mental researches in the field of dielectrics, particularly those
which have a bearing on the apj^lication of dielectric properties

to the x)roblem of electrical insulation in power industry.

From the standpoint of insulation, the ‘ breakdown strength’

of a dicdc'ctric is worthy of our first c;onsideration. Persistent

efforts particularly those using cathode ray oscillograph and
other* methods for following short time phenomenon have,
however, resulted in a well-developed theory which has been
universally acc;ej)ted to explain the mechanism resulting in the
electric breakdown of gases. The basis of this theory is the
Townsend jjicture of ionisation by c;oUision for which important
modifi(nations, due principally to the j)art i)layed by the positive

ion in the final spark over, have been necessary. Rogowsky
and Wallraff' have examined the question whether the break-
down over large gaps are due to local high stresses caused by
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space cha’'g'3s or to ionic bombardiiierit of the cc/thode Tliey

have ('onclndcd that the beginning of breakdown must bo

attributed to the ionising action of the positive ions. VV. F.

Bowls has rt'portod that the s(>condar3
’’ ionising mechanism

necessary for the increased prodiic^vion of electrons roqiiisil-o

to spark over is not d\ie to positive ions in the gas, but to the

liberation of ne\/ ck-ctrons, by the bombardment of the positive

ions in the gas oii the c athode.
Theories of dielectric strength and breakdown of liquids

take a wide range. The 8ciiumann-Nikuradso theor^' of break-
down ties in the current voltag^^ characteristic in much the
same manner as now accoptcxl for gases, and accounts the
failure as an internal (ollision ionisation phenomenon. Kojiple-

mann and (xC'mant invoke an electrode layer under high stress

due to space charge acting on a layer of absorbcxl gas, thus
creating gas pockets or fdaments leading to gaseous ionisation

and breakdown. Pure ele<^tric breakdown is apparently due
to electric collision-ionisation and is rec^ogniscnl only in the
purest hquids. Thermal breakdown on the other hand, duo to

the liberation of gases by heating, in impure liquids, is also

evident in many easels.

The breakdown behaviour of commercial insulating oils is

of special interest. It has been found that then* electric strength
increases with their degrees of purity.

Largo amount of important work has appeared ( oncerning
breakdown in solids. In this connection, the conclusion of
S. Whitehead, supported by Von nipi>el, is worthy of note.

According to these authors, olec^tric breakdown in solids is to

be understood as an electron collision phenomenon originating

through an excess nin,.ber of elcMdrons in the latti(;o. The
frictional losses of these cdectrons are due to the oscillations

which they excite by electrostatic influenfM? in passing the ions

of the lattice. This fri(dion may bo expressed as a function

of the (‘lectron energy. Beyond the maximum value <d this

function, the frictional retarded motion of the elect r‘ous passes

over into an accelerated movement down the potential gradient.

Electric breakdown thus ocumrs primarily througli the setting

up of electron collision ionisation channels. The dir(>ciional

breakdown noted in crystals is a result of the shape >1 the
excitation function, which is dependent upon the diiV ' tion of
the pat h with referem^e to the lattice and also upot/ t hr high
gradients that residt from the acummulations of spacr rharge.

It has been found that the dielectric strength of solid

insulators decreases markedly with increase of frc.(|utuicy.

llesearches have been conducted by several physicists to

study the process leading from initial ionisation to self-supporting

spark or arc discharge. These studies are of special interest

because of their obvious bearing on the mechanism of various

protective equipments used in power industry.
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Incidentally, it may be mentioned here that the dielectric

losses in oils in the low-frequency range, are commonly due

t(j ionic (iondiK^tion. As the frequency is raised through the

radio lange, dipolar losses begin to appear. The variation of

power-factor or of dielectric constant with frequency is not

sharp. This want of sharpness has been attributed to the

presc^nce of several constituents having different values of

ionic mobilities and dipolar properties.

Th(> problem of ‘ stability ’ in oils has engaged the attention

of physicists for some time. They have divided the oils into

two groups. In one group are oils of the transformer type

A\ hi('h are used for submersion and in which the important

propcrtk'.s art‘. continued fluidity and dielectric strength. In
th(^ oth(T group are the oils used as impregnants, as found
j>rincipally in capacitors and high-voltage cables. In the field

of transformer oils, the action of oils on metals has been

investigated. It has been found that copper gives the largest

quantity of sludge. A relation has been established between
the peri^entage of aromatic constituents in the oil, the frequency

of the applicxl voltage and the amount of sludge formed. It

is suggested that to prevent (corrosion by insulating oil, copper
should be protectexi by a layer of another metal, tin and lead

being I'ound useful for this purpose. It is stated that acid is

not a dot(^rmining factor in corrosion and water has no un-
favourable influence on the dielectric loss of transformer oils.

Stability in impregnating oils has been a j)roblem for years.

Instability is the word used to describe the slow deterioration of
high-voltage impregnated papcT cables. It has generally boon
assumed that the causes are to bo sought in the iinpngnating
oil. It has been found further that oils having a large ratio

of dielectric c^onstant to density show rapid deterioration under
oxidation. Gaseous ionisation is known to be an important
deteriorating agent probably through changes in the oil due
to ionic bombardment. It is not always possible, however, to

account for gas pockets or bubbles in well-impregnated insulation.

The impregnated paper power cable continues to rec.eive

intense study. The chief problems are the reduction in wall

thickness through increased dielectric strength, permanence or

stability as inherent in the properties of the basic materials

and in the suppression of gaseous ionisation.

G. B. Shanklin has found that there is considerable improve-
ment of power factor of impregnated paper, treated with carbon
dioxide during drying and impregnating process. Though .

lead is not an insulating material, the lead sheath is a vital

element in preserving the inherent properties of cable insula-

tion. Improvements of lead sheathing technique are progressing.

Especially noteworthy are the vacuum press (Atkinson and
McKnight) for limiting oxidation and gas inclusions during
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leading, the hydroge)t preas (Shankling) for similar purposes

and other measures for greater uniformity of the lesulting metal.

Physical structure and dielectric loss of impregnated paper,

as related to the amount cf contained air and under changes of

voltage, temperatiure, frequency and pressure, are reported

r. Junius. The conclusions are, that the shape of the power-

factor voltage cu"*ves at different temperatures changes very

little in a dielectric containing largo amounts of air. On the

other hand, the shape of those curves varies noticeably in woll-

imprognatod cable. In the latter case the change of power
factor due to temperature change may be much steeper than
that for a cable containing aii*. An increase of pressure by one

atmosphere is sufficient to cause a flat loss-cairve in a cable

which contaim.. miKih air.

The pressure principles has also received extensive trial.

The ailvantagos of pressure on the dielectric are increased

dielectric strength and the suppression of internal gas voids.

The problem is therefore to aseertain the most reliable method
of applying thc» pressuri> either by an outside gas or liquid

medium or by h}drostathi pressure inside tht‘ (able and also

the proper ranges of ]>ressuros for securing best results. It has

been found that oil-filled cable for the higher ranges of voltage

is very suitable.

C. A. Grover discusses the feeding of oil to an oil-tillt‘(l

cable, with a detailed development of a method whidi pt'rniits

a computation of pressure (*onditions resulting from temperature'

variations through the cable and at the feeding points due to

load variations. The Callender Company has developfxl a
single conductor imprcgnatcHl gas-pressure cable with rating

of 200 KV. condu('toi cross-sccbion, 420 sq. mm.
;

thickm^ss

of insulation 23*6 mm. A small space is left b(4we(m th(^

impregnated paper insulation and the lead sheath. This sj)aee3

is filled aftei* assembly with dry nitrogen at 14 atino82)he3res

excess pressure, the lead sheath being heavily roinforeeHl with

eo2)per tajios.

The causes of instability and deterioration continue to

occupy our chief attention. In recent years we' a2)pear to !ui,v«*

passed through a series o^ modifications in our ideas oi tlu^

I)rincipal causes of cable deterioration. Wo have no! ( el a.s

chk'f susjK3ct in successive periods, high inherent i)ov\ * , iactor

and loss, gaseous ionisation, wax-formation and oxidaljoii. At
the moment we appear to be leaving the oxidation pt rioel and
reverting to that of gaseous ionisation through new methods
for studying free gas spaces in the cable.

Careful studies are reported of the stress at whic h gaseous

ionisation begins and as related to diftbrent grades of paper. It

is stated that both nitrogen and carbon dioxide are the best

gases.
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Of outstanding interest during the past few* years is the

progress in the development of new insulating materials of both
plastic and ceramic types. Especially noteworthy is the range
of physical properties available in several new* plastic materials.

Conspicuous among the new plasties are the various poly-

merised forms of monomeric styrol. Several investigations have
been carried out on the applications of styrene. Of special

interest is the control of the induction period of polymerisation
and the rate at which the latter takes place. This has permitted
the pr(i-impregnation of paper tape with the monomer with
(certain admixtures, preventing the sticking of the tape in rolls,

polymerisation bc^ing effected after application, for example,
in a cable V joint. The possible use of styrene instead of oil

as a saturant for high-voltage paper cable has been suggested.

Improvements have also been made in the composition of
artificial rubber which is found to possess a number of advantages
over natural rubber. The vulcanised synthetic rubber is

replacing natural rubber in high-voltage rubber-insulated
conductors, in water-proof insulated wiring and in many other
cas(vs. Thermoplastics synthetic rubber materials are replacing

fibrous insulating materials in a number of s(^rvi(*(^s.

Numerous classes of synthetic resins have also been
ti(^velop(^d. Since ISIovember 1 934 about one thousand new trade

names for resin offered as insulation have appeared.

Many new ceramic materials have also appeared. New
developments in cc^ramic for insulation are confirmed principally

to those foT* radio service*. All these materials have been
introduc (m1 as insulators to meet the demand for low dielectric

losses in the high-frequency range.

1 shall now relate to you just a few items of interest in

th(^ fi(‘ld of communication. The rapid expansion of Wire and
Radio Communication Systems aftcu* the close of the World War
in 1918 has ncH Cssitated the development of various (nmmunica-
tion industries utilising the results of fundamental researches.

Limitation of space docs not permit me to deal with more than
a few of the resc^arches which have been of wide application.

In transmission of telegraph signals over cir(*uit, the speed of

signalling in bands or words per minutt^ varies inversely as

the product of total capacitance and total resistance of the

circuit. The long cable cmaiit, sj>ocially of submarine type,

has large capacitance and large resistance and thereby the

speed of signalling is reduced to 50 to CO words per minute.
The eff‘c-ct of this inherent capacitance could be overcome by
iiKTeasing the dreuit inductance, that is, by ‘loading’ the

circuit.

The case of transmission in message and broadcast pro-

gramme telephony is more complicated since it involves a large

frequency band (i.e. 100-4,000 (*.p.s. for message and 31-10,000

for broadcast programmes. It follows from theoretical consi-
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derations thab the product of circuit capaciuance and resistance

(C . R) must be equal to the product of circuit inductance and
leakance (L . G) in order t ^ have the transmission loss and the
velocity of propagation aa.me at all frequencies in the band
thereby eliminating the frequency and phase distortions. In
trunk cable circuits this can be rougldy realised m practice by
inductance (L) either by insertion of loading coils wound over
magnetic material cores at intervals or by wrapi>ing magnetic
material tapes helically over the conductors.

The requirements of a loa/ling coil are (1) the permeability
should be high and remaii. constant for all frequencies; (2)

eddy current and hysterc^sis losses should be negligible for all

frequencies in the band; (3) leakage or superimposed D.C.
should not alter the working point on the magnetisation curve
appreciably; (4) the ratio of resistance to inductance of the
coil shoe Id bo very small tor all frequencies : and (5) coil size

should be as small as possible. Ror the continuous loading, the
magnetic material taj)o should be very thin about 1/10 of a mm.
and at the same time the increase of inductance should be
adc^quate for the x>urposes, thus requiring a material whk^h has
a high pe^rmeability for currents ot the ordia' ciiaadating in

telephone circuits. At the same tune the requirements (2),

(3) and (4) inentiontHl above for loading (toils must also be
satisfied.

Electrolytic -ally di^posited iron in the form of dust has
serv(Hl as core material of the loading coils till recent years,

while 78-5-permalloy tape has replaced iron tape for continuous
loading sin(te about two decades. There has been still sufficient

room for improvement in both. The audio transformer used in

radio equipment or connected between transmission line and
progranune repeater reipiires its response (hara(tteristi(‘, to be
strictly uniform from 30 to 10,000 c.p.s. or even more. For
cores and x>ole pieces in loudspeakers it is necessary to have
high i)ermeability in the range of flux densities between 10,000
and 20,000 gausses. Use of iron dust in audio transformtir and
of stalloy in loudspeaker fails to gi^^e the (h^sinxl jjerformancjex

The study of the magnetic properties of certain alloys of

iron, nichel and cobalt has revolutionised the design of loading

arrangcunent in ttdegraph and telephone transmission systems,

of audio transformers and retardation coih in comnuuiit-ation

equipments and of c*oros and pole-pieces in loudspeak< i s

The properties of these alloys were discovered i nrough
exhaustive researches in which all possible combination of thj*ee

mctals^—^iron, nickel and cobalt—were explonxl. The factors

which (contribute to the pro2>erties of the alloy i hc- jiurity of the

elements used in the alloy, their preparation and th(^ heat

treatment.

The permalloy series includes nickel-iron alloys (containing

30 to 95% of nichel. Remarkable variations in magnetic
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properties with composition are revealed in this series of alloys.

The initial and maximum permeabilities of 45-permaUoy under

standard practice of heat-treatment are 2,700 and 23,000

respectively. For cores requiring high permeability for flux

densities between 10,000 and 15,000 gausses, this alloy is

specially useful. The design of cores and pole-pieces for loud-

speakers may bo done with advantage with this alloy. In
78*5-permaIloy, quenching gives a higher maximum permeability

than in any other permalloy and initial and maximum per-

meabilities of 10,000 and 105,000 respectively are developed.

The hysteresis loss and the coercive force of quenched 78*5-

pormalloy are minimum. This alloy is suitable for continuous

loading of telegraph and telephone cables. The negligible

magnetic losses, non-alteration of magnetic properties with

D.C., higher core permeability and material decrease in the

size of loading coils have led to the use of improved 80-permaUoy
dust core in them. For audio transformers, both 3*8-78*5-

permalloy and 3*8-80-Mo-permalloy have been used and uniform

response from 30 to 16,000 c.p.s. have been obtained.

Perminvars are alloys of nickel, non and cobalt. The
eonstancy of permeability and extremely low hysteresis loss

makes 45*25-permmvar the right material for applications where
distortion and energy loss are detrimental to high grade trans-

mission. 8in( e the discovery of the properties of perminvars,

they have been used for (chokes, audio and carrier frequency
transformers, filter elements, etc., in equipments designed for

high gi-ade transmission. It is specially suitable^ for continuous

loading of long submarine cable cir(*uits for voi(‘e-frequency or

carrie r frequency operation.

Permendurs are alloys of iron and cobalt. The principal

magnetic property of these alloys is high permeability in the

range of flux densities between 10,000 and 25,000 gausses.

Permendurs have been applied with success to the design of

cores and pole -pieces in loudspeakers and certain special types

of telephone rcjceiver where their principal magnetic property
has been utilised to the best advantage.

Onc^ of the most recent advancements in communication art

has been the wide band transmission on circuit between two
stations to give as many as 240 or 320 high grade telephone

channels simultaneously by employing the frequency range
•06-1*024 Mc./s. or 0-5-2-1 Mc./s. depending upon the number
of channels. Such multi-channel carrier systems are worked
on c oaxial cables on four-wire principle. If one and the same
coaxial cable is used, two coaxial em uits are provided therein,

one of them for transmission of bands in one direction and
another for transmsision of bands in the reverse direction.

If two separate c oaxial cables are used for two directions, then
each cable consists of one coaxial ciixuit only.
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The coaxial cable circuit is mach more suitable medium
than open-wire and ordinary cable circuits for transmission of

higher frequencies as mentioned above. Among the varioiiiJ

advantages Uke ease in construction and maintenance, lower

(Toss-talk level, etc., may be mentioned the lower transmission

loss of pronounced stability. Ix)ss in a transmission circuit is

made up of (a) cond actor loss, (h) insulator loss, and (c) radiation

loss. In coaxiri cable circuit, the radiation loss is negligible

since the unearthed central conductor is entirely surrounded by
earthed concentric conductor, axid insulator loss is considerably

less and further much more stable. The other factors remaining

constant, the reduction and stability of loss depend entirely

upon the type of insulator used.

When the syslem was first launched into the field, the

coaxial cable had its (.*entral copper etonduedor supported at

intervals of | inch by hard rubber discs, in recent years,

improvement in reduction of insulator loss and obtaining higher

stability has been realised by use of polystyrol compounded
with rubber oi* balata under trade name of ‘ Superstyrex ’

.

Earliest relbr’Ciice to the electric^al (;hara(teristics of the solid

polystyrol is contained in a patent by Matthews in 1913 where
the inventor proposes to replace hard rubber, ctdlidoid, vulcanite,

ebonite, glass, wood by polystyrol or polystyrol compounded
with rubbeu-. The International Telephone and Telegraph
Laboratories, Ltd., subsequently took up the studk^s of polystyrol

with particular regard to its api)lication to th(^ insulation of

cables. From this study a mmib(a* of patents (ivolved dating

from 1929 down to the present day dealing first with combina-
tions of polystyi'ol with rubber, balata, et(^, of a thermoplastic

nature suitable foi’ extrusion but later with other prO(!esses and
applications.

The permittivity of polystyrol is low (2-2 to 2-6), and its

insulation resistance undei* A.C. or I>.(^ voltages is veiy high

even at high temperatTU-es or under high humidity. The material

ret ains its high giadci insulating prox>ertios even after humorsioji

in water and this fact has led to its use as submarine cable

insulator replacing guttapercha. The inclusion of chemical

impurities in the material during manufact ur<i appr('< lably

affects the conductance of the material to the extent that power-

factor varies from *0001 to *0006. While dielectric h»sscs of

this order may, from some points of view, bo negle* leo, there

are other electrical insulation problems of the t> p(‘ uivolved

here in which the increment of even small diele« trie losses are

of importance.

Commercial utihsation till recent years has been hampered
by the absence of supplies of monostyrol, the basic material,

on a commercial scale. This is now available fr<jm chemical

plants in several countries.
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In addition to tho application in coaxial cable referred to

above, widespread application of the material to condensers,

moulded castings, etc., has already begun. Lacquers have been
developed and there is a tendency to use polystyrol for all

cases where the highest grade of insulation is in demand.
The outstanding problem is that of employing a hard,

glass-hke material in situations where toughness, flexibility, etc.,

are required. This necessitates engineering work of a high order,

firstly, to design the form of insulation of the cable, apparatus
or machine in such a way that a variety of ‘ Superstyrex ’ may
be manufactured to suit; secondly, to design a suitable variety
of ‘Superstyrex’. In the latter problem, little or no reUance
can bo placed on plasticisers. In general, plasticisers are
considered as impurities particularly in applications involving
H.F. alternating fields.

I would now turn to the most important branch of com-
munication industries, namely, thermionic vacuum tube industry
and consider some of the problems associated with the design
and manufacture of modern receiving tubes. During tho last

fiftenm years, tho efforts of tube manufactures aU over the world
have been concentrated to incrc^asing the performance of receiving
tubes by evolving several new typers for special purposc^s and by
improving existing t^’pes by modifications in thc^ mechanical
design, improvement in electrodes and cathodes, better arrange-
ment of insulating and spacing tho electrodes and exhaustive
studkis on ‘gas properties’ of elcHtroele materials and on ‘gc^ttor’

materials Some new contrivances hke ‘grid-winding machine’
have to be invented. A study of the causes and methods of
reducing ‘noise’ has also received duo attention. Develop-
ments in radio rec^civer dc^sign are continually demanding new
type’s of tube and modifications to existing ones. Tho manu-
facturing plant must therefore be sufficiently flexible to allow
changes to be made rapidly.

A close control has to be made of tho mec^hanical properties
of materials used for c^omponents. The manufacturer is limited
in his chokies of mefals for electrodes to only those which have
high melting-points and low vapour pressures even at temper-
atures as high as 1 000-1 lOO"' C, the temperature reached by
the electrodes during pumping oi:)c’iration. Nickel is invariably
employed as the plate material and for electrode support whes.
It is not sufficiently rigid for the winding wii’es of grids for
wLich alloys containing molybdenum or nickel-manganese
alloys are used. Iron is somethnes used as plate material
for sc:rc‘en-grid tubes in which the anodes is in the form of two
plates.

The manufacture of ‘grids’, which a fc^/W' years ago, was an
extremely laborious proc^ess, is now' carried out on special

machines called ‘Grid-winding machines’ capable of winding
as many as 200 to 1,000 grids per hour. The grids are wound
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in lengths of about 60 < m. and subsequently ut into the required

lengths. By operation of a cam on the machine, gap or gaps
can be introduced in the '^dnding of grids which are necessary

f(^r a variable-/! characterirtie. It will be realised that uniform
mechani(*al properties of the wire for winding grids (which are

of course always slightly larger than the mandrels on which they
are finally pressed or stretched) are very essential. Also the
strain introduced during final shaping must bo small, otherwise

difdiortioii mil occur on heating.

Equally important are the ‘gas properties' of the electrode

materials. Th(^ term ‘gas properties’ includes not only the
amount of gas which may be iiicludcxl in the motal but also

the capacity of the metal to re- adsorb gas on its surface. This
hist factor is in some cases much more important than the
first. lnv(\stigatio!:s of the sources of gas in receiving tubes
have revealed that carbon dioxide adsorbed by the electrodes

during decomposition of the barium-strontium carbonates on the
(*athode is much more difficult to remove ihan the residual gas
existing in the metal. The nature of th(‘ surface of the eleidrodcs

has an enormous c‘ffect on this adsorption.

For insulating and sjiacing the ele(*trodes from one another,

niica is generally (‘inp loved. It is decidedly supiuior to other
possible matinials as it is meebanieally strong even in very
thin sluMi-s, can bo forn)'‘d into flat plates of any desired shape
with great actcuraey and has jnst siifiicient flexibility to allow

tli(^ (ie(‘trode supjiort Avires to slide easily through holes without
becoming jamnuKl. For temperatures up to 500'C, the best

quality ruby clear mica has good insulating properties, is

chemically stable and evolves little gas. Above this temperature,
mica rapidly decomposes with the liberation of watcu* vapour,
one of th(^ most hamiiul gases in a tube and electrolyses. In
tubes wh(‘re still higher temperatures are reached, alumina,
magnesia or steatite, pressed from povvdiucd matiTial to the

required shape and sintered at 1500 -1800 C, are employed.

One of the most important features of the mixlern re(;eiviag

tube is its highly efficient oxide-coated cathode. The various

t\q)os of emitters that have at various times been used may hi-

classed as follows:

—

(a) Clean-metal emitters; (b) vjontaminated-

metal eniittcus, and (c) oxide emitters. In carty days, the

desirable features in an emitter were only tliermionic (Miiission,

mcKFanical strength and long lihu Emission efficiency u ;is not

conskh^red a serious problem. All the early tufx's of

direc'tly belated filament type. Tirngsten suited tluiii ri^quire-

ments very well indeed ami may be cited as an instam-e of (d(^an-

rrictal emitters. Later on, in order to improve t in? mechanical

properties of the tungsten, thorium oxide was added to the

tungsten oxide during the manufacture of the tungsten, about
f)-7% thoria being obtained in the final wire*.. Langmuir
showed that thoriatc^d tungsten had a cjonsiderably higher
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thermionic emission than tungsten at the same temperature.

Thorium obtained by reduction of the thorium oxide diffuses

into the surface of the tungsten and at temperatures where
bulk thorium could not exist, a mono-atomic layer adheres to

the tungsten surface with the result that its work function is

reduced. Thorium-on-tungsten is an instance of next class.

The discovery that the work function of a metal was reduced
when a layer of atoms of another electro-positive metal was
present on its surface led to much work on caesium-oxygen-on-
tungsten emitter. The more electro-positive the contaminating
metal is, the more the work function is reduced. A still greater

reduction in work function is obtained when the contaminating
film consists first of a layer of electro-negative atoms such as

oxygen and then a layer of electro-positive atoms. The most
efficient form of such type of surface yet developed is caesium-

on-oxygen-on-tungsten which is another instance of contami-

nated-metal emitter. The demand for highly efficient cathodes

which were inexpensive to operate directed the attention of

the manufacturers on the oxide emitters. As the emitter

becomes more efficient, the degree of vacuum becomes in-

creasingly important because of the ‘i)oisoning’ effect of gas

on the emitter. Hence a great deal of improvement in the

high-vacuum technique had to be achieved. The oxide cathodes

are generally produced in the evacuated bulb, and a large

quantity of gas has to bo removed from the valve before any
activation of the cathodes can be attempted.

In indirectly heated types, the cathode is generally a hollow
tube of cir(;ular, oval or rectangular section which is heated by
a filament inside the cathode and insulated from it. The coro

jnateiial is generally tungsten. Sim^e the heater wire normally
works (it several hundred degrees above that of the cathode
surlac(5, it is essential for the wire to have a high melting-point.

Another form of core now being used consists of molybdenum-
tungsten alloy which has many advantages, sinco it retains the

ductility associated with the molybdenum and yet has a melting-

point well above that of molybdenum and a vapour pressure

which is negligible below 1750° C. The insulating material

consists of a refractory such as alumina which is sprayed on the

heater. Magnesia has also been tried as an insulating coating

but has bt>en found unsatisfac tory for several reasons.

A ‘gc^tter’ is used for maintaining the vacuum in a tube
after it has been sealed off. The alkaline earths, the alkali

metals and magnesium are common getters. An alloy of
barium and magnesium and barium are mostly used at the

present moment.
If the metal of which the getter is composed is relatively

stable in air, it is welded to a metal disc and dispersed by ‘ high
frequenc’y heating* of the disc^. If the metal is an unstable one
like barium, it is packed inside a closed container before welding.
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The high vapoiir pressure generated on heating is sufficient to

burst open the container and the metal is dispersed. For
avoiding any deposits ovc-^* the e]ectn)de bonding system, the
getter dispersal is usually directed towards the bulb wall by
suitable design o! container. Wlion very high inter-electrode

insulations are desirable for special tubes, alkaline-earth oxide

getter is preferred This is sprayed on to a metal disc in the
form of cathode coating and decomposed by high-frequency

heating of the oxides. Th(^ oxides act as getters when cold.

It will be noted that since the (Muitting cathode itself is a mixture
of alkaline-earth oxides, it ivil! also ailsorb gas in the active

state.

Refrigeration Industry.

I shall next take up ‘Refrigeration Industry \ Refrigeration

was borr in the laboratory. It remained for a long time confined

within the laboratory to bo used in various physical investiga-

tions. The moc’hanism and the laws governing it, have been
the subjec^t of studies for physicists for more than a century.

Even at present the prodiu^tion of low tempiTatures and the

study of the prop(irties of materials under oxtroino low tem-
perature (;onditions form the subject of resear(di in special

Cryogenic laboratories.

The first industrial apphcjation was the produ(.*tion of ice.

The first (‘ommercial rejfrigerant was the ammonia gas which
on compression liqu(di(‘S and the quick evaporation of the liquid

results in reduction of temperature, so that heat is abstracted

from the container sufficient to freeze thf‘. water in it. Physical

investigations disclosed a number of other substances such as

sulphur dioxide, ethjd chloride, etc., which could be used as

refrigerants. One now finds their industrial use all over the world

.

It is, however, well known that the above-mentioned mechan-
ism was not capable of being utihsod for obtaining sufficiently

low temperatures. The search for new principles and new
methods wore being vigorously pursucxl and this has led to the

means of securing extremely km temperatures. I would likc^

to bring before you, though they are well known, some of the

basic ideas unclerlying these processes whose proper under-

standing has contributed to the immense growth of the industry.

Let us start from weffi-known properties of gas, namely, t hat if a
gas is allowed to expand freely at high pressures, the molecules

would separate and some work has to be done. It is the kinetic

energy of the molecules which supplies the energy and accordingly

one finds the lowering of temperature. This is evidently

converted into potential energy represented by a change in the

electro-magnetic} stress in the molecules. The mol(3c;ule8 are not

only in constant motion but are in continual collision with one

another and these collisions also result in electromagnetic

stresses being set up. If it could be imagined that at a particular
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instant of time all the molecules in a state of collision a.re

stationary, one would certainly get th(^ maximum electromagnetic

stress and for that moment whole of the kinetic energy would
be reduced to zero. The gas would be at the absolute zero of

temperat-iire. At the next instant a repulsion would be set up
among the molecules and this would lead to a rise in the kinetic

energy. Such exceptional conditions do not arise in practice

and one finds an average (‘ondition. But this leads to an
understanding of the fact that undei* certain ( onditions, a gas

even on expansion has a tendency to get heated. So there

are two effects in every gas—one leading to cooling depending
on the degr'ee of separation of molecules and another to heating

depending on collisions and this would increase with temperature.

One thus expe(*.ts in all gases at a sufficiently high temperature
the net effb(*t of (expansion to be a rise in temperature. At a

certain temperature, namely, the inversion temperature, there

is no change and below it a lowering in temperature on expansion

.

The full realisation of this phenomenon leads to the proper

application or th(^ m(H*hanism to secure low temperature.

Let us take the case of air for whk'h the Joule-Thomson
effect is by no means small. Thus at ff'C air is cooled 0*29

degree centigrade for a fall of pressure of one atmosphere,

for a fall in pressure of 200 atmospheres the cooling effect is

about 40 C. Roughly speaking if the molecules are about two
diameters apart and are them sej^arated so as to be ten diameters
apart, they lose about 15% of theii* kinetic; energy. It would
appear therefore that to liquefy air which has a boiling

point of about 194^ C or 79^ K, a fall in x>ressure of 1 ,000 atmos-
pheres would bo required. However, in x>ra( tice, exi>ansion to

atmosphere pressure is rare, for while the (;ooling jjroduced

depends on the fall in pressui e, the work done in compressing
a gas is proportional approximately to the logarithm of the ratio

of air pn^ssures. Again, liquefaction at ordinary temperature is

impossible, for the air must be below the so-called critic.al point,

which for air is 132^^ K. This therefore means that some arrange-

ment v'ould be requircxl for a j>reliminary lowering of temj>ora-

ture. This device, known as ‘Cold regcnc^rator ’ or ‘Heat
exchange’, was developed soon after the disc;overy of Joule-

Thomson Effect. In general this consists of two series of closed

tubes, through one of which the compressed gas proceeds on
its way to the exi)aiision nozzle, and through another, in close

thermal contac^t with the first, the relatively cold expanded
gas redurns. In fact the realisation of the Joule-Thomson
Effect under proper conditions led Linde and Hampson to design
and build machines for liquefaction of aii* for industrial purposes.

There is yet another aspect of the same phenomenon. A
conipn^ssed gas would get cooled when by expansion in an engine,

it does external work. The bombardment of the rapidly

moving molecules of gas on the piston constitutes the pressure
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and as the pision moves and does vork, some of the kinetu?

energy of the molecules is transformed into external work.

The gas on exi^ansion w^orM have lower temperature. Tha
gas to be liquefied is compiossod and cooled by water or air.

Part of it then passes into an engine, does work by expan-
sion and is thereby cooled. It then passoc into a condenser
to ac!t as heat oxchenge m(‘,chanisju to cool another part of the
gas from the comprcssoi below its critic^al temperature. To
liquefy air, the compressed gas in the engine should be at a very
low temperatiiie at about 120 ' C. This process has been
commercially d(wolopod b,y CLiude. it is rather interesting to

note that Kapitza adopted this method for the liquefaction of

helium. The mcvhanism was (capable of reaching below 10° K.
It would not bo out of pla(;e h(^ro to present before you

how other propca ties of material art^ being utilis(Mi for obtaining
extremely ^ow temperatures. By the expansion of a coinj)rossed

gas with or without e xternal work being doiK',, coupl(‘d with the
cooling due to evaporation of the ri^sulting liquid it has been
possible to obtain temperature less than 1° K. While it is most
improbable that the absoiut<! zero of t(5mperature (*an ewer be

reached, advaniage has boon taken of the magiu'tic properties

of matter to approach it very closely. In general the magnetic
dipoles get arranged in caderly fashion at ( omparativoly, high
temjKjraturcs but there arc a few substancos, such as hon-
aluminium alum, in whic;h random orientations exist at very low
tompcT'atures. When those substances are at the lowest tem-
peraturci attainable by the methods previously described and a

magnetic field is created, the field controls the dipole direction

and heat is developed. This hc^at is slowly absorlxid by the

surrounding substances and when the low temj>erature is restored,

the magnetic* field is removed. The dipoles g(^t back to some
extent into the disordered condition again and consequently the

tempera,tine is lowered. In this way a temperatun^ as low as

0*003' K has been attained.

The need for the refrigeration as a direct agent has largely

been utilised for the purpose of (nkl storages, where rooms arc

cooled with the help of a bank of coils through wluch brine

circulated. Th(5 brine is usually cooled x^revious tr> ns circulation

by means of suitable refrigerating chamber, (did storage has

been developed withm the last few years t(- such inagTiinides

that one could find now the refrigerated space in shijxs l>noging

food to Great Britain alone amounting to not less thau hundred
million cubic foot. Today there are single ships havifig refri-

gerated sj)ace of over half a million cm.ft. cajiadt} an<l capable

of carrying cargoes amounting to 5,(100 tons. The ca}>aciiy

of the public stores in Great Britain alone in 1937 amounts to

50,000,000 cu.ft. The annual output of artificial ice is of the

order of one and a half million tons and the fishing industry of

Great Britain uses more than 700,000 tons of ice amiually.
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Besides the ordinary ice, one finds now the industry of

solid carbon dioxide coming to the forefront. It is rather

.wonderful that a product, which was used only in the physical

laboratories in 192G, has become in bare fourteen years’ time
an important (jommodity. There are at present in America
more than sixty plants for the production of solid carbon dioxide

and in other parts of the world, namely, in England, Germany,
France, Australia, Japan, South Amoric^a, Africa, India and
Canada, the num^r of such plants is more than eighty. The
properties of solid c^arbon dioxide are sufficiently iinusual to

suggest a host of applications. It sublimes directly from the
solid to the gaseous state at pressures below 5*11 atmosphere.

At one atmosphere the temperature of sublimation is —78*5° C.

At 5-11 atmosphere pressure the triple point occurs at —56*6° C.

The liquid cannot exist at temperatures below that of the triple

point nor at pressures below 5*11 atmosphere. Further its

crith af point is at 31° C at 75*79 atmosphere pressure so that

the gas can never be liquefied above 31° C, i.e. above the critical

temperature and at high pressure, gas and solid are in equi-

librium. It has no true melting point and the latent heat of

sublimation at the ordinary atmospheric pressure at a tem-
perature — 78*5°C amounts to 136*9 calories per grm. Its high
specific* gravity coupled with its high latent heat materially

reduces the space required for storing a given amount of cooling

effect. At present it finds the largest applications in the food
industries especially the ice-cjream industries of the United
States. It has found wide application as preservative for meat
and fishes as well as eggs. Only point against it is that it is

still ten times dearer than ordinary ice even in large (commercial

productions.

The cold storage industry has utilised a number of other

devices such as humidity recorders, temperature recorders,

pressure recorders, ozonisers, all ofthem produccts of investigation

of applied physicists.

I shall now bring before you the question of air-conditioning

and air-hygiene, getting into prominence by the introduction

of refrigeration in its various aspects. At first it was limited

only to big establishments such as pubhc halls, auditoriums,

cinema houses, and air-conditioned trains. But now its size

is reduced to that of a household appliance and single room
conditioners are at present marketable commodities.

I shall now relate to you some of the indirect applications

of this industry. When the demands for the liberal supply of
oxygen for medical and industrial purposes first arose, they were
met by chemical processes, namely, the oxidation and deoxidation
of barium oxide. But soon after the introduction of the air

liquefaction processes of Linde and Hampson, oxygen and
nitrogen are separated by processes of rectification from liquid

air. In 1938 thousand million cu.ft. of oxygen has been consumed
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in the welding industiy. Today single plants are ir operation

which produce as much as 80 tons of nitrogen per day to be used

in the manufacture of cvnamide, the nitrogeneous fertiliser

formed by passing nitrcg^m gas over heated calcium carbide.

For the manufacture of synthetic ammonia considerable quantity

of nitrogen is being dally utiHseJ. In 1894 Rayleigh and
Ramsay discovered argon as a constituent of our atmosphere
and now tlie iamp industry alone consumes ten million cu.ft.

of argon extracted from air every year and at present one
thousand million lamps filled with argon ar(5 manufactured by
the different lamp industrie*^ of the vv^orld. The annual saving
in the light bills of the work^ exceed man}" million pounds.
Neon is also puother constituent of the atmosphere which is

extracted from liquid air. Its use in the vapour discharge lamp
for advertising pin poses and for beacon lights is incr-easing every
year. These lesults could m>t have been obtained without the
refrigerating machineries whose jmmdplas and mode of operations
have entirely boon dewedoped by the physidsts, pure ami applied.

AuTOMOBILE InDUSTKY .

As an example of application of applied physics to industry

I shall next choose ‘Automobile Industry’, ddiis is less than
half-a-eeutury old ariil it (T>uld not have been earlier. Let us

jiow consider* how elifteremt brane he^s e)f applied physie;s have^

contiibuteel to the devedopment of this inelustry.

Firstly, oru‘ fine is ‘Properties of Materials’ ranging from
the cast iron to the varied t}q)e‘s of alloy-sterd, aluminium and
its alloy, roepiired to form the elifforent members of the engine

anel its power transnutting mechanism. Steel is required having
properties to stanel uigh sire^sse^s uneler* high temperatures

conditions. Heres not oidy high temsilo strength but also high

torsional rigidity and hardness to resist friedion and woaruneier
extreme esoiielitions are necesssary. Ones has also to kne>\\" he)w

far one esoidel exceed the elastic limits of its running 2)arts to

provides against ae*(delemts. One shoidd also acquaint htmsesH

with the effeednS of heat treatment of theses differeuiti eslasses oi

materials to impart to them the required proper!hss to serv( the*

needs of the macdiino. The determination of hardness e harao
tcristic is performesd by the application ol' Hertz’s th< or-y of

impaed in the different testing machines eve>lved for th( purposes.

In its body building, one must know how far one should eixese^ed

the elastic limits unelor different esonditions and to a! tain the

desired plastic deformations. The general knowlealges esf kinetics

is essential for the proper assemblage of its members and their

linking, so that one (jould secure the desired motion and speed

under different conditions. One should not disregard the

lubricants. The theoretical int(srpretation of the action of

lubricants awaited the work of Osborne Reynolds in 1880, in

6
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which he considered the lubricating film to be moving between
two parallel plane surfaces. Applying the relations of classical

hydrodynamics, he deduced the equation underlying the theory

of ‘thick film lubrication’. The sjvecific case of the journal

bearing was first satisfactorily treated by Sommerfeld with the

assumptions of liquid incompressibility, absence of turbulence

and independence of viscosity on pressure and rate of shear.

He considered the minimum film thickness for a given clearance

and showed that it increases monotonically with increasing

liquid vis(‘Osity, journal speed and decreasing load. The journal

would rise and shift from an effective solid contact with the
bearing until it becomes practic^ally (concentric with the bearing

as the speed is increased or the load is lessened. The tem-
perature variation of viscosity, however, could not be satis-

factorily dealt with as it decreases with increasing temperature
and it was Andrade who suggested an exponential formula
conneecting the relation. The last conference on lubrication

held at The Hagiu^ pointed out the various facctors relating to the
liquid lubricants mainly from the theoretical standpoint and it

was found that in the present state of our knowledge it is difficult

to apply any sot formulae. The oil in the crank case of an engine
under heavy duty will reach 140® C, the bearing surfaces 150®

to 200® C and at the iq^per piston ring groove's and underside

of the piston crown temperatures may oxcceed 250® C. The
trend of automobile industry towards low'er w^eight of engine

per hors(c pow(‘r and highe>r engine speed iricreas(\s the difficulty

of suitable lubricating oils. 8o the lubrication specialist is

making a (continued effort to undcTvStand the mechanism of the
oil itself und(U‘ smeh trying conditions. The Rus('(^ptibility of

the different oils to oxidation and the use of dffiu'ent types of

inhibitors to counteract their tcfftMit has made some success.

The question of film rupture is another fa(ctor coiucerning the
contraction of the film, once it has Ixcen pierced by projections.

To counteract it, one has to requisition another property,

namely, that of adhesion of the lubricant to the metallic, surfaces.

This property is not very well understood and is designated by
‘oiliness’ of the liquid lubri(;ant. The broad field of lubrication

demands the attention of aj)plied physicist in the application

of the basic w'ork on the theory of liquid stat(^ and surface

phenomenon.
It is not strange, th('refore, that large organisations such as

Gulf Res(carch and Development Company, and Standard
Vacuum Oil Company have started organisations wdth applied

physicists at their helm, to wnrk out this intricate question of

proper lubrication.

Secondly, the thermodynamical aspect of the conversion

of heat into motive power comes into prominence here. Here
one finds, different types of fuels injected into the combustion
chamber, suitably ignited, finally ejected out of it into the
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atmosphere. To any one, v^ho is j^cquainttd with the progrosa

of this iiidiistry, it is well known how the varu^ty of fuels so

far utilised required consid#^rable investigations to lead up to tjio

present stage, how economic (considerations are showing the

need for more easily obt ainable fuels.

Recent investigations regarding ohe design and performaneces

of high speed engines indicate that the lines of enquiry could
be fairly groiqK^d inder the following heads.

The design of the coiubustion chamber with its inlet and
outlet valves and their proper timing mechanisms; the deter-

mination of the behaviour ('t the finds during combustion; the
mechanism of the expulsion of the products of combustion as
noiselessly as possible.

Quite an amount of valuable work has been done regarding
the projx^r design of the (combustion chamber. The extent of
our kuowkxige, howev(^r, about the actual process of combustion
in its different stages, the intermediary ])r()duccts forjned and the
final constitution of the exj>ell(xi gasc^s ar(‘ yet matters of some
unc('-^taint}^ But this is of extreme importance. The thermo

-

dynamic tn‘atnHmt of the petrol engine does not adequatidy
handle that poidion of the eyede where combustion 0(xuirs. It

takes cognisance only of the states of the systcun imnuxiiately

before and immediately after combustion. In other words,
thermod}/najni(3S pay little or no attention at present to the rate

of (dioinic^al transformation during an engine explosion for

want of suital)l(> data, evcui though this fa(d(.)r deteririinos to a
large degree the re to of pressun^ developmcuit as well as tlm
maximiuu pressure^ attained. Thus in the thermodynamics
treatment of the engine eyel(‘, it is frequently assumed that

combustion occurs instantaneously, ridtxasing all the energy of
combustion wlum the piston is at the top dt^ad centre. This is

not in (conformity with the actuul state of affairs

.

One has, tlK^refore, to asc^ertain th(^ nature of th(^ diffenuit

gases foniKxl in the combustion chamber in thes successive^ stages

of ignition and exj>losion to form an accurate idea of th(^ jiowca'

developed in the proc^ess. In fact, for the study of the new
cycle of an internal (tombustion engine or for the euiiiparison of

the different processes, sudi as, the influence of differcuit h(‘at

losses, different combustion lines and diffc^rent ^ravenging ( dcxduS,

the entropy diagram is of the greatest hrlp. This has becai

poiritcxi out in a recent lecture dedivered by Prof. Ki< hcdbcrg

before the Institution of Civil Engin(H3rs, London h is w(?li

kno^^n that the entropy of a gas (?an be expro8S(‘d }>\ its tem-
perature? and volunu^ as wxdl as by its specific boat. Now
specific? heat at constant volume, is duldt and therefore ont>

must have the energy it theoretically given as t he? kinetic energy

of the molecules. The kinetic theory of gases shows that the

rotational movement of the molecules is given by the degree of

freedom and is proportional to the absolute temperature. The
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quantum theory adds the energy of oscillation which is given by
Einstein formula when the frequency of the atoms has been
measured by spectroscopy or by Raman Effect. In deriving the

entropy diagram, therefore, a knowledge of the gases developed

by combustion is of some importance. Taking purely the

chemical view of the problem, one should expect carbon dioxide,

nitrogen and water vapour to be the gases formed under ideal

conditions; but in actual practice such ideal conditions are rarely

obtained, as everybody walking about the streets feels it, when
he is emcountcred with acrid fumes emitted from the exhaust of

a passing automobile. Further, any chemical method of sample
analysis of the products in the various stages is beset with two
main difficulties, namely, the inaccessibility of the flame and its

produc;ts and the extreme rapidity of the reactions.

It will be my purpose now to show how an applied physicist

has come to help the automotive engineer. Quite recjcmtly a
series of systematic investigations has been conducted in the

research laboratory of General Motors Company of Americ'a by
Rassweiller and Withrow where purely physic^al methods have
been adopted for the purpose. It is (dear that the whole
phenomenon takes place within the explosion cdiamber whidi
admits fires and expells the charges thus offering fadliiies for the

observation of the whole process in progressive stages. One has
to take succc^ssive pictures of the flame production as it progresses

and for this reason an experiiiKuital c.ylindcM’ was designed,

provided with a suitable glass top whi(*h would resist the tem-
p(;raturo and pressure prevailing in the chamber. A suitable

device has to be provided for a cinematographi(; film camera
which could take rapid successive pkdures. For this reason
the cauK'ra lens has been divided into two parts. The fore-part

being a stationary one which perfoims the first stag(^ of the images

formation of the flames and the second part consists of a number
of similar lenses arranged along the periphery of a disc moving
bcdiind the fore-lens. The film in its carrica' is so disposed,

that whenever any of the moving lenses align with the fore-lens,

an image of the flame is formed on it and this movement of the
disc can bo maintained in synchronism with the motion of the
piston of the combustion chamber. In fact this bocumes a
cinematography of a rapidly moving phenomenon. The speed
at which one has to operate this mechanism for an engine of

900 r.p.m. extends from 2,000 to 10,000 pi(?tures per second.
The flame pictures show that there are two regions of maximum
luminosity, one in a region around the spark plug and another
along the forward edge of the flame and they are of distinctly

different nature.

To study the nature of these flames, the method of spectro-

scopy has been requisitioned and here a spectrograph is mounted
in the place of the film. In fact the sht occupies the place
of the film and the film, as it were, is displaced back to take the
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instantaneous emission spectrum of the flame. With such an
arrangement the spectrogrephic record shows very interesting

details and is compared with the spectrum of the inner cone of.

a

X)etrol torch operating in air. For the region of the flame front,

one finds the familiar CH and C2 Swan bands. The omission

spectrum close to tlie sparking plug gives no trace of the above-
mentioned two bond systems. It consists of a very diffuse

band system extfmdiYig from 3800A to 8500A. They have been
observed in the flame of CO and O2 by Weston and Kondratjow
and are attribute<l by them to carbon dioxide. In the ultra-

violet region of th*^ spectrum emitted from the flamt‘. front

and after-glows, one finds OK bands. In addition to the OH
bands, a gioup of very diffuse bands extending from 2800A to

3700A has been observcxi in flame front but not in the other
region. On a careful examination of the lit(u‘ature on band
spectra, it is found that Emeleus observed the spectra in the
flame of burning ether. Quite recently Vaidya whiles studying

the spectra of the inner (^om^s of ethylem^ flames observcnl these

two groups and attributed them to the tr iatomic molecule, HCO.
They are entirely absent, however, in the region near about
tbe spark plug. It may bo deduced that petrol is not dii*ectly

burning as a flame in th(> close proximity of the spark plug.

The sequence of reaction occ-urring in Bunsen burner flames

has be(m carefully studied long ago (as early as 1892) by Smitluds

and Ingle and th(‘y found only carbon monoxide, hydrogen,
carbon dioxide, waiter and nitrogen above the inner (^one of th(i

Bunsen burner flame. No hydro-carbons were present there.

One has therefore to consider the mecdianism a little more (dosely.

Here one can state that the em^rgy of f^ombustion is liberated

first in the flame front due to the reaction of petrol and air.

Any small portion of the charge, which at the time of ignition

is located near the centre of the combustion chamber, is evidently

(5ompr(^ssed by the approach of the flame and forced away from
it. When the flame front readies this portion of thr* charge,

the sudden release of the energy of combustion quickly raisf\s

its temperature and this portion of the charge expands. As the

flame moves on through the charge, tlu^ burub gas is again

compressed and it is forced back towards the spark plug so that

the combustion really takes place in two stages. In eal- ulafing,

therefore, the total energy of the system, one has to Kike into

account aU these considerations in the calculation of ilit <mtropy

of the system.

The understanding of this process and the information

secured from spectroscopic observations have recently been
utilised in the design of some of the modern types of high speed,

engines and it has been found that their performances are in

fairly close agreement with tho.se derived from theoretical

calcidations.
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In the study of fuel injection in the working chamber,
one has to consider the action of carburetters, which by proper

mixture of air and liquid fuel, produces the spray. Though
Rayleigh first investigated the formation of sprays from liquid

jets, it was Castleman who applied Rayleigh’s theory specifically

to the atomisation of liquids in an air stream under conditions

similar to those occurring in carburetters. Scheubel determined
the drop sizes of the sprays of alcohol—water and alcohol

—

petrol mixture from a carburetter jet by using spark photography
and on the basis of these observations suggested a relation

between air pressure, jet diameter, density of the fluid and its

visc^osity. The disrupted sprays were experimentally investi-

gated by Kuehn, de Juhasz, Zahn and Schweitzer and others.

From their work it is suggested that the atomisation of liquid

jets may b(^ due to the turbulence of the liquid and a critical

velocity is required to produce the turbulence.

TIutc has been a large number of theoretical and expc^ri-

mental investigations to understand the proper me(^hanism of

jet formation in dilferent types of fuels and still there are factors

awaiting solution.

Now, about the exhaust. One gets some idea of the com-
plicated motions in the exhaust of an engine by a (dose observa-

tion of the swirling motion of smokt‘ issuing from a chimney or

the more complicated motion of steam issuing from the fuimel

of a locomotive or still more (complicated motion of the smoke
cloud issuing from a big gun after firing of the projectile. The
usual formula is based upon the assumption of steady state

in the chamber, so that th(^ distribution of energy in the chamber
may be ignored and the kinetic (energy of tho issuing jet equatcnl

to the work done in maintaining constant pressure in the chamber.
Exhaust of an (uigincc is a transient ])henomerion. Hence a

great deal of justification is required in applying to it a formula,

relating to a steady state, in v hicch it is assumed that the energy
in any particmlar unit of the gas, remains in the saimc unit

throughout its passage through the chamber and the exit pipe

and that no unit gains energy from or loses it to neighbouring

units. The present state of the theory is in a rather unsatis-

factory^ state. Quite rec^ently a number of (^xperimeuital studies

are being (U)nducted to secure materials for the proper dev(3lop-

ment of the theoretical aspect.

Aeronautical Industry.

Air transportation is the youngest of any of the industries

so far di8(nissed. In its commercial aspect it is truly an ‘infant

industry’. Not only the designers but also the executives

are on the average very considerably younger than the men
occupying analogous positions in most other industrial fields.

The industry has grown up with an unusual absence of tradition
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and experience. Thib is indicative of the fact that all the

developments have been based, to a remarkable extent, on the

results of resear(^h and tht oretical calculations. An imjxortant

feature of aeronautics lies in the extreme narrowne^ss of the

margin between success and failure and in the terribly serious

consequences which may result in failuie. This has placed

a tremendous premium on exactitude and has greatly stimul-

ated activity in research of all kinds. All the problems of

aeronautics are essentially physic^aJ in nature and it is therefore

not strange that it has furnished an unusual field for the intensive

use of applied physics. I shall meredy mention a few of the
various branchc^s of applied physics which have bcHUi applied

to aeronautical probkuns and then shall discuss in a little more
detail the most fundamental aspect of them.

For an^ fuel burning po>cer plants, thermodynamics plays

an essoidial part. The difficult problems of heat conduction
have to bo solved in aeronaut ics, because air(‘raft engines demand
high ]>ro8sures for large power cuitput, consistent with low
weight and ecamomic fued (^onsumj)tion. Ont^. has to be ac-

quainted Avith the ])hy sics of the air to renhonthe^ nu'tc'.orologi- -al

factors on wiiicdi arc^ based the different problems of flight.

Without this aid. air transport would bo almost impossible,

since weathcT troubles would make air servici^s so unrediabk^

as to eliminate most of its ec;onomic usefulness. Electricity

and magn(dism ha\n‘ largely b('on used in (*onnection with

aircraft instruments and radio, two of the (deimmts of vital

importance for satisfa(*tory air travel. For noiso nnluction

acoustic^s have recently been requisitioned. Mechanics in the

field of aoronauti(‘s is of basic importanc(\ It is well known
that many of tlu^ basi^* laws of ine(diani((s wwo disc^overod as a

result of pi'oblcrns Avliich arose in the att(‘m]>t to serve spcndfic;

engine(Ting needs. The classical laws of mcudianic's forinulatcM]

in the middle of the eighteenth century had an elt'gance and
generality \N'hi(‘h attractinl mathematicians and theoretical

physicists and were far from the actual conditions cmc ountereo

in practical working. In hydrodynamic ^s, for example, fin*

obtaining exact solutions of thc^ equations, viscosity had bee,n

nc^glected. Frictionless fluids form the basis on which eJassicaJ

hydrod>Tiamics is developed. In engineering hydraulics as

developed by practical workers, onci finds countless numerical

(‘oc^fficients entirely divorced from the rnathcmatic^al i henry of

hydrodynamics and it was extremely difficult to secure g< meralised

relations to form a rational scheme.

It was Felix Klein who first realised this detect, in the

outlook of engineers and b(‘gan to build up a seffiool of applied

mathematics and applied physics which develoj:><xl a new interest

and new point of view so as to bring engineering and sciemee

closer together. Among the group of people associak^d with him
Prandtl, \"on Karman and Timoshenko are best known as
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pioneers in this line. Their main effort had been in obtaining

approximate solutions of more specialised equations in which
aU the essential physical elements of a particular problem are

included.

The theory of the aircraft structures is concerned with the
transmission of the air forces from the surfaces where they
arise and to the useful load which they carry. The aeroplane
requires a smooth strong external surface for the air pressures

to act on. The external surface has to perform two functions
simultaneously, namely, carrying the external pressures and
serving as an integral portion of the major structure. In the
most modern type of aircraft, the older types of design having
a sort of skeleton structure with a covering fabric forming the
external surface, have been abandoned. They have been replaced

by the so-called ‘ monocoque ’ type of design in which the surface

is made of thin metal and carries a considerable fraction of the
major structural loads. The structural members usually have
lengths whic^h are very large compared to their transverse

dimensions.

The use of the ‘monocoque’ construction and the great

slenderness of the structural members result in tendencies

towards instability or local buckling. For long compression
members like struts, beam flanges, etc^., the problem has been
attackexi in two manners. Firstly, by designing the structures so

that suc;h members have lateral support at frequent intervals.

The ratio of length to transverse direction is kept fairly small
between supports so that tendency for buckling is reduced.

Secondly, carefully worked out cross-sectional shapes are

determined so as to distribute a given amount of inertia and
increased resistance to buckling. It was easily noticed that in

order to prevent buckling of the struts, the thickness would
have to be so great and so many stiffening elements would be
necessary that the weight would be prohibitive. Wagner, after

a careful study, took the bold step of conceiving structures

which were allowed and even designed to dt^velop wavy shapes
under load. The structure would not buckle in normal flight

but goes into a wave state during the brief instant when the
loads are higher than normal. The theoretical design formula
w'orked out by Wagner forms the basis of all modern constructions

and serves their purpose well.

Turning now to the field of aerodynamics one finds that
the earliest scientific analysis of this question was the work
of Newton who developed a theoretical formula for the lift of
a flat plate. This formula predicted that the lift should l)e

proportional to the square of the angular intdination of the
plate to the wind. From this formula, one finds that in order
to obtain reasonable lifts, enormous amount of power would be
requii-ed to drive the plate through air fast enough to retain

this high angle of inclination. It was only near the beginning
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of the present; century that actual machines had been built
which were capable of flying and on careful exammation by the
theoretical physicists, it"w:s found that the lift of a plate was
proportional to the angle of inclination rather than to the square
of the angle.

The relation between the lift and the wind inclination, as
well as resistance to forward motion or the drag, depend largely

on the wing span, i.e., the lateral expansion of the supporting
wings. Here were encountered great difficulties in design till

1911 when Prandtl worked out a purely theoretical analysis of
the problem, which led to u. Vt^y simple formula connecting
effect of span on drag as well as the relation between the lift

and wing inclinkition. The pressure drag whi(‘h is the resultant

of all normal pressures acting on the surfaces of a body moving
through a fluid has been disc^ussed by Hehnholtz, Kirchoff’ and
Rayleigh but owing to the absen/^'e of suitable data, these

theoretical studies did not find successful applic ation. In 1911

Von Kamian show^ed that by proper ‘stream lining’ this pressure

drag could be completely cdiminated. ThcTe was yet another

factor, namely, the fric^tion encountered by the moving body in

motion. This has been the subjec*t of study by Prandtl who
showed that the influ(‘nc^e of friction was c^onfined to a thin

‘boundary laycw’ close to the surface of a body moving through

the atmosphere.
The problem of ‘stability’, i.e. tlie disturbance (effect

produc^ecl by gust of wind or movements of c^ontrols on the

normal flying condition, wuus not very clearly understood. Bryan
undertook the study of this problem and arrived at a solution.

Though it is highly involved, requiring (extensive mathematical
technique, yet it forms a basis of c'alculation and several aj)-

proximations have now been adopted whicb have rendered

the solution of the stability problem much more easy than
before.

The quc‘stion of ‘turbulence’ attracted some of thc^ best

brains in the world for the last fifty years and yet it remains

in a state of uncertainty. Osborne Re^ynolds studied the subject

as early as 1883 and anived at the relation between the diftbrent.

types of fluid motions and their dependence ni speed. Tlx*

distinction between ‘laminar motion’ and ‘turbulent flew’ of

a fluid and their dependence on the ‘critical speed’ were \\(»rk0d
out by him. The so-called Reynolds number and u 'ritieal

Reynolds number at which transition occurs from t he. iaminar’

to the ‘turbulent’ state exist for almost every <yp)(‘ of fluid

motion. It appears that in practically all castes of technical

importance in aerodynamics the range of Rtynolds numbers
encountered lies far above the critical one, so that a knowledge

of the nature of turbulent flow is of extreme practical importance*.

Extensive experimental investigations to ascertain the nature

of turbulent flow have been conducted. The hot wire anemo-
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meter has been widely used for the purpose. Oscillograms of

these records have disclosed their complicated nature and still

demand careful analysis. The statistical treatment of the

problem regarding the mechanism of turbulence by G. I. Taylor

may prove to be a very efficient tool which will finally build

up a consistent theory.

The rec^ent researches on the aerodynamics of aircraft have
attracted considerable attention of eminent applied physicists.

I^rof. Melville Jones of the Cambridge University has been
applying with great success the Pitot-travers method for drag
measurements. The measurement of the profile drag on an
ac‘ropl^.no wing by RtJf in the c^ompressf^d air tunnel at the

National Physical Laboratory is of great value. In fact the

experimental observations now reach up to Reynolds number
value of about 24 millions, a value appropriate to the fast

modern aircraft.

The co-operation between the actual observations and
experimental work of the aerodynamic laboratories is now
procH^eding very closely. The observation of squadron loaders

in actual flight are now communicated to the theoretical physicists

and to those engaged in wind tunnel experiments so that effective

changes in tht^ shape, structure, and surface of the aircraft are

being continually modified consistent with the above-mentioned
background. There yet remains ample scope for research

on nunuuous problems of stability and control. Oscillation

probl(>ms have bc^en treated generally on the basis that forces

at issue arc linear functions of velocity and displac^ements,

wherc^as such factors as (‘ontrolled and mechanical friction

introduce non-linear relationship which has to be taken into

acctount for safe high sj)eed fl^ung.

The wliok^ aspect of aei’odynaniicis leading to the dc'sign

and construction of aeroj)lanes is now engaging the attention

of an earnest band of wx)rkers toiling ceaselessly to obtain

practical data by the application of physical principles.

Already the theme has become fairly large and it is not

my intention to multiply instances so that one may realise the

important role of applied physi(\s in industries. I am afraid,

already 1 have* passed the limit of your j^atience with which
you have so kindly favoured me till now. In spite of this, I

cannot but draw your attention to the part which applied

physics is now^ playing in agriculture, land survey, meteorology
and biological sciences. In the different industries such as,

the textile, paper, glass, rubber, abrasives and in various other

industries, large and small, the unseen influences of physical

methods and appliances arh c‘easelessly working for better

production and economic development. Illumination of our

highways, schools, workshops, public places of amusement
indicate the useful character of the application of physics.

I cannot but mention the different aspects of vibrations and
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forced oscillations in its dift'erent eifects, modifying our social

well-being. In this connection it will not be out of place to
mention a very striking r ^^;ample. I would like to refer to

you the case of the terrible railway disaster at Bihta in 1937.

It is well known that the Government of India appointed a
special committee, known as the ‘ Pacifiv> Locomotive Com-
mittee’, to investigate the cause and suggest remedies for the
future non-recurrence of such accidents. T hope all of you are

aw^are that to study the vibrations and oscillations produced
in the tracks and engines, a special observation car was fittf^d up
by the Chief Electrical Engimrcr of G. I. P. Railway, Mr. Mulle-

neux, and the vibration recording devices designed by the
French physicist and railroad (mgineer Hallade wtu'e rc'quisi-

tioned. After the systematic study over several hundred
mik^s of tracks of the behaviour of this special pacific locomotive

XB and XA classes of engines, the ( V)inmitt('e roconirnended

certain modifications and additions to tiie engine for its safe

running. It was further suggested by tht^ Committee that an
enlarged organisation for research and standards should bo taken

up by the Raihvay Board to determine the actual vibration and
oscillation conditions in tra(^ks and locomotives all over India to

ensure their safe running.

Last but not the least, is the (a)ntribution of aj)plied j>hysi(‘s

to industTies in the diflenuit ‘Measuring Instruments’. Thus
in our land survey from the simple measuring diain to the

modern acTial ])hotographs for the (nntour survey of inaccossiblo

region ar(^ but examples of its utility. For the control of eve^ry

inclustrial process, the nK^asurement of pressure, forces, energy,

frequeiK^y and num(‘rous other m(H*hanisms an^ finding place.

Foi* int(‘r( hang(‘ab]c‘ par^ of machinery and (‘quipmemt, pnuusion

gauges, jigs, ruling engines, projcntlon d(‘vic(\s are Ix^coming

more and more evident. The measununent of tcmipcTature is

an important factor in our daily life and the use of tcanperat uro

measuring dc*vic(^s such as the thermometers, and the differont

(‘lasses of recording and non-nx'ording pyrometc^rs are bi^coming

absolutely (*ss(mtial in the industry. R(^garding dcMjtrical

instruments, apart from voltmeters, ammet(U‘s, en(‘rgy-m(‘t(‘i s,

frequency-m(d;ers and powa^r-factor m(‘t(^rs, which art^ practica lly

developments in one form or other of the gal vanom<t(Ts (ised

in laboratories, one finds a large variety c»3 instrum.(U)t n \vit,h

mexlifi r ations suitable for the juirpose to which they to bo

applied. The steady growth of radio and broadcasting and that

of the ail-craft created a demand for numerous t3rpes uf uieasuring

instruments which arc primarily born in laboratory but put to

industrial use in its multifarious forms. Finally, I would say

that the contribution of apjilied physics to other sciences and

to industries is becoming increasingly felt and it is expected

that in the near future as time progresses, there would be greater

and greatc^r demand for applied physicists in industry.
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PHYSICO-CHEMICAL STUDIES OF GELS

In tlie great science of the structure of matter the science

of colloids represents the domain which lies above the molecular
and below the macroscopic dimensions. In this domain there

lie a number of systems which form the basis of essential

material processes aftecting life as a whole. Considerable

advance has taken place iii our knowledge about these systems
during recent years and these have opened up the possibilities

of wide and far-reaching applications of this branch of chemistry
in both theoretical and practical sciences.

In this address I propose to deal with one of the numerous
systems of colloids, namely, the ‘gels' in which I have been
interested for the last fifteen years. The name ‘gel* was first

introduced by Thomas Graham, the founder of colloidal

chemistry, to designate the precipitate formed on the addition

of electrolyt(\s to colloidal solutions or what are commonly
known as sols. This term has now acquired quite a different

meaning. According to Freundlich i colloidally disperse struc-

tures consisting of a solid and a liquid phase or of two liquid

phases, and having shape and cohesion, that is, elastic properties,

should be called ‘gels’. However, some authors have pre-

ferred to use the term ‘ jolley ’ for elastic gels in which the amount
of the enclosed liquid is relatively enormous. McBaiu^ holds

the view that those jellies which differ from sols in elastic pro-

perties only should be considered as gels, but the number of such

systems which are so alike in the sol and gel stal es is very small .

Further, McBain’s definition excludes a number of system.-^ which

have been described as gels by several writers and an^ >r great

scientific and indusorial importance. Thus it seems t fi;it it is

not quite easy to put forward a definition so comj^rehfinsivo as

to include all the known gels within its scope. The definition

given by Freundlich has been adopted by the writer throughout

the present discourse.

The earliest known gels were those of gelatin and silicic

acid. The former were obtained in transparent and elastic

state and were heat reversible while the latter were known to

( 93 )
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be opaque and were considered to be inelastic. These charac-

teristics haVe given rise to classification of gels into various

divisions such as transparent and opaque, elastic and rigid,

tad heat reversible and heat irreversible. Although many of

these divisions have gone out of vogue, the one between organic

and inorganic, determined by the nature of the substance in

the gel condition, is still retained. If we accept this classification

there is need for introducing another division to include

gels prepared from inorganic salts of organic acids. These
could bo called inorgano-organic or organo-inorganic gels, not
only on account of the nature of the substance in the gel state,

but also from the consideration that some of the characteristics

of this type of gels are allied to those of truly organic gels while
other properties are related to the truly inorganic ones.

Organic gels

Earliest known gels belonging to this class are those of gelatin
and agar-agar. These are fairly complex organic substances
derived from animal and vegetable mattei-, respectively, and are

,

made up of an unknown number of unisolated chemical entities.

Gels of pectin derived from several fruits are also quite well

known. Recently, gels of cellulose acetate and of geranin and
viscose, which are substances of no less com])lexity, have been
prepared by Mardles^ and Liepatoff^. Novertbeless, literature

abounds in the description of gels of several definite organic
substances, some of which exist in crystalline form. The g(^ls

of these substances have becm obtained either in aqueous medium
or in some suitable organic solvent. Glycyrrhizic acid cam-
phoryl phenyl thiosemicarbazide azomethine dibenzoic acetal
of sorbitol benzopyrene derivatives benzoj^^urpurin 4B, and
crysophenin B can be cited as a few instances.

The usual procedure adopted for the preparation of these
gels consists in preparing a solution of the gelling substance in

a solvent at a high temperature and then allowing this solution
to cool either slowly or rapidly. Instances are, however, known
which show that the procedure described above is not applicable
to the formation of all organic gels. Thus, for example, solutions
of nitro-cellulose in a mixture of amyl acetate and benzine, of
nitro-cotton 12 in alcohol and of methyl cellulose in water,
have been found to gelatinise on heating. Further, it has been
found that neither heating nor cooling is necessary for the forma-
tion of gels of dibenzoyl cystine 1^. These are prepared by
merely dissolving the crystals of the substance in alcohol and
pouring the solution into water.

Inoegano-organic gels

Several gels belonging to this class are known and while
some of them have been prepared in organic solvents, others
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are easily obtained in aqueous medium. Gels of barium
malonate form a good example of the former type. They
are prepared by mixing solutions of suitable concentrations of

barium hydroxide and majonic acid in methyl alcohol in the

presence of certain amount of glycerine. Gels of lithium m'ate

and those of soaps are best insttnces of the latter type.

Considerable amount of work has been done by McBain and co-

workers ^ on aqueous solutions of alkali salts of higher tatty

acids. To these they have given the special name of colloidal

electrolytes. They have shown that an aqm^ous solution of

sodium oleato can be brought v\ any of the three typical colloidal

states, namely, clear oily liquid so^, white opaque solid curd, and
clear transparent elastic gel. Ciels containing a low amount of

sodium oleate are obtained by very slow warming of the curd

while those of high soap content are prepared by cooling the sol.

Soap gels ha\e also been prepa.red in non-aqueous media.

Fischer obtained a jion-synereti(5 gel of sodium arachidate in

methyl alcohol and Miss Laing and McBain piepared gels of

potassium and sodium soaps in alcohol-water mixtures. Recent ly

,

it has been found at the Royal Institute of Science that

sodium and petassium salts of oleic, stea-ric and ])almitic acids

dissolve easily in pineiie at about 140'^ and the resulting solut ions

set to transparent colourl(\ss gels wh(>n cooled to room tempera-

ture. All these gels are heat^ reversibk; and some of them show

the phenomenon of syneresis.

Inorganic gels

The earliest known gel belonging to this class is that of sili('io

acid. This has been prepared by several workers usually by the

action of acids,- organic* and inorganic, upon sodium silicate.

Bhatnagar and Mathur showed that these gels can be very

conveniently obtained by mixing suitable solutions of sodium

silicate and ammonium acetate. In recent years, a large number

of gels of inorganic substances have beem prej)ared and some of

them have been obtained in as transparent a state as th(' organic

gels. An account of the preparation of gels of h.ydroxidt^s,

phosphates, arsenates, molybdates, etc., of several metals is

given by Satya Prakash2i who has himself pre]Kired severa l of

these gels for the first time. The methods employed for the

preparation of those gels can be classified as follows

:

(1) By mixing the constituents of the gel-formuig uuxture.

In some cases, this results in tlio form;«lion of a

clear solution which goes over to the rijlloidal state,

and in other cases, a precipitate is formed and it

disappears on slight or vigorous shaking.

(2) By the addition of electrolytes to a fairly concentrated

and suitably dialyzed sol of the gelling substance, or

by the prolonged dialysis of such a sol.
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(3) By changing the solvent or by the dilution of a true

solution of the gelling substance which is sparingly

soluble in the changed or the diluted solvent.

The hydrogen-ion concentration of mixtures giving rise to

inorganic gels exerts a profound influence on the nature, the

appearance and the characteristics of the gel. It has been found
in the case of silicic acid that using the same solution of sodium
silicate and dilferent solutions of acidic ammonium acetate, two
types of gels are obtained, one in the alkaline medium and the

other in the acidic one ^2. Not only is the mode of formation

of these two gels different, but they also differ from each other

in appearance, the one formed from acidic medium being more
or loss transparent. The results of this investigation have led

to the preparation ^3 in a transparent state, of a number of

inorganic gels which had been obtained previously only in an
opaque or translucent condition. For this purpose acids instead

of alkali’ salts of the acids corresponding to the acidic radicals

of the gel-forming substance have been employed, wherever
possible, and, if necessary, suitable amounts of hydrochloric

acid have been added to the gel-forming mixtui’es.

Sol-gel tuansfohmation

The sol-gel transformation is irreversible in some cases, while

in other cases, a gel can bo converted into a sol and back to gel any
number of times at will. The reversible sol-gel transformation

in the case of or'ganic and some inorgano-organic gels is binught
about by heating or cooling and is called non-isothermal rc^versible

transfoT'ination

.

Recently, vSzegvari and Miss Sc;halek24 discovered that gels

of iron hydroxide show the phcnomcuion of isothermal reversible

sol-gel transfoi-mation which has been named thixotropy. A
thixotropic gel goes over to the sol state by mere sliaking or

stirring or by some mechanical action or under the influence of

ultrasonic waves and sets again to the gel state when left to itself.

This process can be repeated at will. Gels of aluminium
hydroxide, vanadium pontoxide, thorium molybdate, thorium
arsenat(^, are some of the many instances of thixotro})ic gels.

The thixotropic change, in some cases, is accompanied by
reversible changes of colour; for example, the iron oxide sol to

which sodium chloride is added, ap]>ears golden brown and
clear while the gel looks yellow and turbid

It has been observed by Prakash that if gels of ferric

phosphate and arsenate, thorium molybdate and phosphate
and aluminium and zirconium hydroxide are frozen in liquid air

and brought to room temperature, a sol is again formed which
sots to a gel after a time. This process of reversible sol-gel

transformation can be repeated at will. He has named this

phenomenon as cryotropy.
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A new k’nd of reversible sul-gel transrormation has been
found by my collaborators and myself 23, 27 gels of thorium
phosphate and arsenate prepared from thorium nitrate and
phosphoric and arsenic acidi, respectively. They go over first to
the sol state and then into solution when desiccated over calcium
chloride and reset to a gel when the necessary amount of water
is added to the solution. A similar behaviour was observed by
Freundlieh with iron oxide sol which sets to a thixotropic gel on
the addition of alcohol and the gel is reconverted to a sol when
desiccated over water 24.

Microscopic investigations

The scientific, mind is imt content with the mere i)roparati()n

of a substance and observing the transformation it undergoes;
it strives to probe deeper and search for its constitution. It is,

therefore, not surprising to find that even in tlio early days of
the development of tliis subject the attention of some
investigators was directed to various enquiries regarding the
internal structure of gels, such as, the size and shape of the
ultimate particles of which a gel is comi)08ed, the mechanism by
which a system containing only a small amount of the solid

matter and a large volume of the liquid phase gives rise to a
solid-looking substance, tbe manner in which the liquid phase is

hold in the gel system and several other aspects.

To answer these questions attempts were made in the

beginning to observe the structure by means of a microscope and
an ultra-mi(Toscope. The microscopic examination by Hardy 28

of a solution of gelatin undergoing gelation ixwealed that when
the solution is t;ooled below 20®, a cloudiness first appears, due
to the formation of lluid droplets wliicjh, on further cooling,

solidify and iidhero to one another. Zsigmondy 29 examined
ultra-microscopically the dry gtds of silicic acid as well as those

filled with liquid, and found that they ^vere mostly optically

empty. However, on drying the gel, ho could obtain some
evidence of the existence of submicrons. Bachmann .^Iso

followed the gelation of silicic acid, gelatin and agai- sol through

an ultra-microscope. In a one per cent solution of g(dat-in Ik^

observed that some time after the solution is nunkg there a.]»:>ears

a crowd of submicrons in liv(dy nummituit which ceasr-.s w hen
the gel is set.

The above are the only few mstanc(‘-s in which nwuHs of any
significance have been obtained. In the (uiso of otlie? g(‘ls the

microscopic and idtra-micros(}opic examinations iuivcj nwtjaled

no structure but liave only indicated that the paithdes in gels

are too fine to be seen by these irivstrunumts and hence their

diameters are of the same order of magnitude as the wave-length

of light. This is duo to tlie fact that the application of those

instruments to the study of gels has several limitations. For
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example, if the particles are too small to be optically resolved or

too numerous or if the difference between the refractive indices

of the particles and the dispersion medium is inappreciable,

only uniform illumination is seen instead of diffraction images
due to the particles.

Recently, the newly discovered electron microscope has been
employed for the determination of the shape of particles in the
sol condition. Beischer and Krause have found that the
particles in a gold sol are cubical and those in an iron sol are

thread-like. No application of this instrument for determining
the shape of particles of substances in the gel state has so far been
reported.

Properties of gels

As no results of definite character regarding the gel structure

could be obtained by direct examination, the workers in this field

took to a* systematic study of the various properties of gels and
the changes which they undergo during the process of gelation or

sol-gel transformation. It is no exaggeration to say that the great

bulk of information ofimmense significance in postulating theories

of structure of gels has been indirectly derived from such a study.

An account, which is by no means complete, of the important
results obtained from some of these investigations is given in the
following pages.

(A) Time of setting

The time of setting is the main property which characterizes

a gel. Various workers have employed different criteria for the
setting of a gel. The general consensus ofopinion is inclined to the
view that the attainment of a certain viscosity by the gel-forming

mixture should be emj^loyed as the criterion lor the setting of a
gel. But such a criterion gives only a relative and not an
absolute value of the time of setting. Further, it implies that
all changes involved in the process of gelation are completed
during this period. This is not entirely correct.

Methods which have been employed so far for the
determination of the time of setting are as follows :

—

(1) Fleming’s method which consists in determining the
time which a gel-forming mixture takes to reach a consistency

which will prevent it from flowing out of its container.

(2) Fells and Firth’s method depends upon the criterion

that the pressure required to blow a bubble of air or of mercury
or of chloroform through a gel-forming mixture reaches a
maximum value at the time of setting.

(3) Hurd and Letteron’s method ^4 consists in placing a
rod in the gel-forming mixture in a certain position by the help

of a suitable support and the time which the mixture takes to

reach a state when the rod can remain in this position without
the support;, is the time of setting.

7B
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(4) Prasa<I and Hattiangadi'^ nietho 1 22 involves the

measurement in the changes in the intensity of light from a

constant sonroe transmitted through the gel-forming mixture.

The gel is considered to hrve set when these che^nges reach a

constant value.

The measurement of the time (*f setting of the same gel-

forming mixture bv the above-mentioned methods has given

values which are v idely different from each other and hence
has experimentally conlirmed the vi^w oonccirning the usefulness

of these methods for comparative studies only.

Most of the work on thr tine of setting has been done on
inorganic gels, mainly at Allahabad, at the Royal Institute of

Science, Bombry, and by Hurd and co-workers. The latter

workers are to bo credited for giving the time of setting the impor-
tance which it deserves. 'They assume that the sotting of a gel

is a process which fellows the laws of ordinary chemical reactions,

so far as its velocity" is concerneil, and that for a given run, the

time of setting measures the time when a certain fixed proportion

of silica, in whatever form, has reacted. On the basis of these

assumptions they have extended the application of Arrhenius’s

(‘quation to the setting of silicic acid gels and, in agreement with
the requirements of this equation, have found that the curves

obtained on plotting th(^ logarithm of the time of setting against

the reciprocal of absolute temperj'aturo are straight linos. The
heat of activation of silicic acid gel calculated from this data
has been found to be independent of the nature of the acid used

for the prej)aration of the gel. These investigations thus point

out the importancjo of temperature control in the determination

of the time of setting of gels.

The assumptions mentioned above have boon Ibund to apply
equally well to other inorganic gels stuilied by Prasad and
co-workers 23. The time of sotting of the gels has been found to

decrease with rise of tempe^rature but the heats of activation

have bi‘cn found to alter with a change in the concentrations of
the constituents of the gel-forming mixtures. In sonn^ cases,

])articularly in the (;asc of gels of thorium arsenate, the* time of
setting has been found to increase with temptiraf ure and th(^

heat of activation is negative.

JShniiar measurt^meiits in the case of organic gels arr nt)t.

]>ossibie since they w'ould not si t at temperatures at wheh the
solutions are made. Hence a considerable time would !>o lost

and a part of the setting process would he comj)l< i j before

these solutions are brought to setting temjx^raturns. In such
cjirses we have suggested 37 that the time required by a gel-

forming solution to set to the gel state when it is allowed to cool

f rom a certain high temperature to a known lower tc^mperature,

may be taken as the time of setting of the gel at the lower
temperature. Probably the same procedure has been followed
by Olsen 3® who studied the time of setting of gelatin gels at
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various temperatures. A study ofthe cooling curves of solutions

of sodium oleate in pinene ^8 has revealed that the time taken

by these solutions to cool down to the temperature of the

bath (lower temperature) is a considerable fraction of the time of

setting in accordance with the definition given above. Sufficient

data are not yet available to draw conclusive inferences regarding

the applicability of Anhenius’s equation to all organic gels.

However, in several cases 87 straight lines have been obtained on
plotting the logarithm of the time of setting against the reciprocal

of the absolute temperature. These straight lines show that the

heat of activation of these gels is negative and their time of

setting increases as the temi)erature of setting is raised.

Thixotropic gels are characterized by a second time of
setting which is called ‘thixotropic time of set This is shorter

than the proper time of setting of gels and is the time taken by
thixotropic gels to set after they have been liquefied by some
mechanical action. It is remarkable that this time has practi-

cally constant value, that is, it can be rejK^ated as often as one
likes, and is independent of the agency employed for bringing the
gel into the sol state. This gives only an arbitrary way ofdefining

thixotropy.

It has been observed that the time of setting of an aged
thixotropic vanadium pentoxide sol is reduced to one-fourth if

the tube containing the sol is given a rotatory motion backwards
and forwards by moving it between the palms of the hands.
This phenomenon has been called ‘Rheopexy* by Freundlich
and Juliusburger

The time of setting of gels is considerably altered by the

changes in the concentration of the gel-forming substance or

of the constituents of the gel-forming mixtures. In the former
(;ase the setting time decreases with an increase in the concentra-

tion but in the latter, it usually increases with an increase in the
concentration of the constituent containing the metal ion of

the gel-forming substance and decreases with an increase in the
concentration of the other constituent. In the case of silicic

acid gels prepared according to Bhatnagar and Mathur’s method
it has been found that with an increase in the concentration of

acidic ammonium acetate the time of setting first decreases,

reaches a minimum value, then increases and rea(;hes a maximum
value and again decreases Similar observations have been
made in the case of some other gels as weU ‘^8.

The time of setting of a gel has been found to de^.pend

specifically upon the hydrogen-ion concentration of the
gel-forming mixture. Freundlich and Sollner have found that

the time of setting of an iron hydi-oxide sol increases from
82 seconds to 9,000 seconds when the pH is changed from 3*86

to 3'11. The effect of hydrogen-ion concentration has been
exhaustively studied by Hurd and co-workers ^2 in the case of

the silicic acid gels. They find that a linear relationship holds
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between the time of sotting and the hydrogen-ion concentration.

Hurd and Paton have, in a recent publication, confirmed in a

remarkable manner the specificity of the effect of jpH upon the

time of setting. On adding the same amount of acetic acid

to the same silicic acid gol-forming mixture at diflPerent intervals

from the commencement; of the formation of the gel, they have
shown that the setting of the gel proceeds at the same rate as

without the audii ion of the acid for the time before the acid is

added and subsequently at the ra^e followed in the presence of

the acid added at the commencement of the setting. It has been
recently found that an appr(»ximately linear relation also exists

between the time of setting and the hydroxyl-ion concentration

of alkaline silicic acid gel-forming mixtures.

Kesults of similar investigations on the time of setting of

thorium arsenate and thorium phosphate gels by Desai and
Miss Nathan at the lloyal Instiute of Science, have shown
no linear relationship between the time of sotting, determined
by Hurd and Lettcron’s method, and the excess of hydrochloric

acid added to the gel-forming mixtures. They find that with an
increase in the amount of the acid in the gel-forming mixtures,

the time of setting first decreases and then increases.

The time of setting of gels is very sensitive to the addition

of small amounts of electrolytes and non-electrolytes. The effect

of these agtmts w^as first systematically studied by Prasad and
Hattiangadi They showed that the time of 8(?tting of alkaline

silicic acid gels decreases w^hile that of acidic ones increases on
the addition of various alcohols to the gol-forming mixtures.

I’his w ork has been extended by Hm*d and Carver and Munro
and co-wa)rkers who have examined the effect of several

polyhydric alcohols, sugars, acetone and aldehyde, on the time
of setting of silicic aci*] gels, and by Prasad and Desai ^8 to tho
case of several transj>arent inorganic gels preparexl by them.

Thixotropic time of setting is also influenced by changes in

(i) the concentrations of the coagulating agents c»r of tho
constituents of the gel-forming mixtures, and (ii) the hydrogen-ion
concentration of the gel-fbiTuing system, and (iii) by the addition

of non-electrolytes. A change of temperature also alt(*.rs the
thixotroj)ic time of setting and the changes ar<.^ goveriKMi by
Arrhenius’s equation

(B) Elasticity

The next property wLich is characteristic of 1 h< gt 1 state

alone is elasticity. The importance of this ] property was
recognized even in the early days but its significance in elucidating

the structure of gels has been understood onl\ recently. Most
of the work on the measurement of modulus of elasticity has
been conducted on organic gels, particularly on tho gels of gelatin

which have been found to follow Hooke’s law and the
modulus has been shown to vary as the square of tho
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concentration Recent measurements by Hatschek with
a highly improved apparatus have shown that the gels containing

8-12 % of gelatin have a w^ell-defined modulus up to a load

corresponding to 45 g. per sq.cm., and this value is repeatable

within about 3 per cent.

The value of the modulus has been found to change with
a change in the quality of the gelatin and the hydrogen-ion
concentration of the gel-forming system. Freundlich and
Neukirchu found a minimum in the neighbourhood of the
isoelectric pH while Kunitz found that acids and alkali

strongly reduce the elastic modulus of the swelling gels. The
modulus is also altered by the addition of substances like alcohol,

sugars, glycerol and inorganic salts, to the gelatin gels. Poole
has shown recently that the extension of a rod of gelatin gel

increases with time and that the elasticity of the gel also varies

with temperature. The strain produced in the gel causes double
refraction which is roughly proportional to the concentration.

Some observations have been reported on the measurement
of elasticity of gels of cellulose acetate by Mardles in 1923.

The systematic work on these gels has been carried out by
Poole who finds that the elasticity of these gels also varies

with time and temj^erature and approximately as the square of

the concentration.

No systematic work of this nature has been done on silicic

acid gels which have been considered as inelastic. The measure-
ment of the elasticity of conij^rcssed silicic acid gels by the
writer has revealed that they obey Hooke’s law^ up to the
breaking point but the elastic limit is low. The elasticity of

several other inorganic gels has been measured by Yajnik and
collaborators ^8.

Gels of silicic acid emit a peculiar note when they are

suitably made to vibrate. The sonorous property of these

gels has been noticed by several workers and has been
studied systematically by Holmes, Kaufmann and Nicholas

with gels contained in tubes. The writer measured the vc>locity

of sound in the compressed gels and found that the elasticity

calculated from the relation applicable to isotropic solids is in

fair agreement with the experimental value

(C) Viscosity

Several references have been made to the eft’ect that elasticity

is related to viscosity, but no definite mathematical expression

of general application correlating the two constants has so far

been put forward. Notwithstanding this view, the importance
of viscosity as a characteristic propert}^ of a colloidal system was
recognized by Graham who was the first to suggest that the

viscometer should be employed as colloidoscope. Wolfgang
Ostwald while inaugurating a General Discussion on Colloids

and their Viscosity under the auspices of the Faraday Society
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stated in his introducto’*y address, ‘The determination of viscosity

is a prominent methodic principle in investigating the properties

of the colloidal systems which are usually described as changes

of state*. Further, he mentioned, ‘Among all the proi)erties,

viscosity occupies a. central position, firstly because it shows the

largest ]>ossible variation with smaH changes in the colloidal

condition* and secondly because it ‘permits quantitative measure-
ments . . . by n iiie^iod not too complicated*.

Usually, the viscosity of a system undergoing gel-formation

has been measured by the flow of the gel-forming mixture
through a capillary tub<^ (Ostwald’s and Scarpa’s methods).
Mardlos h^s systeinatically studied the effect of the diameter
of the ca])illarv tube on the viscosity-time curvt^s obtained
during the formation of cellulose acetate gels in benzyl alcohol

and has also employed rotating cylinder and falling sphere

viscomc^ters for these measurements. He finds distinct

differences in several measurements and concludojj, ‘with

gelating sols the viscosity values have lost their usual signific^ance

and are empirical but they are valuable in that they i:uli(\ite the

progress of gelation *.

Earlier measurements of viscosity during g(fi-formation

were done mostly on gelatin solutions and some empirical rela-

tions between changes in viscosity with time wen^ found out.

The results obtained during the gelation of solutions of cellulose

acetate in benzyl alcohol (Mardles) could be expressed in the

form of an exponential equation which shows that the rate of

increase of viscosity with time is proportional to the increase of

viscosity at that time. This relation has also been found to hold
for the viscosity changes with time in silicic acid gel-forming

mixtuix^s and solutions of sodium oleato in pineno but is

not obeyed in the cas(‘ .>f other inorganic gels.

Prakash and Dhar liave measured the viscositicjs of several

gels during setting and have shown that their results indicate

three distinct stages during the jirocess of the formation of gels.

The viscosity measurements carried out at the Royal Institute

of Science have failed to show thost^ stages and hence it has

been suggested that if they exist at all, they run simultaneously

and lend to the whole process of gelation an aspec t of continlljt^ .

It has been noted in all the studies that the viscosity increases

only slowly in the earlier stages but after some time thr late of

increase of viscosity becomes very rapid.

Changes in viscosity of inorganic- gel-forminu mixtures

during setting are considerably modificHl by changes in the

concentrations of the c'cmstituents of the gel-fornung mixtures,

the addition of extra amounts of electrolytes and non-electrolytes,

and temperature. It has generally been fouixi that an increase

in the concentration of the metallic ion of the inorganic gel-

forming substance decreases the rate of increase of viscosity

while an increase in the (concentration of the other ion increase's
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it. It has been suggested that in the former case there is an
increase in the density of charge on the particles of the gel-

forming substance and hence an increase in its degree of dispersity

and a decrease in the degree of hydration

The addition of alcohols has been generally found to retard

the rate of increase of viscosity with time in acidic silicic acid

gel-forming mixtures and the reverse happens in the alkaline

ones Similar effects have been observed with gels of thorium
phosphate, thorium arsenate and stannic phosphate. The effect

of the addition of increasing amoimts of hydrochloric acid has
been studied by Miss Nathan who finds that the rate of change
of viscosity with time increases up to a certain amount only;

further additions effect a decrease in the viscosity changes.

Increase oftemperature increases the rate of increase of visco-

sity with time for all the inorganic gel-forming mixtures studied

so far, thorium arsenate being the only exception to the above
rule. The reverse effect takes place on the viscosity changes
with time in the case of the organic gels, on rise of temperature.

The study of the change of ‘viscous behaviour’ has also been
suggested by Freundlich as the best method of attacking the
problem of thixotropy in a quantitative manner. Viscosity

measurements during the setting of thixot ropic gels of thorium
molybdate and of stannic hydroxide by capillary viscometer

have yielded viscosity-t-imo curves which are discontinuous or

zonal as named by Joslii and co-workers ^8 wlio were the first to

obtain zonal viscosity-time curves during the studies of the
coagulation of several colloidal solutions by electrolytes carried

out at the laboratories of the Hindu University. The nature of
zones in these (uirves has been found to (change with a variation

in (i) the concentrations of the constituents of the gel-forming

mixtures, (ii) the hydrogen-ion concentration, and (iii) tempera-
ture, and (iv) by the addition of extra amounts of electrolytes and
non-electrolytes. Such curves have not been obtained in the

case of thorium arsenate gels which are also known to be
thixotropic. Hence it has been suggested by us that the zonal

nature of the viscosity-time curves may be taken as a charac-

teristic of highly thixotropic gels only.

Goodeve and Whitefield have shown that for quantita-

tive work it is necessary to determine the resistance to

flow, that is, the rate of increase of viscosity under constant
shear in a fairly short time—^a condition which is not reached in

the usual methods employed for the measurement of viscosity.

According to them under conditions of steady shear there is an
equilibrium between the rate of increase of the concentration of
the micelles and the rate of their breakdown, and the apparent
viscosity rj of the system is given by

9
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where ri^ is the residual viscosity, S the shear, and B the co«

efficient of thixotropy which may be stated as the rate of growth
of structiinJ viscosity wit! time divided by the probability of

the viscosity being brokou down in luiit time by unit shear.

They have devised an apjiaratus for the measurement of the

apparent viscosity of a thixotropic system at difiFerent rates

of shear and have sliown that the curves obtained on plotting

the observed values of viscosity against the reciprocal of shear
aie straight lines at higli rates of shear and are independent of
the rate of sliear. The limiting slojies of those lines are the
coefficients of thixotrop}'. r/Ieasurenients made on thixotropic

susjK^nsions have yielded results which are in conformity with
the theory but no such work lias so fur been carried out on
thixotropic gels considered in this discourse.

(D) Optical Properties

The study of the optical propei ties of gels has a great advan-
tage over the viscosity as in this casc^ the obser\ation can be
made without disturbing the internal equilibrium of tht^ system.
Optical properties which have been studied during the process of
gel-formation include mainly (1) the scattering of light and its

liolarization, (2) refractive index, (3) extinc^tion coefficient,

(4) turbidity, transparency or opacity.

The method of sc^attering of light was first developed by
Lord Rayleigh with a view to obtain information regarding
the size and shape of (jolloidal jiarticles and the colour changes
which accompany the coagulation of sols by electrolytes. Arisz

extended this method to the study of the transformation of the
glycerol sols of gelatin to the gel state and found that the
rate of change of tlu^ itilensity of scattered light increases rapidly

wdth temperature during gelation. Kraemer and Dextcii* 72 also

found an abrupt rise in the intensity of the light scattered by
gelatin solutions at temperatures below 30'' within a very narrow
range of pB near the isoelectric point. Duclaux and Birata 78

have, however, pointed out that this increase is not due to an
increase in the volume of the gelling elements but is caused by
the formation of a netwwk.

Effects of various factors which influence t he process oi gela-

tion, on the intensity of scattered light, exj)ressed in t he form
of the Tyndall number, have been systfmiatically in\ * si.igated

by Mardles 74 during the reversible sol-gel transfnrmation of

cellulose acetate in benzyl alcohol. He finds that tin- Tyndall

number is a function of the mechanical treatment and the j ate of

gelation. Further, it varies with time, temperature and the

concentration of cellulose acetattn The Tyndall number-

temiterature curves reveal the existence of a tnaximum gelation

temperature while the Tyndall number-concentration curves

contain a maximum which decreases with rise of temperature.
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The measurements of intensity and depolarization of scattered

light have also been made during the reversible sol-gel trans-

formation of agar-agar by Krishnamurti ^6 whose results also

point to the existence of a maximum gelation temperature.

Further he finds that there is practically no change in the Tyndall
number with time at and above 40"", but at and below 35"" it

increases with time until a constant value is reached, and that

the particles in the gel state are bigger or greater or both than
in the sol state.

A new aspect of the subject of scattering of light by colloids

has been developed recently in the laboratories of Professor

Sir C. V. Raman. Subbaiamiah and Krishnan ^6 have shown
that in order to obtain information regarding the size and shape
of particles in the colloidal state it is not sufficient to measure
only the intensity and depolarization of the scattered light.

They suggest that it is necessary to obtain the values of the

depolarization factors p/,) for the light transversely

scattered by a colloidal system with incident light unpolarized,

vertically polarized and horizontally polarized. The application

of this method has been extended by Subba Ramaiah to the

study of the phenomenon during the sol-gel transformation of

silicic acid, stearic acid and sodium stearato’^’^^ He finds that a
continuous increase in the micellar size takes place during the
sol-gel transformation of silicic acid and this increase continues

even after the formation of a rigid gel. The micellar size is

greater in alkaline gels than in the acidic ones of the same
concentration.

Refractive index measurements of systems which set to a

gel have been made by a number of workers in the sol and the
gel states mainly with a view to determine the transition tempera-
ture. Miss Laing and McBain ^ employed this method to examine
the nature of aqueous solutions of sodium oleate in the three

characteristic colloidal states and found that the sol and the
gel forms are identical with respecit to the refractive index.

Marches 78 obtained indications of change of refractive index
during the reversible sol to gel transition of cellulose acetate in

benzyl alcohol. Mathur 79 also found that the refractive index
increases rapidly as a solution of sodium oleate in pinene is

cooled and reaches almost a constant value when the gel is set.

The refractive index changers considerably with the temperature
of setting but with the change in concentration of sodium
oleate the eifeci on the refractive index is not appreciable.

No work seems to have been done on the cihanges in the
refractive index of the inorganic gel-forming mixtures during
the process of gelation. Some observations have been taken
during the setting of a few^ gels and it has been found that this

property does not undergo any appreciable change during the
gelation process. However, Joshi and co-workers so who are the
first to employ the refractive index method for the study of
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the kinetics cf the coagulation of sols by electrolji^es have found

zonal changes in this pioperty with time.

The measurement of the extinction coeflScient during the

process of gelation seems to Lave been done mainly by I^asad

and co-workers and Prakash The former studied the

changes in the extinction coefficient of silicic acid gel-fonning

mixtures during setting and found that the extinction coefficient-

time em ves for tlie acidic mixtures are S-shaped while those for

the alkaline^ mixtures are smooth rising ones. Prakash has

examined several other inorganic gels by this method.
The transparency or oTwdty method was first introduced

by Mukherjee and co-workers 83 [qj- the study of the kinetics of

coagulation of sols by eloctroljdos. In their earlier work they
measured the changes in the intensity of light transmitted through
the coagulating systcmi in various spectral regions but later on
these changes were measured by means of a thermopile which
was subsequently substituted by a photo-cell by I)osai and
co-workers Tlu^ thermopile method w as employed by Prasad
and Hattiangadi 22 to study the kinetics of the formation of

silicic a(;id gels. They found that the curves obtained on
plotting the deflection differences against time are smooth and
hence confirmed that gelation is one continuous proc(^8s. The
deflection difference's reach a constant value aftcT some time,

which they take to be the time of setting of the gel. The
changes in the defleedion differences at various intervals have
been found to be remarkably influenced by the alkalinity or

acidity of the mixtures and the addition of non-electrolytes and
electrol3dos.

Desai’s photo-c(dl method has been recently modified b}^

Prasad and Modak 8^ who have magnified the deflections of the

galvanometer several t irnes so that even the minutest changes in

the intensity of the transmitted light may not go unnoticed.

Employing this arrangement for the study of changes accom-
panying the })rocess of gelation of stannic phosphate and
zirconium hydroxide gels tho\^ find that the opacity-time curvets

are smooth S-shapcHl and those* get shifted by a ch/uige in the

concentration of solutions employed for the? formation of gids.

The i)robability of any error creeping in the above arrangement,

duo to fluctuations of the current feinling the source of light and
of the voltage applied to photo-ccdl, has been removMj in thci

apj)aratus rec^ontly devised by Gogate 86
^,, 1, the lio^a! 1 nsUtute of

Science. Further, by using a compensated })hoto-eet[ s \ stem this

apparatus has been adapted to read directly the (vjne u

y

changes
taking place in a gelating system during sed-ting

(E) Syneresis, Drying, Imbfbition, Hysteresis in

Sorption and Swelling

Some gels exhibit the property of exuding liquid when
they are allowed to stand for some time. This phenomenon
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which is known by the name of syneresis was first observed with
gels of silicic acid but later on Ostwald pointed out that it is

shown by gels of nearly all substances which have widely

different properties. The liquid exuded during the syneresis

of geranin gels has been examined by Liepatoff and is found
to consist of small quantities of the dye which is present as

single or double molecules.

The velocity of syneresis has been quantitative!}^ studied by
Liepatoff®^, Mukoyama Fergusson and Appleby Bonnel
Mathur and others. For this purpose different methods
have been employed to determine the amount of liquid exuded
by a gel at di&rent intervals of time. The influence of various

factors, such as, the free surface, the concentrations of tho
constituents of the gel-forming mixture, the hydrogen-ion con-

centration, the presence of the added electrolytes and non-
eloctrol}?teSj the temperature and other factors, on the syneresis

has been exhaustively studied by some of the workers mentioned
above and by Prakash and Dhar The results obtained

have been critically examined by Kuhn who concludes that

certain gels show increased syneresis with increasing concentra-

tion whilst other gels behave in the revcu'se way. But there is

no general rule regarding the influence of temperature on the

degree of syneresis which is very sensitive to the presence of

small amounts of additive agents. In general the syneresis is

greater when the gel is in the least stable state.

The liquid contained in the gel can be removcKl by the
process of drying or desorption. The first important investiga-

tion on the drying of gels was made by Van Btmimeleii whose
experiments are considered as classical on the subject. He
determined the loss of water suffered by silicic acid gels when
they are dried to extreme limits and found that the contraction

in vohune of the gel is accompanied by changes in its trans-

parency. Bemmelen’s method of study was improvetl by
Andenson and Zsigmondy and co-workers who observed
changes of direction in curves obtained on plotting the amount
of water held by one gram of silica against vapour pressure of

the gel, at stages corresponding to the changes in its opacity.

Further, they developed a mathematical expression to calculate

the radii of capillaries in the silicic gel at different stages during
drying. Similar investigations have been made on gels of several

metal oxides> Desai has shown that the rate of loss of water
by silicic acid gtds is least with neutral ones and increases with
an increase in the acidity or the alkalinity of the gel-forming

mixtures.
Fells and Firth loo observed that when the rod of a gel of

silicic acid prepared from sodium silicate and hydrochloric acid

is allowed to dry under certain condii ions, it contracts in volume
and is surrounded by fine long needles jutting out of the dried

rod. On analysis these were found to consist of sodium chloride
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and their X-ray examiiAtion revealefi that they possessed nearly

the same stiucturo as observed in perfect crystals.

The behaviour of gelatin gels on drying has been found to

be different from that mentioned above. These gels shrink but

do not show anj* changes in opacity at any stage during drying

and there is no evidence of pores developing in the dried gel.

Hatschek has made an interesting study of the drying of
gelatin gels maae i:ito various shapes and permanently deformed
or bent before drying. He finds that drying increases the torsion

considerably and a cylinder containing 10 to 15% gelatin first

assumes the shape of a barrel with convex ends and finally that
of a single shell hyperboloid with concave ends.

The dried gels of silicic acids and of other metal oxides, take
up gases and vapours of liquids and although the amount sorped
is in equilibrium with the pressure of the gas or the vapour, the
sorption (hydration) isoth(iiual is distinctly lower than that

observed during desorption (dehydration), that is, the liquid

content of the gel at any given pressure is smaller during sorption

than during desorjjtion. This has given rise to the plicnomenon
of hysteresis in sorption. The existemee of the hysteresis loop has

been observed by Van Bemmelen^®, Zsigmondy Anderson 7^

Allmand and co-workers 102
^ MeBain Foster and several

otlu^rs and some of them have showui that hysteresis is rcjal

and ]x^rsists even after di'astic degassing of the gel surface.

Reccmtly, this pluuiomenon has been exhaustively studied by
Subba Bao by means of McBain-Bakcr quartz fibre spring

balance with dried rilica and metal oxide gels which were suitably

activated. He has shown that the loop is a permanent one and
is reprodu(nble any number of times. Thus, for example, he
has reproduced the loop in silica gel-water at the 19th cycle and
in titania gel-water at i-bio 32nd cycle. Further, he has succeeded

in scanning the loops by traversing them from various inter-

mediate points on the main sorption and desorption curves and
has thus established the permanerKjy and the reproducibility

of the hysteric loops.

A similar study has been made by Subba Kao of ri(tC“

w^ater, dhal-water, gum arabic-water systems which also exhibit

the plumomenon of hysten^sis initially but the loop (]isax)]K‘ars

on progressive sorption and desorption. Hoavovof, a s(u*ios of

sorptions and desorj>tions of carbon tetrachloride by the a* f f vattul

rice grain shows a i)6nnanent and reprodmdble hysterc'^-i' loop.

The imbibition of water by gels of gelatin atui some
other substances is accompanied by an increase in and is

called swelling. A considerable infomiation is avaiiabl(‘ regarding

the velocity of swelling of gels and the properties exhibited by
the swollen gels. Thus, for example, it is know a that an ajjprt^-

ciable amount of heat is evolved during sw^ellirig and the swollen

gels exert a pressure (s^velling pressure) w^hich is fairly high and is

related to the concentration of the dis|>erse i>hase. An extensive
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investigation by Proctor and collaborators j^as revealed

that the swollen gelatin gels consist of two forms of gelatin, the

unionized isoelectric gelatin and the ionized salt which may be
gelatin hydrochlorides or sodium gelatinates.

The amount of water taken up by gelatin gels not only
depends upon its concentration and its previous history but also

upon the hydrogen-ion concentration of the solution from which
imbibition takes place. Kunitz has shown that gelatin gels,

up to ten per cent concentration, contract when placed in a
solution of pH 4*7 but swell if the concentration of the gel is

greater. He considers that the shrinkage in water is similar in

nature to syneresis and suggests that the two phenomena should

be considered as synonymous. Hardy has suggested that

the exudation of liquids by gels should be considered as positive

syneresis and the imbibition iis negative syneresis.

(F) Diffusion and Chemical reaction in gels

Early workers had held the opinion that the rate of diffusion

of dissolved substances in gels is practically the same as in

liquids. However, later investigations in this direction have
shown that this behaviour is true only in certain limiting cases,

the concentration of the gel exerting a great influence on the
rate of diffusion of electrolytes Further, substances of

high molecular weight have been found to diffuse very slowly

in gels while for colloidally dispersed substances the gels serve

as filters which allow only the dispersion medium to pass through.

Recently, Friedman and co-workers have studied the
diffusion of several non-electrolytes in gels of gelatin, agar-agar

and cellulose acetate in benzyl alcohol, by a now technique

which has several advantages over those employcnl previously.

In this method a gel is covered with an equal depth of water
which is kept stirred continuously and the diffusing substance is

contained either in the gel or in the outside water. Small
samples of water are taken out periodically and analyzed by
means of th(‘ Immersion Refractoineter. Increase in the (;oncen-

ti ation of the gel has been found to decrease the rate of diffusion

markedly; the decrease is linearly related to the increase in

concentration in tlie case of agar gels. The diffusion coefficients

have been calculated from an expn^ssion developed by Weaver ^3

and their values in waUu* and in gels are related by the equation,

A',

=

+ +«)(!+ „)

in which r is the radius of the diffusing molecule, R the radius

of the pores of capillaries in the gel, a the correction factor for

viscosity and tt the correction factor for mechanical blocking.

Patrick and Allan have studied the diffusion of various
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electrolytes tbiough silicic acid gels and havj found that their

results are not in agreement with Nernst’s theor;y of diffusion

but can be satisfactorily explained on a theory develoj)ed on

the basis of electro-kinetic pv.)tential.

It has been found that a numl)er of reactions and crystalliza-

tions which will not c'therwise take place, proceed fairly smoothly
in the gel media. In silica gels, cupric ions are reduced to

cuprous state and even to metallic copper when treated with

glucose and biisic lead acetate is /educed to metallic lead by
tin The crystals of merc uric iodide and bromide are obtained
in elongated tc^tragonal forn when the silica gel containing

potassium iodide is flooded with m( rcuric chloride n^.

A remarKable phenomenon is, however, noticed in certain

cases in ^^hich tlie precipitate formed by a chemical reaction in

gel media is deposited in a number of separate bonds or layers

or rings. The rhytlmiic or banded precipitation, first observed
by Liesegang and loiown after him, is observed in Nature
in systems of very different origin, namely, in rocks, vegetable

matter, plants and animals. In chemical reactions wliich give

rise to such a piecipitatiou it is necessary to use ])ropor con-

centrations of t}i('. reactants and suitably adjust the hydrogen-ion

concent ration of the system. Mitra n® has recently shown that

})eriodi(5 ])reci})itates are cJso formed in the absence of a foreign

gel during the coagulation of sols of ferric phosjdiate, ferric

arsenate and ferric borate under suitable conditions.

(Several attempts have been made to obtain a mathematical

expression relating the distances l>etweon the different bands
and tlie several ffictors involved in their formation. Empirical

relations have been obtained by Lakhani and Mathur n® between
the distances of rings of the sjime ordinal number and the

concentration of the diffusing substance, by Mikhalev, Nikijorov

and Shem^^akiii i^® between the distance of the rings and the

actual spreading velocity, by Suzanne Veil i^i between the order

number of the i)rincipal rings and their distances. A theory

basf^d on the diffusion law has been recently d(u*ived by Huglies i^*-^

and it seems to account satisfa-ctorily for the distances betweem

the several bands.

Va.ri()UH theories have been put forward to avtount foi* tin;

origin of the Lies(^gang phenomenon. The older theork^s uerii

basted on the sujxirsiituration and crystal lizalion of the b uided
substance and these were followed by theories which urn at

explaining the phenomenon from the colloid-chemica
!

|H»mt of

view. According to thorn theories, the main role i - [‘layeul by
the adsorption by the precipitate either of the suhsiance ]ues(uit

in the gel or of the sol of the preciyntated substance.

On the other hand, some workers have suggested that the

Lies(^gang phenomenon should be explained on the considerration

of de Broglie waves associated with the movement of the pre-

cipitating agent. Christiansen and Wulff^^s have shown that
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the velocity calculated from de Broglie’s equation is in good
agreement with the experimental value for several precipitates.

Tliey have also applied the Schrodingor equation to these systems

and have developed a theory which seems to account for the

observed phenomenon. Raman and Subbaramaiah have also

observed a phenomenon with Liesegang precipitates of silver

chloride and silver chromate in gelatin, and they consider this

to be unmistakably in the nature of interference effects.

Theories of gel-formation ^and gel structure

The, above-mentioned and several other investigations of
the various properties of a number of gels have given birth

to many theories of the structure of gels, but most of them are

mere modifications introduced in the general theories, to suit the

behaviour of particular gels. Three general theories of gel

structiu’e have been recognized and those are: (1) solid solution

theory, (2) liquid-liquid theory, and (3) liquid-solid theory.

None of these explains satisfactorily the phenomena observed
during the process of setting and the properties of all classes of

gels when sot.

The methods of preparation of gels indicate that the first

condition or stage for the formation of gels is that the gelluig

substance should bo obtained in the sol condition; this state may
only be a temporary one in some cases. Tins can take place

either by mechanical action and ion adsorption from a medium
which does not exert any appreciable solvent action. The
density of electrical charge on colloidal particles formed from
ionic solutions may be positive or negative but it should not bo
high as otherwise discrete flakes which may bo gelatinous would
bo formed. The condition of low density of charge is probably
realized in systems in which the gelling substance is formed as

the result of chemical reaction. If, however, this condition

does not exist, it is created in some cases by the addition of

electrolytes and in other cases by prolonged dialysis. The
condition of prolonging, the dialysis is essential, for Desai and
co-workers ^25 have shown in a series of papers that the density

of charge on colloidal particles, determined from tlie cataphoretic

velocity, incnuises during tlie earlioi* period of dialysis and
subs()quontly decreases

.

Anotlier important condition for the formation of a gel

is to obtain a sufficient amount of the gcdling substance m a

supersaturated state. The importance of this condition can be

realized from the fact that under given conditions ciortain con-

centration limits are })rescribed for every gel. If these are

exceeded, no gel-formation takes place. Von Weima-rn ^26

expressed the results of his investigation on the effects of con-

centration in the form of an equation which leads to the inference

that gel-formation takes place only when the factors involving
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viscosity and the degroe of supersaduration are large and the

solubility of gelling substance is small.

The second condition of gelation consists in the coalescence

or coagulation of the particles of the sol of the gel-forming

substance at a velocity which is not too great ^^7
^ It j^as been

shown by Hurd> Raymond and Miller ^2 that the setting time of
a particular mixture givhig rise to silicic acid gel from a positively

charged sol, is decreased to a greater extent bj^ the addition of
sodium chloride than ui the presence of the vsamo quantity of
sodium sulphat.o. This obscT'vation must raise doubts regarding

the nature of coagidation invoiced in the j)rocess of the formation
of inorganic gels. But the study of the viscosity and opacity
changes during .he coagulation and gelation of a concentrated
sol of stannic hydroxide under not widely different conditions

has yielded results which are similar in nature. Do Jong ^‘-8

has also concluded that gelation of agar sol has all the charac-

teristics of floccudations. These observations together with the
fact that same methods are employ(M:l for the study of kinetics

of coagulation and g(*lation lead one to conclude that the agglo-

meration of colloidal particles in morganic gels takes place by
a mechanism which is analogous, if not identical, with true
coagulation.

The process of the formation of large entiti('s is accompanied
by v(T3^ strong absorj^tic n of the surrounding medium so that

the ultimate? pivrticles of the gel are so heavily solvated that
hundreds of molecules of the medium are associated with
one molecule of the gel-forming substance. Those conclusions

have b(?en confirmed from the calculations made from Hatschek^s
formula for the determination of the dvgrve of hydration.

The third stage consists in tho formation of specific structures

which are fairly' complicated. During this process the complete
immolhlizat.ion of tho fluid takes place which, according to

Ostwald, is the mo.st important characteristic of a gel. It is

prohabl,v at this stage that rapid changes in tho viscosity and
surface tension of the gel-fonning sj^stem take place. ISothing

definite is known regarding tho forces which bind thf* ultimat('

particles of the gel together; it has only been surmised that the\'

are of the same nature as residual affinities sine e they can be

overcome in the same manner as in melting.

The above discussion reveals that gels are made up /nainly

of two j)bases. Ostwald pictured that fffieso two pljases are
liquids and on this basis put forw^ard the emulsion theory of gel

structure. On critical examination Hatschek has sh<fwn that
this theor}" is faulty since the mechanical properties of a liquid-

liquid sy stem do not correspond to those of true gels.

The other two theories assume that a gel is made up of solid

and liquid phases. The ultra-microscopic observations and
the method of Tyndall Effect have indicated that the solid or
the semi-solid ph^e is present but it exists in such a fine grained

8
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structure that it is not visible by these methods. The solid

solution theory only states that the dispersion medium is held
in the gel in the form of a solution in the solid colloid and does

not deal further with the structure of gels. The liquid-solid

theory considers that the structure of gels may be (i) cellular,

or (ii) fibrillar or micellar.

According to the first theory the structure of gels is made
up of cells built of the solid phase, and these hang together at

certain points so as to form a network. The liquid phase of
the gel is held in the form of droplets in this cellular frame work.
The cellular structure has been actually observed in the case of
some gels (Biitschli, silicic acid) and the microscopic observation

of Hardy also lead to the conclusion that gelatin gels form a
framework which is an open structure and which holds the fluid

phase in its interstices. This theory accounts for the elasticity of
gels but cannot provide satisfactory explanation for the pheno-
mena of syneresis, swelling and dehydration and the absence
of any change in the electrical conductivity during setting 129

The fibrillar theory was first put forward by Nageli

postulates that gels are made up of fibrous structure formed
of the solvated solid phase and the liquid phase is contained in

the pores of those fibres or aggregates, both phases being. con-

tinuous. Several views are held regarding the mechanism which
gives rise to the fibrils. They may bo cither formed by the
mechanical agglomeration (following coagulation in the case of

inorganic gels) of the colloid or may consist of very largo

polymerized molecules or the fine crystals of the gel-forming

substance.

In the case of the gelatin gels the sol, according to Bogue
already contains slightly hydrated molecules united into short

threads. On cooling the sol, these threads increase in length,

swell, lose freedom of motion and cohere with each other. Miss
Laing and McBain 2 also consider that during gelation the
particles of soap sols stick togeth(ir in filamentous structure.

Barrat ^^2 j^as summed up the conclusions regarding the structure

of elastic gels in a statement that they are made uj) of' a nctW' ork
of a mass of intersecting fibrils which are at first microscopic

and later become ultra-microscopic.

In the case of silicic acid gel the simple molecules which
are first formed change over to complex molecules (^-silicic

acid) probably by condensation accompanied by the splitting of
water, and the threads are made up of polysilicic acid molecules.

Hurd 134 has suggested that theoretically the process of con-

densation should occur more readily if an equal number of the
simple molecules of silicic acid ionize, giving rise to positive and
negative ions [Si(OH) 3

+ and SiO(OH) 3 "] and if the collision

between them occurs more frequently. The probability of this

mechanism is supported by the amphoteric character of silicic

acid. The polysilicic acid molecular chains which are inter-

SB
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connected in the three dimensions In the gel, are neither large

nor are they of sufficient density and hence arc not visible in

the microscupe. This proc >ss of the formation of the fibrils

explains the absence of a change in the electrical resistance of
the silicic acid gel during setting and the non-thixotropio
behaviour i>f these gels.

It has often >,aen suggested that the solid phase in a gel

*8 crystalline and the phenomenon of gelation is similar to
crystallization. Krojcl and Ott have found a cristobalite

pattern by an X-ray analysis of ohe frc^shly prepared gels of silicic

acid. But there are several gels in which there is no evi<ieiice

in favour o^ tho existence of crystalline structure, although
a tendency towards such a structure is probably indicated.

Hardy 13C concludes, ‘The process of gelation has many points
of resemblance to crystallization but the masses w hich have all

the appearance of crystals are not crystals*.

The lenticular form of bubbles generated during gdation
indicate that there exists a force in gels w hich tends to orientate

the threads. In this process the\' cause further contraction
and thereby atfi‘ct the squeezing out of the fluid through
tlie capillari(‘s. This is inanifest(id as syneresis. During tho
(k‘hydration of gels also the fluid is removed through the
capillari(\s wdiich shrink in size and get filled up with air in wxil-

drit^d g(is. Syneiesis and dehydration seem to be related to
each otlier, probably on account of tho nature of capilla-ries, as
both of tliom have been found to bo minimum in the ease of
silicic acid gels nciir the neutral point. When the dried silicic

acid gels are moistened with w^ater, the swelling of the outer w'alls

of the gels causes a sti’ain which makes tlie gels crumbk^ violently

into pieces. This pheriumenon was first observed by Bhatnagar
and Miithur and is d(*scribed by Ostw^ald in Kolloid Zeitschrift as
Bbatnagar*]Vbitbur Efiec^t wldeh has Ix^eii studied systeiniili-

cally aA the Ijaliore Laboratories.

Diffusion tlirough gels also takes place through iho fluid

wliicb tills these capillaries. TJiey are wide in dilute gels and
lienee the rate of diffusion in them is the same as in t free dis-

persion medium. But the increases in the concern rat ion of t he
gel narrow^s dowm the capillaries and bencc' diminisb(^s Uuj
amount of the fluid in them and thereby dec* cases the quantity
of the substance diffusing in.

The size of the pores determined from tho deb y< I ra i son data
in the case of variously dried silica gels has been fonn' i to vary
between 2-75/x/x and 1 ‘376/1^ between the two opacit}' points.
Friedman and co-workers found from the diffusion data, t luxt the
radii of the pores in different gels vary from Im/A to 5m/i. These
data confirm Pauli’s suggestion that the gels are ultra*porou8.
Tlie average value of the interval between tw^o threads has been)
found by Kraemer i*® to be of the order of 100 millimicrons*
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Subba Rao has put forward a concept that the
capillaries in the porous gels are in the form of cavities with
•constricted ends. This concept offers not only a satisfactory

explanation for the existence of the hysteresis loop but also

explains the phenomena of the scanning and the drift of the loop.

The disappearance of the loop on progressive sorption and
desorption in elastic gels, such as those of rice and dhal, is

explained on the consideration that the cavities swell on the
imbibition of water, become elastic and hence lose their power of
entrapping water.

The length and number of the fibrils in a gel are responsible

for its plasticity. Poole has developed a mathematical theory
for the behaviour, under stress, of a structure composed of a mesh
of cylindrical threads and found that the experimental elasticity-

temperature-concentration relations for gelatin and cellulose

acetate gels are in qualitative and approximately quantitative

agreement with the theory. The time factor or ‘creep’ is

mainly due to the reversible flow of the liquid phase in the
interstices of the solid phase.

The fluid contained in gels is probably a solution of the
gel-forming substance in the dispersion medium. Some of it

is associated with the micelles and the rest is contained in tlie

interstices of the fibrils. Those have been considered as ‘fixed’

and ‘ free ’ fluids It is the free or interstitial fluid whicli comes
off first during desorption of gels. The rigidity of gels has been
shown to depend upon the relative amounts of the free and fixed

fluid contained in them.
Freundlich, Ostwald, Hauser and Kustler consider that

in thixotropic gels the water molecules are orientated and form
thick rigid envelopes round the particles of the gel. Theses

lyospheres are destroyed by shaking and reformed on illlowing

the gel to stand. But Russel and Rideal have collected

evidence in favour of the view that the ultimate particles of

the thixotropic gel-forming material are anisotropic or anisometric

or both and the charge and the adsorbed water molecules are

unequally distributed. According to them the structure of
thixotropic gels is made up of these entities which are regularly

orientated and the mechanical stress only destroys this

orientation

.

The anisometric nature of the micelles has been indicated

in sols of cellulose derivatives by X-ray methods. Subba
Ramaiah ^7 has also found from his optical method that the

micelles in the rapidly setting silicic acid gels possess a spherical

asymmetry and the spherical symmetry of the micelles in the

slow sotting systems decreases duo to an orientation subsequent
to the setting. Freundlich also states that it is undeniable that

the particles in many thixotropic systems are non-sphorical.

It would appear from this survey that the fibrillar theory is

in harmony with most of the characteristic properties and varied
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phenomena shown by gels. It explains satisfactorily the

elasticity, viscosity, syneresis, swelling, dehydration and
hysteresis, diffusion and optical and ultra-microscopic

phenomena. This theory has the adherence of most of the

workers on the subject of gels, although it cannot be assumed
prima facie that all ^ols have the same architecture.
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PALAE0GE0GUAP]1ICAL REVOLUTIONS IN THE INDO-
BURMESE RE(HON AND NEIGHBOURmO LANDS.

{VINDPYAN TO DEVONIAN)

INTRODUCTION.

I deeply ajipieeiate the honour you have done me in

electing me to presidf; at the Gtxilogy Section of the Indian

S cien( -e Congriiss

.

We meet to-day a1 a. critical junctui't' in the world’s history :

under tlie shadow of a great war and at a period of strife and
n^stlessness. It is therefore, perhaps, in the fitness of things

that I should select th<; title l^daeogeographical Revolutions as

the subject of in}' address. Such far-n^aching changes are nob

merely the heritage of social or political sj^stems, but are also

inherent in our geological systiuns, in our great continents and
the restless oceans.

THE CHANGING FACE OF THE EARTH.

The (^arth jmlsates with life. Tlu^ ome lolly snow clad

mountain ranges, like the Vindhyans, have Ix'im knilknl and
humbled by the inijiact of wi'athering agents. The I\)les ha\e

v\ andered far and wide through geological ages and i h(T(‘ is rea-'^on

to b(‘lieve that during th(^ early Omdwana iti-riod the Soutii

polo was situated in the middk^ of the Indi:ui Ocean, whii<^ the

North pole lay n(‘ar Tulterango Mexico. i On the comc ei y the

great ice-bound polar regions sujiportcd a warm i

( coral

fauna during the Palaeozoic and a warm sun bla/'»m t! upon a

luxuriant tropical vegetation during the Mi'sozoi (Ma. This is

not all. Even the great (continents having pla\od th(u‘r part in

the earth’s equilibrium foundiu* and disint(‘grat(' .
th(c seas become

1 Koken, Pk Tnriischoa Penn und die }k*rmiH(*lR) lOiszeit. Neuea

Jharb. fiir. Mineral. F^sthaiid, pp. 446-.54I>. 19()7.

f 121 ^
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sedimented by the passage of time : the face of the earth changes.

The result of these phenomena is a redistribution of land and
sea, of plant and animal life leading, in short, to Geological and
Oeographical revolutions. It is about these changes that I

propose to speak to-day.

THE BASIS OF PALAEOGEOORAPHIC RESTORATION.

Before considering the Vindhyan landscape, Avith whi(;h I

propose to commence, let us for a while examine the basis

upon whi(‘h the restorations of ancient geographies are founded.

The only basis of exact correlation is the occurrence of identical

species ofanimal or plant fossils in strata of marine or continental

origin as the case may be. Our conclusions are true and exact

in the measure in which our observations and identifications

are acicurate. So muc h so that when data are reliable it is possible

to institute (ixact (orrelations in strata separated by hundreds
and even thousands of miles, and avc are enabled then to deter-

mine the extent of inter-marine communications. Few more
remarkabk^ instances of this type coidd be cited than that of the

Middle Devonian (Eifelian) faunas of the Shan States and
Germany which, though separated by several thousand miles,

are si)ecifically identical and are a clear indication of a free

marine connection between Southern Asia and Northern Europe.

^

But the task is not (piite so simple and many difficulties

beset the invt^stigator in this field. There are many anomalies

which are difficult to explain. The n^ason perha])s is that the

most obvious (explanations an* not always the most reliable. For
example, when(n"(*r the marim^ faunas in two n*gions, even in

close juxtaj)ositiori, are unaffined, our first instinct is to inttw-

polate a land barri(>r, as avc have doiK^ in the case ofthe Gretaceous

Seas of ( Vntral and W(*st(Tn India (Bagh Sea) on the one hand
and S()uth(*rn India (Trichinopoly Sea) on the other. Btderring

to the accepted r*ontrast b(*tween the Bagh and Tricliinopoly

Cretaceous beds Wadia ^ observes that they differ

‘As widely as it is possible for two formations of the same ago
to differ

’

and that this (*ontrast

‘ Denotos isoln.tion of the two stnis in which tliey were de))osited

by an intervening land barrier of gr('a.t width, which ]>rovent(Hl the
inter-sea migrations of the animals inhabiting the two seas’.

Recent identifications of ccTtain Bagh fossils, however, tend to

show that this land barrier was probably not so eftective

and must hav(? broken down during periods of marine trans-

1 La Touche, T. H. D. tloologv of the Northern Shan States, Mem.
Oeol. Svrv. Jnd., Vol. XXXIX, Pt. II, p. 2:i9, 1913.

Wadia, D. N. Geology c)f India, p. 207, 1939.
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gression foi* among the Bagh fauna occur Frotocardium pondi-

cherriense D’Orb., Cardium (Trachycardivm) incomptnm Sow.,

MarwcAillisia sculpturata (Jtolieyka) and Turritella (Zaric)

multiMriata

,

which are ( hai aeteristie of the Upper Cretaceous of

Southern India. A Nautilus

—

N. lahechti D’Archiac et Haime

—

from the heaiirnonti beds of Sind appears, according to

Blanfbrd,! ‘Iridi^’tinguishablo from A^. bouchardianKS found in the

upper Cretaceous Arialur beds of Pondicherry Our idea of the

Cretaceous ])ala(‘ogeogiaphy of India therefore needs modifica-

tion, though perhaps only in d^^ail.

Diffcu'cnces between r-he faunas (or floras) of two regions

need not necf^ssaril^r indicate a land (or sea) barrier. Variation

in the physical conditions sinh as temperature, depth, r(‘lative

salinity, direction or st-rcmgth of ocean currents of int(‘i'-

cornmunicating mariiu* re gions may be just as tdfectivi^ barriers

to th(^ migration of marine faunas as land bari-iers. But our

knowledge has not y<^t reach(‘d a stage wdum th(‘ (dfects of thes(‘ ai‘(^

readily traceable in fossil faunas, though th<^ 0('(‘urrcnc(^ of ancient

coral reefs indi(‘ating known condit ions of dc]>t h and trunpera-

ture, of stuntr d marine faunas often indicating excess of salinity,

of th(‘ })r(^scn(‘e of bor’eal elemmits (mod(*rn r(‘]>rescntativ('s of

which inhabit, the ('old waters) of xcwopliytic ])lant types like

tin* Lower Cretac(‘Ous specie's Wf^ichsclia rrflcuhtfa'^ indicating

proximity of arid ( (Uiditions, are often instructive and int(^r('sting.

Similarly differenc(‘S in tln^ rrdative h(*ights of iK'ighbouring

rc'gions may effectively bar the int(*rmiugling of floras and if

tliese dihm’iiees arc coiisith'rabhe as in the case of higli mountain
rang(‘s, sharply defined floral zoiu's may r<\sult witliout tlu^

interpolation of actual jdiysir^al barriers.

In a (crtain m(\*snr(‘. the imnuxliatr^ environm(*nt must
always l(‘ave a mark(*d hxal impr(*ss upon faunas and floras,

but certain \vid(\s])r(*ad or ('osmo]K)litaii tvp(%s srmu'tinu'S WTav(‘

a thr’ead of uniformity through th(^ otherwise dilfering life-

proviru (‘s, thmigli th(‘se may be suggesthut only of remote connecs

tions, ft is the more characteristie and verti('ally confimm

tv’pes that are th(^ more us(‘ful for palaeogeograjtide r(\storat ion.

Thus th(‘ Low (t Devonian fauna (H(‘rcynian fn u*k) chara( icr-

iz(Hl by Tentacnliies eFqons,^ llie Middles Devonian l.uma

cliaraeterized by Calceol/i sandalina and its aussoeiad s, the

Upper Devonian fauna with Spirifer verve (hli give us c)e to tlio

inUrcommunicaticn of tlu^ seas during tbose times. Dir genera

1 Blanford, W. T. tU'ologv of Wcstorn Sind. Mem. (U.ol. Svrv.

//((/., \V)1. XVIJ, l»t. 1, p. .3f}, 1878.

2 Sahni, B. Tlio oroiirrenoc' of Mnfotdclrmn and Wcirhsclia in India.

Kec. Oeol. Surv. IncL, Vol. 71, Pt. 2, p. lofJ, B13G. Soo also (lothan, W.
Jahrh, Pren^is Oeol. L(zn<lrmtisty 43, pp. 772-777, 1921.

8 The question of the age of this Hercynian fauna in the Shan States

will be discussed in detail later.
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Olossopteris and Gigantopteris^ both widespread forms give the

extent of the continents during Permian times. Particular

importance therefore attaches to forms that are widespread yet

confined to certain regions and horizons.

There is another very important factor which has probably
been overlooked much oftener than we realize. I incline to

the view that the supposed elfoctive barriers which have been
presaged in some cases whore faunal differences are manifest

are probably hypothetical. Such differences may he due to the fact

that we are not dealing with strictly contemporaneous faunas, but

with faunas of varying ages within the same geological system. We
may oven be dealing with faunas that are insufficiently known
or indifferently preserved so that the extent of affinities with
other faunas may be exaggerated or minimized because of

incomplete determination

.

Thus it is often stated that while the Ordovician fauna of

the Northern Shan States bears a striking relationshij) to the

North European fauna, the Himalayan fauna ap])ears to be

affined to the American Ordovician fauna and theiefore it is

argued that an effective barrier separated theses regions. But
in my opinion this explanation is unsatisfactory, and the

differences between the j)oorly presiu’ved Himalayan faunas

and the Shan Ordovician faunas are probably duo to lack of

absolute contemporaneity rather than to imaginary barriers.

However, this problem will bo furtlier considered later imder
the Ordovician section. Likewise the greater affinity of the
Cambrian faimas of Iran with the far Indo-C-hinosc^ rather than

1 The Gi(/nnfopleriM and Olossopteris floras although now in close

juxtaposition are quite distinctive. It has been claimed that their

present position is the result ofdrifting towards each ether of the continents
supporting these floras (Wegner’s hypothesis of continental drifts). This
explanation however does not seem altogether satisfactory, for if the sea
seimrating them was a narrow one then a fair intermixturo would be
inevitable, which is not the case. If, on the other hand, a wide geosyucline
separated the continents then their drift towards each other would lead
to puckering uy^ of the geosynclinal sediments and a mountain range
would result. The Eastern Assam and Arakan regions would at first sight

appear to supply the requisite mountain range. But surprisingly enough
the Eastern Assam and Arakan ranges which practically form the
bomidary between the Olossopteris and Oigantopteris floras do not contain
any Permian or yire-Permian marine sediments ; at least such are not
exposed on the surface and we may perhaps conclude that there was
no wide marine barrier between these palaeobotanical life -provinces. A
more satisfactory hypothesis therefore apjjoars to be that these floras

lay in different contiguous climatic zones, which explains both the
juxtaposition and distinctiveness of these floras. The palaeobotanical
data, according to my brother Prof. B. Sahni, clearly indicate that
the climatic differences between the two provinces are well marked,
that the Oigantopteris flora is a warm climate flora and that the
Olossopteris flora is a temperate flora, starting originally as a cold
temperate flora. (See B. Sahni, Joum. Ind. Bot. Soc., Vol. XV, No. 5,

pp. 322-323, 1936, and E. Norin, Geol. Foren Stockholm Forh Bd. 46,
Heft. 1-2, 1924.)
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with those of the S^ilt flange which Hj in th- same pathway of

migration, is in oiir opinion due not to any impassable land

barrier but to difference ii^ the relative ages of the Qimbrian
faunas of the first and last rained regions.

Sudden biusbs of migration and the appjirent mingling of

faunas of different ages often present baffling problems. One
cannot cite a more striking instance than that of the Zobingyi

fauna of the Shan S^atesd in which are co-nfingled species of
Monogro'pivs, so typica,! of the Sihniin, and TentacuUtes eleganSy

equally characteristic of the Hcreynian (Lowin’ Devonian) facies

of Southern Europe. Tire q^'estion tneii facias us, what is the

age of the Zebingyi beds—Siluri ri or Devonian ? for* upon our

reply will diqrerd our (*oiiecption (d‘ the distribution of seas

dui’ing those periods. I shall endisivour to answer this question

later.

Often there is wid(' divergence of opinion in the interpi’etat ion

of evidence winch may affect problmns of palaeogoogi’aphic

restoration. Thus the Nainyau strata of thi‘ 81ian States are

relegated to the Trias by Fi'ommagei^ and others \v'()rking in

Indo-Clrina, whih) I consider their .lui'assic age uninqH^acha-ble.^

Of recent disco vibrios in Burma whicii affect thi^ probk in

in hand reforoneo must be made to the important find by Ciegg ^

of certain foraniiniferai sediments in the Second Defile of tlu>i

Jrraw^addy rivei'. TIkj ( 'retaceous ago of tlies(^ sediments was
proved by my idont ifieation of the genus Orhitolina. Apparently

a single species, OrhitnUna hinnanica Sahni, is r(‘prosentod. ^

Reference may also be made to recent finds, during my surveys

of the Shan States, of a-mmonito bearing Lower Triassic strata ^

(Na Hkyam beds) in the Northern Shan Slates as well as of

Middle Devonian rocks ® (Mivso beds) in the Southern Slum States.

The Na Hkyam beds - onstitute tlio only known record of tlie

Low(U‘ Trias in Burrvui, while no other Midille Devonian rocks

are known from the Southern Shan Staho.s.

But since some at least of these discoveries refi^r to the

Mesozoic;, wx; are not directly concerned with them here.

Wo may now revert to a consideration of the Vindhyan.

1 La Touche, 'V. H. J). Loc. oil., pp. Kfl-lTO, LH.’l

“ Frommaget, T. Bull Sfrv. UeoL Itulodiine, V< XVTIl, Ksu-ic.

pp. ]Vh20, .‘50, 1929.
3 .Sahni, M. K. liec. Oeol. Burr. Jud.^ Vol. 71, Ft. 2, pp. 21 ; *2,‘5(.).

^ Clegg, E. L. G. Rac. Oeol. Burv. Ind.y V' i. 72, pt. 4, 19 ;.

^ Sahni, M. R. Rc.c. Oeol. Burr. Jud.y Vo(. 71.

® I provisionally assigned the topmost Barremian ag ins species

on account of its close relationship with Orbilolintt. fibelicu < ' *tt < ; . Further
comparisons appear to indicate much similarity with () -ioutuiu v. Fritsch

and O, troeJms v. Fritsch, of the Cenomanian. Tl>« possihility of the

Burma orhitoUnes being Cenomanian cannot thereJorr be ontirc'ly over-

looked.
Sahni, M. R. Froc. 'I'wtnty-fijth Jndian Bcienct (Umyressy Part

III, p. 114, 1938.
8 Jhid.y pp, 114-110, 1938.
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VINDHYAN PANORAMA.

It would perhaps be futile in the present stage of our
knowledge to discuss the conditions of deposition of the pre-

Vindhyan strata, for here we are much within the domain of
speculation. I propose therefore to commence with the probable

distribution of land and sea in Southern Asia during the Vindhyan
period which coincides with the first flush of life on the earth,

over 500 million years ago. Here too, I am afraid, we are on
no certain ground, for wo catch but stray glimpses of this ancient

panorama, and the effort at restoration is like that of a painter

endeavouring to restore a terribly mutilated old master. Still

a clue here and there may be deciphered, or ancient landmarks,
unmasked by the removal of the overlying mantle of rocks, fitted

together like a jigsaw puzzle in restoring ancient geographies.

DISTRIBUTION, CORRELATION AND CONDITIONS OF DEPOSITION
OE VINDHYAN SEDIMENTS.

The belt of Vindliyan sediments constitutes the highlands of

Centra, 1 India and extends from the Vindliyachal mountains in

the west to Behar in the east. North of this belt extends the

vast Indo-Gangetic plain—a trough of goologiwilly recent origin,

now filled up by masses of alluvium biought down by the Indo-

Gangetic dra,inagc system. The Deccan plateau forms the

southern limit of these sediments.

Lithologically the Vindhyans of Central India are

characterized by the developimmt of highly coloured sandstones

with a ])revailing red or pur})le colour, by int(vrca,lations of gypsum
indicating in general conditions of aridity or semi-aridity.

Limestones occru in the lower part of the succession clearly

indicating marine conditions.

It is a remarkable circumstance that the Cambrian strata

of the Salt Range contain, in the lower pai’t of the sequence, beds

which betray a striking lithological similarity to those of the

Vindhya,ns of Ccuitral India. There can be little doubt tha,t

these strata wei’e depositc^d under* id(Uitica,l conditions except

that aridity was perhaps more marked in the Salt llange region

than in the Vindhyan.^
The recent discoveries of Cambrian strata in Iran (Hoi*muz

Scu'ies) and their striking lithological similar ity with those of the

Salt Range is likewise strongly suggestive of the extension of

similar arid conditions westwards. Fox 2 lays stress upon this

view when in reference to the Salt Range he says

1 Autten refers to the j^roblems of Vindhyan climates and correlation
(with the Cambrians) in a brief abstract {Internat. XVII OeoL Congress y

Abstracts, p. 216, 1937). The full paper of which I had the privilege

of seeing the MS. will, it is hoped, bo published shortly.
2 Fox, C. S. Progress Report for 1928.
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‘ I would delBnitelj" connect tliees Vindhyan strata with those of
the Purjab Salt Range. My experience in this region is in agree-
ment with such a connection. The beds of the Salt Range, i.e. the
Cambrian strata from the S. It p8eudomorj>li beds down to the purple^

sandstone, and in my opin'on, the saline series below, represt^nt

deposits of an arid regirm in a shallow sea. The same is in gem^ral
true of the upper Vindhyans

In an interesting and important paper published in 1928
Fox expressed himself even more emphatically when in refei'ence

to tile Salt Range Cambrian succession he said ^

‘All the deposits in this s’lccossion aro suggestive of marine
deposits in hot de sert regi jns and thus have geographical re-

lationship

Auden - from his expericuicii of V^indhyan sedimi'iitaiion in

the Son \ alley coiK urs in this view. And 1 t hink tliere can be
no question about lh(‘ occurrence of identical physical conditions

in those r(\gions during tlu^ periods named. Jhit the onioial

point W'c^ Invvo to d(‘oide at the moiiKud is, are the Irajiian

Hormuz Series, the Salt Range Cambiuaiis a-nd the Vindhyan
strata conti^mpora.m^ous ?

Now tli(^ only basis of t^xa.od eorndation is tlie prc^simoc^ of

identical s])ooies of animal or plant fossils. In the N'indhya-ns

of Central India, the only fossil remains are oironhir, ])Ossibly

(originally) lens sliajH'd discs foiuid by Jones ^ in lOOcS, in some
blaiik sliales lu'ivr Nk^emueh. Theses orga,nic remains have
creat(‘d a storm of (^ontrove I’sy. Joints himself tliougl it them to

ropresc'nt OboMla or ( huarla circularis, deserilied by Walcot t

fi om t he pre-Cambrian rocks of Arizona, oi' jiossibly the operculum
of ilyolit/iellus. Wahxitt and Rc^sser ^ of the Smitlisonian

Institution, Washington, n^gard t]i(‘ni as prirnitiv’^c^ braeldojiods

relatcal to Acroiltele. f'ha.]>maii wlio made a (hdaiJiid study

of tlicsi^ fo.ssils tliinks they an^ ‘]>ossibly Atrxuiiatoiis and
Neotnmaitous l)ra(;liio})ods ’ of early (a-mbrian or pre-Cambrian

age, and eri^a,t(Kl llie g(^;iera Fennoria and Protobolella for their

rec(q:)ti()n. llowtdH however casts doubts on these? vievAs and
is men? in favoui- of tlieir ])lant origin. I re-exaiuiiu‘d ^ Cha.pman’s

types and othen* material and camt? to the? conclusion iliat tla^si*

fossils did not possc?ss any characteis which recalled iirimitlve

7 (J. S. A r(;utribiition to the GeoI'»gy of the J’ip /;!> Salt

Harm.'. lice. OcoL .Srrr. Ind, WA. l.XI, Pt. 3, p. 173, 19L>U.

^ Auden, d. 15. Vindlivan Se*dimentatioii in the fSon oi. . Mem,
aeol. Surv. IrxL, Vul. LXll,‘]‘t. 2, p. 223, 1933.

3 Jones, H. C. l^ec. (ieol. Surv. Ind,^ Vol. XXXVll!. p *'9, 1909.

4 General Rej^ort. llec. Geol. Surv. Ind.^ Vi>l. LX, jn I H, 1927.

^ Chapinari, F. liec. (Heol. Surv. lud.y Vul. LXIX, Pt. i, p}>. 109-120^

1935.
« General Report. Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind.y Vol. LXl, pp. 21-22, 1929.

7 Sahni, M. R. Rec. Geol. Surv. hid.y Vol. LXIX, Pt. 4, pp. 458-468,

1935.
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brachiopods. I considered their affinities uncertain and therefore

proposed the family Fermoriidae for them: one specimen—the

only one which looked like one of the Atremata—was renamed
Vindhyanella,

Dr. Howell in a personal communication to me has expressed

accord with my views and considers the Vindhyan forms related

to some similar remains discovered in the United States, in rocks of

?pre-Cambrian age. Although indefinite comparisons have been
suggested with early Cambrian forms none of those organic

remains from the Vindliyans are related to the fossils from the

known fossil horizon in the Cambrian of the Salt Range or Iran.

In the absence of fossil evidence it is imj)ossible to suggest

any precise correlation of the Vindliyans of Central India

with the Salt Range Cambrian succession or the Hormuz Series

of Iran. There is indeed no consensus of opinion whether the

Cambrian strata in the Salt Range are of Lower or Middle
Cambrian ago, though evidence is now veering towards the

latter view. And the supposed Lower Cambrian age of the

Iranian (Hormuz) strata is now definitely proved to be Middle
and Upper Cambrian. It would appear that the correlation of

the Vindl)yans with the Salt Range and Hormuz Series was
tempted by the supposed Lower Cambrian age of these strata

and their marked lithological similarity supported possibly in

some measure by the supposed primitive brachiopod affinities of

tlie Vindhyan fossils. But since the only known Vindhyan
fossils have been shown not to be brachiopods of Lower Cambrian
affinitk^s or not even brachiopods at all, I think a correlation

between the Vindhyan and Cambrian strata seems unjustifiable

though one may certainly concede that the physical conditions

remained unchanged from tlie Vindhyan to Cambrian times.

Moreover, since the Vindhyans are so little metamorphosed, the

absence of other fossils such as tribolites or ptcropods seems
difficult to explain, (ispecially when the conditions of deposition

were identical, at least in part. It is in my opinion unlikely

that if the Vindliyan, the Salt Range and Iranian strata belonged
to the same province of sedimentation, the one would be so

bereft of life while the others teemed with it.

SOUTHERN AND EASTERN ASIA.

Let US now examine the conditions prevalent further east,

in the central and eastern Himalaya, in Burma and China.

Our ideas concerning the Vindhyans of the Himalayan region

have imdergone much change since Vredenburg ^ suggested that

‘ amongst the mountains of Northern India, the Vindhyans are
represented by the Deoban Series near Chakrata, the B^rol Series and

1 Vredenburg, E. W, Goology of India, p. 34, 1910.
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Infra-Kxol of the Simla area, the Haimanta of the Northern Hima-
laya, tho Attock Series jf the Punjab, and a portion of the Panjai

System in Kashmir.
' Of those extra peninsu^ j occurrences, the Attock Series corres

ponds more particularly witit the Lower Viiidhyan, the Elrol Series

more particularly with the Upp<^r Vindliyans. The Haimanta pro-

bably includes both.*

The fossil fra."m( Ills of tlio gonus ? Chonetes found, according

tc Das-Gupta and \ rodonbiirgd in the Krols near Solon (Simla

HilLs) app'^ar io indicate that they an^ much younger than
Vindhyan straLi and ar<^ probably of about Permian age.

Auden 2 disagrc^es with this flontification completely (as did

Hayden earlier) and c‘ven suggests that t.he supposed Chonetes

from tho supposed Knds is in fact an Oyster from the Subbathu
series ! T liave not) sec^n this Chonetes and am therefore unable

to express an in<l( p(‘Vi(lent opinion on this identification, but in

regard to ^h(‘ fiel<l rdations of th(^ IkmIs umh'r consideration, I

am sure, niy eolleaguc.’s (ihservations can b (mtiicdy ndied upon.
Howev(^r, tfi(‘ main fact from my viewpoint is that at all iwents

th(‘ Krols an^ post-Viudhyan, a view already expressinl by
Pilgrim and West‘s in 1928.

Wc^ ar(‘ tlioii !(d’t with tho unfossiliferous sedhiuMits variously

grouped und(‘i‘ tlu^ names Paxa, Jaunsar, Attock and Simla
slates. Are th(‘s(‘ to b(» corndatcal with the youngc^st- of tla^

Parana. scMliiiKaits, namely, tlu^ Viiidhyans? Ai’e tlu^y evtm to

e.oiTelated amongst thmnsolvos ? There is at ])resiuit no
satisfactory r('f)ly to tliese queries, but their eorrela-tion with

sonui part of tli(‘ Vindliyans appears at Iea,st a pla,usibl(y evoJi

tliougli si)eeula.tive liy})Ot bests. If we accept this corredat ion we
may visualizi^ the (^xtcuision of a nortlaa’ii Vindhyan sea over
(virtain parts of the lessor Himahiyas. This sea, probably did not
rxUaid much further nordi, for Tilxd was then probably a land
<»,rea-. In this eoiuK’ction it may b{^ uuaitioned that the ag(^ of
the Ralam seritis doubtfully assigned by Ihum and Gansser ^ to

th(‘ basal Gambrian is not pnicisedy known and tlierefore no
correlation with the above-named formations can b(‘ suggested
at this stages

We jnay now eonsidew the eornda,tion of tfu^ If^wer part, oi

tlu^ Haimanta systemi wiih th(‘ Vindliyans. ihis sysLm
includes :

—

Foss i lifeuoms slates with Olenvs 1,000 ft. 1 hwl'

.

Slaters and qiuirtrites without fossils 300^00 Si ’ hick.

* Daa-Gupta, H. C. and Vredenburg, E. W. Jovr. yl.v. so iianqai,

\ys. Vol. XIV, p. clxxxv, 1018.
- x\uden, J. B. Rec. GeoL Surv. Jnd., Vol. LXV, p. oSO. 1032.

Pilgrim, G. and West, W. D. Merti. OeoL . I ml,. Vol. Llil.
p. 3, 1928.

^ Heim, A. and Gansser, A. Central Himalaya. Geological Obwerva-
lioris of the Swiss Expedition. JJcnkschr. Schweiz. Naturforsch , GenelUch

,

Hd. LXXin, Abh. I, p. 202, 1936.

9
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The Upper division can bo correlated with the Olenus zone
of the European or American Cambrian and the correlation of the
Lower division with the upper part of the Puianas, i.e. the
Vindhyans seems most likely. However Burrard, Hayden ^ and
Heron observe that

‘ thij rolatioiis of tlio Haiiiiantas to the Puraiia rocks of the
Himalayan zone have not yot boon worked out and it is not known
definitely whetlier there is a gradual and conformable passage from
th(3 one into the other or wla^ther the lower beds of the Haiinantaa
are contemporaneous with the upper strata of tlu^ Puranas nor is it

possible to say at what period the Himalayan zone of the Purauas
first became a land-surface *.

The correlation above suggested, however, appears to possess

iin air of justifiable speculation. But if admissible the absence
of limestones in the Haimantas which are compose^d mostly of
detrital deposits and

‘ thc^ al)S(aice of any post-Purana beds among the rocks t>f the
Himalayan zone suggests that the prescait southern boundary of the
Haiinanta de]K)sits marks approximately an original limit of deposi-
tion and consequently the southern shore of the sea in which the
Haimantas wore laid down’

the southern shore in fact of the northern Vindhyan sea.

The correlation of the Shillong series of Assam, the Cliaung

Magyi series of Burma and the Sinian series of China with some
part of th(^ Purana system has sometimes been suggested.

According to Crabau^ the VTndhyan stT'ata ai'o undoubtedly
referable to tlu^ Sinian system. Grabau further considers the

Vindhyan system to be entirely of continental origin, which we
now know is certainly not the case and 1 am of opinion that his re-

ference of the whole of the Sinian system to contij)enta,l deposits

will probably bo negatived by further evidence. We further know
that limestones occur in the Chaung Magyi sorites in certain

parts of the Shan States mapped by Hobson, 4 tliougli no lime-

stones wt>re noticed in tlie area maj)ped earliei* by La. Touche
and latei- by myself.® The vast thickness of the Chaung Magyis
is })robahly of marine origin and their (jorrolation with the

up})er part of the Purana. system, i.e., with the Vindhyans
instead of with t he still older Dhaiwars as a.dvocated by Holland

1 Jbirrard, S., Hayden, H. H. and Heron, A. M. A sketch of the
geology and geography of the Himalaya mountains and Tibet. Pt. IV,

p. 335, 1034.
2 Jbld., pp. 334-335. 1034.
3 Grabau, A. W. Stratigraphy of China, Palaeoz(uc supplement,

p. 423, 1023-24.
^ Hobson, G. V. General Roi>ort for 1028.
6 La Toucdie, T. H. V. Mem. Qeol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XXXIX, p. 47,

1013.
6 Sahni, M. R, General Reports for 1929-1933.

9B
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or with tho Cuddapahs as suggested by La Touolie, seems

plausible.

The extonsion of Sinij u strata into Manchuria via thr

provinces of Sliensi and Shantung indicates (lie eastward extent

of the \uudhyan sea. Tl^e presence of the Nankou tillitc in

China shows that while glacial conditions ]‘rovailed for a time
near the eastern end of the \"indliyan goosyneliiu^ arid conditions

held sway far to lh(‘ west. Loc.iilly, however, hi t]u» region

of ^Shensi e nd Honan where n*d siinds.onos occur, arid conditions

prevailed. The cause of this a(;cording to Grah'a u ^ appears to

liave been

* tho lieiglit of the bounding niuge.s of inourituiiiH which supplied
the sediiueutH and tlio fact that tliey iutorcejjteil tlu^ moisture-
bearing winds fi\mi th<» soath-oast. If this was tho case, the holt

of east(»r]y winds must mive Imhjh sliifted furth(>r nortliwards at

that time, than the ]>osition vvhich it new holds’.

We now titieni]»t to present a luore or less eoiineetod

picture of tlio Viiulbyan jianoraiua. If it Is said Unit much of

it is based u])on speculative liypothesis, oiu^ can only cmphtisizi^

its inevitability considerhig ti e jiaucity of evidenetn

Tho Vindhyan sedinumts in the Central indiaai region

indicaU^ a, st^a. extending from the Vindhyan luountains in tht^

west to as far as Behar in the east and this 1 jiropose to call th(^

hScuitli Viiidhyaai seah The marked overltip of the st^diments

northwards indicates tlu^ approach of land and the Indo-Gangetie
alluvial region w^as probably then a land area. That life had
already dawiKul is shown not only by the presence of such
genera as Fermoria or Vindhyanella but also by the presoncjo of
glauconite which, according to various authors is a sure sign

of organic existence. During this jieriod arid (aiiiditions

j)revailed.

No rocks whi<;h can be eorixdated with Vindhyans havi^

been found in liaai and the intervening region a.s far east as tlie

vSalt Haiig(‘, except the Kalu series of Afghanistan wdiieh,

according to Hayden recall tlie Haimantas. One (;a,n only
suggest the piobabli^ occurrence of Vindhyan strata in tjiis area,

in this w(‘sf(‘rn rc^gion Hum wo can only spocoiate upoci

the occurr(‘nC(^ of marine, conditions, but in reya-rd to tie u

continuation eastward along tlu? Himalayan region, threugb
Assam, Burma, the jirovinces of Shensi, Shantung and Mais'. niuia

in China, wt^ are poihaps on a more sure footing, and v( ntay
grant tia* (existence of an ancient geosynelirie har^* Miring a
noiHuTn m^a in Vindhyan times. But in the pii senf stage
of our knowledge wdio would attempt to define muni precisely

1 Grabau, A. W. Loc. cit., p. 15, 1923*24.
2 Hayden, H. H. Geology of Northern Afghanistan. Afem, (JeoL

Surv. Jnd., Vol. XXXIX, Ft. 1, p. 23, 1913.
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the boundaries of this northern sea and its probable connections

with the South Vindhyan sea of the Central Indian region ?

CAMBRIAN PALAEOGEOGRAPHY.

EXTENSION OF THE CAMBRIAN SEA TO WESTERN ASIA.

Recent work has necessitated far-reaching changes in our
conception of the Cambrian palaeogeography of Asia which I

would now like to bring to your notice. It was at one time be-

lieved that the genus BedMchia was conflnod to eastern Asia and
that it did not occur in any other jiart of the world. It was like-

wisedield that in the Asiatic region, Cambrian strata wore confined

to eastern and southern Asia. Wo now know that Cambrian
strata as \V(>1] as the genus Redhchia, are widely distributed in

westinn Asia having been found at numerous localities in Iran.

The statement that 'our ignoraneo of the existence of any
Cambiian b(^ds in Ptnvsia (Iran), Asia Minor or north-east Africa

pnwoJits any definition of the boundaries of the Pacific province}

in the rogioji to the west of India' ^ thus needs emendation in

important respects. Further evidence might show—indeed

there appear to be indications in that direction—that the barrier

which is believed to have T^fiectually checked the free inter-

migration of the typical European and Asiatic faunas in this

<lirecIion (west of India) during Cambrian times’ was probably

not comjdetely (dlective, as believc^d,^ but permitted slight, very

slight, intermingling far in the west.

The extensive occurreiu^e of thick deposits of Middle and
Upj)ei‘ Cambrian agcis iji Iran has been proved within recent

yc}ars by thc} geologists of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company.’^

Fossilifeious Cambrian strata have similarly been recorded from

as fa,r west a,s the shores of the Dead Sea, Lideed this record

dates as early as 1910 when Blanckenhorn ^ announced the

occurrence of a representative of the genus Ptychoparia ^ in that

region
,
but it appears to have been lost sight of. The occurrence

of represtmtatives of the Middle Cambrian Hormuz Series on the

islands off the pirate coast of Oman and probably also on the

Arabian mainland has similarly been proved. These are impor-

tant discoveries. Of no less significance is the identification of

1 Heed, F, K. C. Rec. OeoL Surv. Ind., Vol. XL, Ft. 1, p. 15, 1910.
^ Ibid., p. 15, 1910.
3 Bockh, H. de, Lees, G. M. and Kiehardsoii, F.D.S. Contribution

to the Stratigraphy and Tectonics of the Iranian ranges {in Gregory, J. W.,
Structure of Asia, 1929).

* Blanckenhorn, M. Zeitschr. Deutsch, Oeol. Gesellsch., Bd. LXII,
pp. 410-13.

^ King, W. B. K., remarks that this form which suggests relationship

with Protolemis may be identical with his Anomocare camphelli {vide

Oeol. Mag.. Vol. LX, p. 514, 1923).
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Paradoxide.^ i^ovn Palcsiini^ by Blaiickenlioni 'A'hieh ovoii suggest >1

some connection of the Middle (^ainbriiin st^a, (wliich wo

no\' Iviiow extended from th<' Rocky Mountain region of

western America across eastern Asia., tlie .Himalaya, Salt Range
and as far west as the l>ead Sea) uitli tlit^ European Middk^

C'ambrian Sea, of Wiii(‘h Paradoxidcs was tht^ dominant- gtmus.

dliis view ^vas indeed suggested as long ago as 1915 by

Eienmann ^ bu^ did not re(^cive sufficient notict^. Jn tliis

connection it may be remarktal tJiat according to King'^ the

species Anomocare camphelli dctcrilKsl by liiin from the Dc^id

Sea region is closely allied to a British form, Anornocarc jdaty-

cephalurn and ]>robably indicates marine int(‘r-communi(‘ation.

While, therefore, it is true that ‘no M(^diteiTan(^a.n or ancestral

tothys is pjoved by palaeontological evidence to have then becm

establislird, and the dissimilarit ies IxdwctMi the ru'arcst Europea.n

fauna and iliat of h-^pii i -indthe Salt Ra.ng(^ are there (bri* m.irluxl’,'^

the occurrcn<‘<‘s just imnilknied ])r()vid(^ addit ional proof of slight

intermingling of tlu' European and Asiatic seas.

W(^ may now consider tlu^ evidence for \]\v (extmision of tln^

(Middle and Uj)})(U‘) (Ja.mbria.ji s(sa.s from Spiti to tlu^ Salt Ra,ng

and beyond into Persia a.nd Pah^stine in gO'atrr <lctail.

TUK SA:.T RANGli. CAlVrLUllAN,

EAST ASTATIC (iN DO-CH TNTCSK) AFFINITIES OF THE IRANIAN
f.AMBlllAN FAUNAS.

The generaliz(Ml (Jambrian succc^ssion in t la^ Sa.lt Range is as

follow^s :

—

Salt ])S(mdomorph sha1(\^’

Magnesian sa.ndst one

Neobohis sliale.s

Piir|)le sandstones

Salt marl

VariegatcMl lla.ggy beds of |)re vail-

ing pur])l(‘ or g?‘e(in colour.

Whitts or grtaai saaidstoiK^s, often

dolomitic.

fd)ssi liferoils gi’i^y or dark shale.s.

Rod or pur])le sandstoiKns.

1jOOH('. rod (xirth or ma,rl with salt

and gypsum.

In an important paper published under tir a,uthors]d| of

Hockh, id<*es and Richardson ^ it is stated tha

* riio salt y)lugs of Porsian Gulf Jin^ hy po' , t arnl-

st(»ot .s, saiifTHtoncs containirig salt ‘ p.s(>talfa»iorf»h^ ’
> : .aady

(lolooiiUis iiiid slmlns coiitaiuiiig Cauihrian

1 Diorifrianrj, W. f'cntralhl. fur Min. Gcol. utul <>iil .. V'ol. X V' J

,

pp. 1915.
2 Kiiip, W. U. R. Orol. \'ol. LX, j). 511. 192.S.

3 Cohbold, E, S. Quart. Jnur. Oral. Soc.y Vol. LXX\'l, pp. IFio |, Ur2e.

Reed, F. K. C. Rec. Oeof. Sun:'. /??</., V5>1. XL, Ft. 1, p. 15, 1910,
Loc. cit., p. S4, 1929.
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The sequence given above, showing the purple sandstone imme-
diately overlying tlie Hormuz salt, corresponds with the salt Range
sncc(‘Ksion ’

Pilgrim’s assignation of the Hormuz Series to the Jurassic i is

of course (mtirely erroneous. The correlation of the Salt

Range and Iranian Cambrian successions may therefore be
considered (\stablishod, but this correlation can only be a

general one for the description of the Iranian and Salt Range
Cambrian t rilobites published ^ in recent years does not indicate

close affinity between them, though it must be admitted that the
number of species recorded is not large. The most noteworthy
j>oint therefore is that the Cambrian faunas of Iran are not related

to tliose of Spiti or even the Salt Range but, on the contrary, as

we sliall ])resently see, they are closely related to East Asiatic,

that is, (^hinesc^ and Indo-Chinese ffiunas. Relationship with
Indo-China is esp(Hially marked by the pTesence of the genus
Jlillmgsella, the Iranian representative of which may be identical

with B. tonkiniana from Indo-China. La(‘k of time prevents me
from giving a detailed analysis of the faunas of these regions, but

iofen?nc*e can b(\ made to the works of Waagen Redlicih,^

Walcott 5 and to the more recent papers by King®.

AFFIISITIES OF TILE CENTRAL HIMALAYAN (UMREIAN FAUNA.

In or(i(‘r to c^oinjilete the picture I may now (consider the

Himalayan (’ambrian. The ovidc^nco so far recorded establishes

west American affinities for the Spiti Cambrian faunauS. Th(^

Spiti s])eci(^s of Anomocare and Ptychoparia a.n^ allied to

American forms, while the prosemn^ of such genera as

Zacanthoides
,

Ori/ctocephalus and Eoajstls in both n^gions is

noteworthy. It is, however, equally I'cmaikable tliat the

Spita Cambrian fauna is less affiiKnl to the nearer ('^hinesc^

than to the Americ^an faunas, though the occun’cnce of the

* Drs. i^bckh, Loes and Richardson, in their paper just ruferred to,

state tliiit the Iranian Cand)rian setpjence (Hornuiz Series) as given
by them does not agree with that given by Pilgrim in his latest Memoir
{Me:})}, (leal. Surv. huh, Vol. XLVIll, Ft. 2, 1935). kSurja-isingly tjnongli

Eilgrim referred the Hormuz Series to the Jurassic apparently on purely
liypothetit al evidence, rather than to the Cambrian, and seems to have
missed tlie fossil evideiKjo completely. We may therefore reasonably
accept tfie Hormuz sneces8it>n as given by the first named authors rather
than Pilgrim’s.

King, U’. H. K. ral. ImL, New Her., Vol. XXII, Mem. No. 5,

1937.
3 Waagen. W. Pal. Ind., vSer. Xlll, Vol. 1, 1887; ibid., Vol. I\’,

J891.
4 Redlieh, K. Pal. Ind., N.S., Vol. I, Alein. No. 1, 1901.
^ Walcott, C. 1). Proc. IVanhinqlon Acad. *S'c., Vol. Vll, pp. 251-256,

1905.
6 King, W. B. H. Hec. (Uol. Sure. Ind., Vol. LXXV, Professional

paper No. 9, p. 40.
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l^inese goiius Shantungia in Spiti (apa.rt from Redlichia) shows

that froo corimiinif‘ation existed betw'oen thest> regions. Tlie

j)re8ence of juany cosmopolitan genera like Agnosina, Microdiscus,

Anoinocare and rtychopario further emj'hasizes tliis connection

though l(‘ss importajiee is usually attached to such types.

Tlu^ occurr(‘uct> of Olenus at Spiti further indicates a northern

conncc‘tion of the Himalayan Cambrian sea with the European
sea^ but ^• ith that wo are not l>ere c.mcerued.

FAUNAL ANOMALIFS ANL T PROBAELE EXPLANATION.

One fact of great importance which thus (‘merges is the

mark(‘(l divergence of th(‘ M. Cambrian faunas of Tran, the Salt

Range and Si)iti. The affiniti(\s of tlie, Iranian Caanbrian faunas

witli the far ('h.inciie and lndo-Chincs(* to tla^ cxclusioii of thos(^

of tlie Salt Rajige and Spiti raise sona^ iniyHTtant questions

concerning tlH‘ rout(‘s of inigra.ti()n of th(^s(‘ fa,unas and their

int(U’-r(‘hitionship. How are wo to r(HH>ncile^ th(‘ divcnging

arffinities of the ('ainbrian faunas (»f these n^gions '( Does this

diverg(‘nc(‘ postulate tlu^ occurrence of ])hysi(‘al ba.rruu’s or i?,

it capable of sonu^ ot h(‘r ex])la.nat ion ( Ta*! us for a. monumt
exainiiu* tin* ])osition.

This (liv(‘igence suggests at first sight fliat tlie route of

iriigration of th(‘ M. CainOrian fauna,s to .lra,n did not li(i across

the Salt Ratige region. Two a,lternativ(^s a.r(^ ])ossiblo. firstly

it may b(‘ suggestcsl that ther(> was an ind(q)end(mt connection

l)(tw(^(‘n thc^ Iranian and Chinese regions. TIhtc^ is how^ever no
evidence of this. Therefore th(‘ solution ])roba.bly lies in the

seciond a.ltcu'iiative that so far a.s thc^ IVI. (ta-mbria-n is (^oneerned,

the ap]»ar(uit discrepanc‘''s betw^c^en thc^ Iranian, S])iti and Salt

Ranges faunas arc* prof)ably due to (iiffbrone(‘S in horizon within

the Cambiian serit\s, rather tlian to absence of direct com-
munication between tlu^sc regions.

Tliis vi(nv is also .suggest('d })y recruit work C a result of
which it has binui (‘stablisbed that tlu^ following siujcf^ssion of

faunas o(*,curs in Iran :•

4. ^SV7?/A:m fauna .. High U. Cambria j-

3, Chuangia fauna, . . Low U. Cambrian.
2. fnmia fauna . . Highest M. C f iubrian.

1. Redlichia fauna . . Basal M. Cambrian.

According to this view' the Salt Ilatige Cambrian cot fv spends
a])j)roximately to horizon I. of M. Camlirian ago when also the

Redlichia horizon of Sj)iti belongs, w'hilc still higbtu’ beds in

the Himalayan Cambrian probably fit into tlie gap Ixdween tlu^

Redlichia and Irania faunas of Iran.

^ Kieg, W. B. H. i*fd. 1 nd.. Xew Ser., Vr)l. XXI 1, Morn. No. 5,

1937 .
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No Upper Cambrian strata have been found in the Salt

Range. It may thus be maintained that in Upper Cambrian
times the sea retreated from the Salt Range while it still persisted

in Iran where the Saukia and Chuangia faunas then flourished,

and probably also in the Central Himalaya whore Glenns occurs

and shows a northern connection with the Upper Cambrian
Glenns sea of Europe. But if a post Middle Cambrian barrier

(in the region of the Salt Range) separated the sea in Iran from
its eastern continuation, we cannot expect to find the Iranian

Upper Cambrian fauna affined to faunas further east of the

Salt Range unless the barrier was of short duration. Such
affinities, however, do exist and suggest commimicaf-ion via the

Himalayan region.

The discoveries of Cambrian trilobites in Kashmir' by the

Yale North India expedit ion and by Wadia ^ appear to lead

in a .I'emarkable manner to this conclusion, for Cowper Reed
has recently described the Upper Cambrian genus Chuangia
from Kashmir 2. It defines the basal Upper Cambrian
horizon in Iran. This genus is thus common to Iran, Kashmir
and Indo-Qiina, and therefore the Kashmir region forms a

definite link between Iran on the one hand and Indo-China
on t he other. Tlie same is true of the Middle Cambrian. From
Hundwara (Yiile expedition collection) Kobayashi*'* has described

a sjK^cif^s of Agvostns which he compares with A, raknrdenses

from Clios(m in China. The form dc^seribed by Reed ^ from Spiti

as Ptychopnria mewor has also bc^en found in Kashmir though
referred by Kobayashi to Anorriocarella, and is compared wit h A7i.

megalnrns Dames, from Tonkin. More important still, the (diarac-

teristi(3 Indo-Chinese genus Tonkinella. is now ix^oorded from
Kashmir^ in the species T. breviceps Kobayashi. I^he occurrence

of species of Anornocare and Conocoryphe in Kashmi]* which
are closely allied to the Indo-Chinese species is likc'wo'se of great

interest and emphasizes marine connect ion between these regions.

The genus Eedlichia has, however, not been found in Kashmir.

EASTERN ASIA.

East and south-east, of the Central Himalayan legion there

is a big gap for no Cambrian strata are knoAvn either in Assiim, in

the Arakan Yomas or even in Burma proper.

1 Wadia, D. N. The Cambrian-Trias cf North-Western
Kashmir. Rec. Geol. Snrr. ImL, Vol. LXVIll, Pt. 2, pp. 137-142, 1935.

~ Hoed, F. R. C. Loc. oil., p. 18, 19.34.

3 Kobayashi, T. Awer. Journ. Sc., Ser. .5, Vol. XXVlb pp. 29.5-302,

1934.
4 Reed, F. R. C. ral. Inch, Ser. XV, Vt)l. Vll, Mem. No. 1, 1910.
^ Kobayashi, T. Loc. cit., Pt. 1, pp. 1-6. 1934. See also Reed,

Pal. Ivd.y N.S., Vol. XXI, Mem. No. 2, p. 9, 1934.
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The eastward extension of the Cambrkm sea is, howevei,

proved by oceiirrence of C ambrian fossils in Yunnan ^ (genus

Mewnachis) Indo-Clnna 2 (oenera Coosia, Chuangia, Billingsella

,

(‘tc.) and China. It was thought that the Chint^se M. Cambrian
possessed a marked local impress ^ suggested by the genem
Dameselkiy Drepanvra and BhchveMeria. In a paper by King
now in tlie pi t'ss bh.‘ probable occurrence of Blachwelderia in the

8alt Rang(^ is noticed, and this is no^^ without significance.

The disco'^^ery of Clmangia in Kashmir indicn-tes clearly that

the westward migration of Indo-ChinojM^ forms lay alo))g the

Himalayan region, tliat discoveric^s of now horizons imist/ b(^ ex-

pected and that the supposed discre])ancios botwcHUi tlie Cambrian
faunas of neighbouring regions (when those of distant areas are

relat ed) are probably due to sliglit difTerences in horizon of these',

faunas. Likewise^ the. idontifica.tion of Blackwdderia, in the Salt

HiAng(* suggests that much moi’e i\uu.ims I 0 he done befoi'o we
can (^x})lain the divergences of fauiuus by n^asons other than by
the ahs(‘nce of detailed information.

UECK^T EVIDENCE JUOARINO ON CAMBRIAN BALAEOU KOORAIUiy.

We have sc^en tha.t there is no certain re('ord of th(^ Lower
C'anibria.n ni Iran, unless the rocks at Kuh-i-banan and Kub-i-
(linar arc* so regarded, and that in all [)robability this horizon is

missing also in lh<^ Salt Kangcu Fmtlier east, too, no Lower
Cambrian strata a.ir juet Avith till wv r(^acli th(^ Indod ’hijHxs(^

region. W(^ may tlKuefore concludes on th(* i^videncj) at j)r(‘sent

availabk^, that tlie Lowen* Cambria.n in southern and W(^storn

Asia- was dominantly a continental peniod. Ciabau, a-s also

some? of tlu^ t*aali(U‘ autho. s, however, regard tin* various Jiedlichia

Iiorizons as LoM^ei* Cambria-n and in palaeogeogT'a])hic maps the
Jxnvx'r Cambrian sea is shown to (‘xDmd from ('hina- to a,s fa.r as

the S<ilt Range*. Sim^e lirdlichla has now' also beem foimd in

Iran tlu* Ijowei’ Cambrian sea. would aecordiug to tlujse vieAVS

extend into W(\st(‘rn Asia. MoiXi recent studies, howev^c*'
,
regard

the i/ed/ec/na horizons as basal Middle* ('ambrian, or possibly

topmost liOwer ('aiubiian. But the lange^ of th’- gemus may
W(*ll be much greater than we 8usp(.‘et.

TIk* Middle ('andirian wns a jKU'iod of ide'sjaead r-rMine

t ransgression a.nd tlu? Middle? Cambrian sea. oxU?nd* ‘i from
north -Wf*st America to west(‘rn Asia, as far p(?rhaps <\ ! h Dead
Sea.

' .Mausiiy, Tl. Me/ttt. Serv. (Jeol. f tidoch ine^ Vol. !, lasc.. 2, 1012.
‘•i JhitJ., Vol. IV, fasc. 2, I9]r».

3 CUabau, A. \\'. Stratigraphy of Chitta, p. 28, 1 02.8-24.

^ King, W. B. U. Rrc. (h.ol. Svrr. Jiu]., Vo). l^XXV, ProtoHsional

paper No. 0, 1940.
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With the exception of the Salt Range area, the evidence of

the Upper Cambrian faimas vshowvs the perpetuation of Middle

Cambrian marine conditions into Upper Cambrian times. But
the close affinities of the west and east Asiatic faunas (Iran and
Indo-China respectively) are strongly suggestive of a continuous

passage, oven though there was a temporary retreat of the Upper
Cambrian sc^a from the Salt Range area.

As will appear pi esently, at the close of the Upper Cambrian
[)eriod the sea retreated entirely from tbe^ region west of the

Central Himalayan area.

ORDOVICIAN.

RRTKEAT OF SEA FROM WESTERN ASIA.

Towards tbe dose of the Cambrian period a groat change
came' over the western Asiatic region. The sea which, at least

during the Middle and late Upper Cambrian times giixlled the

(^artb from the Mediterranean region to the wt^storn shores of

Xorth America re(*(Hled from the region of the ])t‘ad Sea, Iran

and the Sa,h Range, for no Ordovician or Silurian strata have so

far been found in Tran, Afghanistan, Bclu(*histan or tire western
Himalayas. These ai*eas thus beca-me dry land. Indeed the

whole of this n^gion remained a. land area till the Middle Devonian.
In M. Devout Ml times a. world-wide transgression gave rise to

marine conditions once again and the seas flowed westwards
over tlu^ site of the Cambrian geosyncline and broke through
1o mingle^ with tlie Middle Devonian sea of noi thern Europe.

THE PUZZLE OF THE HIMALAYAN AND SHAN ORDOVICIAN FAUNAS.

One of the most important and intriguing problems of the

Ordovician of southei’ii Asia is the anomalous position of the

Himahiyan and Burmest> Ordovician faunas. Considerable

(unphasis is invariably laid on the fixet that while the Bui'mese
fauna,s arc^ more closely a,Hied to those of Europe, the Himalayan
forms show American affinities.

Thus accMirding to analyses by La Touche and Cowpei‘ Reed
as many as sixty-six per cent of tlui Northmai Shan State

Ordovician s])(^cies ])ossess European affinities (10 being identical

to the two r(^gions), while only about twenty-seven per cent are

related to Amtu-ican forms. On the other ha,nd, as many as

forty-twx) per cent of the Himalayan Ordovician fossils are

beli(^V(‘d to poss(\ss Americaji affiniti(\s, though none of the species

are common to these areas. The contrast between the Hima-
layan and Burmese fauna;S is ecjually well marked, for only 11 out
of 124 Himalayan sptHacss are allied to Shan States forms and only
three forms are identical in thc^ two regions. The composition
of the Himalayan and Shan faunas is also totally different, for
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while Cyh^tideanH and Trilobik>8 prodoniinato in the 8han faiuias,

Molhisca, Braehiopods and Corals form the leading elements in

the Himalayan fauna. We are thus onc^e agjiin face to face
with the same }>iv)hlem tliat we meet in the case of the Cambrian
faunas of Tran, the 8a,It Eango, Himalayas and Indo-CTiina

.

The Shan States Oniovician faunas lie along the route of th(‘

westward invasio^i Aniericim faunas. How was it, then, that
this invasion failed to leave an impn>ss u|K.)n tlie Shan faunas
while it gave tlie far Himalayan faunas tlieir distinctive American
stamp ? The absence of Anu.iican types, still further east or
nortli-east, that is, in Burma and China, along the probabh*
route of migration is no less a. jnizzle. And if it is sought to
explain this anomaly l)y postulating an invasion from the south,
via the region of the pres(‘nt Indian Ocean, tlion the ahstauM*
of American species in the neighbouring regions still remains
unexplaineii.

The Ameiican affinities ot the Himala.yaJi faunas wluni t'nose
of th(^ Shan faunas luv. Euro])ean as well as tlu' striking contrast
in th(‘ir composition, hnvo sugg(\sted the ]>res(me(‘ of harriers
between the two I’egions. However, to any one familiar witli tlu^

state of pr(‘servation of tlie Himalayan ()rdovi( ian fossils it s(Huns
obvious that too m\ich (‘m])hasis has been laid uixm their a-ppannit
Americ,an affinit ies, and siidiehmt cognizance has not been taktm of
the fact that we are ])robahly dealing witli varying horizons.
(Vrtain autliors ev<ai h(‘lieve tha,t this ap]>arent similarity is due
to ])ai’all(*I (‘vohition, lUK;ent fossil discover ies in the Soutluu’n
Shan States, accounts of which have been published by Ib'edJ
scxnn to support th(^ forrma* hypothesis.

An analysis of tlu^ Soutlann Shan States faunas shows that
most of t]K‘ forms ar*(‘ n (0 ' And while 1 he jiroportion of forms
relat(‘d to Kuro})e;i:i s])e(-i(\s is c()mpa,rativ(>ly large the fauna
also ]K)ssesses decided Am<‘riejin affinities, thouglr no distinctive
>Vmerican s]»ecies occur. T}k‘S(‘ fresh discoveries a])pear to
in(lica,t(‘ tliat while tlx' Euro]>eari ekuuent in the Shan faunas is

predominant it is not such in ev{^ry ea.se, tlie Southern Shan Statns,
tor exainj)le, as so completely ma..sk th(' American rhonmit,
OiK^ may theicfon^ venture to suggest tliat we art^ Tiet dealing
vAilli idintieal hmizons and that tin* exact (^quiv- Units of tltr

Himalayan Ordovueian still remain to he diseoverca in tla^ east r <11

n^gion. lnd(xxl the availabk^ evidmice vS(x>ms indin'ctly to goml
this v\av, for in the Hiimdayas strata of Tapper Oi’dovi ^

m

ige
are ahsin t and only Middle Ordovician horizons ar. ki!o\vri.

In the Nortliern Shan States, according to Reed,^ onl\ i Ic Lower
Ordovician is r’epiesented or* ratlicr the L;<i(l()vician is

dofrnitely known, hut higher liorizons (stage C ef the Baltic
region) are probably present. The NyaMngbaw limestone of th(i

}lf‘cd. F. K, C, J\iL Jixl., X(^vv Ser., V<»1. XXI, Mom. Xo. Ih WMS.
fhitl. Pifl. Ind.^ Xcvv Srr., V<»I. II, Morn. No. 3, pp. 83-8G.
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Northern Sliaii States is of course of Upper Ordovician ago and
Schuch(ut concurs in this view on account of the occurrence of

Camarocrinus asiaticus in it. Jn tlu) Southern Shan States th(^

Ordovician is represented by tlie Middle division, yjossibly also

the Upper.
Another point to consider is that while there is an extensive

development of th(^ Ortho(;eras limestone in the Southern Shan
States, these limestones are hardly known in the Northern Shan
States. These limestones are correlated uith the Orthoceras

limestones of Yunnan and the Nechiasan formation of Hupeh
which are of M. Ordovician age as are also the Orthoceras

limc^stones of S. Manchuria, Karakorum, Sweden a.nd the

Vaginatenkalk of the Baltic region.

EASTERN ASIA.

Rocks of Middle Ordovician age are known from western

Yunnan, but this formation appeal's to be entirely absent from
eastern Yunnan. The wesb^rn Yunnan^ faunas however
differ remarka.bly from those of tlu^ Shan Sta.tes, for whereas
graptolite horr/ons are extensively develo])od in the Yunnan
Oniovician, th(^s() are not repr(\sented in the Naungkangyis,
though a f(^w species are common to thc^ two region::. Tla^

horizon repn sentcKl in Yunna.n is the zone of Didymograptvs
mvrehisovi or U})])or Llajidelian. A still higher horizon, (npri-

valent of the Nyawngbaw Limestone of the vShan Slates is*

represented in the Shih-tien beds in which Camarocrinus asiaticus

occurs.

The Ordovician of Indo-China. isof great interest, for altiiough

it is related to that of w-estern Yunnan, it (mitains the spc^cies

CalymeMC douvillei Mans, and Rafinesquina unibrclla Salter of
wliich tlu^ former is closely I'clated to the Himalayan C. nivalis

Salter while the latter a(tually occurs in the Himalayan Ordovi-

cian beds. In Anna.m the AsapJivs sandstones represent the

Ordovician, and, like the Tonkin beds, are of late Ordovician

age. They contain such (tiaracteristic forms as Orthis

budleighensis Dav. and Strophoniena expansa Sow. of the north
Europc^an seas.

Important, changes took placu^ in eastern Asia during lat(‘

lJ])per Ordovicaan timers. There arc- no uppermost Ordovician
fossils fomid in the w hole of the Chinese legion which became a

land area alttu* the close of tlu^ Middle or early Upper Ordoviedan
times. Lower and Middk' Ordovician fauniis are known from
various parts of China and while the boieal fa.ctes prevails in

the north, Kurojiean forms are dominant in central and south-
western China,, as in U])per Burma.

1 Heed, F. Ti. Pal. In<L. Nrw Sor., Vol. \', Mom. No.
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The absence of the highest Ordovician strata in eastern and
southern Asia is evidence of a break of considerable magnitude
and of the shrinking of the Ordovician seas of these regions

During the Middle Ordovician, however, marine waters spread

over parts of northern ns well as southern (liina, Yimnan, Upper
Burma (Shan hinterland) and swee})ing soidh of the Tibetan
plateau 11 extended at 1^‘ast as far as tlu* Central Himalayan region,

where the Shiala >S(^nes’ and their (*quivalerits nnnMic'posited.

W(‘si of tlie go'at Cambrian gcosyneline whieh extended
along tlie Western Himalayas and the Salt Range and Iran had
alr(*ady shrunk out of (‘xis+vaif . and M<*sttn'n Asia, liad heemne^

a land a-rc'a.

WAS TIKKT AN ISLAND^

\Vt) s(i('n tliat the Cenlrd Himalayan Middles Ordovician
fa.nnas pos.><‘ss an Anuaiea.n im])r(^ss, though 1 b^^liove tl.a.t this

aspect oi‘ tlahr affiniiic'S is often eNaggeiated. We have also

la,id emphasis on the* fact that th(‘ {irobahle route followcKl by
these faunas is luiknown a.nd is still one of tlu^ ])uzz](^s of Asiatic

gecjlogy. Tlic' paJaeontologieal evidence so far available suggests

only a. single iiatJiway for tlie east wa-rdmigrat ionof the Ordovician
faunas, iianady, vi«a the main Himalayan g(‘osync‘lino south of

the Tjb<^ta.n platcuin region, for theit^ is no ic^eord so far of

Ordovician strata, north </f tliis area. Tlu^ Anauican gc^ologist

Bailey Willis ^ hi discussing the distribution of land a-nd sea in

centra, I a,nd eastern Asia., !rowever, comes to th(^ conclusion ba.sed,

pr(\sun)ably, upon tc^ctonic evidena^ tliat w^est of tlu^ Tibetan
region tla^ great Himalayan bdliys forked into two brandies:
the main or 8outh(^rn Tethvs s\v(Hi}>ing tli(‘ sontliei'ii slrores of the

'I'ibetaai ])la,t(‘an and a l(“<s(a* oi’ Noitluari Tethys flanking tliis

K^gion on tlut north ,^o lha,L the Tilx‘tan region stood as an island

in this s(‘a. This is d(*signat<‘d 7a7c Tihet by Baaley Willis.

Tli(‘ Soutluaii T(itb\s, of courser, conxrsjtonds to the universal)\

acc(‘])t(‘(l Himalayan T(‘thys founded upon ])alaeontological a.n<l

stratigraph i e e idenee.

It is as yet too early to suggest wheth(*r the isolated < haracti f

e)f thf‘ Spiti Middhr Ordoviedan fauna with its Aine? ii an phase
( an he (;xplain(‘<l u^jon the basis of this northern o- « an highwa ,

for g<‘oIogists have ace'epted only the single, Seutherrn Tetliys,

Ihit the te‘ctonie irvidenee upon wiiieh the Kor-tlurm Tethys is

apparent ly baseel i.s of considerable interest

In this connection, however, the remarks made li fbirrard,

Hayd(m and Heron ^ may be quoted. They say, dia\ in;.., regard

’ Hoiin, A. and Gansser, A. Denk.schr. ScliV'<> :.. aturforach

.

Oraellsch., Bd. LXXTII, Abh. I, p. 20:b ]936.
- Bailey Willis. Research iii Chinn. Systeniatii (;e<>l<>py^ Vol, 11.

pp. 35 -69, 1907,
8 hoc, cif.. p, .33 s. 19:i4.
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to our ignorance of the geology of the greater part of Tibet, we
can offer no direct observations bearing on this question; but

if we turn to north-eastern Ladakh, we find Palaeozoic rocks

exposed in the neighbourhood of Changchennio and Pangong
Lake, and if, as appears to be the case, the trend of these beds is

the same as that of the rest of the Tibetan zone in Kashmir,
Spiti and Kumaon, we should expec^t to find th(^m well to the

north of the head-waters of the Indus and Brahmaputra in

western and central Tibet. We are, therefore, inclined to

believe that Palaeozoic^ beds do occur in the great lake-basin of

central Tibet. They may possibly be hidden by the younger
(Mesozoic) deposits . . . but it may reasonably be expectec

i

that they will be found to (Top out here and there, and thus

prove that the sea in which the Dravidian (Palaeozoic) rocks of

the Tibc^tan zone were laid down was not, as has been assumed,
mendy a strait (connecting eastern and western Asia, but
extended northwards over the greater part of Tibet.’

INVASIOJ^ OF THE EUBOPEAN OBDOVIOIAN FAUNA
INTO SOUTHERN ASIA.

V(Ty little indeed is known (conccuiiing the route followed

liy the European Ordovician faunas during the course of their

invasion of the south Asiatic^ rc^gion. But it is a remarkable
fact, one that demonstrates the accuracy and fineness of palaeon-
tological (corndation that some at least of the graptolite zones of

the British Ordovician {Didymogra])lus nmrchisoni), the fim^

development of th(‘ Ortho(‘eras Limestone ol’ KSweden and oilier

Baltic* laiuls, and such ccharacderisticc Caradocian species of

westcTn k]urope as Ortliis calligramma, Orihis vespertilio,

Dalmandla lestudineria^ Plectawhonites sericea, Strophornena

expansa have also been recorded either in thcc Ordovician
strata ol the 8han hinterland or Yunnan or southern China.

We havcc unfortunately no reccord of Ordovician strata north
or west of the central Himalayan region till we meet the
Ordovician strata of western Europe already referred to. We
can therefore but sxieculate on the marine connection between
the Tndo-Burmese region and Eurojie, but it probably followed

a north -westcTly course from the (central Himalayas to the
])resent Balti(c region. In this connection 1 must refer to the
find of graptolites i (genius IDiplograjdyf^) made by Harrison and
Tait, of the Anglo-Iranian Oil (Vimpany, “ at Furgun, 50 miles

west of Bandar Abbas, close to the front of the zoiic^ of Nappes ”.

This find if confirmed possesses considerable significance whore
the migration of Ordovician faunas is concernc^d.

1 Bockh, H. do, Lees, G. M. and Richardson, F. D. S. Op, cit., foot-

note, p. 69, 1929.
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SILURIAN.

LOWER SILURIAN TRANSGRESSION IN THE INDO-BURMESE AND
CHINESE REGIONS.

The close of the Ordovician or early Silurian marks a period

of profound marine transgression over India, Burma, Tndo-China,
Yunnan as well as central and southern C’iiina. Indeed this

transgression whi'*h ax)pears to have reached its zenith in

Wonlock times, affected tlic European (ontincmt as well as

north Ameri(‘a : and ‘one common {Silurian ocean seems to have
spread round the northern hcinispiiere’A But with the extra-

Asiatic; aspects of this i)roblem we are not here concerned.

No Silurian strata have been found in the Asiatic countries

w est of the Himalayas and therefore the extension of the
Himalayan Tethys into Afghanistan, Beluchistan and Iran is

unc'ertain. The lirst strata of Ihis age that we nuH^t in that

direction aiv in the Mediterranean region. It ma^" be mentioned
that the same; remarks were apj^licablc' to the ( 'ambrian (excej>t

for its occurrence in the Salt Bange; till the' discovery in Iran
of extensive deposits of Middle; and Ux>per Cambrian ages.

THE HIMALAYAN SILURUN.

Our knowledge of the Silurian strata of the; Himalayan
region has not increasc'd daring rec*tmt years even though con-

siderable' (;xx)loratory w'ork has been carried out by Wadia,
Ai'nold Hc;im, West, Auden and othc;rs. The old (;oll(;ctions

upon a study of which the main conc lusions c’oncerning the;

rclationshii) ot the Hinialayan Silurian faunas wc^rc; based still

remain j)ractically unsujix>lomc;nted by fre^sh disc oveuies, Avhich

lc^avc^s, it ncHxl hardly bo said, a big lac'una in Himalayan
palaeoiitcjlogy.

The Silurian rocks of thc‘ Himalayas belong entire ly to thc‘

Lowau* Silurian division, bc‘ing rc'prescmted by the; LlandovcTA'

and iK)ssibly also by thc^ Wenlock. The* j)rc‘SunuMl Uj)}>('r Silurian

age ot some' of the? Himalayan bc‘cls ajjpears to be unc'cii-ain.

There is hcu*e as indeed everywhere, in Asia a j)rofound bioak in

the marine dc;]iositional history so that the; Middle Silurian is

either entirely absent or is r(;pres(‘nt(;d only by tc;rr(;st rial dc^posit -

,

as in parts of Americ a, wh<;r(> this division c;onst itutc's the A^dl-

knowm Salina formation.

The Himalayan lower Silurian fauna ]>resents intorr Ung
affinities which throw mu(;h light on the palaeogc ogi ;s,])hic*

relationshijis of that period. This fauna is comjiosed of [n) ^j>c;c‘i(;s

which are confined to the Himalayas, (b) sjiecies that arc- eithc-r

identical wdth or allied to north European forms and (c) an
admixture of species alli(3d to American forms.

» Heed, F. K. C. Rec. GeoL SiJrv. Ind.., XL, p. 20, 1910.
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La Touche has attempted a percentage analysis of this

fauna and comes to the conclusion that the Himalayan Silurian

contains an almost equal proportion of American and north

European forms, fifty-one and forty-nine per cent respec-

tively, to be more exact. ^ It will be remembered that in the

case of the Himalayan Ordovician this proportion ac;(^ording to

the same authority was 42 per cent to 25 per cent, which means
a predominating American element. In this connection it may be

pertinent to remark that while in the case of the Ordovician

fauna the analysis was based upon 124 species, only 35 species

were available for the Silurian. We (;annot sujfi&ciently emphasize

the fallacy of such comparisons and analyses where the collec-

tions are inadequate, the fossils far from well preserved and
where in consequenc^c it is impossible to adjudicate the relative

degree of their affinities. That this is not a hasty verdict may
be shown by the fact that Reed, who published the studies on
these Himalayan fossils, assigns predominantly north European
affinities to them. The largo number of corals in the Himalayan
Silurian in (;omi)arison with the Burmese Silurian, however, show
distinct American affinities and among them one form appears

almost idonti(^al with Favosites niagarensis Hall, from tffi^

Am(iri(an Silurian.

Tlie Silurian formation in Kashmir* must be assigned to the

Jjower division ,2 namely, Llandovery, on accoimt of the yuesence

of such forms as Triplecia insularis Eichw., Orthis soiverhjana,

Lindstroernia cf. bina (Lonsd.). S})ecies of A cidaspis and lllaenus

likewise possess Llandovery affinities. It is, however, y)robable

that the presence of Conchidimi knighti at a different locality

indicates the Aymestry Limestone, a horizon high up in th(^

Saloy)ian.

However, the main uy)shot of this discussion with Avhich we
are primarily conceined here is that the occurrence of botJi

American and north Euro}3(^an forms postulates marine connec-

tion of the Himalayan gt>osyncline with both these regions

during Lower Silurian times. Tlie probable route followed by
lhes(^ faunas will be considered presently.

AFFINITIES OF THE SHAN SILURIAN.

PREDOMINANT SHELLY FACIES OF THE NORTHERN SHAN
STATES.

Wo have already drawn attention to the dominantly North
European character of the Shan Ordovician fauna. It is perhaps.

1 La Touche, T. H. D. Metn. Geol. Surv. Irid., Vol. XXXIX, p. 16],
1913.

2 Reed, F. R. C. Rec. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XLII, Pt. 1, pp. 16-33,
1912.
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therefore, not aarprisiiig that the Shun Silurian faunas are also

strikingly North European in character which is expressed by
such species as Halysites catenalaria Linn., var. J^naurensis
Ref^d. Orihis (Dalmanellu) lasalis Dalm., var. muthensis, 0,
calligrammu Dalm., Leptaeiia. rhomboidalis Wilck., Stropheodonta
compressa (Sow.), PpMiamerus obhmgvs Sow., Orthoceraa of.

annulatum Dav., Enprinurus cf. punclat'iis Brunnick. Tlio only
South European ty]ie is Mimulus. Most of these are Wenlock
species and in the Northern Shan Slates this shelly facies pre-

dominates. lliis conclusion is borne out not only by the earlier

work of La Touche but also I y the si udies based upon recent
collect ions made by Coggin Brow^i, Sondhi and myself*. Concern-
ing the Zebingyi beds which arc usually placed in the Silurian

mon^ will be said later.

TREDOMIN.' NT GRAFT OLTTE FACIES OF THE SOUTHERN SHAN
STATES.

To Sondhi goes tbe credit of discovering the fust graptolites

in the Southern Shan States. In this region the graptolite
facies is very much more widespread than the shelly facies,

the reverse in fact of tbe position in the Northern Shan States.

The palaeontological accounts published by Cowpor Reed first

in 1932 1 and agaui in more exhaustive detail in 19362 show clearly

that the Valeiitfan stage is well developed while the Wenlock
stage is subordinate. In both horizons, however, the North
European affinities are predominant. In the Namshin stage for

example out of 45 sj)ecies as many as 27 are identical with
European WVuilock forma. Slight discrepancies have, however,
been noticed, but we cannot take account of them in the brief

space of tJjis address. ] ( is also worthy of remark that the
Trilobite beds of Panghsa-pye (Northern Shan States) have not
been found in the Southern Shan States.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SHAN AND HIMALAYAN SILURIAN.

The imjK)rtant point to consider now is the relationship
between the Himalayan and Burmese Silurian faunas. We have
seen that the Ordovician ffiunas of thes^) regions present a
marked contrast, though how far this (contrast is emiffiasized
by imperfections of tlie geological lecord or indifferent st at e of
pres(‘rvation it is not easy to sfiy. However that nia\ Ik

, the
Silurian faunas present an oven greater contrast ibiui the
Ordovician for the graptolite facies wliicli is so well <levcloped in
parts of Burma as well as Eastern Asia is entirely absent in the
Himalayas and no graptolites have so far been found in any
part of the Hirmilaya mountains.

1 Keed, F. R. C. Hec. Geul. Surv. Jnd., Vcl. LXVI, Part 2, 1932.
Ibid. Pal. Ind., New Ser., Vol. XXI, Mejii. No. 3, 1936.

lo
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As a result of this apparent faunal divergence La Touche
emphasizes the presence of an ‘unsurmountable ’ barrier between
the Himalayan and Burmese regions from the Ordovician till the

close of Silurian times. When we consider the very limited

thickness and the usually soft shaly character of the graptolite

beds, it becomes difficult to iissert how far this lacuna is the result

of difference in facies or actual absence of record or of their

not having been found so far in the Himalayas. Moreover, if we
do not take into account the exclusively Himalayan species such
as Propora hirmlaica, Caliostylm dravidiana, Favosites spitiensis,

Orthis spitiensis, etc., practically 26 per cent of the remaining
species aie either identical with or allied to North European forms
found in Burma, and at least one species, Encrinurus punctatus,

is closely allied to an exclusively Burmese species. Although
it is true that almost all of these are cosmopolitan forms, yet
their number is comparatively so large when the entire known
fauna is considered (35 species in all) that we seem to be on fiirly

safe ground in postulatiog a freer marine connection than La
Touche’s remarks and analyses would have us believe, between
the Himalayan and Burmese regions. This was so at least during
Wenlock times, that is to say following the period (Lower
Valent ian) when the graptolite beds of the Southern Shan States

were being dojjosited.

STLTJKlA^j OF EASTElilS ASIA.

The continuation of the Lower Silurian sea into Western
Yunnan and Central China is proved by the preseiuie of fossils

of North Eurojjcan type and othei* forms which are profusely

represented in the Shan Silurian. ‘This fauna entered th(^

Chinese basin through the Himalayan geosyncline, passing

north along the West Yunnan-Szechuan geosyncline and
spread in the Tsingling geosyncline as fa.r east as the Nanning
hills region of to-day. It was represented partly by a trilobite

and brachiopod facies, partly by a polecyj)od facies and in

certain sections whore deltas of mud were forming near the shore,

it is represented in the graptolite facies i. ’

This last fact assumes importance when we remember that

the graptolite facies is considerably developed in the Southern
Shan States, which implies tluit tlie Shan Lower Silurian sea

did not extend much further south of the Southern Shan States.

This is of course apparent from other geological considerat ions.

RETREAT OF THE LOWER SILURIAN SEA FROM ASIA:
UPPER SILURIAN TRANSGRESSION.

The end of the Lower Silurian marks a period of profound
negative movement of the sea in Asia as well as outside the

1 (Irabau, A. VV. Stratigraphy of China, Part 1, p. :h5, 1923-24.

I OB
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Asiatic continent. The seas withdrew along the entire length

of the Himalayan region, from Burma, Indo-China as well as

from the whole of the Chin(\'>v. basin. No Middle Silurian mariiio

deposits are known from any of th(\s(^ lands. Northern Cliina, it

may be remarked, was already a land area- even in Lower Siluriaj^

times and rimiained .-U(L till the advcait of the Middle Devonian.

Tile Indo-Burn.(\se region as almost tlie whole of Western
Asia appears to have remaintal a land area dining the Upper
Silurian as w(‘ll. The recent surveys by Coggin Brown and
Sondiii in the Southern Shai> States and by myself in the

Northern and Soutlu rn Shan Suites havc^ not revealed any
strata of inuloubtea Upper Silurian age in Burma.

While the wnole of Asia a])p(ars to have remained a land

areii from rhe close of the Lower Silurian to the end of the Upper
Silurian, a nuoor transgression witli an ^Atneiican type of fauna

invaded p its of Yininan, Tonkin and the neighbouring region

to the (^ast of it hi Upper Silurian tinuvs This hivasion vv^is in all

probability from some southfTii source, for no Upper Silurian

rocks are found to the east of t hesis regions which would connect

the American Upj)er Silurian Sea with the vSouth Cliinesti basin

across Eastern Asia. It is only to bo expected that this fauna

coming jifter a hiat us of great magnitude representod by the lapse

of the Middle Silurian, w^as totally difierent to tlie Lower Silurian

fauna- of these regions. This striking discord is most significant,

for wfiile the Lower Siluiian faiuia is Noidh European, this Upper
Silurian fauna bears an American stamp. There appears, tlierc-

fore, to have been no mariner of connection between the North
European and South Asiatic seas in Upper Silurian times. With
the Lowoi’ Silurian seas, however, the case as wo have already

seen was entirely dillerent for they wore in close iiitereommunica-

tion. But wliat was the route followaul by tliese invading

North Europ(‘an Lower Silurian faunas into Asia- ? The? southern

end of this route appears to be quite clear, for we have followed

t he distribution of tlie European faunas through the Himalayan
region aijross, Burma, Lido-China into the main Chinest^ basin.

It is wdieii wo attempt to trace this pathway across Central

Asia that diffiiMilties arise. The earlier work suggests tliat th<

route lay acioss Russian Turkestan and Timan where Silurian

faunas have been discovered. 1 am miable at t ids stage tv say

whether more recent work of tlu^ Russian geologists (usually

in Russian) has been able? lo define more piocist ly this

connecting link between Asia and Eiuope.

DEVONIAN.

LOWER DEVONIAN (ZEBINGYI BEDS). A MEDITEHK AN KAN KALNA
IN SOUTHERN ASIA.

The commencement of the Devonian witnesses one of the

most interesting episodes in the geology of Southern Asia,
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namely, the sudden influx of a fauna which bears no relation

to the faunas of immediately surrounding regions, but is a

prototype of the far Mediterranean Lower Devonian fauna. It

is the fauna which is represented in the Bohemian region by the

well-known Hercynian facies.

This influx is the more remarkable, for whether in the

Himalayas or the Shan hinterland the earlier strata betray hardly

any suspicion of Bohemian or South European elements. Some
of the exceptions, to which attention has already been drawn,
are the presence of the genus Aristocystis {A. dagon) in the

Ordovician and of Mimulus (iff. aunglokensis) and a species of

Phacops in the Silurian strata of the Northern Shan States. The
percolation of these South European types in the earlier

Ordovician and Silurian times probably indicates only an
indirect connection with that region, for we have seen that direct

connection during this period was with the North European seas.

At ali events this episode is but an isolated phenomenon, for

apart from the Shan region this fauna appears to have made
but little headway. Its isolation becomes the more striking

when we realize that we have but few intervening connecting

links between Southern Europe and Asia so that the probable

pathway of migration of this fauna still remains a matter of

speculation.

AGE OF THE ZEBINGYI FAtTSTA.

The most inteiesting and puzzling fact about this fauna
is, however, not its isolation and Hercynian affinities, but its

composition, which makes the question of its exact age indeed
a perplexing problem. Those beds contain closely associated

with each other forms which we are accustomed to regard as

exclusively Devonian (Tentaculites elegans Barrande and the

genus Styliolina) or exclusively Silurian {MoTwgraptids), What
then is the age of these beds, Silurian or Devonian ? The
author as a result of field examination in 1929 came to the

conclusion that in their stratigraphical relations the Zebingyi beds
are more closely associated with the overlying Plateau Limestone
than with the underlying Ordovician beds, and in this respect

agreed with the observation made earlier by La Touche. La
Touche like Grabau 2, inclines to a definitely Silurian age on
account of the graptolites ; Schuchert ^ is definite about their

Lower Devonian age in spite of the graptolites. Wliile Reed ^

although he includes them under the Silurian section appears to

1 La Touche, T. H. D. Mem. GeoL Surv. Ind., Vol. XXXIX, p. 178,

1913.
2 Grabau, A. W. Stratigraphy of China, Pt. I, p. 121, 1923-24.
3 Seliuchert, C. Amer. Journ. Science, Ser. 4, Vol. XXV, p. 262,

1908.
^ Reed, F. R. C. Ucc. Geol. Surv. Ind., Vol. XL, Pt. 1, pp. 26-27,

1910.
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incline to the Devonian view and points oul that Devonian

graptolitos have been described by Ruedmann.^ In my opinion

the fauna as a whole indicatos the Lower Devonian. Tlirough

the maze of this conflicling evidence it seems impossible to sift

and assign a precise <tge vo these beds, but if we weigh the

evhlenee upon its me rits and forget our preconceived bias that

graptolites were anniliilated at the close of the Silurian, I think

the Zebingyi beds should be assigned to the Lower Devonian.
The conformabk' passagi^ of the Zc^bingyi beds into the overlying

Plateau Limestone likcuvise supports this comhision, though
there ('.anno! b(^ any ti:ialit> about smth evideiK O.

PKOEAI'.LE FATJfWAY oK MIORATION

.

Other areas in .’\sia \vdu*r(‘ the South European type ol

taunas have })eeii iound are in the mughbourhcx^xl of Baroghill

pass - in Chitral, in Turkestan in the Urals * and in the rc^gion

to the north of Tibet. Kow although Grabau remarks upon
the ‘very closer eonnect-ion which (Exists betw('en these ecrntral

Asiatics faunas and those of the (wres])onding age in th(i Urals \
yet there ap])ea.rs to be ^ery litth^ in (common between them and
th(‘ l.«ower Devonian Z(‘bingyi fauna of th(‘ Shan States.

What then was the see -rout(‘ of this (Z(d>ingyi) fauna during

its long j(nirney to Asia ? Indeed was this fauna on(‘ of European
origin at. all, vhieh had inigratial to Asia or was it, as the

prc'scmce of Graptolitos might indicate a fauna established in

soine nearby Asiati(‘ region, which had in course migrated
westwards into the south EiirojK^an basin ?

There appears to have becui but little connection with th(5

Urals, for with the (E\c(‘])tion of th(^ lamellibranch genus Vlasta,

there is not much in common b('twe(*n these Hei'cynian faunas of

the Urals and the Shan States, Then' is further no ovidenct*

whatever* in the T1 imalaya mountains of a Herc \Tiian fauna, ev( *ri if

we an* to ac(*e])t the* Muth Quartzites as th(‘ probable 0qui\ al(*nt

of the Z(‘bingyi beds. But since there is no trac^e of th(i Lower
Devonian in Iran which would offer a direct (•onneet ton of th(

Shan with the Mediterranean region, on(^ t^an only accept a

( onne(*tion via the Urals already vaguely implit'd by the genus
Vlasta which occurs in Bohemia, the Urals, Zebingyi bed- :ui(l

*ven in America. The gf*nus Vlasta it must be stated is usually

^ Kuedmaim. New York State Museum, Mem. No. 7, 1904.
" Heed, F. R. C. live. (Md. Surv. Jnd., Vol. XLl, I't. 2, pp. 8ltH7,

1911.

Muschketow, D. Ntues Jahrb, fur Min. Gcoi. und Faleonfol.,

Bd. 1, pp. 25—42, 1914 and Weber, Bull. ('om. Geol. St. Petertfbnjtrq,

Vol. XXIX, pp. 603-695, 1910.
* Tsoherriy8(*.hew, Th. Mem. Corn. Geol., Vol. IV, 3, 1893.
• Hayden, H. H. Mem. G^ol. Sun\ ImL, Vol. XXXVI, p. 34, 1912.
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assigned to the Silurian. What is the exa(*t value of this evideiiee

I shall leave to your taste and inclination.

In this (connection, in my opinion, mucch 8ignifi(*an(*e attacches

to the occurrence of the Hei'ccynian fauna north of Tibet, meagre
though it is. If the Zebingyi fauna is an immigrant from Central
Asia or further afield from Europe, it is not improbable that it

came via the region north of Tibet and found its way into thi?

Shan Region via the eastern margins of Tibet and the Chinese
provinces north of the Shan plateau. But futur(c work alont^

can show how far this surmis(' is correct.

MIDDLE DEVONIAN.

The marine transgression which took place in Middles

Devonian times has few parallels in the geology of Asia. This

resulted not only in the intermingling of the Asiatic fauna of

different regions, but also as emphasized by Rc^ed in the breaking

down of barriers of Asiatic and Euro})ean life provinces which
gave rise to similar faunas in widely sepaiated regions. Attention

has already been drawn in this conne(ction to the identical

(character of tb(^ Eifelian faunas of the Slian States and Northern
Europe.

On the present oeccasion 1 can hardly ho})e to review in

detail th(^ Devonian faunas of Asia, for it is a subject upon whicch

a grccat deal has been written. ^ I can, therefore, do little^ more
than put foiwvard before^ you the salient aspects of this problem.

Very little has been add(‘d to our knowledge of th(c

M. Devonian faunas of Western Asia in recent years. Mention
may be made of a paper by Cow|)er Reed^ entitled ‘D('vonian

fossils from Chitral, Persia, Afgaiiistan and the Himalaya’. The
same remark applies to the Himalayan region, for no Middle
Devonian fossils hav(c been re(‘orded from any part of the Hima-
laya in re(cent years. Of the few records mention may be mad(^

of the Middlt^ Devonian occurrences in Byans, Kana-ur and Ui)])or

Spiti described by Reed in the paper just referred to. In Burma
too until recently th(‘ only known Middle Devonian fauna was
the classical Padaukpin (Northern Shan States) fauna dis(covered

by La ToucIk' ovov thir ty years ago and described by Reed in

1908, Th(" only addition after the lapse of three decades is th(‘

find I was fortunate enough to mak(i a few^ years ago of highly

fossiliferous Middkc Devonian beds near the villag(c of Meso in

the Southern Shan States. This (constitutes th(‘ only record of

Devonian fossils in the S(^uthern an^a. It is nnne(cessary to give

a complete list of the fossils fimnd here, but among others th(‘

1 For detailed reference's \ arious tneruoirs cited by Lorenz in Zeitschr.

Deutsch. Oeol. Qesellsch., Bd. LVIIT, p. 120, 1906 and by Oowper Reed in

Pal. Tfid., New Ser., Vol. 11, mem. No. 5, 1908, may be consulted.
2 Reed, y. H. C. Rex. Oeol. Nnr. Tnd., Vol. XLT, pt. 2. pp. 106-1 12, 19.
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following 8T)ecies are represented ^ Spirifer (Jlcticulana) cvrvaius,

8p. {Retie?) aviceps Kays., Cyrtina heteroclyta Defr., Spirifer

speciosus Sc^hloth. var., and new species of Phiyceras, Pleuroto-

maria, Meristella.i^Xv. Although Calceola sayidalina has not been
recorded, the ago of these beds appears to be Middle Devonian
(Eifelian). Middle Dewonian faunas corresponding in age to

those of the Ncrthern and Southern Shan States (Eifelian)

are found further* east in Yunnan ^ and Indo-China. ^

We have thus an almost continuous record of Eifelian

strata from Armenia in the w.^ht to tlie Chineses basin in the

east . They indicate a ccording to Gtabau ^ the

‘gonerH! direction of transgression of the early Middle Dovtniian
S(*a, which extended i^robablj" from the region of the Bosphorus ^

across Asia Minor and Persia, inU^ the lieart of Southern Asia along
the Southetn lx rdci of ancient Caucasia. That the ancient passage-
way along tile Hirnrlayan gecisyncline was again open at this time, is

shown oy tlie extensive development of tlie Eifelian fauna at its

eastern end, in the Northern Shar» States of hhirma as well as the
presence of this fauna in South-Western China (Yun :ian) and
Tndo-China

The rcC(^iitly discovered Southern Shan Stat(\s fa-una const ilult^s

a furtlau* link in this chain.

Th(^ roc^ord of the upptn* })art of the Middle Devonian
(divetian staged clear in Western Asia as well as in the

Himalayan iHigion. (Artam it is, howeveu, that a, transgression in

(jlivetiaii tim(\s flooded the prestmt region of the Kwen-lun and
Tian Slia-n mountains. Hocks of this age also occur extensively

in China, though the zone fossil Stringocephalm hurtini has vso

far been found only in Yunnan. Uj) to the end of the la.t(^

Middle Devonian (Givetiaji) times, however, there is no fossil

record indicating that tin* western part of the Devonian sea was
connected with the (hine.st^ basin via the region north and east

of th(‘ Tib(‘ta,n rc^gion. Tn otiier words, the only connection seems
to have Ixhui via tlu^ Himalayan gtnsyncline, where Eifelian

strat;t arc kno^\llJ’ ^Diis is signifiiumt in view of wliat follows.

UPPEK DEVONIAN.

Exigence's of time do not })ermit me to considn thi' Upjx i

Devonian heiv' in didail, but one fa.(*t of great iTuj>ortanc(^ may

1 Sahiii, M. R. Froc. Twenty-fifth India ti. Scic.hCe, (Jonyrei^H. 5*' III,

Abstracts, p. 114, 1938.

“ MaiiRuy, H. Etude gool<)gi<|U(‘ du Yuimau oriental, ' c }>artie,

Paleoiitologio. Mem. Serv. Ueol. Jndochine, 1912; Ibid., Vol. HI fasc. 11,

})t. 1, 1914; Grabau, A. W. Pal. Sinica, Ser. H, Vol. I, Fas . 2.

Maiisiiy, H. Contrib. Carte G6ol. Indo-Chine, Palaeont, (Serviei-,

des Mines, Hanoi-Haiphong, pp. 2, 3, 15-29, 1908).

Grabau, A. W. Stratigraphy (»f China, pp. 155-150, 1923-24.

Abdulla Bey. Rornarqm^s Geologiquea sur le cahaire d^voniert du
Bosphore. Boll, del H. Vomit. Qeol. ITJtalia^ Vf)I. I, p. 187, 1879.

6 Hayden, H. H. Mem. Geol. Sim^ Tnd., Vol. XXX VT, Pt. 1, p. 20,

1904.
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be mentioned. It is that we have no record of Upper Devonian
rocks in the Himalayan region, which was then presumably
a land area. But Upper Devonian strata are developed in

the Chinese basin, in the region north of Tibet and west of the

Himalayas. It is, therefore, probable that the Upper Devonian
fauna migiated eastwards from Western Asia, via the marine
basin north of Tibet while (as we have seen) the Middle Devonian
hiuna found a passage-way South of the Tibet region, i.e. via

the Himalayan geosyneline. Against this, however, are the views

expressed by Bailey Willis who considers that the Tibetan re^gion

was an island practically throughout the Palaeozoic era. Bearing

in mind this conflict of views we can merely emphasize that final

judgment can be left only to future work.

CONCLUSION,

I have attempted to present before you a panoramic view"

of the sequence of geological events that have moulded the

palaeogeographical history of the Asiatic continent and more
particularly of the Indo-Burmese region, from the Vindliyan to

Devonian times. This w^e may now^ summarize. If tlio mighty
Himalayan ranges constitute an effective barrier at the present

day separating the mountain tracts of the north from
the plains of India, the hand of destiny has assigned this

role to that region, in one way or other, almost since the

dawn of geological time; for oven in the Vindhya-n period

we recognized the germs of a great geosyndine, which
was to dominate the geography of Southern and Ea-sten^

Asia practically throughout the Palaeozoic era. During the

Cambrian this geosyneline girdled the Northern Hemisphere
from Westein North Amorim to the shore of the Dead Sea.

Since then this ancient Mediterranean Sea has waxed and weaned

with varying fortunes at different j)eriods. The Ordovician

and Silurian saw its retreat from the whole of Western Asia.

But that a marine connection was maintained during those

periods with the European seas is proved by the presence of

many Eurox^ean species in the Himalayas, in Ux)X)er Burma and
in the Chinese basin. A new passage-wa}^ across Central Asia

had, in fact, ox)ened up and remained so till the close of the

Silurian. During the profound Middle Devonian transgression

the site of the ancient Cambrian geosyneline (in Western Asia)

was rejuvenated, so to speak, and once again formed the route

of migration of European faunas.

The Himalayan region remained a marine aiea x>i'uctically

throughout the period under consideration, except perhaps
during the Middle Silurian when a world-wide negative move-
ment of the seas set in, and in a lesser measure during the Uj)j)er

Devonian, when according to the available evidence the sea

temporarily retreated from the Himalayan geosyneline.
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'Djc })R'bjeiiis of divergeii^io bt^tween tlio Himalayaii and
Burmese Ordovician faunas, of tlie relationship between the

Iraniaji. Indo-Chinese and Himalayan Cambrian faunas, of tlu>

invasion of Bohemian or Mediterranean faimas into Asia, have
been raised and discussed in the ligld of tlu ir palaeogeographical

i)earing, but 1 can haraly claim that siiit^tble solutions liave been
attained. Conside:iin.C the importance of the pioblem one can

only regret that our knowledge of the Himalayan palaeozoi(‘

faunas, already meagre, has not been supplemented in any
substantial measure by fresh disco v'eri(^s, and the void remains.

Our kno\vl(‘dge of tlie contiiK'nIal boundaries during the

periods under review is far finm conc lusive though restoiations

have been suggested by various autliors. B\it know (‘iibugh

to b(^ able to say that tlu^ s(as and continents have undergone
profoiuid ( liangr^s t-hrougb the vicissitudes of Ceological limt*

and the map of the world htws alien'd almost like the varying
stages of a child’s jigsavv puzzle. In short, one might say that

our mother eartli is like' a ball of plastic clay in the bauds of a.

Modeller and the same Modcdler Diat makes and xmmakes the

destinies ot nicm and races also shapes and iinsha]K's tlu^ occ^ans,

the great (ontiiienfs and the islamls that stand likc^ sentinels on
th(‘ ocean highways. Th(' impact of (leological foicMss has

^.‘hanged the bicie of mar*}' (continents and if a mere man of

science may dare to prea.cn a Tiioral to the wa,rring na-tions of

the world, in this age^ of stress and strife, it could be said that

the eontiiK Uts which they seek to coiKjuer and })ossc'ss arcs in the

infinitude of time, like the patb^rns ot a (^loiid—an illusion and a

chimera

.
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C0N8ERVATI01S OF INDIA S NATURAL. ILESOURCES.

Ladies ai^d Gentlemei^ ,

I thank yon most hoartily for tho lionour you have dono m(‘

hy oloctiug mo to preside over the deliberations of tho Geography
and Geo(losy Section of the Indian Science (’ongress of this

session. I am conscious of the great responsibility ])la(R>d on
my shoulders but, counting upon your kind co-operation and
forbearance, I shall try my best to fulfil the task in as best a
manner as could b(‘ possibk^.

Lntroductioi^.

Few problems in India are of more* vital importan(‘(^ than
tho (M)nscrvation of the natural resoun^es of the (ountr^^ on a
planned basis. To-day, pubhii consciousness lu^eds more than
at any otlua- time of Indian history to be rightly educated as to

the existence^ and utilization of abundant Ucitural lesounres of'

the country, I have, th<aefo!-i% selecttHl the conservation ol

India’s nat\iral rcsourct^s as the subject of my addn^ss as it

is a subj(U't of g(uu^ral inten^st as well as of vital imp<ntan<M*

to our nation.

Whereas the growth, greatness and survival »d a nation

depend larg(dy on the natural resounu^s of the ountry, their

conservation seeks to insure to society the Jnaximum b< n< Ht

from their use. Thus (conservation of natural lesourct uch
as soil, forests, water and minerals, without whicli in v<cry

existence of a nation may b<‘ at stakin should, ihcrrforc‘,

unque stionably l>e on(‘ of thee most- impoilant mat uers for the
(consideration of those v\iio are' ent-rust(?d with th« reesponsibi-

lity of formulating programmes of national neconstruction.

Conservation of natural resources is a timely li(id of aection

in India. The giowdh of population in this stjb<‘ontinent has
l>een ace'ompauied by an unprec<‘d(cnted deHlructiejn of the

(
ir>5

)
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natural landscape. Moreover, as the (country awakens politically

and the limits of its resourcjcs and the character of its need begin

to appear more fully, the necessity for greater care in the utiliza-

tion and renewal of resources becomes imperative indeed. The
movement is a timely one bemg in lino with a worldwide concern
regarding the material bases of national well-being.

There is no doubt that conservation is a field of vast national

importance and of sucdi magnitude and range as to demand
the co-operation of nearly everyone. Contributions to its

theory and practice may be made ‘by the layman and the

scientist, by the philosopher and the practical man of afiairs,

by the social scientist and the natural scientist. In one way
or another, each of the natural and social sciences can give,

and, indeed, is giving, some assistance, directly or indirc‘ctly.

The scientific geography though still in its infancy in India is

contributing to the field of conservation both theoretically and
practically. Studies in systematic and regional geography arc^

greatly helping to build up our knowledge of our natural resources

and the problems arising from their exploitation. Geographers
are also taking an active part in the prac^tic al application of
their vievp)oint and techniques to problc^ms facing thc^ nation.

Moreover, they are imparting uscTul knowledge of the principles

and practicies of conservation in the cnllogcvs, and in a small

measure at elementary and secondary schools. The rising

generation is, therefore, learning largely through geography
teachers and text-books about the aims and prac^tices of con-

servation. However, it is not meant, in any sense, to imply
that teac^hing in this field is cwclusively th(^ function oi

geography.
As the subjcHjt scdecttcul by me is a voiy wide onc^ it would

not be possible for me? to discuss it fully in the short tiirie at

my disposal. I have, therefore, limited my address to three

aspects of the problem, that is to say, ctonservation of soils,

forests and watc^r resources.

Soil.

Tl)c soil of a nation is its most matca-ial hc^itagci. It

nurturc^s the ever-fiowing stream of vegetation from Avhicli

men and their animals derive their sustenance. The prepond

-

c3ranco of the world’s organic raw materials as wcdl as its

food supplies arise from soils through the practice of agricul-

ture. The great civilizations of the centuries have rested

fundamentally upon uncountable millions of fields planted and
tended by man.

The civilization of this cjouiitry has been and is based upon
its soil resources and great agricultural industries. Our (country

taken as a whole possesses such a combination of soils and
(?limates that it suits admirably to agriculture and no less than
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nine-tentli8 of the population of India to-day is engaged, directly

or indirecitly, in agricultural pursuits. Soils are subject to

certain changes when cultivated or pastured. Change in itscll

is not a critical matter since eternal c^hango is a fundamental law,

for, w(Te this not true, it is doubtful if man (^ould have survived

.

The (Titical aspects arise when changes in soils that are subject

to human manipuiaticn are left to take a degenerative course,

or are improperly directed, and when known means of main-
taining the soils near their virgin level or raising them to higher

levels of productivity are not employed.

These critical aspe< ts obtain rather generally in India. At
the end of several centuries of agiiculture and pastoralism, the

soils in India are iu a lower state of fertility than our scientific

and practical knowledge should tolerate. Plspocially serious is

the fact that some soil areas have so seriously deteriorated that

their early '"oclamatioii will be extrciim^ly difficult and costly,

if not nearly impossible. This is particulavly trm^ of the gross

physical destruction of the soil body oc(*asi(med by erosion.

More subtle but almost ecpially serious is th(‘ state of chemical,

physic’al and biologic df'gradation into which we have allowed

our soils to drift. The ('auscs an^ many. We have net fully

appix^ciated either the limitations or cai)abilit.ies of our soils.

They were and are looked upon much as a mine, as simply

possessing a store of plant food : when these had been extraciteil

there was littk^ we (^ould do except abandon the land until it

somehow recuperated. Moreover, since the keynote of Indian

agriculture has been primarily self-maintenaiK'O, systems of

cropping were so shaped as to yield the maximum results

regardless of the tolls on the soil. Whatever the causes the

general results are equally di^plorable.

Soil Erosion and its Causes.

Within tlw* last few years we have learnt that erosion, far

from being a harmless or (completely beneficial proexjss in all its

manifestations, is a living, constant menace to our own scciirhy^

and the security of posterity. We have learnt that the
pro(X3ss does not remain at geologic norms when human factors

intervene in the natural order of dynamics pertaining to t he

earth’s surface. We know definitely that man s misguich^d ust‘

of th(‘ land has acceki-ated this ancient earth-pnxicss rmisl it

has overwhelmed enormous areas of onc(‘ fertile land and
impoverishexl even greattu* areas. In the light of this knewlcxJgt^

erosion becomes a matter of (concern to (weiyx'nc; since it

constitutes a threat to the principal factor in our country’s

.security—our indispensable agricultural lands.

Accelerated erosion is the result of conflict between man and
nature—of man's necessary interference with natural processes ol

land stabilisation in ord(‘r to provide himself with the necessities
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of existeiKH*. Under a blanket of vegetation, nature protects

the soil from the erosive forces of wind and rain and her protection

is almost complete. Soil losses under natural conditions of

vegetation trover are negligible—so small, in fact, that normal
processc^s of soibbudding are generally adequate to compensate
for them.

Fa(XHl with the problems of existence, man strips awa\'

the protectivr^ cover of vegetation, and thus rudely int(Tferes

with nature’s balance. Soil is exposed to winds and rain and
rates of erosion are increased almost enormously. Cultivation

still further exposes the soil to the cutting force of wind and
llowing water, again accelerating the rates of wastage. In the

one instance—under natural v(^getative conditions—^t»herefore,

(U'osion is normal or geologic; in the other—under cultural

practi(^o—^th(^ process is speeded to abnormally destructive

rates. Soil erosion has thus become a worldwide problem
owing to the way in which ploughing and grazing have
destroyed the plant cover which Nature originally provided to

protect the earth’s (*over.

Types of Erosiofi.

There art\ broadly speaking, three types of erosion : sheet

erosion, gully erosion, and wind erosion.

Th(^ first, is thc^ most widespread and dangerous, being

the principal agency of soil impairment, for it can do great

damage before it bex^omes apparent to the farmer. Sheet

erosion characteristicjally pro(*eeds so slowly that farmers them-
selves generally have not understood it and, accordingly, have
given little attcuition to its effects until out-(^j'oppings of infertile

sub-soils O]- ])ed-rock appear over their sloping fields. The
process involves removal of thin sheets of soil over the entire

extent of unprotected areas with every rain heavy enough to causes

water to flow aca’oss the slopes.

The first effect, which often goes unnoticed, is the removal
of the finer soil partiedes in suspemsion, leaving the coarser

particles behind. These finew parts of the soil are valuable

because thc\v help to bind the soil intc:> ci umbs. Thc^ (capac ity

of the soil to retain moisture and soluble plant food depends
largely upon this crumb structure. If the finer particdc^s are

lost by shecd. erosion the soil (leterioratc\s. Tn extrcanc^ ceases

the whole of the top soil is removed bodily, leaving bc^hind

only an infertile sub-soil of clay or gravel. Sheet erosion is

(common thixnighout India excerpt in areas irrigated by canal

or well, but is of (course more serious on all sloping land.

Gully erosion is much more obvious and it is easy enough
to see and understand the deadly malignancy of it. This type
of land devastation frequently follows after sheet erosion as a
later stage of deterioration. When there is not enough vegeta-
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tion to impede the run-ofi of storm w ater, tho proportion of
rain not absorbed by the soil finds its way downhill m a series

of small torrents. A vicious circle is set up, because each
channel is cut wider and deeper by every succeeding down-
pour, and the torrent tears soil from the sides and bod of the
gully. Loss of soil is increased by the cutting back of each
branch gully into the higher ground behind. Deeply gullicnl

‘bad lands’ are to be seen in many parts of India w’henever
the level of the land surface is at all high above the bed level

of nearby rivers.

Son. Enosroj^.

I

I

Loss of soil and ftTtiJity.l

Ruined fields

and imjjroduc-
tivo soils.

Stp^aiu, lak<3

and reservoir

siltiin*;.

“
j

j

Decreased land values; RodiiiM'd

I

farm iimoines
; Abandoned farms

;

i

UnattrjKjtive landscapes ; Dmdg-
;

ing and drainage
; Destroyed >\dld

;

life.

Loss of water as run-off.

"ZT'zr;
I

Dnniglit.

._J Z
FloC)d8.

I

Flood <;ontrol ; Crop
j

I
failui’es

; Tnadequato
|

j

water siqiply.
i

Low purchasing jiower
; Foreclosed mortgages

;

Delinqiauit taxes ; Relii^f.

Thti Farmer. Tho Public,
j

Effective erosion control.

(Cliart showing how soil erosion affects the general public as well i

the farmer.)

The Jumna basin provides one of the finest ev unples (jf

gully or ravine tbrmatioii in tho world. In many parts tin

vegetation on the neighbouring lands after centuries of abuse
is of a very poor description and tho rainfall flows away
great rapiflity thereby increasing the volume and the vioi* ne(3

of the torrents and leaving their Ix^ds dry after a fi^vv iiours
of the stonn. The accumulated efiect of this flood and si^ouring
in a hard Kanker soil has resulted in the banks of r-he Jumna
and tho Chambal being violently eroded dm’iiig tho last few
hundred years wdth a corresponding sinking of the water level.

A rough calculation has shown that the total soil erosion
of the Jumna-Chambal basin is equivalent to the removal of
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12 cusecs or \ ton of soil per second day and night without

stopping for the last 1,000 years.

Both sheet and gully erosion are caused by water action

but another form of erosion results from wind action. Open
treeless plains of dry light soil are particularly susceptible when
the natural grass cover is destroyed by ploughing or heavy
grazing, for the exposed soil can then be whipped up and carried

away by strong winds.

Ground thus disturbed develops a peculiar topography of

low hummocky sand-hills on top of which deep-rooted bushes
survive after all other vegetation has given up the unequal
struggle. Actually India as a whole does not sufibr from wind
erosion to the extent that has occurred in the so-called ‘dust

bowl’ of the middle Southern States of the United States of

Aineric^a, or in the inland livestock ranches of Australia or along

the southern fringe of the Sahara. But in certain restricted

areas in India it is a definite menace, for instance, just north
ofCampbcUpur in the Attock district and along the Delhi-Lahore
road near Doraha.

Widespread Effects of Erosion.

The harmful effect of these three forms of soil erosion go
far beyond the removal of the valuable top-soil on which plants

depend for their nourishment. One ilirect effect is of course

gradual decline in crop yields whick mor(‘ than off-sets any
gains brought about by schxI selec^tion and manuring. The
direct effect in pastures and grazing lands is to reduce the
(capacity of land for ciairying livestock, for good pasture may
carry a cow per every two acres, but the eroded pasture land

may not keep a cow properly on ten acres.

Erosion also has indirect results, of which the most im-

portant for us in India is the dumping of large quantities of

sand in the river-beds so that the bed must inevitably be raised

and thus aggravate the effect of floods.

Another effect is to increase the severity of the intervening

drought periods. This is because each small stream in the foot-

hills discharges perhaps 80 or even 90% of heavy storms
within an hour or so, and only a vc^ry small part of the rain soaks
in the bare ground.

Apart from the rivers therefore the level of the water-table

underground is apt to shrink because the amount of percolation

or seepages through the soil into the underlying rocks and sub-

soil is less. Springs and wells are fed by reserves of water
stored underground, but these reserves dwindle because eroded
soil will not allow rain to penetrate underground, so that wells

dry up, springs are reduced to a trickle, and rivers that once
flowed all the year round now’ fail in the dry period.
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Aside from the dertruction above mertioned, erosion

carries with it consequences of vast importance to the perma-
nence of investments of large sums of money in navigation,

power, municipal water supply and hrigation developments.

Deforestation and Soil Erosion.

It is atlmitted by all authorities on erosion that one of the
greatest calamities which have overtaken mankind has been
the destruction of the forest and the consequent erosion of

the land surface. This has air^^vidv dc'stro^'ed the. fertility of
many lands and is at th(^ present dav^ ‘^x(*r(‘ismg a great influence

on the destiny of the people. Deforestation and soil erosion

not only intensity floods and reduce the cold weather discharges

of surplus streams but they threat(Mi the sub-soil water supply
and impoM^iish the sod and rrdiice the output of agriculture.

In fact, these two deiiious threaten the very basis of (dvilization

and of human life.

Erosion results from the misuse oi the surface cnv(^ring of

the earth, wludluu- it \h^ by the* dr'struction oJ‘ the forest which
(‘overed it, by the misus(> of arable or pasture land, by bad
.Tiiethods of cultivation, by burning or by ov(‘r-grazing.

Thca’e is suflicieiit cvidiuice to show that Inrlia is faced

with the vciy grav(^ danger of lua* river catchments b(dng
(lernid(Hl to such an exkmt as to increase^ floods during the
p(‘.riods oj‘ lu'avy rainfall, di'crcase river supplies lor ii’rigation

and navigation during tlu*. dry season, incrc'asc' siltation of the
rivers, and throw large ar(*as out of cultivation.

Amcriea is now fully alive to th(^ <[isast('r which threatens
her and has (wen formc^d a sj>cHdal (h'partnKuit of engineers

to (lc‘al witii c^rosioii while lier foresters are activtdy flghting

defor<?station

.

There arc^ many indit^ations that in parts of India conditions

are, at least, as bad and, sonuTimes, worse than they are in

America. Ecu* instamte, the Canges carries to the sea eight

times the quantity of silt earrkul by the Mississippi and that
from a catchment area less than one-third the siz(\

It is not without signifxcanc(^ that the highest rec'ordt^d flood

in the GangciS ov^airred in 1924 and the lowest re(‘ord of winter
disehargi‘ oecurred in 1929. Records of the Canges for o\ er‘

1(K> yeai s are available and this period is long enough to eArl .(«i(i

all seasonal cycles.

American Research.

Aiu(>rican research has found that during the years 1935-37,
the rati^ of run-off from completely denuded lands, such as
is only too common on the banks of some of our rivers, such
as the Jumna and the Chambal, is twenty times greater than it
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is from preserved forests. During one month of the flood

season in Southern California a watershed, which had been
burnt out 4 years previously, was denuded of 120,000 cubic

yards of top soil or a depth of 1*4 inches per square mile. On
a similar watershed burnt out 19 years previously, the denuda-
tion rate was one-tenth of this while in a watershed fully prote(‘ted

for the last fifty years the same rainfall only gave a denudation
rate of one-thirtieth of this.

The fertility of the soil lies in its top crust and the removal
of 1-5 inches of the surface soil which Nature takes a long time
to create, amounts almost to a disaster. The unproductiveness

of newly exposed sub-soil is well known and one might almost
say that once the surface has been destroyed, fertility has gone
for ever as far as the present generation is concerned. It

seems quite reasonable to suppose that one of the most impor-
tant factors contributing to the low crop yield in India is erosion

by wind due to the absence of wind breaks.

Examples of Damage.

It is generally known that there are extensive waste and
ravine lands in Agra, Muttra, Etawah and the adjoining districts.

The ravines of the Jumna and the Chambal river form a practi-

cally compact mass the extreme length of whic^h is 70 miles and
the width about 13 miles in the c:entre. It is estimated that

in the Etawah district alone there are about 120,000 acres of

ravine land and there art‘. large ravine areas in Agra, Muttra,
Jalaun and other districts.

The Description of Eavines.

The banks of the Jumna and its tributaries are now so

completely diainc^d that the groatca* part of the area has bec^ome

almost destitute of vegetation. Cultivation beyond this desent

belt is precarious even in ^x^ars of normal rainfall and the presence

of these ravines rtmders irrigation impossible. Throughout the

whole ext(msion of this ravine land no water is to be found
excejjt in deep wells and in the main rivers. The dry belt is

increasing in exttuit, as the ravines eat into the flat lands at

the heads (wery year. With the hardening eSbet of the tread

of cattle and ra])id drainage the monsoon rains penetrate to a

depth of only a few inches and this quickly dries up leaving a

soil almost destitute of moisture domi to the water table 100
feet or more b(Jow. It has been found that oc(;asional scattered

trees now found are of great age which have continued to

reproduce themselves by coppice shoots and their root-systems

have kept pace with the sinking of the water level, drawing up
their necessary moisture from great depths. Natural reproduc-

tion invariably dies down as soon as the raihs cease. The
IIB
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natural vegetation of the ravine land has been destroyed by
uncontrolled cultivation wherever the soil is fit for this, and by
uncontrolled g^^azing, recklesK destruction and by fires else-

where. Large areas are now almost treeless but the original

natural vegetation was undoubtedly forest and is still forest

except in Ranker and Usar soils. The vegetation consists of
small trees, thorny burhes and grass.

The Punjab Siwaliks.

Some of the wx)rst erosion is evident in the Panjab Siwaliks,

a range of hills skirting the Himalayas where the hill grazier

has accompanied or follow'ed the wood-cutter and effectively

denuded the soil of its protective plant cover. In many places

damage is not confined to the eroded slopes, further destruction

being causec^ by torrents (chos) formed by gully erosion that

sweej) dowm thci slopes during the monsoon. The cho is (‘harac^-

terized by the steepness of its gradient and the violence and
irr(‘gularity of its discharge. The torrent ( arries much suspended
material which is d( posited on the less st(^ep lower slopes in a
(diaracteristic (hdaital cone wLicdi (continually increas(>8 in radius

and width. The chos debouching on to the eultivatcxl sandy plains

silt up th(c original drainage channels formed w^hen hill erosion

started, and the floods are forced out over wide areas. The
floods sul>sido as suddenly as they start, and all the water is

lost to the land.

There is evidence that a hunc^red years ago the chos ran

between w^ell defined banks, and in some places perennial

streams that could be used for irrigation issued from the hills.

To-day, floods an* the only source of watcu*. Much of the

snbse((uent (U’osion has been duo to int(uisifled exploitation that

occurred w lnui British rule s(H*ur(‘d some measure of prosperity

and security, lleclamatioii might possibly be effected by
closun* of tlu‘- laud so that first grass, and then forest, could be
r(^-established, but all the land is required to support the p(*(»ple,

who have the right to use it, and the authorities have a natural

aversion to int(^rfering with jealously held rights. A drastic

redm^tion in the surplus grazing animals is indispensable befor*'

any conservation programme can become effective.

Necessity for Control.

Ac(^elerat(rl soil erosion and its control presents the country
with a physical land crisis of enormous importance t.o the
continuing w(‘lfare of agriculture in parti(*ular and th(^ entire

social stru(.ture in general. Moreover, beyond the most acute

crisis of the whole land problem, there exists the physical fact

that there can be no permanent cure of floods or prevention

of stream and reservoir silting until run-off is better controlled^
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all the way from the crust of ridges down across the watersheds
where floods originate and silt loads are picked up, on to the
very channelways of streams, which have limitations upon
their carrying capacity.

Control of erosion is the first and the most essential step

in the direction of correct land utilization. It must be perform-
ed if the country is to avoid early arrival at an inconceivably

bad land situation. The United States of America and the
Union of South Africa have reached the same conclusion and
are now engaged in a fight against erosion in their country.

The Italian Government is carrying out an enormous land
reclamation and conservation programme. Japan for many
years has been spending many times the value of numerous
critically eroding areas in order to protect indispensable valley

lands from the erosional debris issuing from such sore spots.

There is no reason to assume that India can better afford to

neglect this gigantic problem of waning soil productivity than
any other country.

Forests.

One of the most valuable assets of India is her forests both
from the point of view of material wealth they represent and
their incalculable value to livestock and agriculture, providing

food and giving natural protection against floods and dust
storms. Thoii* beneficial influence on climate, on the conserva-

tion of the water supply, on the flow' of streams and rivers

and tli(^ preveiition ot thi^ erosion of soil needs no emphasis.
To realize how important it is to retain the natural j)ro-

te(‘tion afforded by forc^sts, one has only to look round at othcu*

countries and to see how largo areas of land unsuited for jx'r-

manent cultivation which were alienated fmm forests and made
into farms hav{^ now been abandoned to wa>ste and desolation

and in others how' forest denudation has led to flooding and
dust-storms which have brought widespread destruction and
misery in their trail.

With the steady groudh year by year of knowledge of the

importance of the part played by forests in the prosperity of
countries, particularly an agrhuiltural land like India, the
problem has become of national interest.

The character of the forests in India is largely governed
by rainfall and elevation. Whore the rainfaU is heavy ever-

green forests are found. Under a less copious rainfall deciduous
forests appear, containing teak, sal, and a great variety of other
valuable trees. Under a still smaller rainfall the vegetation
becomes sparse, containing acacias, tamarind, etc. In the
Himalayas, sub-tropical to arctic conditions are found, and the
forests contain according to elevation, pines, firs, deodars, oaks,

chestnuts, etc. It has been the experience of aU countries
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that the natural pro(‘esses of growth £Cnd reproduction by which
forests are kept alive are incapable of keeping pace with man’s
destructiveness, hence it is nect ssary to take special measures in

the ultirnato interests of the country to pres(>r\ e its forests fj-om

reckless destruction.

ForeM rnjluences.

It you read history, you are bound to bolievc> in th(' pros-

perity of the ancient kingdoms, arc’ if you compare^ their ancient

grandeur vith their present decay, and thcni* ancient, wealth
with the amount produced to-dav, you can only dilven to

one condusion, ami that is that the present (le(*ay of these

countries is very largely due to the dtderioration of tJi(‘ nioisturo

that lies in the earth Now, just iniagiiK^ for a moment, what
has liapp(Uic\l to P(Tsia. Take the ('xair])Ie of the pala(‘(> of t he
King of Kings, Darius, who at one time reigiUMl ])racli( a]ly

o\’er the whole eastcaai world. Can you hnagine a man occupying
his position, building his pahna^ in ilu* dissert ? But to-day,

if you S(H^ the ruins ol' the palava> of Daiaus in Susa, tin y si juid

in an uninhal)it(ai wilderness. M(>sopotamia, wliieh for geiKTa-

tions produe(‘d all the i-iwaumcs of Persia by wliich that country

was able to wag(*- vars against tlu^ Romans, has d(^g(UH‘rated

into a dreary waste aud the hanging gardtuis of Babylon are

a rubbisli heap. No doubt the degradation of Babylon W'as

partly due to th(‘ (h^strudion of tlu^ irrigation works by the

invasion of the Mongols, but alia^ady at that, tiling the irrigation

system of Mesopotamia was in a stat(^ of det^ay on account

of th(*. d(\struetioii of the forests on thi* hills, and th(^ bad regime

of th(^ Tigris and Euphrat(‘s which supjdied the water for the

finc'st ir-rigation syst(‘m in the world, a vast system with which
the Panjab at the jtn^sent day (ainnot compare. Ihe samo
history has Ixan rejteatcd all over th(‘ world. In Grc(H)e,

Anatolia and Spain, the d(\stru(dion of tlu^ forests has seriously

int(a*fer(‘d vith tludr climates with thinr cultivation, and with

th(5 moisture eonbmt of their soil. So much has this bciui tho

case in ancient hdstory that it has been statcnl that (hd^r estation,

by the low ering of the moisture content of th(^ soil, thu s decreasing

the wat(‘r supplies of th(‘. country, has done more damage tlm!i

any w^ar, and has resultt'd in the (lestruetioii of the grcMO ' si

empires.

Utility of Forests.

The history of modem civilization is founded upon wdod.
Despite th(' increased use of iron and steel and thoir replace-

merit of wood for many purposes it is a provcxl fa(‘t that tho
consumption of wood per head of population has betm steadily

increasing, unless limited by supplies, in all countri(^s in propor-

tion as the material prosperity of the people has increased.
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In Europe and America the consumption of wood per capita

is over 20 cubic feet
;
in India it is under 2 cubic feet. Prosperity

involves increased wood consumption and to supply the ever-

growing requirements of the people is one of the most important

of the functions of the forests. The great mass of the population

of India are not townsmen but agriculturists who live in the

country, and those of them who are fortunate enough to live

in the vicinities of forests know that the forests mean to them
much more than the mere production of timber and that the
success of thcur cultivation of field crops is intimately bound
up with the existence of the forests. A supply of firewood is

one of the most essential needs of the people, and where there

are no forests from w^hich firewood can be obtained the people

have been driven to burn cowdung which should have been
used to fertilize their fields. There are innumerable cases where
the destruction of forests have led to the burning of cow^dung
with serious adverse results on the cultivation of crops. But
apart from yielding firewoo<l and poles for building houses the

forests yield many other kinds of produce which the agricul-

turist wants. They yield him timber for making his ploughs

and other agricultural implements, bamboos for fencing and
other purposes, thatching grass, grazing for his cattle, edible

fruits and fiowers w'hich help him to live more especially in

times of famine, fibrc^s for inaking ropes, medicines for the sick,

and many other articles.

There are numerous indirect benefits conferred by forests

whose importance is not rt^adily understood.

Firstly, forests increase the relative humidity of the air,

reduce evaporation, and maintain a more continuous degree of
moisture in the soil, Th(\y also tend to increase x^recdpitation

of moisture. These effects are important from the agricultural

point of view in a hot diy climate such as is jjrevalent over
the most part of India.

Secondly, forests assist in regulating the water supply by
reducing the violenc^e of floods and by rendering the flow of
water in rivers more continuous. They further assist in pre-

venting erosion. On denuded soils the rainfall rushes off the
surfac'c in torrents which gather in volume and sweep aAvay the
fertile toj) soil of the land. On forest-covered areas the rain-

water is held up by the crowns and roots of the trt^es and the
more spongy for(\st soil, with the result that it j)ercolatcs more
slowly into the ground and emerges in the form of sx)rings

w^hich suj)ply the rivers more continuously with water. In
areas where deforestation has bt^en rapidly proceeding many of
the streams whicF used to run all the year round have now
dried up and this has had a bad effect on field crop cultivation.

Innumerable examples of the serious effects of forest destruc-

tion on the fertility of the soil and water supply could
be quoted from all over India. This valuable effect which
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forests have in reducing the effect of erosion and floods is not,

however, confined to the areas in which the forests are situated.

The disastrous floods in the plains have been due to the
destruction of the forests in the river watershed. Such floods

tend to get grc^ater and greater each yea: as the destruction of
forests in the hill areas in which its tributaries have their source
proceeds and unless his progressive destruction of forests

is checked the tirne^ iuay one day come when still more disastrous
effects of flood wdl] be experienced.

Thirdly, forests riKluce the vejocity of wind and protect
adjoining fields against hot dry winds They afford shelter to
cattle and gemually reduce the temj>e>raturo of the air and
rendcu- the climate more equable.

Fourthly, foivsis increase the artistic beauty of the country
and exer(*ise a restful effect on the human mind, thus assisting

in furthering rhe happiness of the people.

Forest ami Floods,

It has been often stated that a fort^st cover in a drainage
basin materially reduces floods but forc'stod areas art^ not free

from the hazard of flood damage. Although the oftoct of
forests upon run-off lias ofttm been overstated then effective-

ness should not be depnHiatcd.
Adecpiato flood protection is largely dependent upon

(‘ngineering structures but the forest (tov(^r should bo eonsidored
as a supplementary protective measure. A (dosoly forested

are^a with its absorjitive h^af-litter (hdays run-off somewhat
and gives gn^ater seasonal uniformity to th(^ discharge of the
streams. This slight retardation of run-off may servo to reduce
floods provided the suhseqiuuit rains are delayed a sufficient

length of time to permit the lowering of the water table and
a drying out of the litter. If the absorptive capacity of both the
litter and the soil is rediK^ed because of saturation heavy down-
pours of rain will cause floods. Probably the most important
effect of tlu^ forest (^over is not in its effect upon surface run-off
but upon its protec^tion of the soil, whic^h in rugged areas is

susccptibk^ of removal, and when both the forest cov<>r and the
absorptive topsoil have been removed, all rains, no mattci
what their spacing, yield rapid run-off. These uidirect resiiHs

are of major importance in the prevention of floods and ii* the
maintenance of reservoir capacity whether the reservoir^ ho
used for flood prevention or for other purposes.

Deforestation in India,

There can be little doubt that there were forests stretched
over the greater part of India. In the Vedas, the earhest

religious writings of the Hindus, in the epic poems of the Ramayan
and the Mahabharat, references are made to dark, dense forest
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areas situated in the Gangetic Plain, now a vast expanse of

cTiltivation and for a thousand miles or more devoid of forest

growth. Similarly the records of the wanderings of Chinese

pilgi-ims (about 600 B.C.) frequently speak of miles and miles

of very dense forests in the now almost treeless districts of

Gorakhpur and Western Bengal. As late as the sixteenth

(century the Moghul Emperor Baber hunted tiger and other big

animals of the forests along the Jumna river, in areas which
have now become barren ravine deserts of stunted thorny
bushes.

In the turbulent days of early Indian history with the rise

and fall of dynasties and powers, the areas of forest fluctuated,

shrinking to make place for cultivation with the advent of a
strong ruler, in(a*easing again with the cona])se of central power,

or when wars, pestilence and famines reduced the density and
pressure of population. Thus we still find ruined and long

forgotten cities in some parts of Indian forests. With the

advent of the British rule in India, resulting in a great increase

of population, with the attendant demand for timber for agri-

cultural implements, constru(*tional purposes, etc., a fierce

onslaught was commenced on the forest arenas and by the middle
of the nineteenth century all traces of primeval forest in the

Gangetic Plain disappear except in the mountainous regions.

Thus the destruction of the forest area, or rather the diminution
in the area of the forc^sts witliin the boundaries of India, has
been going on at a very great rate during the last 150 years.

To give you an instance, when the Emperor Jehangir built the

castle of Nurpur for his Queen, Nur Jehan, the Light of the
World, he wites in his memoirs that forest was so thick that

a bii*d could hardly spread its wings. But if you go to that

pla(;e to-day, you will see nothing but a denuded hill (*ountry,

vith hardly more than a few tufts of grass and thorn bush on
which a few goats eke out a miserable existence. All that has
happened in a period of not more than three hundred years;

in that time the dense forest which clothed the outer Himalayas
has been redu(*ed to a negligible amount.

Due to the reckless extermination of forests by man or

through excessive grazing, fires or over-cultivation, the area

covereft by forests in the United Provinces has been reduced
to 4% of the total area of the province and is confined almost
entirely to the hills and submontane region. This in itself

by all standards is inadequate to meet the diverse demands
of a progressive country as it has bt?en estimated that about

20% of the area of a country should be covered by forests.

Necessity of Forest Protection,

There are two main reasons why such protection is necessary.

Firstly, forests require protection from man. It is a common
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failing in human nature that whenever any produet is found
in abundance its use is abused \v'ithout thought for the future.

The steady destruction of forests which has taken place in the

old and new' w'orld is a striking example of this attitude on the

part of man. The great Indian epics tell of the niight}^ forests

which used to exist in the Gang(>tic Plain. At the present

day there are only r' lnnants of forests left w'hich are confiiUHl

to the hilly tract:; of the country, and over most of the plams
the people are put to hardships as they (‘armot get the forest

produ(!e on the supply of which the siK cess of their cultivation

depends. The reclamation of fort‘st land by bringing it under
the plough is a sign of agricultural progress as the pcHpIe must
have food to live and the gnvater the area iindia* cultivation

the bettei . But theu’e are larg(‘ areas of for(\st. land wdii(!h

have Ikxui cdeaK'd for cultivation, w*hi(*h sho\dd n(^v(>r have been
cleared as tiio soil is poor and incapabk* of supporting field ci*oj)s

year after year. Good fon^sts can be grown on land which is

poor from the agricultural point of view, and on such poor
soils forests should b(^ retained Ix^caiiso tlu\y are more valuable

than field (‘rops. TIk^ practices of shifting cultivation iind(T

w'hich fort'.st areas are clear(‘(l and burnt, cultivat(Hl for tw'o

or tliree yt'ai's, and tlnui abandoned, has been n'spi)nsible for

destroying larger ar('as of forests.

Apart from the clearing of fon^st land for purposes of

cultivation therx^ is another factor which has b(‘en res
2
)onsiblo

for the destruction of nunn'rous fon^st areas in tln^ c^ountry, and
that is that, k'ft to hinis(^lf th(^ villager tak(\s no care of his

forests. H(^ hacks down th(" treats indiscriminate *ly and allows

his cattle and goats to graz(‘ all ovov the forest th(a‘(^by pn?-

venting any nc^w' trees fr' ni growing uj) to take th(^ j)la(je of

those he has nunoved. In how' many thousands of villages (ian

you s(^o arenas of barren w aste land which for'iiua ly wer(^ (covered

with uselul toi'est and wdiicli now do not yield evfui a scanty

supply of grass ? It is thus sufH<uently evidiuit that forests

must be jirotected from th(^ tlioughtk^ss acts of ignorant villagers

who w'ould otherwise destroy the forests with dirc^ consfaiuences

for future generations.

Forest Conservation,

Forest conservation is a field of vast significance in Indian

life. The services which forests can perform are num< ron^ and
their influence far-reaching. Moreover, the renew'able character

of forests makes for a very practical j)hase of i'ons(^rvation.

With sufficient forethought, the country’s resources c4xn V>o

kept at a level more nearly commensurate with its necxls for

wa)od products and other forest services, and, at the same time,

much of the land which is now unproductive but suited to

growing trees may bo put to use.
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Wateb Resources.

One cannot imagine man separated from water any moYe
than one can imagine him separated from land. Water is an
essential part of his being. He uses it in innumerable ways and
because in areas of dense population ho has been favoured with
it, frequently he spends it recklessly, thinks of it as he thinks

of air as an unlimited requisite of existence, and gives little

hc^ed to its value. In drier regions water is held of great value,

and stringent laws governing its use are formulated.
The place of water in the lives of people in arid lands may

bc^ realized by the frequent rain ceremonies of the Hopi Indians
and by the repeated references in the religious literatures of

desert peoples, as the Bible and the Koran, to water as a blessing

and to paradis(‘ as a place where there is abundant water.

Our water comes from precipitation, and the average
rainfall for India is about 42 inches per year. This average
will lead us easily to the total amount of water received by
the country in one year but it tells nothing about the distribu-

tion.

The rainfall varies from almost nothing in the desert tracts

of Rajputana to over 100 inches in the outer Himalaya and is

profoundly affected by elevation and the distance from the sea.

Most of the annual rainfall takes place in July, August and
September during the summer monsoon; April and May are

dry and intensely hot; the autumn is dry and in winter very
little rain falls. Towards the north-west the rainfall de(*reases

and th(^ Panjab, formerly a des(^rt, is now irrigated by a network
of canals which take their origin from the rivers of the Himalayas.

In regions of scant water supply, conflicts are likely to

arise over water rights, and frequently in densely settled regions

there must be a choice between its various us(vs. One arrange-

ment of the us(‘s of water in order of influence or importance
is as follow s :

—

1. Atmosph(ric moisture indispensable to organic life.

2. Drinking w^ater for man.
3. Water used in agriculture and animal husbandry.
4. Water as a habitat of fish and sea-food.

5. Wat(r used for generation of powder.

6. Water used for mechanical and (bemical processes

in industry.

7. Water as a means for transportation.

8. Water as a medium for the removal and purification

of waste.

0. Water as a recreational asset.

10. Water as a determinant of political boundaries.

1 1 . Water used as ice.

India, for the manifold uses of water, must depend upon
its rainfall. The 42 inches of annual rainfall cannot suffice
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for all of them. About one-half of the rainfall is evaporated
and goes bac^k into the atmosphere as water vapour; about
one-third of it forms the run-oli', draining by streams and rivers

to the sea. This ’s the visible water supply, and the greater

percentage of the use in the above list arises from this portion

of the water. One-sixth of the rainfall sinks into the ground
and forms ground weuer: this is a less well-known but very
important reservoi" cf water which acts as a stabilizer of lake

lev(ds and stream flow and a source of water suppl}^ for the
plant growth.

The problem of the manipulation of the enormous amount
of v^ater which falls in India varies with the humidity or the

aridity of thc^ area. Evaporation, ran-off and ground soakage
are not uniform, and unw ise ])ractices may increase^ run-off to

a danger point and destroy the balam^e set up by natural

agencies. Among the many jiroblems of w^ater are the (*ontrol

of floods which, for example, have caused great losses of life

and property in the (^ast(Tn Gangetic Plain; the control of low
w'ater stagt^s whic^h hav(^ liindertnl navigation, as on the Ganges
and the Brahmajmtra rivers, or have caused lossf^s of (;ro})s;

its use for navigation, power, w'ati^r supply for cities and towms,

and the j'cmoval of refuse from houses and factories; the (erosive

tendencies of rain and slrc^ams; the silting of streams and
consequent deposition when stream flow* decrc’sases; its use for

irrigation; the maintenance' of the ground watcT sujiply and the

stabilization of the w^at(>r tables, and the' use of w^ater as a

recjreational appc'al. A watcu* policy of tlu' country should be so

established as to yield th(> greatest bc'nc'fit possible from our
watcT reso ureses and be so regulated as to serve the greatest

need. At all evcuits, one r'^Hxls take the stand that water is a

highly valuables source', too precious to be w^asted.

1niporfance of Water for Dofnestic Purposes.

WatcT is OIK' of mankind’s most essential needs. Primitavo

settlements were located around springs and water-courses,

and when the w ater failed the people W'C'rc' drive ‘ii bom their

homes. Palmyra, once a city of possibly more tlum 150,000

people, vying with Damascais for the trade betwc'c n ICgypt and
Babylon and reaching great prominence under the roigi.

4’

Queen Zenobia, consists to-day of a few ruins in a dcsc'rf land-

scape while Damascus still exists. Both were oasis citK S, i)ut

the drying up of the oasis at Palmyra spellcxi its dooni. Latca*

people learnt how^ to build aqueducts and transport water

from distant springs and rivers. When gold was discovered in

the Australian desert in 1892, and the towns of Kalgoorlie and
Coolgardie wx^re founded, the district was practically waterless.

For a while the railw^ay transported w^ater to the towns at a
cost of al>out Ks.15,000 a day. In 1903, a water line w^as
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completed from the Darling Range, 350 miles away, and a
delivery of 8,000,000 gallons daily resulted. So long are the
pipes that they contain a month’s supply of water; in other

words, the water takes one month in travelling from Mumiar-
ing to Kalgoorlie.

Residents of the Indo-Gangotio Plain have not really

appreciated the value of water as the dwellers in more arid

regions have. The idea that there was an ample supply has
boon passed on from generation to generation. To-day it is

necessary to combat the idea and treat water as a natural
resource of limited though perhaps inexhaustible amount whii^h

must be conserved so that th(^ supply at any one time may be
adequate for our net^ds and parti(nilarly so that its misuse may
not be a burd(n to future generations.

Sotfvees of Water Su^yjply.

Cities and towns in India obtain theii* water supply from
many sources—lakes, tanks, wells, springs, tube-wells, and
streams. Most rural towns and many urban localities depend
on ground water for th(‘ir domestic supply, and this comes to

them in part through springs but largcdy thi ough ordinary wells.

In every rain! all whore there is a surface, mantle over the rocks

a certain percentages of the w'at(^r is absorbed by the soil (esti-

mated average about 10%). This forms ground water. Its

upper surface is known as tla^ water tabk^ The a]nount of

ground w^ate^ is much great(u* than is commonly supposed. It

has been said that tluH’e is enough water under ground so that,

if it were brought to tlu^ surface, it would form a layer probably
500 to 1,000 feet deep. Th(^ de}>tli of the vater lable varies;

in swani})s the water table reach(*s to the surface^, and in arid

areas it may lie a hundred feet below the surface. Freqiuuitly,

in the Gangetic Plain, water is struck bcdor(^ one digs to 25-30
feet. The water table depth in any single locality varies with the

rainfall. A long jx'riod of drought takers a serious toll of the
ground water, and the water tables may be so lowered that

it falls below the level of the well bottoms and the w’^ells become
dry. If the drain is not heavy the water table is generally

brought back to its normal level by succeeding falls of rain.

An extended drought, however, may bring serious damage by
killing off the vegetable cover and subjecting the soil to wmd
and later rain erosion. In some localities, the w^ater table has
been lowered beyond the level of efficiency by stripping the
vegetation cover, as in excessive deforestation, and in the
processes of extensive cultivation, soil erosion, and ditching.

For example, it is estimated somewhat roughly that the water
table over large areas in India has been lowered by 10 to 20
ff^et by these methods. As an extreme example may be quoted
the serious reduction in the base level of the Jumna River
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where flooding and scouring has lowered its oed at Etawah
60 feet in the last five centuries with a corresponding faU

in the spring leveL The cold v. eather level of the river is often

120-200 feet below the surrounding country. The eifect of

this upon the ground water supplies is obvious.

Irrigation.

The arid and seini-arid regions of India like Sind, Raj-
putana and the south-w vst Panjc.b \rhi( h are practically rainless

have largely been rend(‘r(Kl habitable and their latent resources

made available to xuan by the use of water for livestoc^k sub-

sisteiK'e and irrigation. Water, a vital resour(’o in any environ-

ment, assumes extraordinary significance in regions of loss

rainfall. In the arifl and semi-arid regions of India, the con-

scM‘van(*y of water becomes of jXTinancmt importance.

The chief characteristics of the Indian rainfall viro its

unequal distribution throughout the country, sc^asonal irre^gu-

larity of precipitation and liai)ility to failure or j)artial defi-

ciency in many tracts. But, within individual tracts, remark-
ably wide variations in total annual rainfall are found. Such
tracts include practically tlie whole of the Punjab and Noid/h-

West Frontier Pro vine t‘, the United Province's, excM^pt the sub-

mountain regions, Sind, a large portion of Bihar, most of the

Madras and Bombay ^^residemdes, omitting th(‘- coastal Ixdts,

and portions of the (kmtral Provinces. Th(^ concentration of

tb(^ principal rainfall in k^ss than a third of the 3a‘ar plac*es

a vc5ry definite limit on the agrieultuj-c of the (^ountiy. Thus
our agiicullure cannot aflord to ciejxmd c^xclusivoly on rainfall

and it beconu'S nc‘cessary to provide^ the* agriculturist with suitable

irrigation .fa(ililic‘S.

Th(^ advantage's of irrigation are numerous, the princi]>al

one being an incrciusc' in th(^ Aucid of crops, the successful intro-

d ini ion of a st-abl<' agriculture in acid and j>rec^arious tracts,

protection from and insurance against faminc^s and scarcity and
largcu- railway profits in agricultuial provinctes. The Indiati

c anal s^’stein is b}^ far the largest in the world Of the t < l af

cultivated area of 280 million acrc%s, no less than 60 millicci iim

irrigated from one source or another.

Greater demand for Water.

In view of the rapid increases in India's population and
consequent increase of pressure on land the demand for more
water for irrigation and for better distribution of the existing

supplies becomes annually more insistent.
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Water Power and its Conservation.

Importance of Power ; Mechanical power is the heart of

modern civilization. Until means of mechanical power wore
developed man was unable to gain any definite control over the

elements. The power-driven machine and its accompanying
division of labour have almost entirely replaced the self-reliant

workman of former decades. Man’s welfare and comfort depend
upon a continued and uninterrupted supply of power. Power is

as essential a part of the necessities of modern life as are food,

clothing, and homes. Indecnl, without the use of mc(‘hanical

power man’s necessities and luxuries would be limited to the

products of his immediate locale. The use of power allows

him to live where he desires, to have his wants carried to his

home, and to be transported to and from his work.

Sources of Power.

The principal sources of power available in India are coal,

wood-fuel, oil, wind and water. Coal is India’s most important

mineral and India produces more coal than any other part of

the British Empire with the exception of the United Kingdom.
Most of the coal raised in India (monies from Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa (the Gondwana (toal-fields). Outside these provinces,

coal is obtained from Ilyderabad State, Central Provinces,

Assam, the Panjab and Balm^histan. Rajputana, Bikaner and
Cemtral India also contribute a small amount to the total coal

supplies of India. Indian ( oal is thus very unevenly distributed,

the deficien(*y being ei.pccially marked in the case of the penin-

svda. The absence of c^oal suj^plies coupled with the high cost

of railway transport acted as a great handiciap to the growth
of industries and this had to be overcome partially by the use

of hydro-ele(!tric power. The utility of forests as supplier-

of wood-fu(d has already been referr-ed. Many of the Indian
forests are, however, confined to hilly tracts from whicdi tr-ans-

port is a matter of grc^at difficailty and expense. Moreover,
it is doubtful whether the supply of wood-fuel could keoj) pace
with the demand for it for industrial purposes. The position

with regard to India’s oil resources has completely changed
due to the separation from India of Burma from which nine-

tenths of the indigenous petroleum was obtained. As the
possibility of the oil-bearing areas in Baluchistan, the Panjab,
Assam, etc., must still be regarded as problematical, it would be
unwise to place much ndiamo on this particular form of power.

Water Power.

As is evident the situation in India wdth regard to the
supply of coal, wood-fuel or oil for purposes of generation of

power is not quite so favourable as might be desired. There
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are, however, fair prospects for the development of water
power resources at its command. These have been limited so

far on account of the seasons.’ character of the rainfall making
costly storage works indispensLcble. In spite of this limitation,

there are many potential possibilities of tremendous importance
and within recent yea^s considerable attention has been given
to large hydro-electric power schemes. It is hoped that these

schemes will not onlv serve the purpose of supplying power to

the industi't^s but also of extending the irrigation facilities in

India.

Electricity jor I Hinges.

We may even be tempted to dream of a time when every
village within a reast>nable distam^e from a hydro-electric power
station will receive it.< supply of electric curremt to help the

development of rural industries and incTcase the amc^nities of
rural life. A start has bc^m made and development on these

lines has betm undertaken extensively in the Unitc‘d Provinces.

The power available at falls on pcTcnnial iiaigation (‘anals has

been harnessed and converted into elcu'trical cmc*rgy. The
power so generatv>d is being utili/.ed for commercial, domestic

and agricultural j)urposes. But on the whole thc‘r(‘ aie great

obstacles in the ])ath of realization of all tliese bright visions.

The initial expcuisc^ of most of the hydro-elcutric scheunos in

India is heavy. The rainfall being seasonal, costly storage

constructions are necessary and the expenditure thus incurred

makes it difticadt to s\4pply power sufficiently c^heaj). Whether
scienc‘0 will be able to remove this dillicnlty, the future alone

can show.

Floods 071/1 Flood Control.

Rivers com(‘ into c>xistence as a result of pr(Mri})itation

falling iijM)!! th(‘ earth’s siirfaca^ and havc^ as their c*hief function

the draiTiag(‘ of thc^ c‘XC'ess watci s to thc^ sea. The lands rcHioive

thedr precipitation at very irrc*gular intervals, and as a rc\siilt

the rivea* with a uniform discdiarge dev^s not c‘xist. If all preci-

pitation c^ould be absorbed into the earth to bectome a ])art of

the ground water and then dis(;hargc*d mo?*e or less cvcidy thc^

streams probably could be contincHl to their channels. But an
important proportion of the precipitation never becomes a ;>a r r,

of the ground water but flows quic-kly to tile wator-cM>u) *-«

sweUing the streams oeyond theii* constraining bank , i'ho

placid strt‘iim fed largely^ by underground waters be< in

times of flood a raging torrent. With its capacity and its

competency greatly increased, the river in flood beoomc^s a
powerful agent of destruction. Streams vary greatly in their

capacity for destruction, but none is without its flood problem.
The fertile alluvial lands of the Nile, the Tigris-Euphrates,

the Hwang Ho, and the Mississippi, the creation of their
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respective rivers are repeatedly inundated, bringing death to

miUions and destruc^tion to the works of man. The great rivers

are, at the same time, the giver and destroyer of life and property.

Smaller streams suffer from recurring floods, and the damage
done is locally very great. The flood problem may be said to
have its lx>ginning when waters derived from run-off and under-
ground sources spread beyond the restricting channed of the
stream.

Flood Destruction,

The predisposition of the people to pre-empt the lich

riverine lands for both agricultural, industrial and commercial
purposes subjects them to the hazards of the recurring floods.

Many of our large etties such as Delhi, Agra, Cawnporo, Lucknow,
Benares and Patna were founded upon rivers when the water-
courses were the principal highways of commerce. The use of

lowlands for industrial and commercial purposes has caused
excessive damage at times of flood, due both to the destruction
of property and the suspension of business. Lands once used
for private purposes arc^ not easily relinquished, for the owners,
especially if individual landholders, can hardly afford to abandon
the properties to the use of the river. In sucth areas the recurring

floods cause increased damage due to an increase in property
values through the years. Urban areas subject to floods are
abandoned only with great difficailty, for both industries seciking

lowland values and people of the low-income edass seeking low
rentals are likely to locate on these cheaper lands along the rivers.

Protection against floods is sought before abandonment is con-

sidered. If protective embankments prove adequate property
values increase and the utilization of land is intensilied. Then
an unprocjedented flood which breaks through the embankments
causes great damage. The incrciased pi’operty damage in many
citic\s is due to man’s encroachment upon the river.

In agricidtural areas the amount of damage dcipends upon
the intensive economic use to whicdi the land is subjected.

The inundation of the crop lands may greatly reduce thci yield

or completely ruin the crop. The losses in rural ai*eas arefi

offset in part by the emichment of the lands by the deposition
of silts. The fertile topsoil eroded from the slope land within
the drainage basin is deposited in part along the alluvial plains
of the master stream and the major tributaries if they are
aggrading streams. In some areas the spreading of coarse
sand and gravels along a flood-plain may depreciate the value
of the land for crops.

Causes of Floods,

Floods are results of many conditions working singly or
in combination. Usually no single cause can be assignSi the
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whole responsibility. The imnuicliate eaiiso of most floods,

however, is the excessive lun-ofl* from precipitation of high
intensity, though many other conditions may be necessary to
cause a great flood.

Flood Control.

To escape from the danger of floods various control measures
either singly or in ion bination have been utilized to x)rovide

the necessary pi otec tion. Probably one of the earliest methods
used to escape from floods was to tn^acuate thf> area at the
first warnings of imp<‘nding danger. Flight to sate, areas lould

hardly bi^ interpreted as flood protection but it did jnean the
jH'otiHtion of life and a limite<l amount of property. This

method is still used when othia methods of x)rotection fail.

Throughout the history of civilized man the fertile alluvial

lowlands have been preferri'd ar(^as of habitation; and, as

high water nienaiHal periixlically the homes of thn peojile the

jirotei ting dyke or embankmimt became one of the first methods
of (lefimce against floods. In othia* count ries the flood problems
are being attacked by various methods, Oni^ of thc^ simplest

and most individi'al midhods of flood jn-oti ction is channel

iinjirovc^ment. Embankinimts ari' very commonly assoiiated

with otliin- local jireventive minisuri^s usihI along the smalk'r

as well as the major streams. Further, the jirobk^m of flood

})rotix‘tion may l>e solved by the use of xweventive

works in the hi'ad stream ari^a of a drainage basin. Undin'

certain conditions these storage reservoirs not only provide a

solution to flood jiroblems but may ho used for othia* jnirpose^s

such as water supply, pow'er, irrigation, etc.

The liesponsibddy for Flood Control.

The control of floods is a nvsponsibility which extimds
beyond the limits of the inundated area. Floods have no
resp(‘cf for political jurisdictions, just as political boundari<\s

show little relation to hydrographii^ boundaries. 8ince flotxkxl

areas seldom c'oincide j)recisely with })olitical areas the existing

minor civil divisions such as tahsils and' districts unable
individually to cope with the flood probkm.

Individual Respondibility

.

The flood problem begins with the formation of a tin,' i ulid

in th(^ farmer’s field. Its control is both a personal anu a social

ri'sjxmsibility. His ixwsonal interest is not confincxi to thi*.

hazard of floods on his farm but to thi' associati'd loss of soil

as the run-ofi:' gathers into rivulets vhich converge into largix*

and more devastating streams, produiang both wat(T and soil

damage.
12
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The individual landowner, though he may have a humani-
tarian interest in the flood hazards of the drainage basin in

which he lives, can do little towards the solution of the problem,
especially if ho lives beside a largo stream. In rural areas

when streams are small, individual farms may, by channel im-

provements and thi» construction of embankments, give protec-

tion to their low-lying lands. The clearing of a stream channel
of driftwood, trees, and other obstruc^tions may so facilitate

the flow during the time of high v^ater that the channel is

widened, thus increasing its capadtj^
Imperceptibly the personal responsibility of many indivi-

duals enlargt^s to a regional responsibility (;o-extonsivo with
each important drainage basin.

Regional Aspects of Flood Control.

Plamiing for the best use of water resources is essentially

a regional responsibility, the region being coincident with the

drainage basin of the streams conc^erned. This concept of the

planning region cannot be adhered to rigidly, for the transmis-

sion of water power in the form of ekn^triclty and the distribu-

tion of water for irrigation and municipal purj>osc\s extend far

iKjyond the lunits of drainage basin, and require a modification

of the hydrographic^ region to includes ad j accent areas which
Cionstitute the iieripheral sec*.tions of an economic region.

The problem of flood control, howewer, is rather strictly

cK)nfined to the drainage basin, 8o long as control measures
involve only riverine works the plan would reejuire thc^

C‘0-operation of riverside c*-ommumties but as control is extended
to induclc'* pieventivo measures thc^ whole drainag(^ basin should

be organizes 1 into a unit. The obstacles which make diflicailt

the realization of this ideal are many, and probably will stand

in the way of a strictly rc^gional organization based upon the

hydrographic basin.

Res'po7isibility of the Provinces aiid the Central Government.

Wbeie a drainage basin lies entirely within a single prov-

ince the responsibility of handling the many waten* problems
lies on it:. Flood problems which involve^ two or more proviiKos

may rc‘quirc^ intca--provincial c*n-opcH-ation in order that a flood-

c.onti’ol progranune may bo extended to all parts of the drainage

basin. The’; co-operation should includes not only an inter-

provincial agreement but also a uniformity of laws to iacilitate

the work connected with flood control. Thc'. State’s rc^sponsi-

bility also extends to finance the operations. For such purposes

excessive expenditures may be justified, but there should be a
caredul scrutiny of all flood-control plans to make certain that

the benefits to be gained equal or exceed the cost of the prc^tective

works.

I2B
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CONCLUSIOIS.

In cont lusion I would emphasize that soil (‘rosion in India

has beeome a matter of vital eoneein and d(>mands inim(^diatt‘

attention. The improvemcuit an<l fertility of Indian soils is

another important problem. Planning on a w'id(‘ s(‘ale to niaiii-

tain soil fertility is, thta-(dbj-e, of supreme importaiue to the

country in her {•am]^’aign of rural reeonstriu^tiou. The rapid

increase in population since British ot‘cupation has greatly

intensified pressure on the land, caustni the cailtivation of much
unsuitable ground and shoften^^H the r(\sting periods between

cultivation that are frecpiently n(‘C'^ssary for the stability of

tropical soils. The human population of India is increasing

at the rate of about 4 to 5 millions per amium. Mn(*h of this

increase is occuriing in the tracd. wdiere nature in the first

place provided easy conditions for human settlement, namely
rainfall not roo heavy for tht^ ordinary farm crops, and natural

grasslands in vrhich cattle thrive. ThenTore, much of the

weight of this increasing population is falling upon the tension

]>olt w'here grassland can persist onl;\^ under reasonabh' trcuitnunit

,

and if oikh^ destroyed (‘annot reinstate itself as easily as it can

under a slightly lieavier or better distributed j’ainfall. Hence
over very large tract of (country natural grasslands have already

disappeared and village livesto(*k ar(^ depimdent upon bush
and tiee growth for their day-to-day existeiK'o. The amount
of erosion caused directly through over-cultivation and ovoi -

grazing has becomes a rational menace.
The conservation of fon^sts and w^ater resourcjcs of India

are also vitally connected with the probkun of ever-inereasmg

population of the country and rec|uu*e a sound planning.

We should, thertdons i<>cognize that probk^ms of conserva-

tion are vital to each and every citizen of the nation. To
one who is alive to the significance and magnitiuk^ of the problein

of providing poster ity w ith t he nutans of a l iclior and happier

life the? conservation of th(‘ natural resources and their e(‘onomic

exploitation wdll appear to be the only possible^ solution. Th(^

development and administration of conservation prc^je.cts will

demand the full time of a larger staff of experts mauitaiiKid b;

the States and it is gratifying to note that th(^ Imperial Council

of Agricultural Research and Pi’ovincial (b»vernments ?ire

directing their strenuous efforts towards the oxocntion ej xte li

projects, yet much cannot be achiiwed without tin cordial

support and co-operation of all (dtizens w^hether they an devel-

oping natural resources which they own privately oi diwidoping
resources on public lands. The spirit of conservation demands
that wo recogm'ze limitations to our personal rights in the
utilization of gifts made by nature and render best services in

the execution of local, provincial and national projects of
conservation.
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THE RESPIRATION OF PLANTS IN LIGHT

Ladies asu Gentlp'.men,

I am (leex^ly sensible of the honour don( to ni(‘ n\ the
invitation to })rosido over the seetion of i^otany at tliis 28th
Session of the Indian Science ('ongress. An honour lik(, tins is

ill itself a mattca- for giatiheation, but it beconu's doubly \volc-om(‘

when th(v (Congress happens to meet at Beu ares --the place of

juy birth and (Ukrly education. I recall that hltiKUi y(‘ars ago in

this very city a great teacher and a kind iViend, Prolessor

R. S. Inamdar, occupied the presidential chair. Proiessor

Inamdar \\\as one of the founders of the School of Plant Physiology
in India, and his iiKanorv as a. Profe.ssor will foj* cv('i‘ bc^ cbcM islu'd

es])ecially by his forinev i)U])iLs.

For the ]mr])ose of iny address tlu’ 8(‘ssioii at Ikuiaies is

particularly oj>portuue. Ihuiares was and is the lionu^ ot
])liysiologieaI researcli. The subjecd of mv’ address v\}ii( li is on
some jdiysiological pro])l( .us, though s[)eeiali/A‘d, may }K‘i*ha})s

interest a largtu' of sdemtists.

The d’uEOKY or Photochemical Action

With the rapid advanc;(‘ of Science towards unravelliuj.; the
inyst('ry ot light and bridging tlu‘ gulf betwa^en light and mattiu

,

the subject oi‘ Photocdiomistry has, as raj)idl\
,
Ibrg 'd ahead

Invitro (‘Xpcaiments have enabled us to g(‘t clearci cnne(‘]>tiou^

of ])liotosynthc (ic and plu'to-oxidative reactions. I h( se react i* uis

are, however, far riioi e complicated in the living matt(‘r an- ' my
aim luTe will be to discuss whether or not ])lioto-oxidati()n- Uoke
place in th<^ plants, as well, or, in other words, wh(‘thei i ic e is a
Light respiration’ as op]K)sed to ‘Dark res])ira.t ion ’ m plants.

But liefore w'e start on the problem itself let us })riefly undcu st-and

the general theoiy of photochemical action. ]*hotO(;hemi(uil

reactions are cluuni(jal reactions wdiich are prodiuxul directly or
indirectly by^ absorption ol radiation. This w as first x)i‘opoun<hHl
by Grotthus (1819) and, at a later date, indepcuidently^ by^

Draper (1841). Consider now^ a beam of light, composed of

( IHl )
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various wavelengths, falling on a chemical molecule. Light

consists of a series of periodic electro-magnetic disturbances of

various pt^riods of vibration. A moleculo has also a certain

period of vibration. Thus those light waves that have similar

j>erio(ls of vi!)ration as the molecule will got absorbed and by so

doing set up a resonant vibration in the moleculo, which may
reac^h an amjrlitude great enough to bring about a chemical
change. »Su(;h changes may lead either to an increase of (energy

or to a decrease, A simple case of a former ty[>e of reaction is

that of anthr'acene. which, in light, j)olymerizes to di-anthracene

and thereby the stored energy is increased. The assimilation

of carbon by green plants is a case of complex reactions leading

to an increase ifi emTgy. Photochemical reactions, however,
resulting in the loss of energy may according to Weigert i^o

divkhxl into ( 1 )
comi)ound reactions and (2) catalytic reactions.

In th(‘. <5as(^ of the comi>ound reactions the products of photo-
chenii(;al cha.nge are used up in another reaction. The photo-
g!*aphic ]>late may siu’vui as an example, lly the action of light

broniiiK^ is liberated frojii silver bromide thus forjuing an inter-

mediate product. This then combines with the gelatine on the
platen (jausing bromination of the gelatine, llespiration in plants,

obviously, cannot (jome under this category, for in this case

light is essential for bringing about the production of intermediate

substances; it is not so in the r(\spiratory process. On the other

hand, there are numei'ous photochemical reactions which even in

darkness, after a jKU'iod of illumination, j>rocot^.d at a speed
greatei- than their* tluTinal velordty. These show thf^ pheno-
menon of ‘ After’ ehect’. In such cases, in all probability, the

inen’oased quantum yi(dd may be du(^ to the formation of a

catalyst. The Avell-known reaction of iodoform in chloroform,

which liberates iodine in light and continues to do so even in

darkness with a sulFudent velocity which is, however, less than that

in light will ser ve as an example. Such reactions will come
under Weigert’s second group, viz. catal>i;iG reactions. All these

reactions whether they bo anabolic or catabolic must be preceded
by an activation process. The ordinary vital reac;tions are slow
for the simple reason that large numbers of molecules do not
move w ith a. very high velocity which is necessary for chemical
reactions. Ordimirily, all the molecules do not move with such
high \ elociti(\s and thus the reaction goes on in darkness at a
slow rate, but in light the molecules absorb radiant energy and
thus iiKTcase their- vibration velocity. According to the third

law' of dynamics, howanuw, any reaction, that causes the diminu-
tion of free ema gy, must take place, for by so doing free energy is

decreased . Thus after the vibration v elocity increases, a reaction

leading to the diminution of free energy takes place. Fig. 1

may serve to explain this point.

An unactivated molecule of will not oxidize to

CO 2 and H 2O in the same manner as a ball kept on a roof will
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not fall below. Tiie ball has to be pushed to enable it to fall,

80 also the sugar has to be activated first before any katabolio

reaction takes pLiCe. In both tl e cases there is a loss of energy.

Fig. 1.

Thus in all cases of such rea -tions, even though there be a final

loss of energy, intake of a specific quantity of energy must at

first tak(i place.

The Primary Photochemical Process

With the development of the modern method of research in

photochemical reactions the role ofthe primary absorption process

in gaseous reactions has been of great importance in discussing

the mechanism"^ of the total (primary and secondary) photo*

chemical change.

In tliis connection the quantum theory ol Stark and its

subsequent development by Einstein is of great impo! tanco.

Einstein assmned that absorbed light energy in amount equal to

Wiv shoidd bring to reaction v molecules, provided the time

interval between the absorption of an energy quantum by a

molecule and its subsequent reaction was small in comparison

with the mean life of activated molecules.

According to Bodenstein ^ the primary efifect of the

absorption of light is the ionization of the molecules, but this
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has been found to be invalid. Later Warburg 37, 38 skiid Nernst 24

advanced the view that dissociation of the molecules occur as a

result of the primary photochemical process.

The phenomenon of light absorj>tion by both the atomic

and molecular systems have recently been studied by Franck
Rollefson 34 and others and it has been argued that in the

atomic system, the atom in question is excited to a higher energy
level and the excitation energy is utilized in the secondary
reaction in presence of other gas molecxdes.

Similarly, for atomically bound molecules, if the absorj)tion

lies in the continuous region then according to Franck the
molecules will be dissociated into atoms and one of the atoms
will be in the excited state and in the presence of some chemically

reacting component the excited atom will react and bring about
the net photochemical change.

Recently, Bhattacharya 3 has shown that the role of the
primary absorption procjess is activation or may be atomization
of the molecules which is but a physical (;hange in the state of
the molecules. Thci elt‘.ctronic (uiergy absorbed is subsequently
transformed into kinetic energy which makes the molecules
more reactive with the result that the initial rate of secondary
chemi(!al redaction is a(u^el(Tat(Ml. BJjatta(;harya has further

shown that the temx>erature coc^flhdent for the primary proctess

in photochemical rea(;tion is unity.

In brief, the exact position of the present, idea al)Out the
primai’y absorx)tion ]>rocess in photochemical reaction is that
the absorb(Hl eneigy is i-esj)onsible for the initial acceleration of
the thermal rea(;tions in light and that the photochemical
r(^a(ition is the contiiiiKxl ofie(;t of this absor^xtion ])i‘Ocess together

vith the secondary chemi(;al changers which ma\' set ux> chains.

With this x>i’t‘li^^iinary talk on tht' jn-estmt knowledge of

photO(;h(^nucal i*ea(d.ions T shall now procur'd to apjjly it in the
case of i>lant i c‘S])iration.

Historical review :

Th(^ earlier work on this brancdi of the subject is very
scanty. It was Borodin 7 who discoveriHl an indirect relation

botw{ien light and rc^spiration. He found that the respiration

a(5tivity ot leafy twigs gradually d(H;reases in darkness. Bonnit'r

and Mangin ^ sho\v ed that light has a direct effect on the
rosjuratory mo(;hanism. If plants are placed alternatively in

light and darkness a retarding intlueruje of light is noticed. This
has no relation to carbon assimilation, for this effect is noticed
even in jdants w ithout chlorophyll,

Maximov 23 finds that the effect of light upon Aspenjillns

niger varies with the age of the culture as also with the natuie
of the nutrient medium. Day ® found 3% to 4% more respiration

for l)ariey in diffuse daylight.
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• kSpoelir 85 divides the light reactious into two classes direct

and indirect. In the first, with which we are hero concerned,

light directly acts bringing about physico-chemical ohangas of

certain physiologically important substances within the organism.

Warburg 88 finds that light has some photochemical effect

on respiration. Working on yeast he finds tliat respiration is

arrested by the presence of CO. But if a mixture of ^^east and
CG is exposed to light, respiration re-starts. This is due to the

dissociation in light of the CO which js bound to the Fe of the

respirator}^ ferment.

Recently, De Boer working critically with fungi finds no
effect of light on respiration. This, as subsequently discussed,

may be duo to the inability of the colourless fungi to absorb the

necessary radiation. For, to cause a primary photochemical
process to take place light must bo absorlxMl in the systtnii.

It should also l.'e ]>ointed out, that it is not ixjcessaril}' true,

that ch(^mi(;al reaction must follow absorption. For instaiujo if

radiations of long wavelengths are absorlxHl the quantum of

energy may be too small to efffud a reaf^tion. It is possibk?

that colourless fungi either cannot absorl) radiations or absorb

such radiations as ain^ incapable of producing any clu^nical

reactions.

The probliMii of the effect of light on i-es])iraiion has been
investigated in our laboratory from five different angk'S, viz.:

—

(1) Th(‘, respiration of non-green but coloured loaves and
1 lowers ir light.

(2) Th(3 respiration of colourless organs, like roots, in

light.

(3) The rc‘,spiration of green leaves in light and the after

(dfect.

(4) The (dfeiU of t(unperatur(^ and light upon respiration.

(5) And finally, in view of our kiiowhslge of res
2
)iration in

light, the study of the real assimilation rate of

(jarlion. Wo shall discuss these one by one and
then try to arrive at some definite conclusions.

Thi floating respimflon :

Most plants, respiring in darkness, show a slow fall in ? licir

respiration rate, when bi*ought from light t<; darkness This

uiistal)l(^ transitory phase is noticed only at the first of

respiration and is called the ‘floating’ respiration by Bla f man
while the low steady rate of respiration reached after i fi eating

part is the ‘i)rotoplasmie’ respiiation.

That starvation is definittdy not responsible for the fall in

the floating jiart of the respiration curve, is shown by Ranjan
for Mangifera and Eugenia leaves. The leaves of these plants

possess enough food material in reserve to maintain a high rate

of respiration for v eeks.
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Physiological starvation, however, which can be brought

about by high temperature, due to the shifting of the starch ^
sugar balance so that the available sugar decreases, is well

known, but the laboratory temperature of at which the

experiments were conducted was not higher than the temperature
in the oj>en in the tropics. Thus physiologi(;al starvation too

cannot explain the fall in the respiration rate.

In the light of the subsequent results, herein described, one
is forced to conclude that this fall in the respiration rate at the
‘floating part’ is due to the direct effect of the absence of solar

radiations on plant respiration.

The respiration of non-green hut coloured leaves and flowers :

Work on the colourless leaves of Croton by Ranjan 29 shows,

that during the first pha.so of respiration in darkness a slow fall

o the typical floating type is noticed. When these leaves were
illuminated from a 1,000 W. lamj>, kept at a distance of one foot,

the respiration rate actually showed a distinct increase throughout
the period that the leaf was in light (Fig. 2).

Time in Hours

Fio. 2 .

On removing the source of light the respiration rate fell off

to assume the rate of respiration in darkness. The temperature
all the while was k(^pt stead}^, as the heat from the lamp was
absorbed by a scjreen of flowing water interposed between the
lamp and the j)lant material.

This rise in rc^spiration can only be due to the catalyzing
action of light. Further proof of this was furnished by the
work on th(' coloured flowers.

It must be noted here, however, that most of the colourless

loaves of Croton are not wholly devoid of colour but are faintly

coloured yellow. Parija 27 ^^nd Saran’s work confirm these

results. Working on the^ albino varieties of Aralia they found
that by exposing these plants even to a short period of diffused
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light, the respiration rate after the exposure got augmented.
It is quite probable that tnese albino varieties like the faintly

yellow leaves of Crotoyi contain d some pigment.

The rate of Respipation of some coloured flowers

Ranjan and Saxena ^3 worldng on the inllorescences of
BouqamviUea^ (yeUow and nink) Nerium flowers iind yellow
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Canna flowers, found that the floating respiration in both

Bougainvillea and Nerium showed the usual fall and when after

about 18-20 hours’ light was administered from a 1,500 W.
Osram lamp kept at a distance of one foot, the respiration rate

qui(;kly went up. Once the high peak was reached, the respira-

tion rate, however, slightly <leclined off’ even in light.

When the plants were brought back to darkness, the

respiration rate steadily fell olh Tlie respiration of Canna
flowers, on the other hand, behaves somewhat dilferently to the
respiration of Nerium or Bougainvillea. In Canna, Fig. 5, one
notices a total absence of any fall in the ‘floating’ respiration

while the increase in the respiration rate in light is only very
slight. Thus there appears to ])e a certain co-relation, between
the fall in the ‘ floating ’ respiration and a rise in the respiration

when plants are exposed to light.

{Canna)

Fig. 5.

This fact leads us to suggest that if normally tli() floating

i’(‘Spi ration keeps low' from the v(‘ry start, then the subsc^quent

exjK)sure to light will bring about no change in the respiration

rate.

The analysis of both tlui plastid and anthoeyanin pigments
of these flow ers revealtMl that, whereas in Nerium and Bougainvillea
these pigments were in abundance, Canna flow^ers contained
very little of them. If now, the solar (mergy of the right fre-

quency is arrested by sucfli pignients, then the carbohydrate
molecules in Nerium and Bougainvillea- will necessarily get

aiitivated and so bring about increased respiration. From the
same viewqioint the resjuration of Canna, which contained less

of these pigments, wflll remain low in light.
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In the cases of Ner»um and Boirgainvilki, there was a

long continuoTiB fall when the plants were brought from open
sunshine to darkness in the laboratory and so also there was a

long continuous fall after the laboratory illumination to darkness.

(See figs. 3 and 4.) This feature is of considerable importance,
for, while assuming that respuation in light is also a photo-

(jhemical process, one will not be able to apply Einstein's law of

photochemical e(]|uivaicnce. For, we have seen that even when
light is cut off the reaction goes on at a relatively fast rate,

though diminishing in its ratc^ during succe8siv(> hours. In-

vitro experiments on photochcni: ial reactions may give us some
insight into this type of complicated reactions. For instance, in

the case of chain r( actions met with in certain types of photo-
chemical actions the products of rt^actioiis liberate sufficient

energy to acitivate additional reacitants, cjausing a c^hain of

reactions to take plac( . An illustration may serve to explain

the point. In the formation of HCl from H2 arkl (l2» the
following chain reaction is supj»osed to take place.

CI9+ light = 2C1.

Cl+Ho = HCl+H.
H-h(1o = HCl+Cl.
CI+H2 = And so on.

As 1 have said before d. is now well established that oven
in exothermal reactions the rea<5ting molecules have to get

excited before th(w can react and I cited tlie c&ao of a ball

which has to be j)ushed from a roof before it can fall and thus

lose its energy. Now in the photochemical synthesis of HCl
from H2 and CI2J if q be the energy given out in the reaction

and hv is thc^ energy which is ntK^essary to activate the CI2

molecide, then in the reaction the energy given out will be q—hv.
Obviously, this energy is greater than hv, and is, therefore,

sufficient to activate a second molecule of chlorine, which on
reacting will liberate again a sufficient quantity of energy to

bring about a reaction of the third molecule.

if the energy is not disHij)ated away then on(;o a reaction

starts it will continue indefinitely. But the energy tloes get

dissipated hence a gradual loss in the reaction rate. The slow

tall in the rate of respiration when plants are brought from
light to darkness, could also be explained on somewhat similar

lines, viz. (1) the accelerated 2>ace set up in light combiues
owing to (;hain reactions even in darkness, but (2) owing to

other reactions in which catalysts are likely to play a part-, the

ebain reactions break up and the respiration rate drops off .

The quick rise of the respiration rate and its subsequent
shght fall even during the period of exposme to light is more
difficult to explain and may be due to a variety of causes,

amongst the foremost of them being the effect of light on (1)

the permeability of the protoplasm, (2) the viscosity of the
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protoplasm, (3) tho]>l^sma membrane, (4) the action on enzymes,
or (5) the formation of internal filters.

In this short paper it is not possible to give full justice to

the works of various investigators on these problems, but a

few of the more important recent works mil be dealt with.

Lepeschkin 22 using the pulvinus cells of Phaseolus and
Spirogyra filaments concludes that light increases the per-

meability to KNO3 with increased illumination. Ho used the
isotonic coefficitmt method. Later Zyc^ha ^2 (jriticized this

method and showed that Lepeschkin’s results are unreliable.

Hoffmann using the Hofler plasmometric method also finds an
increase in pt^rmeability. Hoagland and Davis measured
directly the amount of anion accumulating in tlie sap of Nitella

in darkness and in white light. They found that light accelerated

the accumulation of the anions. These authors think that light

causes a change in the metabolic process. On the whole, there is

a preponderance of opinion in favour of the increase in per-

meability in light . If that were so
,
then the decrease of respiration

in prolonged exposure to strong light may be ascribed to this

phenomenon.
Moreover, light also affects the viscosity of the protoplasm

as has been shown by Huber 20^ Weberns and others. Weber
noted the difference in the fonn of plasmolysis. Convex
plasmolysis is associated with relativity low viscosity and concave
with high viscosity, l^eaves in darkness show 'convex’ while

leaves in light show concave plasmolysis. Hence he (ioncludes

that viscosity is higher in the light than in darkn(\ss.

Heilbrunn and Daugherty have shown that ultraviolet

light releases calcium from the cell cortc^x, wliich then enters

the i)rotoplasm j>rop(^r causing first liquefaction and then

gelation. Now, as it is suppos(‘d, if the plasma mt^mbrane of a

cell is a calcium gel, then light radiations will weaken such

a gel by the removal of the calcium and consequently the

permeability will increase.

Th(^ action of radiations on the enzymatic system is yet

imperfectly understood. Most of the work so far done has been
with th(^ extracts of enzymes, and that too in its impure form.

So that it will be unsafe to draw definite (jonclusions from the

results of experiments done in-vitro. But some in-vivo results

are summarized below.

Green’s work upon the action of light upon diastase

solution, and upon diastase of the leaf showed that bright sun-

light had no efliud. *

Knott found an increase in (catalase a(;tivity of spinach
after lengthening the photoperiod. Baly and Semmens^ also

report that when a strong beam of polarized light was made to

fall upon the starch of potato, wheat, and corn, a rapid hydrolysis

of starch to sugar* occurred. On the other hand, Pincussen^s
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observed the destruction of diastase by light in the presence of

oxygen.

Ranjan and Mallik showt^d that an exposure of green
leaves to light inere-ases the hexose content and this formation of

hexose is correlated with the increase of catalase activity.

It may, in this connection, be also m/ ntioned that Chatterji ^

found that injection of alcohol in the leaves of Eugenia jambolana
similarly increased both the hexose content and (jatalase activity.

Pal's work sliovvs that light may have considerable effect on
the respiratory a(‘tivity of fatty materitils by (ihanging the lipase

activity and thereby altering the fatt^ acid—^glycerol carbo-

hydrate equilibrium. His work on Spii ogyra shows a profound
effect of light on the metabolism ot th(^ algae in the conjugating
stages probably due to some changes in the enzymic ac^tivities.

That the fall in thf^ respiration rate of leaves, when exposed
to prolonged period of illumination ma}^ be due to the formation
of ‘internal iilter’ is also possible. Oxygen may be one such
filter. For during the exposure to light, carbon assimilation

starts vdthin the leaf and tlie consequent fonnation of oxygen
takes place. It had l>een shown in in-vitro experiments that Go
acts as a negative catalist. Its retarding inlluencjo on the photo-
synthesis of HCl has been noticed. l)har finds that oxygon
retards the reduction of mercuric chloride by potassium oxalate

in the dark. And Allmaiid and We])b ^ have shown that the

photolysis of potassium ferric oxalate juactically stops on
bubbling oxygen through the solution. Thus the slight fall in

the respiratory rate ma;^ be due to some of these causes cither

acting singly or jointly, when leaves are subjected to 2>rolonged

exposure to light.

The RESPiii.'TiON Rate of Roots

I have said before that the respiration rate augments in

light only in those cases where light energy of the right type is

absorb(‘d. This fact is further proved by experiiTumtation on
roots. For this work Pistia roots wer(^ chosen for the Pistia.

plant being a floating form, its roots are particularly suitable for

experinumtal j3urposes. These roots, previous to their being

])ut in the experimcmtal chamber, were exposed to 2 hours of

direct solar radiations.

Unlike the respiration rate of leaves the res]>iration heri^ a

flat horizontal curve and shows no fall in the floating i^^rt

(Fig. 0), The rate of its respiration was found to be ab< M4i rhe

same as the ‘protoplasmic’ respiration of its shoots per gram of

the plant material. Previous exposures to light brought no
change in the respiration rate. This explains twc» points: (1)

the roots being colourless, light energy, which (Mjuld cause

activation of the molecules is not absorbed, and (2) the ‘proto-

plasmic’ respuation of green plants is the normal respii’ation in

darkness.
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Hours
Fig. 6.

The Respiration Rate of Green Leaves in Light

From these considerations we now pass on to the respiration

of green leaves in light. As is obvious, in light a green tissue

will not show the emission of CO2 ,
for as soon as it is produced

in respiration, its reduction to carbohydrates will take place and
no COo vdll escape out of the stomata. Thus it is only by indirect

means that the respiration rate in light can be found.

The experiments on Eugenia leaves 20 show that when light

from a 1 ,000 W. Osram lamp was given from a distance of one
foot from the plant chamber, the CO2 of respiration in the
pettenkofer tubes rapidly declined off as the photosynthesis

(Fig. 7) increased. Mter 15 hours of exposure the leaves were
again darkened and the CO2 in the pettenkofers wont up.

During the period the leaves were in light, assimilation was
going on and if even all the CO2 of respii-ation was built back by
assimilation—which of course is not the case—^then at the end
of light the rate of respiration should be the same as at the
beginning of the illumination for the carbohydrates being the
basic materials for respiration, their concentration should be
the same at the end of light as at the beginning.

The ‘after effect’ of light, however, shows that the CO2

omission gradually increases, hour by hour, to a value which
is in excess of the respiration rate just prior to light exposure;
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and soon after attaining a maximum T-alue the respiration rate

starts to fall off. Now, if we accept the hypothesis that the
respiration is higher in light and that it gr^nally falls off in

darkness, then the way to find out fcho respiration rate of a green
leaf, in light, is to produce backwards the falling curve of
respiration to the time at which light was switched off, i.e. to
the time at which darkness began or to the zero hour of darkness.
This has been drawn backwards in Fig. 7 marked A. The

respiration rate, anoording to tliis hy])othesis, is over 32 mg.
00*2 per 10 gm. of leaves per 3 hours in light but in (larkness

it falls off to about 20 mg. CO2 per 3 hours. And t he falling

f;urvo in-between these points (the floating rospiraiion) is the

‘after effect’ eaused by the primary photocbcanical proc<‘ss

setting up ‘chain reactions’. This thus accounts for ^he

subsequent high rate of respiration for at least some tin)* ,
’ ven

after the illumination is removed. That the ‘after effect may
last for several hours, has also been shown in in-vitro experiments.

In the case of mercury vapour it has been observed that the life

period of the excited atom is of the order 10"® sec. liut recently

Wood has observed that if a mercury lamp is started and then
switched off the glow persists for several seconds. In the case

of solutions, Ghosh 1 ®, Dhar 1- and others have shown that the
‘after effect ’ has been found to exist for about 2 or more hours.
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In the case of ferrous sulphate and iodine, Dhar and Mukerji 12

found the ‘after effect’ to last for 2 hours and 15 minutes, while

in the case of the bleaching of dicyanin the ‘after effect ’ continued

for 4 hours and 10 minutes. It may be argued that this difference

in the life period of the active molecules is due to the complex
nature of the solvent molecules with which these authors have
worked. I may, therefore, venture to suggest that the nature of

the plant cells is more complex and naturally once they are

activated the ‘after effect’ may last for a long period.

That the high peak of respiration is not reached all at once
in experimentation is due to the numerous structural difficulties

which iippede the flow of CO2 from the parenchyma cells of

the leaf to the pettenkofer tubes. And by the time the new
adjusted state can be arrived at, the respiration rate drops off

hour by hour as the ‘ after effect ’ damps off in darkness.

Parija and Saran 27 have showm that light has no effect upon
the respiration rate till after 40 hours in darkness. It is probable
that for their leaves the first 40 hours are the period of floating

respiration when the ‘ after effect ’ of light, due to the secondary
photochemical reactions, is taking place. (Here the leaves were
brought from light to the dark experimental condition of the
laboratory.) And if during this period of ‘after effect’ light

were to be administered it might not show any effect. It is

only when the effect of light has died down, o.g. at the proto-

plasmic level, that the illumination will increase the respiration

rate of leaves.

I shall now attempt to discuss a few records of experimenta-
tion on the influence of temperature on photochemical reactions

in respiration.

The Temperature Effect upon Light Respiration

In-vitro experiments by various investigators have shov^n
that generally speaking the temperature coefficient of a reaction

occurring in light is much greater than unity but is smaller than
that of the reaction in darkness. Dhar n finds in the case of the
oxidation of potassium oxalate by iodine that in darkness for a
10°C. rise it has a value of 7*2 while in diffuse light the tempera-
ture coefficient is 3*4. This is duo to the activation of most
molecules in light and thus further activation with rise of
temperature is relatively smaller.

The work 20 on the temperature effect was done with the
entire plants of Pistia which possesses a rosette of green leaves.

The range of temperatui*e varkxl from 20*5°C. to 40°C. Figs. 8-1

1

give the respiratory index of the plants in fight and darlmess
at temperatures of 20*5°C., 27°C., 35°C. and 40°C. The arrow-
head fines show the course of the protoplasmic respiration in

darkness, and the continuous lines point out the low CO2
emission as seen by titrations of the contents of pettenkofer

13B
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Nevertheless, they bring out forcibly the basic facts that

differences in increased respiration in light do exist at varying
temperatures. The zero hour levels show that at 40°C. the

respiration rate in light was in the neighbourhood of 10 Mg.
COg ;

and at 35"C. IM Mg. COg; at 27°C. 8-5 Mg. COg ;
and at

20*6T. only 5*5 Mg. COg.
It is important now to know the relative increase of the

respiration rate in light over the respiration rate of leaves in

darkness. The measurements of this rise in the respiration rate

in light show that it is twice at 40''C. while at 35°C. it is 2*2 and
at 27°C. it is as much as 2*5 times. While at 20-5°C. the increase

is only about Tl times. We thus find that the maximum rise

in the respiration rate in light is at 27°C. though the maximum
intensity is at 35°C. This marked increase in both rise and
intensity which we find within the limits of 27° and 35° decreases

with higher temperatures. On the other hand, the relative

increase is again very small at low temperatures.

Scheme oe the Reactions and the Energy involved

We assume that in respiration, as in photos3mthesis, there

are at least two reactions: (1) the primary reaction and (2) the
secondary reaction; the former is both thermal as also photo-
chemical, while the latter is only thermal.

For convonience lot us resolve these reactions in accordance
with the following scheme:

—

(
1

) (^)

A—B is primary and B—C is secondary. The rate of

B—C will depend upon the rate of A—B. In dark at 20°C!.

both A—B and B—(- are sIoav^ and the rate of respiration is

consequently slow. If now light is given A—B becomes
accelerated while B—-C remains slow. Thus the reaction here is

limited by the rate of B—

C

whic^h being thermal, the augmenta-
tion of respiration by light does not take place at this temperature.

At 27°C. the rate of reaction B—C is capable of being faster

than at 20°C. But the primary reaction A—B is not so much
accelerated, for this reaction is also a photochemical one and
not only a thermal process. Therefore, here the rate of reaction

is not controlled by B—C but by A—B. Therefore, when light

is given this primary reaction increases and as B—

C

is already

in excess of the limiting value due to increased temperature,

there is an increased respiratory rate. At 35°C. due to the

primary reaction being thennal, to a certain extent, the reacting

molecules are already in a greater excited state than they were
at 27 °C. But as th(Tti is a limit to the number of molecules

which can be thus excited, the administration of light, although

it does cause slightly greater excitation of molecules, cannot do
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80 beyond a certain limiting value. Thus even if there is a
higher reaction rate, the relative increase in the respiration rate

is less at 35°C. than at 27 °C. The same holds good for respiration

at 40°C. with this additional reason that at this temperature the

time factor also becomes operative.

In Blackman’s scheme ^ the reserve carbohydrates break
down to sugars and these then go into the activated forms with a

higher energy coiitoxit. This reaction causes activation which
according to Ihe sclieme given above should correspond to the

‘primary process’. In the secondary reaction’ which is purely

thermal, these activated forms break down, in glycolysis, to

substances wdth half the number of carbon atoms. That enzymes
and cemperature plav their respective roles in these reactions is

beyond question.

The following scheme is suggested:—

Hydrolysis.

Carbohydrates >n (Glucose)

.

Primary reaction.

2 glucose + ^glucose' + glucose.

Secondary rection.

Glucose' +En >2C3He03 + g.

2 glucose + (/
— ^glucose' + glucose.

Glucose' +En—-—>20311^03 + q.

And so on.

N.B.—En = Enzyme.

q hv the dilferenco of the energy between

CeHisOo and CsHeOg.

Retorcussions of Light Respiration on Carbon
Assimilation

We will now finally close this discussion with a consideration

of the repurcussions of these results on our knowledge of carbon
assimilation by green plants. As we all know in the study of

carbon assimilation we first note the apparent aissimilation rate

and then add to this, the CO2 of the respiration which gives us
the real assimilation value. The CO2 of respiration is usually

taken by noting the respiration rate, just before and after light

and the mean of the two gives the respiration ratr^ during the
period of assimilation. If now the respiration rate definitely

increases in light and also, as has just been pointed out, this

increase varies with temperature, the previous work done on the
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rate of real assimilation becomes of rather doubtful value. Some
work has been done in this laboratory by the writer si on the

carbon assimilation of Eugenia jambolana leaves at varying
temperatures. These results are summarized in Fig. 12 in which

Fig, 12.

the curves of real assimilation (marked B) and the derived real

photosynthesis values (marked A) at different tempe^ratures are

shown. The curve B shows a steady rise with increasing tempera-
ture up to 3()°C. : beyond this temperature the rise, however, falls

off and the curve tends to assume a horizontal (jourse. On the

other hand, the curve A follows an 8-shaped course indicating a
slow rise between 20°-25° and 30^-35°C. : bctw^een these two
extremes the curve indicates a rapid acceleration. These results

are consonant with the view that near about 2ifC. the secondary
thermal reaction is limiting the respiratory rate and as the dark
reaction in photosynthesis, being thermal, also remains limiting

then the Q^) values for assimilation betw^een 20°-25°C. will be low^

Between 25° and 30°C., however, the increase in the respiratory

rate is at its maximum in light. This would seem to indicate

that between these temperatures the relative increase in assimila-

tion or the Qio for assimilation would be the highest also. This
is actually found to be the case, for the assimilation curve
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shows a steep rise between 25°-30'^C. Beyond these tempera-
tures the Qio for respiratory rate decreases and so also the Qjq
for assimilation.

Conclusion

T.iadies and gentlemen, we may, therefore, conclude that
the green leaves and the beautiful flowers that one sees, not only
colour for us all tlie woild of vegetation and with their beauty fill

our hearts with joy; but they also do something more. To quote
Sir William Bragg they help the world to make the first step in

the life process. The green pigment chlorophyll of the leaf,

as we all know, is vital for building up of our food. But the
orange yellow pigments, carotin and Xanthophyll which are

found along with the chloroph> 11 of leaves and which give colour

to many flowers, have also a certain definite role. Not only are

they responsible for the formation of certain vitamins but they
also serve the oxidative processes in the leaves and flowers by
absorbing the blue-violet rays of the sun and transmitting the
energy so absorbed to the reacting metabolites in these tissues.

The beautiful rods, purjiles, blues and yellows of many
flowers and the rods of tender young leaves are due to the
anthocjyanin pigments. Those too like the hydrocarbon pigments
absorb the radiant energy and transmit it to the relatively slow
oxidizing metabolites to rap’dly increase their oxidizing power,
so vital to the actively dividing cells of a young leaf or to the
developing young embryo of a flower. The respiration rates in

these cases will then follow a course shown graphically in

Fig. 13.

Tiyne

Schematic sketch of the respiratory graph in light and dath.

Fig. 13.

Suppose the rate of the protoplasmic phase of respiration is

x; now when light is given the respiratory rate of a green or

coloured tissue increases gradually to x+n\ then again when
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darkness is restored there is a gradual fall till the curve assumes

a constant level the value of which is again x. This part of the

curve (as shown by c) is the exact replica ot the graph obtained

when the plant material is brought from light to the experimental

conditions in dark; the gradually falling part, which wo might

say the ‘ after effect * of light, is comparable to the floating part

of respiration in darkness and the level part to the protoplasmic

phase.

The interaction of light and darkness on the activation of

molecules and enzymes is best explained by the following scheme

(Fig. 14).

INCREASED RESPIRATION

Permanent

,o

a
a

•<s>

Light

Temporary
(Time Factor)

Altered St.^sugar

equilibrium

Destruction

of enzyme

The increase of respiration by light is duo in fact, to a large

extent, to the activation of more of the reacting molecules in

light than in dark at a given temijeraturo. Although a very-

high temperature activates the molecules to a higher quantum

state, it also destroys and renders inactive the enzymatic complex

which attacks the activated molecules.
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Presidential Address
{Deli^yered on C m. 5, 1941)

SOME ASPECTS OF MAMMALIAN PLACENTA

I thank you very much for the honour you have conferred

on me by electing mo this year as the President of the Zoology
Section of the Indian Sciemte Congress. 1 am aware of my
limitations as a zoologist, for till very recimtly it was my privilege

to teach Physiology to the students of the Medical College in

Mysore. I (confess I felt greatly embarrassed in choosing a

topic to si)cak to you about. Since the last meeting of the
Scienc(‘ Congress in Benares, Zoologicuxl Research in our country
has assumed relatively vast proportions as is evidenced by the

steady increase in the numoer of pax>ers prcs(*iit(id year after

year before this section.

A perusal of the learned addresses of my predecessors has
impressed upon mo the variety of subjects open for serious

thought, but at the same time, no hard and fast rule appears

to have been laid down as to the choice of the subject. It has
however been usual for the President to present in his address

an account of some ])iece of his own research, or to summarize
the progress of research in his subject. My first thought was
to devote this opportunity f-o outline the significance of the

study of that hiscinating group of animals, viz., Lemurokk a,

but on consideration I decided to review on this occ^asion somc^

aspects of the Mammalian Placentation. There have appeared
several illuminating monograx)hs in which the phylog<my and
morphology of the Placenta have been admirably discussed

and to those interested in these asx>ects of the subject t hr

lectures of Sir William Turner ^ and Robinson^ and the mono-
graphs of Duval 3, Strahl, Jenkinson 4, Assheton Grossn ]

Marshall 7, Hill® and Wislocki® would yield much informa-

tion. The subject that has intrigued me is its nutritional

func^tion. It is essential to know, and indeed it is (‘onsidered a
good principle, to understand the precise meaning of the terms.

I shall therefore attempt a brief answer, without going too

deeply into its history, to the question ‘ What is Placenta ?
’

Seventeenth century may be correctly described as a period

( 203
)
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in which scientific enquiry became organized. Harvey^® was

the first to state that the placenta was an organ which elaborated

from the maternal blood, the food required for the develop-

ment and growth of the foetus. Mayow considered that the

placenta performed the functions of a foetal lung, John and
William Hunter put forward the view that the maternal blood

circulated through the placenta—-a view that materially assists

in appreciating the functions of the placenta. From the time

of Harvey to that of Jenkinson our cionception of placenta has

undergone some little change and Jenkinson in his monograph
on Vertebrate Embryology states that the placenta is that organ

in which the blood vessels of the embryo are brought into

intimate anatomical and physiologic^al relation with the spaces

—

which may be blood vessels or lacunae of quite a different characiter

—in which maternal blood is circulating. The teaching of

Otto Grosser, with whom most students of Mammalian Embryo

-

logy agree, is that placentation may be defined as the intimate

juncjtion of the mu(;osa of the uterus with the chorion for purposes

of exchange of material between the mother and the offspring.

Pi'ofessor Will has impressed on his students that the actual

placenta is a composite structure being partly foetal and partly

inaternal. The two parts may be in simple apposition or

intimat(dy blended but in no (?ase is there an admixture of foetal

and maternal blood streams. The main functions of this struc-

tural relationship arei undoubtedly those involving the supply

of nutritive material and elimination of waste products. More
recently Mossman has stated that ‘the normal mammalian
pla(^enta is an apposition or fusion of the foetal membranes to

the uterine mucosa for physiological exchange’. Mossman’s
definition of the term is at onc^e brief and apt.

I shall now pro(;eed to consider very briofiy the morphology
of the plac;enta. There are, as is well known, two types of

placenta—-the yolk-sac placentae and the allantoic placentae.

The former, except in the native bear and the wombat, is usually

of transitory functional significanc^e. In the Eutherian mammals
it is the allantoic placenta that is significant. Before the

advent of high power microscopes and the microtome, the only

method of classification was the one that could be done by naked
eye examination. Accordingly, the placenta was sakl to be
diffuse, multiplex, zonary, (cotyledonary or discoidal a(‘cording

to its exttwnal appearanco. This primitive classification, it is

apparent, does not assist us clearly to understand either the
structure or the signifit^ance of the different types. A slightly

improved method of classifying the organ, based on the presump-
tion that in certain forms there was loss of maternal tissue during
parturition, was, as noted in the following table advanced by
Weber, Huxley, and Strahl.
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Weber. Huxley.
j

Strahl.

(a) Cadiucous.

(Maternal and
foetal parts

(a) Dexciduate.
1

(a) Placenta Vera.

shed at birth.)

(b) Non-cadneous. (b) ‘Non-deckhxaG^ (b) Semi placenta.

(It must be remejuben'd i-hai. iu souk? instances as in

Huxley’s (‘Oiitra-deeiduate ty]>e, part of the placenta is

rctainc'd in the uterus and finally autolyzed.)

Robin.'>ou’s ^dassitication of the plac^cnta into Conjoined and
Apposed t}T[.:?s, adv^ocatt'd in bis Hunterian Lecture, made
no great advance over the. previous on(?s. Assheton^*^ made
use of the activity of trojihoblast an(l dassifii'd the placenta
into two types, viz., Placenta Cumulate and Placenta plicate.

Even this division, much as it tended to explain some h'atures

in placental organization, must bi? held to be incoinph'te. The
credit of establishing a s3^si,cm of classification, which has general

approval and which constitut es a distinct advance over the binary
systems, must lx? assigned to Otto Grosser -^3 Qt;to Grosser

bases his classification on tlie exact relations of the maternal
and foetal tissues. H(' recognized four tyjx^s, (diarac.teristie

features of which may now be summari/xxl.

A. Placenta, ejriihelio-chorialis tyjie as exemplified by
the placenta of the pig in whicdi all maternal
tissues are jX' served, the foetal trojihoblast being
apposed to the ut(?rine cjiithelium.

B. Placenta syndesnio-chorialis. In this type the
uterine epithelium disap])cars to a large? extent;
and the trophoblastic^ (epithelium is bnuight into
('ontac t with the maternal ('onn(*ctive tissue as
in the she(?p.

C. Placenta endotlielio-chorialis constitutes tlx rhii'd t\^>e

in which, with tin? disappearam?(? the uterine

(epithelium and (?onne(dive tissue, tlm foetal tr(u>lin-

blast comes into contact with tlu? maternal Hi-

laries as the carnivores.

D. Placenta haemo-chorialis typo in which uorino
(^pithchum, (connective tissue and maternal capillary

endothelium disapptcar with the result tlx? maternal
blood circulates in the lacunae formed by the
trophoblast and bathes the troj)hoblast as in

R-odentia, inseectivora, ('^heiroptera, Anthropoid
Apes and Man.
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(Further subdivision of these main types exist,

but it is unnecessary to go into details for

purposes of this discussion.)

The histological study of the placenta of various groups

has placed at our disposal a mass of facts which has enabled us

to understand to some extent the functional signifi(!ancc of the

relationship of the foetal and maternal tissues. The main
object of the development of the Placenta is to ensure satis-

factory performance of those physiological functions—supply
of food, oxygen and elimination of carbon dioxide and other

waste products, necessary for the growth of the embryo. In
considering this aspccjt of th(i question, it is necessary to bear
in mind, the now imiversally accej^ted fact that the foetal blood
is always sej)arated from the maternal blood stream. The
nature of this separation differs widely in the different types of
placenta. Thus in the epith(4io-chorialis type the substances

from the maternal blood have to pass through six different

structures before they could get into the foetal blood. First

the endothelium of the mattTiial capillary, the connective tissue

around it, the uterine epithelium, th(‘ trophoblastic (‘.pithehum,

the connective tissue of the allanto-chorion and the endothelium
of the foetal capillary. In the Syndesmo-chorialis type, for the

most part, the uterine^ epithelium is lacking and the materials

hav(', to pass through the existing five layers of cells. In the

endothc^lial type, the trophoblast, as stated already, (‘omes into

intimat(i contact with the uterine cax)illaries and the barrier

for the j)assage of substances is reduced to four layers, till at

last in tln^ hatmio-chorial typ(i with the disapi)earaiice of the

walls of th(^ maternal capillaries, the maternal blood bathes

th(‘ troj)hoblast and the barru^r is rediuu'd to three layers of

(lells. In effec t the* thic kne^ss of the j)lacental nu^mbrane varies

in different animals.

It is obvious fj'om the foregoing, that the exchange of

matcT-ial between th(^ mother and foetus is conditioned by a

variety of factoi*s peculiar to each tyi)e of placenta. In its

passage through the Fallojuan tube, the fertilized ovum depends
on the s(‘cr(‘tion of the surrounding tissues for its nourishment;

and wh(‘n it reaches the uterus, till it attaches itself to the uterine

wall, and for souk^ little time even after that, the growing
embryo derives its nutrition from the secretion of the uterus.

But with the establishment of the placenta, the nutrition of the

embryo is effected by the direct absorption of the products of

uterine mucous membrane direcdly by the trophoblast
;
and with

the vascularization of the allanto-chorion, the foetal nutrition

is by the transference of matc'rial from the maternal to the

foetal blood. The normal requirements of the foetus comprise
the proteins, carbohydrates, fat, water, salts and vitamins. It

is a well-known fact that the digestive products entering the
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blood stream of the mother are circulating in the blood. The
fats particularly are on a different footing, since dui ing absorp-

tion they are resynthesized reach the blood through the
medium of lymphatic vessels in an extremely fine state of division.

Hence the mode of passage of proteins, carbohydrates and fats

across the placental barrier differs. The proteins are transferred

as amino-acids to the foUal blood; and indeed a large number of
investigators have succeeded in noting the presence of amino-
acids in the foetal blood. It may, however, be stated that our
knowledge concerning the exa(d nature of amino -acids passing

from the maternal to the foetal blood is, as yet, in an unsatis-

factory state and research on maternal and foetal bloods of
animals with different types of placenta would, I have no doubt,
yield valuable information.

Concerning the sup])ly of carbohydrates, it should be
observed that the glycof^cui store of the m('>ther is the (^hief

source although the possibility ()f the conversion of other food

material after absorption ])y the foetus must be borne in mind.

The rate of absoq)tioii and utilization of carbohydrates by the

mammalian embryo is known to some extent, but extended
investigations on rrimates other than Man would perhaps yiedd

information of much value. 1 mak(‘ this suggestion in view of

the abundance of monkeys in India and the relative ease with

which they may be obtained.

Information as regards the transport; of fat from the maternal

to foetal blood stream is far from satisfactory. In recent tilings

our ideas as r(‘gards tlK‘ mode* of transport of fat have (changed

to some extent. The explanation that the leucocytes of the

maternal placental part, loaded with fat, migrate into thci Ibetal

part to suj)j)ly the necessary fat has Ix^en reinforced. It; is

now held, as a result of the inv(*stigations of 8inclair,i4

Mc^Connel and Sinclair on the placenta of the rat, of Bickenbach
and ltu])p on that of the ra}>bit, and that ol Boyd
and Wilson 1' on the human pla(x*nta, that the fats may eith<u*

pass direc'tly across the placental barrier to the foetal blood,

thence to the foetus by way of the umbilical veins, or that the

maternal placenta may act as a sixueting organ, taking up th()

fat from the maternal blood stream, and passing it on t^'

the foetal blood with or Avithout modification. Although on(‘ ^

the other of the views just now mentioned may represent aci urtj

state of affairs, it should be borne in mind that the enzyina} jc

activity of the trophoblastic cells may also play an important
part in the transfer of this material. Further, it has bt^en

observed that the fat content of the placenta decreases with age

and an answer to the question whether the placenta acts as

judi(;ious regulator of fat supply to the growing embryo would
assist in evaluating the function of the placenta. Here again

is a problem which promises fruitful results.
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Oar knowledge of the nature of placental enzymes is meagre,

and a well-planned study of the subject appears to me to be

urgent and important. In view of the (conflicting opinions that

have been exprccssed as regards enzymes in the placenta, it is

advisable to select for study, as Needham suggests, a placenta

type whi(‘h is readily separable into maternal and foetal parts,

and to follow carefully the activity of any single enzyme through-

out pregnancy.

The supply of vitamins to the growing embryo constitutes

a very important factor in its normal development and attention

may be drawn to lack of reliable information about the role of

vitamins (Hher than that of ‘ E’.

Except for the noteworthy contributions of Fenger on the

placenta of the cow, not much is known about the mineral

metabolism in the mammalian placenta.

I now proceed to (consider the placenta as an organ of foetal

respiration. The supply of oxygon to the fertilized ovum and
elimination of carbon-dioxide may be said to be effcccted, till

implantation, by the blood circulating in the Fallopian tube and
uterus. It is only after vascularization of the allanto-chorion

that the placenta begins to function as an organ of foetal res-

piration. It has been observed that the passages of two gases

in opposite directions is determined by a variety of circumstances

dejxcndirig upon the nature of the placental stru(cture. In any
case, in normal development, respiration like nutrition is un-

doulitedly elficient in the specic^s concerned. The problem
whether the nature of blood, more particcularly the nature of its

haemoglobin, has any influencx^ on respiratory activity needs
consulceration. It is universally known that haemoglobin has the

powcer of carrying oxygen, as also (\arbon-dioxide in an (easily dis-

sociable state. Although in the normal gravid animal foetal

respiration is efficiently (carruul out, both the quantity of oxygen
needed and the rate of exchange of gases differ in different

groups of animals. The recent researches of Baroroft and his

collaborators have demonstrated that the foetal haemoglobin
differs from that of the mother in the few animals that have
been studied. Before any answer can be suggested to the

question whether the structure of the placenta is in any way
affected hy the natun^^ of the foetal haemoglobin, much more
exhaustive enquiry with referonc,(^ to a wide ranges of mammals
is needed. It is, how(mir, intere^sting to observe, in this connec-

tion, that the studies of Boor and Hektoen indicate that the

carbon monoxide haemoglobin from different mammals is species

specific. Furth("T, it has been obs(;rved that there are noticeable

differences in the property of the blood of different animals

and such differences may be due to specific differences—^both

qualitative and quantitative in their haemoglobins. Thus it

may be assumed that respiratory functions of the placenta are

varied in different species of mammals. It may perhaps not
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be illogical to assume that the metaboiic needs of the developing
embryo in different species of mammals vary and the oxygen
requirements accordingly differ. Hence it is reasonable to state

that the placental barrier, in each species, for the passage of

oxygen and carbon-dioxide develops so as to meet the demands
of the growing embryo. It has been noted above that in Grosser \s

classification of the placenta, the thickness of the placental

membrane and the cellular constituents thereof difter. The
membrane pomiits the passage of both the nutritive materials

and respiratory gases. This phenomenon i^an only be attributed

to the few special qualities of the living membrane, conditioned

by the chemicio-physical characteristics of both the maternal
and foetal blood streams. The problem that waits satisfactory

solution appears to me to be the physico-chemical properties

of the placental barriei* in different groups of animals with
reference to the rate and intensity of exchange of materials.

Many zoologists (Hill, Grosser, etc;.) whose inclination has
been to study the structure of the; plac*enta have inaintaine'l

that the epithelio-chorialis t^qx; is primitive and that the haemo-
chorialis t.yi>e is veiy highly sjjecialized. There art> others

(Wislocki, Mossmau and others) who have strongly supportcxl

the vi(;w that the haemo-chorial type is the primitive organ and
that all other tyj)es are secondarily derived. (,bnvincing argu-

ments may be adduced in favour of either view, but an unbiassed
analysis of available' data tends to support the; former vi(;w.

It is, hou'ever, not my obj(^(;t to discuss the phylogt;ny of the

placenta but consider it only as an organ of fo(;tal nutrition.

It may not be unreasonable to assume that the urgency of the
metabolic needs of the growing embryo detc'rmiru's the stru(;ture

of the; organ of foetal nutrition. The a(i(;qua(;y of foetal nutrition

may bo said to determine the normal d(;velopment ol’ the foetus.

The rnc'tabolism of the pregnant mother who has to su})ply the

energy needs of the additional living j)rotoplasmi(; tissue as

represented by the growing embryo, bec;omes affected. It

is no doubt true that a vast amount of information regarding
nutritional requirements of the pregnant mother is available;

yet it can by no means be stated to be (;ompk'te. This subject

opens up a fruitful field for future resc'arch. I hope I shall

not. bo considered a tre.spassc^r if I were to enterts-in the ho]»‘

that in the newly e.stablished ante-natal cdinics in Indian Mat;

e

nity H(xs])itals, the subject of nutrition of the pregnant nn ide r

will form tlu‘ subject of st^rious resc'arcli.

The studies of Physiologists, Biochemists and sfieciidist;

medical men have tended to prove that efficient nutiilion

(;xercises an enormous infiuen(;e on the general wc'liarc; ol' th<*

animal and indirectly on the quality of the germ c(‘lls whic h

are formed afre.sh throughout the greater part of life;. Thus
it may be inferred that the characteristics of the; progeny would
perhaps in the long run be improved. It has now become the

14
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concern of Progressive Governments to enquire into the nutri-

tional needs of live-stock and man. With this end in view
Nutritional Research Laboratories have been established. Work
of national importance has been turned out in these laboratories

and it may be hoped that attention would also be directed to a
study of foetal nutrition.

Even a rapid glance through the Records of the Indian
Museum, Journal of the Bombay Natural History, Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, and the publications of learned

bodies such as the National Institute of Sciences, National
Academy of Sciences and the Indian Academy of Science, and the
journals pubhshed by some of the Indian Universities convinces

one that a vast amount of original work in Zoology has been done
in India but equally impressive is the fact that the work is

mostly morphological in its widest sense. Morphological studies,

however essential and useful, it seems to me, must be made more
dynamic. Zoologists have already rendered great service by
their study of the microscopic^ anatomy of the placenta and by
their interpretation about the functions of the structural units.

Thanks largely to the recent researches of physiologists and bio-

chemists, much useful information regarding foetal nutrition is

available. There are, as the literature on the subject reveals,

many aspects of the problem, and some of which I have already

referred to, about which our knowledge is incomplete and our
ignorance immense. Here in India as in the other more advanced
western countries, adoption by zoologists of experimental
methods in their investigation, I feel confident, would result in

more valuable contributions.

In conclusion, I venture to plead for a co-operative effort by
the zoologists, physiologists, specialist medical men and bio-

chemists in a well-planned study of foetal nutrition.
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Intj.dductory

My foroHiiost duty is to (^xjhoss to all of you iriy deep
appreciation of Uie ^reat Jionour you liave done me iu electing

nu^ to yiresidi^ ovih- the scissions of the Entomology Section. I

regrtd, however, to say that I feel conscious that 1. liave not b(^en

able, on a(R‘ount of va-rious unfortunate circumstances, to do full

justice to my duties in this respect.

Having been migaged during the last ton years oL my life

in work connected with locust investigations, it should not b<

altogether surprising to you to find that I have succumbed
the temptation of speaking to you today on the subject of loculi ^

in India, the more so because locust swarms have reappeaivni
t his autumn after an absence of over eight years, and I trust i liat

you would kindly bear with me if you find it rather uninteresting.

Locusts have been of perennial interest to man from time
immemorial, especially in tropical and sub-tropi(^aI climates.

To the primitive man, the sudden appearance of hordes of these

creatures in huge clouds hiding the face of tlu^ earth from the
sun and filling the air with a mysterious rustle, should have often

( 211 )
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proved a source of fright. One might imagine him looking

helplessly on their descent on the vegetation roundabout and
their destruction perhaps of his small patch of grain, though

he might be expected to indemnify himself by collecting handfuls

of them for his own consumption.
In Biblical times (circa 1500 B.C.), they are reputed to have

functioned as one of the plagues of Egypt, and since there are

references in Sanskrit literature of the early centuries of the

Christian era to locusts as one of the great menaces of the

cultivator, there is little to doubt that locust invasions had
formed as much a feature of life in the olden days as they do
at the prescmt time.

In EuTope, informatioji regarding the occurrence of past

locust infestations collected from various records and chronicles

dates back to the 15th century, but in India, where historical

records are generally lacking, there are no ndiable data regarding

locusts except for casual i*eferences to their depredations in

conjunction with famines, till the beginning of tlie nineteenth

century. Cotes (1891) in his admirable I’eport of the locust

invasion of 1889-1890 in northern India has collected together

most of the available information fr’om the beginning of the

19th century, and from data drawn from these and other sources,

outbreaks of the desei't locust would ap])ear to have ornairred in

India in the years 1803, 1810-12, 1821, 1834, 1845 and ISOO-OO.

It was, however, from the year 1869 that fairly detailed informa-

tion regarding infestations is available, and locust swarms ai‘e

knowm to have prevailed in the following periods:—1869-1872,

1876-1881, 1889-1898, 1901-1907, 1912-1919 and 1926-1931.

The de])redatiou caused by kxnists during the last cycle of

infestation is possibly still green in the memory of the agiicul-

turists of North India, and it was at its worst during the yeais

1929 and 1930, wluui tlu^ swarms spread almost all over the

country. The situation created b}*^ the extensive damage don(‘

by hopy)er bands and flier swarms in the summer-autumn months
of 1929 was so acute that resolutions were passed at meetings

held in December 1929 of the Advisory Board of the Imperial

Council of Agricultural Research and the Board of Agriculture

in India recommending to the Government of India that instant

stops might be taken, inter alia, towards the formation of a central

locust bureau for collecting and disseminating intelligence on
locust movements and tlu^ institution of a comprehensive schenu^

of locust n^search for the investigation of the best methods of

control, for working out the bionomics of the locust and for

surveying the desert areas in searcli of the permanent breeding

grounds of the locust within Indian limits. Ultimately, funds
were sanctioned by the Genera.l Body of the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Research for these* pur])oses, and an elaborate

scheme of locust reseda rch was set on foot in December’ 1939
which continued to operate till 3 1st March 1939.
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The last cyc?e of locust infi station affected not only India

and the neighbouring countries of Baluchistan, Iran, Afglianistan

and east Arabia, but also all parts of northeni and central

Africa and south-western Asia and led to various schemes of
investigation being undertaken by their respective Administra-
tions, particularly by the British and French Governments.
The African area was attacked not only by the Desert Lo(;u8t,

but by two other locusts also, viz. tlie Tropical Migratory
Locust (Locmf^ rnigratoria migmU riode<^ R. & F.) and tlu^ Red
Locust (Nomadacns septemfasciata Sen .), br\sides which vSouth

Africa was also atfeclod by the Brown Locust (Locusfana parda-
Una WJk.), which is fortunately peculiar to it.

The locust investigations (‘arried out in the African areas

have led to fairly rema-rkabl(‘ results. In the case of the Tropical

Migratory Locust, whicli spread over the greater part of the
African Continent, (‘overing altogether a huge expanse of ove»^

10 million square miles, within a ])eriod of ten years, it was
determined that the outbreak hari originatcHl in 192()-27 from a

comparativ(^ly sniall area, in the region of the Niger Bend in

French Sudan, and, doubth^ss, the whole infestation might have
be*en nippent in tlie bud, if tlu^ original outbreak (*entro had
been controlled in time. Even in the case of the Red Lo(aist,

which has Ixv.m active in Central and South Africa during the

last ten years, tlu' outbreak <*entres have been found to be con-

lined to certain restricteni a.reas, which it should be possible to

kwp under surveillance in order to yu’event future outbreaks.
So far as tlie Desert Locust is conceriu'd, the outbreak

centres have beim found to be situated jiartly along the coastal

areas of Africa, Arabia and Baludiistan and fia rtly in the interior,

as in Rajputana and Sudan. Further investigations are

ayiparently n(XH‘Ssary to definitely delimit the extent of the
outbreak areas, especially in western Afriea and Arabia, before

they can be ])roy)erlv su|xu*vised.

As Hying sw arms an^ often ca,pable of cover ing long dista.nc(‘s

and as evidently they do not resyiect international boundaries,

it was found (^sstmtial to arrange for a systmn of rayiid <‘xchang(^

of 1‘eliable infonnation in rogard to the movcmients of swarms,
between adjacent countries. It was also felt tha' an exchangr
of notes bi't ween affected countries on their ex])erience in rr u J

to various asfiects of locust research and locust control, would be

of mutual aclvantage. With this end in vi(iw% the fir'vst Inler-

national Locust Conference w'as ludd at Rome under th( aiispici's

of the Italian Government in Oi;tober 1931, in w^hieh various

countries including Italy, Great Britain, France and Egypt
yiarticipated . The second International Locust Conference wm
held at Paris in July 1932, the third, in w^hich I had the honour
to particiyiate as a delegate from India, at London in September
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1934, the fourth, in which Khan Bahadur M. Afzal Husain

represented India, in April 1936, and the fifth at Binissels in

August 1938. In the last tw'o conferences over twenty
governments were represented including the United States,

Canada, Argentina and other countries of the New World.

In the course of the deliberations of these conferences,

various aspects of locust research were thoroughly discussed.

Results presented by workers in diiferent countries were examined
and a concerted schcmie of locust research was fonnulated

,
which

was incorporated in a series of resolutions. The latter were
circulated to the governments concerned for favour of acceptance

and for taking such action as might be considerefl possible.

Besides providing opportunities for formal discassions, these

conferences made it possible for workers to get into informal

touch with one another and exchange mutual experiences.

Among some of the important results of the last conference

at Brussels were resolutions recommending the setting up of

international organizations for the preventive control of locust

outbreak centres in Africa and western Asia in respect of the

important locusts of the Old World. So far as India is (*on(?erned

,

the creation of the Locust Warning Organization by the

Government of India might be expected to serve the puri)Ose of

watching developments in the outbreak areas, but it is doubtful

if it would serve any useful puri>ose unless it is also equipped for

dealing with outbreaks as they arise. Moreover, it is not known
if the authorities in Iran have consented to co-operate w ith the

Indian organization in dealing with outbreak centres in the

Iran area. Since swarms have recently r(vap])eared in India

and W'e are probably on the threshold of a new^ locust cycle, the
matter is in need of further attention.

On the whole, a great deal of new ground has been broken
during the last decade. The studies carried out on various

species of locusts in the countries affected have gr*eatly enriched

our knowledge of the habits and bionomics of locusts in general,

as well as of the ways in w hich they react to their environment.

A large volume of evidence has accumulated on the subject of

phase transformation in nature, and much clarification has been
obtained in regard to the manner in whidi initial outbreaks are

brought into being, as a res\dt of intensive ecological studies of the

natural haunts of locusts. Iletailed studies of the movements of

swarms since 1926 by the International Locust Centro at London
have shown clearly how infestations have been developing from
year to ye^r in the affected areas, and have also elucidatexl the
general laws by which sw ann movememts are governcMl. A
great deal of progress has also been achieved in the correlation

of sw'arm movements with meteorological data. Much light

has been throw n on the life-habits and ac^tivities of the solitary

phase of various locusts, and the recognition of the ability of
the solitaries to make long distance migrations, similar to those
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of swarms, mav bo said to maik a mile: tone in progr ess of

locust research.

Some of the Important Locusts of the IVorld

In the broadest sense of the word, a ‘locust ’ is a grasshop})er

that is cajjable ol appearing in large swarms and causing damage
to crops. While there is little difference in general appearance
and structure, the gras^nhoj^jicr lives a solitai’y life scattered in

small numbers all over the area, a hereas the locust tends to con-

gregate together both in the younger stages as ho})per bands and
in the adult conditic :i as fi.ying swarms.

There are several sjK^cies of locusts in the world, which are

not only rostrii t(‘(l in their distribution being confined to

pai-ticular countries and to j>articular tyjK^s of habitats, but also

vastly differ from one anoth(n* in their habits.

In the Old World, the most widely distributed species is the

Migratory Locust (Lee?/5/a rm^m/onuL.) which is itself sub-divided

into distinct races :—(I
)

t he European Locust

—

Locusta migratoria

var. rossica, Uv. et Zol., adaj)ted to a cold enviromiient and found
mostly in Europt^ and Siberia, (2) the Tropical Migratory

Locust

—

L. 7n, inigratorioides K. & E., found in most parts of

tropical Africa, (3) the Malagasy Locust

—

L. w. cagyito, confined

to the island of Madagascar, (4) the Cdiinese or Philippine

Locust

—

L.m. rnanilensis, found in the Philippines and eastern

Asia, and probably (5) the Indian Migratory Locuist—usually

found only in the solitary phase, which may possibly prove to be

a different race.

Perhaps the best known is the locust of the Bible, the

Desert Locust

—

Schistocerca gregaria Forsk., found in the desert

or semi-desert regions of north Africa, south-west Asia and
India. Other important locusts are : (1) the Red Locust of

Central Africa—Nomadacris septemfasciata Serv., (2) the Brown
Locust of >S<Juth Africa

—

Locustavu pardalina Wlk., (3) ihe

Bombay Locust

—

Patanga succincla L., found in the Indian
Peninsula and Malaya, (4) the Moroccan Locust

—

Dociostaurus

waroccanus Thnbg., found in the hilly areas of nortdi Africa,

southern Europe and w^estern and central x\8ia, and (5; the Italian

Locust

—

Cailiptamus italicus L., common in Euro]>e and west-« rn

Asia.

Besides these there are various species of grasshop]K‘i ^ m
southern Russia and Siberia, which at times multi pi;\ and
assume serious proportions.

In Australia, Locusta migratoria occurs sometimes in j^est

condition, but the really serious species are two indigenous

giasshoppers

—

Chortoicetes terminifera Wlk., and Austroicetes

cruciata Sauss., w^hich swarm regularly once in two or three

years in particular parts of that continent.
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In the New World, the most prominent species is the South
American Locust—Schistocerca paranensis Burm., whose dis-

tribution ranges from the Argentine in the south to Mexico in

the north. It is found in varying numbers from year to year and
is most destructive in Argentina. In North America, various

species of Melanoplus have been found to ajjpear in destructive

numbers in the United States and Canada.
These locusts differ from one another not only in their

general habits but also in the manner of their adjustment to
their environment, some of them being evidently more advanced
in their evolution as locusts than others.

Some species have only one generation in the year, as for

example, the Bombay Locust, the Red Locust of Africa and the

South American Locust, but they pass the greater part of the
year in the adult stage, whereas other locusts—which also have a
single annual generation—lead only a comparatively short life

as adults, but lay eggs which lie quiescent in the soil throughout
the autumn and winter, e.g. the Russian Migratory Locust, the
Moroccan and the Italian Locusts, and the Australian Austroicetes

cruciata.

The Desert Locust, on the other hand, is one that has
normally two or more broods in the year, as also Chortoicetes

term inifera of Australia and Locnsta niigratoria rnigratorioides

of Africa.

The Bombay Locust is a sixjcies in which gregarious habits

are manifested only in the adult stage, the hoppers being found
distributed as scattered individuals among grass or crops. They
have never been observed to form into bands. On the other
hand, in other locusts, gregarious habits are generally observable
both in the hopper and adult stages.

It is those species which possess the ability to pass through
two or more generations in rapid succession during the same
year that are most dangerous from the point of view of swarming.
Given favourable conditions, such locusts are able to multiply

very quickly in numbers, and when facilities for forming con-

centrations are also present, they attain the stage of incipient

swarming extremely rapidly. The Desert Locust, the Troj)ical

Migratory Locust, the Brown Locust and Chortoicetes terminifera

belong to this category and all of them are capable of reaching

the stage of mass-multiplication very quickly.

On the contrary, locusts having only a single generation in

the year cn,n increase numerically and maintain their numbers,
only in the event of a succession of two or more good breeding

seasons, and if a good watch is kept on their progressive develop-

ment year by year, it should be possible to prognosticate the
possibility of mass-multiplication early enough to enable the

necessary precautionary measures being taken in time for their

control

.
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Periodicity (*f Locust Outbreaks

The destruction caused by locusts while an attack is in

progress is, speaking generally, too well known to need any
special description. Since, however, India has been, till quite

recently, free from attack for nearly a decade, it is possibly

difficult to appreciate its seriousness.

In years of good rdnfall, hirge areas of land are sown and
by autumn the heart of the cuitivator is glad at tiie sight of fine

crops promising a bountiiul harvest. All at once, however,
dark clouds ai)pear and millions of locusts settle on his fields,

and in the sj)ace of a night, the look of the area is changed.

Where there had been smiling crops and green pastures only bare

stalks and a huge litter of dung are seen, and the locusts are

gone in search of fiesh fields for destruction. At other times,

the swarms do no!, care to feed ; but what is infinitely worse,

they la,y millions of eggs in the field befon. they disappear, which
wouhl mean that in about a fortnight myriads of ho])pers would
emerge and marching from ficdd to field cairy wholesale destruc-

tion to tlie countryside.

When a locust outbreak begins, it may continue for a series

of 3 to 5 years on the average, at the end of which the numbers
()f locusts would gradually diminish until the outbreak ultimately

dies out. In certain species of locusts, however, the swarms
never (5om])lotoly disappear, though there may be a perceptible

diminution in numbers over an interval varying from 2 to 4

years, after which a gradual or sometimes a sudden rise may
occui*. Such a fluctuation in numbers may be due to various

causes, but is most commonly due to variations in weather
c^onditions in successive years.

In the case of a great many locusts, especially in regard to

the African ones, little information is on record in regard to their

occurrence in the past b(\yond the last 50 years. In Europe, on
the other hand, data are available to indicate that the European
Migratory Locust had be)en invading Ckmtral and Western Euroj)o

from th(> south or the south-east sinc(} the 15th century at fairly

regular intervals. In Russia, where the fluctuations in the

numbers of the locust have been (4osely studied, the general

conclusion would appear to bo that the main Factor in tic

jHwiodic increase in numbers is the occurrence oi a successior? jjI

dry years.

Uichanco (1936) has (collected a mass of data for th(‘ Kasiern

Migratory Locust in the Philippines dating from th(^ 16th

century, from which it is clear that the specues has been occurring

in destructive numbers at fairly regular intervals ;ill over the

Philippme region. But it is also seen that in the endemic; areas

situated in the southern parts, the swarms never disappear

completely, and that the periods of mass-multiplication are
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generally to be correlated with a succession of comparatively

dry years.

In South America, the swarms of the Locust (Schistocerca

paranensis) never completely cease to exist in the Argentine,

but are subject to much fluctuation in numbers, a series of years

of high multiplication being generally found to alhunate with

periods of comparatively small numbers of swarms.
In India, three species of locusts are present:—(1) the

Migratory Locust, (2) the Bombay Locust, and (3) the Desert

Locust. Of these, the Migratory Locust is generally found in

its solitary phase all over India. There are inclications, however,

that it can occasionally assume gregarious habits and become a

destructive pest. Cotes (1891—Indian Museum Notes) mentions
about 'the Madras Locust Invasion of 1878’ in a note on lo(aists,

but is not definite about the species (concerned. From an
examination of the printed records in the files of the Development
Department of the Madras Government, kindly lent to mo for

perusal, I have found clear proof that the locust concerned was
the Migratory Locust. It would appear to have multiplied during

the heavy rains of 1877 that followed the great South Indian

drought of 1876, and to have sjjread from January 1878 onwards
from the Tinnevolly District in the south gradually north and
north-east as far as the Nellore District by the end of the year,

after which it gradually died out. In 1937, again, a fairly heavy
multiplication of this insect occurred in the Balu(‘histan,

Rajputana, and Kjithiawar areas of north-west India, but

subsided by the end of the year. It is, therefore, necessary to

keep this locust xmder observation in view of its potentialities

for rapid multiplication under favourable conditions.

The Bombay Locust is endemic in tlu^ region of the Western
Ghats and usually visits the neighbouring districts of the Bombay
Presidency. In years of multiy)lication, its swarms invade
Kathiawar, Central India, Central Provinces, Hyderabad, parts

of Madras, and sometimes as far as the United Provinces, Bihai'

and Bengal. It is also known to be present in the Laccadive
Islands. Buchanan (1807) has recorded the flight of a swarm in

Mysore in the year 1800, and during the last century, swarms are

known to have been present in 1835-1845, 1864-1866, 1878-1884,

and 1901-1908. It is thus seen that it has been active only
during comparatively short periods during the last century, but
small swarms are known to have been seen also in certain years

during the intervening periods. Since 1910 till the present

time, however, no serious outbreak has occurred, and in the
present imperfect state of our knowledge of its ecology and
bionomics, it is difficult to account for its present quiescent

condition.

The locust par excellence of India, whether judged by the
frequency of its visitations or by the extent of its attacks, is the
Desert Locust though it is the northern parts of India that are
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mostly subject to its ravages. It is usually found in the desert

regions of north-west India, but in years of mass-multiplication
may invade mary ether parts of India, up to Assam in the east,

and right up to the northern districts of Madras in the south. As
tliis species has been the subject of special investigations in Indhi
since December 1930, much information has been gathered in

j’ogard to its prevalence in India in the past since the beginning
of the last century, iroiu ^vhich it is possible to make some
observations on its periodicity.

Periodicity of the Desert Locust in India

Data on the occurrence of locusts in Ilidia up to 18'!"0 have
been gathered from Cotes’ Report on the North-west Locust
and Ifoni various provincial gazetteers and are decidedly scrappy,
but from about the year 1870, when season and crop reports
began to be published in various provinces, definite information
as to the occurrence of swarms is obtainable.

Period ISOO to 1S60

Cycle,
Year of

occurrence.
Provinces allbcd-ed.

I Cycle 1803 Infestation in Cutch.

TI Cycle 1810-1813 Swarms in Kathiawar, Raj-
putana and Bengal.

III Cycle 18:1

1826

Swarm breeding at Etawah
in U.P.

Locusts in Kathiawar.

IV Cycle .

. j

1833-34

i

Swanns in Kathiawar, Cutch
and Rewa Kantha.

V" C \ (do 1843

1845
j

BiTH'ding in RawjUpindi.
Swarms in Pan* hmahals.

No information about locusts in India between 181.; iud
1860, but locust swarms are known to have prevailed ni 1855
in Egypt.

From the table on page 10 it is seen that tht ie have bwn
roughl}^ about seven locust cycles, lasting 5 to 0 years each,
from the year 1860. When locusts appear, they are seen at the
same time in many jmrts of India, either breeding or migi'ating,

the extent of spread being considerably greater in years of high
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multiplication than in those in which only lignt breeding has

occurred. On the other hand, during the intervals betw'een

locust cycles, few locusts are noticeable anywhere in India.

The 8warm -free intervals appear to have been usually short,

but in three cases, namely, 1882-1888, 1920-192b and the last

one 1932-1939, thej^ have been fairly long.

During the contiruance of an outbreak, the activities of

locusts are easily noted and reported, as they always move
about in the form of large swarms. On the other hand, during
the swarm-free periods, the presence of locusts cannot b(^ easily

detected, as they exist then, a at all, only in the form of

individuals. All j)a8t records have reference, therefore, only to

swarms noticed iluring y(‘ars of locust incidence, and the informa-

tion regarding swaTT.i-lreo intervals is mostly an absolute blank.

During the recent swarm-fnx) period—1932-1939—investiga-

tions W(Te 'll progT-ess under the scheme of locust reseai'ch

financed by -the Imperial Council of Agricidturai Research, in

the courses of whicth ]>articular attention was j)aid to a study of

the habits, ecology and distribution of tlie non-gregarious locusts

found in the desert, areas in greater or smaller numlx^rs. Closer

observations made during this period have shown that, far from
di8ay>j)earing from th(‘ Indian art^a, the d(‘sert locust has been
existing in the desert arenas of Sind, Baluchistan and Rajputana,
distributed among the scanty vegetation as scattered individuals

mostly in thi^ solit ary j)hase. Continued watch on its movements
and a(itiviti(\s in all parts (>1 its habitat has shown that it reacts

to changes in the environment exactly in the same way as the

gregaria phase locust. Its breeding is similarly dependent on
favourable rainfall, and it migrates over long distances at the
change of t he seasons from one rainbelt to anothei*, and goes
through at least two gemrations in a year, one in winter-rain

areas and the other in summer-rain areas. The main diffeierKte

would a])pear to lie in the crowded life lived by th(^ girgaria

lo(!Ust and in tlu‘ high intensification of its activities umhu' the
influen(;e of mass psychology. In th(‘ present state of our know -

ledge, the (diange in status of an apparently innocuous, obscim^

ami sparsely distributed r(\sident of the d(^sert int(> a highly

dreaded pest capable^ of a])pearing in vast hordtvs and dealing

whole-sale destruction to crops, would appear to be due mostly
to its reaction to a complex of meteorological factors favourmg
its bT(‘(‘(ling under crowded conditions.

Anothm- fact of great significance is the (urcumstau' t' i hat,

whenever the desert locust assumes pest conditions, it> s warms
appear not only in the Indian area, but gtmerally also in oth(‘r

regions subject to its incidence. During the last. cy(;l(‘, its

swarms were active not only in India, but also o\er Iran, Iraq,

^\rabia, Egypt, Palestine, Algeria, Morocco, Sudan, and French
West Africa. A moie or less similar occurrence was observed
during the earlier cycles: 1912-1919, 190()-]907, 1889-1898,
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1876-1881 and 1869-1873. This possibly indicates the existence

of certain common factors in this vast area, which conduce to the

appearance of SAvarms almost simultaneously all over this area.

In all possibility, this may be attributed to a general similarity

of physical conditions met with over most of the region subject

to its incidence, j)artly owing to the fact that it is part of a great

semi-arid zone extending from the west coast of Africa to Central

Asia, and partly because each of the three zones of locust habitat

of this great area is composed in part of a belt coming under
the influence of winter depressions and in part of another falling

under the regime of the summer monsoons.

Tbe General Course of a Locust Cycle in India

A fair amount of information is on record regarding the

duration of the different outbreaks, the damage caused and the

extent covered by the invasions since 1869, but it is only during

the last cycle (192(>-31), and especially during the years 1929 to

1931, that fairly detailed data have been available for

examination. As a result, it has been possible to make a fairly

ctlose study of the various factors that were operative (1) in

bringing this outbreak into being, (2) in contributing to its

progress during the different seasons from year to year, and (3)

in bringing about its eventual breakdovTi. The results of this

study have, moreover, served to give a clue to the correct inter-

pretation of the incomplete data available for the earlicii*

visitations.

At the time of the last locust outbreak, there was no definite

information available as to where the locust swarms came from,

what direction they generally pursued, or what ultimately

happened to them. The view commonly held was that most of

the swarms were derived from a western source beyond the

limits of India and that they generally pursued an eastward
direction in the Indian area, where they ultimately died down
aftt^r a few seasons of breeding.

A close study of the data of swarm movements gathered

diu’ing the last visitation has served to give us a fair idea of

the general activities of swarms in the course of a locust cycle.

The general sequence of events during a year of locust swarm
activity may be roughly classified under (1) over-wintering, (2)

spring breeding, and (3) summer breeding.

Over-ivintering

:

During the winter months, swanns are

usually inactive and the locusts generally pass the cold weather
s(!attered among the vegetation. When, however, any warm
sptdls occur during AAdnter, the swarms may make short migration

flights from place to place.

Usually very few locust swarms remain in the desert areas

of Rajputana, though in years of heavy or late breeding, some
over-wintering may occur. The usual areas of over-wintering
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are situated in southern Mckran and Lasbela, and in parts

Sind and Kachhi, and sometimes in southern Punjab.
Spring Breeding : With the reappearance of warm weather,

swarms become active once again. If gooti rainfall occurs in

January, locusts attain sexual maturity early, and may begin
to lay (*ggs in the areas of over-wintering in February. In any
case, swarms begin to migrate north up the hill-valleys as the
season varms uj), and may lay eggs wherever conditions are

favourable during March and April.

In the Baluchistan area, ‘^Jwprms juigrating north and
north-east from the coastal plains of British and Iranian Mekran
reach Kharan and (liagai in Marcli-April, and, by May, they
may enter Shorawak and Kandahar in Afghanistan and Sarawan
and Quetta- ^ishin in the uplands of Baluchistan. Ultimately,

the swarms may reacJi tile Kurram and Dera Ismail Khan areas

of the N.W. Frontier !\ovinco by the end oi May or early June.
Similarly locusts, over-wintered in KatJihi and north Sind may
w ork their way in spring up the hill-valleys of Mvda, Bol».n, Nari
and Harnai, to reach the upland districts of Sarawan, Quetta-

Pishin and Loralai districts b^ April-May. In the Punjab,
swarms migrate in spring from district to district and may lay

eggs w herev(‘r th(‘ situation is favourable.

The adults of the spring brood are ready for flying from the

southern areas of breeding by April, and from areas further

north by May or dune. As by May and June, the interior of
Baluchistan and southern Ir<),n becomes an area of severe summer
drought, the adults of the new- generation begin to leave the areas

wdiere they bnxl, and are gnidually carried by th(^ prevailing

wdnds eastwards into th(‘ Punjab, Sind and Rajputana, which
tdiey reach during June-July in successive waves of migration.

The neA^^ generation produced in the breeding areas in the

Punjab and west(‘rn United Provinces also migrate in May-June,

the prevailing vv(‘st wind carrying them ejistwards into Central

India, Bihar and Bengal.

Svinmer Breeding

:

By the middk^ or end of June, the

monsoon current begins to enter north-w(iSt India, and the

prevalent winds on the Indo-Gangetic plains become easterly,

so that gradually all the swarms reaching eastern India arc*

gradually found shifting w'estwards into western United
li'ovinces, the Punjab and Rajputana by July. With th( fail

of good rains, the swarms begin to deposit their eggs in thewe

areas. If good rainfall should occur in x\ugust and {Sej>te]i(h('r,

these sw'arrns may lay a second and even a third baf.cb of eggs.

Moreover, the first adults of the monscK)n brood usually are ready

to fly by the middle of August, and these locusts ar(^ also generally

able to lay eggs by September-October in the (‘-vent of good
rainfall, from which the adults of the second generation would

emerge by the end of October or early in November.
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The monsoon usually withdraws from the plains of north-

west India by the middle of September, following which the
desert areas of Rajputana, and to a less degree the surrounding
areas of Sind and Punjab, temporarily develop into areas of

drought combined with high day-temperatures. Apparently,
these conditions are disliked by locust swarms, which show a

tendency to leave the Rajputana areas at this time. In
September and the early part of October, south-west winds
still prevail in the desert and may carry the swarms north or

north-east into the Punjab and United Provinces, whence the
general trend is tow^ards south-east. By the middle of October,

north-east ^ winds begin to prevail in Rajputana and may carry

the swarms southwards into Kathiawar and Cutch or westwards
into Sind, Baluchistan or south-western Punjab.

It has been found that swarms flying eastwards into the
United Provinces, Bihar, Bengal and Assam, and southwards
into Kathiawar, Bombay, and Central Provinces, in the autumn
and winter months are not abk^ to reach areas, where spring

breeding is possible. Usually, most of these swarms die out

ultimately. On the other hand, swarms migrating westwards
into Sind and Punjab eventually move on into Balucjhistan and
Iran, where they begin to breed Avith the fall of w inter rains.

Causes of Breakdowns: Prom the above facts, it is evident

that in the Indo-Iranian region of locust outbreaks, the possibility

of infestation being carritKl to the following year is dependent
mostly on the extent to which swarms produced in the eastern

areas in summe^r are abk^ to n^ach the winttir-rain zone. In
1928 and 1930, for instane^e, the W'Ostw^ard juigration of swarms
in autumn Avas negligible, and very little of ov(U‘-wintering Avas

noted in the areas of southern M(^kran and Iran in the vA'inter

of 1928-29 and 1930-31. The observations made by
Predtechensky (1935) in the Persian area indicate that the

comparatively small number of sw arms that reached the Indian
and the Persian areas in the spring of 1929 and 1931 w ere largely

derived from extra-Indian soiu'ces—^mostly from the direction of

Oman in east Arabia. If this contingent had not arrived it is

possible that a breakdown might have occurred in 1929 and
1931.

Another very important cause of the breakdown! of the
infestation is a failure of, or at least a serious defect in, the
seasonal rainfall, sometimes in areas of Avinter precipitation and
sometimes in those of summer rainfall, leading to a considerable

decrease in the numbers of locusts. When a failure of breeding
occurs both in Avinter and in summer, the locust cycle would
naturally come to a sudden close.

On the other hand, favourable rainfall Avould result in a

consi)icuous increase* in tlu^ numbers of locusts. In the moirsoon
areas, fairly well-distribut(Ml rainfall during the months of July,

August and September, aaIII lead to prolonged breeding, including
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the production of a fairly large second generatioa, so as to bring

about a high multiplication of locusts and a widespread di8i>ersal

of swarms in the different par^s of India. A similar breeding

followed by high multiplication would also result if there should

be well-distributed rainfall in the wdnter-rain areas.

History of the cycle of 1926-1931: Tracing ^.he course of the
last locust cycle, we find locust swarms suddenly appearing in

1926 after an absence of six years. The origin of this cycle

Mill be considere<l at a later stage, but the chief factors in the

X>rodu(jtion of the new cycle would appear to be high winter

rainfall in Mekran follo^^^d by prolonged and heavy summer
rainfall in the desert areas, heading to j^rotractcxl bree<iing

especially in the southern areas of the desert.

1927: In the winter of 1926-27, west-bound migration of

swarms was greatly in (^\ idence, and there was much over-w intt‘r-

ing. Spring brecHling was heavy in the Punjab and Baluchistan

in 1937. Summer breeding occurred in the Punjab and in

Rajputana, but was, on the whole, moderate. Westward
migration in autumn led to heavy over-wintering in the Mekran
areas.

1928: Following good rainfall, there was extensive spring

breeding in Baluchistan. Heavy summer migiation occurred,

but the monsoon rainfall was not well distributed, summer
breeding oticuricd only in parts of Rajj)utana and the Punjab,

and w^as on t he Av-hole light. Little of wx^st-bound migration was
noticed in the autumn.

1929: In the winter of 1928-29, there w^as no over-wintering

of sw'arms in McLraii or Kachhi. Some swarms dcriv(‘d from
over-wintered comjentrations in the southern coast of Iran and
in Oman r(>a(died Mekran, Kharan and ('hagai at the end of

March and in Ajjiil, but did not lay eggs in th(‘S(‘ areas as there

was no rainfall. They j)assed on to Sarawan and Quetta-Pishin

in May and laid eggs in large concentrations as good rainiall luid

cx'curred here in eonsequence of whi(;h very acute infestation

r(‘Sult(Hl Ikti. in Ma^^-June. Other sw^arms j>assed on to J>era

Ismail Khan and the Punjab areas in May, but there was little

f)viposit ion on acjcomit of defective rainfall. The new generation

produced in the uplands of Baluchistan and Iran n ached the

limjab, Sind, Rxjjrutana and the United Provinces m July ami
August, and the lieavy rainfall then received induced intensi\’<

multi [)li(^ation in these areas.

In the autumn moiiths, sw^'arms migrated south-easi fiuo

(Central Province's, south into Kathiawar and Gujarat, and west

into Baluchistan. The westward movement was specially

])ronouneed, and (uiormous swarms passed over Lasbela and
Baluchistan in the direction of Iran, and masses of locusts are

known to have been drowned in the sea along the Mekran coast.

1930: In the winter of 1929-30, heavy over-wintering

occurred in Sind, Pimjab, ICachhi and many parts of Baluchistan.

15
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Good rainfall was received in January-February in Baluchistan

and Punjab. Extensive breeding occurred in the Kech and
Panjgur areas in February-March, and in other parts of

Baluchistan in April-May. Heavy spring breeding also occurred

in the Punjab and United Provinces.

The resulting swarms migrated from Baluchistan in April-

May eastwards into Sind, Punjab and Rajputana, whereas the
Punjab swarms entered Central India and Bihar. With the
appearance of the monsoon rains, breeding was set on foot in

the Punjab, United Provinces and Rajputana, but as there was
little rain in August and September, breeding terminated early

and most of the swarms migrated eastwards into Bihar, Bengal
and Assam, and southwards into Gujarat, Bombay and Central

Provinces, reaching as far south as Warangal in Hyderabad State.

There was very little of west-bound flight in autumn.
1931: Over-wintering swarms were not found anywhere.

No locusts wore noticeable in the Indian area, until small swarms
of Oman origin (according to Predtechensky—1935) began to

appear in Chagai in April from the direction of Iran. These
swarms bred to a slight extent in Chagai, Sarawan and Quetta-

Pishin, and penetrated as far as Kurram in June. The spring

generation from Baluchistan migrated into Sind, Punjab and
Rajputana in June-July. Monsoon rainfall was, however, not
well distributed, and there was comparatively little breeding
except in central and southern Rajputana where heavy falls

were received in August. Summer-bred swarms were, on the
whole, few compared with previous years, and in autumn most
of them became dispersed, some towards the east, others towards
the south and the rest towards the west flying into Sind and
Baluchistan.

In 1932, the winter rains proved a failure in Baluchistan, so

that there was no spring breeding, and the summer migration
was limited to a few small groups of pinkish individuals, which
were noticed on the Mekran and Lasbela coasts and in Sind in

June. No swarms appeared and the cycle of 1926-1931 came
to a definite close.

Wo thus see that the continuation of the outbreak in the

Indo-Iranian region from year to year during the period 1926-
1931 was not a simple case of a succession of seasonal broods,

but a complex matter in which several independent factors were
concerned. The development of the infestation is dependent on
a chain of events which are severally affected by the character of

the winter and summer rainfall
,
the conditions of humidity and

temperature and the timely prevalence of seasona.! winds
necessary for carrying the swarms from one rain-belt to another.

If one link or other in this chain of events is broken, a partial

or even a complete breakdown may result. In fact, in the

spring of 1931, there were no over-wintering swarms either in

British or in Iranian Mekran, and a complete breakdown might
15B
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have occurred if swarms fiom the Oman area bad not come into

Baluchistan in April. Ultimately, the cycle came to a close as

the result of poor breeding in ihe monsoon areas in the summer
of 1931 followed by a failure oi winter rains in the Mekran area.

OniGiN OF LootrsT Cycles in India

Although tolevably full information is on record as to the
progress and development of the recent locust cycle year by year^

there is no clear evidence to indicate how the cycle originated

for the simple reason that interest was taken in the locust outbreak
only after swarm flights had commv>n<^ed in the autumn of 1926.

It might have been possible to gatlier full information only if

the desert breeding grounds of the locust had l)een kept under
observation during the swarm-froe period of 1920-1925. On
the other hand, the interval that follo^yed the lest cycle was
imder continued obse^rvation by the staff of tlie locust research

scheme of tlie Imperial Comicil of Agricailtural Research and the
results of the studies carried out by thcTii have been found to be
of mucli help in the interpretation of the scanty data collected

for 1926. They have shown that in the intervals between
locust outbreaks the desert locust reverts to its solitary j)has0

and is found existing in th(> desert breeding grounds in small

numbers in a non-gregarious condition. Exc^ept for the circum-

stance that it does not live a crowded life, the solitary locust has
been foiuid to react to cliaages in its environment in mueli the

same way as the gregaria phase locust. It breeds similarly after

rainfall and migrates with the change of the seasons, but with the
difference that its activities are not so intense.

In ii study of the ecology of the solitary phase, the main
problem is to dekn inine the conditions in which groups of solitary

individuals become transformed into gregarious swarms capable
of dealing destruction to cultivation. In the course of the
period, 1932 to 1939, several instances of such a transformation of

phase were detected in the Mekran area, mainly caused by locust

individuals migrating from the coastal areas in spring and early

summer and coiicentrating in suitable patches of cultivation in

tlie interior valleys for purposes of feeding and egg-laying

Since eggs are geiKirally laid under crowded conditions, the
lioppers hatching therefrom tend to get crowded and form
incipient hopper bands which subsequently develop inlo the

primary swarms of fliers. Such situations as these, wh(M'e phase
transformation is brought about, are termed ‘outbreak centres’.

In June-July 1935 specially important outbreak centres were
observed to have developed in Mekran and to have been instru-

mental in great part in bringing about a widespread locust

incursion into Sind, Rajputana and Baluchistan in July-August
1935. The forms of which this incursion was composed, included
a large proportion of the transiens and gregaria phases, and it ia
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practically certain that in case fairly heavy rainfall had occurred

during the months of August and September in the Rajputana
desert areas, these migrants might have bred extensively and
developed into true gregaria swarms.

In the light of the above observations, the origin of some
of the past locust cycles may now be examined. Taking the

most recent case first, the following observations may be made.
1940 Outbreak: Since tlie closure of the locust research

scheme of the Imperial Council and the taking over of the work
of locust surveys in the desert on a comparatively limited scale

by the Locust Warning Organization under the control of the
Imperial Entomologist, in April 1939, important locust develop-

ments would appear to have occurred, ultimately resulting in

the recent reappearancic of swarms after an interval of over
eight years. From the data contained in the monthly reports of

the Locust Warning Organization since April 1939 (for which I

am indebted to the Imperial Entomologist), the following

tentative hypothesis is presented as to the probable sequence
of events that had brought the new outbreak into existence.

The final conclusions would, of course, have to be based on
fuller data, including details of the biometrical facies of the
populations and further information about the distribution of

rainfall.

The rainfall received in the winter-spring season of 1938-39

in Mekran was fairly heavy and prolonged, and apparently led

to concentrated breeding in the interior of Mekran and Upper
Baluchistan including Kachhi during April-June 1939, but as

the initial migrant population in the winter of 1938-39 on the

coastal areas was very low, the multiplication was apparently

not high enough to function as outbreak centres. The monsoon
rainfall in the desert areas was more or less a failure except in the

northern areas, where light breeding occurred, and the locusts

bred here entirely migrated out of the desert by December.
The winter rainfall of 1939-40 in Mekran was moderate

and the light population found at the end of winter in Mekran
bred first on the coastal reks and at a later stage in the interior,

but not to such an extent as to cause outbreak centres to form.

In June, however, a light pink swarm was, according to an un-

confirmed report, seen near the Iran borders in the Panjgur area

—

rather significant if correct. Summer migrants were first noticed

in the Rajputana desert areas in June. The monsoon began early

in the month of June, but the rains were not general but fell in

scattered though fairly heavy showers. Owing to the drought

which had occurred in the year preceding, most of the vegetation

was apparently parched up except in those places where early

showers had fallen, and it may be presumed that the migrants

from the west were forced to concentrate on such green patches for

food and breeding. This possiblyled to theformation of the initial

outbreak centres in the desert in June-July. It is also stated
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that sample populations collected in south Eikane^ and at

Barmor in the first fortnight of July showed a preponderance of
transient and gregaria, similar to the facies of the incursion

migrants found in Jnl}^ 1936 in Rajputana. With the passage
of depressions from the Bay of Bengal ever Rajputana, heavy
rainfall occurred in August in several places in the desert, and
various loose groups of tocusts present in the eastern parts of the
desert wen^ possibly carried towanls thc^ west or south-VA^^st by
the rainstorms and forced to concentrate in the desert. It is

also likt‘ly that the adults from the earl^\’^ batches of egg-laying

in Juno and early July w(‘re also j)a?’tly included in the con-

centrations mentioned abov(^ During visits jxiid at the
beginning of October large numbers of black and yellow gregaria

hopjxws of the 4th and 5th stage are said to have bec^n found in

the west Bikaner and east Jalwsabuer areas and in the Chachro
area. Bands of vc^ry young ho})}K^rs are also said to have been
found as well as numl)ers of adult.s (‘oneentratc'd in ]vat(4u'S of

cultivation. The sAvarms rojAortt^d in the sen^ond Idrtidgiit of

October in north Sind, (‘ast(U*n of Baluchistan, the south-

A\'estern districts of th(‘ runjab and in Bahaw'alpore States as well

as in Delhi, Oingaon, Hissar and Muttra areas u ere doubtless

derived from the infi^stations mentione<l above.

The Locusi Outhmik of l!K26 : In January 1920, w idespread

and heavy rainfall occuitcmI both along tlu^ coast and in the
interior of Baluchistan. Extensivi^ brcuHling is presumed to

have taken place in Febiuary-April, and in May-June, lo(;al

rec^ords show that larger bands of h()x>pers ajvpeared in the
Kulanch area, and that swarms of pink locusts wc^e met with
in June, and found disaj)])earing from tlu^ area sidisequently.

Similar locust infi ‘station w^^^uld axjjjear to have been noticed
also in x>arts of K(H;h and Kolwa valleys. These wwo evidently

of the nature of incix)ient swarms which had becui x>J‘oduc('d

from a concentrated breexiing of migrants from the coastal reks.

Locaist swarms repoifcHl to have be(‘n found in Kachhi by
the end of Juno and in Sibi early in July w^cto presumably
derived from the interior of Baluchistan and x)ossibly also Iran.

On the analogy of the incursion of 1935, it is very lil;(;ly that
similar incursions of migrant individuals had readied soutli-

w est Punjab, Sind and Kajx)utana and had begun to breed witii

the fall of good rain in Jul3^ Swarms reached the Las) h- la

area in August, and breeding commenced in that area witli

heavy rain received at the end of August and in Sc^ptember.

In the Rajxmtana desert areas, breeding continueel in August and
Sex)tember, and with the passage of depressions across the
desert, locusts apparently became more and more concentrated
in the south-western parts of the dcse^rt, where heavy breeding
w as noticed in the Thar and Mallani areas in Sex>tember-October.
Pink swarms produced here began to invade Kathiawar, Sind^
Baluchistan and the Punjab between October and December. In
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1926, the earliest swarms were found in south Sind, whereas in

1940, the earliest swarms flew north-west and reached the

southern districts of the Punjab. This was presumably
because the bulk of the breeding was in the northern parts

of the desert in 1940.

The Outbreak of 1923 : Records of the Naib-Wazir, Turbat,
show that large hopper bands were detected in April-May in the
villages of Zarenbug and Hassadi in the Dasht River valley and
that control measures were taken by the local authorities. By
the end of May, the infestation reached Gabd and practically

extended all over the valley, and by June the adult locusts

disappeared from the area. In July locusts were reported from
the Kachhi area, and presumably others migrated into the
desert areas about the same time, but apparently swarming
did not occur in summer.

The Origin of the Cycle 1912-1919

:

In 1911, incipient

su arms are known to have been observed in the Dasht valley in

early summer, presumably as a result of good winter rains and
especially of good falls in March recorded all over Baluchistan.

Breeding is also recorded in the Kachhi area in April-May.

As the monsoon proved a failure all over the desert areas in

June, July and August, ther(> was little scope for breeding in

summer. The winter rains of 1911-12 we^re light to moderate
in Baluchistan, but the monsoon rains in the desert began early

in June, 1912 and were fairly heavy and well distributed. In July
and August, there were good falls in most places, and in south

Marwar, there were some showers even in September*. Prolonged
breeding including the production of a second generation would
ajipear, therefore, to have taken place, (^specially in the southern
parts of the desert. The first swarms wwe noticed in the Thar
area in September and numerous flights invaded the south of

Sind and Mekran in October, November and December, The
swarm formation of 1912 very mu(;h resembled that of the
present outbreak, inasmuch as it immediately followed a year

of summer drought in the desert.

Cycle 1900-1907: The year 1899 was a period of severe

drought in the Rajputana desert area, and vc^y few swarms
were seen that year. Good rainfall occurred in the winter-

rain areas in 1900, and was followed by good monsoon rains in

the desert, as a lesult of which swarming started again in the
desert and pink flights commenced in September-October, 1900,
in Rajputana and Sind and reached Baluchistan and the Punjab
in November-December.

Cycle 1889-1898: This cycle was precexled by a long break

—

1882-1888, In 1888, good winter rainfall would appear to have
occurred, but the only evidence about the appearance of locusts

is the record in the Sind St^ason and Crop Report of 3 swarms in

July in the Hyderabad area. Presumably, some summer breeding
had occurred in the desert of which there is no record. The
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winter rainfall of 1889 was ako good, and swanns began to

appear in tlio Punjab, Sind and Rajputana areas as early as

May. The monsoon was also early and rains began at the end
of May, and continued till the end of August as a result of which
extensive breeding took place.

Cycle 1S69-1873: The year 1868 was a year of drought in

Rajputana. The w'nV r of 1868-69 was a wot one, and swarms
would appear to have reached S.W. Punjab early in spring, and
Rajputana in June. Heavy Imn^ding occurred in the desert in

July-August, and swarms appeared In the Thar area by the 15th
September.

The data mentiontHl above would indicate the importance
of the following sequence of events iii originating a new locust

cycle: (1) lieavy a.nd well-distributed rainfall in the winter rain

a.i‘eas in eau'^ing the fm’rnation of outbreak centres in the interior

valleys of hoih Iranian and British Mekran, and bringing into

existence the nmieiis of futiirt^ outbreak^;, (2) the convc^yance of
these incipient swarms into the desert area at the right time for

bringing about monsoon breeding, and (3) the occurrence of heavy
and w’'ell-distribut(‘d monsoon rainfall to bring a-bout concentrated
and continuous l)i*eeding in the d(‘.sertfor building iq) large swarms.
There wmild a])pea,!' to be some reason to consider that summer
ilroughts in the Sind -Raj put,ana desert have probably the effect

of creating ])atchiness of vegetation at the beginning of the suc-

ceeding year’s i‘a,infall, wdiich is jjerhaj)s instrumental in causing

the initial coment rations of locusts resulting in incipient

swwming.

TuK IMFUIITANCE OF OH^'OKING THE INITIAL OUTBREAKS

At th(^ last fntmTiational Locust Confori^nco held at BruBS(d8

in 1938, stn'ss \^^a,s laid oji the importanct^ of keeping under
surveilla,nc(‘ the areas knowm to be resjjonsible for starting fn^sli

outbnuiks of locusts and of controlling the inci])ient outbn aks
before^ they got oul of control. The expcn’ience of past hjcust

outbreaks ha,s sh(»wn that it is difficult to bring locust inf stations

und(n control, once the sw^arms have begun to fly about and
migrate to distajit places. The best way of dealing with tlKon

w^ould be to locate tlie centres of outbreaks a nd destroy t lu-

incipient bands of hoppers before they are in a posit ion ;o

acquire wings and leave the area. Tn the Indo-Iranian area, of

infestation, the primary outbreak centres are fornuMl in tlie

wdnter-rain areas—within the limits of British or Irania ii Mekran,
and ])erhaps also of eastern Arabia, where the transformation of
phase from solitaria into trnnsiens or gregaria may occur and
sometimes even the formation of small, loose, flying swarms.
Generally, however, the new generation would appear to migrate
as groups of individuals rather than as swarms, as had happened
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in 1935, to the summer-rain areas. If conditions are favourable

here, small concentrations might be formed in June-July-August,
and in case of the occurrence of good precipitation in August or

September, the dynamics of the depressions from the Bay may
bring about further concentrated breeding in the desert and the

building up of large swarms.
In regard to the control of the outbreak centres, the present

locust wanning organization has been suffering from certain

serious handicaps. In the first place, it is only the centres that

are within British limits that can be tackled by the staff. As
yet no information is available as to whether the co-operation

of the Iranian Government has been secured in regard to a joint

watch and control of the outbreak areas in the winter rain

zone
;

for, without the simultaneous control of the Iranian

centres, much useful purpose will not be served by the measures
taken in Mekran only. Secondly, even in the Indian area, most
of the outbreak centres are located either in distant hill-valleys

in the interior of Baluchistan, or in wide expanses of the Indie ii

Desert, and as most of them are situated in very sparsely

populated country lacking moans of easy communication, it has

been found difficult, on account of the inadequacy of the staff

engaged on this work at present, to detect cases of incipient

swarming suffickmtly early for purposes of control.

The Resolution of the Fifth International Locust Conference

on this subject recommended the formation of an organization

composed of staff financed by the co-operating governments,
whoso functions wore to be chiefly (1) the permanent super-

vision of all outbreak areas—whether known or suspected, and

(2) the immediate destruction of incipient swarms whenever
observed.

The locust warning organization of the Government of

India, as at present constituted, was not designed to undertake

the control of the incipient outbreaks. Indeed, the present

strength of the staff cannot be deemed to be sufficient even to

patrol effectively the vast areas of locust habitat for the detection

of the danger points in time. Since swarms have now appeared,

the indications are that a new cycle of infestation has started,

which will moan that further trouble is in store for the cultivator

when these swarms begin to breed with the fall of winter rains.

Sunspot Cycles and Locust Periodicity

It is generally recognized that many of the natuial

phenomena noticed on the face of the earth are ultimately

traceable to the energy derived from the emanations radiating

from the sun, and it is not surprising that an explanation of the

countless fluctuations foimd in various earthly phenomena, such

as the daily weather changes and variations in the growth of
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plants and animals, has been sought in the variations in the

quality and quantity of solar radiation. Emanations from the

sun arc, on the other hand, found to vary with the number of

the ‘sunspots’ noticeable on the sim’s disc. Sunspots have been
described as ‘terrific cy(?lonic storms in the solar atmosphere
generating powerful electro-magnetic fields’, and the number of

sunspots gi'adually uici eases for some j^ears and then decreases,

a single cycle of ruch changes being usually of eleven years*

duration. Observations have shown that the occurrence of

magnetic storms, auroral displays, and the fading out of radio

transmissions in some yt>ars are all cojinected with an increase

in sunspot activity. Harlan T. Stetson (1937) has shown in his

fascinating book on ‘Sunspots and tluur effects fi'om tlie Human
Point- of Vic'v/’ tliat the growth of ])lant life varies directly with

the increase in tlie number of sunspots, whih^ in tlie c^ise of

animals theie is ai; inverse variation. Swinton (1880) has
adduced evid(uice to show that periods of prevahmee of locusts

generally coincide with those of sunspot- minima, vhile Ci’iddle

(1932) found that outbreaks of grasshoppers in Manit oba (Canada),

coincide with periods of simspot- minima, and Richmond
(1938) also found a similar coincidence in British Columbia.
Uichanco (1030) found a fairly marked negative correlation

between solar activity and locust fluctuation in regard to the

swarms of the Migratory Locust (Locusta rn. mnnilensis) in the

Idiilippiiuss.

As, in tlie case of the cycles of infestations in north-west

India, fairly detailed data wore available since 1800, a graph was
worked out showing the fluctuation in the infestation, based on
the comparative extent of damage, tlic^ area of spread and
tlie degree of ovipositioii, and superimposed on a gra})h of

sunspot numbers for the corresponding period (Rao, 1938).

Tlie I'esult was tliat a general negative corredation was found to

be existent betwerui the sunspot (uirvi^ and the curve of infesta-

tion, exc(‘]>l at- two })laces, viz. 1905-07 and 1928-31. It was
also evident tliat in almost all casivs where a- nc^w cycle began
after a br’eak, the incipient swarms W(?re mostly produccMl during

the })eriod when sunspots were either at tlieir minim urn or low
in numbers.

It is rather difficult to imagine bow' sunspots could havi^ any
dnect action on locusts unless tlie emanations from the suit ca,n

be deemed to have a prejudicial effect on their ropr(»dni‘iive

powers. On the contrary, the locust is ontiruly deperKhMil on
the occurrence of optimum weather conditions, especially favour-

able rainfall in the winter and summer rain -belts, for its multipli-

cation, and since the world climate is ultimately dependent on
the quantity and quality of solar radiation

,
it is quite conceivable

that locust incidence may be indirectly affected by the fluctuation

of sunspot activity.
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The Need of further Research on Locusts in India

At the present moment when a fresh swarming of the desert

locust has begun after an interval of over eight years, it would
be useful to make a retrospect of the results achieved since

the last great outbreak. At the time of the commencement of

the last cycle in the autumn of 1926, when large swarms similarly

appeared after an interval of over six years, our knowledge as

to their origin and as to the factors affecting their movements
and breeding was but limited.

In consequence of the widespread damage caused by locust

swarms in India, western Asia and Africa during the last cycle,

various research schemes were inaugurated in different countries

and were in progress during the last decade; and as a result

thereof a decidedly large advance has been achieved as regards

our knowledge of their bionomics, ecology, breeding grounds,

general movements and phase transformation.

Tn India, investigations were in progress since December
1930 under the scheme financed by the Imperia,] Council of

Agricultural Research. As a result of intensive studies of the

bionomics of the locust und(U’ (controlled conditions at Lyallpur

under the direction of Khan Bahadur M. Afzal Husain, very

valuable information has been obtained in regard to the effect

of various factors su(‘h as temperature, humidity, muscular
effort, the proportion of carbon-dioxide in the atmosphere, etc.,

on the colorat ion and phase development of hoppers.

In regard to the soardi for ‘the permanent breeding grounds’
of the locust, invaluable information has been secured, showing
that during swarm-free intervals (1) it lives as a solitaiy locust

in the desert areas of Sind, Baluchistan and Rajputana, (2)

regularly breeds in spring in tlie westei'n winter-rain areas, and
in summer in the monsocm areas in the ea.st, being possessed of

the ability to migrate from one rain-belt to the other at the

change of the seasons, and (3) assumes the gregaria phase as

the result of crowded breeding in ecologically favourable situa-

tions in the wintcu' and summer brood areas, and of a rapid

succession of geiuwations following favourable rainfall.

The practical aspect of this knowledge lies in the fact that

the locust is a perfectly harmless insect so long as it does not
breed under crowded conditions and assume the swarming stage,

and that it is fully jiossible to prevent it from breaking out into

swarms if the outbreak centres are ke])t undei- watch and any
incipient outbreaks that may be noticed are immediately con-

trolled by the requisite staff. It is evident that once locusts

are allowed to form into swarms they will migrate long distances

and spread over a wide area, and it would then be difficult to

control them except by adopting extensive measures at great

cost and expense in the various provinces affected. It would,

therefore, really be a kind of crop insurance to maintain a
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competent stafif provided with the requisite funos and material

to watch the locusts in the desert areas and control the initial

outbreaks as soon as they are detected.

It is, however, a tragedy of life that the human mind is

generally unable to assess danger at its full value unless it comes
actually face to face with it. While a locust infestation is in

progress and swanns rre actually making their presence felt,

the public as well as the go\eniment are ready to spend vast

sums of money to control the pest and are anxious to provide for

scientific investigations to find out ell about the activities of the
insect. When, however, the outoreak subsides and the locusts

disappear, all interest in the invejjtigations in progress is lost

in course of time and work is stop|>ed before any legitimate

conclusions can be reached. Tlie observations made in the
African and the Indian areas had clearly indic'ated the necessity

of immediately dealing with incipient svarms for controlling a
new outbreak in its early stages, but unfortunately the staff and
the funds allocated for the Locaist Warning Organization were,

obviously inadequate to enable it to control incapient swarming
at the critical time. Numerous swarms have already aj)peared

in rich agricultural areas, but by taking the nt'cessary control

nu^asures, it should bo possible to prevent it from developing

into another cycle of locust menace.
Although a considerable advjmce has been made in a study

of locust epidemiology, there are still various gaps in our know-
l(‘dgo of locusts, (^specially in regard t o prf)blems of a fundamental
natures and it is hoped that it would l>e possible to get the

necessary funds for tlaur investigation while material for study
is available during the present swarm period.

Besides the Desert Locust, in the case of which, thanks
to the funds generously provided by the Lnperial Council of

Agricultural Research, a great de^al of essential knowledge has
b(‘en aequin^d, there^ are two other locusts which are potemtial

enemies of the agriculturist in India, about Avhich little is knovm
as to th(‘ c^xact conditions in which swarm formation takes

place.

First, we have the Bombay Locust—Fatanga sucrlncta L.,

which is one of the serious locust y)eHts of India. In the past
,

India has (experienced several infestations, of whicli, howevee
we have d(dailed records of damage only in tlu^ <‘a,se of the 5c,'<1

two visitations, 1 878-1 8S4, and 1901-1908. The last onthi< ,(k

of this locivst was in full swdng when the first Entomologisi lo I lie

Government of India—the late Prof. Maxwell Lefroy- arrived

in India and took up his duties in 1904 and the invevstigations

carried out by him cover a great extent of ground. But, in

the light of the locust lore of modern times, the problem of the

Bombay Locust will have to bo examined afresh, especially in

regard to the location of its permanent breeding grounds, an
investigation of the bionomics and ecology of the solitary phase
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and the determination of the factors that have contributed to its

comparative quiescence for the past thirty years nearly. This

is all the more important, because the staff engaged in the

surveys of the desert locust in the Rajputana desert areas have
l)een folding every year solitary specimens of the Bombay Locust
during the autumn and winter months in many places, though
so far its hoppers have not been found anywhere in the desert,

and there is little doubt that they form instances of long distance

migration. Past records show that its visitations had descended
rather suddenly on the public without a warning, and it would
not redound to the credit of India if, sooner or later, Peninsular

India all at once finds itself at the mercy of the marauding
swarms of this locust. At present no attempt has been made to

study the problem while the insect is in its solitary phase,

and there is no organization to keep a watch over its developments
and to chock the outbreak in its initial stage.

Secondly, there is the Migratory Locust. Although it has
generally been found in its solitary phase all over India, past

experience has shown that it can, under favourable conditions,

increase in numbers to such an extent as to assume serious j>est

conditions. In 1878, this insect invaded district after district

in the southern parts of Madras, usually so free from the imjx)r-

tunate attentions of locust swarms, but fortunatel}' it relapsed

into its usual status of a harmless grasshopper by the end of the

year. In 1937, this insect was reported to be doing extensive

damage to crops in October in Sirohi State and in the States of
Kathiawai’ and Gujarat, and if its eai'lior activities in that year
had not been traced by the Locust Survey staff, one would have
thought that the infestation was only of local origin, whereas

actually it originated in the hill-valleys of Baluchistan and
spread into Kathiawar and Gujarat only after passing through
heavy breeding in the Bikaner-Jaipur areas in July-August.

At present, it is not known whether the Indian form is allied to

the Tropical Migratory Locust of Africa or to the Eastern

Migratory Locust of China and the Philippines, and it is only

when the gregaria form is bred out that its systematic position

can bo determined. It would be of much scientific and practical

interest to study it under controlled conditions and find out the

causes that provoke its sudden outbreaks.

There are, besides the locusts, certain very injurious grass-

hoppers in India, which occasionally rear their destructive heads

in certain years and occasion a great deal of damage. Of these,

the Deccan Grasshopper, Colemania sphenarioides Bol., is one
of the most important, seriously affecting dry crops over a
very large area of Bombay, Mysore, Hyderabad and Madras.

This also shows considerable fluctuations in numbers and
possibly appears in cycles. Species of Hieroglyphus seriously

affect both dry and wet cereal crops all over India and Aeolopus
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affinis is also knowr. to be a serious pest) of dry oiops in certain

years in parts of India.

It is to be h.opcxl that in iourse of tiino many of these

injurious locusts and grasshoppers, which at some time or other

cause considerable losses to the Indian cultivatoi, would be
tackled either by provincial initiative and effort or by schemes of
an all-India character, so as to bring relief to the man behind the

plough, who, after ail, Is the man that directly or indirectly

supports the whole machinerj^ of Government, though, of course,

it is somewhat of a forlorn hopi^ at the present time, in view of

the exigencies of war, to expect ny considerable support lor

scientific investigations.
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CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE SERVICE OF THE
INDIVIDUAL AND THE NATION

Introduction

It is my first dutj" to offer you my siucerc;st thanks for the
honour you havt^ ooiiferred upon me by «'lo(!tiiig mo to pn'sido

over the deliberations of this Section of the Indian Science
Congress. The subject of my discourse to-day is 'Cultural

Anthropology in the St'rvice of the Individual and the Nation'.

We, Indians, are now passing through a stage in our national

Ufe when a clear statement ol‘ how' anthroj>ology can help to

build up the future of India L not only suitable to the occasion

but is an imperative necessity.

Anthropology is commonly believed to bo a border-line

science which has no practical application. This misconcep-
tion is duo partly to lack of knowledge of the scope of and
recent advances in anthropology on the part of the ordinary
man and partly to the anthropologists thomselvos who have
in the past laid t oo much emphasis on the hist orical side of the
subject. But recent trends in both physical and cultural

anthropology show a definite change in the angle of vision and
the study of tla^ j>rescnt is seriously replacing that of the past.

Professor Le (h’os ('lark has given us a very clear idea about
the apjiiied side of Physical Anthiopology in his Presidiuitial

Address before the Anthropology Section of the British Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science at its Dundee Session

in 1939. I do not propose, however, to tread over the same
ground again, but intend to confine myself to Cultunii

Anthropology alone.

Bedbre going to show the place of Cultural Anthrop<dngy
in the life of the ordinary man of diverse professions w »v wish
to draw^ attention to one general condition which afifcf ts all the
different groups equally and which shows how Cultural Anthro-
pology is ultimately connected with them. You are all well

acquainted wdth the law of demand and supply in economics.

An institution does not come into existence if it has no necessity

for the community in which it flourishes. We hear that this

( 239 )
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law is equally applicable in the biological world. Anthropology
as a science is of no ancient origin. We may say in round figures

that during the last 100 or 150 years at the utmost this subject

has developed to its present volume and importance. The
history of the world shows that during this period bettor means
of communication arose and the European nations spread over

the world and established political supremacy over or (jommercial

connections with diverse races and cultures. This contact

between the European races and the coloured peoples of the eartli

has brought to existence the Science of Man. The early traders,

conquerors and missionaries tried to understand the people

with whom they came in contact. Every one of them, whether
an administrator, missionary, merchant, soldier or planter,

required to be sympathetic in dealing with persons of his own or

alien race. It has been claimed by one of the early stalwarts

of Indian anthropology that ‘sympathy is one of the chief factors

in successful dealings of any kind with human beings, and
sympathy can only come of knowledge. And not only also does
sympathy come of knowledge, but it is knowledge that begets

sympathy Familiarity breeds contempt, but it

is knowledge that breeds respect and it is all the same whether
the race be black, white, yellow or red, or whether it be cultured

or ignorant, civilized or semi-civilized or downright savage

This knowledge which breeds sympathy was supplied by the men
who came to settle among alien people for purposes of business.

They recorded the manners, customs, beliefs and superstitions

—

in a word the life of the people among whom their lot was thrown.
This volume of literature forms the bed-rock of Cultural Anthro-
pology. These records are not always perfect for scientific

purposes as they are not the produ(;ts of trained scientists yet they
give us the fruits of observation made by the practical men who
tried to solve their own difficulties and recorded their experiences

to help and guide others who might have to face similar difficul-

ties in their own fields of activities. The dedu(;tions of modern
Cultural Anthropology are based on these observations of xwacti-

cal men and the subject itself owes its origin to them. This
clearly indicates the service which Cultural Anthropology
rendered in the past to the different human professions and it

may be reasonably expected that it will render the same help

in future, perhaps in a better manner as it is more perfectly

organized now. So, the Law of Demand and Suj)ply shows that
anthropological knowledge was necessary at the beginning of

European expansion and the early settlers by recording their

experiences among alien races laid the foundation of a science

which has already secTired a place among its sister subjects

and dreams of a future fraught with immense possibilities.

1 Sir R. Temple—Indian Antiquary

,

Vol. XXXIV, 1905, p. 133.
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Wo hope, you have already a glimpse of the necessity of
cultural anthropology in modern Hfo and it owes its origin to

this necessity. But we shall try to convince you further on this

matter by a detailed study of the part which this subject plays in

the life of the ordinary man

.

Place or AntIxUg^^ology in Trade, Industry, and
Agriculture

Trade, industry, and agriculture are the three most impor-
tant institutions of modern man. Our life and culture depend on
them. They are the sources of livelinood of millions of our
brethi’en. Let us see what part anthropology plays, in these

three departments of modern culture. Trade is mostly based
on industry and agriculture. It means distribution of goods
produced by c-griculture and industry and the law of demand
and supply governs this distribution. ‘Who is successful in

commerce but he who finds out where the market is, and he ving
found the market, knows how to take advantage of it and what
to avoid ? In seeking a market, the habits, ways, predilections

and prejudices of many kinds of j)eoplo have to be learnt, and
this is the (^aso in a much higher degree in preserving the market
when found.’ Many a foreign market has been lost by the mer-
chant and the manufacturer through their ignorance of the local

people and their pride born of the same ignorance. It is often

argued by the manufacturer that he is not going to change
the mode of jiroduction of a particular article in response to a
demand from a foreign market but would stick to the method he
found suitable for the consumers in the home market. Nothing
is more foolish and ruinous and this had been the case with a

number of British firms in the early days according to an expe-
rienced British administrator. No one will take a thing which
he does not like or cannot pay for whether he bo civilized or

savage. Among the primitive the prejudice is more strongly

felt. ‘Beads as beads do not appeal to the savage but it is a

particular kind and form of bead that he wants for reasons of

liis own, practical enough in their way—and so on through
every article of trade.’ Sylvia Leith-Ross in her African
Women points out, in this connection, how European commercud
concerns consult the opinion of Ibo women trailers about tic

suitability of patterns received from England and introdinu >1

in the area. Their views receive serious consideration froni those

mercantile firms. If you go to the interior of Chota Nagpur,
you wlQ find nowadays hundreds of rupees worth of glass beads
and bangles being sold to its primitive inhabitants by the local

traders. Most of them come from Japan and pass through
Calcutta. But only half-a-century ago or even less these

glass articles were unknown to them. Lac beads and bangles

manufactured in and near about the region by the local people
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were in use at that time. Chota Nagpur is reputed for its lac

in the world market even to-day but in spite of this the local

product could not successfully fight against the foreign article.

The secret of Japan’s success in this department lay in her minute
study of the local taste, demand, and paying capacity. The local

producers did not pay any heed to these three factors which
constantly change, however minutely, with progress of time
and the result is that they have been wholly ousted from the
market. Brass and bell-metal industry of Bengal is also faced
with the same fate at present. Aluminium utensils are

vigorously pushing their way into the rural parts of Bengal and
the workers in brass and bell-metal will soon pay the penalty

for their neglect.

Dress and ornaments show how taste changes with the
passage of time. Social, political and economic factors

contribute in a more or less degree towards the formation of

fashions of a people. This may be illustrated from a study of
the history of even such an insignificant trait as the ladies’ foot-

wear for the last twenty-five years in Bengal. Post-war
impetus to female education, non-co-operation movement in

politics and general trade-depression all over the country have
operated in the origin and growth of this trait. Numerous
instances of this nature may be brought forward and they show
what an intimate knowledge ot the social, political, religious, and
economic fife of a people is necessary if you wish to be a successful

supplier of goods to them. A false step or a little laxity in the
constant watchfulness may ruin the business. This intimate
knowledge about a largo section of humanity is supplied by
Cultural Anthropology and the trader and the industrialist may
profitably employ this knowdedgc to the furtherance of their aims.

They may employ young men trained in anthropology to conduct
their busijiess in far off countries with instructions to keep their

employers informed about even the slightest changes in the life

and manners of the people among whom they may be stationed.

Many important firms in England have appreciated the force

of this argument and now employ such antliropologically trained

young men to conduct their business in foreign markets. Indian
students ol anthropology may also be emplo3^ed in the same
manner by Indian firms though unfortunately their scope is

very limit('d and our niercjantile community not so advanced
in their ideas. This is, how^evcT, a circumstance for which our
subject is not respojisiblc. It may be urged that the kind of
knowknlgt' noted above can be and had been successfully acquired
by men A\ho have or had no anthropological training. ‘Granted,
but the man who has been obliged to acquire it without any
previous training in observation is heavily handicapped indeed
in comparison with him who has acquired the habit of right

observation, and Avlnit is of much more importance, has been
put in the w ay of rightly interpreting his observation in his

t6b
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youth/ This is how the anthropologist helps th^ trader and the

industrialist and is in turn helped by them.
Besides supplying information to the industriaUst regarding

the nature of things required by a particular market the anthro»

pologist can help him in other spheres as well. The old days of

home-industries are gone . The invention of modern machineries
has centralized product'ons in big factories. This has brought
about the stniggle bot>^^eeii capital and labour wliich is occupying
the attention of all serious-minded peojde in every country of

the West. In India, though the hgbt between labour and capital

has not reached the same degree of a(Miten(‘ss, it is gradually

gaining ground. In our country labour is often supplied by
the primitive tribes. In the mines and factories of Chota Nagi>ur
thousands of labourers are employe<i and they are mostly
recruited from amongst the tribes which occupy this part

of the countr3^ The tea-plantations of Assam are also worked
by labourers mostly recruited from the tribes of Chota Nagjmr,
Orissa and Madras. The treatment nhich these labourers

receive from tlieir employers shows utter ignorance of their

life and customs. This leads to lack of sympathy on both sides

and consequeni misunderstanding. Troubles naturally crop

up under these circumstances entaUing huge loss of money to

the employer and the emjdoyed. But this can be easily avoided,

with a httle knowledge of anthropology. Petty grievances

which can be removed by a sympathetic master at a nominal
or no cost often assume huge dimensions when they are not

attended to at the outset.

Big scale farming also involves the question of labour and
capital. The planters of Assam and Ceylon cm2)loy tribal labour

to a very great extent. They try their best to exjdoit the

labourers to the utmost degree and do not make any attempt
to understand their difficulties. Tliis unsympathetic attitude

is at the root of much human misery which can be easily avoided
by a little knowk'dge. 1 need not })oint out tliat there i much
difference between voluntary and forced labour

;
th(^ worker

must [ctd pride and 2>leasure in his w'ork; he is to be tuned to

olfer liis service's and not made to i'cel that work is being e\\ raeited

from him. This 2).sychological attitude is more paying hi the

long run and this c^an be ac^hiove'd oJily by an intimate know
ledge of the life and traditions of the workers, hv a knowledge

of their jjast hax)i)iness and present difficulties. Anthropoe»^;y

supplies this knowledge more t han any other branch of hnu ni ng.

These tribal labourers uprooted from their native soil and planted

temporarily in and around work-centres lose prar*tically all

contact with their own people. They no longer find t.hcmselves

under the benign control of their family, clan and village elders,

each and every one of which units exercises a very judicious

cheek over the individual inclinations in their homeland. Free
from these controlling agencies to whom they always look for
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guidance whenever occasions arise these simple men from the
hills and jungles fall easy prey to the vices common in such areas.

Moreover, they are often misled by wily interested people to

commit actions the full import of wMch they can hardly realize.

In such circumstances arise most of the labour troubles in work-
centres and it is the duty of the employers to realize the situation

and arrange for their redress. Strong measures only toughen
the stuff but a little sympathy with more knowledge may easily

soften the situation. This is where anthropology brings in

practical relief to the producers.

Anthropology in Law and Legislation

Let us now see how anthropological knowledge can help the

members of some of our noble professions as for example the
lawyer, the educationist, and the missionary. A lawyer practis-

ing in a primitive area should know in detail the manners and
customs of the people who may come to him for legal advice

and help. Unless he is well acquainted with the life of the people

he cannot properly represent his chenUs claims before the judge.

The judge also requires an intimate knowledge of the people
among whom he has been placed to dispense justice. This is

more so in a primitive area. The primitive peoples have different

notions of law and their ideas of grievances sometimes differ

from those of ours. The law* of limitation, as for example, does
not exist among some of the Kuki tribes of Assam. When
a man borrows money he is to pay it back whenever convenient

and there is no hurry on either side. It may be realized from him
or from his son or grandson or any other descendant lower down.
It is never barred by limitation. Just imagine what a money-
lender in such an area thinks of when he hears that the borrower

is not required to pay back the loan as it has not been sued for

in time according to our custom or law. In Chota Nagpur,
again, marriage by force is an established custom among some
of the tribes. Nobody thinks it to be a serious crime and cases

of this nature are not infrequent in this area. If these cases are

brought to the court and punished according to our estimation

of the magnitude of the crime it will be sheer injustice. Some
magico-religious conceptions also deserve mention in this con-

nection. Belief in wdtchcraft is a common featme in many
primitive areas and sometimes leads to very atrocious crimes

by parties of villagers working together. From time to time
we hear of murder of old women, suspected to be witches, from
tribal areas. The intensity of the crime cannot be realized

until and unless we understand the mental and cultural outlook

of the people concerned in such crimes. Instances of human
sacrifice to different deities in fulfilment of vows or for boons
come to our knowledge occasionally from similar areas. The
administration of law in these and similar other cases involve a
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consideration of the niagico-roligious beliefs and superstitions of

the culprit and his colnmuIlit3^ At least a part of the responsi-

bihty of such crimes lies with the cultural make-up ofthe people to

which the perpetrator belongs. Promulgation of the laws of

civihzed life among a people of this type without previous

education to uplift their cultural condition m unjust and in-

judicious. As long as the beliefs and superstitions of such a
people are not eradic ated by education and new v alues established

in their place the laws of ctivilized life cannot bo introduced among
them with justice. This shows Low the administration of

law requires anthropological knowledge oven where its sections

are clear and the evidences compieto to punish the accused.

There are innumerable instanccjs of this nature and the lawyer
and the judge must be thoroughly acquainted with the people

in order to t^.valuatc properly the facts laid before them and their

interj>rctatiori too. Without this intimate knowledge, both
of them may fail t-o discharge their duties in a suitable manner.

Legislation is a more important field than administration of

law for the employment of anthropological knowledges We
all know that most of our laws are codified customs and (iustoms

form an important branch of anthropologk^al studies. Primitive

society is guided and controlled by immemorial customs and
many of tlumi differ in their <‘ssential values from our conceptions.

We have already pointed out how magi(^o-religious and socio-

e.conomic (conceptions of these backward peoples differ from those

of ours and even a cursory study of any of our primitive tribes

will convince you how they have built up their culture round
these ideas and conceptions. Under these circumstances intro-

duction of our laws amongst them often tends to inaladaptations

and consequent decay or degeneration of tribal cultures.

Speaking about Africa, Lord Hailey, G.C.S.I., G.C.I.E., one of

its greatest administrators, expressed his doubt about the possibi-

lity to evolve a homogeneous system of law by reconciling the
native customary law with the Lluropoan law. In tlie chapters

on law and justice and land of his monumental work African
Survey he points out how conflicting the ideas and interests

are in the devel()i>meiit of land-tenure and warns the government
about all attempts at premature interference especijuliy in this

field.

In our own country examples are not rare of hasty legislat i<

which have either proved dead laws (when they are m(^T‘< p< r

missive) or have definitely been harmful to the whole or piir * of

a community. An instance of the former tyjx) is the Widow
llemarriage Act which being a pemiissive law has ]>rov(Hl in-

nocuous and has not been able to strike at the root of t-hc^ evil and
solve the problem for which it was intended. If we are to believe,

what Mr. J. M. Dutt has shown in the pages of the Modern
Review (Jan. 1940, pp. 36-41), that enforced widowhood
is ultimately responsible for the gradual decrease of Hindu
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population in Bengal, then this law should be turned into a

coercive one in the interest of national welfare. Here we require

the help of the social anthropologist who will point out by
intensive investigation the advisability or otherwise of promul-

gating a coercive law of this nature. Another instance of a

futile Act of this type is the Sarda Act of 1929 which prohibits

marriage of children. The aim of this Act is evidently to stop

marriage before physiological maturity which is the only justi-

fication for such a measure against a very important socio-

religious and economic institution. But the age of marriage
legally allowed by this Act falls far short of physiological

maturitj)'. British India even falls short of what has been
prescribed by some of the Indian States and readily

accepted by its people. Such a measure should have been
preceded by a wide and intensive study of its socio-economic

implications and the prevailing opinion of the people. Who
is better fitted for this task than the cultural anthrojK)-

logist ? There are talks to restrict Hindu polygyny and to

introduce divorce amongst them by legislative measures but we
are afraid that these also wiU meet with the same fate which
overcame their predecessors in the domain of socio-religious

legislation. At every stage in the passage of such Acts

orthodoxy clamours unceasingly against these so-called re-

actionary measures and almost in every case successfully am-
putates the well-conceived measures and the promoters of the

latter are not armed with the requisite facts and figures to fight

against the age-old conservatism of our country. The result is

a half-way compromise which practically nullifies the original

motive of the measures. Such half-hearted actions not only
retard future progress but also lull into quiescence the spirits

of change and progress.

Society is, as it were, a huge organism. If you strike it

at any one point, all its parts feel and react. One should be
cautious before he attempts to strike such an organism. The
Permanent Settlement of Lord Cornwallis brought about a Hindu
landed aristocracy in Bengal in the early years of British rule

out of political and financial exigencies. The system of inherit-

ance practised in this part of the country has for the last 150
years gone on dividing these holdings generation after generation

reducing their size and income. Thus a large class of petty
landholders came into existence. European trade with the
development of Calcutta as the most important centre for export
and import business with Europe attracted a large number of

these small landholders and gave employment to them. Besides

this, the conquest of the whole of India with the wealth of Bengal
and with Calcutta as the base, provided further employment
in government service to a large number of the sons of the same
landed community. Moreover, this community realized at an
early stage the importance of English education and unhesitat-
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ingly gave up the indigenous system in favoui of the novel
importation and thereby prepared themselves for the part which
they have played in the develop:''ient of British trade and British

political supremacy. What the^- suffered in this new adjustment
need not be reiterated here. Suffice it to say that this is mainly
respoiisible for the dismemberment of the Bengali joint-family

and the subversion of the land-economy of the country especially

in its middle class population whereby thousands lived on the
direct products of the land. The strong Hindu middle class

which has been brought into existence by requirements of British

rule and British trade forms no^ * the pride of the country—

a

community which has its roots deep into almost every nook and
corner of our socio-economic life. The recent recommendations
of the majority of the Floud Commission to abolish this perma-
nent settlement naturally raises grave doubts and graver suspi-

cions in the minds of anthropologists about the judiciousness of
hurrying into Hu<‘h a step. Such an Act, according to the estimate
of the commissioners themselves, will involve directly about
two and a quarter millions of Bengal’s population. Indirectly

it would affect a much bigger number and its stupendous effects

on the social and evxmomic life of the province cannot be realized

at this stage. Expcudences of African experiments should guide
-our legislators in this difficult situation and I would not hesitate

to draw their attention to i-^ffiat has been said by Lord Hailey
in comparable circumstances and referred to before in this dis-

course. A thorough and sifting enquiry by a band of competent
social anthropologists in urban and rural centres and among
aU classes of peoples who are directly or indirectly connected with
the problem is necessary to assess the effects of such a revolu-

tionary measure. It is not the task for a Commission composed
of persons Avho have no personal knowledge of or contact with
the Life of the millions who have been placed at their mercy. Nor
is it the task of the economist or sociologist alone but we require

one who combines both these sides and something more and that

is a sympathetic knowledge.
Owing to improvement of facilities for travel and transport

and lack of food and employment in the densely populak^d areas

of advanced countries civilized people have moved and are

stni moving towards the more backward parts of liieir own or

other countries. This has brought them in (contact with the

primitive peoples inliabiting the more inho8i>itabio regions oi t he

earth. Besides this, the more intense exploitation of the riatnral

resources of the country by capitalists and business corf Kjra tions

has neciessitated the importation of cheap labour to mining
centres, industrial works and cash-crop gardens of the different

undeveloped! areas. And cheap labour is supplied by the tribal

peoples. This has brought into existence vast areas of culture-

contact w'herein the savage and the civilized are nowadays
living side by side trying to adjust themselves as far as possible
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to each, other's cultures. But in this attempt at adjustment
the savage has always a losing game to play. Ho is no match for

his wily neighbour who always tries to exploit him in every way
possible. The result is the growth ofa number ofmaladjustments

in social, religious and economic life of the less advanced and
this is undermining the strength and vitality of these people.

Here we shall consider only the legal implications of such culture-

contact.

India possesses a vast area of culture-contact wherein
primitive tribes from neighbouring lulls and jungles have come
down to live among its civilized peoples. All along the foot

hills of the Himalayas we have a vast area of this nature. The
border districts of Bengal towards the east form an area of such
culture-contact between the Mongoloid peoples of Assam and the

Bengalis. A similar area is also mot with on the western front

of Bengal and this is practically the story ofmany other provinces

of India. Besides these border areas, there arc culture-contact

regions even in the heart of a number of provinces such as

the tea gardens of Assam, the coffee plantations of Madras, the

mining districts of Bengal and Bihar, etc. The total population

of these culture-contact areas of India runs into several millions,

and this sufficiently indicates the magnitude of the problem.
These areas are generally governed by laws which are suitable

to the more advanced communities. But this has given rise

to a number of maladjustments. We shall consider hero only
one such case—tliat of the Garos. A large number of people of

this tribe have come to settle in the plains of Mymensingh at

its northern boundary just below the Garo Hills. The dominant
people here are the Bengalis among whom they have established

their villages. The Garos of the Garo Hills are a inatrilinoal,

matrilocal people among whom property is owned by the women-
folk and men have no right over it unless it is self-acquired. There
is a special system of inheritance by which one of the daughters
is selected (nokna) to inherit the property of the mother. This
system worked quite satisfactorily so long as the Garo stuck

to theii’ hill home where temporary hill cultivation is practised.

Land, in this area, has no intrinsic value of its own as the same
plot does not produce any crop for more than 3 or 4 years at a
stretch after which it has to be left fallow for 10 to 20 years to

accumulatemould in order to be ready for another cycle of cultiva-

tion. The house, another important item of property in the plains

where it costs a lot of money, is not of much importance in the
hills where the materials are available in the neighbouring jungles
without payment and the labour is provided in each case, free

of charge, by the villagers themselves. Besides these, that is, land
and house, the hill Garo family of ordinary means possesses a
few domestic utensils and agricultural implements, most of which
are manufactured by the householder himself. Thus the
question of inheritance does not loom large in such a community
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and the sons of the family easily go ovei to then wives' place

leaving to their selected sister and her husband ail the property
of the family. Moreover, in su h communities, accumulatiou
of wealth in particular hands is a xarity as the system of economy
is not suitable to its giowth. Under these circumstances the
migration of Garo familif s to the plains of Mymensingh with a

different system of land economy, that is, with permanently
cultivated fields and with the possibility ofaccumulation ofmoney
in individual families, has led to a change in the outlook of Garo
sons and their fathers. They no lonj|er like the idea of leaving

the permanently cultivable land to the 7iokna and her husband
and a conflict has come into existence. The recent revenue
settlement of the district has brought out the nature and extent
of this conflicT., and the Depai-tmont of Anthropology of the

University of Calcutta was invited to investigate into this

problem. Very interesting facl.s have been revealed by this

study of the Garo law of inheritance in the jdains which fully

justifies the claims of anthropology in the elucida tion of problems
of culture-contact.

Africa shows innumorabk^ problems of culture-contact

in connection with law and justice in its diftenmt areas. At
the invitation of the JBechuanaland Protectorate Administration

Prof. Schapera studied the laws and customs of tla^ Tsv anas and
showed that a proper underitanding of them depends on an
examination of the nature and functions of the political, tori i-

torial, kinship, agr^ and class groups. This relationship between
difierent persons and gi’oaps form the background of primitive

law. Law in primitive society does not depend on State sanction

aloiui but has its roots deep in the life and traditions of the pooj)lo

and stands on sanctions of a very different nature some of whi(di

are automatic, others magico-religious and the rest derive their

sanctity from public opinion. This is the secret of primitive

administration. Without an executive authority or sometimes
even a judicial body, law and order are maintained in piimitive

society as if automatically. This is why wo advocate tlie

employment of social anthropologists both in the administration

of the old laws and the promulgation ofnew ones. This is no less

applicable in case of advanced communities. Legal measures

affecting the economic system of the country are teferred, as

a rule, to the specialist in that particular branch of economic n

which is affected by the measures. But this is not the custofM

in India, at. least, when social legislation is attempted Tiie

specialist is not consulted but the oinnion of the lay puhUc and
the whims of our legislators decide the fiite of such Tneasures.

Moreover, the Goveimment do not possess any informatioji,

beyond what is supplied by the Census Reports, on the socio-

roligious fife of the people. I ne)C‘.d not dilate on the character of

the information supplied by those Census Reports and the nature

of their origin as they are weU known to all of you. I have
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already stated that society is as it were a complex organism and
when you strike such an organism at any one part, all other

parts respond to it almost immediately. The large number of

traits—social, economic and religious—^which compose the

society are all intimately interlinked and the social scientist

has made it his business to study this system of linkage and is

thus able to indicate how these links will behave when one of

them is affected by a piece of legislation. The opinion of laymen,
however erudite and considerate they may be, will at best take

into consideration a few aspects of the question which have
possibly come under their personal knowledge and not the whole
system of linkage. The social scientist on the other hand draws
upon the accumulated knowledge of his science and shapes

his views according to this knowledge and his own experience

and the requirements of the particular case. He also requires

help and this in the shape of detailed information about
particular problems and general sociological knowledge of the

country in which his si^here of work is limited. This leads

us to the question of an intensive sociological survey of the

country. As social scientists we must arm ourselves with a

detailed knowledge of our society scientifically collected by a
band of trained men under expert guidance so that we may in

turn arm our traders, industrialists, legislators, educationists,

social reformers, and administrators, to fight in their respective

fields. Society is not a static body; it is always changing
and this corpus of knowledge accumulated at a particular

period of our national life must be kept up to date by recording

the changes constantly taking place in our life. This is how
social anthropologists can help the country in the promulgation
of now laws and this is where they should be consulted if we
wish to avoid dead laws and half-hearted measures.

Anthropology in Education

Educating the primitive is a dangerous task : it is beset with
numerous difficulties which are hardly realized by anybody
excerpt the anthropologist. In culture-contact areas it assumes
even greater complexity. The Report of an Educational

Conference of the Pacific region i points out how effectively

it moulds ‘native institutions, standards of living, moral codes
and inherent values’, and claims that it is more potent than
even the direct attacks by the State and economic factors. The
Conference frankly admits ‘that when we institute a system of
education we do not know precisely what we are doing’. It

pointed out how the anthropologist can serve the educationist

by placing at the latter’s di8jK)sal the results of investigations

1 Education in Pacific Countries by Felix M. Keesing, Professor of
Anthropology, University of Hawaii, Oxford University Press, 1938.
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into indigenous cultures especially his knowledge about the
inter-relation of social, economic, legal, religious and political

ties which are the main support i of the community. Investi-

gators in Africa also sing at the same strain. Mr. H. S. Scott,

in a discussion about East Africa, remarked that though anthropo-
logical knowk’sdge has be n utilized for administrative purposes
to a certain extent, it has not been drawn upon for education
of the jirimitive childT'en in Africa. The result, according to

him, is subversive of native interest. Major Hanns Vischer,

Educational Adviser to the Colonial Office, drew attention to

the necessity of inculcating a mora* code as an element of native
education. The introduction of Islsinic or Christian moral
codes in native cMucational system of Africa does not moot with
his approval. Comparing the West African students in London
with the graduatciS of Achimota, he remarks how the fornu^r

suffer from lade of a code of values of their own which only can
support a man when he is separated from his own environment.
The graduates of Achimota, accrording to him, on the other

hand, having been trained to regard native customs and tradi-

tions as worthy o^ res peed, are not subjected to this limitation.

Major Vischer urges the anthropologists to work out a morality

based on present sociological realities which, he hopes, will fulfil

a serious want in the native education of Africa and will sub-

stantially help to smooth the clash between modern morality,

imported by natives brouglit up in European contact or trained

in Christian schools, and tribal morality.

In the matter of tribal education India does not differ

much from Africa. Rather, the problem is more complicated

here. In our country, besides the activities of the Cliristian

Missionaries we have to reckon with the institutions of the ad-

vanced Indians who also have been subjected to a system of

education which can hardly be characterized as suitable to their

manners of h*fe, congenial to their traditions, or helpful in the

solution of their national or individual economic problems.

To-day I shall not deal with the educational problems of the

advanc(?<l Indians though, I may assure you, the anthropologist

has a definite pa,rt to play even in this sphere of our national

a(*tivitie8 but I shaU confine my remarks to the tribal oom-
munities of India.

We have already remarked how the variotis tribal coni

munities of India have come in contact vith the advaju*»/d

Indians and the Europeans. Attempts have been mruit to

educate the primitive children both by the government of the

country and by various philanthropic individuals and institu-

tions the most important among the last being the ('hristian

Missionaries. I reserve my remarks about (Kristian Missionary

education for a later section.

Education is perhaps rightly claimed as the panacea of all

•evils that befaU mankind. But people differ in its definition,
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and naturally it has different types. There is one kind of

education which uplifts the individual morally and intellectually

and makes him fit for the struggle for existence. There is

another kind of education which is intended for the exploitation

of the so-called educated. There is a third type of education

which the enthusiasts in their zeal for ameliorating the condi-

tion of the poor and the ill-fated impose upon them without
considering their necessity or capacity. We have neither time
nor inclination to discuss this point hero but suffice it to say
that much labour and more public money have been squandered
and are still being squandered in imparting education which does
neither shit the people nor help them to put a morsel of food
into their mouth. On the other hand, it often creates a group
of drones in the society who disdain labour of all kinds being

proud of their so-called education and live as parasites. Where
the imposition of a particular system of education is due to

wilful commission, we have nothing to say but where it is not
so, the anthropologist can, no doubt, help the educationist with

bis advice.

Speaking about the type of education worth imparting

to American children the multi-millionaire motor-monarch
Mr. Henry Ford, who turned an amateur school-teacher at the

ago of seventy-five after his retirement from business, remarks
‘Education is not something to prepare you for life, but
rather a part of life itself. Earning should go hand in hand with
learning. These little children in school, earning money with
their vegetable garden ; teaching each other their own experiences

;

helping each other to plant and cultivate,

—

They are getting

Real education. For, true education consists in learning to

do, by doing; learning to help, by helping; learning to earn, by
earning. ’ Tliis is from the pen of a man whom we may regard

as a true representative of the materialistic West and who has
risen from the masses and built up his fortune inch by inch by
dint of his own labour. Now lot us see what the spiritualistic

East regards as the true type of education for modern India.
‘ as to primary education my confirmed opinion

is that the commencement of training by teaching the

alphabet and reading and writing hampers their intehectual

growth. I would not teach them the alphabet till they have
had an elementary knowledge of liistory, geography, mental
arithmetic and the art (say) of spinning. Through these tlirce

I should develop their intelligence.
'

‘ As to the necessity and
value of regarding the teaching of village handicrafts as the
pivot and centre of education I have no manner of doubt. The
method adopted in the institutions of India I do not caU educa-
tion, i.e. drawing out the best in man, but a debauchery of the
mind. ’ This is the opinion of Mahatma Gandhi. Now we may
ask, is there any fundamental difierence in the views of these

two great men of the East and the West ? We, however, do not
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find any. We are to remember that this system oi education is

advocated for the children of the advano^ people ana if you
visit the tribal areas you will reaL'ze how much more imperative
it is for them. An example from one of our tribal zones will

clearly bring out how blindly we are following the trodden
path.

The Valley of Manir.ur surrounded on all sides by lofty hill

ranges is a secluded spot; where its inhabitants have developed
a culture of their own under ancient and mtxiieval Hindu in-

fluence. The land is very fertile and the people are mainly
agriculturists. The Manipuri womon are reputed for the textiles

they weave on their simple looms. Tims, the })oop]e do not
suffer from want of food or clothing. The few other industries

and trade are subservient to those two basic occupations. Here,
a few High English Schools have boon established for the boys
and one for th girls too and there is an attempt to establish a
college. A net-w^ork of primary schools exist throughout the
State. T found two such institutions in two Kuki villages and
there are many more in other villages inhabited by the hUl

tribes. The two schools I saw used to teach their students how
to read aTid wuite Meithoi besides a little arithmetic, which they
managed to forget within a few months after their departure

from the scliool. This I say from personal oxperieiu^o. We
cannot understand how this type of e<iucatioii can benefit the

Kuki boys. It does not help them to earn a single farthing nor
does it toa(;b thiun the means of improving thoir agricultural

methods on which their life depends. It is rightly argued that

primary education opens the vistas of knowledge to the illiterate,

but not to those who forget whatever they learn within a few
months of their leaving the school. This requires a tradition

and other extramural facilitios which the tribal society lacks.

In a pr(‘-ss communique issued by the Madras Government on
26th June, 1937, just before the Congress ministry took over

the charge of government we meet with the following remarks :

‘ In the whole of India 74 per cent of those who attend primary
schools fail to reach class IV where they may be said to attain

permanent literacy. In Madras the wastage is as much as 69

per cent, in the United Provinces and the Punjab 75 per cent;

Bombay 59 jx^r cent and C.P. 52 per cent are better but Bihai*

and Orissa with 85 per cent and Bengal with 80 per eoiit wastage*

are the worst.’ If this be the percentage oi waste am <> 14;

people who include both advanced and tribal groups, yoi.

easily imagine the condition among the latter group aloinr

This system of educating the aboriginal is at best fsiiile and
results in useless expenditure of money. Further it is difficult

to understand how high school education will help Manipuri

agriculture or textile industry. The employments at the disposal

of the State are very limited and the students who pass out

of these schools every year will increase the number of the
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unemployed as they no longer think of going back to their fields.

During the first few years they will be idolized by the com-
munity but this will soon pass away when they will be looked

upon as parasites and it is not impossible that they wfil be a
source of trouble to the State. The education which was
intended to produce a race of clerks for the East India Company
has no justification for its introduction in a Native State like

Manipur. Instead of copying what has been forced upon
Bengal, Manipur could have evolved a type of education suitable

for its subjects with a view to improve the two main occupations

of the people, namely agriculture and textile industry.

In Manipur every girl has to learn weaving if she wants to

got married. Every one tries to excel every other in this art.

This was and this still is the ideal of Manipuri womanhood.
But the establishment of a high school for the girls is sure to

affect adversely this homely and useful ideal. In a few years

more, Iam afraid, the ideal wife will be one who knows how to read

and write and not she who weaves well and an old useful industry

will be sacrificed at the altar of so-called modern culture.

Mrs. Sylvia Leith-Ross in her study of the Ibo Women of Nigeria

refers to a similar eft'ect brought about by English education

sjjrcad by Christian Missionaries. Though a higher bride-price

is claimed for girls with this type of education even to-daj^,

yet already Ibo men have begun to prefer uneducated wives

who are less expensive but more eificient. Men and women
contribute equally to the solution of the bread-problem among
the Ibos and the present system of education which merely
trains the girls to x>lay the part of fine young ladies lead them
and their husbands to more and more uncomfortable situations.

If you investigate the missionary attempts in the District of

Ranchi in Chota Nagpur to educate the tribal people you will

perhaps find the same condition.

Besides hel])ing to find out the projier type of education

to be imparted to a jieojde anthropology may also assist in

creating suitable teadiers for such areas and this is equally

important. Juvenile mind is attracted by sympathy and a

su(;eessful teacher is one who can attract his students. We
have already stated tliat sympathy is born of know ledge. When
a, teaclier from a higher class or culture comes to a school whore
the stiKhmts are recruited from a baijkward peoiile ho generally

assumes a patronizing attitude and often looks down upon his

pupils. Though this may not find any outward expression yet

every student realizes it in a very short time almost instinctively

and this makes them apathetic or even sometimes inimical

towards the teacher. Love and respect of the students are the

two most important assets of a teacher. His success depends
on them. Moreover, if a teacher is not acquainted with the
home-atmosphere of his students it is difficult for liim to combat
with the evils which originate there. Thus character and
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knowledge are the two most important favjtors in che make-up
of a good teacher and this is dependent to a great extent on
Anthropology.

Anthropology and Social Service

In recent years % Lumber of philanthropic or religious

missioiiS have sprung np in India among the children of the soil.

But they cannot be compared with the Chi*istian Missions of
Europe and America either in magiiitude, organization or

influence. In spite of this, the Indian organizations are slowly

gathering strength and they have a fair held and fruitful future.

Though these Missions are now being worked by philanthropic

people who have devoted their lives to the servicje of sufl'ering

humanity, j el this stage is sure to pass away and will be foliowxmI

by a more organized one when six^cially trained people will bo
necessary to cjarry out the w^ork. in Europe and Ameih^a,
missionary work has provided emx>lo^nncnt to a largo number of

students of anthropology and India also will x)rovide the saim^

in the near future.

Missionary work may be classified into difteremt (^ategorit^s

according to the main aim and ideal of the group. There ar(^

social missionaries, political missionaries and religious mission-

aries. But each orio of them combines the functions of the;

other two to a certain degree and so each class is equally j)otenl

to bring about good or evil to tlui peoide among whom it works.

They represent disniptive fon^es and the very nature of their

wwk is re8])onsible for this character. They introducie neiv

ideas about social behaviour, political thoughts and religious

beliefs and x^^^tdiccs. The c'^tablisluKl order of the community
is attacked at different points—^points which are eomparativi^Jy

more vulnerable—and a breach at one region is the jjrecursor

to more at others, and at last the deluge comes. The less

advaiH^ed the community the more exjiosed it is to the jireachings

of these missionaries. I do not, however, deny that many of

theee bodies havt‘ rendered ideal Bervi(.(^ to our less advanccnl

bretlmm. They have ]>rought nuMlical relief to thousii^nds of

sufl'ering humaidty, tlu^y have introduc;cd hundreds of 'iiousands

of our ignorant bndhren into the mysterious ternph* of tie

goddess of learning and tlu^y hav(‘, put food into the mouth
millioiis of' starving poj>idation. It Ls all true but all these h o.

;

not been given free; for every jiatient relieved, for every i< t trt*

leariKxl and for every morsel of food a i)iice has to be paid it

is high time to examine^ both sides of the scab*, to timl out

whether the jirice jjaid is commensurate with or (-xceeds the

so-ealled gift. For this purpose we shall not subject to an

examination the Indian missions which are mori^ or less w^eak

imitations of the Christian missionary organizations of Europe
and America, but shall assess the value of Christian missionary
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work and that not in India but in Africa because the Dark
Continent perhaps shows the maximum activity of these Mis-

sionary organizations and there has been practically wholesale

conversion in particular areas and tribes. There are, in Africa,

tribes with authentic records about social, economic, political

and religious systems of pre-Christian days and trained anthro-

pologists have studied such groups in recent years with a special

view to find out the effects of Christianization. Such a group
is the Baganda of Uganda and Dr. L. P. Mair in assessing the
effect of Christianization writes ‘ Christian missionaries have
set their faces against all the patently “uncivilized” aspects

of native culture, whether or not they were directly forbidden

by the Scriptures: they have opposed polygamy, slavery, the

payment of bride-price, initiation ceremonies, dancing, wailing

at funerals, and the belief in magic, along with human sacrifice

and the exposure of twins yet, to the anthropologist

who sees culture as an organic whole, even those institutions

which seem in terms of human suffering most cruel will bo found
to have some place in the maintenance of the society, such that

their uncomprehending destruction must carry with it the loss

of essential elements in the social structure
;
while the condemna-

tion of others will prove often to be due to mere failure to re-

cognize their positive value. According to the same author
there are factors of great importance for the individual for

which control is provided by magics Cliristianity does not
supply any substitute for it. Chire of disease, faithfuhiess of

a wife, capacity to pay off debts and success in business are a
few of these factors for which Christianity has failed to replace

magic. In the same society Christianity has destroyed beliefs

about automatic supernatural punishments especially those

relating to unchastity. The result is laxity m sexual morality

and Christianity has not been able to set up the moral standard
of European society in this African community. In conclusion

Di’. Mair writes ‘ Regarded strictly in its religious aspect, as a
system of beliefs and practices to which man turns for re-

assurance in facing the unknown and confirmation of his moral
standards, it is very difficult to judge how far Christianity has
really been assimilated into Baganda culture. ’ ^

In another area, Malaita, in the Solomons, Christianity is

firmly rooted probably owing to certain similarity with the
heathen past. Still it has caused disintegration in several aspects

of native social life. Christian schools are responsible for the
impudence and laziness of the students. The children no
longer respect their parents and help them in their leisure hours
but merely play and roam about for long hours after the lessons

are finidi^. Attempts to stop it have proved futile. Dr. H. I.

1 L. P. Mair—An African People in the Twentieth Century, p. 3.

- L. P. Mair

—

ibid.y p. 261.
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Hogbiii who studied these ijlaudcrs infor?ii8 that young people
ill mission areas develop interest in sexual matters at an earlier
age.i He records a number of cases of sexual unchastity among
young folk leading to premantal pregnaiicy. ‘ Nowadays
when an intrigue is discovere<l the teachers and jiarcnits usuaUy
insist on mariiage of the (couple’. Hut ohhT people are horrified

and (‘hafe at being prevented from killing the d<'Jinquent8.

Wo aie roiidy to I ^lieve that lh(^ missionaries bi>gin their
work with tlu‘ Ix^st of intentions l)ut go'Ml will is not sidlieient

safeguard against niieonseious or ilI-judg(Ml nicjisures. When
you oiu'e lot loose the forc(\s of dis-Miption there is no means of
know ing liow^ far they will go and wdum they will (‘(^a.s(n Thus
bridc^-pj'ice as an instit-ution luis reeeivc^d attention from the
missionaries in th(‘ Solomon I 'lands. It luis been ])rohibitod

as an (*vi] eiistom among the converts. Dr. Hogbin wu-ites
‘1 have m\ Self lu^aid a. missionary de]>lore the fa.ct that the
natives have such litth^ n^gard for their w'ouum as to buy a,iid

sell them like ])igs. Th^ wais under the im])ression that the
transfer of valuables gives the husband the right t-o trear J\is

wah^ pist as he ])l('as(‘s.’ Tins is fa.!* fi’om ih(^ truth. Tlie

])a.rent8 of the girl who re(*eive the lahhopiiiH^ do not hoai'd it

for tlunr piU’sonal us(5 but distribute it among ndativa^s ‘so that
if w'caltli flows out of the kinsliip grou]) w^h(ui the men marry
it flow's back ag»:ain with the w'edding of th(^ girls’. Hut out of
this transaction socic^ty in th(^ Solomon is endowaul with an
important social control. Ik'lief in magic and aiu't^stor cult,

a,nd j)a.ynuMit, foi* brides a,r(‘ the most etlectiva^ sources of tlu^

authority of the elders ovei* the youth. The Church in this

particular a,i‘(^a realized it too late and a compromise wuis effected

in 1929, when bride-])rice w'as allow'ed but fixed at three iafuli^ae

(a}>proxima,tely woi'th tw'o pigs). But this has not- solved tlio

jiroblem as the* amount is too low' and ca,n be (^ariu^d by any
normal youngman v^ ]lo w ill not have to dcqiend on liis relations

loi’ this. Thus tlu^ new measure do(\s not establish the insti-

tution at its original jiosition.” Depcmdencc^ of th(^ youth on the
a,ged is a sti-ong lirdv in t lu^ social managemumt of Malaita a,nd it

cannot 1k‘ ilcstroy(al witliout disturbing tlu^ other scxnaJ tr-aits

width ai’c link(*(l with it. Polygyny is another irvslhution

which has mid with the disap])rova 1 of the Clnir< ii in some
MelaiK^sian Islands, Th(^ missionaiies luive ev(c induced Hm
.\dmiidstia tiou to ])ro]dl)it it in ])a.rt ieular are;i.>. In th(^ ;

bria.nd islnnds ^ tlu^ ])rohibitioii of ])olygyn\ und(U7iiin<“i 'i'e

position of the c}d(*fs by robbing tluun of lla* most imofv Vmt
source of income and hal to subvei'sion of mdivai autle < ity ;Mid

eauseil gemual disordm*. This shows how^ even ])erle<aly

1 Jl. 1. H())?bin—Experiments in Civilizatieii, p. 204.
~ H. 1. lloghin

—

ibid., pp. 212 an<l 2J.‘i.

3 Malinowski—Sexual Life t)f Savages, pp. liO and 1 14,

17
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desinible and beneficial nieasure from our standpouit may bc'

injurious to a community with a difibrent social system. Those

are onl}’ a few instances of such maladjustments i)rought about

by missionary attempts. So far as n gards wedhintentioned

attempts without a knowledge of the situation.

Tile motive which guides the Clnistian missionary as well

as th(^ realm of his duty and obligation are bt^yond the jurisdiction

of scientific criticism but jiot so his metliods. The missionaries

hav(^ accumulated much a.nthro])ological knowledge but they
have used it less. A distinguished missionary-anthiopologist

sp(^aking of mission.jn*\^ metl'iOtls wiites tliat tlie ‘ missionai'ies

have nvgarded th(unselv(\s as agents of European civilization

and liave thought it pa,rt of their duty to spread the use of

English language, English clothmg, English music—the whole
gamut of our culture. They have confounded (dnistianity

with western civilization. In my o])inio]i this is a mistakcui

view of the Christian mission. It is not Ids business to su})sti-

tute European tribal customs for Afiican or Polyncisian.’^ But
unfortunaUiy th(‘-y ha.vc‘ Tuadc^ this attcanji in jjiost of tiic^

places wiiere they havc^ been commissiojied to c-aui-y the* messages

of Christ. Charles Jhonson a distinguished juissionary of

Ziduland—Jiot an anthro])ologist—declartul in uiiecpiivocal

langnage liow this juedhoci liacl been canied to th(> farthc^st

extremes He WTotc^ ‘tlie missionaries wau*e tlie products of tlicir

time. The Euiopcatn consciousness of su])cuiority to the Bantu
W[is a, very niarkcal fcad.ure of that ]>erio(l No onc^

tried, as far as c.*an be judged, to lea,in what there wa.s of good in

the Bantu systcun of life and c-onduct, and to sublimates it ])y

infusing Christian doctrine and cdhics into it. The cenhul
ideal was to prise individuals off tlic^ mass of tlie national life,

rathcu’ than to leaven thc^ whole nation with Christian teaching.

Whcui so prised off the individuals were gatheued inlo missionary

reservc3S and no longer jiermitted to ta,ke pai t in tlie life of their

nation.’ It is of course claimed that this criticism of a jiast

age does not hold good for thc^ j)rc\sent, nor for ail jc^gions. Un-
fortunately it is still applicable to India, and this has been c^vi-

denced by no loss a person than a, piovincial director of ethno-

graphy—himself a Christian Englishman and a high govewnmeuit

official.

We are not in a position, at present to assess Christian

missionary work among tribal people of India, as neither tlu^

Government nor the public have made any serious attempt to

subject this kind of work to a systematic study by trained peo})le.

But the attempts of the Christian Missions among Harijan

people have received some attention from political leaders tind

reports of their work have come out in the press. These, after

1 J.E.A.J.y Vol. LXIV, liKi4—Presidential Address by Rev. E. W.
Smith,

lyn
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all, do not shov^^ tJiom in a i^ood light. It a.]>peHrs that

Christian Missiojis in their zeal lor conversion have lost sight

of their iiltiniate edin. They ha\,> mis'*onstrued the means for

the end. Inskaid of making it iheir lihfs wori; to carry tTe

message of univ(‘rsal aiid eti rnal love to the suffering Imma-nity
which tlie iSon of (h>d wa * <*ommissioiU‘d to hiint, to this woiid
tliey merely s])end aJl theii- maMgy in inducing people to go
througli tlie ritual of baptism. iSueh convta'sions are not the

effect of ii. real (change of mind l)rought about hy tna^ Christ ia.n

leachiitgs A^llich tlaiju to enlighb u the soul and to satisfy its

craving for oter’nal lovt'- and knowleoge. On the othm* hand, they
are oc‘casi<med by Avortliy itiduceuKaUs (d' motntaitary im-
portance. The result is that th(' converts {)ften fIcK'k back to

th(Ui’ old fold as so(»n as tlie temporayv iKcd is removed. The
very nature of tlurse < // nianse coiivi'rsions ])rov(‘:s tlu^ i iaitli of

tlto ahovi^ assiction and indi(*al(^s tlu^ state of mind aTich ie-

dueevs suOi couviu'sious. 1 shall give only two instancies of this

(‘onversion lor convm-sion's salou

In ItKlG a Iloimui Ca.tiiolic- Mission ca.nu^ to ArraJi and
bega,n >voi’k. At tlrs.t tiicv tried to bring to tiuur denomiiuttion

tlie Ih'oU^st.aiit f-onveris of the locality and wia-i^

tc' a. (‘oifain T»nt la.ter tia^y turned tlieir at-Umtion

to t]u‘ Hindu Harijans. Tbe/u* method is to visit a village

and ma.k(5 tliemsidves fa.milLii* with its inhabitants. N( \t.

tla^y eslahli.'li a. sclioo] with a Uarijan teacher who is (uthm*

himself an influential man of tlu^ loea-lily or lias an influential

ndatioii there. Tims th(^y bidi^ tluui' tinier until a. fimsioii

(uisuics betweiai the Harijans and tlu^ oHku* inhabitants of tlu;

villag(‘ or a litigation starts betwinn the taio groups. I^lam

th(\v sid(^ witli the lla,rija,us. givi^ them inoiK'V and advice.

‘They are tlins haiksl as savunirs and con vei’sion follows as if

to i’(‘pay tla^ ohiiga lion, ' In thana Piru tlu^y eonvei'ti^d about
450 pm’sons M ithin a. ]ieiiod of a litt le over oik^ yi^ar. ‘The oik?

remarka l)l(? fea lui t? of th(*.s(‘ rec(?nt convcirsions is that they t ake?

place? cn vidsHP. \Mie]i(?ver a village Harijan leader aeeiipts

the new faith almost all belonging to his c!a,n follow him. Sonu?-

times an intliiential Sardar is instriinK?ntal in converting people

of his (ommuuity li\ ing in s(?veral villages.’ Sucli coi vtu’sions

wer(‘ not dm? to convictions but to socio-economic reasons which

'wore not far to seek. Success was duf‘ to the ]>ecu lar sitiiatioi

in which soc ial disabilities and economic iniquitit^s had disturbt ci

the mcmtal equilibrium of this oppressed social grou]).i

Here is another instance of sucli conversion. In S»,!< ni

District duiiiig 19119 Harijans were being converted i>y the

Christian Missions on a mass scale. The caste Hind ns decided

not to (iinploy these converts during r(?ligious festivals or social

ceremonies such as birth, marriage and (ieath, or even in

1 M. K. (iaruihi— How they convertb Harijan, June 19, 1937,
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agricultural works. This meant a substantial loss of income both
in cash and kind to these converts. The result was that many
of them sought reconversion and came back to their former
fold. ‘This is due no more to a change in belief than their first

conversion was. Prospects of material gain lured them to

Christianity; actual loss of employment compels them to come
back. Thus during 1939 as many as 153 people from three
villages have boon reconverted here, while many were recon-
verted in other }dacos ’ i These two instances clearly

indica te the aims and methods of at least some, if not all, of the
Christian Missions working in India. Another significant fact

about' Christian missionary work in India is its utter fiailure

among tlie middle and the upper classes. This shows its

weuikness. It is not conviction which attracts i)eople to
Christianity but lure of w^orldly gain. Africa also testifies to
tliis fa,(;t and anthropologists working in different ])arts of that
continent have re])eatedly attracted our attention to this feature
of Christian coiuwsion.

Christianity has been adopted by subject nices whem it has

been presented to tlunn by members of the govei nhig n.ition, not

because of its inherent merits but b(‘cause of its maU'riai advan-
ta,ges. The whit(^ man’s wealth and his mechanical masttny
over natural for(H‘S produce a sense of inferiority and dazzle

eyes when first viewtal. Wlaai they realizes that the way to

this W(^a,hh is through tlu' school th(\v assemble at its door and
begin to devour without discrimination whahnor is ])lac(^d before

them. ‘In the light of new knowledge the old traditional life

is easily despised. The ancient language a])jK^aT‘s barbarous

Old customs, old loyalties aae thrown over-

board.’ To vhat an extent this systcuuatic denationalization

runs can bo gathered from the fact that in certain parts of

Africa ‘ not a single African leader eonsideivd it ])Ossibl(‘ for

anybody to be at once a Christian and an African ’. If this be

the real position, it is now time to stand and reckon wht^tluu' this

vast amount of wealth in men and money can be em])loyed in a

bettor and more profitable manner.
Fortunately, we hear, thei'i^ is a change in tlu' at-titud<‘ of

the missionaries at least in other countries. They have realizcai

tlie existence of valuable ti’aits in native cultures and are now
trying to mak(^ a synthesis of Euro])eaii and local eultun^s

through the schools and missions. This nev attitudes demands
closer co-o])eration with anthropology. 8ublimation of local

traits needs careful researcdi into the nature of local institutions

and beliefs whose essence is proposed to be eons(un ed in the new
synthesis. This, no doubt, ]mshes the missionaiios into the

embrace of the anthro])ologists for help in dis(‘overing the vital

elements of culture. Already the Protestant missionary societies

^ M. K. Gandhi—IIartJan, January, 27, 1940.
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ha ve established their own Department ol Social and Industrial

Researe}). The International Ihstitute of Afiican Languages
and Cultures owes its origin to a group missionanes and their

friends. Missionaries on furlougn now attend lectures on an«

throy)ology and alri^ady there are in the field a nuinbei* of aea-

demicaily trained anthropologists in the service of the differejit

Missions. Dr. Hogbi»^ ot Sydnt^v University wrote in 1939 that

‘the l>epartnH‘nt of Anthro])ology in the Univorsiiy of Sydney
during the Ic.st t(‘W velars luts Iraiiu'd ovei* s(*venty candidates
for tlic mission field in N(‘W Guiiun*. P ipua, Fiji and Aiistralia .

’ *

1 v ish to attract here ihe aiKnuion id’ our Indian missionaiy
oiganizations (\s])erially tliose which are ('ngag(‘d in woi'k among
])rijnitiv(^ trib(‘s. Tiny are to tak(‘ Icsfons from tlunr ('om]K^ers

of th(‘ otlnu' faith. Tlicy also may fall into tla^ same traps which
hav(‘ ]>rovcd j uinoiis lo tludr Christian brt'tlin ii. No doubt they
a.r(* iKNinu' to dicii’ subjea-ts in ('olour, fabli and so^'ial valuv's.

Tlicrt' is of (*ours(' no abi‘U])t l)r(n»k b(‘tw<‘en the jwimitivi^ and the

advaiUHsl in India : ono gradually merg(‘s into th(' otlu r tlinuigh

tlu' internK'diate grade's of tlu^ so-calkul ('xhu’ior cast(*s, This

is to tlu'ir advantage it hel])s them to iv alizc' ilu^ mimtal
make-u]) of t]i(‘ primitive' more easily. Rut litis should not lull

tlx'Di lo serurity. aro innumc'ra bk' ]>ilfal)s and they

must l)(' armed ith knovhalge to avoid llu'tn. W(' hii\(' alr('ady

stated that most of th(* Indian organizations ar(‘ workcal by nu'U

ha.vf* sliouldered tlu' task out of sljcH'r lov(* ajid sym])a-thy

for th(‘ suih'ring huma.nil\. Tlw'y liava^ not benm attra.ct.(‘d l)y

any lu»p(‘ of (‘moluments. Rut tliis comlition cannot a,nd will

not last for ovov. A tiim^ will coiiU' vvh<'n ])aid workers have to

ho (unydoycHl for tliis typ(‘ of work. But as it stands a.t pjoseiit

w(‘ hav(‘ the unicjue o])port imity to utilize' this army of sedf-

saerifieing spii’its for the j)urpos(^ of social se'in'iee^ throughout
the country. The matm'ial is no doubt good but it, letjuirtrs

])ropei‘ moiiMing and this c;in bc^ accomplished if our lhiiv(^rsiti(‘S

take' U]) th(* task. Training is nt'cessary for ('Viuy kind of work
and social sea vicc' is no exet^ption. The Univeu’sitk's by opening

Social S(U’\'ice (Basse's und('r suitaljk^ tea,ch(‘rs and by ])?()vhiuig

for instruction in a nundn'r of subj(*cts such as rural hpgietu',

rural sanitation, adult (*ducatio?n co-operatif)n. village' industries,

et(‘., v^'ith anthT-o]Kylogy at tlaur forefront, may , ive a ncAv

oric'iitation to this brancle of our nationa.l activitk

ANTHHorrnaajY and Aomtntstkatton

I Tlie importance' of antliropologk^al knowIedgt^ in admieiis-

treitivc affairs is rece)gniz('d nowadays by difh'reie^ countries

esj)ecially by those^ with a section of tribal jKyyyeilatiem. Tn

India, according to the last Census o])era-tions. mo have* a tribal

1 Dr. K. 1. Hogbin- -ExjcriTrieiitK in Civilization. y>. 249.
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population of more than 22 millions out of a total population

of a little over 352 millions or in other words out of evei'y 16

persons one is an aboriginal. These people occupy the most
inhospitable regions of oixr country. Tlieir habitat extends

over deep forests and steep hill ranges whore they eke out a

miserable existence. Away from the ken of civilized men
and unaware of them these children of nature silently fight

with inhospitable environment and west from it the barest

minimum necessary foi* keeping body and soul together.

They have no idea that the 8tate has any responsibilit}^

towards them or that their poverty is in any way connec-

ted with the activities of their more prosperous neighbours.

They attribute their ill fortunes to the machinations of evil

si)irits and remain satisfied with making offerings to tlunn.

But their igiiorance is no excuse for us. The Government of

the countiy as well as the educated public have no justifi(;ation

for shutting their eyes from the jniseries of tliese sim])le people.

We have both Ic^gal a>id moral iH'sponsibility for thes(^ 22 millions

of wretched souls. In India, the aboriginal tribes have to face

two sets of exploiters: there are the foreigners to whom every

Indian, whether savage or civilized, is equally exposed, and
besides them there are the advanced Indians, who have estab-

lished thems(‘lves in various capacities iii the midst of the

aboriginal po]»ulation and ar(^ advancing their own interest at

th(^ (expense of the savage. The Indian aborighies thus require

double prote(;tion—protection from both hd;ernal and external

ex])loiters. This has been acknowledged, in th(H)ry at least, by
the British Parliament. The Gov(Tnmont of India Acd, 1935,

provides (in Sections 91 and 92) for declanng these tribal tracts

as ‘excluded or j)artially excludenl areas’ and they have been

j)]acod under the direct charge of the Provincial Goverjiors.

8uch areas are free from the jurisdiction of the ordiiiarv adminis-

trative machinery as w(dl as the Provincial arid tlu^. Central

legislatures. This means a different administrative system
inteiuh'd to provide protection to the aborigines froiri tin*, repre-

sentatives of the int(n*jial exploiters. But it has not saved them
from the foreign exploiters. Moreover, tlie type of administra-

tion set up for these areas does not differ much, in ess(mce at

least, from what was in existence in the past or what we find

outside these areas at present. These an^ half-hearted measures
which look well in administrative reports but do not help much
in actual life. The inadequacy of these measures will appear
from a comparison with the steps taken in other parts of the

world as for example in Africa, to improve tin' condition of*

the tribal people.

In Africa the European nations have come in intimate

contact with the tribal people and an experiment of great

magnitude and of immense human interest is going on there in

the matter of administering the aboriginal population. A
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brief reference to this may givre us some idea of what possibly

can be done in India in the same sphere with neoessary altera-

tions. ‘ Tho central problem wiach faces Government in East
and Central Africa ’s to discover a basis on wlxich white and
black, with Asiatics as well, ean li^^e together under conditions

of rapid economic cliango and with adequate opjjortunities for

political (levelopnKn t. ’ The policy of Parallel Institutions

provides according to a large number of thinkers the best solution

of the x>i’oblem. This policy is often known as Indirect or

Df'pendeut Rule, it has been long perceived in Africa that

under Direct Jliile. the tribal orgauizaiions with their customary
laws and traditions either gradually diaintegrato or are forced

underground where they tend to take the form of anti-

gnvernmontal orgaiil/ations and secret societies. This led to a
change from Direct tolndinn;! Rule which was initiated from the
beginning of this century. As a result, the greater part of tribal

Atrica is now Ix'ing administ.ered on this princixdo. What are

the essential x^oints of this Indirect Fade? In the language)

of ]\Iiss Margery Perliam ‘ it is a system by which the tutelary

))i'wer recognizes (existiiig African societies and assists thmn to

a‘birX'>t thejnLS(‘lv(‘s to the functions ol“ local governnvnit. ’ It aims
at develoxung local institutions under advanced guidance. It

does not intend to ke(q> th<un in a stati(5 condition but waiits to

d(nmlox) them within the framework of native society so that

tic*y may couforin to civilized standards. Now, this ])olicy

of Iiidirec/t Rule cannot be applied to adininistrative activities

alone. If it is to be successful it must be ax)X'>lied simultaneously

to other s])horcs as wAl such as social organizatioji, education,

religion a id economic affairs.

\Miat is tlie ndation beUv^een this new x^olicy aTid anthro-

pology ? In one word it may be characterized as an exx)erimcut

i I a])] died autlirojiology. Tliough it vvdli be too much to claim that

t]i‘‘ jinlic.y of lndire(‘,t Rule in Africa origiiiatinl from anthropo-
l(»gi(\i] kiiov'IfMlgc, it is clear that its textmision has boon xu’ecodod

by w ide antlLrojiological research on wdiich it w^as certainly based,

d'o take an instancu', in Northern Nigeria oflfi(;ers were required

to come in close contact with the natives and collect materials

on their life w hih^ tax-rf)ll. Rev. E. . Smith,
o ;cc Presi(l(‘:it of the Royal Anthro]>r)logi(;al Institute, referring

to this custom writes
—‘The material thus (iollocted fornetd

the basis of the policy of governimnit wdiich sought to 'v

with and for, and not against, the natural anrl national ev^ -lution

of the peoxdes. So it wnis found possible^ to extend liciirect

Rule to oommuuities whom few at one time would have
exx)ected to bo suscex)tible to this mode of govern orient. In

later years efforts have been direi^ted to establishing the same
system in the southern ]>rovinc(^s of Nigeria after x>ainsiaking

investigations into the indigenous forms of (dan or tribal control.

In the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan, Gold Coast, Noiihern Rhodesia
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and Nyasaland it has also, in varying degrees of completeness

been instituted.' After the Great War this system was intro-

duced into the mandated territories under Britain where a

consistent and patient attempt was made to resuscitate the

indigenous mode of government. This is the story of Cameroons,
Togo land, and Tanganyika Territory.

How far and in what manner anthropological knowledge
can be applied to problems of tribal administration has been
experimentc^d upon among the Hehe tribe of Iringa District in

Tanganyika Territory for a period of one year. The District

Ofh cer Mr. Bruce Hutt referred his administrative problems to

Mr. Cf. Gordon Brown the anthropologist who had been conduct-

ing anthropological field-work among the tribe for some tune
past. They followed the principle laid down by Prof. Mali-

nowski that ‘ the practical man should be askeci to state his

needs as regards knowledge on savage law, economics, customs
and institutions: he would then stimulate the scdt^ntific anthro-

pologist to a most fruitful luie of researcdi, and thus receive

information without which he often gropes in the (kirk ’. They
dec ided to collaborate on th(‘ Ijasis that the administrator will

make' practical dc'cisions on tin* information supjdied by the

anthropologist on whom h(‘ will fully rely as to tlu^ acnairacy

of the information. The latter also, on his part, would not

question the decision of the administrator in case of a difference

of opinion ju’ovided all the informations have been laid beffore

him. The result of this experiment was published in the form
of a book called Anthropology in Action : An experment in the

Iringa District of the Iringa Province, Tanganyika Territory in

1935 and shows how siiccressfully anthropological knowledge
can he applied for administrative purposes.

Tlie works of the Fellows of the International Institute of

African Language's and Cidturc's have proved beyond doubt the

value of anthropological kjiowledge in practical administration.

The Re])OT t presented to the Rockefeller Foundation on the work
of this Institute (July 1, 1931—June 30, 1939) (daims that
‘ Tlie Governments, indeed, of some of the territories in which
the hVllows have worked have shown themselves anxious to

obtain their further services'; that Dr. Margaret Read has
begun ‘ a study of the effects of the emigration of adult males
on village life' in Nyasaland at the request of the Government

;

and that Dr. S. F. Nadel has been appointed Government An-
thropologist in Anglo-Egyptian Sudan and is at present working
in the Nuba Province, llxe Government of Northern Rhodesia
‘ set up in 1937 the first institute for systematic sociological

research in colonial Africa', though its formal inauguration

has been deferred till 1940. This is the Rhodes-Livingstone
Institute with its headquarters at Livingstone. The govern-

ment supplies 52 per cent of its funds while the rest is derived

from munificent donations from commercial and industrial
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organizations. Already two anthropologists are working undcT
this Institute in Northern lihodesia and more will be appointed
with the increase in funds, lue same Keport states ‘ The
Fellows have been asked for advice on special subjects b}^ the

Governments of the territories in which they were at work.
To give some exampk’s, I>r. M. Forties was asked oy the Govern-
ment of the (iold Coast ^or a rejKwt on marriage law aiiiong the
Talleiisi. and he also prej>ared a j)lan for tlie now (constitution

for the Tale NatiAc Administration, which became the basis

for the constitution introdmced in li;:lb. In Nigeria Dr. Nadel
was consulted on a miniber of subjects.’ H(‘ advisc'd tlie

government aboiA the ' ti’aditional system of village politic'al

organization among the Kupe and the possibility of using it

for purpostrs of mod(u*n administration. He also dealt with
questions relating to tlu* adoj>tion of s])t'cial pagan (;ourts in

addition to the (existing Muhammadan courts oi‘ tli(^ Emirate',

the n ‘organization of the town administration of Bida, the
earning ])ow(‘r and income of the inhabiiants of Bida in cornec
tiou A\ ith a nassessment cf taxation which was coiiti'iniilated,

and (jiiestions of agiicultural t(‘chni(|ue as tlu'y atlecU-csl a
Government selnniu^ for introducing mixed farming Dr. Wagner
Mas ask(d by tlu' (h)V(‘rnnu‘nt of Kenya for advice and
information on problems of Kavirondo land tenur(‘

’

Tlie same intima-cy b(dave(‘n ,*i nth ro])ology and administra-

tion has be(m (hnnonstraUHl from another quaT'ter. The work
of Dr. Baymond Firth in Tikojna, a small island in the l^icifie

with a. population of Iwidve liundred souls, shovws how the ‘tradi-

tional (equilibrium betwwn population arid food sujqily was
maintauK^d, among other things, by “a celibacy in whicli chastity

Mais not (‘iiforced ”, by “a ^bscre('t infant ieidcA’, and liy war’.

Noav this (‘quilibrium lias been up.set by tlu^ (hristian mission-

aries and th(' governnu'nt. The former by disc'ou raging

marital sexual intercourse has introdm/ed earlier marriage^

leading to a. gn^ater number of jirogcuiy and tht^ governmtu)!,

have prohibited infanticide and war. Dr. Firth jaialicts over-

population and famine at the end of another geneiation, il not

earlier, if this rate of increase continues. Thus the Govvi imumt
is forewarned one generation ahead and it is the duty of the

iState to b(^ forearmed. Dr. Firth points out in the same (‘on

nection vdiat alternative measures might be adopted such * -

agricultural dovcKpinent, migration, encouragement of bnU;~

control, showing at the same time the inhenmt difficubu ,> m
eacdi case. Thus the anthropologist has amply justibf'd his

claims about the value of ttwhnical information for govern-

mental purposes.

We in India are also faced with the administration of a

huge tribal population and with the advent of popular govern-

ment, it is high time to move in the matter and see what improve-

ment is possible in India. For this, at the first instance, a
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thorough anthropological survey by specialists is necessary.

This is to bo followed by employment of officers with anthropo-

logical training who will keep themselves abreast with the changes

in the cultural make-up of the people over whom they are placed

and thereby keep the records of the specialists up-to-date. This
is equally necessary for tribal and non-tribal areas. As a rule

<dl officers of the State to be employed in the tribal areas should
have either previous anthropological training or arrangements
should be made to give such training after appointment in or

transfer to such tracts. This rule is to be observed not only in

cjonnoction with executive and judicial officers but also with

those who belong to the police department and forest service.

In fact, the Government is required to create a band of officers

specially fitted for this type of work by education and inherent

sympathy. They should not allow things to drift. The force

of this argument may be brought home by reference to the

many cases of bungling caused by lack of anthropological

knowledge of the officcu’s employed in tribal areas but owing to

lai'k of time I desist from thein at pre^sent. It is not, however,
my intention to cast any aspersion on the ability and sagacity

of the officers concerned at present mth the administration of

tribal people but there is surely sufficient scope for im])rovement
in this particular sphere of activity. If the different Provincial

Governments can bo persuaded to adopt this policy, it will,

diminish the (*liances of maladministration. This has boon
done in tlie cas(^ of Africa wlu^re it has proved suc(*ossful and
there is every chance of this policy becoming successful in India
too.

Conclusion

8o long our picture included mainly the primitive or the

backwai'd peoples. But anthropology is not concerned with
them alone. The Functional School of Anthropology has
d(unonstrated without leaving any scope for doubt, that it can
be a])plied with (^qual force in solving the problems of civilized

life. Anthropology is no longer concerned with the savage
only: it has passed that stage,

India is at present passing through a transitional period

not only in polit-ics but also in its social, religious and economic
affairs. We are confronted with queries a.t every turn. The
politician, the social reformer, the economist and the religious

enthusiast—every one of them is required to solve new problems.
At this criti(‘al stage of our national life a minute analysis of
our culture based on facts collected from all pos.siblo sources

would be of immense help to the former. They will know what
we have and this will help and guide them to formulate new
ideas and ideals and now paths in their respective spheres.

Now, this analysis of culture can only bo undertaken by trained

anthropologists, who are best equipped to do it. This further
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bioadens our field of activity. Problems like female emanci-

pation, dismemberment of the joint family, dying out of the

artisan castes and decay of the middle class—to mention a few

only—are causing anxiety to the best minds of India, Each

and every one of them is a vital question affecting the whole

social organism and they should not bc^ left to iimatours and

enthusiasts for solution fait should be tackled by proj^uly trained

seioinific men. He”e we liave the glimnse of a wiiler horizon

of activity for the anthropologist who may thus serve the

State and his society, and prove hii.iself to be an indis})ensable

adjunct to modern life. This is to my mind the higlucst

realization of tlie Science of Man.
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SOMb: ASPJ^XTS OF PITiiLK' HEALTH JN INDIA

‘Man ha dly i(‘aliz( s that he can shajie his ow'n destiny’

—

r>ergson.

A niSTOKlCAL TEHSIEOTIVK

From th(* earliest tinier man has been actuated by the
instinct of s(;lf-})i enervation and the natural impulse of life-

interest and life*])rotection which has bemi (^X2)i\‘ssed in various
v^'ays, such as tin' raising of food by agriculture and its storage,

shelter, water-su})])ly, land drainage, irrigation and removal of
refuse. The* occurrence of disease in individuals UmI them to
evolve certain empirical rules of pi^rsonal hygit^iu^ and the urge
for herding togetluT iiuHictsl them to (‘volve and utilize health

services according to their (concept. For example, the recent

excavations at Mah(*njo Daro and Harappa in the Indus Valley
and the Punjab hav(^ shown that, as fai* back as 3500 B.C. or
even earlh r (pre-Aryan civilization), the ]>eop]e of those days had
an astonishingly high level of sanitation. Not only were there

bath-rooms in the private houses with wattT-j>roofed brick
doors and house lati iru^s but a system of drainages with socketed
drain J>ip(^s w^vs ])rovided by which the sewage was carried into

street tanks and thence removed by scavengers. Sir John
Marshall notes that every street, alley-way and passage liad its

o^m covered conduits of hnely-chiselled brick laid ’'a ith great

precision and that the whole drainage system was extremely
well devc^loped. It has to be remembered that the Bronze Ag«;

]>ooples of England at this time were Jiving in small grass or mtui-

covered huts. Civilization in Europe in the sense that w< Klow
it was a much later affair than in these parts of India and KjL;ypt.

Then came the Vedic period of Hindu modicirye ^about
1500 B.C.), which attained its highest development between
600 B.C. and 200 A.D. The available literature shows tliat

considerable progress was achieved in anatomy, major and
minor surgery, internal medicine and pathology, midwifery and
children’s diseases, hygiene and toxicology, and elixir (internal

( 269 )
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secretions) and sexnal hygiene. Hospital services, both for

men and animals, existed and nursing services were utilized.

There were ex(3ellent rules of personal hygiene and some of

community hygiene. Castellani has noted that at Amiradhapura
in C(^ylon a sanitary oihcc^i* w as stationed to look after the health

of ten villages. Ihit th(^ palmy days of this civilization gradually

receded, and although attempts were made to conserve the know-
ledge which already (existed the eastern savants gradually be(tame

speculativ(‘ and hound by tiaditions. The p(n‘io(l between the

2nd to the ISth century w^as a very dark jveriod for the sciimee

of me(li(un(‘, more ])articularly in Europe.

The contributions of Hi])pocrates, Alexandrian School of

thought and Galen led to the foundation of Greeko-Homan
Medicine' in Europe. Gradually sincjo the middle of th(‘ loth

century, the work of Vesalius, rara(?elsus, Fracastoro, Malj)ighi,

Harv(>y, Leewxmhoek, Sydenham, llamazzini and others laid

the foundations of modern nKHlicine. Meantime' plague and
pestilence ‘S re])eatedly overran Europe owdng to the lack of

knowledge regarding the nature of disease, its e-ausation and
propagation.

The Sciontitic Eenaissance in the 18th century in other

fiedds, viz. chemistry, geology, botany, zoology, physics, matho-
matie^s and astronomy, made a deoj) impression on the^ le.^arncd

world. In the fiedd of publie* he'alth, w^orkers were just be'ginning

to w ake u]) and the medical history of the century was crow ned
in 1798 by the discovery of vaccination by Edw^ard Jenner.

Besides the de'velopment of the scientific spirit, an extraordinary

reaction to the new^ conditions of life w^as noticeable in this

period, viz. the grow th ofa mwv motives of humanitarianism urging

the inner man to ameliorate the (condition of the stricken and the
less favourably placed people^ in society. No doubt this was
fostered by the liberalism of the French Revolution and the
writings of Voltaire, Bcntham, Howard, Adam Smith and others.

Private' philanthropy came forward and made it possible for the

establishment of numerous hospitals.

The application of steam power to factory uses in 1785
in England brought about the Industrial Revolution, which led

to a radical transformation of social and economic life in Western
Europe. The demand for labour gave rise to congestion and
overcrowding, particularly in industrial areas. Inertia of
sanitary authorities, vested interests, ignorance and public

apathy accounted for appalling conditions of sanitary neglect.

The sanitary condition of London in 1842 and that of New York
in 1865 and the sanitary consciousness of their inhabitants can
very well be compared with those ofmany Indian towns of to-day.

The beginning of the 19th century was marked by the
dawning of social consciousness in Western Europe. England,
because of its pionee^r industrial developments, serves as a
prototype to illustrate the social evolution paralleled in other
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countries as they be came in*lustrializcd. Widt spread iiisanita-

tion, ropc^ated invasions by smallpox, (^Iioh'ia and plague, the
gradual worsenings of tlie working' conditions of factory labour
following rapid industrializatior> and the abounding miseries of
the poor, social discontentment and a niiiversal desiic tor

amelioration kei to the efforts ot f'hadwi('k md Simon to onquiiu
into, report iuid ])ress for public hc*alth reforms. Although the
beginnings oi' enn iioim^ental sanitation liad ah'cwiy takenr

place, there Wius not a single comprchensA’(‘ Act of Parliament
concerned with the he alth oi t)\e pc*ople until 18*15.

The Reform Ac^t of lS;i2 gave' Ir'^riic.hisc^ to out* million citizens

and the passing of the first Public Health Act of 184S coincick'd

with the maturation c‘i social consciousness. Organized sa lita-

tion staiiiCd w ith edforts to iinpioc poor rehef, ]>uhlit^ \ ac'cinat ion,

drainage, watei -su])pli<\s, burial rcdbiin, rc'gistration oi biil hs

and ck aths, and sanitary kgislation.

The evolution oi the' ( x]KMirn(mt.al met, nod 'c'seued metlicinc^

from the ckdalu's of magic, religion, guess work and (inackery.

The outstanding discoveries cd the. Ikth ctmtury rt'gaitiing

anaestrhesia, ant isc*j)tic. surg<*i'y, the cansat^ion ol’ ini(‘( tiv(‘ disease's

and the* princi])l( s (.f immunology, along with the adxanc'es in

ehc'juistry, ])hysi(s. physiology, pathology and j:harma»ce)logy

swept tlnough W’cstc'rn Enro]M- like* a whirlwind and led to an
incrc'ase in the* knowledge oi the diagnosis, pro])hylaxis and
treatment ot disease’s. Theses fundame iital advam^ecs establislicd

Hygiene and PreiV e lUive* iMc’diedne* on a. lirim*! ]>asis and made; it

praeTie^ablo, altliough tin re* has always b(*en a lag b(Tw(*em

scientific discoverie*s and their tip])Ucatiun. In the^ spluTC of

education, the advent of public ( due;ation in 1870 becjanm one
of the* gje‘at ])ubli(? se>rvi(^es. The* n(‘(‘d lor the* abolition of

quackery and the realization the* i(h*a that an (‘tfectivo public

lu’alth reform iKJC'ded an eidightened and organize*d medi('al

profession led to the* passing of the Medical Act of 1858 and tlm

establishment of the (lene'ial Medical Counedl to ivgulate^ medical

education and to ciontrol the publication of tlio States

Piiarmace^poe ia. The* aeh e‘nt of an organized medical profe^ssion,

the public medie*al servieH*s and of j>ost-graduate im dical

education also took place during this period. The Royal

Sanitary Commission of 186k laid down, under eleven licjuls, thci

national sanitary minimum of ‘what is nocossary tor e;iviliz(-d

social life in every locality’ laying emphasis ciuelly on the

environmental services. Further political and economic progi </s

facilitated the^ way to sanitary reform and social welfare*. The

demand for hospital isolation, extension of hospital accorniiioila-

tion, the reduction of povei*ty, the increase and control oi ic/c^d

supply, the prevention of industrial diseases, the improv ement ol‘

housing and working conditions in the factory, the education of

defective children and the care of the insane w^ere presse.'d

forward.
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After the industrial revolution and before the discoveries

of microbiology, bad hygienic conditions in the environmental

sphere were attended to more by architects, engineers and
chemists than by physicians. As a result, insanitary dwellings

were demolished and replaced by better ones, wide roads and
parks were designed, water pipes and sew^ers laid, abattoirs

were built, schools and public baths were constructed and
measures taken against the adulteration of food. The beneficent

result of these environmental services is reflected in the pei-

centage reduction of mortality from tuberculosis in England
from 100 to 70 by the time the tubercle bacillus was discovered

(1882), Since the discoveries of the bacterial causation of

infective diseases and the increasing knowledge of the principle

of natural and artificial immunity against these diseases, the

shotgun empirical methods of preventing infection of earlier

days were replaced by i)recise methods of controlling infection

conveyed through wator-su])plk5S, insect bites and direct contact.

These researches were contimuHl through the succeeding years of

the 20th oentuiy leading to a fuller knowledges of the physiology

of man’s body in relation to his environment, further advance
in the control of infectives, tropical and parasitic diseases,

remedial measures against nutritional disorders and disturbances

of internal secretion and the development of chemotherapy
against micu'obial disease's.

The establishment ol‘ the Medical Research C'ommittee in

1913 and the impetus given to it during th(i last Great War
led to the formation of tlu^ Medical Resc^arch Council in 1920

and of institutes for the study of lo(;al and tropical diseases,

thus making it possible for the (extension of medical research

on various national health problems and its a])plication by the

individual, tlu^ community and the State.

TIkjsc scientific advances enal)k‘d a fuller apprehension of

positive health, heraldt^d the emergence of sociological medi(;ine

and profoundly atfected the action and purposes of statecraft.

Political and economic advance was followed by legislation and
state action on the improvement of working conditions and
o(^(nipational hygiene, school health including the provision of

school meals and preventive treatment of defects, the prevention

oi' maternal and infant mortality, health, unemployment and
invalidity insurance, immunization against disease, the provision

of bettcu- and safer food, and the prevention and care of mental
deficiency, tubercudosis, venereal diseases and cancer. Subsidized

housing and town-planning schemes made it possible for the

eradi (nation of slums, th(^ construction of sanitary dwellings, the
provision of clieap-rental houses and the abatement of over-

crowding, resulting in a great improvement in sanitation and
cleanliness. The advent of social emancipation since 1919

speeded up the reforms in every sphere. Finally, the creation of

the Ministry of Reconstruction resulting in the formation of
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the Ministry of Health, linked the central government to the
corporations, councils, counties and districts and ensured a
better co-ordination in the application of the principles of social

welfare between the different departments or agencies. The
difference betw^tui preventive and curative medicine was fast

vanishing.

The requirements of the new situation needed a variety of
institutions and a large category of personnel to look after

them—doctors
i

technicians, specialists, nurses (public health,

school health and institutional), chemists and auxiliaries

(masseurs, radiologists, disj)tmsing opticians, etc.)—by bringing

clinical and non-clinical subjects (doser to each other. Medical
education had, therefore, to be reorganized and by 193(i, 27
medical schools w ere engaged in turning out general pract itioners,

besides sevoTal institutions for post-graduate teaching. The
present number (1939) of medical practitioners in England and
Wales is 92,00(1 (or one doctor to SOO people), of whom 19,800
are parud ])ractitionors looking after 17 millions insured at a cost

of £8 millions. There are 1,400 Medical OffietTs of Health under
the local authorities, 5,000 conm eted w ith the Poor Law yervioe,

500 tuberculosis officers, 1 10 venereal officers, 3,000 atiachc^d to

maternity and (duld w^elfarc e(‘ntres, 2,000 on tlu' Post Office

list, 1,700 examining factory surgeons, 1,400 em])loyc(l in the

school nu'dicaJ service and 19,800 insurance practitioners. Over
2,700 hospitals with nearly 300,000 beds, including 10,000

maternity b(sls, are looking after curative^ mediciru' in a popula-

tion of 50 millions. Every school w’oek in the year the children

from 100,000 homes are medically or dentally examined.
The cost of treatment and maintenances of sick persons

amounts of £185 millions a year. The public expemdituro on the
preventive services or provc^niion of ill-hcidth is £13 millions a

year, while the ijublic environmental servic^es which largely

contribute to good health cost £100 million a ;N C‘ar. There has

been a geru'ral desiie for bringing the a<lvantages of mc'dical

knowlenlge fvdequatfdy within the reach of ])eople, but tin?

inertias ing complexity of modern health organization and tlui

increased cost of treatment still render it difficult for many <dtdzenB

to pay for the full ranges of services. Idiis accounts for 1 he delay

in the treatment of diseases It is estimated that tic, (Kionomi<^

loss caused by ill-health in England to-cla}^ stili amounts to

£300 million a year. Preventive health and social services an=i

medical attention are stih considered to be grossly insuffici( lU-

Tho increasing sigriilieanec of the social services is indicai-rd

by their expenditure. The total expenditure and the exiM iiditui

j>er capita had risen in Great Britain from £5 millions <)V 56\ i)er

head in 1850 to £31 millions or 19a‘. j)er head in 1900 and to

£400 millions or £8-17,9. per head in 1934. Th(‘ expenditure on

Medical Services, exclusive of Mental, rose from £1J million in

1900 to £171 millions in 1934. Although acute diseases have been

i8
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largely controlled, many chronic ailments still baffle scientific

workers and administrators.

In 1838, the crude death rate in England was 22 per thousand

of population, in 1937 it was 12 per thousand. In 1838, the

expectation of life at birth w^as 40 years for an English boy and
42 years for an English girl; in 1932, it stood at 58 years for a

boy and 02 years for a girl; in other words, in 94 years the

probability of life had l isen by 18 years for a boy and 20 years

for a girl. The spectacular deciline in the incidence of some
diseases, consequent on the application of available knowledge
and co-incident social evolution is illustrated in some of the

curves given below . The position of India in this regard is also

indicated therein and by figures.

Modern Public Health—a field of social activity

Prof. Winslow of the Yale School of Medicine (1920) defines

Public Health as ‘the science and thc^ art of preventing disease,

prolonging life, and the promoting physical health and efficiency

through organized community efforts for the sanitation of the

environment, the control of community infections, the education

of the individual in principles of personal hygiene, the organiza-

tion of nursing services for the early diagnosis and preventive

treatment of disease, and the development of the social machinery
which w'ill ensure to every individual in the community a standard
of living adequate for the maintenance of health’. Social

conditions react on health and health reacts on social conditions.

Bernal (Bernal, tJ. D .—The Social Functions of Science, 1939)

goes so far as to say that ‘it is probable that an overwhelming
majority' of diseases that occur throughout the world are due
directly or indirectly to the lack of primary necessities, generally

food, an<l many of the remainder are attributable to bad working
(jonditions’. (Considerations of health can seldom be divorced

I'rom economic, demographic and social factors. The human
fa(;tor is the more important than other factors in raising the
resisting power to diseases of backward (;ountries like India.

Speaking on nutrition, Sir John Git expressed the following

opinion in his (jhiKlwick Lecture in 1935—‘It may be assumed
that any Government would acce])t as the first essential the
necessity for ensuring that ev(*ry individual in the State shall be
able to get a diet sufficient to maintain health. If a system of
]>i*oduction and marketing of foodstuffs fails to do this, the

State, through its medical and social st^rvices, must pay for the

treatment of those suffering from an inadequate diet’.

Medicine needs to recognize the whole nature of man, as

shaped by his home, his surroundings, his education, his work,
his economic status, his recreation and his struggles and aspira-

tions. Medicine has thus become fundamentally a social science

and a field of social activity in Avhich is applied practically every

i8b
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basic science directed towards a comprehensive programme
of community service. The following scheme is given to indicate

the major functions of social life and the place which should be
assigned to public health:

It will be evident that when maintenance of health and
prevention of disease are aimed at in the programme of social

welfare, the cure of diseases gradually becomes less voluminous
in proportion to the rate of progress in the utilization of scientific

tools for the x)hysical, mental and moral well-being of the com-
munity. It is to be noted that here, as in many other spheres,

scientific progress in the abstract has often out-distanced concrete

achievement. The knowledge about the prevention and cure
of many diseases and the maintenance of positive health and
prolongation of life has been known throughout the world, but
its apjdication has lagged behind at different levels in different

countries. The co-ordinated planning and technique of socialized

medicine in Soviet Kussia for 20 years have out-distanced the
l>iecemeal acihievements of England through 100 years. In
Soviet Russia, the health of the individual is the concern of the

State and of Society as a whole. Indeed, the Soviet Union is

the one nation in the world which has undertaken to set up and
operate a comjdete organization designed to provide preventive
and medical (;are for every man, woman and child within its

borders. Russia’s example in the sj)here of health protection

has stimulated the Western European countries and America to

consolidate their previous disjointed efforts into a cognate whole
towards the ideals of sociological medicine.

‘ The failure to establish scientific methodology in determining
tools for community welfare is one of the chief factors responsible

for the j)resent social lag throughout the world’ (J. B. Grant).

In public health administration, as in laboratory experiments,
th(^ principle of ‘observation of natural phenomena and their

(confirmation through controlled experimentation’ should be
followed. Research, surveys and social experiments must be
carefully blended in evolving the method of approach to a public-

health-social problem. The evolving of practical methods
requires sound economic considerations and proper training of
the necessary personnel and their organization requires adherence
to sound administrative principles, the securing of popular
response and intelligent jiarticipation as well as the co-or(iination

of the inter-related si>here8 of governmental activity. Planned
co-ordination between research, training and administration is

an essential desideratum.
The essential principles of sound public heetlih administration

refer to (i) the necessity for the administration of the different

health functions being undertaken for the whole community by
a single governing body and not for different sections of the
community by several governing agencies, with necessary co-

ordination between inter-related sections; in other words, there
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should be ‘centralized direction and decentralized activity*.

The administration n.ust provide for technical supervision and
periodic appraisal of the efficiency of the organization, (ii)

Successful adminisLrative procedure results only from scientific

investigation j.nd demonstration of organizational methodology
in the measur es whereby knowledge can be applied in practice to

groups of poj)ulation. The proper training of the necessary

personnel in applying the methodology is an important require-

ment. (iii) Successful administrative procedure must be based
upon sound financial considerations and practicable economic
budgetting suited to the area and the population. Where cash

purchase of health reform is difficult, the available cash may bo
utilized for technical guidance and supervision and the citizens

may be encouraged to offer trained voluntary labour (= payment
in kind), which is the largo'^t item in cash purchase, (iv)

Successful community utilization of knowledge for public heaJth

reform and medical protection requires a certain level of politico-

(^conomic progress and education. Health of the people is

achieved through the jieoplo being themselves possessed of

adequate education in, and practice of, health knowledge,

(v) The securing of co-ordination between the related spheres of

social services, owing to their mutual inter-dependence, (vi) In
order to ensure bettor working and to avoid mistakes in local

effort, the whole design of a public health planning must be before

the mind from the beginning. Any effort, however small and
localized, can confer benefit, if it is designed in relation to

the scheme as a whole.

The trekd of Public Health Progress m British India

It is needless to point out that political events and social

deterioration disorganized the systems of Indian Medicine even
before the European powers came into touch with India. By
1800 A.D. the British were firmly organized as the rulers of this

sub-continent.

The beginnings of the Indian Medical Service may bc‘ traced

to 1000 A.D. when the Company brought in British doctors as

ship’s surgeons. Between 1763 and 1766, a regular service was
created and was divided into civil and military. 'these doctors,

who had to work under great difficulties, carrietl the torch of

Western medical science from place to plac'c. Assistants were
at first trained as dressers, apothecaries and gfmeral hospital

heljKsrs—^the fore-runner of highly trained subordinate services

of later times. The first Medical School was opened in 1822 and
a Committee on Medical Education was appointed in 1833 which
led to the establishment of two Medical Colleges in 1835. The
qualifications of the latter were recognized by the Royal College

of Surgeons, London, in 1845. We do not find any noteworthy
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progress in the first half of the 19th century except in the intro-

duction of Jennorian vaccination in 1803 and the passing of the

Indian Quarantine Act, 1825. The British rulers at this time

wore more concerned with the health of the army and of the

Europeans in India. There was no evidence of any repercussions

of the progress of scientific knowledge on the economic progress,

the dawjiing and gi'owth of social consciousness or the experiments

in environmental sanitation.

The very active period of fundamental advances in science

in Europe in the second lialf of the 19th century and the con-

comitant political and socio-economic progress which helped to

establish hygiene and ])reventive medicine on a fimi and
practicable basis had rather poor repercussions in India. In

the sphere of research, which was entirely in the hands of the

British workers, half a dozen names stand out prominently,

viz. Lewis (1872) described Filarm sanguinis hominis and
Trypariosorna lewisi, Vandyke Carter (1877-78) desciibed the

causativ(i organism of Indian relapsing fever,' Evans (1880)

described Trypanosoma ermnsl, Cunningham (1885) described

certain bodies in Delhi boil which were later confirmed by
Leishman and Donovan (1903) as L.D. bodies, Koch (1883)

confirmed the idemtity of V, cholerae in Indian cholera, Haffkine

(1895) inti’oduced cholera vaccine and Ross (1897) discovered

the iT’ansmission of malaria. The major part of our knowledge
ill the scientific sphere in India up to the end of the 19th century

was due to the work of a few scientific depaTtments of the

Government and of a few isolated workei's who devoted their

sjia-n^ time to pui’suits which interested them. In quite a number
of cases such devotion to work wa.s discouraged by the lu>ads of

depa rt iiKUits, as hajipened in the case of Sir Ronald Ross. Since

all the important posts were held by British members of the

Imperial 8m vic(^, Indians got very little op]:)ortunity for working
into the mysteries of the causation of diseases and the problems

of their prevention and treatment. The first Pasteur Institute

was opened at Ka,sauli in 1893 and the Haffkine Institute was
started in Bombay in 1899 for the manufacture of prophylactic

vaccines against cholei’a and plague. The Imperial Veterinary

Research Institute was established in 1893. The Indian Institute

of Science at Bangalore, which is now taking a prominent part in

biochemical investigations, was started in 1896. Antiseptic

surgery was introduced between 1876 and 1881.

In the sphere of education, the first throe universities were
founded in 1 857 but these and others founded later were mainly
of an affiliating type rather than serving as centres of teaching

and research. The medieval teaching was chiefly controlled by
the Indian Medical Hervioe, although loosely connected with the

Universities. State medical services were composed of military

and civil officers, besides a growing independent medical
profession and the followers of the ancient systems of Ayurveda
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and Unani. 47% of the officers in tho Indian Medical Service

iiuinbering 220, which was treated as War Reserve, were posted

to the civil side, all the important teaching and administrative

posts being statutorily reserved for them. In the spliere of

public health, as has been stated before, most of the efforts

were chiefly directed to tho safeguarding of the health of the

army and the Europeans in India and to the prevention of

infection through transport ehanmds, hind or water. It is said

that ilie 'real liistory of sanitary organization in India’ began
ii; 1859 when a Royal commission was appointed to report on
the sanitary state of the army in India. Tliis Commission
suggested uhe appointment of ii Commission of Public Health
for eacli presidency ‘to give advice and assistance in all matters
relating to public health and to exercise supervision over the

sanitary condition of the j)opulation, both Europ(*an and Indian.

‘The primary object of these ])roviucial commissions was to try

to diminish sickness in tho army; but this was recognized to

involve (1) the sanitary improvement of India.n toMUis, (2) the

prevention and mitigation of epidemic disciises, (9) constant

observation of the sanitary condition of the })0])ulation and the

reports of the prevalence of sickness, (4) the construction of

works of drainage find water-supply, (5) tlie pro])ei* cai*rying out

of sanitfiry T’liles find reguhitions, ((>) the ])rc^])aration of codes

and ruh^s a.da|)ted to the special sfinitfiry rc^quirements of the

finny and of the civil po]>ulation, and (7) the submission to the

Govennnont of India of plans for co-ordination find supervising

tlie whole sanitary administration of a ])residency. ’ No doubt
the rapidly advancing sfinitary progress in Englfind at the time

and the occurrence of excessive disease and deatlis in the army
dictated the inception of these ideas, but it is significant to note

that the Government of India at that time ‘did not favour a
gcaieral sanitfiry system owing to the financial and fidministrativ(‘

difficulties of introducing this into India Tho following aix?

some of tho important imblic health Acts of the pmiod:

—

Indian Lunatics Removal Act (1851), Indian Merchant Shipping

Act (1859), Puri Lodging Houses Act (1871), Bengal Births and
Deaths Registration Act (1873), Bombay V accination Act (1877),

Calcutta Burial Boards Act (1811), fir'll Indian Factories Act

(1881), amended in 1891, 1911, 1922, Bengal Municipal Act
(1884), Bombay Protection of Pilgrims Act (1<887), Indian
Railways Act (i890), Pilgrim Shiy)s Act (1895), Indian Epidemic
Diseases Act (1897), Indian Lepers Act (1898), and Indian

Glanders and Farcy Act (1899). The passing of the first Locfil

Self-Government Act in 1885 relegated tlu^ task of the promotion
of sanitation to local bodies and village unions. The beginnings

of political and social progress were thus laid here. Mfiternal

and infantile mortality attracted the attention of voluntary

workers, which resulted in the establishment of the Dufferin

Association for supplying medical aid to women in India (1866),
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the introduction of modern nursing (1869) and the starting of a

Women’s Medical College at Ludhiana (1894).

It is significant to note that while the recommendations of

the Royal Sanitary Commission in England (1869-71) were
implemented by continuous efforts to apply the knowledge gained

from the discoveries of the medical science and by persistent

State action to educate the population in matters concerning

health and to develop the environmental and medical services,

those of the Royal Sanitary Commission in’ India (1859) were
relegated to the background as being inapplicable to the then
Indian Community.

Forty years of the 20th century have seen enormous advances
in medical knowledge and its application by the State in England
and other Western countries, along with simultaneous social

evolution and political progress. Each of the new discoveries

in the various sciences opened up a new vista of possibilities

for applying them to the well-being of man. The consolidation

and co-ordination of the piecemeal measures of the previous

(;entury have helped to develop medicine as a social science and
to restrict and defeat disease wherever it shows itself, to prolong

human life wherever it exists and to build up and conserve health

as such in the home, in the school, in the factory and in the field.

Let us glance, for a moment, at what was taking place in

India during this period. In the sphere of medical research,

Leishman and Donovan’s discovery of the Kala-azar parasite

(1903), the report of the Plague Commission (1904) and the

discovery of Urea Stibamine by Brahmachari (1920) may be

considered as important landmarks. Since the publication of

the Report of the Plague Commission (1904), which advocated
t he reconstriKition of the Sanitary Department on a wide imperial

basis, and with the establishment of adequate laboratory accom-
modation for research, teaching, sera and vaccine production, the

strengthening of it by the recruitment of scientific experts and
the placing of the new service under the Government of India

in respect of both the executive and scientific duties, the amount
of medical and veterinary research carried out in about a dozen
and half research institutions, in various spheres, has not been
small but most of them have not been dictated by particular

unsolved public health problems and even when their results

have been made known there has been very little attempt to

apply the scientific knowledge to the eradication of prevailing

maladies and to the physical well-being of man and animals.

The establishment of the Bacteriological department in 1906,

most of whose workers belong to the Indian Medical Service, and
of the Indian Research Fund Association in 1911 ‘with the object

of ensuring a continuous supply of young workers of adequate
calibre and of attacking such medical research problems as

awaited solution’ are to bo considered as important steps in

solving the urgent public health problems, although the manner
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of their working is still defective and is capable of improvement.
It has to be remembered in this connection that the Indian

Research Fund Association is a much older body than the

Medical Research Council in England (1920) which is doing

excellent work.
In the sph.ire of medical education, a University grade and a

lower (or school) grade of education have been prevalent since

1857, but the latter qualification is neither recognized by the

British General Medical Coimcil nor the Medical Council of India.

The new University Regulations of 1906 tried to improve medical

education and advanced studies, both of which need immediate
reform to suit the requiromonts of the national health policy.

The Indianization of some of the professorial chairs at medical
colleges began in 1911 and the Indianization of the hospital

stafiF began as late as 1923. The establishment of the Calcutta

Scliool of Tropical Medicine (1920) and of the All-India Institute of

Hygiene and Public Health (1932) has made it possible for the post-

graduate training of medical and public health personnel. The
Medical Council of India (1933) aims at improving and standardiz-

ing medical education in India. Twelve' Medical Colleges and 27

Medical Schools are now turning out about 700 graduak^s (includ-

ing 100 women) and 1,500 licentiates per annum, the same
number as England and Wales are turning out for l/9th of the

population of India. The requirements for the annual output
of qualified doctors in India are far more than this. The total

number of qualified doctors in India is 42,000 or one doctor

per 10,000 population and that also very unevenly distributed,

in contrast to England’s one doctor to 800 persons.

During the latter half of the 19th century, the policy of the

Government of India with regard to sanitation and sanitary

staff was marked by vacillation but more activity was noticeable

since the beginning of the 20th century. The Govei’nimmt of

India formulated a forward sanitary policy in 1914 (Resolution

(hited 23rd May, 1914), when some useful principles of sanitary

organization including research, sanitary surveys, urban sanitation

(conservancy, water-supply, drainage) and town planning, rural

sanitation, health education and the combating of (epidemics,

were laid down but they have hardly bctui properly implemented.

The political and social aw’akening of the earli('r velars of the

present century was followed by the Government of India Act of

1919 which accepted the principle of provincial aut onomy. This

led to the transfer of medical administration, including hospitals,

dispensaries and asylums, and the provision for medical education,

together with public health, sanitation and vital statistics, with

certain reservations, to nominated ministers. Extra-provincial,
inter-provincial and international matters, together with legisla-

tion for the control of epidemics were reserved by the Central

Government.
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By this time, informed public opinion began to demand
more exjwnditure on public licalth. In spite of this demand,
nothing more than a skeleton staff could be employed—behig

too inadtH|uate for dealing with large populations and areas

entrusted to them. For example, in Bengal, a Health Officer

was j)ut in charge of a district and a Sanitary Inspector with a

Health Assistant and a Vaccinator was posted to each thana

(1927). In most areas, the latter wore expected to look after a

})opulation of 60,000 or moi’e, living in 170 villages spread ovei'

an area of 80 square miles or more. In some areas, the same
staff Wore expected to look after 120,000 people, living in some
800 villages covering 400 square miles.

Measures for the improvement of hygiene in indiistilal

areas began to be taken since 1911—Indian Factories Act (1911),

Indian Mines Act (1923), Workmen’s Compensation Act (1923),

Bombay Maternity Benefit Act (1929), Tea Distiicts Emigrant
Labour Act (1932) and Employment of Children Act (1933).

In spite of these, occupational hy^gicne is still a neglected subject

in the Health Dopartimuits of the piovinces. The Royal
Commission on Labour (1931) recommended quite a number of

])ublic health rcdoT’ms in labour amas and the co-operation of the

League of Nations also stimulated the ])rogress to some extent.

Provincial Municipal Ads passed during this period, aimed at

improving the sanitary condition of niunicij)al areas but they
ha ve hardly developed any succ-essful methodology of work and
their administration is, m a large majority of cases, extremely
defective. Legislation against food adulteration (;anie in

1918-19. Attempts have been made to stimulata maternity
and child welfares work since the beginning of centiii’v b\"

various non-official and official organizations by offering facilities

for the training of medical and auxiliary personnel and for

research. The maternal and infant mortality is still appalling.

Since the Indian Medical Service has until lately been
r(\sponsible foi’ looking after the curative and preventive aspects

of public health in India, it will be noticed that many measures
which were undeidaken in India from time to time were but
poor imitations of what was being done in England. Most of

the public health expenditure has been made in urban areas,

while rural health has been severely neglected. From a con-

sideration of various factors, we are of the opinion that

India stands now, from the public health point of view, where
Great Britain stood 100 years ago, U.S.A. stood 75 years ago and
where Russia stood before the Revolution.

Although 90% of India’s population are still illiterate,

various socio-economic and political factors helped them to

demand public health iX'forms. The extension of franchise by
the grant of Provincial Autonomy^ in 1935 has created a demand
for social welfare in the modern sense and various Provincial

Governments are seriqysly^ considering the planning of public
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health and social welfare in their respective territories. Tlie

Government of Madras is the only Provincial Government which
has passed a Consolidated Public Health J\ct (1939).

Any public health planning which is not based on sound
scientilic and proven principles is bound to fail. On the thresh

-

hold of fiirLhc^- politic.il and social progress in India, it may
be useful to consider its varhms implications in their proper

perspective. This is the only apology I have to offer for taking

up the present theme for my Presidential Address.

The sooio- economic position and its kepercussions on
Public Health

In considering the present public health position in India,

one iiiust reiuember that India, is la-rgcu than Europe minus
Russia; that she has 9 times the i)opulation of England and
Wales and that her population has increased by o\er 250 millions

within the last 90 yoai’s
;
that 90% of her population is rural in

contrast to 20% in England, 47% in Canada and 50% in Japan;
that 71% of till' population are engaged in agriculture and tluit

only 1% are employed in industries; that ovc^r 90^/, of the

population is illiterate and that some of tlie sociarl and religious

customs are not conducive t o good lu^altli. Tlie urban population

of British India amounts to 25 millions, out of a total of 350
millions.

The average per c^iipita annual income in British India is

£4-75. or l/15th of that in England and l/18th of that in U.S.A.
(Findlay Shirras). The monthly income per head, therefore,

comes to about Rs.5, but the rural population earns loss—Rs.39
per capita per annum or Rs.3-4 per month. From this, the
av(‘rage rural inhabitant has to juovido liimself witli food,

(dothing and housing, pay the land revenue and very often interest

on his loans for buying live-stock, seed, manure and otlier

necessities. The quantity of arable land per person is too small

and the quality of cattle too poor to provide him with the

minimum requirements of a healthy life, while he cannot afford

to improve the gradually imjwverished soil. Underfee< ling and
unbalanced food necessiirily reacts on tla? physique "resulting in

preventible sickness and lack of stamina. Dr. Ayko d estimates

that a minimum expenditure of Rs.5 to Rs.O pm capita per

month is needed to provide an adult with nnhiinmin balanced
nourishment. The percentage of taxation to national income
in India is 10*1, in contrast to 8*7 in Switzerland, 9-5 in Canada,
13-3 in Australia and 25*6 in the United Kingdom.

The inhabitants of British India are stated to enjoy the

briefest span of life, viz, 23 years, in contrast to Sweden's 62 years,

Britain's 60 years, Germany’s 58 years, Italy's 45 years and
Japan’s 45 years. The crude birth-rate per 1,000 in India is

34*5 (1937). The crude mortality rate per thousand in British
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India (1937) is 22*4, as compared with 12*4 in England and Wales,
17*5 in Japan, 18*8 in Netherlands East Indies and 18*9 in

Palestine. Of the 6*1 million annual deaths in British India

(1937), fevers (in which are included malaria, enteric, kala-azar,

tuberculosis, etc.) account for 58%, dysentery, diarrhoea and
cholera together for 7*3%, respiratory diseases for 8%, infantile

mortality for 24*8%, smallpox for 1% and plague for 0*5%.
Infectious diseases like cholera, plague and smallpox, which have
been almost entirely banished from the Western countries and
Japan, still take as annual toll of 99,000, 28,000 and 55,000 lives

respectively. The rate of decline in mortality from the diseases

and from the vaguely defined category of fevers has been
extremely slow, while in some cases, e.g. respiratory diseases,

there has been a gradual increase. Child mortality rates at

different age periods are from 3-5 times higher in India than in

England. For the whole period 0-10 years, the death rate

among children in India is 4 times as high as in England.
Maternal mortality due to child-bearing exacts a toll of 4-5

times than in Western countries, 20% of the deaths being due
to anaemia which accounts for a negligible fraction of deaths

(0*05%) in England. 80-90% of these deaths are, therefore,

prevontible. It is estimated that about 30% or 3 million women
are permanently or temporarily disabled in India as a result of
pregnancy or labour every year. There are 150,000 lepers in

India and over 2 million persons (40-70% of tlie population

in some areas) are estimaied to be infected with hookworm.
If the English death rate obtained in India to-day, there

would have 2,766,049 fciwer annual d(uiths (males—58, females

—

60), and the expectation of life would bo 60, instead of the j)res0nt

23 years. The sickness rate in England, entailing incapacity for

work is 2% of the population. Even if we take the rate as 4%
in India, the number of people constantly sick would bo some-
where near 11 millions, chiefly through lack of medical x)rotoction.

No work has yet been done in India to indicate the sickness rate

in the general population. The sickness rate among the British

troops in India is, however, 12 times, while that among the

Indian troops is 10 times that of the death rate. If this basis

of calculation is taken, the amount of sickness in the general

})opulation and the consequent economic loss due to loss of

wages would be enormous.
Of the 6,500 curative institutions, 3,000 hospitals with

95,000 beds and 3,500 out-patient dispensaries are attending to

35 million new and old patients annually. 925 of these institu-

tions are voluntary, the rest managed or aided by the State. Of
6,407 medical officers who are manning these institutions, 220 are

I.M.S. Officers occupying the senior posts, involving an annual
expenditure in pay and allowances, excluding pensions charges,

of about Rs.60 laklis; 41 are non-I.M.S. Europeans, 740 are

missionaries; 105 are military assistant surgeons, 1,054 are Civil
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assistant swgeons and the rest licentiates or sub-assistant

surgeons. The number of doctors employed in public health

duties is 1,206 or l/5th of that employed on curative services,

of which only 217 possess public health qualifications. A little

over 50% of the 247 districts employ a Medical Officer of Health,

the rest stiP remain unprovided with. This is also very unevenly
distributee^ . Over 60% c>f the total budget (curative and pre-

ventive medicine) is consumed by the medical staff. Tlie total

number of registered doctors is 42,000. The number of students

who qualified in 1936-3V wore 965, of whom 100 were women.
About 12,000 medical students are receiving instructions in the

year. There are 3,697 nurses in India, of whom only 211 ar(>

employed in rural areas.

The average area sca’ved by each hospital or disjiensary

varies from 24 sq. miles (Delhi) to 1,327 sq. miles (Baluchistan)

and the average population served by each of these institutions

varies from 11,305 in Baluchistan to 81,087 in U.F. The per

capita, expenditure on medical ndief varies from one anna in U.P.

to Rs. 1-2-5 pies in Delhi. The expenditure in urban ai’cas is

nearly three times that in rural areas.

No ]danning for the health uplift of a community is possible

without a consideration of the to])ogra])hy, soil study and the

raising of food, weather conditions, population (men and cattle),

w^ater-supply, drainage, industry, education and economic and
cultural backgrounds of the community. A survey of these

factors is necessary before any ])lanning is undertaken. It will

bo found that, in most spheres, the deviation from physiological

liealth is related to problems connected with housing, clotliing,

pliysic^il cleanlines... drinking-w^ater supplies, disposiil of sew^age,

household lefuse and manure, and the contamination and
poverty of foodstuffs. The hickwardness of India in tlu' proper

evolution of j)ublic health must be accounted for eitlnu* by the
progress of science not being applied to the prevention of disiuisc

as it lias been done in advanced countries or to a wrong a])plicat ion

of the same. Before we proceed to suggest recommemtitions,
it is nece.ssary to ascertain the causes of the lag in India. ;uhI how
they can be remedied.

Causes of the lag between .scienc e and its ArinjuATiONS in
THE improvement OF PUBLIC HeALTH IN 1M)IA AND

SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR THEIR REMOVAL

1. Absence of any national health policy.

As has been pointed out before, in England there has been
a persistent endeavour to apply the knowledge gained from the
discoveries of the medical sciences, in the course of the past

100 years, to the social, educational, economic and hygienic

well-being of her citizens. The advent of the British rule in
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India coincided with the differentiation of science and its resultant

industrialization in Europe. Instead of a continuous drive

towards medical protection, health education and the provision

of environmental services as in England, the administration

in India showed a laissez-faire and vacillating policy. The
medical and sanitary administration was bossed over by a Civil

Service whose chief concern was to govern and to maintain
law and order, without any perspectivt^ towards a co-ordinated

development of the social services, such as education, agricultims
co-operation, public health, etc. Most of the personnel of these

services appointo<l to look after the medical, public health and
social services had no specialized training in the particular

branches of the craft and hence there was little desire in them
to utilize the scientific knowledge and discoveries of the times
tow ards the better]nont of the health and physical well-being of

the population.

The medical personnel responsible for guiding the policy

or for administration came and still comes from a highly paid
service which has been primarily meant for the Army. Here also

special technical knowledge and training were not considered

to b(‘ the criteria for appointment in a particular post carrying a
particular object, with the result that a man v^ho began, for

example, as a teacher of Anatomy was considered competent
to bo su({C!(^ssively ai)pointed a Divisional Surgeon, a Port Health
Officer, a Radiologist, a Teacher of Medicine and so on. This
principle is still being followed in the Imperial and Provincial

Medical Ser\'ic;es to the great detrinumt of the working machinery.
The continuance of this syst(*m even in the 2()th (century when it is

I’ealized that medical progress cannot be possible without special

training and competency accounts for a large measure of back-
wardness in medical and public; health planning in India. This
is the r(‘«son why Research and Medical and Public Health
education 83 years after the establishment of the Universities

in India are still hopelessly backward, as compared with other

juogressivo countries. It is not my purj)OSo hero to underrate
the excellent services rendered by the research workers and
administrators of the previous generation who introduced Western
medical science into this country and developed it, but there

is no technical justification for its continuance in the present
century, when there is a sufficient number of highly trained

technical wwkers available in the country who can replace the
superior services entirely without any loss of efficiency and
run the organization at much less cost. In fact, the whole
system of administration needs to be remodelled to suit the new
conditions and requirements.

It has been pointed that there was hardly any public health

policy until the reforms of 1919 and 1935. These reforms have
no doubt stimulated a desire for progress but it is being hampered
by the lack of a planne<l programme and policy, a hopelessly
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inadequate amount being earmarked for medical relief and social
services (vide histogram below), by the continuance ofa top-heavy

Hisiogram »howi~<g some items of auiu. ExpendUnre in percentages of
revenue in British India [Central and Provincial) and England^Wales and Scotland.
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N,B,—No comparison has been made of figures relating to India with
those of England and Wales in other fields of govermnontal
activity, for the administrative set-up is so different in the two
countries that they are not comparable.

administration without efficiently trained, technical personnel
and by the poverty of ideas in the administrators themselves.
There is stiU considerable lack of co-ordination among the various

19
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interdependent branches of administration which are concerned

with a forward health policy and social progress of the population.

Administrative proced ures are often applied which are not based

upon sound economic considerations and financial budgeting
within the economic means of the population. The lesult has

been that although some fragmentary public health measures
have been undertaken in urban areas, the rural population has
been hopelessly neglected, with the result that the villager in

India to-day is no more benefited by modern science than his

forefathers before the advent of the British rule.

2. Violation of the essential principles of sound public health

administration

.

India’s lag in the utilization of science for the medical
protection of her citizens through organized community effort

is due chiefly to the absence of any national policy based upon
defined principles. In most cases, all the six principles enunciated
on pages (10) and (11) have been violated. The backwardness
of India in health matters does not seem to be due so much to

economic causes, ignorance or lack of medical facilities as to the
lack of efficient public health and medical organization based
upon the investigation of the most effective and economic
methods of applying the results of scientific knowledge to the
requirements of large units of population. It is true that Great
Britain spends Ks.l5 (1931) and U.S.A. spends Ks.30 (1932) per

capita on rnedicjal and public health j)rotection, but a com-
paratively much better result has been obtained in improving
the situation in the Dutch East Indies with a per capita expendi-

ture of 4-8 annas and in the Philippines with a per capita expendi-

ture of 5-25 annas, in comparison with India’s 3*5 annas (1931).

For example, with a staff of 2,523 vaccinators (excluding Calcutta

with 66 vaccinators) in Bengal, where Jennerian Vaccination was
introduced as far back as 1803 (first in Asia) deaths from smallpox

during the last ten years have numbered 166,000 (vide diagram
below), whereas with a staff ofonly 150 vaccinators in Java, which
has a comparable topography and population, the total deaths,,

mostly from imported cases, have been limited to 9 during the

same period. It is further claimed in official reports in Bengal that
during the ten years 1929-1938 over 8% of the population were
successfully vaccinated every year at a cost of 1 anna 10 pies per

head. The evidence depicted on the diagram can only point to

one thing, viz. a wastage of time and funds, in spite of a large

staff, chiefly due to defective methodology, supervision and
control. Similarly, lack of co-ordination between the water-

tight departments of Irrigation, Railways and Roads and
Public Health is responsible for a large percentage of India’s

15 million aimual deaths from man-made malaria. Take the

case of nutrition again; when the health authorities detect
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malnutrition and deficiency diseases in a group of population, the

remedy will lie with a co-ordination of efforts of the Communica-
tions, Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Co-operative depart-

ments but none of them has yet carried science to the door of

the ryot as in Java, Philippines or Japan. In the absence of

such co-ordination, the ill-health continues and remains uncor-

rected. This is because India has not yet developed adequate
knowledge of successful methodology and its community utiliza-

tion and because public opinion is not properly educated, with
the result that inefficient methodology has resulted in uneconomic
and inefficient administration leading to wastage of funds which
could better be applied to other fields. Before co-ordination can
be of value, the fields to be co-ordinated must have the necessary

technical content to apply known knowledge for a common
purpose to groups of population.

Thus it seems that lack of a scientific outlook and an inade-

quate investigation by the administrative authorities in

developing suitable methods of organization and the lack of a
policy to include both urban and rural populations in a cognate
whole as regards planning have been more responsible for her

present backwardness than anything else. All scientific fields

are governed by determinable laws, or else they are not scientific.

It is of the utmost importance, therefore, that this country
should make a general survt^y of the state of public health

and of its health equipment, evolve a methodology of approach
by carrying out sample experiments in different areas to under-
stand the reciprocal co-ordination between the inter-related

departments and its financial implications and, based on such
findings, construct a coherent plan for a medico-social policy,

fixing, year by year, the stage to be reached and securing the
financial resources, in cash and/or kind, and trained personnel

required for the purpose.

I shall cite a recent example from China (1934) when she
was faced with developing methods within her economic resources.

The help of the Peking Union Medical College was secured in

developing the methodology of School Health on two economic
standards. An ‘A’ service to demonstrate technical measures
common in the West w'^as provided entii-ely through cash
purchase at a cost of 2*41 Chinese dollars (= Rs.2-6-6) per school

child per annum. This, however, was impracticable of extension
under Chinese economic conditions. Consequently, a ‘B’
service was developed at 64 cents (= lOas. 3p.) per school child

per annum, which was economically practicable. The latter

programme w as develoi)ed on the basis that the essential measures
should be undertaken by the voluntary effort of the teachers

and pupils themselves and that cash purchase should be limited

to provision of supplies and of technical supervision by the
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medical officer and the school nurse. This applied to each of
the three administrative sections, viz. Sanitation, Medical
Service and Health Education. The practical essentials were
water and sanitary toilets in Sanitation; routine appraisal

measures of the individual pupil’s health and prophylactic

vaccinations inder Medical Service, together with the correction

of gross i-emediable defects; and the integration of healthful

living and cf health knowledge with actual living of the pupil

in Health Education Jt w'^as shown that responsibility for the
bulk of routme for the School Health Service could be placed

upon the teachers and the pupils, provided two essentials were
adhered to, viz. participative training of the teachers at a
Demonstration Centre or a Science Institute and provision of

adequate supervision of the established routine by the medical
officer and the nuj'so. Thus it was possible to undertake the
bulk of the essentials of a School Health Service through local

voluntary effort, instead of cash purchase which was made
available for technical supervision and medical supplies. This

principle can easily be applied in India in juany departments of

public health where a complete cash purchase is not possible

at the present monumt, by securing the co-operation of the

inter-related se(;tions of social services.

If Great Britain can spend 18*2% of the revenue for education

and 22-7% for medical protec^tion, India should be ashamed to

spend the insignificant percentage of 8-4% and 3-4% respectively

of the revenu(‘ on these heads. Agriculture and Animal
Husbandry may be l()ss important in highly industrialized Great
Britain, but it is oi such vital importance to the health and life of

the chiefly agricultural Indian population that a paltry expendi-

ture of 1*7% of the revenue is scandalous. Rural hygiene, at least

in its pt^ripheral units, must be treated as a co-ordinated part

of Rural Reconstruction, beciause rural health is very intimatel^

bound up with the other economic and social factors pertaining

to the impj'oveinent of the socio-economic status. Thus the

departments of industries, irrigation, fisheries, co-ojK)ration and
communications actively co-operate in other countrievs, with the

public health programme in raising thf stature of total health.

It is a matter of great regret that these departments have
hitherto failed to secure the necessary help and c,(»»ordination in

India. A national effort requires the pooling ol all the available

resources of the nation. The failure of such an effort has

resulted in the neglect of proper drainage of the soil and the

resultant creation of man-made malaria and in the development
of communications without due regard to the requirements of

marketing of agricultural produce and of the supply of medical

aid to rural areas. It will thus be seen that, in national planning,

any departmental planning must form an organic part of the

total requirements.
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In the maintenance of health, the State must provide
for a social machinery to assure living standards adequate for

the purpose. This refers to the improvement of economic
status, nutrition, housing, physical fitness and recreation,

co-ordinated with edu(jation and social assistance. Hardly any
system of social assistance has been developed in India. Social

assistance includes old age and invalidity pensions, compensation
for physical injury or disease in the course of work, sickness
benefit, unemployment benefit, etc. It must be remembered
that in Great Britain, the National Health Insurance Scheme,
whi6h provides for medical assistance and other benefits in cash
or kind to over 15,()00,00() people between the ages of 16 and 70
years, is the largest health service outside the activities of the
local bodies, which assume much more inclusive public health
and social protection than in India. Prevention of disease
includes impersonal services like food and drugs control, water-
supplies, sewage disposal, etc., and the control of communicable
diseases. The necessity for medical relief comes in where the
efforts of the State to maintain the health and to prevent diseases

have failed. As suc^h, curative medicine should occupy a com-
paratively small place in the national health programme. This
includes personal services, siKih as maternity and child welfare,
school health and occupational hygiene and the institutions for

the early diagnosis and preventive treatment of diseases

—

hospitals, convalescent homes, sanatoria and work colonies,

dispensaries and j)eripheral health centres. Unless the Indian
administration views at public health from this angle, the lag
cannot be made up.

3. Backwardness ofy and lack of methodology in^ education.

Sir George Newman (1939) has said that ‘National health

—

in every country in the world, everywhere, and all the time

—

depends upon first the knowledge of science or art of medicine
discovered, tested, verified, proved and then upon its social

application by the medical practitioner, by the State, and by
the people of that State. Without that knowledge, there is no
knowing, without that application there is no going'. The better
application of this know ledge by the State and its wider usage
by an educated and dis(;iplined people is now recognized to be
essential to censure c;o-o})eration with any health scheme and to
build up an efficient and healthy people. The lack of an aim
and methodology in general education has resulted in wastage of
effort and achievement of T‘esult8 in obtaining the necessary
scientific outlook and in the intelligent participation and practices

in social fields. Scienct^ is taught in a perfunctory manner in

schools and the pupils seldom practise health and participate in
public health activities. There is not a single official school
nurse throughout India, where^as England employs 5,413. In the
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same ratio, India would need 38,017. How can one expect to

achieve results in India, if only 8*4% ofthe revenue, in comparison
with Great Britain’s 18-2% is spent for education and when
teachers are not properl3' trained in the participation of public

health work oven for the school population, not to speak of the
general xjjpidation ? A thorough overhaul of the general

educational system has got to be fitted into the map of national

planning.

4. Defects in the training and, supply of technical personneL

Stti.to Medicine has been defined as ‘the rendering available

for every member of the community, irresx)ective of any necessary

relationship to the conditions of individual payment of all the
potentialities of preventive and curative medicine’. The next in

order of importance in health planning after developing the

methodology is to train the appropriates categories of personnel
in order to put into efi’ect the methods for the whole population.

The quality of medical care depends upon an intelligent inter-

f)retation of the coirelation of scientific knowledge in its

application to th(^ needs of the individual. This can be accom-
plished only by trained and experienced personnel who realize

the significance of that knowledge and have the discriminating

judgment necessaTy for its proper use.

While continued endeavours have been made in Great
Britain and oilier advanced countries since the early years of

the jirescnt century to improve and adapt medical education to

the needs of the changing socio-economic problems, the metho-
dology of education in India has hardly kept jiace with the

changing environment and requirements.

The c^hief medical worker is the physician. He puts the

teaching of medical science into practice and leads the jieople

in their fight against disease and towards a healthier and more
joyful life. The training of medical personnel, therefore, is an
important matter in mobiliy.ing them—^for the tyjx) of s(n*vic(^

needed. Twenty-five years ago the medical curriculum in all

civilized countries was directed to the study of morbidity
; to-day

the basic line is physiological. Medicine is now developing more
and more into applied jihysiology. The new British medical

curriculum (1938) has shifted the (‘outre of gravil v of medical

education from the study of disease to the study of ljuman health

as the primary business of the student and ha.s (onphasized that

a starting point for a medical course is not disease but health.

The General Medical Council desired that ‘(1) throughout the

whole period of study the education of the student should be
directed by his teachers (a) to the importance of the measures
by which normal health may be assessed and maintained, and (6)

to the principles and practice of the prevention of disease
\ (2)

instruction in normal reactions ofthe body to injury and infection,

as an introduction to general pathology’. The Indian Medical
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Council (1933) has also laid down ‘that throughout the whole
period of study the attention of the student should be directed

by his teachers to the importance of the preventive aspects of

medicme, and of measures for the assessment of normal health

The ideas expressed above seem to be identical but their applica-

tion is different, for none of the teaching medical institutions in

India has so far put this principle into practice. In fact, the

training imparted in this country seems t o be exotic in character

based on English methods and has frequently no bearing on the
needs of the country or of a consistent public health policy.

It is only a bad imitation of what is done in Europe.
Where medicine is so integral a part of the general life of

the nation, the social sciences must be given a large place in the

curriculum. A case of illness is to be discussed not only from the

clinical or pathological point of view but in all its complexity
including the social and economic factors involved. Thus
sociology is coming more and more to the forefront in its mani-
fold relationship to private and public medicine, to personal

hygiene, to national health, to social and individual psychology,
to the economic structure of the society and to public health

administration. Unless the student realizes, during his period of

training, that a knowledge of chemical, physical and biological

phenomena of disease and of a grasp of the social and economic
factors which influence the methods of dealing with sickness and
prevention of disease are only tools which are being placed in his

hands for service, he cannot be expected to be a useful doctor

for the country. Health should mean more than the absence of

disease; the spreading of disease should, therefore, become a
social offence.

Sir George Newman’s idea of a modern practitioner is that

‘he should possess a preventive appreciation towards the wide
field of prevention in general midwifery and surgery and that

he should have a community consciousness and specific knowledge
of the statutory obligations that he may possess’. If preventive

medicine has to have a pervading influence in all parts of the

curriculum, how is this to be imparted in the successive stages ?

From the very beginning the teaching of the clinical and non-
clinical subjects may be brought closer together in their applied

and public health aspects. It is not possible to introduce this

unless the teachers themselves appreciate its irnportam^e and
willingly co-operate in making it a success. So far as public

health w^as concerned, the Peking Union Medical College in China
tried an experiment (1934), which is worthy of consideration.

As clinical clerkships are given to students in the hospitals to

get an insight into the causation and pathology of diseases, in

like manner public health clerkships were given to students for a
couple of months at a Health Centre working in collaboration

with the regional hospital. The students studied the cases in

the field in all their clinical, epidemiological and social bearings
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and control, and actually participated in the methods of applicii-

tion of public health procedures. This helped to remove the
idea from the minds of the students that they had to deal with
cuiative medicine sione in the hospital, as also after passing
out . A close <..0-operation between the clinical and public health
group of tea^'liers and an arrangement for joint teaching were
secured. It was found that when the students understood the

epidemiological and social implications of disease or failure of
health, both in urban and rural areas, they were more in(‘lined

to settle down in rural areas and thus began to render moi’e

useful service to the nation than in the past. This (‘ Permeation ')

experiment of public h(3alth clerkship might be tried in India
not only to re-orientate medical teaching but also to encourage
students to work in rurnl areas. Or, an experiment which w’^as

tried in Russia might be tried hero, viz. of selecting students for

admission into the medical schools and colleges from the areas

where national health planning needed their services. Free-

st udentships and scholarships were offered to such students in

Russia ori condition tliat they practised in rural ai'tuis for three

years. This is an alternative method by which the disproportion

between the distribution of qualified doctors in uiban and rural

areas may be remeclicd. Once in thre^e years, suc*h dochors were
required to ixndergo post-graduate instruction at th(3 cost of the

State, not only to stimulate the doctors thereby to contribute to

advances in medical science but to assist them to pla(‘c^ the ncuv

knowledges gathered at the disposal of the social, ocK)noiTnc and
communal needs of the society—nutrition, iminimization, health

education, physiological assessment, physical and mental
welfare, etc.

The problem in India to-day is how to remedy the

lag botwe. n scientific progress and its apjilicmtion to the benefit

of the individual and the community, how to adapt our medic^al

education to the needs of the changing Hocio-ec‘onomic and
political environment and how to train the) necessary tecimical

personnel for carrying out the national health prograanme and
to supervise its various units. Let us try to estimate the number
of doctors—institutional and public health—nursc^s, midwives,

daiSy dentists, pharmacists, sanitary inspectors, dre^ssers, health

assistants and publicity officers nec^ded for an oiganization

visualized as above.

We need three types of doctors—(I) jiractitioners for

therapeutics (medicine and surgery) and general prophylac?tic

workers, (2) public health physicians, and (3) specialists for the

protection of mother and chUd. These may be considered as the

officers in the army engaged in fighting disease but like every

army the medical corps requires a large number of non-

commissioned officers, such as nurses and tt^chnicians, without

whom medicine will not fulfil its task. Health assistants,

sanitary inspectors, midwives, laboratory technicians, dentists,
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pharmacists’ assistants, etc., may be included in the latter

category. We need also an accessory type of personnel which
consists of orderlies, hospital employees, ambulance drivers, etc.

Lastly, the role of voluntary workers—men and women, boys and
girls—affiliated to some social service organization should not be
underestimated. The education and training of each of these

categories of personnel have to be attended to in its theoretical

and practical aspects.

There are 600,000 villages in India and, if we have to supply
a qualified doctor, with public health qualifications, to a group
of say 3 villages, we shall require 200,000 trained physicians

to man the peripheral units of the rural medical relief cum
public health organization. Besides these, we need better

trained workers for the purpose of supervision or for supplying

service which requires specialized know^ledge and skill. Assuming
that 10% of the total personnel would bo engaged in supervision

work, we need 20,000 supervisors. Besides these, specialized

service may require another 10,000 highly skilled doctors. This
means that if we are to reconstruct public health on a new
basis, we should require at least 230,000 trained doctors of

different categories. As a result of scientific medical training in

India for the last 100 years the number of qualified practitioners

is to-day only 42,000. If we have to go on at this rate it will

take for us another 1 50 years to get the required number. Russia
was faced after the revolution with the same probkmi. She was
therefore compelled to quickly increase the number of medical
students to get the required number of physicians. Between
1913 and 1933 the increase was 4 times. In 1913 the number of

qualified doctors was 19,785, in 1924 it was 33,000 and it now
exceeds 110,000. The training of other categories of personnel,

which will run into several thousands, will also have to be

thought of in terms of the developing needs of the situation

in a given area.

Medical education will have, therefore, to be thoroughly

reorganized and adapted to the new rc^quiremcnts. Social

science must be given an adequate importance in the curriculum.

It will not suflSce for the student to get his training in the

hospital wards alone but it should bo extended to community
fields, in order to give him an idea of the applicability of medical
knowledge towards the maintenance of health and prevention of

disease in the community. The university should not only

arrange to train the necessary personn(d but also help in evolving

practical methods of solving the various problems and to extend
those methods to the community. The apjx)intment of a Chair

of Medical Sociology and one of History of Medicine seems to be
an urgent initial step.

As in medical relief so in public health, we should have
field demonstration centres, urban and rural, in connection with
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teaching. These supply a sttident with a proper outlook
about his responsibilities to the community, without which he is

likely to be a misfit. It has already been said that the failure
to establish scientific methodology in determining to('ls for
community welfare is one of the chief factors responsible for the
present social ^ag throughout the world. Successful methodology
for community utilization of knowledge within economic prac-
ticabilit}" will also have to be taken up by the universities for
investigation. So long as we cannot secure the required volume
of j)ersonnel, thti lag betwwn this and the community utilization

of knovv ledge (;an b(^ considerably removed if w'c have at our
disposal a successfully tried methodology for the application of
public health reform and m('<lical protection. For example,
in spite of an insufficiency of trained personnel in Java, small-
pox and cholera have been ])ra()tically wi]>ed out at less (;ost X)er

capita and less staff than in India.

It will be x:>ertinent in tins connection to think of what
-IS going to happen to the indigenous systems of medicine w^hich
have be(^n prevalent in Jmlia since the ancient and mediaeval
days. I cannot do better than quote, in this connection, the
following extract from the Convocation Address of Sir Nilratan
Sircar, delivered fxibre the Andhra University on the 7th
OctobtT, 1939: ‘With the establishment of ])rovincial autonomy
in the provinces, efforts are being made to give official recognition
to the Ayui'vedic, Unani and Homeopathic systems of medicine.
The basic; sciences of chemistry, })hysic8, biology, physiology,

I)harmacology, j)athology and bacteriology are the same all over
the world. The present tendency to register practitioners of
various so-called systems of im^licine, lacking systematic scientific

training of any sort, is. a move in the wrong direction. We do
not call a barrister or an advocate now j>ractising in India
according to communal denominations. Science is progressive
and must bo the same throughout the work!. The criterion of'

the right of a doctor to medical j)racticc, or to the j)rivilego of
registration, must flejxmd on the basic kno\\dc<lge he possesses
of the fundamental sciences of chemistry, ijhysics, anatomy,
physiology, pharmacolog}^ pathology and of mediciiit

,
surgery,

midwifery, and other cognate subjects. No system of rnc^dicine,

Ayurvedic, Unani or any other, can get on without t he helj> of

modern basic sciences. There sliould be no .-spirit of com-
munalism or opportunism of false economy e<»nrt lining matt(;rs

of life and death of millions of ignorant and ht;lj)los8 villagers

whom we have failed to edu(;ate or elevate. I'he question of
j^revention of ej)idemi<; diseases cannot bt? suctjessfully solved,
unless scientific methods of proved efficiency are adopted. How
can w o aj)X)ly all the different systems of medicine tow^ards the
end ? The projxtr move should h(i to have only ontj mtxlical

science which has been w-^orked out by the scientists all over the
world, incorporating into it whatever good there may 1k^ in the
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indigenous medical sciences of the country. If this is done
there will be only one medical register in the country which
should facilitate the control of medical relief and sanitation

for the entire population. It is for this reason that I am com-
pelled to discourage the teaching of the so-called medical systems^
without the help of the basic sciences. If India is to achieve
her place among the first rank nations of the world, she must
advance with the help of modern sciences and she must dis-

courage retrograde measures of the sort that are being encouraged
in some of the provinces, without forethought and imagination.

'

5* Research and public health progress.

Medical and Veterinary Research in India has been shabbily
treated and badly organized. Researches have been carried out
on many diseases in India but very few of them have been
undertaken to solve specific health problems and, even when the
results of such investigations have been made known, there has
been little attempt to apply them into practice. For example,
the Plague Commission of 1895 carried out excellent investiga-

tions into the epidemiology of plague; still 31 years after the
publication of the report plague caused 28,169 deaths in one
year (1937) and the Publi(? Health Commissioner for India
opined that unless cheap designs for rat-proof houses could be
designed, as in Java, for rural areas, where 92% of the deaths
occurred, the prevention of plague could not be effected. How
is it that in one countrj^ the lag between knowledge and its

application (Java) has been overcome and not in the other
(India) ? Likewise the Public Health Commissioner notes

(1937), with regard to cholera, that ‘If every Indian village were
provided with a protecteil water-supply and were to practise a
sanitary method for the disposal of refuse and night-soil there
would undoubtedly follow a marked and pc^rmanent reduction
in the incidence of bowel diseases, such as cholera, dysentery,
diarrhoea and tj^hoid, whilst guinea-worm infection, which
causes a large amount of suffering and incapacitation, would also

be suppressed ’
. The installation of tube -wells has been suggested

as a remedy. Further, it is noted that only 13% of towns
with a population below 30,()(>0, 56% having a population between
30-50,000 and 78% having a population of over 50,000 have a
piped water-supply. The number of villages with protected
water-supply is stated to be negligible. These diseases caused
nearly 50(^000 deaths in the year 1937. If only a fraction of the
economic loss consequent on death and inv^didity from these
diseases could b(^ spent in adopting methods which were developed
by field research, this unnecessary wastage of human life could
be prevented. But the lag could not be removed here, as
elsewhere, owing to inadequate investigation and the adoption
of a bold public health policy. A similar lag is noticeable in
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the conservation of animal health in the interests of human
health. It is needless to emphasize the importance of field

enquiries in a country which is chiefly agricultural and where

every variety of soil, climate, rac^, diet and habits is prevalent.

The universities and their afiiliated medical institutions have

neglected tc encourage applied medical research and have failed

to keep a li/ing contact with the needs of the country. A
thorough reorganization of the educational system, particularly

in its scientific aspects, is urgently called for.

Researches should be centralized in order to ensure

co-ordination and avoid overlapi>ing. The provincics may take

up local problems, while the centre may take up j)roblems of an

all-India character for investigation. This necessitates c*areful

plikiining and co-ordination of various schemes of research in all

branches of science, whether p\ire or ai)}fli(Hl. hure scitmtific

research is as (vssential as that specifically devoted to the attain-

ment of any medical, publics health or industrial object. The
detailed planning of research must be in the hands of those

with the necessary sjKM)ialized knowledge and they must bo able

to act without suspicion of political or racial influence. The
formation of a National Research Coumdl for India is overdue.

With a view to harnessing science in thc^ service of man, it is

necessary to ex}>lore ways and means for (extending the existing

machinery of scientific education in the country, from the school

to the university stage, develop applied scientificj training and

research, and, finally, to see that such research is undertaken with

a definite end in view and not outside the ambit of planning

for public health. The most useful investigation at the present

moment should be d.irected to the extension of medical knowledge

for actual utilization by the villager. The universities in India

have hitherto failed to fulfil their research function, because of

the service organization and of the multifarious obligations of

the workers in affiliated medical institutions.

Hardly any investigations have been (jarried out in India

on occupational hygiene. Industrial medical T-esearch can be

divided into two categories:—(1) physiological research <.*on-

cerned with the study of the effect of environment; and of

occupation of the individual and (2) the organized application

of science to the population in providing standards .»f medical

protection for the maintenance of health and cure ol disease and

thereby increasing the output and welfare o! labour. It is

necessary for this purpose to organize fuTuiaiiKUital ‘pure
’

research at central or university laboratories and ‘ apjilied
’

resea»rch in the industry itself, thus establishing a channel of

communication between fundamental science and its application.

Industrial medical research is successful in proportion to its

c*-o-ordination with the national planneil organization of science.

This visualizes a horizontal all-India scientific planning organiza-

tion, constituted as part of national economy from which various
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special vertical functions would be derived, of which one would
be industrial scientific research with a specific division for

Medical, in so far as it relates to problems arising from tho
human factors of production.

Apart from research, the economic implications of health

protection of the worker needs the development of a well-

planned system of social insurance. The system of social

insurance differs, as regards its thoroughness of protection and
organization in different countries; it is more thorough in Soviet
Russia than in the Western European countries. Before India
wishes to adopt any one system, it is necessary to study the
methodology of its applications in the field. This will save
unnecessary complications and wastage of efibrts in future.

Having devoted the first eleven years of my career to the
bactejriology, pathology and clinical investigations of a number
of human diseases, I realized the close relationships of social

science to research when I took up tuberculosis as my object of

study fourteen years ago. I got the first insight into the problem
by a study of the epidemiology and pathology of the disease.

Although some bacteriological investigations were taken up,

they were undertaken \\rith a view to solve related but unsolved
problems. The problem as to how tuberculosis reacts to

industrialization in an agricultural countiy is now engaging our
attention. Since tuberculosis is a social disease, the investigation

of the home conditions and environment of the cases cannot be
left out of account in studying the disease. Thus 1 have been
dragged from the laboratory to the ailing man, his home and
environment, his place of work and the hazards to which he
is exposed there, and to his habits, customs and movements.
The study and prevention of such a disease need planning and
team work for the elucidation of problems and extensive educa-
tion and suitable administrative action by the State and Local
authorities for prevention. The application of the results of

reseai'ch ought to be the duty of the people and the State,

6. The supply of drugs and instruments.

In spite of the fact that India abounds in all kinds of
medicinal plants (Col. Chopra estimates the number to be 2,000)

and in spite of the fact that many potent drugs had been used
in India since the pre-Christian era, it is a matter of gi*eat regret

and shame that no attention was paid to a rational and scientific

investigation of the drug resources of India until lately by the
Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine and still later by a few
other centres. Although it is true that a few useful dr*ugs have
already been found, out of nearly 200 medicinal plants

investigated by Cbl. Chopra and his c‘ollaborator8, it must not
be forgotten that it has taken 20 years for them to tackle 1 /10th

of the drug resources of the plant kingdom.
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It is estimated that approximately 90% of the population
of India have to take recourse to the use of indigenous <lrugs,

partly because drugs manufactured by the Western system are

more costly and partly because no arrangement exists for the
medicinal treatment of the rural population.

Col. Chop, a is cnxiited with the statement that nearly

thro(‘-fourlhs of the mexiicinal plants mentioned in the British and
other pharmacopoeias grow in India in a state of nature and that
others can be easily grown No attempts have, however, been
made to systematically cultivate and study Indian medicinal
plants for supplying the population with cheap drugs for the
treatment of so many prcventible diseases in India. For
example, take the question of the supply of quinine. In spite

of the fact that, in the absence of more permanent methods of

eradication cf malaria, the administration of quinine is con-

sidered to be the only feasible and economical anti-malarial

measure in treating about 100-200 millions of the infected

population, India produces barely 1/1 0th of her requirements of

this drug and imports the bulk of it from Java at a higher price

than the cost of pioduction in India. Recent investigations have
shown that 38,000 acres of suitable land arc available in India for

Cinchona cultivation which could ykW seven times the quinine

requii'ed for India. This is another illustration of how things

are done in India. It is said that the cost of free distribution of

quinine is very much higher than the price of the drug itself, the

cost of the drug per individual being only four annas and its

free distribution costing from twelve annas to a rupee.

The laissez-faire policy of the Government has resulted in

the export of raw materials from India and to the import of

finished products into this country, resulting in an economic
drain. It would bo interesting to know that during the year
1928-29, drugs exported from India amounted to R8.42 lakhs,

while the figure for imports was Rs.200 lakhs. Tea dusts of

over 400 million pounds are annually exported at a nominal
price, while it comes back to us as alkaloid caiieino valued at

Rs.6,57,600. It is understood that caffeine could bf* easily

manufactured in India at competitive prices, provided the

railway freight of tea dusts is reduced. It is reportcxl that the

lag her© had been the unwillingness of the Tea AsscKuations of

India in permitting the manufactunj of caffeine from waste tea

in India. If the State had a policy to foster th(^ devtdopment of

manufacture of indigenous drugs, they could have easily over-

ridden these objections of an organization m ith vested interests.

The same may be said of many drugs like nux vomica, belladonna,

castor oil, etc.

The total consumption ofdrugs in India prepared by Western

methods in 1938-39 was Rs.2,20,53,230, of which India produced

roughly not more tlian Rs.75 lakhs worth of drugs, and to

produce this quantity of drugs raw materials to the value of at
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least Rs.lO lakhs had to be imported. India has to depend on
foreign countries on the supply of basic chemicals for the

manufacture of drugs, particularly alkaloids, organic and
inorganic acids, coal and wood distillation products and various

solvents used in the manufacture of synthetic drugs. Unless

the coal distillation industry is properly organized, India will

have to depend on foreign countries for the siq)ply of most of

the s3aithotic drugs, at a higher exjx^nditure, which are needed
for medical relief.

Thus, while the output of drugs manufactured by the

Western method is small compared with the requirements, the

vast proportion of the people, chiefly in rural areas, are comj)ellod

to use indigenous drugs prepared by Vaids and Hakims, 0*1%
of whom possess the necessary training and scientific back-

ground. The responsibility for this widespread use of unscientific

medicine lies in the lack of a planned programme to reach

scientific medicine and tested drugs to the door of the humblest
citizen. Attention should, therefore, be directed to the following

immediate requirements which have been accentuated by the

recent military blockades: (1) the manufacture of chemicals

including solvents, (2) the production of synthetic drugs of
known value, (3) an expansion of the investigation of Indian
medicinal plants with a view to rei)laco foreign drugs, including

the study of Ayurvedic and Unani drugs and their standardization

in known Western terms. This will be one of the means to

supply cheap medicines to the population suited to the climatic

conditions of the country, and (4) the cultivation of medicinal

plants in suitable areas with a view to secure a standard yield of

the active principles of drugs. The above investigations no
doubt require extensive research by chemists and pharmacjologists

in close co-operation with the manufacturers. Naturally, no
single institution is in a position to undertake this huge task.

The Chemistry departments of various universities, the
Pharmacology departments of the different medical colleges and
various official and unofficial research institutes may be requested

to take up the problem, according to a planned and co-ordinated

programme, directed by a Central Advisory Board, consisting

of the different categories of scientific workers, chemists,

pharmacologists, botanists and industrialists. The State should
come forward and take the initiative to set up the organization and
to supply the necessary funds. As soon as the researches roach
a certain stage, an attempt should be made to compile an Indian
Pharmacopoeia, for without the standards laid down in such

a publication the manufficture of the different medicinal prepara-

tions and their standardization will be rendered difficult and
slow. It is firmly believed by many pharmacologists, botanists

and chemists that India can be made self-supporting as regards

her drug requirements and that the treatment of many diseases

could thus Ix^ provided within the means of the Indian masses.
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whose paying capacity is unfortunately very poor, provided

there is a national planning in this regard and provided the

necessary co-opeuation and co-ordination are forthcoming

between various Government institutions, universities and non-

official workers ungagod in similar or allied investigations.

The remar ks which apply to drug supply also applies to the

supply of instruments. In spite of 150 years of contact with

Europe, India has still to import most ofher technical instruments

and apparatus needed for the diagnosis, treatment and investiga-

tion of diseases. Compare this with Soviet Russia. In 1912,

she imported 59% of the total value of drugs used; by 1934 the

imports were only 3% of the total value; by 1940 she must bo

self-sufficient in this regard. By the middle of 1935, there were

2,500 X-ray apparatus of Soviet manufacture already in use;

quartz lamps and diathermy ajiparatus of home production were

also coming to the mn.rket; the output of satisfactory surgical

needles and syringes was reaching a high figure; and by the

close of the same year*, a. supply of some 850 dentists’ chairs was

proceeding from shops established a few moutlis ago.

7. Financial handicaps to progress.

Modern public health, which is an integral part of the

social services like education, agriculture, a-nimal husbandry,

co-operation and industries, has to bo paid for. It has already

been pointed out that the social services in India are starved at

the expense of a top-heavy administration and a high expendi-

ture on defence and police. The salaries in the superior services

in India are often 3-4 times higher than tliose j)aid in Franco or

Japan. The actual amount spent on defence and police in India

is higher than what appears superficially to the casual observer.

For example, the percentage of revenue shown as being spent

on defence does not include the cost of Frontier defences and

the heavy loss on strategic railways is stated to bo sl^own

under other heads. If these are included, the proportionate

cost on defence will bo much higher than what has Ihhhi in

Britain before the present war, in spite of the fact that India

hardly possesses a Navy and an Air Force. Tlu‘ top-heavy

administration here as elsewhere absorbs a major' T>art of the

budget. Similarly, 75% of the Union Board at least in

Bengal, is made to pay for the chauhidars, or ptu ipheral police

agents, leaving very little for putting into operation sociiil

welfare services in the villages.

The percentage of revenue spent on education in Britain

is over twice, while that on preventive and curative medicine

is nearly 7 times of what is spent in India. Tlie following

comparative tables of expenditure on certain social welfare

services in England and Wales, India and Bengal will be found

to bo illuminating.
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Comparative per capita expenditure on certain eervicea in
India and Bengal.

India as a
whole

(Central

and Pro-
vincial

only)
1937-38.

Bengal.

Pro-
vincial

1939-40.

Municipal
1937-38.

District

Board
1937-38.

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. p. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P.

General Administration 0 7 6 0 6 0
Administration of Justice 0 3 0 0 3 6

Jails 0 1 3 0 1 0
Police 0 6 6 0 8 0 0 i 6
Education .

.

0 7 6 0 4 6 0 4 0 0 1 G
Representation in Indian

States 0 0 G

Audit 0 0 6

Tribal ' Areas (Defence
from raids) 0 1 0

External Affairs 0 0 3

Medical 0 2 6 0 1 7 0 3 0 0 0 9
Public Health 0 1 4 0 1 4 0 2 T) 0 0 9

Agriculture 0 1 4 0 0 6

Veterinary . . .

.

0 0 3 0 0 1

Industries . . .

.

0 0 6

2 1 11 1 9 G 0 9 5 0 4 6

0 9 5
0 4 6

2 7 5

Comparative Expenditure on Social Services in England and Wales and Bengal.

Bengal—Provincial, Municipal and District Board (1937-38) as compared to England and'
Wales (1935).

Expenditure on
Social Services.

Amiual per capita.

Percentage oftotal
expenditure on
Social Services.

Percentage of
Social Ser\dco8

expenditure to

total Provincial,

Municipal and
District Board
expenditure

(Rs. 14,49,59,409).

England
and

Wales.
Bengal.

England
and

Wales.
Bengal.

England
and

Wales.
Bengal.

England
and

Wales.
Bengal.

000 Rs. 000 Rs. Rs. Annas. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Education 1,41,74,40 1,71,60 36-5 6 26-26 48 10-70 110

Medical .

.

76,78^ 2* ) 23 6-0 \

Public 1

Health j

31,76,63

58,94 3

6-6 J 6-00 J 2-40 J
Total .

.

1,73,60,93 3,07,32 42-0

i

10 32-25 88 13-10 20-6

2OB
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Provincial Expenditure on certain Social Welfare Services in Bengal,

Bengal—Provincial, Mimicipal and District Board (1937-38),

Expendi-
ture on
Social

Servkos.

Annual
per capita.

Percentage
of total

expendi-
ture on
Social

Services.

Percentage of
Social Service
expenditure to

total

Provincial,

Municipal
and District

Board
expenditure

(Rb.14.49,69,409>.

000 Rs. Annas. Per cent. Per cent.

Education

i

1,71,60 6 48 n-0
Medical 76,78 2^ 23 6-0

Public Health 58,94 H 17 4-6

Agriculture i 3 I'O

Veterinary . , i 7,22 \ 1 0-6

Co-operation 11,61 i 3 1-0

Industries 16,05 i 6 I'O

Total .

.

:i,r>3,73 Hi 100 240

It will be fu lie to plan a co-ordinated scheme of public

health, as has been visualized here, with such an insigni-

ficant allocation to the social services. More money has,

thertdor(5, to bo mad(3 available for them. There are three ways
of fijiding out more money for the cash purchase of public

health: (i) to make more allocations out of the existing budgets

to the social welfare servi(;e8, or (ii) to increase^ the incornci per

capita and thereby the taxable capacity of the people, or (iii) to

make use of both these methods. The sec'ond of tliesi; methods
requires a thorough national jilanning in economir uplift and
will probably requiie many years bidbre a satisfi},( t ory result is

achieved. 0\ving to the urgency of national healt h reform in

India, however, it seems feasible to suggest sources from
where money may bo made available. The first and foremost

is the reduction in the scale of salaries in the superior services.

A ‘Rolls Royce administration’ cannot be maintained in a
‘bullock-cart’ country, and so long as the j)Opulation remains

miderfed, uneducatcKl and without the minimum requirements

for a healthy living, a racial discrimination in the services

is no longer tenable. In many departments of social welfare,

the salaries of the superior staff swallows up 60-80% of the
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total departmental budget. This is a financially unsound

policy and should be abolished. To take the medical services

as an example : out of 364 Indian Medical Service Officers, who
are meant for military duty, as many as 220 are employed in the

Civil departments in the provinces and the Centre. Their

salaries and allowances, excluding the charges payable in pensions,

amounts to about Rs.60 lakhs a year, of which Rs.l6 laklis are

spent in England comprising leave salaries, deputation pay,

sterling overseas allowance, etc. In Bengal, the non-voted

expenditure on Medical and Public Health departments amounts
to Rs.8,73,833, of which Rs.2,19,749 constitute expenditure in

England, out of a total budget of Rs.96,56,296 (1938-39). The
principle of employing the members of a service, liable for transfer

to military duty, without any regard for technical competency

and continuance of tenure, interferes with technical progress and
throttles the extension of public health measures to large groups

of low-income population. While not belittling the contributions

of this service in the past, there is no technical justification for

continuing the system in the development, distribution and
application of scientific knowledge in a poor country like India

any longer. If continued further, it will only act as clogs to the

wheel of j)rogress. The Military Assistant Surgeons, of whom
there are 105 in Civil employ, are in a similar category. Sheer

national necessity compels us to propose dra.stic reductions in

the salaries of the superior servic^es in order to makci more money
available for the social services. As an example, it may be men-
tioned that the transfer of the I.M.S. Officers from Bengal will

supply a Public Health Nurse to each Thana, Unit, totalling

575. Such a transfer will not hamper tlie effichmcy of the^

administration, in the least, if the existing services and talimts

now available in the country are 2)roperly trauied and mobilized.

The same liolds good for other superior services. Besides this,

there is much anomalous difference in the scale of salaries

of the various services which are expected to do the same or a

bettor type of job. For oxami)le, medical officers in charge of

hospitals who do not possess post-graduate qualifications in

public health or any other subject are given the same salary as

District Health Officers with D.P.H. qualifications and are

allowed to practise at the same time. Moreover, the District

Health Officers have a non-pensionable service, whereas the

State Medical Officers attached to hospitals have a i)onsionable

service. This is not only an injustice done to the Health officers

but also to the general medical profession who have to face an
unfair competition. Moreover, if the honorary services of com-
petent members of the general medical profession are secured

for the hospital services, much of the over-head cash expenditure

in curative medicine can be reduced. It will thus be seen that

nothing but a thorough reorganization of the services and a
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sound national financial planning will meet the needs of supplying
the minimum requtiements for a healthy living for the whole
population. If Lidia could manage to spend Rs.20 lakhs a
day now to meet the military obligations of the present war
and if lakhs of rupees could be collected in the provinces for
War Purposes, it would not have been impossible to mobilize
the necessary finance for a national plamiing in peace-time had
there been a desire and a policy in the administration to pursue
a forward programme.

8 , Lack of institutional 'planning.

Hitherto, hospitals have developed in most countries in a
haphazard fashion according to the dictates of charity or
exigencies of situation regarding the occurrence of diseases.

Modern medicine has made diagnosis and therapy of diseases
not onl3

’' a highly specialized proceduxe in many cases but a
costly method beyond the reach of many individuals in the
community. In order to offer such diagnosis and treatment,
free or at a nominal cost, to those who need it, it is necessary to
plan the institutions on a regional basis according to iho incidence
of particular diseases in an area. If the findings of the Bhopal
survey are taken as a basis, only 4% of sick people in this country
require specialized treatment in highly equipped hospitals with
specially trained personnel. Those findings may not apply to
all areas and, therefore, each area needs to bo surveyed. When
this is done it wiil be found that costly institutions with highly
specialized staff will not be needed in such large numbers as
now, if the distribution of hospitals and dispensaries is i)lanned
in such a way that minor ailimuits are cared for at the })eriphoral

dispensaries, ordinary hospitals take care of the intermedia.te

categories of cases and the difficult cases are tak(^n to tlie highly

specialized base hospitals. What happens now is that tlie city

hospitals, like those in Calcutta, which possess high!) efficient

and expensive staff and equipment, deal with all sorts of cases,

involving not only in wastage of time of the specially trained

staff but of money as well.

To reach medical aid s})eedily to those wlu) need it and to

transport them to larger institutions where t)ie necessary equip-

ment and skill are available, a suitable jxlanning in the develop-

ment of communications is absolutely eswuitial. It is a matter

of regret that communications have not been developed in

India to serve the needs of sick population.

Further, the tendency to construct stately buildings for

hospitals in this country, which sinks most of the funds in brick

and mortar, leaving very little for equipment and efficient

running and service, is to be deplored. Cheaply constructed
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hospitals which can last for twenty years would tide over the

initial stages of economic planning and pave the way for better

buildings when money can be made available, but for this

appropriate research should be undertaken. We hardly find

any indications for this in India.

As first steps to remove the lag, every province should have
a committee on hospital standardization and planning, on which
the medical associations should be represented. It will be the

business of such a committee to survey the needs and suggest

suitable standardized plans for different categories of institutions.

If this is done, it will be found to be not only less costly but the

eommunity needs will be more efficiently met through proper

zoning.

9. Lack of co-ordination between the inter-related administrative

departments.

The Department of Public Health or Social Affairs is

intimately related to the Department of Rural Reconstruction,

which again is related to the Departments of Education,

Agriculture and Animal Husbandry, Industries, Communications
and Irrigation. Owing to a lack of proper co-ordination between
them, many (ixcelkuit public health schemes never fructify, to

the groat detriment of the W(^ll-boing of the population for

whom they (^xist. The functions of the Finances Do])artment

are said to sit on files for as long a.s possible and to prevent

expenditure whereV(U' possible. In onler to bring about this

co-ordination, England had to ostablisli a IMinistry of Reconstruc-

tion in 1919 and China had to establish a Ministry of Co-ordination

in 1929. In the Static, the liealth programme is only one part

of the great national programme?. Thercfoi*e, all Government
agenci(?s are allies and all should work towai'ds the sa.me end.

The State has only om? purpose—to promote the welfare of all

its citizens without distinction, to raise their material and
cultural standards and to libera te? tliom from the bonds of poverty,

ignorance a,nd disease. The physician or health worker in such

a State is a specialist who knows about disease and who works
towards the fulfihnent of the? g(?neral plan side by side with the

other civil servants.

The establishment of ])rovincial ministries of health and
a federal ministry of health in India is absolutely essential as

a first step towards securing this co-operation. It is desirable

that in the provinces, the necessary co-operation betw^een health

'(including housing, nutrition, physical fitness, maternal and child

welfare, school medical services, hospitals and supervision of

tlie medical profession), public relief and social welfare institu-

tions should be co-ordinated or united in a single Ministry of
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Public Health or Social Affairs, which keeps in close touch
with the institutes jf Hy^ene and co-operates, as much as
required, with the medical faculties. The Ministry should
secure the opinions of an Advisory Board, preferably consisting

of non-service people with special knowledge of health questions,

on all import ant aspects of public health planning. The division

and technical value of the work should be so directed as to
secure the maximum of efficiency with the minimum of expendi-
ture, which will again be guided by the principle of co-ordination,

unity of action and adaptation to local conditions.

The question of a federal ministty of health in India has been
mooted siniie 1920, but it havS not yet been solved. The formation
of the Central Advisory Board of Health in 1937 was a move for

interprovincial co-ordination, but it is only an advisory body
without any power to enforce decisions where attempts at co-

operation fail. This necessarily entails some retransferanee of

power from what has been givcui to the provinces by the 1935 Act.

Without an All-India Public Health Act much progress is not

possible. Only one of the provinces (Madras) has passed a

Public Health Act (1939), but unless the other provinces possess

it, very little co-ordinated and standardized ])r()gress will be

achieved. In other words, the federal and provincial

governments should sit together to frame a scheme of national

planning in public health and social welfare acc^ording to modern
conception and within the economic competoncy of the people.

It will be too diffuse an attempt to visualize the financial

implications of such a scheme on an all -India basis, but wo shall

try to present the !iTiderl3dag principles of a scheme for a province,

taking Beiigal as an example, because the j)C)pulation of Bengal

approximates that of England and Wales and of Java,

two countries with two different orientations.

The Planning of Public Health in a Province, 'with

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO BENGAL

The League of Nations Report on Medico -Social Policy in

rural areas (1939) lays down that ' Medico-social policy in country

districts should begin by the organization of arrangements for

medical care. This is the normal course of historical development

for the protection of health, and it is but natxiral that the first

step should be that of meeting the most immediate and keenly-

felt need. The sick suffer, and to relieve them is a humanitarian

duty; it is also the means of paving the way for preventive

medicine, which, from the standpoint of public h^lth, is more
important than curative medicine, though as yet less appreciated

by the public'. Fiom what has already been said, it is evident
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that the State must be responsible for all medical work, viz.

curative (or clinical) as well as preventive (or social) medicine,

for the training and provision of all cadres of personnel, and for

all types of establishments and supplies. It is understood that

the service should be provided without any charge to the people,

and yet the total cost must be such as the people are able to

bear indirectly through taxation. In India, for a long time to

come, financial stringency may limit the extension of these

services, but, provided a methodology is devised whereby the

payiQent for the purchase of health can be made in cash and
in kind, so long as the economic condition of the country does not

improve to a sufficiently high level, a substantial degree of
progress can be achieved. In some European countries, the

public relief authorities pay selected general practitioners for

attendance on the poor and, through the extension of sickness

insurance and other forms of collective medical assistance, the

sick are given access to the whole armoury of preventive and
curative services. This has been found to prove loss expensive

in the long run for the responsible agencies. From what has

been said before, it will be needless to elaborate on the individual

items, but, in order that an efficient organization is built up,

the State medical service must be oj>erated ‘with the discipline

expected of a military machine and with the economic manage-
ment associated with an industrial enterprise’. The success-

arid efficiency of any group action depends upon organization

and supervision. The traditional functions of the doctor,

nurse, midwife, x>harmacist, etc., and of traditional hospitals,

clinics and health bureaus must bo scrutinized and, if they do
not fit adequately into the new scheme, they must be altered.

If necessary, new types should be evolved to take the place of

the old.

The training and supply of personnel is a very imjiortant

matter. With regard to the vehicle and content of medical

education, certain changes from traditional forms will be needed
to suit the requirements of the organization dictated by modern
State Medicine. Practical training of all classes of personnel

would be undertaken in both the urban and the rural units, so

that the finished products are able to take their place in the

service without undergoing further special training, which will

thus result in a saving of time and funds. Post-graduate and
Refresher Courses are expected to keep the knowledge and
efficiency of the persormel at the proper level.

In order to attend to the socio-economic factor, the public

health activities must be linked with those of rural reconstruction,
they being mutually interdependent for success in either sphere.

‘Preventive and curative medicine carmot be separated on any
sound principle, and in any scheme of medical services must be
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brought together in close co-ordination. ' The preventive

measures may be divided into the following categories; (1) the

development of a social machinery to assure living standards

adequate for the maintenance of health, (2) health education, (3)

sanitation of environment, (4) epidemiological control of com-
municable diseases, and (5) organization of early diagnosis and
preventive treatment of disease.

The improvement of sanitation of villages is possible only

when the sanitation of e^ ory house is improved. To appreciate

the magnitude of this statement, we may quote some findings

of a health survey in one of the units (Closopet) subsidized by the

Rockefeller Foundation in India.

Twenty-five per cent of the families in this unit had an

income under Rs.5 per month, 30% had a monthly income of

Rs.5-10, 25% between 10 to 15 rupees p.m., 10% between

Rs.15 to 20 p.m. and the rest above Rs.20 p.m 30% of the

families had only one room, the rest more than one room.

1*5% of the houses were provided with latrines, the rest had no

latrines. 70% of the houses had no windows and 25% of tho

houses were unfit for habitation. 50% of the houses wore

without drains and in 50% of the houses the cattle were k(q>t in

living quarters. In 40% of the houses the kitchen refuse was

stored in the backyard and in 15% it was thrown into the streets.

In 40% of the houses, the sullage water was led into the backyard

and in 50% it was led into the street. There was very little

provision for safe drinking w'^atcr. In 30% of the houses the

manure was stored in the backyard and in tho rest it was sent

out to the fields.

Naturally, in such a poi3ulation as this the improvement of

environmental conditions is beyond the compoUmey of a health

organization, unless there is co-ordination vsdth otluT social

services through a department of Rural Keconstruction, winch

comes forward to plan and co-ordinate the bocitil Services, of

which Health is one. Even the Department of Rural

Reconstruction will find it impossible to obtain thc‘ desired

results unless the villagers themselves be<;ome health vxmsoious,

through persistent health propaganda and practice and corn©

forward to participate in the health activities of Stn ial Welfare

Leagues established and managed by them. Tli(‘ }participation

of village headmen, school teachers, medical pracutioners and

officers of the respective State departments will help a long way

towards achieving the object.

The results obtained in the Closepet Centre was very

encouraging as regards the improvement of school hygiene,

control of epidemics, vaccination, vital statisticjs and reduction

of maternal and infantile mortality. It was shown that i^ant

mortality among cases conducted by the Centre was 76 iier
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1 ,000 livebirths, as compared to 157 in cases conducted by the
local dais and that the maternal mortality in cases conducted by
the Centre staff was 1-8 per 1,000 births, as compared to 8*1

in cases conducted by the local dais. It has already been shown
in India that public health can be profitably purchased in the

army and jails. Among the British troops, the death rate has
been reduced from 13*03 in 1900 to 2*15 in 1937 and among
the Indian troops from 10*87 to 1*77 respectively. The death
rate in Indian jails has been reduced from 32*80 in 1900 to 10*25
in 1937. The sickness rate has also been greatly diminished.
These evidences should infuse us with a hope for the future,

provided a suitable planning is made basest on experimented
and successful methods.

It is to be noted that those Rockefeller-subsidized
Demonstration Health Centres do not deal with curative
medicine; still the expenditure per capita comes to annas 12.

Such an expenditure is beyond the competence of provincial
Governments at the present moment. Each of the five peripheral
units at the Closepet Centre (= 50,000 population) catering
to the needs of 10,000 people, employ one Sanitary Inspector,
one Vaccinator, one Public Health Nurse, 2 Midwives and 2 Peons,
supervised by a Central Staff of one Health Officer, one Assistant
Health Officer, besides 2 clerks.

As regards the implications of curative medicine we have
no data to go by, except a statistical study spread over six
years in Bhoi)al State. It was found that 83% of the total

ailments were amenable to simple treatment, if given in time;
that 13% needed hospital care and that 4% required specialized
treatment. This means that in a population yielding 10,000
patients 830 cases Avould need attention for minor ailments at a
jreriphcral dispensary, 130 cases would have to be taken to a
hospital centre for care and that arrangements would have to be
made for the remaining 40 eases for specialized treatment at a
more highly organized centre. Besides these, beds would have
to bo reserved, at suitable centres, for the isolation of infective

cases; incurable cases, convalescent cases, maternity and
gynaecological cases and sick children. Tuberculosis, leprosy
and mental diseases would need separate arrangements. The
system of travelling dispensaries and subsidized rural practi-
tioners has proved a failure in India; hence arrangements would
have to be made for permanent units according to the varying
needs of the population.

Organization^ of Provinoial Social Welfare Services

The functions and divisions of a Provincial health
organization are illustrated in the following scheme:

—
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Organization of Provincial Social Welfare Services*
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It will be seen that a separate Ministry of Social Affairs,

which includes both preventive and curative medicine with the
associated Social Services, has been proposed and that the
present dichotomy of preventive and curative medicine has
been proposed to be abolished, bringing about centralized
control under an officer, who may be called the Director of
Public Health or Social Affairs. As curative medicine occupies
a small portion of modern preventive medicine, it has been
proposed to abolish the posts of Inspector-Generals and Surgeon-
Generals and to put an officer properly trained in modern public
health administration in charge of all the sections. The posts of
District Civil Surgeons may be abolished in view of the fact
that the District Medical Officer of Health is to function as the
Head of the District preventive and curative services.

The District organization, as applicable to Bengal, is shown
in the following diagram :

—

SCHEME FOR
DISTRICT HEALTH ORGANIZATION IN BENGAL
Population = 50 millionf?.

No. of Districts — 26.
Pojmlation of a District = 1-2 millions.
No. of Sub-divisions = 72.

Population of a Sub-division == 600,000 to 700,000.
No.ofThanas = 600,
Population of a Thana = 60,000 to 80.000.
No. of Union Boards = 6,084.
Population of a Union Board — 6,000 to 10,000.
No. of villages — 100,000.
Population of a Village 250 to 500.

Provincial Headquarters.

i

District Headquarters.

/(== 3-5 Sub-divisions
)\^

/ (Base) \
Sub-divisional Sub-divisional

Centre. Centre.

Sub-divisional Centre.

= 8-9 Thanas.
(Tertiary Centre.)

Thana
(Secondary Centro.)

(= 4-5 Peripheral Units.)

/ / \ \
P.U. / \ P.U.

P.u. RU.

Peripheral Units
of 2 Union Boards.
(Primary Centre).

(P.U. == Peripheral Unit.)
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In the initial stages, the peripheral village unit or Primary
Centre is proposed to inolude t\\ o Union Boards. Each Primary
Centre will be equipped for services of both curative and pre-
ventive medicine. Jt will have a clinic, a dispensary and
5 beds, 3 of which will bo meant for emergency aid and two for

abnormal midwifery. The staff will consist of a doctor, an
Instructor midwife, a compounder and two. Health Assistants.

The Primary Centre will ordinarily deal uith the conection of
minor defects and ailment j. The beginnings of a domiciliary
Service may also be attempted here. School health may be
looked after, vith the voliintary assistance of school teachers.

School teachers may also be utilized in vaccination and other
types of work, e.g. health <3ducation which they can undertake
with short, training. As regards maternity service, it will be
the business of the Instructor midwife to mobilize the indigenous

dais to train them and to secure their co-operation. In a
population of 20,000, 400 confinements are expected to occur
aimually, of which 10% may be abnormal. Ono-third of this

may bo tackled by the traincHi Instructor midwife. The remain-

ing two-thirds will have to be sent to the next higher Centre

(Thana), if expert medical aid is not avaUablo locally. The
necessary supervision and co-ordination can bo exercised from
the Secondary or thana unit. The peripheral health centres

should be under a single management and should help to co-

ordinate all the relevant activities in the territorial zone. They
may extend their activities by local branch agencies or by
mobile units.

Four to five Primary Centres will constitute a Seco7idary or

Thana Centre. The Thana Centre will have a 50-be)d hospital,

containing 10 beds each for medical, surgical, maternity,

pediatrics, and iiffoctious cases. Less than 50 beds in a hospital

will increase the overhead cost. There will be a male doctor and

a female doctor in charge of the hospital and for the supervision

of the Primary Centres. The hosi>ital, ajjart from attending to

such cases as it can manage, will servo as a sorting and diagnostic

centre, sending the more difficult and appropriate oases to

institutions possessing more elaborate equipment and staff at

Bubdivisional or district centres and to si>ecial institutions like

tuberculosis hospitals and sanatoria, psychiatric uistitutions

and convalescent homes. If funds permit, a Visitmg Public

Health Nurse may be stationed hero to control i.he work of

Instructor midwives and to train village dais. The staff and

organization may be augmented as the work increases and as

more funds become available.

The Thana units will be connected to the more highly

organized Sub-divisional Centres. Each Sub-divisional Centre is

to have a 100-bed hospital, with 20 beds for each of the sections

provided for at the Thana Centre. There will be a male and a

female Resident Medical Officer for the hospital and a male or
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female oflBoer for the clinic and one or two Public Health Nurses.

The public health side of the work will be in charge of a Sub-
divisional or Assistant Health Ofi&cer who will exorcise both
executive and supervisory functions. There will be a diagnostic

laboratory attached to the hospital. If competent doctors aro

available at the Sub-divisional town who are prepared to work
as Honorary Physicians or Surgeons to the hospital or clinic,

their services should be thankfully accepted provided they
undergo a short course of training at the Experimental Training

Centre, which will be attached to the Sub-divisional Centre.

This training centre will be responsible for training midwives,
health assistants, compounders and nurses, will develop tho
methodology of work applicable to the area, and will assess the

cost and results of the technique employed. It will also help in

stimulating the local authorities and the population to extend
the public health activities. This method has been found useful

in several European countries and in U.S.A., China, Ceylon and
some parts of India (Roekefdler Units). There will be some
auxilliary peisonnel attached to the Sub-divisional Units, such as

Sanitary Inspectors and Health Assistants to control epidemics,

if and when they 0 (jcur, and Publicity Assistants to aid in health

education. A School Health Officer may be appointed, if funds
are available. If not, the voluntary services of teachers may be
requisitioned, while exercising supervision and training by
technical staff.

The Secondary Health Centres must be equipped in such a
way that they are able to supplement the work of the Primary
Centres on the technical side and that patients may be rnovc^
from one institution to the other as noedcid. The division of
work betw('en those centres will depend mainly on the means of
communication available and on whether the population is

scattered or concentrated.

The Sub-divisional Centres will be connected with the more
highly dev(*lopod District Centre. The District Centre will

exercise all the functions of the subsidiary (*entres but in a more
specializcKl way. They will also supervise the work of the whole
District. The District headquarters will have a 250-bed hospital,

with 50 beds for each of the different categories of 8ervice3s.

Special bods for tuberculosis may be added to this. This hospital

will bo fitted with all necessary modern equipment and will be
Btaff'od by competent officers. Ten to twelve Resident doctors
will be needed to run tho institution under a whole-time
Superintendent. The voluntary services of specialist practi-

tioners in the District headquarters should be utilized as far as

possible. The laboratory attached to this hospital will undertake
diagnostic, water analysis and food control work. There will be
one urban and one rural Demonstration cum Training Centre
attached to this hospital. This will offer training facilities for

Sanitary Inspectors, institutional and public health nurses and
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post-graduate and refresher courses for the higher personnel

emplo}^ed in the Disorict, The whole administration will be

under a Medical Officer of Health, who will be assisted by
specialist officers for the special funotioiivs of the District organiza-

tion. It will be seen that the administrative unit suggested

corresponds to the political unit, wdiich fairly corresponds to the

distribution and agglomeration of population, marketing and
transport arrangements. The suggested scdieme is capable of

expansion without essentially changing its structure. The
first 5 years in this planning may be occupied in organizing

curative and preventive services to units of 20,000 people.

When more experience is gathered and mistakes aie avoided,

the Unit may be duplicated or even tri])licated.

The District Health Administration constitutes a link

beU.eon the provincial and local administrations. It should
extend to so(‘ial preventive medicine (health visitors, maternity
and child welfare, anti-tuberculosis work, etc.), ])ublic health

(housing, water supply, sewerage, ete.) and liospitals, carrying

out a uniform programme evorywliero and aiming at dtiveloping

the various institutions into a balanccHl wliole. The jiresont

isolationist ])olicy of hospitals and dis])ensaries should ho

abandoned. In c ])lamiod policy, oik^ bos}>ital may (k^al with

say acute diseases, another with chronic diseas(\s, a thiid with

convaleseeiit casevs and so on.

Tile propel- training of tlie mi^dical personnel needed for

the proposed framework is a difficult maltc^r. Ex])erienco has

shown that a minimum aiiiiuaJ exjiondituro of Rs.5 laklis is

needed to run a.n efficient medical college or school. In the

initial stages, it m; y not be possible to equip sucli an inst itution

for every district. Efforts should, Iiowever, bo made to ha.ve

such an institution in every Division, wliicli usually consists of

5 districts. Tlu^ supply of medical liconliati^s to medicul
gradiudes in India to-day is in the proporlitm of : 1

.

Befon^ th(5 school system of training is abolisluid, arrangmmails
should be made to provide facilities for tlie training of thi^

medical and public health porsoiiiuil, nee<led for liar ru^w

organization, at the teaching institutions and fu*M training

centres. It W'ould be W'orth considering wlietlua . a,ft(^r the

first 2 years’ ba,sic training in the medical collry. s, curative

and public health physicians’ training should bituT > ate in order
to save time and expense in the initial stages of tixiaaition of the

scheme, when a sufficient numlx^r of qualified personnel may not
be available. The position in Bengal is different, as there are

already 1,000 doctors employed in rural dispens^iries and 2,(X)0

are practising in rural areas. Out of over 11,000 registon^d

doctors in Bengal, only 3,000 are in rural areas.

The Provincial headquarters will provide facilities for the
training of the superior personnel and specialized 8ervi(3es and
will make arrangements for research activities for solving
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problems offered by the District and subsidiary units. The
training programme should be drawn up with a view to fit it

into the eventual whole scheme and the methods devised should

first be tried experimentally at selected centres before their

general application is advised, in order to avoid wastage of

efforts and funds in future. The Provincial health organization

should have the help of an Advisory Board, consisting of exports

in each line, preferably non-officials, who will study problems
and offer such advice as they think fit.

The inspection and control of health work under the local

bodies should bo left to the Director of Health or Social Affairs.

Dual control of work under the Government, local bodies and
voluntary organizations of the present time has often resulted

in the creation of many administrative difficulties, frequent

dislocation of work and seriohs indiscipline in the ranks and
resentment on the part of local bodies. This policy has already

been adox)ted in Madras, Punjab and U.P. and should, therefore,

be followed in the rest of India.

The idea is that the curative and x)roventive services should

form a co-ordinated whole, ensurmg every rural family a minimum
of attention, especially in cases of confinement, infectious disease

or accident and in those requiring urgent medical aid. The
final goal should, however, be to provide for the whole com-
munity the services of doctor, midwife, nurse, specialists and
dentists, in addition to laboratory analyses and hospital

trea-tment. The aim should be to prepare a stage-wise and
co-ordinated i)rogrammo 'covering at one and the same time
both central and local administrations, both environment of the

family and the individual, both preventive and curative action’.

Financial implications of the Provincial scheme (Bengal)

Any scheme in which the overhead charges exceed 30% of

the total earmarked budget is financially unsound. Hence, the

salaries of the services should bo adjusted according to the

income per head and taxable capacity of the people.

The close j)articipation of the Rural Reconstruction

Department, which aims at co-ordinated uplift of the population

by all the branches of the administration, will not only speed up
the public health progress but will save a considerable expendi-
ture for 80cial-c?/.w-public health progress. Any planning in

public health is closely related to the general national planning.

It is understood that the construction of the quarters for

tho health personnel and of the hospitals and clinics will be
undertaken by the local population. It will serve the purposes

of national planning, if cheap materials which may last for

20 years or so are utilized in the construction of houses and
institutions. Russia was compelled to adopt this for economic
reasons in the initial stages of planning. If the methods of
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national planning succeed, it may bo j:)ossible to roplaco the

teiupon),iy structures by more permanent materials at a later

stage, lu is also understood that the local population will

voluntarily and actively pai ticipate in improving personal

hygiene and environmental sanitation.

The loci riing annual expenditure of a pm'ipheral or Primary
Centre will be Rs.3,000 p.a., that for a Thana Unit Rs.10,000 p.a.>

that for ii. Hub-divisional Unit Rs.50,000 p.a. and that for a District

Centre Rs. 100,000 p.a. This gives us an exj)enditure of about
Rs.2 crores for the rural public health organization in all the

districts, 'i'o this should be added the cost, of central or basal

supervision and training centres—Rs. 100,000 ]).a. Rs.20 laklis

p.a. will be lu^eded foi* 4 Medical Collc^ges in the four Divisions

of the Province for training the nuHlicfil and public health

personnel, licsidt^s these, a certain amount of {^aj)ital expendi-

ture (about Rs.5 lakhs) will be needed for equi]>)>ing the institu-

tions with instruments, aj)])lia.nces and drugs. The dc^velo})meiit

of the Hoeial Assistam^e ma.clunery is an urgent n(H*ossity in the

furtheraj'C(^ of public iKuilth. The expenditure on tliis head
cannot b(^ visualized a,t this moment.

Let us see liow t he expenses can be met. The urban popula-

tion in Jiengal is only l/16th of the rural population. Yet the

per cajiita expenditure on curative and [ueveiition services in

munici})al areas is Rs.2- 1 -9, in comparison with only 4 annas and

4 pies in rural aieas. In order to divei*t more money to rural

areas, the Government contribution to municipal areas will have
to bo starved for some years. Excluding municipal areas, the

Government contribiites at present (1940-41) Rs. 87,83,000, the

District Boards Rs.35,38,000 and the Union Boards Rs. 14,21,403

or a total of Rs. 1,37,42,403 to preventive^ and curative services.

Thus th(‘re is a deficit of a like amount in financing the sugg(jstod

scheme. Tliis can be made available from various sourex^s.

One of them is more Government allocation to social welfare

services. Out of a total jier capita expenditure of Rs.

2

-7-5 in

Bengal, Police expenditure absorbs 8as. and G( iieral Administra-

tion and Administration of Justice together a bsorb 8 annas 0 pies

per capita or a total of more than a rupee pen- head, while only

4 annas 6 pies per capita is given for education and 3 annas jxji*

capita for provoutive and curative health sen*vices. Compare
this with the per capita expenditure of R8.35-9-(> for education

and Rs.6-9-0 for medical relief and public health in England and
Wales. The other inter-related social stwvices in provincial

budgets are similarly starved at the expense, of a top-heavy and
maladjustt^d administrative machinery.

The scheme which wo have ventured to suggest can bo
made practicable if the cost now being paid by tho Government,
District Boards and Union Boards is doubled. The present

per capita expenditure from these sources is 2 annas 9 pies,

1 anna 1 pie and 6 pies respectively or a total of 4 annas 4 pies.

21
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By doubling the figures, the respective contributions will be
6 annas 6 pies, 2 annas 2 pies and 1 anna or a total of 8 annas

8 pies. The municipal expenditures are left out of account. This
is the minimum from where a start can be made. Provided
the willing co-operation of the population is secured, enough
contributions in kind will be available for the expansion of the
scheme.

Bengal OovernmenVs recent scheme.

The defects in a skeleton scheme of supplying one Sanitary
Inspector, one Health Assistant and one Medicine Carrier to

each Thana Unit, numbering 676, introduced in 1927 in Bengal
have already been referred to. Recently the Director of Public
Health in Bengal has formulated a rural hygiene programme by
combining curative and preventive medicine by a Rural Medical
Officer, two Health Assistants, a part-time dai and a part-time
cleaner to 2,600 rural medical units, each comprising two union
boards. These are proposed to be linked, for purposes of
supervision and control, to Secondary Centres in the sub-

divisions under an Assistant Medical Officer of Health, assisted

by 2-4 Sanitary Inspectors and office staff. These Secondary
Centres are prox>osed to be linked to the District headquarters
under a District Medical Officer of Health. The financial

implications of th(^ present organization and the proposed scheme
are given below :

—

Per capita t'xpoTtditiire.

(Contributions from.

1

Present
organization.

Proposed
scheme.

Total.

Rs. A. p. Hh. A. P. Rs . A. p.

Ciovormnent 0 2 9 0 0 0 3

District Boards 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 2

Union Boards
1

0 0 G 0 0 8^ 0 ] n
Municipalities ‘7

1

1 0 0 1 2 1 H

The additional exjxiiuliture needed in this scheme are

Rs.22,77,1)00 from the Government, Rs.2,27,000 from the Distric.

Boards, Rs.21 ,10,000 from the Union Boards and Rs.66,000 from
the Municipalities.

It will be seen that, although it marks an advance in the con-

cept of rural health organization in this scheme, the co-ordination

and c*ontrol of the existing (curative medical organizations

(existing and future hospitals and dispensaries) have been left

where it is in the present dichotomous structure, viz. under
the Surgeon-General and his subordinates, which goes entirely

against the idea of unitary control recommended in all modern
public health schemes. This scheme may, however, very well

2in
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function as the starting point, provided the principles of public

health administration enunciated by us are followed. The
scheme soems to be capable of expansion when the necessary

|X5rsonnel is trained, adequate supervision is secured, the metho-
dology developed and funds made available.

Summary and ‘First Steps’

1. A historical ip^uew of the evolution of public health in

India and in other countries, particularly England and Wales,

has boon given. The result of this evolution in Eur-American
(countries lias been that to-day community medical protection

has become a field of social activity. The major functions of
social life have be^m mentiomHl and the fields of social welfare

explainer].

2. Some principles of sound public health administration
have been laid down.

3. The causcvs of the lag between scierK^e and its application

in the improvement of public health in India have been indicated

and suggestions for their removal have been offered. Emphasis
has been laid on the nr^ed for a scientific approach, hitherto

lacking in India, to modern public health through adherence to

t he essential principles of public health administration.

4. The essentials for the planning of public health in a

})rovince, with special refereiK'o to Bengal, are discussed and the
working principles defined.

The ‘ First Steps ’ in a province, will be for the department
of Rural Reconstruction, which should be a co-ordinating

department, in e\(Ty province to sot up a Planning Committee,
with sub-committees on Social Welfare and other technical fields

of rural reconstruction. The ‘terms of referen(*e’ should be to

define clearly the objective, to advise on the best way of dovcloj)-

iiig and demonstrating the methodology of work propos^'d, to

determine how best to apply the same in the widtu’ fields around,
to determine the method of training the required porsomid and of

j)ropcr supervision, control and maintenance of their level of

efficiency, and to suggest the best means to secjure the c(»-operation

and co-ordination of the inter-related departments,

t If our suggestions are looked at from a consrf actives view-

point, the Rural Reconstruction departments in the various

provincjcs will be exi^ected to move in tlie matter and. to determine
what steps are practicable in applying the \aiious principles for

efficient and adequate community medical protection in their

own territories. I have heard people to say that unless we get

complete political and fiscal freedom no progress is possible.

I do not subscribe to this view, although I admit that freedom
will si>oed up the progress in every direction. I firmly believe that

if wo have in us the ‘will to live’, we are capable of purchasing
public health by payments in kind so long as adequate cash is
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not available, but for this a national desire to live which is notice-

able in other nations, should bo present in everybody and

voluntary participation must be forthcoming.

1. 1936.

2. 1939.

3. 1923.

4. 1939.

6. 1937.

6. 1934.

7. 1940.

8. 1930.

9. 1934.

10. 1939.

11. 1937.

12. 1937.

13. 1928.

14. 1940.

15. 1937.

16. 1940.

17. 1939.

18. 1938.

19. 1934,

20. 1938.

21. 1933.

A FEW Select Rpjferences

Public Health Organization

‘H(3alth Book’ (Hooghly District), Govt, of Bengal, Public
Health Dej)t.

‘The Building of a Nation’s Health’ by Sir G. Newman.
Macmillan and Co., Ltd., London.

‘The evolution and significance of the modern Public Health
Cam])aign’ by 0. E. A. Winslow. New Haven, Yale Univ.
Press; U.S.A.

The Netherlands.
‘European Conference on Rural Life’, League of Nations.

Official No. C.ll. M.5 Conf. E.V.R. 4.

‘Summary Report of the Inaugural Meeting of tlie Central
Advisory Board of Health’, Govt, of India Press, Simla.

‘Bengal Rural Public Health Organization Govt, of Bengal,
Public Health Dept.; Bengal Govt. Press, Alipore.

‘Preliminary Annual Report of tlie Public Healtli

Commissioner with the Government of India for 1939’.

Govt, of Indie Press, New Delhi.

‘The Socialization of Medicine* by E. M. Phelps. The
reference shelf. Vol. VII, No. 1, H. W. Wilson Co.. Now
York.

‘Health Protection in the U.S.S.R.’ by N. A. Sema.shko.
Victor Gollancz Ltd., London.

‘Re])ort ef the Second Meeting of the Central Advisory Board
of Health’, Govd. of India Pre.ss, Simla.

‘IntcTgovemmental Conference of far-oastem countries on
Rural Hygiene’, Lf'ague of Nation.s, Health Organization,
Geian a.

‘A Flea for a forward Public Health Policy in India’ by
K. C. K. E. Raja. hid. Med. Gaz., Jffiy, p. 428.

‘Health Organization in British India’, League of Nations,
Health Organization; Thacker’s Press and Directories, Ltd.,

6, Mangoe Lane, Calcutta.

‘Reorganization of Rural Public Health Services Scheme*,,
Govt, of Bengal, Dept, of Public Health and Local Self-

Govemmeiit, Bengal Govt. Press, Alipore.

‘Socialized Medicine in the Soviet Union’ by H. E. Sigerist.

Victor Gollancz Ltd., London.
‘An Administrative Approach to Industrial Hygiene’ by
W. Scott, Johnson. Am. J. of Public Health, Vol. SO'-

No. 7, July, p. 806.

‘Britain’s Health’ by S. M. Herbert. A Pelican special based
on P.E.P. Report; Penguin Books, Ltd., England.

‘An Indian Medical Review’ by E. W. C. Bradfield, Govt, of
India Press, New Delhi.

Shen C. Y.— Permeation Experiment in the Peking Union
Medical College (unpublished).

‘Rural Health Problem’ by J. K. Bhattacharya. Cal.
Med. Journ., Vol. 34, p. 427, Nov.

‘Red Medicine, Socialized Health in Soviet Russia’ by Sir

Arthur Newsholme and J. A. Kingsbury. William
Heinemann Ltd., London.
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22. ‘Health anr? Human Progress* by Ron^ Sand. Kcgan Paul,.

Trench. Tmbner <ife Co.. Ltd., London.
23. 1933. ‘An enquiry into certain Public Health aspects of village life

in India’ by Sir .John Mogaw. Gov’^t. of India Preps, Simla.

24. 1938. ‘Ai imal Diseases in relation to the Hconomy of Man and
Tndia’ bv S. C. A. Datta. Agriculture and Live-stock in

India, Vol. VITI, Part II, March.

25. 1940. ‘Trends in organised Medicine in India’ by A. Viswanathan.
I.M.J.y Voi. 34, No. 1, January.

26. ,, ‘Note on the lo.siilts of Diet Surveys in India’ by W. K.
Avkrovd. juiddelVs Printing Works, Simla and New
Delhi.*^

27. ,, ‘Basic Facts for Health Survey’, Publicity Dept., Corporation
of Calcutta.

2S. 1920. ‘Interim Report on the Future Provision of Medical and
Allied Services’, Ministry of Health, Consultative Council
on Medieval and allied S(‘rvices. His Majesty’s Stationery
Oifice, London.

29. 1937. ‘State Medicine’ by R. K. S. Lim and C. C. Chon. The
Chinese Med. Journ., V^ol. 51, p. 781.

30. 1927. ‘Seventh C^ingroas, Far Eastern Association of Tropical
M('dicine, Souvenir—the Indian Empire’, Thacker’s
Directories, Ltd., Calcutta.

31. 1939. ‘Euro])ean Conference on Rural Life—Sickness Insurance and
Rural Medical Assistance’, Ticaguo cd Nations Publication.
Official No. C.87, M.47. Conf. E.V.R. 15. Geneva.

.32. 1938. *A General Medical Service for tlie Nation’, Brit. Med. Assn.,
Annual Report of Council, 1937-38, Sujyplement to the
British Med. Joum., A]>ril 30, j>. 253.

33. 1939. ‘An experiment in Co-oporativo Health Organization’ by A. C.

Ukil. The Cal. Mnn. Gazette, Tenth Health Number, April.

34. 1931. Europc^an (Conference on Ru- League of Nations: Health
ral Hygiene. Organization. Bull.

1 . Rej)ort.

2. Proc(^edings, Vols. I

and IT.

35. 1935. Nutrition and Public Health: Ibid., Vol. IV, No. 2.

by Burnet (E.! and Aykroyd
(W.R.).

36. 1936. Report of the Pan -African Ibid., Vol. V, No. 1.

Health Conference held at
Johannc.'^burg.

37. ,, RcTKirt of the Physiological Ibid., \ ol. V, No. 3.

Bases of Nutrition drawn
up by the Technical (com-
mission of the Health Com-
mittee. 1935-36.

38. „ Public Health and Social Ibid., Vol. \ , No. 4.

Problems in U.S.A.

39. „ ‘Health Indices’ by K. Ibid., Vol. V, No. 4.

Stouman and I. S. Falk.

40. 1937. Tlie Hygiene of Housing. IbuL, Vol. VI, No. 4.

41. 1938. Report of the Meeting of Ibid., Vol. Vll, No. 2.

Directors of Institutes and
Schools of Hygiene held at
Geneva. 1937.

42. ,, Technical Commission on Ibid., Vol. VII, No. 4.

Nutrition (Report by a
Special Ck)mmittee).
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43. 1938. General Survey of Medico-
Social Policy in Rural
Areas.

(European Conference on
Rural Life 13) also Report
No. 18 on Rural Housing
and Planning 1939.

League of Nations : Health
Organization. Bulb
Vol. VII, No. 6.

44. 1939. Tuberculosis in Rural Areas. Ibid., Vol. VITI, Nos. 4-6.

45. ' Guiding Prineiple.s for Studies
on the Nutrition of Popula-
tion.s. By Dr. E. J.

Bigwood.

League of Nations : Health
Organization. Technical
Commission on Nutrition,
C.H. 1401.

46. ^ 1937. Report on the British Social

Services.

P.E.P.

47. - Report on the Briti.sh Health
Services.

P.E.P.

48. 1938. Report of the Committee on
the Hygiene of Housing
(Basic Principles of Health-
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Amer. P.H. Assocn.

49. 1937. Public Health Services of
Various countries including
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League of Nations.

50. 1927. Nowsholme (Sir A.) Evolution of Preventive
Medicine.

51. 1935. Do. Fifty Years in Public Health.
52. 1927. Do. Health Problems in Organized

Society.

53. 1902. Do. Hygiene: A Manual of per-
sonal and Public Health.

54. 1931. Do. International Studies on the
relation between the jirivate

and official practice of
medicine, Vols. I, II and III.

65. 1936. Do. The Last "^rhirty Years in

Public HealtVi.

50. 1932. Do. Medicine and the State.

57. 1925. Do. Ministi’y of Health.
68. 1908. Do. Prevention of Tuberculosis.

59. 1928. Do. School Hygiene. Edited by
J. Kerr.

60. 1929. Do. Story of Modem Preventive
• Medicine.

61. 1919. Pamphlets on Public Health Survey and Recommendations.
Reconstruction Problems Series, Ministry of Reconstruction
England.

62. 1923. Newaholme (Sir A.) Vital Statistics.

63. 1904. Newman (Sir G.) Bacteriology and Public
Health.

64. 1931. Do. Halley Stewart Lecture, 1930.
Health and Social Evolu-
tion.

65. 1906. Do. Infant Mortality: A Social

Problem.
66. 1932. Do. The Rise of Preventive

Medicine.

67. 1926. Do. An Outline of the Practice o
Preventive Medicine.
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Industrial Hygiene.
J.A.M.A., Voi. ITT,

pp. 679.
69. 1936. Dovor (C.) Public Health in India. Jl.

Ind. Med, Asm., V,

p. 161.

70. 1936. Do. Centmlization of Welfam
Work in India. Ibid,, I\^

p. 541.
71. 1931. Pillay (A. P ) . . Welfare Problems in Rural

India, Bombay.
72. 1930. Chury (H. C. C.) Public Health Conditions and

Administration in Burma.
.//. Hoy. Santf. Inst., Xl.l,

p. 20.
^

73. 1929-30. Sousa (A. B.) Village Aid Scheme in the
United Provinces (India).

Ibid., ^'ol. 60, p. 611.
74. 1931. Tainpi (N. K.) . . Rural Health Work in

Travancoro State (S.T.).

Ind. Med. Qaz., LXVI,
p. 690.

76. 1929. Gharpure (P. V.) An Inquiry into the Physical
Conditions of Indian I.a-

hour. Ibid., LXIV, p. 673
76. 1931. Stewart (A. D.) Notes on a visit to Malay

Peninsula. Ibid., LXVI,
p. 457.

77. Do. Notes on a Visit to Bangkok
and Siam. Ibid., Vol. 66,

p. 397.

78. 19,30. Russell (A. J. H.) Industrial Hygiene under
Tropical Conditions. Jl.

State Med., Vol. 38, p. 497.
79. 193.3. Mogaw fJ. W. D.) Some points connected with

tho Mod. Admin, in India.

(Pamphlet), Govt, of India
Press, Simla.

80. 1936. Batra (G. L.) . . Rural Health Organization in

Bengal. Jl. Ind. Med,
Asm.., V, March, p. .307.

81. 1938. Oldushaw (H. L.) Tile History of Public Health,

Jl. Roy. Inst. Puhl. Health
and Hygiene, Vol. t, p. 361.

82. 1933. Report of the Committee on
Medical Association.
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83. 1928. Gesundheitsweson und Soziale forsorge in T)(‘>itsehon Reich.
84. 1940. Grant (J. B.) Principles o' Public Health

AdminisI rarion as a Social

Sc^rvic< . jk),santa Lectures,

Calcutta ! iiiversity.

Medical Education.

1. 1940. ‘Graduate Medical Education’. Report of the GjmmiHsioii
on Graduate Medical Education; Cliicago Univ. Prean;
Chicago, Illinois.

2. 1932. ‘Final Report of the Commission on Medical Fiducation’.

Otfico of the Director of Study, 030 West 168th St, New
York.
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4. ,, Medical Education in German Reich. Ibid., Vol. I, No. 2.

5. ,, Medical Education in France. Ibid., Vol. I, No. 3.

6. 1933 The Reform of Medical Education. Ibid,^ Vol. II, No. 3.

7. ,, Medical Education and the Reform of Medical Studies. Ibid,,

Vol. II, No. 4.

8. 1934 Recent Tendencies in the development of General Hospitals
in England. Ibid,, Vol. Ill, No. 2.

9. 1918 Some Notes on Medical Education in England, by Norman
(Sir G.).

10. 1926 Flexner (A). Medical Education, Macmillan & Co.
11. 1934 Report on Medical Education (B.M.A. Committee).
12. 1935 Report of Conference on Medical Curriculum by some English

Universities.

13. 1935 Report on Professional Education (Medical Curriculum).
G.M.C.

14. 1933 ‘The teaching of Preventive Medicine in Europe* by C.

Pransnitz.
15. 1940 Proceedings of the Annual Congress on Medical Education

and Licensure, A.M.A.
16. 1934 Hamid (A.). ‘Development of Health Education work in

U.P.’ Ind. Med. Qaz., Vol. 69, p. 695.

General.

1 . 1939. ‘ Organized Payments for Medical Services ’. Report prepared
by Bureau of Medical Economics, Amer, Medl, Assocn.
Chicago. Illinois.

2. ,,
‘ The Social Functions of Science * by J. D. Bernal. George
Routledge & Sons Ltd., London.

3. 1938. ‘The Progress of Scieiice in India during the past Twenty -five

years’ by B. Prashad. Ind. Sc. Cong. Assn,, Park St.,

C’alcutta.

4. 1931. ‘Sixty Centuries of Health and Physick ’ by S. G. Blaxland
Stubbs and E. W. Bligh. Sampson Low, Marston & Co.
Ltd,, London.

5. 1924. ‘Wealth and Taxable Capacity of India’ by K. T. Shah and
K. J. Khambata. D. B. Tharaporevala Sons & Co., Bombay.

6. 1937. ‘North China Council for Rural Reconstruction’, Rural
Institute, Tsining, Shanting, Central Office, 325, Hataman
Str., Peiping, China.

7. 1936. ‘Nippon’. A Chartered Survey of Japan, by Tsuneta Yano
and Kyoichi Shirasaki. Kokusei-sha, Tokyo.

8. 1939-40. ‘The Japan Year Book’, The Foreign Affairs Association of
Japan.

9. 1940. ‘Annual Address to the National Institute of Sciences of
India ’ by R. N. Chopra. Proceedings of the National Inst,

of Sciences of India, Vol. VI, No. 1, p. 21.

10. ,, ‘The future of University Social Sciences seen through
Public Health’ by John B. Grant. Cal. Med. Journal,
Vol. 37, p. 137. March.

11. 1938. ‘Rural Bengal’ by H. S. M. Tshaque. Nur-e-Elahi Press,
Sirajgunj, Bengal.

12. 1940. ‘A rapid Survey of the evolution of Hindu Medicine for the
last 6,000 years with a review of contemporary history of
the world’ by D. N. Banerjee. J. Ind. Med. Assn., Vol. IX.
No. 9, p. 436, June.

13. ,, ‘India’s Poverty’ by N. N. Singh. Indian Affairs, August.
14. „ ‘Problem of Rural Reconstruction Work’ by A. C. Chatterji,

Bengal. Bengal Govt. Press, Alipore, Bengal.
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‘Gauri Com})act Area’ by District Rural Development Assn.,

Luckno^A , The Pioneer Press, Lucknow.
‘The evolution of modem medicine* by Sir W. Osier,

Newbavon.
‘"ITie Centenary of the Medical College’, Bengal.
‘kuod Planning in Bengal’ by A. C. tjkil. A lectun? delivered

at the Food and Nutrition Exposition on the 24th Dec.
‘ Physique and Health ’ by Dr. C. AVroezynski. Bull, oj the
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‘ Interpreters of Nature * by Newman (Sir (>.).
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G. Findlay Shirras.

^"’anadian Nursing Association—Proposed Curriculum for
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‘ Memorandum on Conditions in Nursing Profession ’. College

v>f Nursing, England.
(Mat ter (G. B.). ‘ A New Deal for Nui'ses.’
‘ Food Planning for Four Hundred Millions* by

R. Mukherjoe.
‘ India’s Teeming Millions *, by G. Chaiid.
‘ Health and Nutrition in India ’ by N. Ganguleo.
* Principles and Problems oi Indian Labour ’ by R. K. Das.
‘ Social Insurance Legislation and Statistics * by Benoy

Kumar Sarkar.
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I. Introduction.

The President of this section last year made a departure

from the usual custom of confining the address to a branch of the

subject he was most familiar witli, and gave instead an address

on a general review of the progress of agriculture. I shall,

however, revert to the usual practice. Last yt^ar’s address

ha d a large portion of it devoted to the value and care of seed.

It is probably in the fitness of things that my address deals

with the problem of search for, and production of seed with

inhqrent superior characteristic's. I shall make a general survey
of the plant breciding and genetical work in India and in doing
so, refer largely to two crops, rice and cotton, with which I

am most familiar.

Scientific breeding with crop plants has become a powerful

and indispensable tool for making agriculture more efficient

and more flexible in meeting new demands and supplying the

needs of men for food and raw material. “ In the realm of living

things with which agriculture decals, the work of the breeder is

comparable to the work of the inventor in the realm of inanimate

things with which industry deals, and his work pays in the

same way that invention pays by replacing continuously the

old by the new or making possible what was not possible before

The growing of improved types involves no additional expense
to the cultivator and the work of breeding im])roved types has

formed an important plank in the activities of the agricultural

departments right from the very beginning.

Plant breeding in its strict sense means the production of

better crops, thc^ ultimate test of superiority, with exceptions,

being greater yicild per unit area and hence greater return to the

grower. In the casc^ of industrial crops like cotton, besides

yield, the. question of quality also comes into consideration in

deciding the return per acre and hence breeding for quality does

form part of the breeder’s objective. At the present time breed-

ing for quality in cotton has become an urgent necessity in

severaL tracts since the bulk of the cotton produced in India is

of short staple, the outside market for which has considerably

dwindled. Breeding for quality in food croi)s, cereals, is still

not of much importance in our country as the term ‘ quality ’ is

incapable of a precise definition and usually has no bearing on
the nutritive value. To mention only one example, the quality

in rice, as is commonly understood, depends upon the size and
colour of the grain and upon the extent of polishing it has

received. Quality from the nutritional point of view is, however,

quite different and if practical effect is to bo given to the find-

ings of research work on this problem, (Ramiah et al., 1939) we
shall have to radically change our ideas about quality in this

most important food crop of the country.
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Even in industrial crops, for various reasons beyond the
control of the grower, [yield under Indian conditions still

forms the predominant factor. Let mo try to illustrate this

with a small example in cotton. The local indigenouf. cotton

grown in Central India is of a poor quality, the lint capable of
spinning only 10-12 counts. There is, howevcu’, the Upland
cotton, V hich is detin itel3^ 8UTx>iior to the indigenous in quality

and commands a better price in the local market, but does not
yield quite so well as the indigenous as a rain-fed erop.

Examination of extensive data on spinning quality and market
price for c otton (Pauses 1040c) has brought out the fact that
the j)reminm ohtainc^d for the snixmior quality of Upland cotton

can ('om])ensato only a ten per cent, reduction in yield while fi(4d

trials have shown that the reduction in yield by substituting

iiuiigonous cotton with U])land is much grc^atcu* than this figure,

and Iience it is not ]>rc)fitablc to grow U})la.nd c*otton in C^tmtral

India on rain-fed land.

IL A Survey of Plant Breeding Results.

i. Jiesvlis of plant breeding.

Scientific ])laiifc breeding which is not more than thirty years

old in India, has been (arricxl on along the traditional lines of

scileedion, introduction and hybridization. In fact, the mofhods
followed are the same that have be<m followed in the West
and the principles involvcid, whicdi are fundamental, are ap])li-

cable to all ])lants in general. It may bo worth wliile at this

stage to take sto^'dv of tlie practical results that have emerged
so far from this plant breeding work. The only measure of tlie

success of this work is the total area occupied by the improved
types in various parts of the country. Taking India as a whole,

tiio total area under the four important crops and the area-

devoted tc^ the improved types evolv(‘d by the T)(!])artmt‘nts of

Agriculture are given Ixdow for the year 1937-38.

Total area Aren (acTOs)

(acn^s) under de votcxl to

Crop. the crop, improved 1 *ercontj

(thousands). strains,

(thousands).

Rico . . 72,277 3,759 5-2

Wheat . . 35,018 0,930 195
Cotton .

.

25,583 5,(572 22*2

Sugarcane 3,818 2,855 74-8

The area under the improved tyjxis of sugarcane is very

striking because the superiority of these types over the local,

which these have replaced, has been phenomenal. In fact, the
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benefit that the country has gained by the results of plant

breeding in this one crop, which can be valued in several crores

of rupees, has become a classical example of plant breeding

achievement, the credit for which goes, in a large measure, to

one of our own members and an ex-President of the Congress,

Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkataraman. It may be mentioned in

this connection that the protection given to this crop has been
an important contributory cause for the rapid spread of improved
types of sugarcane. That the area under improved types in

other crops is not so striking is due to various causes. For om^
thing, except in the case of cotton and sugarcane, it is so difficult

to estimate with any degree of accuracy the area under the
improved types, the figures given above, being only rough
approximations. Though the percentage area under improved
varieties of rice is not considerable taking the country as a
whole, it is certainly very much higher in individual provinces

like Madras and Bengal where plant breeding has been carried

on in this crop for a considerably longer period than in other

provinces.

ii. Spread of improved types.

Botanists working in the departments of agriculture might
produce better types of crops by breeding, but owing to the

j)eculiar conditions in which Indian Agriculture is carried on,

small and scattered holdings, the special tenancy systems,

financial instability of the grower, the necessity to sell the

})roduce with the seed as in cotton, etc?., it is almost impossible

for every individual cultivator to multiply liis own seed from the

improved types and an organization is necessary to make such
seed available to the cultivator. The extent of such organization

varies in dififerent provinces and States in India. While some
j)rovin(;es like the Punjab spend several laklis of rupees every
year in the multiplication and distribution of seed of improved
varieties, there is hardly any expenditure under this item in

some other provinces. It must be mentioned here that the

amount involved is not a gross expenditure to Government,
but only represents a sum invested and later recouped by the

sale of the seed. Owing to sudden fluctuations in the market
prices, particularly in industrial crops, it is possible there may
be a small loss incurred, in . certain seasons, but, considering

the practical benefit realized, the loss, even if there should be
any, can bo safely ignored. In the case of cotton, the Indian
Central Cotton Committee finances several seed distribution

schemes in different provinces and States. Because of the limited

funds at the disposal of the Imperial Council of Agricultural

Research, they were mainly concerned with financing research

schemes and now that the resources of this body are likely to

be augmented, it is up to them to see whether they should
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not initiate and partly finance set^d distribution schemes also in

cases where such help should prove necessary and useful.

We cannot unfortunately compare ourselves with countries

in the West on this question. There, the multiplication of
improved types of crops and making them available to the

cultivator is carried out by professional seedsmen as a business.

In fact, in some countries like Denmark and Sweden, the seeds-

men themselves do the work of breeding superior types. Most
of the advanced count iob have also Seed Acts in force prohibit-

ing growers from using seed which is not pure and certified.

The onl^ non-official organization that might take up this

work is s].)eeial Co-operative Societies and although a eortiiin

amount of such work is being done in India, the output forms an
infinitesimal proportion of the total requirements.

Any increase in yield which eioes not come up to ten per

cent is rather difficult to be apj^reciated by the cultivators and
in fact, this is tlie minimum figure aimed at by most plant

breeders under ordinary methods of cultivation. In several

cases, the improvement claimed by the breeder as a result of

extensive trials, is much above this figure. It is generally

the experience of plant breeders that improved types respond

very much better than the unselocted tyjjes to more intensive

methods of cultivation.

Of the four crops mentioned above, dropping out sugarcane

wffiere the area under improved typos is very high and has hence

markedly increased the output in the country, the question

may bo raised whether on account of growing improved types

in other crops, the output of the (country has been perceptibly

increased. Persons who do not believer that much bonelit

has occurred from plant breeding work often compare the

standard yields of crops per acre as imblished in the crop

statistics of India with those of other countries to support theuf

case. In the case of rice crop, for instance, th(i average acre

yield in India, which Ls 825 lbs. in 1937-38, is about one-lhird

to one-fifth of yields obtained in Spain, Italy and Japan. Simi-

larly, the average acre yield of cotton cre|> in India is, 89 lbs.

of lint as compared to 267 lbs. and 531 lbs r(‘spectiv(^1\ in America
and Egypt. It is hardly realized, however, that heiia is a big

continent wuth very divergent climatic conditions and rainfall

as compared to countries which register high yi< Id/s and the total

area under the crop in these countries is comparatively small.

It will be hardly legitimate to make such u. general comparison
betwotm coimt-ries. So far as can be seen from the published
records and from j)ersonal knowledge of some important
plant bre^^ding centres in the West, the actual increase in yield

as a result of plant breeding is generally never higher than 20 pm*

cent. Tliis is the figure that has been declared as a workable limit

for rice breeding in Japan. If Indian acre yields are still low
,

the reasons have to be sought elsewhere. India is an old country
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and maimring is never practised. The increased yields of

strains are masked by the comparatively smaller areas devoted
to them. In regions where strains are grown on a larger scale,

protected by irrigation and sometimes fertilized, very much
larger acre yields are recorded, as for example, Co. 2 cotton

tract of Coimbatore and deltaic rice tracts of Madras. In Egypt,
cotton yields are high due to irrigation, heavy manuring and silty

soils and in America to manuring, virgin soils and protection

against erosion. In certain rice areas of Madras wliere suitable

conditions exist, it has been possible to demonstrate that by the

growing of improved strains combined with intensive methods of

culture, the acre yields can be increased to 3,000~4;000 lbs.

per acre, (comparable to yields obtained in Japan. I am confident

that plant breeding work in India, both from the standard of

work and the results achieved, is quite comparable to similar

work done in more advanced coimtries of the West or East.

iii. Need for improved agricultural statistics.

In this connection it may be useful to raise the question

of the average yields of crops as published in crop statistics.

What is the basis of these figures? It is only recently that

this question is being examined. Even in the case of cotton

where, due to the cotton cess, it is possible to estimate fiiirly ac-

curately the total output of the country, the figure arrivtcd at by
this method differs from the figure given in the statistical reports

by over 30 per (cent. In the (;aso of other crops, some tests made
in isolated centres have shoum that the figures vary from those

of the statistical reports very considerably. Even the recording

of the ai’ca under any particular crop has boon found to be
inac(curate. So far as can bo ascertained, the figures of the
statistical reports are not of much value. It is a good thing

that the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research have taken
up the problem of determining standard yields in wheat and
rice. A similar investigation is being started for cotton also.

Granting that the production is certainly higher than what is

stated to be, such increased production should bo reflected in a
greater well-being of the cultivator, and the question may bo
ask(Hl whether there is any indication to that effect. Thcj'e is,

however, one thing to be mentioned in this conne(ction, namely,
that the population of the country has also considerably increased

and there are j)robahly other considerations which may bo
pertinent though beyond the scope of this discussion.

III. Methods of Breeding.

The principles and technique of plant breeding may be
briefly doscribt^cl here. Of the three methods mentioned earlier,

namely, selection, introduction and hybridization, introduction

may probably bo left out though there are instances, almost
historical, on record, of introduced superior types from one region
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to another proving a phenomenal success. Such successes are
more an exception tiian a rule, since it is within the experience

of plant breeders that the great range of agricultural and climatio

conditions under which a paHicular crop is grown in different

parts of the country has resulted m special local adaptations
which natn^ally limit the ‘scope of such introductions. We
can consider the other two methods in greater detail.

i. Selection in natural population.

In the tropics, tne plant material has not received the
intensive study which has been applied to the temperate crops

before the ideas of pure lines and Mendelism were brought to
bear on the problem. Every crop presents a mixture of types.

Sometimes there may be a dominance of one particular type
which may amoimt almost to a condition of purity, but there

is enough evidence that such approxunation to purity has
risen by the suppression of other typos by natural agency.

The type best adapted to the prevailing conditions survived,

but where adaptation for more than one t3rpe is suificiently

close, a mixture of typos forms tht) crop. Selection in such
material is nothing but exploitation of the naturally existing

variability. Have we any methods to say which primary
selections in the variable material would give the desired

result 1 The answer to such a question is, so far as we know,
No, and this is the main reason for considering plant breeding

as more an art than a science. Intimate familiarity with the

crop and the scale on which the selections are made and studied

are often the deciding factors in the attainment of success in the

method. There is no known method of discriminating the

important environmental influence on the crop and the testing

of the progenies in replicated and randomized plots is the only
criterion to go by. The larger the number of initial selections

handled, the greater are the chances of getting a useful type,

and for the elimination of undesirable types at the hiitia]

stages, the breeder has still to depend upon his visual observa-

tions. Although due to the recent advances in statistics as

applied to agriculture, designs have been evolved to test even
a very large number of initial selections in a replicated experi-

ment, (the incomplete randomized blocks and modifications of
the design), sbill, elimination of a certain nurnbtir of initial selec-

tions without actually bringing them under replicated trials

cannot be avoided. Usually the initial yield trials carried out by
the plant breeder in smaller plots are later extended to trials in

bigger plots under cultivators’ conditions in various parts of the

tract and the best selection as determined by these series of trials is

multiplied and made available for distribution to the cultivators.

It has been the experience of the more successful plant breeders

that it is not necessary to wait for commencing the district

trials until the small scale trials are actually finished, but to
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carry on the two trials simultaneously in the later stages.

Thanks to the work of the Statisticians, the technique of carrying

out the trials has been very much simplified and reduced to a
routine. This is in brief the method followed in the selection

technique in cereals, rice, wheat, jowar, etc. These crops are

almost entirely self-fertilized and the initial selection is itself

assumed to result in isolating several pure lines and all further

work is directed towards determining the best among the several

pure linos.

When once pure lines have been established, secondary selec-

tion is not usually practised in these crops. It was once tried in

rice in Coimbatore to see if there was still genetic variability in

one of the established pure lines. Yield was the only criterion

that was taken into consideration as there was no morphological

variability in the material. Since the variations in yield observed
were within the limits of experimental error, it was concluded
that it \^as not worth making secondary selections, in this crop.

There are not many records of systematic secondary selection

being practised in the cereals and even the few cases mentioned
have been carried out more from the point of view of characters

other than yield. In cotton on the other
.
hand, secondary

selection has always been practised by breeders though, as has
been pointed out by Mason (1938), the effect of such secondary
selection has been in most cases only of a small advantage
while the main improvement has been realized in the primary
selection. Such secondary selection has been, until very re-

cently, mainly towards making the selection homozygous, i.e.

reducing the genetic variability. In cereals when once a selection

is morphologically pure and also reasonably pure for economic
characters like duration, height of plant, size of grain, etc., the

only point for consideration was yield. In the case of cotton,

however, though yield continues to be the main consideration,

attention is devoted to two other important characters, namely,
length of the fibre and the ginning percentage. These two
quantitative characters, to be mentioned again later, are con-

trolled by a number of Mendelian factors and it is impossible to

get absolute hymozygosis for these characters even after several

generations of selfing. Secondary selection has been mainly
directed to reduce the heterozygosity in these two characters

to the minimum, and carry forward such of these selections as

are apparently pure.

It will be seen from the above that the main principle

of selection, namely, exploitation of the naturally existing

genetic variability, is not lost sight of in the case of mak-
ing secondary selection. Hutchinson and Panse (19376) have
found out that environmental effects contribute so much to the
variability of the breeding material that genetic effects remain
undetected by the usual method of progeny row method and
have improved the technique enabling comparison to be made
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of genetic effects freed from environmental disturbances. The
principle of secondary selection is based on the existence of
genetical variability, and the attempt of the plant breeder should
be to obtaui a progressive nrprovement in his materlil by the

isolation of superior types arising by segregation in the progeii}’

of initiaPy heterozygous selections. The new replicated progeny
row technique developed by them helps the breeder to divide

the best of his material into two lots, one in which further

selection is likely to bo pi’ofitable, and that which has reacihed

the limit and may be jmssed on from the bn^eding to the testing

plots. The technique has been used successfully in cotton

breeding in Indore and a type with a better quality has boiui

evolved from a strain that was considered under the previously

known methods of breeding to bo already fixed for that character.

In addition to improvements in yield, tiiis technique has also

proved highly useful in developing cotton selections showing
high field resistance to the fusarium wilt. From material which
showed a mean field mortality of 60 per cent, duo to wilt, stniins

have been obtained with less than 10 per cent, mortality.

While the value of this improved tedinique has been
definitely demonstrated in the case of cotton, the question

remains whether it would be worth applying it to other crops,

particularly, the self-fertilized cereals. An attempt was made
to use the method in the selection experiments going on at the

Indore Institiite on jowar and linseed. The data so far available

have definitely shown that, while there was no sign of progressive

improvement in yield by such secondary selection, genetic

variability in lodging of straw in jowar and in resistance to wilt

in linseed was de.nonstrated.

ii. Selection in hybrid population.

Wo then come to the question of plant breeding by hybridi-

zation. When we find that simple selection is not yielding

any material of value, it means that there is no genetic varlil>ility

to select from, and the only recourse left is to resort to hybndi-
zation between varieties so that genetic variability would have
b(>en produced to give scope for selection again. Although plant

breeders did carry on crossing among varieties e\(Ui in earlier

days, the scientific background for tlu^ work was ])ruYided by the
re-discovery of Mendebs Laws in 1900 and whir ls is now a highly

developed science under the name of Genetir\s. Mendelian
prmciples of heredity are so well known tliat I need not deal

with them here. The science of Genetics has bi^)n of great value

to the plant breeder in that it has given him a clearer conception

of his problems and a better understanding of the processes

involved in his work. When Mendelism was first brought to

light, great hopes were entertained of combining into one plant

various attributes coming from different parents. Whether the

practical results obtained in economic plant breeding sukx) the
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advent of Mendelism have been commensurate with these hopes,

there are differences of opinion. The main aim of economic
plant breeding is to get greater yields. Using this as the crite-

rion, it is probably a safe assertion to make that the influence

of the science of genetics has been much less profound on the art

of plant breeding than was expected by the early geneticists.

There is, however, one aspect of the genetical knowledge which
has produced profound results. The knowledge that physio-

logical characters like resistance to diseases, cold, etc., are also

inherited in the same way as other characters have led to the
classical triumphs of Prof. Bifien in producing rust resistant

wheats and of Prof. Nilsson-Ehle in producing winter resistant

wheats and barleys. Even in India this aspect of plant breed-

ing plays an important part and conspicuous successes have
been obtained. We need mention only as examples the wilt

resistant arhar of Pusa, wilt resistant cotton of Bombay, and
blast resistant rice of Madras.

A reference to the annual reports of the provincial and im-
perial departments of agriculture in India would give an idea

of the number of improved types that have been evolved by
plant breeding and it is not necessary to give a list of them here.

It may, however, be worth mentioning some of the most out-

standing ones which are now under cultivation very extensively.

Selections in natural populations:

—

Rice . . GEB. 24 of Madras.
Indrasail of Bengal.

Wheat . . Numbers 4 and 12 of Pusa.

8A of the Punjab.
Cotton . . Co. 2 of Madras.

V. 434 of Central Provinces.

. P. 289F of the Punjab.
Sind Sudhar of Sind.

Selections in hybrid populations :

—

Wheat . . Pusa 62.

C. 618 and C. 691 of the Punjab.
Cotton . . 1027 A.L.F. and Jayawant of Bombay.
Sugarcane.. Several Coimbatore types like Co. 213,

Co. 281, Co. 290, and Co. 419.

iii. Mixture or Pure strains.

The question of the utility of growing a mixture of
types rather than a single type may be considered. The idea

might appear unscientific to persons accustomed to orthodox
views of pure lines, homozygosity, etc. Still it will be evident

from what follows that the problem deserves consideration.

There has been experimental evidence available with plant

breeders to show that a mixture of types groAvn as such, gives

a greater yield than the components of the mixture. Simple
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isolations of pure types have no doubt proved an improvement
over the local mirt^ires in several crops like rice, cotton, jowar,
etc., though it is a general experience with plant breeders that
such improved types are of liraiterl value beyond the narrow
range of conditions obtaining in small tracts where they were
isolated. \t is more reasonable to assume perhaps that a
mixture of types should preve of greater utility over a wider
range of conditions. That certain components of a mixture
in spite of their poor performance when grown pure, do manage
to maintain themselves in a fairl}) constant proportion from
season to season can only be explained by tL.e advantage they
get when grown in competition with other types. The Upland
cotton of Central India, when grown as a pure rain-fed crop,

suffers badly from diseases and is a poor performer but gains
in competition when grown mixed with the indigenous cotton.

There have been experiments going on for the last five years
with growing these two cottons under different degrees of com-
petition and while i ho results as regards yields are variable there

is a definite indication that the Upland cotton gains by compe-
tition effects from the indigenous. There was, however, one
consistent result obtained in aU the years, namely, that the

American in the mixed crop suffered less from leaf-roll and
red-leaf than as a pure crop. There was also an indication

of th(j indigenous cotton suffering less from wilt (fusarium) in

a mixed crop.

It might be worth mentioning here that there is experi-

mental evidence to show that mixtures do contribute to better

spinning quality. For the last two seasons, the material from
the experiments wdth mixtures at Indore has been examined by
the Director of the Technologi(;al Laboratory, Bombay, and as

the figures given below would show, the mixture has a higher

spinning value than the average of the two constituents,

sometimes even approaching the value of the better the

tw^o constituents.

Spinning values {highest standard Warp Counts).

Mixtures.

1937-38.
1

J!);{S..39.

Actual.

Average
of

consti-

tuents.

Dif-
ference.

1

Actiini.

A vorage
of

t^on8ti-

l.uontK.

Dif.

ference.

M9*+M.43-4 22 19-75 -1-2-25 16-5 17-26 -0-75
M9-f V. 434 . . 25 22-50 -f2-60 21-0 19-50 4-1-50

M9-I-M.U. 4 .

.

20-5 19-0 -f 1-50 24-0 22-50 -M-50

* M9 . . An arboreum strain evolved at Indore.

M. 43-4 . . Another arboreum strain under study at Indore.
M.U.4 . . An Upland cotton strain under study at Indore.
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That fairly consistent results are obtained over two seasons

and that similar results have also been obtained at the experi-

mental mill, Egypt, (Hutchinson, 19386) show that the mixtures

are in no way a disadvantage from the spinning point of view.

Even granting that the growing of mixtures is proved to be more
profitable to the cultivator, there are several practical difficulties

in giving elSect to the findings, but still such difficulties should

not preclude the breeder from examining the question.

IV. Development op Genetioal Science.

i. General,

In the early years of genetics, all attention was concentrated

on crossing two types, observing the ratios in which any parti-

cular character or characters were appearing in the F2 ,
and

deciding that the character or characters were coiitrolled by a
single factor, two factors, complementary factors, duplicate

factors, etc. Any inheritance phenomenon of a complicated
nature was usually ascribed to multiple factors and laid aside.

The results all tended to nothing beyond the confirmation of the
universal applicability of original Mendelian laws and their

later extensions. The second phase of the development of the
science of genetics was the study of the (jhromosomes and the
unassailable evidence produced that they are the carriers of

hereditary units or genes. All genetic evidence accumulated
so far indicates that the gone offers an efficient mechanism for

the evolutionary progress of living organism. Studies on the
morphology of chromosomes and the irregularities in their

behaviour have been used to determine linkage groups and
changes in the inheritance of characters and their linkage

relationship. There are some aspects of cytological research

which are of great interest and importance to particular breeding
problems, as for example, the chromosomal interpretation of

species relationship, the conception of polyploidy and the
explanation of sterility and peculiar forms of inheritance.

Breeding programmes involving wide crosses between species

or even genera are based upon the results of cytological re-

search. The use of physical agents like X-rays, radiation, heat,

cold, etc., has been brought into play to produce by artificial

moans changes and disruptions in the composition of chromo-
somes producing mutations more abundantly and at a quicker
rate than what were occurring in nature. More recently alka-

loids like colchicine has been used to double the chromosome
complement of an organism and thus make a sterile hybrid
fertile. The advances in these branches of science, genetics

and cytology, have no doubt had their effect on plant breeding.

Hudson (1937) in his excellent review has brought together

the cases where such advances have been made use of. The
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advances in the two branches which had remained entirely

distinct through much of bheir developmental history are all

converging to a common synthesis and understanding. One
going through the literature on genetics that is appearing in

recent times, will be really stunned at the progress that has

been made. This progress, however, has not been of help to

evolve plant breeding method'", but the plant breeder has still to

keep abreast of the advances in genetics and cytology and try

to incorporate the precepts in his own work so that he can have

a greater control over his material.

In the field of breeding horticidtural and vegetatively pro-

pagated crops, the value of new genetical and cytological

techniques is appreciated and in attacking breeding problems

full use is made of the latest advances in those branches. The

recent work on potatoes may be mejitioned in this cormeotion.

The only agricultural crop, where an effective collaboration

between geneticists and plant breeders has resulted in results

of practical value, is maize in America. It is in the breeding

of self-fertilized crops that the value of siKih advances has not

become as apparent as one would wish it to be.

ii. Genetical ivorh in India,

The actual position of the work in India in the light of tlie

advances mentioned above may now be considered. Although

actual plant breeding has produced tangible results of economic

value, probably even more tangible than one would expect from

the time and money spent on it, it must be admittecl that the

latest advances in genetical science have had no appreciable onoct

on this output. It was mejitioned earlier that the first phase

of genetical science was the phenomenon of segregation, it we

look into the published papers in India within the last years

(1910-1935), there have been over 200 publications doahng with

the inheritance of characters in crop plants. A large majority of

them deal with the simple question of Menddian ratios. It is

only a few that might bo considered to go beyond the question

of simple ratios. It is known, however, that chaructors like

yield itself and those that contribute tv> it, as tor instance, the

number and size of the oar in cereals like rice anu wheat, and

ginning percentage and lint length in cotton,
^

few, are quantitative in their inheritance and <-.ontrolled by

numerous genes each probably having a smaU effect and impos-

sible to distinguish in the later generations ot ^™
tical analyses on these characters are hard to

of their complex inheritance. Recognition of genotypes

which is essential for the usual genetic analysis is generally

very difficult as they cannot be separated from environmental

fluctuations. Eye judgment in many cases are

and simple empirical tests are not always available for isolating
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all genetic variants. The inheritance studies on such quantita-

tive characters have therefore not received as much attention

as they deserve.

The actual genetical contributions in India are from those

who are practical plant breeders, and crop botanists working
in the departments of agriculture, provincial and imperial.

Their work is circumscribed by the immediate and pressing need
of producing an improved strain of a crop, the introduction of

which would bring a greater return to the cultivator. The
material they set to work upon was the crop grown in the cul-

tivators’ fields which was an untouched and richly variable

population, and simple selection had given very encouraging
results. Almost aU the improved strains that have been given

out to the cultivators are such simple isolations. By the very
nature of the material dealt with, and due to local adaptations,

the strains so evolved with rare exceptions, as for example, GEB.
24 rice and Co. 2 cotton of Madras, are necessarily limited in their

usefulness to the particular areas in which they were isolated.

This naturally led to the decentralization of plant breeding re-

search, which was originally confined to a central station in each
province, and a number of small breeding stations one in each of

the important tracts of the crop, were opened where the crop of

that locality could be studied. This is the experience in provinces

where plant breeding work has been going on for a longer time,

as could be seen from the number of rice breeding stations in

Madras and the number of cotton breeding stations in Bombay
and Madras.

The earlier hybridization work that had been undertaken
was intended to combine in one individual valuable attributes

from one or more types and though the breeders did have a
clear idea of what combination they wanted to achieve, the

knowledge about the inheritance of the characters, they wanted
to combine, was however lacking. Such hybridization pro-

gramme was more or less a hit and miss method and if any
success had been obtained, it was more an accident. The
crosses were, however, useful for studying the inheritance of

some of the easily distinguishable qualitative characters and
most of the publications deal with such inheritance. This is

practically the position, at any rate, with some of our most
important crops like rice, cotton and wheat. In millets, where
selection and genetical studies have been of a more recent date,

almost all the publications deal with such Mendelian ratios and
breeding for special yield attributes is still in its infancy.

Selection work, whether from a naturally variable material

or from hybrid populations, was probably considered a mere
routine which anyone with elementary knowledge of genetics

could undertake. This might be true to some extent because of

the nature of material one is dealing with in a country like India.

That still greater achievements in plant breeding have not been
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recorded in India, might be attributed to the fact that the nature

of the material available to the breeder was not correctly under-

stood and too much emphasis was laid on purity of character,

morphological and economical. It is desirable for a plant breeder

to have a sound knowledge of the advances in genetics and
cytology though he may not yet be in a position to utilize all such

Imowledge in his every-day work. That more tangible results

have been obtained in some provinces than in others might be

partly attributed to the fact that breeding work was carried on

side by side with genetical studies and also perhaps to better

technique employed.

V. Genetics in Relation to J^ant Breeding.

i. Quantitative inheritance.

The advance in genetics as applied to the quantitative charac-

ters and what influence this is likely to have in plant breeding

technique is dealt with here. It is true that new conceptions of

multiple factors, quantitative inheritance, transgressive segrega-

tion, factor combination and inhibition have been invoked, but

these have helped but little in practical plant breeding. Tlie

study of the inheritance of quantitative characters is intimately

associated with applied mathematics and it is this that has

practically scared away earlier geneticists ^^^d plant breeders

from undertaking such studies. The application ol statistical

methods to living things is known as biometry and has developed

into an important branch of biological investigations. Biometry

is a necessary mathematical tool for dealing with the inheritance

of quantitative characters and no modern geneticist can make

much progress without a good grasjj of this branch. As was

pointed out in an earlier section, the variations on winch breeder

has to work are of two kinds, environmental and genetic, and it

is only when the latter comi'onent forms a substantial poriion ot

the total variance, selection can be effective and the problem he

has always to face is to reduce the environmental variance to the

minimum by suitable technique. In the ca^ ol hybnu progenies,

the classical method of selfing and seiectmg from 1 2 , ^8 and

so on, has been the chief method foUowed ano has proved

successful in cereals, wheat, rice and also in c(n.ton.

cal examples of successes in this line are nro strains evolved

combining yield and strength of straw, yield and r^^^stance to

paddy blL^ and yield and shorter duration etc., Madras^

kmilarly, the case of strains evolved recently by the cotton

specialist, Coimbatore, combining yield and line and long ^jjnt m
Cambodia cotton may be mentioned.

have been brought about not with the definite knowledge ^
the inheritance of the particular characters whose combu^

tions have formed the end in view. Can the geneticist
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suggest more rational methods of what to select and how to

select in the hybrid progenies and give information on the

genetic variance involved in the different generations starting

from the F2 ? A beginning has been made at Indore to answer
these questions with regard to cotton and I should refer to the

work of Dr. V. G. Pause who has just published the first results

of this study (1930a, 19406). Because of the special statistical

methods involved, the work was carried out with the suggestions

and guidance of Prof. R. A. Fisher. The quantitative character

studied was lint length which is one of the important and at the
sanie time complex character in cotton, in crosses among
O. arhoreum t3^es.

He has shown from theoretical considerations that the
genetic portion of the variance in a population can be estimated
by growing a set of progenies from individuals belonging to that

population and talang the regression of progeny means on
parental values. This is an important result, for, as has been
stated before, the capacity of a population to show immediate
response to selection depends on its genetic variability. The
genetic variance in the F2 population of crosses between C. 520,

Malvi and Bani was estimated and is shown below:

—

Cross.

Total

variance

in Fg.

Genetic

variance.

Non-genetic
variance.

0.520 X Bani 3015 1-543 1-472

0.520 X Malvi 3-273 1-576 1-697

Malvi X Bani 2-410 0-375 2-041

In the first two crosses, nearly half of the variance is

genetic, but in the third cross it is only fifteen per cent, of the

total variance. While the bulk of the non-genetic variation

would be environmental, the presence of dominance and other

interactions between factors would also contribute to it. The
effect of non-genetio variability, whatever its source, would
be to retard the progress made by selection.

In populations with the same amount of genetic variability

the degree of improvement achieved by primary selection will

also be the same but the response to secondary and later selections

will be determined by the genetic constitution of the character,

namely, the magnitude and number of factors involved and
their dominance and epistatio relations. With only a small

number of factors, the possibility of further improvement by
selection will soon be exhausted, whereas with a larger number,
selection can be continued profitably much longer. As the

variation is continuous and the individual genotypes cannot be
recognized, unlike in simple qualitative characters, only a statis-

tical approach is available to study these questions. It does

not mean, however, that the estimation of genetical variance and
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the number of Mendelian factors involved will straightav^ay
solve the difficulties of the breeder, but if genetics is to play its
part in the art of plant breeding such studies are essential.

ii. Heterosis.

It is "within the experience of every plant breeder that the
first generation hybrid is more vigorous than the parents
and such vigour disappears gradually in successive generations,
and it is to this phenomenon that the term heterosis has been
used. We need not go into the theory of heterosis, but it is

enough to state that the problem of heterosis is the problem of
the inheritance of quantitative characters. The heterosis
ejffect has been demonstrated in crops with regard to several
economic characters and the greater the gap in tlu? relationship

between the parents crossed, the greater the (expression of
heterosis. Can the plant breeder make use of th(^ heterosis

in his work ? In vegetatively reproduced croj)s lik(^ sugarcjane

and potato, when once the cross has bcc^n made', th(‘ vigour
associated with the hybrid can be maintained almost indefinitely.

In cases where hybrid seeds can every time b(i produced
in sufficient quantities to raise a field croj), iho phenonKmon
is of benefit even in crops with sexual reproduction. This

has been possible in maize and the advance^ in maize bn^eding
in U.8.A. is nothing but the exploitation of this prin(uj)le.

Hybrid maize is the most outstanding (example of the influence

of theoretical scientific research in revolutionizing the produedion

practices of an agricultural croj). The same princi]>le is being

applied recently to breeding sugar-beet croj) in 8wed(in. The
only grain crop of India in which th(^ breeding ])rinciples applied

to maize, can be used is hajra (Pennisetuin typhoideiim). but no

serious breeding work has yet been taken u]) in this. In breeding

self-fertilized crops on the other hand, the expression ol heterosis

in any considerable magnitude is bound to arn^st progress in

selection. In the example of the cotton cross discussed i/i

previous paragraph, the portion shown as n<m-genetic \ .iriaiKie

would include the eff(?ct of Imterosis. It must b(? statrd in this

connection, that it is so difficult to analyze the !K>n-g(uietic

variance apart from the fraction die to environ. nu ntal effect

into components due to dominance', heterosis, efc^^ntcy, etc., as

they are all interrelated to each other.

iii. Physiological and Genetic (Correlations,

Another aspect of genetics in which more eTiti(-jal research

should prove useful to the jdant breeder, is with reference to

characters that shov' physiologi<*al or genetic correlations. It

must bo within the experience of every plant breeder that se-

lection for improvement on a particular character results in

improvement only uj> to a point. Il(*yond that, gains are com-

pensated by depr(3ciation in otluir characters, lliere is evidence
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of several physiological correlatioiis iii crop plants like cotton,

rice, and wheat. In developmental studies with cereals like

rice and jawar in India, the correlation between yield and other

characters like size of ear, height of plant, tillers, etc., have been

extensively studied and recorded. To discuss a few of these in

rice, the height of the plant is very highly correlated to duration

(Ramiah, 1933) so that as a general phenomenon, late duration

varieties are likely to be taller than short duration ones. Natur-

ally this would set a limitation to obtaining a very short stature

type with a long growing period and vice versa, though there is

lieiy to be a wide margin for variability in height or duration

within the two groups considered separately. Similarly, a correla-

tion is found to exist between yield and duration in the rice crop

which may vary anything from 3 to 8 months. Generally under
South Indian conditions the best yielders are those that have a
medium duration of, say, 6 to 5^ months. Though varieties

of shorter duration, 3 to 4 months, are sometimes found to give

high yields of 3,000 to 4,000 lbs. of grain per acre under particular

conditions of soil and climate, they are generally not so heavy
yielding as the later duration types. Varieties of over 6 months
in duration, which people are obliged to grow because of certain

special conditions in a particular tract, are generally also not

very heavy yielders. That this relation is physiological can be
seen from the scries of experiments that have been conducted
with them in Madras (Ramiah, 1937). Since these long-duration

varieties are generally season limited, any reduction in age
beyond a certain minimum brought about by unseasonal planting

reduces their yield potentiality. Now the question is whether
a very high yield associated with a variety of, say, 5 months’
duration can be combined with an early duration of 3 months.
Experience in Madras would appear to show that breeding for

such an end in view should prove a waste of time and effort.

There was an interesting case in rice where an attempt to combine
a packed arrangement of the spikelet on the panicle with a
medium size of the grain ended in failure (Ramiah, 19316).

The close packed arrangement was always associated with a
small grain. The correlation here may be either physiological

or simply structural. The case of the cross in rice to combine
panicle length and clustering of spikelets may also be mentioned.
Combination of length in the panicle with the clustering of the
spikelets proved impossible (Ramiah, 19316, 1. c.).

There are more chances of the breeder achieving his end, if

the character combinations he is after, are genetic rather than
physiological. In the case of cotton, within O. arboreum species

there are types with very high ginning percentage, but with lint

of very poor quality, and types with poor ginning but with
finer and longer fibre. The cotton breeder would like to combine
these two characters as high ginning and longer fibre both
contribute to a better price being obtained by the cultivator
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for his produce. Though critical evidence is lacking, it may
be stated from the insults of breeding data available, that it is

not possible to combine the two characters beyond a certain

limit. To get critical data bearing on the point, an experiment

has been goLig on for the last three years in Indore which may
be referred to here. In the F2 population of the crosses between

C. 520, Malvi and Bani, plants with the highest and lowest

values of ginning percentage and with the highest and lowest

values of lint length \v^ert selected and F3 progenies grown from

these. The correlation coefficients between the mean values of

the progenies for ginning percentages and lint length are :

—

C. 520 X Bani .. -0-254

C. 520 X Malvi .. -0-425

Bani X Malvi .. -0-286

All the three coefficients are negative but insignificant.

The combined correlation coefficient is — 0-324, which just

falls short of significance on the 5 per cent level. This small

negative relation between ginning percentage and lint length

is reflected in progenies selected for high ginning percentages

having a slightly lower lint length than those selected for low

ginning. It is probable that this negative association is genetic

rather than physiological, because no such consistent relationship

is observed between the gimiing percentage and lint length of the

individual parental plants of these progenies. The fact that the

processes of lengthening and thickening of the cotton fibre do

not take place simultaneously also supports the conclusion that

the relationship is not likely to be physiological.
, . ,

Cases of several correlations between morphological and

quantitative characters have been recorded in cotton and rice

and to have an idea of the scope of such correlations the

following few may be mentioned here .

Cotton-—between coroUa colour and lint length; between

corolla colour and lint index (Hutchinson, 1931);

between red plant body and length of vegetative

period (Leake, 1914), and lint colour and Imt length

(Kottur, 1923).
, •

^ /o -

between sterility and growing penoil

1931a); between anthocyanin pigmeiu and yield

(Ramiah, 1933 1 . c.); between anthocyanin pigment

and tillering (Ramiah, 1935) and between colour of

gram and weight of grain (Parnell et aL, 1922).

Such studies in other crops should prove very useful to the

plant breeder.

iv. Use of ‘ Discriminant function ’

.

In very recent times the question of the^ of ‘discni^ant

function’, first suggested by R. A. Fisher (1937) m plant breeding
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has been brought in. The only paper we have relating to the
subject is that of Fairfield Smith (1937) which relates to wheat
and he comes to the conclusion that with a number of lines

derived from a ‘composite hybrid mixture’, initial field selection

for yield might bo made on the basis of the size of the grain.

In simple language the principle may be explained as below.

In every crop the yield could be divided into a whole set of

different features as for example, the number of ears, the number
of grains per ear and the weight of the individual grain in cereals

Hko rice and wheat. The analysis of yield might show that

certain of these attributes are more variable due to environ-

mental conditions than others, and in basing selections for yield,

more weight should be given to such an attribute that shows less

variability due to environment. The principle is perhaps not
new as the developmental studies initiated by Prof. Engledow
in Cambridge did take into consideration the yield attributes in

making selections, but no systematic experiment has been made
on the points. In rice breeding also such attributes of jdeld as

tillering, ear size and grain size have been used successfully.

A necessary requirement for the use of a discriminant function

is experimental data to determine what measurements are least

affected by environmental fluctuation. In cotton for instance,

there are several characters which are components of yield such

as boUs per plant, seed cotton per boll, seeds per boU and lint

per seed. Though from experience it may be stated that some
of the above attributes like bolls per plant were much more
variable than others, an attempt is being made in Indore to get

experimental data to see how far we can use the ‘discriminant

function’ in cotton breeding.

V, Wide Crosses.

The problem of the wide crosses and study of the range of
variability in crop varieties may be considered at this stage.

This has come to the forefront because of the work of Vavilov

and other Russian botanists and because of the great advance
made recently in the study of polyploidy. One often hears of

the necessity to have a wide collection of tyj)es for use in breeding.

So far as India is concerned, the point has got its possibilities as

well as its limitations. For instance in cotton, India being it-

self the home of one of the most important species G. arhoreum^

with several secondary centres of origin (Hutchinson and Ghose,
1937a), there is nothing probably to be gained by bringing in

new collections from outside so far as this species is concerned.

But the demand for producing better quality cottons in India

is sometimes considered capable of solution by the increase in

the cultivation of Cambodia or Upland cotton (Ramanathan,
1938). All the typos of this cotton that are now being grown
extensively are the relics or acclimatized types of Upland
Americans introduced from America in earlier years. Selection
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from the introduced types of America has not been very fruitful.
No material from he original source with plenty oi genetic
variability has been tried and it is possible that in its original
home tyjies may be available that may prove suitable to tracts
in India wh’ch do not grow this cotton now. It is from this
point of view that an extensive collection of material from
the original source might prove of interest. Similarly, intensive
attempts by breeders to improve O. herbaceum cottons of India
have led to the same inference that material from outside India
should bo introduced vroimanathan, 1936).

With regard to rice, there is plenty of variability to be
found in the various parts of India and there appears to be no
justification for introducing variable material from outside.
There are still several unexplored regions within India itself

and work in Coimbatore has shown that siidi exploration
is bound to give the breeders new species, still undeter-
mined, which may be useful to them. The im2>ortance. of wide
crosses particularly with wild types is receiving increasing
attention and the results of such work elsewhere and in India
too have been useful in introducing into the cultivated types,

characters such as hardiness and resistance to diseases which
are usually present in wild forms. From this point of view,

collection of wild types is certainly desirable and it has proved
of practical importance in sugarcane already. Similar results

are expected in potato also. Exploration of wild types parti-

cularly in the improvement of fruit has not recjeived any attention

it deserves in India, though North East India is known to be

the original home of certain citrus types.

Though there has not been much of genetical work as

related to wide crosses in India itself, workers in India have not

failed to make use of the knowledge accumulated elsewhere

in attempting wide crosses. More from the scientific point of

view, some years ago a programme of crosses betw(^(ui diffen^nt

species of rice was undertaken in Coimbatore. 8ome of them

had proved of cytological interest and in throwing light on the

phylogeny of rice (Ramanujam, 1938), (Parbhasarathy, 1939).

It is interesting to note that the i)rogenies of oik^ ioterspcMnes

cross O. saliva X 0. longisiarninata has given some material of

economic value. In one of the papers contrih'Oue-d to the

agricultural section of this year (Sreonivasan n oi., 1941) is

recorded the obtaining of drought resistant strfuns from the

above cross. It is quite likely other interspecies crosses might

also give useful breeding material.

Regarding interspecies crosses in cotton though crosses

within the Asiatic species and within the New World species are

practicable and have been extensively tried, there is no record

to show of any valuable material having been obtained from such

crosses. Harland’s work (1932) has shown that crosses can

be effected between the two Asiatic species and between the
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two New World species, but homologous characters are built

up in such widely dififerent ways in them that the genetic

balance is usually disintegrated by segregation in F2 and later

generations. He has, however, shown (1936) that it was possible

to transfer single genes or small groups of genes from one species

to the complement of the other, but not breeding of intermediate

types. This is achieved by the technique of repeated back
crossing and one of the recent cases where a success has been
reported (Knight and Clouston, 1939), is a cross between
O. hirsutumxO. harbadense where the resistance to ‘blackarm’
in o^e of the strains of the former has been transferred to a type
of the latter using the above technique. The crosses between
the Asiatic and American species are still wider since they in-

volve differences in chromosome number as well. But even such
wider crosses have not scared away plant breeders and have
been made in Russia and recently in India as well (Amin, 1940).

The knowledge about the use of colchicine in doubling chromo-
somes has encouraged these attempts and since the work is still

in an experimental stage, nothing can be stated definitely about
its economic possibilities.

In fact, the lead in the attempt at wide crosses has come
from India particularly in sugarcane, due to the enterprise of
Rao Bahadur Venkatraman. He has succeeded in making such
wide crosses as between sugarcane and sorghum and more recently

even between sugarcane and bamboo. The latter work, though
still in its infancy, appears ho show enormous possibilities of
improving the sugarcane crop. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that sugarcane is a vegetatively propagated crop and the
difficulties of further selection are absent.

In rice where all the cultivated forms are grouped under
one single species with the same chromosome number, there
are geographical races which differ in their chromosome make up.

Crosses among such races are possible and have been repeatedly

made in spite of initial difficulties in several cases, but still there

is no record of any considerable practical success having been
obtained by such crosses anywhere. The case is, however, dif-

ferent in cotton where different races of O. arboreum and 0, herba*

ceum exist with the same chromosome numbers and hybridization

among them within the species has given results of practical

value.

vi. Limitations in wide crosses.

With our present assumption of a large number of genes
controlling quantitative characters, one should expect to get aU
possible combinations of characters in the Fg and later genera-

tions provided, a sufficiently big population is grown of them.
Recent work by E. Anderson (1939a and b) on the point is very
illuminating. He has shown by experimental data in a species

cross in tobacco that, however manifold the recombinations might
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«eem, they are in reality but a small proportion of the pos-

sible recombinationb of the parental species. He discusses the

powerful restrictions to character recombination in Fg under

four heads
:
gametic elimination, zygotic elimination, pleiotropy

and linkage. Every plant breeder must be quite familiar with

gametic and zygotic eliminations in crosses between species or

races which manifest themselves by pollen sterility and non-

viability of seed produced. The question of pleiotropy where a

single primary effect of d. gene results in manifold effects on the

development of the plant has not received as much attention as

it probably deserves. Recently we have been studying in Indore

the pleiotropic effects of one of the genes that is responsible for

lintlessness in cotton. The homozygous lintless type is a much
shorter plant with suppressed internodes, somewhat late in matu-

rity and with a definitely different growth rate as compared to the

linted type. The lintless type has also shown variations in its

survival according to the environmeiital conditions. The large

number of genes controlling quantitative characters located in

the various chromosomes should, as shown byAnderson, be closely

linked because of the restricted number of crossovers possible

in the chromosomes It is definitely proved that in spite of the

variations from plant to plant in tlie hybrids as a group, the

characters of the parental species or races tend very strongly to

stay together. The above findings have an important bearing

on plant improvement. In this connection mention might be

made of a serious effort made in Coimbatore over a series of

years to obtain a valuable combination of characters found in

different races of ri(^o. One of the types originally imported from

Java had a special characteristic of very long oars, about twice

the length of any to be found in the local tyjies but the length

was compensated in this variety by extremely poor tillenng, i e.

fewer heads per plant. The attempt made was to combine the

ear length of this variety with a greater number of smaller cars

in another standard strain. The cross was carried on up to

Fa and Fio selecting from each generation in the usual way and

ultimately when the final selections were compared apunst the

local strain, they failed to approach the yield of th<- atter^ It

is known that tillering and ear length must be < ouirolled by

several factors and the faUure of the attempt to Nvnthesize this

desirable combination only shows that such a com lunation, high

ear number of one parent with the length of tlic ear of the other

parent did not occur in the cross. We should probably have

been content in this cross with an intermediate tillcrmg and

intermediate size of ear. As Anderson has pomtod out ^he

most efficient way of achieving the desirable

would have been to make crosses among selections which

are most like one of the parents in ear

which are most like the other parent in ew

connection another interesting cross m nee which has been

23
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attempted in the United Provinces might be mentioned (Sethi

et al,, 1937). The problem of rice fly infestation is important in

this tract and trials are being made to get over the difficulty by
producing types with enclosed earheads by crossing the ordinary

type with another sathi type, where the earhead remains enclosed

inside the leaf-sheath (cleistogamous). The sathi rice is a very
poor yielder and has a coarser grain, but cultivators grow it for

this one character of its escaping the attack of ear fly. The
cross has been carried up to Eg 1^9 generation and types with
enclosed ears have been obtained which are an improvement over
the sathi rice, but not comparable to the normal type in yield.

The inheritance of the enclosed ear type has been studied and
found to be of the multiple factor type and it is quite possible

greater progress might be achieved by crossings among selected

types, those approaching the sathi parent in ear character and
those approaching the normal type in yield from the hybrid
generations. This is probably a definite case where advances
in genetical knowledge could be put to practical test in economic
plant breeding.

VI. Maintenance of Purity of Strains.

The question of the deterioration of strains once fixed and
releasc‘d for distribution to the cultivators might be considered.

It is a usual (complaint from cultivators that a strain, tliough

known to give a good performance to begin with, deteriorates

after a period of time. Such deterioration where it is proved to

exist may be either due to non-genetic or genetic causes. In spite

of the fact that sugarcane is a vegetatively propagated crop, the
d(‘terioration of th(3 Coimbatore tyjjes intensively cultivated in

the United Provinces can, from the data available so far, be show n
to be due to greater incidence of pests and diseases because of
the faulty agricultural practic^es, namely, the growing of the

crop repeatedly without sufficient rotation in exhausted soils.

In the case of self-fertilized cereals like rice and wheat, so far as

simple (selections) pure lines distributed by the Departments
are concerned, there is no evidence of such deterioration.

Once, seed of a strain of rice (GEB. 24) in Madras was obtained

from the district wdxere it had been distributed four years

previously and in an experiment at the central station no
sign of deterioration could be found. It must be pointed

out, however, that the seed was to all practical purposes

as pure as the seed of the experimental station itself. A
similar result was obtained in Coimbatore with regard to

Co. 2 cotton strain (Ramanathan, 1937). Dr. Shaw (1935) men-
tions a case where one of the Pusa strains of wheat had been
declared to have deteriorated, but he found the seed obtained

from the locality to have been badly mixed up with other types.

Fairfield Smith (1938) has mentioned a case in America where^

23B
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some of the wheat strains from Turkey Ked Wheat which were
Very much better than the control to begin with ultimately
came down to the level of the control after some years. While
deterioration duo to the strain getting mixed up with other
inferior strr.ins in the course of cultivation by growers is beyond
the scope of the breeder's work, deterioration due* to genetical

causes comes within the breeder's j^urview. In the case of
c*otton when once a strain has been released for distribution, the
only thing we know is that the genetics variance has been reduced
to such an extent as not to be detected by ordinary methods of
plant breeding, but theie can still be sufficient genetic variability

left in tne material which can exhibit itself in course of time.

1hough experimental proof is not available, it is possible that

in quantitative characters controlled by a very large number of

genes, there iiiay bo small mutations (East, 1935) and such
mutations can result in deterioration. If the residual genetical

variability left in the strain is such that the strain consists of

genotypes some slightly better than others, deterioration can

result by the gradual increase of the poorer ones. By the

adoption of a small replicated progeny row test at the lireeding

station every year, we can weed out poonw genotyj)08 from the

material. Sucli deterioration due to genetic causes is known to

exist even in scif-fertilized ee.reals where tlio strains are from
hybrids. Such strains are known to throw ‘off-types’ after

some generations (Engledow, 1933) and tlie gradual deterioration

in this case might bo attiibuted to a residuum of impurity and
the decreasing percentage of heterozygosity from generation to

generation. In progenies of wide crosses such ‘oif-types’

might occur diu'/ to cytological causes, losses in chromosome
segments or even whole chromosomes (Love, 1939). It follows

therefore that a well-organized scheme of siicd multiplic^ation and
distribution must be continuously kept up. A nucleus must
always be mahitained at the breeding station to form the

primary source for multijiiication. The Cotton ( 'ommittiu' ha,ve

recognized this priiuiiple and are actually financing scdjcmes for

maiiitainiiig nucleus of cotton strains evolved at th^’ f>rf‘-ediag

stations.

VII. Organization of Genetical Hks>:aroh.

In the preceding pages a brief outline oi bh(i plant breeding

and genetical work in India has been given and indications

made in what aspects the advances in geneti(;al science can

influence plant breeding practices. Plant breeding as has

been pointed out already has a definite utilitarian end in view,

namely, that the cjultivator must get something more than what

he gets now by growing the new variety put out by the plant

breeder. This is, in fact, the touchstone for the ultimate success

or failure of any plant breeding programme. The attempt
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of the breeder to find something better than the existing one
is, from its very nature, a never-ending scheme and hence the

research has to go on continuously. Unlike other aspects of

agricultural research, plant breeding work is capable of giving

returns, several times that of what is actually spent on it and
tihere is also the additional advantage of the results of plant

breeding research being taken up readily by the cultivator as

it involves no additional expenditure on his part.

Though the advances in genetical science have come mainly
from the work in organisms of no economical value like

Drosophila y
Oenothera

y
Datura

y

etc., so far as India is concerned,

the little genetical work that has been done is all related to

agricultural crops. A great deal of genetical work even in these

crops yet remains to be done. While part of it may be of

practical value, it may include also other aspects which would
simply add to our knowledge of these crop plants. The latter

might be called basic research in genetics, and there must be
some organization to carry on this work. The crop botanists of

the provincial departments of agriculture have always got the

pressing problem of producing improved types by ordinary

breeding to replace existmg types of crops and aU of them cannot
undertake problems of basic research either for want of time or

want of facilities. Autonomous bodies created for individual

crops like the Indian Central Cotton Committee for cotton have
recognized the importance of such basic research. This body
is financing a genetics research scheme in cotton. This basic

research carried on at Indore is concerned mainly with one
aspect, namely, research that has a direct bearing on plant

breeding technique. The Jute Committee which has recently

come into existence is expected to do for jute what the Cotton
Committee is doing for cotton. The imperial department of

agriculture formerly at Pusa and now in Delhi is doing a con-

siderable amount of plant breeding work of practical value

and also a certain amount of basic research on genetics of crops.

The Imperial Council of Agricultural Research is the other body
created as a result of the recommendations of the Royal
Commission on agriculture that can arrange to see that

such basic research in crops is carried on. The finances

available with this body have been rather limited previously,

but due to the passing of the Agricultural Produce Cess
Bill recently, there is likely to be considerable improve-
ment in the near future. This body has spent during the
last 10 years (1929-30 to 1938-39) a sum of about 25 lakhs

of rupees on crops generally, including all aspects of research

besides another sum of about 16'5 lakhs on sugarcane alone.

Of the former amount, nearly 50 per cent, has been devoted to

financing schemes of rice research in provinces. This amount
spent by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research on crop

research is in addition to what the provinces and States are
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spending from their own budgets. It will still be worth mention-
ing that what is spent on this research in India, considering th&
size of the country, variety of crops and problems, will not
compare favourably with what is spent on similar work in
countries like Japan and Egypt. Towards plant breeding and
genetical research, the former spends about 28 lakhs of rupees
and the latter 5 lakhs cf rupees annually. Looking into
the natui*6 of the schemes financed by the Imperial Council of
Agricultural Research with regard to crops, with the exception
of a few which can be termed basic research, the majority of
them are of a routine nature, ordinary plant breeding schemes.
Some of them are schemes either on new crops, for example,
fruits, where no systematic work had been done previously or
on crops which certain provincial departments of agriculture had
not done any work on previously in spite of their importance
to them. With regard to rice, a certain amount of basic research
has been done under the schemes, but the bulk of them have
dealt only with problems of local interest, namely, evolving
improved strains out of local varieties in the provinces. Even tho
programmes of basic research, I am referring only to genetics here,

have not generally been on any preconceived and co-ordinated
plan. There is no doubt that with greater co-ordination, more
valuable results might be achieved. One example of what
a good co-ordinated scheme of basic research can be, might
be mentioned from America. Maize (corn) is the most important
cereal of the country, perhaps not more important than rice

to India, and every University or State Agricultural College

is doing some work on the crop. In 1928, Corn geneticists

initiated a systematic study in which each of the 10 chromosomes
of Corn was assigned to workers in different institutions. Thia
co-ordination of effort has eliminated much duplication and
has speeded up the research programme to a remarkable extent.

The inheritance of over 350 genes has been studied and their

position in individual chromosomes has been determined.

Due to the initiative of the Imperial Council of AgricMjftural

Research, methods of describing crop plant s from thc' genetical

point of view have been standardized with regard to the two-

crops, cotton and rice (Hutchinson and Ramiah, 19386), and
similar work is in progress with regard to oth(*r crops also.

When the available material has been actually dcscri bed according

to the methods prescribed, it should go a lotig way in helping

the breeder to understand the material available with liis

colleagues in other parts of India.

'V^en the problem of plant breeding work in India was
discussed before the Crops and Soils Wing of the Board of

Agriculture in December, 1937, it was considered that plant

breeding research may have to be carried on at several centres

particuGirly in crops with limited adaptibility, examples rice

and cotton, but that basic research should be confined to one or
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two selected centres only. Involved with the question of basic

research is the question of crop introduction. The question of

the formation of the Bureau of Plant Introduction under the

auspices of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research had
already been discussed at two meetings of the Board of

Agriculture, 1935 and 1937, and the principle has been accepted,

^ow that the finances of the Imperial Council of Agricultural

Research are likely to be augmented, the question of the starting

of an organization on the model of the Bureau of Plant Industry
in United States of America might be considered. This bureau
in America which works with headquarters at Washington has
got on its staff a large number of eminent men on the different

branches of crop research, and such men not only co-ordinate

the various items of research in the different States, but also

place at the disposal of workers or bring to the notice of workers
of achievements in their branches recorded elsewhere. The
Bureau is also in charge of the introduction of crops and plants

into the country and arrange for their tests in suitable centres

in co-operation with individual States. The Bureau also under-

takes, whenever necessary, to send individuals and expeditions to

various parts of the world' to collect material of value for breeding

purx)oses. Will it be too much to expect that a beginning on
this model will be made in India ?

While the advances in tlui science of genetics have been
dealt with chiefly with refer^nc^e to crops, the principles are

of equal application to animals as well. The principles of

genetics have hardly been utilized in the breenling of stock in

India and 1 do not kno\e whether genetics is ever taught to the

students of the Veterinary Colleges. There is stiU another

aspec^t of genetical S(5ience as applied to human race. The
science of biometry in its application to genetics has been
responsible for all our present-day knowdedge on human in-

heritance (Eugenics). I am not sure that sufficient attention

is paid to the teaching of eugenics to the students in any of our
several medical colleges in India. A rough idea of the devtdop-

ment of genetical science along diverse lines can bo had from the

papers that were contributed to the Seventh International

Congress of Genetics held in Edinburgh in 1939. There were
363 contributions grouped as b(dow^ :

—

Gene and Chromosome theory and Cytology ! . 61

Physiological genetics . . . . . . 46
Animal breeding in the light of genetics . . 53
Plant breeding in the light of genetics . . 46
Human genetics . . . . . . 51

Genetics in relation to Evolution and Systematics . . 52
Statistical genetics . . . . . . 17

Genetical aspects of growdh—normal and abnormal 27

Total . . 363
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VIII. Genetical Work and Universities.

Before I concldde I sliould like to say a few words about
our Universities. There are seventeen Universities in India,

almost all of them having affiliated colleges teaching up to

Honours degree in biology but not one can still boast of a chair

in gen'^tio.^. The Honours students in Botany do, I believe,

receive a few lectures on nrinciples of Mendelism, but whether

they get anything beyond that is very doubtful. Recent

advances in gonotics ha/e had a profound effect on our knowledge

of taxonomy' and ecology, but still it is doubtful if students are

made to get a grasp of such principles in their taxonomic studios,

which, so fxr as I know, still form a big portion of the botany

syllabuses in the colleges. It is a point worth considering

whether th(^ taxonoinical syllabus sliould not be cut down a

little and the same substituted by genetical studios on agricultural

crops. Even in connection with the taxonomical studies in

the Universities, botanical excursions to key regions of agricul-

tural (^rops and plants in co-operation with the crop botanists

could be us(‘full3^ undertaken. There is a wide fieki for this

work in, India particularly with our important crops, rice,

sugarcane, fruit trees, etc.

There is orui brancjh of botanical research in which several

University's have got competent Pi'ofessors to und(^rtako^and

guide rc'search. 1 am referring to cytological research. From

what has been said in the earlier portions of this address, it will be

evident that most of the lat(‘st advances in genetics have come

from cytological research. Still most of the cytological work

done in India refers either to the embryosac development in

some unimporkuit jdant or determination of chromosome

numbejs. The plant breeders in the course of their work

come across various problems necessitating intensive cyto-

logical studios which can ('asily bo undertaken in the Uju-

V(?rsities. In some cases where crop botanists are making funda-

mental studies on their (;rop, they have their own (‘ytulogical

sections, but still I feel that this is a branch ni botanical r( ^search

in which the agri<;ultural d(‘j)artmentH and the UnivcTsiticR

can well co-operate in the interest of niaximum crntpub in the

country. In recent times there have been a l/».rgo nuiiiber of

brilliant young men who have gone abroad fcc' mtensive cyto-

logical studies and returned to India. Suv-iv it should be

possible to make use of these men in this work Even in other

branches of botanical research, physiological genetics, for

example, such a co-operation between crop botanists and

Universities should prove extremely beneficial. I am mention-

ing the above points not Avith an idea of criticizing the

botanical work in the Universities, but to draw attentira to the

necessity for a change in the outlook. I am sure the difficultly,

if there should bo any, against such co-operative work, could

be got over by personal contacts of individuals mterested m
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oommon problems. The Imperial Council of Agricultural

Research, when it was first formed, did have as one of its objects,

bringing about a greater co-ordination between agricultural

departments and Universities and it has succeeded to somo
extent in the attempt. Two instances of such successful co-

ordination may be mentioned in this connection, namely, the

rust work in wheat, and the general statistical work as applied

to agricultural experiments. Let us only hope that such heathy
contacts between workers in the agricultural departments and
the Universities will be brought into effect in an ever-increasing

measure, resulting in a greater output of basic research in the
country.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON SLEEP

I must first thank the Indian Science Congress Association

for inviting me to be the President of the Physiology Section

this year. It is usual on occasions like tliis, c;specially for one

whoso official designation is a ‘Pharmacologist’, to say that the

invitation was accepted with a good deal of diffidence and hesi-

tation. I had no such hesitation in accepting this honour

because I do not think there is any differenc^e between a pharma-

cologist and a physiologist. Sir Henry Hale, Prof. Otto Loewi,

Prof. C. F. Heymans are oftem designated as pharmacologists

and yet they won the Nobel Prize for work in experimental

physiology. Profs. A. J. (lark, J. H. Burn, J. H. Gaddum
and E. B. Verney are some of Great Britain’s distinguished

physiologists though all of them occupy Chairs in Pharmacology.

Here in India one of my distinguished predecessors, Col. R. N.

Chopra, has alsc been officially designated as a jiharmacologist

and yet he has contributed more to experimental physiology in

this country than any other single individual.

I did, however, hesitate to accept the honour biicause my
own contribution to experimental physiology is limited. More-

over, I have chosen for this address a subject wliich has its

basis on this limited experimental work. I w as emton raged to

do so by the remarks of our distinguished Pi esident of last year.

Prof. Birbal Sahni. In the very beginnmg of his jiresidential

address Prof. Sahni says; ‘When a man of sciemre accepts the

position of honour in which I find myself this eviMting it is usually

understood that he undertakes, among other things, to engage

a large public audience, having the most vanecl pursuits in life,

on some topic of general scientific interest. At the same time

he is expected to have at least something to say that he can cUim

as his own and, what is more, to say it in plain kiTiguage.
^

I

hope that what I am going to say to-day will interest a sufficient

number of young physiologists who have assembled here to

induce them to pursue these investigations further.

The subject of this address is ‘Some Observations on Sleep .

In spite of the immense strides that experimental physiology

( 361 )
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has made during recent years, it must be admitted that the

problem of sleep remains to this day unsolved. The phenomenon
of sleep has, however, been investigated by a very large number
of workers from various points of view. Observations on the

physiology of sleep have been numerous. Almost every organ
of the body has been studied and its relative behaviour in sleep

and waking state compared. I do not propose to discuss here

the various aspects of sleep that have been studied, important
though they are, because such an attempt will require several

hours. Most of the literature on sleep is in German, some in

French, comparatively little in English. A complete review of

the literature before 1913 is given by Pieron in his work ‘Problem
du Sommeir and most of the literature in the next fifteen years

has been admirably summarized by Kleitman in his monograph
on ‘ Sleep ’ published in the Physiological Reviews. A very impor-
tant contribution to the various aspects of the probhim of sleep

has been made by Viennese School of Scientists in their publi-

cation ‘Der Schlaf’ edited by Sarason. I shall, therefore, refer

to the literature only on those points which concern us directly

in our discourse this morning.

Physiological changes during sleep

I shall begin by making a few observations on the physio-

logical cihanges that occur during sleep. I propose to refer to
OJily four points, viz., circulation, respiration, muscular move-
ments and sweat secretion.

{(i) Circulation

:

A ]lumber of observations have been made'on the heart rate

and blood pressure during sleep and the generally accepted view
seems to be that the rate of the heart and the level of blood
pressure are lowered during sleep. Brooks and Carrol (1912)

for example observed 127 patients and found that in most of

them there was a fall in blood pressure attaining the lowest level

1 or 2 hours after the oUvSet of sleep. It is interesting to note
that their patients who were ‘ resting ’ but not ‘ sleeping ’ did not
show the same degree of fall. Similar results were obtained by
Mueller (1921), Mac William (1923), Shepard (1914), Landis

(1925), and others. A reduction in the rate of the heart has also

been observed by several workers. Klewitz (1913) found a
reduction of 14*8 beats per minute in the rate of the heart during
sleep while Kanner (1926) found it to be 13*2. Lowering of the
pulse rate has been observed by other workers also (Weichmann
and Bamberger, 1924; Mac William, 1923; Boas and Weiss,

1929). It must be stated, however, that such reduction in heart

rate and level of blood pressure cannot be found if sleep is

disturbed as for example by dreams.
Although there is a general agreement that the blood pres-

sure falls during sleep, there is no evidence to show that this fall
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causes sleep by producing cerebral anaemia. Howell (1897)

was one of the eaily supporters of the cerebral anaemia theory
of sleep. Shepard (1914), however, made very carefully con-

trolled observations on patients with trephine holes in the skull

and came .o the conclusion that there was a significant rise in

the brain v^olume, indicating an increased blood supply to the

brain. Kleitinan (1928) made direct observations on puppies

and failed to observe any evidence of cerebral anaemia. Mac
William (1923) oxprt ;sscd doubts about the validity of the cerebral

anaemia theory and thought that the slight lou^ering of blood

pressure will bo more than compensated for by the change of

position from the erect to the horizontal. Recently Gibbs,

Gibbs and Lennox (1935) obtained direct records ot c.c^rebral

blood flow during sle(ip in man by means of a thcwmo-oleetrio

blood flow roctordor and concluded that the onset and termination

of sloop (lid not aftcHit the blood flow through the brain. There-

fore, as Landis (1925) observfnl the fall in blood rather

a resultant of, tlian causative of, sleep.

(h) Respiration

:

Many observations have been made on the rate and rhythm

of respiration and most of the observers agree that respiration

is depressed during slcH’ip. Pkwon as early as 1913 observed the

depression of respiration during sleep. Bass and Herr (1922)

found an incri'iasc^ in the (02 tension of thc> alveolar air during

sleep, and Hess (1932) tlmught that the (dianges iii the GO2

concentration of blood found during sleep would substantially

activate the respiratory mecJianism in wakefulness, showing an

active depressi( n of the resjutatory mcK;hanism. Wright (L)31)

observed that the resi)iratory mechanism was d(‘finitely (h^pressecl

during sleep and br(*athing became* inade((iiate to the ne^eds of

the body.
(Jertain cdianges have been observed in the type of ro.spiration

when a i)erson falls aslec^p. ('Imyne-Stokes breatliing

observed by Broadbent (1877). Mosso (1878) thought that tlm

breathing became more thoracic and less abdominal Shepard

(1914) supported Mosso’s obsc^rvation while RochI iuid Kliutman

(1926) failed to find any such changi;. Some of changers in

the type of respiration could b(' accounted by changes in

position from the erect to the horizontal, l»oi . hanges in the

chemistry of blood evoking no response^ from the respiratory

mechanism is undoubtedly due to the depression of respiratory

centres. Kunze (1928) reported an im iT.ase of 19% in bl()od

acidity and this increase will certainly stimulate respiration

unless the centres are actively depresse(l.

(c) Muscular Activity

:

One of the important concomitants of sleep is a complete

muscular relaxation and lessening of the voluntary muscular
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movements. Muscular movements during sleep have been
studied a good deal by some simple mechanical device applied

to the bed of a subject or a cage of an animal and a record of
movements graphically registered. Szymanski (1918, 1920, 1922)

obtained a number of such ‘actograms' and by recording the
activity of different animals divided them into two classes

‘polyphasic’ and ‘monophasic’. According to Szymanski the
polyphasic animals have a number of alternating periods of
rest and activity during 24 hours. White rats, for example,
have ten. They rest for a couple of hours, then wake up and are

active and again fall asleep. Rabbits have about sixteen periods

of rest and activity during 24 hours. Birds are generally

monophasic, active during the day and resting by night. Adult
human beings are monophasic but a new-born baby is, like a
rabbit, typically polyphasic. It is generally known that the
muscles are relatively toneless during sleep, the tendon reflexes

are diminished and the plantar reflex may be extensor.

{d) Sweat Secretion

:

References in the literature about the secretion of sweat
during sleep are not many. Potzl (1929) mentions that sweat
secretion is increased during sleep and quotes Czerny when he
says that ‘the sweat drops in a sleeping child can be easily

seen*. A more detailed study of secretion of sweat in children

was recently made by Day (1939). He studied insensible per-

spiration by the method of weighing hospital children at frequent

intervals and found that insensible perspiration was considerably

increased and with room temperature about 29'^C. visible

perspiration was nearly always present at the onset of sleep.

Day*8 studies show a close relation between the onset of per-

spiration and commencement of sleep.

In this country with the usual warm atmosphere it is a
frequent experience to see sweating especially immediately
after the onset of sleep. Beads of perspiration are seen over the
forehead and neck and many times the whole body is covered
with palpable if not visible perspiration. This phenomenon is

more commonly observed in children but is present in adults also.

It is important to note that the sweating is not due to mere rest

alone, for the difference in sweat secretion between a resting

and a sleeping individual is quite obvious.

To summarize therefore it is generally accepted that during
sleep the heart beats slower, the blood pressure is lowered slightly,

the respirations are depressed, muscular movements diminished
and the sweat secretion increased, especially immediately after

the onset of sleep.

Sleep a parasympathetic phenomenon

I shall now divert a little at this point from our main topic

and say a few words about the sympathetic and parasympathetic
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components of the autonomic nervous system. It is now
generally recognized that these two components are concerned

in the regulation of the physiological function of different organs

of the body, and the part they play is usually antagonistic to

each other. It has further been recognized that the sympathetic

system is a ‘positive regulator of prejmredness and activity’

while the parasympathetic system ‘preserves and economizes

energy, protects against strain and restores activity’ (Hei^,

1932). We are more concerned about the parasympathetic in

this discussion and iheiefore I shall say a few words about it to

show how it is alwaj s working to economize energy and how
its effects are brought about in the defence mechanism of the

body. Thus a strong light thrown against the eyes will bring

about immediate contraction of the pupils to protect the eyes and

this contraction is brought about by the 3rd nerve which is

parasympathetic. An irritant gas entering the respiratory

passages will evoke reflexes wliich will result in contraction of

the bronchioles and this contraction of the bronchioles is again

a parasympathetic action through the vagus. If any luidesir-

able food or substance finds its way into the stomach, it will be

immediately vomited out through the influence of the parasym-

pathetic. If it goes further down into the intestines, the body

defensive mechanism will try to get it out by producing diarrhotm

and this process again is governed by the parasympathetic.

An increase in the parasympathetic tone will cause the heart to

beat slowly and thus prolong the rest period of the heart. The

parasympathetic system is, therefore, always alert in protecting

the body against strain and exerts its influence in giving rest to

important orgeus of the body.

The main symptoms of sleep such as slowing of the heart,

fall in blood pressure and diminished muscular activity thorefore

prompted Prof. W. R. Hess of Zurich to emphasize that ‘sloeji’

also is a parasympathetic phenomenon ‘comparable to the vagus

control of the heart’. He pointed out that constriction ol tlic

pupils seen during sleep denotes an increase in theparasympithe-

tic tone. Hess also drew attention to t h. work of Koch (1932)

who found that an increase in the carotid sinus pressure ot dogs

just recovering from an anaesthetic led to an •mhibitory state

closely resembling sleep and the para8ympathoti< lone was simul-

taneously increased. Further, Hess injected drugs like ergota-

mine, which inhibit the sympathetic activity, mlo the 3rd ventricle

of cats and succeeded in inducing typical sleep, beveral expen-

mental observations have since been reported supporting He^ s

contention that the parasympathetic tone is increased during

sleep. Samaan (1934) for example has shown that the

bradycardia in dogs during sleep is due to augiMiitetion of the

vacal tone. Some clinical observations also lend support to

thk view. The value of ephedrine, a sympathommetic ^ug,

in the treatment of narcolepsy is now well established and shows
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the parasympathetic nature of the attacks of sleep that occur

in narcolepsy. Similarly, it is a well-recognized clinical observa-

tion that attacks of asthma frequently begin during sleep and
asthma is more likely to occur when the parasympathetic tone
is increased. There is, therefore, considerable experimental and
clinical evidence to support the view put forward by Hess that

sleej) is a parasympathetic phenomenon.
If now we recall the most interesting work of Sir Henry Dale

(1934) and his colleagues and a number of other workers showing
the close relation between parasympathetic and acetylcholiiK',

and if we admit that sleep is a parasympathetic phenomenon,
we are at once confronted with the proposition ‘Is acetylcholine

the sleep producing hormone ?
’

Chemical theory of sleep

Before I put forward before you the exporimeiiial evidence
which suggests that acetylcholine may act as the ‘sleep hormone ’,

I shall make a few remarks a.bout the ‘sleep centre ’ in the hypo-
thalamus and the chemical theory of sleej). The existence of a
‘sleej) centre’ in the region of the 3rd ventricle of the brain was
suggested by Manthner as early as 1890. Economo (1928)
concluded from his vast clinical and pathological experience of
lethargic encephatilis that the ‘sleep ceniT'o’ was situated in the
region whore the aqueduct of Sylvius oi)ons into the 3rd ventricle.

More recently Hess (1932) demonstrated that electrical stimula-

tion of the dienccqjhalon by si>ecially constructed electrodes

promptly produced sleep in cats. Rec^ognition of the ‘sleep

centre’ in the hypothalamus divided physiologists into two
schools, holding tAvo difibrent views on the theory of sleep.

Those who siij)j)ortod the ‘cortical theory’ weie led by Pavlov
(1927) who considered sloei> to be a phase of internal inhibition.

Pavlov based his arguments from his experiments on conditioned
reflexes. He found that an acoustic stimulus, like ringing of a
boll, followed by food established a conditioned reflex in dogs.

When this reflex was established, just ringing of the bell produced
salivation and increase of other digestive secretions, because the

dog expected food immediately afterwards. If after establish-

ment of this conditioned reflex the bell is rung but no food
presented, the dog often falls asleep. Before the dog falls asleep,

however, the flow of digestive secretions is stopped due to
inhibition of cerebral centres controlling these secretions. A('-

cording to Pavlov, this inhibition of localized centres in the
cerebrum spreads over to the whole of the cortex and produces
sleep. The other school who support the ‘subcortical’ theory
recognize the existence of sleep centre in the hypothalamus and
hold that the phenomenon of sleep is governed by this centre.

A third school has also arisen who try to subscribe both to the
cortical and subcortical theories.
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I shall again refer to Pavlov’s theory later. Apart from
Pavlov’s theory the only other theory which has a good experi-
mental background is the ‘chemical theory’ of sleep first advo-
cated by Pieron (1913). Pieron found that if the coiebrospinal
fluid of dogs kept artificially awake for prolonged periods, is

withdraw! I and injected into the cerebral ventricles of normal
dogs, such an injection produced as urgent a desire foi' slee]! in
normal dogs, as was manifested by dogs de}>j‘ived of slee]). He
therefore thought that the cerebrospinal fluid of dogs deprived
of sleep contained a chemical substance having a hypjiotic action
and termed this subsiaiicc'- ‘liyjuiotoxin ’. Picuon’s thcwy was
recently supported by the careful work of Sf^hnedorf and Ivy
(1939). Shice Pieron’s j>ul)lication of his results several sub-
stances have been nijc^cted into the cerel)ros})inal fluid of oxpori-
Aiiontal anhnals and as sonu^ of them produet'd a condition like

sleex>, claims made for them as ‘sieej) hormoiu‘s’. 1 shall briefly

refer to some of them.
Demole (1927) found a, decrease in the blood calcium during

sleep and thought lliat the calcium was taken ii]) by the brain

centres responsibh^ foi* sk^ep. He tluu’ol'oi'e i^ijecttul small

quantili(\s of calcium in tlu^ infundibular region of eats and
succeeded, in ]'i'oducing ty])ical sksq). TJiese observations wxu'o

confiiined by Cku^tta, and Fischer (1930) and La Fora, and Sang
(1931). Bergmui and Moberg (1929) found that mere insertion

of needles iii tiie infundibular region j)rodiieed slc^ej) in animals

and ])rovi()usly Gollwitzer-Meir and Kroetz (1924) Ija.d faiksd

to find any change in ealeiiim eonecuit ra.tion in blood during

slee]).

Zondek and Bitu’ (1932) vorkijig on the compounds of

bromine, found that these are diminished in the PituitaTy and
increased in the medulla in artifi(*iaJ sleej) and tlierefore postu-

lated that sleep was due to the iiouiing of ‘brome hormone’ hy
the Pituitary gland.

Marim^sco and Ids associates (1929) i)ointe(l out tliat ' iK^iine

injected intracerebrally jiroduced sleoj) jireceded by ;»gitation

and increased muscular activity.

Kroll (1933) found that extracts ^ i the brain oi’ sk‘.eping

animals, injected intracisternally in cais produern} i ypicai sleej).

The original sloex) was either jiroauci^d by a dtJ didstration of

drugs or wf,s the result of bibernalion.

Lastly, I (Dikshit, 1935) injected veiy small quantities of

acetylcholine (in gammas) into the ccrebTul ventricles of cats

and succeeded in producing a condition closely resembling sleep.

These results wore eonfinned in dogs by Sehnedorf and Ivy

(1939) and to a certain extent in man also by Henderson and

Wilson (1937).

It will thus be seen that quite a number of substances have

been claimed to act as sleep producing ‘ hormones ’ because their

direct application to the brain centre or centres produces a
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condition resembling sleep. If a chemical substance is respon-

sible for natoral sleep, it should, besides its §ction on the sleep

centre, satisfy several other conditions. Thus it must normally

be present in the central nervous system, it must not be very

stable and its action on the brain centres should be reversible.

The presence of a special mechanism in the body to control the

activity of this substance will be an additional point in its favour.

Moreover, the pharmacological action of this substance on the

central nervous system must agree with the physiological changes
that are known to occur during sleep. The final proof must,
however, rest with the actual demonstration of the fact that this

substance accumulates around the sleep centre during sleep and
disappears on waking.

If we look at the so-called ‘sleep hormones’ from these

points of view we are at once faced with the fact that none of the
substances I have mentioned above satisfies all the conditions.

I, however, submit that acetylcholine has been shown to satisfy

all of them except the last one. It has not yet been possible for

me to put forward definite evidence to say that acetylcholine

accumulates in the hypothalamus during sleep and disappears

when the animal or subject awakes. I, however, feel that what
I am going to say in the next few pages warrants the conclusion

that acetylcholine deserves a careful consideration as a sleep

producing ‘hormone ’
. The role acetylcholine plays in mammalian

physiology has been well recognized. We now know how it

plays a very important part in the control of voluntary and
several involimtary muscles and how it acts as a chemical mediator
at the cholinergic nerve terminal. We have also got sufi&cient

evidence to say that it is concerned in the synaptic transmission

of the sympathetic ganglia. Is this ester equally concerned as

the chemical mediator at the synapses of the central nervous
sy^stem ? The question is yet to be answered, but evidence is

gradually accumulating to show that it is (Chang et al., 1937).

From this point of view alone the role acetylcholine plays in the
regulation of the diiBferent functions ofthe central nervous system
deserves a careful study.

Is ACETYLCHOLINE A ‘SLEEP PRODUCING HORMONE’?

I have mentioned above the conditions that a substance
should fulfil before it could be accepted as a sleep producing
‘ hormone ’. Let us examine how acetylcholine answers these
conditions.

(i) Action of acetylcholine on sleep centre :

In a preliminary note read before the Physiological Society
of Great Britain it was reported (Dikshit, 1935) that acetyl-

choline injected in very small quantities (less than ly) into the
lateral ventricle or into the hypothalamic region of cats produced
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a condition closely I'osembling sleep. These experiments were
repeated further and the results mentioned above confirmed.
It was alsc found that the response in different animals varied
considerably and it also varied ir the same animal. The typical

phenomenon of sleep was observed in some animals while in

others onl} drowsiness was evident. In a certain number of
experiments drowsiness was preceded by excitation and this

occurred more frequently with intraventricular than with
hypothalamic injections. These experiments were repealed in
dogs by Schnedorf and Ivy (1939). They found that dogs who
received acetylcholine into the lateral ventricle passed into a
condition closely resembling sleep, wnile those wlio received it

into tlu^ cisterna magna showed only a depression. Henderson
and Wilson (1937) repeated these exjx^riments in man. Tlioy
injected largo quantities (up to 7*5 mg.) of acetylcholine intra-

ventricularly in eight pjitients. The procedure slightly differed
in these cases, but the observations were very carefully made and
systemat ically recorded. They found that out of the eight cases
who received acetylcholine intravontricularly one passed into
profound sleex> immediately after the injection, two showed
drowsiness but not; deep sleep and the remaining five cases no
sign of sloop at all. In all these cases, however, nausea, vomit-
ing and intestinal i^eristalsis were constant effects and so was
sweating.

Injections of acetylcholine into the lateral ventricle will

naturally affect all centres that line the ventricular system of the
brain. A large number of centres will therefore be involved and
the reactions will naturally be different from those which one
would expect by application of the ester to a localized centre in
the brain. Tlie jK)ssibility of action on one gi'oup of centres
nullifying the action on some other group would also exist.

Thus the visceral reactions produced by acetylcholine may
seriously interfere with the results of its reaction on the sleep
centre. Nevertheless, all the experiments quoted above go to
show that acetylcholine can produce sleep by its action on the
sleep centre.

(ii) Does acetylcholine exist normally in the hrain ?

We are on a more firm experime rital basis regarding the
presence of acetylcholine in the brain. Since tlui observation
of Schaffer and Moore (1896) that extracts of tlu l>rain iwoduce
a fall in blood pressure when injected intravenously, there has
been a controversy about the nature of the ^iepressor substance
in the brain extracts. Some observers like Mott and Halli-
burton (1899) thought it was choline while others like Vincent
and Sheen (1903) did not think it to be so. While working in

Edinburgh, I attempted to see if acetylcholine was present in

the brain or not and by employing some recent biological tests

for acetylcholine was able to show (Dikshit, 1933, 1934a) that

24
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it undoubtedly does exist in the brain tissue. Quantitative

estimations of different portions of the brain showed that the

concentration of acetylcholine was highest in the basal ganglia.

Higher concentrations of this ester in the basal ganglia than

other parts of the brain are significant when we take into consi-

deration the recent claims, made with increasing insistence,

that these ganglia are the seat of a number of visceral activities.

Those observations were later confirmed by Kwiatowski (1935)

and also by Barsopni (1935). Since then a number of workers
have not only found acetylcholine in the brain, but have also

shown that slices of brain tissue can actually form acetylcholine

in vitro (Quastel et al., 1936; Stedman and Stedman, 1937;
Mahal and Dikshit, 1937; Dikshit, 1938). More recently,

Chute, JFeldberg and Smyth (1940) have shown acetylcholine

formation by the brain in perfusion experiments. One can,

therefore, say with certainty that not only is acetylcholine

present in the brain but it is formed there continuously.

(iii) Is there a special mechanism in the body to control the action

of acetylcholine ?

Hale as early as 1914 suggested the possibility of an esterase

in the body which would destroy acetylcholine. Several workers
since then (Engelhard! and Loewi, 1930; Matthes, 1930) have
confirmed this observation. Hr. E. Stedman of Edinburgh
and his associates (1932) later discovered an enzyme in the blood
which has the specific action of destroying esters of choline and
they named this enzyme ‘choline-esterase’. A number of

contributions by Stedman and his associates and also other

workers (Gaddum, 1936) have since then established the role

that choline-esterase plays in controlling the .activity of acetyl-

choline in the body. It is significant to note that Stedman
and Stedman (1936) failed to find any choline-esterase in

the cerebrospinal fluid, but found it in large quantities in the
brain tissue. Further, they made the important observation
that the amount of this enzyme in the basal ganglia was about
twice that present in the cortex. Wo have, therefore, un-
assailable evidence to show that there exists in the body tissues

a mechanism which controls the activity of acetylcholine and
that this mechanism—the choline-esterase—is present in the
brain and especially in that part of the brain where the sleep

centre is situated.

(iv) Does the pharmacological action of acetylcholine on the brain

centres agree with the physiological changes ^seen during
sleep ?

Earlier 1 have referred to only four changes that occur
])hysiologically during sleep, changes concerning circulation,

respiration, muscular movements and sweat secretion. Action
of acetylcholine on brain centres is usually studied by introduction
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of tho drug into the ventricular fluid of the brain. Such intro-

duction produces action on several centres lining the ventricular

system and therefore, as discussed above, information so obtained

may be misleading. Moreovei, such actions will depend upon
the dosage employed and upon the concentration of choline

-

esterase pxes^mt in the parts of the brain concerned with these

actions. However, it may bo rtated that as far as the circulation,

respii'ation, muscular movements and sweat secretions are

concerned, tho action ol intrs/Ventricular acetylcholine agrees

with the changes seen dunng sleep. I investigated the action

of acetylcholine on circulation and respiration (Dikshit, 1934a)

by injecting small quantities of the drug into the lateral ven-

tricles oi cats and found that respiration was definitely depresstni

and the blood pressure was very slightly lowered by such injec-

tions. Depression of respiration and lowering of blood pressut e

in sleep have already been discussed. Further, 1 pointed out

(Dikshit, 19346) that application of acetylcholine to the brain

centres can produce an irregularity of the heart. It is true that

every individual does not get an iiregular action of the heart

just before falling asleep, but in those who are suscejitible lo

such irregularities, it is a common clinical experience that the

irregularities are increased at the onset of sleep.

As regards muscular movements, the marked diminution

in movements of voluntary muscles by central application of

acetylcholine can be demonstrated in animals who are just

recovering from a volatile anaesthetic. Under deep ether

anaesthesia, a trephine hole is made in the skull of a cat to

introduce acetylcholine into the ventiicles. The muscular
movements are if^gisterod graphically by placing two large

balloons partially filled with water on two sides of the animal
and connecting both to a recording tambour. The anaesthetic

is then lightened and as the animal comovS into the first stage of

anaesthesia it begins to struggle and these movements
registered on a moving kymograph. A small quantity of acclyi-

choline (1 or 2y) is then introduced into th<^ lateral ventricle

through the trephine hole and the effect of the injection is seen

immediately afterwards. The struggling movements become
less and less and sometimes they are completely abolished for a
short time. In experiments doscrilujd previously, introduction

of acetylcholine into the cerebral ventricle of unanaesthetized
cats led to a condition resembling sleep and thus was associat(xl

with lessened muscular tone and movements. Therefore, action

of acetylcholine on voluntary muscular movements is similar

to the action seen physiologically during sleep.

Secretion of sweat is difficult to demonstrate in the experi-

mental animals. Cats have a few sweat glands on the foot

pads, but it is difficult to demonstrate increase in secretion of
these glands. In their experiments on hospital patients, how-
ever, Henderson and Wilson (1937) found sweating to be almost
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uniformly aBsociated with intraventricular acetylcholine injection.

According to these authors sweating accompanied nausea but
was present in some cases to a degree which was much more
than could be found in nausea alone and in others it was profuse.

Sweating after sleeping is a common observation when environ-

mental conditions are suitable for sweating. Such conditions

are natuially present more often in the tropics than in colder

climates.

It will thus be seen that the pharmacological action of
acetylcholine on the brain centres and the physiological changes
seen during sleep agree at least on those points which I have
just discussed. There is one important discrepancy, however,
which was noted by Schnedorf and Ivy (1939) in their experi-

ments on dogs. They observed that intraventricular injections

of acetylcholine produced sleep in dogs but the rectal tem-
perature was simultaneously raised. Rise in temperature is not a
phenomenon observed in natural sleep and therefore Schnedorf
and Ivy (1939) were inclined to believe that the response to

acetylcholine was not truly physiologic. Henderson and
Wilson (1937) on the other hand found a drop in body temper-
ature after intraventricular acetylcholine injections, but they
were working with human subjects who responded with perspira-

tion to acetylcholine and perhaps this sweating helped to lower
the temperature. Dogs cannot perspire and therefore Schnedorf
and Ivy could not notice a fall in temperature. It is interesting

to not© in this connection, however, that Shiziraku (1925) kept
dogs artificially awake for prolongt^l periods and when their

desiie for sleep was extreme a rise in their body temperature
was noted.

Temperature regulation is governed by a special centre in

the hypothalamus and it is not possible to say whether the fall

in temperature diu ing natural sleep is due to the action of the

‘sleep hormone’ on this centre or duo to vascular changes and
diminished motor activity. I shall, however, again take the
liberty to repeat what I have said before that intraventricular

injections of acetylcholine produce a much more diffused action

on the brain centres than local liberation of the ester in certain

localized parts of the brain would do.

(v) Is there accunmlation of acetylcholine in the sleep centre during

sleep ?

We now come to tlie crucial tost of this ‘ sleep hormone ’

theory, viz., demonstration of accumulation of acetylcholine in

the sleep centre duiing sleep. I must state in the beginning

that all my attempts to got this proof have failed so far. The
problem is associated with a number of technical difficulties.

Acetylcholine is very rapidly destroyed by the enzyme, choline-

esterase, and any experimental procedure in a sleeping animal
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disturbs it and leads to the waking state. I therefore decided

to tackio this problem indirectly and shall describe very briefly

the nature of experimental procedures I have adopted.

(a) Relation between choline-esterase in blood and acetylcholine

concentration in the brain

:

In a paper read before the Indian Science Congress (Dikshit,

1937), I had mentioned + hat the^e is a direct relationship between
the acetylcholine concentret'on in the brain and choline-esterase

content of the blood. These experiments were made on different

species of animals and it was found that whenever there was a

high concentration of acetylcholine in the brain, there was also

a high conccntrai ion of the enzyme in the blood. This relation-

ship was noticed by Dr. Stedman, F.R.S., of Edinburgh some
years previously. It was therefore thought that examination
of the blood of a subject might give an idea about the a(;etyl-

choline concentration in his brain. We thm*efore examined
the blood of several volunteers at noon and at midnight with a

hope of finding a difference in the choline-esterase content of the

two samples of bkxxl but failed to find any such difference what-
soever. Further, Dr. Mahal (1938) working in my laboratory

in Bombay examined the blood of guinea-pigs which wore kept
artificially av^ake for several days and found no difference

between the clmline-esterase (oncentration of the blood of these

animals taken before and after prolonged sleeplessness.

(b) Appearance of acetylcholine into the cerebrospinal fluid of
animals deprived of sleep :

I kept cats artificially awake for several days and examined
their cerebrospinal fluid to see if any acetylcholine could be
detected in it. The cats were deprived of sleep by putting them
in a slowly revolving cage. In such experimcuits the animals
have to move all through 24 houi’s and tlu» experiments are

complicated by a third factor of muscular fiitiguo. However,
I failed to see any appearance of acetylcholine in the cerebro-

spinal fluid of these animals after prolonged wakefulness.
Sclinedorf and Ivy (1939) made more careful exix^nments with
dogs and also failed to find any acetylcholine in t}j( cerebrospinal
fluid of dogs deprived of sleep. The idea in tht\se experiments
was that if acetylcholine accumulates in large quantitk's around
the sleep centre it may partly escape into the cerebros])inal

fluid and its presence in this fluid could be detected by employing
sensitive biological tests. Normal cerebrospinal fluid contains
no acetylelioliiie and no enzyme. The enzyme which is present
in the brain tissue liowtjvcu- apj)ears to destroy acetylcholine
completely and not the slightest tra(;e of the ester ap|)ears in the
cerebrospinal fluid.
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(c) Estimation of acetylcholine in the hasal ganglia of animals

deprived of sleep

:

These experiments were made on guinea-pigs and rats.

The animals were kept awake by putting them in a revolving

cage and therefore the factor of fatigue was present in these

experiments also. After five days of sleeplessness when the

guinea-pigs were taken out of the cage they exhibited the most
urgent desire for sleep. Such animals wore killed immediately
after removing from the cage and the acetylcholine content

of the basal ganglia estimated and compared with that of normal
animals. In the beginning I got the impression that I was finding

more acetylcholine in the basal ganglia of sleepless animals as

(jompared with normal ones, but the individual variations were
found to be far too wide to arrive at any definite conclusion.

Similar results were obtained with rats also. I feel that this

procedme may give some information if a very large number of
animals is used and the results studied statistically.

{d) Effect of Fhysostigmine :

Tlu^ action of physostigmine, an alkaloid obtained from the

calabar bean, in preventing the liydrolysis of acetylcholine by
the specific enzyme is now well established. Hydrolysis of
acetylcholine by the enzyme in the brain could therefore be
prevented by administration of this drug and if this drug could

be administered in sulficient quantities to neutralize the enzyme
action, sufficient accumulation of acetylcholine could occur in

the brain to produce its central effects. Unfortunately, however,
the drug is far too toxic to permit of its administration in

adequate doses. Besides, the side actions of such administra-

tion are far too powerful to enable the phenomenon of sleep

to be studied. It is interesting to note, however, that the

central depressant action of physostigmine has been recognized

and Sollmann (1933) mentions that this depressant effect has

been made use of clinically in diseases like epilepsy though
without much success. Mention must, however, be made of

'the experiments of Dost (1934) in this connection. To test

Hess’s theory of sleep Dost injected a large number of drugs
intramuscularly in cannaries, physostigmine being one of them

;

and he found injections of physostigmine produced sleep in

thesci birds. Further, one ofmy colleagues working in the Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh gave Miotin, a compound prepaied by
Stedman which has identical action as that of physostigmine,

to a patient and found that after the preliminary visceral effects

had passed off’ the patient fell into deep sleep. Physicians and
surgeons have, these days, many opportunities of using pro-

stigmine or physostigmine in their clinical work and if observa-

tions are made with sj)ecial reference to sleep, I think such
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clinical data will materially help to verify the theory of sleep

1 have postulated.

However, to come back to the effect of physostigmine in

animals, I gave this drug hypodermically to cats, dogs, and
monkeys. As explained above, the visceral effects of such

injections we^e far too severe to allow the phenomenon of sleep

to be obr3eived properly, but after these effects wore off, a

definite drowsiness was observed in some of these animals.

Discussion

The remarkable experimental work of Pavlov (1927) on
conditioned reflexes has shown that sleep is due to spread of

internal inhibition. I have already referred to Pavlov's work
and explained that Pavlov holds the cortex entirely responsible

for sleep. Goltz (1892) on the other liand has shown that
decorticated (logs can sleep and this observation was confirmed
by others (Rothman, 1923; Rademaker and Winkler, 1928).

If dogs without cortex can sleep, Pavlov’s hyj)othosi8 cannot
be entirx^l}" correct. Criticism has also been levelled against

Pavlov’s experiments, Kleitman (1929) observtKl that in some
experiments on activity of gastro-intestinal tract made in his

laboratory he had to use stands similar to those used by Pavlov
and he often noticed dogs sleeping, though no conditioned

reflexes were involved. He also mentions a case in which a dog
continued actively secreting saliva though asleep and inhibition

of salivary secretion followed and did not precede onset of sleep.

If sleep is a conditioned reflex, it is not possible to under-

stand how a now horn baby can sle>ep from the moment it is

born. The diurnal variation in sleep and activity of mono-
phasic animals could be understood on the conditioned reflex

theory, but not the sleep of polyphasic animals who have sixteen

periods of rest and activity during 24 hours. Another’ important
question is, does the sleep of lower forms of vertebrates, for

example that of frogs or fish, depend on conditioned leflexes

or is their sleep different altogether from the sleep of higher
vertebrates ?

It is, howev^er, not possible to deny that conditioiu^d reflexes

play an important part in the diurnal periodicity of slc^ep, at
any rate sleep of higher animals. We are accustomed to sleep

under certain conditions and any trivial chang<^ in these condi-

tions, such as an uncomfortable bed or a different bed room
may be sufficient to prevent sleep. The diurnal periodicity of
sleep in man is more a habit than a physiological necessity and
is therefore, as Pavlov says, dependent on the cortex.

Sleep as a physiological necessity is, however, a different

proposition altogether. In a normal individual an micomfortable
bed (pauses sleeplessness for a night or two, but there will always
be a limit to this sleeplessness. The necessity of sleep after
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prolonged wakefulness is so urgent that a person can sleep in

most adverse conditions. Instances have been mentioned
during the Great War when people riding or marching were
actually sleeping. Animals deprived of sleep for long periods

can sleep in most unusual positions. In such instances con-

ditioned reflexes could play but little or no part
;
sleep as a phy-

siological necessity therefore cannot be said to be under the

influence of the cerebral cortex and the function must be relegated

to sub-cortical centres. I have already referred to the evidence

which has accumulated in support of the existence of a sleep

centre in the hypothalamic region. The experimental evidence
I have put before you is based on recognition of this sleep

centre. How is this sleep centre activated ? This is the ques-

tion for which an answer is sought and I have presented to you
some facts which tend to show that acetylcholine could be
considered as an agent which can lay some claims as a sleep

producing ‘ hormone ’ which activates the sleep centre. I frankly

admit that the evidence I have presented is more indirect than
direct. It has not been possible to demonstrate actual accumula-
tion of acetylcholine in the sleep centre during sleep. Attempts
t o demonstrate it in the cerebrospinal fluid of animals deprived
of sleep have failed in the hands of others as in my hands. My
attempts to show its increased concentration in the basal ganglia

after prolonged sleeplessness have given equivocal results.

Indirect approach to the problem by estimation of blood choline-

esterase have given no indication.

On the other hand, the indirect evidence is not very meagre.
The importance of acetylcholine in physiology coupled with
Hess’s contention that sleep is a parasympathetic phenomenon
and Dale's contribution explaining the role acetylcholine plays

in parasympathetic phenomena gives a clear ground to work
upon. Existence of acetylcholine in the brain, its higher con-

centration in the basal ganglia, and the presence of a special

mechanism to regulate the activity of acetylcholine are im-
portant data supporting the view. Agreement between acetyl-

choline action on some brain centres and the effects of sleep on
these centres also is in favour of acetylcholine being a ‘sleep

hormone ’.

I am fully aware of the fact that I have discussed the
problem of sleep from a very restricted point of view. I have
not made reference to many other approaches to the subject
like the recent researches on the brain potentials during sleep.

1 have also refrained from discussing other Iheorios of sleep,

beca.iise such a discussion would have been outside the scope of
this address. There are many other ])oints which will have to be
investigated before the theory I have put before you is finally

accepted. If acetylcholine is responsible for sleep, is there any
other hormone which brings on awakening? Is the sleep of
higher vertebrates and lower ones, like frogs and fish, similar ?
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What is the nature of the sleep of lower forms of life like earth-

worms f Do they sloop at all ? Do plants sleep ? Is there

any disturbance in the acetylcholine metabolism of the central

nervous system in ceitain psychopathies or mental disorders?

These and surdlar questions will naturally arise and it is my
earnest hope that attempts will be made to answer them by
further experimental and clinical research,
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PSYCHOLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF MANKIND

I

The history of tlie civilizf:d world jirosoiits a sad record

of the repeated failures of human society to onsiu*e the sanity and
stability of mankind. Thousands of years have passed since

man forsook his savage haunts and modes of living, and entered
the domain of civilization will) high hopes and expectations for

a brighter destiny—only to find liims(^]f involved in far more
serious jierils. Not only does he find himself in greater perils

to his physical safety from the antagonistic assi^ults of his

fi^llow-creatures but he is also constantly exposed to gruver

dangers to his sanity from the various factors inherent in the

very nature of civilization. The perils to his physical safety

have been tremendously inc-re^ased by the use of scientific

instruments of huni .tn destruction. Man’s control of the instru-

ments for destroying his fellow-creatures has reached such a
remarkable degree of perfection, that the very existence of the
human species appears to be stuiously jeopardized. The dangers
to liis sanity have become increasingly threatening with the
irrational control whi(L civilized society has come to exercise

over his fundamental natural urges. This latter danger is so

fatal to the health, sanity and efiicienc'y of the individual, that
it appears that this civilization, in whose friendly sujrport

man had placed his implicit confidence, is likely to prove his

most dangerous foe. His supposed safety and stability within
civilized societ;> is now being exposed as an illusion and the
destiny of the human race is bectoming increasingly dark and
uncertain. Even the belief that there has been a steady progress
of reason during the history of the human race is now fast

vanishing.

The usual arguments of the protagonist of modern civiliza-

tion concerning the manifold advantages of the scientific re-

search of their times, as a rule, leaves out of account the fact

that the scientific achievements of our age have gone beyond
man’s ability rationally to control them. Consider, for instance,

( 879 )
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how the modern devices for the intercommunication of news
and thought, which were expected to unite human family

closer together in greater understanding and tolerance, have
served to aggravate the traditional hostility and national

arrogance of men. And when we think of the ways in which
the fruits of the scientific labours of man have been used for the

destruction of mankind, the conviction grows on us that these

are by no means the ‘imqualified enrichment’ of human life

that some people claim them to be.

The uncertainty concerning the future of the human race

which distresses the student of civilized society today is the

logical result of the general discredit into which the redemptive
efforts of many generations of civilized mankind have now fallen.

Each generation in turn takes up the task of redressing human
society with high expectations—only to find humanity involved

in a progressively worse plight. Every day brings to light

evidence of the antagonism, hatred, competition, indifference

and hostility which continually complicate social and inter-

national relations. To take only one instance, consider the ever-

recurring international conflicts in Europe in spite of continuous

efforts to ensure a peaceful settlement. Within the last one
hundred years European history records the Boer War, the

Franco-Prussian War, the War between Germany and Austria,

the War between Prussia and Denmark, the Franco-Sardinian
War against Austria, the Crimean War, the British Opium War,
British actions in Africa, China, Palestine and elsewhere

;
French

actions in Africa and Mexico and a host of other such conflicts

down to the present war. What strikes the student of human
nature is not so much the actual event of war as the constancy

with which it repeats itself in spite of all the conscious endeavours
of mankind to ensure a rational and peaceful state. The last

world war, for instance, exhausted the strength and national

resources of all the countries involved; and yet the survivors

so far from disarming started arming again feverishly. Thus
after four years of ruthless slaughter, and after world-wide

confei'encos to ensure a sane and peaceful human society,

Europe remained an armed camp—^j)reparing for new wars
and conquests.

A study of the available records concerning the sanity of
man in civilized society reveals appalling facts and figures. The
number of the victims of X)sychogenic disorders is definitely

on the increase. These disorders are ultimately due to man’s
lack of emotional adjustment to the rigid demands of his cultural

environments; they include neurasthenia, hysteria, anxiety-
neuroses, xfiiobias, obsessions and so forth. A large number of
mild cases belonging to this classification still go unrecognized
under the false diagnosis of anaemia, insomnia, gastric catarrh,

debility, etc., rendering the therapeutic endeavours of oithodox
medical systems futile. During the brief space of three years
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24,000 suicides or attempted suicides were entered in the Archives
of the Board for the Prevention of Suicides in Budapest. Ac-
cording to the) report of one leading medical investigator, this

city holds the world record for aL-temptod suicides. The records

of the United States of America show 150,000 suicides annually.

Many other sii'iila.r records might be quoted to show the extent
to which t>he neurotic illness infests civilized society today.

The case histories of psychological clinics in any civilized city

could yield additional evidence of the actual increase of neurotic

disorders, domestic and maritrl disruptions and maladjustments.
Nor do the records of antisocial behaviour relievo tlie dismal

j)erspectivo. The subtle and ingenious forms in which crime
is progressively thriving in our modern society and the heavy
toll it lays on rmr economic resources provide further evidence

which destroys the individuars btdief in the ability of civilization

to satisfy all the rational demands of its members. The various

forms of delinquency are so manifestly a repudiation of social

conventions and taboos that we are forced to conclude that

civilization does not satisfy all the demands ofhuman personality,

and in consequence a. large number of its members are provoked
to fly in the face of its laws.

Wo 7'epeat that the great tragedy which attends the march
of human affairs does not consist so much in these events which
blight the history of the human race, as in the vicious circle in

which mankind appears to be inextricably involved, so that

mental disorders, crimes, political unrest, wars and unhappiness
dog its steps at every tuin.

II

But the most pathetic aspect of the situation is the profound
ignorance of the leading intellectuals concerning the real causes

of the manifold disorders with which mankind is afflicted .

Consequently, little or nothing has been done to alter this situa-

tion. For, it must be adequately diagnosed before it can be

remedied.

This seems to be an extraordinary instance of gross ignorance

in an ‘age of scientific enlightenment*. For, not only are we
struck by the paucity of literature offl^ring an adequa tt) explana-
tion of the causes which have conspired to brsn^ about this

situation but we find that the alleged explanations of a majority

of those who have attempted to study this particular subject

leave us, in the end, confused and mystified. Most of these

tend to confuse the various issues involved in the situation.

Moreover, they almost invariably sufibr from a fundamental
error which consists either in entirely ignoring the influence of

the human factor in the aetiology of the present social disorders

or conceding to it only a secondary and casual importance.

In this way the root cause of the trouble is almost invariably
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miscalculated. Irrelevant factors are frequently exalted into

all-sufficient causes; and grandiloquent attempts are made to

convince individuals that it is through the control of these

causes that the final redress of human wrongs will be effected.

Meanwhile little or nothing is done to explore the mental dy-

namics of the homo sapiens in a scientifically objective manner
in order to discover the underlying causes at work. Thus
having omitted or miscalcujated the importance of the human
factor, such studies are inevitably superficial, even when they
are not wholly irrelevant.

Recent psychological enquiries into the individual and social

behaviour of man are making it increasingly clear that apart

from the scientifically objective study of the mental dynamics
of the human behaviour it is not possible to understand ade-

quately and remedy effectively the present trouble so as to

ensure the sanity and stability of the human race. Without
the help of psychopathological insight and technique, the

situation will for ever remain an inextricable mystery and a

constant menace to mankind. In the words of Samuel D.
Schmalhausen :

‘ Whatever field of life we touch
,
straightway

we are in the presence of problems of maladjustment. Whether
we go over the field of criminology, juvenile delinquency, maniage
and divorce, business relations, the institutions of the home,
the church, the state, the school, or study the intricate taboos
and sacred sanctions of ethical codes or peer into the mob-
intricacies of journalism, or specialize in the phenomena of

crowd behaviour, persistently and inseparably we are in the

perturbing presence of problems that can only be approached
intelligently from a psychiatric point of view. History, pene-

tratingly conceived, is a branch of psychoanalytic psychiatry.’ i

Of the several factors which have conspired to obscure the

importance of the knowledge and application of the findings of

psychological research in the scientific study of human affairs,

we shall mention only a few hero. In the first place, the extra-

ordinary progress of the physical sciences has naturally led to

the obscuring of the value of psychological science and the relega-

tion of tile mental determinants of luunan behaviour into the

background. Man’s discovery of physical laws and the utilization

of the knowledge which enables him to deal with forces as they
are manifested in the external world has outstripped his know-
ledge of the dynamic determinants of his behaviour. He is

obsessed with the thought that since the knowledge of the laws
of his physical environment have given him control over the

world, the same laws will ensure his control over his own destiny.

Consequently, an explanation of behaviour in terms of mental
dynamics is relatively neglected. This physical bias characterizes

the mental outlook of a majority of our leading scientists. Some

1 Why We Miabelmve, pp. 71-72,
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of them even go to the length of regai*ding a psychological

approach as wholly in-elevant to any serious scientific endeavour
at explaining and controlling the trend of human affairs. They
even question the right of psychc logy to the status of a science.

Very often the presence ofa psychologist at a congress of scientists

is regarded by them as anomalous if not altogether unwelcome.
It is the phisical scientist who truly represents the cause of
science. Tlio i38ychologist is a scientist only by courtesy. It

is but natural that this indifference to the science of human
psychology should darken counsel and render a majority of the

explanations of physical speculators only partial endeavours
at best.

In order to illustrate how indifierence to psychological

facts may distort one’s explanation of human behaviour, we
may take an instance from the speculations of those who claim

to explain human activity exclusively in terms of economic
laws. They treat of wealth as entirely independent of the

laws of human psychology. Of course there is now a growing
tendency to make a passing reference to the psychological

aspect of economic transactions in the opening chapter of the

text-books on the subject. But the casual and superficial

character of these references often makes one wonder whether
this is not merely an attempt to impress the reading public

with the idea that psychological aspects of the science, if any,

have been taker account of. The fundamental economic prob-

lems continue to be treated with the usual indifference to the

laws of human psychology. The rise and fall of prices, the

supply, demand and consumption of commodities are treated

as if they were governed by laws outside the field of human
psychology. Ignorant of, and indifferent to, the fundamental
relation of the laws of human psychology to this field of human
activity, economic speculators have repeatedly landed multitudes
of credulous individuals in disastrous crises. But when we
consider some of the solutions oroposed by economic enthusmsts
for the problems of social disorder, the su]:)erfi(ial characUw of
such explanations when unaided by the knowledge of human
psychology, becomes even more obvious. For example, it has

been a current belief in Soviet Russia that the oni\ way to

eradicate the criminal tendencies of an individual is i ho liquida-

tion of economic inequality. Equal economic ofjportunities,

it is claimed, will in the end result in the gratifnati^m of human
needs so that no one will desire to prey upon the economic re-

sources of society by antisocial methods. We freely concede
that removal of luiequal opportunities for earning wealth does
in certain cases prevent antisocial behaviour. Our main ob-

jection to this claim, however, is that quite a high proportion
of adult delinquents do not begin their criminal career on
experiencing economic strain. Kleptomania, for instance, may
find expression in the behaviour of weU-to-do individuals.
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Psychoanalytic research has shown that very often a conscious

economic want may bo only a disguised and repressed erotic

wish. In a fairly large number of cases wealth or money has

been discovered to possess this erotic significance. Not until

this aspect of the overt human activity is scientifically explored

can one assert with any degree of scientific certitude whether
or not a specific instance of individual conduct, which to all

appearances is the product of economic conditions, is really

independent of deeper psychological motives. Not until this

has been duly taken into consideration can we expect to have a
scientifically complete explanation of the specific behaviour in

question. ‘ However great our faith in the environmental
determinants of human behaviour, in the truly astonishing

power of economic and social forces to shape and mis-shape our
lives, we shall be missing an amazing amount of insight if we
ignore or minimize the importance of the human nature factors

such as the psychoanalysts and the dynamic psychopathologists

deal with .... There is a lurid chapter in the history of human
conduct that has very little to do with specific economic deter-

minants but has a great deal to do with certain distortions and
perversions resident in human nature.’ ^

This brief discussion of the economic motive of human
conduct will help us to understand how indifference to the laws
of human psychology can obscure the true nature of the causes

which are responsible for the present social disorders; and how
ignorance of these causes renders the hope of their redress

lamentably remote.

It has often been alleged that the relative youth of the

science of psychology is responsible for the indifference with

which its findings are treated. But when we consider the

amazing progress which this science has achieved within the few
decades of its career, we shall be obliged to look for a deeper
reason. Its youthfulness would stiff leave the possibility of

making use of the existing psychological knowledge open to a
large majority of thinkers in the field of the social sciences.

But it is not only the general indifference of leading thinkers

but often their positive hostility to the science of psychology
which requires a scientific explanation. Barring those provo-
cative examples of certain philosophizing psychologists and the
sterile stunts of ‘brass-instrument’ psychologizing enthusiasts,

which may have brought discredit to this science, wo shall find

that this indifference and hostility to psychology can be traced,

in the last analysis, to the great unv^ingness of man to face

himself. It appears that a large majority of the opponents of
psychology are people who by the rigid restraints of modem
culture are unable to encounter calmly the contents of their

own mental make-up. Their indifference to this science is, to

1 Schmalhausen : op. du, p. 7.S.
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a large extent, a defence mechanism against the possibility of

the revelation of certt^in moiital dynamics which are, so to

speak, looked upon as contrabands within the social environ-

ment of modern culture. This ostrich-like attitude serves as

a narcotic to lull thorn into a self-complacent slumber. What
these monte 1 Ov)ntrabands really are we shall explain presently.

Meanwhile it ma}^ help us to understand their provocative

character if we remember that the history of modern culture

records innumerable instances in which the flood of social

disapproval and hostility has been directed against any objective

study of human nature which may throw light on certain in-

stinctual demands which have been tabooed by the conventions
of civilization. With his extraordinary insight into this fact

Sigmund Freud has clearly demonstrated how human beings

can 111-atford to endure any shock to their narcissistic self-

compLif^ency and that contempt for any scientific; technique
which bids fair to ensure self-knowledge to the individual is

very often used as the princi])al weapon of the resistance. This
resistance incidently is a measure of tlio mental health of modern
society, h’or a society which dcxjs not have the courage to

examine its own motives must be basically sick.

Ill

Lot us consider for a moment what may bo the contents of

this self-knowledge so that we may be able to understand why
civiliz(;d man should invariably build up such a strong resistance

against it. But we must first disabuse our minds of the pojmlar
belief that the mental structure of the (;ivilized individual is

fundamentally difi'erent from lhat of his savage an(;e8tors. This
prejudice has largely obstructed an objective study of the deter-

minants of human behaviour, and not until wo discarded it shall

we be in a position to observe the contents of the human mind in

their true natiu-e and s(;tting. The vast and varied data now
available in the field of psychoanalytic research dearly indicvite

that fundamentally the same mental dynamics which motivated
the behaviour of his savage ancestors thousands of ye;»,rs ago,

still, under the; glcjss of nmdern culture, continue to determine
the conduct of modern civilized man. Whatever ilu cultural

standards of his society, under the influence of a strong emotional
expcrien(;e or of a threat to his personal interest, ma n s primitivi^

impulses break through his cultural restraint. Any emotional
stress, a sudden panic, a threat of calamity, a, failure in business
or in marriage, a se;vere illness, the death of a loved one, and it is

liable to stampede man into conduct prejudicial to himself

and to his neighbours. It may even bring about his own de-

struction.’ 1 Such observations clearly show that behind man’s

1 Glover, E, : The Dangers of Being Human, p. 49.
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facade of rational conduct there exists a primitive mental
structure which regulates his individual and social life.

By the primitive mental processes we mean such motives

to conduct as animistic beliefs, totemistic taboos, and a thousiind

forms of hostilities, fears and irrationalities. A large number
of these are subtly disguised in modern culture so as to elude

recognition without the aid of a special psychological technique.

Thanks to the mechanisms of repression and disx^lacement they
flourish undetected by the victim. The notion that modern
man has evolved beyond the mental stage of his savage ancestors

keeps him in the dark with regard to their existence within his

mental structure and thus less vigilant against their destructive

power. This is the chief danger of modern civilization. It

harbours within itself mental mechanisms of extreme destructive

potency and it is incapable of defending itself against them
because it is unconscious of their very existence. And yet

without recognizing their existence, one would be wholly at a

loss to account for the ‘ inhuman atrocities ’, the hatreds,

hostilities, and wars, the savage superstitions, the neurotic

disorders and psychotic manifestations of the individual which
flourish unabated today even in the most ‘advanced' civilized

societies. The dismal catalogue of ‘hallucinations, obsessions,

delusions, paranoid trends, moods running the whole gamut of
manic-depressive psychoses, psychoneurotic tensions and un-

stabilities, organic and functional inferiorities, phobias, hysterical

outbreaks, tendencies 1o melancholia, sexual perversions, nar-

cissistic attitudes, egoistic indulgences, exhibitionism, insiine

ambitiousness, anxiety, compulsions, habit neurosis, automatism
in behaviour' is the logical result of the clash of jaimitive

imi3ulses with the conventions of civilization. This alone can
account for the hostile character of the international relations

today, which can clearly be traced to these savage mental
processes which continue to operate under the civilized gloss

of the present day culture. Theoretically international ])roblems

should call for rational remedies. But how rarely in the history

of civilized society have people found it possible to wait long

enough for a rational redress of wrongs. Under provocation,

the inflammable Sfivage impulses of our nature burst forth into

terrible conflagration. Modern man has not been able to shake
off the influence of the primitive processes which existed in the
darkest phases of human development.

The failure of civilized society to put an end to warfare
illustrates the impossibility of ensuring j^eacoful settlement so

long as its members do not clearly realize the existence of the

forces in their personality which invariably bring about war.

The main trouble with the efforts to put an end to the war is

that they have been directed against wrong objectives. For
instance, they have been based upon the assumption that dis-

armament of an opponent is the only effective method of x)utting
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an end to war. The idea is not at all new, and only a slight

variant of an ancient maxim that ‘to despoil our neighbours

deprives them of the means to injure us.* Accordingly the

repeated failures of peace organizations to stop war have been
attributed to the incomplete disarmament of hostile nations

rather than to the failure of political leaders to intelligently

understand and rationally control the determinants of human
behaviour whose operation invariably issues in war. The
possession of destructivu weapons is only a secondary considera-

tion. Mental detenniriants are the primary causal factors.

So long as the basic motives of war are not psychologically

diagnosed and controlled, more legislation on the control of
armaments cannot eradicate war. The control of armament
will only limit the (extent of destruction; it cannot eradicate

aggression, liostility, fear, competition, megalomania which
invariably produce war. A clear and objective understand-
ing of the significance of these urges is the first step towfirds

preventing war. Without this essential step peace organiza-

tions, international conferences and treaties and diplomatic

negotiations are entirely pow'erless to stop w^ar.

But hero again it is the misfortune of civilized man that

ho fondly hugs the illusion that he is beyond the infiuence of the

motives wiiich provoked his savage ancestor to warfare. Owing
to the mechanism of repression, if he should by any chance
attempt to look for the causes of human warfare within his

own nature, the result would be negative. Consequently, he
explains war in such a way as not to hurt his sense of self-

complacency. Ho projects his own primitive motives upon
his opponent whoui he regards as a savage or a lunatic, and
whom he deems it a moral obligation to resist. It is obvious
how the conventions of civilized society invariably regulate the
specific pattern of the behaviour of modern belligerents. It is

not a, pure accident that each of the combatants unconsciously
realizes the need of rationalizing his motives for war by convincing
himself, and very often others of his party, tliat lie is fighting

for a righteous cause and not for any form of si^f-interest . How
often in the history of civilized society has man uncoiisciously

or otherwise attempted to exonerate himself for indtdging in

savage human desti action by labelling it a ‘ holy war . War in

savage societies was not so subtly disguised.

But though the motives of warfare wore more, or less clear

to the savage, they were not any the less chxngeious. All wais,
wdiether w^agod by civilized or primitive groups, threaten the
stability of the human race and the peace of human society.

But with the undisguised knowledge of the motives, the siivage

w^as in a better position to control the event of w^ar, at least on
theoretical grounds, when he eo desired. But curiously enough,
none of the civilized organizations which aim at the prevention
of war have ever spoixt a single penny for a scientific investigation
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and control of the mental conditions which produce war. Only
when the nations are able to perceive these mental forces and
recognize their real nature in a frank and fearless manner, will it

be possible to prevent war through the emotional re-edncation

of its members.
It may bo contended that though true of certain individuals

under strongly provocative circumstances and peculiar mental
outlook, our statement of the operation of the savage processes

in the life of the normal civilized man is a gross exaggeration.

But the objective study of the so-called normal individual of

otu’ age, does not offer any different perspective. Few of us

spend more than a few hours during the entire day in a completely
rational state of mind. And when the rigid demands of our
social and professional life leave us to ourselves for a moment,
we- naturally tend to relapse into modes of behaviour which
under analytic examination are clearly primitive and irrational.

Two lines of evidence may be advancjed to confirm the truth

of this statement
:
(a) the psychopathological study of the adult

individual behaviour; [h) the genetic study of the mental lif(‘

of the individual. Both of these lines of evidence converge on
the truth of the statement that the mental processes of the

modern man, in spite of the cultural demands of his society, ar(‘

inherently and basi(;ally primitive. The infant, in the modern
sociiity, before the code of modern civilization influences his

conscious behaviour, undisguisedly manifests the same hostilities,

rivalries and irrational fears which find devious and disguised

expressions in tlu^ behaviour of the adult within his cultural

emvironment. The psychoanalytic study of the dreams of

apparently normal imlividuals clearly brings out the savage
character of their dominant wishes and desires.

I\'

When we s(‘t out to inquire how it is that the savages (‘lements

of our natun^ remain generally ume(;ognized in our (jonscious

mind, wc are naturally led to the consideration of (lertain

psychological devices to vhich references has already been made.
The mechanism of ‘ repression ’—a process through w hich an
impulse w hich comes into confii(;t with a strong cultural demand
is driven into the unconscious—is obviously at work here. This
process is further aided by another unconscious mechanism
called piojoction through wliic^h the individual unconsciously
responds to the (ionflicting urge by aii effort to deny its existence

within himself and by attributing it to an external object.

The latter, to some extemt, accounts for the extraordinary

conviction with wliich certain paranoics attribute guilty motives
to their neighbours. This also to a very large extent explains

the abnormal zeal of the religious fanatic or the hypercritical

prude. The more violent their condemnation of others, the
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stronger their repudiation and fear of these impulses within
their own lives. ‘Tiie real motives of the reformer,’ says

Hendrick, ‘who consciously believes he is protecting others’

morality and unconsciously enjoys a rntiss of obscene literature

in the role of public censor are (iominoly recognized.’

TIu- ii^tensity of repression depends upon the extent to
which con/eational ethics has been allowed to impose upon the
human iiidividuai an ideal of conduct in total disregard of the
instinctual demands of his natin e. Renunciation of instinctual

urges is the fundamemtal requirement of conventional morality.
In obcidience to this man’s aggressive, vindictive, and erotic

urgc^s have’s in the vonrse of civilized culture bwn blindly sub-
je(U(‘(l to a progrcvssive ]»rocess of repn^ssion. ‘ Civilization,’

says Sigmund Freud, ‘is the fruit of renunciation of instinctual

satisfaction, and from (vach new comer in turn exacts the same
renuiKuation.’ ^ He goes on to di\s(a'ib(^ the various psyidxological
momcnds of tlu* prc)cess so (dearly that we shall (|Uot(^ his own
words :

‘ Civilmsl socdft y, whudi exacts good conduct/ and does not
troubles itself alxnit the im])uls(^s underlyii\g it, has thus won
over to obediences a givat many jx’ople who are not thereby
following tlie dictates of their owji laitures. Fncouragtnl by
this suecc'ss, society has suftcnnl itself to b(^ led into straining

the moral standard to tlu^ higliest })ossible ])oint, and thus it

has forced its members into a yet gre^ater (‘.strangement from
their instinctual' dispositions. Th(\v are consequently subjected
to an uiK^easing suppr(\ssion of instinct, tlie resulting strain

of wddcli betrays itsedf in the most reniaT*kabl(‘, phenomena of
redaction and compensation formations. In the domain of
s(’xuality, where su* h sup]»ression is most difficult to enfonx^
th(^ residt is seen in the r(^ac.tion-j)h(momena of neurotic disonh^rs.
Klscwln^re tli(3 prc'ssure of (ivilizatioii brings in its train no
patliological nxsults, but is shown in malformations of (diaraeder

;

and in the ]K‘rpe*tual r(^adin(\ss of t)i(‘ inhibited instincts to br(‘ak

througli to gratification at any suitable opportunity. Anyom^
thus compelled to act continually in the sense ot precepts w fd(di

are not the expnvssion of instinctual imdinations, is living,

psychologi(;ally sj)eaking, beyond his nutans, and might olqec-
tively be designated a hypo(^rite, whe ther this dilf(*rem;e bo
clearly knowm to him or not. It is undeniable tha/t <>ui* contem-
])orary (dvilization is extraordinarily favourable tn tdn production
of this form of hyi)ocrisy. One might venture U> say that it is

based upon sucdi h>qiocrisy, apd that it would have to submit
to far-reaching modifications if people were to understand to
live in accordance with the psychologicial truth. Thus therc^

are very many more hypocrites than truly civilized persons- -

indeed, it is a clebatable j)oint whether a certain degree of civilized

hypocrisy be not indispensable for the maintenance of civiliza-

1 Collected Papers, Vol. IV, p. 297.
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tion, because the cultural adaptability so far attained by those

living today would perhaps not prove adequate to the task.

On the other hand, the maintenance of civilization even on so

questionable a basis offers the prospect of each new generation

achieving a farther-reaching transmutation of instinct, and
becoming the pioneer of a higher form of (dvilization.' ^

Thanks to the endless drill in man's loyalty to the abstrac-

tions of (ionventional ethics ever since the hour of his birth,

he tends to exalt its dictates of conduct into immutable laws
like those of the Modes ajid Persians. Instead of accepting his

lapses in the field of conventional morality as the natural result

of its artificial and preposterous demands, man has developed a
sense of defeatism and morbid anxiety which have invariably

interfered vdth his happiness, sanity and efficiencjy. Indeed,
the code of conventional morality demands more sacrifice than
it is worth. Its standard of conducit is neither direcjted by
honesty nor instituted by wisdom.

Wheii wo turn to the field of the religious behaviour of

mankind, we observe an equally disapixinting situation. In
spite of the highly organizcMl institutions whicdi have been erected

to bolster the preposterous dtmiands and claims of the? various

pseudo-religious systems, one cannot ht^lp Jioticing the subtle

and seductive operation of (certain primitive emotional forces

in this type of bcdiaviour which have })roved refractory to man’s
rational control. Dispassionate studies of this field of human
behaviour have served to expose the various totcnnistic beliefs

and taboos, magic^al inc‘antations and obsc\ssional ritualistic;

observanc;es whi(;h j)orsist in it in an endless series of modern
versions and which havci to a large extent thrown man’s intelli-

gence out of function. ]^crha])s in no other field of human
behaviour have morbid fear, infantile egocentricity, crcnlulity,

ir)toleranc;e, illogic;alities and intellectual dishonesty found such
frequent and free expressions. ‘ Where questions of religion are

concerned,’ observes Fieud, ‘ peojfie are guilty of every possible

kind of insinc;erity and intcllec;tual misdemeanour.’ Psycho-
analytic research has brought to light the nc^urotic charactc^r

of the morbid religious attitude of man. It has shown that the

pseudo-redigious behaviour of man is the continuation of the

obsessional neuroses of c-Iiildhood and of the emotional irration-

alities of his savage; ancestors. A further line of evidc;nc;e shows
that certain moclc;s of morbid religious behaviour are only
disguised or symbolic ways through which certain individuals

unconsciously gratify their suppixissed vdshes. Take the cjase

of a sadistic individual who derivc;s perverted pleasure from
inflicting pain on others. There bcung few other avenues for

the gratification of such pathcjlogical impulses without the

1 Vol. IV, pp. 299.HOO.
2 Freud, S. ; The Ftiture of an Illusion, p. 5f>.
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risk of social disapproval, such people often find a congenial

atmosphere ia the fioJfi of religious expression. The tension of

their sadistic impulses finds relief in moral and religious de-

nuiitiations, pious vituperations and scathing criticism of their

neighbours. Since modern society hardly tolerates a cannibalis-

tic form of Lui lan tortiire, at least under conditions of peace, one’s

sadistic impulses are as a rule ’•estrictod to such verbal assaults.

8adisti(^ inii)!il.ses often flourish under the guise of fanatic? zeal.

Likewise masochistic immilscs very often find expression in the

self-huiniliatirig, self-torturing, ascetic cerc^mOiuals of pseudo-
religiouc behaviour. Thanks to the vsocial app’^oval which at-

tends the display of ^mch behaviour, a large number of patho-
logical ma iitestations in the field of religious behaviour remain
unexposed. Another neurotic aspect of morbid religious be-

haviour is the other-worldly attitude of its devotees. This
attitude will he found to be due, in a large number of cases,

to the seiluctive influence of wishful thinkhig—the d(?sire to

escape from the stern realities of life, Such an individual,

instead of r(‘dr(?ssing the wrongs of his soch^ty as ho finds them
here and now, clings fondly to certairi illusory hopes which he
expects to rc^alize in the next world. This attitude of other-

worldliness is not unlike certain forms of delusional insanity in

whi(;h the patiiuit ignorc^s the world of real objects and lives in a

dream-world of his own. Because of th(^ uncritical attitude of

8()ci(?ty 1 owards this mode of religious behaviour, a good deal of

morbidity which masquerades under the garb of pious termino-

logy, passes as a pi*ais©worthy ideal of human conduct, and, in

certain cas(?s, is oven a source of economic gain. Indeed th(^

economic? gains of certain religious institutions are so prolific

tliat one is tempted to describe them in the words of E. B. Holt
‘ as st rict ly commercial enterprises as is a lottery, a soap factory

or a pea-nut stand.’ ^ This analysis of the religious btdiaviour

of man could be profitably carried further, did the limits of
time and space permit. But this brief discussion may serve tr)

indicate that pseudo-religious behaviour, like the conventional

ethics of onr society is in urgent need of being rationally revised

and adjusted to the real demands of llie individual hefon?

humanity can hope to grow into rational and emotiona I maturity
and, thereby, attain to health, sanity, efficiency and liability.

The efiicacy with which the process of reprossKni works i!\

the life of the individual depends upon tho sublie uays in whicli

he is intimidated through the organized efforts of tbe various

social institutions to whose influence he is constantly exjx^sed.

The repressive progr-amme which begins in the earliest years of
the growing infant makes ust? of all the liorrors which are fiapabk?

of frightening the child out of bis wits. Parental disa])proval,

1 Holt, E. 15.: ‘The Whimsical Condition of Social Society aral of
Mankind’, American Philosophy Today and Tomorrow^ pp. 171-202.
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the wrath of God, and the terrors of hell are a few examples out

of a literally inexhaustible catalogue of institutional ‘ disci-

plines ’ which have been found efficacious in keeping the in-

stinctual demands ofthe individual below the level of his conscious

perception. Another result of this programme of repression is

that these parental prohibitions and cultural taboos are gradually

internalized in the shape of a conscience or super-ego whose
chief function consists in plaguing individuals with self-reproach

and a sense of guilt. This super-ego is now admittedly found
to be the root-cause of a largo number of mental disorders.

The internalized sense of social disapprobation and fear of
consequent punishment, through the sheer force of the habitual

docility of the individual, gradually degenerates into a mecha-
nical or reflex function, so that the victim need have no conscious

knowledge of its operation but may nevertheless be exposed to

its painful consequences in the form of anxiety-neurosis or

melancholia. Morbid fear and expectation of punishment is the

invariable symptom of one’s conflict with the super-ego. Very
often the victim goes out of his way to punish himself. The
various forms of the so-called accidental self-injuries or mutila-

tions, in the last analysis, may be demonstrated to be the result

of th(^ unconscious sense of guilt and the demand for solf-

inmishment. Indeed certain types of suicides and the event of

recidivism could not be scientifically explained without the indi-

vidual’s uncons('ious sens(' of guilt and wish for self- castigation.

In the light of such inexorable demands which it makes upon
tbe already over-burdened individual the suy>er-(^go must be
regarded as a neurotic stigma. A rational knowledge of its

origin and nature w^ould dispel the cloud of mystery wliich

surrounds its compulsive characUu*.

Two (K)iisequences of the conventional morality of our
society ap])ear to be most disastrous to the sanity and stability

of man. {a) Repression which keeps the individual in a. state of

morbid ignoT*ance with regard to the natures of his instinctual

demands whicdi in turn leads him to develop a state of smug
and self-righteous satisfaction with our civilization, (h) The
mental disorders or psych oiieuroses which destroy one’s hapj)i-

ness, sanity and efiiciency througli the operation of a rigid

siq)er-c^go. This loads him to dissipate his cn^ative ability in

the various forms of neurotic manifestatit)!!. For, it must be
clearly understood that rei)ression of instinctual demands only
renders one Tinconscious of their existence. In spite of the
process of repi*ession they caiTy on an underground existence

and reveal themselves through certain bodily and psychical

manifestations, generally known in the field of psychopathology
as neurotic symy)toms and disorders.

It must by now be abundantly clear how efl'ectively the
process of repression may dispel from the conscious knowledge
of the individual the existence of his savage impulses. Let us
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now turn to a brief discussion of its influence on the behaviour

of young people witliui civilized society. One often hears of

the perpetual restlessness and tension of the young men in

our cultures. But if v^e lay a^ide the condemnatory attitude

and view' the situation objectively it will not bo long before w^e

discovfu* the ausal connection between this abnormal tension

and the uictates of the con'^entional morality according to

which they are expected to direct their lives. Viewed psycho

-

pathologically, anarchy revolt and antisocial behaviour of

every ciescription and variety are only blood-letting devic^es

calculated to atford relief to their abnormal emotional tension.

The following statement of an eminent English writer is

exceedingly signifi(?ant :

—

‘You can re-write the history of all the great i)opulation

movements in terms of the pressure of the >oung mate surplus

Eveny community can be shown to be either sending
out the plethora of its po])ulation as emigrants and settlers, or

reducing it by warfa-rc', or (ts(> suffering from acute social trouble,

such soci^vl troublc^s as the w'ords Russian Hooligans, Chiuc^se

Boxers, Moonlighlors, Kazis, Fascists, revolutionary Icnaorists,

gangsters, will call to mind. The young ma.n surplus, if it^ is

not eonsnnied, is the main sourc^e of rebels, revolutionaries and
disturbances of all kinds. Somehow' that tension must find

relief. The com])ar*at ive social stability of the nincdc^ent h century

was largely due to emigration and the settlement of now lands,

hlow' there are no more now' lands opc^n to immigration.’ ^

Thcrse words are all the more significant sinc^e they do not come
from the pen of a. ])rofessiona,l psychologist. The writer has
only rocorclod tlie la-cd of how' young men in our culture are a

jierpetiuil menace to our social order. It is for ns to correlate

this fact w ith the c‘Xtent of deprivation with w hich the instinctual

demands cjf our young pcH^jile are tre^atod in our culture. Once
agaui w^c‘ have to thank the conveiitiona] eihic-s ol c^ur agt' for

this sorry state of affairs. Its strategy of silence even wlicnc^

definite sciontilic knc)w^ledgo concerning funda,mental iin])nls(\s

of human nature is easily available, its deliberate distortion of

such know^lcdge, its coudemnatory attitude without sympa-
thetic insight into the state of the individual sobering from
the strain of unsatisfied urges, thc^ readiness wiih wliieh it

sa crifiees the causes of truth and honesty by su])]>ot‘1 mg falsehood

and deceit in the s(u*vice of its hoary conventions, its undisci-

plined idealism which has encouraged hyjiocrisy and self-

complacent righteousness-—all these havc^ conspired to bring

about the collapse of human intelligence and darken the dc^stiiiy

of mankind. It is high time that the exjionents of this form
of ethics should be made to realize the need of piogressive

1 H. (t. : The Fate of Homo Sajdenf!^ p. 42.
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adaptation
;
and allow it to be tested by its results in a scientific

spirit. The canons of right conduct must always take into

account both the possibilities and the limitations ofhuman nature.

The key to the social and political revolt of any country

is to be found in the psychopathology of the young anarchist.

Psychoanalytic study has demonstrated that oftoner than not

the leading social and political revolutionaries and anarchists

have been recruited from the ranks of the victims of a deep
unconscious hatred against j>arental authority. Their revolt

against political authority was only a substitute reaction.

Biographical studies of the leading anarchists often reveal sig-

nificant familial situations which go to confirm the truth of this

psychopathologic diagnosis. Jf all the facts concerning the

parent-child relation from the biography of the great political

revolutionaries and terrorists were to bo made available to him, a

psychoanalyst would undoubtedly be in a position to demonstrate
that such individuals have been the victims of uncongenial
family situations during their early childhood in which the male
parent, unwittingly or otherwise, provoked the growing boy
to harbour feelings of re^sentment and retaliation, feelings which
he subsequently projects on to objects, which even in the re-

motest degree serve to remind him of the parental autocracy.

Kings, government officials, teachers, priests have, it is known,
often served as father surrogates who may bring out all the pent-

up spite of the victim. Thus we see how^ an anarchist displaces

his hatred for his father or father-substitutes on to social and
politic^al authority, and makers the world responsible for his

unhap])y childhood. A great deal of the antisocial behaviour
of the individual is only the result of a displacement from the

family to social maladjustment. At the bottom of many a

political anarchy and unrest lies an emotional conflict bedween
lather and son. Generally the process is engineered by the
unconscious forces of the victim’s jx)rsonality

;
and ho often

rationalizes his behaviour or simply treats it as an inexplicjable

mystery. It is only through the psychoanalytic technique
that the? ultimate cause of his trouble can be revealed to him.

V

The limits of this paper do not permit the examination of
other aspects of human behaviour which present an equally
sad picture of the present state and future prosjiects of the
human race. The trend of the current events seems to indicate

that mankind is steadil}^ heading towards self-destruction. The
only way of e8ca])e c*onsists in the intelligent use of scientific

Psychology in efFecding the mental and emotional re-adjustment
which appears to be incumbent oji human soedety today. A
society which has developed the use of scientific Psychology is

already on its way to sanity and stability.
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But it might be objected that every individual is gifted with
a reasonable degree oi common sense wliich enables liim to make
the necessary adjustment in his life without the help of sientific

Psychology; and that since he can alwaj^s learn wisdom from the
errors of his predecessors, he need not invoke the help of scientific

Psychology,

.

The (d)jcction fails to estimate the dimensions of the task

which confmnts mankind today. It is not only the conscious

aspect of human behavio.u' whi(‘ti stands in urgent need of being

scicnitifieally understood and re-adjusted. I’lie vast and un-
chartercd field of one’s unconscious motivation must also be
clearly cogruzc^d and rationally re-orientcxl. Common sense

without the help of i)sychological knowledge and technique is

unable to meet the rc'quirements c>f this comidicatcxl task.

The i)lea for learning from the errors of the }>ast is an
ancient one. Few, lioweVer, have*, benefited from this. For,

even here the dimensions ol the task have nevc*r been clearly

estimated by those who have consistently endorsed the wisdom
of this It involvcxs not only the avoidancci of a si)eclfic

pattern of overt- Ixliaviour but a scientific*, understanding of the

motives which invariably produce it. No useliil j)urpose, for

instaiice, will be served in holding the isolated aclions of Nero
or Na]>ok^an as warning signals to the coining generation. What
is reaih^ nec‘cled is the re-intc^rpretation of their life and actions

in the*, light o^’ dynamic psychiatry, before men can be in a

])ositic)n to l(‘arn from their errors. We must bo able to correlate*,

the disastrous evcuits in the rc^gimo of the past rulers and Icxnhws

of humanity with th(*ir ncmrotic? and psycliotic affliettions bcibre

we cxin rationally understand them and eftec^tivc'Iy avoid their

rcH^urienccx The samc^ spiiit of resc^arch must be c^arried ijito

the reexn-ds of certain other aspeds of human bc^haviour. Tlie

psychoj)athological nature of fanaticism, puritanism, autocratic

parenthood and pedagogy, for example, must bo equally u>ul(*r-

stood. It will be only then that the jiresent generation will

have a chance of avoiding the mistakes of the past.

But when wo remind ourselves of the extraordinary advance
which our age has witnessed in the scientilio technique of diag-

nosing the latent contents of the human mind, the plea for

preferring the lead of common sense* appears to be even more
absurd. This advance is mainly due to the scietit-iiic labours of

Freud and his collaborators in the field of psyc hctpathology and
child psychology. To quote that brilliant Briti.sh wuiter, H. G.
Wells, ‘Our knowledge of our own motives and impulses and
then of mass-thought and mass-action, has bec;ome beyond
comparison more lucid and practical, thanks primarily to the

initiative of Freud Whatever the nature and extent of one’s

disagreement with this great scientist, one can hardly afford to

ignore the extraordinary penetration with which he has cajitured

the fleeting unconscious wishes and fears in their microscopic
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detail for an objective scientific study and control. It would
be only a superficial student of human nature who would prefer

vague surmises of common sense to this penetrating insight

into human maladjustments made possible through this new
psyohologi(ial advaiuje. It is a wholesome sign that some of the

leading sociologists are now beginning to recognize the need of

psychological knowledge in the programme of social and political

re-adjustment. Thus Karl Mannheim writes: ‘If we want to

change the human personality as a whole and not just its external

behaviour, we must penetrate beyond the external behaviour

to that realm of consciousness in which the different mean-
ings of external acts can only be comprehended by sympathetic

understanding. Thus we must try to pass from accessible surface-

indices to the more deep-lying background of psyc^hological

phenomena The discovery of th(^ unconscious makes it

possible to penetrate into those hidden mechanisms through
which jiSychological adjustment on the deepen* lewels of the self

can be brought about.’ ^ Without the aid of scientifie*. Psycho-

logy any attempt at mental diagnosis and re-orientation will

prove only a planless dissipation of (niergy.

Let us briefly revi(‘W certain ways in which scientific Psycho-
logy can help human society to readjust itself so as to secure its

future stabilit3^

In the first plac(% since, according to our analysis, the

})res(nit crisis in the affairs of mankind is mainly due to the

irrational restraints which society has come to exercise on th(^

instinctual demands of the individual, it is oi' fundanu^ntal

importance to (correct our attitudes towards these demands.
Tlui prevalent dread of cei*tain fundamental urges of human
nature^ is mainly detcuniined by animistic- beliefs still lurking in

the unconscious d(7)ths of our personality. The ideal of ascetic

dej)rivation of these urg(‘s seems to be mainly determined sucii

umioiiHcious animisti(^ beliefs. Psychologic^al re-orientation will

involve the realizatioTi of the fact that deprivation of any
satisfaction, in itself, has no value to human health and sanity.

On th(5 contrary, needh^ss deprivation of a fundarncaital urge

has b(^en found to be more harmful than beneficial to the health

and sanity of the individual. We freely concede that there are

oc^(^asions when th(^ individual has to forego at least a tc‘mporary

gratifi (nation of his instinctual demands. But this must be
done as a measure of prudem^e and in consistency with the

principle of enlightenc'cl self-interest, rather than through a
suj)erstitious dread of these urges. Fear will invariably lead

to the repre^ssion of tlmse and the accumulation of hatred,

hostility and anxiety with which human society is at the present

moment seething. Evem when the need for temporary depriva-

Mannheim, K.: Man and Society

^

p. 217.
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tion seems to be indicated on grounds of social adjustment, it

is important to sidetn^ck tlia instinctual demand in question

into some p>dequate channel of expression so that the temporary
suspension of gratification may not pass into complete depriva-

tion. We are leaping today a rich harvest of deep-seated fears,

hatreds, jerlonsies and anxieties which have been accumulating
in the human mind on account of the needless deprivations of

instinctual satisfactions to which individuals have been blindly

subjected since the day of oheir birth.

In the second place, psychoanalytic treatment must be made
more generally available than it is at the present moment.
Whereas it may not result in a hundrea per cent cuire, it will

still go a long distance in relieving individual distress and in

ensuring the sanity of mankind through psyi^hological control.

I grant that eniotional health of society can only emerge slowly

in this way. But when it does emcu'ge, it will have a greater

chance to stay.

We must, howev(T begin this work in th(' nursery, The
psycliological up-bringing of the child is the^ first st(q) towards

the mental health of the adult. The education of the child

must bo permeated through and through with tht^ methods and
principles of cbild psychology and mental hygiene. Unfortu-

nately the (uirrent systenn of school education overemphasizes

the purely intellet.tual nature of the child. The emotional

asj>ect of his personality has not received the scientific attention

which it demands. Consequently, one very often finds that a

largo numb(‘r of individuals wdio pass through our existing

educational mills, in spite of their intellcictual development,

remain emotionally immature. A great many maladjustments
of the adult life are due to the* continuance', of emotional childhood

beyond the normal period of its duration. AVe Tuust dej)loro

the lae^k of psychological insight of a larger juajority of those*

wdio bt^ar the responsibility of educational leadcMshij). 'll) is is

further vitiated by the maladjusted teacher v^lio is so ovt^r-

hurdened with the lu'avy weight of his own (‘motional / (Uiflicts

that one cannot re'.asonably expect him to guide* his ]>upils

along the lines of ^vholesome development of their personality.

In the words of President Everett Dean Martiji. ’

the teaching prof(\ssion—with notable exceptions tnnds to be

filled with difi’erential people, people who can (rot in harness,

confonn to the system, take orders, and present controversial

truths in an inoffensive manner. Teaching becomes a kind of

trade similar in a way to other trades, with an average quality

of workmanship and standardized quantity production of its

object. People wiio all their professional lives must do just

what they are told, commonly lose the habit—if ever it was of

their organization—of judging the ultimate significance of that
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which they are obliged to perform.’ ^ A sound psychological

training to prospective teachers is definitely indicated so that

we may ensure the emotional health of the children entrusted

to their care.

We must also urge the need of psychological clinics for

children. For, in spite of the truth of the maxim that prevention

is better than cure, and in spite of the supreme importance of

adopting this maxim as the guiding principle at home and at

school, there are nevertheless frequent occasions when even the

most intelligent parents and teachers fail to know the neurotic-

child-to-be when they see him. And even when they do know
him it is very often at a time when the method of prevention
is too tardy to operate efiectively. There are several difficulties

which prevent parents and teachers from clearly diagnosing and
effectively treating the neurotic tendenies of their children.

In the first place, a large number of neurotic symptoms of a

child such as a pleasing docility, his speech difficulties, his

eccentricities, his infantile ritualisms—instead of causing

serious scientific concern about the child’s normality, may
please or amuse parents. In the second place, a large majority

of those parents and teachers who do succeed in observing

symptoms of neurotic behaviour in their children are liable to

put them down to moral lapses and original sin. But by far

the most urgent reason why we need psychological clinics for

children is that owing to the peculiar nature of the tie which
exists between y)arent8 and their children, there is always a
limit beyond which no parent can guide a problem -child. May
I add that not even an expert psychologist or a psychiatrist

can h(‘lp his ow^i children beyond a certain limit. Take the
case of a nc^urolic child. All that parents can do is to avoid
those causes and conditions which may load to the formation
of neurosis in their cliildren. This in itself is a colossal task.

What they cannot do is to treat a neurosis after it has set in

—

particularly if they are the cause of it. There must be a psychical

distajice between the mentally sick child and the clinical expert,

which distance, by the very nature of the case, is not possible

between the parent and his child. Obviously, the only course

open to parents, be they laymen or clinical experts, is to obtain

clinical helj) from someone who has no peculiar ties of this nature

with the patient in question.

Anna Freud, Melanie Klein, Margaret Lowenfeld, Susan
Isaacs and others have brought an amazing psychoanalytic
insight into the study of problem-children. Not only have they
succet^ded in accurately diagnosing the trouble of a largo number
of maladjusted children but have also brought health and

1 Martin, E. D.: ‘Education.’, Whither Mankind, 1928, edited by
Charles A. Beard, pp. 355 ff.
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happiness into their lives. Their scientific work must bo followed

up by others in different parts of the world.

The help of psychological clinics is specially needed in the

treatment of cases of juvenile delinquency. The blind use of

penal methods it* not only unscientific, it is definitely barbarous.

To quote frcm ihe writings of one of the foremost British autho-

rities in the field of juvenile delinquency: ‘To whip a boy, to

shut him up in a penal institution, because he has infringed the

law, is like sending a patioiit, on the first appearance of fever,

out under the open sky to cool his skin and save others from
infection. It is as blind and unintelligent as the primitive

treatment ot malaria, in the days when the parasite of malaria
was unlooked for, and the mosquito ignored. With moral
disorder as with physical we must find and fight, not symptoms,
but causes. Not bedore causes have been discovered, can cures

be advised.’ ^ Someone has rightly observed that the attitude

of society to crime is essentially animistic. Few' advocates of
corporal punishment realize how“ their use of this kind of disci-

pline may be actuated by the unconscious animistic motive of
driving the devil or the evil spirit out of the offender. Not
only do we physically attack the person of the juvenile offender

with the object of diiving his devil out of him but very often

our owm devil which we project on to him. The mental condition

of offenders is a problem which calls for careful study. Experi-

mental projects in this field (clearly indicate that delinquents

may be amenable to psychological treatment, it is impor-
tant, therefore, to make the sorvict^s of a medical psycliologisi

available to juvenile delinquents.

It is, however, from the view-point of prevention of sub-

sequent maladjustments that the j)eriod of ehildljood has its

peculiar importance for us. According to the findings of psycho-
logists in the field of delinquency and neurotic illness, the
various kinds of antisocial and emotional maladjustments have
their ince])tion during the period of early childliood. Whet la r

we are dealing with a notorious criminal or a neurotic individual,

we are eventually led to consider the causal connection of tludr

trouble with (*ertain conditions in their early infancy. It follows

from this that the incident of individual and social rnaladjust-

ments to a large extent may bo prevented througli psycho-
logically enlightened home. If the home ignores llu resources

of scientific psychology in the wholesome up- bringing of its

children, subsequent institutional care of the mfuitally ill and the

delinquent will never be able to keep pace with tlie progress of
mental disease and crime. For, in spite of thera})eutic efforts

and institutional care in individual cases, the incident of patho-

logical manifestation at any given moment, will far outnumber
the cases of cure so long as the conditions of pathology are

^ Burt, C.: The Young Delinquent^ p. 5.
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inherent in the very nature of the unfavourable home influences

to which the child is constantly exposed. Under such circum-

stances increasingly more disorders will continually be produced
than it would bo possible for the curative agencies to tackle.

The progress of disease will always keep steadily ahead of the

therapeutic treatment. Total eradication of disease will thus

remain absolutely outside the scope of human possibility.

It is, therefore, essential to realize the immense importance
of parental education along the lines of scientific psychology
as one of the most effective ways of ensuring the sanity of the

(•oming generation. All actual and prospective parents must
be educated in terms of the scientific facts and priiuaples from
the field of child psychology and mental hygiene. Nor should
the value of the application of psychoanalysis to the profession

of parenthood be ignored. There are subtle ways in which the
personal neuroses of parents retard the normal growth of children

.

Certain tausal factors in the psychology of problem -children
very often may be traced to the emotional conflicts of parents.

Psychological study of cases lends ample support to the state-

ment that for every problem-child there is a problem-parent.

Curiously enough, parenthood, one of the oldest human respon-

sibilities, has not received the scientific consideration that it

demands. A considerable amount of the scientific knowledge
about the nature and development of the child is still a closed

book for most parents. It must be clearly understood that the

])roper re-adjustment to life does not so much consist in what
the scientists know, as in what the people a])ply.

It has been discovered invariably that a huge number of

neurotic and delirupient children corner from unhappy homos.
There may be a great many reasons to account for an unhappy
home. But in the light of the findings of clini(*.al psychology,
wo would emphasize) the importance of a j^reliminary diagnosis

of prospective marital companions in order to rule out at least

one possible causal factor which is so likely to blight the life of

the younger generation. A preliminary knowledge of the tastes

and temperament of one’s prospective marital companion is also

essential for a harmonious home. Curiously enough whereas
in the breeding of certain species of domestic animals greatest

scientific care is exercised on the choice of a suitable mate in

the interest of the health of the offspring, in the case of the
human species this most important task is left to the caprice

of the blind Cupid and his ordy too uncertain arrows. We also

strongly endorse the oj)inion of Dr. Van D(^ Velde according
to whom little good for a healthy poj)ulation is to be expected
from marriages betAv^een those ‘Avho are afflicted with mental
disease, venereal disease, hypochondria, epilepsy, etc.’

Parents must, in particular, be enlightened about their

obligation to their children in the field of sex-education. Through
the irrational attitude and ignorance of their parents hi this
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fiojd, many children grow into the belief that everything

connected with sex is w /ong and sinful. This in turn gives birth

to a large number of personality disorders in their later life.

Hysteria, anxiety neurosis, hypochondria, frigidity and impo-
tence have often been observed to be the direct outcome of a
morbid att^tu^’e towaMs sox which an individual acquired

during his childhood. The conspiracy of silence with which
parents meet children’s questions regarding sexual knowledge,
is the most prolific source cf the sexual morbidity which prevails

in modern society. A large number of sexual maladjustments
which go to poison the inaiital life of individuals also have their

roots in the subtle lies with which parents had attempted to

discourage accurate knowledge on the part of theii* children.

Cuiiousl\ enough, whereas our children are encouraged to be
up-tc date in the field of science and art, they are kept peri-

lously ignorant of this fundamental urge of their nature. In
theory our educational experts admit readily e!ioagh that fear-

lessness and freedom are good for a child, and yet where sexual

enlightenment is concerned they impose slavery and terror.

Sex education must be given in an atmosphere of scientific

freedom and iti a dis2)assionate attitude. It must be based on
the most up-to-date findings in the field of sex psychology.

Medical psychology has brought to light the fact that sex urge

has its roots in the period of early cliildhood; and that a large

number of neurotics disorders of the grown-up individuals withni

our culture are in the last analysis actual fixations at, or regres-

sions to, certahi infantile forms of sexual manifestations. By
debarring our children from a healthy sex education, we expose
them to all sorts of maladjustments. Whatever the amount of
controversy on the subject, ordy a short-sighted parent will

disregard Freud’s warning that mental and personality disorders

are, in the last analysis, traceable to sexual factors. In the
light of these findings it follows that sex education must be
given at an early age so as to ensure the healthy attitude of the
coming gern^ration.

It must, however, be noted that sexual education must be
suited to the problems peculiar to the specific strategic level of
one’s psycho-sexual develoi)meiit. Sex education, t.herefore,

cannot be a fixed, uniform course of knowledge irrespective

of the specific needs of the growing individual. It must be a
carefully graded scientific information suited to the psycho-
sexual development of the individual concerned.

The basic task of psychological re-education involves a
complete emancipation of the child from all the irrational fears

with which he is surrounded. In this connection it must be
recognized that if religion is to have a wholesome influence on
the personality of the child, it must be purged of all those
irrational threats which are likely to turn him into a coward and
a hypocrite. It is mainly against this form of religion that

26
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Freud’s criticism may be interpreted as constituting a warning.

The fundamental distinction between religion and pseudo-

religion is one of attitude. Whereas the former consists in an
attitude of courage, confidence and unselfish love, the latter

involves an attitude of fear and infantile egocentricity. Nothing
is more damaging to the sanity of the growing child than the

influence of pseudo-religion. We strongly deprecate the con-

demnatory, negativistic attitude of the unenlightened priest

who mstead of infusing confidence and courage into the lives of

individuals makes them the pitiable victims of abject terror

and guilt. There is in the life-history of the child nothing so

morbid as an exaggerated sense of guilt. This often leads to

self-deceit and internal conflict, alien to the nature of the whole-

some child, and forces morbid thinking and feeling which scar

even the happiest disposition. Today mental hygiene considers

this feeling of guilt in childhood as one of the most damaging
happenings of early life, from which the child must bo guarded
as much as possible by those who minister to his needs.

Another way in which psychology will be found to have
supreme value for the task of social re-orientation is the applica-

tion of its scientific findings in the field of vocational selection.

We do not refer to the application of vocational guidance and
selection tests whose value is necessarily limited by their being
largely confined to the exploration of the conscious aspects of

one’s vocational selectioji. In the light of the recent findings

of psychoanalysis, the choi^^e of an individual’s vocation is very
often determined by his unconscious motives. Dr. Wilhelm
Stekel, for instance, has demonstrated how one’s vocational

choice may be determined by any of the five main motives
working in the unconscious depths of his mental life. These
are: identification with the father, hostility against the father,

desire to sublimate, erotic and criminal imj)ulses, defence or a
protection against unconscious tendencies, and lastly, an un-
conscious sexual motive. These unconscious motives very
often drive an individual to a choice of a profession in which,
in spite of his spasmodic manifestations of enthusiasm, he often

relapses into a sense of morbidity and inefficiency. In order

to illustrate the various typos within this classification, one
may consider the case of the boisterous ‘rough-neck’ who may
choose to become the manager of big electric works, a sadist

who may (hoose the career of a surgeon, ‘Jack the Ripper’
who may develop into a gynecologist, an incendiary into a
fireman, a foot fetishist who may choose the trade of a cobbler

or may practice pedicure, and a man who is afraid of his

criminal impulses may develop into a clamouring clergyman or a
denouncing demagogue.

‘ But why not ? ’ one may argue, ‘ Is not the individual,

whatever his original unconscious motive, all the saner for

having somehow transformed his dangerous impulses into a
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useful and socially acceptable vocation ?
’ Decidedly not, we

reply,—at least not so long as he is unconscious of the exist-

ence of these motives which carry on an underground activity

within the subterranean depths of his personaUty. Not until

he is enabled to have a psychological penetration into them
can he be considered safe against their seductive influence.

Like the delayed action explosives these dangerous motives
bide their time; and may go off at any moment. Until he is

liberated and re-oriented through psychological insight such an
individual continues to b > a social liability—a perpetual menace
to the stability of the human race. We conclude that until

psychoanal3'3is is pressed into the service of vooa\^ional guidance
and selection

,
the most important aspect of this field will remain

sadly neglected.

We have endeavoured to demonstrate from the various

lines of evidence set forth in this paj^er that mankind has reached
a critical point in its life-history where two alternatives

irrevocably confront it : It must either seriously set about the task

of emotional re-education and mental re-orientation towards
problems of human life and experience or it must face the alter-

native of self-extermination. The second alternative is not

the product of morbid fear. It is based on scientific evidence

from the authentic records of the fate of certain species within

the animal kingdom. Geological research has unfolded for us

an amazing variety of fossils which show the ruthless extinction

of whole species of animals who once dominated the earth but
who in the course of evolution repeatedly failed to readjust

themselves to the changing conditions of their environment.

When we contemplate the obliteration of those mighty creatures,

we tremble with deep concern for the future of mankind. For
until a complete re-orientation is achieved within a short space

of time, man bids fair to extinguish himself. The choice is

irrevocable. There are only two alternatives: It is eithcT re-

education of man or the catastrophy of his cataclysmic extinction.

This presents to Psychology its present task.
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HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS AS AN AID TO
ENGINEERING SKILI.

Introduction

There are few subjects concerning which so much con-
fusion of thought exists as about the correct role of hydro

-

dynamic models.
There is a marked tendency for Engineers either to hold

that models give highly reliable results, or that they are untrust-
worthy, and must be viewed with grave suspicion.

The main reason for this confusion is due to hydrodynamic
models being of aever^ mwkedly different types, some giving

highly accurate rescd^, while 0th^ produce results which
diverge widely from wl^t hoeurs in the prototype ^ so that river

conditions must first be translate to model equivalents and
model results translated back to river equivalents.

The aim of this address is to cliurify this question ; not by
mere statements, but by explaining the reasons why some
experiments are highly reliable and have become little more than
routine practice; while others depend almost entirely on field

knowledge and correct diagnosis of field conditions.

Classification

In a previous Paper, ^ models were divided into 8 types;
but it is now proposed to simplify the question by rwincing the
classification to 4 main types

:

Type I. Geometrically similar models which give
geometrically similar results.

„ II. Geometrically similar models which do not
give geometrically similar results.

1 ‘ The use of models for elucidating flow problems based on
experience gained in carrying out model experiments, at the Hydro-
dynamic Research Station ’ by C. C. Inglis, Proceedings of the National
Institute of Sciences of India, 1938.

( 405
)
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Type III. Models with a mobile bed, in which ‘flow

pattern’ is the dominant factor.

„ IV. Vertically-exaggerated models of rivers ;

(a) rigid;

{b) semi-rigid;

(c) mobile.

Type I

The reputation achieved by model experimentation has

Geometrically b«en built ,ip mainly on models of Type I.

similar In this category may be classed Rigid Models m
models which which changes in energy relations between
give similjStr velocity and pressure is the chief factor, necessi-

results."
tating a similar Froudo No. (

V^/gd) in model and

prototype. This covers experiments to determine:

() coefficients of discharge,

() standing wave relations,

but fairly accurate results arc^ also obtained as regards

(c) lines of flow at offtakes, and

(d) scour downstream of falls.

A host of successful ex|MTiments of this type will be found

in the Annual and other Reports of the Poona Station and other

Stations throughout the world; the results being highH accurate

provided the model is not too simUl and roughness in the model

is correctly adjusted or divergen(*es allowed for.

A few examples of this tyjie ol model will be cited from

recent annual reports

:

7(a). (i) Coefficient of discharge of Nira Left Bank Canal

Head Regulator i

In this case the problem was to increase the discharge of

an existing regulator, consisting of 7 spans of

^ bell-mouthing upstream, and
* cjonstructing an expansion downstream, the

coefficient in the formula Q = VA = ACJ2gh was increasexl

from 0*81 to 1-93, making it possible to increase the discharge

with the same head 2-3 times, where

Q = discharge in cusecs,

V = mean velocity,

g = acceleration due to gravity, and

h = head = difference of W.L.s upstream and down-

stream.

1 Bombay P.W.D. Tochm(‘al Papor No. 54 :
‘ Noto on experiments with

a model of the Head Sluices of the Nira Left Bank Canal.’
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Figure 1 shows the original design (in full lines) and the modified
design (in dotted lines).

The coefficients worked out Irom the model agree approxi-
mately with those obtained subsequently in the Canal.

I{a), (ii) Deiermiimtion of the variable coefficient of the 10,569

cusecs Tando Mastilchan Fall on the Rohri CaTial, Sind ^

These experiments with a geometrically similar model have
shown that the coefficient decreased Avith increase of depth and
discharge duo to imi)act losses at pier noses which nec(?ssarily

incjreased with depth*. The discharge formula of the Tando
Mastikhan Fall in Sind was found to be

^ = Cl (B--K n D)
where K — coefficient of contraction.

= ()-083 in Tando Mastikhan Fall

n = number of piers = 9 in Tando Mastikhan Fall.

B = Waterway = 100 ft. dc*

D — Di (Depth of water uj^stream over sill ot flume) -f-

Fa2/50.

G = Sk coefficient.

The accuracy of the results obtained in the model has been

l)orne out by observations in the Canal.

1 Annual Heport (u the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic
Research Station, 1939-40.
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l{b). Standing wave relatims of the Tando Mastikhan Fall

in Sind ^

The standing wave relations in the Canal agree almost

exactly with the model results.

7 (c) . Designfor entrance to rightpocketfrom new approach channel

at Suickur 2

Figure 2 shows plan of the Indus above the Sukkur Barrage

with t|ie new approach channel, designed to control the quantity

of silt entering the Right Bank Canals.

ns. 2.

PLAN SHOWING DESIGN OF NEW APPROACH CHANNEL,

ALONG RIGHT BANK, TO EXCLUDE SILT FROM

RIGHT BANK CANALS AT SUKKUR.CSHOWN DOTTEp)
SCALS:. 2 INCHES = / MILE.

The Right Bank Canals, in particular the North-Western

Canal, draw excessive bed silt. As a result of model experiments

^ Bombay P.W.D. Technical Paper No. 44: ‘Dissipation of energy
below falls.’

(Note.—Instructions for design in Tech. Paper 44 superseded by
those given in the Irrigation Research Division, Poona, Annual
Report for 1934-35.)

2 Annual Report of C.I. and H.R. Station, 1937-38 (pp. 26 and 27);

1938-39 (pp. 4 to 10) ; and 1939-40.
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carried out 1
1 years ago ^ it was predicted that a silt bank would

form along the right bank, and that the right bank canals would
then silt. In the floods of 1936, the River carried an excep-
tionally heavy charge of bed silt, and the predicted sand bank
foruK^d along the right bank and heavy silting occurred in the
North-West u.nd Rice Canals. Various alternative methods of
reducing the quantity of silt entering these canals were tested
and the optimrim design found was that of a curved approach
channel 5,000 ft. long—sheuvn in figure 2. This investigation
presented many difficulties. S^x different models with various
scale ratios were used to determine the effect of different factors.
To determine the best desi^ of offtake from the Approach
Channel to the pocket supplying water to the Right Bank Canals,
a gtH)metrirally-smiiIar, part-width, model was used and later
the same model was used with increased depth to give a vertical

2 ill the model as against a vertical exaggeration
of 7 in th(^ river model. This model showed that the width of
entry could be made k^ss than shown by the river model
with V.E. =-=7.

I (d). Scour below fiumed falls ^

Reasons for scour below falls:

(1) Excess energy gives rise to eddies and surging flow.

(2) Instability of flow, due to expansion, (pauses ‘heaving’,

(3) Too sharp divergences cause jetting, which sets up rotaiy
flow' and eddies,

(i) The cheapest and best way to destroy excess energy
in a glads fall is to construct a baffle at such a level

and h(‘ight, and in such a position, as to destroy a
maximum of energy.

(ii) A deflector at the end of a pavement redistributes

velocities and prevents scour downstream by
causing a roller with a horizontal axis to form.

(iii) Permissible div(‘xgence decreases slight! with inciease

of discharge.

(iv) Diverging vanc^s in continuation oi piers fan out flow

successfully if correctly designed.

The Tando Mastikhan Fall was constructed i with side

expansion too sharp, viz. 1 in 5 against 1 in 10 requin <1. Vanes
to fan out the flow were therefore added. The fall, with these
modifications, is operating very efficiently and bears out all

the conclusions drawn from the model. Subsequent experiments
have shown that a high fluming ratio necessitates longer

1 Bombay P.W.D. Technical Paper N08 . 45, 46 and 52.
2 Bombay P.W.D. Technical Paper No. 44, and alno Annual Report

of the Central Irrigation and H.R. Station for 1939-40-
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expansions to obtain suitable downstream conditions, and that
falls should be designed to work satisfactorily even though 25%
retrogression occurs; because some designs fail under such
conditions.

A border-line case between Classes 1 and II is a siphon
spillway. It comes under Class I for fully primed coefficients;

but gives different results for priming depths.

^

Type II

Under Type IT may be cited some recent experiments
carried out at Poona :

—

Geometrically
similar

models which
do not give
similar
results.

(i) Coefficients of High -coefficient W(u‘rs.2

(ii) 81ab movement in submersible bridges.^

(i) In the case of High-coefficient Weirs, in

which the curvature of the profile of the Weir
is shaT jK3r than the path which filaments of water

would follow if <lischarging freely into air, the coefficient of
discharge in the formula q ^ c w here q = discharge per
foot run and D = upstream depth ov(‘r w'(fir, increases both with
depth of water over the weir and scale. The former is due to the
fact that as Q incroas(^s, the natural path of flow under aerated
conditions diverge^s more and more from Ihc curvature of the
weir and lumce, so long as the water adherx's to th(' weir profile,

a reduction of pressure occurs
; and as

7)/?/’ + y^j2g Z ~ (‘onstant^

for a filanumt (Bernoulli’s theon^m) the vclooit}^ is corn spondingly
increased and also the discdiarge.

An increase in scale also causes an increase in scalar
discharge; becausi^ whereas pressure is constant when the water
dis{;harg(‘s freely into air, the rcHluction of pressure increases
with sca](*,, and hence the velocdty and Q also increase.

It w as not possible to ( stirnate the dis(iharge in the proto

-

1 vp)e, theoretically, and so a series of models of different scales
wtire constructtxl and results extrapolated to give conditions in

the prototype as regards pressure and discharge. ^

Figure 3 shows the coefficients obtained in models with
scales: 1/4, 1/4 -5, 1/0 and 1/7-5 of the prototype. From this
it will bo seen that the larger the s(^alr, the higher the coefficient.

^ Annual Hf^port of th<' (yVntral Irrigation and Hydrodynamic
Kcsoarch Station for lU39-4().

- Annual Kc'port of tiu' Central Trrij;ation anrl Hydrodynamic
Hesearcli Station for IHaT-.'lS, ])p. ,‘10 to 44 and 1909-40,

Annual H('port of tlu^ Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic
Hesearoh Station for 1998-39, pp. 31 to 37 ; and Annual Rc^port, 1939-40.

^ Annual Ko]u)rt of the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic
Research Station for 1937-38, pp. 39 to 44 and 1939-40.
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In this parti(5iilai case, as a result of constructing a new 200
ciisec channel, we are now in a better j>osition to check up the

accuracy of the conclusions hitherto arrivcxl at by extrapolation

from small models to full S(*ale ; but even this has presented diffi-

culties; because whereas the weir at Bhandardara is G50 ft. long,

it is only 4 ft. in the model; so that the elfect of the side

boundaries, which is negligible in the prototype, is considerable

in the full scale model
;
so has to be alloweil for.

The method adopted after small scale trials was to draw the

flow into the 4 ft. channel (containing the model, through a
bell-mouth from a widcT channel. This had the effect of regula-

rizing velocities across the 4 ft. channel.

It was necessary, however, to place the model sufficiently

far downstream of the bell-moitth for the flow approaching the
weir to be sensibly paralkd. As a result (d this, slight boundary
layer effect was present. A further difficulty arose at the
weir itself due to retardation of the high velocity flow at the
sides. The effect of this was partially correcjted by i>roviding

a very small degrcx3 of expansion in the side-w^alls, but the effect

on the pressures reraainc^d, causing slight inw^ard flow' at the
crest, relieving the negative pressures and so reducing the dis-

charges coefficient. This inward flow can be clearly seen in

Photo No. 2255 (pn^ceding the Address) in which threads, fixed

on th(^ weir, show distorted lines of flow .

Figures 4 shows th(‘ coefficients of discharge^ in the formula

F = C'sJ 'Ig D xilottcd against depths D in the full scale model.
It will b(^ noticed tliat thti co('ifi(dent instead of rising to a

(4ear-(;ut maximum as in figure 3, ris(^s on a curve, and belbre

reaching its natural maximum, falls to nuKd. the raindly falling

line at C = 4*70. T)ott(^d liiK^s show the rising and falling

curves extraj>olat,ed . Thes(^ meet at C = 4 0 w ith D = 3-35 ft.,

as comi>ared with 44)3 cxtraj>olated from small scale models
(vide figure 3) : but wdien^as by that nudhod the maximum value
of C rose to 503 with 1) = 4-10, this has not b(H*n attained in

the part-width, full-scale, model, due to sidt^ ('fleet.

(ii) Slab movertieni in submersible bridges ^

In this series of cxjK'riments, though imp>acd effects w^ere

accurately r(>x)roduced, yet slabs of spe(iific gravity (>qual to

that in the xirototyjKi did not move in the mod (4, though this

had ha])i)encd in rivers in the Central Provinces. Ind(x'd the
model slabs did not move in a 1/12 model wdth V — 2-5 ft. /sec.

(equivahmt to 8*5 ft./s(Ki. in the river) even though lha weight
of the slab w^as K'diict'd from 46 lbs. to 31 lbs., corresponding

1 Annual Report of the Central Irrigation and Hydrodynamic
liesearch Station for 19I18-H9, pp. 31 to 35.
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weights in water being 27 lbs. and 12 lbs. respectively
;
so that

the relative weight in ^ater was only 44% of the equivalent
weight in the prototypei.

This investigation showed that the washing away of

unanchored bridge slabs was due to vibrations set up by rapid

changes of pressure induced as a result of the high Iloynold’s

No. in the river; and it was shown that the larger the model the

higher the specific gravity of the slab which was just washed
away with the same relative discharge.
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The model showed that movement was so gradual as to be
scarcely visible except over appreciable periods of time, and
was probably discontinuous; but eventually the slab moved
downstream on its pier supports until about half the slab over-

hung, when it tipped up and was carried downstream. In this

case, extrapolation could not be resorted to in order to determine
the weight of protot5rpe slab which wotild just not move; because
the scatter in different observations in the model was of the
same order of magnitude as the effecit to be determined. This
did not matter from the practical standpoint

;
because the

Station was asked how to stop this occurring and the obvious
solution was to anchor the slabs or provide stops to prevent the
slabs moving downstream on their pier supports. ^

Type III

Mobile
models in
which flow
pattern is

dominant
factor.

A good example of a model with a mobile bed in which
‘flow pattern’ is the dominant factor is the
conditions of flow which exist round a bridge

pier (jonstructed in erodible sand. ^

It is shown in the 1938-39 Rejrort that scour

at pier noses is due to the oncoming water,

which is deflected by the pier, diving downwards
towards the upstream toe of the pier before sweeping outwards
on either side of the jiier—see photo 1410 at the beginning of

this Address. This action is due to the ‘flow pattern’ and is

scarcely at all afleckxl by the upstream bed level, which, in turn,

is determined by the sand of the river bed; so that, whereas the

depth of actual bed upstream of the pier is oc ^ the depth
of scour at the too of the pier = 1*76

where q = maximum discharge i>er ft. width,

d^ = scour depth at nose of piers,

h = width of pier, and
= discharge per ft. width some distance upstream of

pier.

The latest expc^riments show, however, that when a pier is

protected by stone, the depth upstream has an effect on the

discharge which causes failure, the stone failing with a smaller

discharge when the bed level is higher—i.e. when the bed material

is coarse.

Although scour at a pier, and to a lessor extent at spurs,

can be estimated roughly from formulae and applied to specific

e>ases of rivers, yet cornpbcations arise in river models which
are naturally verticfdly exaggerated. This will be dealt with

later, as it falls under both Types III and IV.

1 Annual of tlio CViitral Irrigation and Hydrodynamic
Research Station for 1938-39, pp. 31 to 3.5 and 1939-40.

^ Ibid., pp. 39-41 and 1939-40.
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Type IV

Verticiilly-exaggeratsd riicxlols of rivers :

(a) Rigid,

(h) semi-ilgid,

(c) inebil. channels.

I Via). Rigid verticalhj exaggerated models

In such cases, the usi; d practice is to fix a suitable vertical-

exaggeration, (‘stimate the mem roughness required, and then
verify sloj^es for known discharges. If the slop>e is in error, thc'

roughness is alteied until it be<x)ines satisfa( tory. This is a
slow process; because changes nnvle in one j>art of the mod(‘I

affect other parbs. Then again, though th(i model may give

satisfactory results with one (liseharge,. it may give unsatisfactory

results with a larger or smaller discharge; and a unifonn
roughening will not give (jorrect results. A large amount of

data and mucli patient Hiial and error’ work is thenddre necessary

which, oxporieiKu^ in Americ^a shows, may have to be spread

over a period as long as two years. After such verification, it is

aBsuni(*<l that corr(M;t, levels will Ik^ obtain('d for conditions

outside the veriti(^d range—^as for instance in a flood of greater

magnitude than previously observed or when different slopt^s

an(l loc^al intensifci(\s of flow occur, due to jK^ak floods in tributary

streams reaching the main stream at different tinuis from those

of p)revious recorded floods. 8u(Ti models (;an undoubtedly
give most valuable information as regards flood levels, lines of

flow% and jK)ints where violent action will occur under such

conditions; but the model, being rigid, cannot give direct

information about scour, which must b(^ infen

(

mI by the experi-

menter ,
nor will the flow for such conditions bo correcjt

; because

in nature, heavy scour w^ould (tauso marked changes in conditions.

Rigid models have been used to a large extent at the

Waterw"a3^s Experiment Statior at Vicksburg in connection with

tidal model studies. Jn many of these, coal dust and (>th< r

still lighter materials have boon inject.od to indicate the mov(‘itmnt

of sedinumt an<l the amount of scHliment likely to <b'|K>sii in

various pKesitions, marked out on the bod of the mod('j by white-

hordenHi squares, has been measured by sucking t h< dep>sited

material thiough a vacuum cleaner typo of machir-t , 5 he material

then Ixiing separated by a machine resembling a cKvain separater.

The difficulties to be oveicome in such mo(h‘ls an‘ v(‘ry groat,

and the data required for successful verification (monnoue, it

being considered desirable to have detailed data lor a j)eriod of'

5 years.

A rigid model of a 20 mile length of the Hooghly above
Calcutta has been constructed at Poona to deteimine lines of

flow and pKDints w^here bed action is severe under various
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conditions of river and tidal flow. It is the intention to use this

information subsequently, in semi-rigid or mobile part-models,

to investigate the sj)ecific bank-scour problem, using much
larger discharges.

1 V (Ij) , Semi-rigid

In s(^mi-rigid models the sides, and in some oases large

parts of the bed, are held. This, by making it practicable to

enforce a vertical exaggeration in excess of what is natural,

makes it possible, while retaining the same Froude Number as

in the prototype, to increase the slope, and hence the silt charge.

This makes it possible to reproduce similarity much more
accurately than is possible in a fully-mobile model and so

simplifiers interpretation. On the other hand, it imposes

conditions throughout the length of the model, and the model
cannot scour its banks, whi(^h are rigid, nor change its course;

and if, as is generally the case in India, the question we desire

to investigate is Tutme changes of river course and the secondary

effects of such changes’, we must, wdien using models in which
the sides are held, predict the changes and the rate of those

changes, to enable us to determine the secondary effects which
will result from those changes.

An excellent example of a case in which this was done is

the Rangoon model. ^

In that case the model was boxinded by a curved wall

dividing the assumed tidal flow affecting the model problem,

from the tidal flow to the East ,* and the right bank of the River
was cut away from time to time at a rate assumeil by the experi-

menter, based on judgment. Working on these tw^o assumptions,

it w as found that while the Port was not threatened by eventual

extinction, it was evident that some limitation on the draught
of vessels using the Port would be inevitable unless rectification

of the approaches w'^as carried out by artificial means—a pre-

diction which, it is understood, has been fulfilled. The point

I wish to emphasize here is that the correct result obtained in

this model w^as duo to the skill of the experimenter in making
correct assumptions, and had ho made incorrect assumptions
he would have got wrong results.

IV{c). Mobile channels

In this section it is intended to w^ork up from the simple
to the complex. The simplest case of a mobile channel is one
in which the discharge and silt charge are (constant.

1 IiLstituto of Civil Engineers, Paper No. 5100; ‘Investigation of outer
approach channels to the Port of Rangoon by means of a tidal model’
by Oscar Elsdon.
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Lindley in 1919 put forward the oripnal theory that 'the

dimensions, width, dept a an<l gradient of a channel to carry a

given supply loaded with a given silt charge were all fixed by
nature’.!

Nino years later, Gerald Lace\ producicnl a scries of formulae

which fixed gra iient and dimensions ot channels.^

Recently, Lacev has set fort h his theorv as d(>velo|X3d up to

July 1 939 3

His lormulao, ro-stat.(‘.d in t« rms of the two independent
variables Q and /—discharg<i and silt faidor—ari^ as Ixdovv

r = 2*()(>7

n = 0 -47 l>

V 1 -1547^/ /*.«=: 9-7937

S = 0-000542 /W3/(2i/<'

whore P = wetteil jierirnetcr; R — h><lraulic nman depth ; V =
velocity and S = slope.

Th(‘se may bc‘. com]>arcHi w ith tlu^ ( orresponding ibrrnulae

sid>seciu(‘ntly worked out by Dr. Rosi> of the Punjab Fnigation

Research Institute in 1937, w^hich wi^n^ cvoIvimI by statisti(;al

rrud'hods IVom a mass of regime channel data collected over a

f.H’riod of 5 \ ears in th(> Punjab

P == 2-8

R = 0-47

V = M2 = -767

S = 0-00209

w^here m = Mean diameter of silt.

Acce|)ting the Lacey and Bos(^ formulae as being very
a])}iroximately correct for regime condit ions, w e find that w hereas

P, t he wt tted pi'riuu'ter, vari(‘s as R, th(^ hyilraulii; mean
depth, varies as and henc(^ P/P, the shapic, varii^*^ as j /(>0(>;

wdiich unmans, in model t.(Tminolog3^ that vertical c\aggeF'a< ion

(= hydraulic depth -y hydraulic width) vari(.;s inversely a> i.h<‘

l/Oth jMjwer of the discharge, the channel sha^x biiiiig ]elat)i\ (d\

dee])er in small than larger channels. It woll b(‘ noted (hat in

the Laci y slope formulae, the slope for tin sam(‘ silt fa^:^or also

varies inv(*rsely as j^^d hence, a cording to Mfc Lacey
formulae, slopci exaggeration is equa! to vertical raggeration
tor th(‘ same silt in model and })rot()ty}K5

;
but, rras the silt

^ ‘ Churuicls publi.shed in jProc. l^un/afi (‘hirnuccrirKi ( !onQre,Nfi

Vcl. VIl, 1919.
...

2 ‘Stabl(‘ c*hariu<*lK in all indium’ by (biraJd J.accy Prof\ Inst. C K
Vol. 229, 1929-90.

3 ‘Re^iiino churincl.s ui iiicohcront alluviurii, ’ Central Hoard of Irripja-
tion. Publication N(j. 20 of 1940.

Pimjal) Irrigation Resoarch Tri.stitutc R(*])ort.« for tlu* year cmlinc
April 1937 and April 1938.

27
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factor enters Vertical exaggeration’ (which refers essentially

to the cross-section of a stream) in the form

V.E. = RjP oc (e//)i/3 4- (21/2, or 1

slope exaggeration enters in the form R.E. = that is to

say, whereas a coarser silt increases the S»E.y it decreases

the V.E. and the ratio S.E.jV.E. varies as ex From
the sensitiveness of this relation it will be clear how important it

is to choose correct silt conditions in a model.
For these and other leasons, (;hanru^ls can be designed much

more acjcurately by the use of formulae than by model studies,

and hence models are not required, nor would thc\v be useful for

designing ordinary channels, though they arc^ very useful when
the problem is to ascjertain why unnatural conditions arise in

the vicinity of masomy works, bends, or changes of material

of sides or bed.

Lacey Limiting Velocity

Inherent in the La(?ey formulae there is a limiting velocity.

Lacey has assunu'd that the natural shape of a silt -bearing

channel in incoherent alluvium is an ellipse, and hence the

limiting section is a semi-circle, so

PjB = 27r = 6-283

and as

P2 = (2*67)2$ = 7*12 PEV
PjR = 7*12 V = 6*283

or Fii,i) = 0*882 ft. per second.

If, however, P = 2*8\/$ (I>r. Loser’s formulae, derived from
Punjab data) then PjR = 7*84 1’ or Fij,^, = 0*8; and if P =
3*2\/$, our {Station I'ormula lor a certain range of dis(iharg(^ and
types of silt, Fii,j, = 0*62. Whib^ it must be admitted that

the assumption that a semi-circle is the limiting shape of a

channel is, at Ix'st, only an api>i'OxiTnation; yet, if ev(m approxi-

mately (jorn^ct, it leads to the conedusion that in natural
silt-bearing channels carrying small discharges, a change of law
must occnir \^hen thc^ discharge^ reaches a certain low- discharge.

This changes of law would be sudden according to the Lacey
formulae, but is more likely to be a gradual transition in practice,

taking into considcaation the known gr’adual decr(‘ase of silt

movement with reduction of discharge. Eventually silt move-
ment must cease and the law must then be different. It was
found at Poona in 1937, on plotting available data, that silt

charge varied approximately as (F — F,.,), where F is the actual
velocity and Fit is what we have called the ‘regime threshold

velocity’, which, for practical purposes, is the same as

27B
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‘competent velocity’, a term used in America for the velocity at

which silt movement just, eommene(\s. i

Tt has been i’ouiKl that the velocity at Tvhich silt movement
eeas(*s in shallow ehamu^s* is little affected by depth; but, unlike

in the Laeo}^ theory, it depcuids on grain siz(^, varying approxi-

mately as c

^^n1.h tljt^ sands noiinally esed at th(^ Poona Station, Ph
varies between 0-7 to 1-0 f‘t./‘^<‘C.

From this, it follons Uiat silt movement, always ndatively

much less in a natural mobit^ ‘uodt^l tlian in its prototypi*, will

starti in a ? iv< r wnlh a lelatividy low' discharge and w ill continue

until the discharge age in finally falls to this same low' value:

wduweas in a n>odel, w it h a flood V(docity of say I *^5 ft. /sec.,

silt movtuiicnt will n(*t bc^gin until t.lu' discharge is (Wjuivalent

t.o about half ih(^ flood dischargt^ :

As long ago as IIIlM), A. H. (libson in his Report on the
S(n'(‘rri,2 eoiu luded that the Ix^st r(‘sults vveue cd»tained with a
silt w^hieh w as 2(d/o hneu* tliaii in tlu' protot yjx^ and the use of a

somew’hat dnei silt in nuxuds is almost (*(‘rtainly (U^sirable.

That this is lik(dy t(> h(‘ so, follows from Lac(‘y’s latest

theory^: that for a given degr(‘(‘ of agitation tlie silt chajge

varies invf rsedy as ihe terminal vtdocity of silt lalling through

water (Vs), v\ hicli in turn vaiicss apx>roximately as rn (wdiere w,
th(* im'an diamebw of h(‘d silt. j>art.ieJ(‘s, is of the order 0*2 to

0*5 mm.), th(‘ r(‘!ati<)n Ixdng //^ = d-0()45 Vs + 0‘<)42.

This th(‘Ot‘y w as based on an analysis ol’ a pa])(*r by Dr. C. M.
White entitliHl ‘The influem^e of trans]>orted solids u])on

Rivers

The (X)rr(H‘tnosr .)! the theory' has ain^ady been shown by
th(‘ TV)()na Station both for very heavy silt charges and normal
silt (‘barges. Though this relation ( iiabbss us to mc?*(‘as(‘ the
silt charg(‘ by r(‘duoing th(^ grades it has little effeett. on tlu^

vdority at w hich silt movenumt begins and tmds; Sf> does not

eliminat.(^ our main difliculty.

^ Studio.s in ICnLOiuM^ring, lUiiv'ersity of Iowa, bulletin T) : ‘'The trans-

})()rtation ot dc^tritus by flowing water— J.’ By 1'. Theodore is Chitty
Ho and Yun-Cheng Tu.

“ ‘CorLstruction and (Operation of em Ticial M. i t by Prof.
A. H. Gibscui—PajHT written for KcoiKnnic Advisory ( ouril, Stwom
Barrage Committee.

^ Note on Dr. White’s theory of ‘Silt TranHj)ort’ !»y < *. f iaeey, dated
1 :Jth December i 939.

Bead Vjy t)r. White (City and Guilds, LoikIoui to the Potornologieal
Section of the International Union of Geodesy and Goopliysics at
Washington, D.('., U.S.A., in vSepternber 1939.

6 C.I. and H.H. Station Interim Basic Note No. 50, dated July
1940: ‘Rate of deposition of silt as governed by silt charge and terminal
velocity.

’

® C.I. and H.R. Stainm, Supolementarv Basic Note No. 50, on the
same subject—with natural silt charge.
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Effect of a Limiting Velocity

The effect of this limitation is not important in those relations

in which action takes ])lace at maximum discharge, so does

not apj>reciably vitiate results as regards limits of embayment,
as shown in the flardinge Bridge expoiriments.i In this, it was
sliown that had fi*(^f^ (unba^mont been allow^cd to 0(!cur upstream

of th(i Bight Guid(^ Bank of the Hardinge Bridge no damage
would hav(‘ r(^sulte<l

;
whereas by constructing the Damukdia

Guide Bank across the natural line of flow, natural embaymcmt
had been j)revente<l, which had led to an increase of action at

the Right Guide Bank, and conseqmuiLly had been an imporfcani

factor (‘ontributing to its failure.

In a large proi)ortion of river j)roblen)s, however, the scour

which ocxuirs during falling floods is a very importiant factor in

determining flow (ionditions the following year, and this is not

reprodu(^e<l correctly in natural models.

The alternative's to meet this situation are to depend
mainl}^ on c‘xp<Tionc(‘ and judgment or else to distort the model
scales to inc‘-reas(^ silt movement with low dischai ges.

Methods 'ro reduce effect of Limitation of
SiiiT Movement

Two itK^thods have been followed at. Poona to increase silt

movenumt in the model for conditions corresponding vith low

river discharges:

(a) low discharges have been scaled up, and
{h) slo2)e has be(ui exaggerated.

To ileal with this (|U(‘stion adequat.ely would require a

se}>arati^ ]>a]>er. Suffici' it to say here, that in gcmeral, the first

method gives valuabl(‘ iiifoimation over part of the model but
does not give conoct results over the whole of the model. An
example of this is t.he 1/300 scale model of the 8ukkur Barrage
from wdu(;h we have obtained similarity of bed (ontours and
flow along the right bank, which was the problem we were
investigating: ])ut conditions on the left bank w'(T(^ not correctly

r(^])roduc(xl w hicdi, in this jKarticular (^xjXTiuKUit , did not matter.

IvEoccED Silt Movement in Models

Although it is a digression, it seems advisabk*, af this poini

,

to tou(;h on the question of ‘silt deposition b

In a river, b\’ far ihe gr(‘ater part of th(* silt in motion is

normally in susj^ension, wh(T(^as in models the proportion of

1 Hc rnbay U.VV.D. Technical Paper No. 56 entitled ‘Horjort on
experiments with models in (Connection with the protection of the Hardinge
Bridge on the Eastern Bengal Railway'.
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silt in suspension is relatively small. For this reason, not merely
is the silt movement mueh less in the model

;
but th(’, silt which

deposits in the river—namely line suspended silt—ibrms a
relatively small part of the model silt charge. The reproduc-
tion of full natural silting in the model is therefore wadi-nigh
impossible even if the time scale be bas(Ml on silt charge—i.e.

on (F— F,;) — vvhich wxnild lead ^o th(^ tinu‘ scale being greatly

increaserl as the silt charges decrease<l with smallm* discharges.

This is not quite so had as it sounds; because s(,our starts

later in the model and is relatively less than in the river; in

other words, just as silt movement in th(^ model is i-elatively

inu(di less, so also is th(' amount of annual scouring and silting.

Should this fact be (iverlooked and the model bed be laid

according to cokl W('a(,h(^’* conditions in the river, scour pits at

th(‘ noses of grov n(‘s oi‘ obstructions would coniahi more silt

than would bo natuial in the model; and this excess, when
scoured, w ould produce unnaturai sand banks in the model.

An extrc im^ (‘xampl(‘ of reduced silt- mov^umuii in a model
is afford('d by tlu*

1 /30d Sukkur Barrage model In which, ii the
model is rcvgulated as at the Barrage, silt movement does not
begin till the di.scharg(' (exceeds lialf the r^ormal maximiun flood

discharge.

Slope Exaggeration

Coming now to thr^ seeond method of inducing early scour,

i.e. slope exaggeration: This iK^cessitates a smaller vertical

exaggeration and hence, in efifecti, distorts the model. This
method may be \erv^ useful in a short model provided entry
conditions ai*'^' corn (Uiy impostnl, but, is not suitabk' for long
modtds. iiofore dealing with the r(dative iruu'ils of' long and
short mod(d8 the question of distortion r(‘quires further con-
sideration.

Effect of Exaggeration of Banks anf
Stkttctures

In juost Stations it is tlu* j)raetice to (‘xaggerate ba,;)k slopes

ami rigid structure according to tli(‘ dej^oh exagger*.; scale;

because othcTvvise they would o<;cupy a dispro]>o] ^
^

. u e w idth

of the model, and thc^ deejrer th(^ scour, tlu^ gri f s would be
the projection of the toe of a gro^mt^ or otln r rigcl structure.

This docs not, how'(‘Vcr, produce correct i<‘scits in the model;
because owing to the ‘flow' ])attern’ being apfiroxiniately similar

in the mo<i(‘l and prototype while! the depth is n^Iatively much
greater in the model, th(^ width of brxl action is rekitively much
greater in the model—as already explaincxl in para 10—

;

and wh(T’(', as in t he case, of s(X)ur at thn nos(‘ of the new approach
channel at Sukkur, the scour pit is vc^y deep relative to the
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width of the channel, the width of the scour pit in the model,

the slopes of which are determined, as in the river, by the angle

of repose of the mateiial, extends right across the approach

channel.

In addition to this, (but in this case reducing the error) the

depth scale of the scour pit is dih'erent from the scale of the

river part of the model, de|)ending—as explained in para 10

—

on a different law, and as steep banks exceed the angle of

repose of all except rigid materials, natural bank s(;our is

precluded. In practices, therefore, the choice lies bet\veen rigid,

steep, sides, and mobile, and hence relatively flat, slo])es which
take up much too great a width of the model.

In some models, and in some parts of most models, bank
action is comparatively unimjx)rtant

;
but in many cases this

is a very important factor and the limitations (um only be partly

overcome by the use of large-scale part-models.

Throw-OFF

‘Throw-off, ’ by which is nu^ant the angle oi‘ deflection of

the filaments, is also distort(‘d in vertically -exaggerated models,
and to get approximak^ similarity of ‘throw-off’’, the slope of

the rigid structure has to bt? considerably k^ss vertical at its upper
end than according to that due to the vertical scale-exaggeration

of the model.

Lohgitudiisjal Distortion

Finally, we come to longitudinal distortion: Vertical

exaggeration is essemtially a latitudinal exagge^ration, just as

slojx> exaggeration is essentially a longitudinal exaggeration;

but in mod(d studies, even when the slopes (vxaggeration is

increased by tilting the model, to incr(‘ase slope and velocity,

the longitudinal scale is almost universally made the same as

the latitudinal scale. This is done in order to i>r(went distortion

in plan. This means that both rigid and non-rigid parts of all

vertioidly-exaggerated mod(ds are distorted : That is to say

,

they are fori^shorteiK^d longitudinally in the ratio of the vertical

exaggeration.

In extreme cases this would lead to sub-critical conditions
in the river being converted into hypcM -c'ritical velocities in the
model; but mon^ geiKTally it leads to distortion due to the
length in which changes hav(‘ to take place being foreshortened.
Thus the length in which new lines of flow or eddy-patterns have
to become established in the model as a rtisult of changes of
section or roughness is inadequate in the model to establish the
change before a further alten%tion in the angle of’ flow or roughness
occurs.
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Two good (‘xampies of t.his are dow from the twin gorges

at Sukknr ^ and the grovnet in the Jumna at Delhi. ^ In the

former. th(‘ gorge is foreshorteiKxl 7.1 times, affecting both lines

of flow and eddy pattern or tin* a ater Ic'aving the gorge, v'hile

in the latter case the groynes were sevt*n times closer together

relative to dept'^ than in the river.

liONo ANo ^^’noKT Mobile Models

The advantage of a long model is that (uiivaturo of flow

and silt distrilnition {U'(‘ more natural, and so the river is more
free to swiiig oi- c.hangt^ its course. Meande]- (condition,^ on
whi ih th(‘ solutk.n of a ]arg(‘ pro])ortion of riv(‘i‘ ])rol)l(‘ms ulti-

mat(dy d(']>ends, are also inort^ accurat(‘l\ Tt']>rodu(;(Hl. On the

other hand, less <listortion ol' sl(>]x and discliarg(‘ is jx^rmissible

to obtain increased silt. movt‘nuuit; and tost oi’ eollerding data,

verification, and (tarrying out exjHtrinu'uts is vr^ry mu(th gi'eat(T.

In addition, the likelihood of omitting sonu^ important sub-

stratum—such as la\ (‘rs of (tlay, kankar, < tc.—is ]>i'opor1 ionat(Jy

increased ; and linally, no inaiitu- how long th(^ modcJ may be,

entry conditions, on whiidi change's in a m(‘and(‘ring liver largely

depend, an<l t-o a smaller (txtcuit, conditions, mu.st be correctly

imposed.
In a relatively 8110^ river model, much grc^ator control

is possible and much more silt (tan bit k(^j>t in motion than in a

longer model; but tb(' rctsults also d(‘]xmd to a much greater

(extent on the actcuracy of t lu* conditions imjKised at entry—i.e.

the distribution of ilt and curvature of Ilow' of th(^ water.

To im]X)se th(\s(‘ corT(H;tIy is always diffiiailt, nixx^ssitating a

deep und(‘rstanding of fidd (conditions, w hich must be accc.urately

diagnosed and compk‘t,(Jy visualized befon^. thdr (dhccts (can Ixc

corr(‘etly iin]>()S(‘d. Obviously t.hose who c;an diagnose^ u]>stream

(conditions (can also lortiS(M‘, with (Hgial acccuracy, what. 1 h(

mod(‘] jKjrtion of thc‘ riv(‘r will do; h(cn(c(‘ the skillt‘d (cxjxu’inK nt('r

knows very apjuoximately what result the in kIO should give

w hen h(‘ is designing it and lx Ion* he carri( out (‘X]K‘rmi( nts.

The main funcction oi riv(‘r modtds, llu^P ioic-, is to heck uj)

1‘csults with th(* (‘X])(*rim(‘nt( r’s ideas, improve* on ’ h' rn, and
thiui fill in d(‘tails. it is only in th(c simj)l(‘s 1 .e < s, which
scarccely r(*quirc model ve'iification, that a single* mod(d will

suffice. Jn most eas(*s, as for instance, expeTinn uts m (coniK^ction

with controlling silt (.entry into thee liight Baniv Canals above? the

1 Annual Report of r.I. and H.K. Station, 19.‘UU4().

Ibid.

3 Programme of Proceed in^s, 11th Annual Ricport of the (Neutral

Board of Irrigation, India, 1049. ‘Factors controlling meandering’ by
C. C. Inglis, pp. 94-199.
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Sukkur Barrage,! we have had to use several different models—

6

in that case—varying from geometrical similarity to vertical

exaggeration of 7i.

Conclusions regarding Scope and Limitations of
Mobile Models

The impression 1 may have created is that river models
cannot be expected to giv(^ useful information. That, empha-
tically, is not my view; but any idea that all you have to do is to

construct a verticall^^-oxaggeratcd scale-model of a river and
that it will give the (iorrect answer is nonsense.

I wdll quote a few cases which will clarify this point

:

(1) ‘We were askecl to advise on liow to control the main channe
along the left bank of tlio Sarda River above Banbassa Weir. In the
course of tVu? early experiments, though the model did not indicate it,

the conviction gre^w that tluj riv(‘r would swing and burst tlirough the
central island. Subsequently, a v(‘ry close inspection of the river confirmed
this belief, which was not shared by the local ofticers. This was of

im])ortanco; because, in tbe event of this happening, th(' work required
would then be inodilic'd. Ijj spib* of a stone bank Ixdng built to prevent
such a spill (dianneJ forming and to dinx-t flow into a (Muitral, existing,

chanind, the stone was swept aside and a spill channel formiHl wliich carried

30% of the river discharge in the first year.’

(2) ‘We wen^ asked to design a fall required to check very severe
scour which had been occurring in a nala.

The data supplied, and design pro]K>sed, showed a stee]) gradient
and hypercritical velocities. Previous experiments e.arriod out at another
Station, with a lined, geometrically-similar moflel, had given similar

flow (conditions to those showii in tlio designs.

Before expci’iments wore started at Poona, it was ef)nchided that such
conditions could not persist and that (dther the hanks would scour, causing
intermittent shooting flow and standing waves, or else the Ixcd would
scour, flattening the slo])e until siibcritical velocities resulted. The
practical effect of this was that a dc^ptli of 14 ft. of water was to bo
expected above the jiroposed fall, against 0 ft. assumed in the rhesign and,
by modifying tlie design it was shown to be yHJssiblo to reduce velocities

downstream to sub-critical, eliminating the necessity for lining the down-
stn^am channel.

Although subsequent model experiments with au unliiiod channel
confirmed tlie.se yiredicdions, it was impossible to reproduce similarity of
silt conditions or scour of lianks; so the results depc'udod largely on the
conditions imposed, i.e. on tbe judgment of the experimenter.'

(tf) ‘We were asked to moke proposals to protect a Railway Bridge,
the left abutment of whicVi was Ixcing heavily attacked.

The j)lan did not so(un to indicate any cause for such scour, so enquiries
wore made as to whether any cut-off had occurred in the river. This
proved to be the case.

It app(’ars that fcliis cut-off can bo closed, an alternative solution
which will b(^ much cheaper and more satisfactory than fighting condi-
tions resulting from ibt' ri\ er having shortened its eoiu’se by one mile.’

(4) ‘Up to B)2.‘k tlio Jumna Rivnr was flowing along the right bank
past the Pum])iTig .Station. Subsequently, the river began to move acro.ss

to the left bank opposite the Pumping Station, necessitating the excavation

1 Armual Report of C.I. and H.R. Station, 1939-40.
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and continuous dredging of a channel from the left bank the Pumping
Station.

Tlie original remedy we propose'J ^ was to remove the upper and
lower of the H spurs built on the left bmik and to build a short spur just

belo\^ the PunipiiTg Station on the right bank, to draw the ri\ er across
to that bank.

The { Ibeu.iy >f the design was shown in our modi'l with tlio equivalent
of ]()(),000 eosi'f s flowing in the river, which brought the river across in

one liood si'asou; bu^ the resulting channel was relatively'^ considerably
wider than t!ie Jumna cold weatl'er chaiiiK'l. On snbseipiont inspe(‘tion

h was eousidered that as a r>sult t.f stone crate piti'hing done alcaig the
riva'r IViee opposite, and downitn'ani of, the Piim])ing Station, combined
with (In'djnng, the river was likely to change across witluiut ri'inox ing the
iqiper of the tiii'ce groynes; so d(‘vel<q)ments vver' awaited. The following
year the rivfu moved across to the Pumping Station, as ])redieted, tliough
the tiood disehargei was only 31,000 eiisecs, or less than l/3rd that with
whieli the change occurred in the model—i.i;. with a discharge which w'as

so low that very little scour could occur wuth th(' cquix'alcnt discharge in

the rnodi'l.’

(5) ‘It has bet'n found inqiossible to reproduce the changes which
occur from year to year in our Clanges modtO, despiti' it l.iejng a very
large mo(h'l ovi'i* 500 ft. long, fu general, scour has oevurred too quickly
and silting nnicli too slowly; and consequently the Damukdia cnaunel
has n'OTienect t<M) (]i]ickly.

If the p(nod of th.e experiments wore reduceil it would give tho rate
of scunir of Damnkilia channel more (uirrectly but would inakc'i other
parts of the model still more wrong. Certain it is that the rate of opening
of the Damukdia ehanntd was predicted more accurately from oxporionce
and judgment than can be indicated by a model.’

At ]\)oiia, no have hvvn doing various scal(> exyx'rinienis,

for soveiul y(‘ar.s, n itb inobih^ nio(l(‘ls—to ovaluaic^ (livergeiieiis

I'osulting from various disturbing factors—in order to soo how
th(‘K<' otfoots can best bo miniiniziHl by modifying sloyio scales,

disebargo scab's, si!; charge, and vcTtioal ('xaggc'ratioii away
from natural conditions.

Tlu'so iuv(‘stigati()ns liave given ns a clcfir understanding
of \\'by oi'rtain modineatioiis which we havu' Ix'on earryu’ng out
hav(' l>e(‘n suceessful; but tluyy have not, iuid eaniioi, eniin'Iv

eliminate the inh(Tent diverg(‘nces nor n^solve the num<u'ori.’'s

complex factors. Natural mobile modrds do not, in fact,

similarity; but only r(*sults which are capable r>' b(‘ing traiislai cd

appr’oxirnatrdy fr’om river to model and baclv to ter'rns »t r iver

conditions : and r’(\sults necc'.ssarily diveryo' more ara! more as

the jieriod of the experiment imat^ases.

Frequently it is stated that river results havu h. . n verified

in a model and have been found to bo closel}^ enn e.
i . We all,

however, seem to relay the model ovr^ry ^mar uccotding to the

latest survey instead of carrying on year aftr i yi'ar! The reason
given for this is that tho flood difl'ered from v\ hat was assumed

;

but the real rrvason is that only qualitative similarity has ber^n

achieved.

1 U.I. and H.K. Station Annual Reports for 1937-3S, pp, 65 to 68 ;

1938-39, pp. 14 to 16; 1939-40.
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Also, as our object is to predict what will happen hereafter

—

not as a rule for a y(.‘ar or two, but for sev('r*a] years ahead—^if

the divergences in a single year i‘endcr it advisalde to nday
;
this,

in itself, is an admission of th(‘ limitation.

Our exjK^rience of verification is that; there is rarcdy enougli

river data available to mak() verification satisfactory, excejit as

a rough qualitative check, and even if there vvert‘, it would, at

best, be a very slow and tedious process
;
because^ eviMW ap])r(‘ciable

change in one factor affects all the others.

C0>JCLUS10N

I cannot do better than repeat what I wrote in my
Sym]X)sium Paper of 1938 for the National Institute of 8(uences

of India, on ‘The use of models for elucidating How problems’:

‘Tlio gorieral ooticluHion is that in C()iri])oterit hands, a v^ory wido

range of experiments with large models gives results ef high tpialitative

ficciiraey and may also giv(^ quantitative a(^(;uraey; but, in the ease of

river models, the data available is generally m»uigre, and though the gaps

in data can be filled to a large extiait by an oUicor with wide fi(dd (^xpt'rionee,

so that a model can be mnde to reprodiien what has previously occurred

in the prototype under known conditions of discharge and silt charge,

the problems which g(‘ntu*ally hav(‘ to be tackled n,re of immedin.te

urgency, tlie discharge data being inade(piat('. and the silt charge data nil,

and wo are ask^id “what will ha[)):,'(ni if nothing is done?” or “what
should bo done to prevent further damage ?

‘Satisfactory auswcu's dei)eiid to a mark(‘d extent on art intimate

Imowlodgu of the engineering side of tht5 problems under (’onsideration

combined with a flair for diagnosis.’

Mobile I’iver models are in fact a valuable aid to engineer-

ing skill, which, howev(n‘, tlu\y can never nqdaee.

Although this Addi'os.s texpresses my own view])oint, yet

much of it is based on work done by tlu^ Station staff at Poona

and 1 am especially indiddcul in this respecd to Mr. A. R. Thomas,

Deputy DirecdrOi, and Kao Sahib D. V. Joglekar.
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SECTION OF MATHEMATICS AND
STATISTICS

President Raziuddin Siddiqt, Ph.D.

1. On partitions.

K. Sambasiv’^a Rag, VValtair.

Lot r/o, . . (tr l>«' a sot of posit ivo int(');ors. Sylvostor (J. J.

SyJ

;

Qufirf. Jonv. 1, 188o, j>p. 81 84. Also Uicltsoii s

Histf): /, vol. 2 (1420). ]>. I 10). Cay*0 ((’ayloy: /7/i/. Tru.ns. Boy. Soc.,

London. 146, 1800, pp. 121 140. Also DO kson’s History, vol. 2. p. 119)

and othors invostigattnl tho nunihor of ]>ar(4iions of n- info parts Oj, Cf2 ,

. . . ar. If . • (ir)o donotos that nuinbor fhon ttu ‘ir n.‘sults arc

roup:hly (‘cniivalont to

/'(aj, . . Hr)tl
(r— 1) !

This onn also bo proved by the elementary theory of partial frnetions.

E\ol>ii and Linluv>t (Evelyn and Linfoot: ‘On a problem in tho

additive th(K)?’y of nmnbers -Math, ZU, 30, 1929, pp. 443-448) obtained

an asymptotj( formula for tho number of partitions of n into Zth powor-free

numbers.
In this paper, generalizing tho problems of Sylvester and (Jay ley

and Evelyn and Linfoot, 1 consider tho number of solutior\s in primes,

VvL* • • Vry of

± ±

^

2^2 ± • • • ± =* n wliore a.p.^n*

Tho same method can bo applied to find an asymptotic formula for the

number of solutions (jf

t -f’l (Pi ) ± I’liVi) ± . . ± t'J.P,) = » where
|
P.{p .)

|
<n,

where B^{x) donotos a-n integral valued polynomial.

2. On a problem of arraiigemeiits.

V. Narasimha Mgkti, Wa.ltair.

The problem is; ‘2a-t-l persons are inviteu to a dinner vu a different
days, it possible to arrange thorn on a circular table ui ijch a way
That juj porsoji has tho same neighbour on different dayj .

I. have given elscwliere {Jour, Jud, Math, Soc, V' *i. IV. No. 1,

pp. 39-43, 1939) the proof for the existence of a solution of tlie above
j)roblem The present pai)er deals with a result regarding tho numlxu-
of solutioiLs of Pn.

Starting from any solution of /*«, wo got new solutions: (a) by
interchanging the figures J, 2, ....2n4-l, {h) by cyclic or anticycJi'c
permutation inside the arrangements, and (c) by interchanging the //

dinner parties. Wc shall consider all tho solutions obtained by each of
these alternations as belonging to an isomorphic group, and only such
solutions of Fn should be considered to be different as correspond to non-
i8omori)hic groups. 1 shall show, in this paper, that there are at least

( 3 )
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three different solutions of P« when 2n-f 1 is a prime number and that

there are at least two different solutions of Pn when 2n4-l is a composite

number. In fact, I prove that the two solutions mentioned in my paper
{ibid., pp. 42-43) are two different solutions of Pn, in the sense of the

definition of the word ‘different solutions* given here, and which is also

suggested in his paper {Jour. Jttd. Math. Soc.y Vol. IV, No. 2, pp. 45-46)

—

‘Remarks on Mr. V. Narasimha Murti’s paper—On a problem of arrange-

ments (I) * by Prof. F. W. Levi,

3.

The generalized problem of the play of thirteen.

S. M. Kerawala, Aligarh.

Three players are given three well-mixed packs, each consisting of the
same n different cards. They expose together singly cards out of their

respective packs. If Vn is the probability that no two of any set of
three cards exposed together are the same, reasons are given here for the

conjecture that *

4.

On some algebraic relations.

S. C. Chakbabarti, Jadabpur.
n

(1) 2
x~0

where ^‘'Sx denotes the sum of the products of n factors 1, a, a8, . ,

taken a; at a time.

""^2^
2a- ^ It .^ ^ n— 1 r = l

j2x+l_]

where A; = or —

-

,
according as n is even or odd.

4_
"“1

1 — 2

”Sr = (a+1) n (l+aO.
a r=l

X = 0

n — \

(4) 2 (n-1)^

5.

On a special recurrent.

Denote

S. C. Chakrabarti, Jadabpur.

[c]
“ («""'-!) (o”~^-l) .. . K-1),
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— sum of the products of n factors J, a, taken x at

a time and

1 A-l

1
I 4

then

Ill Un. the eh^MK'ut iu the rtli row and kih column is

*^
A--r ^ /+!

and the rth eh 'merit in the last column is

//—r+1

if o}ie of >h and / bo even and tho oilier odd, and

a—7-+2

(-) ^ ['‘"r’];

if n and r both are oven or botli odd.

6. A rapid method for calculating the least sqiianjs solution

of a polynomial ol‘ d(‘gree not exceeding the fifth.

S. M. Kkraavala, Aligarh.

The ordinary method for fin ling the least squares solution .»f n

polynomial is very laborious. If. however, the values of the in(lc|u nihait

variable form an arithmetic series, a method can I)c devised to ijvo f la^

solution very rapidly. The method given in this pooer is an impfovrmont
on the method of Ilirge and Shea (Birge, K T., and Sh. .M, d. B.:

Physical Review. 24
,

j). 2C(i, 1924). The proces.-. of calcuhif int ' he solution

has been divided into three flistiia-t parts :

(1) Calculating tho solution eorresponding to the -Mn ford w values

av r- of tho independent variMoli fables have
been constructed for values of n up to t (} facilitate rapid
cakailation, and a powerful method lias Ix'on indi(;ated for

>3(1.

(2) Testing whether the polynomial selected for fit ting the observed
quantities is suitable.

(3) Calculating the true solutitm from tho standaid solution.

Tho tables given by Birge and Shea {loc. ciL) form one-half of the
tables hero given ;

and C5ve>y figure lias l»een (;arofuUy tested on a calculat-

ing machine.
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7. On some formulae in division in topological algebra.

P. N. Das-Gupta, Patna.

In Topological Algebra., called Boolean, addition, subtraction and
inultiplioation are discussed {vide Topology of Plane Sets, Newman,
CJambridge, 1939). The pr(‘sent paper discusses division formulae which
are believed to be new.

8. Tauberiaii thooroms with Krouecker conditions.

S. MiNAKSinsuNDARAM, Madras.

Given a serie.s Ean, we c.oiisidei* the power series

J{x)

whose radius of (^OJiv’^ergonce is assumed to be ^1.

Write

lim

p ot
2, V

6(oc), a>0

and

r/o i-aj-f .

.

4- •

• -\-Ov

]

The following Tauberian Theorems arc proved ;

—

Theorem 1 : // 8(a)->0 as a-><X' and if f(x)-^s as a-->l— 0 then ov~^s

That is to say, if S(a) >0 as a->oo and I!a„ is summa])]o .1 then it

is Bummable ((7, ).

Theorem 2: 7/ a 8 (a) ->0 as a->oo, Ihen

OSC. Sn = OHC, f(x)
n ->oc .r —> 1

provided the right side is finite.

9.

Oil the differentiability of the iiit(‘gral.

P. I). Shukla, Liieknow.

Th(5 necessary and suriuuent condition for the existence of

cos

where the monotone fiin(;tion «//(.r)-^oo as was considejed by
G. Prasad. In this pa,p<'r wo consider

‘ 0

where ip{x) is rnonotojio and tends to oo as and (f>[ip{x)\ has a dis-

continuity of the second kind at x = 0.
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Two classes of functions, 6i[ili{x)] and
<t>2[^{x)]^ ha^^e been defined.

In the case of
(f>^

it has been shown that the integral is always differentiable

at the origin. And in the case of
<t>2 tlie necessary and sufficient condition

for differentiability at x -= 0 has been h>iuid out.

10.

On the grrdieiit of plane haimonic, bi-harmonio and multi-

harinonic poly7iomialb.

B. Pv. Seth, Dellii.

Bernstein, Sze^o and r^i^ers have proved some theorems on the
gradient of plane harmonic polynunials. in the pre>sent paper we get
some general resulcs not <inly for the gradient of plane liarmonic poly-
nomials, but aiso for plane bi-bar:iionic and multi-harmonic polynomials.
As regards the gradient, ot solid harmonic polynomials, Szegb has given a
very interesting result in a recent paper {Trans. Arner. Math. Soc., 47
(1910), 51-65).

11.

On certain integral ropresentations of Whittaker and Webber
functions.

S. <y. Dhar, Nagpur.

The object of this paper is to obtain certain integral representations
of Whittaker and Webor fimctions. The following expression has been
obtained :

-

w' 1 k'w = -
2ir{~2k'— 2m') sin {2k'-^2m')7T

J 00

where k, k\ m and m' are any quantities. A particailar form of the above
integral can bo given ho» o:

—

"•
r{

wtiero a— /b’ — y — B, which can agaii be written as

rj2(y-a)}
J 0

wliere a+y — y+ h» ^ fortn obtained by Brdelayi by fractioiai,:' differontia-
tion, and also in tht> same way it is possible f o obtain

D n-n) r

r{—m—n)Pm
|

f-f 0)

12.

A self-reciprocal function.

li. S. Varma, Lucknow.

In this paper a function which is self-reciprocal in the Hankel
TVansform of order v is discovered.
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13. A note on the Fourier’s single integral formula.

R. N. Mohanty, Cuttack.

If f{x) is integrable (L) in every finite interval and in an interval
including x, f{t) is of bounded variation, or satisfies one of the other
conditions for the validity of the Fourier series or integral, then

->crj

i|/(®+0)+/{x-0)} = lim 1 r
A->x ^ j

x—t
->— 00

provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied

:

1(a). A positive number a exists such that

J
JigU*, and

J ^ dx are finite.

1(6).
/(^) ,

is of bounded variation in (a, oo) and (— oo, —a) for some

positive a, and tends to zero at infinity.

1(c). is of bounded variation in (a, oo) and tends to zero

at infinity, and a similar condition holds in (— oo, —a).

Condition 1(a) was given by Hobson and Pringsheim and Condition

1(6) was also given by Pringsheim. Condition 1(c) which iiududos 1(a)

but not 1(6) was given by Prasad and is a particular case of the Theorem TT

of this paper given below in the case a = 1, condition 1(a) being
a particular case of Theorem 1 for a = 0. Hardy and Cossar gave
conditions which include both 1(a) and 1(6).

We define as the Reimann-Liouville integral of order a (not

necessarily an integer) with lower limit a of J{t) for some positive a and
suppose throughout that t>a. Then

a>0

We define the mean value /^(/) of/(/) by

(
1 )

/^(<) = r(a+ l)«““j’^(/) (a>0) .. .. (2)

We prove the following two theorems in this paper.

Theorem 1. If, for some a>:0

J—^<*<00 (2)

^ a

and a similar condition holds in (— oo, —a) and if over and above this in

an interval including x, f{t) is of boimded variation, or satisfies, etc. {vide

para. 1).
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Theorem 2. If, for some is of bounded variation in (a, c/:

)

;ind tends to zero at infinity, and a similar condition holds in (
—

- go ,
— a)

and over and above tliis, etc.

14. Conjugate Fourier series and Liouvillo development.

S. MinAKSHISUNDARAM, Madras.

I^et us consider, the Sturm-Lioavillo equation

(i)

for the bouiuhiry condition

2/(0) = ij(rr) -=0 (2)

wnere P(.^)>0 and is twice differentiable. Let denote the normal

orthoj^onal eigoii functions correspoii Jing to tin eigen values ^^^>0 and

'(;r)

monot(jnic increasing. Then the functioiiH t/t^(x) --- . - also form a

s/
iiorraal orthogonal systeni. A senes of the form

7/ = l

(3)

is called a Htiirm-Liourille series. It can be dei’ived from a function f{x)
by the rule

", =
I

{x)d.r
;

we shall call the associated series

r (4)

l

the series (conjugate to (3).

It is known that, if (3) is a Sturm-Lionville seiics, it converges or

diverges at a point according as the Fourier series of J[x) converges or

diverges. In this paper, we i)rovo the following:

Theorem ;—If (3) is the Stur'n-Lioutnlle series of <i function /'(;r),

then the cmijugafe series {4) converges or diverges aeconHu.g ns thi^' eon jiignf.t

Fourier series off{x) converges or diverges.

This suggests the possibility of developing a i-heory of se: tos of I ite

type (4) along a line parallel to the theory of conjugate Fourier scries.

15. A further local property of the allied series a Fourier

seri(\s.

S. P. Bhatnaqar, Bhowali (Nainital).

It is known that the convergence, and a fort tori summability (Cja),

a^ 0, of a Fourier series or an allied series, deptvids only upfjix tla^ propertu^s

of the fimction near the point under considerat ion, though in the case of

an allied series the value of the sum does doptnid ufxm the values of the
function tbrough(/Ut the whole interval of definition. In tho case of
summability by Cesaro means of negative order, tlie property may fail

at a giv^en point due to thi influence of the tunction in some neighbourhood
awaj^ from the point.
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Hardy and Littlewood (G. H. Hardy and J. E. Littlowood ; Journal
Lond, Math. Soc., 6 (1931), 281-286) have Bhown that, for the class of

Fourier series and allied series for which ~ (here

hn denote the Fourier coefficients and An — On cos nx-\-

hn sin nx and Bn “ 6n cos na;—an sin na?), convergence at a given point, or
indeed simirnability (A), always implies summability (e,— l-fS). Thus
for this class of functions, summability (Cj — 1 -f-S) is in hic't a local property.
In the (;»is(^ of Fourier series BosaiKpiet and Offord (L. S. Bosanquet and
A. Offord: Proc. Lond. Math. Soc., (2). 40 (1936), 273-280) have shown
that for the class of Fourier series for which = 0 (w~^'), = 0 (n"*^),

0</ < I, sununabilil y (C| — r) is also a local property of the function.
1 (S. P. Phatjiagar: Proc. Lond. Ma,th. Soc., (2). 44 (1938), 315-322) have
given an analogous result for the allied series.

Further in t he case of the Fourier series Bosanquet has given necessary
and sufficifMit conditioTJS for tlie sequenc.e nA^ to be bounded by some
(I(^saro mean and has deduced results about the summability by Cesaro
means of negative order of the class of Fouri(U‘ series snmmable (A).
(L. S. JiosajM]uet; Trana. Amer. Math. Soc., 39(2) (1936), 189-204.
In this paper Bosamiuet does not discuss the y)roblem that the property
nA^ -- 0(l)(c) for Fourier series is a local one, but mentions that there

would be sik4i a. probhun). In the present ])aper I consider the same
))roblem foi- allied s(;ries and show that — 0{]){cyr). 0<r< I, is a local

])ro})orty of the function.

lb. On ^ quasi-helices ’ associated with curves.

S. M. Kerawala, Aligarh.

There are two fundamental j)roportios of th(i (jircular helix, viz.
the constancy of the angle made by the tangent with a fixed direction and
the constancy of the ratio of corresponding arc-lengths on the curve and
the axis. The first property goieralized giv<^s the generalized helix.
Curves obtained by generalizing the second ])roperty for curvilinear axes
are here (considered. For want of a better juime they arc here called ‘ (|uasi-
helicos . I treat here the ‘ quasi-helices ’ a.saociated witli a general space
cur\a3. As particular cases of curvilinear axes, 1 consider suc(^ossivoly the
straight line, the circle, the circular helix and that ‘two-eyed’ spiral of
whicli the intrinsic equation is p ™ a cos bs.

17. On tcui associated points in [4].

B. Ramambhti, Ajmer.

in a recent paper [Joitrn. London Math. Boc. (1938), 198), F. Bath has
proved tla^ following theorem: Given ten asso(‘iated points in

1 4] whi(3h
do Jiot lie on a rational quartic curve, the rational quartic tlm>ugh any
seven of them has iiie ])lane of the remaining three as a trisoctant plane;
also the three point s and tlie throe points of intersection witli the ijuartic-

lie on a conic. TIk' object of this note is to give a sirnjiler, invariant-
theo] (4 ic. alternative proof of the above theorem.

J S. Som(‘ properties of rectilinear congnieiK^es.

Ham Beuaui, Delhi.

In this papei- rectilinear congruences whiidi consist td' a system of
lines parallel to a fixed diix'ction have boon considered, and some [iroperties
of such congruences have been obtained analytically.
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The use of generalized Dirieldet’s integral in solving

distribution prohleins c»f statistics.

P. V. Krishna Iver, New Delhi.

13y using tho veil -known mnltiple intogrul

\\li('re .^:j, oxteiid to nil )>osit ive vnliirs suhjecl to tlu‘ condition

it has boen slciwn that it is possibU^ to get th<* distribution of tho following

statistics which lias o b H'n ohtnin<*(l hv other imdhods:

—

(1) the mean and th(‘ staiclard deviations of samjiles from a

normal curves

(2) till’* mean of samples from J^earson’s d\vpt^ t ^tnd III (iurves.

20. Statistical nio'mcnts and divisors of numbers, derived from

synmu d-rit; functions.

M. Ziaud-Din, Aligarh.

Ill Stai istics and Theory of Numbers, symmet ric funct ions an^ wi'll

connected. Symmetric fiin<*tions are defiiu'd for n variaies and t h»

statistical moments are coniujcfeo, tiy v.h('rc denotes i-Ik

pov,(M -sum symmetric function.

d’ables for symrnidric. fun<*t ions of tho \ ariat(‘H i' lerrn.s of m nneiits

have boon constnndod by ,se\'eral aut hors in v^arious vays, e.g. b\ O’d ixhe,

SukhatuK^ and Ziaud-Din, u]) to weight, h.

The author has used Differential Operat- rs aiid Chare t- iB cf tlic

syinnietric group in formation of the tables emd the tahl* weight ten

is almost ready.
The author has previously piiblisln'd a jiaper shown;.,, he relation of

symmetric functions to Jiernoulli’s inmilx^rs.

in this [lajier determiiicntal symnud.ric function ' arc n-cd to obtain

certain formulae in partit ions and divisors of numbers.

21. The Lorenz curve and its gemeralization.

A. A. Krishnaswami Ayyangar, Myson^.

The Lorenz curve aiose from an atU-mpt by M. O. Loriaiz. in 1 OOh

to suggest a graphical ropre.sentation of the iueipialities of wauilt h in a

community. A systematii^ analytical study of this curve is attempted
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here, along with sorno possibilities of its generalization. It is rather

I'emarkable that all the generalized Lorenz curves have the same general

shape with the same end-poijits and obey the same set of restrictive

conditions for the first and second differential coefficients. Incidentally,

wo get a geometrical interpretation of Liapoimoff’s inequality of moments.
Some interesting by-products of the investigation are:

(1) The mean deviation from the arithmetic mean is less than half

the range.

(2) If the distances of the mean of a distribution from the
extreme values be a and 6, and the mean deviation is the
harmonic mean between a and 6, then the mean difference

is also equal to tlie mean deviation, the Lorenz curve
breaking up into two straight lines.

22. On non-normal fields.

P. V. Mahalanobts, Calcutta.

The technique of sample surveys has been developed broadly on the
basis t)f the binomial or the Gauss-Laplacian normal variation. Recent
investigations have, however, shown that in a large number of ceases the
variaru^e function is d(;hnitely non-normal. It is therefore necessary to

develop a systematic method of classification of non-normal fields. In the
present paper this question has been considered with B})ocial reference to

two-dimensional iioji -normal fields from the point of vi(‘w of the theory of
probability. The use of such classification i)i planning sample surveys has
been indicated.

23. Levi-Civita’s gravitational potential.

(Sm) Shah Sulatma^i, Now Delhi.

Levi-Civita, after reducing everything to ordijiary space with reference
” to a fixed Galilean frame, has obtained the equivalent gravitational

})otential for the relativistic two-body problem. For one centre, his

ecjuivalent central force takes the form

fin

f2

wh(5re / is the gravitational (constant, in, the mass, r the distance, and
c th(^ v('locity of light.

Lovi-Givita has assumed that the whole mass is concentrated at the
centre, which of course is not true for heavenly bodies. It is shown here
that for a sphere of finite radius the effect of the second tei-m vanishes
and Levi-Civita’s fum'tiou reduces to the Nevdonian form of the inverse

square of the distance. His law, therefore, does not correspond with
reality.

24. On flu* ])roblem of n bodies in the relativity theory.

(\ Racine, Madras.

A method of successive approximations has bf^en devclo])ed by
Droste and do Sitter to form the linear element of the space-time which
represents the solutir)n of thc' problem of n bodies in Einstein’s Relativity
Theory. Then the ditferential equations of the motion of the bodies are
detorniiued by writing the equations of the geodesics.

In this paper 1 expose a completely different method of successive
approximations. Their convergeiufo is rigorously proved, whereas the
question of convergence of de Sitter’s apj)roximations is an unsolved
prf)blem, which is most likely an extremely difficult one.
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The first two approxii atioiip art' easily obtainable, uufier certain

conditions. 1 have treat^-d only the first one, and under very general

conditions.

25. Stellar distribution.

H. SrBRAMAiNi Aiyar and G. R. Walker, Trivandrum.

The problem of stullar distribiif ion is approaclied from the standpoint
of star density per square degree relative* to the galactic distribution, based
on Van lihijn’s (llbM)) study lu Ihe photograpliie magnitudes h to IS.

Of these, the five pmg. 0. fi, 12, I''), and 18 liere considf'red are tabulated
at inte'’Yals in galatitudo and galongitude. Tlu* cube roots of tliese

are next tubulated to derive the buimdaries of tlanr e.ontaiuing spheroids
among approximately uniform distributifui and the iiiereast^s for ea<0i

three pnig. intervals are compared. These spheroids are plotted—though
for each Kf' interval (Van Hhijii) instead of the 110’" intervals tabled—botli

in the galactic }>lano and in profile for tlie important quadrantal pianos,

radial t<^ and from the galactic centre and that crosswise - i.o. along the
path of Total ion. Comparison of the outlines brings out th.' trailing efieet

of the latter and also (in lesser degree) the preponderance towards the
c(uitre.

Havitig derived the relative scales, the abs()hn<‘ scale in distaiujo is

considered. The numn distaneo by magnitiKh' is developed intt> the

empirical rule /»’ == 10 (]-46)'“ radials (or ]>arHe(‘s), for the galactic

equator. The distances towards the galactic^ poles are 58% of the
fHiuatorial. where utiifoim distribution predicates a f) : 1 ol>latonesH

for the star spheroids. An approximately ujiiform distribution of 0*4

solar mass per cubic radial is adopted; correlating iliis density in a
0 : J ol)late spheroid witii the superficial density over the sjihere, we derive
1 10 radials per unit sufierficial density per square degree along the galactic

plane and 04 radials towards its poh>s. These values enter the respective

directions in the profile diagrams, 'fhe effect of galactic; absorption is

then considered adopting Ste}>bins’ value of O’“‘80 per 1,000 radials, and the
correc^ted distances are j.iotted as well as tabulated. The direction and
distance of tlie centroid for the true galactic; plane are found, and their

relative increases com])arecl for each 8 pmg. interval. Lastly, t he distances
and their increase ratios for c*ac;h magnitude ijitorval as derived from
tabulated mean distances are comj)ared with the like derivc'd from the' star
densitjes, as an index of the ac*c;ura(;y of the assumptions made.

26. Photographic work on cc^pliied variabkvs.

P. iSamuels Lall, Lahore.

Nature of the work on oephiod varialiles undertaken in unrioction

with the Liternatioiial Co-operative .Scheme foi t.he study of i class of

stars, under the direction of Dr. Harlow Shaploy, Din -
» Harvard

Collc3ge Observatory, Cambridge (Mas., U.8.A.). A d< N riuiion of the
photograpliie camera and telesciopo used in ccjunoction wit is tlc' work at the
Panjab University Observatory, Lahore. The areas umic'r observation, a

problem in long exposures. Over 1,200 plates taken a/nd developed. The
measurement of the plates and final resifits.

27. A problem in ‘ Factorisatio Nuinerorum’.

D. N. Sen, Patna.

Dinar Hille in Acta Arithinetica, Vol. 2, No. 1 (1936), considers the
function /(rt) which gives the number of representations of the natural
number n as a product of factors greater tlian one. In tliis paper the
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propertios of j[n) are dealt with in greater detail. It is shown that

. . . P{J^^) — coefficient of .r^^i . . . x^, y

(1 372 ) .... (1 — x^,)

2{l-x^)(l-X2)...(l--xJ-l

In particular it is shown that

2“J+“2-1
f(Pij * Pig ^

“i’ — *2- — “i+®2'i)’

in terms of the hyporgeornetric series.

A general form for . . -Pi^) is also obtained.

28. On an upper bound to the radius of stellar (‘configurations.

N. R. Sen, Calcutta.

In a previous communication, a formula was deduced for an u})por

bound of the radius of a stellar configuration (defined suitably), in tonns
of the value of the ratio of radiation to gas pressure at the centre. The
formula has been sharpened by considering the configuration to bo made
up of shells of matter in which the polytmpic index varies. Further,

the upi)or bound for the radius has been obtained in terms of the stellar

masses. Calculations show that for stars of sniall and Tnoderate masses
at least, the results are quite sati.^factory.

29. On the energy of a (;ontraeting ctluster of particles.

B. C. Mxjkerji, Calcutta.

In a recent paper in Annals of Mathematics Einstein has investigated
the question of the existence of singularities in an actual gravitational

field produced by a continuous distribution of mat ter. The gravitational

field of a cluster of particles moving in circles has been foimd. By ])ostulat -

ing a density of j)arti(;los varying invei’sely as the square of the distance
from tlic (tentre, Einstein arrives at the paradoxical result, that the energy
of a cluster of particles in infinite diffusion first slightly decreases to a

minimum and then increases again to infinite value, the diameter of the
cluster also increasing at the later stage.

If instead of taking a density varying inversely as the square of the

distance from the centre, we imagine the cluster to have uniform density,

it appears that the above paradoxie,al result can be avoided. Wo theji

have the energy of the clustoi’ in infinite diffusion decreasing for contraction
by about a maximum of 5 p.c. and thou again iimroasing by a smsll amount
lor further contraction almost to the limiting volume, the existence of
which has been established by Einstoin.

This result is likely to have application in the theory of star-clusters

or in the formation of nova.

30. Errors of Benistcdii's methods of estimating blood-group
gene frequencies.

P. V. SUKHATME, New Delhi.

Bernstein has given two methods for estimating A, B, 0 gene
probabilities. Efficiencies of these two methods, known as the old method
and the improved method, have been worked out by the author. It is

showji tluit tlie use of old method wliich is so widely employed in literature
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iii place of tlie maximum lUtelihood metho<l is equivalent to dis<‘HrdiiJg

rbout 10 per cent of the onservations in the estimation of the 0 gone
probability. It is also shown that the loss of information resulting from
the use of Bernstein’s iinjjroved estimates in place of the maximum
likelihood estimates is of negligible inagidtuie, thus verifying Steven’s

eonclusioi^ that Bernstein’s improved estimates, although not tlio b(^st

estimates, forn all; satisfy maximum likelihood equation.

81 . On the A^-aualcgue of a result in the theory ol‘ the Rieinann

zeta-function

.

S. CnowLA, Lahore.

it is known that there exists an absolute positive constant sueb
that, the relation

I + I < U7glo~il

is true '’,.)r infinitely many / (/->oo).

The A'-analoguo of this result is the f/o<ore?n. There exist infinitely

many k such that

0<^( 1
)
Y
y ^ n log log k

1

where is a real ]triniitivc charact<*r (mod k) and (-o is n <*ei*tain absolute
positive coTistant.

This theorem was proved by Littlewood in 1928 on the basis of the
uripro\'ed ‘extended Riemaim hypothe.sis *.

In this pajjer the theorem is proved without any hypothesis.

32. On the artificially bounded harmonica Ovscillator.

F. (J. Aulxjck, Lahore.

In a recent pa})ei, boeauso of its astrophysical interest, Sommcufeld
and Welker have discii sed the Kepler problem subject to an artificial

boundary condition which physi(mlly corresponds to the hydrogen atom
being enclosed in a sphere whose walls are impormoablo to the electrons.

The i/f-fimction, therefore, has to vanish on the sphere. The present paper
deals witli the corresponding problem for the harmonic oscillator. In the
usual discussion the </i-function for the oscillator vanishes at iidinity hid
in our case the 0-function has to vanish at a finite distajice which corn
sponds to the radius of the sphere enclosing the oscillator. The 0-fimciioii

,

in this case, is not given by the Hormitian polynomial, hot is given by tlu'

Weber’s parabolic cyluidor fimetion, the index varyin; <‘ontinuousI> m itli

the radius of the sphere. The problem has physiraJ and astn.^.hysiea

i

applications which are indieatf'd in the jiaper.
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Astrophysics

] . Mass-riulius rolatiun for white dwarf star.

D. 8, Kothari, Delhi.

The Hsuiil theory of the white dwarf star give.s on the assumption of
fhtjdrotjcn-scnrcifi/ a vuluo for tlio radiu.s tliat is about 2-5 times smaller
t iiau the observed value, but is recoia ilcd with ob.sorvat ions by assuming
an abundaneo (d’ hydrogen. However, the hypothesis of hydrogen-

abundance. 18 now untenable in the light of recent advance in .Nuclear

Physics.
In tlie present j)a])er the inass-radiu.s relation for a white dwarf

(asKUining hyiirogen scarcity) i.s <lodu(HMl bv applying Schrodinger's

equation for an oscillator to the motion of an olectron under the gravi-

tational and oleetro-stati 1 forces inside the white dwarf. The theoretical

relation is in good accord with observations.

Acoustics

2. Ultrasonic volocit3^ in solutions.

L. SihaIYA and R. L. JSTarasimhaiya, Mj^sore.

The variation in the ultrasonic velocity and lionco in the adiabatic
comiiressibility with concentration in solutions of naphl-halene in organic
liquids has been investigated. A (ronvonient method of measuring ^he
ultrasonic velocity {v) in Ii([uids and solutions has been developed and it

lias already been described {Ind. Jour, Fhys.y Z9tU). T 'smg a momiry
arc lamp the shift of the diffraction maxima in each solu! ion and tho pure
liquid has boon measured for X\ 5790, 5770, 5461, 465S and 4047 A lor the
same ultra.sonic frequency. Por the piezo-tjuartz h'udor ivory was found
to be bettor insulating material than fibre or obemte, both of whcih were
subject to serious break-down in insulation afl.tc having been, mi contact
with organic solutions for some time. A de^terrainatiou 'U the density
of the solutions anu of the pure liquid (p) enables a caii uhit ion of tfie

variation in compressibility ()3) from the relation:

dj3 dv dp

- J=“T+7-
Solutions of naphthalene in toluene and benzene indicate that the decrease
in compressibility is linearly related to molar concentration in dilute
solutions. The.so ro.sults as well as the observation that near saturation
there is a large decrease in compressibility are explained on the basis
of a decrease in the interrnolecular free space in a pure liquid as the sol ute
goes into solution.

2
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The variation in sound-absorption for a cloth partition with
its distance from a reflecting surface.

Haji Ghulam Mohamad, Hyderabad (Deccan).

The present paper is devoted to a study of the variation of sound

-

absorption coefficient for a thin cloth partition (unpainted) which could
be placed at various distances from a perfect rejector. The stationary

-

wave method was used in making absorption measurements.
The main excuse for carrying out this work is to discover a method of

sound-control which would be cheap and at the same time as effective as
many of the costlier methods extant, so that a large number of Municipal
Schools and Colleges and other similar buildings in India which cannot
afford to install costly materials to correct the acoustic properties may
utilize it with advantage, though slightly at the expense of architectural
aesthetics.

It is found that if the thin cloth partition ^be placed at a quarter
wave-length distance from a reflector its sound absorption coefficient

a becomes as high as 0*35 which is even higher than that for Treetex
(a = 0*31 at 512 cycles) or Acousti-Celotex (a ~ 0-25), the costly
commercial substances so largely used ail over the world to control sound.
These results are remarkable in that they i)oint out to the possibility of
opening up a new field for manufacturing sound-absorbing substances at
very low costs with an added ease and low cost of installation.

Electrostatics

4.

Electrical energy of two cylindrical charged particles.

G. P. Dube, Agra.

Two parallel cylindrical j)articlos, of circular cross-section a with a
distance sa apart, and surface charge density a are immersed in water
containing a known electrolyte. The potential ifj is assumed to bo given
by Debye-Hiickel equation A where k is the characteristic quantity
ill Debye-Hiickel theory. A suitable solution for a smgle particle is

tf,
— whore Ki'{z) is the modified Bessel function of the second

Ki{t)
kind, D the dielectric constant and t = Ka, The Zeta-potential then

becomes f , and the electrical energy is now given by

F - [Kq(st)<I>{t)—8tK 1 («t)]

where

8 K\{t)

4{r) = 2rq/oWiC2(T)+/i(T)Ji:i(T)}

Iv{z) being the Bessel function. This seems to exhibit a minimum for

a certain value of s and hence may be of importance in explaining the
thixotropic properties of rod-shaped particles.

General Physics and Heat

5.

EflFiision jihenoniena in a degenerate Bose-Einstein gas.

D. V. Gogate, Baroda.

Expressions are derived, in this paper, for the effusion of number,
mass and energy in the case of a degenerate B<jse-Einstein gas taking into

account the effect of relativity Mechanics. It is found that whereas
in the case of a non-degenerate gas the effusion of number, mass and
energy depends, for a given value of temperature T, on the concentration
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n, it becoi^ies independent 'f n in the case of a degenerate gas. The
effusion of one degenerate ga.. into another is also discussed and it is shown
that these fonoulae for effusion in the ease of Bc*se-Einstein degenctracy

do not involve and ng but ordy Tj a. *d T2 and that the phenomenon of

thermal iranspirativ.n does not occur in this case for, the equality of the
rates of effusion frcm gas 1 to gas 2 and from gas 2 to gas 1 automatically

implies the equality' of Ti and T2 .

6.

Effeot of eleotric field on the viscosity of liquids.

S. P. Prasad and B. N. Singh, Patna.

A new experimental arrangouKHit to study the effeot of electric field

on the viscosity of liquids is doscribe.l. The elo<;tric field acts in a direction

at right angles to that of flow of liquids and it has boon so devised that
no continuous elect ”ic conduction takes place in the liquid. Thus it is

poasihlo to eliminate entirely any sfnirious changes in the viscosity due
to the .novement of ionic impurities under the action of the applied
electric field. With thi‘ new arrangement iho rate of flow of a number
of polar li(|uids, e.g. nitro-benzeiun ether, ethyl acetat e, and xylene have
lioen obsorvinl with and vdthout the (‘loctric field. The maximum field

strength varied from liquid to liquid, ranging from 15 to 50 kv/cm. No
a{)prociablo change occurs in the viscosity of any of the liquids examined
on the application of the oleef ric field.

7. Thermal iraiispiratioii of a dissociating gas.

B. N. iSrtvastava, Allahabad.

Xu this paper the thermal transpiration of a dissociating gas has
})0on investigated tliooierically for two chambers maintained at different

temperatures and comniunicating with cacli other through a narrow
opening. It has boon shown that the condition of thermodynamical
equilibrium and the usual transpiration relation for oacli constituent
cannot both bo satisfied simultaneously. In §2 the problem has been
treated rigorously from Mie view-point of a steady state. Expressions
have been worked out showing how the law of mass action suffers modi-
fication in this case. Expressions have also boon deduced for the atomic,

and moloculiir concentrations in tho two chambers and the modified
transpiration relation is stated. In §3 an approximate solution of the
jirobiem has been given which is based on the assumption (>f therm'*
dynamical equilibrium in each chamber. Expressions have been deduced
fer tho absolute magnitude as well as tho ratio of the atomic or moloculuj'

eoncentration.s in the two chambers in tho general case and in some limiting

c ases. Finally the relative merits and demerits of br. ii tho treatments
have been clearly set forth.

8. Thermal ionization of strontium.

B. N. Srivastava, Allahabad.

In this paper the thermal ionizatiem c>f strontium vapour has been
experimentally investigated by an apparatus already desciibed by the
author in his earlier work on barium (Froc, Boy. Soc. A, 175, 26, 194C).
Experiments have been carried out at various temperatures and pressures
(ff strontium vapour and the equilibrium concentrations of ionized stron-
tium and electrons inside tho furnace have been obtained by allowing
them to effuse out through a narrow opening. This gives tho equilibrium
constant. The energy of ionization has h>een calculated by utilizing the
well-known ionization formnla. The results obtained agree, within tho
limits of experimental error, with the theory of thermal ionization and tho
known .spect rosc^opic value of tho ionization potential of strontium.
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Temperature-pressure variations of a gas subjected to low
frequency corona discharges.

Harirao J. Arnikar, Benares.

A rise in the pressure of a gas subjeeted to a coroiui electric; discliarge

is long since known, but confii(;ting views are entertained as to the origin

of the pressure-rise, one view, chiefly due to Kuuz and his collaborators,

(Kmiz, Phyti. Rev. 1914, 4, 31, also ibid., 1916, 8. 285 also ibid., 1922, 19(2),

165) is that the pressure rise is due to an increase in the number of gas par-

ticles due to ionization, while the other view of Tyndall (Tyndall and Searle,

Phil. Mag. 1918, 35, 261) is that tlie pressure effect is purely of thermal
origin. Thus far no attempt seems to have been made to measure directly

the temperature changes of the gas duo to the discharge. It is the object
of the present pa})er to measure the temperature pressuie variations in

different gases subjected to the discharge and see how far these variations

are compatible with the gas laws. An eiUcient and necessarily elaborate

system of cooling the electrodes Iras been developed and the corona effects

have been studied in hydrogen, nitrogen, air and oxygon for different

initial pressures and for different voltages and A.Cl. frequencies. Effects

of including a spark-gap, a condenser and of silvering the electrode walls

have also been studied. Data show a perfectly synchronous variation

in the pressure and temperature of the gas. The comj)lete agreement
between the pressure observed and that calculated for the observed tem-
perat\ire-rise, the system having attained a steady state, the negligibly

small degree of ionization as may be computed from the feeble current
observed, conclusively show the pressure effect to be entirely of thermal
origin.

10.

Thermal conductivity of liquids.

M. Rama Rao, Bangalore.

Considering a liquid near its melting point as an assemblage of linear

harmonic oscillators each vibrating with a frecpiency v about a slowly
displaced equilibrium })Osition and assuming tliat communication of

thermal energy takes place at each extreme libratiun, it is showji that the

thermal conductivity at the melting point is given by iiC — 4k- whore
a

V is the Lindemann frequency, a is the mean molecular distance and k

the Boltzmami constant. Substituting for 2*8 X 1012 / »»
where

Os is the melting point, M the molecular weight. Vs the molecular volume,
it is shown that calculated values of thermal conductivity are in agreement
with observed values.

11.

Joiile-Thomson and Joule effects in Fermi-Dirac and Bose-

Einstein gas.

B. N. Singh, Delhi.

Various properties of matter obeying Fermi-Dirac and Bose-
Einstein Statistics have been investigated recently. The Joule-Thomson
effect for a non-relativistic Fermi-Dirac degenerate gas has been
considered by Kothari. Srivastava has considered the non-relativistic

non-degenerate cases of Fermi-Dirac statistics, and Gogate has
extended the discussion to relativistic, degenerate and non-degenerate
cases of Fermi-Dirac statistics. In this paper the Joule-Thomson effect

for a degenerate Bose-Einstein gas has been calculated and the Joule
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effect has been studied for n. itter obeying Fenni-Dirac and Bose-Euistein
statistics, and the foIk)wing c onclusions have been reached.

1. A Foimi -Dirac gas is always hoatod in undergoing a Joule

-

Thomson or Joule expansion and the : ise in temperature is groatei tlie

greater the degree .)f degeneracy of tlu't gas. Howex'^er, the degree of
degeneracy is dimirished in the process.

2. A Bose-hhnstein rras is always cot>led when undergoing either

process aral the lall in touipt^rature it greoter the greater the degree of
degeneracy, and as before the degree of degeneracy is diminished in the
i:)rocoss.

3. There is a sudden iiicn-ase in the amoiuit of cooling produced in

the relativistic case of the Jiose Einstein gas at tiie point of transition from
non -degeneracy to degcaieracy. There is no such discontinuity in th(»

nori-relativdstic case,

12.

Tho development of elli])ticiiy in tho orbit of Foucault’s

pendnliim of short length.

B. DASANNACHAiiVA, Beiiares.

The elliptic orbit of lAaicault’s pendulum (taiiscd by tho Coriolis forco
is very small while in a(‘tuc,l expeririUMits t,he ratio of the minor to tho
major axis of the orbit does iMKjomo very large, very se riously affecting tht'

results for the Fom;ault rotation 9 — ioIh in A in a time /, where A is tho
latitude of the ])laeo of ob.s(‘rvation and w tho angular vcdcasity of earth’s

rotation about its axis. It is (exceedingly difficult to get rid of these
(‘ffbets, <^^;^areful exyxH’iiucnts iiave shown that due to the rigidity of tlio

suspension-string ami asymmetry in the c lutching of the string for HupfK>rt

at to].), tlio sim]do pimduhim becomes double j)eriodic showing Lissajous
n)tati()n which is ualumlly snp(‘rimpos(Hl on tho Coriolis effect. The
difference in tho two periods is oxccH'dingly small and can be connected
with the Yoiuigs Modulus of the susjmnsion wire. Tlie effect will bo
demonstrated by oxp(M'iinonts with Kaloidophono made of wires of different

thiclmosses and lengths.

Magnetism

13.

Magnetic susc(^ptibility of cadmium amalgams.

H. S. Venkataramiah, Bangalore

The inagiv'ti(j siis(ioptibility of dilute cadmium amalgams prepanxi
by electrolysis of c’-admium cliloride Icwiiig a iriorcury (uithode and also

by direct s(dution of cadmium metal in mercury has boon Oioasured. Tht;

results obtaiixcd are compaiXMl with tho mass susceptibilit , of the amaigam
calculated according to tho mixture law assuming th specific suscepti-
bility of cadmium to be —OdHxbl-^ C.G.S. nmts. The duh‘roii(;e

between the observe^d and tho (;al<;ulatod values i fcrac(3d to tic (Ucroase
in tho not paramagnetism of the conduction electrons, w}k»-^ effective

number becomes largtr in the amalgam than in pure merevu '

Oscillations and Waves

14.

Investigation on the atmospherics at Dacca on wave-lengths
from 15 metres to 150 metres.

S. R- Khastoib and Md. Innas Ali, Dacca.

This investigation on the atmospherics carried out at Dacca during
the morusoon time on wave-lengths from 15 metres to 160 metres (2 Me. to
20 Me. frequency) is only a part of a year’s programme of work. Tho
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peak-method of ineasurementB was employed and experiments were
carried out in accordance with the programme along the following lines

:

I. Determinations of the numbers of atmospherics from different

'directions on different wave-lengths at different times of the day, with
special reference to the simrise and the sunset times.

Usually one and occasionally two maxima, a few minutes before the
local simrise time wore observed. The number of atmospherics was
found to be minimum from about 12 to about 2 in the afternoon. Just
about smiset time a minimum was followed by one maximum and occa-
sionally two maxima a little after the local sunset time.

II. Measurements of the field-strengths of the atmospherics from the
East-West direction (and oc(;asionally from the North-South) on different
wave-lengths at different times of the day with special reference to the
sunrise and the sunset times.

Usually one and sometimes two maxima were observed a few minutes
before tho local sunrise time. One maximum and occasionally another
wore observed about and a little after the local sunset time respectively.
Soon after the maximum immediately before tho sunrise, the field-strength
decreased rapidly and continued diminishing till sometime after the
sunrise. There was a subsequent rise, indicating in some cases a small
maximum an liour or two after simrise. The atmosfJieric field-strength
was usually largo late in the aftoi'noon.

A general explanation has been given in the paper.
III. Day-to-day determinations of the directions of arrival of

maximum atmosplieric distui'banee at three specified hours of the day on
two wave-lengths 30 m. and 00 rn.

IV. Hour-to-hour determinations of tho directions of arrival of
maximum atmospheric disturbance for some days.

V. The frequency distribution of atmospherics from the East-West
was studied in. two different ranges of wave-lengths, viz.: 60 m. to 160 m.
and 15 m. to 30 m. as follows.

(a) Measuremonts of field strengths of distant atmospherics during
day and night.

It was found that tlie day-time atmospheric field -strength was
inversely pro})ortional to the. square of the frequency. During night-hours
fhe atmospheric strength was found t-o decrease expoiiv.utially with the

increase of frequency.

(b) Measurefuerits of atm osqjh erics of near oriqin d.u.rinq local thunder-
storms. It w^as found that in most cases the atmospheric field-strength
was inversely jwoportiomd to the frequency

.

(c) Measurements of field-strengths of the ‘ rain-statics.'' Tho frocpioncy

distribution of* these atmospherics was similar to that for atmospherics
from centres of local thunderstorms.

VI. The average values of tho daily maximum peak-strength of tho
atmospherics on 30 m. and 60 m. during morning, afternoon and night
hours for the nu^nths of May and June were determined and an estimate
of tho signal strength values for good reception about tliis time at Dacca
on these w'ave-lengths is given.

15. Some studies in the atmosjJierics at Dacca on medium
radio-frequency

.

S. R. Khastgir and R. C. Basak, Dacca.

In this investigation on t he atmospherics received at Dacca on medimn
radio-frequencies, a detailed study of the field-strengths of the distant

atmospherics during local sunrise and sunset times was made. Two
types of results were obtained in the early morning experiments:

(1) The field-strength of the atmospherics diminished rapidly long
before the local sunrise time and continued diminishing till sometime
After the sunrise time. There was a subsequent rise (sometimes gradual
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and sometimes rapid) indicating occasionally a maximum, an hour or two
after siinriso.

(2) In seme sots of observations an unmistakable maximum in the
field-strength value was obser\md about 8 to 10 muiutt'>8 before the local
suni'iso time. Sonetiiries another maximum which was loss pronounced
than the first was also observed about 10 or 15 minutes earlier than the
first, and there vas the same rapid deenutso in the atmospheric field-

strength iinni^diatoly before the sunrise and oven after it for a while.
The evening observations almost always indicated a maximum about

the local suu.-,et time.
Th(? measurements of the hoM-strt.ngths of the atmospherics coming

from the East-West and the North -St)utli directions were made following
the well-known peak-mc?thod of ntmo.sphoric noise nioasuroments. The
•observat ions for the two direct ions wcu'c altoniatc'y taken and the alternate
observations revealed exat^tly similar foature.s.

A geiaa'al explanation is given of the sunrise and siinsi^t effects.
The directions of arrival </i‘ the attnf>spherics for some days were also

determined.
Kurthor oxfjonmcnbs on the fri^junm v' distribution of the received

atmospherics ovmr a limited rang(» ef medium radio-fnapieucios were also
niad(5.

16, On eloct.rical (listurl)anc*(‘s to radio broadcast r(‘ceptioii.

N. L. OcJTT ami S. V. Chakkavakti, Oabaitta.

Tile pap(U‘ relates to studass on disturbances from electrical sources
(common in Indian city areas), e.g. D.C. fan, pmmp and tool motors;
refrigerators and car ignition systems—to medium and short wave broad-
cast rccoritiou.

Studios have been undertaken under tho following heads : (1) measure-
ment of noise voltage output at different wave-lengths in 12-150 metres
and 200-545 metros bauds at a fixed distaiu^e from tlio source,

(2) measurement of noise voltage outjiut at various distances from
the source on different wave-lengths in short and medium wave bands,
and

(3) directional radiation characteristics of the source on different
wave-lengtlis.

It has been found tliat the noise level from fan is highest on t he wave
bands 55 -75 met res and 150—250 metros, although it is sulficiont ly high
on th<‘ bauds 12-15 metres and 25-45 metros and is cpiite low on tho bauds
10-22, 45-55, 80-100 and 350-545 7netre8. Tho noise level {S) has been

found to vary with distance (74) aitcording to tho law S ~ vie for i»i»th

short and medium wave-lengths. Tho directional cu u es of the n- ,.nnally

siLspended (;eiling fan for wave-lengths in miHliurn and short wave bands
are not (‘ireular and indurates that radiation may be greater rn certain
directions. Discussion on tho results is given,

17. Oil the polar diagrams of ultra-short horizontal
transmitting aerials.

S. S. Banerjbe and G. C. Nkogi.

Polar diagrams of several types of directional aerials have often biwi
studied by various investigators, but a similar study with horizontal
aerials has not yet received adequate attention owing to their conqiarative
recent application in ultra -.short wave communications. Mention should,
liowever, be made of the valuable investigation in tliis direction by Meissner
{Proc. Inst. Had. Eng., Voi. 15, p. 928, 1927) and Niessen (Ann. der Phys.,
Vol. 23, p. 404, 1938).
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In the present paper polar diagrams for various distances have been
investigated with ultra-short wave horizontal transmitting aerials of
different lengths. In order to draw the polar diagrams the intensities

of radiated held-strengths around a horizontal transmitting aerial were
determined by a calibrated ultra-short wave receiver of super-regenerative

type. For the purpose of radiation a modulated valve oscillator generating

waves 4 to 8 metres long was employed in conjunction with a half-wave
aerial. The observed values of field-strengths were compared with those

calculated mathematically by the formulae developed by the method
of ‘induced e.m.f. The exact directions of the maximum and minimum
amount of energy-flow from the transmitting aerial have been determined
by theoretical calculations and the results obtained thereby have been
verified by experimental observations. It has been noticed that aerials

of different lengths radiate the energy along different channels and the
polar diagrams for a particular length of the aerial depend on the distance
at which the field-strengths are measured.

18. Overall voltage gain of low frequency amplifiers with
negative resistance.

S. S. Banerjee and A. S. Rag, Benares.

It is a matter of common experience to find the actual overall voltage
gain of a low freciuency amplifier of more than ono stage to be moasiu*ably
loss than the gain theoretically calculated from the associated circuit and
tube constants. This discrepancy has often boon attributed to tho stray
ns well as fixed capacities and inductances involved in tho circuit and also

to the beliaviour of the tube imder the circumstances. The definite

conclusions, however, seem to bo still lacking.

The present paper is concerned with a detailed study of low frequency
amplifiers investigating tho cause of loss of amplified voltage during the
transfer of energy from ono valve to the next following it. Analyzing
the circuit of a two-stage low frequency amplifier with resistance -capacity
couj)ling, it has been observed that tho primary seat of attenuation of
voltage lies in the inter-valve coupling components and out of which the
grid resistance only can bo varied at will for compensating the loss incurred
and also without causing any serious effect on tho working condition of
the amplifier. The minimum loss of voltage is, however, obtained only
by a negative resistance in the grid circuit of the valve and the exact
value of this resistance can be calculated from equations derived for tho
purpose. The condition of minimum loss has been verified experimentally
by using negative resistance of a dynatron valve along with a fixed positive
resistance in parallel with it in the grid circuit of the valve in the second
stage of the amplifier.

19. Rectificatioii in discharge tubes.

V. T. Chiplonkar, Benares.

Using the same method of observation as reported previously {Proc,

Ind, Accid, Sci,, 10, 381, 1939), a detailed study has been made of tho
pressure variation of the rectification ratio p in discharge tubes, as a
function of the relative sizes of the electrodes and the inter-electrodo
distance 1.

The rectification ratio p is found to be determined to a very great
extent by the pressure in tho tube. The variation of the rectification with
the relative sizes of the electrodes or a (which will represent here the ratio

of the areas of the two electrodes) is therefore appreciably determined
by the pressure at which the measurements are made. This is specially

true for low pressures of the order of 1*0 to 2-Ox 10-2 cm. for which
range, the rectification does not show any simple dependence on o. For
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higher pressure, however, thnn the above, p v^aries with a in p direct manner,
higher values of a leading to higher values for p.

There is p gi’eat difference in the rectification pressure curves obtained
in the case of air and hydrogen; on the other hand, the curves reveal an
uiimislaivable similarity in the case of air ar.d nitrogen. The tiata are,

however, insufficient to permit of any gtaioralization. The curves obtained
for the higli prcss\ re range 0-1 to 1*0 cm. of Hg are very complex and show
numerour-. ahr jpu maxima and minima.

20. Instability of the atmosphevic electric field during the

epoch of ii,s evening niaximum.

A. Venkat Rao Telang, Bangalore.

Several records of the atmospheric electric iit^ld show characteristic
instability of tiie field (‘oineiding with the phenomenon of the ovTaiing
iiiaximnm betweou 10 and 20 hours, standard time. It may show:
(i) a sharp needle-shaped peak, (ii) a sudden collapse of the fit'ld, (iii) a
eollajise followed by partial reeoveTy, showing a deep dent in the curve,
(iv) a sharp run to negative with equally sudden rt'covery. reminding us
of the effe(^t of a light drizzle, and (v; aelnal drizzle with it>^ field inversion.

It is shown that at the time of these phenomena, on the average, the
tomp(U'ature is falling, the humidity is rising, the electric condiK^tivity of
the air is falling steeply, the wind velocity io low and the probability of
precipitation is high. Hearing these and other facts in mind, an nx])lana-
tion ol‘ the continued rise of the field to a maximum and the suhseipient
fall, and the frequent instability of the field during this ejioch is ofhwed.
The explanation is baae(^ on the eondonsation of moisture on dust nuclei
and ions and the sedimentation of those minute droplets, often showing
up as evening mists, the phenomenon occasionally roaeliing the proportions
of a very light drizzle.

21. On the velocity of wireless waves,

H. B, Mohanty, Cuttack.

It is giuicrally ass/..ne(l that wireless wavi^s tra\'(‘] o\aM* the ground
with tlu' v('io(‘hy of light. I’lu^ eh'ctrieal propi'rtios of the ground may,
however, induf'iice tlu^ vidoeity to a slight extent. Hut certain Ameri(;an
('Xperiment('rs who measured the time of tra\ el of short pulses of wireless
waves to a distant station and hai^k I’ound the vt'loeity was vai-iahle and
was about to ^ the vidoeity of light. Other oxjifwirnent(*rs iia\'e

measured the velocity by difftn-eiit methods, hut unfortunately th(\y ha .
<

measuri'd the ])hast‘-\ elocity of propagation and not the grunp-v('lo( ii \ .

It was witVi a view to measun* the group velocity anr' to test th* r. )j!-

elusion of the American workers that w(^ dev<'loped a t* imi(jU(‘ to ic.^asin'e

the rate of travel of high freijueucy pulses hetwi'o!, two stations, 'fhe

results showed that the velocity of propagation wa-s within a ft a per emit
of that of light, disproving thereby the (jon- oision arrix e ! »< by the
American workers. Accidentally, an explaiuitifin was h.,,.,,; foj.

unexpected result (;htainod by them and the condition < ;
f b ground as

regards its moisture content was found to have no apprecisoh' effect on
the velocity of propagation.

Spectroscopy

22.

A circular periodic chart.

L. SxBAiYA, Mysore.

A new periodic chart, based essentially on the distribution of electrons
in the various shells K, L, M, N . . . . and subshells s, p, d, f, is suggested.
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The rare earth elements from Ce^® to find a proper place, as the
electrons successively enter the 4f subsholl. While the elements are
arranged in order of increasing atomic weight in the Mendeleeff chart,

the new chart brings into prominence the role of the atomic number in

atom building. The various chemical groups and subgroups, the electron

configuration of the ground state of the atom and its corresponding
spectroscopic term are all indicated in the chart. Retaining all the
advantages of the Mendeleeff c.hart, this circular periodic chart helps one
to follow the process of atom building.

23. Interaction of atomic energy levels. Part IV.

T. S. SuBBARAYA, K. Seshadri, and N. A. Narayaka Rao,
Mysore.

Investigations undertaken with the object of finding the effect of the
mixing of two elements on the intensities of their spectral lines, due to
mutual interaction of the atomic energy states, have been continued by
st-udying the spectra of tin, mercury and their mixture, produced by a
discharge from a 4000 volt, 3 KVA transformer. The following is the
list of linos which alter in relative intensity in the mixture

:

Tin,

Strengthened

:

Weakened,

2840, 2851, 3034, 3175, 3262. 2317, 2335, 2355, 2422, 2429, 2484,

2496, 2547, 2572, 2594, 2661
4525.

Mercury.

Strengthened
: 1

Weaker\e;^d.

2464, 2636, 2652. 2654, 2665, 2753,
2867, 2894, 2967, 3984, 4078, 4108.

2400, 2639, 3704.

An explanation for these observed changes of intensity on the basis
of impacts between metastablo and normal mercury and tin atoms is

given.

24. The spectrum of mercury in an electrodeless discharge.

T. S. SuBBARAYA and R. L. Narasimhaiya, Bangalore.

As a preliminary to the study of the hyperfino structure of spark
lines an electrodeloss discharge in mercury has been studied. Using a
continuous wave excitation with 1500 volts on the anodes of the push
pull oscillator, only are lines with high series members were obtained.
When H.F. damped waves from the spark discharge of a 20,000 Volt trans-
former were used, a large number of lines of singly ionized mercury were
observed without any classified lines of Hg UI. Many of the Hg II lines

are still unclassified and a full list of the observed lines is given. The
hyperfine structure of AA 6149, 5889, 5871, 5677 of Hg 11 has been examined
with a glass Lummor plate and a Fabry-Perot etalon. All the lines were
found to be single within the resolution available. Further work is in
progress.
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Excitation of lig'^t emisFiion from quartz under impact

with canal rays of hydrogen and nitrogen.

V. T. CiiiPLON'iAR, Benares.

This jQjives a preliminary rt'port Oi" an investigation carried out on the
subject. Tlie quartz window is fixed at a distance of about 5*0 cm. from
the canal, iu, an angle of aboiit 45° with the axis of the discharge tube.

The 8pectrf)c:raph is kept making an angle of nearly 90° with the discharge
tube. Care is taken to eliminat e the direct light from tlie canal ray beam
as far as possible. The gioei.^sh-.vhite light given out by the quartz, at the
point of impact is focussed by nuaiis of a cylindrical quartz lens on the
slit of the spe'^trograph.

The spectra obtained show a luiiubor of groaps of lines, which appear
oil first exammatiou to be characteristic of oxygen and silicon. More
imerestiug is the diange in the intensity distribution of the hydrogen
contirnnm in the case (;f excitation by canal rays of hyilrogeii. Miero-
pliotomotric isirves show two distiia^t maxima in the regions A 4000A and
A 3200A with a shallow minimum in. botweiai at about A lUiOOA. In tho
case of e.xcitaition by canal rays of nitrogen, only the gronjis of lines

cliaracteristic of oxygon and silicon, make their appoa.ranco without the
presence of the continuum. It wonUl appear as if tlio alteration produced
in the inton.'it

3
' -distribution is not character fst ic of quartz but of li^^drogen

itself.

26. Problejn of Irur^ measure of relative band intensities.

N. R. Tawde and V. 8. Ratankar, Bombay.

Various moaijares are in use for representing the relative band in-

tensities. Either rcsolvinl or unreH(»lved bands are usihI for this purpose.
In tho case of resolved bands, integration method can be adopted to

measure each structure line separately to obtain gross ‘weight’ of tho band.
Alternatively, only a few structure lines having tho same ijuantnm numbers
in the different bauds .an be chosen and their intetisitios compared.

In unresolved bands, integration method involves tho detonnination
of the an^a under tlie contour of the bands to be compared. Alterna-
tive method is to correlate the bands by estimation of ‘peak’ or ‘head’
intensities.

In this investigation, tho merits and demerits of tho different met hods
have been examined at length and coni'lasions urrivod at regarding lh<‘ trun

measure of relative band iuteiisitios.

27. Study of the intensity theories in tlx molecular spec,tra:

second positiv(5 system of nitrogen.

N. R. Tawde and V. S. Patankar, BomhoA.

The theories of emission and excitation probabnqi* as given by
Hutchisson and developed by Langstrotb on tho basif*, of wavi^-mochanics
have been examined in the case of second positive system of nitrogeo.
Theoretical calculations have boon made according to Hutchisson’s formula
to determine the emission probabilities and thesi’ used in conjunction with
Langstroth’s excitation probability gives the ‘complete’ intensity. Ex-
perimental data on the integrated intensities of bands have been obtained
by methods of spectral photometry to test the predictions of tho theory.
Improvement in the agreement resulting from intercliange of quantum
numbers of bands in tho theoretical calculations has been explained and
the results in general have been critically examined.
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28. Spectral characteristics of the nitrogen molecule in air.

N. R. Tawde and V. S. Patankar, Bombay.

Foreign gases or impurities are known to influence the spectra of

gases to a large extent. Dry air contains besides nitrogen, an admixture
of gases, such as oxygon, argon, oarbon-dH)xido, hydrogen, neon, helium,

krypton and xfaion in variable amomits. When excited in discharge

tube, air gives the characteristic nitrogen ba!id systems. One may
expect that the spectral characters of those may bo ijifluoncod to a more
or less extent by the presence of other air gases mentioned above. The
present investigation has been undertaken with a view to study this

problem quantitatively. Remarkable effects have been noticed and they
have been discussed at length in the paper.

29. Interpretation of the band spectrum of manganese
monoxide, MnO.

A. K. Sen-Gupta and B. K. Chaudhuri, Calcutta.

The band spectrum of manganese monoxide has been previously
observed by several investigators under low and moderate disper8i(ms,

showing single-headed bands, which in some cases look diffuse. An
analysis of the vibrational structure of the spectrum has also been
attf^mpted, but it is found that the vibrational coefficients are not of the
right order of magnitude whidi one would expect from an analogy witli

other homologous diatomic molecules. Furthermore, from considerations

of the fact that a diatomic manganese monoxide (MnO) molecule consists

of an odd niimlxu* of extranuclc .r (dectrons, one would expect its band
system to arise from a traiisition betweeii <;lectronic states of oven multi-
plicity and to show multij)le heads or at hnist multiple branches or structure

lines imder favourable conditions. Until this has been ascertained one
cannot with certainty assign the emitter of the spectrum as duo to MnO
or MnO +

.

In the present investigation the spectrum has been photographed
under the high dispersion obtainable in the first and second orders of a
21 -ft. concave grating, having a dispersion of about 0-G A.U. per mm. in

the second order. The high dispersion spectrograms reveal the following

interesting features, viz.:

(i) Most of the strong bands, excepting (0, 0), (0, 1) and (0, 2), show
distinctly double heads, the higher wave-length component being more
intense of the two.

(ii) The bands (0, 0), (0, 1) and (0, 2) are headless, the diffuse head-
like structure under low dispersion being resolved in each case into a large

number of pairs of faint but sharp lines.

(iii) Excepting the first members in the sequences, Av(=v'— v')= 0,

— 1 and ~2, others possess definite double-heads.
(iv) The interval between the double heads, where observable, is

almost invariable in magnitude.
In the present paper, these features have been interpreted in the

light of the recent theory of band spectra and of measurements of the
structure lines and their analysis for some of the strongest bands. The
band system is found to arise from a transition between two similar and
doublet electronic states, the more likely transition being
The value of Bfj in the lower state changes inappreciably with increasing

-values while that in the upper state changes appreciably with v'-

increasing. A new band-head equation has also been worked out with the
improved data now available, and the vibrational constants have the
expected values.
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30.

The Land spectn of the monoxide and monochloride of

bismuth.

S. K. Ray and P. (\ M4Hanti, Calcutta.

The T)rt?seTit paper deals with the identification and analysis of the
band spectra, ob^aiuod in absorj)tion of bismuth trii‘hlorido as well as in

the flame of an arc fed with tlie san e salt. Measurements of band heads
have been don*^ from plates taktMi with a Hilger El spectrograph with
interchangeable quartz and gl^^ss optical systems. From a comparison
of the emission arid the absorpiiou H])ectra, it lias Ixmmi found tliat the
bands lyii>g abov’e A o40C and ext< nding as far as A 7(K)0 are present only
on emission j'hites. These bands art' partially resolved and do not appear
on the absorption ] dates, whitdi however, show two well dex’eloped bantl
systems, out lying in the bhie-grt'en region Iretween A 4‘lbO-A 5700 while
the other in llie violet region between A 3600-A 4000. The latderr tw«)

systems are duo to tht' iuouochloridt' of hismutli, as in fevourahlo cases,

isoiopit' lieads due to and 01^7 have btv'u distinguislitMl and inea-sured.

The red I'ands, on tht' other liand, tlo not show isotopic heads anti art'

undoul)t(‘dly due to the inoiurxide of hismutlL
It is further notictsi that the \ iolet baruls of bismuth mtinoehloridtr

are absent on the einissitrn plates, altbougli they ha\'(' thtr sann lower
state as tlia*^ of the blue-green bands. This suggests that tht' upper state
of these bands is unstable.

31.

On the continuous (‘mission spectra of ('h'ctrical discharges

through the vapours of 8nCl 2 ,
811(^4 and SiCl4 .

R. K. Asundi, Benares.

Description and measurements of tlie eontinuons emission sjK'ctra

observed are already given {Vroc, Phifs. Soc., J^ondon, 50, 581, 1938).
It is likely that those spectra are really omitted by tlu‘ oxcit-ed moletniles

of the vajioiirs. With (his assumption, on constructing simjiJified Franck
Condon diagiams to illustrate the energy levels of tlio various systtuns

t)f separated atoms and the ground states of the molecules with the hoi])

of known K{>ectr()scopic and t hormocheinical data, it is found that a simple'

re'lation, similar in all cases, exists hetwoon tlu* continuous spe(:tra and
the electronic t(;mis of the moloemles in question, whicli ])oHHibiy is <}j<

('xplauation of the existence of tl)e continuous hands. Thu work is d-'fir

in ct)llal>oration with Dr. K. fSarnuel and Dr. S. M. Karim.

32.

On some emission bands probably dm to Si02 .

R. K. Asundi and Nand Lau 8ingu, B( narow.

A 8]>ark discharge between two glass tubes which ar; jis secondary
electrodes of a powerful induction coil can be so arr'uiged »is to consist

of a brilliant yellow point on one electrode and an iltens(^ white j)oint on
tlie other, bridged by the usual pink colour of the spark in air. The
spectrum of the white spot gives, in the visible region six distinct gnjups
of closely packed bands which are not well resolved by the constant devia-
tion glass prism 8poctrogra]}h used. Preliminary measurements of wave
numbers (uncorrected) of the maxima of intensity in eardi group obtained
from measurements both of the spectrum plate and a microphotometer
plate of the sjiectrum are given in the following table. The measurements

are not very accurate and liave probably an error of + 25 cm.~L
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vcm. ^ Ar

16076
1135

/
17211

1028

18239

19245

1006

\
20192/

947

\
942

21134/

In the ultra-violet the spectrum shows the well-known SiO bands
whose frequencies of vibration in the excited and unexcited states are
851*5 cm.-i and 1242 cin.-^ respectively (H. Sponer: Molekiil spektreii).

The near corrospondenc;e of Ar values observed above and the froquen(;ies

of the SiO bands probably indictate that these bands are to bo attributed
to Si02 molecule. Compare similar correspondence between SiCl and
Si0l2 bands {Proc. Pltys. Soc., London, Vol. 50, 159, 1998).

Further work under higher dispersion and resolution is necessary.

33. Spectrum analysis of mineral contents of fruit parts.

L. SiBAiYA, Mysore.

Using a high frequency spark discharge of the type emj)loyed by
Walther Gerlach and Werner Corlach in their study of biological specimens,
the mineral contents of certain fruits—like mangoes, plantains, grapes,
oranges and aj)ples'— haA'O been investigated sj)ectroscopically. It has
been shown that tlu’' mineral (xmtent differs in different parts of the same
fruit and the fionclusion is drawn that generally the outer covering of a
finiit is richer in calcium, magnesium, manganese and silicon.

34. Spectrophotometries measures in the solar si)ectrum and
multiplet intensities.

A. L. Narayan, Kodaikanal.

In continuation of the series of observations and measuroments
previously reportetl, the intensity profiles of 12 strong Fraunliofer linos

of H, Na, Mg and Ca are measured at diffei’ent points of sun’s disc from
centre to edge. The f)hotoelectric spectrophotometer employing direct
current amplilication, recently designed and constructed by the author
has been used for the purpose. From the observed total absorptions,
the population of atoms in the lower energy level is determined in each
case. Attempts have also been made to determine the relative intensities

of line in sunspot and in an undisturbed part of the photosphere.

From these experimental intensities, it is deduced that the number of H
atoms over a spot is nearly twice as groat as over the photosphere.

The relative theoretical intensities of the lines of a multiplet may
bo obtained by the application of the sum rule of Burger and Dorgelo
which jiredicts for the Mg triplet the ratio of 6 : 3 : 1. The total absorption
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= or k '
. NH/* ar ordiiig' as the Dopplor broaueriing I:- small:

or large.

The present observations show conclusively chat Fraunhofer multiplet

intensities depart greatly from the scuare root law. Probably this dis-

agreenicat is due o self-reversal interlocidng and complex structure of

the lines.

A full descri^ tion and discussion will be published later in K.O.B.

35. Studies in flame and aic spectra of copper salts.

Nand Lap Singh, Benares.

The visibk; and ultra-violet spectra <.)f the fo 'lowing copper salts have
been studied :

—

(i) The chloride, nitrate and sulphate in the D.C. 220 volt aro

betw‘ion copper electrodes, in the tmlinary Bunsen flame

and in the blow-pipe fiatiie.

(ii) The bromide, iodide and oxides in the Bunsen and in the blow-
pipe flame.

The chloritle, bromide and iodide give their eharaederistic discrete

band spectra as well as the well-known bauds in the red generally atti outi'd

to CnO. under all I lie conditions of excitation mentioned. The nitrate,

sulphate and the oxides have no characteristic sjioctru. A notable
feature of the flames spcftra of the halides and of some of the other salts

studied is the select iv(' development- of certain atomic lines of eoy^por, e.g.

AA 5105, 4G51, 3274, 324'! A.U. in the Bunsen flame and in addition AA 5782,

5218, 2492, 2441 A.U. in the blow-pipo flame. All the substances except
the cuju’ic oxide sh(‘W ui both the flames a continuous band interspersed

with narrow struc* ure-liko lines. The intensity of the bands falls in the
blow-pipe flame compared to that in the ordinary Bunsen flame. A
wave-number difl'enaice of about 270 cm.-i is common among the narrow
structure -like lines. The continuous band starts with a definito long wave
limit A 6742 A.U. and degrades towards the shorter waves u]) to about
A 6100 A.U. This bane )ias been observed previously by Eder and Valenta
in the tlaino spectra of all the copper salts investigated by them. Tho
charai teristics of this continuous band and its j)robable origin in a loosely
bound cojiper molecule aro particularly diseussod.

36. The l)o})y)kT effect in the higlu*!* order Ba-hm*!' lin»‘s of
hydj*ogeii.

B. Dasannachahya and C. J)aksjiinampkti, Be nares.

The Do}:)pler displacianeiit in Balm(‘r lines
' > Dr. Das

' (s a higlier

he Dopplor

i and II

have shown that it is l(‘ss ]jronounced in than in H^. Th-

limit to the energy of tb(' positive rays above whirl-

displacement remaius (ronstant until a value is roaclu n Ahicii is nearly
doubh'. Thereafter for higher energies the Doppler displacemcni increases
linearly with th(3 velocity of the jxjsitive ray beam, 'fhe pnrsent paper
extends tlu? studies of the limiting voltagt;.s for the constancy of Dopphir
displacement to the H8 and He lines of hydrogen. The H[iectra have
been obtained with the help of a S-prisrn Steinheii Bpectrogra})h of high,

n^solving ]>ower //3; the Doppler displacements aro eorredated with Jv
w hich is proportional to the velocity of tho yiarticles. The part played by
tho different radiant atom:', having their origins to atoms, molecules, aud
triatomio hych-ogrn will be discussed.
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The Doppler and retrograde effects in the resonance
radiation of mercury (25*36 A"").

C. Dakshinamurti, Benares.

The Doppler displacement has been investigated in the resonance
radiation (25-36A'’) of mercury between 1000-24000 volts. The Doppler
displaccjnent is linear between those voltages with respect to the velocity
of the positive ray beam, ihit the retrograde positive rays of this line

show normal Doppler elTect up to a voltage of 10000 above which it

remained constant. A Hilger medium size quartz spectrograph is used
for obtaining these spectra and the dispersion of the wave-length of the
resonancci radiation was found to be just sullicient to enable the Doppler
displacement to be separated clearly. It is interesting to note that the
maximum Doppler displacement has to bo measured from the edge of the
undisplaced line and not from the centre. This difference is particularly
noticeable when the displacements are very small.

Statistics

38.

Statistical study of forty years’ annual rainfall at Patiala.

L. D. Mahajan, Patiala.

The data have been collected from various sources. Various curves
showing the variation of rainfall during the last forty years with respect
to various factors have been drawn. The tables for three-yearly, five-

yearly, ton-yearly, and twenty-yearly mean annual rainfall, the standard
deviations and the (;oeflj(aerit of variability are given.

The study of these curves and tables indicate that the mean value
of the annual rainfall on the whole is irregularly decn-easing with time.
The variation of rainfall is not periodic. The range of variation (0*39 to

92*72%) is fairly high, liut the mean value of the coehiedent of variability
is only 27-57%.

The major rainfall during a year is in the months of" July and August
due to the south-easterly monsoons, while the months of April, May,
October ajid November are fairly dry. d’he average number of days and
hours associated with rainfall in a year are 43 and 255 respectively.

Technical Physics

39.

A note oil the uae of a fow baking shellac variiislies

for coatmg graphite-oii-glass high resistances in the
laboratory.

G. N. Bhattacharya, Ranchi.

Glyptal lacquer coated high resistances made of graphite lines on
pyrox glass rods have been successfully used in direct current amplifying
circuits by a few workers. Similar resistaiwes coated with a number of
baking shellac varnishes have been examined by the writer of this note.
The effect of keeping these resistances in atmospheres of different humidity
has been studied and their values under varying voltages have been deter-

mined in order to see if they conform to Ohm’s law. It has been found
as a result of this investigation that varnishes composed of shellac and
linseed oil fatty acids are generally very satisfactory for the purpose of
eoating these high resistances to protect them from atmospheric moisture.
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40. D.C. conductivity f IndiaTi vegetable oils.

C. R. Ghosh and S. Chakravarty, Calcutta.

This paper deals witn the v'^ariatioii (>f D.O. conductivity with voltage
and with charging time ftn* different Indian vogotablo oils. The method
used for tlie measoremeut of conductivity \vaK that of eliarging a conder3Sor
to a known voltage and noting the current fvvssing tlinnigh the condenser.
A dire *t current arnplitier ino(iitiod after the method of Tatel was used
for the mofi sure. non t of very foohlo currents of the order of 10-13 amp.
The higlier D.O. voltagi's \v{*re ohtaimH by rectification of A.C. voltage
with a Kenotron rectifier, d lie range of x'oltago used for the measure-
fr)onts was 2 volts to l2,fM)0 xoits per ein. For iiKnisuremcnt of the
changes in con luctivity. the oil under test was fo’st .subjected tf) the high
D.C. ’ndtago }ift<u‘ being degtissed and dtdjydrated. The eondeiiser
immt^rse{l in the oil wnis next put in the arnplitier circuit with 2 volts
iinj)ross(M] a.t its t^u’minuls. It was found that in each case the conductivity
at any impressed voltage rloeri'ases '•vitli charguig time and becomes
almost, constant aftv^r about half-an-hour of < barging. For all voltages the
oil was charged for lialf-an-hour before rm^asureinents for its (tondindivity
were madm It w'us ob.'^ervcal tliat the coududivity (itH‘r(‘aH('s with in-

creasing values of impro.ssed xoltago and then hor^oines constant. The
limiting valra^ oi' tins im]>ressed volta.go is different for diflenMil. oils t^ sted.

For ('oinparison, tlu' eondur^tivity of the oils was measured w'itli an A.C.
voltage* of aO ryelos/s'* !. In this ease there is, howuwer, no (diango in

ooudue't ivity tuther v itn change in the chargii.g iinu* or with increases in

th(' charging voltage.

41. Daylight, illuuiination values at CalcuUa.

C. R. Ghosh, Calcutta.

The seasonal and daily variations in the daylight illumination at
(Calcutta have been nieasuroel by the visual jdiotornetrie method for a
period of ono year from October Ib.dO to September 1940. After (elimi-

nating tlie irit'gular va’’iat.ions due to clouds, (etc., the average monthly
valiKes ol' (biyliLdit. inf.eensity have been obtaitxHl. Th(> maxinuim value
of intensity is obtaiiued in .Tune a.iid the* mininnim during Deeci^imbor-

January. The aveerage values of intensity in tlu* morning, noon and after-

noon in dune are respectively 7, .400 ft. -candles, 4,r>00 ft.-(‘andlo.s and 5,4r)0

ft.. -ran (lies
;

tlxe ccjrresponding valiK's in Jh'ceinber-January are t‘cs])oetivoIy

4,500 ft .-ean.{il<3s, 2, .500 ft. -candles and 2,400 ft. -candles,

(t()mj)aring tho.se values for CJabcatta with the data ava,liable ffu- n},ia*r

yilacos, notably for London, it. is concluded that the '^^!l^JeH of (la.\ light

intensity are mainly determined by t.lio altitude of the sun, t he I d it ud('

of the place having no direct eJfeet excerpt in so far iS the altitude (»f t.lu’!

sun at. any yJace is related with its latitude.

Further, the apfiarent irregular variatifa in dayligle have been
explairx'd as due to tlie la osenco of difforerd. tyfies of et c id niid their

positions in the sky as well as to the presenct; of various sc;d n ; aig centres
such as dust particles, etc.

More exact informatioris about tlie values of int.ensi* y cjut bo obtained
by extemdirig the ob.sorvations over a much longer period. The work
is being continued in this laboratory.

42. The optical Ixygromet-er.

L. D. Mahajan, Patiala.

A now^ apparatus has been devised for measurement of humidity of
the air and comparison of the hygroscopic properties of soils and powders
inside a laboratory, which proves more sensitive than the other methods.
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It consists of a brass circular rod about 10 cm. long and 2 mm. thick,
resting on two loose screws at ite ends. Another rod of aluminium,
8 cm. long and 2 nun. thick is rigidly fixed at right angles to it in the
centre. It has a cup of 10 mm. X 10 mm. X 2 mm. size on its each end.
Just near its mid-point, an optical mirror is attached. A beam of light is

thrown on this mirror and the reflected beam falls on a vortical Kca](? at

a distance of about 200 cm. from it. The whole instrument is enck>sed
inside a glass box having a base perforated with holes.

One cup is filled with a sample of soil and the other with quartz
powder. When they a,re exposed to the moist air, tlie soil absorbs mois-
ture while quartz remains unalfectod. The motion of the spot of light

is noted which is projiortional to the quantity of moisture absorbed by
the soil. Its absolute and comparative valuers can be calculated, and
the humidity of air can also bo known.

43. An electrical call and reply signal board lor use in houses
and offices.

A. C. Sehkar, Waltair.

A now design of a signal board has been worked out so that visitors

may ring up any person fnontionod on the board. The person, who has
thus been rung up, sends one or other of a set of stock replies tliat are
usually employed on such occ'.asions. The replies depend either on the
time of the visit or on the conveniencH) of the ponson wanted.

The design is worlmd to ensure a minimum consumption of power.
The mechanical and electrical details are discussed in the pa])or. It is

hojied that the design will prove attractive to all busy persons for whom
the necessity of such transference of stock messages is often felt essential.

44. SoTisiiization of (Jcigin- point counters.

B. DASANJSACiiAKY.t a7(d N. A DINARA YA14A MuKTj, ]>enares.

TIk' scjiisiti vciu'ss of a ])oiiit^ counter di^jK'iuts on the natun^ of tiio

noedle ti]). Wliat (‘xactlv sliould lx* t in' ti]) has Ix'cn discussed by (Jeigf'r

M,t some length in his jrirtich^s on (-ouuters in ( h‘iger-Schf>el S('ric\s of bf)oks

(»n I’hv'sics. Tlic' ])ra-ctical working t)r t.fiesti ])n'!S('nts S('vt!ra,l interesting
tojituf’es wliich will be discusseti. 4’h<5 i*<‘tention or loss of stnisitix ity under
\ arious c-onditions of tcmpei'aturu, jn'essure, siz() and nature of ti])s, etc.,

will bt' discuss<Hl.

X-Rays and Crystal Structure

4;"). Patt(d\sou Fourier suniinatiou method of detenu it lation of

the structure of metadiiiitrobtmzciic.

K. Paneiui and M. Ganguey, Dacca.

Attempts to determine the atomk^ arrangements in metadinitro-
benzone by the t vso-dimonsioual Fouriin- summatioii. met hod in which tho

signs of (die structure fai'tors have been determined by tho trial and eiror

nudhod has been found to be unsm-cessful. This is apparent ly duo to

the uncortairitios in the adoj)ted atomic structure factors of nitrogen and
oxygen in this eonifiound. 8o to doteiunine the signs by a dircid method
tho interatomic! \'ectois have! been determined by tho Patterson Fourier
summation method according to the formula

A{x, y) = ZEF^^ihko)^
h U

3B
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Duo to the symmetry of the crystal, suiimatioii over only a (juartor of the
coll of sides a/2 and 6/2 is necessary. Lines of equal Patterson vlensities

were drawn and the peaks ^hus obtained were correlated with the different

interatomic sectors. From tliese intoratomic vectors the followins;

a?, y co-ordinates of the atoms ha\’e I ?en obtaimnl for one molecult, :

4 (oiH ic pa Vi Imeterx .

Atom

. . (M4r> 0-224

C. 0*2:17 0*174

c.; .

.

0*2:i7 0*07()

C4 .. 014(> 0*0:!(>

f’r. 0 055 0-07(’.

. . 0*055 01 74
N, .. 0*14(> 0:121)

Nq . . 0:10:1 0*02:1

0., 0/ <»*172 o;i72

Go, 0 .>' 0*:i8f) o*o:i:{

The symbols for the atoms will he clear from tlio striK^lnral formnia of
mota-dinitrobenzene given bolo\v%

M’he positions of the atoms in the otiicr tliree nu>Jeenles in th<‘ unit (•('11

may bo t)btuinetl from those of the aboxo by detenrining tlu' (m- jnivulenl

positions corresponding to the space-group Plinm.

46. TJ*c Bccotidary A'-absorption edges of \, >\i (jojnjtoiiin -s in

solids and in solutions.

B. B. Bay and S. Sen, ^ Aloiittii.

Tlio sei^ondary /y-absorj>t ion e<lgos -a iron in tt i ore metallic
form, its oxide (FoyO^), some of its cornpoujKb i < bSO,,

FeC'l,4i^l2^b o-^id c<.)lloidal ferric oxide jmc' (fsiun acjueouH
solutions of ditferent strengths of these compomids have n [ihotograjihed

and analysetl by the mica'ophotomoter, Secondarx- structun^s of (’omplox
compounds of iron such as K.4Fe(LN)o, K3Fe(0'N)f, have alHJ> becsi obtained.
Among many of the peculiarities observed, the following deserve particular
attention

:

(a) Though the primary K edge of iron shifts to the shorter w^ave-

length side of the spectrum as one passes from the metailie form id’ the
element to its comjiounds, the secondary structures ol‘ nearly all the solid

coiripoimds of iron show a similarity with the motal itself; the structures
immediately near the K edge in the case of the complex compounds like
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potaffsium ferro- and ferri-cyanides being, however, different from the rest

of the compounds studied.

(6) The distances of the secondary maxima and minima in volts

from the principal absorption edge are not exactly the same in colloidal

Fe203 and in solid Fe203. The intensity distribution in the structures

of the two cases is, however, different. Further, the position of the primary
edge in colloidal solution has shifted to longer wavelength compared to

that in the solid state and the width of the edge has also increased in the
colloidal solution.

(c) The ])ure metallic form of the element shows a ‘fine structure*
within the primary edge itself.

{d) Extended secondary structures obtained with the solid compounds
mentioned before are found to persist even in solution. The similarity
of structures in all solid polar compounds of iron and in concentrated
solutions (up to a cone. IN) is really striking. It has been suggested that
this resemblance is due to the fact that in eoncejitrated solutions most
of the molecules remain undissociated.

In the case of dilute solutions of strengths of the order of N/20 or
below, the sti'uctures near the primary K edge are quite different from
what has been observed in concentrated solutions. The secondary struc-

tures almost vanish while the primary edge becomes very prominent
and broad and is shifted towards the longer wavelength side of the
corresponding edge in solid compounds.

A q\ialitative explanation suggested for this observation is based on
the fact that as the concentration diminislK^s the number of the neutral
molecules also decreases and consequently the intermolecular attraction
also diminislies. Thus at low concentrations there is a small number of
neutral molecules and the number of dissociated ions is rather large.

We are also to consider the effect of the distribution of the positively and
negat ively charged ions as contemjilated by Debye. As a result of these
considerations the peculiar effect in strong and weak solutions may be
exj^lained.

The idtjalized widths of the primary K edges of iron in solids and solu-

tions have also beem measured. It has been observed tluit so far as the
compounds of iron in solid st ate are concerned, the pure metallic element
shows the largest wodth, whereas in solid metallic compounds and in their

aqueous solutions the solid has the smallest width.

47. X-ray study of selenium. (In the liquid and the colloidal

state.)

B. B. Bay and K. 1)as-Gupta, Calcutta.

Liquid selenium at various temperatures, viz. from 220 ’ to 430°C.,
has been studied by the X-ray diffractioTi method with a specially designed
camera. A single broad band with a band-spacing much bigger than
that of amorphous varieties was obtained. The density of liquid selenixirn

at various temperatures was also accurately determined. It is found
tho.t with the rise of temperature the band-si^acing of liquid selenium also

increases. By plotting the band-spacing of liquid selenium against the
corresponding temperature and the cube-root of the reciprocal of density
against the temperat ure, two smooth curves of similar nature were obtained.

Selenium, in its colloidal stat<>, has been thoroughly studied by the
X-ray diffraction method. Colloidal solution prepared by us was fairly

stable and coagulation occurs on addition of HNO3. The solution is stable
even when heated at lOO^C. for several hours. Both heated and unheated
solutions, when allowed to evaporate at the room temperature, form a
sticky mass. Coagulum obtained with unheated solution gives sharp
monoclinic pattern if the coagulation is effected at a very slow rate. On
I’apid coagulation, however, the precipitate gives on X-ray analysis faint
indication of crystalline (monoclinic) pattern with superimposed band.
Similar results are also obtained with previously heated solution, the
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difference being that the oi \gulated specimen now gives parely hexagonal
pattern.

The sticky sample, both from hoaied aiid unhoatod sol gives only
one single broad band. The spacing of the band (4*07 A.U.) has the same
value as that ob^ainod in the case of liquid seleiiiuin, near its melting
point, but does net correspond with that ofainc>rphous varieties of selenium
(3*5 A.U.). This essential similarity in the nature of the diffraction

pattern of liquid selenium and colloidal selenium suggests that the arrange-
ment of atom^ in each colloidal parliclo of selenium is the same as that
in the groups (cybotactic) present in the iicpiid selenium.

48. X^ray study of aliotropes of Belciiium.

K. I)as-Giipta, Caleiitta.

It has boon shown liy Bradley that conducting metallic selenium is

of hexagonal form
;
tho structure of the non-conduc^ting monotdinic variety

has a’ so been det ermined by King. Among tlie aniorjihous varieties,

the most importfuit is the vitreous form of s(‘leuium prepared by
quenching boiling liquid Beloiiiiim in ice-cold water. Tho other amorphous
varieties known to the chemists are tho red ppid. seloniurn and tlie (‘olloidal

selenium.
In our laboratory wo have studied the transition <»f the men- clinic

variety int(> tlie hexagonal form hy the X-ray diffiaction method and
have foimd that the period of transformation di'jiends on the tenquu ature,

e.g., at 120°(j. it takr-s 1 hour, at 8()°0. 15 days and at 05' 0. more than 17

days arc? required for the transformation. Tlie t niusit ion is monotropic.
The amorphous varieties soften oven at 3S^'C. (the melting }H)iut

of metallic sekMiiuin being 217®C.) and on X-ray diffiaction analysis throe

l>road hands cfMnciding in position and intensity with the tlirce distinct

groups of liiuis of tile erystaUino varieties are obtained. It has been
found that the vitreous selenium dovitrili<\s even at 38”(k and tho dovitriliod

mass gives crystalline pattern. Tho rate of devitriticatiuu and tho
transformation into tho crystalline moditi(?ation df‘[)ends very much on tho
tenqieratiire. Tho surface of the sample of vitreous soloiiiuni supplied by
Dr. Brippoiiberg piese veil in his laboratory in Finland for siwiui years

(the maximum temyieraturo throughout the year f>eing below 27°C.)

when examined was found to bo crystalline, while t he internal portion of

the sampk; gave diffuse broad bands.
It has also been shown that at a very low temperature the dovitrified

product is jnirely monoclinic, and at a high temperature it is purely

hexagonal, d’here are intermediate temperatures at which both inoiiocln tc*

and hoxagonal varieties are produced.
Accurate moasurerneiits of the spaciiigs corresponding to tho bars Is,

obtained with samjiles of vitreous selenium hoatixl f u’ difforont periods

at 38°C., show that tiie band-spacing is a continiiouf 1 unction of t ho jn riod

of heating. Now as there is a regular growth of sli-e of the - t ystallites

present in vitreous soleniiim with the period '*1 heating, it ^ lear that
the band-spacing is a function of the si/o of thi' cr\ c. liites. Our
experimental resiibs thus satisfy tho theoretical work of (.ennard Jones,

viz., that the lattice constant should be a function ol 'be {•article size.

The band-spacing corresponding to tho sample of amorjihous selenium
coagulated from the colloidal solution is 3*8 A.U., while that of tho
vitreous selenium heated for ftO hours at 38'^C. is 3- J A.U. only.

49. Characteristic K emission bands due to conduction electrons

of elements llNa—15P.

B. Bhowmik and B. B. Ray, Calcutta.

Soft X-ray emission spectra of elements llNa—16P have been studied
in the K series from their pure elements, oxides and some alloys. A
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vaenum spectrograph was used in which a concave gypsum crystal was
utilized as reflection grating. It was observed that the spark lines of tht

a -group suffer a shift towards short wavelength side along with the parene

line. The relative intensity of the spark lines a 3 and is reversed in

their oxides compared to that of ek^ment. The ^ group also suffers a shift

due to chomi(^al effect, but imlike the a lines the shift of the /9 lines from
oxifles is iowaids the longer wavelength with respect to the lines from
the elements. The difference between the two lines and —the line

from the element and its oxides respectively, is found to be a constant in

vjH scale from llNa up to the element 16S.

It was noticed that the metallic surface of the element is very easily

oxidized flurijig excitation due to electron bombardment. The metallic

s])ectra tlKuefore contain also the j3 lines from its oxides on the long
wavelength side which 8iogbahn denotes as and the metallic bands as

The nomenclature has been interchanged to comply with experimental
facts.

The lines arise due to the transition of conduction electrons and
ha\k> a remarkably large width. The widths have been measured in e.v.

and com
{
Jared wdth the previous experimental results and Somrnerfeld’s

theoretical \'alues. The agreement is satisfactory exc('pt in the case of Mg.
"l^ho structure of the p bands has been studied microphotog7*aphically.

Tli(* metallic l)aiids from Mg and A1 show sharp emission edge on the
short wavelength limit corresponding to the Fermi surface of the c-ondiiction

electrons. A remarkable change in the structure of the band of A1 occurs
wlien tljc spectrum is excited by low voltage (2 K.V.). Th(J bands from
the Jion-conductors like AlO, MgO and mica show symmetrical stmeture
w ithout show ing any sharp edge. The structure of the bands from the
alloys i('s{anbl(\s that of puie metal in the higher concentrations while
in the dilut(*- solid solutiotis it undergoes a radical (change and the sharp
edge disfijjpears. The stru<*tures of the bands have been discussed in the
liglit of vn,rioiis conduction theories duo to Bloch, Pierlcs, BrilouiTi and
others.

50. Fluoreseeiuuj of organic (compounds by X-rays.

B. B. Ray, H, Bose mid, K. Das-Gutta, Galcutta.

Newcfuner observ'-ed that many organic suljst-ancjcs fluoresce when
ex{:)osed to X-rays and attempted to find some use of it in medical therapy.

It has been observed in our laboratory that benzene, naphthalene,
anthracene, phenanthrene, camphor, carbazole and several other aromatic
compounds produce very strong fluorescence in the visible region when
excited by X-rays. Compounds like cyclohexane, cyclopentane, etc.

do not fluoresce. It may be mentioned here that most of the substances
which produce fluorescence imder X-ray irradiation also develojj fluo-

rescence under ultra-violet radiation and the positions of the luminous bands
(from X-rays) are almost the same as those excited by ultra-violet light.

Preliminary observations on the positions and intensities of these luminous
bands have Ix^en made by a direct vision spectroscope provided with a
wavelength s<*ale.

For a (kdaik'd study, photographs of the fluoresceme bands with a
Fness spe<*tj‘ogra,{)h and their microphotometer records have been taken.
Several bands separated by small dark spaces were obtained. Anthracene
gives three bands having maxims at 5709, 5324. 4966 A.U., while
uaphthalent.' produces throe bands, diphenyl five, fluorene six and so on.

The positioiis of the bands and their intensities are found to change
with ortho-, para- and meta-varieties of the .same compound. The position
of the band also varies witli the a and P variety, e.g., the band maxima
of a-naphthol is 470 g/x, jS-naphthol is 500 /i/x.

Diphenyl and naphthalene are both formed by the union of two
benzene nuclei, but diphenyl is a multinuclear compound and naphthalene
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is a condoiisod nuclear comjiound. It has been, observed that if we give a

shift of the order of 70 A. J. towards tli(' longer wavelength side, to the

spectra of diphenyl, the three bands of diphonyl coincide wit h the corres-

ponding sj)eccia of naphthalene.
The introduction of different 'hemical groups in the aromatic

compounds and tue corresponding change in the fluoroscont radiation are

iutero.sting. Oaroazolo and fiuoreno are both dorivates of diphenyl; in

(larbozolo we ha\e a OlSTH group and in lluoreno wo have a OH2 group in

the (iorrosponding ])osition. JExpori nontal results show that, as a result

of the introduction of CJNH group in carbazolo in place of CH2 group in

fluoreiKi, th(? sjxx^tra of carbc.zoU shift t-^wards higher frequoncios. Changes
in the colour of fluores(^ont radiation and also in the (ioloiir of the samples
>iro obscirvod in certain compounds, o.g., uaphihalouo whonexposod for more
than half an hour under X-rays, the colour of lluoresceut fight changes to a

colour similar to that of the lliioreseent light of anthracene; the colour of

the sample of white naphthalene also changes to yellow.

Of all tlio compounds tried by us ouly tri[)honyl methane exhibits

phosphorosconco endor X-rays. The substance is found to show an after-

glow for a period of 40 seconds ap])roximately when the X-ray radiation

is cut off.

51 . All X-ray iuvostigation of tolluriiim in tlni solid, liquid and

coll()i(lal state.

H. Bose, Oalimtta.

The X-ray dilfraei ion method was (unployod fo study the different

allotroj)ic modifh tations of tolluriiim. TTooipitateil tellurium, previously

supposed to be ainorphous, was found to eonsi.st of hexagonal crystals in

a finely divided state. 4^he effeett of t-eiyiporature on tolhiriiiin was also

iuvostigcf'ed with tfe ro.sult that no indication of any other erystalliue

variety of telluriitm could be detected so that it seems unreasonable to

maintain the idc^a that ordinary tellurium (torisists of two dynamic allotropos

in thermal oquilibrium as was hold previously and (tontondod recently by
Damiens. Under X-ray expo.suro specific heat of tellurium changes by
as mucih as 8% and this was attributed to a tdiaugo in crystal structure

but no such effect could bo detected in the present investigation.

The usual method of prejiaring vitreous state was tried for telluriuni

without .success; and amorplvnis variety or any other variety of tolliirium

could not be prepared by any of the known methods.

In a specially designed camera tellurium was examined in the liquid

state. Liquid toUurhirn ])roduood a single baud of spacing (.‘I I A.U.).

With a view to obtain informations regarding the nature of coIIoj<l;U

particles with special attention to their changes due to slow coagu taction

in ageing, tellurium sol was coagulated in different ways and cjc>agiiiiirn

examined by X-rays. Tho (5oagulum from a frosluy prepared tellurium

sol by nitric acid was found to be amorphous, while the diffraction pattern

of the coagulum of aged sol pointed to the existence of a new variety of

tellurium.

52. Sulphuric acid at different (joncentratiems -by X-ray

diffraction method.

H. Bose, Calcutta.

In the present investigation. X-ray diffractii)n of x>ure acid and at

concentrations corresponding to tho formulae H2*S04, H2O ; H2SO4,

2H2O; H2SO4., 3H2O; H2SO4, IOH2O; H2BO4, 2OH2O, etc., was studied

Pure sulphuric acid yields two well-defined bands (spacings 4*07 and 7*98

A.U.) with very little general scattering thereby following the general

behaviour of highly associated liquids, though the inner band remained

undetected so long. With dilution the main band dilated and at the
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same time underwent an increase in diffuseness till at high dilution the
familiar band of water made its appearance and the main peak of sulphuric
acid nearly coincided with the first band of water (

3-24 A.U.). Considering
the main peak at larger angle at any dilution, the spacing of the acid was
found to be intermediate between those of pure sulphuric acid (

4*07

A.U.) and pure water (
3*24 A.U.). The spacing undergoes a violent

change when the concentration is changed to H2SO4, H2O and again at

H2SO4, 2()H20. At other concentrations studied, the spacings remained
nearly constant at 3*54 A.U. This may be taken as to indicate something
akin to hydrate-formation. Sulphuric acid, it is known, ionizes in aqueous
solution in two stages. But apart from making the bands a bit diffuse,

this was found to have little effect on the X-ray diffraction pattern. This

is but what can be expected, for (804“), (HS04^) and (H2SO4) have

almost the same dimension and scattering due to H"*' is negligible.
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1 . Sii Ipli iiry1 iodide

.

M. R. Aswatha Narayana Rao, Bangalore.

Spoctrosoopic invest.igati(ma show that sulphury 1 iodido is produced
by the actio a of poi-assium indido oji a dilute sf)lutioii ol' sulj'>hiiryl clilorido

in caioon disulphide at — 70°C. Al. the laboratory tornporature, the
iodide doconiposos almost iimnodiaiely mto sulphur dioxide and iodine
which on cooling do not recombine.

2. Selenium iodide.

M. R. Aswatha Narayaka R\o, Bangalore.

The existence ol* selenium iodide has been a tjoritrovcrsial subject.

The author has shown that tho (‘ompound is prt>duced when a dilute

solution of selenium clforide in carbon tetrachloi’ido is shaken with dry
potassium iothcle. The iodide is highly unstable in presence of light and
decomposes into selenium and iodine. Tho hy<lrolysis of selonium it>dido

by' water has boon investigated. ]>eeomj)(>8ition of selenium iodide has
been studied H})ectT‘oscoj)ically.

3. Investigations on the cbeniical behaviour of sulphur
comijounds Part 111. Reaction between sulphur
dioxide and hydrogen sulphide.

B, Sanjiva Rao, Bangalore.

Sul})hur dioxide and hydrogen sulphide aro known to react at tho
surfa(;e of glass, jiroducing sulphur and water. I’lie author has studied
the effect oL moisture, carbon tetrachloride, mercury, aliunioium chloride,

and phosphorus pentoxide on the catalytic* iidiuenco r-xercised by the
glass surface. The results can satisfactorily be intorp'eted on tiic basis

of the formation of an activated complex of the tw<i gases, in associat ion,

with water.

4.

Physico-chemical investigations on Bordeaux m i x l ure.

G. Narayan and B. Sahjiva Rao, BanguJuro.

The aqueous phase in contact with freshly prepared Bordeaux
mixture (5 : .0 : 50) contains 6 to 7 mg. per litre, of copper . On keeping
the copper content of the solution falls and attains a steady value of
0*64 mg.

The calcium hydroxide and calcium sulphate present in the
supernatant liquid liavo a profomid influence on the copper content
of the solution. The effect on Bordeaux mixture of the removal of the
sulphate and of tho hydroxide from the solid phase is discussed.

Freshly precipitated copper hydroxide has been found to adsorb
calcium hydroxide and calcium sulphate from a saturated solution

( 41 )
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containing both those compounds yielding finally a deep blue solid having

the same solubility as the Bordeaux solid.

The constitution of Bordeaux mixture is discussed in the light of

these observations.

5. Complex compounds of phenylbiguanide with copper and
nickel, and their cis4rans isomerides.

Priyadaranjan Riy and Kshitish Ranjan
Chaokrabarty, Calcutta.

Copper phenylbiguanide dihydrate has been isolated in two forms

—

a and coloured light blue and rose-red with m.p. 165° and 165°C. resp.

The molecular weight of the anhydrous compounds determined by the

ebullioscopic method indicates their monomeric nature. The hydro-
cliloride of the complex base has also been prepared in two modifications

a and jS. The a -form crystallizes with 6H2O, has violet c.olour and melts
at l70°C. The red coloured j3-form contains 3H2O, melts at 216°C. and
is much loss soluble than the a -form. In preseJice of steam the a -variety
<*hanges into the ^-form at 101 °C. In solution the variety readily gives

rise to colloidal aggregat.es. From a consideration of their properties

it is assumed that a- and j3-forms are related as cAs-trans isonws corres-

])onding to the different positions of the phenyl groups in a four

co-ordinated plfinar structure. Other salts of the complex base, such as

bromide, iodide, sulph^i^te, dithionate, nitrate and nitrite have also been
prepared in two different forms. Besides those, the preparation and
properties of many other salts, e.g., thiocyanate, thiosulphate, sulphite,

chlorate, hromate and iodate have been described.

Nickel phenylbiguanide has been obtained in three forms—a, j
8 and y.

The brick-red a-form crystallizes with J mol of water and decomposes
at 255°C. The anhydrous light yellow

j
8-form decomposes at 265°0.

The yellow crystalline y-variety contains ^ mol of H 2O and decomposes
at 263°0. The a -form is easily soluble in alcohol or acetone, but readily

separates out in the form of yellow y-variety. The p-form is insoluble

in these solvents, a and are probably related tf> each other as cis-trans

isomers like the corresponding copper compounds, y is possibly a
mixture of the two.

Various salts of nickel phenylbiguanide, e.g., chloride, bromide,
iodide, nitrate, nitrite, dithionate, sulphate, sulphite, thiosulphate,

thiocyanate, (;hlorate, broinate and iodate have been described. None
of these salts have, liowever, been obtained in two modifications.

6. Co-ordinated nickel compounds with benzidine.

Kanai Lal Mandal, Calcutta.

Nickelous salts such as nickel sulphate form with benzidine chelate
compounds, in which two molecules of benzidine combine with a molecule
of the ni(;kel salt. Tlie c^5-bonzidine nickel compounds are insoluble in
water but dissolve somewhat in alcohol. They appear to be co-ordinately
saturated. For though they dissolve in pyridine, piperidine and other
organic amines, they do not take up further addenda of co-ordination.
Only the original nickel benzidine compoimds precipitate out on addition
of water to their amiiie solutions.

7. On the formation of complex silicate ions.

R. C. Ray, P. B. Ganguly, aTid A. B. Lall, Patna.

W. L. Bragg {Trans. Faraday Soc,, 1929, 25, 291) has shown that
the structure of the silicates may be regarded as based in all cases on the
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formation of co-ordination lattioes of large anions about small cations.

Goldschmidt {Ber., 1927, oO, 12C3l has shown that the co-ordination

number of a cation in such a structure is governed solely by tho relative

radii ot the central cation and the surrounding amons. From tho chemical

point of view tho 'vnion of the whole lattict' will Ix) an assembly of oxygen
ions with tho silicon ions co ordinated between them, so that in the

formation of Mu silicates tho follovring possible types arise:

—

8104“"
: SiaO-”" ; S^sOg'’" ; Si„0,g’^" ; SiOa”" ;

840,1®” ttiicl S4O/".

The ym\sent work w as uodoT taken to obtain, if jH)Ssiblc, direct evidence
of the formation o" thos.3 coiOpk x ions and the rates ol diffusion of tho
sodium silicate solutitais having tlu ratii) of iSiOo : Na20 as 2 : 1 and 3 : 1

have been studied. 8<mio evidence of tho formation of complex silicate

ions has iKxai obtained. It has also been found that the hydroxyl ions

diffuse at a rate wdiicli is <juito differont from the rate of diffusion of the

silicate ions so that t he OH imis do not seem to erdi'r inl.r» the eomposition
of tlu eom])lex

Further work with silieato solutions ratio is in progress.

8. A study of tlu^ coiup](‘Xos of HgjGlo aqueous
system.

8. S. JosHi, JJ, N. SoLANKi, and B. G. Joshi, Benares.

A study of the eomploxos of mercuric chloride w itli ])otaHsiiim

iodide in aqueous system has been made, at temperatures If)” and 3()°0.,

by conductivity, viscosity and refractivity ineasunmumts. The mixed
syateins studied c<jnsisted of varying projKirtions of mercuric (‘hloride

in the jireseuce of iixod concentration of KT g-S)- Tlio maximum

concentration of HgCl2 added was siadi as to avoid tho actual precipitation

of Hgl2 . Specific condu<*tivities of tlie mixed systems and constituent
solutions were sepamtcly dotorminod. Viscosity and rotractivity

measurements of these mixed solutions w^erc also madc^ at Mio spocified

temperatures. Tlu' minima in sjKvifie conductivity-, maxima in viscosity-,

and minima in refract ivity-eomposit ion (nirves. wi^ro taken as indii^ative

of uoinplox-formatiori. and the composition of the complex lormed being
iKjted from the eompt)sition t;orrcspondmg to tlie position of minima c^r

maxima in Mie respective curvcis. All measurements Ic^ad to t he oxisteiict'

of a comjilex of Ki and Hg(.32 in i he molecular porportion, lOKT, Hgf'lg

at 30° and 2()KL, 3HgCl2 at 15'^. Our data also sb.»w^ an indjealion

of another break in the Tespc(rtiv(> curves c-orrospondiog to a point in Iho
vicinity of maximum conceniralion of HgCl 2 tried oughly corresponding
to a formula, 4-5 Kl, HgCl 2 . The br(5aks in the rc^spectivc' -urves are

sharp and well defined, c^spechally in <‘,onceni rated Holution end at low
temperatures thus showing that the c^ompk^xes formed in * he aqueous
system dissociate at high temperature and dilution.

9. New comixniiuLs of gallium : Part IV. Double sulphateH

of gallium and primary, secondary, tertiary amines and
quaternary ammonium bases.

P. Neogi and Kanai Lal Mandal, Calcutta.

Several double sulphates of gallium and primary, secondary, and
tertiary amines and tc^trarnethyl ammonium hydroxide have been
-prepared.
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10.

Decomposition of mixtures of calcium chromate with

magnesium oxide.

D. S. Datar and S. K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore.

The mixtures of two mols of calcium chi-ornate with one mol of

magnesium oxide decomposed with the initial formation of a basic

chromate, in successive stages at 25, 33-3, 40 and 50% decomposition
of the chromate.

The deconjposition of mixtures of strontium chromate with magnesimn
oxide indicated formation of the basic chromate 8SrO, 4MgO, SCrOs.

il. Thermal decomposition of nitrites.

M. S. Shah and K. M. Mehta, Ahmedabad.

With a view to elucidate the mechanism of the decomposition of

nitrites in general, the authors have carried out a detailed quantitative

study of (A) the theimal decromposition of (i) potassium nitrite and (ii)

silver nitrite, (H) the effect of nitrogen dioxide on (i) potassium nitrite

and (ii) silver nitrite, silver oxide and silver, and (C) the effect of nitric

oxide on (i) potassium nitrite and potassium nitrate and (ii) silver nitrite,

silver nitrate, silver oxide and silver.

Exj)orinients were condin^tcd (a) at various temperatures, {b) for

different periods of time, and (c) with varying amounts of the substance.

A mechanism of the rea(;tions has' been put 1‘urwai‘d. It shows that

the decomposition of potassium nitrite leads to the production of

K2O, KNO3, NOo (in traces), KG and N2, while the decomposition of

silver nitrite proceeds givhig rise to AgKOs, Ag, NO2 (in traces), NO and
N2 (in tra(x?s). Tin? difi'erences observed in tlie produc.ts of the two
deoom]M)sitions is d\ie to th(' difference in the stability of K2O and Ag20
1.0wards nitric, oxide.

12.

On ‘Precipitation’ hardness of some coinage alloys.

G. C. Mitter and, B. K. Bose, Bombay.

Coinage alloys of gold, silver and nickel with copper were studied
with a view to elucidate their structures and (MU’relate them to their

properties. Slowly cooled alloys of the above descriptions revealed a
coarse lamellar structuie similar to pearlite in steel duo to the progressive

separation of the loss soluble element at lower temperatures from the
a-solid solution. This structure was not conducive to cold work. But
when aiuiealed at high temperature so as to obtain the a-solid and (|uenched
rapidly in cold water, resolution was arrested and a super-saturated a-solid

solution was obtained. Associated with this structure was the property
of extreme malleability and had obvious advantages for skilful fabrication.

With suitable heat treatment and subsequent quenching of this super
saturated a-solid solution, a wide range intermediate hardness was
obtained suitable for different types of work.

13.

Action of charcoal on potassium nitrate.

T. M. OzA and M. S. Shah, Alimedabad.

With a view tc> throw light on the reactions taking place during
the combustion of gunpowder, the action of charcoal on potassium nitrate
has been studied in detail. Series of experiments were conducted with
(A) charcoal and potassium nitrate, (B) charcoal and potassium nitrite,

and (C) charcoal and mixtures of potassium nitrate and potassium
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nitrite, imder varying conditions of temperature, pressure, time, mass
of the reactant, etc., and unalyrhig the solid and gaseous products at the
end of each experiment.

Experiments in (A) showed that the reaction at about 250®

leads to the production of potassium nitrite and carbon dioxicia. With
rise in tomperature, this process is accelerated and the nitrite interacts

with more ch ircoal until at 390® a violent reaction ensues accompanied
in certain circu’^nstanctes by a flash. A quantitative study of the efifoct

oti flash production (»f accumulated gasetuis products or aflernatively of
removing these gases either partially or completely showed that at the
flash stage, nitrogen and car*:*en dioxide are produced iii equal volumes,
a proportion whieii correspcjids with the reaction of cliarcoal with
molecular proportions of potassium nitrate and nitrite.

Experimeats in (B) showed that the riiactioji whieli occurs at about
390° ij always violent and comes to an end without tlio ja’odiietion of a
flash, the main products of the reaction being })otassium carbonate,
nitrogen and carbon dioxide.

Experiments m (C) showed that the product i( n of a (lasti is accelerated

by increasing the amount of the nitrite and wiicTi tb(? two salts are in

molecular ])roportionH the flash is likely to be observisl instantaneously.
At tliis stage, the reacting mixture evolves nitrogen jnid carbon dioxide
in equirnolocular propf)rti(uic. Pairing the violent stage' of the interaction

some caibon monoxide winch is likely to be fornied would react with
oxygen or nitrogen dioxide producing the flash.

The probable nK'<‘hani8m of the (1) initial, (II) smooth, and (III)

violent stages of tlu interaction between cliaicojvl arid potassium nitrate

has been suggested.

Physical Chemistry

14. Apparent molal volume of electrolytic mixtures in aqueous
solutions.

A. S. Chacravarty and B. Prasad, Cuttack.

Kodlich and Rosonfold showed on theoretical considerations that
apparent molal volurno

{<f))
of electrolytes in solution should be a linear

fimction of the square root of concentration (c). They also showed that

in the equation ^ — <f>Q-^k»Jc should bo dt^yiendout oa tlie valence
type of the salt only. A largo number of workcus have thrown doulrts

on the linearity at very low concentrations. It has also heen defmiti'lv

shown that ‘A;’ is not the same for the various salts of the same vsience

type. However, there is no doubt that
<f)

is liri(',ar with c at concorU l ation
above 0-0 1 molal.

It was considered worthwliile to examine iht' bebaviorrr of mixtures
of electrolytes whose total conceutratioii (c) wa^ greater tbac ool molal.
The apparent molal volume is calculated from the usual for nr.rla,

^ ^ _
I000(p-/>,)

the molecular weight of the mixture of electrolytes being taken to be

—L— . It ia found that if c. ; Co is kept constant, i.e. if the
c, i.e. (C

1 -I-C2 )

^ ^ '

average molecular weight is not changed Redlich-Kosenfeld Law is

obeyed by mixtures of electrolytes also. The cliange of <jS with change
in ratio of Cj and C2 is regular. In fact

(f)
is a linear function of fractional

molal concentration, i.e.

Ci-fC2
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15. Kinetics of n^actions in hoterogc^neous systems. Part VII.

Liquid-liquid systems.

D. D. Kahve and K. K. Dole, Poona.

Tlio iiifluonc© of concentrated solutions <)f neutral elecjtrolytos like

sodium sulphate on the velocity of hydrolysis of acid chlorides in liquid-

liquid systems is that of retardation which is attributed to the change
in the adsorption process at the surface of contact. Addition of the

electrolyte causes a diminution in the concentration of the acid chloride

adsorbed at the surface of the non-aqueous phase and an increase in the
temperature coefficient of the reactions. The increased temperature
cooliicicjit does not exceed the temperature coefficient of the chemical
process. There is no increase in the temperature coefficient of those
reactions in which tlie diffusion i)rocess has no influence on the rate of
reaction.

16. Studios in the kinetics of consecutive reactions: hydrolysis

of nitriles.

1). I). Karve and M. G. Purandare, Poona.

The velocity of liydrolysis of acotot)itrile, propionitrile and
butyronitrile by aqueous sulphuric acid of 2()N strongtli has boon studied

at dillcront temperatures between 50*^ and 90°. It is observed, that
propiouitj’ilo is hydrolyzed more rapidly than acetonitrile under the

same conditions. Thc^ temperature coollicionts of the reaction vary to a
certaui extent with temperature and there are also small differences between
the coofficiionts for ditTorent nitriles at the same temperatures.

17. Velocity of hydrolysis of anilides by acids.

1). I). Karve awl P. V. Chaudhari, Poona.

It lies b(H.'ii observed that the hydredysis of ncetanilido and pro-

pionanilido dissolv^ed in 50% alcoliol by aqueous sulphuric acid is a
reaction whicdi can bo iairly AVfdl represented as a monomolecular reaction,

'fho former gives constant values for while in tlie case of propion anilide:^

the values at first inci'easo and later deenNise to a certain extent. Othei*

anilides are fxung investigated.

18.

Dcdbi niation of ])olar crystals in glass systi'ins.

SuRODH Kumar Majumdar and Aseem Kumar 8arma,
Calcntta.

An att(Miipt has been made to mt‘/isure the deformation produced
in such polar nystals as LiCL NaCU, IvCl, Kbfjl and (JsCJl when dissolved
in -gt' 'rii!' odert (O' coii<*(aitr.ation on tla^ deformation hn,s also

liceii sl.udi('d. Isofjopir glasses of' Hot ^3 eoiitaining vaiyjng amoimts of
the salts wore prepa.rtHl by Tni^lfing tlx' substaneos, previously dobydi-ated
as fa!' as possibU', in a t' eitMrtrie furjiaee at a tcin])orature of about 10()0°C.

and allowing the melt to <*ool slowly. The alkali chloride coid.ent was
estimated liy the sulphate method. The density was determined by
a slightly moddii^d dotation method, jirovicmsly employed bj" Wulff and
Majumdar {Z.J. phy.nkaliscJni (JhcniAe^ ]93(), B, 31, 319). The refractive

index of tlie glasses in D-light was deterniLned by suspending them in a
liquid mixture of approximately the same refraction. On varying the
proportion of tlie liquids and examining the Becke-effect two mixtures
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were obtpinod. one in wh^'":h the Bocke-iuios just penotmted into the
glass and the other, in which tho lines just recoded, when the inicruscopo

objective was raised. The liquid mixtures wore then examined in a
Pulfrich rofra(;tomelor and the mean value of the refractive index was
taken. Generally, the two values showed a variation in the fourth place
of decimals, wliieh for' solids may be regarded as satisfactory. The
mole-refractioii v as first calculated from the well-known Lorenz and
Lorentz form ila and then from the additive f rmula. Any deviation from
the additivity relatjrn would point to iioformation of the particular

constituent.

The experhnontal results r'.ow that the j>olar crystals are quite st.r'ongly

deforriHid in BoO^-giass and the detbriiiation follows tlio same appr-oximate
order as in st^’ong acjiioous solutioiis of those salts (Fajans M.nd his co-

workers). Tho results therofoi'e go sti‘«)ngiy against tla^ restMirclu^s of
Biltz and eo-w’>r leers and seem to supj^ort tlie recent work of Kordo.
Tl’o well-known Inij’^iiJ^-doformat ion ruU' holds good q(ialit((>ivdii in

glass systems as w»’U, and the following inequality

Li>Na> K>Kb *> Cs

is found to 1)0 triH\ in kce})iiig v/itli tho assiim j)t ions of tho Fajaiis*

Theory

.

19. Abs(-r])tio}i s])c('truiu of violit, aii oixni-ebuiii analogue oi

tunrmxicUn

]). 1>. K VKVK and K. K. Dole, J\)ona.

,'\ compiamd was obtaiiual by Ivai'vo (J. (J tun. Jioin., 11)111, 1
,
part 2,

4X) by tho action of ammonia, a mixt\nt> of iiH'soxalic and tartrunio.

esi-cu's to which lie liU'! assigra'd tho lollowing structuro

ILN . (Hf,

11^, N .

'

OMl,
/

i\Jh,
\
"(’OXJL

and nniiuai viollt on ac<MMint of it.-, (loop '.iolot. cuioiir’. In ohcnit'.ti

bohav )ur this oonipound rosembU's iimroxid<\ wbicli has dso a ^innisr

slnatiro containing alliaaiate single and dou)>le Ixnaf and i-

(!ol()ur:*(h It lias ))oon. (ib.sorvod that t.hoir iibsorjition po.nt,rji a.j'o inninf'

in gen M-al s)ia j>o, alt hougli t liore an; ininoi- diflercnf'- m tla; wiiit'i o! (im

band i lal t hr; ])o-itinn <tf ( }u‘ head.

20. Invo.sl igation of ]jliotoclioinical a.ft(U-(df(M‘t 5';u't JH.
])(;('oin]K>.sitio]) of hydrogon ptuoxide Irv -o hoiu iiilro-

prusside.

liiJAN Beiiaki Lal, Luckut-sv.

Fiirthm' ex jMnimontal ebsorvat ions on tho photochemical ai’tor-

effect in tho deconifiositiou of hydr-ogon jieroxide by sodium nitropnisside

in visible light have licon made. Tho chemical mechanism of tho aftoi-

effect Ids heou jiictmed as follows:

—

Jdght
Xa2Fe(CN),-N0~f-H20 XaoFe(CN)5HoO + NO.
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Sodium aqnopeiitaoyanoferrate whose formation is demonstrated con-

tinues its catalytic influence in the dark. When potassium ferrocyanide

is added to an illuminated solution of nitroprusside in the dark, the
following reaction takes places :

—

Fe{0N)6H2O"+ Fo(CN)fi"" > Fe(CN)5H20"'-f Fe(CN)6^'.

Sodium aquopentacyano ferrite causes the rapid decomposition of

hydrogen peroxide, thus accounting for a higher value of the unirnolecular

constant in the presence of potassium ferrocyanide in the pro-illuminated
mixture of hydrogen peroxide and nitroprusside in the dark.

A crucial test of the validity of the suggested scheme for the after-

reaction is yuovided hy tlie influence of cyanide ions. The latter have
been shown to suppress the after-effect by converting the aquoferrite
to ferrocyanide,

Fe(CN)6H20'"4-CN' Fo(CN)c"^+H20.

Sodium aquopentacyanoferrato prepared in the pure state and
added to hydrogen peroxide nitroprusside mixtures in the dark in the
presence arid absence of ferrocyanide has been shown to rej)roduce the
results obtained by illumination. The effect of variation in the con-
centrations of nitroprusside, ferrocyanide, and aquoforrato has been
investigated and explained.

21.

Photosensitization by cadmium oxide.

G. Gopala Rao, Waltair.

Cadmium oxide has been found to be a good photosensitizer for (1)

the decomposition of silver nitrate in aqueous solution, (2) tho docoloriza-

tion of dyos, (3) tho formation of hydrogen peroxide, and (4) the oxidation
of ammonia. Kxperimental results are given.

22.

Raman effect of crosyl-inethyl and cresyl-ethyl ethers.

N. S. Kkishnaswami and 8. K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore,

The light scattering of o-, m- and p- cresyl-mothyl and cresyl-ethyl
ethers has boon studied with a view to explain tho difference in their

chemical reactions.

23.

Thermal conductivity of active nitrogen.

S. S. JosHi and A. Purushottam, Benares.

This has been studied by the ‘cooling thermometer’ method by an
accurate dotorraination of the time-rate for the temperature fall for
several temporatiu’e intervals in the range 40 to 90° in streams of well-
dried air, nitrogen and active nitrogen, which were streamed at various
pressures in the range 6 to 60 mm. Hg., tho rates of flow being varied up
to over 40 fold. The pressure-conductivity curves for any of the above
gases in the range of conditions mentioned showed three fairly distinct
sections. At small ju’essures the conductivity increased rapidly with the
gas pressure; it was sensibly independent of the pressure for medium
values of the latter; increased with pressure in the last stage when pressures
were large. During the first and second sections, where the conditions
are comparatively simpler in respect of the mechanism of heat conduction
in gases, it has been found that active nitrogen shows a definitely higher
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conductr ity for heat thai ordinary nitrogen under ideiijical conditionH.

This is perhaps deduoiblo fT*om the Wiedemann -Franz law since Rayleigh
has found that the electrical conductivity of active nitrogen is markedly
high. Our results are in agre^emcTi*^ with the hypotliesis that active
nitrogen coiLsists < f a rnixtnre of ‘activated* rnolecules and atomic nitrogen
(c/., Langmuir, J. Atner. Chem. Soc., 1912, 34, H60; Senftlohen and co-

workers, Phus. Z iL, 19:i0, 31, 822, 961; Arm, der. Phys., 1933, 16, 907).

At high pressures the conductivity of active nitrogtai lias been found
to bo lower thni' thai of ordir»ary nitrogen; this has been traced, in part,

to a number of extraneous circumstances which mai k the main phenomenon
such as the c»»nvorti()n (“urn its. tiic sensibly exothermic deactivation of
active nitrogen ct higli pressures, etc.

24. Studies of lumiiioscence due to active nitrogen.

S. S. JOSHI, K. l^AK&HMANA MuRTY, amt M. S. Deekshitulu,
Benares.

As u jireliininarv to an exhaustive’- apeetroseo])ie exrminutiou of the
lumiueseences. induecel by Iciading active nitrogen over different types of
cliemical compouruls, data have’ he.'e'u a('e*iunuUit(>d in re’speet of about
450 inorgan:'’ and 2()b organie* substane’os e.^xj eisenJ t. > eictivei niireigon. Tliei

stream of the' glowing gas was allowed te> phu ove>r a sinall copper spoon
e'OTitaining Idle iniite-r ial to be e'xnmine'd. The glows, which wa^re too
fejeble to be noticed l>y this eirrange'meait, w'e*rc I'eaulereel brighter by
exposing a fine til 1n 4.1 l the material fre'shly produce'd by evaiioreiting its

solutif>n repeal te'dly <»n a plane gleess roec])taele. The liepiids wore
c'xamine'd by iiitroelue’ing at. t lie appropriate stage in the evacuated system
a blob of glass weiol ebarge'd wdtli tlie' lie-iuieJ.

These light ebeets, e'ven on a, more visual examination, wore found
to bo cxtreaiudy diverse and charae'teristic eif the' specific material
examirieel. Thus for instaiie’e, except tlieise eif ainmoniiim and strontium,
p>ractie’ally all the' bromides examine.'d did ne>t. show any ediaraeitoristic

luminosconce'. The sii'e;ute\s, liydroxielexs, arseniatos, arse/ni t.(>H, chJeirates,

pore.’hlorate's, sulphides. e‘arbe.)iiates, beirate's and tartrate's of sodium anei

potassium glow'cd. Tlieir permanganates, chroiriate’s and ieidates are
inaetixe. It is remarkable. Ueiwever, tiiat while' sodium cdiloride glows,
the cori’e'spemeling potassium salt elot's ne>t.

The sulpliates of alkaline e’artli inetalH. eif lead nod cojipea' glow but
not their ])f‘rsulf)hatcs. All halides of the alkeiline earths (oxceipt pend,uj is

theise of beryllium), their carl)onaf-es and oxieles glow, 'i'he borat<-;. <>1

the alkaline t'arths do neit glow; thexse' ejf iluj alkali met iis sbowe’d 1 rniig

liimineisi'e'iice. The glows were normal in the <*as< of jihosfiltM t os of

strontium, liariuni, ammonium and le'ad. That e)f eiehuium w'oflfa loaie'

is brilliant. Lithium carbonate comes rw'xt.

Praeti(.'.ally all tlie salts examine'd hitherto ! 1 the case of 1 10
. bismuth,

antimony, nickel, manganese, cobalt, chromium, iron (t \ •< pt ferrous

phosphate) and miTcury (excepi, mercurous chloride) do 1 ‘ t cw w.

In previous oxj'eriments in these laboratories tls ? t jiizability of
iodine as a sensitive detector of active nitrogen has be(M reported already.

The colour of the entire aftor-glow' in the observation i ube c.aitainiug tbi’

small iodine receptacle changes to blue almost immediately af h r 1 lie activo

nitrogen is admitted. This has boon traced to the presence of iodine'

vapour in the observation chamber. That simple sublimation is not the
sole factor is indicated by the fa(;t that the migration of the iodine vapour
is sensibly less in absence of active nitrogen.

Calcium sulphate glow, when examined over a plane glass him, showed
a marked heterogeneity in the distribution c»f the intensity.

Amongst organic substances fluoranthene chrysen, indol, starch,

carbazole, sodium benzoate, nephthalene-sulphonie acid and jS-methyl

4
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anthracene showed a pronounced luminescence. Naphthalene, diphenyl,,

urea, dextrin, fumaric acid, oxalic acid, aniline brown, eosin, yeast, etc.,

are inactive. In organic compoimds the colour of the luminescence

depends more on the nature of the exposed material than in the case of

inorganic substances. Thus for example carbazole glowed light pink;

phenanthrenquinone brownish red, and indole pale yellow. A majority

of the bromo- and chloro-compounds were found to be inactive.

25. Vapour pressures of hydrochloric acid in benzene and
solutions of phenolic ethers in benzene.

N. L. Phalnikar, S. P. Walwekar, and B. V. Bhide, Poona.

The method of Saylor {J.A.C.S.. 19.37, 1712) for determining the
vapour pressures of hydrogen chloride in benzene, has been modified.

In the modified apparatus equilibrium between vapour and the solution

is rapidly attained and a determination does not take more than an hour.
Vapour pressures of hj’^di'ogen chloride in benzene have been determined at
26°. The results are in agreement with those of O’Brien, Kenny and
Luerchor {J.A.C.S.. 1939, 2504) and Wymie-Jones {J.C.S.. 1930, 1064).

Vapour pressures of hydrogen chloride in solutions of anisole,

hydroquinone dimethyl ether and para-nitro-anisole in benzene have been
determined for various concentrations. A marked depression in the
vapour pressures is observed in the case of anisole, but there is no indica-

tion of an addition compoimd being formed. In the case of the other
two ethers the vapour pressxires are michangcd.

26. Magnetism and molecular structure.

Mata Prasad and S. S. Dharmatti, Bombay.

hi continuation with our previous work organo -metallic compounds
of Se, Te, and S have been investigated. It has been found that ionic

values calculated according to Slater’s and Angus’s method together with
Pascal’s data give susceptibility values which are more in agreement with
the experimental values than those in the case of inorganic comj)Ounds.
The substances investigated so far are of the type (CH3 ) 2Tel2 and
(CH3)2TeCl2.

27. Miignotic susceptibility of barium ion.

Mata Prasad, S. S. Dharmatti, and C. B. Kanekar, Bombay.

The ionic susceptibility of barium ion has been calculated in its natural
valency state according to Slater’s and Angus’s method. The value

according to Slater’s method is —33*3 X 10“*® and that by Angus’s method

is --31*6 X 10“"®. The value for the ionic susceptibility of barium ion

given in the International Critical Tables is — 38-2x10”®. In order to
examine this large discrepancy, the susceptibilities of several pure barium
compounds were measured and the ionic susceptibility of barium ion
was calculated therefrom. The observed results are in better agreement
with the values calculated from Slater’s and Angus’s formulae.

28. Molecular orientations in crystals of diphenyl-disulphide
and diphenylene-disulphide.

Jagdish Shankar, Agra.

The crystals of diphenyl-disulphide and diphenylene-disulphide have
been examined by the X-ray rotating crystal method by Jagdish, Prasad,

4B
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and Peermohemad (J. Indian Chen:. Soc., 1937, 14, 184), Egartner, Halla,
and Schaeheri {Zeit. f. phys. Chem., 1932, 18, Abt. B, 2-3, p. 180,) and
K. Wood {Nature, 1938, 142, 267,). In the present investigation the
magnetic anisotropies ot' the two crystals have been measured by the
method of Krishnan. The principal gram molecular susceptibilities (30®)-

calculated frori the above for the two crystals are as follows:

—

Diphenyl-diHulpaido .. = — 132*7,
X/i

== "“1^4*3,

Diphenyleno- disulphide .. x^ —118*4, ^3
“ --161*4, v == —108*2,.

/• - 70®.

The orientations of the molecular pianos calculated from the above
show that ill diphenyl-disulphide the molecular planes are equally inclined
to the a and tlic h axes and are inclined to the c axis at about 62®. In
the case of di phonylene disulphide the above results show that the pianos
of th(' two benzene nuclei are inclined at about 140°, the line joining the
two sc'phur atoms is inclined at about 30° to the b axis and the general
direction of the molecule makes an angle of about 40° with the a axis.

29. Crysialliiio struct ure of 7)-azotolueno.

Jagdish Shankar, Agra.

The (irystals of /i-azotoliiene belong to the monoclinic prismatic class

and space group with two molecules jior unit cell. The relative

intensities of X-ray rr Sections from some of the jirism and tlie axial

planes have been ineaHured and the structure detorininod by the trial

and error method. The orientatioixs of the molecule in the coll are defined

by the angles

25°,
<l>

r- 10°, 0- 0®

where 6 is the angle through which the molecule, initially placed with its

piano parallel to the (010) face with the length along the a axis, is rotated
about the c axis,

<t>
tlio angle through which it is rotated about the a axis,

and i/i the angle by which it is rotated alxuit the b axis. The above
results are supported by the magmatic anisotropy measurements which
have also been made oji the crystals.

30. Tlie influence of nitrogen j)eroxide on the sponlanoous
ignition of mixture of r/z-ethyl ether with oxygon.

G. P. Kane and M. G. Pandit, Bombay.

previous investigation has shown that at t(MK[)eraf.urcB iH'twfMai

200° and 400° uiidfjr circumstances involving a f-vv o-stage spoutanoous
ignition of simple parafliii hydro(tarbons such as propane, tb( offect uf

NOg addition is of a composite nature, consisting in a siroultanoous

inhibition of the reactions leading to cool flames and a prons i ion of the
direct oxidation of the hydrocarbon. A similar result h»i hpvii obtained
with acetaldehyde, the inhibition of the cool flame reiK tioo being the
greait'si observed so far.

This pa])or describes the results of exj^erimerits -with dbothyl ether-
oxygen media with regard to the influence of NOg additions, on (1) the
lower pressure limits of propagation of spontaneously ignited cool flame
and true igm'tions and (2) on the time lag prior to the initiation of cool
flame and true ignitions.

It was found that NOg additions up to 6 i>er cent had no appreciable
effect on the low pressure limits for cool flames, while at a constant
pressure of the combustiWo mixture, the time lag generally increased
continuously with NOg additions, indicatmg an inhibition of the reactions
leading to cool flames.
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For true ignitions, the low pressure limit decreased with an increase

in the NO 2 content up to circa 3*5 per cent, while it increased steadily

with greater KOg additions. At constant pressure of the combustible

mixture, however, the time lag prior to ignition increased continuously

with NO2 additions.

The bearing of those results on the inendianism of combustion of

hydrocarbons and allied fuels is described briefly.

31, Interaction of hydrogen and nitrous oxide under silent

electrical discharge.

S. S. JosHi and G. S. Deshmukh, Benares.

Studies of this reaction which have been in progress for a considerable

time in these laboratories have shown that the mechanism of the change
is not only very much more complex when produced under the discharge,

compared with the thermal and photochemical reactions (Hinshclwood,
rroc, Roy, Soc., 1924, A, 106, 292-298), Melville {Proc. Roy. Soc., 1933, A,
142, 524-645), Dixon (J. Amer. Chcm. Soc., 1935, 57, 818-821), Cassel

and Cluckaub (Z. physikal. Chem.y 13, 1932, 19, 47-62) and MacDonald
(J. Amer. CJiem. Soc.. 1928, 1-14). While HgO and Ng are presumably
the solo products in the thermal reaction, the discharge j’oaction yields

besides midecoinposed nitrous oxide, nitric oxide, nitrogen peroxide,

o'/.one, water, hydrogen, nitrogen pentoxido and nitrogen trioxide in

proportions, which depend not so much on the electrical factors such as
the applied potential, the frequency and the magnitude of the secondary
current, the energy dissipated in the reaction space, as the gas pressure,

the mutual x>roportions of the two components and especially the stage
of the decomposition produced at a given potential.

liesults are simph^st v^hen hydrogen is present in a preponderating
excess. This has been studied in considerable detail in the pressure
range 170 to 463 mm. Hg at a fixed potential of 3,200 volts (r.m.s.). The
pressure diminishes during the course of the reaction. Its rate is small
during (a) the begirming; increases very appreciably during {h) the second
stage; tends to be constant during (c) the last stage. The corresponding
discharge current shows a rapid diminution during (a); it tends to bo
constant or rise during (6) and (c) with fluctuations towards the end.
The duration of the reaction at a fixed applied potential mcreasos from
about 45 to 850 minutes as the initial pressure is varied between the values
mentioned above.

Kesults of a series of experiments made with approximately equal
^mjportions of nitrous oxide and hydrogen show, that during (u), both
the pressure and current increase, and that this is slower greater the
hiitial pressure; during the next stages (5) and (c), both pressure and current
diminish with time. After (c), however^ instead of a steady state being

reached the pressure rises, reaches a maximum and then diminishes to a
minimum to rise once more, through a series of ''pressure reversals' which
])ersist for a long period (they were actually observed in one case for

1,200 minutes, the time corresponding to o-}-5-j-c being about 150 minutes).
It was remarkable to observe that the corresponding discharge current
shows synchronous ' reversals \ the current being at the minimum when the
pressure also was minimum and vice versa.

This is not a merely periodic fluctuation in the rate of the pressure
change, as might come about by a like change in the applied potential
but a reversal in the sense or the direction of the reaction, as shown by a
periodic diminution and rise of pressure. Detailed results have been
obtained for the influence of temperature in the range 7 to 60°C. on the
occurrence of these reversals.

' At high pressures the reaction was found to be uncontrollably fast

after a brief initial stage; its dtuation is almost hyperbolically related
with the magnitude of the initial pressure.
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At still higher proportions c»f nitrous oxide praeticallv all the above
phenomena are observable with the rather significant difference that the
pressure reverml do not continue almost indefinitely as in prtwious cases,

but that their aniplitudes diminish as in a succession of damped oscilla-

tions. This remark applies fully to the corresponding synchronous varia-

tions of the current.

32. Interaction of pliosphoriu with nitrous-oxide under the

electncal discharge.

S. S. Josni add Y. If. Kane, Benares.

This reaction has beeri studied in electrical disiiuirges due to

alternating potentials which were x'ariod in the range 2,000 to 0,000 volts
(r.m.s.) at a frequency o^' GO and 500 (*yclos per second of the A. (7. suj)ply.

The annular space of the Sjeiueiis" tube was coat (*d witli a film of phospliorus.

The gas ])r(‘SHur:* was varied in the range 110 to 150 lum. Hg. Under
exposure to discharge the pressine diminishes first rapitlly and then
slowly, pracdically to zero, at tlio end of the reaction. Tlic time variation
of the current shows a r(‘markuhly synchronous })arall(Oism with the
above-mcnti(»ned sections on thf> pressurt^time curves. Th(> current
rises rajridly dni’ing the first ]>hase and slowly subscHpicntly

;
during this

phase th(^ pressure diminution is also slow, d’his is by far the h ugest

stage and almost C()rn})let<‘ly ac(?oimts for the entirr' duration of tlie

reaction; the last sfag<‘ wOiich is very brief invoU ing thi? loss of the residual
5-4 mm. of the gas, ])i(»duccs a very suddiui and fMiormous diminution
(about '1-0 fold) in tlie discharge current.

This pressure diminution has be'on tra<‘c<l to tlie absorption by
phosphorus of botli oxygi'ii and nitrogen produced by tlie decomposition
of NoO. iTitercsting result s liave been obtained on t he absorption, under
electrical discharge' of nitrogen at moderate pn'ssunis. Produedaon of a
nitride of phosphorus has been detiiiitely established in all tViesci

experiments.
It was found that the threshohl jiotontial for the decomposition of

nitrous oxide undtu- electrical discharge was didnuul much less sharply
when jirfiducod in con. act with pli()s])horus film tliaii in the corres-

})ondiiig homogeneous change. J^ata of further experiments for this and
similar discharge reactions studied in these laboratories sliow" that the
above result is general.

Nitric oxide, nitrogen and undecomposed nitrous oxide have been
observed to be amongst the initial products of decomposition. Nitrogen
and oxygon occur after about 3 j>er cent of the total time for the reacticn.

A theory has been proposed for the mochanism of the change uudei t hr

discharge.

33. The interaction of sulphur and nitrogen under cloctt iail

discharge.

S. S. Jo3Hi and Sadanand Siksikar, Betiofes.

Sulphur deposited (as a thin film from carbon disnijiliiiie solutions)

on the inside walls of the armular space of a Siemens’ oz.- an/.ei- was exposed
to electrical discharges at low pressures of nitrogen, varied in the range,
25 to 150 min. Hg at 50 cycles per second and abf>nt 1 1,000 volts (r.m.8.).

A progressive dimmution of the pressure (the rate being high during the
initial stages) was produced. At high hiitial pressures the pressure was
reduced almost to zero at the minimum, which took about 8 hours of
continuous exposure to tho discharge. Curiously enough, it was foimd
that on a continuation of the discharge after the attaiimient of this

minimum, the gas pressure increased slowly but sensibly. It took, for

instance, about 5 hours of exposure after ttie minimum to reproduce about
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'O'TS per cent of the gas pressure, which was introduced at the commence-
ment of the reaction. It was very interesting to observe that the

corresponding discharge current diminished to a minimum and showed
a subsequent rise fairly concurrently with the above pressure variations.

The rate of the reaction at a given applied potential and frequency, as

judged by the signifi(;ant pressure change, on both sides of the minima,
becomes greater the smaller the initial gas pressure; the corresponding
recovery to the initial pressure is also more complete.

The presence of sulphur nitride produced imdor discharge under the
above conditions has been definitely established and accoimts for a
substantial part of the pressure reduction. Presumably, a portion of this

sulphur nitride decomposes during the stage after the minimum on the
pressure-time and current—time curve, which would explain the observed
pressure reversal.

The spectral appearance of the glow was markedly different before

and after the ‘reversal*. The rise of the current and of the pressure
after it, is rapid in the beginning; they then gradually slow down into a
stationary state. Once this last stage is attained (unlike that during the pre-

reversal stage) further continuation of the discharge even for large periods

of time has no influence on the constancy of the pressure and the discharge
current.

34. An ‘ageing’ effect in bromine vapour under electrical

discharge in Siemens’ tubes.

S. S. JosHi and Sadanand Sirsikar, Benares.

It has been found that similar to chlorine (c/., Joshi and Narasimhan,
Proc. Indian Sci. Contj.y 1940, Part III, p. 24), the discharge current
produced in bromine vapour at a fixed frequency shows a marked diminu-
tion after the apy^lication of the secondary potential to the vessel. The
discharge was produc^xl in the annular space of a glass ozonizer of the
Siemens type.

The diminution of the current was vc^ry rapid soon, after the initiation

of the discharge; it then slowed down into a steady state, when the
current remained constant. If, however, the discharge was discontinued
at this stage and re-started at the same a])plied potential as before the
secondary current was not fully restored to the original value. The
restoration was completed the greater the time interval between tlie

discontinuation and reproduction of the discharge. In one series of
experiments at 8,000 volts about 4-5 hours of interval had to be allowed
after the switching off of the secondary potential, when on its re-application

the original current was obtained. These hysteresis effects were found
to be a function of, and decreased with the applied potential. Tlie

initial diminution of the current also was greater the greater the applicMl

potential, other factors remaining umdianged. The above ‘ar/cmr/’

effect increased on the exposure of the system even to stray radiation at
all the stages of the time—curremt curves.

35. Behaviour of chlorine subjected to electric discharge and
irradiation.

S. S. Joshi and K. Khppuswamy, Benares.

It has been observed that irradiation introduces very appreciable
differences in the electrical properties of chlorine subjected to discharges
due to alternating fields. The gas was contained in the annular space of
a Siemens tyj>e ozonizer made of glass; NaCl solution served as electrodes.
The arrangement admitted therefore of exposing the gas to an external
source of radiation before or after the initiation of ionization by applying
4he necessary potential to the ozonizer.
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In the range of 66-500 mm. Hg the minimum th’^shold potential

ifif., Joshi, Curr. Sci., 19;i9, 8, 648) was greater under irradiation than
in the darlc, for a given value of the gas pressure and frequency of the
A.C. supply. As is to bo anticipated (Z/ic. cit.), the discharge current
in the dark prochicod at a given gas pre'^sure, applied pote/itial and
frequency dimini'ihed appreciably as soon as the system was exposed to
light. It is bcbevod that this suppression 9 of the secondary current
observed for tho first tinier in those laboratories (c/., Joshi and Narasimhan,
Proc. Indian Sri. C^ngre^iSy 1940. Part III, p. 40) repn^sents a hitherto
unrecognized pjjenomenon in the already vast and rapidly accumulating
data on the discharge j)hono’r.ona in t!ie gases.

It has boon found that 9 ohucrvcd for o constant light intensity at a
given gas pressure (varied in the range mentioned above) increases by
increasing thu applied potential (varied from '1,000 to 7.000 volts) at a

(umstant frequoncy and i-einperatnre; it also increases by reducing tbe
tcanperature studied in the range 7”—75°C., the pressure, jiotential and
frequency being kept c'onstant. 0 is also greater higlior tlie fi‘c>quency of
the A.C. supply varitai from .'>() to 'iOO cycles ])er Hecf)nd,, other factors
mentioned above remaining unaltered.

Data are given for the influenee on 6 of diffenait proportions of
foreign gases.

36. Stizdkvs iij 1lio electrolysis of aqueous cobalt sulphate.

Part I. Electro-deposition of cobalt on iron.

S. S. Joshi, 1). N. Solaj^ki, and B. N. Dutt, Benares.

A reviev' of th(> literature shows tluit very lit tle work has been done
on cobalt deposit ion, though the sister metal nickel has, thoroughly,

boon jnvestigati'd. A study has. therefore, ta.H>n made in these
laboratories, to invest igado the optimum conditions i'or smooth, lustrous,

adhesiv(^ and satisfactory deposits. The influence, on tlio nature and
quality of tlie d(‘]iosit was examined microscopically, of the following
fjictors: (i) oloctrolyte c.oncentration, (ii) inten^lec.trodo distance, (iii)

duration of clectroly ..is, (iv) C.D., (v) toraporaturo, (vi) bubbling air

through the electrolyte, and (vii) addition agents.

In tlie experimonts, under (i), the concentration of cobalt-suljdiato

used for the bath solution, was varied, in the range 1-5A/-71//10. Kosults
ghow that satisfactory deposits at a particular C.D. can be obtained

]\[
only from solutioji as stronger and too dilute solution.*', are fourni l.n

give less satisfactory dcyiosits, former due to too high a mrital-ion-contcnt

and the letter, to a local imjiov'orishincnt of the rnotal r rnotal-ion rontoni

or to lack of (u-ystal centres round the cathode, rnir results show that
satisfactory defiosits are obtained only with duration, 6 to minutes,
after which the deposit shows distinct tendon* y to peel of*' Our data,

under (iv), show that with the rise in C.D. the quality c i ho deposit
improves, the optimum value being 90 to 120 amps, per su A. Further
in'jroase of C.D. britig.« about a burnt dej>osit; and vor} bfgh C.D. makes
the deposit rough, loose and pow-dery. At a very If 0*1 C, {). like 10 or 5

amps, per sq. ft. there is hardly any deposit proboliiy du(^ to whole of
the current being utilized in diRcliarging imdesirablo hydrogen. Our
r(\sults, under (v), indicate that uniformly shining and lustrous deposits
are obtained at low temperature (10®C.); with the rise of temperature the
crystal size goes on increasing till at 70®C. the deposit becomes hopelessly
black.

Experiments, under (vii), showed that the addition of H2SO4, H2O2,
boric acid, Na2S04, glycerine, glucose, etc., had a good and favourable
•<3ffect on the nature of the deposit; whereas the twifiition of SnCk,
Al2(S04)3 . 18H2O, CdS04, gelatine, aniline sulphate, etc., proved to bo
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detrimental. Addition of 2% H2O2 to the bath gave excellent deposit

possibly duo to hydrogen evolution being arrested.

37. Studies in the electrolysis of aqueous cobalt sulphate.

Part IT. Anodic oxidation of (^obaltous to eobaltic

sulphate and its confirmation from spectroscopic

observations.

S. S. JOSHI, D. N. SoLANKT, and, B. N. Dutt, Benares.

During the preliininary experiments on deposition of cobalt l^y

electrolysis of cobalt sulphate, a serious difficulty arose due to prodpitation
of a brown-black product with the progress of electrolysis. The product
was, after analysis, found to be hydroxide of cobalt acting as peroxide.

To avoid this precipitate formation several anodes of the insoluble tyj^e

wore used, in absence of the pure cobalt metal. Smooth Tt, Pt (joated

with black ijlatinum, An, Pb, and graphite were tried as anode materials.

In all the cases there was precipitation of tlio brown peroxide, either in

floculent mass or in the form of thin film over the anode. With black
Pt anode, the precipitation occurnMl immediately, hardly within a minute
or two after electrolysis. Anodes of the soluble ty])e like Ag, Sb, Jfi,

Al, etc., were also trk^d and wore found to show the similar anodic jiheno-

menon, though to a very negligible extent due to main anode reaction

being tlie dissolution of the metal used.
In (quantitative ineasurements of the de])osition of cobalt by

electrolysis of cobtilt sulphate by using Pb anode (iron cathode) another
curious behaviour was noted. No two consecutive readings for cathode
efficiency for metal dei)osition agreed though the measurements were
made midor constant conditions of ttnnperature, P.D., etc. The cathode
efficiency contimmusly goes on falling. Tiiis difficulty, i.(?. lack of agree*

ment between consecutive quantitativ(' observations could not bo
completely ov^ercome by varying the conditions like the bath composition,
temperature, (kD., etc., though the agret'meiit was satisfactory, with the
bath, containing cobalt sulphate, and buffen^d with Na.H 2 P04 and II 3PO4 ,

at very high temperature (70®C.), Th(‘ (n^ntinuous fall or diminution of the

cathode efficiency under normal conditions may be attributed to a valency
change of cobalt from divalent to trivalont by anodic oxidation with the

])rogress of electrolysis. That there is a valency change during the electro-

lysis of cobalt sulphate has been further confirmed from si)ectrosco})ic

nioasurements by taking micro-photographs of the absori)tion spectra

for cobalt sulphate solution, before and after electrolysis, and also for

eobaltic sulphate solution prepared by electrolytic method.

38. Electro-deposition of cadmium on iron.

S. S. JosHi, D. N. SoLANKi, and B. G. Joshi, Benares.

A review of the literature shows that much of the work on cachiiium
deposition is restricted to the use of double cyanide solutions, which are,

however, unstable and too (jften apt to undergo decomposition and thus
offer many practical difficulties in maintaining the satisfactory control
of the bath. Experiments carried out in these laboratories, under
varying conditions of (i) electrolyte concentration, (ii) inter-electrode
distance, (iii) C.D., (iv) time duration, and (v) temperature, showed
that no satisfactory smooth and adherent deposits could be obtained
from cadmimn sulphate bath. At constant values of concentration, C.D.,
temperature, etc., the deposit, which was initially bright and adhesive,
became, as the time elapsed, powdery, non-adlxesive and black due to
the increased alkalinity of the bath with the progress of the electrolysis,

and subsequent inclusion of the basic hydroxides in the cathode deposit.

Kurda’s {Z. physik. Chem., 1936, 175 , 377-382) findings lead to similar
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conclusions. Our results show that the tuidition <)f free H2SO4 to the

hath solution considerably iiiiprovcd the nature and quality of the deposit,

as examined microscopicully. The concentration of H2SO4 was varied

in the range iV/50"xV/4; most satisfactory deposits were obtained in the

prescmie of JV/50 1123(^4. Increased concentration of the acid, liowever,

besides lowering tne cathode efiic'iency to a considerable extent due to

excessive bydroge?. evolution, gave cracked and ])itted deposits with dei'p

crevices. Our results with the addition of Na2Sv)4 (I to 10®o) to the bath

(4% e}idmimn-hA7oO H2SO4) sliow that both quality and quantity ol the

de])()sit got very much improved with inen-asc'd a,mount of the added
material, uj) to 5% and thcii remain nimost uuaffeeted witli 10®o*
favourable results eau lie attriouled to sodium sulphate acting, either,

as a (iouduc.ting salt, or, as a bath stabilizer [)>' its bidter-aetion.

Tlie indue xe of C.D, and temT)eratur(\ < n tie' natures and magnitude

of the de]K»sit from the bath (4% i-admium
I
iV/oO 41 ]

•''>?() Na2S04 ),

lias lieen studied in detail. Our ilata sliow that with the increase m
O.D. the gniin-size bee-omes finer and finer uj) to a particular limit (o

amps./ (j. ft.), liowmi'F, the deposit shows tendeney ttiwards tree-

formation or burning. Tlie cathode ('lllicioiiiy giadiially incroases with

C.D. but the increase is very small wiii(‘b shows that (M). has no marlual

influence on ea^thode etlicii'iiey of eadmium do]><)siti()n, jmssibly duo to

absence of liydrogmi evolution, undta' tlu' opi'rating i-omlitions <)1 the

bath. W(‘rnick (^ZVua.v. KlcciroclK'yn, iSor., Ih3-, 62, 7r>-S()) and ^\ to labe

and Tsuclnmvdo (./, Min. Met., .bqian, lOLMi, 7, 3 10. 34-40) obtaimxl

similar r<‘sults. Our data sliow that both (juahty and (juantity of the

deposit at constant (M/, im}>ro\'c by iiicr<‘asing tbo toin])i‘rature up to a

certain o.Ktent (4r)'^(^) and di'teriorate at higbor temiit'raturi's (SO f .).

Under the o])timum (conditions, the (dh'ct on (juality and quantity

of the (U-posit was stiulii-d by adding, to tbo bath, various inorganic and

organic substances. Al2{S()4
);i

. I SHoO, KiS( >4 . 7Ho(), Iio02. ^oSO.t.

7H2O, fIgUU' .SnUlo, SiiO, vSnOo and traces of Sn(h4, SliUlg and

IhClg wer(' tried. "A tracc'of SnUla ga\e most satisfactory di'jiosits ])ossibly

due to its hydrolysis and subseipient inelusioii in tlii' di'ix'sit. Good

deposits wore also obtained in iiresoiux^ of nickid sulphatt^. Other

Hubstanees either showed no inueli improvement (Al2(S04 );, . 1 HH2( ),

ZnS04.7Ho0, etc.) or ,.av(» hopelessly^ bad and s]M)ngy dejiosits (CroOa,

llgOlo, etc.)". Additiiin of dextrin or gelatin improved tlu' nature ol tlie

deposit; while pyridine, carbon dit^nljihitk', sucrosi' and glycerine gave

unsatisfiKA< try d(>] )o s its

.

39. A stiuly of some ])hysic(>-chomi(*ai iketors in tbo oloclro-

deposition of nickel.

S. S. JosHi, 1). N. SoLANKi, and DamriSinch, lienare.^.

A review of the literature shows that though lueh work Iw

dori(^ oil eleetro-(le[)ositiou of nickel, tb(‘ inlormatioii availabl. o ganling

the quantitative di'position of th.^ midal und(‘r a,nons com lit . e is very

meagre. A d(‘tailed and exhaustive study, ha.-.. th('relon\ m '»‘ade, to

iruvstigate the optimum conditions for smooth, adherent .e i itisfaetury

defiosit of nickel over iron as the basi' metal, from n eontaining

iiickei sulphate, nickel chloride and beric acid at . aix ,os vabms ot

electrolyte concentration, inter-electrode distamte, dmation .d .‘lectrolysis,

temperature, C.D., and pH. Under constant o]a,mnim

electrolyte concentration, eIe<*trode distance, duration, and pH (5 )

the influon(!e of the following f^;tors on cathodi! elfic.aency lor mck<d-

deposition has also been studied in detail.

(il Temperature, (ii) C.D., (iii) addition agents, organic arid inorganhi,

in small (luantities, (iv) addition of non-electrolytcs, in large qnan titles,

(v) nature of the cathodic material, (vi) superimposing A.C. on t .U.,

causing deposition, and (vii) bubbling air, under pressure, through tlio
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electrolyte during the electrolysis. Our data, under (i), show that the
cjuality of the deposit improves by increasing the temperature up to a
certain extent (about 45°C.) and deteriorates at higher temperatures

;

though it slightly diminishes at very high temperature, especially for
high C.D. It is interesting to note that the effect of temperature in raising
tbe cathode efficiency is more marked at low C.D. than at high C.D. Our
results, under (ii), show that at too low a C.D., either, there will be no
(Uiposit, or, it will be dull and unsatisfactory, the cathode efficiency being
too low duo to excessive hydrogen evolution. With increase in C.D.,
liowever, the quality and quantity ofthe deposit improve, up to a particular
J unit duo to gradual diminution in hydrogen evolution, and then deteriorate
at Ingher C.D., which gives j)owdery, burnt and spongy deposits due to
rapid depletion of the rnetal ion content round the cathode.

Amongst the addition agents tried H2O2 and Al2(S04)3.18H20
])roved to give most satisfactory and fine-grained deposits, the former
by arresting the hydrogen evolution, evidenced by high cathode efficiency
and the latter due to its hydrolysis and subsequent inclusion in the cathode
deposit. Addition of CdCl2 and dextrin in small quantities proved
beneficial; while addition of HgCJg, SnCh, glue, pyridine, CS2, and acetone
j)roved detrimental. Chromic acid (063^) was found to bo highly detri-
mental oven in minute traces, only facilitated free evolution of hydrogen.

Our results with the additions of non-electrolytes—ethyl alcohol,
glycerine, methyl alcohol, sucrose and mamiitol—in large quantities show
that the cathode efficiency increases steadily with the progressive addition
of the non-electrolyte in all cases, till it approaches a limiting value; it

r(‘mains practically constant being unaffected with further addition, in
the case of C2HfiOH and glycerine, but is depressed in the case of mannitol
and sucrose. Tlie conductivity, viscosity and density measurements of
these solutions wore also made.

40. Variation of trauBj^ort nuiubor of silver ion in water-
methyl alcohol solutions.

Hauirao J. Arkikar, Benares.

Contrary views are held regarding the influence of the medium on
the traTisport number of silver ion. Carrara [Oazctta. 1903, 33, (i), 241)
believes that no complex is formed in the medium, wliilo others notably
Xruinmreich (Zeit. ElvJctrochein., 1916, 22, 446) find it necessary to assume
the formation of an alcohol -water com]jlox to account for the maximum
in the transport number curve. Data recorded in the present paper for
the transport number of silver ion in A//20 silver nitrate solutions in water-
methyl alcohol medium at constant temperature, agree with those of
Krurnrnreich for water-ethyl alcohol media. Corresponding variations
in the viscosity, surface tension, electrical conductivity, and coefficient
of apparant volume expansion of medium also are studied and enough
evidence is to be found in these data for the formation of a complex at
about 35 per cont methyl alcohol by weight and this is in complete
agreement with the views of Detman, Dunstan and Trauba (‘Viscosity’
(Monogram on Inorganic and Physical Chemistry series), 1914) who from
the viscosity and other data have shown that complexes of the type
(’H3OH . 3H2O, and CoHgOH . 3H2O are formed.

41. An extrapolation method for determining single electrode
potentials.

SuBODH Kumar Majumdar and Durgadas Chakrabortty,
Calcutta.

Measurement of single electrode potentials, as is well known, is a
matter of groat difficulty. Various methods, such as those depending on
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the use of the Dropping Electrode, Capillary Electrometer, etc., have
been proposed. A null ek 'trode method was proposed by Benewitz
and Schulz {Z. f. physikaiu^he Chemie. 1926, 124 , 116), which inwlvea

destruction of th€' double layer on one of two similar electrodes dipped

in the same solution. The metal ion concentration of the solutivn is

altered and the point is noted at which no current flows through the

system. At this point the potential difference between solution and
electrode is assuniod to be zero and this electrode can bo subsequently

used as null electrode. A inodificatioi. of this method has been attcmpkxi.

The standard value of normal electrode potential of sih'or (as against

iHurnal hj’^drogen electrode) is ^.^iven by Lewis (“Thermodynamics and
Tree Energy of Chemical flubsi^ances.’* 1923) as 4 0-7996 volt, from which

the silver ion concentration, at wiii di the silver electrode will behave as

mill electrode, ^omes out to be 8-71 x Ileversible silver electrodes,

prepared by various methods, were dipped in siix’^er nitrate solutions of

various concentrations and the E.M.K. was measured at 36°C., witli

N-KCl- and saturated KCl-calomel electrodes, using NH4NO 3 bridge,

'^rho sibw ion concentration was vark*d by (i) dilution, (ii) precipitation

of silver by standard KI solution, and (lii) removal of sl1\ or ion by adding

standard ammonia solution, and the E.M.E. of the (*haiu measured. The

value of the E..M.E. thus found was plotteii against log [Ag-+] and the

value of E.M.F. extrapolated for -13-06. This obviously corrosporKled

to tho single electrode pctei'tial of the calomel oleetrodo, as the "v’lver

electrode at l}us stage behavial like a null eloca rode. A series ol solutions

of different concentrations of silver iiilralo with the same electrode was

studied and the curves for tlu' same electrode sb<^w(‘d ihi^ same inclination,

excepting for ammonia and at very low eoncentratious of silvw ion

(5X 10-3A). Evidently ‘he diserepaney in tho former ease is duo to tho

formation of ammonia complexes of uncertain eomjjosition and in tho

latter due to the fact that tho Ag-electrodo, like many other metal elec-

trodos, is not reversible at vary low silx or ion (K>ncenti*ationH. Ihe results

obtained by tho otljer two methods show quite satisfactory concordance,

with tho results previously ofkained, as will bo soon from the following:

N-KCl calomel .. -1 0*279 volt.

< ()*27SG (( Jlasstouo).

I
0*2824 (Clarke).

]t should be added, however, tiuit the method do(is not propose to

give absolute values but only values n4ative to tlie normal liydrogeu

electrode.

42. A push pull electronioier xulve potoiitiomoior,

C. T. Abichat^dani ami S. K. K. Jatkar. Bangaloro.

A Push Pull Electrometer Valve CoteutiomeJ < eousistiug of two

Osram Electrometer Valves in push i)uU followed by two ik ^ '‘b- os also

ill pusli pull, which gave no drift in a mirror galvanomctei aas been

described in this paper.

43. Dissociation constants of isomeric halogono- j^lu nols.

C. T. Abichandani and S. K. K. Jatkak, Bangaloro.

The dissociation constants of o-, w- and j>- iialograiophenols from the

electro-motive forces of tho cells without liquid junction, using the yiush

pull electrometer valve potentiometer, have been measured. Tho liydrogen

electrode was replaced by a glass electrr»de, as the former was easily

poisoned. A linear relationship has been shown to exist between the field

intensity* at the carbon atom and tho logarithm of dissociation constant.

The effect of the dielectric constant of tho medium on the dissociation
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constants has been determined. The infra-red spectra of phenols has
been discussed in relationship to the structure of the compounds.

44. Dispersion of dielectric constants of binary mixtures.

(Miss) Nagamani Shama Rao and S. K. K. Jatkab, Bangalore.

The dielectric constants of the system benzene-carbon tetrachloride

in liquid state have been measured over a frequency range of 23 to 10,000
k.c., using piezoelectric quartz oscillators. The dispersion is not appre-
ciable over this range, and the molar polarization P12 and polarization P2
shows a sharp minima at the composition where the cryoscopic methods
indicate one to one complex and the selective adsorption by silica gel, is

zero. A maximmn is shown in the dielectric constant curve as well as
in the selective adsorption curX^e by norit and silica gel when the composi-
tion of the mixture corresponds to COI4. 4C^}H6.

46. Dipole moments and molecular structure. Part I. Dipole
moments of ethyl esters of phenyl substituted acetic,

malonic and glutanic acids.

N. L. Phalniicak, B. V. Bhide, and K. S. Nabgunp, Poona.

Dipole moments of the following estei's have been determined in

benzene solution at 30°C. at 100 meters wavelength.

1 . Ethy 1 phenyl acetate (1*824).

2. Ethyl phenyl methyl acetate (1*82).

3. Ethyl diphenyl acetate (1*76).

4. Diethyl phenyl malonate (2*54).

5. Diethyl phenyl methyl malonate (2*52).

6. Diethyl diphenyl aialonate (4*43).

7. Diethyl phenyl glutarate (2*51).

8. Diethyl dijilienyl glutarate (2*43).

The numbers in tla^ brackets are the dipole moments in Debye units.

Tlie study of the moments of ethyl esters of phenyl substituted
acetic, malonic^ and glutaric a(;ids have? shown that the effect of the phenyl
group on the moments of these acetates and glutarates is very small,

,.but there is a definite inductive effect of the phenyl group on the moments
of phenyl substituted malonates.

46. Dipole moments and molecular structure. Part II.

Dipole moments of ethyl esters of alkyl substituted

malonic acids.

N. L. Phalnikab, B. V. Bhide, and K. S. Nabgdnd, Poona.

Dipole moments of the following esters have been determined in
benzene solution at 30°G. at 100 meters wavelength.

1. Diethyl malonate (2*54).

2. Diethyl dimethyl malonate (2*32).

3. Diethyl diethyl malonate (2*10).

4. Diethyl dipropyl malonate (2*16).

5. Diethyl mono-isopropyl malonate (2*40).

An equation has been derived to calculate the moments of compounds
of the type of diethyl esters of substituted malonic acids. Using this

equation the moments of diethyl esters of substituted malonic acids

have been calculated and the observed values are shown to be in accordance
with the valency deflexion hypothesis.
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Earlier values of dipoL' .nomeii^s of cycle 1 : 1 dicarboxylates deter-
mined by Farmer and Wolhs {J.C.S., 1933, 13071 have been recalculated
and shown to do in accordance with the valency deflexion hypothesis.

47. Charge and stability of colloids. Part III. Potentiometrie
titration of ferric hydroxide soL

B. P. Yadava and A. C. Chatterji, Lucknow.
In the provioiiR two papers of tliis series the relation })etween charge

and the stabilizing oiTect ])rodii(‘(Hi ]>y the addition of luinuto quantitie\s
of H 2S, HCl and non-electrolyter like methyl alcfdiol, ethyl alcohol agar-
agar, etc., were studied.

In this paper the (ihenges produced in the forTic hydroxide sol
prepared fron... lerric chloiido by the addition of ammoiua have been
followed potent inmfitricnlly stop by step when vmrious c’oagulating
eloetrob'tes are addvd gradually in inoriMising quantities.

The method followed is essentially one v'hich has i)een developed by
Kabinowitsc h aiul Weisor with mo<]ili<^atioTis introduced to reduce the
li()uid junction potential to a minimum. The rosnlts (d)taincd indicate
that the quantity of chk)ride set lrf‘(‘ by the added eletdrolyti' is somotimos
greater than the ele(drolyte added. Wcaser’s opinion that this is duo
to faulty experimental procedure and ohs('rvjilion is not true.

It has boeii found that if the sol is imjiure, the (quantity of chloride
liberated is gn^ator than the equivalent anunmt of the coagulating ele(?tro-

lyte. Witli pi'ogress of dialysis the same sol sots fnai lesser fjuantitios td’

cldoride than the amount of (dectroly t-o added.

48. Charge and sUU/ility of colloids. Part IV. Poteiitiometric

titration of aluniiiiiiini hy<]roxido sol.

B. P. Yadava, Lucknow,

In this paper potontiometrie titrations of aluminium liydroxide sol

y>ropared from aluinuiii. n clilorido ajid ammonia have been studied.

It hiis beeii found that when the impim' sol is titrated with potassium
sulphate, tlu3 (juantity of cblorino liberated is greater than the amount
of siil])bafe added. Hut when the same sol is jmrified by dialysis the
quantity of chlorine sot free by tdie addition of }iotassium suljihate is

considerably less than the sulphate added.

49. Base-exchango of mercuric ions adsorbed on wool.

G. T. Gijrsahani and C. S. Narwant Karachi.

The base-exeliHiige exjKjriments ha.\ e been pofinrnied wdlh '. arMOiis

chlorides and sulphati^s having monovaliuit and <bs'alent eatioh: siieep

wool ti(;ated with various solution of HgClg in o*02.W H(U f ; Ji Ikuiih,

in an air thermostat at 3r>°C. and thus the adsorption of H ;
m .*; iias been

established as shown by the following results:—

(1) Total quantity of Hg taken by one gni. of wmul g on mereasitig

with the initial concentration of HgClo lirst rapidly up to O-lod/ and then

slowly and regularly; there is a diversion in the rurve at (MjuilibriUiii

concentration corresponding to 0-1.^/ initial concentration, d’hero is a

slight increase in the total quantity of Hg taken up with the increase

in time. (2) The quantity of Hg ions exchanged by Na ions goes on
increasing with the equilibrium concentration of Hg(3l2 following nearly

a parabolic curve. (3) The quantity of Hg exchanged by various mono-
valent cations follows the ^^rder K>NH4 >Na, that by divalent cations

Ca>Ba>Mg, in case of chlorides as well as sulphates, it being more by
the latter. (4) In presence of NaCl, the quantity of Hg taken by one
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gm. of wool goes on decreasing with the increase in concentration of
NaCl. On subtracting the exchanged, i.e. the absorbed quantity of
Hg from the total quantity taken up by one gm. of wool, the quantity
combined is obtained. If the quantity of Hg reacted with one gm. of
wool is plotted against equilibrium concentration there is a diversion in

the curve at the equilibrium concentration corresponding to 0*1M initial

concentration, showing two typos of reactions.

50. Alkaline electrometric titrations of gelatin in presence of
sugars.

Ram D. Advani and C. S. Najrwani, Karachi.

Addition of 0.5-3.0 m.mols of aldo- and keto-sugars per 100 c.c, of
gelatin-water sol gives a definite decrease in pH value varying with the
nature of the sugar in the following order

. Mannose> Glucose >Z-Arabinose = Xylose> Galactose> Fructose

>Maltose> Lactose.

On adding non-reducing sugars there is practically no change in pll value.

The gelatin sols, mixed with various quantities of different sugars,

were titrated electrometrically (hydrogen electrode) with standard
sodium hydroxide solution, to verify the increase in acidity on condensation
of aldo- and keto-grouj^s with NH2 groups. Plots of pH against the
quantities of sodium hydroxide added, wore prototype and did not overlap
each other. With increasing concentrations of every sugar, the quantity
of alkali required, for reaching the neutral point (pH = 7) goes on increasing

gradually, and the increase with the similar concentration of different

sugars was different and followed the order-

—

Z-Arabinoso>Mannoso>Gala(5tose = Fructose > Xylose
> Maltose> Lactose

.

It is concluded that the condiuisation power of each sugar varies

with pH of the mixture.

61. Studies on nucleic acid. Pai i I. Variation of properties

with concentration.

S. N. Mukhekjee, Calcutta.

Specific conductivity, hydrogen ion acjtivity, cataphorotic velocity

and total acidities as obtained from potentiometric titrations have been
studied at different concentrations of the nucleic acid (from yeast) sol.

Variations of specific conductivity with concentration as well as of
equivalent conductivity with square root of concentration as calculated

therefrom do not indicate any aggregate formation at the concentrations

studied by us (up to 3X lO-^ equiv. per litre). Changes in cataphorotic

velocities with concentration, however, wore indicative of the foimation
of aggregates but \iltramicroscopic determination of the size of the particles

did not confirm this. The total acidity was, however, found to be
proportional to the concentration.

62. Studies on nucleic acid. Part II. Potentiometric and
conductometric study of the reaction with different

bases.

S. N. Mijkherjee, Calcutta.

Potentiometric titration curves of the same specimen of nucleic acid
sol with different bases showed different total acidities at the same pH.
The order of acidity was found to vary as Ba(OH )2 > Ca(OH )2 > NaOH
>KOH > NH4C)H. Conductometric titration curves confirm these obser-

vations qualitatively but such curves with Ba(OH )2 and Ca(OH )2 are
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extremely complex having j.i fact r^s mucli as four inll0xi<m points aiul
peculiar shapes. The first inflexion point with KOH agreed with the
free acidity of the sol as obtained from pH measiiremonts. Difference in
total acidity with different basi-s, howfo’or, disajipears in the case of t ho
ultrafiltrate which tdiviously indicates that the observed effect is duo to
the presence of colloidal i^articles in the system.

53. Electrochemical properties of arabie acid sol. Part I.

Potontiometric and eondiictomfdric studies on the
reaction ivith hascj.

S. N. Mukheujee, Calcutta.

In arabie acid sol different bases showed different total acidities
both in potentiomctrie and coiuluctometric moasurouients. Tlie order
of total acidity indicated by the bases run as follows— ('a > J5a > Jv. > Ka
(c/-» lyotropic scriesb This diff('renc‘> persisti'd to a certain (‘xtont even
when tho sol was elcctrodialyziHl. Titratio)^ curves indicatod its mono-
basic nature. The first inflexion jioint in the conduetomt'tric curve's
tallied with H-ion activity of the sol while the second iidlexion point
which showed variation with different basi's compared favourably with
those obtained from potentiometrie titration cur\'es. Total acidity vr t ied
linearly wnth '•oneentraticn as o])served with NaOll. Dissociation con-
stants as calculetcd from both tyjxvs of measun rnonts tallied with each
other and the?y were fmiiid to increas(' witii rise vi concentration.

54. Effect of nou-elcctrolytciS on the s])ecitic conductivity and
pH of silicic acid sols.’*'

B. Chattehjee, Calcutta.

Wlien increasing amounts of glucose ((J.K.) werc^ added to (jh’iotro-

dialyzed silicic acid sols tin* specific conductix ity at first incroasesd and
then decn’iased while tho pH initially diminished th(Mi slightly increased

tending to a constant value. Tlu' spi'cilic conductivity (jontiuuously

increased from tho Ix'ginmng when longer time was allowed for interaction.

Tfio specific eoiuluetivity of tlu' ultrafiltrates of tln^ mixtures showed
similar results. Some sort of iutf'raetion aj)])ears to tako place betw'eiai

silicic acid soi and the added gliKiose.

55. Variations in tho ])H, sp(^ci^ic conductivity, total luuilrali'/

abl(^ acid and forms of titiation curva^s colloidei

solutions of hydrogen chiys and hydrog u hontoniu s

on the addition of non-oicctiolytos.’*'

R, P. Mitka and K. C. Ghosh, Calcutta.

WIk'h alcohol ((l.K. (juality) is gradually add d to a carel'io. airifii’d

Uydrogeii (day or hydrogc'ii boiitoniti* sol (sy). «N)nd. fV/, .1
'

' mho.;

pH— (.’a 5*0*; colloid (;oMt(‘nt—2<// 1) its syucific eondm ; ly at first

rapidly iacroases, reaches a maximum at a concemt ratio t o; .diout 0*05

per cent of the added alcohol and them d(?cr<‘aHes. Tho d('' r.)a,-*(> is first

rapid and then slow, the conductivity ultimately T< ri(iiug to beroino

constant. Corrcsyxmding to the^ variations in the s|». conductivity, tfio

yiH at first rayiidly di'cnaiscs, passe.s through a mirmrium and Hum rises

and ayiyiroafdies a limiting value. The ultrafiltrat(‘s also show similar liut

much less yirominent maxima and minima, Tho pH and sp. conductivity

of the sol change with time indicating a slow reaction which is, however,

not an ordinary dissolution yiroce.ss as in that case a continuous variation

* The work has been carried out under a scheme of research tiuauct'd

by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, India.
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in the pH and sp. eondiKitivity instead of the maximum and minimum
would be observed. A hydrogen clay which had boon repeatedly washed
with 25% alcohol also showed such discontinuous variations. They
were not observed with sohitions of H(^l having nearly the same pH and
sp. conductivity as the sol. The total acid (at the inflexion point of the

potentiometric titration curve with a base) of the sol estimated in the

presence of increasing amounts of alcohol also passes through a maximum.
The ultrafiltrate, however, contains little or no titratablo acid which
further shows that practically no acid is brought into solution by the

alcohol. Tile titration curve of the sol—^alcohol mixture has a stronger

acid character than that of the sol itself.

56. The electrochemical properties of synthetic mixtures of

silicic acid and aluminium hydroxide sols.*

B. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

Synthetic mixture of silica and alumina having Si02 : Al2()3 ratios

(molar) of 2 : 1, 1 : 1 and 1 : 2 were x)repared from electrodialyzed silicic,

acid and aluminium hydroxide sols. The mixtures wore all electro-

positive. The pH and specific conductivity of the mixtures change with
time. The forms of the potentiometric titration curves of the mixtures
with NaOH have different forms from those of either silicic acid or
aluminium hydroxide sols. The titration curie of the mixture having
ratio 2 : 1 shows two inflexion points (at pH 7*0 and 4*5) and that of
ratio 1 : 1 only one inflexion point at y)H 7*2. The mixture having
ratio 1 : 2, however, shows no inflexion point in its titration curve. The
total acidity calculated at pH 7*0 from the titration curves increases
with an increase in the silica content of the mixtures.

57. Studies on tlie ‘zonal effect’ in electrolytic and mutual
coagulation of colloids in the slow region by transparency
determinations.

S. S. JosHi and 0. 8. Kamakrishnak, Benares.

The present work was undertaken with a view to extend the findings
of Joshi and co-workers {J. Imliaa (Jhem.. Soc.^ 1920, 13, 311-314; ibid.y

pp. 439-447; ibid., 1937, 14 , 103-108: ibid., pp. 388-395; Current Science,

1936, 4
, 870) that increase in opacity or which is the same as decrease

in transparency cannot bo regarded, in general, as a measure of the
corresponding degree of coagulation, and that the progress of the latter
especially in the slow region is not a time continuous change as is con-
templated in Smoluchowaki’s classical theory for the kinetics of coagulation
{Z, physik. Chem., 1917, 92, 129). Two series of transparency determina-
tions have boon carried out in the present investigation. In the first,

differently diluted sols of negatively charged mangane.^'O dioxide were
coagulated in the presence of variously concentrated aqueous solutions
of potassium chloride, barium (^deride, propionic, butyric and succinic
a(jids. The transparency time curves for all thes(i coagulations showed
the ‘zonal effect’, which became more pronounced tlie slower the coagula-
tion, both in the number and the duration of each of the zones. Essentially
similar results were obtained when the above coagulations were produced
iji the presence of sensitizing and protecting agents, and in the behaviour
of positively chargt^d ferric hydroxide mixed with differently concentrated
solutions of chloride, sulphate and phosphate of potassium.

Tho discontinuities or the ‘zonal effect’ also appeared markedly
conspicuous in the transparency—time curves for tho numerous mutual

* The work has been carried out under a scheme of research financed
by the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, India.
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coagulations between colloids, manganese dioxide, the prussian blue,
cadmium sulphide and vanadiom pontoxido whicli were negatively
charged and the positive ferric hydroxide and aluminium hydroxide.

58. Opacity changes in the gel-forming mixtures during
setting.

Mata Prasad and V. 8. Gogate, Bombay.
Ap. apparatus has been devdsod to measure the changes in opacity

in which the fluctuations in the main current have been obviated by using
a Barreter’s filament valve. Compensated photo-cells were used in the
apparatus and these wore suppb'ed by constant voltage by means of a
neon stabilizer introduced in the circuit. This apparatus was used to
measure the changes in opacity during the course of gelation of (1) stannic
arsenate, (2) silicic acid, aiid (3) thorium molybdate gels. Effects of the
addition hydrochloric acid and some iion-electrolytvos on the opacity
changep have also been exaininod. The tiinci-opacity curves obtained in
the first two cases * S ’ shapcvi while f hose in the third case are
hyperbolic.

59. Antinormal variaiion of opacity in coagulations due to
morcurouH sulphate.

V S. Raghavan, Benares.

The present work arf'bo out of the observation by^ Joslii and co-workers
{J . Indian CliGin, Soc,, l.S, 439; ihuLy 1937, 14, i03; t/>td.,pp. 157-171;
also, ihid,y pp. 323- 343; Carr, Sci.y 1930, 4, 870) of the abnormality of
effects when mercuric, chloride' was used as a coagulant. Purushottarn
has rex>ortcd that ivjucHms mercurous suljihatc produced abnormal
changes in the transparency of colloid mangarioso dioxide {KolL Zeit.y

1938, 85, (i), 32; ibid., J939, 86, (3), 301). The prc'sent iiaper gives data
for the changes of opacity x)roduced in colloid arsenious suljihido,

cadmium 8ulx)hid(', ferric hydroxide and mercuric sulphide mixed with
equal v’'olumes of differently concentrated solutions of menmrous 8ulf)hatc.

These results further confirm the notion that a change iu opacity cannot
bo adopted as a measure of the corresponding degrt^o of coagulation

produced. Indeed in the present series of oxperiiiioiits it was found that

in a number of coagulations, (each of which was followed till the setting

in of floccuhition, i.e. the appi'arance of optical hetor(»geneities duo to

discrete particles of the coagida), the system showed an f)verali dirnmn
tion. It was observed, howov’^or, thd whether the chango of ox)acily

was normal or otherwise, its time variation, in general was inark<KiIy

discontinuous or ^zom^V.

60. Variation of the viscosity of colloitis subjecic^u to (i)

cataphoresis, and (ii) high frequoiicy oscillations,

S. S. JosHi and V. S. Raghavan, Bena?cs

It has boon shown by Joshi and co-workers (J. Imimj* ^Ihem, Soc.,

1933, 10, 329; ibid,, p. 699; ibid,, 1934, 11 , 133; ibid.^pp, 55, 573, and

797; ibid,, 1936, 13 , 441; J, Chim, Phys„ 1936, 32 , 455; Proc. Acad, Sci.,

1 936, 6, 41) that contrary to the tacit assumption made by colloid chemists

viscosity does not always increase during the progress of a given coagula-

tion. They have also reported {loc, cit,) tliat usually, if not invariably,

there is an initial diminution of viscosity for wliich quite a variety of

explanations is to be found in the literature of the subject, the simplest

being the adsorption of ions carrying the same kind of charge as the

colloids, obtained from the coag^ating electrolyte. Our experiments,

under (i), show that this initial diminution occurs very frequently when

5
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differently concentrated sols of antimony, arsenious, mercury, cadmium
sulphides, ferric hydroxide (both positively and negatively charged),

thorium and aluminium hydroxide, manganese dioxide, vanadic acid,

Prussian blue, silver and copper ferrocyanides, silver, gold, sulphur
were subjected to short durations of (i) cataphoresis due to continuous
potentials, and to (ii) high frequency oscillations produced by a con-
densed spark discharge. There is a possibility under (i) of ions derived,

in part, from the intermicellar medium interacting with the suspended
particles under the inhuence of the applied field and causing coagulation
and thus simulating the action of an externally added electrolyte. This
factor is, however, almost negligible under (ii), which also shows the
initial viscosity change mentioned above.

Continued exposure to (i) and (ii), showed that in all the coagulations
thus produced, the viscosity varied discontinuously or *‘zonally' with
respect to coagulation time in agreement with our earlier numerous
results {loc. cit,) in different types of electrolytic coagulations. This
general finding also accords fully with previous results obtained in these
laboratories in the case of a largo number of colloids (Joshi and
Subbaiah, loc. cit.) subjected to transpiration in very long capillary paths
disposed equatorially to electric fields due to alternating potentials at
various commercial frequencies.

It is considered that these electro -viscous effects arise out of a
mechanical deformation produced, in part, by the polarization of the
micelle under the applied field; orientation conditioned by the lines of
flow at a given rate of shear and the thermal agitation would also appear
to bo a significant factor. A theory is worked out on the assumption that
the partial or complete neutralization of the micellar charge in coagulation
when external electrolytes are added, differs in degree but not in kind
from (i).

61 . Studies of the yiB(‘osity of colloids by the oscillating

cylinder method during ‘slow’ coagulations and under
fhdds due to alternating potentials.

D. SuBBA Rao, Benares.

In the course of numerous publications by Joshi and co-workers
from these laboratories it has boon reported that a marked limitation

obtains in the use of viscosity to follow the juogross of a givoTi C(^agulation.

In view of the importance! of issues involved, it was considered desirable

to carry out viscosity measurements for colloids subjected to coagulation

by an additional method. The method of the oscillating cylinder which
we have adoj)ted in the present work is also free from the excessive rates

of shear which obtain in all capillary types of viscometer, used in our
earlier work. The arrangement was also convenient to study the infiuence,

on the viscosity of a liquid, of superimposing fields due to alternating

potentials.

The following colloids prepared by the usual methods were studied
at different dilutions : arsenious sulphide, manganese dioxide, ferric

hydroxide, prussian blue, mercuric sulphide, vanadium pentoxido and
aluminium hydroxide, (i) in the presence of differently concentrated
solutions of KCl, BaClg, AICI3 and Th(N03)4 and (ii) under the action

of the electric fields, t) the viscosity was determined by a determination
of T the period of oscillation and of A the logarithmic decrement, produced
by giving an extremely small rotational impulse to the imier cylinder
immersed in the colloid, from the equation,

16/2 ^A-Ao /A-A0Y72
nf>Tr«(r+2d)H w w / )

where I is the moment of inertia of the inner cylinder, r its radius and d
the height ; p is the density of the liquid.

5B
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have fully coufirmcd the ea**lior findings
Joshi and co-workers that th'> connuoncement of a slow coagulation

IS almost always characterizea by an initial diminution of 77. . Furthermoro,
»7 vanes time-discontinuously or zonolly during the progress of every one
of the coagulations which has been investigetod by this method, and
that niunorous coagulations entailed an overall diminution of 77 below the
initial value, wh ich )s contrary to the current \'iew that 77 should rise during
coagulation.

Wlien alternating electric potentials were applied to the inner
oscillating cylinder, the outer one being earthed, in every one of the
cases studied, the viscosity lir’^t; d'>m!niclicd to a minimuni; it remained
either at the minimum or showed, a subsequent increase on a prolongation
of the exposure to the fields.

62. x^gcing of molybdic acid sol.

T. Baisierjee, Dacca.

Measurements of viscosity and bound water of freshly prepared and
aged molybdic acid sols (cone, —0‘()25Af with respect to molybdatol indicate
that hydration plays an unimportant r^lo in the agoing of the sol. The
result on the effect of irradiation and heating of freshly prepared and aged
sols, whereby the particles of molybdic acid decrease in size, go clearlv to
show that in the case of molybdic acid sol agglomeration of simpler
molecules to aggregate molecules can better explain the observed agoing
effect.

63. Studios in soap gels in pinene.

Mata riiAPAi: and C. V. Vishwanath, Bombay.
The times of sotting {t) of gels containing different amounts {A)

of Sodium oloate, sodium pahnitate, sodium stearate and potassium
oleatc ill pinene have boon mt'asured by Fleming’s method, at diffonmt
temperatures {T). Straight lines have been obtained when (i) values of

log A are plotted against lv)g and (ii) values of log t are plotted against

;

The cooling curves of sodium stoarato gels in j)inono have been
studied at different teinperaiun's during sol-gel transformation.

Viscosity ineasureinents of sodimn oloate gels in pinene have been
made by Falling syihero method at different teinjioratures with different

amounts of the gelling sulistanco during setting. When values of viscosity

are plotted against time straight lines are obtained and the straight linns

for different sodium oloate c(»ntent of ili(? gels are alrnnse parallel to oih-

another.

64. Hysteresis in sorption. 1. Permaru uco of the l!;‘>i oresis

loop, Titania gel-water system.

K. SuBBA Rao, Bangalore.

A technique involving tho uso of a McBain-Baki sjuing balance
of quartz fibre has been employed in tho study of hysteresis in soryition.

In tho sorfjtion of water at 30°C., titania gel exhibits a hysteresis

loop which is of remarkable permanence and roprodurdbility, tho hysterosia

loop having been traced after thirty-two sorptions and desorptions. Such a
hysteresis loop is satisfactorily explainable only on the basis of the concept
of cavities with constricted ends.

After four and half months from the commencement of the first

sorption, the hysteresis loop suffers a ‘drift’, which indicates a structural

change in the gel resulting in the variation of the size of the capillaries.
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65. Hysteresis in sorption. II. Scanning of the hysteresis

loop. Titania gel-water system.

K. SuBBA Rag, Bangalore.

Application to the sorption and desorption isotherms of water on
titcmia gel at 30°C. (c/.. Part I), of the Langmuir and Williams-Henry
equations for monomolecular adsorption, shows a clear transition from
monomolecular adsorption to capillary condensation.

The hysteresis loop has been scanned by traversing it from various
intermediate points on the sorption and desorption curves forming the
hysteresis loop. The scanning of the loop has revealed the following
characteristics :

—

(a) From any point on the main sorption curve if desorption is

effected the main desorption curve is reached.
(b) But from any point on the main desorption curve, if sorption

is effected the main sorption curve is not reached but a
separate curve is traced till the peak of the hysteresis loop
is reached.

These characteristics focus on to the concept of cavities with
constricted ends as a general cause of hysteresis in sorption.

The mechanism of the processes of filling and emptying of cavities

has been considered.

Different ways of reaching a point on the main sorption and desorption
curves forming the hysteresis loop have been indicated.

The results on the scanning of the loop indicate that a cavity
completely filled with water, gets emptied only when it is exposed to a
relative humidity loss than what is required for water condensed at the
neck of the cavity to be in equilibrium with the water vapour.

In accordance to the cavity concept, the true equilibrium curve is

the sorption curve, because along the desorption curve the cavities retain

the liquid in a metastable equilibrium.

66. Hysteresis in sorption. III. Permanence and sc«anning

of the hysteresis loop. Silica gel-water system.

K. SuBBA Rao, Bangalore.

In the sorption of water at 30°C., silica gel has exhibited a hysteresis

loop which remains permanent and is perfectly reproducible, the loop

having been traced at the nineteenth sorption and desoiqition.

The hysteresis loop has been scanned by traversing it from various
jjoints on the sorption and desorption curves. The scanning of the loop

has revealed certain characteristics which are in conformity with those
of titania gel-water system (c/.. Part II). These characteristics form a
convincing proof of the concept of cavities with constricted ends as a
general cause of hysteresis in sorption.

A comparison of the hysteresis loops of silica gel-water and titania

gel-water systems has been made.

67. Hysteresis in sorption. IV. Permanence and scanning

of the hysteresis loop. Silica gel-carbon tetrachloride

system.

K. SuBBA Rao, Bangalore.

A series of sorptions and desorptions of carbon tetrachloride at 30°C.

on silica gel have exhibited a hysteresis loop of remarkable peimanonce
and reproducibility, the loop having been traced at the eighth sorption

and desorption.
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A comparison ofthe hy8t''re8is loop with that ofsilica gel- ./ater system,
as regards the shape and size of the loops, has been made in the light of
the cavity concept.

The permanent and reproducible hysteresis loop has been scanned
by traversing the Icop from various iiitermedi/«te points on the sorption
and desorption curves.

The genera^ cl ^iracteristics as revealed by scanning of the hysteresis
loop are in conformity with those of silica gel -water (c/., Part III) and
titania gel-water (c/., Part II) systems. These characteristics are quite
independent of the natuie of the adsorbent and the adsorbate but are
solely connected with the snap and size of the cavities. They point to
the cavity concept as the general explanation of the hysteresis effect in
sorption.

68. Hystero&is in sorption. V. Permanence, scanning and
drift of the hysteresis loop. Ferric oxide gel-carbon
tetrachloride and ferric oxide gel-water systems.

K. SuBBA Rao, Bangalore.

A series of sorptions and desorptions of carbon tetrachloride at 30°C.
on ferric oxide gel has shown a permanent and reproducible hysteresis
loop, the first, second and third hysteresis loops being identical.

The permanent and reproducible hysb^rosis loop in ferric oxide gel-

carbon tetrachloride s),steni has been scanned by traversing the looj)

from various intermediate points on the soq^tion and dosorj^tion curves.
The characteristics of the results are in conformity with those of titania

gel-water (c/., Part II), silica gel-water (c/., Part III) and silica gel-carbon
tetrachloride (c/., Part IV) systems. Tliese characteriKtica being indepen-
dent of the nature of the adsorbent and the adsorbate but depending
solely on the shape and size of tlie cavities in the porous adsorbent, point
to the cavity concept as th(? general explanation of hysteresis in sorj^tion.

In the sorption of water vapour at 30°C. ferric oxide gel exhibits a
hysteresis loop which as a result of sueceasive sorjitious and desorptions

reveals several unique and interesting phenomena such as ;

—

() The continuous decrease in the 8orj)tive capacity at saturation
pressure indicating a deerooso in the total capillary volume.

() The decrease in the area of the hysteresis loop indicating a
decrease in the cavity volume.

(c) The drift of the hysteresis loop, away from the axis other than
that of pressure indicating a widening of the cav ities and
their nocks.

(d) The tail end of the hysteresis loop terminating away from tho

zero pressure indicating the widening of aii tho molecular

necks.

(e) The retention by tho gel of a dofinit' amoimt of watei-

irreversibly, at the end of first desorption.

In the light of the cavity concept, the abf)vo interesting f>honomena

reveal the coalescence of the colloidal particles of ferric oxnin gel, into

bigger aggregates, during successive sorptions and de3orj)tiouh«

69. Hysteresis in sorption. VI. Disappearance of the hys-

teresis loop. The role of elasticity of organo-gels in

hysteresis in sorption. Sorption of water on some
cereals.

K. SuBBA Rao, Bangalore.

A series of sorptions and desorptions of water vapour at 30°C. on
activated rice and dhal grains have revealed the unique colloidal behaviour,

namely the disappearance of the hysteresis loop initially exhibited.
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An explanation of this phenomenon, based on the cavity concept, has
been offered. By virtue of their property of swelling on the imbibition
of water, the grains become elastic and consequently the cavities with
elastic walls lose their property of entrapping water. This results in the
disappearance of the hysteresis effect.

A series of sorptions and desorptions of carbon tetrachloride at

30®C. on the activated rice grain has shown a permanent and reproducible
hysteresis loop.

There has been a striking similarity, in the behaviour, in regard to
hysteresis in sorption of grains like rice and dhal and plant exudate
like gum arabic.

The investigations on the few typical organo-gels have revealed the
r61e, in the disappearance of the hysteresis loop in sorption, of the elasticity

of organo-gels which swell on the imbibition of water.

70.

Hysteresis in sorption. VII. Scanning of the hysteresis

loop. Alumina gel-water system.

K. SuBBA Rao, Bangalore.

In the sorption of water vapour at 30°C. almnina gel exhibits

^ permanent and reproducible hysteresis effect.

The hysteresis loop has been scanned by traversing the loop from
various intermediate points on the sorption and de8orj;)tion curves. The
characteristics of the results on scanning are in conformity with those of
titania gel-water (c/., Part II) and silica gel-water (c/., Part fll) systems.
These characteristics which are explicable only on the idea of cavities

having narrow necks, point to the cavity concept as the general explanation
of the hysteresis effect in sorption.

71.

On Donnan membrane equilibrium.

S. G. Chaxjdhtjry, Calcutta.

By the application of the distribution law of Boltzmann to systems
in membrane equilibrium it has been shown that for the theory of the
Donnan membrane equilibriiun to hold good, it is necessary that Em* the
membrane potential, should bo negligibly small under the conditions

of experiments. When
EmF
RT <<1, where Em is the membrane potential.

Rj T, and F have their usual significance, it has been formd that

{C+)^ + (O-)^ = (0+)^ + (C-)^

where (0+)^ and (C-)^ are the concentrations of positive and negative

ions in the colloid compartment and (C+)^ and {C^)^ are the concentra-

EmF
tions of the respective ions in the other compartment. When is

greater, we have {C+)^ + (O-)^ = {(0+), +(C-)J cosh where

N*'=Ni = or {Ni Ni and are the values of positive and
negative ions.

72.

Adsorption from the binary system benzene-ethyl-aloohol.

(Miss) Nagamani Shama Eao and S. K. K. Jatkae, Bangalore.

The selective adsorption of the components of this system shows
““S’ type of curves for sugar charcoal (activated by H2 and COg) and for
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silica gel and blood charcoal. ‘U* type of onrves were obtained in the

case of sugar charcoal (activated in steam and CO2) and norit. The
shape of the adsorption isotherms is »3xplainod on the basis of complex
formation and association of polar molecules to form non-polar ones.

The maxima in the selective adsorption of this system occur at the

composition corresponding to CftHg, 3C2H5OH, indicating the complex
formation bet^^ooc the associated alcohol molecules with one of benzene.

73.

Adsorption from the binary system benzene-acetic acid.

(Miss) Nagamani Shama Rao and 8 . K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore.

The selective adsorption curves of acetic acid from benzene solutions

in the entii^o range of conceatratiou on (i) sugar charcoal and (ii) blood

charcoal, were of ‘S' type passing through a nogM^tivo maximum at ooin-

positioii corresponding to CeHo, 2(GH3C()OH)2 and a positive maximum at

CoHg, (CHaCOOH)^. It is interesting to note that the polarization curv^e

for this system passes through a maximum at the former composition.

Silica gel gives an inv^erted ‘U’ type of curve, acetic acid being

preferentially adsorbed. The curve passes through a maximum when the

•composition is CflHc,, (OH3COOH)2. It ajipears from those re^iults that

•acetic acid molecules can form loose co-ordinate compounds with

benzene.

74. Study of base-exebango reactions and buffer curves of

Indian rod and laterito soils.

S, P. Raychattdhub t and P. K. Basueaiohaudhubi, Dacca.

Tn the present paper the chief base-exchange proiiorties of a number

of profile samples of red and laterite soils ot India have boon studied.

This includes the study of pH, puroontapos of air-dry luoi-sturo, porcontagos

of degree of saturation, buffer curves ami the iuttueuce of the porceutages

of free alumina, free iron oxide, froo silica and ])ercontago8 of organic

carbon on the nature of buffer curves. Buffer curves were also studied

•with minerals like iimenite, bauxite, lialloysito, kaolin and mont-

moriUonito and with igt ted and non-igmtod olectredial^ed gels of iron

oxide, alumina and silica and with Merck’s humic acid. The relative

absorbabilities of Li, K, Na ami Oa by ordinary air-dry and electro

-

dialyzed soils have bi^en compared. In order to observe closely the effect

of free silica, free alumina and free iron oxide on the nature of buffer

curves, throe soil samples were treated by the method of Iruog and co-

workers and the buffer curves of the residues have been oorni«*rod with

those of original soils. The results show in general tlmt the material

which is responsible for baso-oxchango reactions and buffer capacities m

accumulated in varying amounts at different layers of .J.o prii^hles. Fhe

maimer of variation of this active sod material down the profit k n a.v

prove useful in soil survey and soil classiaoation. .t has been

tentatively that the following substances which may be pres, nf in the

Lil to greater or less extent may be responsible for the buff, i

the soil at different pH ranges:—alumina, oxide of iron, hnmi. acid, and

silica The relative adsorbabilitios of alkali metal cations irom then

buffered solutions by soils follow generally the well-known lyotropic

series K>Na>Li. The removal of free sosquioxides ..iid free silica from

the soils increase the buffer capacities of the residues.

75. Studies in the physico-chemical changes in the black cotton

soil during nitrification.

Mata Pbasad and N. K. Patwabdhan, Bombay.

Nitriheation, in the Black Cotton Soil from the ^l^wa Plateau due

to the ^ded ammonium sulphate at 25 lbs. and 50 lbs. N-eqmvaloi.t
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per acre, under laboratory conditions (pot experiments) during the Bombay
monsoon, has been followed bythe study ofthe physico-chemical properties.

With the advance of the nitrification there is an increase in the
hygroscopic moisture, the exchangeable calcium, the exchange capacity,

the orgainic carbon and the C/N ratio in the first two months from the
start, but in the next two months these values once again decrease and
come back to the normal. The exchangeable sodium and potassium
decrease continuously throughout the experimental period, on account of
treatment, while the amount ofthe exchangeable magnesium is not affected.

The clay contents of the soil remain fairly constant.
When small doses of ammonium sulphate are administered there is

in general no deterioration in the soil structure. But the improved crop
yields lead to the conclusion that the fertility of the soil is definitely

increased.

76. The properties of clay salts.*

S. K. Mukherjee, Calcutta.

Cl€^y8 saturated with metal ions may be looked upon as clay salts.

Clay salts prepared from hydrogen clays obtained from two acid soils have
been used in this present study which deals with the following topics:

(1) The variation of the specific conductivity (sp. cond.) and cataphoretio
speeds (c.v.) of particles with the concentration of the colloidal salt.

(2) Interaction of clay salts with hydrochloric acid.
Tlie variations of sp. cond. and c.v. with the concentration of the

clay salt are not linear and the curves run concave towards the concentra-
tion axis. The interaction of the clay salts with hydrochloric acid was
studied by means of potentiometric titrations. The exchange of cations

for H+ ions as calculated from the amount of acid required to reach the
inflexion point in the titri4<tion curve follows the order of the irregular

cation effect. This is expected in view of the fact that the interaction
with HCl takes place mainly in the region between pH 8*5 and 6*0. These
pH values correspond to the average pH values of the clay salts and the
pH near about which inflexion occurs. In this region the order of adsorp-
tion of cations is that of the irregular cation effect observed in the interac-

tion of bases with hydrogen clays. The variation of silver ion concentra-
tion determined eleotromotrically with dilution of silver clay is not linear

but the curve runs concave towards the axis of concentration.

77. VariatioUvS in the properties of sub-fractions of hydrogen
bentonites with the particle size.*

R. P. Mitra and Shankarananda Mookerjee, Calcutta.

In continuation of previous work on sub-fractions of hydrogen
clays (Mitra and Chakravarty, Proc, 26th Ind, Sci. Cong,, III, p. 184,.

1939) a study has boon made of the variations in the properties of six

sub-fractions of a bentonite from Hati-ki-dhani having mean particle
sizes 0*75/i(I), 0*38/i(II), 0-18^(III), 0*08/x(IV), 0*038Ai(V), and <0-026/i
(VI). The hydrogen bentonites prepared from these sub-fractions by
repeated treatment with a dilute mineral acid have, like the hydrogen
clays, a pronoimcod acid character. They give characteristic titration
curves with bases which have more or less the same form with the exception
of fraction V, The total neutralizable acid in milliequivalonts of base
per 100 grewns of the oven-dried colloid calculated at the inflexion point
of the titration curves tends to increase as the particle size decreases.

* The work has been carried out under a scheme of research
financed by the Imperial Coimcil of Agricultural Researcdi, India.
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The coarsest and the finest fractions have total acids 49*6 and 76*0 witli

NaOH. Fractions II, III. and IV have nearly the same total acid which
is about 60’0. The total acid of fraction V is 55’0 which is somewhat
smaller than the next three coarser fractions. The chemical composition

of this fraction is different from that of the others which have nearly

the same composition. Unpublished work of S. N. Bagchi from this

laboratory fur' he^- shows that fraction V has a mean refractive index and
appearance under the microscope quite diffeiont from those of the other

fractions. Tlie analytical, eloctrochemi(;al and optical data thus all point

to a different minoralogical make-up of fraction V compared to the other

fractions.

The total acid (T^) per sq. cm. of the external surface of the fractions

calculated assuming spherical particles does not remain constant (even

for fractions II, III, IV, and VI which have practically the same chemical

composition) as would bo expected if the reaction with the base were

confined to tho surface. On the other hand, increases with the particle

size indicating thav. the particles have considerable inner surfaces and/or

fresh layers are continually made available as the outer layers react

with the base. An almost complete dissolution of the finest fraction

was observed on titrating with NaOli to pH 9*0.

Organic Chemistry

78. Studies in long-cbaiii acids (iV): On an attempted

synthesis of aJeuritic acid.

P. C. Mitter and S. M. Mukhkrji, Calcutta.

On oxidation with Caro’s acid, cyclohexanone gave cudiydroxy hexoio

acid, the ethyl ester of which gave, on treatment with PBrg tho con'esj^nd-

ing bromooster B.P. 125°-127715 mm. On treatment with sodimn

methoxide in methyl alcohol, this gave ethyl co-methoxy hexoate B.P.

940-..940/5I mm. Tlie o‘?ter, on Bouveault reduction with sodii^

ethyl alcohol, gave w-rncthoxy hexyl alcohol B.P. II27I8

yield. Tho above alcohol was converted into the corrosporu^g bromide

B P. 98°-99°/19 mm., with phosphorus tribromido and pyndme.

The Grignard compound corresponding to the above, was conden^d

with 9-methoxy 8, 9-dibromo nonyl chloride, prepared acceding to the

method of Noller and Bannerot (J.A .G£.. 1934, 66, 1663). Tho

tion product was dissolved in butyl alcohol and

for ten hours. After removal of zinc, the residue wm washed with ri 1^«

hydrochloric acid and then with water, dried and then subjected to Irao-

tiona^8tiUation^^)^^H^(.jj((,Hj)jCl
was found in the fraction Imiluig

at 198'>-20476 mm.

79. Stereoisomerism of cyclohexane derivatives. Tic- synthesis

of 4-methylcyclohexane-l : l-dicarbo>\li. and d-

methylcyclohexane-l : 1-dicarboxylic acids. An evi-

dence for the multiplanar forms oi the cyclohexane

ring.

R. D. Desai and G. S. Sahamya, Bombay

Each of the acids mentioned in the title of the paper has been

in two stereoisomeric forms. This fact can

assumption that the cyclohexane ring “ ^
attempts of the authors in collaboration with Dr. R. i . Hunter to prepare
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the Btrainless modifications of l-carboxy-4-methyl, -3-methyl- and—2-

methyloyolohexane-1 -acetic acids were not successful as only two forms
•could be isolated in each case.

80. The chemistry of alkyl-cyclopentanones. Part IV.

Synthesis of l-carboxy-3-methylcyclopentane-l-a-ben-

zylacetic, 1-carboxy-cyclopentane-l-a-benzylacetic and
1 -carboxy-cyclopentane-l-a-propionic acids.

R. D. Desai and G. S. Sahabiya, Bombay.
By the action of benzyl chloride and methyl iodide on the sodio-

derivatives of the dicyano esters obtained by condensing ethyl-sodio-
cyanoacetate with the cyanohydrins of cyclopentanone and 3-methyl
cyclopentanone, and hydrolyzing the resulting esters with dilute sulphuric
acid, the acids mentioned in the title of this paper are obtained. These
acids were prepared for instituting a comparison with their cyclohexane
and alkylcyclohexane cmalogues prepared by the authors in collaboration
with Dr. R. F. Hunter.

81. Condensation of d-camphorcyanohydrin with aromatic
amines.

T. R. Chandrashekhar and R. D. Desai, Bombay.
Desai, Kamal, and Momin (Jour, Univ. Bombay

y

1937, 6 (2), 85) have
described the condensation of various arylamines with d-camphorcyano-
hydrin. Those observations have now been repeated with d-camphor-
cyajiohydrin, which has been found to condense less readily than the
inactive modification. The molecular rotation of the various l-arylamino-
cainphane has been measured, and it has been observed that though
these compounds have the dextro rotation, their carbamyl derivatives
gave invariably the laevo -rotation.

82.

On synthesis of santalol and related compounds.

P. C. Guha and A. Ktxppxjswami, Bangalore.

With the ultimate object of synthesizing the sesquiterpene alcohol,

santalol, the synthesis of some of its simpler degradation products, viz.

teresantalio acid, toresantalol, etc., has been imdertaken. Camphor has
been sulphonated to give camphor S-sulphonic acid, the sodium salt of
which on treatment with PCI5 gives camphor sulphonyl chloride (Kipping
and Pope, J,C,S,y 1893, 63, 553 ; 1895, 65, 357, 377). It has been converted
to 8-ohloro-camphor (I) by the application of heat. Conversion of (I)

into the chlorotricyclene derivative (II) and also into teresantalio acid
(III) and teresantalol (IV) is being investigated.

CHo

\
/ \

\
\l/
(ii)

/
/
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83. On a new method of syntliosis of tlie norbornylane system.

P. C. Guha and V. It. Srinivasan, Bangalore.

The sodium derivative of ethyl malonate was condensed with ethyl
a-bromopropionate to give the ethyl ester of propano-1 : 1: 2-tnoar-
boxylic acid (I). The sodium derivative of (I) in turn was condensed with
ethyl /3-bromopropionate to giv^e the corresponding tetracarboxylio ester
(II) (b.p. 177-8072-3 mm.). Hydrolysis and decarboxylation of (II)

gave the corresponding tricarboxylic acid (m.p. 180®). The acid was
esterihed and cyclizod tc the corresponding cyclopentane derivative (HI)
(b.p. 150-53®/2-4 mm.). The sodium derivative of (III) was then con-
densed with ethyl bromoacetate to give the corresponding cyclopentane
derivative. This on hydrolysis and decarboxylation gave an acid (IV)
(m.p. 207®).

The ethyl ester of (IV ) is being cyclized to a norbornylane derivative

(V).

COgEt

I

CH CHMe
I

I
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I

Cll CH CO
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I

CH CUiMo
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CH,—i; CO
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COoEt COjEt

CHa CH CHMo

Lhj lui CH^

COjEt

(III) (IV)

84. A theory of colour on the basis of nvfierular strain.

Part III.

SiKHiBHXJ^HAN DuTT, Allahabad.

In accordance with a ‘Theory of colour on the basis of molecular

strain’ advanced by the present author, the true nitroso group (H === O)

is the most fruitful source of intense colour amongst organic compounds

due to the high degree of molecular strain contained therein. For this

reason, the nitroso group has always a tendency to lose the internal strain

by oxidation, reduction or by the formation of an isonitroso compound by

migration of a labile hydrogen atom in vicinity. But under certain
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circumstances, a weakly strained isonitroso compound may pass into a
highly strained nitroso compound with consequent development of intense
colour, by the same process of migration of a hydrogen atom, whereby
an oximino-ketonic structure gets converted into a nitroso-enolic structure.

This structural change takes place by the action of alkalies and organic

bases, whereby the weakly acidic oximino-ketonic form becomes converted
into a strongly acidic nitroso -enolic form, which latter becomes stabilized

by salt formation.
From a study of a large number of isonitroso compounds, the present

author has come to the conclusion that wherever there are a number of
possibilities of tautomerism of the oximino-ketonic form into the nitroso

-

enolic form, the greatest development of colour is produced.

85. Halogenation. Part XXXIII. Halogonation of a-methyl-

naphthaleno.

P. S. Vaema and P. R. Bhattachaeya, Benares.

This paper describes a few experiments on the direct halogonation
of methyl-naphthalene and 4-bromo-l-methyl naphthalene. 1 -Methyl
naphthalene gives on chlorination with chlorine (1 mol.) in presence of
aluminium chloride, 4-chloro-l -methyl naphthalene, b.p. 177-180°/13 mm.,
piorate, m.p. 104-105® and with bromine in presence of iron in sunlight
4-bromo-l-methyl naphthalene, b.p. 155-160°/9 mm., picrate, m.p.
125-126°. On iodination with iodine in presence of sodium persulphate,
4-iodo-l -methyl naphthalene, b.p. 162-166°/! 1 mm., picrate, m.p. 96-98°

and also 2-iodo-1 -methyl naphthalene, b.p. 183-189711 mm., picrate,

m.p. 106-108°, the latter obtained before from 2-amino -1-methyl naph-
thalene (Scholl and Montash, 1918, 39 , 231-236).

With chlorine (I rnol.) 4-bromo-l -methyl naphthalene gives 4-bromo-
6-chloro-l -methyl naphthalene, m.p. 72-73°, b.p. 185°-190°/9 mm. while
with bromine (1 mol.) at 100°, 4 : 5-dibromo-l -methyl naphthalene,
m.p. 100-101° is obtained. 4-Bromo-5-iodo-l -methyl naphthalene, b.p.
200-203°/! 6 mm. is prepared by iodinating 4-bromo-l -methyl naphthalene
with iodine in presence of sodium nitrite and fuming sulphuric acid.

4-Bromo-l -methyl naphthalene at 250-260° gives 4-bromo-l -naphthyl
methyl chloride, b.p. 20.5-212°/13 min.

86. C-alkyl resorcinols. Part IV. The mechanism of nuclear

alkylation of polyhydric phenols by alkali and alkyl

iodide.

R. C. Shah, Bombay.
The mechanism of nuclear alkylation of polyhydric phenols by

alkali and alkyl iodide, for which no explanation has been hitherto
available, is suggested. The reaction essentially consists in the addition
of alkyl iodide to the double bond between the carbon atom bearing
the hydroxyl group and the neighbouring carbon atom. This also
satisfactorily explains the alkylation in the 2-position which takes place
in the case of reacetophenone methyl jS-resorcylate, jS-resorcylaldehyde,
etc., this being due to the fixation of the double bond by chelation between
the hydroxyl group and a group like acetyl or carbethoxy.

87. On a new method for the preparation of tertiary amines
Part I: w-Propylbenzylaniline.

Bawa Kartab Siegh, Allahabad, and Parmeshwari
Prasad, Patna.

The method was originally described by one of us (Singh, Trans,
Chem* Soc,, 1916, 109 , 780) and the work is a continuation of that carried
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out in conjunction with M. K. Srinivasan (unpubliRhed). In the present
paper, n propylbenzylanili e anc^ its salts, e.g. piorate, hydrochloride,
platinichloride and the methoiodide as described.

The reaction, on which the preparation of the tertiary amine is based,

incidentally illustrates that a quinq .bivalent nitrogen atom cannot be
joined to five positive or hydrocarbon radicles: one of them must be an
electronegative element or group.

The present work affords the strongest evidence that the co-valency

of nitrogen is limited to four.

88. A general metliod fer the conversion of an aromatic

carboxylic acid to the corresponding aldehj^de.

M. V. Shirsat and R. C. Shah, Bombs y,

A new method for tho conversion of an aromatic carboxylic acid

to the corresponding aldehyde, has been previously reported (Ghadiali

and ShaL, Ind. Sci. Cong.y 1936 Abs.) Thus borzoic acid has been con-

verted into benzaldehyde through the following stages :

—

Ph-e

Ph~G

>

.0 yN-Fh
Vb-Cf r Fh-c(

\0H \NHPh \NH-Ph

aNMPIi HaO/N-Ph

\N-Ph
Al-Hg Ph-CH<(

\N~Ph
1

Reduction I

COOEt COOEt

ClCOOEt

Ph-CHO.

The method has now been tosood with a number ol

substituted benzoic acids. It has been found to bo of ’

tho yields being satisfactory throughout. It is notewortliy

suocOTsfuUy used even for tho preparation of
the

the modification that the acid is hv^
methoxy-benzamidine, which is demethylated by AIGI 3 to the bydroxj

benzamidine.

89. Synthesis of aldohydo-hydroxy-bonzoic and -iiaphthoio

acids.

(MBS) K. S. EiDH*, E. D. DS.AI, «<i B. G. Khah, ft.mtav.

has now been fh^^-S ^Idehyl-bonzoic aci.i, ! -hydroxy-4.

Sydo.2rphthol- Taldehydo.2.hydroxy.:i-napbthoic acid

respectively.

90. Synthesis of ^-jS-disubstituted acrylic acids.

R. D. Dbsai ard (Miss) K. S. Radha, Bombay.

^-Ketonic esters 7®“®* ifwtBThoyht thaUf the aromatic

^y’^cSrStrrde t^e^^ Witl these hetonic esters
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in the presence of certain condensing agents, the reaction would afford

a good method of synthesizing di- and trisubstituted acrylic acids. Tt

was only in the presence of anhydrous aluminium chloride that benzene,

toluene, m-xylene, p-xylene and naphthalene reacted with aceto-acetio

ester giving the expected acrylic acids. However, the yields of the
various condensation products wore not satisfactory. We are extending
this reaction to cyclic as well as to other j3-ketonic esters.

91. Studies in the Friedel-Craft’s reaction. Part VII. Con-
densation of polyhydroxy phenols with acid anhydrides.

R. D. Desai, H. Figueredo, and (Miss) V. M. Vakil, Bombay.

Though phenolic ethers have been recently extensively condensed
with dibasic acid anhydrides, their direct condensation with poly hydroxy-
phenols has not been studied with exception of Ullmann and oo-workers
(Her., 1919, 52 , 2098; 1920, 53 , 830).

We have found that resorcinol and orcinol can be easily condensed
with succinic as well as phthalic anhydrides with the formation of their

respective keto-acids. These acids have been reduced, brominated and
methylated. The efforts to condense pyrogallol, phloroglucinol, hydro

-

quinone, dimethylaniline, acetanilide, resaceto-phenone, and methyl

-

resorcylate with these anhydrides failed.

92. Studies in naphthalene series. Part VIII. The synthesis

of 4-lauryl-4-palmityl and 4-stoaryl-l-naphthols.

R. D. Desai and W. S. Waravdekar, Bombay.
Throe methods have boon tried to sjmtheaize the above naphthol-

ketones; (1) Action of the respective acid chlorides on a -naphthol in
presence of zinc chloride. ^2) Action of the acid chlorides on a -naphthyl
methyl ether and subsequent demcthylation. (3) Condensation of 2-

acetyl-l-naplithoJ with acid chlorides and elimination of the acetyl group.
It is found that the third method gives the best yield of the desired
compounds. Various interesting products during the course of the study
of the first two methods were isolated and their reactions studied.

93. Synthosos of o-methoxy and o-chloro phenyl succinic

acids.

R. H. SiDDiQUi, Aligarh.

o-Methoxy benzaldehydo was condensed with ethyl cyanacetato in

presence of piperidine. The benzylidone derivative, obtained in light

yellow needles, had m.p. 77°. This on condensation with KCN gave ethyl
o-j3-dicyano-j3-o-methoxy phenyl propionate, m.p. 85°, This ester on
hydrolysis yielded o-mothoxy phenyl succinic acid, m.p. These stages
are compared with the corresponding stages of phenyl succinic and p-
methoxy-phenyl succinic acids and some of their derivatives are prepared.
Likewise o-chlorophenyl succinic acid is prepared from o-chlorobenzal-
dehyde and had m.p. 155°.

94.

The condensation of malonanilic acid with o-, m- and
p-hydroxybenzaldehydo

.

P. I. Ittyerah and K. C. Pandya, Agiu.

In an earlier paper (Mehra and Pandya, Proc, Ind, Acad, Sci,, A, 1938,
7, 369) the condensations of several aldehydes, including the above three,
were studied by two different methods, and the advantage of the pyridine

-

trace method was evident. In the case of the three hydroxybenzal-
dehydes, the products of the condensations were always the decarboxylated
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anilide and never the benzylidene-malonanilip acid, no matt?r whether the

pyridine was in traces or In larger amounts, according to Robinson’s

method. As the decarboxj/lation may be duo to the base as well as to

the temperature employed, an attempt has been made to obtain the acids

by using a lower temperature and using no base at all.

m- and p-hyclioxybenzylideno malonanilic acids in very fair yields

are thus obtained. The o-isomer gave only the anilide, as probably the

ring is closed.

In contrast to this, unsubstitmed bonzaldeliydo gave up to 87%
yield of the acid imder tho same conditions.

95. Condensartion of maloiu niUe acid with o-, m- and

II itrc benzaldehydes

.

P. 1. iTTYEEAir and K. C. Pandya, Agra.

The nitrobenzaldehydes have also been studied (Melya and Pandya,

loc, their condensations in the presence of a t.*aco of pyndino giving

good yields of tho anilides only. Now condensed in the absence of any

base, the three aldehydes give products which, in each case, aro a mixture

of the acid and the anilide. Tho wi-a-p-nitrobenzylideiio malonanilio

acids come out in g(/od yields (about 75%) mixed with 20- 27)% of the

anilide. The o- analogue is in much smaller yiedd and is identical with

that reported by Aliluwalia, Haq, and Ray (J.C'.-V., 1921, 2050).

96. Condensation of malonanilic acid with o-, m- and p-

metb OX}'bonzaldehydos

.

P. I, iTTYERAH and K. C. Pandya, Agra.

The condoiisatiuns of malonanilic acad with the tlireo methoxy-

benzaldehydes are studied, under different conditions, (i) by Robinson s

method as applied by Ray and co-workers {he. ciL), (n) by on
i
pyndino-

trace method, and (iii) in tho absenee of any (iomlc^nsing reagimt.

As in tho eai-lier c 'ndciisatioiis tho truec iindliod gives the highest

vields Secondly when a base is present, in a trains or iii larger pro-

Sttons. lurproduci lb mainly or LcluB.VL-ly Ulo a.ul when llo

condensing liaso is presi^nt tho product is insinly or oxolusivoly t]u> aud.

Thirdly, the inhibiting effect of tho hydroxy grou]. is now removed, and

tho best yields in these cases arc above 90

All these products are ]ninhed and analyzi'd < asiJv .

eoiidonsatioiKS ot

m-bromobeuzai

-

.\gra.

//i-bromu-

pyridirie

97. Influence of a trace of pyridine on the

m- and p-chlorob(Lnzald(^liyde8 and

debyde.

K. C. Pandya and (Miss) lUsimi Bam. Pandy'

Condensations of m- and jL-cl.lorobcnzaldehydos aim •

bonzaldehyde with
I BtRii^t^d

^ bc^aldehy under the same

jii*. » ”'>

quickly, often withm <>“» homing
72, 1064) have reported on the influence

Lock and Bayer (Rc
. ^^jivdes in the condensations ciiiried

of the group
“V J bV Perkin’s method. According to

out under standardized
. only 49% yield of cinnamic

them the unsubstituted benz ^ 52% ^the m- gave 63 ,
and tho

acid, the p-cliloro- pvo a slight increase, O^/o, tne m g

o-chloro- gave the highest, 71
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The pyridine-trace method gave incomparably better results.

Corresponding dibasic acids, i.e. the benzylidene malonic acids are

also prepared, for the first time, by a modification of the process.

So also these aldehydes condense with malonanilic acid, in the presence
as well as absence of pyridine, and give new substituted malonanilic acids

and cinnarnanilides, corresponding to the aldehydes.
It is intended to continue the work with the other halogen-substituted

benzaldehydes

.

98. Synthesis of )S-(2 : 4-dimethoxy-ph6nyl)-glutaconyl-acetic

acid.

V. K. Bavadekar, Poona.

j3-(2 : 4-dimothoxy-phenyl)-glutaconic acid, (I), Ci 3Hi406 > m.p.
174°, has now been prepared in one step from 7-hydroxy-coumarin-4-
acetic acid (c/., Limayo, Proc. Jnd. Sci. Congress^ 1932, 226). (I) gives

an anhydride, C13H12O 5 , m.p. 144°, titrating as a monobasic acid, an
acid ethyl ester, CjsHjgOe, m.p. 91°, an acid methyl ester, Ci4HieOe,
m.p. 110°, and a semianilide, Cj 9Hi905N, m.p. 165°.

(I) gives on condensation with sodium acetate and acetic anhydride,
(c/., Limaye and Bhave, Journ, XJniv. Bombayy 1933, 2, IT, 82), j3-(2 : 4-

dimethoxy-phon>l)-glutaconyl-acotic acid, Ci 5Hi40 tt,
m.p. 130°, (II).

(II) by loss ofCO 2 gives j9-(2 : 4-dimethoxy-phenyl)-methylene-glutaconido,
C14H14O4 , m.p. 104°, (III). Both (II) and (III) yield on hydrolysis with
dilute alkali, )S-(2 : 4-dimethoxy-phenyl) -y-acoto-vinyl -acetic acid (IV),

(semicarbazone, Ci 5Hig05N3 , m.p. 163° docomp.) (IV) on treatment
with acetic anhydride or hydrochloric acid regenerates (III).

99. Extension of the Nidhone process for the syntheses of
2-acyl-resorcins to 2-benzoyl-4-ethyl-resorcin.

S. H. Mehta, Poona.

The Nidhono process for the syntheses of 2-acyl-resorcins (D. B.
Limaye, Ber., 1934, 67, 12) has been extended to the synthesis of 2-

acetyl-4-ethyl-resorcin (S. D. Limaye, Proc. Ind, Sci. CongreaSy 1939,
II, 106). The process is now used for the synthesis of 2-benzoyl-4-ethyl-
rosorcin.

Benzoate of 6-ethyl-4-methyl-umbelliferone, m.p. 165°, gave on
treatment with anhydrous aluminium chloride (Fries migration), 8 -

benzoyl-6-othyl-4-methyl-umbelliferone, (I), m.p. 159°, CigHieO*. (I)

gave its acetate m.p. 152° and benzoate m.p. 189°. On hydrolysis
with sodium hydroxide (I) yielded 2-benzoyl-4-othyl-resorcin, (II), m.p.
120°, C15H14O3 , acetone and CO2 . Unlike 2-ethy1-4-benzoyl-resorcin,
m.p. 194°, (S. D. Limaye, Ph.D. Thesis, Bombay Universitj-, 1940),
(II) condensed with acetoacetio ester in the presence of concentrated
sulphuric acid—^a behaviour in keeping with that of 2-acyl-resorcins.

Condensation of (II) with sodium acetate and acetic anhydride has
yielded a product, m.p. 151°, which is imder investigation.

100.

Syntheses of (2 : 4-(lialkoxy-phenylene-l : 5)-6i5-glyoxylic

acids.

P. J. C. BeSouza, Poona.

Oxidation of the dimethyl ether of 4 : 6-diacetyl-resorcin (Eijkmann
et al, Chem. Zentr.y 1 , 816), with KMn04 ,

gave a new acid, C12H10O8 ,

m.p. 225°, in addition to the known 3-carboxy-4 : 6-dimethoxy-phenyl-
glyoxylio acid, C11H10O 7 , m.p. 243°. The new acid has been assigned
the constitution (2 : 4-dimethoxy -phenylene-1 : 6 )-6i«-glyoxylic acid, (I),

since on further oxidation with hydrogen peroxide it gave the known
4 : 6-dimethoxy-wophthaIic acid, m.p, 266°.
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(I) gave a dimethyl ester, C,.,H,^08, m.p. 175“, and a diethyl ester,
•^leWiBOg, m.p. 138°.

Siimlarly, (2 4-diethoxy-i)heuylone-i : 5)-fc8«-glyexvlic acid,
t^i44ti4<'8. m.p. 254 , and (2-mothoxy-4 -ethoxy.phenylene-l : 6)-6t«.
glyoxylic acid, CjgHjaOg, m.p. 240°, have beer prepared.

‘"® utilis'd lor the synthesis of eorresponding
dialdohydes The _2 : 4-dimothoxy.l : 5-dialdehydo-henzeno obtained
irom (1) molts (soinictarbazono, m.p. 2r^2‘^).

101. Syntlie.sos of 2-bc'nzyl-j‘osoi‘oin and S-l)oii7yl“4-niotlivl-
iimbcllifo.one.

S. B. RA.lorAl)HYE, Poojia.

2-lloiizoyl-rosorciii, (Liniayo, 1934, 67, 12), yavo on reduction
by CJommen.sori method 2-})taizyl-r(‘.s(>rcin, (I), m.]). sr>', Cj-dl^^Oo. (1)formed its diacctato, m.]). 8.3'', dibonzoatr, m.]). llhi'^ (iiuit'lhvl ('Mu'r" m.p.
54°. With acotoa ‘etie ester (I) gave S-benzyl-4-iaet hyl-mebc'llifeione]
(TI), m.]). 238°, (

'1 7^1 j wliich was alst* ('btainc'd thei rf'diic.tioii of
8-benzoyl-4 metJiyl-umbelliferone, (c/., S. 3). Liinaye aiid J>. Liinaye,
Supphanent to 7.V/w;vaaf////,, 19.38, 1, l-l). (Ij) orat 'd (I) on liydro’
lysis with sodium liydroxidt*. (II) pi\'e an a<M‘tai(\ ni.]>. 150°; Ix'iizoate,
m.p. 140°; and methyl ether, m.p. 141°.

102. 8tndi(is on the formation of tlu> Orignai'd i’ca.^(mt

.

8. H. Zaheer and C. L. Meiirotka, Lucknow .

In our last paper wo have mentioned tlie non -formation of the
maynesium oom]K)imd in case of iodo-nitro (amino or net'tdtmldo) dijihonyls
and this led us to attempt a study of the iniJuoiiee (d‘ the H(‘(;<>nd Hul)siituont
over the formatioi' of the magnesium eom]>ounds of m()nodiaU>gen
derivatives of benzcaie and of dipl)enyl. Gilman (J..1 .C'.*S'., 1923, 45

,
150

and 159; J923, 45
, 2402) has estimated th(^ yields of diffen'nt aromati(i

halides but ('xtensi\e seand) could not give us any literature (ni the
formation of the magnesium (uuupound with nitro, a?nirio aromatic halides.
We, therefore, attempt vd to make a (|uantitati\ (‘ estimation of the
yields of magnesitun derix atives fonnt'd frcun different e.ompounds.

The method of estimation consisted in starting with tlie prejairatiou
of the magnesium compound of the typo ilMgX, hydrolyzing it with water
and estimating the amomit of Mg((4H)X thus formed by treating it vidth

a known excess of acid which was back titrated. PVom this tfo per-

centage yield of magnesium comjAaind formed was cralculatiHl

Two irnyiortant fac'is wore notetl iluring the inti'rac.tion oi magnesium
and aromatic lialides. Firstly, the amount of eth(ii‘ hn i got a dolhiit*

influence on the formation of magnesium compound aTio should bo !n the

ratio of 4 or 5 voluna^s of etli(a' to *>ne volume of the Iodide, and, sin undiy,

the amount of iodine used as catalyst should be ery small.

From the results obtained it was found that the yield of d jj.-nard’s

reagent was maximum in i(;do-b(‘nzfaie, less in l^rorno- and '
i i

’ iittle in

chloio -benzene. Similar results wert< ebtain<‘(l with d/Mialo^/v! . - ( i svatives,

the yield increasing from (/7^chloro to d?-br()mo-benzenfo

But with the introduction of the nitro grovip as the s< ,i.»nd .mhstitufmt

the interaction totally stops and the yi.4d is nil. Als( the jthuuyl grouj)

has probably a retarding influence over the yield of mag!j(\sjum comjjound

since it has been observed that iodo-beiizene give- a huger yield than

iodo-diphenyl. CH3 group does not inb^rfere with the formation of the

magnesium comyilox as determined by Gilman. ( Bromo-lxaizene 90'0%,

iodo-benzone 95-8%, ohlorfi-lKmzeiie -875%, m-dibromu-benzeno 83-05%,

dichloro-benzene ]-94%, o ioilo-diyihonyl 70-4%, and nil in cases of

-nitro -chloro-benzene, y>-nitro-broino-benz<‘.ne, diuitro-chloro-bonzonc,

nitro iodo diphenyl, o-iodu -nitro- benzene, and p-bromo toluene 88*10%.)

6
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Further work is being done on the formation of the Grignard’s reagent
by the action of magnesium and substituted aromatic halides.

103. Imido gold compounds.*

A. Tyabji, Bombay.
Certain auric imido compoimds can be prepared by mixing warm

aqueous solutions of KAul3r4 or a similar salt with an imide together
with the equivalent t>f KOH or the potassium derivative of the imide.
The substances prepared from pbthalimide or saccharin were of the
type M[AuX2(imido)2] (X = Br or Cl) and from succinimide of the
type M[AuX(imido)3]. No salt of the type M[Au(imido)4], as claimed by
iLharash and Isbell, could be isolated. These halogen derivatives undergo
hydrolysis in aqueous solution with the production of the free acid and,
in some cases, accompanied by a further change. For instance, the
phthalimido compound K[Au(C8H402N2)Br2] is hydrolyzed to diphthal-
imido-dihydroxy-auric acid H[Au(C8H402N2)(OH)2] and potassium
di-o-benzoicsulphinimido-dibromoaurato undergoes the following change :

—

3K[Au(imido)2(Br)2]+ 2H20 - 3K++ 2H+ + 2Br“

+ 2[Au(imido ) 3 (OH )]
" + [AuBr4]

"

.

Some interest may be attached to sodimn di-o-benzoicsulphinimido-
dichloroaurate, which was found to form extremely stable yellow gels

in acjueous solution. All the compounds described decompose at tempera-
tures above 200° and are rapidly reduced when treated in hot water with
SnCls or SO2.

304. Gold co-ordination compounds with thioethers.*

A. Tyabji, Bombay.
An attempt has been made to throw light on the varying affinity

t)f gold to sulphiu in organic sulphides. It has also been possible to

prepare aurous comjjounds in a very pure state by using solutions of
bromuaurous acid HAuBr2 which is easily made by treating solutions of
KAuBr4 in aqueous alcohol with SOo tmtil the solution is decolourized.

Whereas dibenzyl suljjhide easily co-ordinates with halogeno-gold
compounds to form aurous and auric derivatives, neither diphthalimido-
diethyl-sulphide, diamino-diethyl-sulphide nor its halogen acid salts co-

ordinate with gold. Dipbthalimido-diethyl-sulphide and dibenzyl-

disulphide are merely oxidized by KAuBr4 to the corresponding sulphozides.

Tile halogen salts of diamino-diethyl-sulphide form compoimds of the type
NH8XC2H4SC2H4NTI3AUX4, and the free base, in contrast with ethylene
diamine, forms totally insoluble cornpoimds which could not be pm’ifit

d

by crystallization and whose behaviour may be explained by the formula

XAu^NH2C2H4SC2H4NH3AuX4.
Bromoaurous acid reacts with dibenzylsulphide in £dcohol to afford

the dimorphous dibenzylsulphido-bromogold (I), This reacts with one
atom of bromine to afford the reddish brown dibenzylsulphido-dibromogold

(II) , with two atoms of bromine to the red dibenzylsulphido-tribromogold
(III) and with one atom of iodine to the dark, highly refractive compound
dibenzylsulphido-bromoiodogold (IV). (II), (III), and (IV) are reconverted
to (I) by warming in alcohol and (II) affords (III) on treatment with
bromine. All these compounds appear to be non-ionic by their solubility

in organic solvents and insolubility in water. Special interest attaches to

(II) and its chloro-anologue, which were found by the cryc^copic method

* The work has been done in Prof. C. S. Gibson’s Laboratory, in

the University of London.

6b
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in brc)mofomi to be monon ^lecular, '.vhereas, in order to have the requirtMi
effective atomic number 34, these substances should be bimolecular.
Crystallographic studies of the problem cire being undertaken at Oxford.

105. Reactivity of 5-substitiited losorciriol derivatives. Part 1.

Thr o.)ndensation of a-rcsorcylic acid and its ethyl
ester with ethyl acetoacetate ajid malic acid.

(Miss) K. D. Gavankar and R. C. Shah, Bombay.
Orcinol (5-inethyl resorc behav t's, us is well known, abnormally

in some substitution and condonsetiun reactions, the reacti\'ity in some
cases, being in the usual 4 pcxsi&ion and in others, in tlio 2-position, e.g.

Pechmann condoiisaticui with /9-krtonic esters gi.es 5-hydroxy coumarin
derivatives while coiulmsation with malic acid gives the 7-hydroxy
coumarin dcrivati'/e. Kurther Kostaneeki acytylation of orcaeet(>])henone
proceeds abnormally gi\ irig a l-acetyl e.oumariu instead of the ex])ected
chrom.>ne (Sothna find Sliah, 7. Indiun Jhem. >Soc., 17, 2:)9). Sethna
and Shall liavo atLribut('d this abnormaliiy to tlie steric effect of the
5-methyl substituent, in tht* j)resont work, the' condensat'on of a-resor-

cylic acid with othylacetoaeetate and malic acid, and of ethyl a-resorcylate
with ethylacetoa(?etato has bf en studied. 'Vhe products have beem proved
to have the constitutions of 7-hydroxy-2-ni(*thyl chromone-r)-carboxylic
acid, 5-hydr()xy-coumarin -7-('arhoxyhc acid, and methyl 5-hydroxy-4-
methyl-coumaTin-7-eaTboxylate, respectively as on hydrolysis and decar-
boxylation they give 7-h3 (3roxy-2-mothvl chrornone, 5 hydroxy-coumarin,
and 4-rnothyl- .5-hydri)xy • coumarin, rospecd ively

.

The results, tliereforc, BU]>j)ort the . iew of Stdhna and Shah {loc. cit,)

that tho 5-substituent has a profound iidluence probably due to steric

effect on the reactioiis of resorcinol derivatives.

106. Aluminium clilorido—a new reagent for the coudciiBation

of j3-ketonio esters with ])hciiols. Part VII. The
condensation of 4-nitroresorcinol with ethyl acetoacetatc.

^ N. B. Pakjjkh and R. (J. 8iiau, Bombay.
condensation cf t-mtroresorcinol with ethyl acetoacetatc^ in tlio

presence of sulphuric acid gives 4-inethyl-C-nitro-7-hydroxy-c<»umarin

(Chakrav^arti and Baiierjce, J. Indian (Jliem. Soc.^ 1937, 14, 37). 'riie

condensation in tho presence of anhydrous aluminium chloride, which
has now been succossfidly carried out gives a different product, which ir

shown to be 4-methyl-5 hydroxy-6-nitro-coinnariii. The formation of tin;

5-hydroxy-coujnarin derivative shows foi‘ tho first time ihat in 4-nitrn

resorcinol, the chelation of the 4-nitn) group with lUe ortho-hydroxy

!

group stabilizes one <d' tho Kekule forms by fixation d tho doubt hoinJ.

Baker and Ltithian {J.C.S., 1936, 270) investigated i hu thermal n^urrangti-

ment of the 1 -o-allyl-ether of 4-nitroresorcino m order to 'o:f.‘.ertain

whether one of the Kekule forms is stabilized in 4-nitrorc.s niol, but

could not obtain an} definite result.

107. The benzoylation of 6-hydroxy-6-acyl-couma.riris in pro-

sonce of pyridine.

C. V. Deliwala, N. M. Shah, Ahmedabad, and R. C. Shah,
Bombay.

During attempts to ben/.oylate 5-hydroxy-6-acyl-coumarin deriva-

tives by means of benzoyl chloride in pyridine solution, tho expected

o-benzoyl derivatives wore not obtained.

Instead of the expected 5-o-benzoyl derivative, 5-hydroxy-6-acetyl- 4-

methy]coumarin (Sethna, Shah, and Shah, J.C.S.j 1938, 228) on treatment
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with beiizoyl chloride in its pyridine solution gave 4-methyl-^lavono- 7'
:
8'

:

6 : 5>a-y)yroiie, whose constitution has been proved by its unambiguous
synthesis from 4*methyl-5-hydroxycoiunarino-6-phenyl-styryl kt'tone

{Proc. Ind. Sci. Cong., 1940, Abs,, page 01) by selenium dioxide reaction.

5-

Hydroxy -()-propionyl-4-methylcoumarin on similar treatment with

benzoyl chloride gave 4-methyl-3'-bonzomethyl-flavono-7' :
8'

: 6 : 5-a-

pyrone and 4-methylcoumarino-5-o-benzoyl-6-dibenzoyl-ethane. 5-

Hydroxy-6-butyryl-4-methylcoumarin on similar treatment gave
4-rnethylooiimarino -5 -o-benzoyl -6-dibenzol -propane. Jt a})pears that

o-bonzoyl df'irivative initially formed undergoes rearrangement accom-
])anied by the elimination of water molecule to give directly the liavone.

This change is analogous to that undergone by o-[)enzoyl-acetophenones

in presence of K2G03( Baker, J.C.S., 1933, 1381). Recently pulverized

sodium has been used in such transformations by Virkar and Wheeler
{J.C.S., 1939, 1679). In the reactions described here the pyridine plays

the same part as KoC()3, Na aiid similar substances (Venkatraman and
others, Curr.Sci., 1933, '214; 1936, 1767).

108. H(doro-eyclic compounds: Chalkones derived from 5-

hydroxy-()-acely]-4-mothylcoumarm.

C. V. Deliwala and N. M. Shaji, Ahmedabad.

5-Hydroxy-6-acetyl-4-methylco\nnarin on condensation with benzal-

dehydo in presence of cauF?tic potash gave 4-methyl-5-hydroxycoumarino-
6

-

phenyl-styryI ketone {Proc. Ind. /Sci. Cong., 1940, Abs., page 61 ). With a
view to prepare various coumarino-havones, this reaction lias beem extended
to scweral aklehydes. Vanillin, protocatechu ic aldeliyde, jS-resorcylal-

dehyde, et(^, have been (condensed and the corresponding (halkonos
prepared. The action of seleniiun dioxide on these coumarino-chalkones
has been studied in some f'ases and tlie coumarine -fiavones synthesized.

Attempts to ])ropare the coumarino-flavonones are in progi'ess.

109. Hynthosis of coumarins 1‘rom o-hydroxv-aryl alkvl ketones.

Pari IV.

D. ChakraVAETi, Calcutta.

In continuat ion of the previous work (Chakra\ arti and Majumdar,
J. Indian Cfie/n. Soc., 193vS, 15

, 136; 1939, 16
, 389; Chakravarti and

Datta, ibid., 1940, 17 , 65) 1 -aoetyl-2-nay)hthol and l-propionyl-2-naphtliol

methyl etlu’i's have been condensed with ethyl bromo-acc'tate and ethyl
a-brornopropionate and the uneaturated esters, thus obtained, have boon
(converted to cournarin derivatives by heating with hydriodio acid.

110. Effect of methylation on the hydrolysis of ()-othyl-4-

methyl-umbelliferone

.

(S. V. Paranjpe, Poona,.

Elimination of the a-pyrone ring in O-cdhyl- t-ioetliyl-umbelliferone

(I), during alkali hydrolysis was observed by S. 1). Limaye (Ph.l). Thesis
XJniv. of Bombay, 1940; c/., Proc. Ind. Sci. Congress, 1939, II, 105), Methy
ether of (T), Ci3Hj^403, m.]). 163°, (II), gave on hydndysis with NaOH
solution 2-hydroxy-4-methoxy-5-othyl-j3-methyl-cinnamic acid,

m.p, 104° (docomy).) (HI) by the opening of the a-pyrone ring. (Ill)

on treatment with com*. ‘II2SO4 or sodium bicarbonate solution, suffers

ring closure regenerating (II). (Ill) loses CO2 even at ordinary tempera-
ture forming a sticky proiluct. Methyl ether of (111), C]4Hi804, m.p.
159°.

Thus the effect of methylation on the hydrolysis of (1) is that ring
opening takes place.
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111. Fflfect of butyl^tion on the hydrolysis of 8-acotyl-4-

methyl-nmbolliferone

.

K. SHiRALiiAP, Poona..

8-Aciotyl-4-metlij.l-urnbeIlifor(>uo, (Limay<*, Brr., 19S2. 65, 27r>),

gave with n-hut^ 1 bromide, its butyl ether, (T) m.]K 98^^, (i)

on hydrolysis voth TV NaOH (10 nu*ls.) yielded rvV2-)»ydix>xy-4-acetyl-4-

butoxy-/T-methyl-cinDamic acid, (11), m.p. HIT’ (deeoinp.),

which readily h».^t a mnloculo of water i-oireneratiiig (1). Slolhjd ether of

(II), rn.p. 91^ C17H02O6, (li^b

Hydrolysis of (I) with 0*25 TV KaOll (7 iiiols.), as also with N NaOH
in the presence of yellow HgO, gavt* tranf;-'2-hyi\roxy-l)-avct\'l-4-h\iioxy'p-

methyl-eimiai d(‘, acid, (IV), ni.] . 147"^ ((ioeoio]).), isomeric 'w ith (11 )

CiqHooOs, but which reaeo'Iy lost (X)o. Metlu l ether of (IV)» ui.p. 131°,

017112205, (V). 1 Older tho action of sunlight (ill) was eonvert(*d into (V).

Thus llie effect (.)f bntyhitiou on tho hydrolysis of HuK^etyl'I-niethyl-

umboJ'iforbne, is similar to that of methylation, oi>st'r\'ed by Lirnaye and

Satho {Rasayamunj 1930, 1, 30).

112. Synthesis of 8-othyI-7-hydroxy-2-nudhyl“ehroniC)ne.

S. I). Limaye and 11. T). Sapke, Poona.

2-Ethy 1-4-acetyl resorein, (I) (8. I). Tdinave and 1>. Ih Liniayo*

liamyanam, 1937, i, 10 lb gave on eondensation with fused sodium aeetate

and acetic aiiiiydrid(\ .u) oily f)rodi.'ct whieli on hydrolysis with ammonia

yieldiMl 8-ethvl-7-hydrox> -3-acetyl-2-methyl-chromone, C14II14H4, m.p.

1(10-165°, (11)" (TI) on hydrolysis with NaOH forint'd S-cthy l-7-hydr()xy-

2-niethyl-chromone, OjoHigfhe p**P* ^91 (111)* Mi'thyl ether ot (III),

m.p. 130°, condense I with benzaldeh>'<le inth(> ]>resonee of sodium ethoxido

to give a styrene derix^ativo, C'2(dliHH2, rn.]). 200°, tlius conliriniiig the

chromone constitution of (HI). (Ill) on further hydrolysis regenerated

^
^ The action of anhydrous aluminium ehloridi' on the acetates ot (TI)

and (III) is being studud.

113. Synthesis of fuio-ehroinon(\s from hydroxy-ehnmiones.

(b)VTNr) Ha^a(oiani)HA Kelkak, Poona.

Starting with a hychoxy-eoumarone, 3-2'-dimcthyl-5 -(i'-furo-chro

mono has already bcoii 'syiithf‘sized by Tamayo and Satbe {Ramiyanani,

1937 1 , 87). Furo-(diromoiies have now been synthesi/c' i by starting J rorn

hVdxoxy-chromones. 7-Acetoxy-2 : 3-dimethyl-ehromono

Hiehter Bcr„ 1926, 59B, 116) gave 7-hydroxy-8 .icetyl-- : 3 dmiethyl-

chromone, (I), ^15°. (1) on e iidensation vd hrorn-

acetic ester gave 7-(carbothoxy-methoxy)'8-Hcis.yl-
*v 1.!,. Vi«rylf*ril^ 7U 1 U

mono, CivHiBtbi*

3'dir byi-chro*

whicli on h y^lrfilvsis yieldcv carboxy*
moiie, vyi7xaiBV/,;, ,

wmiiJ y y j

raethoxy)-8-ac.otyl-2 :
;j-dnm't).yl-oliromoiiO, (11). '

’‘f- J*'
(deeomp.). (11) on iK'iitiiig “lone or with soilium a.:. ...it- .in<l acetic

aiihydrfde gave :j 3' :r tri iuethvI-7'-S'-fur<.-chrornonr ( m-P-

245°.
, , ,

Similarly, 7-(oart>oxy-methoxy)-8-acetyl-2 iru.thyl cliromono,

(t H.ool imp. 27.b (docomp.) and ;i.2'.dimetli>l- 7
'. 8 '-fim,-ohrorno^.

r.**Ti o' mp iy 5 °‘ 7
-
(carboxy -methoxy ) 8

( 0 ? ) -honzi.yl -2 :

3.dimetSi’chromorie, '"'P' 22-^
“"‘I^

dimethylb'-8'(0' ?).furo-chromoiie t ,.jH,403 . '"-P-
260“

methoxy)-8(6?)-btmzoyl-?-rncthyl-chromorio, CioHjiOo. m-l-

(deeomp^ and 3-pheriyl-2'-methyl-7'-8'(6'?)-liiro.chroinoiie, ti»HnO,.

m.p. 193°, have also been synthesized.
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114. A third method for the synthesis of 6 : 8-diethyl-4-methy]-

umbelliferone.

Shridhar Dattatraya Limaye, Poona.

In keeping with the behaviour of 4-acyl-reHorcms, (c/., Rasayanam^
1937, 1 , lOJ), 2-ethyl-4-acetyl-resorcin did not condense with acotoacetic

ester in the presence of concentratcid siilphiiric acid. However, with

phosphorus oxychloride as the condensing agent, was ol)tained 6-acetyl-8-

ethyl-4-methyl-umbolliferone, (Limaye and Miss Ghate, Rasayanam^ 1939,

1 , 169), which on Olemmensen reduction gave 6 ; 8-diethyl-4-methyl-

umbelliferono, m.p. 137°, already syuthesiz.ed in other ways (S. D. Limaye
and D. B. Lirnave, Raaayanani, 1937, 1 , 110; Proc. Ind. Sci. Congress,

1939, II, 105).

115. Imido-chloridos. Part VII. Condensation of anilide-

imido-chiorides with ethyl sodio-acetoacetato : Synthesis

of 2-phenyl-4-hydroxy-3-aeoty]-quino]ines.

N. \\ Limaye and R. C. Shah, Bombay.

Benzaniiido iinido-chloride on condensation with ethyl sodio-

acetoacetate affords (dhyl phenylimino benzyl -acetoacetate (I) which
is cyclized by heat to 2-phonyl-4-hydroxy*3 -acetyl quinoline (11)

whoso constit\ition has been established. A number of other substituted
bonzanilid(> irnidochloridos have been similarly condensed and a niunber
of 2 -phenyl -4-hydroxy -3 -acetyl quinoline synthesized in good yields.

/ IPh-C^^

i \ yCOMe-CJH \/
\
COOLt

( 1 ) (11 )

116. An isomer of 2 : 6-dimcthy] -4-ethyl -pyridine.

R. H. SiDDiQui, Aligarh.

Tlie author was busy with a new synthesis of 2 -methyl-4-ethyl-pyridine
and foj* obtaining it he prepared 2 : 6-dimethyl -4-ethyl -j)yTidino. During
this working under certain conditions he isolated a base which from the
analytical data and from the values obiaiiuHl for the hydrochloride, chloro-
platinate and auricliloride ap}K^arR to l>e an isomer of 2 : 6-dimetliyl-4'
ethyl -pyridine. All the salts are crj^stalline with definite melting points.

117. Acridine derivatives. Part VI.

S. J. I)as-Gupta, Baranagoro (Calcutta).

In continuation of previous work (Das -Gupta, Jour. Iruluin Chem.
Soc., 1940, 17 , 244) various metallic (gold, silver, antimony, (•t)pper and
mercury) com))omids of 6-thiol acridine and its otlier deri\'ati\es have
been prepared. It is being rujted that 5-thiol acridine itself is less acidic
than its any other derivatives. The mercury^ and antimony salts are
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being found to exist in tJlotropic modifications. The auro- and mercuro-
derivatives are being pl.armacologically tested for finding out their anti-

bacterial properties.
118.

Acridine derivatives . Part VII

.

Jb. J. Das-Gupta, Baranagore (Calcutta).

Ill a previous work (Das-Gupta, Jour. Indiau Chetn. Soc,^ 1939, 16,
3(>4) certain sulphonainidc phenyl sulphonamido-acridine derivatives
have been prepared. In pri'sont investigation simple sulphanilarnide

derivatives of acridines, of the type NH2C(}Ii4S02NH.H as well as R.KH.
0,}H4SO2N^l2. where R is a 7-metboxy acridine derivative, have been
described. The '[iharmacological characteristics (tf these compounds are
being studied.

119. Heterocyclic compounds. Part XVII. Some chemical

properties of S-alkyl others of I-mercapto-beiizoxazole.

R. 1). Desai and S. V. Nabab, Bombay.
Tlie ini thyL eth>l, ]*r<)pyl, butyl, and benzyl ethers of 1-niorcapto-

benzoxazoh' have been jireparod and it is obsorvi'd that they are trans-
formed into »i-alkyl derivatives of thio-l : 2-diliydrnbonzoxazolono by
heating tliem in ]n'OHenco of traces of iodine. dTiis method furnishes

a simple method of preparing these compounds, and provides an example
of the conversion of R-S-0™N- into S--C-N-R. The various S-alkyl
ethers of 1 -mercapto-benzoxazolo have been converted into quaternary
ainmonium compounds by the action of alkyl iodides, and tlie action of
dilute solution of alkali and sodium hydrosulphide has been studied. The
first reaction gave the n-alkyl derivatives of 1 : 2-dihydro.})cnzoxazolone,
wliile the second reaction gave the n-alkyl derivatives of 1 : 2-dihydro-
thiobenzoxazolone.

120. Hotiu’ocyclic compondB. Part XVIII. Coumariiis from
4-othyl-2-a(?etylresoi*cmol and 5-methyl -2-acetyJro8or-
cinol

.

K. 1). Jjksai, C. K. Mavani, and (Miss) V. M. Vakil, Bombay.

As a continuation of our work on the eff(>cl of substituents on thi*

lesorcinol nucleus in the formation of (^oumariiis. we have condensed
4-ethyl-2-acetylresorcinol and 5-methyl -2 -acctylr^ sorcino] (yw>-or’caceto-

phenone) with acctoacetic ester and its (kalk} \ derivatives, 'I'hc first

dihydroxyketone ga\e the couiiiarins with great readiness by the Pechmann
method, though the yiehis diminished with the C-alkyl-ac< -toacetic ester.

It thus rc^semblcd 2-acetyl resorcinol iii its behaviour (Lirnaye, Rasayanam,
1935, 1, (55; Shah and .Tatty. Science Congress Abs,, ]94<f. III, p. 65) and
differed considorably from its isomer 4-acetyb6-ethyire8orcinol which
undergoes this reaction only in the presence of pliospboryl chloride (Desai
and Ekhlas, Proc. Ind. Ac<id. Sci. (A), 1938, 8,200) or anhydrous aluminium
chloride (Setlma, Shah, and Shah, JJLS.y 1938, 228).

i.vo-orcacetophenone underwent deacetylation, and gave only 5-

hydroxy-4 ; 7-dimethylcuuniarin with aceto-aoetic ester. Its behaviour
in this resiiect is surprising as the isomeric j3-orcacetophenone has been
shown to undergo the coumarin condensation with acoto-acetic ester by
Desai and Ekhlas {he. cit.) as well as Sethna, Shah, and Shah {loc. cit.).

These two hydroxy-ketones thus furnish an interesting example of the
effect exerted by the same substituent in different positions.
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121.

Heterocyclic compounds. Part XIX. The synthesis of

6-alkylamino- and 5-arylamino-l : 2 : 3 : 4-tetrahydro-

acridines.

K. T>. Desat and V. M. Shintre, Bombay.
liukhsh and Desai hav(^ described the synthcHis of a few 1 ; 2 : 3 : 4,

tetrahydroacridunes in part X of this series (iVoc. Tnd. Acad. Sci. (A)

1939, 10 , 262). These ac^ridones have been now converted into 5-chloro-

acridine derivatives which have been condensed with simple aliphatic

as well as aromatic amines. We have also condensed the 5'Chloro-

dcrivatives with sidphanilamide and sulphanilanilide with the hope that
tlif'sc derivatives might furnish some useful antiseptics.

122. Attempted synthesis of phenanthrene derivatives.

R. D. Desai and W. S. Waravdekar, Bombay.
The. compoxmds obtained by condensing resorcinol, pyrogallol, and

a-naphthol with phenyl-acetic acid by the application of the Nancki
reaction were subjected to ddiydration, with the object of converting
them into phenanthrene derivatives, but the attempts were imsuccessful.

The keto-group was reduced, but the reduced products did not cyclize.

We are continuing our attempts by introducing the activating groups,
either in the phenol or the acid molecule.

123. Studies in the synthesis of phenanthrene derivatives:

Limitations of Bradsher synthesis.

S. H. Zaheer and C. L. Mehrotra, Lucknow.
Bradsher synthesized 9, 10 -aryl phenanthrenes by condensing the

magiK^simn compound of 2-iodr> diplienyl with different aliphatic com-
pountls a.s mcthoxy-aceto -nitrile, phenoxy acetones, etc., aud we thought
of apjdying this method to the preparation of other substituted ph('nan-
threru^ derivatives, specially 2 and 3 chloro, nitro and amino phenant}u*ene8
(which are not easily synthesized) starting from 4 and 5 substituted
diphenyl derivatives.

The com})oxmds chos(‘n by us were 2-2' di-iodo diphenyls 4-nitro
2'-iodo diphenyl, 4-amino -2'-iodo diphenyl and 4-acetanilido-2'-iodo

diphenyl in order to jireiiare either a pyrene or a phenantlirenc^ derivative
from the first or to get 2-nitro, amino or acetanilido phenanthrenes from
the others.

Wo were unable to confirm Mascarelli’s work as our attempts to

prepare 2-2' di-iodo-diphenyl (Mascarolli, Abs,y 1907, 1
, 1021)

were not successful. The other compounds memtioned did not react with
magnesium. We, therefore, conclude that Bradslier’s syntlu^sis is not
applicable in the preparation of 2-nitro (amino)-phenant}u’enes.

During the course of the above studies we were able to prepare a
few new compounds of diphenyl, viz., 4-nitro-2'-iodo diphenyl, 4-amino
2'-iodo diphenyl, 4 -acetanilido 2'-iodo diphenyl, the starting material
in all cases being ortho amino diphenyl. This on acetylation gave 2-acetyl
compound, which on nitrat ion gave 4-nitro 2'-acctanilido -diphenyl, which
further on hydrolysis gave 4-nitro 2'-amino-diphenyl. Either of these
on diazotization and the decomposition of the diazo compound with
potassium iodide solution yielded 4-nitro 2'-iodo diphenyl (m.p. 97°C.).

The nitro group on reduction with tin and hydrochloric acid gives the)

amino compound, viz.. 4 amino 2'-iodo-diphenyl (b.p. 240-250°C. at 12 mm.
pressure). This on acretylation gave 4-acetanilido 2'-iodo-diphenyl

(m.p. 166"’C.).

The non-formation of the magnesimn compound in the above cases

led us to a study of the influence of the substituents in the formation of
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magnesnim compounds of the halogeno benzenes n-nd diphenyls, an
account of which is gi\eii in another j)aper.124.

On sulplianilamide derivatives possessing hetorocyclic

rings. Part 1. Action of heterocyclic sulphonyl

('hlorides witli aromatic and hetoro-cyclic amines.

P. C. Guha and Debaakata Das-Gubta, Bangalore.

3 : .^-l>itliiol-4 ^ I : 2-thiobiazolt*, 1 -pheriyl-3't]uol-r>-thio'4 : 1 ; 2-

thiobiazolo and 3-thio.5 ‘'aipo-4 : 1 : 2-thiobiazole have been prepan'd
and the first two convortr d in^o their coiTesy)()iidiiig suljdionyl chloride

via sulphonic acids. They react with aromatic amint's. The sulpht>tiyl

chlorides oi the above-montioia d heterocyclic compounds are being r('act(‘d

with difft'reiiC aromati<! and lieterocyclic amines with a vi(‘w to hndiiig

out tlu ir theru})cutic efiieiency.

125. On sulphanilamido derival ives possessing heterocyclic

rings. Part 11. Action of p-acetandno-benzeue sul-

phonyl chloride with heterocyclic atnines.

P. 0. Githa and Debabrata Das-Gupta, Bangalore.

The following amines (jdienyl dithiobiazolonanuiio-plnuiyl-Hulpliide,

phenyl flithiobiazolonamino-tolyl -sulphide, phenyl dithiobiazolonhydro-
sulphamin, imin(tdih\'dr(dhiobiazolthiol, (liiminotcdrahydrothiobiazol, 2-

amino-thio-(66^)-biaz )le, r)-phenyl-2-aminothio-(?)?>d4>iazoh' are prepared.

Their action on /^-acetaininobenzene sulphonyl chlorides are being studied

with a view to studv th(‘ir therapeutic eflicioncy.

126. On the preparation of sulphanilamido (‘ompounds pos-

sessing selenoheterocycilie rings.

P. C. Guha a7ul A. N. Roy, Bangalore.

Selenium and its comjiounds are known to possess important
thera])cutic yiroperties. With a view to studying the therapeutic effect

of selenium in heterocyclic residues attached with sulphanilainide com-
pounds, some aminotu‘lenazolos and selenhytlantcnns iuiv<' be('n made.
Their condensation with p-acetamino-bcnzene-sulphochloride an* lieing

studied.

127. Studies on sulphonamides.

U. P. Basu and S. J. Das-Gupta, Baranagore (( alcutta).

In a previous work (De and Hasu, Indian Jour, Mvd, lu s.y 1938, 26 ,

537) it was noticed that substitution of the amide hydr'*vcri of 7)-amino
benzene sulj>honamid(i by quinoline ring increases i.oxicity of the
resulting product without exerting any enhancemcait of its therajieutie
activity. But a similar substitution by pyridine ((;(., W hitby. Lancet, I,

1210) or a thiazole ring (KosV)inder and Walter J. AtHcr. CJJiem. Soc.,

1939, 61 , 2032; Horrell and Brown, Proc. Staff Mecfimjn Mayo Clin., 1939,
14 , 753) has been found to widen the activity of suJplianilamide to a
considerable extent.

Several derivatives of sulphanilamido have, in the mean time, been
prepared in this laboratory by reacting pure 4-a(r(?tamino benzene sulphonyl
chloride* with various 2-amino thiazoles. and hydrolyzing the subsequent
condensation products to the ctirresponding 2 '8uly3hanilamido thiazoles.
The general method of theii- prejiaration and the eliemi(.*al characteristics
of the compounds are being described.
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128.

Chemotherapy of bacterial infections. Part II. Selenium

analogues of sulphonilamide compoimds—diselenides,

seleninic and selenonic acids.

P. L. Nabasimha Rao, Bangalore.

In continuation of the first part of this series wherein some homologues
of sulphonilamide derivatives have been described, the preparation of

selenium analogues of sulphanilamide compounds has been imdertaken

with the hoi)e tliat they may x^ossess enhanced and more desirable anti-

bacterial activity or throw further light upon the relation between
chemic'sl (’onstitution and antibacterial action, just as the antimony and
bismuth analogues of arsenical drugs offer advantages in combating
protozoal diseases. Thus the jjreparation of some para-substituted

diphenyldisalenides, selenides selenophenols, seleninic and selenonic acids

have been described.

129.

Chemotherapy of bacterial infections. Part III. N'-j8-

phenylethylsulpluxnilamides.

P. L. Narasimha Rao, Bangalore.

In order to find a suitable therapeutic agent for use in enteric bacterial

injections, p-acctylaminobenzene sulphonyl chloride has been condensed
with phenyl, p-mothoxy-i>henyl, p-nitrophenylethylamines and ac.

totrahydro ^-naphthylnmine and the resulting product hydrolyzed to the

respective amines. Further work is in progress.

130.

The constitution of calycopterin—^the yellow colouring

matter of the loaves of Calycopteris floribunda,

R. C. Shah, K. Vekkatrama^i, and V. V. Virkab, Bombay.

The partial constitution (1) was previously assigned to calycopteris^

isolated from the loaves of Galcycopteris floribunda \ the x)ositions of the

three methoxy groups and one hydroxy group in the chromone nucleus
wer(3 not determined (Katnagirisevaram, ^hra, and Vcuikatraman,
Biochem, J., 1934, 28, 1964). It is now found that calycopteris is a 5-

hydroxy flavone derivative, as on methylation by diazomothane. Only
one hydroxyl group (4') gets methylated and the monomethyl calycopteris,

(;haracterized by the formation of acetyl and benzoyl derivatives, shows
the characteristic properties of a 5-hydroxy flavone. As the hydroxyl
group is thus shown to be in the 5 position, the three methoxy groups
must be in positions 6, 7, 8. Calycopteris can now therefore be fully

formulated as 5 : 5-dihydroxy-3 ; 6 : 7 : 8-totramethoxy flavone (II).

(OMe)3

OH II

C—OMe

>OH

(I)

OMe

MeOj'
/\/

1

Mooi 1

\/\,
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~\
OH

C-OMe

€0^
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,

Constitution of soft -lac resin.

H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

Shellac is known to be composed of at least two distinct resins besides

wax. The two are distinguished and readily separated by their solubilities

in ether. The ether insoluble portion is called the pure resin and is the
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more complex of the two. The ether soluble portion is called the soft
resin and the following analytical data have been obtained from several
specimens of soft resins from different samples of shellac.

Ultimate Analysis— C 73*2, H 1*2.

Umpiricai formula—CgiHgeOg.
MolecuHr weight—509-556.

Jvlolecular formula is

Unsaturation by hydrogen absorption - 53-55.
No. of ethylene linkage— 1

.

Acid Value— 103- 110.

No. of carboxyl groups— 1.

Saponification value—213*7.

No. of ester or lactone linkage- 1

.

Saponification value of acetyl derivative—.315-7.

Acid value of acetyl derivative—101*6.

(A.V. and S.V. of original sample of lac w('rt‘ 109*6 and 21H-7

respectively.)

No. of free hydr(*xyl— 1.

Ultimate analysis of hydrolyzed soft resin gav(' tlu' x aluos —70-9,

H—10*98, C3 |H 5 (^05 -f HoU, i.e. recpiiros C— 70-72,

H—11*02.

'fhe following provisional formula has th(a'<dbr(3 been formulated :

iSH-- (’ll ( 50011

O

OH (CHo )y
( 511 (OH ) do
when = 25

132. Ncitura-l eomnarins from Ferula alliacmi BoisvS.

P. K. Bose, Calcutta.

Three solid coi tituents ha\'e boon isolated from the fruits of F.

alliacea. One of tiieso is '/.s'o])iinpiuenin. Tli<^ second constituent has
many points of similarity with byak-aiigelccin of Noguchi and Kawanami
{Ber.^ 1038, 72, 344), although the specific rotation of the latter is half
of that of the former. The third compouont, named forulin, m.p. 87'‘,

appears to he different from but isomeric with byakangelicol, m.p. 106"".

of tlu‘ .Tapatiese authors, althougli both the compounds furnish appaivntly
the same compound on hydrolysis. The probable' constitution of lerulin

is discussed.

133. Sterols from Vernonm Arithelmmtica seeds.

ISI. L. ViDYARTHi, Patna.

The sterol mixture from the non-sa]»onifiable matcriMi-^ of the seeds
Vernonia Anthelmintica has been resolved into two fract n ins by phthalic-

anhydride. By the hromiuation of each fractions stigma sti^rol and sit(>

sterols have been identified. 'ITiere is also another sterol which raelts at

142°C. and has its }irodiicts different from tin* sterols known till now.
The empirical formula for this sterol seems to be C.27n5,>0. Further-

work on this sterol is in progress.

134. Studies in sterols. Part I. Oxidation of sterols.

P. L. Narasimha Rao, Bangalore.

It is known from the work of Lifschutz {ZAschr. physioL Ckem„ 1907,
50, 436) and BischofF {Ztschr, gea. exp, Medizine, 1936, 70, 83), oxysterols
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accompanying cholesterol and other sterols, are probably formed by
autoxidation of the original compounds. Tlie fact that oxidation of
cholesterol esters with chromic acid gives rise to 7-oxy-compound (the

first stop in the synthesis of vitamin D from cholesterol; Windaus, (Ann,,

1935, 520, 9S) brongl it prominence to the question whether the so-called

oxy-storo] is imjniro 7-oxy-compound from which the pro-vitamin D, 7-

dehydrocholesterol, also accompanying cholesterol, may be formed, or

whether it is entirely different. Tn this connection it is of interest to

note that the autoxidation of unsatiirated organic compounds, though
usually follow the course taken by mild oxidative reagents espec‘ially

selenium dioxide, often differs from the latter, e.g. in the case of a-pinene
[Anyiual Be/ports of Chem. Soc., London, 1937, p. 241). Thus Rosenheim
and Starling 1937, 379) points out that cholesterol gives cifi-

5 : G-cholestone-3 : 4-dinl with seleniiun dioxide, while Cook isolated 7-oxy

-

cholesteryl acetate by autoxidation in presence of iron phthalocyanine.
In order, therefore, to elucidate clearly th<^ nature of all the oxy-sterols

and possibly the mode of synthesis of the pro -vitamin D in Nature,
diffei'ent cholesterol esters as well as of some important phytostorols are
subjected to oxidation imder varied condition.

135. Active pr iruuples of fruits of Zanthoxylurn acanthopoditm,

DC.

K. N. Bagchi and H. D. Ganguly, Calcutta.

Zanlhoxylum acanthopodiutn DC grows in the Darjeeling hills at an
elevation of 5,000 feet and upwards and attains the height of about 7 feet.

The fruits locally known as ‘Timboor’ are taken in very small quantity
for treatment of indigestion and intestinal griping. It is stated by them
that if about half a dozen green fruits are taken, they may ]:)roduce a
choking sonsatioii aiid even death.

The fruits, freshly (jolleciod, possess a sharj) aromatic smell and
produce when chewed an, intense tingling and smarting sensation on tlie

tongue and lips just as one gets with aconite root. An essential oil (yield

about 2*3%) having an agreeable odour like that of eucalyptus oil

was extracted from the green fruits but it was not found to }>o the cause
of the characteristic tingling sensation produced by fresh fruits. A
resinous substance (an oleo resin) with an unpleasant aromatic odour was
also extracted after the separation of the essential oil and it was found to

be the (jausative factor of the physiological effect stated above. No
alkaloid nor any other active principle could be detected in th.e })owdered
fruits and seeds. Ilerberino, as stated to bo the active principle of the
bark (Kirtikar and Basil) was not found either. The other species of
Zanthoxylinn, viz.. Z. hndrunga which grows to a much larger height, may
be the species of Zanthoxyhnii in which berberino was found in the bark
by the above authors. The fruits of Z. budrnnga obtained from Darjeeling
do not produce the characteristic tingling sensation on the tongue. The
bark of this ]ilant has not yet been procured for further investigation
which is in progress.

136. Fixed oil from the steeds of Salvia plehia.

M. G, Kelkar, V. A. Patwakdhan, and V. L. Pradhan, Poona.

The plant. Salvia pUbia (Labiataie), ‘ Karrunorkasa ’, is common
throughout India, and yields tiny, round, brownish- black seeds. On
extraction of the well-crushed seeds with sulphuric ether, 20*6% of
a pale yellow oil is obtaiiwd. It shows the following characteristics:

—

Sap. V. 188*5, Iodine V. (Winkler) 144*5, Acid V. 2*8, Refractive Index at
30^0. 1*482, Unsaponiliablc matter 1*9%, Hexabromide V. 30*75%
The mixed fatty acids gave 7*7% solid acids containing mainly
stearic acid and 92*3% liquid acids containing
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acid. Only a small quantity of linolio acid was obtained. The oil does

not snow good drying power. On heating with 1 p.c. cobalt linoleate at

230^0. for two hours, tiie oil is oxidized to a jelly. The oil heated witli

driers ma> be useful as a drying oil, especially in a mixture with other

drying oils. Further examination of the oil is in progress.

137. The ciieiuical relationships of botanically related seed oils.

Part V. The occuifeiu;e of C20H40O2 (Eicosanic acid)

in the so.tnrated fa-tty acids from Adenayiihcra j)avo7ii8a

seed oil.

P. Ramaswami Ayyar ami S. M. Mahdu Muhammad, Bangalore.

Thc‘ higher saturated fatty acids isolated by tlie ]iotassium salt

niothc'd outliiK^d in part 1 of this series {Proc. Ind. Sci. (Urnfj., 1 {>40, III,

NTo. p. 79) w(u*o ost,eri{i('d with raetliyl alcohol and th(‘ r(\sulting methyl
est. rs subjertcd to fractional crystallization, succ(\ssi\ (‘t\ , from a mixtun*
of methyl alcohol and benzene. meth\ 1 alcohol and aci'toiie, mid finally,

from methyl alcohol. Tlie first fractions yielded })in-<' m'dlnd belK^nate

{ibid.) and the final fractions yieldcul alKuit two i^'r c(uit of }>ur(' jnethyl

eicosanate (m.p. ir)-46'''C., unchanged on mixing witli a genuine specimen
of pure' midhyl eicosanate the identity of which has been cheeked against

a pure syiitbotic yirejiaration of the ester).

138- On tho const itution of santalbic acid.

B. L. Manjunath and S. Siddappa, Bangalore.

The paper deals witli the constitution of Santalbic acid isolated by
Manjunath and Madhurariath from the oil of the seeds of Santahon album
{J, ind, Chem, Soc., 1938, 15, 389-392). The results show that it is an
isomer of linoleic acid. The paper contains details of tlie investigation.

139. The chciUiCtil examination of the stem of Tinospora
cordifolia (M iors )

.

H. SuBBA Jois, Bangalore.

Three crystalline materials melting at 75-77°, 83-84° and 181 ' respec-

tively have been isolated from the stem of the plant Tino)i'por<i cordifolia

(c/., Bhagwat and Bhide, Proc. Ind. Sci. Con(jre\s, 1934, 240). Th(^

substance melting at 83-84° is a monohydroxy ah oliol of the fatty series

and the suhstanco melting at ,181° ha^ been fouod to havo tlx- ni*»lt^eular

formula The chiariical nature of these substaii' t'S is under
iiiVestigation,

140. Choinical examination of the fleshy aril oi r puniculatits.

R. H. SiDDiQui, Aligarh.

Celaatrud paniculatua grow.s throughout the hilly districts ol India,
Burma and Ceylon. The seeds are cinnamon brown and are completely
enveloped in scarlet fleshy aril. This scarlet aril was examined chemically
and yielded saturated, unsatui’atod fatty acids, benzoic acid, a scarlet
viscous colouring matter and a sterol, m.p. 184-5° (Acetyl doriv. had m.y>.

231°). It is of interest that from the seeds a different ])hyt()Sterol is

obtained, m.p. 136; Acetyl derivu, m.p. 119°, by Kumarswumy and
Manjunath («/. Indian Chem. Soc.. 367, 1936).
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141. Chemical examination of the roots of T. montana.

R. H. SiDDiQUT, Aligarh.

The plant is much cultivated in gardens throughout India and the

root of the plant relieves toothache, kills intestinal worms and with lime

juice it removes opacities of the cornea. From the alcoholic extract

resins, a mixture of alkaloids and the following non-basic products are

isolated. Alkaloidal fraction is under investigation.

Non-basic products.

(A) C34H5fi04—m.p. 250°.

(B) C34H66O2—m.p. 230°.

(C) C32H52O2—m.p. 210°.

(D) C34H5e02—m.p. 165°.

142. Influence of formaldehyde on the reaction of mercuric

chloride with wool.

G. T. Gursaiiani and C. S. Narwani, Karachi.

Action of HgCl2 on the formaldehyde-treated wool has been studied
at various concentrations and compared with that on the untreated wool.
The adsorbed Hg ions are exchanged by treating with NaCl and the
remaining Hg is assumed to be combined. It is found that more quantity
of HgCl2 reacts with wool treated with formaldehyde. From the con-
centration curve there seem to bo two kinds of reactions; both being of
the same nature at 36°C. as well as 100°C.

It 18 concluded that (1) JSH2 groui) is absent in wool and (2) the
formaldehyde reacjts with wool in such a manner that both -NH- (peptide

linkage gr(nip) and disulphide bonds are easDy attackable by Hg(/i2.

143. Dihydroquinamine and derivatives.

B. K. Nandi, Bombay.
Dihydroquinamine has been nitrated and then reduced to the amine.

The amino group has then boon condtuisod with bromoethyl phthalimido,
bromo propyl phthalimide and 2-methoxy^-6 : 6-dichloro acridine to
convert the dihydroquinamine into various side chain and heterocyclic
derivatives. Those modifications into the quinine molecule have been
introduced with a view to enhance the specific anti-malarial property of
quinine?. Experiments on monkey malaria are still awaiting,

144. Condensation between dinitrovoratrole and amines.

B. K. Nandi, Bombay.
Dinitrovoratrole reacts promptly with various amines and diamines.

During the reaction either a nitro group or a methoxyl grouji of the
dinitrovoratrole is re]:)laced by the amine, depending on the condition of
reaction. Various derivatives with diethylamine, aniline, ortho-toluidine
and para-toluidine have been prepared. The compounds are highly
coloured with very low toxicity as has been found by experiments on dogs.
Experiments are being made to employ them as suitable hair dyes on the
line of the condensation products of phenols with amines.

146. Sulphonamide derivatives of guaiacol.

B. K. Nandi, Bombay.
Guaiacol, when treated with chlorosulphonic acid, gives a colourless,

pasty sulphochloride derivative. On reaction with 10% ammonia tho
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sulphonamide derivativo of guaiacol has been made. Also on reaction
with a-amino pyridine and a-amino thiazole the respective gnaiacol
sulphonamido pyridine and guaiacol sulplionamido thiazole have been
made.

These compounds are at present being examined against streptococcus
and pneumococcus infections.

Industrial Chemistry

146. Synthesis of atebrin.

B. K. Nandi, Bombay.
Synthesis of atebrin has been accomplished in throe parts, viz. {

I

)

synthesis of 2-methoxy-6 : 9-dichJoro acridine (acridine nucleus), (2)

synthesis of 1 -diethylamina -4-amiii<) pentane (aide chain), and (3) con-
doiisation of (1) and (2). Starting material for the first synthesis can be
either m-tolylene diamine or toluene wliich can be chlorinated directly.

The yields at every stage are fairly good except in one stag(" ef condensation
with para-anisidine by Gattermami’s reaction.

The starting material for the synthesis of the side chain has boon ethyl
acetoacctate and the recently published method of Knunyantz el al has
been ^xtilized with advantage for isolation of the intermediate product
aoetopropyl alcoh(ji. The synthesis of the diamine is a matter of con-
siderable difficulty and deception, sometimes resulting in a very poor
yield unless all the intermediate j^roducts are scrupulously checked for

proper pinity. Considerable modifications have been introduced in

several stages of the entire sjmthesis.

The final sjnithesis of atebrin, i.e. the cond<nisation of the nucleus
with the side cliain is effected easily in phenol medium resulting in very
satisfactory yield.

The cost of manufacture on a semi-commercial scale has been
calculated, on the basis of laboratory yields, and found to be easily

competitive with the foreign make.
The drug has undergone all toxicity and i)harmacological testa on

animals and has finally been administered to human malaria with identical

results as in the case of Bayer’s atebrin.

147. Reduction of sodium oleate to sodium stearatt^.

M. Goswami and P. Bhaduri, Calcutta.

Sodium oleate has been almost quantitatively converted into sodium
stearate at ordinary temperature and pressure by means of a specially

prepared nickel and hydrogen. Further work on the industrial jjossibility

of the process is being carried out.

148. Splitting of oils and fats by acid tar fVuui petroleum

refining.

M. Goswami and K. Basak, Calcutta.

Acid tar obtained in the process of refining petroleum has been
successfully used in catalytically hydrolyzing fats and oils.

149. Physical and chemical constants of Gujarat ghee.

B. N. Mehta, Baroda.

A detailed investigation of the physical and chemical constants of

a large number of samples of ghee from North and Central Gujarat
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(Bombay Presidency) has been made. It has been shewn that there is a

very small variation in the R.M. and B.R. values at 40°C. from month
to month. The variation is, however, very small or even negligible and
further that an examination of the different figures shows that there is

no effect of season on the constants. The constants of samples from
North Oujarat and Central Gujarat have nearly the same value and ghee
from thc^se areas seem to be quite similar.

] 50. Distillation of Indian vegetable oils midor reduced pressure.

Part 1. Niger seed oil.

Y, V. Duvedt, N. L. Phalnikar, and B. V. Bride, Poona.

Niger seed oil has been distilled at a pressure of 15 imn. I’he

products of distillation are: (1) tliick viscous residue, and (2) a distillate

consisting of (a) a neutral portion (mainly unsaturated hydrocarbons),

{h) saturated acids coimisting of myristic, palmitic and stearic acids,

and (c) saturated and misaturated liquid acids. The saturabt'd licpiid acids

wore capric and c;aj»ryiic acids and the unsaturat(^d acid was oleic acid.

No linolic acid (one of the constituents of the oil) was found in the distillate.

During the distillation considerable amount of acrolein was cwolved.

In the distillate, no other aldehyde or ketone was detected. The
composition of the thick residue is under investigation.

151. The iiction of sulphur on fatty oils. Part 1. Reaction

with linseed, cotton seed and castor oils.

R. 1). Desai and R. C. Shar, Bombay.

We have undertaken a sy8t(*matic study of the interaction t)f sulphur
with fatty oils, and examimid tla^ linseed, cotton seed and castor oils

i?Y this rt!sp(‘ct. The amount of the chemical rtiaction und(u*gone during
the course of the variatioji of t(anperature and sulphur has been followed

by determining their sajxuiification and iodine values which have been
observed to increase regularly with the intake of suljdiur. In the ease of
<!astor oil some im’igularity was observed and it was suspected that this

might bt' du(' to th(‘ distiiri)ing effect of the hydroxyl group of the reeinoloic

acid. Th('r(‘fore, we have tried to study the action of dehydrating agents,

under various et)nditioriB of temperature and pressure, not only on the
oil, but its alkyl esters and anilides.

152. Continuous hydrogenation of oils.

R. V. JoGLEKAR and S. K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore.

The. eom})arativ e activities of different percentages of nickel catalyst

in the eontmuous hydrogenation of oils have been studied. It has been
found that the aetivit^y increases with concentration to a maximum at

15 per cent coneentratiou, after which it decreases until the minimum is

reached at 50 per <x^nt nic^ktd, and then the activity increases with
eoneontratious, that of the unsu])ported catalyst being found to be highest.

153. Hydrogenation of sosanio oil by the eontinuous process.

R. V. JoGLEKAR and 8. K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore.

Sesame oil was hydrogenatcul by the nickel carbonate kieselguhr
catalyst. A study of the selective liydrogenation of the component
glycerides indicate<l that saturated glycerides were formed long before the
I inolein porc^uitage dropped below' ten. It appears that the hydrogenation
by the continuous i>roee8s is less selective than by the batch jjrocess.
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154. DiBpersion of gliee mixed with cocoanut cil.

R. V. JoGLEKAii and S. K. K. Jatkab, Bangalore.

The refractive indices and disnorsions of the samples of ghee mixed
with cocoanut '>il in different proportiono were measured on a Pulfrich
refractometer at 40°C. for the mercury green and violet lines. The
results show that on mixing ghee with cocoanut oil the change observed
in dispersion is comparatively much greater than the change in the
refractive index.

155. Alcoholysis and hydrolysis of oils and fats.

K.. N. Rahalkar and S. K. IL Jatkab, Bangalore.

Addition of 5 to 10 per cent cocoanut oil to groundnut oil increased
uhe degree of hydrolysis by lime and magnesia, from 76% to 91-99%
undor similar co iditions.

The alcoholysis of oils and fats methyl and ethyl alcohol in
presence of acid and alkali catalysts has been investigated with a view to
study the kinetics of the reaction and to explore the possibility of manufac-
turing glycerine and esters of fatty acids, using power alcohol.

166. Recovery of glycerine from soap-lye.

P. C. Gfiia a'fid Ajoy Guita, Bangalore.

In continuation of the preliminary work described in last year’s

Science Congress Abstracts {Proceedings

^

p. 105), the 80 per cent crude
glycerine on Ix'ing distilled with superheated steam at 180®, gave pure
glycerine 70 ])er cent strength, which was decolorised and concentrated
to 98 per cent under vacuum.

The laboratory scale experiment has been reproduced on a semi-
commerical scale with a plant made in the dej)artment yielding about
100 lbs. of 70 per cent distilled glycerol per day, which, after animal
charcoal treatment, has been concentrated to 98 per cent glycerine,
corresponding to pale straw colour dynamite grade glycerine. Some
chemically pure glycerine has also been made.

157. The chemical exaimnation of the pulp and kernels of the
Palmyra palm (Lat. Borassus Flahellifer Linn.).

Bawa ELartab Singh, Allahabad, and Abofl Majeed, Patna.

The work was undertaken with the object of linding out whoihor the
palm fruits of the palmyra palm (Lat. Boraams Flabellijer Linn.) which
grows abundantly in Biliar and United Pro\ luces could ho utilized as a
source of palm oil and palm kernel oil. The suggestion made by a
soap export that this palm, like the African oil palm ( Klncw Ouineenaia)^

may contain oil. The conclusions derived from the clK irucal examination
of the pulp and the kernel of the fruits of palmyra palm am given below :

—

1. The oil-content of the dry pulp of the different forms of the
fruit of palmyra palm {Boraaava Flabellijer) varies 0-6 j)or cent to 0-9 per
cent and that of the kernel from 0*4 per cent to 0-6 per cent. It is thus
clear that unlike the African oil palm {Elacia Quineenaia), the palmyra
palm is devoid of oil.

2. The sugar-content of the Hama form is about 48 per cent that
of Jogia about 60 per cent and that of Doma about 66 per cent. It
agrees with the observations that Hama is the least sweet and Doma
the most sweet of the three locally known forms of the fruits of the palmyra
palm.
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3. The dextrin-content of the pulp of Hama and Jogia forms varies

from 16 to 16 per cent, whereas it is as low as 9 per cent for the Doma
form. This indicates that the lower dextrin-content of the pulp of the
Doma form is due to some of this substance having been converted into

sugar.
4. The total weight of the constituents of the kernels of the different

forms of fruits of palmyra palm varies from 24 to 28 per cent. It may,
therefore, be inferred that the kernel contains a high percentage of a
substance or substances which are easily hydrolyzed when treated alter-

nately with 1*26 per cent sulphuric acid and 1*26 per cent sodium
hydroxide.

158.

Examination of eucalyptus oil.

P. C. Guha, Bangalore.

3 cwts. of eucalyptus leaves procured from the Nilgiris were distilled

with steam to yield about 6 lbs. of the oil. By a series of systematic
fractionations, the cineol and pinene present in the oil were separated in
a pure state. The purity of the cineol thus prepared was established by
oxidizing a portion of it to cineolic acid.

After separating the cineol and the pinene, the sesquiterpene fraction
of the oil was isolated. The chemical nature and the i)hysical properties
of the sesquiterpene fraction are under investigation.

The industrial possibility of preparing cineol by the method outlined
above is being explored.

159, Utilization of Indian turpentine oil. Parti. On synthetic

camphor.

P. C. Guha and A. N. Roy, Bangalore.

Turpentine oils from the resins of Pinas longifoLia^ Firms excelsa,

Finns khasia and Finns merkusii have been examined. Oil from Finns
longifoHa (obtained from Jallo) has been found to contain about 40%
of a mixture of a- and /?-pinenes aixd about 50% of A®, A^-carenes.
Very high yield of pure a-pineno (0G%) was obtained from the oil of
Finns nierkusH.

iJiroct coTivt^rsion of a-pinene and a mixture of a* and jS-pinones to
borneol esters with acetic acid, acetic anhydride in the x>re8ence of catalysts
lilm boric acid-anhydride, phosphoms pentoxide, etc., have been tried

and the yield of boniyl acetate studied.
Isomeric transformation of a-pinene and j3-i>inono to cam])hene in

the presence of t)rganic, inorganic and coinj^lox acid catalysts have been
studied with encouraging results in some cases.

The method of direct conversion of jjinones to borneol esters have
been oxtcaided to a mixtm’o of pinene and campheno and a yield of 60%
bomeols obtained. The yield was much lower in the case of the pinene-
camphene mixture containing small amounts of carcnes.

Borneol and isobornool mixture has been successfully oxidized by
nitric acid to camphor.

160. Utilization of Indian turpentine oil. Part II. On the
possibility of conversion of A®-, A^-carenes into

thymol, menthol and other synthetic aromatics.

P. C. Guha and A. N. Roy, Bangalore.

Thymol and menthol can be manufactured from p-c3rmene provided
the cost of p-cymene is low. Carone has been dehydrogenated with
sulphur and an yield of 40 per cent of p-cyrneno has been obtained.

7B
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Further work is in progress to improve the yield of p-cymeoe by using
catalysts along with sulphur.

Action of various organic and mineral acids on carene have been
studied. Organic acids and dilute mineral acids have almost no action on
carenes. Carenes polymerize in the piesence of a mixture of strong
sulphuric and acetic acids. Gaseous hydrochloric acid and hydrobromic
acids react with carene to form dihalogen compounds of dipentene and
sylvestrene wrhich on treatment with zinc and subsequent hydrolysis yields
a complex mixture of terpenes possessing nice aromatic odour.

161. Utilization of Indian turpentine oil from Pinus hngifolia,

P C. Guha and M. S. Muthanna, Bangalore.

Polymerization products obtained from turpentine oil are reported to
be used as plasticizers (Tischtchenko and Rudakov, Front . Org. Chim.,
1937, 4, 665). Bakelite or galalith type of plastics arc not affected by
the addition of 10 jier cent of the pol3meride8 - J^ut the incorporation of
the dimerido with urea-formaldehyde resins are reported to have definite

advantages (Rutovaki, Andrianov and Lebedev, Prorn. Org. Chim.y
1937, 4, 104). The elasticity of the resin and its resistance to water
and ammonia are increased, whilst its hygroscopicity is redueed. The
common variety of Indian turjientine oil (from chir pine) with its low
contents of pinono and high content of A •'^-carene (about 60%) does not
appear to be very suitable for the preparation of synthetic camphor and
renders its use relatively more limited than other turpentine oils (o.g.

from Finns excelsa, etc.) with higher percentage of pinene, and has now
been found to I'ffbr itself as a convenient material for the preparation of
the dimoride.

After a number of experiments with different strengths of sulphuric

acid under varying conditions of experiment, it has been found that
reaction of cone, sulphuric acid with Indian tuipentine oil gives from

65 to 70% of the dimeride (C2oH32 »
195-198°/25 mm.; 1*518;

0*9256), together witli 20 to 25% of a mixture of terpenos.

162. Modification of shellac with organic dibasic acids.

H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

Shellac has been treated with different organic dibasic acids liln’.

oxalic, malonic, succinic, subaric. sebacic in dioxane sidution in jM-esonco

of p-toluene suly)honic acid as catalyst.

The product with anhydrous oxalic acid gives a trauspar'-nt pliable

thin sheet on evaporation of the solvent and that with sebact\; acai gives

a resin which can be drawn into fine pliable silky thread havin,; < *onsiderablo

strength.

163.

Influence of specific chemical groups on the solubility of

resins.

H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

Studies have been made on the influence of different chemical groups
on the solubility of shellac (pure tesin) in acetone, gum dammar in ether

and kauri gum in ethyl acetate. All the above resins have a component
which properly purified and dried is insoluble in the above solvents

respectively. But the addition of a small quantity of other substauces

to these confer to them solvent power for these resins. It has been
observed that though polarity of the added substance is an important
factor, nevertheless, the specific chemical groups contained in the added
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substance have more powerful and immediate effect. For example,
any compound containing hydroxyl or carboxyl groups can effect solubility

of shellac or kauri in the above solvents and this solubilizing power is

not parallel with the dipole moments of the compounds. Any hydro-
carbon typo compound also does the same for dammar in ether, benzene
and its homologues being very powerful in this resppct.

The influence of the added substances has been measured either
by directly detormining the smallest quantity of them necessary to dissolve
a given quantity of the rosin in a fixed quantity of the above non-solvents
or by measuring the viscosity of the resulting solutions containing equi-
molecular quantities of the added substance. The two methods give
almost the same order for solubilizing power of the substances so far
studied.

164. Shellac-protein moulding compositions.

H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

The use of casein in ])reparing shellac moulding compositions have
been described in an earlier publication. {Ind. Lac. Res. Inst., Research,
Note No. 21, 1940). The work has been extended to the use of other
vegetable proteins chiefly from karanja cake {Pongamia glabra) and soya-
bean {QJycina hispida) with a view to obtain cheap shellac moulding
(jompositions of high heat resistance. The proteins are prepared by
sodium chloride extraction' and dilution. The proportions used for the
compositions are:

—

Shellac

Soya bean protein
(»r

Karan
j
cake

Phenol
Pigrnent
Calcium stearate

Lime
Wood -flour 80-100 mesh

I

30 parts in ammonium hydroxide,

4-5 parts ,, ,,

1*2 parts.

2-5 parts.

1*25 parts.

0*60 parts.

30-00 parts.

The above compositions after sufficient mixing, kneading and drying
can be worked on the bakelito technique bj'^ pressing at 14.5°C. and removing
at the same temperature after 2-3 minutes* curing. Some of the chief
})hysical jjroportios of the test compositions are given below:

—

(1) Impact strength . . . . 4 cm. kg. per sq. cm.
(2) Water absorption (24 hours) .. 10-12%.
(3) Heat resistance . . . . 94-9.'i°C.

The rosin solution without filler can be utilized for leather finishings

and preparation of laminated sheets. Attempts are in progi-ess for

improving the water resistance and also for preparing transparent and
flexible resin films.

165. Further researches on ‘oil plastic’.

M. Goswami and A. Chotjdhuri, Calcutta.

In continuation udth our work on the oil plastic discovered by one of

us wo have been successful in making it thermohardening. It has been
found that the resins derived from oils and fats generally soften between
120-130° and the thormohardeiiing resin can bo moulded at 200°C.

Improvements have been made to avoid gas-formation at this high
temperature.
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166. Shellac moulding powders.

H. K. Sen, Ranchi.

The use of shellac in plastic moulding for the production of electrical

and other use%i articles is restricted due to its comparatively high brittle-

ness and loiv softening temperature. The former is readily eliminated
by using ^br 'us fillers while the latter is overccnie by suitable modification
with formaMehyde in the presence of materials like urea, melamine, and
giionidin carbonete. These can be readily manufactured from technical
calcium cyaiiamidc and processes for the production of these on a com-
mercial scale have been ’^orked out in these laboratories.

Shell7C-fo’rrmlde>hyde-‘melamin moulding powder for compression moulding.

Shellac (100 lbs.) is dissolved in boiling rectified spirits (25 gallons)

and then treeted with formalin (20 lbs.) for 1 hour. Melamin (5 lbs.) is

now added and the boiling continued for another hour after which the
hot solution thus obtained is woll Itneaded with wood jQour (100 lbs.),

pigment (2*5 ibs.) and calcium stearate (2*5 lb.). The powder is then
dried, ground to GO mesh in a Christy and Norris disintegrator and finally

dried in vacuum at 70-75°C. for 2 hours. Tho powder may bo moulded
at 140-1 46°C. and ejected from the moulds at the same temperature.
Switches, ceiling-roses and other articles have been made on tho com-
mercial scale w'ith success.

SheUac-forrnalin-guanuHn carbonate moulding powder for injection moulding.

This powder is also made in exactly the same way as above except
that guanidin carbonate and jute are used in place of melamine and wood
flour respectively. The following composition has been found to yield

the best results:

—

Shellac

Rectified spirit

Formalin
Guanidin carbonate
Jute
Pigment
Calcium stearate

100 lbs.

8 gallons.

33 lbs.

5 lbs.

6G*G lbs.

33-3 lbs.

f-5 lbs.

The powder has been found to flow freely at 125-1 30''C. in the injection
moulding press at 26-30 atmospheres pressure. Articles such as bottle

caps and electric switches have been made on a largo scale. These are

sufficiently heat and water resistant. Its u.so for such and otlitjr similar

electro-technical goods are to be recommended.

167. Dielectric strength of films of Uru-lacs.

P. S. Sarma, V. Rama Rao, and M. ISrkenivasav a, Bangalore.

In a previous communication {Current Science, iO.is, 7, 49) wo have
reported upon the dielectric strength of lacs of known origin. The effect

of the addition of urea on the dielectric strength ol films have been
investigated employing the technique similar to that described in

Appendix I of B.S. Specification No. 1 19 of 1930, I’he brass test electrodes

were each ir in diameter with roimded edge's. Tho weight of the top
electrode was approximately 1 lb. and the bottom electrode was maintained
at earth potential. The voltage between them was increased at a uniform
rate until the film punctured. The maximum reading of the voltmeter
connected to tho tertiary winding of the transformer, wag noted at each
breakdown. The results reveal a fifty to htmdred per cent inci'case in
the dielectric strength of lacs treated with urea under different conditions.
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168.

Anticorrosive varnishes.

G. M. Ajmani and S. K. K. Jatkab, Bangalore.

Rosin modified cresylic acid resins suitable for making anticorrosive

vamishfis, from the cresols, supplied by Bararee Coke Company through
the Industrial Research Bureau, have been prepared. The physical
properties of oil varnishes made from the above resin and cashew shell

oil resins, have been measured. The films are found to be remarkably
hard, elastic and resistant to the action of petrol, lubricating oil, strong
acids aiifl prolonged heating at 1.30°. The films show dielectric strength
of more than 1 ,000 volts per mil. It has been found that the above resins

can replace Chinese wood oil in the preparation of baking varnishes.

169.

Shellac-protein plastic.

J. L. Sarin and M. Y. Uppal, Lahore.

A new plastic has been prepared from shellac and gram flour. Shellac

(60 per cent) and specially prepared gram flour (60 per cent) are mixed
and pressed in a hydraulic press under a pressure of 6,000 lbs. per
sq. inch at 1 80 to 1 90°C. The new plastic has the following properties :

—

Sp. Gr.

Sp. Vol.

Bulk Factor
Tensile Strength . .

Dielectric Constant

Thermal Conductivity
Sp. Heat
Sp. Resistance

1-32

.. 21*0 in.* per lb.

3*2

700 to 1,800 lbs. per
sq. in.

8*0

. . 3-3x10**
0-51

.. 0-65 X10«
Further work in improving the tensile strength of the plastic is in

progress.

170.

Preparation of edible sugar syrups from cane molasses.

K. Aswath Narain Rao, Cawnpore.

While the consumption of table syrups is very large in other countries,

especially in the U.S.A., the market is limited in India at present, the
chjof reason being perhaps its high cost. A method has been developed
whereby it is possible to manufacture profitably a satisfactory table syrup
from cane molasses. Quicklime precipitates under special conditions
about 80-85% of the sugars in molasses. The lime-sugar compounds are
decomposetl by carbon dioxide, the resulting sugar solution being suitably

treated and concentrated to a syrup of 75-80° brix. This syrup keeps
well and compares favourably both as regards taste and colour with
similar products in the market, which, it may be mentioned, are prepared
from refined sugar. The syrup can be used as a cheap and valuable
article of diet for the troops.

171.

Utilization of locally available fruits. 1. Preservation
of citrus juices.

C. J. Dasa Rao, Waltair.

The locally available citrus fruits have been classified into three
groups, Gitrua aurantiuniy Citrus medica eind Citrus decumana. The
juices of these fruits are sweet, sour and bitter in taste, respectively. A
detailed analysis of the juices has been carried out with regard to their
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sugar, acidity, ash and vitamin content. Taking this analytical data into

consideration, experiments were conducted to find out the best conditions
for their preservation. The costs of production of these juices at Waltair
on a semi-commercial ocale have been worked out.172.

A study of the cheniicai properties of pit-tanned buffalo

sole leather and a tentative chemical specification for it.

E. M. Das, B. B. Dhavale, and B. N. Pal, Calcutta.

The chemical properties of pit-tamied buffalo sole leather have
been studied and a tentatn^e specification, based on the study has been
out, which is thus:

—

1. iJegreo of Tannage .. .. 55-80
2. Hide aubstanco . , . . . . 42-53%
3. Combined Tannin . . . . 25-36%
4. Insoluble ash should not be more than . . fi'5%

5. Water-soluble matter should not be m('re
than .. .. .. 12-5%

6. Wator-solublo matter per unit of hide sub-
stance should not be more than . .

0-3

7. Fat should not be more than. . . . 3*4%

173. Economic* utilization of Punjab recKls.

J. L. Sabin, Dihorc.

A collection of reeds growing wildly have been collecte^d from all

<

)

ver the Put ijal.) specially from marshy places and sandy river banks. They
were examined with a view to utilize thorn in the preparation of some
articles of commercial value. Besides rcreds, long fibre leaf, etc., liave been
examined and it has been found that date palm leaf after bleaching and
dyeing can be made to give some products of economic utility. The
leaves wore bleached with bleaching powder and chlorine and dyed with
direct synthetic dyes. So far sola hat lining has been successfully pre-

pared aud sample sf'ni to the market have been well reported upon.

174. Cellulose content of some South Indian fibres.

K. Ramamurtt, Madras.

The possibility of obtaining high grade (jellulose from agrirniltural

wastes and other fibrous materials has been examined. The a-eellulosc*,

Cross and Bevau collulose and lignin content of a number of materials
have been studied and the copper number of the cellulosoK prepared
from them dotorrniriod. The a-celluloso content of the mnht promising
materials were :— ^

Banana tree —petiole and mid-rib .. 60*3%
Hibiscfus Mabdariffa . . . . . 82*8%
Cholam . . . . . . 60*9%

The copper number of the cellulose prepared from theses sources were 1*78,

U-75 aud 1*37 respectively.

175.

Estimation of a-cellulose in Mandya Begasse.

P. C. Guha and A. Kotpuswami, Bangalore.

With a view to find out their applicability in the manufacture of
artificial silk, the a-cellolose contents of various indigenous soft woods
have been determined by the chlorine gas method of Schorger {Chemistry
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of Cellulose and Wood, 1926, 612). The following are the results for the
Begasse from the Sug€ir Factory at Mandya :

—

Samples. Percentage of
cellulose.

Percentage of

a -cellulose.

1 6103 48*26
2 62-21 49*12

3 61*73 47*47

4 53*11 48*76

176. Oxycellulose and hydrocellulose. The properties of

different types of oxycellulose.

S. M. Kaji and K. Venkatabaman, Bombay.

It was shown by Clibbens and Ridgo that two extreme types of oxy-
cellulose could be formed by the action of oxidizing agents on cellulose.

The main difference exhibited by the two types was as regards reducing
power and methylene blue absorption. Basing our experiments on the
Haworth formula for cellulose, it has been possible to establish the identity

of at least 4 types of oxycellulose. For this purpose, it was necessary

to determine the reducing power, viscosity, carboxyl content, metal
affinity and ability to couple with diazo salts. Samples of oxycellulose

conforming to the four types were prepared by the action of oxidizing

agents such as acidic and alkaline hypochlorite, sodium hypobromite
acidic and alkaline permanganate, caustic soda, mildew, heat, singeing,

ultra-violet light, etc. Keducing power w£is determined by Heyes’
micro copper number method, viscosity in cuprammonium solution by
the Shirley Institute procedure, and carboxyl content by Neale’s method
as modified by Scholetield, Nabar and Turner (*7. iSoc. Dyers Col., 1937,

63, 6). For determination of meial affinity, it was found that the Thomas
tests (J. Soc. Chcrn. Ind., 1933, 52, 79J) depending on the production of

Turnbull’s blue and Prussian blue wore not satisfactory for some of the
samples, and the copper-ruboanic acid method previously standardized
by the authors was applied. Of the numerous diazo salts examined,
Trivasol Red B was found to bo the best as regards its coupling power,
and the distinction between oxycellulose and hydrocellulose was sharper
than in the case of other salts- The slight staining of the sami)le8 which
occurred in these cases in which there was no coupling power was removed
by vigorous soaping. It was fomid that samples jirepared by alkaline

oxidation had high carboxyl content, low reducing j)owor, great metal
affinity and coupling power, while those prepared by acidic oxidation
exhibited low carboxyl content, great reducing })ower, and no metal
affinity, but were capable of coupling with diazo salts. Certain oxy-
celluloses, such as those produced by heat, had very low reducing power,
an insignificant percentage of carboxyl, slight metal affinity and no
coupling power. The products of mildew action, where the degradation
was not drastic, showed only reducing power in the absence of other
characteristics. In the case of hydrocelluloses prepared under widely
different conditions, no qualitative distinction in properties was noticed.
The degradation of cellulose to hydrocellulose is, therefore, linear and
regular, representing a single type of reaction, while a series of reactions
may go on either individually or simiiltaneously in the fomiation of
oxycellulose. Thus one end of a terminal glucopyranose unit of a
hydrocelluloso may be oxidized to a di-aldehyde, or to a mono-carboxylic
acid or to an aldehyde -(carboxylic acdd and ultimately to a di-carboxylic
acid. Oxidation of the primary alcoholic group may be accompanied,
preceded or followed by the oxidation of the 4-CHOH group to carbonyl,
leading to a jS-ketouic aldehyde or acid, such a product being capable of
coupling with diazo salts.
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177. A new method for determining the effidency of wetting

agents.

S. V. Venkatach^lLa, K. S. Gurubaja Doss, and B. Sanjiva
Rao, Bangrlore.

A methor'. has been worked out for determining the eihcioiicy ofwetting
agents. A weighed skein of grey yarn is shaken with the solution of the
wetting agent on a shaking machine for half a minute. It is then taken
out and rolled fifteen times mider water with a half-pound roller to

remove the entrapped air. The yarn is then weighed under water. To
enable quick weighii-g a seiisitive torsu)n balance has been improvized
from a Du Nouy tensiometer. The apparent density of the grey yarn is

calculated therefrom. The apparent density multiplied by 100 is

designated the Apparent Density number (or A.D. number). The A.D.
number is a measure ()f the degree ol‘ wetting. The A.D. number for

distilled water is about 49 The maximum value for the A.D. number is

of the order oT 1.55. The efliciencies of some comniorcial wetting agents
have been determined by this method. Dfl'cct of addition of capryl and
amyl alcohols on the etliciency has been studied. The rcbiilts indicate

the formation of complexes betw een the inoleculcB of the wetting agent
and capryl alcohol molecules.

178. Some aspects of the constitution of wetting agents and
detergents.

S. 1. Taraporiswala, and K. Venkataraivian, Bombay.

[n a previous cominuriicatioii morition was made of the marked
wetting power exhibited by the sodium salts of half esters of a munber
of dicarboxylie acids. The behaviour in toxtik^ processing of a series

of compounds of this typo has now been quantitatively studied. 8ul-
phoiiation and sulphatioii being usually a necessary stage in the preparation
of wetting agents, various conditions under which compounds such as
aromatic dicarboxylie; cstors, fatty alcohols, alkyl othanolamidos and
alkyl naphthalenes ould be sulplioiiated or sulphated have boon examined.
The alkyl e^thanolamides of caprylic, capric, lauric, myristic, palmitic
and stearie; acids were first prepared by the condensation of the corres-

ponding acid with monoethanolamine, and these amides were then
sulphouated with fuming sulphuric acid. A c(»iuj)ound allied to the
commt 3rt;ial whetting agent Nekal BX has been prejjared by tiie sulj)bonation
of diaiuyl naphthalene.

The preparation of new wetting agents by tlu condensHtiou of a
carboxylic; acid with an aiuinocarboxylic acid lias been atUmpted.
Compounds of this tyjjo are the sodium salts of laoryl and oley’. anibranilic

acids. Tb(‘ sodium salt of sulpbonati'd but\ 1 n -oley 1an th rani late has
also boon prepared for coinparisoii with the abo\ (; and w ith oleylanilide-

71-sodiiun sulphonate.
VVliile the outstanding projiertics <d a cominorciai t('xtile auxiliary

agent, a taurir.e derivative, are re(;ogiiized in Indian rndl jiractice, its

precise constitution is somewhat uncertain in regaiii the presence or
absence of an n-metbyl grouj). bVom this point oj view and that of
the general objoctiv^os of this work, a series of loTig chain fatty acyl deriva-
tives of taurine have been synthesized and their properties (wotting
powder, resistance to hard w^atcr. detergent actitui, etc.) detf,‘Jniiiit d.

In order to examine the relation between the physiio -chemical
jirofierties of a wetting agent, specially protective colloidal attion, and
dett3rgency, detergency trials on standard soiled cloth have been made
with a series of sodium and triethanolamine soaps, sialphonatcd oils and
commercial wetting agents. Starches, such as maize and wheat, a
colloidal clay (Wilkinite), and gelatine, wore also included, as they were
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ooasidered of particular interest from the point of view of the significance

of protective colloidal properties in a detergent. The scouring was done
under standard conditions, and after the scouring, part of the cloth was
submitted to a standard bleaching process. The whiteness, wettability

and wax content of the scoured and bleached samples were then deter-

mined. The protective colloidal action of these textile auxiliaries was
determined in terms of the Congo Rubine number.

In the course of a study of the Cfmgo Rubine technique the relation

between temperature and Congo Rubine number for a number of soaps

has been determined, since the temperature of scouring is a vital factor

in detergent operations.

179. Wetting agents: Derivatives of C-alkyl and alkoxy-

anilines.

B. D. Tilak and K. Venkataraman, Bombay.
Since lauryl-jp-toluidine-2-sodium sulphonate was found to be an

excellent wetting agent, a series of wetting agents were prepared by con-

densing jo-toluidine-2-sulphonic acid with palmityl and stearyl chlorides

and the chlorides of fatty acids from coconut, groundnut, cotton seed
and mowhra oils. In addition to the standard procedure for the reaction

described in previous communications, it has been found feasible to

effect the condensation in acetone and in water in presence of alkali.

To observe the influence of the position of the C-alkyl group with respect

to the amino group on wetting power, condensates of lauryl and oleyl

chlorides with o-toluidino-4-sulphonic acid were prepared. /^-Anisidine

was sulphonated with 20% fuming sulphuric acid and the p-anisidine-2-

sulphonic a(;id was (jondensed with lauryl and oleyl chlorides to give the
corresponding lauryl and oleyl derivatives. p-Phenetidine-2-sulphonic
acid was similarly prepared and condensed with lauryl and oleyl chlorides
to give the corre8y3onding n-acyl derivatives. Sulphonating p-anisidine
with sulphainic acid, by analogy wdth the sulphonation of 7)-toluidine

with sulphamic acid which yields jp-toluidine-3-sulphonic acid, the 4-

aminoanisolo-3-sulphonic acid thus obtained was converted into lauryl-

and oleylanisidine-sulphonic acids. The ethoxy analogues derived from
p-phenetidirie were also prepared. Employing the methods described in

previous communications (J, Soc, Dyers GoL, 1937, 53, 91, et seqiua),

the properties of the new wetting agents derived from C-alkyl and alkoxy
anilines, have been determined.

180. Textile auxiliary agents from cashew nut-shell oil.

R. C. Gandhi and K. Venkataraman, Bombay.

On account of its powerful antiseptic pro]:)ertie8 and its constitution

as a C-pentadecadienylsalicylic acid, loading to marked wetting power,
anacardic acid, the essential constituent of cashew nut-shell oil, is a useful
raw material for the preparation of wetting agents for textile processing
and of textile antiseptics (Gandhi and Venkataraman, Current Science^

1939, 8, 367). Keeping these two specific requirements in view, numerous
synthetic schemes on anacardol, anacardic acid, tetrahydroanacardol and
tetrahydroanacardic acid have been instituted, some of which were de-
scribed in a previous communic^ation {Proc, Ind. Sci. Cong., 1940, Part III,

p. 96). As indicated by the difficulty in esterification and in conversion
to the acid chloride under normal conditions, the carboxyl group in
anacardic acid is probably in the o- position both to the hydroxyl and the
alkyl groups, which have been shown by Shah and his collaborators
{Current Science, 1940, 9, 357) to be m- to each other. The preparation
of the arylamides of anacardic and tetrahydroanacardic acids could,
however, be effected by treatment of a pyridine solution of the acid and
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the amine with phosphorus trichloride. Besides the substituted anilines
and the naphthylamincs, the anunes employed in the preparation of these
antiseptics were l)enzidme, dehjdrothicytoluidine, sulphanilamide and
p-amino-p-toluenesnlphonanilide. For purposes of comparison the
salicvlic acid anakigues were also prepared. In order to impart surface
activity to salicylanilide, which is in use as a textile antiseptic, and to
provide sy ith' tic analop,*ues of the type described above and derived from
anacardic acid, two methods wore employed. Salicylic acid was condensed
with phenylene diaminos mono-acylated with lauric‘, ]:)almitic euid stearic
acids; sticondly, 5-aminosaIicyclic acid was N acylated with a series of
fatty acids by treatment ^ith the acid chlorides in dioxane solution, the
h-acylamidosalicylic acids beinp' then converted into the corresponding
anilides.

181.

Separation and purification of the ingredients of light and
middle oil from coal tar.

P. C. Guha and Ajoy Gupta, Bangalore.

Benzene, toluene, xylene, liajjhthalene, pyridine, pyridine bases,
phenol and phenolic bodies have l)ecn isolated from light and middle oil

procured from Bengal Chemical and Phamiacoutical Works md also
from tar oils of Bombay Oas Oompany and Shalimar Works, first on a
laboratory scale followed by Kcnii-(;ommerical operations. Preparations
of a- and jS-naphtlialeno sulpbonic; acids, j8*napbthol and phthalic anhydride
hav(‘ also boon Kucf'os?sfullv undertaken.

182.

Preparation of some important benzene derivatives on a
semi-i^ommereial scale.

P, C. Guha and^ N. C. Jain, Bangalore.

Crude benzol (20 gallons) obtained from light oil fraction of the
tar oil has yielded ].- gallons of pure benzol, b.p. 78-80° in one operation.
By the action of chlorine 24 lbs. of benzene in one operation has yielded
20 lbs. of chlorbenzene, b.p. 130-32°.

From ehiorl)enzene, o-nitrochlorbenzeno, p-nitrochlorbenzene, and
2 ; 4-dinitrochlorbenzone have been successfully preparer!. TTie pre-
paration of other crnnmerciaily important derivatives from the alcove
throe substances, as also the preparations of p-dichlorT»enz0ne, berizeiuj

sulphonir? acid, benzene ni-disulpinmio acid are in progi-ess.

183.

Catalytic thionation. Part I. The preparation of pri-

muline base and dehydrothiotoluidino.

R. D. Desai and P. N. Josm, BomlKay.

Sulphiiration of organic compounds is one of thr‘ (mpi>rt.ant reactions
in the manufacture of dyestuffs either for the preparation of the inter-
mediate or the finished products. We have obsr'rved that the yield of
the primulirie base in the r<»action between toluidine and sulphur is greatly
improved by using iodine as a catalyst. We are studying this reaction
with the intention of discovering the best conditions of time and tempera-
ture for the preparation of primuline in maximum proportion, in presence
of various catalysts and specially iodine, AICI3, FeClg, and cuprous salts.

We are also extending this reaction to a mixture where a- and j3-

naphthylamines, have partly replaced a molecule of toluidine so as to
obtain naphthathiazole derivatives analogous to dehydrothiotoluidine.
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184. Vegetable dyes. Part I. Dyeing with Butea frondosa

(Palas) flowers.

P. N. JosHi and R. D. Desai, Bombay.
The specimen of flowers of Butea frondosa were submitted by the

Director of Industries, Bombay Province, for the investigation of dyeing
trials, so as to find some remunerative use for them for the dyeing purposes.

We have investigated the methods of extraction either with water or

without water containing HCl. Dyeing of wool has been attempted on
chromium, tin. aluminium and iron mordants, and some shades obtained
by us are really interesting and they have good general fastness pro-

perties. However, our shades with different mordants differ from those
described by Perkin and Everest (Natural Organic Colouring Matters,

pp. 166-171). Therefore, it is supposed that the variety of Butea
frondosa examined by Perkin and Everest may have been different

from the one we have investigated.

185. Studies in the naphtol AS series. Dyes derived from
cashew nut-shell oil.

R. V. BhaT, S. R. Ramchandran and K. Venkatabaman,
Bombay.

The factors concerned in the fastness to rubbing of azoic dyeings
have been discussed elsewhere (J. Soc, Dyers Co,f 1938, 54, 216, et sequa;

Cun'ent Science^ 1939, 8, 286). In the light of Hartley’s theory regarding

the solvent action of soaps and synthetic detergents on organic com-
poimds insoluble in water, the after-treatment of azoic dyeings by a
series of detergents of known chemical constitution has been studied. A
new approach to the problem would seem to be to take advantage of
the tendency of organic compounds to dissolve in solvents to which
they are closely related in structure, and to synthesize naphthols of soapy
character in order to inert‘ase the solubilizing and emulsifying action of
soap solution on the resultant azoic dyes, precixntated on tho fibre.

Anacardic acid, being a salicylic acid carrying a long paraffin chain attached
to the nucleus, appeared to bo a cheap and readily available raw material
for tho synthesis of arylamides capable of application to cotton as a
Naplitol. Tho aliphatic chain being doubly unsaturated, a certain

amoimt of substantivity may be anticipated (c/., Bhat, Forster, and
Venkataraman, J. Soc. Dyers Col., 1940, 56, 166). Arylides of anacardic
acid might also prove of interest in producing anticrcase effects on the
azoic dyed materials. Textiles dyed with arylides of anacardic acid and
diazo salts would bo less liable to mildew attack (c/„ Gandlii and
Venkataraman, Current Science, 1939, 8, 367). In view of these considera-

tions, anacardic acid and tetrahydroanacardic acid have been condensed
with various bases such as aniline, a- tmd j3-naphthylamine, benzidine and
o-dichlorobonzidino and properties of the ice colours derived from the
arylides examined.

By the interaction of the reduction product of Naphtol AS-BS (the

m-nitroanilide of j?-hydioxynaphthoic acid) with anacardic acid and
tetrahydroxyanacardic acid cldorides, two other naphthols of the general
typo mentioned above were obtained, but these possess the additional
interest that they are capable of coupling in two positions, in the naphthol
half and the salicylic acid half of the molecule respectively.

186. Studies in tho naphtol AS series: Naphthols of high

substantivity.

R. V. Bhat and K. Venkataraman, Bombay.
New naphthols have been prepared with the object of studying

the influence of chemical constitution on substantivity towards cotton
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and on the fastness of dyeinj^s. In comparison Ti-ith j?-naphthol, the
acylamido-group (CO-FH) in Naphtol AS and its analogues may be
regarded as being responsible for the increr.se in substantivity of the
Naphtols and the improvement in ^he fastness properties of the developed
dyes on the f^)re. This has been confirmed by the synthesis of new
naphthols containing a second cai boxylamide group, obtained from the
condensation of ^-hydroxynaphthoyl clilorido with bases such as N-
benzoyl-??^-phenylenediaminQ, n-aminobenzanilido and w-amino-
benzanilide.

The low subsfcanfjvity of ?»^#-(^^-hydroxydV-) naphthoylamido-p-
toluenesulphonanilide (Bli.it, Forster, and Venkataraman, J. Soc, Dyers
Ool.y 1940, 56, 177) was ascrib. d to the sulphonamide group responsible
for its ready solubility and its non colloidal charactei’. The hydrogen of
the sulphonamide group was, therefore, replaced by a methyl, hydroxy-
naphthoy] derivatives of N-methyl-N-p-toluonosul})hoiiyl-m-phenyleno-
diamine and N-methyl-N-p-toluonesulphonyl-p-phoiiylenediarnine being
prepared. Otber examples of sulphur containing naohthols are the
hyaroxynaphthoyl derivatives of p-tolut'iiesuljjhonyl'p-phonylenedi-

amine and 2-aminothiazole.
By the interaction of 2'hvdroxy-3-naphthoyl chloride with p-

aminobenzoyl-a-aminoanthraquinono, a vat colour similar to Indantlirene
Yellow GK and indnntlxrene Brilliant Vholot RK has been obtained; it

also repr< ,s(Mits a new naphthol type capable of coupling in the normal way
with diazo salts. The substance may thus be applied to cedton as a vat
colour and aft(>r-trt^atcd with diazo-salts. constitution of hydroxy-
nai)hthoyl dolivati^es of a-aminoanthracpiinoiie, 1:4-, 1:5- and 2 : 6-

(liaminoarithraquinonos, described earlier, has been elucidated.

The inllu('iice of ketonic groups on substantivity and fastness

properties is shown by the hydroxyna]>hthoyl derivatives of p-arnino-

acotophenone and 7 -arninohenzophonone,
2-Hydroxy -3 -naphthoyl chloride has )>oen condensed with 1 : 2-

and 1 : 8-diaminona[^hthalenos. While the reactif)n proceeded normally
in the case of 1 : 2-diaminonaphthaleno, only one amino group of the
1 : 8-isomer proved to be reactive.

In, order to sytit,hcsi7A> 3-lHuizylideneaceto-2-naphthol, a now type of
‘naphthol’ containing no nitrogen in the molecule, attempts have been
made to prepare 3-aeotyl-2-napIithol in quantity. Following the method
of Shah, the methyl ether of Naphtol AS was condensed with aniline.

Tho urethane derivative of tho amidin© was reduced to 2-mothoxy-3
naphtha] dehyde, which gave a characteristic 2 : 4-dimtrophenylhydraz()ne.
The aldeliyde was then conv^erted into the ketone by moans of diazo-

methane, but tho ultimate yield of the required ketone was poor and
alternative methods of preparation are being oxamin.Ki.

187. Further Bynthotical experiments in the naphtol AS series.

D. M. Patel and K. Venkataraman, Ikuribay.

The essential correctness of our premises regarding tho relation
between chemical constitution and substantivity to cotton in the Naphtol
AS series has been shown by the superior su>>stanti\dty of the newly
synthesized naphthols in comparison with Naphtol AS (c/., Bhat, Forster,
and Venkataraman, J, Soc, Dyers Col,, 1940, 56, 160; and j^receding
abstract). While tliis has therefore become a factor capable of control,

attention is now being directed to a study of tho influence of specific

groups and orientations on other properties, such as colour, tinctorial

power and fastness, in addition to substantivity. Among the direct
dyes derived from syimnetrically constituted diamines, such as bt-iizidine,

derivatives of m-substituted benzidines and of p-diarainodiphenylmethane
and p-diaminodibenzyl are non-substantive, the signifleant feature for
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the production of substantivity being apparently a rigid and linear align-

ment of the rings carrying the two amino groups. While benzidine-
-w-disulphonic acid and m-tolidine do not yield direct dyes, substantivity

is restored when these are replaced by benzidine-sulphone and diamino

-

fluoreno. Parallel effects in the Naphtol AS series have been investigated
by the condensation of hydroxynaphthoic acid with p-aminoazobenzene,

j) ;
p-diarninoazobenzene, o- and p-aminodiphenyl, m-tolidine, p :

p'-

diaminodiphenylurea, and benzidine-sulphone. In the last case, for
instance, a naphthol of high substantivity was obtained. The effect of
unsaturation on substantivity was indicated by the greater substantivity
of the naphthols derived from monocinnamoyl- and mono-p-methoxy-
oinnarnoyl-p-phenylene diamine in comparison with the j)-benzamidoanilide
of hydroxynaphthoic acid. Extending the syntheses of naphthols derived
from the amino-anthraquinones, which therefore possess vat dyeing
properties simultaneously, compounds which have the advantage of
readier solubility in caustic soda, essential for apphcation as Naphtols,
have been prepared by introducing a p-toluenesulphonamido group in

hydroxynaphthoylamidoanthraquinones. 4-Aroyl- 1 -naphthols, coupling
in the 2-position and leading to alkali-insoluble azoic dyes, are known to
be of some practical use; 2 -acyl- 1 -naphthols and diketones, such as 2-

benzoylaceto-1 -naphthol prepared by the action of sodamide on 2-acetyl-
1 -naphthyl benzoate (Mahal and Venkataraman, J. Chem, Soc.^ 1934,

1767), aro being explored in regard to their utility as Naphtols. The
diketone referred to is capable of coupling in two positions, one of them
being the reactive methylene group; the possibility of cyclization to

naphthaflavones opens up a new method of after-treatment for improve-
ment in fastness properties.

188. Manufacture of acetic acid and other products.

P. C. Guha apd N. Pitchandi, Bangalore.

Acetic acid has a wide use in chemical industry in the preparation of
various acetates, chemicals, etc., and for the coagulation of latex in rubber
plantations. Since the outbrealc of war supplies of this product in our
country has suffered very much. Manufacture of acetic acid by the
decomposition oflime acetate (57 lbs.) produced at Bhadravati by sulphuric
acid was studied and 80% crude acetic acid (about 40 lbs. per day) was
obtained in a copper jilant made hero. The concentration of the 80%
acid to glacial acetic acid by azeotropic distillation using various en-
trainers has been effected, (i) The extraction of acetic acid direct
from pyroligneous acid, (ii) the manufacture of ethyl acetate using lime
acetate, alcohol and hydrochloric acid, (iii) sodium acetate from weak
acetic acid fractions, and (iv) acetic anhych’ido from sodium acetate have
also been studied.

189* A comparative study of some of the methods commonly
employed for preparing absolute alcohol.

N. Venkatanarasimhachab, Bangalore.

The new method for determining the percentage of water in absolute
alcohol (based on measurements of electrical conductivity of alcohol
saturated with sodium chloride) worked out in this laboratory has now
been employed to investigate the elftcioncy of the different methods for

the preparation of absolute alcohol. It has been shown that a single
distillation of about 95% alcohol (from the Mysore Sugar Co., Mandya)
with excess of good quality quick-lime can easily give an alcohol con-
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tainir.g less than 0-05% of water. Calcium and sodium are found to be
equally efficient in rem .iving the last traces of water,

190. Catah'tic manufacture of ethyl acetate from alcohol.

R. V. JoGLEKAR and S. K. K. Jatkab, Bangalore.

Decomposition of alcohol is effected by conducting vapours of alcohol

at atmospheric pressure over a catalyst (containing copper, aluminium
and chromium oxides at 2 75°0. About 20% of the alcohol passed at
the 100 c.c. per hour is con\wted into ethyl acetate and 60% into
acetaldehyde.

191. Manyfacture of mannose

.

E. K. Narayanan, Calcutta.

As large (juantities of mannose are being used in bacteriological
work, especially connected with cholera, and as the sugar is somewhat
prohibitive in cost, its prej)aration on a large scale, from the endosperm
of the vegetable-ivory-nut Phytelepas macrocarpa. is being undertaken.
The raw material for this preparation is imported from America as a
meal which is the by-product of button manufacture. The method of
preparing the sugar is essentially a hydrolysis of the mannose poly-

0a(’.chari(ie contained in the endosperm. Although this method is well
known, certain details of procedure rexjuirod re -investigation with a view
to increasing the yields of the x>reduct and the ox^ierience of eighteen
]ireparatioii8 with different sam^iles of meal shows that ;

—

1. The usually- recommended period of 2J hours’ hydrolysis in boiling

normal sulphuric acid is insufficient to liberate all the available mannose
from its polysa<}charido in the meal, while about 10 hours’ direct boiling

on the wire gauze or 15 hours’ digestion in a boiling saturated salt water
bath (105°0.) is needed.

2. The amour t of d(.iStru«^tiou of mannose by contact with boiling
acid for 10 hours is about 7% but tliis loss is more than compensated
lor by the increased yields. Then' is no deterioration in the concentration
of the sugar if the acid solution is kept at room temperature (30°(^)

for 2 days.
3. Among different nmthods of hydrolysis, such as autoclaving,

direct boiling on the wire gauzi> or digestion in a salt water bath, i lu) last

method is the safest aJthougli somewhat slow.

4. Mannose as (:>btain(Hi in these hydnjlyses mains undinuinslied
in strengtli when kept in a nentralizf^d (pH 6-7) st' - dizod afpa'oMH solution

for periods as long as .3 montlis at teinjieratures iiviiv about 3 > '(j,

192. Maimfuctiiro of hydrogen pejuxido by fie electrolytic

method.

Mata Prasad, N. R. Damle, and M. K. OnrrJiB, Bombay.

Exact conditions for the oieetrolytic proiiaratiou of hydre^gen i)ta‘oxide

have been investigated. Ainmouiuin persulpbate has boon prejjared by
the electrolysis of a couc^eiitratod solution of ammonium sulphate by
the chromate method using a current density of 250 amps, per sq. ft.

and at various concentrationB of H28O4 in the electrolyte. The current
efficiency has been found to bo 73%. It was found that a preliminary
heating of ammonium

i
3er8ulphato with sulphuric acid is necessary to

get a fairly good yield of hydrogen peroxide by distillation in vacuum.
The optimum temperature, time and concentration of suliihuric acid used
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in the preliminary treatment were determined. Under these conditions a
solution of ammonium persulphate in sulphuric acid is prepared and
distilled under vacuum. The yield has been found to be 80% of the

theoretical amount of hydrogen peroxide. Potassium persulphate under
similar conditions has been found to give a yield of 84%.193.

Activation of Fuller’s earth.

B. S. Kulkabni and S. K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore.

A comparative study of the activation of Fuller’s earth by treatment
with hydrochloric and sulphuric acid showed that for the same concentra-
tion and proportion of the acid used, hydrochloric acid gave a slightly

better activity than that obtained with sulphuric acid. With both acids,

it is found that there is an optimum concentration of the acid required
to give highest activity and that this concentration varies with quality

of the raw earth. The dry method of activation using sulphuric acid

which works cheaper than the wet process, gave products with almost the
same activity as those obtained in the wet way.

194.

Preparation of activated charcoal for gas masks.

(Miss) Nagamani Shama Rao, B. S. Ktjlkarni, L. Gopal
Rao, and S. K. K. Jatkab, Bangalore.

Activated charcoal suitable for gas masks has been prepared from
charcoal got by destructive distillation of cocoanut shells. The volumetric
olliciency of the charcoal has been tested with different concentrations of
carbon tetrachloride vapour. A pilot plant has been set up for semi-
cornmercial work.

195. Studies in activated carbons. Part I.

R. N. Bhaqvat and Y. V. Lavande, Bombay.
Various kinds of activated charcoals are prepared from the indigenous

raw materials such as different samples of cow-dung cakes and different

varieties of vegetable wastes. These carbons have been studied with
regard to their acid and dye adsorption and also the medicinal value of
some of these carbons is found by carrying tests with hydrochloric acid
and the alkaloids : strychnine, etc. The values obtained are correlated

with the ash-content of the charcoals, their porosity and fineness and
also structure of the raw material and it is found that the structure of the
raw material greatly affects the activation and the degree of adsorbing
power.

196. Studies in activated carbons. Part II.

R. N. Bhagvat, Y. V. Lavande, and Mingo Mehta, Bombay.
Activated carbons have been prepared from various raw materials

which are industrial wastes using zinc chloride and different gases as
activating agents. The raw materials used for the preparation of activated
carbon are: maize corn cobs, maize stems, tobacco leaves, and tannin
wastes (viz. barks of Acacia arahica and Cassia auriculata). The active
carbons have been evaluated for decolourizing properties by carrying out
iodine, benzoic acid and acid and basic dye adsorptions. An attempt is

being made to correlate the porosity of these charcoals with the internal
structure of the raw materials. The ash-analysis of the unpurified and
the purified activated charcoals has been carried out.
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Studies in actWated carbons. Part III.

R. N. Bhagvat, Y. V. Lavat^de, and. J. B. Dordi, Bombay.
Activated carbons have been prepared using cow-dung ae the raw

material and chlorides of the II group eh merits as the activating agents,
The active carbons are then evaluated for their activity by carrying out
iodine, bonzoi • acid ana dye adsorptions. An attempt is being inads to
correlate the activating elbcienc’*’ of these chlorides with their position
in the periodir^ table. Tlio ash-atialysis of the unpurified as well as the
activated charcoals has been carried out.

198.

Suitability of Indian fireclays for steel ladle brick.

Hhviansu Kumar Mitra, JaiiLKhedpur.

Refractory brick used in India for lining steel ladles altliough made of
fii’crday of high ahnnina eontent do lud give the same service as some of
the Irricks nnide from low grade fireclay in some foreign countries. Service
conditions prevalent in a ladle have IxH'ii discusv^od. Analyzing the condi-
tions, ib was eonsidered that high ‘ After-Contraetion’ of the Indian
ladle bricks was the cause of the inferior service given by these. Two
brands of bricks were sf>eeial1v made with reduced ‘After-Contraction’
and tried urifliT actual operating c*oiidition. Laboratory and service

tost data on tlm above two bricks and the brand of brick ordinarily used
are gi\'tai. From these it was apyiaront that the bricks with low ‘Aftor-

(kmtraction ’ were- sup(‘rior to the comiuonly uscsl brick. Hy lining ladles

with these speciallv made brick, it was jiossible to take more than one
and a lialf tirnt's as many <‘asts as taken by ladles with ordinary bricks.

Some of the other noticeable f<‘atures in the I’ormer ladles were—(a)

tightness of jfhnts. (h) uniform woar of bricks and absence of prunomiced
attack at the joints, (c) coinjairatively less damage by ‘skulling’, and
(d) the ease with which such skulls could be removed.

199.

Manufacture of silica refractories.

J. L. S.iUiN and K. K. Nijhawan, Lahore.

Silica, (juart/ito and other silieef)us rocks were eullectod from all

over Xortliern India and examined for thchr suitability in the manufacture
of silica l)ii(’ks. Hilica bricks are finding ever increasuig^ use in Northern
India wit h the starting of a number of t'lec.tric iron scrap siru'lting f urnaces.

It has been found that ijuartzito rocks colhs-ted from Jammii, ('bakki

and Ma(lho])ur (Patbankot) give silica briitk of good ((uality. Tbo silica

Ijricks mauufactured luivt^ been tested for their various iinjiortant |)h\ sical

and chemical properties.

The physical jirojjcrties d<?t(^rininod for silna bricks fn>ni ..lamraii

quartzite are apjiarcnt density 2-4r>r>; true dimsity 2'Ih‘j'5; jiorosity

2;i-]4%; P.tJ.E. (Softening point) J()75X’. h-onc lU); Relu s! tost (after

expansion at 15()0‘^’C.) ()*()0% ; Ct>ld crushing strength 4J^.‘( f b./sq. in.

Constants fir silica brick from Jammu quartzite;

Quartz 4 mesh .. .. . 1
' ib.

Quartz 8 rnesh . . . . Jb.

Quartz 100 rnesh . . , . . . li lb.

Fireclay . . . . . . lb.

U0%.)

200.

Silver staining of glass.

Rama Ciiakan and Harirao J. Arnikar, Benares.

Glass is stained a beautiful yellow colour by the application and
burning of certain silver salts such as silver chloride or sulphate. T’ho
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salt is mixed intimately with an inert material such as red ochre and
made into a paste with some water and then applied to the glass surface.

When the paste is dry the glass is put into a muffle furnace and heated to

a definite temperature usually below the softening point of glass. The
glass is kept in a muflle for a definite length of time and is then taken
out, cooled and then the paste is washed off and the glass is found to bo
stained a deep yellow. The actual tint, and intensity of the stain depends
on the nature of the glass, the nature and amount of silver salt and the
comx>osition of the paste, time of burning and the temperature of the
muffle. The usual difficulty in the uniform application of the paste is

overcome by the use of colloidal ferric hydroxide and the silver salt.

Effect of addition of foreign substances also has been systematically
studied and certain generalizations arrived at.

201. Ammonium chloride from town refuse.

J. L. Sarin and R. L. Saigal, Lahore.

Town refuse, consisting mostly of dung of various animals such as
donkey, cow, buffalo, camel, goat, etc., is collected in the districit of Kamal
(Punjab). This yields on burning crude ammonium chloride. Tlie refuse
is burnt in old t^-pe of brick kilns, when the issuing fumes are deposited
on the cooler side (exposed to air) of the bricks. This is now scraped and
collected by the potters. It was found that when lixiviated with water
and concentrated, crystals can be separated by centrifuging. Further
purification is done by sublimation. Aonmonium cliloride produced is

(juite pure and competes in price with the foreign material. The process
of preparation has boon demonstrated in the locality and a factory has
come into existence.

202. CtucIo potassium carbonate from wood ash.

J. L. Sarin and Narindar Singh, Lahore.

The extent of wood waste and undergrowth available from different

Punjab forests was ascertained and the ashes obtained by buiTiing them
in situ wore exaniinod for their potassium carbonate contents. It has
been found that from the ashciS of Cedrus deodara (deodar) and Butea
frondosa (dhak) wood, 6 to 7% and 10% of potassium carbonate can
be extract(Ml, re»spectively. The process of extraction has been demon-
strated in a number of villages in the Simla and Karnal districts. The
prodiK^t that has been produced as a result thereof finds application in

local Carbonic Acid Gas factories for refining the gas.

203. Artificial manganese dioxide.

N. S. Saigal a/nd S. K. K. Jatkar, Bangalore.

A process for preparing artificial manganese dioxide along with
potassium jiermanganate has boon worked out. Samples of the man-
ganese dioxide have boon tested by the Indian Hesearch Bureau for the
manufacture of dry colls.

204. Treatment of manganese ore with a view to improve its

performance in dry cells.

K. SuBBA Ramaiah and Lal C. Verman, Calcutta.

As a result of intensive investigations, a number of indigenous
manganese ores have been located wliich when used as depolarizers give
cells having an output capacity almost equal to that required by the

8u
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specifications (3*0 W.H.). In practice it is desirable tr exceed this output
by at least 20%, for variout; technical and commercial reasons.

It is known that the addition of about 10% of artificial manganese
dioxide to the natural ore considerably improves the depolarization
characteristics of the dry cells and incieasj their output.

Artificial manganese dit)xide was prepared in the laboratory as a
by-producl o^ the process used for the manufacture of potassium and
sodium p^rrranganate from manganese oie. This material, however, did
noi/ prove satisfactory. Artificial manganese dioxide samples prepared
by similar processes in other laboratories were also tried without such
success.

Attention was then direet^'d to vho treatment of ore material as a
whole, with a view to improve its depolarizing performance. Preliminary
experiments involved roasting of inangancKo ore with caustic soda at
alK/ut 400- 50(f'C. and wasliing off the soluble salts with water. Improve-
ment obtained in the output of the cells amounted to about 10% in

watt-hour capacity, and about 30% in the duration of discharge.
ImprovciTK^nt in duration was comparable with that obtaim*d by the use
of imported varieties of artificial manganese dioxide, but ilu^ output was
somewhat lower. This was due to voltage diiferonces. Though the
treatment iiwolviHi is rather simple and involves very little exjionse, it

is considered desirable tliat further improvement be made, for which
pur|)osc experiments are und(*r way.

205. Studies hi the preparation on a semi-large scale of dry
cells and allied materials.

Hakamant K. Joshi, Benares.

The present pspor ixjjiorts results of serioR of experiments which
wejre carried on / to (i) evaluate some of the chief deterniiiuuits of the
electro -chemical performance of a ‘diy cell’, (ii) to prepare the carbons
needed for such cells and elsewhere from Indian raw materials, and
(iii) to develop methods for manufacturing the so-calJod ‘active manganese*
required fi^r ilry collf' and iinj)orted aimually in increasing and very
large amounts.

(i) was investigated from the standpoint of the energy out'])ut of
the dry cm IIs according to the British Standard Specifications. The rhle

ot^ the following factors has been investigated: (r/,) compt)sition of the
electrolyte, (6) <'om])osition of the deq)olariziug mixture, (r) advlition to

the dt‘q)olarizing mixture of active manganese and h^alral.cHl manual x'se

dioxide.
Experiments luuler (a) made by varying the relative jiroyioi tious of

zinc chloride and ammonium chloride, forming tlie electrolyte, clearly

indicate that the rise of internal resistance of t lie cell on discharge is

greater the higher the (juantity of zinc chloride yirosonl. Satisfactory

results were obtained with the electrolyte, containing b of ZnC^.
Our results with the addition in small quantities of Ca<'i. uid MgCl 2 to

the electrolyte show that the quality of tin; cell is iin])r(>va ‘d dv the addition
ofOaCla.

{b) An extrusion screw-press has been designed ior preparing carbon
penc ils from finely divided coke with pitch as the binding material. This
last is about 50% of the weight of the coke powder. This arnoimt depends
on (is reduced) by increasing the cixtrusion pressure, which gives a dtuiser

carbon pencil. Bata are obtained for the micro -structures of the carbon
pencils after different duratioiis of firing, from their densities (apparent).

Series of experiments were made to find out the optimum composition
of the dejiolarizer by varying, within wide limits, the relative proportions
of graphite and pyrolusite. In general, the results were most satisfactory

with mixtures containing 3*5 to 4*6 parts of pyrolusite and one part of
graphite; this exact ratio, however, depends upon the nature of the
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pyrolusite and the graphite used. Amongst a few Indian samples of
pyrolusito studied, one supplied by the C.P. Mining Syndicate was foimd
to bo satisfactory being comparable to the sample obtained from the
German company ‘Nicholas Branz’.

Several series of experiments were made to obtain comparative
data for the efficiencies of the imported ‘active manganese’ and the
hydrated manganese dioxide in elevating the voltage-time curves. The
former would appear to be mainly Mn02 of a special grain size and struc-

ture. It has been synthesized by fairly cheap methods from Indian
materials. The active manganese dioxide has been prepared by several
methods, which have given satisfactory results both by its performance
and its cost of preparation. Results of several experiments carried out
with a view to investigate the comparative activating j)Ower of different

samples of ‘active manganese’, have revealed that this property depends
not so much on the proportion ofMn02 as its mode of preparation, porosity,

fineness, etc. This has led incidontly to working out in these laboratories

some cheap methods for the preparation of quite a range of manganese
compounds from the pyrolusite ore by reducing it to Mn304, which is

2MnO . Mn02, and dissolving it in H2SO4 imder regulated conditions;
this leaves behind Mn02, as a by-product; it possesses a markedly high
activating power and is utilizable as '‘active manganese' in the preparation
of dry cells.

206. Electro-synthesis of potassiuni permanganate from Indian
raw materials.

S. S. JosHi, D. N. SoLANKi, and Damri Singh, Benares.

Jn continuation of the previous work, by Joshi and Chandrakant
{Proc. Ind. iSci. Cong., Chem. 8ee,, 1939, pp. 40-41) a detailed investigation

has been made in these laboratories, of the electro-synthesis of potassium
permanganate from Indian raw materials. Further work shows that
optimmn conditions in regard to the yield ol‘ jjermanganate prevailed in

the electrolysis (jf a fused mixture of f>otassiuin nitrate and pyrolusito.

It is interesting that the possibilities of this process have not been hitherto
investigated in the field of permanganate synthesis. The present paper
niports data in regard to the infhu'neo on the i)roduction of x)ermanganate,
of the following factors: (i) comi^sition of fused mixture, (ii) C.D. at
either of the electrodes, {iii) temperature, (iv) time duration of electrolysis,

(v) sux^criniposing A.C. on i).C. y>roducing ehictrolysis, (\’i) ratio of current
densities at anode and cathode, and (vii) addition of fortugn substances or
catalysts.

Experiments under (i), with additions of varying amounts of j)yrolusito

(2 to 50 gnis.) to 50 gms. of potassium nitrate show that the yield increases

with the quantity of j)yrolusite up to 20 gms. and then tliminishes with
further amounts. C.l). at the anode and cathode was varied within wide
limits but the best yield was obtained for anodic and cathodic C.D.’s of 19‘2

and 5*7 arnps./dm.^ respectively. Our results show that temperature
variation (250-600'’C.) has much appreciable effect on the yield of per-
manganate which is too low below 250°C. and above 500°C., the yield

falling almost to a zero value at or about 600°C. Superiinx^osing A.C.
on the D.C. during the electrolysis considerably improved the yield
possibly by lowering the potential across the cell or lowering the oxygen

-

over-voltage over the anode.
The addition of nearly fifty substances of various tyx:>es as catalysts

were studied and Pd, Pt (black), On, Ag20, CuO, KIO3, Oo, KCIO3,
NiO, Th02, Ti02, BaOg, Pb02, K2S208» etc., were fomxd to be the best
in descending order. The rest wore found to be loss promising while agents
like V2O5, Ce02, MgO, CaO and CrOs were foxmd to be detrimental or
negative catalysts.
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The principal product of the electrolysis is potassium maiiganate,
which is converted irto the perinanganato by oxidation after electrolyzed
mass is lixivated with acidified water. Great difficulties were experienced
due to the presence of KNOo produced during the electrolysis. This
exerts a powerful reducing action on t!ie final yield of permanganate.
This has been obtained by an appropriate adjustment of (i), (ii), (iv),

(vi), and Results are also reported on the electrolysis of
and KNf‘2 i*i the fused condition which are interesting, the reaction having
been but scarcicly reported in the literature.

207. Product ion of amnLonia through intermediate nitride

formation by use of active nit' ogon.

S. JS. JosHJ and M. S. Deekshitulit, Benares.

Synthesis vitlx a suitable catalyst directly from the I'lenu'iits, reduction
of the nitrog('n oxides from aininoniuin salts, deciiinpositiou of organic
nitrogenous (Mim pounds, liactoriiil action and hydrolysis of nitrides and
amides have beim the ])ritH*ipal soiirct's of amirorda. KliMtrolysis of
aqueous nitrates and allii'd materials uuder (certain eonditions and subject-
ing the nitr )gon-hydrogeii mixtiiri's in different typ(‘S of electrii discharge
and of chictroii bombardments liavt' pr(,dii(^ed but iiisigniricant yields of
ammonia. The same remark applies to the attempts of 11. Lewis {Jour.

Aniar. C/iom. -S’oe., 192S, 50, 27) in mixing active^ nitrogen with hydrogen
and of J. K. Dixfin «,nd W. Stenuer {Z. 'phytiikol 19111, (B), 14, 897)
from active hydreg'ni and nitrogen and espeeially of the interac’tit)n of
atornif? nitrogim and atomic hydrogen on ih<> surfuco of a catalyst.

Wo have found that apjireciable quantities of ammonia are formed
by first leading ibr sometime a stream of healed activ^ated nitrogen over a
catalyst kept at a fairly liigh temperatun^ (about 350'^C.) and Ibllowod
by a similar stream of boated liydrogen also subjected to intense (dectric

discharge. Ammonia is formed on the (catalyst surfaci^ and is swept out
and (H)lloctod in a trap cooled by liquid air and estinuikMl.

Very low yields of ammonia were obtained with cah inm, (tadinium,

selenium, silicon, bauxite, graphite, sodium carbonate, sodium tartrate,

potassium (diromate.
'The yields were satisfactory with calcium fluoride, antimony, cobalt,

magnesium, aluminium, alumina, arsenic, iron, zinc, tungsten, ohromiunt,
sulphur, tin, palladium, lithium carbonate, copper sulyihate, ii'on oxick',

calcium ^-arlamate. It was very surprising to note that both ctdcinm
and barium sulyihates worked very efficiently. It was also found irt general,

that using the best of those catalysts the hydrogen stream, altJiongli heated
strongly, gave but very poor yitdds of ammonio conqiared with those
obtained by using hydrogen subjrsttHl to electric discliargi'. Under
latter conditions, only a small amount of the < atnlyst serv ed without the
Uiast d(*tcrior’atiou for long periods.

Analytical Chemistry

208. The separation of mercury by extraction with ether.

S. Rajagopal Naidu a'nd C. A. Subbahmanyam, Madras.

A method of separation of mercury from copper, iron and load from
a mixed aiyueous solution by extraction with ether as a mercury q)yridine-

bromido complex, which is sparingly soluble in water but freely soluble

in ether, is described. A new iodimetric method of the determination of
mercuric sulphide is also described.
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209.

A new reagent for the estimation of mercury and copper.

S. J. Das-Gupta, Baranagore (Calcutta).

2-01iloro-7-methoxy-5-thiol acridine previously described (Das-Gupta,
J. Indian Chetn . Sac., 1940, 17, 244) readily reacts with mercuric and cupric

salts. The products are insoluble in water and alcohol. Advantage has
been taken of this reaction in finding out a method for the quantitative

estimation of various mercuric and cupric salts. Even their, organo
derivatives may be estimated by this reagent.

In the present paper method and the procedure to be followed in

such estimations have been fully described. A comparative result

obtained by estimating mercury salts by the sulphide method and copper
sdlts by iodide method have also boon recorded, and the advantage of the

present method has been discussed.

210.

Microchemical inveBtigations of some spotted micas and a

new microchemical method for the estimation of ferrous

and ferric iron.

jYOTniMOY Das-Gupta and P. B. Sarkar, Calcutta.

It has been found that st)metimes small black sj)ots occur on some
transparent Indian Muscovites of Ifihar and Kodarina. Chemical inx esti-

gations of these tiny specks have been taken up in this present paper.

Qualitative micro -analysis revc'alcd the; presence of iron and the absence
of titanium, etc., in those parts of the micas. From the high paramagnetic
nature of these spots as compared with the transparejit portions of the
mica and the ratio of ferrous to ferric iron as determined by a micro-
volurnotric method devised and described in this paj)er it is concluded that
the spots ennsiat of magiud-itcs.

In this method standard ceric suljdiatc A/U)0 and titanium chloride

{N[liyO) were used. Two different sets of indicators were used, namely
(1) ferrous-o-phenanthrolinc with nadliylene blue and (2) phenyl
anthranilic a(;id with potassium thiocyanate. 9’Jie result was ex(?cllont.

Small quantities of ferrous and ferric iron of the ordo* of I x lU-^ rnilligrain

can be estimated with an accura<*y of jiearly 2%. This inicromethod is

rocommonded for the estimation of ferrous and fiaric iron in minerals such
as ilmenites, magnetites, chromites, etc., s})ocially when very small
quantities of pun^ mineral are available.

211.

Evstimatioii of zinc in snake venoms by micro-quinaldinate

method.

PriyadARANJAN Ray, Calcutta.

Percentage of zinc in various types of Indian snake venoms has
been determined microchemically by means of sodium (piinaldinate. It

has been found that the zinc content varies from ()-r)()% in the case of
Naja Nnja cobra venom to less than 0*02% for Bungnrvft Ceridms among
the colubridea, and from 0*180% in the case of Echis Carinata to 0*04%
for Russel’s Viper among the viporides. In purified neurotoxin and
haemolysin fractions of Naja Naja cobra venom the zinc percentage is

reduced to negligible amount. The results indicate that there is no
relationship between the zinc content of the crude venom and its toxicity

as was previously assumed by Delezenne. The sensitivity and the
reliability of the quinaldinate method for the estimation of minute
quantities of zinc in biological materials are thus clearly demonstrated.
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212. Study of the hydrolysis of chlorine and a .'eview of methods
to estimat e chlorine, hydrochloric acid and hypochlorous

acid occurring in chlorine water.

G. B. Kolhatkar and U. A. Sant, Poona.

Pure chl orine water of difforont coiieoiitratioiis was rapidly prepared
and the conductivit3^ of each was detennined immediately and after a
period ot three hours. The two values of the conductivity were approxi-
mately the 3ame. This ijulieates that the reaction between chlorine and
water is a very rapid (uio.

Solutions of j)ure hydrochloric a(;id and ]nire hypochlorous acid

of known strength wore careliilly mixed and the conductivity of the
mixture wis also detorminod immediately and after a period of three
hours. The conducti\ity of the mixture did net alter with time and
further its v*alue was identical with that of chlorine water of the some
strength . This .shows that the reaction betwux^n hydrochloric acid and
hy; oehlcm)U8 acid is also a very rapid ruie.

A number of chemical methods suggested in literature to estimate
chlorine, hydrochlorh^ acid and hypof*hlor«>us acid occurring together in

chlorine water were tested. It was found that they do not enable one
to estimate corr(K‘tly the pro})()rtion of these irigredients in chlorine water.

213. A criterion for the purity of bromine.

S. V. Anantakrishnan, Annamalainagar.

A criterion for fie jiurity of bromine bascMl on the delinite induction
period associated vitli the uncatalyzed addition roactioji with olefines in

acetic acid is described. The method adopted for preparing of such
purity is also described.

214. Estimation of thiocyanaio by ceric siilpliato.

M. K. Thomas, Bangalore.

it is known tliat in the permanganate method for estimation of
thiocyanate only about 9/)% of the tlieoretical amount of permanganate
is cxuisunied. It was, therefore, considered dcsirnble to study cpiantita-
tiv(‘ly the oxidation of thiocyanate by <'erie suljdiate, Oxidatiem was
carri(‘d out in solutions of varying coiicentratiuns. The results showc'd
that in no case was oxidation coinj)l(‘te, hut that it stopptnt a I a
definite stage, viz., alioiit 9.5% of the theoretical. Details ttf the
experimental ccniditions and the results obtained art' j)rc8c»nfcd oi the
paper.

215. I]stimation and hydrogenation ol some c<‘u iionyl com-
pounds.

M. Jagannatha Rao, Bangalore.

The method (jf Ardagh and Williams for the t stiroation of ketonic
compounds using exccvss of yjhenyl hydrazine and back titration of the
excess with iodine is tried in the case of the co>n]K)Ujids Ixuizoyl formir*

ester, phenyl pyruvic acid and methyl ethyl ktitone. With individual
modifications in the procedure the method is siuicessfully worked out in

all the throe cases.

These compounds are then hydrogenated using platinum and
palladium catalysts at room temperature and pressures ranging from
60 to 100 lbs. per square inch. The conversion is calculated by estimating
the product according to the above method. About 30-40% conversion
is noticed in the case of phenyl pyruvic acid and mothyl ethyl ketone.
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Further experiments are being conducted at higher temperatures to

increase the conversion.

216. The estimation of cystine by nitroprusside.

T. K. Krishnaswamy, Madras.

A simple colorimetric method for the estimation of cystine in protein

hydrolysates and enzymic digests has been w(n*ked out based upon the
colour produced with sodium nitroprusside. The cystine is reduced to

cysteine by sodium cyanide and colour developed with sodium nitro-

prusside in aminoniacal solution in the presence of zinc, sulphate. The
latter serves to srt-abilize the colour which otherwise begins to fade in two
or three minutes. Proportit)nality between cystine concentration and
intensity of colour exists over a wide range, viz., from 0*5 to 6 mg. of (jystine.

The method is subject to the usual limitations of colorimetric procedures.
However, it is more specific than tlie Folin-Marenzi method for cystine,

while it is much simpler both in respect to procedure and reagents than the
Sullivan method.

217. On theories of adsorption indicators.

S. G. Chaudhury, Calcutta.

The possible mechanism of the adsorption of ijidicator ions has been
discussed . It has been shown from considerations ofsolubility and activity

that the activity of an adsorption indicator ion, necessary for ideal titration,

should bo equal to the activity of the anion or cation (of the same sign

as the adsorption indicator ion) in the solution formed from equivalent
quantities of the ])ro<*ipitants. The concentrations (10-^iV) of the
indicators, methyl viobd, lluorescein and bromophenol blue are of the
order of the solubility of t]><^ })recipitate8 (AgCl, Hg,>Cl 2 )

assuming that
in very dilute solutions activities of ions are ecjual to their t'oncentrations.

In the case of eosin, the concentrations differ slightly from the order of
the solubility of silver bromide and silver iodide. Considerations, stated
above, also limit the range of conctmtrations where accurate titrations

with adsorption indicators are possible.

218. Observations on detection of donaturants in renaturod
spirit.

K. N. Bagchi and A. B. Ghose, Calcutta.

The renatiu-ation, that is, pm-ification of ordinary denatured or
methylated spirit for illicit manufacture of alcoholic beverages such as
brandy, whisky, etc., has been a source of some loss of Government
revenue, particularly in Bengal and the detection of y^yridine and other
denaturants in such spirits is an important chemico-legal work. Pure
pyridine is detected by Hasses’ mercuric chloride reagent (Allen) which
gives needle-shaped crystals under the microscope. In the course of this
investigation certain dtndations from the textbook findings were frequently
mot with. Not only the needle-shaped crystals but also copious amorphous
precipitate either as such or mixed with needles were found. As HgCl 2
gives an amorphous j)recipitate wdth ammonium salts production of a
similar precipitate in a known sample of renaturod sy^irit indicates the
possibility of contamination with ammonia. Bragendorff’s reagent
(BiKIs) which gives an orange precipitate with alkaloids and other organic
bases but not with ammonia was found to give a similar preciy)itate with
spirits containing yiyridino bases and thus the question of contamination
with ammonia could be eliminated.

Fractional distillation of commercial pyridine bases which are used
as denaturants according to Govermnent of India specifications, gave
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four distinct fractions:

—

(1) P3nridine hydrate—an rieotropic mixture,
(2) pure p^idino, (3) jncolines, and (4) hitidines (b.p. 160-156®)—the last
being partially soluble in water and giving both amorphous and crystalline
precipitate with HgCl 2 * T^ho other fra<*tions give only crystalline preci-
pitate. After further experiments we came to the conclusion that the
samples of beverages suspected to contain renatiu'ed spirit and giving
amorphous p ocipitate with HgCl2 should also be tested with BiKIg
reagent t(^ eliminate ammonia but the latter is not to bo regarded as a
coi- fiiTuatory test when the base is present ns a minute trace. It is less

sensitive than Hasses’ mercuric chloride reagent. Production of needle-
shaped crystals with HgC’^ is not therefore the only criterion for pyridine
bases. Amorphous precipilato should also be taken into consideration.

210. A rapid motliod for the determination of barium in

Kolutions.

E. K. Nauayanan, Calcutta.

In many bioclicmical operations, the introduction of sulpliurie acid
into a medium and its subsequent removal therefrom by baryta, or vice

vtrsa are impf)rtant proesninres, often time-consuming. In place of the
usual process of striking at tl.(' pt»iiit of exact balance by trial and error,

it has been found very w'r^ieeable to estimate* the sulphuric a, id in an
aliquot part of the ii(]uid by the following (jiiiek and at the same time
(piantitativc method.

An aliquot jjortion ol‘ the fluid, usually 2 e.e., is treated in a small
eontiifuge tube, wiiit small quantities at a time*, as in a titration, of a
dilute solution of suiphurie- acid—(when barium is to be (‘stimated ami
roinoved) of knowji and suitable stremgth, from a micro burt'ile*. Tlio

precipitate that is fornu'd is e>ve'ry time sediin(*nt('d in the same tube
with thei hely> of a hand centrifuge*. The* exact ejuantity e>f sulphiii’ic acid

JUK'deel is indicated by the point at wbieli no precipitate forms whe'ii a
drop of the aeiel is addexl to the clear supernatant liquid. Towards the
('iidpoint thes barium sulphate is some*A\diat slow to make its ap])earaiice,

but this d(3es not prese^nt any dillieulty. Knowing the titre value oi‘ the
aliquot, the amount Tor the wlie)le of the liquid is ealculate^d in terms of a
more eon(*eaUraied acid and this ame)unt advantageously added without
unduly diluting the fluid. This t<H*hni(jue has be^en followed with uniform
suc'ce.ss in preparatiojis of jnaiinoHe ])y the sulphuric acid hyelrolysis of
vegetabh' ivory-nut meal. ^

220. Detection of phenol in high dilutions.

Anukul Chandra Siboar, Calcutta.

A solution of yhemoi with bromine wateM gives a pricipittito of
tribromo yjhenol, and tliis medhod is used for tho elote^cAion c' phenol evem
in a dilution of I : 20

,
000 . It has now Iwmn found that 0 to a higher

dilution of ydienol a <lrop e>r twe^ of fre^shly ])re^pareel soho in of bromine
be added and th ) mixture kept in a plae*e <‘xpoBC‘d to ligin it a flay or two
a beautiful yjink colour develops. In this way yhenoi e ni* bo deteieted in

solution of even up to 1 : 300 ,000 .

Bio-Chemistry

221 . Studies on the influence of pyrophosphate on the oxidation
of vitamin C.

P. V. Krishnamtjrthy and. K. V. Gibi, Waltair.

The effect of pyrojdiosphato on the oxidation of vitamin C by various
catalysts was studied. It was found that pyrophosphate exerts i>rotective
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action on the oxidation of the vitamin by Cu, Fe, norit, and copper-

albumin complex. The enzymic oxidation was, however, very little

affected by pyrophosphate. It also exerted protective action against the
oxidation of added vitamin C in urine. The bearing of these results on
the nature of ascorbic acid oxidase is discussed.222.

Studies in vitamin C oxidation. Part 1. Coexistence of

oxidizing and protective factors in plants for vitamin C.

P. V. Krishnamurthy and K. V. Giri, Waltair.

The existence of protective me<;hanism in vegetables, which protect
vitamin C from oxidation has been established. The enzyme ascorbic
acid oxidase and the protective factor occur together in various vegetables,

and a method is described for the separation of the two factors from one
another. The protective factor inhibits the copper oxidation, while the
enzymic oxidation of the vitamin is not influenced by it. The enzyme
and the protective factor are more concentrated in the pericarp of the
vegetables. The nature and properties of the protective factor have been
investigated.

223.

The effect of carotene, vitamins and sterols on the

pancreatic digestion of vegetable oils.

F. G. T. Menezes and B. N. Banerjee, Bangalore.

Addition of the unsaponifiable fractions from c;od liver oil and
butterfat, and to a less extcait from spinach and (;otton seed oil, to edible
oils like cocoanut and groundnut oils was found to considerably improve the
rate of their hydrolysis by pancreatic lipase. A similar aoti\ ation was
also noticed when these oils were fried with fish rich in vitaiihn and with
fresh 8])iriac}i leaves. It will Ix^ (dear from this that the lat-soluble vitamins,
carotene and sterols have an activating influence on the })ancreatic digestion
of most edible vegetable oils.

With a view to make vegetable ])roduct8 ap])roach ghee in nutritive
value, most of the refined, d(X)dorized and hydrogenated oil products on
the market (o.g., Crisex), Marvo, Dalda, Vanaspati, etc.) are nowadays
fortified with vitamins to a greah'r or less extent. This addition of vitamin
(mostl3^ A and D) will thus incidentally counteracjt, to a certain extent,
the impaired digestibility of the oil, (xuisoqueiit on its refining, deodorization
and hydrogenation.

224.

Influence of various biologically important substances on

the oxidation of vitamin C.

K. V. Giri and P. V. Krishnamurthy, Waltair.

The effect of various biologically important substances on the catalytic
oxidation of vitamin C by Cu** was studied manomotrically by
measuring the oxygen uptake in the Warbiug apjiaratus and by titration
with the indophenol dye. Among the substances investigated, oxalic
acid, xanthine, uric acid, theophylline and creatinine exert powerful
protection, while tartaric, citric, malic, maleic, tannic and aspartic acids,

and glycine, alanine, asparagine, histamine and pyrogallol exert slight

protection against the oxidation of the vitamin. Creatine, theobromine,
succinic acid and other compounds investigated exert no protection. The
various possible mechanisms underlying the action of these substances on
vitamin C oxidation are discussed.
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225. Adulterations ’^nd constants of ghee.

N. V. V. PARTiiASAiiATHY m\d B. N. Banerjee, Bangalore.

A critical examination of tlie 'radiiig and purity standard^- of ghee
loavea margin 'or 15 to 25% adiiltoration with foreign fats t)r hydro-
genattxl oils within the maxima and minima limits. In case of spe-
cialized oil ca .e or fat feeding the standards vary, but they do so in

a regular way indicating the prssage of the oil from the feed to the
milkfat. The Ave-Llalarnant Test (llaryta test) is helpful but fails in the
case of adultcTatu»n v ith groundnut 4^>ils or specialized feeding.
Phytosterol acetate test is . erj h<*lpful if carried out (‘arefully. Even 6%
adulteration can be detected w!ien the molting point of the 5th or 6th
(Top of crystals are determined. The unsaponiliable matter is generally
associated with a brouii stickj' mass. The condensate in the K.iVl

,

apparatus is wax -like and chokes up the outlet if hydrogenated fat has
been used. The suggested comp\ilsory addition of 1% gingt'lly oil to all

hydrogenated frts appear to be the best renu'dy as evt'ji 6-1% of the oil

can bo dotended with wcdl -known colemr tests. In th(» alternative all the
])hyai(^aK chemical and physiological tests alone can be used for the
detection of adulteration.

226. Vcgolablo dye« as antioxidants for oils and fats.

T. S. Ramaswamy and B. N. Banerjee, Bangalore.

A 7iiTm))er of sub.MtaiK'es are in use as antioxidants but many of them
are t(»xic and are^ usel ss for edible oils and fats.

The antioxidant properties of turmcTic and annntto wore investigated.

Whilt^ turmeric acted as an antioxidant, amiatto was found to Ixdiave as

a pro-oxidant. As Ivamala dye has betai found to Ix' an efiicitmt anti-

oxidaut for ghee, tsstud}" has been extended to fish li\x‘r and v<‘g(.dahl(' oils.

Kamala dye retards th(> formation of peroxides and the (hderioraiion
of vitamin A in fish livca* oils. It is also effective* in tla^ case of cocoanut,
groundnut, cotton sec'd and sesame oils. Both crude as well as rolined
oils are proh'ctod against (airly d('\ ('l()j)in(*nt of rancidity when about
O'] % Kamala dy<‘ is sdded to the oils.

227. Stiidie^s on the vitairiin (‘ontont of imingooH, IJI.

0. B. RAMA8AKMA and B. N. Banerjee, Bangaloro.

In continuation of tho work on the factors affecting the vitamin
content of tlie mango fruit {A(jric, Liveaiock in India, 1938, 8, 253;
Jour, of ihe Jndian Institute of Science, 1940, 23A, Part I, 1) it has been
observed that tho ascorbic a(ad content of niango' s from the saiiu^ tree

varies a(x*,ording to the size; the smaller mango* s having a higlu r con-
centration than tho larger oncjs. Maturity at th** time of phn king ap])ear8

to exert a marked inlluonce oji the carotene and a8corbi(* acid content of

tho ripening mango. The chemical changcH taking plac* c. the ripening
mango are shjwtr in the prematurely plucked mango. l!** lormation of
carotene and sugars is much less and tho ascorbic ai sd conBmt shows a
steady fall. The development of carotene and sugars is highest in the

mature mangoes and it takes place in a shorter tune; th(* acid conttmt
decreases rapidly and tho fall in the ascorbic acid content during ripening

is loss.

228. Studies in sterols. I. Sterol of the mango fruit.

G. B. Ramasarma and P. L. Narasimha Rao, Bangalore.

The unsaponiliable fraction from the alcohol-petrol extracts of the
pulp of the Badami* mango fruit yields after removal of the carotenoid
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pigments, fractional crystallization, and chromoatographic analysis, a
sterol m.p. 137°C. the nature of which is being ascertained.

229. Enzymatic estimation of tyrosine.

S. L. Venkiteswaban and M. Skeenivasaya, Bangalore.

A procedui*e for the estimation of small amounts of tyi-osino involving

the use of tyrosinase, has been standardized. The oxidation of tyrosine

by tyrosinase unlike that of phenol and p-cresol, does not proceed with a
linear rate of O 2 uptake. Under certain conditions, the total O2 uptake
can be taken as a measure of the amount of tyrosine in the solution. The
oxidation consists of two stages, a rapid uptake of 3 atoms of O 2 per
molecule of tyrosine taking place in the first 15 to 30 minutes, followed
by a very ranch slower rate of oxidation iiwolving a further 2-3 atoms of
oxygen. The two stages are sharply differentiati^d and under conditions
of a large proportion of the enzyme to substrate, the total ()o u])take

during the first half hour of f)xidation, is a convenient measure of amount
of tyrosine (from 0*1 to 1 mgin.) in the solution with an accuracy of
5 to 8%.

This method is of particular interest because not only ‘free’ tyrosine,

but also tyrosine bound as peptide under a wide range of conditions, is

capable of oxidation by the enzyme. All that is necessary is for the
phenolic hydroxyl group to be free, with a degree of mobility for its

neighbouring hydrogen atom.
Thus, our method is a measure of the tyrosine with its hydroxyl

group free or ‘active’ and is thus capable of throwing light on the state

of combination of tyrosine in a given protein. The method can be of
groat value in the elucidation of protein structure, a?id in this connection
experiments on the conditions of oxidizability of the tyrosine component
of known synthetic peptides, are being woi*ked out.

We have, moreover, employed this method in following up the
liberation of tyrosine during peptic and try})tic digestions of casein. The
increase in the (>2 uptake is found to be duo solely to the oxidatkm of
the tyrosine present in the hydrolysate. It is found that the oxidizable
group of tyrosine is liberated almost cotn])letely during the first few hours
of tryptic digestion and also quite easily by hy<lroly8is with pepsin. The
latter fact is iti contrast with the failure to isolate more than a very
minute fraction as fn^e tyrosine.

230. Formation of uro-lac and its properties.

P. 8. 8arma and M. Skeenivasaya, Bangalore.

The course of the formation of compoimds of lac with urea and
thiourea has been investigated by isolating the (compound in the inter-

mediate stages and determining its optical activity and its nitrogen
content. Experimental data reveal the existence of three definite stages

through which the compound passes before it reacdies the final infusible

stage. A physico-(;hemical study of the intermediate compounds has
been made. One of the stages designated as 13, is represented by a
compound in which urea has entered into stable con'ibination but which
retains its solubility in alcohol. This compound gets easily thermo

-

hardened into the infusible stage C on heating for fifteen minutes in an
oven at 120°C.

231 . Methods of dehydrating plant tissues for technical purposes

.

A. V. Varadaraja Iyengar, Bangalore.

The utilization of plant parts in industries is manifold. To mention
a few of the outstanding ones, starch from different tubers and roots is
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widely employed as sizing materials in textiles, paper manufacture, etc.

Different fruits such as citrus ai.d tamarinds are useful in the manufaciture
of citric and taitarii; acids. Different barks are sources for taiming
extracts. Tlie different raw materials are to be had in abundance during
particular seasons as is the case with sweet potatoes, tamarind fruits, etc.

The storage ot these seasonal conmiodities with a view to supplying a
factory’s a inral needs without di^terioration is a jiroblem of great magni-
tude and importance. In addition to this, the transport of the fresh

materials over long distances is a nighly costly pi-ocedure and has perhaps
not induced the indnstrialists in the employment of these useful articles.

The difficulties indicesed in the above, are to be overcome, as it

has been in tlie case of tapioca by si^n drying the sliced tissiu'S, during
the particular season. This material serves for the j'est of the year, on
the West Coast. The disadventages of thi'" method are many indeed,
though least expensive. The applieation of such air-dried materials for

industrial purj'oses, is far from satisfactory, with references to the purity
>f the final product.

A survey of the known meth(Kis of dehydrating such perishable plant
tissues and tlie advantages st>curcd through a iu‘vv jirocoss employing
eheap ciiomicals, are discussed.

232.

Din static* enzymes from micro-organisms.

S. Sri2^tvasa Kao and B. N. Sastki, Bangnloro.

A number of organisms isolated from decomposing standi y materials
has been oxamincti for their diastase-producing aiitivity. By a ])rocesa

ol' suli-culturiug on a wdieat bran medium, it has been found possible to
(‘iihanci^ the diastase H('crcting activity of a few of these organisms, several

fold. Tliis has rendered possible their (‘iny)loymeut for yiroducing <'om-

inercial diastase for use both in the textile and jiharmaceutical industries.

233. Oxidative inactivation of enzymes.

G. Gopala Kao, Waltair.

The \'ievv is emphasized that onzyiiK's eontain labile groups whieh
undergo reversible oxidation-reduction. ^J’he activity of many enzyrnoR
is shown to be deteeminod by reversible* oxidation-reduction processes.
Kvidciice is collected to show that (‘asily oxidizahle HubstanccH either

pr )tect the* enzymes against oxidation or activate* them. Mild ox'di/ing
agents ina<;t/i\'ate euizymcs, and the inactivation (^an often be revc'isctl by
treatment with re<iuciMg suhstaiices .such as liydr(>g(*n siiljdiide. sodium
sulphite, glutathione, etc.

234. Studies on ass milk.

C. P. Ananthakrishnan, Bangalore

A coinprehv-siLsivo study of the composition of td-.* ouik of the ass

has been carri(*d out, which comprises of the determination of casein,

albumin and globulin, fat, lactose, ash, CaO, P2O5 aic i c,hlv>ride. Iiivestiga-

tion of the vari<ms non-protein-iiitrogeiious constituents have been made
and the results are discussed.

Cas(‘in was isolated by acid precipitation aral its jnirit}^ established.

The nitrogen partition of the casein has been determined by the method
of Van Slyke as modihed by Plimmer and Hosedale including Damodaran’s
dicarboxylic acid. Kstirnations of the dibasic amino acids have been
carried out by Tristram’s method. The present work also includt^s the
study of the natiu'o and extent of the liberation of jihosphorus from
(casein, by tryrisin and pepsin.
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Albumin was separated by the fractional precipitation with (NH.4 ) 2S04
and the nitrogen distribution is given. Independent colorimetric estima-

tions of tyrosine, tryptophane and cystine of casein and albumin have
been carried out, and the results compared with that of the cow’s milk
proteins. The peptic and tryptic degradation of casein and albumin
has been investigated. Tlie milk is found to be richer in vitamin C
than cow’s milk.

Progress is being made on the assessment of the biological value of

the proteins of whole milk, and casein, and on the remiet coagulation.

235. Analysis of the Raspuri and Badami varieties of mango
{Mangifera indica) grown in Mysore.

C. Srikantia and N. L. Kantiengak, Mysore.

Analysis of the edible portion of the fruit has been made during the
different stages of its development with a view to finding out the changes
in moisture content, ash, pH, titratable acidity, the reducing sugars and
sucrose.

Th6 values obtained are tabulated to show the differences between
the two varieties at different stages. It is particularly of interest to

note that the Badami variety contains a greater percoiitago of minerals

and less of the sugars than the Kaspuri.

236. Investigatioii on phospliataso from germinating Bengal
gi'am and from bone.

K. P. Basu and B. Gupta, Dacca.

A systematic* and comparative study cjf the phosjihatase from two
sources has bec^n carried out. The investigation included extraction,

jiurihcation, determination of pH optimum and of heat inactivation of the
enzymes and kinetics of )ih()sphatolysis including effect of substrate and
enzyme concentration and estimation of energy of activation of the
hydrolysis. Cataphoretic speed of the enzyme preparations has been
measured by moans of the ultrami(;roscope. An exhaustive investigation

lias been carried out regarding the (dfeci of Ca, Mg and Mn salts, of the
different amino acids, of ascorbic acid and of glutathione on the activity
of the enzymes. From the investigations on the activating action of
calcium and magnesium salts on bone phosphatase, a quantitative method
for the separation of calcium and magnesium has been dovidopcd.

237.

Role of flavin, phosphorus and hormones in the utilization

of proteins.

K. P. Basu aTid H. P. Nath, Dacca.

Partial or complete removal ofphosphorus from the diet has practically

no effect on the digestibility of proteins. But when it comes to the question
of utilization of absorbed amino acids for making good the wear and tear
of tissue x>mteins and for protein formation, phosphorus appears to play
a very important role. \Vhen the amount of phosphate in the diet is

low, the biological value of both casein and egg albumin falls appreciably
and when inorganic phosphorus is completely withdrawn it falls still

further.
Withdrawal of flavin from the diet affects both the digestibility and

biological value of proteins. The digestibility is not lowered to the
same extent as the biological value.

Administration of adrenaline chloride or thyroid gland preparation
or of anterior pituitary preparation, while not appreciably affecting the
digestibility of casein, very much lowers the biological value. The effect
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is more marked in the rase of the administration of thyroid gland pre-
paration and adrenaline than in the ca«o of the anterior pituitary
prei>aratior..

238. Observations on tlm res2)iratory metabolism of tissues

iix tl e presence of plasmoquine.

B. K. Nax^di, Bombay.
Plasmoquine has been hnind at certain coucentratitms to stimulate

the respiration (>f normal guinea-pig liver, spleen, brain, defibrinatod
blood and coll -free liver extract, as measured by the ISarcroft manometer.
Generally three different concontratioiLs of ])lasmoquiniTie, e.g. 1 in (1,000,

1 in 15,000 and 1 in 150,000 ha\(^ been investigated in the case of tissues.

A fourth concentration, e.g. 1 in ,*100,000 has in addition bi^en taken
'n the case <^>f bl<jod.

The stimuletioii of oxygen u})take has been most prominent in the
case of blood. At 1 in 0,000 concentration of plasmoqiiinine, the co-

efficient of respiratory stimulation has boon in one case 1436% the
most remarkable feature being that even at a ooric(*ntration of I in

300,000 of plasinoquinine which is usually the level reached by tlie drug
in blood wlion given in therapeutic, doses, the co(41iciout of stimulation

is 41%.
Tlie stimulatory effect of plasnuxiuinine in tissues, blood and ctOl-froo

liver extract is aboli.siied almost to the same extent as normal rc^spiration

by the action of lieat or cyanide. A general relationship exists in the
point that tissues which destroy (ho least amount of plasinoquinine suffers

the highest respiratory stimulation and vice versa.

It has been established that the phenomenon of the stimulation
of oxygon uptake by tissues, blood and coll-fre(5 liver extract in the

presence of plasinoquinine is delinitoly an enzymatic (thcirrno -labile)

reaction, whilst the decomposition of plasmoquinino is mainly through
thermo -stable systems present in the tissues.
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Stratigraphy and Palaeontology

1. Psijnmophyllmn hiydeui Sowfvrd fioin ii new locality in

Kashmir.

R. V. SiTHOLKY, Lucknow.
Some loa\ow of PsygtnopItyVum idoiitifuiblo witii I’rof. Seward’s

I*, haydeni ha\v) Ix'cn described from T>;fcndlnt«r m the Pir Paiijai range
in Kashmir. Tlie fossils wore eoll<‘eted by Air. 1). N. VVadia, Jately of the
Geological Survey of India. It has b(^en })ossible tt> reconstruct from
several fragnif'nts a shoot- on which st'voral leaves with long jjetioles were
attached, in one of tli<^ leaves a long jx'tiole is pn'servt'd. Another
spocirnon sl)(»ws the petiole attached to a broad axis by a decurrent
base.

The only otluir part- of Goiidwana Land from where the genus
Psynnwp}>yUinn lias boon recordt'd is South Africa. The widespread
ocourronce of a charac;t(U'istically iKH'them germs like Pi^ygniophyllum
in the Gondwana provunce is sigiiifioaut.

2. Some Triassic plant remuiins from the Salt Range in the
Punjab.

R. V. SiTHOLBY, Lucknow.
Some years ago Mr. li. R. Gee of tlio Geological Survey <jf India

collected a number of pieces of shale bearing plant impressions from the
top of the 'iViassie sequence in the Salt Range. ’PIk! impressions are
extremcily fragmentary and theii’ sjrecific. and sometimes ('Von the generic,
identificjiition is very difficult. Mass maceration of the shales lias, howev'er,
yielded a surjuising variety of spores and also a few cuticles. The spores
are cjuite largo (in some cases easily detectable by the naked eye) end are
mostly prest^rv^ed as casts, with the cuticle forming a thin covering, The
tri-radiat(^ mark (or ridge) is very prominent in many of these sf>oros.

In one of the plant impn^ssions, besides a munber i>f Hj)henopteroid loaves
borne on an axis, an; sisen in one or two places whaj appear tf> Ix; epaulette*
shaped sori similar to those found in some of tlie Pteridospe rms. Mace-
ration of a little 8cra])iag from the region of sporangia-lik^ structuros in
tliis specimen has yielded a mass of crushe<l thin-walle<l

Petrology and Mineralogy

3. Heavy mineral Btudy of Myiliem granite, KLasi HIIIb,

Assam.
N. K. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

Oil a previous occfwion the author gave an account of the granite
exposure round about Mylliom and Laitlyngkot togotln^r with its important
structural features. Granite speciimiiis from the above-mentioned
l(>(!alities wore crushed, cleaiicsd and subjected to lieavy mineral separation
by brornoform treatment. Th».> heavy minerals thus separated from the
several specimens are 2*54%, 3-7% and 0*6% respectively. The last one
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is from a locality where the granite is more pegmatitic. The chief’ heavy
minerals identified were:—Biotite, iron oxide, zircon, muscovite, epidote,

chlorite, pyrite, kyanite, rutile, etc.

In the northern region iron oxide (magnetite granules and crystals)

occurs in large quantity whereas in the southern region near Laitlyngkot
it is very much less. Biotite on the other hand predominates in the
Laitlyngkot granite and is less prevalent in the specimens of the northern
area. Biotite flakes appear to bo of dirty bro\Mi colour showing faint

pleochroism and contain granules and crystals of zircon as frequent
inclusions around which sometimes faint pleochi’oic haloes are observed.
Sphene occurs in light as well as deep shades of pink and several of them
show good crystal outline. Zircon of both colourless and faint pink
variety and sometimes with crystal shape recognized. Few crystals of
rutile are present.

Detailed description of the minerals is given in the paper.

4. A note on the geology of Dhubri, Assam.

N. N. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

The rocks of the Dhubri ridge consist of the following :— •

1. Quartz veins both light and dark coloured.

2. Pegmatites, aplites, felspar-epidote veins and microgranites.
3. Pink gneisses both medium grained and very coarse grained.

4. Hornblende schist, quartz-chlorite schist, mica-schist.

The scliistose rocks are folded and a gradual change in strike of
foliation is clearly seen at some places. Of these rocks the mica-schists
appear to bo the oldest of the series. The foliations are perfect and in

some cases augen structure preserved. The pink gneisses form the
chief rock type and occupy a greater portion of the ridge. Mica-schists
as lenticular patches and thin sheets are found as inclusions in the gneisses
showing the intrusive nature of these gneisses. Mica- schists are traversed
by granite pegmatite in lit-par-lit manner. Pegmatites and quartz veins,

etc., are found to traverse all the other ty|')es.

Other characteristic features of the above rock types are given in
the paper.

5. Optical, X-ray and magnetic studies of the mineralogical

constituents of vredonbmgite from different occurrences

in India.

S. Deb, Calcutta.

Vredenburgite occurs in Bcldongri in C.P. and in Kodur Garividi
and Devada regions in the Madras Presidency. This important manga-
nese mineral has been studied since 1928 by W. A. K. Christie, J. Orcei
and S. Pavlovitch, H. Schneiderhohn and P. Ramdohr, J. A. Dunn and
M. R. A. Iyer and it has been definitely proved that vredenburgite is not
a pure nuneral species but a mixture of two different minerals—^jacobsite

and hausmanite. Optical character and reflecting powers of these two
mineralogical constituents of Indian vredenburgite have been compared
to the Jacobs ite from Jakobsberg, Sweden, and hausmanite from
Thuringerwald, Germany. The reflecting powers have been determined
by means of a selenium photoelectric coll, sensitive to red light. The
reflecting powers are almost alike.

X-ray diagrams of samples of powder of jacobsite of Sweden
and jacobsite constituent of the vredenburgite of India have been deter-
mined by the Debye and Scherrer method of powder by means of a gas
tube and iron anticathode (A P932A), functioning imder 60 K.V. pressure,
with a pose of three hours. The two X-ray diagrams are almost identical
in character which proves that the two minerals have identical atomic

9B
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atructureft, Tho magnev c characters on the other hand are quite different.
Usually the strong speciilc permanent magnetism noticed in vredenburgite
is due to the mineral jacobsite, hausmanite being non -magnetic, 'ftie

jacobsite specimen of Sweden on th. coiitrary jK^ssesses a weak permanent
magiletism. Tiio specific magm?tic susceptibility or the coeflicient of
magnetism in iihese two different specimens are almost tho same. The
hausmanito specimen of Thuringoi wald does not possess at all the specific
permanent magnetism but a sligln specific suHcoptibility has been noticed
in this mineral.

6. The relationship of colour to tho size of the mineral
grain in gi-anophyres and felsites from Mount Gimar,
Kathiawar.

A. G. Jhingban, Calcutta.

A study of tlie relationship between the colour and tho size of the
mineral grains in granophyres and felsites from Mount Giinar has been
made. The textures of tho rocks have been examined. The sizes of the
microcrystals have Ix^en measured and an attempt has been made to
establish a mathematical relationship between the size of the o^>^stals

and the cokmr of the PKtks. It has been concluded that th( smaller
tho crysttJ.s in the groundmass, the darker is the colour; so that a leuco-
cratic rock whicli is phanercxjrystollino ha^ almost a white (or very light)

colour and as it bec(7moH microcrystalline tho colour changes to darkening
shades of grey. With the development of cryijtocrystallinity the colour
gets still darker. Thij is in full accord with the jet black colour of obsidian,
which is the oxtromo stage of cryptocrystallinity, the mevss being almost
entirely glassy.

7. On tho probable sedimentary origin of the qmrtz-porphyry
occurring to the south of Unchabeda in the Rajgad mahal
of tho Baria State, Gujarat.

A. S. RAhAPEsi and G. S. Awate, Bombay,
Various bands of felspathic quartzites are exposed to the south of

Unchabeda, occupying tho liill groups A 830 and A 750, in tho Rajgad
mahal of the Baria State, between lat. 22°31' and 22*^,32' and long.
73“47'5^ and 73°48'5'^. These belong to tho Rajgad shale grcjnp f>f

the Chaiiipaner series, and strike in the W.N.W. direction. They lia^ e
been metamorphosed by tho pegmatites belonging to the youngest gnanite
series in the State. Typical high grade metamorphic mima-als Jikt‘

aillimanitc', garnet, etc., have been developed in rhom. Sorn( bands oi
felspathic quartzite show opalescent blue quart/ also. Tlies< bands are
greyish in colour and when weathered their blur quartz and reisparb appear
rnort^ prominently on their weathered surfa<M o.

A group of porphyry rocks varying from gramv-o porj)hyry to
quartz-jK>i7)hyry occurring in different localities am^ belonging to the
oldest granite series of the State has been reported by the senior author
who has worked in tliis area. According to him thest; poiq)liyry rocks
have intruded into the arenaceous and other sediments of this area,

Canjful search at the exact locality of the quartz-poiphyry previously
mentioned shows that the said quartz-porphyry does not differ, in outward
appearance and field characters, from the blue quartz- bearing felspathic
quartzite.

As many as five specimens representing gradational types of the said
quartz-porphyry have been partially analyzed. The tyiiical quartz-
porphyry (supixised) yields 81-97% of sUica, in close agreement with
that of the neighbouring grey quartzite. Heavy accessories from the
representative gradational types have also been recorded.
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The paper deals with the details noted by us in field as well as in

laboratory—microscopic and chemical. From the data obtained the
authors are of the opinion that the rock referred as quartz-porphyry by
the previous author is probably a metamorphosed blue quartz- bearing
felspathic sandstone.

All the chemical analyses were carried out by (4. S. Awate.

8. On the ago determination of the Deccan Trap basalts of

Baria and Amraoti.

A. S. Kalapesi and G. S. Awate, Bombay.
Ton specimens from Baria and six from Amraoti were selected,

crushed and analyzed for their uranium, thorium and lead contents.
The age of the specimens from Baria was calculated to be 42-23 million
years which conforms to the Oligocenc period. According to B. Kama
Kao, those traps are found to be directly overlying the Lametas.

The basalts of the Amraoti trap, which are dark, compact olivino-

Kasalts, according to the Geological Survey of India, belong to the
lowest Deccan Trap series. The ‘lead-ratio’ results of 91-05 million
years Confirm well the field observations that the traps date back to the
dawn of the Tertiary era.

All the chemical analyses were carried out by G. S. Awate.

9. Microscopic study of some basaltic traps from Amraoti
District, Berar, C.P.

A. S. Kalapesi and G. 8. Awate, Bombay.
In all five specimens of basaltic traps from different localities in the

Amraoti District were, examined and found to be all olivine basalts with
varying texture. It is interesting to note that the olivine is almost
fresh, practically in all the specimens. Felspars occuning in broad latlis

and plates, range from oligoclase to anortliito. Acid felspars have also

been noted in one specimen showing typical flow structm’e. All the
types are highly (crystalline with a little or no interstitial glass. The
pyroxene is ophitic and mainly augite, but th(c other varieties showing
shades of pinkish brown and bluish grey an* also noted. Iron ores,

chiefly ilmenite and magnetite, are abundant. One specjimon shows
dull black glass in hand -specimen, which under microscope appears as
clouciy to dusty brown mass, more or less devitrified. Palagonite also

occurs in some specimens filling ujj the amygdular cavities. Only one
specimen has been found to be porphyritic.

Small roundish patches of very coarse basaltic rocck (xccur in the
compact (comparatively) massive basalt of Vadali hill, Amraoti. Both
the types have been partially analyzed by Awate, the silica percentages
being 47-41 and 48-43 respectively.

10.

Potrology of the Trombay Island (Bombay).

A. 8 . Kalapesi and H. S. Dalal, Bombay.
In this paper the authors have given an account of the igneous rocks

of the Trombay Island which lies a few miles east of the Bombay Island
and on the longitude (72°55'E) and latitude (19°N). This little island
has not been studied hitherto, but the authors }3ut on record for the first

time the occurrence of ultrabasic and acid rocks associated with the
Deccan Trap lava flows.

The formations show distinct three phases of igneous activity: the
Deccan Trap phase, the Ultrabasic phase, and the Acid phase, all of the
Tertiary era. The volcanic activity is demonstrated by a host of dykes
of basaltic composition and basic tuff (containing beautiful crystals of
zeolite) in the traji rocks.
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The ultrabasic rook consists of oceanite and ankaramite. This
group is full of olivine and pyroxene phenocrysts respectively. The
oli\dno phenocrysts aie found either fresh or altered : the alteration being
iddingsite. Tliis occarrence of olivine and its alteration product to
iddingsite, in the Bombay traps is not common while the acid rock is

represented by granophyre.
The aathors have prepared a tentative geological map of the island

and have shewn the tield relations, microscopic and megascopic characters
of these rocks: also the chemical analysis of each typical rock has been
done. The paper is further illustrated by field sketches, microphotographs
of the rocks, and a table chemi(*al analyses.

11. Notes on the occurrence of some organic material in the
core ofa Deccan Trap rock from a bore-hole at Anaiithagiri

near Vicarabad in H.E.H. the Niz^im's Dominions.

C. 'dAHADEVAN iimi L. 8. Krishnamttrthy, Hyderabad (Deccan).

A two feet thick layer of a lustrous dai k coal -like matia ial. sandwiched
between the l)ec(‘an Trap flows was met with during an (examination of the
cores obtained fron* tht‘ bore-hole at Ananthagiri }>lateau near Vicarabad.
A study of the sleep escarpment of this ])lat(‘au, however, did net disclose
any such b(^d, though the log of the borc-holo coiwlatod intimately with
the exposed vertical section in other ^espect^ . An analysis of this mat erial

gave tile hdlowing results:

—

Moisture and organic matter . . . . 0*2%.
Ash . . . . . . 93-8%.

A preliminary examination of the specimen reveals the prestmee of
some fibrous strucfci^re.

Tile paper describes the geological section of the bore-hole, the
results of the petrological and chemical examination of the black material,
and its probable mode of origin.

12. Origin of some buff coloured silieeouH shalcK occurring
in the limestones of the Bhima Series in parts of Gulberga
District.

C. Mahadevan, Hyderabad (Deccan).

Some buff coloured siliceous shaly layers occur interralatcHl in Die
limestones of the Bhirna Series near (logi, Sirwal, Sliahbad, Kaigi and
Korla in the Gulberga District. King refers to the deposits at Gogi and
Shahbad {Meritoirs, G.S.I,, Vol. XII, pp. 158- IdO) and assigns them
a definite stratigraphic position in tlii' upper Hlnma {Series and considers
them as underlying flaggy liim^stone beds n{ J(‘wargi stat^. . Recently
these di^posits have been studied in the field and in the labor >itory. They
are considered to have bec*n derived from the leaching of ealciiun
carbonati^ of tht limestone beds by meteoric wattrrs. l^uA iug a skeleton of
the more resistant associated alurninous and silicf'ous materials. The
successive stages of the alteration of tlu' limestones to the shaly product
can be easily traced in Die field.

13.

On ‘Charnockites’.

P. R. J. Naidu, Mysore.
This paper gives a petrographic description of the hyiiersthene-

bearing rocks, described as Chamockites, by Sir Thomas Holland and
other officers of the Geological Survey of India in some parts c»f Madras,
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Vellore, Salem and Coimbatore Districts, and by Mr. B. Rama Rao in

Sivasamudram, Mysore.
Evidence is set forth to show that a granite magma which had been

crystallizing in hornblendo-ortho-pyroxene phase intruded the areas

under study, giving rise to local hybrid phases of small extent, by interac-

tion with pre-existing sediments, schists and gneisses, e.g., the garneti-

ferous norites (Chamockites) of Nagaramalai, Salem, sliow evidence of
absorption of disintegrated biotite-gneisses; the Chamockites of Kailasgarh,
Vellore, are contaminated by amphibolite-schists; and in Pallavaram,
Madras, the parallel growth of fibrous hypersthene with a pale amphibole
and a concomitant appearance of scapolite, point to contamination by
calcareous and aluminous sediments. The Sivasamudram ‘ Charnockite

’

is a typical injection gneiss, and does not resemble the ‘Chamockites’ of
Holland, but for the presence of hypersthene in it.

14. A study of the granites and metamorphic rocks of Almora.

S. P. Natttiyal, Benares.

This paper deals with the petrological and i^etrochemical study of
the various granites and metamorphic rocks found near Almora (29° 80':

79° 40') in the Kumaon Himalayas. The rocks include schists, quartzites,

granites and granite-gnoisses.

Many bands of granites are found intruded in a wedge-like fashion
parallel to the foliation of the schists. All the bands are entindy gneissose

exce])t one which is massive in the centre and gneissose towards the
periphery and which gradually merges into the schists without i\> sharp
margin.

The granites bear inclusions of the country rocks which have been
partly or wholly granitized.

The foliations in the schist and in the granites are not accompaniments
of the same erogenic movement. The schists were foliated prior to the
intrusion of the granite. The igneous intrusion has produced a wide
garnet zone and tourmalinization of the country rocks. Sillimanite has
been observed in certain schists. But the aureole rocks do not show
distinct zones of progressive metamorphism.

A number of chemical analyses are also given. The granites have
been compared with other granites of the Himalayas.

The problem of the age of the granites is discussed. No precise age
can be ascertained but it is definite that the granites are younger than
the schists and are pre-tectonic in age.

15. A note on the garnet-biotite-schiBtfrom Bhainskhet, Almora.

S. P, Nautiyal, Benares.

During a traverse from Almora to Dwarhat the author came across
an exposure of gamet-biotite-schist along the road from Korichhina to a
mile ah(uid of the Bhainskhet Dak-Bungalow. The rock is interesting in
showing the porphyroclasts of biotite and garnet, the former showing the
development across the planes of schistosity. This paper deals with the
petrology and chemical study of the rock.

16. A note on the Tharali granite-gneiss, Garhwal.

S. P. Nautiyal, Benares.

Granite-gneiss is exposed on the Karanprayag-Baijnath road, conti-
nuously for a distance of about twelve miles with minor intercalations of
slates and schists in between. It has no sViarp junction with the schists
nor does it contain inclusions. The paper describes the petrology of the
gneisses giving their relatiouship with the similar occurrence at Gwaldam
and Almora.
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17, A petrochemicjal study of tlie Charnockite rooks of Madras.

K. P, Rode and C. Rajgopalan, Benares.

A collection of rocks from St. Thomas Mount near Madras was studied
in detail and about six distinct rt)ck-types could be readily recognized
ranging from norite, through grauodiorite to granite. These were che-
mically analyzed and their Niggli -values, basis and nonns were calculated
and magma ty^pes ascertained. The kata-norms were then compared with
the modes and a general correspondence was clearly observed. Rocks
from widely different regions and having very similar composition have
also boon coniparod.

1<S. Magmatic dilTeroiitiation in tho Charnockite rocks of
Madras.

K. P. Rode atid C. RAJQorAi.AN, Benares.

The recognition of several distinct rtK*k -t in the Charnockite com-
]>lex of St. Thomas Mount near Madras leil to a study of the interrelation-

ship and mode of derivation of ttu5 differvmt ty|:>es. The studies on tho
linos of methods introduced by Niggli proved highly instructive, A
complete course of crynDallizatiou-difTcireiitiatioii is indicated, the trends
being those characteristic of the (’ale-alkaline or Cirtnim Ptiicific Suites.

19. A 8tudy of the provincial relationship of tho Charnockite

seri(^b.

K. P. Rode and C. Rajgopalan, Benares.

During the petrochemical study of the Charnockites of St. Thomas
Momit, Madras, it was realized that the Chamocldte shows a typical example
of tho calc-alkaline suites.

The indications as given by tho differentiation diagrams based on
Niggli-values, tho (^LM diagram, K-Mg, Iv-II and Mg*r diagrams all point
unmistakably to the same conclusion.

The trends of differentiation observed in the C!)liamockite magma
have been compared with other suites of calc-alkalino character and
.some v(»ry close analogies have boon traced in the North American
(’ordillera.

20. Cont ributions to the geology and pf)trol<>gy of tho Bhowali-

Bhim Tal area, near Naini Tal.

K. P. Rode, 8. N. Verma, and S, M. Mathur, Benares.

Dui'ing tho field mapping of the region, particularly t lu parts covered
by the traps, tVio following rock types w<*re met with oi- ro or less in the
following sequence:

—

Siwaliks.

Traps and intrusives
Schists and phyllites.

Quartzites.

'fho traps are found to cover a much larger area than was previously
known. At certain places the traps are found t(j bo associated with
granites and quartz poriAiyries.

The traps show a certain amount of variation within themselves and
the present paper deals with the petrography of the different types.
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21.

Contribution to the geology and petrology of the Ramgarh
Hills near Naini Tal.

K. P. Rode, I. C. Pati^de, and Vishwanath Pbasad, Benares.

A preliminary field mapping of an area over 10 sq. miles aroimd
Ramgarh Hills, N.E. of Naini Tal, was carried out during the month of

May, 1940, and the present observations are based on the collections made
during this held work.

"ITie area is chiefly composed of quartzites, schists and foliated quartz

porphyries together with a few bands of ampliibolites. This note deals

with the petrology of these rocks and more particularly of the quartz

porphyries.

22. A study of tho mineralogy of the Charnockite rocks.

K. P. Rode and C. Rajgopalan, Benares.

It is well known that the dark mineral-components of these rocks
show certain characters which are not quite normal to tluise mineral species.

During g. study of the rocks from St. Thomas Mount, Madras, a detailed
investigation of the mineral-componi'iits of these rocks was carried out
the results of which are communicated here.

Hypersthene wlien studied chemically gave tho formula; 5(A1, Fe)203 ,

22(Mg, Fe, Mn)0, CaO, 33Si02. The mineral is characterized by a peculiar
pleochroism, marked oblique extinction and is optically negativ^e with
-2V = 61°.

Augite shows, rouglily, the following composition:

—

r>(Al, Fe)203 ,
48(Mg, Fe, Mn)0, 29CaO, NagO, 77(Si, Ti)02.

23. Some trends of differentiation in the Deccan Trap.

K. P. Rode, Benares.

On the basis of a largo number of chemical analyses of rocks of
Deccan Trap region, now available, a partial study of the trends of differ-

entiation in the Deccan Trap magma has been attempted along the lines

introduced by Niggli.

Some typical areas have been selected which show a larger range of
differentiation products, and from which a sufficient number of rock-
analyses are available.

24.

Progressive metamorphism in eastern Kalimpong Hills,

Darjeeling District, Bengal.

S. Ray, Calcutta.

In the eastern part of tho Kalimpong Hills progressive motamorphisrn
is displayed in a series of sericito-chlorite-biotite, muscovite-chlorite-
biotite, and muscovite?-biotite schists, the progression being marked by

—

(i) tho gradual increase in size of quartz and felspar grains from
0-1 to 0'7 mm.;

(ii) tho gradual disappearance of granulation and sericitization of
albite micro -augen present in tho lower grades of meta-
morphism

;

(iii) gradual n^crystallization of albite micro-augen to medium
oligoclase

;

(iv) general dominance of chlorite, t'pidote and clino-zoisite in
lower grades;

(v) appearance of garnet in the highest grade of motamorphisrn.
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The lower grade rocks resemble metamorphosed grewacke or medium
granite of the ‘oligoclaso zone’, while the highest grade rock is apparently
a pelitic schist of the ‘garnet zone’.

Garnet also occurs- within lower grade rocks where it is either local or
marks the beginning of normal ‘garnet zone’.

U'he origin of the chlorite of the lower grades is not deterniinable
correctly. It [s doubtfully regarded as s('condary after biotite. This
indicates a retrogression or derivation of the schists from shearing and
metamoiphisin of a granitic rock.

25. Age of the Kharodiu adi a<‘Jld trap of BoinVxiy, by the ‘lead-

ratio’ method.

R. N. Si KHESWALA and G. 8. Awate, Bombay.
It has boon often suggestt'd, on purely held evidences, tliat the

acid ti'cp.s like the granopliyric tracdiyto, rhyolite, etc., o<*i‘urriiig on thi^

v/est coast of the Salsette iNland are younger in age than the main ho<l>-

of 1 .isaltic rocks (tht^ Deccan Trap i)* The authors of tin' jirestuit papor
have attempted to hnd the approximate geological age during wliicli

these acid lava of Khar(>(liw''adi were extruded. For this pnrposi', live

different speciincns wiu’e colhn'Ud from the well-known Khnrodiwadi
(lat. 19° 12'E : long. 72° 49'jy) arid tra]), erushcid and mixed together,

and the pow'der analyzed for its uraniiiun, thorium and lead contents.

The age deduced by the aid of the ‘lead-ratio’ methoil gives a. result of
4*28 million years pointing to the Pliocene age of this acid lava How.

It has })een showni by Maihiir that the ai id tra jis of Madh and Salsette

Fort are in no way magmatically r(^lated with eaidi other, and the recent

field and analytical data gathered liy the pri'sent authors also lend
support to the above' stati'mi'ut. Thus from the data available so far

it still remains to he explained wdietlier thi'i acid group of Madh and
Salsette belongs to the older or younger horizon than that of Kharodiwadi
acid trap.

All chemical analyses were carried out by G. S. Awate.

26. On the correlation of the ash beds occurring in the western

parts of Bumbay and Salsette Islands, Bombay.

R. N. SuKHESWALA and G. S. Awate, Bombay.
Various types of ash hods of Bombay -Salsette can he classiHed

from their outward cliaraiitors into throe groups as follows:—

-

(1) Massive, variegated and enunbling variety ol Santa Ft n/.

Khar;
(2) Compact and handl'd varii^ty of Andhi^ri and Madh;
(9) Thinly laminated pyrito-hearing beds of .T* fgashwari.

From the- careful field observations and laboratory both
mieroscopic arul cheiuic^al, it can he deduced thai/ the ash he<t^ oi‘ Audlieri

(52-89% silica) and the ecjuivalcnt typo in Aladh (54-209^, sdica) have a
('oininon origin. Also, whim the silica pe'rcentages of tic !*asic traps of
Andheri (52-00%) and those of other localities in the u * a. like Malabar
Hill (53-12%) are comjiared with those of the ahovcs a di htais we cannot
escape the conclusion that tlu' ash deposits of Mai 11, and Andheri are in

direct comiection with the basic lavas on this west coast. Similarity c an
still be extended to the acid traps and the ash beds of Madh and Salsette
Fort where the silica content (72-7()%) of the broad banded ash beds is

in close agreement with the silica contents of rhyolites (71-00%) and
felsitcs (71-84%). The Jogeshwari ash shows distinct characteristics of
its own in having pyrito-development and the very low silica contont of
27-14, but from micro-characters and field study it shows points of
resemblance with the acid trayjs of Kharodiwadi ((>1-49% silica) and
Borivli.
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The fact that no magmatic relationship exists between the acid

traps of Madh and Salsette Fort and those of Kharodiwadi (Mathur) is

further supplemented by the present authors after chemical and micro-

scopical observations. After all this available data the exact sequence of

order followed by these different t5rpes of ash deposits remains to be
elucidated.

General

27. Geological observations on the sub-surface water at Hingoli

in Parbhani District of Hyderabad State.

C, Mahadevak, Hyderabad (Deccan).

In a paper on the underground water resources in the Deccan Traps
{Jour. Hyd. Geol., Vol. II, part 2, i)p. 173-194) attention was drawn to the
existence of decomposed horizontal layers of basalts which acted as aquifers.

Hingoli town, situated in the Deccan Traps, illustrates, par excellence,

the importance of geological conditions as well as physiography in the
distribution of sub-suid’ace water. The town is divisible into threci physical
units, i.e. (1) a southern Deccan Trap plateau with well-replenished
acquifers at shallow depths, (2) a northern part situated in the valley,

but consisting of massive jointed traps to a depth exceeding 100' which
yield little or no water, and (3) an eastern part situated on a similar

hard trap, but adjacent to a tank which receives and conserves some of
the rain water from the plateau and augments the supply of wells under
its influence. The ^)a2)or gives the geological sequence of the trap layers
from a study of the escarpments and bore-hole logs and discusses the
distribution of water in relation to geology and physiography in the
Deccan Trap formations.

28. The river systen: of Mysore and its relationship to the
geology of the State.

C. S. ricHAMUTHtJ, Mysore.

The chief characteristic of the drainage of Peninsular India is the
marked easterly trend of its main rivers. The water-shed is thf) Western
Ghats whi(;h runs almost north-north-west to south-south -east. The
paper describes the river system of Mysore, which though part of the
Peninsula, possesses certain peculiar features. The water-shed is not
parallel to the Westfu-n Ghats, situated at the extreme western portion of
Mysore as one would ex2)oct in Peninsular India in general, but is a line

running across the middle of the State almost duo west to east, dividing
Mysore into two. The rivers take their origin in this middle linc^ and
flow either towards the north or to the south.

A brief sketch of the geology of Mysore is then given, and the relation-

ship of the drainage system to the main rock formations is described.
The paper is illustrated by sketch maps and {profile sections.

Economic

29.

Sulphur in coke and methods of its removal.

N. N. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

The author mcTitions tliat coke produced from the Tertiary coals

of India contains a high percentage of sulphur, and for this reason it is

not being used in high class smelting operations. Various methods are
discussed by which sulphur may be appreciably reduced: (i) By quenching
red hot coke; (ii) by passing hydrogen over red hot coke; (iii) by subse-
quent quenching the red hot coke from (ii); (iv) by action of volatile
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chlorides such as sodium chloride; and (v) ammonium chloride. The
author has carried out t;xrpenin3Uts in the laboratory with two specimens
or Tertiary coal, nameiy (a) Namdang coal, and (6) watching coal from
upper Assam. These coals are of high class coldng quality but contain
3*01% and 6*10% total sulphur respectively.

The coal specimens that are carefully selected for laboratory investiga-
tion contrin only negligible quantity of pyrites but have very high
percentage ot organic sulphur, i.o. 2*66% and 4*54% respectively. The
Nfundaiig coke contains 2-56% and watching coke has 4*11% sulphur.

Th<^ autnor has shown that by quonchiug red hot coke with water,
less than 1%, and by passing hydrogen over rod hot coke 40 <if sulphur
content could be removed. By sodium cthloride treatrnt'iit about 00%,
and by ammonium cliloride 30% ofthe sulphur content could bi' eliminated.

In th^ first four methods the quality of (loke does not deteriorate,

whereas in the case of ammonium chloride the ('ol<o olitained was loose

and friable. The autiior suggests that experiments in t-hose lines should
bo carried out on Semi-Industrial Scale in small chamber o\ ens to iind out
ho y far the labt)ratory methods may ho success I’ul in practice, and he
therefore draws the attention of the (wal prodnc(irs in Assam and N.VV.
India to this part of the problem.

30. An outline of the econoniie geology of th(^ Mayurbhanj
State.

B. H. Jena, Mayurbhanj State.

Th(‘ Mayurlihauj State is very rich in ec.ouomicj miiua’al resources.
Apart fr<.)m the o*;currenco of the widl-kriown iron-ore deposits at
Gurumahisani, Sulaipat and Badampahar worked by the Tatas, recent
geological sur\^oy by the Geological Di'partriKuit of the State has led to
the discoveries of considerable deposits of vanadiftjrous magnetite, copper,
kyanite, mica, cliina-clay and ghw^s sand.

Short preliminary accounts of those deposits, other economic minerals
and mineral-products and the geological outline of the areas in which
they are found, are given in this paper.

Of particular intt rest is the extensive vanadiferous magnetite deposits
along the north-W(v-it(M7i and south-eastern flanks of the Simlipal range,
the latter containing the richest deposits and the former continuing to
the north up to Betjharan and Kumardhubi; the occurrunco of a mica
holt running along a N.E.-S.W. zone to tho north of tho samo range;
the o(*,currcuc0 of tourmaline and kyanite-dumortic’iritc along a NT-NAV.
S.S.E. zone; and lastly, the occurrence of copper ores along a belt nearly
in the same line as the toiirmaline-kyanito b(4t.

Architectural and building stories, glass sand ol v<*ry good ^/naiity

and clays are also found in the State in quantity.

31. Specific volatile index as a criterion for classiiying Indian

coals.

C. Fokresteb, Dhanbad.

In a paper given before the Mining and Geologe al I nstitute of India
in Novemlxjr, 1939, the author projiounded a th«'ur\ t hat tho calorific

value of tho volatile matter of a coal may bo <tf>tLsi(hu*cHl a characteristic
of that coal and sliowed that by arranging thr .Iharia iUild coals in the
order of this criterion, they were arranged ap}>roximat(^]y in the order
of their rank. He has developed this theory. In th(^ meantime a similar
theory has been developed by three (/aiiadian iuvc'stigators, who use the
same criterion in 1932 os a means of classifying Canadian coals. The
author now issues a more comprehensive list of Indian coals in the order
of their calorific volatile indice.s and makes various suggestions r<‘garding

interpretation of the list as a provisional classification of Indian coals.
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32. Study of the ashes of Indian coals.

C. Forrester, Dhanbad.

The author surveys the results of investigations of Indian coal ashes

by Mazurndar in his own laboratories and those of Dutta-Roy given before

the Symposium on coal in India in August, 1939. The question of fusibility

is critically examined.

33. Fuller’s earth in the Deccan Traps in parts of Chincholi

taluq of the Gulberga District of H.E.H. the Nizam’s
Dominions.

C. Mahadevan and L. S. Krishnamurthy, Hyderabad (Deccan).

A layer of amygdoloidal trap gives rise in certain favoured localities

in parts of Chincholi taluq of Gulberga District to fairly thick beds of a
light, porous, groy material which sticks strongly to the tongue. An
analysis of a t3rpo sample gives the following results :

Loss on ignition . , . . . . 18%.
SiOa .. .. .. .. 51-3%.

- . . lO-Oo/o.

'Fo^O, .. .. .. .. 9-2%.
CaO .. .. .. .. 1-8%.
MgO .. .. .. .. 9-1%.

The chemical composition and physical properties of this material
approximate to ‘Fuller’s Earth’. The paper describes the mode of
occurrence, physical and (ihemical properties, origin and uses of this

decomposed product.

34. Galena in the Nalgonda District, Hyderabad (Deccan).

S. K. Mukherjee, Hyderabad (Deccan).

In the last session of the Indian Science Congress in 1940, a paper
was road on the occurrence of galena in parts of Nalgonda District as
revealed by the prospecting work conducted in that area.

The pi’esent paper deals with a few additional observations on the
mode of occurrence, origin, nature ol‘ concentration, and the associated
gangue of the galena ore. The relati\^o age of the quartz-calcite veins
in which the galena occurs is also discussed.

The j)aper is illustrated with block diagrams and photos.

35. Notes on the occurrence of copper ores in the Purana
rocks of Nalgonda District, Hyderabad (Deccan).

Syed Kazim, Hyderabad (Deccan).

To the north of Cliintriyal village (lat. 16° 38'; long. 79'' 55') in

Nalgonda District copper ores occur in association with quartz veins
that cut through the calcareous shales and limestones of the uppennost
beds of the Cuddapah formations. An ancient working for copper as
well as aoine megalithic monuments are found in the vicinity. The? ores
consist of chalcocite and malachite and contain from 36% to 41% of
copper. The i>aper describes the geology, origin and mode of occurrem^e
of the deposits.

36. Kaolin deposits of Chiritriyal in Nalgonda District,

Hyderabad (Deccan )

.

Syed Kazim, Hyderabad (Deccan).

Kaolin oci urs interbedded in the calcareous shales and limestones of
Cuddapah foimation (Kistna beds) to the east of Chintriyal in Nalgonda
District.
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The limestone and (' ^lca^eous shale of this area show certain Jithological
peculiarities; they aro of a saccharoidal texture, pearly lustre and are
somewhat serpentinous in composition. The kaolin is believed to have
boon derived by the leaching action of those impure calcareous sediments,
the various stajes of alterations being obsitrved.

37. A iiot-e on tho ocenri*enee of Shilajit.

Raj Nath and Bhufsitwar Prasad, Benares.

Shilajit was found tt; occur in Bilaspur State (Punjab) in three forma-
tions, viz. Krol Limestone, Nahan Sandstone and Hi'cent Ooiiglomerate.
The dt^als with the study of the country rock, the Shilajit and their
inter-rirlati'^nship.

38. A siudy of touchstones.

Raj Nath and R. S. Mithal, Benains.

Tilt' ]iresent papt^r deals with tho chemical and microscopic study of
touchstones extensively used in India for determining tlu' euality of gold.

It has IxHMi found that the ])articnlar propt'rty of tho stone depends
upon the black colour, hardness and tht' compactnoss of the rock while
the quality depends upon tho grain size and the composition.

39. Iron p^Tites deposits near Simla.

Raj Nath and R. 8. Mithal, Benares.

In this paper the rt^sults of field study of the iron pyrites deposits

near Simla, tlie iniero.seopic study of tho country rock and tho analysia

of the ore are givoii. The country rock in which the ore occurs is giaiorally

chlorite-schist belonging to the Boileaugarij quartzite formation. The
ore occurs in th(^ form of veins of largo width giving an impression almost
of shoots which art^ parallel to the bedding plane of the rocks. The
thickness of tlie ore body is 1 to 2 feet on an average, Tho deposit appears
to contain large reserv es.

40. A source of glass sand in Bilaspui’ State (Punjab).

Raj Nath and M. B. Yadava, Benares.

The pajier deals with the microscojiic study, chemical analysis and
('xjjoriinents in glass molts of the sand derived from the white sandstoiu'

of Up]ior Palaeozoic ago. The strike of these beds is N.N.K.-8.S.VV,
They are exposed for several miles along th(^ Pandl('ki-L>har. 'riieir

thickness is roughly 1 ,000 ft. The ('xtremely low fcianiity of dar k nunfMals
makes the sand a very suitable material for mak ng glass.

41. Coal from Bilaspur State (Punjubp

Raj Nath, Benares.

In this paper field observations on the occurr nc*: of (M>al and the
ixisults of a chemical study are given. The coal st am at Dehlag occurs
in the Subathu (Eocene) formation. It is about two feet thick, and has
got high dips to the east. There arc indications on tho surface to show
that it extends over a sufficiently long distancu . The (piality of the coal

is shown by tho following analysia, on moisture -free basis, of a sampler

of coal from this seam.

Volatile matter . . . . . . 11*00%.
Ash . . . . . . . . 28*94%.
Fixed Carbon . . . . . . 00*0<P){,.
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42. The occurrence and association of phlogopite mica in and
about Neyyoor, Eraniel Taluq, Travancore.

V. SuBRAMANYAM, Neyyoor.

The paper deals with phlogopite mica deposits in the area above
named, with special reference to (i) occurrence, (ii) types of deposits,

(iii) association, (iv) quality, size and colour, (v) by-products. The
mica deposits occur in association with pyroxenite dykes as in the case

of some similar deposits in Canada. These dykes occur in parallel sheets

or bands in the above area with a N.N.E. to S.S.W. strike and a dip to

E.S.E. whereas the prevailing rocks of the surrounding country, namely
the chamockites and leptynites have a N.N.W. to S.S.E. strike and a
dip to the E.N.E. The types of mica deposit mot with are (a) contact
type, (6) pocket and fissure type. The pyroxenite dykes consist chiefly

of a greyish augite. The important minerals associated with it are

albite, felspar and fluor-apatite. Hornblende and anthophyllite have
also been noted to occur with it in some places. The occurrence of
apatite is noteworthy. The mica is usually of a light amber colour but
deeper shades are also not imcommon. Certain schists obtained as

by-product are useful for ground mica manufacture. Phlogopite deposits

do not seem to occur anywhere else in India.

43. On some aluminous refractories from Sirum, Manbhum
District.

H. Nandi, Calcutta.

In several localities around Sirum, Patkum State, Manbhum District,

in an area between long. 86® 0' 0" to 86° 7' 30^ and lat. 23° 5' 0^ to
23° 10' O'' kyanito occurs chiefly in association with vein quartz and
partially assimilated mica scliists, forming quartz-kyanito rocks. The
country rock is composed of musoovite-biotite schists intimately penetrated
by quartz veins and pegmatites. A staurolite-corundum-kyanito-chlorite
rock has been fomd in one locality near F*andudih. Under the micro-
scope the quartz-kyanite rock shows • kyanite, sillimanite, muscovite,
rutile, tourmaline and quartz while the latter, in addition to the above,
shows staurolite, corundum and chlorite. Muscovite in both the cases
and chlorite in the latter are secondary after the aluminous minerals and
staurolite respectively. The evidences for elucidating the origin of these
rocks are insufficient but they point to the possibility that the kyanite
owes its formation to the mineralizing effect of the granite mass in the
immediate vicinity.

44. A study of the different forms of sulphur in some Indian
coals and lignites.

J. N. Majumdar, Dhanbad.

The work was undertciken to study the forms of occurrence of sulphur
in Indian coals and lignites and also to see if any satisfactory explanation
of the difference in the colour of ashes could be obtained from the pyritic
sulphur content of the coals. The author has analyzed forty-nine samples
of coals and lignites collected from different parts of India, aud finds that
the ashes of many coals which contain less pyritic sulphur are decidedly
light buff or brownish in colour whereas those of coals containing more
pyritic sulphur are grey or pale grey in colour. There is no striking
difference in the percentage of the different forms of sulphur in the Jharia
field and Raniganj field coals except that the fixed sulphur of Jharia field

coals is higher than that of the Raniganj field coals. The Tertiary coals
are highly sulphurous and the mode of distribution of the different sulphur
forms in them provides an interesting study.
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1. Abor%Lnie8 of the Tarai region.

Fakuruddin Ahmad, Aligarh.

The aborigineB of the Tarai region have been undiilj’’ ignored by
the workers on geographical and human aspe ‘ta of man. Practically
all the work dealing with them wa« cariied out in the 19th century by
Ool. Dalton, Crookes and others who treated the subject from ethnological
point of view. Some reference is also found in the Ihstrict Gazetteers
and Census Reports.

Inhabiting the narrow strip of the sub-Himalayan forests extending
from the river Sankos in the east to the Jumna in the west, and varying
a great deal from trilx) to tribe, and from district to district in their mode
of living, habits and cus^toms, they deserved attention long before.

The paper is an attempt to describe their human aspect, their mode
of agriculture, their small cottage industries, their mode of living and their

distribution.

2. The geographic factor in the distribution of wheat in the
Panjab.

ELazi Saieduddik Ahmad, Aligarh.

A study of the general difitributiori of wheat in the Province and its

geographical background.
Wlieat regions.
Conditions of growth—soil, climate, rainfall, humidity, cloudiness,

temperature, winds and storms. Relation of each of those factors tf>

wheat acreage and yield.

Principal varieties grown and their geographical enviromnent.
Methods of cultivation—rotation, mixtures, ploughing, sowijig,

spacing, harrowing, irrigation and manuring. Their effect on yield.

Principal pests, their geographical environmerd and bearing on the
acreage and yield.

Marketing and disposal of wheat in relation to communientions.

3.

The problem of desiccation of tho Ghaggar Plain.

Saiyid Muzafeb Au, Aligarh

In this paper an attempt is made to investigate the problem of desic*

cation in an area which occupies the inter-riverain t ract between the Jumna
and the Sutlej and extends from the Siwaliks to the desert of Northern
Bikaner.

The condition of this tract is presented in two strongly contrasting
pictures. This area has been in recent times an arid land with a compara-
tively sparse population. In ancient times the Ghaggar Plain, on the
contrary, is represented by various lines of evidence as a fairly densely
populated country, well forested and with many populous towns which
have either been replaced by small villages or are quite abandoned , The

( 143 )
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questions which naturally arise are: (1) Is the contrast between these
two pictures so marked and the deterioration of the country so serious

as to justify an independent investigation? (2) If so, what are the
geographical causes of this change of conditions ?

An analysis of facts in this connection brings out clearly that the
historical evidence as to the desiccation of the Ghaggar Plain is, on the
whole, meagre, varied and controversial. The archaeological evidence
as well is ambiguous and misleadmg. The latter has givtuj rise to many
‘working hypotheses’ which are wholly unwarranted by facts. Changes
of climate supposed to be responsible for the gradual desiccation of the
Ghaggar Plain are examined in some detail on the basis of meteorological
and histf)ncal evidence. It is concluded that there has been no significant

(Iiange of climate and the explanation for the less favourable conditions
during the modern times is to be attributed to causes other than rainfall

or climatic changes in general.

This loads to the discussion of various ‘theories ’ which though differing

in detail, have agreed in the principle that there have been important
liydrographic changes in the present Indo-Gangetic Divide during recent
times. In general those arguments lack due consideration of obvious
topographic features of the watershed—a fact which can be explained
by the absence of good survey maps which wore only published during
and after the Great War of 1914. On purely physiographic considerations,
however, it is established that the alleged desiccation of the Ghaggar
Plain during historic tunes is due to the decrease of the surface and sub-
terranean water and not to any climatic change. The Ghaggar has
always been during that period the main drainage channel of the Divide.
The diminution of water in this river has been due to :

—

(1) direct causes for instance—(a) the diversion of a few of its feeders
to the Jumna or the vSutloj or both by natural or artificial

causes, (6) canalization and incireasing cultivation in the area,
and

(2) to indirect causes as (a) deforestation and erosion in the hills

in which lie the headwaters of the streams cf the Divide,
and (b) the erosion in the plains due to over-cultivation or
excessive pasturage.

4. Fisheries of Bengal.

A. K. Banekjee, Calcutta.

Jiongal is a land of rivers and alluvial lakes, ideal abode of fish of
various kinds. Hence Bengal’s fisheries (!ontributo very largely to the
economic welfare of the province. In this paper some of the Bengal’s
fisheries are dealt with, which supply fish to Calcutta markets. Various
methods for developing the fisheries have also been suggested in this

paper.

5. Geographical regions of Bihar.

S. C. Chatterjee, Ranchi.

The province of Bihar has been divided into a number of geographical
regions based upon relief, structure, land utilization, and the state of
economic development. The basis of division and the individualistic

characters of each of' the regions have been discussed.

6. The Sunderbans of Bengal.

S. P. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

The Sunderbans is a deltaic tract, which is being built up by a network
of distributaries. Here we find man struggling with Nature for his subsis-
tojice and is adopting new technique in reclaiming new lands.
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Tha paper deals mi ialy with physical features^ vegetation, growth
of delta and man’s adaptation to deltaic ei'.vironmont.

7. Greomorphology of some parts of the Himalayas,

S. P. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

It is cinfortunate that a geomorphoiogical study of the Himalayas
has not been taken seriously by tho Indian Geographers,

An attempt has therefo’-e been made to explain the topographical
features in terms of underl;^ ing structure.

The paper embodies the rsf^alts of my preliminary investigations of
the influence of rocks on topographical features.

8. Incidents in the habitation in Rayalusima.

C. M. Ramaohandran Chetttar, Madras.

1. General principles in human iiabitation—and how they are
found generally in South India.

2. Rayalusima and its special features—physical features—spare
rains—altitude—health—educational facilities.

3. The nature of the country and tVie availability of facilities for

human habitation—tho peculiarity of villages and towns situated mostly
near hills and hillocks.

i. River banks and their utilization—cultivation—^yield—crops

—

malaria and other diseases,

ii. tanks —scarcity and insuflicient supply of water—cultivation

facilities,

iii. hilly ranges and hills—material available for house building,

iv. soils the (country—importance of black-soil cotton crop

—

people who take advantage of the soil,

V. trade and industries—sugarcane—cotton—palms and toddy—
mat making and other minor industries,

vi. minerals—iron—manganese—diamonds,
vii. religion and history—^growth of villages and towns due to

these incidents,

viii. means of communication—roads and railways—absence of
canals.

4. General conclusions.

9. Market villages and periodic fairs of the Bombay Karnatak.

C. D. Deshpande, Dharwar.

Like many other regions, Bombay Karnatak is characteriztxl by
a pattern of market villages and periodic fairs. They arc the selected

‘spots* where the rural community is brought in contact with other regions.

In dating and management, these are similar all over Kaniatak, but the
markets of tho Western Karnatak do not function during the monsoons,
and on the basis of population, size and economic? iniportance there is a
great regional contrast. Periodic fairs are ‘specialized’ markets claiming
a greater and wider commercial allegiance.

Although natural factors exercise a primary influence, it is the human
factor, operating indirectly, that determines the pattern of these markets
and fairs. In Bombay Karnatak, the indirect influences of economic
productivity and the standard of living are more important than means
of communications and density of population.

In spite of the rise of commercial towns and development ofcommuni-
cations, there has not been any material decline in the importance of these
markets and fairs, although they have undergone some changes in
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functions, mainly because the exchange needs of the rural community
are growing and the commercial towns have not yet fully established
their contact with rural areas, so as to render these superfluous.

10. The industries of Mysore.

B. Vaeadaraja Iyangab, Bangalore.

The development and present distribution of industries in Mysore are
described in this paper. The beginnings of industrial development towards
the end of the 19th century and the great developments in recent years
are pointed out, and the changes in the geographical distribution of the
industries are also dealt with. The geographical differences between
large-scale and cottage industries are distinguished and the factors
responsible for the several aspects of Mysore’s industrial development are
analyzed.

11. The transport system of the Great Moghals— study in

historic^ geography.

Abrar Husain Kadri, Aligarh.

In this paper an attempt has been made to discuss the transport
system of the Great Moghals. The paper is divided into three parts.

Jn part one internal road system of the Moghals has been discussed at
length giving details of geographical, political and flnancial aspects of
the system. In part two the importance of river transport has been
described and its organization fully discussed. Part three deals with
the Royal Navy and the description of Indian ports used during the
period.

12. Fruit industry of the Panjab.

Farhatullah Khan, Lahore.

The paper opens with a discussion on the liistorical background of
the development of gardening during the Hindu and Muslim period.

The geographical factors of soil and climate combined with the
artistic taste of the people under the royal patronage of the Moghals
introduced a new chapter in the growth of this industry. Modern scientific

researches on food value have given a fresh impetus.
The types of fruits and their distribution have been geographically

analyzed.
The smallness of acreage under cultivation and difficulties like that

of marketing, transport and middle-man’s profit are a few salient handicaps
imder which this industry is suffering.

The paper closes with the future possibilities of development of this

industry.

13. The geographic basis of the legendary origin of Kerala.

G. Kuriyan, Madras.

Kerala according to the many legends in vogue has been raised up
from the sea by Parasurama. There is a wealth of geological, historical

and literary evidence to show that these legends are not to be rejected as
puerile.

The plateau laterites of Kerala have in general an elevation of 500'

to 600' while the valley laterites and the Warkkalay formations are

found at a level of 250'. The plateau laterites are the remnants of a
plain of marine denudation and the Warkkalay formations are subaquous
in origin. Thus the land of Kerala has been vertically lifted up to form
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two differing levels, probably in two stages, the latter of which was perhaps
during pliocene or poat-pliocerie times. That there has been a vertical
uplift of nearly 250' is also evidenced by the remains of coral reefs in
Vozhappalli and by the marine and estuarine shells found in several parts
of Kerala, e.g near Kuttipuli, in borin,^8 of the Kallayi river, in the
banl^s of the Beypore river, etc.

During the last glacial period, the sea level became markedly lowered
partly bj' the actual abstraction from the ocean of large quantities of
water that were locked up in the polar regions in the form of ice, and
partly by tno mass attraction of these large ice masses that drew a
further quantity of watc" away from the tropical regions towards the
poles. The sum of these factors caused a fall in the level of the sea which
is conservatively estimated at 60 to 70 metres, about 250'. It is thus
probable toat glaciation has been the main cause in bringing to light the
regions of laterite and the Warkkalay formations in Kerala.

That the l-md west of these formations has boon lifted up subsequently,
is to a certaiii extent indicated by a study and analysis of the place-names
anv^ also by the fact that these tiaditional legends ascribing miraculous
events (although natural in themselves) to superhuman agency are
treasured up in human memory.

14. The distribution of population in the city of Madras.

G. Kitriyan, Madras.

In this paper an attempt is made to study the actual distribution of
population in the city of Madras from the earliest days up to the present.

There has been very little change in the size of the city for the past 200
years and reliable statistical information is available for the last 70 years.

The gi’owth of the city has been spasmodic}. Its growth is purely ciue to

accretion and is thus dopondont on a multitude of extraneous factors. It

is also found that the distribution characteristic of the population in the
city, has been constant throughout the period 1871 to 1931. As in 1871,

so even to-day, it is true to say that Madras is a coruiurbation being made
up of several distinct towns with a loose agglomeration of villages and it

possesses extensive md largely undeveloped tracts. In its development,
however, there is much to be desired.

15. Ganges valley tube-well scheme.

V. S. Mathur, Ujjain.

The Ganges valley tubo-wol' scheme has proved useful to flm eulti-

vators for the winter crops as well as the surnraor (irops.

At cor a general introduction the Grid schoToo has been discussed
first and with this as the base it has been tried ut discuss thn Tube-well
scheme.

Whatever gain the various districts hav ti derived has botm discussed

in the end. The districts involved are those of Bii Monidabad,
Budaun, Muzaffiirnagar, Meerut, Bulandshahor and Align rh.

IG. Fluctuations of population in a mining centre—^the Raniganj
coalfield.

D. R. Mitra, Calcutta.

The Raniganj coalfield was one of the earliest deposits to be exploited

in India and has therefore supported a dense population, mostly engaged
in the coal mines. The pajHjr is an attempt to show the nature of this

population—the changes that have taken place in its density and distribu-

tion and the geographical and other causes that have brought about this

change.
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17. Agricultural regions of the United Provinces.

B. N. Mtjkerji, Calcutta.

Tho provinces have been divided in this paper into its agricultural

regions based mainly on the crops. The study of factors that are
responsible for the cropping have been duly taken into consideration.

Wherever relief has been responsible for a particular type of crop-

ping, certain contours have been taken as boundary lines of the above
regions. Similarly, where rainfall has been responsible, isohyets have
become tho boundary lines of the regions. Other factors like irrigation

and soil have further helped in clearly defining the boundary lines of the
regions into definite sub -regions.

18. The battle of tho cities. A geographical study.

B. Mukherjee, Lucknow.

The paper makes an analytical enquiry into the competition between
• Calcutta and Bombay for the position of XJrbs prima in India.

The physical life and structure of a city is susceptible of accurate
mathematical measurement. But its psychological life—its culture and
character, its mind and mood—elude such mathematical treatment.

The following definite and well-known tests are applied to determine
relative ranking.

Growth of population: Growth of suburban area: Centrifugal
tendencies. Density of population. Cosmopolitan character of the
population.

Position of the two ports; Locale; area; shipping and pilotage;

Trade served by the ports ; Hinterland, Entrepots. The Hooghly ; a river

of ruined empires and lost capitals ; the battle between nature and science

:

Kiver-training and river-control.

Shipping; Bombay’s special advantages over Calcutta: Tonnage
entered and cleared in both. Port income and expenditure.

Trade of the two ports ; munber and importance of trade organizations.

Financial positions; Clearing House returns: Reserve Bank shares:

Bullion market: Securities market. Minting and Coinage in both centres.

Mmiicipal income ; expenditure ; civic and municipal amenities

;

Medical facilities.

Importance as educational centre. Strength of the local judiciary.

Importance as Railway centre; control of arterial routes: Air-ports.

Position as intellectual and political centres. Architectural beauties.

Position as manufacturing and industrial centres. Social services and
civic amenities.

Scope for future expansion and development.

19. Possibilities of augmenting Karachi's water-supply from
artesian sources.

M. B. PiTHAWALLA, Karachi.

For a long time Karachi—the only city worth its name in Sind—has
been suffering for want of sufficient water-supply owing to scanty and
variable rainfall (7 inches average). The city has been allowed by the
Karachi Municipality to grow, without restrictions, on all sides, the
estimated total population being 6,00,000. Only about 10 million gallons
per day can be tapped from all the present waterworks, viz. half a dozen
shallow wells, a couple of tube-wells, and floating galleries, all lying in

the alluvium of the Malir river (a unique system of water-supply in India).

The author has now collected some data to prove that another 10 million
gallons per day could be secured from some 10 deep borings for artesian
wells in the valley at a cost of Rs.25,000 per well. Tho paper contains
a detailed account of an experimental artesian boring directed by him and
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carried to 600 feet through Gaj limestones at Dumlottr and now supplying
about 80,000 gallons ul potable water flowing 8 feet above the surface,
for the past four months, thus proving at least semi-artesian condition
in the area. The deeper the boring is carried, the better is the supply.

20. Possibilities of developing Sind industries.

M. B. PiTHAWALLA, Karachi.

The paper deals with the possibilities of developing the industrial
resources of ^?ind along certain scientific lines. Hitherto the development
has been haphazard. A geograph’cal background lias been created and
a provisional industrial map of SinJ has been prepared, showing the
localities and the resources v/hich can be organized ancl developed.

Sind saffers from scarcity of power plants of any kind; there are no
chances of water falls except Tando Musti Khan fall (in the Rohri canal,
Khairnur State) and no workable coalfields, though a few scanty deposits
have been recently noticed in the Kohistan Section. Prospecting for oil

ha. also been suspended due to the war. Suggestions have been made
by the author in the present paper for (1) constructing a dam across the
Habb and creating a fall a few miles above Hinidan, (2) utilizing solar
energy in Upper Sind, and (3) using wind currents for wind mills in

Lower Sind.

21. Tuticoriii—a town study.

V. Tyaga Rajan, Madras.

Tuticorin, the largest town in the Tinnevelly district is an important
port serving many di'^tricts of the southern part of the Madras Presidency.

Its growth is due to the hinterland which grows cotton. Population
increased with the growth of trade. Several branches of the cotton
industry were staited. The Mimicipality reclaimed the town from a
sandy and a swampy area and improved it by the provision of water-
supply, good drainage and sanitary arrangements. The town was soon
rid of epidemic diseases and it grew into a healthy centre. The place is

furnished with a net-work of well-laid roads. The people are distributed

a mong the different ^ ocjalities according to their occupation. The Paravans

,

an ancient rac^e of people living near the sea, are engaged in fishing, diving
for tdianks and collecting pearl oysters. Though the old-fashioned
rnothods of handling goods have lessoned the importance of Tuticorin
as a port, it has grown into a first class city and a healthy sea side resort.

22. Effects of flood-water erosion in the Bhutan frontic^r in

the Brahmaputra valley.

J. N. Roy, Calcutta.

There is a 1<jw land at tho foot of the Bhiit aa hills and in tlie rainy

season water comes down in strong currents a.ud cuts a f‘<*urse through
tlie low land as is always the case in the hilly countries. L seems to bo
a vast sheet of water having strong currents in the rai'i.y season and in

other seasons q lite dry. It is capricious in nature, its '>rjgiu and course
varying every year.

In this paper attempt has been made to discuss -sortie of the problems
relating to erosion by flood-water in this part of tho country.

23. Regional distribution and relative growth of the cities of

Tamilnad.

N. SuBRAHMANYAM, Madras.

The paper discusses the regional distribution and relative growth of
the (hties (with population over 60,000) in the Tamil country during the

60 years from 1871 to 1931.
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(1) The five cities of class I (with population of over 1,00,00(5)
shown to be distributed in each of the main historic sub-regions of
Tamilnad—-Tondaimandalam

, Cholanad, Paiidyanad (North and South)
and Kongunad; and twelve cities of classes I and II (over 50,000) are
also evenly distributed in almost all the districts, instead of being bunched
together as in the Andhra country.

(2) The outstanding influences on the growth of population in the
several cities in each of the six decades are next considered.

(3) The individual and relative growth of the twelve cities during the
period is next discussed one by one in order of population of 1931 along
with the factors influencing their growth.

A forecast is incidentally made regarding the likely developments
in the next census (of 1941).

24. The State tube-well irrigation scheme and its effect on the
rural economy of the United Provinces.

Mohammad Younus, Aligarh.

The western districts of the United Provinces have scanty and
precarious rainfall and agriculture without artificial water-supply is almost
impossible. Here 1,500 tube-wells have been constructed to serve an
area of about 2,900 stp miles.

In spite of the fact that the area under tube-well irrigation is well
supplied with gravity canals, still these canals cannot supply the required
amount of water, without seriously affecting the supply in the south-
western districts of the United Provinces, due to seasonal shortage of
water in the rivers. The tube-wells form the most adequate means of
water-supply where cheap electric-power is available.

The cheap and certain water-supply from the tube-wells has cheapened
and improved the yield of existing crops and has given imj)etus to the
cultivation of more payinc cash-crops, such as long-staple cotton and
sugarcane, ousting the cheap food-crops.

The tube-well scheme has definitely improved the condition of the
cultivator and its benefits to the village have been the best form of the
so-called ‘rural uplift’. The tube-wells are supplied with transformers
from which cheap electricity can be transmitted to small industries such
as the village sugar crushers and centrifugals, cotton gins and oil pressing
* Kolhus ’. Thus the tube-wells are becoming the real point of rural uplift

and the efforts for the betterment and happiness of the cultivator can
successfully be made in the area.

The success of the scheme in this region will also help other similar

districts where water-supply is uncertain and precarious. (In account of a
great demand for cash-crops, the cultivators are repeatedly taking out
rich crops, which deplete the soil resources. As regards the increased
production it must be realized that immediate steps should be taken to

check soil exhaustion by encouraging better fertilization of lands and
rotation of crops.

25. A resume of the trends of population and croj) production
in the United Provinces after 1931.

Mohammad Yodnus, Aligarh.

In this paper, an attempt has been made to study the growth of
population in the United T’rovincos, after the Census of 1931, in relation

to the increase of acreage under crops.

The increase of population in the United Provinces has been much
smaller as compared with other parts of India ; and the growth of population
has been mainly confined to the regions where the agricultural and health
conditions have been favourable, yet the struggle for life, it seems, is

getting harder, and the low standard of living does not justify any addi-
tions to the existing population of the Provinces.
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The total crop area has also increased by about one million acres,

but the area under foou-crops has remained almost stationary, owing to

the displacement of cheap food-crops by the more paying cash-crops.

Duo to the increasing pressure upon land, fresh areas are being brought
under plough and there is an increasing practice of double-cropping.

The population is, no doubt, multiplying and the rate of increase

may create anxiety, if the means of subsistence do not keep pace with the
growth of populatioTi. It is evident that the potential increase of the
means of subsistence is subject to tne real limitations owing to the cultivable

land being absolutely limited, while population knows no limits. If we
consider the economic condii/ion of the people it may be concluded that
the increase of population has out-rtripped the means of subsistence.

But from a general survey of the economic resources and agricultural

and industrial potentialities of the Provinces there is every likelihood

of a controversy against our former conclusion, and then, it will still

remain to be decided : Are the United Provinces over-populated ?

26. Geographical basis of sugar industry in Bihar.

Qais^xe Husain Zaidi, Aligarh.

The paper begins with a historical survey of the industry showing
that Bihar has been well known for the manufacture of sugar since early

times and there has been a phenomenal development of the industry after

1932. At present Bihar occupies the second place among the sugar-

producing provinces of India.

The geographical distribution of sugarcane (‘rop is studied in relation

to the suitability of soil, climate, water-supply and drainage. Adequate
rainfall and large quantities of sub-soil water make possible the cultivation

of 70% of Hiigarcano without the help of irrigation.

In view of the variability of rainfall and long dry season succeeding
the monsoons experiments are being carried on to evolve drought-resisting
variotios for cultivation in uon-irrigated areas. Great possibilities of

increase in acreage under sugarcane are anticipated on the installation of

tube-wells for which a comprehensive scheme is being formulated by the

Imperial Council of Agricultural Research.

The importance of sugarcane to cultivator as a cash-crop cannot be
exaggerated. It has been responsible for a healthy influence on his outlook
and for improving his methods of cultivation. The industry has a great
future and with it is vitally coimoctod the prosperity of the peasant
class in Bihar.
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Algae

1. The povssible role of pyrenoids in algae.

S. R. Bose, Calcutta.

In most of the ciiiorophyceae n very faint pinkinh stain visible under
the oil immersion lens is found in the actual pyrenoids at the centre;
according to the recent view (G. W. Smith) pyrenoids synthesize starch,
they are not probably reserve protein as several pyrenoids are found even
in the youngest cells of Oedogoniuni and Spirogi/ra, they are intimately
concerned with starch -ftirmation in Ghlorophyoeae. In Diatoms where
there is 1*0 starch-sheath. Smith has hintecl tliat the pyrenoids possibly
function as elait)plast8 and may be concerned in the formation of oils,

the same faint pinkish stain is found in these pyrenoids. In Myxophyceae
which have no pyrenoids and whore reserve substances are usually glycogen
and fat, pinlcish vacuoles have been found, usually one in each coll.

So probably the pinkish stain constitutes the enzymes which are concfjmod
with syntheses of various food-reserves found in different groups of algae.

This pinkish stein is not found in old or disorganized plasinolysed cells.

It seems very stable, it does not dissolve in absolute alcohol, acetone,
petrol other, ether, xylol, chloroform, benzol, lactic acid, acetic acid,

chromic acid (2%), H2O.2 , caustic potash (2%), or pyridine. With strong
KOH (10%) the colour disappears except in the case of Myxophyceae.
With Wratten filter the colour remains visible. The same pinkish stain

has boon found by me {Current Science^ 1939) in vacuoles of growing hyphae
of diverse groups of fungi, evidently bt^ing comiocted with the general
metabolism of the fungi.

Pyrenoids give protein test with Millon’s reagent, by some the\v

are regarded as crystalloidal iii character. The enzyme crystals so far

obtained are all protein cry.stals. J. H. Northrop hss recently vioalf

with tho.se crystalline enzymes in his remarkable monograph of 19.39

(Columbia Biological Series, No. 12).

2. Revision of marine algae from the crjast of Bombay.

Kalitada Biswas and Gofal Mitra, Sibpur,

The earliest collection of marine algae was made bv Wallich about
one hundred and eighteen years ago. W. J. S. 5*ullon in 1859-1860
gathered some specimens of marine algae from Karachi. J. A. Murray
in 1881 made a good collection from the J3ombay coast, mainly Karachi.
His collections were evidently in several sets. One set is in Kew, another
in the British Museum and a third in the Calcutta Herbarium. Murray’s
specimens along with others have been worked out by Prof. Borgeson
who himself with Dixit, Ayenger and Naik collected abundant materials
while he was in India from December 1927 to January 1928. He has
made a number of contribution on tliis gathering too. Some of his

conclusions on the goograpliical distribution of Northern algae of the
Arabian Sea based on Murray’s collection at Kew are erroneous which

( 153 )
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Borgesen rectified in his note on a subsequent paper on Bombay marine
algae.

The total number of species, varieties and forms of marine algae

known to us from the western coast of India is 226, of which twelve

species collected by J. A. Murray from Karachi have not yet been recorded

from the Arabian Sea, a list of these twelve species is noted. These
226 algae are represented by Myxophyceae—5, Chlorophyceae—.52,

Phaeophyceae—38, and Florideae—131. Of these again about 17*5%
are endemic to Bombay and Sind. The Atlantic or North Western
element is represented by 62%, and Malayan or South Eastern element
by 66%. Thus the census reveals, as already indicated by previous
phycologists, that the Malaysian element is more dominant than the

Atlantic. The difference, however, is not very great. This may be due to

the geographical position of Bombay and Sind in Eastern Arabian Sea.

A detailed field investigation and a careful study on the different

aspects of the marine algae including Diatomales ranging for at least three

different seasons are likely to throw light on many important questions

such as distribution, nature of the growth and yearly production of the
economic species. These data are of considerable value not only to pure
researches but also to the important question of utilizing the marine
vegetation for many useful purposes.

3. On some phases in the life-history of the terrestrial alga

Fritschiella tuberosa lyeng. and its autecology.

Rama Nagina Singh, Benares.

Fritschiella tuberosa lyeng. has been found growing in ‘Usar* land
soils of Benares district, especially in a vast tract in Pahari village, which
is situated about five miles away from the Benares Hindu University
premises. The alga makes its appearance in the begimiing of July, soon
after first few showers of rain.

The formation of swarmers in the alga has been observed and studied
both in the fresh material collected from the field and in plants which
have been maintained and obtaiitod under natural cultiu'es in the
laboratory. Three kinds of swarmers, the quadriflagellate macrozoosy)ores,

the quadriflagellate or biflagellate microzoospores, and biflagellate swarmers
representing gametes, like those we lind in the genus IJlothrix (especially

in U. zonata)y are formed. Swarmer-formation is confined to the prostrate
system of the plant. The behaviour of these swarmers has also been
studied. The macro- and micro-zoospores germinate directly to give
rise to new plants. The gametes (all alike), from different plants, fuse
to form the zygotes.

The alga grows under highly alkaline conditions of the soil. The
pH ranges from 9-5-11. The B7 values are found to be between 450 m.V.
and 525 m.V. The ammonium-thiocyanate test gives negative results

and the diphenylamine test for nitrates appears to be positive though
not appreciable. The organic content of the soil is more or less negligible

(1-2-3%).
The alga grows at a very low moisture content of the soil. It has

been found that the vegetative cells from the different systems of the
plant behave differently towards the plasmolyzing solutions of sea-salt.

The cells in the prostrate system require highest concentrations.
The evolutionary significance of the alga has been discussed.

4. The role of blue-green algae in the reclamation of ‘Usar'
land.

Rama Nagina Singh, Benares.

During the water-logged period a large number of blue-green algae
have been found to grow both under field conditions and in natural
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cultured maintained in ti^e laboratory. It has been observed that with
the increasing number o'* these algae the soil conditions change consider,
ably. In the first instance the alkalinity of the soil decreases from pH
11*70 to 7*4. The overstarding water, which forms an integral part of
the same soil sj^'^tem, behaves similarly with regard to the reaction of the
mediiun. It aopears therefore that the injurious salts—the carbonate,
sulphate, and c ^iloride of sodium—which make these lands unfit for growing
crops, are removed and utilized by these algae. Next, with the decay
of tome of those algae the organic contents of the soil increases from 1 -2%
to 4~6%. A fresh crop then comes up and the same cycle is repeated.
The oxidation-reduction j .tertiul changes from 452-656 m.V. to ,S20-
326 m.V. The ammonium-i/hiocyanate teat gives positive results and the
reductu’^ity has the value 3, due to increased microbial activity. The
total nitrogen of the soil increanes from ()*0082-()*028% to 0*134%. It is

concluded therefore that these minute plants can claim to reclaim *Usar’
land soils.

From the above observations a method for reclamation has been
suggested, which can be applied by the average Indian farmer.

6. The algal flora and its periodicity in ‘ Usar ’ lands of Northern
India.

Rama Nagina Singh, Benares.

The algal flora and its periodicity has been studied in Gorakhpur.
Azarngarh, Benares and Mirzapur districts of Northern India. It has
been found that the algal flora is mainly constituted by the Myxophyceao.
It is more or loss constant. The first algae to invade such lands ar<3

formed by a community, constituted by Microcoleua chthonopkistea Thur.,
Scytonetrui ocellatum Lyngb., and Pfiormiddum foveolarum Gom., which
appears just after the first three rains. A variant of this has been observed
in somo of the vast tracts of Benares and Mirzapur district8,where

Fritachiella tiiberosa lyong. community with a co-dominant of Protoaiphon
botryoidea (Kiitz.) Klebs, Bolrydium tuberoaum lyeng. and Zygogonium
ericetorum Kiitz. grows. In some of the soil samples collected from
village Madliopur of the Benares district and kept under ciultural conditions
in the laboratory, a saprophytic colonial Volvocales, probably a new one,

the generic and specific position of which has not been possible to deter-

mine, appeared. The next to follow, under increased water-logging, is

the Amibacim community formed by Anahaeiui variahilia Kiitz., A.
toruloaa (Carin.) Lagerh., Noatoc carneum Ag., and (Jylindroaperrnu7n

7nuacicola Kiitz.

6. Tlio soil complex in relation to zygospore formation and
perennation in the desmids.

Rama Nagina Singh, B* snares.

The soil, complex loading to zygospoo' formation perennation,

which, as has been described and maintained provioosiv (o bo a rare

])henornenon, in a community of Desnuds, growing ^mall cemented
wiiter-reservoirs of the Botanical Garden of the Benavi k H indn University,

has been studied. It has been found that the rejir Kiuctive phases occur

under highly reducing and acidic conditions oT the medium. The pVL
value ranges from 4*8^6*4. The oxidation-reduftion potential is 196-333

m.V. The ammonium-thiocyanate test gives the reductivity value as 4.

The diphenylamine test shows a negative result. Intense ammonification

is observed due to increased microbial activities at temj)erature8 40-45°C.

in the summer months.
The agencies concerned in the distribution of these Desmids within

the restricted area of the Botanical Garden, from one water-reservoir to

the other has been studied. It has been foxmd that some of these Desmids
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do not form zygospores, while in others zygospore-formation is confined
only to summer months. They cope with the unfavourable conditions
in their shrivelled up vegetative condition. In this state they are able to

pass long periods. On the return of favourable conditions the dried up
vegetative cells regain fresh growth and activity,

7. On conditions leading to perennation and spore-germination

in Microchaete investiens Freiny var. indica var. nov.

and its morphological significance.

Rama Naoika Singh, Benares.

The alga has been obtained growing on ordinary glass slides which
have been suspended in the Botanical Garden pond of the Benares Hindu
University. It forms a papery deep blue-green stratum on the slides.

Some of these slides have been cultured in the laboratory in glass specimen
tubes containing pond water. After maintaining the cultures for about a
year or so it has been observed that the alga formed spores, which
germinated in about a month. The different stages in germination leading
to the formation of new plants have been studied. The method of
germination has been found to be similar to that described by Fritsch for

Anabaena Azllae Strasb. During its germling condition the alga could
be mistaken for a species of the genus Calothrix and it is this behaviour
of the alga that aroused interest for its detailed study.

Perennation of the spore and its germination in the alga occurs under
extremely inimical conditions of the cultures. The oxygon concentration
in the culture solution has been found to be 0*6593 c.c. per litre. The
pH value ranges from 4*5-5*2. The redox potential varies between
190 m.V. and 220 m.V. The reductivity has been calculated to be 4,

and the diphenylamiiie test is negative. A good deal of ammonification
has been found to occur because of the presence of a number of bacteria
in the cultures.

The interrelationships of the families Microchaetaceae and
Rivulariaceae have been discussed.

8. On a perennial form of Scytonema (S. ocellatum Lyngb.
forma minor Bharadwaja), and its autecology.

Rama Nagina Singh, Benares.

The autecology of Sq/tonema ocellatum Lyngb. forma minor
Bharadwaja, has been studied, especially with respect to its soil require-
ments. The alga has boon found to grow throughout the year and hence
it is considered to be a perennial form.

A prolific growth of the alga takes place at a soil moisture of 10-40%
of the water-holding capacity of the soil. The oxidation-reduction
potential varies between E 7 , 359 and 456 m.V., and at higher values
(408-456 m.V.) the growth is abundant. The pH ranges from 6*2-7‘4,

and at higher pH values the number of individuals of the alga per 0*5

sq. cm. of the soil is more provided the redox potential is fairly high. The
ammonium-thiocyanate test shows that the soil samples lack in reductivity

.

The diphonylamine test for nitrates in the soil shows that the results are
positive.

It is concluded that on the whole the alga enjoys a perfectly oxidizing
condition of the medium.

9 . A systematic account of some diatoms of Karachi.

Taklok Singh, Lahore.
Practically no work has so far been done on the marine diatoms in

India. In this paper an attempt has been made to give a detailed account
of some diatoms collected mainly from the Manora Island, Karachi.
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On the whole 51 fn. qw, representing 22 genera, have Iweii described.
All these forms are ne.v rec‘ords for the Indian shore, 5 are new varieties,

and 7 new forms.

Fungi

10. Studies on the root-rot of cotton in Sind I.

N. Prasad, Sakrand (Sind).

1. loolations were made from rotttHi material from Sakrand,
Shahdadkote, Mirjnirkhas '.nd Dadu.

2. Over seven hundred is-dates of Fusarium and Rhizoctonia were
obtained and they were grouped in seven dilfereiit groups.

3. Tlii’ee types of isolates were found to be parasitic, one of thoin

belongs to the genus Fumrium and the t>ther two to Rhizoctonia.

4. Fusarittm and Rhizoctonia were found to bo more parasitic when
U^gother than eitlier of them singly.

5. The morphologic characters of Fiisaiium and Rhizoctonia were
studied.

6. The Rhizoctonia was found to bo Macrophoniina phascoli (Manbl.)
Ashby.

11. Downy mildew of Setaria verticillata Beauv.

A. K. Mitra, Allahabad.

Downy mildew [Sclerospara graminicoln (Saco.) S(?hroet) has been
observed on Se.taria rcrticillat^ for the first tirrn^ in India by Prof. J. H.
Mitter and the writer. The present paper gives a full description of the

fungus on this host as well as the results <,)f inoculation experiments.
Only the conidial stage has so far been foinid. Measurements of conidia

and coiiidiophoiea under optimum conditions are given. The conidia

possess a prominent apical papilla. They are very sensitive to variations

of temperature. Beyond 28°C. they fail to form zoospores. A series of

stages in the formation of the zoospores has been given.

12. A roof-rot disease of Morns alba Linn.

T. C. lioY, Calcutta.

Ill vestigations have boon made on tho root-njt disease of the mulberry
plants {Morns alba Linn.) as supplied by the Soriculturt^ depart rnonl .

(k)vornment of Bengal. Isolations inado from the disenicnired wood ol

roots of the infected plants yielded eonsistejitly a fungus Uiplodia ntorinu

Syd. fiineulations made with this pathogene on healthy planJs were
suecoHsful. The fungus enters the root and ultinauely blocks tho xylein

cavity of the root causing rot. in the roots and a definite sbrinkago in

tho leaf.

Tho growth behaviour of the pathogojie under differere » « inporature,

pH and cxmditioiLs of nutrition has bt^en observed. '^<»ot», before

and after the inoculation, have been analyzed for sugn' ibuth total and
reducing), total nitrogen, total phosphate. Sulphur, (roc, a,sh and water
content and a considerable amount of variation has been noticed.

13. Seasonal distribution and comparative study of five

Asporgilli isolated from the atmosphere.

II. C. Saluja, Lahore.

Presence of Hj)ccies of Aspergillics in different seasons of the year

has been studied. Five Aspergilli namely : A. nigej ; A. JumigattiH : A.

terreus ; A. nidnlans and A. glauciut have been isolated and studied in

culture. The last one is a new find.
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14. A study of the Penicillia causing rots of animals and
fruits.

R. C. Salitja, Lahore.

Throe Penicillia, viz.: P. expenaum, ; P. citrinum and P. digitatum
have been isolated and studied. Growth characters in different media at
different temperatures have also been studied.

15. Study of some rusts of the Punjab.

Kartar Singh Thind, Lahore.

Morphological study of 8 rusts on 9 hosts including those on Asparagus
gracilis and Orewia asiatica which were not recorded previously in this
country. Teleuto spores of Uromyces anthyllklis on TrigoneUa faenum-
graecum have also been recorded.

16. Mildews of the Central Punjab.

Kartar Singh Thind, Lahore.

A. 15 species of peronospora causing downy mildews of 25 hosts
belong to 7 different families.

B. Some species of Eryaiphe causing powdery mildews of 9 different
hosts.

17 . Cercospora of Lahore

.

Kartar Singh Thind, Lahore.

A number of Cercospora species have been collected on 25 hosts
distributed over 12 families. The presence of Cercospora on 14 hosts
has not been observed previously in this country while on some of these
hosts not reported from anywhere.

Gymnospems

18.

A study of the pistillate plants of Ephedra foliata Boiss.
found at Drigh Boad near Karachi in Sind.

B. N. MuiiAY, Karachi.

1. Tho morphology of the pistillate plants of Ephedra foliata has
been studied.

2. It has been observed that the flowering time of these plants is
different from that which was previously known. These plants flower
throughout the year.

3. Jacket cells have been studied in detail. It has been observed
that they may have two, three, or even more nuclei.

4. The cells of the female gametophyte may have a varying number
of nuclei.

6.

Just a little before fertilization or just a little time after fertiliza-
tion a nuclear fusion in the gametophyte takes place. From this fusion
result cells in which starch is formed in abmidance for the nourishment of
the young embryo (1’rophophyte).

6. Fusion of the jacket nuclei also takes place,
7. The ventral canal nucleus enlarges pari passu with the egg

nucleus.

8. One sperm nucleus fuses with the ventral canal nucleus. This
fusion product is used as the food for the nourishment of the embryo.
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Chromosome nber in Ephedra foliata found in Sind.

B. N. Mulay, Karachi.

The chromosome number in Ep hedra species is now generally believed
to be seven oi a multiple of seven. In Ephedra foliata the chromosome
number is alsc recorded to bo seven. However, observations made on the
same species ib:md in Sind go to show that the chromosome number
foimd in these plants is defiixitely more than seven ^X).

Angiosperms

20. Conservatism of the vascular system : Comparative anatomy
of normal and pentaphyllous Bicarpellary flower of Gagea
fascicularia.

A. C. JosHi, Benares.

A comparative study has been made of the vascular anatomy of
normal and a variant flower with only 5 perianth leaves, 6 stamens and n
bicarpellary gynoecium of Oagea fasctciilaria (L-liaceae), which had
resulted from the loss of one of the inner perianth leaves and stamens
and one carpel. The study shows the total absence of any rudimentary
vascular traces for the lost organs. The vascular plan of the flower as a
whole, however, is not so affected by the loss, and from the consequent
development of asyiiunetry gives indication of the parts lost. Externally
the loss of a perianth leaf and stamen results in the development of a
groove on the pedicel.

21. On the morphology and anatomy of the root system in

Aephodelus tenuifolins.

D. D. Pant, Lucknow,

The root svstem in Atphodelus tenuifoliua as described by Professor
K. R. Mehta (1934, JJ.B.S., XIII, pp. 271-276) and by Professor Sahni
{Curr. Sci.f lilt 11, pp. 665-669, 1935) is, so far as we know, unique among
the Monocotyledons, if not among the entire group of Angiosperms. Unlike
all herbaceous Monocotyledons, here the primary root persists and
intracortical roots travel downwards in the cortex of tlie main root. A
periderm is developed roxmd the cortex of the n)ain root and partial

periderms are developed on the outer sides of the cortex of some <.)f the
intracortical roots.

Professor Sahni had remarked in his paper that the root systeju

of this plant ‘deserves a more detailed investigation . One of f points

left in doubt was, how the roots originate and whore they begin io bend
so as to nm downwards through the cortex. The present paf>er at tempts
to deal with this question in some detail.

Serial hand sections, both longitucbiiai and trans\tM>u*, have been
prepared through the cort-ical region. The material has also been
microtomed after softening it in a number of ways.

The roots arise transversely from the vascular tissuoK of the transition

region and then all of a sudden turn vertically downwards almost at
right angles. The leaf traces also arise transversely at a slightly higher
level but they turn obliquely upwards. A periderm is produced through
the activity of a cambium situated along the outer margin of the cortex.

On the inner side of the cortex another cambium is present which produces
some secondary tissues. Both these cambia arise in the transition

region between the stem and root. In the intracortical roots partial

periderms are produced at the outer margins which are in contact with
the outer periderm as observed by Professor Sahni. In the cortex of the
main root some characteristic radially elongated cells of large size are
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present which are seen arranged in vertical tiers. The course of the
internal roots and the way in which they come out of the mairi cortex,

as well as other details of the anatomy, are described.

22. Origin and nature of the so-called poricycle in the stems of

Dicotyledonous plants.

B. C. Kundu, Calcutta.

The term pericycle was first introduced by Van Tieghem (1882)
in describing the sclerenchymatous ring and subjacent parenchyma
outside the vascular bundles of Cucurbita stems. Since then the term
has been widely in use in describing mainly the sclerenchymatous fibres

outside the vascular bundles in Dicotyledonous stems, but it has remained
very vague so far its origin is concerned. The so-called ‘pericycles’ in

stems are usually composed of heterogenous tissues. In the roots, how-
ever, it is a distinct tissue, usually composed of a single layer of paren-
phymatous cells and differentiated very early. In many plants, as in

most woody stems and in the majority of aquatic plants and in nearly
all Monocots the pericycle seems to be lacking.

Morot (1884) who has made an extensive study on the pericycle, says
that the pericycle is of the same origin as the pith and the rays. He
lias considered the sclerenchymatous fibres of the pericycle as quite foreign

to the natiue of the phloem. That the pericycle of the stem has always
got the same origin as the pith and rays has not been conclusively proved
by Morot.

The view points of Morot regarding the origin of the pericycle has
been in subsequent years contested by other workers. L^ger (1897)
has proved from careful developmental studies that the pericycle of the
stems is not a distinct tissue, but develop wholly or partly from the
protophloem region. Baranetzky (1900) came to the conclusion that even
in the Cucurbitaceae part of the sclerenchymatous ring originates from
the procambium. Esau (1934, 1938) has furnished definite proof that the
fibres of the so-called pericycle develop from the protophloom after the
obliteration of the sieve tubes.

The writer’s observations in the development of the pericyclic fibres

in jute, hemp, Crotalaria, Hibiscus and other plants also support those
made by L6ger and Esau and have been described in detail.

Though in the early stages of development this tissue is typical
protophloem, it later imdergoes chara(;teristic differentiation into
sclerenchymatous fibres, etc., which are very distinct from the phloem
within. Devolopmentally there is no justification for the use of the term
in such cases, but the use of the term is convenient to ‘ distinguish the
outer zone of stelar tissues which undergoes such characteristic differentia-

tion. In this sense the zone of sclerenchyma fibres which are distributed
aromid the stele in a layer comparatively few cells in depth may be
described as pericyclic in contradistinction to the fibres of fibrovascular
bundles in such plants as Helianthus.

23. Studies iu floral anatomy. V. Gynaeceum constitution in

Passifiora sp.

V. PiTRi, Meerut.

A cursory examination of free-hand sections of the Passion Flower
gynaeceimi gave me the impression that specialization of the carpels,

as has been described by the author in the Moringaceae, also occurs in
Passion Flower. A study of serial microtome setitions, however, revealed
that this was not the case. The carpels here are all of the open valve
type fusing margin to margin and developing parietal placentae. Never-
theless, this study lends additional support for my interpretation of the
Moringa gynaeceum.
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24. Development of ombry:)-«ac and endosperm haustoria in

Tetranemu meximwi Benth.

C. V. Kiushn4 Iykhgar, Mysore.

Tho aiiatropous ovulo consists of* rediKjed niioollus and a airiglo

thick iiilec^utnc'd \vith its inuoninwt layt>r the tapetnin. The
hypodorma’ arches})' >rial cell dimdly jjivcs rise to ^he linear tetrad of
mogasporos of whi'‘h the iiitiennost devtilops into the normal eight-
nucleate oiTibryo-sHc. 'fhe syuergids are large and tlie egg will bo in the
neighbourhood of the pole'* necl.'j ,vliich fuse when the embryo-sac is

mature. The chalazal part of tf(^ >a(i is narrow and contains tlie three
anti}3odal nuclei. A transverst'ly ])la(MHl wall whi(^h followrs the first

division of toe primary endos})orm nucleus soj) irates the micropylar from
the chalazal '-liainber. Subsequent divisions in the micr(>|)ylar cliamber
result in four rows of colls of which tho four cells towards tlu' Tnicro}>yle

dcvvclop into the largo aggressive and uni-nucleate mi<‘?‘o})ylar haustoria
with processes getting in and dige: ting th(' tissue-contetits of epistase.

The chalazal chamber develo|)s into a nonaggreMsi\'e haustorium with
often one, two or 0(;casi('nally throe or four nuclei. th«' size '»f the nuc^loi

being inversely }jro})(U'tioiial to their rmmb(u*. 'The ('ndosporm tissiio

shows smaller cell.; towards tlie two (aids, with yirolial.ly a food (“on-

dneting role. Kmbryo development is normal. The siguincant onlargo-

merit of tne tayu'tal rolls during endosperm formation indicates theii

probable rblo in the digestion and ahs(»rption of the integiunent.

25. Tho sliding, gliding, syinydastic or the instnisivo gi’owth of

the cambial colls ?

G. P. Majumdar, Calcntta.
<1*

The cambial cells charactc*ristically divide by tangential wfills.

Their division by sligVxtly oblique trarisv('>rse walls also known to

occur at long intervals, but th(\y are seldom soon to divide* by radial walls.

How then does a c.arnbial layer widen tangentially, with inen^ased number
of colls in cross s(U‘t..)n, during the secondary growth in thickness of a
stern ?

Variou.s theories have been sugge8t(’id for the solution of this problem.
In this paper the author suyjjiorts the tht'ory of intrusive* growth w'ith

lantern slides and phot<>ini<;rogra|)liH.

26. Life-history of Euphorbia helioscojna Linn.

(Miss) Vimala Bhai^la, Lalunn.

Microsfxorogenosis ;

—

Tho haploid number of chromosomes is defoutciy 21 as ob'^^^ rvt'd from
tho polar view at the anajihase. The het(u ^ and homo I v mk* divisions

are normal. The spore formation is by totrah(*dral methn<i ' iccasionally

only dyads are brmed which get liber»it.<‘d from the fucr ('ell-wall.

It is not possible to state w'hether they function MoriuaiJy, althougli

apparently they seem cajiable of doing so. Vegetati <* nuchms is (;ut off

liefore the pollen is shed. Some inicroHimres are observu'tJ to degenerati;.

Megasporogenesis

The tricar})ellary pistil contains one anatropus ovule in each loculus.

The single hyjjodermal andw^sporial cell cuts off an u})j*cr j)ariotal ctdl

and a lower megaspore mother cell. The latter gets buried deeply into

the nucollus, by the activity of the former. The develofunent of the

embryo -sac is as usual.

The polar nucha remain distinct in the ripe embryo -sue. The
antipodals are usually not ephemeral. The endospenn develops by the

II •
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free-nuclear division. Suspensor is small and disintegrates as the
dermatogon is out off—when the embryo has reached an advanced stage.27.

Sterility in Euphorbia Roylearut Boise.

(Miss) Vtmala Bhalla, Lahore.

Microsporogenesis has been studied and some interesting abnormalities
recorded. Laggards during the meiotic division are frequent. In some
cases chromosomes are observed scattered all along the spindle.

Tetrahedral formation of the microspores is the rule in the species. The
microspore is binucleate, when ripe as in E, hdioscopia and apparently
seems to be functional. Chromosomes count could not be accurately
made as they frequently appeared jumbled. Counts during diakinesis

reveal them to be certainly more than 30.

The archesporial cell, is not hypodermal as in E, helioscopea but
buried 2-3 layers deep in the nucellus. After this it degenerates.

Consequently there is no formation of a female gametophyte and the
female flowers shrivel up after some time. This is true both for the
species artilicially propagated as well as those growing wild. There is

thus no seed formation and the species propagate by vegetative method.

28.

Note on the chromosome number in double-flowered

Polyanthes tuberosa Linn.

Narayan Datta, Lahore.

The haploid chromosome is 30 (25 small and 5 large).

At loptotene stage beeidod appearance of spireme is clear. Synizesis

seems to be an artifact. Bivalents completely condense at diakinesis

and the nucleolus still persists. All the divisions are of nonnal type.
Arrangement of tetrads is T-shaped and bilateral or even more or less

linear.

29.

Life-history of Nothosoordum fragrans Kunth. and the
structure of their chromosomes.

Narayan Datta, Lahore.

Microsporogenesis :

—

1 to 4 nucleoli are observed in the resting nucleus (Budding of nucleoli
in the root tip cells has been noticed). During mitosis the course of
ordinary spireme is observed to be discontinuous at early prophase.
Diploid chromosome number is 18. All other stages are normal.

The microsporogenesis has been studied. Haploid number of
chromosomes is 9, the biggest of which is 20u long. At metaphase
2 chromonemata could easily be distinguished embedded in a matrix.
Chromonemata are uniform in their diameter. Tetrad arrangement is

bilateral. Usual normal division occurs.

Megasporogenesis :

—

Ovary is trilocular with numerous reclining ovules. Upper ones are
arthotropous, while the lowermost are compylotropous, arranged on an
axile pleicenta. One or two hypodermal archesporial cells present.
Megasporo mother cell divides into 3 megaspores. Lowermost is functional.
Further development of embryo-sac is as usual. True polyembryony is

present, Bmbryos are derived from the cells of the nucellus above the
apex of the embryo -sac.
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Cytology and development of female Gametophyte of
Allium 8p.

Nabayak Uatta, L.ahore.

Microsporogenosis ;

—

Somatic aivision is normal.
iiaploid number of chromosomes is 10. Hefcero- and Ilomo-tj'"pio

division is quite normal. Tetnwls are bilaterally arranged,

Megasporogenesis :

—

Ovules 6, arthotropouH, 2 in each loculus. Ovmlos have 2 intogumontH.
Dc^v^eloprneut of embryo-sac is of Adoxa-type. Synorgids are beaked.
The ouspor<? movies towards the microj)olar end. Antipodal cells setan
to exert hausttjrial function on the nuccdlar cells below.

Physiology and Ecology

31. Siicoinoxidase in plants.

M. Damodakam and T. K. Vbnkatesan, Madras.

The j)r*osen(*e of succinic dehydrogenase in certain seedlings of
the LoguininosiK^ was recently demonstrated (M. l^ainodaran and
li. Kamaswaniy, (Jv'o'refU /Science, 1940, Vol. 9, No. 7, ]). HI 9). The enzyme
has now been fnrthoT studied and it has been ]>o.ssiblo to demonstrate the
existence of the con-pletc' siicciiioxidase system in plants. Manometric
studies show that the oxygen uptake of the system is increased by the
additioji ol cytochrome C, inhibited to the extent of 70-80% by malouato
and pyrophosphate and completely inhibited by cyanide. Experiments
on the separation of the enzyme system into its sevei*al components are in

progress.

32. Urea formation in germinating seedlings.

M. Damodj^ban and T. R. Venkatesan, Madras.

In studying amino -acod changes in germinating seedlings it was
foimd that in Dolichos hifiorus and Phciseolns mnngo the amide uitrog(i?i

(\'C(’:eeded the dicarboxylic amino acids prosejit so that the existejicc

of amides other than asjMiragino and glntamine was indicated. Further
experim(^iit showed that the additional amide was urea. To invosi igatc

the origin of this urea, determimitioiiH wore made oi the changes in

arginine, urea, arginase and urease content of the < wo seedlings during
germination. The experimental results bear out ? lie conclusieu t hat in

Dolichos bifloras urea is formed fnuri arginine b; the action d' argiiiase

while in Phaseolus mango it could not have arisen by this reac tion.

33. Effect of light intensity and t<unj>oratiire on the growth
of Azalia JUiculoides.

Ghias-ud-Dij8 Ahmad, Lyalljmr

1. An experimental technicpie for the study of the iiiliuenC/O of
temperature and light ipteaisity upon the growth of Azolla sp. is dost-ribod.

2. The growth of Azolla sp, in the Hoagland solution was very good,
to which no organic matter extract was added.

3. In lower intensities of light, root system showed very poor
development, but as illumination was increased, a great improvemeiit in

the development of roots was noticed.

4. The light and tyemperature both acted as limiting factors simul-

taneously, since an increase in either of these factors favourably influenced

the growth of Azolla sp. within a limited range.
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Increase in the factor whic*h was present in most nearly minimal
amount resulted in the most favourable increase.

6. The curves obtained are almost regular and do not show a sharp
bend as postulated by Blackman,

7. The importance of the internal factors, tin\e factor, the inter-

relationship of the factors and compensation point is emphasized.
8. The pracitical possibility of the duplication of experimental

data is shown.
9. In conclusion the results reported in the y3aper fully substantiate

the previous works of Harder, Lundegardh arid Warburg.

34.

The growth of Azolla Jilicuhides in mineral solution without

addition of ‘ auximone ’.

Ghias-ud-Din Ahmad, Lyallpur.

1.

- Azolla filictdoidcs was grown in the green-house in one litre

solution of Hoagland solution with and without addition of yeast and peat
extracts.

2. The plants supplied with organic, matter extract showed better

growth and developed larger size).

3. Next, the plants were grown mider controlled conditions of light

and temperature in the mineral solution, with and without aquatic
extract of yeast, the later showed 8 to 10 per <‘ent more growth in one
week.

4. Azolla ftliGuloide.H was successfully giown in Hoagland soJutioii

for ff)ur months continuously without any deterioratioji in tlie j)ow(U‘ of

its multiplication. The health and growth of tlie plants remained good,
provided light and temperature were not actir\g as limiting fa(‘,tors.

5. Tlie addition of extracts from yeast and peat improved the growth
and size of the plants, but their addition to the mineral solution was not
essential for growth.

6. It is now known that 5mast extrattt a.nd some growth j^romoting
hormones have similar constituents of indole acetic' acid and certain
amino acids, which are excellent growth promoters.

7. It seems probable that Azolla fUiculoides is capable of producing
‘auximone’ within itself under suitable conditions of growth.

35. Viability test with paddy variety, Cheninel.

N. K. B. Kurupp, Kayamgulam (Travancore).

The paper deals with the results of Germination Tests conducted
in the laboratory with the seeds of Paddy variety Cherunel. with a view
to determining the period during which the seeds of the said variety could
be stored (in this particular case in glass Jam Jars with screw lids) without
impairing their germination capacity. The tests were made at intervals

of about 30 days and as a result, it is found that they keep up their normal
tone and vitality even for 14 months after harvest. From the 15th
month the vitality of the seeds becomes very much lowered till the 22nd
month, when all the seeds get decayed instead of germinating.

36. Effect of temperature and time on dry weight determination
of mango pulp.

S. M. Sircar and K. M. Sen, Calcutta.

A method of determining the dry weight of mango pulp was
investigated. Temperatures higher than 50°C. were found unsuitable
for dry weight determination of mango pulp ; at these temperatures cons-
taut weights^ were not obtained on account of the presence of an unknown
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volatile constituent. Drying at 50"0. for 24 hours at atmospheric pressure
was found to be suitab’e for dry weight determination of mango pulp.

37. The oxidation-reduotion potential of ‘Usar* land soils,

Rama Naghsta Singh, Benares.

The lyXU* ation-redaction potential of ‘Usar* land soils of Northern
India in relation to pH, amount and states of iuris present and organic
content has been studied. It has been found that the redox potential
ranges from E7 240-432 m V. and depends more upon the amount and
states of ions present ir the soil samples than upon any other factor.

Most of these measurements heve been carried out in the field.

38 Root systems of plants of eroded areas in Hoshiarpur
Siwaliks.

P. Anand, Lahore.

The paper deals witli root systems of about 21 plants of a stretch
of area in the Siwaliks which includes forest land between Chohal, Mangowal
and Nari within a radius of about two miles on both sides of the Hoshiarpur
Gagret Road.

It is possible to arrange the rooting systems of plants ju a rough
series showing a progressive redactk)n of the typical main root system
consisting of tap and laterals in favour of an adventitious system developed
on an extensive not -work of root suckers and other adventitious structures
arising fri)m thorn. The following types clearly represent the successive
stages of this series: —

AcacAo (.^atechu, Prompis spicigera, Dodonaea viacosa^ Zizyphxia
}iu'inmularia, Woodfordia floribnuda^ Fldcourtia Ramontchiy Ficua cunea,
Carisaa sphM/intji, Stereoapermutn sudveolens, Adhatoda vaaicdf Vitex

negundo and Diospi/rna montana.

The region (^f inaximiitn water content in the soil and the region of
maximum absorption of the root system coincide with each other.

The pH valiu' of the soil vary from 6-8 to S-t). The mechanical
analysis shovvw that the highest penrentage is of particles between the
sizes (»f O-h to {)'002 mm. There is a uniform distribution of these in the
various samydes except in Vitex negundo which shows an extraordinary
high poriHUitage of particles hetwoen (1*6 to 0*2 mm, Acacia Catechu that has
a low percentage of those particles but a high y)ercontage o1 y)artic‘leK

between (l'2 to 0-(K)2 mm and Dodonaea viscosa with a very high percentage
of very small particles 0'()2 to 0 002 mm.

Two types of root systcans are most suited to fc})e area under
inv’^estigatioii :

—

(i) Deeply -seated systems of taps and laterals, sup[)lemonted by a
superficial mat of fibrous adventitious roots, (ii) An extertsive system of
root suckers. It is snggestnd that tlie following plants rna v be effectively

employed in aritrorosion and reclamation work:

—

Dodotmeu viacoaa, Zizy}>lin8 mminmlaria, Acachi ^ 'Undm, Euphorbia
royleaua. Acacia inodrMa and Woodfordia florihumla out of the plants
with a root system of tap and laterals; and JHoapyroa atontana, Carisaa
spinarmnj Adhatoda, vasica, Vitex negundo and Flaconrtia Rarnontchi
from among those that propagate V>y means of r*)ot suckers.

39. Succession in xerophytic grasslands of Raita.

F. R. Bharucha and R. N. Dave, Bombay.
In this paper the authors have described the succession of vegetation

taking place on the grasslands of Raita (Near Kalyan) and shown how
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the succession study helps rapid solution of the problem of improvement
of grasslands and how it helps in the scientific management of the grass-

land by the use of synthetic fertilizers. Also the present study helps to

evolve a system of rotational grazing within a short time of three years.

40. The biological spectra of Matheran and Mahabaleshwar.

F. R. Bhaeuoha and (Miss) D. B. Ferebiba, Bombay.

On the basis of Raunkiaer’s system of Life-forms, the flora of Matheran
and Mahabaleshwar, the two hill stations of the Bombay Presidency wore
analyzed. These places were particularly chosen for the floristic and
climatic data were fully available. Besides they are limited in their

boundaries and are similar in their tropical, moist, evergreen vegetation.

The analysis of their flora reveals that both have a Phanerophytic
plant-climate which accords well with their climatic features of heavy
rain-fall, fairly high but almost constant temperature and little fluctuating

relative humidity. Thus the above study proves the statement of
Raunkiaer that ‘the characteristics of all tropical lands in which the
precipitation is not too small, the centre of gravity in the biological

spectrum is amongst the Phanerophytes *.

41. The biological spectrum of Madras.

F. R. Bharucha and> (Miss) D. B. Ferreira, Bombay.
Madras was chosen as another place to test Ramikiaer’s theory

because it lies on the east coast of India and as such comes under the

influence of the north-east monsoon and as such has a totally different

type of vegetation from that of Matheran and Mahabaleshwar. Besides

recently its flora has been completed and as such its analysis would
give very reliable test.

From the biological spectrum of Madras it is found that its cli-

mate may be said to Nano-phanerophytic with a high percentage oi*

Chamaephytes. This is an interesting case for its spectrum resend^les that

of Aden whose climate exhibits conditions on the border r egions betweeir

the tropical and the subtropical with dry climate.

42. The biological spectrum of a grassland association.

F. R. Bharucha and R. N. DAVjfe, Bomba}^
To test further the theory of Raunkiaer an attempt was made to

find out if the biological spectrum of a grassland association could bo
explained by the chief climatic features of the region, namely, rainfall and
temperature which he represented by a figure called the hydrotherm.

The analysis of the floristic composition of this particular grassland
association, which is provisionally named the Themoda-Pseudenthistiria
Association found on hilly and stony grounds in the Bombay and Salsette

Islands, reveals it as an association which is predominantly therophytic or
annual. This cannot be explained on its climatic features alone for the
region has a heavy rainfall of more than lOO'^ in. per year. As such the
spectrum can only be explained if we take into consideration another
factor besides the above climatic ones, namely the biotic. The latter

can explain the spectrum as a therophytic one. A similar case has been
recorded by Allan in New Zealand.

43. Study of the weeds of the Chilka Lake—^I.

P. Parua and B. Parija, Cuttack.

Weeds such as Potamogeton pectinatiM float up in masses in the lake
towards October, Blue green algae like Lingbya grow among the floating
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wetds and form a matted mass. Mt^squito larvae thrive protected by the

weed masses and cause malaria. The problem was wny the weeds float

up. It was necessary to make a systematic study of the weeds throughout

the year. Potamogeton which is the predominant weed covers extensive

areas in shallow water and grows with the rising level of the lake.

The influen ?e of the various ecological factors such as light, hydrogen

ion concentration, salinity and turbidity of water and the biotic factor has

been studied.

From the data so far gathered it is clear that

—

(1) due to turbidity very little light penetrates to the weeds and

in consequencci uhe weeds become etiolated and weak

;

(2) increasing salinity controls the growth of the weeds

;

and (3) young bivalves attach themselves to the weeds and eat into the

(iortical tissues and thus render the plants weak and liable

to be broken off by the waves ; the breeding season of the

bivalves is the early rains.
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1. Observations on a new amoeba, Dobellina rayi n.sp. from
Varanus niomt/tr Linnaeus.

P. L. Misra, Lu(*know.

A now amoeba belonging to the genun Dobellma has been recorded
for the first time from India. Bishop and Tate (1939) instituted a new

Dobellina found in tlio dipterous lervae of Trichocera hae7nalis

Meig. (the (iommon ‘winter gnat’) of Europe, and called this species
D. 77iC8nili. In this paper I have given a detailed morphological account
of Dobellina rayi n.sp.

The tropho7-oitos (7-2]g; averg. 9-92/Le) move actively by means of a
blunt ps6U(k)])odium consisting of clear ecto])lasm. The cytoplasm is

differemiated into ectoplasm and endoY)lasm, the latter being charged
with refringojit Granules, but t('tally devoid t)f cliromatoid inclusions.

Food and contracjtile vacuoles are absent. Nutritioi» takes purely by
osmosis. The uikIous (4-2-5T)g in diameter; averg. 4-46/i) is spherical

and usually eecentiic in position; it is bounded by an achromatic nindear
rnombraiK' and consists of a central, spherical, siderophilic karyosome
(1-8-2-8/i,; averg. 2*3g) surrounded by a (;olourless halo. Multinucleate
forms hav^^e also been oncomitered, but are rare. Four to eight nucleated
cycts (8-1 Ig) are common, but supemucleate cysts (18-21g) (iontaining

16-32 nuclei have also been observed. The wall of the cyst is thin and
delicate and is single.

It is also interesting to note that this is the first I’ecord of Dobellina
I'rom a vertebrate host, and that D. rayi represents th(^ second species
of this new' genus. The infei^tion is 59%. Further observations on the
cultivoition of this amoeba and its effects upon tlu» host in experimental
conditions are in progress.

2. Observations on a new coccidiimi, Eimeria hmialyannrn
n.sp., from the intestine of a Himalyan toad, Bufo sp.

H. N. Ray and P. L. Misra, Mukteswar.

This paper deals with the life-histor\ of a coccidiuni, hi. himalyanum
n.sp. All tile stages including the maturation of t in oocysts occur in

the epitlielial lining of the intestiixe of the host. Duo to t his intracellular

habit of the parasite the oocyst wall is v ery jioorly dev eloped and appears
as a thin hyaline membrane. There are two kinds of schizonts; (1)

macrosehizonts releasing about 32 merozoites wliich develoji intf' macro-
ganietos, and (2) niicroschizonts, producing about the same number of
rneiozoites which become males and give rise to about microgametes- a
number whi(;h is quite unlike that of any Eimeriid hitherto described.

The oocyst is spherical in shape and measures 7/u to lOg in diameter.
There is no oocystie residue. Sporocyats are spindle-shaped and measure
4*9/>i in length and 2*8g in breadth. Sporocystic residue is present. In
stained jxrepa rations a siderophilous stmeture is seen at either pole of a
fully forriKjd sporozoite.

( 169 )
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On a new ooocidium, Eimeria. winetti n.sp., from the lizard,

Mahuia sp.

H. N. Ray, K. Raghavachari, and S. N. Sapre, Mukteswar.

In this paper a detailed description is given of the life-cycle of a new
species of Eimeria from the intestine of Mahuia sp. collected locally

during the months of May to August. The parasite is confined to the
small intestine and remains for the most part of its life attached to the
epithelial lining of the gut wall. Oocysts are oval in shape and measure
18/x to 21/x in length and 12/u to 14/x in breadth. There is no oocystic

residue. Sporocysts are spherical in shape and measure 7p to 9/i in

diariieter. Sporocystic residue is prominent. Approximately nine
species of Eimeria have been described so far from lizards and of these
three, viz., E, agamae Laveran and Petit, 1910, E, acinci Phisaliz, 1923,

and E, flaviviridis Setna and Bana, 1935, are known to infect the liver,

bile-duct and gall bladder, while the rest {E. raillieti Leger, 1899, E,
geldconis Tanabe, 1928, E, boveroi and E, rocha-Umai Carini and Pinto,

1926, E. hemidactyli Knowles and Das Gupta, 1935, and E. knowlesi
Bhatia, 1936) are stated to be parasitic on the gut wall. Of these again
E, raillieti is the only one of which certain endogenous stages have been
known to occur in the epithelial lining of the large intestine. T^e coccidium
dealt with in this article is the first of its kind to be described in detail.

4.

Observations on a new coccidium, Octosporella muhuiae
n.gen., n.sp., from the intestine of Mahuia sp.

H. N. Ray and K. Raghavaobari, Mukteswar.

In this article the authoia have described certain stages in the
sporogony of a coccidium, the oocysts of which are characteristically

octosporocystid and dizoic. Schizogony of this parasite was not seen but
structures, which appeared to be macrogametes or zygotes, wore often

found to be situated in the submucosa of the intestine. Oocysts recovered
from the faeces measured 14/Lt to 16/Lt in diameter. There was no oocystic

residue. Tlie oocysts, after being kept in 2*5% solution of Pot. bichro-

mate, matured after 48 hours and showed eight spindle-shaped
sporocysts measuring 8’4/tX4*2fi. Each sporocyst showed two sickle-

shaped sporozoites and a central residual mass. As the method of male
gamete formation is not known as yet it is not possible to assign this new
coccidium to any particular family under sporozoa.

5.

Observations on a Balantidium from the intestine of

Hylohates hooloch.

A. N. Mitra and M. M. Chakravarty, Calcutta.

A dead specimen of Hylohates hoolock was sent to our laboratory from
the Zoological Gardens, Calcutta. A thorough examination of all the
organs and tissues of the above specimen revealed that it harboured a
species of Balantidium in its intestine. The infection was severe and this

might have caused the death of the animal.
Tlie shape of the parasite is ovoidal, both the anterior and posterior

extremities being rounded and the size varies from 47*3~70*04/li in length
and 37*08-59*84ju in breadth. The macronucleus is elongately oval in

shape while the mici'onucleus is more or less spherical with an elongated
chromatin rod at its centre. Tlie presence of a boring apparatus and the
axial and peripheral system of fibres around the mouth and peristome
have also been described in detail.
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The action of quinine sulphate on fresh-water Hydra.

Himangshu Lal Sarkar, Gauhati (Assam).

From the ehomically })ure quinine sulphate powder with the help of
distilled water a stock Holution of 1 in 600 was prepared. From this
stock solution different grade of dilutated solutions were prepared for

conducting th^' ex7)erimf nts. The culture ofHydra from the glass aquarium
were introduced in batches to all the grade of s(‘hitions. The average
death time of each batch as well as all the batches taken together in a
particular grade of solution were recorded.

Also the movements ^ad beha'.’iour of all the H>^dra in the solutions
are discussed in a generalized way.

7.

On a new trematode Diplozoon indicum n.sp. from the
gills of a fresh-water fish from Lucknow.

J. Dayal, Lucknow.

Our knowledge of Diplozoon is based on two species only, (1) D.
paradoxum Nordmann, 1832, from FiUrope, and (2) D nipponicum Goto,
1891, from Japan. No form has so far been recorded from India. The
authf)!- has collected, for the first time in India, a large number of both
immature and mature forms from the gills of a local fresh-water fish.

Tile form has been allocated to a new ST)ecies D. indicvm. It differs

from the two known species mainly in the following characters:—

1. In the smaller length of the posterior region of the body.
2. In the absence of median chitinous hooks in the hinder n^gion of

the body.
3. In the structure and extent of the intestine in the jxisterior region

of the body.
4. In the position and shape of the genital organs, chiefly the testes,

r>. In the size of the eggs.

A detailed account of the anatomy of the new form and the differences

from the other two foiins are given in the paper.

8.

On a new trematode Emrmdinm eutropiichthyius n.gen.,

n.sp. from the intestine of a fresh-water fish Eutro-

piichthys vacha.

J. Dayal, Lucknow.
The new form Ducreadium eAUropiichihyiua n.gen., n.sji. belongs to

the family Allocreadiidae, and the important characters in which it (liffers

from the rtJatod forms are the position and structure of the cirms sac,

the position of the genital pore and the possession of a pointed protuberance
at the anopercular end of the eggs. A detailed account of f lit* anatomy of
the new form and a discussion on the classificatiftn .! the family
Allocreadiidae is given in the paper.

9.

On a new trematode Plesiodistomum callichrius n.gen.,

n.sp. from the urinary bladder of a fresh-water fish

Callichrous pabda.

J. Dayal, Lucknow.
The new form Plesiodistomum callichrius n.gen., n.sp. belongs to the

family Gorgoderidae and the subfamily Anaporrhutinae. It differs from
the related forms chiefly in the configuration of the testes, in the structure
of the vitelline glands, in the presence of a Laurer’s canal and in the
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absence of an oesophagus. A detailed account of the anatomy of the form
is given in the paper.

10. On the occurrenoe of the bat fluke, Prosihogonimus ovi-

magnosum (Bhalerao, 1926), in a dog.

G. D. Bhalerao, Izatnagar.

In this short paper a record is made ofthe occurrence of Proathogonimus
ovimagnoaum from the small intestine of a dog in Calcutta. This parasite
normally infects bats in India and Other oriental countries and was first

recorded by the writer in 1926 from the bat, Nyctinormia 'pLicatna, in

Rangoon. A short history of its occurrence in India and other countries
is given. This is evidently a case of facultative parasitism. A few similar
instances of tliis kind of infection are quoted and observations are made
on the anatomy of the flukes from the dog.

1 1 . On the occurrence of Prosihogonimus putschkowskii Skrjabin,

1913, in India.

G. B. Bhalerao, Izatnagar, and V. W. Gideon, Dharwar.

The species of Proathogotihnna that have been so far recorded from
India are P. cuneatua from Acridotherea triatia, P.Sp. fi’oTn Thia rriegalocephala

and P. hid'lcua from a domestic fowl. Referring to the recent critical

analysis of tht' gemus by VV^tenberg and Kckrnan ( 1039) it is found that the

latter two species are referable to P. putsch kowakvi Skrjabin, 1913.

P. indicua Srivastava, 1037, is therefore regarded as a synonym of P.
putachkowakii. Observ ations are recorded on the sj^ecimens of this species

from Ibia ynegaloccphala and Ardeola gravi from Dharwar.

12. A new species of the genus A vitellimi (Cestoda) from ovines

in the Punjab.

Mohammad Amin, Lahore.

An ac^couiit of a new s})ecies of AviteMina. parasitic- in the small

intestines of sheej:)

—

Ovia ((rie8—- i'rom southern distric.ts of the Punjab,
is given in this paper. Among the c'xisting members of the genus
Avitellina. A. eentvipunctata is the nearest ally of this specticis. The latter,

however, differs from the former in the number of testes, small size of

the ovary, slightly alternating arrangemcMit of the uteri, disposition of the

paruterine organs and the form of the egg-pockets enclosed by them. This

form also shows some reseinblancH; to A. audanea and A. goughi in the

number of testes and form of thc‘ egg-pockc'ts res]r}C3ctiv(dy. However,
it differs from A. audanea in the development of the paruterine organ
being inside the utei’us, and from A. goughi in the number of testes.

13. The nervous system of the Cestode Tylocephalum. dierama.

M. K. Subramaniam, Madras.

The nervous system of Tylocephaluni dieramu is very simple in plan.
Tlie brain is not (constituted by a system of ganglia but is plate-like and
differs from animal to animal (lopending on the stage of contraction of the
head and myzorhynchus. From th(3 brain bimdles of fibres proceed and
get distributed at the anterior edge of the myzorhynchus. There are
large and small ganglionic cells in the brain. Thirty-two to forty -two
nerves, all of the same thickness, rmi thi'ough the length of the proglottid
chain. A meshwork of nerve librils (connecting the nerve cords is present
at the very anterior end of the proglottid chain but further behind, the
meshes have differt ntiated themselves into ring commissures. The
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oomir'issuro at tho pt iterior end of each proglottia ib plaio-like. The
nervous .system of LiruLa and Schistocephalus was supposed uptil now
to be tiie most primitive as the in.significant development of the sucker
grooves in these animals indicate v po<»r adaptation to parasitism. These
animals have 'wo main lateral stems and a far larger number of longi-

tudinal nerves than any other Cestode. In Tylocephdlum dieratna all

the iierves are ol the same size and therefore it is thought that its nervous
system is more piimitive than that of the two above-mentioned animals.
As simplicity of arrangement of the nervous system does not indicate
poor adaptation in Ti/loctpha-utn— evidenced by the presence of suckers
-—it is likely that further e.maustivc stinlies may alter entirely the present
conceptions regarding the phyii •genetic relationships between the various
orders cf Cestoda.

14. On Fraeyeria conipkxa n.sp. from the sandy beach, Madras,

K. H. Alikoniu, Madras.

Subsequent to my pa^xw ‘On a new species of Praegeria occurring in
Madras’ read before the 27th tSessiiin of the Itidian Science Congress,
held at Madras, T have obtaiiK'd a nurnbiu* of s])ecimtais of Pniegeria which
on careiiil study are found to belong to an imdescribed specjos. Tho
present sj eeies is much larger than the two oth(T known species of tho
ge?iu8 and iiKiasures about 10 to 25 min. in length in the mature (;ondition.

The worms (XMnir in coarse sand 2 to 3 ine-hos below the surfai'e between
half and low tide lexols. In oxtimuil features, structuri’! of the nephridiimi
and its modilications and other mtcwnal characters the form shows rela-

tionship to P, remota and P. gopalai; hut important dilferences are seen
in tho reprodiK'tivo organs. In the mah'. 4 to 6 groups of testes and a
corrosp<*riding numlxu’ of paired sperm-sacs and copulatory organs are

dev^eloped. Each testis has a median position and is covered over by
an extremely thin membrane. Co])ulatory organs are very complicated.
Sperms are large, typical in structure but hardly motile. In the female
up to 2b distinct paired ovarian groups have been observed, situated in

alternate s(3gments, Mie intervening segments being occupied by paired
roceptacula sominis. A covering membrane is present for the ovary
also. S]jorms iu the receptfacuhun sominis differ in structure from those
in the sperm-sacs of the male as they undeu'go modification after copulation.
Hoproductive organs both jirimary as well as accessory disintegrate and
ar(! lost after liberation of the mature sex elements. The> are developed
afresh when reproductive activities commence again.

15. On the occurrence of a fresh-water Oligoohaete Stylaria

kempi Stephenson in Lucknow.

S. M. Das, Lucknow.

Stephenson, in his book ‘ Oligochaota ’ (1930), ineutjons only two
species oi Slylarta from India: (1) S. lactLstris and (2) S, kutnpiy the latter

being reported from one locality (Bliim Tal, Kumtum Hills, U.P.) only.

The author has collected a number of specimens of .V. icem/pi from a tank
in Lucknow. These specimens, though larger in size than those described
by Stojihenson, are definitely S, kempi on accouiit of the total absence of

eyes. The chief differences from Stephenson’s specimens are its greater

length, nodulus of ventral setae mesial or distal, ventral setal bimdle
of 7 to 10 setae, and the dorsal setal bundle with two very long liair setae.

Despite the temptation to allocate a new species to the Slylaria

collected from Lucknow, the author considers tho above-mentioned
differences as belonging to two races or subspecies only. Observations
on the peristaltic and anal movements of S, kempi are recorded in the
paper.
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16. The nervous system of the earthworm LamjpiU) mauritti

(Kinb).

R. Vasudevan, Annamalainagar.

The nervous system of LampUo mauritti presents the following
features :

—

(1) The ganglion formed by the union of the circumpharyngeal
coimectives lies m the anterior region of segment IV, below the oesophagus
and may therefore be appropriately termed the sub-oesophageal ganglion.

(2) The nerves supplying the Prostomium, segment I and segment II
arise from the circumpharyngeal coimectives in segment III; the nerves
innervating segment III have their origin from the ventral nerve cord in

segment IV.

(3) Segment IV is innervated by only two pairs of segmental nerve
trunks, which form two incomplete dorsal nerve rings.

(4) Segment V, and the succeeding segments of the body, except
tlie last are iimervated by tliree pairs of segmental nerve trunks, which
give rise to three big dorsal nerve rings. In addition, in each of the
above-mentioned segments, there is also a smgle small ventral nerve ring,

which is formed by nerves arising from the third pair of segmental
nerve trunks.

(6) The last segment is innervated, just like the other segments, by
tliree pairs of segmental nerve trmiks, but the posterolateral branches of
the nerve cord give rise to two extra pairs of nerve trunks thereby forming
live incomplete nerve rings. The ventral nerve ring is absent in the
last segment. Fiu'ther work is in progress.

17. The role of the gut and the nephiidia in regulating the

water-content of the body-lluids in earthworms.

K. N. Baux., Lucknow.

It is now well known that in earthworms of the genera l^heretima^

La7n‘pito (Megascolex)^ WoodwardielLay and Tonoacolex, tlie main part of
the nephridial system discharges its fluid products into the gut. It has
all along been tacitly assmned that the nephridia are purely excretory in

function, and that excretory products are discharged into the gut. In
this paper experiments are described to show that the primary function

of the nepliridia is probably to regulate the volume and osmotic pressure

of the body-huids in the earthworm, and that they share this function

with the alimentary canal.

18. Leeches parasitic in the air-passages of mammals.

M. L. Bhatia, Lucknow.

Leeches parasitic in the air-passages of mammals belong to the genus
Limnatis and they have been recorded from Ceylon by Blanchard (1894),

from Palestine, 8yria, and Persia by Masterman (1908), and from
Afghanistan and Baluchistan by Amiandale and Kaburaki in the years

1920 and 1921 respectively, in all cases they were secured from the
nasal-passages and larynx of man, horse, and cattle.

I^^o genuine indum example of a Linmatis, parasitic in the air-passages

of mammals, has so far been found, and it is mentioned that those recorded
must have been introduced by being carried in the air-passages of men
and domestic animals.

Keceiitly the author lias received three specimens : one from Calcutta,

one from Burma, and one from Lahore, and all these belong to the genus
LmituUie. Their occurrence in these places is a new record of their

distribution.

Investigations on their moiphology are in progress.
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19.

PhyTjiology of digestion in blood-suoking i^^eches.

M. L. Bhatia, Luoknow.

A leech ingests, at a single meal, several times its own weight of blood.
After a meal, leeches seek concealment in the dark and remain quiet
for several months. The blood is slowly digested and the digestion of a
full meal ma^ take nine to twelve months.

It is well known that the sal’vary glands of a leech secrete a substance
called hirudm wliich prevents coagulation of the blood sucked by the
leech, and that this blood remains stored in the crop-reservoir. While
it is true that the coaguletiou of blood is prevented by hirudin, it h€is

not so far been recorded, so fa.' ac I am aware, that tlio blood within the
crop i 1 always in a haemolized condition, so that there is no chance of
its coagulation at all. By a series of tests it has been found that the
crop secretes an alkaline enzyme which has the property of haemolyzing
blood. Certain patches of cells in the wall of the crop give a staining
reaction different from those of the rest of the crop, and it is believed
that it is these patches that secrete the alkaline haemolyzing substance.

20.

On tho bionomics and distribution of a leech Herpobdelloidea

lateroculata Kabuiaki (1921).

M, L. Bhatia, Luoknow.

This small leech as described by Dr. Annandale is remarkably
planarian-like in appearance and in its movements. About a dozen
specimens were colU'cted from amongst water weeds in a small pond in

Lucknow. A few living specimens kept under observation show that
they are carniv(jrous even canniballistic in their habits. They swallow
insect larx^ae, planar ians and smaller leeches. The long pharynx has three

prominent ridges, each bearing anteriorly a pair of stylets or teeth in the
form of spines. Those stylets help in capturing the food prey. The
occurrence of this form in Lucknow is a now record of its distribution.

21.

Pultsation of heart in Thalasstrm bombayemis,

I), S. Deshpanhe, Bombay.
The heart is tubular and of simple typo and surrounds the posterior

end of tho fore -gut division of tho alimentary tube. It has a dorsal aud
ventral heart ni a sense when each one takes the roll of pumping the
blood to the direction determined by the peristalsis. There is a aiiastomosjs
between the two hearts which surrounds the crop posteriorly. The reversal
of peritjtalsis is clearly seen as one observes the dissected specimen in
normal saline or filtered sea water under tho dissecting microscope. In
ordinary conditions the normal peristalsis takes pla<ie alternately changing
the direction of blood flow every few minutes. But this regularity may
be broken at any moment by resorting to reversal of pei'istalsis. The
following factors induce or change the dii-ection of bloo<i tl(.>w

(1) Katio between the anal anu oral respirator> currents.

(2) Specific gravity of the coelomic water.

(3) Any contact with foreign body or any change in surrounding
medium.

(4) The voluntary and involuntary contractions in the complicated
muscular zonations of muscular parietes.

Such peculiar type of blood circulation in IVudaaaem/ji, bombayeneis
reminds one of that exists in timicates where Dr. Herdman locates two
centres one situated in Dorsal system and the other in the Ventral system
which by interchanging the contractibility bring about the reversal
of peristalsis.
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22.

Excretory vesicles of Thalassema hombayensis.

D. S. Deshfande, Bombay.
Situatexl at the posterior end of the body is found one pair of large

anal vesicles. They are also called the posterior Nephridia. They open
laterally in the rectum with their separate ciliated apertures. These
\’^esiclos are held in position by fine muscular* fibi’os which are attached at
various points to the body wall but except these they seem to float freely

in the loops of the alimentary canal in the body (uivity. They are almost
the same length as the body of the animal. All along the body wall of
these anal vesicles thei’o are (uliated funnels. Their distribution is quite
irregular and r(?pr<‘sents Nejrhrostomes of typical Nephridia. As regards
their function they are excretory and also they control the amount of
water in coelomic fluid.

23.

Locomotion of Thalassema bombayensis

.

D. S. Deshfande, Bombay.
The IcMiomotion in Thalessema bombeyensis is somewhat similar like

that of the earth-worm. It elongates the anbuior pai’t r>f the body and
then forces forward the voscera and the water-content in tlie coelomic
space of the body by contracting tho posterior regi<*n and relaxing the

anterior region. When most of the coelomic fluid and viscera is forced

forward to the anterior end the posterior end is drawn up. These
movements are repeated as the animal mov<‘s forward. All these move-
ments are yjossible provided there is the smooth substratum. Even in the
burrows, i.e. in the residential quart(‘rs the mode of locomotion is the

same but for th(> additional advatitage of wedging iht' body by the
anterior hooks to the side wall of the burrows. Its movement in the
burrow is dashing and rapid and it can move backward nearly as fast

as forward.

24. Copepoda from some mountain lakes in Kashmir.

G. L. Arora, Lahore.

The present paper deals with an ecologi(tal and taxonomic study of

the Copepoda collected from seven high mt>untain lakes in Kashmir,
during the summer of 1940, when the author acxiompanied a party of

Research workers from the Zoology Department of the Piznjab University.

The collection includes about nine species of Copepoda belonging to the

sub-orders Calanoida and Cyclopoida.

25. On the embryology of Squiila.

K. Bhaskaran Naib, Trivandrmn.

The paper deals with the early embryonic dev^elopment of two common
Stomatopods, Squiila raphidea and Squiila, wood-masoni^ of the Madras
coast. The growth of the egg inside the ovary has betm traced. The
earliest oocyte shows a central nuiileus containing a promonen nucleolus.

As the egg ripens the germinal vesicle breaks down. This happens much
earlier than is usual among most of the Crustacea. When extruded the
eggs are found to be midergoing the fii*st polar division. The maturation
spindle is extremely small and is situated at the periphery of the egg.

The mode of cleavage is the same as in the Peracarida and the Leptostraca
and differs from that of th(> Dacapoda, The blastomeres rise to the

surface individually and form a uniform layer of cells all round. There is

no superficial differentiation of the germ layers. Gastrulation takes
place by iirunigration of cells from a blastoporal depression. The cells
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that wander inwards are mesendodcnnal in nature. They give rise to
yolk cells, which arrc<.nge themselves along the periphery of the ynlk
mass below the gerniinal band; and mesoderm cells which form the
naupliar somites. The preantemiulary mesoderm arises separately at
the anterior end. The post-naupliar ectoderm and mesoderm are
toloblastic in origin and the arrangement of the teloblaets is similar to

what is found in Nebalia. The midgut rudiment is formed by cells which
slip ill last from the blastopore. These cells are all endodermal. The
rudiment grows by the addition of modified yolk cells. The liver is formed
by the folding of the sides of the epithelial endodermal plate. The forma-
tion and growth of the preantenmilary and trunk mesoderm are described.
Segmental coeiomic spaces are formed in the post-naupliar region of the
body. No dorsal organ is: dc vclojied. The latest stage obtained shows
four pair of appendages in the abdomen and a faint pigmentation in
the optic rudiments. The paper discusses these results in the light of
modern work on Crustacean embryology and closes with a consideration
of their significaiu‘e in tracing the affinities of the Stomatopoda.

26. Nest balls of coprinae with a description of three balls

of Heliocopris (Coleoptera).

8. M. Das, Lucknow.

It is well kr\own that Coprinae (Coleoptera) roll balls of dmig and
prepare to lay eggs in them after they ha’s e boon carried into the burrows.
These nests are found from 2 to 8 feet below the surface of the ground.
In some species, each cell (nest) is enclosed in a thick layer of outer clay,

which becomes so hard that those first discovered were supposed to be
ancient stone cannon-balls. The size, shape and structure of these balls

have been studied in several species, but not many Indian species have
been worked out.

Idle author collected, in January 1939, four such balls in Lucknow,
One was opened and was found to contain a live grab of a Coprinae, while
the other three were left to develop and were fmally opened in November
1939. All the throe contained an adult Heliocopris each, two belonging
to the same species H. dotninus and the third being H, gigas. A detailed
description of the size, shape and structure of these nest balls, and the
differences between the balls of the two species is given in the paper.

27. Cytoplasmic inclusions in the oogenesis of cattle-tick

Hyahmma aegyptium.

Gopal Singh Deol, Lahore.

Work on the oogenesis of this tick was undertaken as, to the best of
my knowledge, the eggs of the ticks had not been investigated by any
modern worker. In the course of my investigation Dr. R. Dass published
a paper on the eggs of dog-tick, Rhipicephalus f<im.guineue (latreille)

{Zeit, Zellforach, 1939).

Certain important differences have been brought out in the oogeneses
of these two ticks. In H. aegyptium there is no albuminous yolk whereas
in jB. sanguineus (latreille) there are prominent yolk discs of albuminous
nature.

Both the mitochondria and golgi bodies are juxtanuclear to begin
with and they gradually spread out in the cytoplasm.

In R, sanguineus (latreille) no fat has been described but in H.
aegyptium there are fat bodies €is revealed by Sudan IV (Kay and
Whitehead), which stains even the weak fat. It may be noted that Dr. R.
Dass was unable to use this technique on his material.
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28. A new water spider from Dal Lake, Kashmir.

Stjkh Dyal, Lahore.

This spider, Amphinects sp. novo, was collected from Dal Lake in

September, 1936. It belongs to the family Agelenidae which has a
number of other water spiders, such as Denis, Cambridgea and Argyroneta
sp. The spider is a good diver, and swims mider water by powerful
backward rhythmic strokes of its legs. Now and then the spider comes to

the surface to renew its air supply. When it dives the entire surface of
the body gets covered by an air bubble which gives it a silvery brightness,

29. A preliminary note on the development of Ariophanta
bistrialis Beck.

T. S. Balasijbbamanyam, Annamalainagar.

The eggs of Ariophanta bistrialis take ten days to hatch.
The present note records the main events of development on each day.
The first rudiments of the nervous system appear on the third day, and
the definitive form is attained on the sixth day. The larval heart and
larval kidney (which is C-shaped) make theii* appearance on the third
day. The differentiaticm of the mesodenn into the rudiments of the
heart, pericardium, and kidney commences on the fifth day, and by the
end of the sixth day the definitive heart begins to pulsate. The podocyst,
a very ciharacteristic organ of the Stylommatophorous embryos, appears
on the fifth day and attsCins its maximum growth on the seventh day.
The special embryonic organs, the larval kidney, the head-vesicle, and the
podocyst disappear about the time of hatching.

30. On some ascidians from Madras.

S. M. Das, Lucknow.

The ascidian faima of the Indian seas has not yet boon systematically
worked out. Herdman (1906) wrote a report on the ascidians from the
gulf of Manaar and Ceylon, while Oka (1915) published a paper on ascidians
in the collection of the Indian Museum; but the specimens in the latter

collection wore from randon) samples, and it does not give a true repre-

sentation of the fauna of the Indian coasts. The present paper contains
a report on a collection of monascidians from Madras. Six species are
described, one of which is new to science.

The now sjjecies described is Herdjnania ennurensis Das {Proc.

Ind. Acad. Sci., Vol. 11, No. 1). The other live species are: Ascidiella

aspersa O.F.M., Styela areolata Heller, Microcosmus manaanarensis
Herdman, Polycarpa annandelei Oka, and Herdmania pallida Lahille.

There is no record of Ascidiella either in Herdman’s report (1906) or

in Oka’s (1915) description of Indian ascidians. This is, therefore, the
first record of Ascidiella from India.

31. On a collection of fishes from the Dal Lake, Kashmir.

Nazir Aboviad, Lahore.

The present paper deals with eleven species distributed amongst five

genera and two families. The family Cobitidae is represented by Botia birdi,

Nemachilus vittatus, Nemachilus kashmirensis and Nemachilus marmoratvs
and the family Cyj^rinidac) by Labeo dero, Crossochilus punjabensis,
Schizothorax esocinus, Schizothorax niger, Schizothorax planiforns, Schizo-^

thorax labiatus and Schizothorax hugelii. Sexual dimorphism is being
recorded for the fiirst time in Schizothoracinae.

I2B
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32. On the smallest ( ?) Elasmobranch egg.

N. F. Choodamani, Madras.

Scoliodon sorrakowah Carman, is a viviparous Elasmobranoii common
in the Madras coast. An excellent account of the placenta in this form
has alreadv be3n given by Miss G. Mahadevan. The yolk-sac, even when
the embryo is 20 mm. long, gets int<.> relati(>n with the cup-like trophone-
rnata, ana establishes a connection with it. But the very early stages
before attachment were not available to her and could not be worked out.
The present paper gives apioliminary account of the early developmental
stages.

The matiire eggs of this^orm measure only one millimetre in diameter,
a remarkable feature among Elasmobranchs which have largo eggs with
much yolk. A few bctclies of intra-utorine eggs wore obtained. Ea<‘h
egg is oiiclosed in a transparent pear-shaped bag, the narrower end of
whicjh is slightly drawn out and twisted.

It was exj/ected that there would bo some peculiarity in the early
development of this form due to the small size of the egg and the reduced
quantity of yolk, and this surmise has turned to be correct. In the earliest

stage examined the blastoderm cells have giown over ono-thij*d of the egg.
In the next stage the blastoderm is found to have grown over the yolk
leaving a (drcular area through which a mass of yolk, the ^ olk-plug,

projects. Now the edges of this blastoporal rim are observed to have
turned inwards enclosing the greater portion of the yolk, a process which
reminds one of what takes place in Polyptcrus, in the Dipnoi and in the
Frog In another stage examined the ingrowth has continued until the
incurving edges havu met and almost completely enclose the internal

yolk. Due to want of material further details of this interesting process
of gastrulation caimot yet be given.

There is a quick differentiation of the embryo, the yolk-cord and the
yolk-sac. A short account of the embryos in very early stages of develop-
ment is also given.

33. The spermatogenesis of Chihscyllium griseum (Muller and
Henle).

(Miss) C. K. Rathnavathy, Madras.

The young testis consists of a compact group of colls in which may
bo distinguished spherically and polymorphically nucleated colls both of
which may dire(;tly or indirectly give rise to spermatogonia. This group
of cells is enveloped by the germinal epithelium which gives origin to thf‘

two typos of cells mentioned above.
Within the nucleus of the primary spermatogonium is present a

large plasmosome. The centrosome is situated close to the nuclear wall
while the mitochondria in the form of granules and rods, and golgi in
the form of rings and crescents lie in close association with the centrosome.
At this stage the formation of cysts is observed within the l estis. Durh ig
the spermatogonial telophase the golgi and mitochondria are distributed

almost equally to the two daughter cells. The secondary spermatogonia
are thus constituted which as a result of division give rise to the primary
spermatocytes. The mitotic changes pass through the primary sperma-
tocyte and as the cell reaches the metaphase stage it exhibits thirteen
chromosomes on its spindle which is the reduced number of chromosomes.
With the completion of the telophase stage the golgi and mitof^hondrial

elements are approximately distributed to the daughter cells. The
secondary spermatocyte stage is quickly passed through and the spermatid
is constituted, with the transformation of which a very peculiar and
interesting phenomenon associated with the abrupt formation of the
axial filament is encountered. The golgi bodies fuse to form an acroblast
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which secretes the acrosome, the mitochondria form an enveloping sheath
to the axial filament while the nucleus constitutes the head. The maturing
sperms which are very much elongated and arranged within the cysts in

bundles get attached to sertoli cells by their head ends and when they
are fully mature lose this connection and finally get expelled from the
cysts.

34. Some observations on the development of Arius jella.

K. Chidambabam, Madras.

It is well known that Arius jella lays huge eggs with an immense
quantity of yolk. For the first time the develojiment of this form is

being worked out. The male carries the eggs deep in its pharynx and
thus exhibits the interesting phenomenon of oral gestation. The breeding
of the fish extends from about the first week of August to middle of
January. About 30 to 40 eggs are laid each time. The incubation period
is long and lasts for nearly two months, the embryos remaining inside

the -mouth of the male till the yolk is completely absorbed. Various
stages of developing embryos have been collected and observed. It has
been found that in the first 20 days of development growth is gradual.
During the next 10 days it is much more rapid and the young hatches
out about the 30th day after commencement of incubation. The embryos
which are very active continue to live for a month more inside the oral

chamber before they come outside to start independent existence. Details
in regard to the various stages of development are given in the paper.

35. On two kinds of fish eggs hatched out in the laboratory

of West Hill Biological Station, Department of Fisheries,

Calicut.

D. W. Devanesen and K. Chidambaram, Madras.

Two types of fish eggs, viz., those of Anodontostoma chacunda and
those of Cara,nx crumenopthahnusy found in the plankton collected opposite
the Marine Biological Station, Calicut, in January, 1940, were hatched out
on several occasions in the laboratory and their development observed.

The eggs of Anodontostoma chacunda are yellow with a number of
colourless oil-globules distributed in the yolk. The diameter of the
entire egg is about 0-82 mm. Just before hatching, the oil-globules about
twenty in number collect together at the region corresponding to the middle
of the future larva and the posterior portion of its yolk sac. The larvae

generally hatch out at about I p.m. Their average length is 2*66 mm.
A reduction in the length of the trunk is noticed during the growth of the
larvae.

The eggs of Garanz crumenopthalmus are characterized by vacuolated
yolk and the presence of a single oil-globule with brownish red pigment
spots. The diameter of the egg is about 0*78 mm. and that of the oil-

globule 0*24 mm. The larvae hatch out by about 1*30 p.m. Their length
is about 1*35 mm. The oil -globule occupies the anterior portion of the
yolk sac. An increase in the length of the trunk is noticed during the
growth of the larvae.

36. On the morphology and histology of the gas-bladder in

Boleophthalmus boddarti (Pallas).

M. Rahimullah, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The author h*^ briefly described the external features emd histology
of the gas-bladder in tliis fish. It is a small ovoid or ellipsoidal structure,
and of a physoclistous type, lying freely in the abdominal cavity, on the
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dorsal side, above the viscera, and is supported by the rneseiitcuy. It
possesses a star-shaped gas-gland with 6 retia mirabilia.

The histology of the gas-gland has beeri thoroughly dealt with.

37. On thb disposition of the so-called pyloric caeca in a
Erotalid fish, Sirembo imberbis (Tern. & Sch.).

M. Rahjmullaj, Hyderabad-Leccan.

In this paper the author has described the disposition of the so-called
pyloric caeca in a Brotul’d. fish, Siremho imberbis^ obtained from Ennur,
which number 15 in all. They are bilaterally arranged in linear rows

—

9 caeca on the left side, and 6 on the right side.

Other references and details have also been given.

38. On the development of mesonephros in a Teleostean fish,

Thynnichthys sandkhol (Sykes).

M. A. Moghe, Nagpur.

The development of mesonephros in Teleosts has been described by
various investigators. Rosenberg (1867), Goette (1875), Furbringer
(1878), and Hoffmann (1886) ventured the suggestions that mesonephric
tubules are formed from solid condensations of cells or from cell masses

close proximity to the Wolffian ducts. The origin of the cells
forming these condensations or masses has been variously described

:

(a) from the ventral wall of the aorta or/and the parietal cells of the
wall of the cardinal vein (Rosenberg, 1867); from colls of the parietal
epithelium (Goette, 1876 and Fiirbringer, 1878); (c) from solid peritonial
invaginations (Hof&nann, 1886); (d) from by proliferation from the
cells of the Wolffian duct (Nussbaum, 1878 and Felix, 1897).

The accoimts given in textbooks (Kerr, 1919, Brachet, 1936) are
based exclusively on the work of Felix. He derives the mesonephric
tubules, in the first instance, from solid aggregates of cells formed by
proliferation from the wall of the archinephric duct. According to him,
these tubules are replaced by the tubules of permanent mesonephros formed
from cells of unknown origin. If this accoimt of the formation of
mesonephric tubules is true, it is evident that Teleostean fishes is the only
group among vertebrates in which such an origin of the mesonephros
takes place. Further, it should be possible to trace the (‘(dls forming
the permanent mesonephros to some embryonic source. Recently
Maschkowzeff (1934) has traced the origin of nephrogeuetic mesencliymo
to the ‘intermediate coll mass’. His work is very iucoinplete and it is

not clear whether he accepts Felix’s view of the existence of a 1 canporary
and a j^ermanent mesonephros.

A detailed account of the development oi mesonephros is given in
this paper and the conclusion is drawn that the tubulc's <i<weloj) from
condeiLsations of cells arising from the intermediate roll mass. The
teleostei fall, therefore, in general line with all the other timnuniota.

39. Proteid yolk formation in fishos.

Ram 8aran Das, Allahabad.

Parat (1927), Hibbard and Parat (1927), Nath and Nangia (1931)
have shown that proteid yolk in the fishes investigated, develops by
the gradual condensation of the contents of neutral red vacuoles. On
the other hand, according to Narain (1930) the albuminous yolk bodies
are formed by the direct transformation of mitochondria. In order to shed
further light on this probleni the ovaries of a number of locally available
fishes have been examined with the help of the modern cytological tech-
niques. It has been found that the account of the development of proteid
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yolk as given by Parat and Nath is substantially correct. Proteid yolk
bodies do develop in vacuoles that take in stain with neutral red. Never-
theless, it has been ascertained during the course of his piece of work
that only a limited portion of the total proteid yolk contents of the mature
egg is produced in this way. The process definitely comes to an end at

a fairly early stage of egg growth after which the proteid yolk bodies are
formed by the swelling and gradual transformation of mitochondria. The
latter process provides the greater bulk of albuminous yolk of the mature

40. Some further observations on the respiratory movements of
an air-breathing loach, Lepidocephalus guntea (Hamilton
Buchanan).

B. K. Das, Hyderabad-Deccan.

In this paper the author proposes to discuss particularly on the
following points:

(a) Behaviour and respiratory activities of the fish in moist
conditions.

(b) Effects of natural dirty water on the respiration of the fish.

(c) Effects of clear water obtained from its natural habitat on the
respiration of the fish.

41 . A preliminary note on the morphology and histology of the

alimentary tract of an air-breathing fish, Anahas
testudineus (Bl).

Syed Mohi). Mohsin, Hyderabad-Deccan.

{A) Oeneral account.

The stomach is sac-like and is <*onnected with the pharynx by means
of a small tubular oesophagus. Intestine is slightly coiled and looperl.

Three so-called pyloric caeca of about ecpial size are prestuit.

{B) Histology of the alhnentary tract.

The histology of the alimentary tract presents the following salient

features:

—

(i) Oesophagus shows a transition in the nature of its epithelium
from the anterior to its posterior region, where it gradually
resembles that of the cardiac end of the stomach.

(ii) Stotmich shows very prominent folds of the galndular epithelium
ill the cardiac region, and the glands are very striking.

(iii) Pylorus presents a kind of sphinciter muscle formed by the
groat development and thickening of the circular layer of
muscle fibres, more or less in the form of a valve.

(iv) Intestine has the typical structure—goblet cells being very
numerous.

# (v) In the rectum there is a kind of valve, situated at the junction
of the small intestine and the rectum.

(vi) Histology of the so-called pyloric caeca is also being dealt
with.

42. The interstitial cells in the testis of Ichthyophis gltUinosus
(Linn.).

B. R. Seshachab, Bangalore.

The interstitial tissue of the testis of Ichthyophis gluiinosus varies in
quantity and distribution in the active and resting conditions of the
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testifl. Tn the former condition, it occurs as soatt3red groups of cells

in the interstices of the locule while in the latter, it is seen in the form of
largo number of nests of cells between the locules. The development
of the interstitial tissue is found to be inversely proportional to the develop-
ment of the sexual cells of the testis. Fat is a characteristic cytoplasmic
content of the interstitial cells and is believed to have arisen by the
activity f tlie golgi bodies. The significeuico of the interstitial tissue in

Jchthyophir is unknown.

43. Oesopb^iigeal arteries in frogs and toads.

J. L. Bhadijri, Calcutta.

The origin of oosojihageal arteries from tlio systemic arches of frogs
and toads shows a good deal of variation. Tliis was first hinted at by
the author ir a jnovious pay^er and recorded by Hoffmann in different
species of frogs and toads. The author has reinvestigated this question.
In frogs {Rana) the oesophageal artery originates either independently
or sometimes from the basal part of the occipito-vertebral artery (Gaupp,
Grawshay, Bhaduri, Hoffmann) and in toads [Biifo) there is a single
left-handed origin of the o('sophageal artery quite in a different level

(Bhadu"i, Hoffmann and Al-Husani). But there is a branch (‘pharyngeal
factor’) from the occipito -vertebral artery which supplies the pharynx in

Bafo. This ‘pharyngeal factor’ has been observed by Hoffmann in
different species of frogs and toads {Bufo, Phyxicephalus, Heleophryne
and Chiroinantis). Al-Husani also substantiates the author’s observation
in Egyptian toads {Bufo), The author, however, finds difficulty in homo-
logizing the single (left-handed or right-handed) oesophageal artery, as

is found in Bufo, Rana and Heleophryne, with the oesophageal arteries of
frogs as recorded by previous authors (Gaupx> and others). In the light

of recent studios and having due regard to comparative anatomy, the
author is of the opinion that the ‘pharyngeal factor’ of the occipito

-

vertebral artery recorded in Bufo, Heleophryne, Phyxicephalus and others
can easily bo homologized with the oesophageal arteries of frf)gs {Rana)
and be called the primary or true oesophageal artery even though it does
not supply the oesophagus. In view of this, the single (left-handed or
right-handed) origin of the oesophageal artery should be viewed as a
secondary acquirement and called secondary oesoj)hageal artery.

44. Some aspects of the head of Xenopus laevis.

L. S. Ramaswami, Mysore.

The cranial morphology of the adult head of Xenopm was described
by de Villiers and recently Paterson has given a complete account of the
chondrocranium prior to metamorphosis and of the adult head. Unfor-
tunately this author has not studied the metamorphosis and through the
courtesy of Paterson, I acquired some metamorphosing stages.

In the auditory region of the metamorphosing tadpole, a cartilaginous

attachment of the pars media plectri with the otic capsule anterior to the
foramen ovale is noted. The separate foramina for the optic and oculo-

motor nerves from the early stages as described by Paterson is confirmed

;

but the remark of Paterson that the pila metoptica occurs only in the
last stage of Xenopus is questioned. A palatine branch of arteria carotis

interna is described. The nomenclature of the cartilage spanning the
pars articular region of the quadrate and the anterolateral tip of the
ethmoid plate as ‘ quadratoethmoidal’ cartilage is criticised; the name
^pars articulo-trabecular’ commissure is suggested since the term quadra-
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toethmoidal cartilage is preoccupied. The formation of the adult
subocular bar is described.

45. On the structure of the conus and the mode of distribution
ofblood along the various arches of the Anura.

B. Thirfmalaohar, Tumkur.

A certain amount of difference of opinion has been noticed regarding
the structure of the conus and the mode of distribution of blood along
the various aortic arches in the Anura. This led us to undertake a fresh
study of the subject.

A representative collection of all the families of Anura has been
taken up for study. Wax models were made to aid us in making out in
detail the structures inside the conus.

In almost all the specimens, excepting such primitive forms like
Pipa, AlyteSy Xenopua^ etc., the spiral valve is a very well-developed
structure capable of separating the conus into two distinct chambers

—

the Cav. Aorticmii and the Cav. Pulmocutaneum. In those primitive
forms thete is at the cranial end of the conus a common ventral Syste-
micocarotidium. This is due to the septum medianum not running up to
the anterior end of the spiral valve. In all the other forms the ventral
division of the truncus is separated into right and left portions by the
septum medianum establishing close contact with the anterior end of
the spiral valve.

In the arrangement of the different arches, which spring from tlie

conus arteriosus, there is a transition from the conditions as seen in
Urodeles to conditions as seen in reptiles. In primitive forms the two
carotids arise from the systemic arches of the corresponding sides, rather
far apart. A tendency is noticed for these to approximate towards each
other, near to the point of forking of the systemics. In some others
the left carotid shifts its place of origin from the left systemic arch to
the right systemic, as in reptiles.

Regarding the mode of distribution of blood along the various arches,
there is no difference of opinion regarding the pulmonary blood, it enters
the pulmonary arch. It is only regarding the course of the rest of the
blood stream that there has been some confusion. In primitive forms
like Pipa and Alytes there is a free admixture of bloods in the ventral
chamber of the truncus. In all the others the mixed blood passes only
into the left systemic arch while part of it along with the entire part of
the pure blood enters the right systemicocarotidium. The carotid glands
may be of some use in directing only the last few ilrops of richly oxygonatetl
blood into the carotid arches.

40. A note on a peculiar association of the corpora adiposa in
a common Indian bull frog, Rana tigrina (Baud.).

Mohd. a. R. Khan, Hyderabad -Deccan.

In Amphibia corpora adiposa or fat-bodies are normally associated
with the gonads and the kidneys and are derived from the anterior portions
of the genital ridges, but, curiously enough, in an adult ^ frog under
investigation, these bodies, in addition to their normal position, were
found to be attached with the left lung also—^this lung being very large
as compared with its right counterpart and its dorsal wall was fused
with the dorsal abdominal muscles.

All details of measurements have been given, and the histology of
the corpora adiposa associated with the left lung has been fully discussed
and compared with the normal structures.
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4tl. Corpus luteuri in the sea snake Hydrophis cyanocinctuSy

Daudin.

(Miss) M. Samuel and R. Gopala Aiyar, Madras.

Hydrophis cyanocinctus a common sea snake of the Madras coast is

viviparors Sjid we find from Mr. L. R. Kasturirangan’s investigation
in this laboratory that it has a highly specialized allantoplacenta. Nine
gj*avid females were obtained auring March-April, 1940 and the ovaries
were remo\ ed and several ruptured follicles in different stages of develop-
ment of the corpus luteum were studied.

As in mammals three layers aie concerned in the formation of the
corpus luteum:—(1) follicular epithelium, (2) theca interna, (3) theca
externa. The histological changes taking place inside the ruptured
follicle after the escape of the egg till it has become a glandular organ
have been described. Six stages in the development of the corpus luteum
are studied from the earliest to the latest when degeneration of luteal
cells commence. It is foimd that the luteal tissue is formed by the
hypertrophy of the follicular epithelium and there is an invasion of con-
nective tissue and cells of theca interna carrying blood capillaries into the
luteal tissue. Mitotic division of the luteal cells has not been observed.

48. A preliminary account of placentation in Enhydrina
schistosa (Daudin).

L. R. Kasturirangan and R. Gopala Aiyar, Madras.

The discovery of an allantoi<‘ placenta in a reptile in 1891 forms a
landmark in the history of Vertebrate Embryology. Sin(;e Giacomini’s
day little work has been done on Reptilian Placentation. It was thought
that the viviparous sea-snakes might possess a placenta; so a study of
the Indian forms was cornmemjcd.

in Enhydrina schistosa, it is found that (1) the shell-membrane
disappears almost completely, (2) the chorion and the uterine epithelium
are intimately united, (3) there is an allantoic placenta. Hence this

species should bo rc.ognized as truly viviparous.

The placenta is formed by the modification of the uterine epithelium
on the (me hand and the allantochorion on the other. It includes two
distinct regions. One region is characterized by the very superficial

position of the maternal capillaries and the allantoic capillaries. The
proximity of the two blood streams, doubtless, serves for resoiratory
exchange. Ln the other region the uterine epithelium is glandular while
the chorion is enormously thickened and its deeper portion is highly
vacuolated assuming a sponge-like consistency. The function of this

region seems to bo the facilitation of the transfer < »1 fiiiid material, probably
ofa nutritive nature, from the maternal to the f xd-al tissues. fhe placental
condition in Enhydrina is (jorapared with the conditions doscriVied in other
reptiles and the differences are pointed out.

49. Olfaction in snakes.

D. S. Deshpande, Bombay.

Snakes breathe by rib movements. The food is swallowed whole and
therefore the nec^essity for keeping the mouth open for a long time is not
essential. Hence there is never a longer period during which the acuity
of olfactory sense is interpurated. Now if the mouth is to remain open and
at the same time the power of olfaction is to be maintained, there should
be further modification of the necessary apparatus. In the snakes the
larynx is mobile and can be moved by muscles arising from the lower
jaw, the hyoid, and the muscles of the pharyngeal floor, and also by the
movement of these muscles it can be brought into firm apposition with
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the hinder end of the nasal tube. The mouth is opened now and then
to allow the protrusion of the tongue and there is no respiratory reason
as to the entrance of the air through it. Only for a while the olfaction

would be interfered with and to remedy this the mechanism of apposition is

evolved. When the large rat is swallowed there is protrusion of the lar3mx,
while the bolus slowly passes through the mouth so as to prevent suffoca-

tion. During this time the olfactory sense is of necessity in abeyance for

the reason having once secured the food, however, it does not need to
smell for more.

50. Feeding habits of cobras and pythons.

B. S. Deshpanbb, Bombay.
Like other reptiles these creatures often swallow objects of enormous

size as compared with their own bulk. The process is very slow one and
lasts from an hour to six hours and at times something like twelve hours
in the case of pythons swallowing a rabit or a hen. It starts with killing:

of the prey by encircling of it by several coils of the body and squashing
of it into the shape of a sausage. The bolus is then lubricated with
salvia and is taken into the mouth. The teeth of the snake are set back
and hold the animal and the gut then creep over it. As the feeding
process may take a long time, the passage of air to the larynx might be
obstructed. To overcome those difTiculties the larynx is of remarkably
mobile typo and has protractor and retractor muscles of its own. By
the former it can bo protruded right up to the level of the front teeth
and is then enable to open and allow inlet of air. There is no rule as to
starting of feed by head or tail of the prey as has been observed in the
laboratory by myself. At times the larger and at times the smaller
prey was given to the cobras and pythons which wore collected locally.

On all occasions both the varieties started taking their meals at the
point which comes to the region of mouth first. Some started their feast
at the head end of the prey, others at the tail end and some even at the
mid-region of the prey.

51, Report on the occurrence of 'Phoorsa/ (the saw-scaled

viper—Echis carinata, Schn.) in the Hyderabad State.

Syed Mehdi Ali, Hyderabad-Beccan.

While examining a collection of the Ophidian fauna of the Hyderabad
State the author discovered three specimens of ‘Phoorsa’ (the Saw-scaled
viper—Echis carinata^ Schn.). This viper is of rare occurrence as compared
with the Russell’s viper or the ‘Daboia’ {Vipera russelli, Shaw) which is

so commonly distributed all over the State.

The author has given all details of its measurements and has fully

discussed the distribution of this viper. He has also compared it with a
very interesting mimic, viz., the ‘Oainina’ snake [Dipsadomorphus (Syn.

Dipsas) trigonatuSf Schn.—an Opisthoglyphous colubrid] which is fairly

common in the State.

62, Gross changes in the testes of Passer domesticus,

A. B. Misra, Benares.

The sexual cycle of Passer domesticus may be classified under two
heads, the one progressive and the other regressive phase. The bird has
two sexual cycles during the year. The climax of the progressive phase is

reached once in April, and, again, in September. In the April cycle, the
volume attained by the testes is greater than that in the September cycle.
The regressive phase extends from October to the first week of January,
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and the progressive phase from May to July. The ^ninimum size of the
testes in July is greater than that in January.

During the regressive cycle, the tunica albuginea becomes excessively

nucleated and a large number of cells from this zone migrate into the
intertubular "ipaces so that the seminifv?rou8 tubules are surrounded, on
all sides, by them. Some of those interstitial cells enter the seminiferous
tubules tiiro igh the tunica propria and thus come to lie inside the tubules.

By a process of cytomorphosis . these cells become metamorphosed into

germ cells. The tubules are then activated into spermatogenesis leading
to the production of spermatozoa required for the breeding season. As
the breeding season ad , ances, the seminiferous tubules are emptied of
their oonterts and a cavity appears in most of the tubules. This is also

accompanied by a process of desquammation of cells within the tubules
so that etfote cells are got rid of. The seminiferous tubules then contract
in. diameter and the second cycle sets in. Pigment is absent in the testes

of Passer domesticus,

53. The reproductive cycle of the Indian Mynah, Acrldotheris

tristis.

S. N. Mehbotra, Benares.

The annual sexual cycle in Mynah, Acridotheris tristis, ccuisists of a
progressive and a regressive wave. The former extends from January to
June when the tostes gradually enlarge in size and spermatogenic activity
reaches its zenith in May and June; and the latter lasts from July to
December.

The tunica albiiginea is fibrous during the period of dormancy of the
testes but becomes richly nucleated before the onse^t of the progressive
phase.

The intor«’titial tissue colls appear in large number in February, and
surround the tubules, even forcing their way into their interior through
their damaged coverings (tunicae proyjriao).

On reaching the interior of the tubules, these extraneous cells multiply
ainitotically at first to augment their numbers and then metamorphose
into spermatogonia- cells.

A kind of selective elimination of the weak or effete cells takes place
inside the seminiferous tubules soon after the reinfor(;ernent of their
cellular contents with interstitial cells from the outside.

The seminiferous tubules enlarge in size during the progrc'ssive cycle
<»f the testes, and in April, May and June sporraatogenosis actively takes
place in them resulting in the production of a large number of spermatozoa.
At this stage, the interstitial ceils are in their minimum strength.

A.t the close of the breeding season, regressiv*' changes take place in

the tubules, which shrink in size and the reprt)ductive cells pass into a
dormant condition. The interstitial cells, at this stage, reappear in

numbers and occupy the intertubular spaces within the testes. Prior to

the onset of the breeding season, some of the interstitial cells change
into glandular cells.

In Acridotheris tristis, pigment is not so cons])icuously present in

the tostes as in some other species of birds. Very small quantities of it

occur in the testes of this bird in the month of February.

64. A study of the spermatogenesis in Mynah, Acridotheris

tristis,

S. N. Mehrotra, Benares.

During active spermatogenesis in Acridotheris tristis, all the four typos
of cells, viz., spermatogonia, primary spermatocytes, secondary spermato-
cytes, and spermatids, can be made out. The cells of sertoli can be mode
•out only during the period of active spermatogenesis. These cells decay
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after nourishing a number of spermatids and spermatozoa. It is just a
matter of ehance that a spermatogenic cell becomes converted into the
nourishing coll (cell of sertoli) instead of transforming itself into a germ
cell.

The spermatid metamorphoses into the spermatozoon. The centriole

divides into two which remain connected together by means of a fibril.

The proximal centriole moves towards the nucleus and adheres to it,

while the distal centriole assumes the form of a ring, through which the
fibril projects out and eventually gives rise to the axial filament and the
axis of the tail. The fibril comiecting the two centrioles becomes plastered
with mitochondria, thereby giving rise to the middle piece. The proximal
centriole produces the neck region. Golgi elements together with the
idioplasm are concerned in giving rise to the acrosome in A , tristis. The
acrosome in this case lengthens out considerably and becomes thallus-

like in form.
Unripe spermatozoa do not possess a twist on any part of their body,

but, as they ripen, the sperm head and the middle piece become twisted
more and more.

55. Some observations on the muscles of the fore-limb in the

Indian Langur, Semnopithecus entellus.

A. Ananthanarayana Ayer, Vizagapatam.

The origin of m. trapezius extends from occiput to tenth dorsal
spine. It lacks clavicular insertion. Origin of m. latissimus dorsi extends
from eighth dorsal spine downwards along thoracic and lumbar spines,

from lumbar aponeurosis and from 11th and 12th ribs. At insertion a
dorsal part partly unites with m. teres major. M. rhomboid forms a con-
tinuous sheet from superior nuchal line to uj)per thoracic spines.

M. atlaiito-scaj)ularis anterior extends from axis and atlas to lateral part
of scapular spine. M. atlanto-scapularis posterior from atlas to medial
angle of scapula might bo regarded as uppermost slip of m. serratus
anterior; this takes origin from all cervical transverse processes and from
upper eight ribs. M. pectoralis major lacks clavicular origin. Mm.
pectoralifl abdominis, pectoralis intermedins, pectoralis minor and
panniculus carnosus are attached to a deep pectoral aponeurosis. Deltoid
origin extends on to the whole length of clavicle. Coracobrachialis is

ill two separate parts. Biceps insertion has no lacertus fibrosis. M.
brachialis shows imperfect splitting into two parts. Dorsoepitrochlearis
is present. M. pronator teres lacks deep head. Deep aspect of sublimis
sends a slip to profundus. M. flexor pollicis longus is not isolated from
profundus, though profmidus sliows partial splitting into two or throe
parts and supplies all digits. Extensor minimi supplies 4 and 5 digits,

M. epitrochleo-anconeus is present. M. extensor pollicis brevis is absent.
The contrahentos gives tendinous slips along 3ril and 4th metacarpals and
muscular slips to 4th and 5th digits and the adductor pollicis may be
considered to be a part of it.

56. On the development of the vertebral column in mammalia.

H. K. Mookerjee, Calcutta.

Primarily the notochoid remains as a straight solid naked rod of
cells with uniform diameter. Segmentally perichordal rings are formed
roimd the notochord from the cells of both sclerotomites. The elastica

externa makes its appearance by this time and the cytoplasm of the
chorda cells forms the fibrous sheath of the notochord. The spaces between
the successive perichordal rings are filled up by the sclerotomic cells

(centrum rudiment) from both the adjacent sclerotomites. The notochord
becomes dialated in the vertebral region and constricted in the inter-
vertebrals. The perichordal rings together with the cells of the centrum
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rudiments constitute the perichordal tube. The cells of the belt like

centrum rudiments > differentiated into two concentrici rings at a certain

stage but this character does not persist throughout life. The nuclei of
the notochordal cells instead of harming notochordal epithelium form a
central mass, which with the chondrification traverses to the inter-

vertebral dilatation of notochord and develops into nucleus pulposus.
From the anterior and posterior parts of the perif^hordal rings the epiphysial

plates of toe vertebra are formed and intervertebral fibrocartilaginous

bodies are formed from its i^iiddlc portion. Thc! anteripr half of the
perichordal ring is formed from the interdorsal and intorventral com-
ponents of the cranial sck rotomite and the posterior half from the basi-

ventral or its outgrowth y>arapt)phy us. On being chondrified and ossified

the centrum rudiments form the middle part of thc adult centrum. The
two epiphysial plates are formed from, the anterior and posterior jiarts

of the perichordal ring, which fuse with centrum rudiment.
Thu basidorsal and basiventrals never take part in centrum formation.

The nouro central suture or joint is present between basidorsal and
centrum. Tiie neural spine is formed by the fusion of the extensions of
the basidorsal of the opposite aides over the spinal cord. The neural
arch anterior to the neural spine is completed by the supradorsal element.
The zygapophyses are formed by the anterior and j)osterior outgrowths
of the adjacent baaidorsals.

Proatlas is present between atlas and occipital region oi skull. Its

basidoisal unites with that of atlas and its centrum with the centrum of
atlas. The atlas cc'ntrum in turn imites with axis centrum to form the
odontoid. The proatlas basiventrals and perichordal ring become fused

with basiocci])ital. The occipito-atlantic joint is segmental and inter-

vertebral. Atlas ling is formed by basidorsals, basiventrals and by a
strand of cells lying between the ends of basiventrals.

The basiventrals in the thoracic region do not chondrify and ossify.

In the tail region only basiventrals ossify wholly and in the cervical

vertebrae only the bases of them chondrify and ossify.

The capitulum of the cervical rib is attached with the basal part of
the basiventral. And in thoracic region the caj)itulum attaches with a
fibre cartilaginous strand running dorso-laterally in the posterior part or
perichordal disc. The tuberculum is seciondarily connected with the
diapophysis and the comiection is ligameiitaous. The chondrification and
ossification of the rib begin from the peripheral part of the rib.

57. A visit to some mountain lakes in Kashmir for faunistio

study. '

G. MiITTHAI, Lahore.

The paper gives an account of a visit by a Party of Kesearch workers
from the Department of Zoology, Punjab University, Lahore, in the summer
vacation of 1940, to some of the mountain lakes in Kashmir for the study
of their fauna. Seven lakes in the region of the Liddar Valley were
visited, viz., Shesh Nag, Sona Sar, Tar Sar, Chanda Sai . Dudh Nag, Sona
Sar (Rewll) and Handil Sar. Over fifty species belonging to several
invertebrate and vertebrate groups are represented in tlie collections.

58. The supposed genetic relationship of the Golgi apparatus
and mitochondria.

D. R. Bhattaohabya and Mubij Dhar Lal Srivastava,
Allahabad.

The ‘ Apparathfille ’ or the cortical poi-tion of the Golgi Complex is

not composed of * Plastosomes ’ modified or as such, as Yamasaki gives us
to understand (1936). On the contrary, the whole of the Golgi apparatus
must be considered to be a cellular ‘organelle’, absolutely independent
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of any other inclusion that may be occurring at the same time. The
* Apparatinhalt * or the chromophobio portion of the Complex, likewise,

must be considered to be independent of the neutral-red vacuoles, the

latter never entering into its composition as an ingredient, although
they may be found in this zone after intra vitam or supra vital staining.

The neutral-red granules brought to view as a result of supra vital

or intra vitam staining do not really exhibit any particular affinity to

silver nitrate or osmic acid, and their subsequent metallic impregnation
(Yamasald, 1932 and 1936), which is eifected with difficulty, must be
considered to be brought about by the prolonged action of osmic acid or
silver nitrate on the dye resulting in the production of a black precipitate.

The ei^-tire conclusion and generalization of Yamasaki (1932, 1934, 1936)
in this connection must be considered as hasty and lacking in proof.

The cells lining the uriniferous tubles of the frog which have been
examined in this connection contain filamentous and granular mito-
chondria, which do not show any genetic relationship with the reticular

Golgi apparatus. The neutral-i^d vacuoles are discrete bodies found
to occur in the region occupied by the Golgi apparatus.
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Biology 01 Insect Pests : their Control

] . Preliminary studies on the cardamom thrips—Taeniothrips
cardamomi R., and its control.

M. C. CHERiAi^ and M. S. Kylasam, Coimbatore.

A brief accoiuit of the cardamoni thrips and its status as a peat of
cardamoms is given. Information on the host and its environment is

included. The nature and extent of damage, the distribution and the
seasonal history of the pe^t are outlined. The thrips reaches peak
infestation in May when tlio blossom flush is also heaviest. All the
stages of the life cycle are passed on the host itself.

Experiments that were carried out would seem to indicate that it

may be possible tor reduce the scab injury by rontrolling the thrips with
toxic sprays of toba<iCO decoction containing 0*28% nicotine.

2. Details of a severe infestation of Schoenobius incertellus

W. on Kole paddy in Cochin, in January 1940.

C. S. Venkatasubban, Cochin.

A seasonal crop which is usually immune to a particular pest, may
sometimes suffer greatly, when, owing to climatic and environmental
changes, the insect suddenly turns its attention towards it. An interesting
instance is afforded by the severe out-break of the stemborer of paddy

—

Schoenobius incertellus W.— in the last ‘Kole’ crop of paddy, in Cochin,
in January 1940. This is the first occasion, within the living memory of
the Kole cultivators, that a severe infestation of the borer had taken
place in this seasonal crop. The borer was so bad and widespread that
many cultivators were under the impression that a supernatural blight
had affeo^ed their crop. The main features of the infestation are detailed.
The climatic and environmental disturbances that may have been
responsible for the infestation are discussed. The control tneasi-res
undertaken, as well as the subsequent subsidence of the f>e8t are also
recorded.

3. The Ber fruit fly—Carpomyia vesuviana, A. Costa, and its

control.

M. C. Cherian and C. V. Sukdaram, Coimbatore.

Carpomyia vesuviana A. Costa, is a serious pest of Ber {Zizyphus
jujuha) fruits in Panyam, Kurnool Dist. Eggs are laid in the fruits and
the maggots feed on the pulp and in due course pupate in the soil. The
egg, larval and pupal stages are 2-3, 9-12 and 12-305 days respectively.

The incidence of the fly is sometimes as high as 100 per cent. There are
four to five broods in the year in Panyarn. The fly has not been observed
to breed on any other fruits so far. Opius {Biosteres) carpomyiae is found
parasitic on the fly maggots. Of the large number of trees examined for

( 191
)
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resistance to fly attack a few were observed to show only 2% incidence,

wliile the neighbouring trees had cent per cent damage. Of the various

methods of control tried, viz., poisoned molasses spray, use of essential

oils and fruit fly lures and raking up of the soil to destroy the pupae;
the last one was foimd to be the best.

4. Preliminary observations on the use of nicotine sulphate

against citrus Psylla,

Khan A. Rahman, Lyallpur.

Citrus Paylla is a most serious pest of citrus in the Punjab. It can
be eflfectively controlled with rosin compound but the preparation of this

insecticide demands skill and is laborious. Therefore, in order to simplify

the control of this pest, various dusts have been under trial. Of these
nicotine sulphate has so far given promise of success but is expensive.

The dust is prepared by mixing nicotine sulphate (40%) with such
carriers as lime, ash and sulphur. The last-named carrier is more effective

but its use increases the cost. A strength of 3J to 4% nicotine sulphate
by weight gave 92-97% mortality. At least two applications were found
necessary for successful control of the pest. About 2 to 4 pounds of the
dust was required per application for treating a single tree and it took
5 to 8 minutes to treat it with a hand duster. The cost was worked out
at annas 3-6 to 8 per tree according to the carrier and the strength of
the poison.

5. On an interesting case-bearing larva of a ohrysomelid beetle.

Mohan Singh, New Delhi.

The paper contains an account of an interesting case-bearing
chrysomelid larva of CruftfAfa'iihaiup sp. The larva has been observed to

feed on lucerne, *bajra* {Fennisetum typfboideum), cowpea and Acacia.

On hatching out of the egg, the larva retains the egg case supposed
to have been made by the female with her excreta. When walking about
in search of food it comes cut of the case far enough to give free play to

its legs dragging the case after it, with the posterior end always raised to

an angle of about 75®, It continues to enlarge the case by the addition
of bits of grass, but is incapable of rebuilding the case if it is deprived
of it.

The paper also contains a description of the egg, the larva and
the larval case and remarks on the larval parasitization by a chalcid

parasite.

6. Habits and behaviour of the giant mealy bug (Drosicha

Khan A. Rahman and Abdul Latif, Lyallpur.

The giant mealy bug {Drosicha stebbingi) lays eggs during May-June
which, after a diapause of about eight months, hatch in January.

The food-plants of the pest were studied and it was found to feed
on 44 plants and out of this lot, 24 plants are recorded here for the first

time.
The nymphs show a great capacity for wandering in search of their

host-plants. The first instar nymphs travel a distance of about 40 feet,

while the last instar nymphs cover a distance of about 160 feet, to reach a
suitable host.

The importance of weeds in the successful control of the pest was
foimd by recording the population of the nymphs on 200 weeds in two
adjacent gardens—one having trees banded with sticky material and the
other with trees without any bands. In the former garden the average
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population of nymphs per weed was 1,526 as against 430 in the latter

garaen.
Quiescent period of the nymphs was found to be 6-14 days before

first moult, and 5-12 and 5-8 days before second and third moults
respectively. The first instar nymphs and second instar male nymphs
spent the period of quiescence gregariously in crevices, imder bark, etc.,

of the plants,

G. R. Dutt (1923) had shown that in order to reach the soil the pest
crawls along the limbs and trunks of an infested tree. We foimd that
there was quite an appreciable number of the females which dropped
to the ground directly fi-om the tree. Dutt’s control measures were
critically examined in the light of this discovery.

7. Biology of the citrus leaf miner.

Khak a. Rahman, Lyallpur.

Citrus lea^ miner is a widoly distributed pest in tho Orient, for it has
so far been recorded from India, Burma, Ceylon, Malaya, Cliina, Japan,
the Philippine Islands, and the Dutch East Indies ; it has also been reported
from Northern Australia and South Africa; in the Punjab it is present
in almost all the citrus plantations.

The females lay eggs singly usually on the imdorside of fresh, tender
leaves. They hatch in 2-10 days. The caterpillar mines the leaves and
makes a silvery white zig-zag tunnel in which it lives: the caterpillar is

full-fed in 6-30 days. Pupation takes place in the mine in a cocoon.
The pupal stage occupies 6-25 days.

The attack of +he pest is severe at two different parts of the year,

once in April-May and then again in August. The attacked leaf remains
stunted in growth, is deformed, becomes yellow and ultimately drops off.

8. Migration of Chilo trypetes Bisset, from the top portion of
sugarcane to its roots for hibernation.

Khan A. Rahman, Lyallpur.

Chilo trypetes Bisset, is a new and specific pest of sugarcane which
has been recently discovered in the Punjab. It is limited in its distribution
and has so far been recorded at Gurdaspur, Mukerian, Sialkot, Batala
and Pathankot. It is active during July-Septomber when it passes
through three generations. As a caterpillar it lives in the tunnel which it

makes in tho cane and which extends from tho point of its original entry
upwards. During this period the first two generations complete their

life-cycle in the top portion of the affected cane but the full-fed caterpillars

of the third generation migrate to the roots of attacked or healthy plants
for hibernation. For this purpose they com© out of the tunnel, crawl
along the stem and bore into it 2^—3'' above thc^ ground jwid thus enter
the roots. But, if, during their migration, they are bk>wn off the plant
by wind or any other agency, they bore into the lower portion of any
cane to enter the roots.

9. Feeding habits of Urostylia punctigera Westw.
(Pentatomidae, Rhynebota) and damage done to MicheUa
champaca in Bengal.

N. C. Chattbejbb, Debra Dun.
Michelia ch-ampaca (Champ, Champa) is one of the most important

timber species in Bengal and considerable areas have been planted in
North Bengal and Dooars forest divisions. Since 1927 the champ bug
17TostyUa punctig&ra Westw. has become a pest of considerable importance

n
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to the growth of champ, as a massed attack of the bug is able to kill

and wipe away young plantations outright. The vital damage to champ is

caused by the piercing and sucking of sap from newly formed leaves and
young shoots by the bug while feeding, as a result of which the foliage

wilts and dies back.
Full details of the nature and extent of damage are given.

10. Notes on a Microlepidopterous borer on sapota fruits in

Cochin.

C. S. Venkatasubban, Cochin.

Sapota

—

Acras Sapota—fruits in Cochin are foimd infested by a
species of Microlepidoptera, which is not definitely identified. The moth
lays eggs singly on the surface of the fruit. As soon as the larva hatches,

it burrows into the fruit, and remains feeding on the pulp inside. When
full-grown the caterpillar pupates within a flimsj^ cocoon of silk, inside a
chamber in the fruit, which has an opening towards the exterior for tlio

Oxit of the moth. All sizes of fruits are attacked, but the incidence is

generally more marked in the middle-sized fruits. The attacked fruits do
not faH down. The borer attack is more evident during the months of
May, June and July.

11. Biology of Bruchus chinensis L.

Khan A. Rahman, A. N. Sapba, and G. S. Sohi, Lyallpur.

Bruchus chinensis L. is a serious pest of stored grams in tlio Punjab.
It is active during April-Octobor. It spends the period from

November to March in hibernation, usually as a grub, inside a gram.
The females lay 34-111 eggs at the rate of 1-37 eggs per day in 5-17

days. The eggs are laid singly glued to the surface of the gram. The
eggs hatch in 4-13 days. The larvae on hatching bore into the seed
and there may b(3 as many as three larvae in one. The larva is full-fed in
10-29 days. It pupates in the gram near its coat. The adult emerges
after 6-9 days by cutting a circular hole in the shell.

12. Biology of Bruchus analis F.

Khan A. Rahman, G. S. Sohi, and A. N. Sapba, Lyallpur.

Bruchus analis F. is a serious pest of stored ‘Moong ’ {Phaseolus mungo)^
‘Moth’ {Phaseolus aconitijolius) and ‘Mash’ {Phaseolus radiatus) and
‘Kawan’ {Vigna catiang) and, in the Punjab, it has so far been recorded
from Lyallpur and Sheikhupura. The adults which are very active,
are capable of fairly strong flight. The larva on hatching bores into the
seed and feeds on its contents. By the time it attains its complete
development, the contents of the seed are entirely consumed leaving only
the shell or seed-coat behind. The adult emerges by making a circular
hole in the shell. Since several generations are passed in quick succession
in a season and a single grub is capable of destroying a whole grain, the
infested stock is reduced to a mass of hollowed out grain in a compara-
tively short time. In an advanced stage of insect attack, a fungus also
appears in closed receptacles which imparts to the grains a very foul
smell.

CJopulation takes place immediately after emergence and the
pair may remain in coitus for 2*76 to 17*6 minutes. 1-3 days after
copulation the females start oviposition and lays 23-150 eggs at
the rate of 1-82 eggs per day in 2-8 days. Eggs are glued on to
the grain, usually one egg on each grain. Eggs hatch in 6-9 days in
April and 3—6 days in May-August. The larva on hatching bores into the
seed and passes its entire existence within it feeding on its contents. It

13 B
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becomes full-fed in 8-27 days when il comes to lie next to the seed-coat
where it turns into a pupa. Pupal stage lasts for 5-13 days and the adults
emerge by cutting a circular hole in the seed-coat. The females live for
3- 7 days and the males for 3-1 1 days.

The larva of the pest is parasitized by Bruchobius laticepa Ashm.

13.

Sail Jjse' scale in the Punjab.

Khan A. Hahman, Lyallpur.

San Jose" scale is a serious pest of deciduous fruit trees, and shade
and ornainent:^! plants. It.i i>riginal home is China from where it was
taken to U.S.A. in 1870. By 1921 it had become established in almost
all the anple growing tracts of the wrirld. 5n the Punjab it was first

discovered in 1923 at Kulu. Subsequent seai’ch revealed it in the Simla
hills, Kulu Vallej’^, Murree hills and Dalhc^isie.

It can live on the sap of about 180 different kinds of plants.
Among the plints which suffer most from its attack are apple, pear, peachy
plum, cherry and their closely related wild species, currant, willow,
hawthorn and rose.

San Jose' scale passes the winter as nymph underneath a dark grey
or black scale on the tnmk, branches and twigs of its food-plant. Such
scales are also present in the eye and navel of ripe fruit sold in fruit markets.
These nymphs resume feeding in March. Males emerge in March-April,
mate with the females and then perish. Nymphs appear in May. Male
nymphs reach maturity in 25-30 days while female nymphs take 30-35
days to mature. Tho post keeps up active reproduction up to November-
Decomber when hibernation begins. There are 4-5 generations in a
year.

The pest is spread most commonly through nursery stock.

It kills a young plant in 2-3 years and an older one in 4-6 years.

It can be effectively controlled with fuel oil emiilsion which is com-
posed of 5 seers of diesel oil, 2 seers of potash vegetable soap and about
14 seers of water. One part of this emulsified material is diluted with
33 parts of water and sprayed on the attacked plant.

Ecology

14. Effect of plant colour on the body coloration of the desert

locust (Schistocerca gregaria),

Des Raj Bhatxa, Barmer (Rajputana).

Field observations on tho desort locust, Schistocerca gregarifi^ show
that ordinarily the body colour of hoppers (as well as adults) assimilates

the colour of the plants on which they live. For instance a hopper on
‘bajra’ {Pennisetum typhoideum) has green colour and one found on
booh* {Aerua javanica) has greenish white or ashy blue ceiour. Hoppers
found among dry grasses become hay coloured.

Whitish preen body colour is supposed to be < f acteristio of the
freshly moulted solitary adults, but it has been observed that in cases they
are found among green vegetation even the sexually mature forms may
develop green body colour. This is obviously a secondary development
presumably due to the nature of the surrounding vegetation.

15. Colour variation in some lepidopterous larvae of economic
importance.

Mohan Singh, New Delhi.

The paper deals with colour variation due to the difference in the
nature and colour of the food observed in the larvae of HeliotMa armigera
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Hb.» La/phygma exigua Hb., Antigastra catcUaunalis Dup., Margaronia
indica Saund., Plutella maculipennia Curt., Euchryaopa mejvs Fb.,

Maraamia trapezcdia Guen.
It has been observed that the ground colour of the larvae is largely

dependent upon the colour of the food though the colour patterns proper
to the larvae are independent thereof ;

for example, larvae of Heliothia

nrmigera when fed on pink petals of holly-hock flowers develop
pink colour, though the colour patterns proper to the species remam
unaltered. In the case of A ntigastra catcdaunaUSy larvae when fed on green
leaves, develop uniformly green colour and pinkish blue when fed
on petals of Seaamum indicum. So also in Plutella maculipennia

y

larvae

when fed on green leaves of cabbage remained green, but when fed on
purple leaves developed purple colour.

In order that the food should have the fullest effect on the colour

of the larvae, they must be fed on that food (plant) from their very birth

or else intermediate shades will result.

16. The seasonal incidence of the fruit flies, Dacus cucurbitae

Coq. and Dacus ciliatus Loew at Delhi.

Hem Singh Pbuthi, New Delhi.

Amongst the species of fruit flies infesting cucurbits in India
Myiopardalis pardalina Bigot and Dacua cucurbitae Coq. are recognized
as serious pests, the former species attacking melons and the latter infesting

besides melons, several other cucurbits, e.g., Momordica chcvrantia (Karela),

lAiffa aegyptiaca (tori), gourds, cucumber, etc.

During the last three years the well-known Ethiopean fruit fly, Dacua
ciliatua (D. brevistylua Bezzi) has been found causing serious damage to

cucurbits along with D. cucurbitae at Delhi.
Field observations on the seasonal prevalence and relative incidence

of the above two species of Dacua indicate that each species requires
specific environmental conditions for favourable breeding. Whereas
year after year D. ciliatua appears about the beginning of June and infests

60 per cent of melon fruit by the end of that month, the time of appearance
of D, cucurbitae has been foimd coinciding with the first shower of monsoon
rains which may be at the end of June or early in July. The melon crop
is, therefore, mostly attacked by D. ciliatus. During rainy and winter
seasons there is a mixed infestation by both the species, the intensity of
attack ranging from 70 to 90 per cent in karela and tori. Field collections

and records of rearing of flies from infested fruits have shown beyond
doubt that during the rainy season the attack is chiefly caused by D,
cucurbitae whereas in winter the incidence in fruits is mainly due to

D, ciliatua.

Thus it is concluded that the fecimdity of D. ciliatua is adversely
affected by increased humidity and therefore the damage by this fly is

expected to be serious in dry summer and wunter. On the other hand,
extremes of weather do not seem to be favourable for the breeding of
D, cucurbitae and the species would increase in numbers and be a serious
pest in hot and moist weather.

17. On the fatal temperatures for the pink bollworm {Platyedra
gossypiella) of cotton.

Hem Singh Pbuthi and Taskhir Ahmad, New Delhi.

The method of controlling the pink boUworm by preventing the ‘carry-
over * of the hibernating larvae found inside the harvested seed by suitable
heat treatment has been followed in some countries and recommended
for adoption in certain parts of India. Yet few accurate data on lethal
temperatures and humidities for the bollworms themselves (outside the
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cotton seed) and for the seed are available under InJian conditions. At
the request of the Department of Agriculture, United Provinces, this

investigation was taken up last year and the results of the work carried
out so far are summarized here :

—

Hitherto almost all the workers have subjected bollworms resting
in cotton seeds to various temperatures. It is obvious that the value
of such results is limited as the effect of these exposures would vary
widely ivith the temperature and moisture content of the seeds before and
after treatment, the texture aiid fuzziness of the seed, the prevailing
relative humidity, etc. Thus the heat tolerance of naked larvae taken out
of the seeds is of fuiidauxcntal importance in the study of heat treatment
as a control measure.

Cur experiments have shown that nake'^ larvae undergo complete
mortality when exposed for 24 hours to 45®0., 1-2^ hours to 60°C., 7-10
minutes to 66°C., 5 minutes to 65°C. or one minute to 70°C. Tf instead of
naked larvae the cotton seeds containing larvae are treated and are
brought from sind taken to a room temperature of 35°-40°C., an exposure
of over 3 hours to 60°C., 40 minutes to 5.5°C., 15 minutes to 60°0., 7-10
minutes to 65°C., or 3-5 minutes to 70°C., is completely fatal to lan^ae
within the seeds. Thus from practical point of view whore time factor is

of considerable importance in dealing with largo quantities of material,
the exposure of seeds to heat should be so regulated with referojice to the
initial and final seed temperature and the nature of seed, etc., that the
larvae themselves inside the seeds are at a temperature of 65° to 70°0.

for one to two minutes.
The part played by atmospheric moisture in determining larval

mortality at different high temperatures was hitherto little explored.
We have now determined that imdor relatively dry conditions the larvae
resist high temperatures better and therefore longer exposures would be
required to ensure complete mortality. For instance, while an exposure
of seeds for 24 hours to 45°C. is completely fatal to larvae if the saturation
deficiency of air is 3-14 mm., it is not fatal if the saturation deficiency

is 32 mm.
Experiments on the protection afforded by the variety of cotton

seed to the larvae inside them during heat treatments were conducted
only on two varieties, viz., a deal variety (Mollisoni) and an American
variety (289F.). It has been found that although the difference is not
great, yet the heat treatment remaining the same, there was always
higher mortality among larvae inside American seeds as compared to
those inside desi seeds.

The viability of cotton seeds is not affected materially up to an
exposure of about 20 minutes to 05°C. or 15 minutes to 75°C. or 7 Tninutes

to 80°C. This shows that there is a fair margin of safety between heat
exposures fatal to larvae and those injurious to th< * viability of th(5 seeds.

It must be pointed out that in practice the seeds after coming out of the
hot machine retain heat for some time, parti(mlarly if the> are put into
sacks immediately after treatment and this period must Ik. kept in view
while prescribing temperature and exposure.

The technique of heat treatment is discussed.

18, Studies on bee behaviour,

M. C. Cheeian, S. Ramaohandean, and V. Mahadb\an,
Coimbatore,

Flight activity of honey bees and the corresponding fiuotuationa in

the weights of the colonies were studied in relation to the environments
such as availability of bee pasturage, atmospheric temperature, relative

humidity, etc. Some interesting observations on the factors infiuenoing

bee activity, the response of the bees to the characteristic weather and
pasturage conditions prevalent during the different seasons of the year as
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well as to the variations occurring from hour to hour within the day, are

recorded. Statistical correlations between the availability and collection

of the bee foods and the external conditions are presented.
19.

The relationship between the distribution of the Ox Warble-
fly (Hypoderma lineatum De Villers) and soil moisture

in India.

B. N. SoNi, Mukteswar.

Soil moisture has an important bearing on the life-history of
Hypoderma lineatum. Dining the period, when the pupa has to remain
in the soil for nearly six weeks, any excess of soil moisture has a detrimental
effect on its development. Experiments carried out in the laboratory at
Mukteswar have shown that the maximum number of emergences occur
at soil moisture varying from 1 to 5 per cent and that no emergences
occur in the case of pupae kept at a soil moisture of 15 per cent and
above. These obsei'vations in the laboratory are in accord with those
made in the field regarding the distribution of the Ox Warble-fly in India.

Various worlvors in the United States of America have arrived at similar

conclusions as a result of experiments conducted in the field and laboratory.

20.

Experiments on the pupa-formation of the moth, Prodenia
litura Fb. (Lepidoptera, Noctuidae) in relation to its

different environment.

D. P, Raichoudhury and A. C. Basu, Calcutta.

The paper deals with the pupa-formation of the moth Prodenia litura

Fb, (Lepidoptera, Noctuidae) under different environmental conditions.

The transformation of the pupae in P. lUura, occurs under the earth
surface as well as under other substrata. Pupation caimot take place
on an open surface without any substratum. The late larvae bore their

way into the neighbouring substrata probably for prepupal safety and
for securing immimity from any appreciable degree of temperature
changes. The substrata endowed with sticky secretions give extra
facility in building up the prepupal cases. The percentages of ])upae
formed depend on the typos of the substrata as well as on the capacity of
the late larval iiLstars in perforating the surface of the substratum con-
cerned. Hard and disturbed substrata cause an adverse effect on the
percentage of pupa foimation; and in soft and undisturbed substrata,

the percentages of pupation is higher; but a very soft substratum is not
at all helpful to the larvae for transforming into jmpae. Darkness alone
has no effect on the pupa-formation of P, lihira.

Insect Vectors of Virus Diseases

21.

Some new alternate hosts of tobacco loaf-curl disease and
the insect vector concerned.

Hem Singh Pruthi and C. K. Samuel, Now Delhi.

At some previous sessions of the Indian Science Congress (1938 and
1939) the question of the transmission of leaf-curl virus from diseased
sannhemp and Ageratum conyzoides to healthy tobacco by the agency
of white-fly, Bernisia gossypiperda, was discussed. Experimental work
carried out during the last two years has revealed a large number of other
alternate food-plants of the white-fly which suffer from leaf-curl disease and
from which the white-fly can transmit the disease to healthy tobacco.
In the case of the following plants transmission experiments have given
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over 50% positive results :—Zinnia elegana, Soktnvm nigrum^ Euphorbia
hirta, Vemonia cinpreay Lycoperaicum esculentum. With Launea aapleni^

foliay Sida rhombifolia and Scoparia dulcia. between 40 and 50 per cent

positive results were obtained.
As regards the actual sources of Icaf-curl infection to tobacco in the

field, it does not necessarily foUow that all the plants named above are
sources of danger to this crop. To determine the real sources, one has to

conside" the time of the year when the above plants occur in the field

and the time when they show the incidence of the disease, remembering
that tobacco is most susceptible to infection and damage from September
up to the end of Nov \nber. Though our experiments reported in the
present paper show that tobacco can get infected during spring (Fobruary-
March) also, if it is not more than about ten weeks old, it is only of
academic interest as in actual practice th3 %)bacco crop in North Bihar
is generally harvested in January-Febrieary and if it is still standing,
t)nly young leaves of the offshoots get diseased.

It is noteworthy that with another species of white-fly, viz., B,
yiffardi, which is also common at Pusa, n<> successful transmission was
obtained in the case of any j^lant. In fact it did not feed on tobacco
at all.

Natural Enemies of Insects

22. Beetles predatory on the sugarcane white-fly—Jauravia sp. ?

M. A. H. QADRi, Aligarh.

Several species of beetles have been collected feeding on the pupae
of sugarcane white-fly Aleurodes barodensis at Aligarh. Out of these two
coccinollid beetles Bruuiua auturaliSy Fab. and Jauravia sp. are especially

conspicnious for their fixed habits and the consumption of larger number
of white-fly pupae. The studios on the bionomics of B. autnralia are at
present in preliminary stage. The facts about the biology of Jauravia
are, however, more fully known and will bo briefly recorded below.

The first appearance of this beetle takes place synchronously with
the apjiearanco o^* the pupae of white-fly near about the middle of the
rainy season. This year (1940) it was captured in the fields for the first

time after the rains at the end of the third week of August. The beetle
disappears lor aestivation at the begimiing of summer when the white-fly
also vanishes. Tlie adults are dark-red shining booties. Their bodies
are convex and spherical. They are more or less sluggish and do not
fly miloss disturbed. They feed on the pupae of white-fly but their rate
of consumption is much lower than that of the larvae.

Eggs

Eggs are laid on the sugarcane leaf in clusters of fl-S. They are
white in colour and are sub-spherical.

Larvae :

—

The larvae are whitish grey in colour. They are very active and feed
voraciously on the pupae of white-fly. They are typical campodeiform
larvae but are without cereal appendages at the posterior end of the body.
The larvae exhibit a peculiar gregarious habit particularly in their early
stages and are fo\md to moult together in large numbers. The larvae
become quiescent a few days before pupation.

Pupa :

—

The pupa is of the iisual coccinellid type with a broad cephalothoracic
region and a narrow abdomen. The pupal stage lasts for 4 to 5 days.
Towards the end of the pupal stage the pupa gets pinkish and ultimately
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dehisces along the mid-dorsal line in the region of thorax for the
emergence of the adult.

23. Biological notes on Sinoxylon sudanicum Lesne and its

parasites in South India.

P, N. Krishna Ayyar and V. Margabandhu, Coimbatore.

In the course of an investigation into the possibilities of biological

control of Pempherea affinia Fst. it was discovered that Sinoxylon
audanicvm Lesne constituted a useful and abundant alternate host for an
important Pempheres parasite, namely Spathiua critolaua Nixon. While
attempting to utilize this host for the mass breeding of this parasite,

some observations on the biology and habits of the insect were made. An
account of these observations is presented in this paper.

These insects are commonly foimd boring into the stems of Cambodia
cotton slightly weakened by other causes in the field, particularly in the
season November to January. They also heavily infest these plants in

storage after removal from the field. Their habits, activities, course of
tunnelling and preference for this food plant are discussed. Their activities

are at the maximum late in the afternoon on bright sunny days. The
life-cycle approximately ranges from 43 to 53 days. There appear to be
four distinct generations of the insect under South Indian conditions.

Brief references to the parasites and predators of the insect are also

included.

24. Biology of the Reduviid bug, Acanthaspis quinquespinosa

(Fabr.), an enemy of white-ants.

Hem Singh Prtjthi, New Delhi.

Reduviid bugs are mostly beneficial insects as tliey prey upon a
large number of injurious insects. In India, very little is Imown about the
habits and bionomics of this family.

A, quinqueapinoaa (Fabr.) is a widely distributed species previously
recorded from Kbasi Hills, Ranchi, Saran, Poona, Bhore-Ghat, Ceylon
and Burma.

The nymphs and adult of this bug were found feeding at Delhi on
white-ant workers and inhabiting localities where white-ant galleries are
present. Winter and early spring are passed as nymphs and adults.

About the end of March tho nymphs become adults and copulation and
oviposition commence. The eggs laid during this period aestivate through-
out May and June and hatch when the monsoon rains break out.

The eggs are laid singly in the laboratory under pieces of paper or
moist earth, specially the latter. The oviposition period extends over a
month and 150-200 eggs are laid by a single female.

The nymphal period is 52 to 65 days during July to September. During
winter they lubernate in the 4th and 5th instars and the nymphal period
thus extends from about the beginning of October to February or March.
The nymphs have the peculiar habit of disguising themselves by covering
their bodies with various substances such as cast-skins, pieces of paper,
wood, charcoal, soil particles and the skeletons of the white-ant workers
which are held in place by means of sticky hairs present on their body.
With each moult the material is thrown away and fresh material is gradually
put on with the help of the hind pair of legs.

There are 1-2 generations' in a year. The activity of the bug
S3^chronises very well with the activity of white ants. The white-ants
are active during spring, rainy season and autumn and so is the bug.

Considering their longevity and voracity for food, an immensely
large number of white-ant workers may be destroyed by each nymph.
They also readily feed on pink and spotted boUworms of cotton if offered)

in the laboratory.
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25. The biology of Amyosoma, chilonis Viereck larval parasite

of Chih zoncllus Swin.

M. C. Chbrian and P. S. Narayanaswamy, Coimbatore.

ThePyralld moth borer—Chilo zonellnSy Swin.—a major pestofSorghum
in the Madrar Presidency, is subject to the attack of a number of parasites

of which Amyosoma chilonis Viereck is one. The parasite lays eggs loosely

in a clusoer on any part of the body of the host ranging from one to a

dozen in number. The maximum number of eggs laid by a single female

is 84. The egg hatches in e day. The larva feeds on the host and attains

full growth in Z days when it spins a cocoon. The prepupal stage extends

from 3 to 4 ddys and the T)u].al stage 5 to 7 days. The total life-cycle

of the parasite is 12 to 15 days. The adult is fairly long lived, the

maximum longevity being 59 days. Parthenogenesis is a common pheno-

monon, the progeny in this case being all nJiles.

The desciiption of the various stages, the habits of the parasite,

its alternate hosts and efficacy in controlling the borer pest are discussed!

in the paper.

26. RhaconMus caulicola Muose. Brae.), a larval parasite

of the sugarcane white moth borer (Scirpopkaga

Th/)doproctaUs, Hmps.).

M. C. Cherian and P. Israel, Coimbatore.

Rhaconotus caulicola Muese of which the biology is given in tliis

paper is new to science and occurs as a larval parasite of the moth borer

Setrpophaga rhodoproctalis Hmps. in sugarcane. Its habits are described

as also its life-history. The seasonal and regional prevalence has also

been studied. Its efficacy as a parasite is broadly indicated.

Taxonomy and Faunistic Studies

27.

The relationship of Microhracon hebetor Say and M.
brevicornis Wesmael.

K. B. Lal, New Delhi.

The parasites, Microhracon hebetor Say and M. brevicornis Wesmael,

are cosmopolitan species, attacking a large variety of Lepidooterous

hosts in various parts of the world. In India there have been very few

references to them and the parasites were not considered of much imi>ort.

ance till 1936 when Glover and Chatterjee reported the occurrence of M.
hebetor at Namkum, Ranchi, and found it parasitizing Enblcmma (tmahilia

Moore, Holcocera pulverea, Meyrick and Eublemma scitula, Rrnbr. in the

laboratory. The authors suggested, therefore, the potojH iaJ use of M,
hebetor in the biological control of the predator enemies of the lac insect

but considered the species to be rare in northeni Tmiia, a statement,

which, in effect, was contradicted by Ghularnullah
(
1939

)
speaking for

areas near about Delhi. Some doubt has also aris(3ii about the correct

identity of hebetor as distinguished from brevicornis^ which also has been

known to occur in northern India, specially in view of the conflicting

opinions held on the relationship of these two species by some European
and American workers. The question of the identity and distribution in

India of these two species has, therefore, assumed considerable economic

importance. In the present contribution the extreme similarity of the

two species, hebetor and brevicornis^ is emphasized and the existence of

some intermediate and aberrant forms in specimens reared from various

hosts at New Delhi is pointed out as introducing complications in the

otherwise easy separation of the two species, which, for the present, are
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allowed to remain distinct, although it is suggested that at a later stage

they may have to be merged into one species with possibly two or more
biological or geographical races.
28.

The status and study of the ‘ Thysanoptera * of India.

T. V. Ramakrishka Ayyae, Madras.

Among the different groups of insects inhabiting the various tracts

of India, the order Thysanoptera forms one of the divisions the study of
which has been greatly neglected till now. In this brief paper an attempt
is made to invite the attention of young entomologists in India to this

unexplored field of Entomology. In doing so the peculiar and imiqiie

structural and bionomic characteristics of these insects which stand
in need of a good deal of investigation are pointed out. The structure
and functions of their mouth parts, legs and wings as compared with all

other groups of insects are features which deserve the attention of future
v^orkers. In addition their importance from various economic aspects
as crop jiests, plant disease vectors, blood suckers, flower pollinators

and weed killers also call for a good deal of attention from economic
entomologists. The very unsatisfactory and meagre systematic work
done on Indian Thysanoptera mitil lately is also referred to in the paper.

29. Dung fauna sl^udies at Lyallpur.

Khan A. Rahman, A. N. Sapra, and G. S. Sohi, Lyallpur.

The work on dung fauna has been in progress for the last two years.
During this period sixty-seven species of insects consisting of 29 species

of Diptora, 12 species of Hymonoptera, 20 species of Coleoptora, 2 species
of Collernbola, 1 of Hotcroptera and 3 of Arachnida were collected.

These insects are active throughout summer but in winter only 2
species of Diptera and 2 of Hyinenf*ptera are active.

The infestation in fresh dung when stored in a pit starts from the
top and gradually works downwards : during the first fortnight of storage,
the top throe inches are mostly infested, but during the second fortnight

the infestation spreads down to 3'^~6'’' while after a month or so, the
deeper layers got infested.

30. Stapliylinidae from Lyallpur.

Khan A. Rahman and M. A. Ghani, Lyallpur.

Out of 133 of the Punjab Staphylinid beetles mentioned in the
fauna of ‘British India’, 131 are recorded from the hilly tracts of Simla,

Kulu and Murree and only two are recorded from the plains (Lahore
and Shahpur). This numerical disproportion between the hill and the
plain species in a continuous area shows that the plains had been searched
only cursorily. This group, however, is of great economic importance in

view of the known propensities of its members for feeding on other
insects and it was, therefore, decided to make a collection of them and
study their habits at Lyallpur. The following 22 species were coUected
and their habits studied.

Creophilus vittipennis Kr., Staphylinua sp., Indoscitalinua anachoreta
Er., Leptacinus parumpunctatus Gy11., L. parumpunctatua Gy11. var.

tricolor Kr., Philonthua delicatulua Boh., P, thermarum Aube., P, apecioaua

Cam., P. cinctulua Gr., P. gemellus Kr., Leucoparyphus Umbifer Mots,
var. marginicollis Kr., Paederua fuscipea Curt., Trogophloeus {Boopinua)
aiamensia Fauv., Aleocliara clavicornis Redt., A. trivialis Kr., Oxytelua
(Cacooporus) ferrugirileus Kr., Oxytelua {Anotylua) latiuaculua Kr., Platya-
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tethufi comMus Gr., Afheta nigerrirna Aube., A. nuherula Klug., A. ghanii

Cam., Ocypus bicolor C'am., Myrmecopora elegans Cam.

31. Some observations on the insect life of the Liddar valley,

Kashmir.
D. E. Puri, Lahore.

The present paper is based on a collection of insects made by the

author mIk’r ho a(;coinpaniod a Research party from the Zoology

DepartincTit of the Piiinab University to Kashmir, during the summer
of 1940.

The commoner and larger insects were collected, and observations

made in the field were recorded.

The cnlletition includes approximately *200 species belonging to various

orders ot iriscc^ts.

Observations made in the field mainly refer to the ecology and
gcograpliical distribution of the species collc(‘ted.

32. Mallophaga from Galkis domesticns.

Khan A. Rahman and A. R. Ansari, Lyallpur.

In tlie Punjab Oallus doinesficus is attuftked by about nine different

species of Mall(']jhaga, viz., Mcnopon pallidum Nitzsch., M. strarnineum

Nitzsch., Lipeuru^s tropicalis Peter., L, kcierographufi Nitzsch., L. variahilis

Nitzscih,, Goniodcd dissimilif* Nitzsch., Ooniocotea bologaster Nitzsch.,

O. gologaster var. ma>cnlatus Tasch., and Q. gigaa Tasch. The more
important of these are briefly discussed below:

—

(1) Menopuu pallidum Nitzsch.—This is the commonest of the lice

which is present throughout the year on <7. domcsticus. It is of light-

straw colour arid crawls about actively among the feathers of its host.

(2) Lipcurm heterographus Nitzsch.—This lice is of fairly common
occurrerK^e in the Province. It is smoky in colour and abomids on the
neck and head of the host.

(3) Lipeurua variabilis Nitzsch.—It is a dirty white lice which infests

the primary and secondary feathers of the wings.

(4) Goniocotea gigaa Tasch.—This li(50 is also fairly common but is

usually never abundant on a bird. It is a large-sized species which
abounds on the back of the host.

The life-history of L. heterograplms was studied in detail. A female
was foimd to lay 14-26 e^ggs in her lifetime. Thc' eggs hatched out in
5-8 days and the nymphs took 26-34 days to reacli matmity.

Morphology, Physiology and Development

33.

On the post-embryonic development of the male genital

organs of Dryinus (Hymenoptera).

R. Rakshpal, Lucknow.

An account of the internal genital organs and the external genitalia
and their development is given.

The genitalia are paired in origin and represent the coxites and
teleopoditos of the ninth segment.

The whole of the efferent system is also paired in origin. The efferent
system, except the ductus ejaculatorius and the paired ejaculatory ducts,
is mesodermal in origin. The gonophore is situated posteriorly to the
ninth segment.
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34. Preliminary observations on the morphological changes
following growth and differentiation of the various

phases of the common mound-building termite Termes
redemanni Wasm.

D. Mukbrji and S. Raichoudhury, Calcutta.

Specimens of various phases commencing from the egg to the
dealated stage of the common mound-building termite Termea redemanni
Wasm., were collected at different seasons from Halisahar, thirty miles
distant from Calcutta, and the habits, development and morphology of the
species are being studied. In this paper morphological changes following
growth and differentiation of sexual and non-sexual phases are recorded.

Special attention has been paid to the comparison of the mouth-parts of
worker, soldier and queen commencing from the immature forms with
eleven jointed-antenna to the forms with eighteen jointed-antenna.

The worker and sexual phases conform in their mouth-parts closely

to’ the immature forms, while the mouth-parts of the soldier become
differentiated from the rest at the penultimate stage. In the digestive

system the histology of which has been studied, the soldier differs from
other phases in having a pair of glandular tubules opening into the terminal
ends of the projecting labrum. The tubule is swollen at the posterior

end occupying the trunk ; it is filled with a creamy white substance. Sexual
glands are first noticeable in forms with wing pads but no trace of them
could be found in earlier stage of the wingless forms.

In queens, two of which occur in the same chamber in a single nest,

ovarioles form a dense mass of entwined threads and are of panoistic

type.

35. The growth of insect antenna.

M. A. H. Qadri, Aligarh.

The growth of the antenna of insects has been regarded to take
place by means of two processes. Firstly, there is an increase in the size

of the individual joints of the antenna and secondly, the number of the
antennal joints increases during the post-embryonic growth of insects.

The second process, viz., the increase in the number of antennal joints

has been subject to a difference of opinion. Lubbock in Ephemeroptera
held that the increase of the antennal joint takes place by the sub-division
of the distal joints of the antennae. Others—Fuller (Termites), Bugnion
(Periplaneta orientalia)^ Ide (Ephemeroptera) and Qadri {Blatta orienUdia )

—

have shown that the third anteimal joint forms the zone of joint-

multiplication in insects. The following is an abstract of the observations
made on the growth of the antennae of exopterygote insects.

The antennae of the above-mentioned forms fall into two types.

First, those in which the flagellum consists of a large number of joints.

Among such forms the number of the antennal joints of Periplaneta
and Blatta have been observed to have become treble during the post-
embryonic growth. The second type of antenna has a flagellum consisting

of a much smaller number, and it has been observed in Forficula and Locuata
that the number of joints of the antenna of adult is less than double
that of the first instar nymph. These two types will be dealt with
separately since they show different modes of joint multiplication. It is,

however, essential to point out that in all cases the third antennal
joint provides the zone of joint multiplication. It also serves, as Fuller

says, as ‘the womb’ of the new joints since they undergo some growth
and differentiation before their separation from it.

In insects with the antennary flagellum consisting of a large number
of joints, studies were carried on Blatta orientalia, Periplaneta americana,
OryUua domeaticua (Orthoptera), Ephemera vulgata (Ephemeroptera),
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Nemoura variegata (Plecoptera) and Machilis mcmtimus and Lepisma
sacchcmna (Tliysanura). In these cases the growth and multiplication of
joints take place as is described in Blatta by Qadri {BuU, Sntom»
Research, XXIX, 1938). The third antennal joint is divided into a
large number of paired daughter joints which separate in pairs from
the parent joint. Later on they grow and each of the pairs separates,
and grows to >rm independent joint.

In insects with the antennary flagellum consisting of a small but
fixed number of joints, studies were carrted out on Locusta migratoria
(Orthoptera) and Forficula auricularia (Dermaptera). In these cases as
well, the third antennal joint is the parent of the new joints which are
added during the post-emhryonic de\elopment. The third joint in this

case is divided into two or three sub-joints. These daughter joints grow
and separata one by one from the parent join»^^.

36. On the 'ilimentary canal of the larva of Scirpophaga niveUa
(Pyralidae : Lep.), with a discussion on the nature of the
so-called goblet-cells in the mid-gut epithelium.

N. S. Aren, Lucknow.

The paper deals with the anatomy and histology of the larval
alimentary canal of Scirpophaga nivella. Two new facts are emphasized:
(i) that the stomodaoal invagination into the mid-gut does actually
fimction as a valve and checks the re-entry of food-contents of the mid-
gut into the fore-gut and was therefore correctly termed as the * oesophageal
valve*, and (ii) that the so-called goblets in the mid-gut epithelium are
not contained withii. the cells but are intercellular secretory globules

contained in cavities formed by the invaginations of the epithelial border,

so that there are no special epithelial cells which may be called goblet-

cells.

37. The hypodermal glands of Pulvinaria maxima Green.

A. B. Misra arid V, Prabhakar Rao, Benares.

The various kijids of hypodermal glands of Pulvinaria maxima are
described in this paper. Unicellular and pluricellular wax-secreting
glands are present in the dorsum and lie scattered all over it.

The unicellular gland possesses a largo round nucleus and opens to
the exterior through a circular pore lying in the centre of a less seJerotised

area. These glands secrete wax in the form of small squamae.
The pluricellular glands are made up of six to nine cells, one of which

is always larger than the rest and forms the base of the flask -like body.
The cell boundaries are clearly defined in the fundus region of the gland,
but less so in the neck region. The opening of these glands is similar to

that of the foregoing type.

Unicellular glands are present all round the margin ol iho body of
the insect in association with the marginal setae, and seciete. wax in the
form of cylindrical threads.

Unicellular glands also occur at the base of the stigmatic setae.

These also secrete wax, since a pencil of wax exudes uround each seta
very much in the same way as in the case of the marginal setae.

Pluricellular glands of pyriform shape occur in the bay of the anal
cleft. All the cells composing the gland are distinctly defined, and open
independently to the exterior on a multilocular plate. These glands take
an auxiliary part in spinning the ovisac.

Pluricellular glands, round in form and provided with simple lumen,
lie in the submarginal zone of the ventrum of the insect. The gland is

made up of three cells, which are displaced to the sides by the accumulation
ofsecretory material in the centre of it. These open to the exterior through
simple circular openings.
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Pluricellular wax-secreting glands, composed of six cells and opening
through a quinquilocular pore, occur in the stigmatic grooves.

Pluricellular glands with tubular ducts are distributed over the whole
of the ventnim excepting the submarginal and the anal cleft area. This
type of gland has a reservoir of secretion from which a number of ductules

arise to form a main duct which leads to the exterior. The cell containing

the reservoir is the largest of all of them. The gland is supported by
eight or nine non -glandular cells of smaller size in its neck region. The
changes affecting the structure of this type of gland in the life of the
insect are also described.

Pluricellular glands, round in form, are distribute^ on the ventrum,
excepting in the submarginal zone, the stigmatic grooves, the anal lobes

and the anal cleft. The gland of this type is made up of more cells than
the dorsal' pluricellular type of gland. The duct leading to the exterior

is a small cuticular tube implanted into the gland.

Distributed among the foregoing types of glands, but present more
numerously in a part of the anal lobe, are the elongated pluricellular glands.

This gland has a large central cell in the fundus region, and the duet is

short, opening to the exterior by means of a single small pore. Some of
these glands which occur in the posterior half of the body also take part
in the production of the material for the construction of the ovisac.

Pluricellular club-shaped wax-glands occur in association with the
anal ring opening through pores in it. The cells forming the gland are

distinctly defined and a lumen is recognizable in them.
Unicellular setigerous glands of an attenuated shape, possessing

narrow ducts loading to the base of the setae, occur on the dorsum and
the ventnun.

38. On the origin and the development of the symbiotic organ
or ‘Mycetom’ in the female of Monophlehus quadri-

caudatuSy (Homoptora-Coccidae)

.

SusARLA Rammohan Rao, Bonares.

1. The origin of the mycetom has boon traced back in development
to the so-called ‘posterior granules’ in the newly laid egg. The granules
occupy a posterior position when the blastoderm is in course of formation.

2. Some of the cells of the blastoderm sink into the yolk and push
the darkly staining grannies before them. In this way some of the
granules are engulfed by the secondary yolk cells to form the mycetoblasts.

3. The mycetom consists of a medullary chromophobic portion, a
chromophilic cortical portion and an investing membrane. The medullary
chromophobic portion of the mycetom, which stains feebly is formed from
the vitellophagous cells, and the covering epithelial membrane which
enshrouds the whole organ (mycetom) also owes its origin to the same.

4. The mycetom is at first subglobular being attached to the caudal
end of the embryo in the anterior region of the egg.

6. After the revolution of the embryo, it divides into two halves,
each moving to one side of the embryo.

6. Later on these rudiments elongate ontero-posteriorly until they
occupy a good deal of the body on either side of the alimentary canal.

7. It increases greatly in size from the first larval stage up to the
adult. The fimction of this organ is probably nutritional, for it dwindles
in size in a gravid and gostating female, and, tiiuilly, ends by being broken
up into small bits.

39. The anatomy and the systematic position of Hemimerus
deceptus Rohn., var. ovatus.

P. J. Deoras, Bilaspur.

This work supplied the morphological details of Hemimerus^ and
tries to determine its systematic position, along with an attempt to
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simplify t.he classification of DennapUra, It descxibes the digestive,

nervous, respiratory, and rep.oductive systems in detail. The most
significant features are :—the primitive characters of the nervous system,
and the spiracular openings, and also the presence of a double ejacula-
tory duct and the opening of the penis.

After a brief review of the affinities, the insect is shown to be close
to the sub order Forflculina, and an attempt has been made to simplify
the classiffcation of the order Dermaptera as given by Burr (1915).

Medical firtomology

40. DivStribution of Anopheles sundaicus Rodonw., by country
boats.

P. Sen, Calcutta.

The paper deals with the transport of Anopheles sundmcus by means
of country boats from its original breeding grounds in the coastal areas
near Sundarbans to the environs of Calcutta. Boats coming up the
different tidal rivers to the outskirts of the (nty were systematically
examined during the period July 1933 to December 1934, and over four
per cent of these crafts were sheltering the species in the cargo enclosed.

The infect (xi boats have invariably passed through the Sundarbun zone
ill the south or south-east of the delta. It is believed that the establish-

ment of the 8pe(;it>s in the salt lake areas to the immediate oast of Calcutta
has been the outcome of repeated onslaughts of the species carried over
into the area by country boats passing through Kristopur Canal which
connects the river Ichhamati with the river Hooglily. Reference has also

been made of the transport of the species by railway carriages into the
important railvay termini of the city. An excessive increase in tlie

population of the species in Sundarban areas owing to the large-scale

clearance of mangrove forests has probably set up the urge for an active

dispersal of the species into the areas hitherto untrodden.

41. Experimental infection of mosquitoes with malaria in

Calcutta city.

B. C. Basu, Mukteswar.

A total of 0,064 laborator3^ bred Atiopheles sfephensi wore fed upon
gamotocyte-carriers {Ptasmodiuni falciparuniy P, vivax and P. malririac)

and exposed in an air-conditioning cabinet to five different conditions of
temperature and humidity corresponding to tin spring, hot, weather,
monsoon, post-monsoon and cold weather conditions of Calcni;ta City, and
the survivors were serially sectioned, stained and examincti. Tho result

indicates that in tho case of P. Jalciparum the infection rat es are lowest
during the spring and tho hot weather, moderate during the rains and
highest in the post-monsooii months and cold weathor. With P. vivax
the infection rate is heavier in the monsoon and th(^ ]»ost -monsoon periods
than at any other season of the year. The liighest infection rate with
P. malariae is in the post-monsoon months.

Modern sanitation has very much reduced the amount of malaria
witliin tho city itself though the environs are still fairly malarious. In the
days of Job Charnock, Calcutta suffered from pestilential malaria, and it

was customary for the then small European population to hold an annual
dinner at the close of the monsoon to celebrate their survival through
another malaria season.

The work was conducted at the Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine
with a grant from the Indian Research Fund Association.
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42.

Preliminary observations on the longevity of Atiopheles

culicifacies imder controlled conditions oftemperature and
humidity.

Rajinder Pal, Lahore.

In this paper some preliminary observations have been recorded on
the longevity of A. culicifacies. Female adults hatched imder laboratory

conditions were subjected after a blood meal to controlled conditions of

temperature and humidity.
At 40°C. (104°F.) females do not survive more than 24 hours when the

humidity ranges from 60-100 per cent. The duration of life is com-
paratively enhanced when the temperature is lowered. At 65°F. mosquitoes
could survive for 33 days. Further experiments are being conducted
under various temperatures.

General

43. Insect associates of the Cashew plant (Anacardium
occidentale) in South India.

T. V. Ramakrishna Ayyar, Madras.

Though an exotic species the cashew nut plant has gained a strong
foot-hold in this country, especially along the coastal and submoimtain
areas of the Malabar coast from the Cape in the south to almost as far as

Bombay. Nowadays, there is also a great demand for the nuts from
outside countries and appreciable quantities of this commodity are being
exported from the different ports of peninsular India. As a consequence
thousands of acres of waste land which had been left uncultivated till

recently have been planted up with this tree and year after year new
areas are planted up. This is a tree which is found to grow fairly quickly

in almost all kinds of soils, and in well-drained rain-fed hillsides it begins
to bear well and give a good return in about six to eight years. Prospective
planters of this crop will, however, do well, if in addition to the attention

they pay to the various cultural aspects of the crop, to pay sufficient care

and precaution to the healthy growth of the tree free from diseases and
pests to which this crop is frequently subject. In this paper an attempt
is made to give a brief accoimt of the different insects associated with
this plant, their bionomics as far as we know and a few suggestions towards
their control.

44. Technique of estimating the population of the fruit fly,

Acanthiophilus helianthi Rossi.

Hem Singh Pritthi, New Delhi.

In estimating the absolute female population of the fruit fly,

Acanthiophilus heliantJd Rossi, a serious pest of safflower at Delhi, the
technique employed consisted in collecting fairly large numbers of female
flies twice a week and liberating them after marking on the thorax with
some oil paint and counting the recaptures in the collections of the females
during each of the subsequent weeks. The weekly populations of the fly

were then estimated from the ratio of flies captured and marked on the
first date to that of marked and unmarked flies recaptured in each of the
subsequent weeks.

The weekly populations calculated in the above manner indicated'
the density of the fly ranging between 20,000 and 7,69,230 individuals
from second week of March to second week of April during which period
the breedmg of the fly was most intensive. After the second week of
April a high rate of mortality, presumably due to the scarcity of the
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host plant buds, resultc d in a. sharp decline in numbare of the fly, the
population in the fourth week of April being 39,130.

Several factors influence the population of the pest, e.g., the hi^h
birth rate and rapid death rate, the Chalcidoid parasites, Tropideucoila
sp,, and Orrnyr^.s sp., etc.

45. Lac domonatration campaign in the provinces of Bihar and
Bengal.

M. P. Misua, Ranchi.

The paper describes how the demonstration scheme was organized in

the provinces of Bihar and Bengal in March 1935 by the Indian Lac Cess
Committee.

Four demon stratois for Bihar were anpointod in December 1935
and two for Bengal in September 1936. The demonstrators were trained
by the Offioev-in-cbarge both in the laboratory and the field in general
ent mology and in practical methods of lac cultivation on scientific

lines. After a training of over a year and a half, the demonstrators
were posted in September 1937 in difforont districts. The working
of the first stage of scheme from September 1037 to August 1939 is described
in detail, and the difficulties erujountered in the demonstration work
are enumerated.

On tiiO basis of the experience gained, the scheme was revised by the
Director of the Institute in February 1939, and was approved by the Lac
(Joss Committoo and the Goverrmient of India. In September 1939 four
more demonstrators were appointed for Bihar. The work of' the Bihar
demonstrators is being supervised by the Ofiicer-in-charge Lac
Demonstration Scheme, and that of the Bengal ones by the District

Agricultural Olficers of the Bengal Govenimont. The supervision in the
latter case is not as offe(;tive as in the first for reasons stated in the body
of the paper.

In February 1939 necessity was felt to expand the scheme further.

The chief feature of this expanded scheme are the Free gifts of brood lac

and pruning instruments to lac; growers in selected areas in Bihar, the
object being to gaio (.he confidence of lac growers and to persuade them
to adopt modified methods of lac cultivation advised by this Institute,

which they hesitate to take up due to their conservative habits. This is

being caj*ried out with successful results in an area selected in the Hanchi
District. Intensive lac demonstration schemes have been drawn up
and cireulatod to various Provincial Governments interested in lac cultiva-

tion for ',)pinion and co-operation.

46. A method of entomological section-cutting.

S. K. Sen, Mukteswai.

Sapre (1940) has described a now tochnii{ue for cutting? serial sections
of chitinous objects. This involves the use of diaphane; ;)s a ‘softener*
for the chitiri and of dioxan as a dehydrating agent. Di.if>h}Miol, however,
is liable to exercise a destructive effect on the internal f issues, while dioxan
vapour is known to be toxic for the human subject (Lee, 1937; Carleton,
1938). In the present paper, a method is described wliereby it is possible
to obtain fairly satisfactory sections of chitinous objects without having
to use any of the two reagents mentioned above. The method is briefly

as follows : The specimen is fixed in Sherlock solution (Eltringham, 1930),
dehydrated in 50 per cent alcohol and later in solvax (a proprietory
substitute for dioxan). It is then dealt with by Peterfi’s methyl benzoate
celloidin method for double-embedding.
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SECTION OF ANTHROPOLOGY

Preaidznt :

—

Taeak Chandra Das, M.A.

Somatology

1. Anthropometry and blood types of the Bangaja Kayasthas
of Bengal.

R . N. Basu, Calcutta.

Bangaja Kayasthas of Bengal—^their origin as depicted in the Vedas
and the Piiranas—the migration theories of the ethnologists are discussed

—

physical measurements of 100 adult subjects. Stature, Sitting height
vertex. Relative sitting height, Head length. Heed breadth, Cephalic
index, Bizygomatic breadth, Facial height. Facial index, Cephalo -facial

index. Nasal height, Nasal breadth and Nasal index, and the indices

calculated therefrom. Observations on the following characters: Hair,
Eye, Skin -colour. Detennination of the Blood Groups and their distribu-

tion and comparison with other available data. Relation of Blood
Types to Anthropojiietric data. Comparison with other racial types.

2. Anthropometric measurements of Sukla-YajurvedTya
Madliyandina Brahmins.

(Mrs.) Irawati Karve, Poona.

(The Deccan College Post-graduate and Research institute has
undertaken the project of preparing a detailed anthropogeography for

Maharashtra. For this purpose a survey of the sub-castes of Maharashtra
is undertaken. Tiiis is the first survey in the above project. A student
of the Institution is studying the community from the historical and
ethnc logical point of view. In the meanwhile I undertook an anthropo-
metrical investigation of the sub-caste.)

The ^ukla-Yajurvedlya Brahmins form tlio majority of Brahmins
in the Marathi-speaking population. They are divided intc> strictly

endogaraous groups according to Vakhas. Of these the most numerous
is the Madhyandina ^akha. The census reports have always grouped
together all Deskistha Brahmins. Whatever the anthropological justifica-

tion for tills procedure, it is entirely wrong from the point of view of
social customs.

I have measured in all about three hundred women (between twenty
and forty-five) and about six hundred meit (between twenty-five and fifty-

five) belonging to this community. The samples were taken from nine
different towns. A numerical presentation of the datftv will be made later

as the calculations are being made now. I am giving below a brief
summary of some of the salient physical peculiarities of the group. The
people are of middle height possessing unifom^ly dark, sleek hair and
brown eyes. Bluish green eyes and curly hair are extremely rare. They
are broad-headed with very high forehead and the back of the head is

flattened. The cheek-bones are sometimes prominent. I met with three
or four rare cases of narrow eyes with the Mongolian fold. This latter

peculiarity was pronounced in the case of children and very moderate
in adults. The eyes are generally big and straight. The nose is also
generally prominent and straight. In some cases the nose bridge was
so high, that the usual slight depression between forehead and nose was

( 211
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almost absent. The skin colour varied from the lightest of browns to

very dark.

3.

A further study of the somatometric and somatoscopic
characters of the Santals

T. C. Roy-Chaubhitby, Calcutta.

The present paper is based on the same fifteen absolute measure-
ments and five indices as in my previous paper on the same tribe.

This paper corroborates what I tentatively suggested elsewhere that the
Santals are constituted of a short statured, dolichocephalic and chamaer-
rhine group (the Pre-Dravidhin) and a medium statured, dolichocephalic
and mesorrhine group (the Dravidian) to which might be added a third

clement with broad head and leptorrhine nose.

Anthropo-Biology

4. Race admixture on the Malabar Coast.

A. Aiyappan, Madras.

The history of the small islands of half-breed populations such as
the Portuguese-Indians at Tangasseri and Anjengo in Travancore is

described in this paper. The reaction of the parent communities to

biological admixture is studied in its sociological setting.

5. On the finger and palmar print of the Indian juvenile

criminals.

r. C. Biswas, Calcutta.

This is a study of one himdred palm and finger prints of 50 delinquent
boys of the Iloformatory and Industrial School at Alipur in Calcutta.

As a result of my investigation of the finger and palmar prints of
the above delimiueiit boys, it appears that there is no marked difference

in the finger pattern of these delinquents and the normal individual.

It is very interesting that in the appearance of pattern loop on the
Hypothenar, Thenar and the three Interdigital areas a considerable
differeiKje exists on tlie palm of tlie criminal and normal Indians. The
pattern loop occurs in considerably lower number in the above areas of
the criminal hand than that of the noimal individual. In the Main-line
ajid Axial-triradius there are no such dillerences.

Ethnic Psychology

6. Certain recent studies in racial intelligeiu‘e.

N. N. 8kk-Gupta, Lucknow.

The paper gives a brief account of the attempts that have been
made in recent years to estimate the level of intelligence of race-groups
on the basis of iTitelligence tests and scholastic data. An attempt is

made to analyse the facts and to bring out their psychological implications
in regard to racial intelligence. The paper concludes that it is not possible
to define I.Q. -values of specific racial groups.

7. Earlier and recent studies in racial character.

N. N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.

The paper is a study of several psychological approaches to the study
of racial character from the middle and end of the nineteenth century
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to recent times. It av 'empts to estimate the value of these surveys of
racial character in the ^ight of the present outlook of psychology on this

question. It concludes that there is no sound psychological foundation
for racial characterclogy.

Prehistoric and Protohistoric Archaeology

8. Prehistoric culture lU aud about Bengal.

H. C. Chakuaoar, C«al(uttta.

Besides sporadic find of artifacts in Lh»"» plains and highlands of
Bengal, a site abundantly rich in Palaeolithic implements has been
discovered hardly six miles beyond the Bengal frontier, showing a crowded
settlement of the men of the Old Stone Age; the numerous tools include
booh flake and core implements like those of tlio Soari Valley and the
South respectively. No skeletal remains of Man have been found any-
where. Protomodern or Modern Man derived from tlie lino

Pithecanthropus-Wadjak-Solo, or from the Neanderthal-Cromagrion
transition typos of Tabun and Skuhl, as described by Keith, might have
come to India from two directions.

Neolithic artifacts abound in the same region and some have been
found in the plains. Slio\iIdered colts ftmnd in Assam to the north-east,

and Dumka-Singhbburn-Mayurbhanj in the south-west, of Bengal, show
the passage through that country of Neolithic culture froiti Oceania-
Malay-Burmah to Chota Nagpur, while pigmy flakes and beads show
contact with the Indus Valley (Sukkur, Roliri. etc.) whore the finest tools

of Neolithic India have been discovered. Other items of the cluster of

culture completes marking the same period, such as pottery, agriculture,

metallurgy, etc., might also have spread from the latter centre of diffusion.

It is also not improbable that the outward expansion of Indie culture

towards the Far Orient—Further India and the Pacific—as noted by
Hutton {Assam Origins in, relation to Oceania) and Handy {Indian Cultural

Influence in Oceania) had cormnonced from Eastern India in the same
Prehistoric Age.

9. The ago of the boulder-conglomerate beds at Kuliana,
Mayurbhan j

.

Nirmal Kumar Bose, Calcutta.

The geology of Kuliana is first described. Primary lateritc is ocerlain

here by secondary latorito containing numerous loola of pala(3o]ithic type.
In one locality within Kuliana, a boulder-conglornerato (Hiauvs in place
of the primary laterite.

The course of the river Burhabalanga and its tnhntaries is then
dosoribed in relation to the strike and the dip of tlr <*(mtitry rock; and
it is suggested that the boulder bed is the work, not of the Burhabalanga
itself, but of a tributary stream flowing into it from the neighbourhood
i)f Tikaitpur.

Two more out-crops of similar compact ferruginous conglomerate
are then referred to. One of them is perhaps post-Miocene as it overlies

a calcareous clay of Miocene age. The question as tc whether these are
of the same age as the boulder-conglomerate of Upper Siwalik times, is

discussed, and the opinion is expressed that the evidence in hand is too
meagre for such correlation. Finally, the question of correlation by
means of the stone implements themselves is discussed, and the conclusion

is arrived at that, in the present state of our knowledge of the exact date
of different types of tools, such an attempt would be premature.
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10 Anthropomorphosis in the Indus Valley culture.

C. R. Krtshnamacharlij, Madras.

The paper touches upon the wide prevalence of anthropomorphic
fi^^iires in ancient times in Europe, Egypt, Mesopotamia and India (Indus
Valley) and draws attention to such figures occurring in the Mohenjo-Daro
and Harappa relics. The association of some of these figures with the
beginnings of Siva cult in India* and the possible connection of these with
incidents in diva’s life are suggested. That an important seal found
at Mohenjo-Daro is very likely a composite representation of Patahjali

and Vyaghrapada, the devotees of J^iva, is inferred in the paper.

11. Anthropological significance of the Asd-danda.

G. S. Dutt, Calcutta.

A careful comparison of the relics unearthed from the Mohonjo-daro,
Harappa and other ancient India Valley sites, e.g. Jhukar, Amri.
Ohannhndaro, etc., with the present-day Bengali folk arts and crafts

reveal the fact that certain elements of the Indus Valley civilization

of the Clialcolithic; age appear to have continued in an uninterrupted
succession right down to the present day in the Bengali region in the form
of beliefs, practices, and traditional cult forms and art forms. One of

these continuous traditional forms, and the most interesting and important
of all, is the Asd-danda or the metal disc standard used in Bengal nowa-
days as the standard of authority of the Oazi—the Tigers’ God, as well

as an architectural emblem on the pinnacles of various Siva an^ Vishnu
temples. The striking resemblance of the unique form of this Asd-danda
with the standard of authority associated with the Urns Bull in the seals

discovered among the reli<;s of Indus Valley civilization at Mohenjo-daro
and Harappa as well as the manner of their respective use strongly suggest
that it is same cult form which has been handed down in an miintorrupted
successioTi from the pre-Aryan culture of Indus Valley civilization to the
folk culture of present-day Bengal and that the origin of the Visfinu-cult

can be traced to the Chalcolithic ago of India.

12. A preliminary note on neolithic typology of Chakra-
dharpore.

D. Sen, Calcutta.

What seems to be a small but surprisingly rich neolithic factory site

has be(m discovered in the Sanjai valley near Cliakradharpore in the district

of Singbhum. Hundreds of artefacts come from this small site which is

to be shortly excavated. The geology of the site is now being studied
and unless excavation is carried out, nothing can be said about any
geological dating at the present stage of preliminary research.

Culturally, however, the industries seem to represent an early
neolithic stage and typologically they offer interesting studies. The
colt which is the common tool in the site shows a great variety of forms
and features and represents nearly all the stages of its manufacture. The
chipped celt is the most common. There also occur partially chipped
and partially ground colts, partially chipped, partially polished celts,

grotmd celts, partially ground and partially polished celts and finally

polished celts—the last, however, are few. The amount of preliminary
chipping left, in examples of partially chipped-partially ground or
partially polished celts varies a great deal. An examination of the series
of celts may reveal a course of typological evolution. Besides celts,

characteristic chisels of great beauty and fine craftsmanship occur.
Ringstones and other artefacts also come from this site. From the
variety of forms it may seem that the celt people were bound to the
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valley for a considerab? time. How the cliisels are genetically or other-
wise related to the celt family is not yet known and the chisels themselves
offer interesting typology.

Ethnogfraphy

13. The aboi’iginarl tribes of Udaipur State.

M. B. Bhaduri, tJdaipur.

Udaiptir is a state in t^ie Eastern States Agency with its headquarters
at Dharamjoygarh. The author, who is a state official, proposes in this

paper to give an account of the aboriginal tribes living within the state.

Fifteen such tribes live within the state—Kcwar, Korw^a, Kol, Kharia,
Gcnd, Birliur, Bhuhiliar, Majhwar, Dhanwar, Chero, Nagesia, Saonta,
Sawara, Oraon and Pando which may be distributed amongst three
linguistic groups—Indo-Aryan, Munda (or Austro -Asiatic) and Dravidian.
The author discusses the geographical distribution of these tribes, and
various other connected problems. He also discusses the question of the
migration of these tribes in recent times within the Chattisgarh States.

14. Tho social ciisioins and ceremonies of th(^ Chik Baraiks.

Arunchandra Ghosh, Calcutta.

The writer in this paper has dealt with the social customs and
ceremonies of the Oiiik Baraiks, a low weaving caste living in the north
and north-western parts of Ranchi district.

He has investigated and personally observed the birth, marriage and
death ceremonies of the caste.

A detailed description about them is given. He has also described

how a child is named after the day of birth and also how a sister gets the
feminine form of the name of her brother. Further detailed description

of the outcasting ceremony and about tho panchayat has also been given.

1 5. The otertial :Tianglc in some Marathi folk-songs.

(Miss) Balubai Saptarshi and (Mrs.) Irawati Karv^:,

Poona.

A number of Marathi folk-songs bearing on the relations between
a brother, his wife and tho sister have been collected in the Ahm'^dnagar
District. The folk-songs are translated into English and discussed in

short in some cases.

Material Culture and Economic Life

16.

Korku mundas.

K. P. Chattopadhyay, Caleutla.

The Korku tomb posts known as mundas, and i he ceremonial of

their erection, referred to as sedoli rites, have been briefly described by
Russell and Hiralal in their work on tribes and castes of the Central

Provin(;es. The Gazetteer of the Amraoti District also furnishes certain

details. The writer of this paper paid a visit in 1938 to eight Korku
villages in the Melghat forest. Detailed accounts of the rites of disposal

of the dead and of the erection of the mundas were obtained in four villages,

and also from an educated Korku in Chikalda. The sedoli rites are shown
to be comparable x>o the final bone disposal rites of the Santals and Oraons.
Twenty-seven memorial posts were observed. Their types and certain

details of carvings are also noted.
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1 7. The Machis of Navsari.

S. T. Moses, Baroda.

Iiatroduction—Fishery Centres—Castes engaged in Fishing—^The

Kolis and early History—Evolution of new Subcastes and Castes—The
‘Divine Origin* of fishermen: Bagawan’s annoyance with a fish while
bathing in the Narbada and consequent creation of a fisherman from His
body—Machis and their sub-divisions : Koli Machis, Karda Machis, Dhimar
or Dhebra Machis, Handia Machis and Girassia Machis. Handias were
forced to catch fish for a Rishi who gave them protection when fleeing

away from Parasurama. The Girassia Machis claim descent from a
Mermaid. Kardas so called because law-abiding and paid all taxes (Kar)
due—Occupations : Agriculture, Manual labour. Carpentry, Poultry-
keeping, Vegetable seUing, Jardoshi work and cottage making besides
fishing including fishmongering and sailing—Fishing gear: nets (stake,

cast, drift and drag nets)—Special fishing arrangements for Mullets and
Mudskippers and a device used on the Tapti to entice and collect fish and
prawns—Fishing Holidays—Fishing, etc.. Ceremonies—Marriage Customs
—Childbirth, naming ceremonies and names, etc.—Funeral Customs

—

Caste Assembly and Communal Administration—Religion, omens and
exorcism—Habitations, sanitation and dress—Dietary and drink

—

Appearance—Measurements: Heights and Indices, Cranial and Nasal, of

30 subjects.

18. Division of labour in economic organization among the
Rajbar shis or the Parois—a class of fishermen of Jc^ssore,

Bengal.

M. N. Basu, Calcutta.

The Rajbanshis or the Parois—a class of fishermen—live in a village

named Sitarampur, in the sub-division of Narail in the district of Jessore,
Bengal. The author of this paper had the privilege of carr^nng on field

work in this village in May last. In this paper the author discusses the
geographical position of the village, and records the results of census
operations of the village carried out by him and gives the division of
labour in their economic organization. These he had actually observed
living with them in the same village.

19.

The economic life of the Birjhia Asurs.

S. B. Dasgupta, Calcutta.

The Birjhia Asurs are a section of the people generally known as
Asurs living on the borders of Chota Nagpore and Palamau districts and
Surguja State. They had been predominantly a ‘Heou-rd* cultivating

people, the same type of agriculture that is known as ^Jhuming* in Assam
area. A section of this people also smelts iron. But owing to extensive
reservation of forest by the Government in the areas where they live,

the Birjhias have been compelled to give up this type of cultivation.
Iron-smelting requires charcoal which is made by burning trees. But
as they cannot cut down trees according to their needs because of the
Gk)vemment restriction, tliis occupation also is faced with great difficulties.

Moreover, the indigenous iron cannot compete with the price and quality
of the imported iron. Hence this occupation may also be totally given
up in time. The people at present are fastly adopting plough cultivation.

But as the Birjhias have made the hills and forest their home so long,
they are at great difficulty in finding out ploughable and productive lands.
In spite of hard labour and frugal habits they cannot make both ends
meet at all times during the year. Hunting and collection of edible
roots, tubers, flowers and leaves also constitute other important economic
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pijrsnits next to agri^'ulture. At times when such collected crops as

Mahtid flowers fail they are faced with utter starvation. Exodus to

tea gardens takes place during tliis time. In recent years the demands
from tea gardens are also not encouraging. Under the circumstances
unless they cr n get better cultivable fields or unless they are utilized in

some other occupation, this already dying people may be altogether

extinct in no distant future.

20.

The Khasi huts of Mawphlang.

Ram KrishNxS. MuKHjbiUjiiJE and Ram Chandra Basu, Calcutta.

The structure of the Ivhasi huts of Mawphlang was studied by the
writers under the guidance of Prof. K. P. Cliattopadhyay. Gurdon in

his work on the Khasis of Assam has described the old Khasi hut as

elliptical in shape, but in Mawphlang village it was found that the huts
can be more strictly said to be ‘U ‘-shaped, the bend of the ‘U* being
the front, the two parallel arms the sides, ai;d a straight line connecting
the two ends of the arms the rear. The old houses had walls made of
bamboo and wood, or stone and wood, and a thatched roof. The house
types are now changing both in structure and matexdal.

From a study of all tho huts of tbo village it was found that out of

160 huts, inhabited at present, the typical ‘U’ type of huts firm about
11*3%; tho flattened ‘U‘ type about 35*%; the intermediate type, which
has totally given up the ‘ U ’-shaped ground plan but has its interior of the
old type, about 27*5%; and the English bmigalow type about 26*3%.
This data sliow h( w rapidly the old type of Khasi house is now changing.

21. Tattooing atnoug the Oraoiis of Marwai, Diytriet Ranchi.

Tarun Chandra Baochi, Calcutta.

The wi’itor in this paper has described the actual process of tattooing

adopted by the Oraons of Mamai, District Ranchi. He personally

observed how an yoimg Oraon girl of thirteen was tattooed by a Nagesia
Kisan woman of he locality. The process along with the materials

and instruments are described. Sketches of designs executed on the
different parts of the body are also given.

22. Cleaning, preservation and repairing of glass objects in

Museum.
M. N. Basu, Calcutta.

Chemical composition—Processes of cleaning, preservatkm and
ropairing of glass are discussed in this paper. Sweating ut glass and
diseased condition of glass, and tho methods oI cleaning anri preservation

under this condition are also dealt with.

Society

23.

Kinship system and kinship usages in Mahara^tra.

(Mbs.) Ikawati KABvi, Poona.

Maratha kinship terminology is very rich and varied as it uses the
concepts and terms of Sanskritic as well as I)ravidian origin. It has
terms for four ascendant generations and four descendant generations
in the direct male line, the fourth term suggesting the severance of kinship.
Among collaterals the concept of cousinship is absent as in all Indian
kinship systems. The parallel cousins are called Geschwister and the
cross cousins ‘Mehune*, i.e. marriage mates. Among descendants, there
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are sons and daughters. In this category are reckoned, besides own
children, those of the brother (man speaking) and those of the sister

(woman speaking). The non-sons and non-daughters are the children

of the sister (man speaking) and the brother (woman speaking). The
words for sister’s husband and wife’s brother are the same; similarly,

those for husband’s sister and brother’s wife are also the same. There
are many pairs of relations having the same term. The principle of
reciprocity and difference of terms used according to the juniority or

seniority of the speaker are also found.
Some very interesting conclusions can be drawn from the conformity

or otherwise of different castes to this kinship pattern. This pattern is

not the symbol so much of moiety and clan organization as of families
V which have been practising in -breeding for generations. The Maratha
kinship pattern belongs to the southern pattern and yet in some
important features it is quite distinct.

24. Kliasi kinship and social organization.

K. P. Chattopadhyay, Calcutta.

In a paper on Khasi marriage rules Prof. Hodson has tried to explain

the special features of the Khasi kinship terms and marriage rules on
the hypothesis of a former dual division of Khasi society, and certain

new social forces which came into operation when the dual society broke up.

Hodson used for his work, the kinship terms noted in the Assam
Census Report, Gordon’s work on Khasis and a dictionary by U. Nissorsing.

A full list of Khasi kinship terms was published by Rai Bahadur 8. C. Roy
shortly afterwards. The writer of this note collected certain additional

details regarding Khasi social rules in a recent tour in Khasi Hills, and
collected kinship terms afresh, on the genealogical method, to check the
list published by Pi.ai Bahadur 8. C. Roy.

Khasi kinship terms show that the father’s brothers, the mother’s
sister’s husband and the father arc referred to by the same term, along
with certain qualifying words denoting seniority and juniority. A
similar grouping is found in the case of the mother, the mother’s sisters

and the wiv’^es of the father’s brothers. These and similar other features
of Khasi society are ascribed by Hodson to a previous dual basis of
Kliasi society. The present writer shows that these features are all

explained by the fact that the fundamental social unit among Khasis is

the family house and the extended family associated with it; the kur
represents a later stage in its expansion. Marriage sets up new relations,

but does not disturb this basic structure of Khasi society.

The kinship groupings are worked out in detail and shown to have
been influenced by {a) residence, (h) inheritance, and (c) succession to
rank as well as authority. Marriage rules have also had their share of
influence on the terminolngy, but they have played a less important part,
than the other factors taken together.

25. The Garo Law of Inheritance.

J. K. Bose, Calcutta.

According to the Garo Law of Inheritance after the death of a woman
the property goes to the privileged daughter known as nokna. In the
absence of a daughter, a woman can adopt a daughter of her sisters or
a girl from her machong to become her nokna. In the case of a childless

woman who has not adopted any girl, her property will be equally shared
by her sisters who are married in the father’s machong. In the absence
of all these the property is inherited by the nearest woman relation of her
machong.
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Incest and its c introl among the Kurichiyans of Wynad.

A. Aiyappan, Madras.

The incidence of incest ia relatively high among the Knrichiyans
who are other vviso an extremely well-oroered group. In this paper the
operation of s roial and religious sanctions against incest and their failure

duo to the safety-VCIve provided by Christian missions are described,

with illustrative data collected by the witer du.’ing the course of his

field work.

27.

Tlie Indian cowherd god.

Nanimaohab Chaitdhupi, Calcutta.

A r€i-examination of the position of Gopala-Kr^na or the Indian
cowherd god, in the light of certain facts which have not received adequate
CO isideration, shows that the v’iew that he was an independent deity of
Christian origin brought from outside India by the Aohiras or that he
was the same as Vasiideva-Krsna, the pastoral associations being borrowed
from an older tradition and developed by the Abhiras, is untenable.
The doubt suggested about the identity of epic Krsna and cowherd
Krsna by the ‘incongruity’ in their traditional history of Krsna is

confirmcvi by the almost complete sikaice in the epic about cowherd
Krsna and by the mention of the hostility of the Abhiras to the house of
Krsna-Vasudeva iii tlui episode of the kidnapping of many of the Vrsni
ladies when they were being escorted by Arjuna from Dvaraka to

indraprastha. The inference drawn from these facts is that cowherd
Krsna was an independent deity of Abhira origin.

Then there is the story in nearly all the Vislinuite Puranas of cow-herd
Ky^na’s opposition to the celebration of Indra’s festival with graphic
accounts in the Visnu Purana, Harivamsam, ot(‘., of the propagation by
him of a primitive type of nature and animal worship among the Gopas,
the assertion made by him that this religion was in accordance with their

life of forest-dwellers and the threat of violence held out to them in case
of refusal to rotiir i to this religi(.'n, wnich show him in the role of the
tribal chici’ of the Abhiras who resented the increasing influence of
Brahmanism on his people and stoutly defended the old tribal religion.

The inference drawn from the above is that Gopala-Ky^na was a tribal

liorf> of the Abhiras.
After his deification and absorj)tion into tho Hindu pantheon Gopala-

Krsna, in his two aspects of child-god and lover-god, has come to oust
epic Krsna and Visnu in some measure, from actual worship among
people, as many of the Vaisnava festivals show.

28.

Home cure deities.

Nanimadhab Chaudhuri, Calcutta.

Beliefs in divine agency and magical agency of cure have prevailed
side by side from the earliest times, and scientific prt)gress has not banished
these beliefs. Tho divine agency operates directly when deities wioh
healing powers are invoked to intervene personally, or indirectly, through
secondary divine agencies, that is, objects which derive their potency
from divinity through intimate association or transmission. The paper
deals with a number of instances of direct appeal to deities for cure purposes
among Hindus, Hinduised tribes and tribal peoples.

Examination of instances selected from all parts of India show:
(1) that three classes of deities are worshipped for cure, namely, old
Brahmanical deities, e.g. Rudra-Siva and the Devi in the form of K3ll,
local deities affiliated to them, e.g. Ulai-Candl, Biranath, etc., and purely
folk deities, e.g. Ghentu, Vasana-Varl, etc.; (2) that throughout India
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female deities are worshipped in epidemic outbreaks of cholera and small-
pox; (3) that in case of other diseases too, female cure deities predominate
both in niunber and importance over male cure deities; (4) and that
there is general tendency among all classes of devotees to affiliate different

classes of female cure deities to the Devi or her Puranik demoniacal form
Kali.

This examination further shows that there are two contradictory
elements in the conception of female cure deities identified with Kali,
an element of fear based on their destructive power and an element of
faith based on their beneficent power. This dual aspect may be traced
to the old Vedic conception of Rudra who is the giver as well as the curer
of disease.
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A. MEDICAL RESEARCH

Medicine and Public Health

1. Weil’s disease in Calcutta.

M. N. De, Calcutta.

This disease is becoming increasingly common in Calcutta. During
the last three years the writer had under his care 18 cases, 3 in 1938,
5 in 1939 and 10 ujj till now in 1940. Most of the cases come from the
old congested and unliygienic parts of the city. The disease is usually
ushered in with acute onset of high fever, chill and rigor and severe
agonizing pain in the iiead, body and legs. Some get nausea and vomiting
and their eyes become acutely congested. The fever usually lasts for three
to four days, sometimes a week. The most characteristic feature is the
appearance of varying degrees of jaundice after the temperature drops
to normal, Leucocytosis with high polynucleosis and evidences of
damage to the liver and kidneys are very constant findings. In severely
infected cases blood urea and N.P.N. may be very high and the signs

and symptoms of renal failure are very acute. Death takes place from
uraemia in the second week. In favourable cases which recover prostration
is very marked and nrolonged and the jaundice may persist for months.
Bacteriological confirmations of the cases under review were made by
IVofessor 13. M. Das Gupta of the School of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta.

2. Seasonal variation in the incidence of filarial lymphangitis.

S. SuNDAR Rao and P. V. Shkhatme, Calcutta.

Statistical analysis of the variation in monthly admissions of patients,

new and old, at the filariasis clinic of the Calcutta School of Tropical
Medicine, during the period from 1929-38 is carr»ed out with the object
of defining precisely the nature of the periodical movement, recurring
year after year in the incidence of filarial lymphangitis. 'I’he analysis
of 11,108 cases shows that the monthly incidence duriin: the monsoon
period from July to September when the humidity is high and the
temperature is optimum, is 40% higher than in i be. winter period
from October to February. The period from Marc h to- June shows an
incidence slightly higher than the average giving an appearance of a
prelude to the monsoon period of the highest incidence.

3. Further observations on tuberculosis in relation to industry.

A. C. Ukil, P. K. Sen, and M. Bose, Calcutta.

{Tuhercuhais Enquiry^ Indian Research Fund Association.)

A serial survey of all the available workers of a jute mill was
undertaken and finished. 4,816 workers were physically examined and

{ 221 )
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tuberculin tested. Complete industrial and previous histories were
collected. Those workers showing suspicious signs or symptoms or high
tuberculin reactions were X-rayed.

82*4% of the workers were tuberculin positive showing a very high
infection rate.

Among those earmarked for X-ray: 102 clinically suspected, 32
with bronchitis and 639 strong and moderately strong tuberculin reactors

have been radiologically examined.
Of the 773 workers X-rayed, 70 or 9-05% showed ‘definite’ and 43

or 5*6% showed ‘probable* evidences of active tuberculosis: the total

being 14-65%.

4. A neuro-abdominal syndrome—^a new complex of symptoms
connected with chronic mucous colitis.

H. M. Selzer, Lahore.

The author describes a new syndrome in Indian male patients of

all ages and races, consisting of a typical mucous colitis, cholecystitis

and a spinal muscular atrophy of the type Aran-Duchenne. Some of

the patients show a relative lymphocytosis, all present a slight damage
of the liver-tissue (Takata-Ara-Test positive). All other laboratory
examinations are negative. The author does not bring forward any
definite explanation of this syndrome, but ventures the hypothesis that
toxins eliminated from the colon are brought via the blood vessels to the
liver, concentrated in and so damaging the gall-bladder and then fixing

mainly in the anterior horn cells of the cervical segments, which are

phylogenetically the better differentiated and yoimgest ones of the
spinal cord, and sometimes even attacking certain bulbar centres. Another
hypothesis could be that the toxins are produced primarily in the liver

cells. Further work by a greater number of clinical workers with more
materials is needed to clear this syndrome, wliich might bring us the final

contribution to the knowledge of the pathogenetic factors underlying the
three pathological entities representing this neuro-abdominal syndrome.

5. Hysteria—a clinical study of 160 cases.

Nagendra Nath De, Calcutta.

The material for study was from the Psychological Out-patients’ Dept,
of the Carmichael Medical College Hospitals run by the Indian Association
for Mental Hygiene during 1933-1940. Of 1,177 total mental cases,

160 or 13-6% were hysteria. Males were more than double of females.

Age in(ddence varies in different sexes and in different countries.

Childlessness predisposes to the disease in both sexes. Heredity plays
an important but indirect role. Precipitating factors are important in

cases of anxiety hysteria but not so much in conversion hysteria.
Proportion of these two types was 101 : 58.

Symptoms differ somewhat from text-book patterns in quality and
in frequency. Closer relations with schizophrenia and paranoia are
observed than are usually thought.

6. Incidence of lead poisoning among Hindu women.

K. N. Bagchi, Calcutta.

Gases of lead poisoning are occasionally noticed among the solderers
and printing press and type foundry employees in this country. So
far very few cases of lead poisoning have been recorded among women on
account of the fact that there are no women employees in the printing
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press, type foundries aid other indiistries in which people are exposed
to lead.

In connection with an investigation on lead in human tissues it was
discovered that hair of Bengalee married Hindu women is very rich in

lead - as mud as 508 mg. of lead per kilo could be detected in hair

(Bagchi et al. 1939). The source of lead was traced to cheaper qualities

of vermilion i ontaining red lead used by married women.
Mild forms of lead intoxicatitm showii^ signs ai.d symptoms of gastro-

intestinal disordeis are usually diagnosed as dyspepsia. In some cases

the early signs are lassitude, sleepiness and a general disinclination for

effort without rny of th n.iial signs of plumbism (Monier-Williams,

1938), and they are overlooke i or ascribed to more common aihnents.

In certfiin cases anomalous nervous symptoms develop which are not
accounted for. Those signs and symptoms, may remain dormant and
unsuspected until stirred up into activity by starvation, medication,
acute infection.^ or an alteration in metabolic process. Cases of sterility

and frequent miscarriages in women are always ascribed to specific

infection or disyjlacement of the utenjs even when they are not confirmed
by actual examination or blood tests. Lately maTiy such cases are
ascribed to vitamin E deficiency >>ut the possibility of plumbism is never
thought of.

In women giving large quantities of lead in their hair (Bag(;hi et al..

Ind. Jour. Med. Res.. 1940), the faeces and urine gave also high load

figures—about 10 times the normal. This finding indicates that absorp-
tion of load takes place through the scalp where vermilion is applied to the
hair-parting. Daily absorption of lead in minute doses produces a mild
insidious type of poisoning which differs widely from the classical type
with the text-book symptoms {Forritt. Brit. Med. Journ.. 1931).

It is believed that women are more susceptible to the action of lead

although this vie^v is not shared by the German writers. All, however,
agree that in women lead poisoning asvsumes a more severe form than in

men. Menstrual troubles are very frequent both in insidious and classical

types of lead poisoning (Occupation and Health. Published by the
International Labour Oilice of the League of Nations, Genova, 1934).

Mother, suffering from lead poisoning, transmits load to her suckling baby
through the milk and a slow poisoning in the child' may l>e set up {loc. cit.).

The medical profession in India should take note of these facts and
remember the possibility of plumbism when dealing with cases of dyspepsia,
nervous disorders, avitaminosis, menstrual troubles, abortions, etc.

Even in classical typo of plumbism, punctate basophilia are seldom
found in this (country. Blue line on the gums is frequently ass, <!iuted

with })yorrhoea and gingivitis especially in dark people and hcaico one
should not depend on these signs in diagiK)8ing lead poisoning. Gnreftil

determination of lead in the faeces by the latest s(>ini-micro n)etli(jds of
analysis, may indicate the actual state of things. The physician should
remember that lead absorption does not always mean lead intoxication.
‘ The mistake's in the diagnosis of lead poi^^oning are oft ^ n due to not
expecting it.’

7. Comfort- in class rooms and laboratories .

D. V. SuBBA Reddy, Vizagapatam.

On 20-3-1940, all the fans in a big room in the Medical College stopped
suddenly while the students were answering examination papers. The
day was not hot, the dry bulb temperature inside the hall being only
86°F. and wet bulb 78"F. As soon as the fans stopped, the students
began to complain of increasing discomfort and stuffiness in the room.
Within fifteen minutes, the complaints became less numerous and
less frequent. Those who were unable to proceed with the work
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recommenced answering papers. After another 16 minutes, the fans
began to work. The relief was evident in the faces and in the increased
effort and output.

In the course of the next hour, the same cycle of events repeated
itself. Kata-thermometer was available only when the fans recommenced
to work after the second interval. Readings were taken at different
parts of the hall and the subjective sensations of the students were
correlated to the Kata-readings.

Two points were brought out by the observations :

—

1. It is not so much the alteration in the environment of the
room as the abruptness of the change that determines the
degree of the subjective symptoms and feeling of stuffiness.

2. A dry Kata cooling power of 3*65 (noted under the fan when
the fans were working) seemed to afford a satisfactory
degree of comfort, though the environmental temperature
was 86°F. This was probably due to the sudden increase
in the movement; of the air following a period of stagnation
of air.

8. Bodily sensations and sudden changes in environmental
temperature.

D. V. SuBBA Reddy, Vizagapatam.

A dry bulb temperature of about 100°F. and hot winds are not usual
at Vizagapatam in April, On 1-4-1940, from about 9 a.m. hot winds
began to blow from a westerly direction (from landward). In the evening,
the temperature was still high, though the hot winds abated. Meteoro-
logical report for the day gave the maximum as 97°F. The temperature
was higher on the western slope of the town which boro the brunt of the
hot winds, while the Observatory recorded only their effect on the air

beyond the fringe of hot winds.

The inhabitants and workers experienced a moderate degree of
discomfort, lassitude and even prostration particularly those who were
exposed to hot winds. If the temperature of the air had risen gradually
or in stages, effecting the same rise in a few days instead of by an abrupt
elevation, the identical environment would not have produced the same
degree of discomfort and severity of symptoms.

Apart from the abruptness of the change, it is also probable that the
permanent residents of Vizag who have acquired a certain degree of equi-
librium with the equable climate of Vizag also have a partial inability

to rapidly adjust themselves to wide variations in temperature. It is

suggested that the rate of change of the environmental temperature and
the previous thermo-regulatory adaptations determine the capacity of
individuals to withstand a rise of 10®F. or more, in the environmental
temperature.

9. Further notes on the distribution of the freshwater fishes

of Dharwar and surrounding districts.

P. W. Gideon, Dharwar.

This paper is a cotinuation of the work communicated to the Twenty-
fourth Session of the Indian Science Congress and later published in the
records of the Malaria Survey of India.

A few more genera and species have been added including a number
from Portuguese India.
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Experiments in the control of guineaworm infection in

step-wells by means of larvivorous fish, Rashora dani-

cordus, and ohlorogen.

P. W. Gideon, Dharwar.

While oxpurimenfcs in. the control of guineaworm have been oonduoted
in many part** of India, by various larvivorous fish singly or in combination
with others, this paper is oonceriied with •the control of guineaworm by
means of one fish, Rashora daniconius, which is found in large numbers
in almost all local tanks.

Observations on the value of chbrogen as an aid to fish control is

also mentioned.

1 1 . Coronary occlusion without thrombosis and its prophylaxis

.

J. N. Maitba, Calcutta.

Gases of sudden death occur in Bengal as in other parts of the world.
Persons in apparently good health with complaints of minor ailments
die suddenly and on post-mortem examination a big heart with coronary
arteries occluded has been the finding. Careful examination of these oases
with the aid of modern scientific methods may reveal the actual condition.
Wo can eurly diagnose those cases and increase their longevity.

On the autopsy table, cases of sudden death suspected to be of
medico -legal origin revealed invariably an enlargement of the heart.
The hypertrophy was so great that the weight reached 20 ounces (normal
5 to 7 oz.) with coronary arteries occluded. Far advanced cases with
chronic and sub-acute pain of varying duration (months and years)
have been known to have died on the examination table.

Attention of tlio profession has been drawn to conditions necessitating
thorough investigation of the cardio-vascular system. Progressive
occlusion of coronary arteries may easily be managed by suitable
treatment with breathing exercise (like Pranayam) after excluding the
extracardiac affections.

In apparently h^^althy persons of good physique with vague pain and
sub-acute discomfort in tho chest, the condition of coronary arteries

should be recognized and sudden death may be averted.

12. Radiological appearances of osteoarticular lesions in leprosy

studied through radiology.

Mario Soares da Vbioa, Nova-Goa.

The author having taken at Macasana Leprffsarium of Portuguese
India, roentgenograms of the hands and feet, of hundred in-patients with
several clinical forms and at different stages of evolution, the classification

of which he gives, arrives to the following gerieral conclusions :

—

Osteoarticular lesions were seen in 98 per cent of the eases.

The lesions are characterized by :

—

() Their appearance in the extremities of the hands and feet.

() The pathological process is essentially destructive and character-
ized by osteoporosis, rarefaction.

(c) This change is found under three fundamental typos: Localized
osteoporosis, leprous osteitis and widespread destructions leading to
mutilations. Practically several combinations of those main types are
found.

{d) The localized destruction ofsomewhat roundish type, the single and
multiple cysts of Jungling’s type and the forms—these are more rare—of
Schurer-Waldhien’s type were found generally in cases with cutaneous
involvement and slight changes of nervous system.

15
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(e) The widespread osteoarticulai* destructions leading to mutilations
are seen in advanced cases.

(/) As regards the genesis of these osteoarticular changes, the author
combining radiological signs with the clinical findings states

—

1. The rarefying osteoporosis is the result of localized infection

developed through the vessels.

2. The osteoarticular changes of neurodistrophic type are the
result of the specific involvement of the nervous system and
are revealed by destruction of the bones, multiple osteoporosis
and mutilations, sometimes symmetricals.

{g) The intensity of the destructive process in the feet does not appear
to be due to merely mechanical causes but rather to specific selectivity of
the pathologic process.

{h) The quantity and extension of the osteoarticular lesions increase
in proportion to the age of the disease, being also, more frequent in the
nervous forms.

The author makes differential diagnosis of the leprous radiological
lesions from the lesions found in Raynaud’s disease, tuberculous osteitis,

syphilis, cocidiosis, sclerodactylia, sclerodermia, Bosnier-Boek’s disease,

lupils pemiccus, syringomyelia, tabes €«id certain forms of osteolyse.

Pathology, Microbiology and Parasitology

13. WeiTs disease.

A. K. Sen and A. K. Hazra, Calcutta.

1 . Historical

—

(a) Clinical Symptom Complex, (b) Identification of the causativ^e

micro-organism—its position in bacterial world, (c) In
India—(i) Clinical, (ii) Isolation of the causative organism.

2. Bacteriological study

—

(a) Media and culture. (6) Peculiarities.

3. Selection of ‘Strains’ for purposes of production of specific anti-sera.

4. Anti-sera

—

(a) BUstorical. (b) Special reference to our anti-sera.

5. Standardization.

6. Clinical use

—

(a) Curative, (b) Prophylactic.

7. Short survey of methods of diagnosis of Weil’s disease

—

(a) Cultural, (b) Serological, (c) Experimental, (d) Difficulties

of early diagnosis.

8. Conclusion

—

(a) General, (b) Clinical Survey, (c) Epidemiological, (d) Vaccine
prophylaxis.

14. A simple serological test for hepatic cirrhosis.

M. Narayana Pai, Guindy (Madras).

This test, known as the Takata-Ara Reaction, has been done on 51

oases of hepatic cirrhosis in South India. It was found positive in 47
oases and negative in 4. In other cases of hepatic insufficiency, such as

I5B
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acute yellow atrophy, chronic venous congestion of the Uver and infantile

biliary cirrhosis, the test was positive. In a series of 65 control cases it

was found uniformly negative except when hepatic insufficiency was
co-existent.

15. The t6]( of chronic dysentery in the etiology of portal

cin-hosis in South India.

M. Nabayana Pai, Gumdy (Madras).

One hiindred and ninetv-ibur oases ofportal cirrhosis were investigated

in the Baja Mirasdar Hospital, Tanjoro, during three years, 1936 to 1937.

Sixty.four of these cases gave a definite history ofdysentery prior to onset of

ascites. Eleven cases denied a history of dysentery. In the remaining 119
cases, there was no definite record of the presence or absence of a history

of dysentery in the clinical notes.

Fortj^-three cases of portal cirrhosis, from various hospitals in the city

of ]Vi.adras and in the mofussil, were serologically examined for agglutination

against B. Flexner and B. Shiga. Blood sera or ascitic fluids of 21 cases

agglutinated B. Flexner in a titre of 1 in 26 to 1 in 200. Sera of 8 cases

agglutinated B. Shiga in a titre of 1 in 25 to 1 in 200. Sera of 21
cases did not agglutinate either organism.

In a series of 22 control cases, the serum of only one oaseagglut) lated B.
Flexner in a titre of 1 in 50. Sera of the other 21 cases did not agglutinate

either B. Flexner or B. Shiga.

16. Pulmonary oedema in cholera.

D. N. Banerjbb, Calcutta.

Pulmonary oedema is one of the most dangerous and frequent
complications of cholera, being responsible for a large number of deaths.
In spite of gross renal failure in cholera no oedema in any part of the
body ever takes place either during the course of the disease or during
convalescence. Oedema of the lung is the only exception and that
invariably takes pl ’ce during the active stage of the disease. It is

generally associated with vasomotor failure. In a series of 25 cases of
cholera showing oedema of lungs clinically, 22 cases showed marked involve-
ment of the air spaces being filled up with eosinophilic homogeneous
albuminoid material containing few cells. Red blood cells are the only
types of cells found. All the blood vessels, especially the alveolar capil-

laries, are greatly engorged. The pathogenesis of this condition is discussed
in which particular stress has been given on the condition of shock, vaso-
motor failure and increased permeability of the vessels. A note of warmng
is given regarding the treatment of this condition particularly in the
use of adrenalin, hypertonic glucose and calcium liloride.

17. Mechanism of renal failure in cholera.

D. N. Banbbjee, Calcutta.

Renal failure and the vasomotor failure are the two most important
problems in cholera. In fact, these are the chief rsauses of death in the
cholera hospital in the present day as no case is allowed to die of loss of
fluid. Oliguria from the beginning progressing to anuria witli progressive
increase in urea, N.P.N. and other metabolites in the blood ultimately
leading to death from symptoms of uraemia forms the usual picture. It

has been repeatedly shown by us that the structural changes in the
glomerulus and the tubules are characteristically insignificant while
the renal vascular changes contribute by themselves a great abnormality
in the renal function. The capillary reaction in the kidney forms a
part of the general vascular reaction of the whole body.
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The mechanism of renal failure in cholera is shown to be in the form
of a vicious cycle with cholera toxin leading to increased permeability
of the capillaries—atony of the capillaries—loss of fluid resulting in

haemoconcentration and hypochloraemia—reduced effective blood volume
resulting in capillary stasis, fall ofblood pressure, retention of metabolites

—

tissue anoxia—atony of the capillaries start.ing the vicious cycle anew.
The renal failure in cholera is thus extrarenal in nature.

18. The scope and need for paleopathology in India.

D. V. S. Reddy, Vizagapatam.

Paleopathology is the term introduced by Ruffer to describe ancient
evidences of disease. The range of geological and prehistoric periods
for which our only means of understanding the types of diseases of those
times is paleopathology.

Materials and methods of study. Cultural and practical uses of the
study.

Emowledge and co-operation of a variety of professions and experts
required. The geologist, the paleontologist, the anthropologist, the
archaeologist and the medical man have all their different roles to play.

Review of the important studies on the injuries and diseases of
‘fossil men’. Surgery of the paleolithki and neolithic races. Data
collected by the study of the human remains of the ancient civilizations

particularly those from Egypt. A list of diseases of ancient Egyptians.
No convincing proof of the existence of syphilis, tuberculosis and rickets.

Surgery among ancient Egyptians. Diseases of ancient Iranians.

Researches on the diseases of ancient Peruvians and of the pre-Columbian
North American Indians. Trephining was a common surgical procedure
among ancient Peruvians. Evidences from skull bones indicate the
existence of syphilis in pre-Columbian America.

Indian civilization, as revealed in recent excavations, stretches back
to third or fourth millennium B.C. and is coeval with, if not anterior to,

the Egyptian and the Sumerian civilizations. Our only sources for the
study of history of medicine in prehistoric India have been the Vedas
about whose date of composition there is wide divergence of opinion.

The ever-increasing number of archaeological finds from various localities,

in India require to be studied more carefully. They may throw now
light on the injuries and diseases as well as the beliefs and practices of
the inhabitants of the Indus valley and other ancient sites.

A tabular statement showing the site of discovery, the date of the
material according to archaeologists and the number and nature of skeletal

remains. Photographs and brief descriptions. The available data or
reports on the evidences indicating injuries and diseases in the disposition,

gross appearance and in the skeletal finds are very scattered and scanty.
No attempts seem to have been made to have the human remains examined
microscopically, chemically or radiologically. It is hoped that the
archaeological department will soon make arrangements to give full

facilities for the examination of the rare and valuable finds preserved
in tl;^e various museums in Didia.

1 9. Some anomalies of Widal reaction and the value of different
laboratory investigations in the diagnosis of enteric

fevers.

PiTBNENDu Kumar Chatterjeb, Calcutta.

In a large percentage of cases treated at the Calcutta Medical College
Hospitals, the Widal reaction was negative even on repeated examinations.
Diagnosis in these cases was confirmed by positive blood or stool cultures
in some cases, in others only on clinical grounds.
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In another larger gronp of cases agglutination to H antigen was only
positive, that to O remaining negative even on repeated examinations.
Diagnosis in these were confirmed by positive blood or stool cultures or
rising titre ofH agglutination and in others on clinical grounds. Similarly
in another smaP group O agglutination vas on]j»^ positive, that to H
remaining negative. In most of these oases blood cultures were positive.

Amongst ether anomalies: in one group there was a progressive
diminution 3f titre in cases in which diagnosis was confirmed by positive
blood or stool culture. In a smaller group agglutination to H or O or
both antigens of one bacillus was positive, blood culture showing another
bacillus.

Incidence of positive resultr of biood, stool and urine culture nt
different periods of the disease is tabulated and their value in diagnosis
discussed.

Ohanges In total and differential counts of W.B.C. are tabulated and
discussed- The paper gives an analysis of about 500 cases.

20. Chemical studios on the Aronson eulturo medium for cholera

organisms.

E. K. Narayanan, Calcutta.

Among the culture media that are being used in bacteriological work
there are some which await a chemical explanation of the part played
by their ingredients. An example is the Aronson medium in which sodium
sulphite and basic i'uchsin are ingredients whose functions do not seem
to have been elucidated. Being faced with the problem of improving
this medium with respect to these ingredients, a preliminary knowledge
of the role of those substances was found to bo necessary and results so

far obtained shovr that the production of red cholera colonies on this

medium is due to acetaldehyde which is an intermediary in the
carbohydrate metabolism of this organism. The function of the sulphite

appears therefore to be two -fold, viz.

() to reduce the dye to its colourless leucobase during the making
of the medium, and

() to act as a fixative for the aldehyde produced by the organism
when it is cultured.

The accumulating aldehyde which is most abundant nearest the colonies

acts on the colourless leucobase of the dye giving the characteristic red
colouration. The dye in this case does not seem to be a stimulant for

the bacteria as certain other dyes are supposed to be in particular oases.

A certain optimum proportion of the sulphite should be introduced
into the medimn as, for one thing sulphite inhibits the growth of the
organisms, and secondly, in large quantities, it inhibits the reproduction

of the red dye by the aldehyde.

Although it is generally believed that acetaldehyde a common
intermediary in the carbohydrate metabolism of all orga uisTOH, no direct

proof appears to have been obtained for the pathogenie bneteria. More-
over, in the culture medium of Endo, a coimterpart of I he Aronson, certain

pathogens appeal* coloured red and others colourless. Therefore, it would
seem as though aldehyde production need not be the common intermediary
for all bacteria. Work on these lines is in progress.

Based on tho aldehyde view, an explanation of the use of the sodium
sulphite in tho Wilson Blair medium for cholera also suggests itself.

Sodium sulphite combines with the aldehyde, its conversion into acid is

retarded and as a result the pH of the medium as a whole remains more
or less stationary. The maintenance of an alkaline pH, it is well known,
is the basis of the differential isolation of cholera from a mixed faecal

culture.
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21. Standardization of gradacol membranes.

E. K. Narayanan, Calcutta.

The average pore diameter (a.p.d.) of a gradacol membrane is deter-

mined with the help of the viscosity equation of Peuselli by making
observations of the rate of flow of water, the water content and the
thickness of the membrane in question. While determining the rate of
flow of water for membranes, according to the simplified device (Bauer
and Hughes, Am. J. Physiol.

^

Vol. 18. 934-35) of a burette connected to a
cell of two well-ground bottle necks pressed into contact with the membrane
in between, it was found that the time taken for the same volume of water
to fall from the zero level of the burette, every time in successive experi-

ments, was not constant but went on increasing as the number of times
the experiment was repeated. The water was free from all particles

removable by ordinary filter paper and still this discrepancy was met
with; however, by filtering the water through a membrane of the same
porosity as that under study concordant results were obtained. This
essential precaution in standardizing gradacol membranes has not been
mentioned in any previous publications.

22. Sedimentation rate of red blood cells in epidemic dropsy.

C. L. Pasricha, and K. S. Malik, Calcutta.

(Epidemic Dropsy ^Enquiry^ Indian Research Fund Association.)

The sedimentation rate of red blood cells, the (^ell volume and the
haemoglobin content have been estimated in o series of 74 cases of the
natural disease and in eight persons in whom symptoms resemt ling those of
epidemic dropsy were produced following the intake of mustard oil con-
taining argeraone oil.

The sedimentation rate of red blood cells is increased in epidemic
dropsy and this test is useful in ascertaining the diagnosis and prognosis.
There was not a single case of established epidemic dropsy in which the
sedimentation rate was not increased. As a rule the lower the rate, the
severer the disease and the worse the prognosis.

In an outbreak of epidemic dropsy in a closed community evidence
was obtained suggesting that the increase in sedimentation rate occurs
even before the development of the clinical disease. This simple test

which can be readily carried out in routine clinical examination is capable
of revealing tissue damage long before the development of symptoms.
This test would be a valuable one in epidemiological studies.

Fibrin-nitrogen content was established in a series of 20 cases of
epidemic dropsy. The results suggest that the sedimentation rate, the
cell volume and the fibrin content are inter-related. An increase of
fibrin leads to an increase in the sedimentation rate, provided the cell

volume is constant. An increase of cell volume decreases the sedimenta-
tion rate, provided the fibrin content is constant.

23. Residual infectivity of lymph nodes in tuberculosis.

S. R. Guha-Thakubta, Calcutta.

(Tuberculosis Enquiry, Indian Research Fund Association,)

For the endogenous re -infeetion in adult tuberculosis the offending
organism of the first infection must persist in the viable stage in the
primary parenchymal or glandular focus for subsequent dissemination
imder unfavourable conditions. The present investigation was under-
taken to find out the incidence of infective viable bacilli in the lymph
nodes—cervical, traoheo-bronchial and mesenteric of apparently healthy
individuals who died of accidental injury or diseases other than tuber-
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oulosis. The materials were obtained from 140 post-mortem cases of which
67 cases showed some iesion cither definite or suggestive of tuberculosis.
Twenty-seven or 47% of the oases with lesion and 20 or 24% of ‘no
lesion’ group showed viable bacilli in one or more of the lymph nodes.
Thus living bacilli could be demonstrated in the lymph nodes of
apparently healthy individuals in 33-5%—a high percentage showing the
possibility of ondogenoiis dissemination at any moment of life favourable
for its spread.

«

24.

Further studies on the Pityrosporon of Tinea versicolor

and Pityriasis capitis. A new oil medium for enhanoe-
mont of the growth of the organism.

G. Panja, Calcutta.

Tlie new medium for enhancement of the growth of the Pityrosporon
c3onsist8 of an ordinary nutrient agar or dextrose agar on which a fixed
oil such as ooooanut or olive oil has been added. Fine pin point colonies

of the organism assume the colony size of an ordinary yeast in 24 to 48
hours. Such a luxuriant growth is most suitable for the study of mor-
phological variations, biochemical reactions of the fungus and immuno-
logical exporimonts that have been carried out. The medium does not
enhance the growth of any other organism or yeasts. Volatile oils do
not stimulate the growth ; on the contrary, they inhibit it. A precipitating

antigen has been obtained by boiling the organism in distilled water for

3 to 4 hours. A therapeutic advance has been made based on this new
culture medium.

The organism is nontoxic to lalx>ratory animals.

Some clinical features of the diseases caused by the Pityrosporon
have been studied.

A discussion on the rdle of the Pityrosporon in the etiology of Tinea
versicolor. Pityriasis capitis and Seborrhoeic dermatitis.

Pharmacology and Therapeutics

25. The effect of administration of large doses of vitamin C
in haemoptysis in pulmonary tuberculosis.

S. K. Roy and M. N. Rudra, Patna.

The effect of administration of large doses (100 to 200 mgs.) of

vitamin G by intravenous injection to haemoptysis cases in pulmonary
tuberculosis has been studied. 50% of the patients given vitamin C
show considerable improvement as compared to cr^ntrols in similar circum-

stances. The course of haemoptysis may be modified to some extent,

but no decided action has been apparent.

26. Activity of sulphamethyl thiazole against |>neumococcu8

infection.

A. N. Bose, S. J. Das-Gupta and U. P. Basu, Calcutta.

In continuation of a previous work (De and Baau, Ind, Jour, Med,
Res.y 1938, 26, 537), certain thiazole derivatives of sulphanilamide have
been prepared. The present work deals with the activity of 2-sulph-

anilamido-4-methyl thiazole against pneumococcus type I infection in

mice.
By oral administration of the above compound in 2 per cent gum

tragacanth suspension as well as by injecting the same subcutaneously
to mice of average weight 22-26 g. a definite protective action is being
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noticed. By a comparative therapeutic activity this product is being
found to be as active as sulphapyridine (cf. Litchfield, White and Marshal,
Jour. Pharm. Exp. Therap., 1940, 69, 166). The drug is being well-

tolerated by the animals and no untoward symptoms have yet been noticed.

Further work regarding its chronic toxicity and effect on body tissues and
organs is in progress.27.

Vitamin and its therapy.

N. K. Basu, Calcutta.

Some new clinical uses of vitamins are described in the paper,

particularly the use of vitamin Bj and B2 combined together for the
cases of leprosy, vitamin C in vomiting of typhoid and pregnancy,
vitamin D in various skin diseases and vitamin E in uterine diseases.

Failure of vitamin therapy is due to (1) that deficiency diseases are

allowed to advance to such an extent that at that stage vitamins can
exert very little influence, for experiments on lower animals have shown
that up to certain stages in the pathological changes of the systems,
vitamins can prove effective, and vitamins have very little direct action
on the infective organisms but these act indirectly by raising tissue-

resistance; (2) we cannot select proper type and dose of vitamin for

treatment
; (3) rapid deterioration of the strength of vitamin preparations

;

(4) sunlight plays a yery important part in the absorption of vitamins,
particularly with A and C our body requires simlight for absorption and
action in the system ; (6) some pecifliar antagonism in physiological action

between fat-soluble and water-soluble groups of vitamins has been very
frequently noticed in our patients, hence it is advisable that these two
groups of vitamins would be better prescribed on alternate dates. For
normal persons, fresh articles of food are no doubt the best sources of
vitamins; but for diseased persons where big doses of vitamins are

essential, there can be no alternative for vitamin therapy.

28.

Present status of our knowledge of the indigenous medicinal

plants of Travancore.

N. K. B. Kubupp, Kayamgulam (Travancore).

The object of this paper is to give an idea of the present status of our
knowledge of the indigenous medicinal plants of Travancore. The
various difficulties that confront the ‘medicine collector’ and the physician
ore described in detail. The number of species of medicinal plants
representing 124 families—under which the several known medicinal
plants could be grouped—are clearly shown in the table.

29.

Effect of sulfanUamide group of drugs on blood.

(Miss) S. Chaudhuri, New Delhi.

The effects on hemopoeietic system of therapeutic doses of (1)
Prontosil soluble, (2) Prontosil album (sulfanilamide), and (3) M and B
693 (sulfapyridine) were studied on monkeys (Silenus rhesus), kept
under controlled conditions with regard to diet, etc., in the laboratory,
Prontosil soluble was administered by the intramuscular route, and
sulfanilamide and sulfapyridine were both given orally through stomach
tube.
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All the preparations tested produced a definite and progressive anaemia
in the animals. Diminution of the amount of hemoglobin and fall of

erythrocyte count was lound to begin in 24 to 72 hours after the com-
mencement of the administration of the drug and reached a maximum
in 7 to 10 da3\s. Mean cell volume of erythrocytes and percentage of

circulation reticulocytes were increased and immature red cells were
found in tho circulating blood of animals treated with prontosil by injection.

Total W.B.O. wore decreased under prontosil soluble and sulfa

-

pyridine administration. •

A study of the concentration of sulfanilamide in the circulating blood

was also made and it was found that the maximum concentration was
reached in half an hour when the drug is injected and one and a half

hours after when the drugs were orally administered. The absorption of

sulfapyridii 0 was definite!}^ slower than tliat of sulfanilamide.

Nutrition and Biochemistry

30. Further observations on the biochemistry of cholera.

Hbmendranath Chatterjeb and Surath Mohan Ghosh,
Calcutta.

(1) A high phenol content of blood was observed in all cases of

cholera before administration of saline and in 70% of cases of cholera

after the administration of saline transfusion.

(2) The specific gravity of blood comes down to normal with the

transfusion but the u'crease of phenol persisted in many cases.

(3) Early and comparatively mild cases of cholera receiving prompt
treatment showed a rapid return to normal specific gravity and phenol

content of blood.

(4) There was a diminished reserve alkalinity of the blood. This

persisted even after the specific gravity and phenol content of blood

became normal.

(6) The clinical improvement runs parallel with the improvement of

the blood chemistry,

31. An observation on the phenol content (free, conjugate and

total) of blood in normal Indians.

Hemendranath Chattbrjbe and Jamini Kanta Sarkar,

Calcutta.

On estimation of phenols (free, conjugate and total) of bleed in

normal Indians, the following average results were* obtained (Tbeis and

Benedict method):
Free phenol—2*24 mgm. per cent.

Conjugate phenol—'0-39 mgm. per cent.

Total phenol—2-63 mgm. per cent.

32. The estimation of nicotinic acid content oi foodstuffs by

an adsorption method.

K. V. Giri and B. Nagana, Vizagapatam.

An adsorption method for the estimation of nicotinic acid content of

yeast, animal tissues and other foodstuffs is described. Nicotinic acid

is quantitatively adsorbed by medicinal charcoal. By eluting the charcoal

adsorbate with hot alcohol-sodium hydroxide solution, an ehiate is

obtained that contains the vitamin. The charcoal adsorption and elution

method is applied to a number of foodstuffs and animal tissues and added

nicotinic acid is quantitatively recovered from them by such treatment.
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33. Investigations on the biochemistry of leprosy.

C. S. Venkatasubrahmanyan and K. V. Giri,

Vizagapatam,

In view of the recent findings by several workers on the importance
of nutrition in relation to the etiology of leprosy, an experimental enquiry
on the biochemical changes in the blood in leprosy has been undertaken.
Investigations on the changes ,m calcium, phosphorus and phosphatase
of serum in 21 cases of leprosy, have shown that the values were usually
within normal limits. The calcium content of the blood varied from
8-7 to 12*3. The inorganic phosphorus values were 2*52 to 6*4, and the
phosphatase values varied from 0*41 to 3*1 Bodansky units. Although
the values obtained for total proteins were within normal limits, the
albumin -globulin ratio was altered in almost all the cases (13) investigated.

The values for total proteins varied from 5-2-7 *4; the average being
6*0. In all the cases there was an excess of globulin over albumin fraction.

34. The state of vitamin C nutrition in pulmonary tuberculosis.

S. K. Roy and M. N. Rudra, Patna.

The state of vitamin G nutrition in 60 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis
patients (males and females) has been studied. They show a state of
considerable vitamin 0 subnutrition. Administration of 250 mgs. of
vitamin G by mouth show that vitamin G in natural form (sun dried Emblica
officinalis pulp) has a comparatively better effect than synthetic vitamin G
(Redoxon ‘Roche’) in bringing pulmonary tuberculosis patients to state

of saturation with vitamin G. This better effect by natural vitamin C
is ascribed to the probable presence of vitamin P in Emblica officinalis.

35. On iron and copper metabolism.

K. P. Basu and B. Gupta, Dacca.

Typical rice or whole wheat (atta) diets contain sufficient iron for the
maintenance of positive balance in normal adults.

Galciura was supplemented to the basal diet in the form of Ga-lactate,

gluconate, lime, milk and calcium from three vegetables, viz. amaranth,
ladies’ finger and drumstick, which are known to be very rich sources of
calcium. In most cjases, extra ingestion of calcium was accompanied by
more excretion of iron in the faeces. Milk calcium did not show this
antagonistic effect to any appreciable extent.

Our experiments with three normal subjects taking large doses of
iron every day, show that the body has a considerable storage capacity
for iron. At physiological levels of intake, iron excreted with the faeces
is nearly equal to the amount in the food, but with large intakes of iron,

a considerable portion of the ingested iron is always retained.
The daily copper requirement of an adult appears to lie between

2-3 mg. Typical Indian dietaries always supply the requisite amount and
in none of the experiments was any of the experimental subjects in negative
copper balance. The effect of achninistration of extra amount of calcium
almost always resulted in increased excretion of copper.

36. Assessment of vitamin A deficiency of Bengalis by a
simplified method.

N. M. Basu and N. K. Db, Calcutta.

{Indian Research Fund Association,)

A simple niethod of assessment of vitamin A deficiency by the
determination of the final light threshold value during dark adaptation
was evolved in the laboratory. This method was applied in assessing
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vitair»m A deficiency fimongst 361 school students o^ different economic
status, 161 employees of moderate income and 171 patients with eye
lesions. The students and employees were apparently of good health.

It was noticed that nearly 77% of school students had a high reserve of
vitamin A in their body, but amongst the employees only 40% had the
same reserve. Amongst the patients, curiously enough, some showed a
good stole if vitamin A. On daily administration of 10,000 I.U. of
vitamin \ to some of these patients for a month or more, symptoms, such
as phrynodenna, xerosis, kerato-malacia,*and night-blindness, were either
completely cured or very distinctly ameliorated, but no change took place
either in I3itot*s spots or pigmentation of the conjunctiva.

In ascertaining the perception of final threshold values of light during
dark adaptation of students and employees, it was noticed that a large
majority of students showed a value corro^’p* ndiiig to 0*0051 milli-foot-

candlo and similarly a large proportion of einpk)yees showed a value
equivalent to 0*0114 rnilli-foot-candle. Accordingly, these values are

considered to be normal for students and adults respectively. Subjects
showing values lower than these standards are taken to be deficient.

37. Determination of optimal and normal requirements of
vitamin A by adults.

N. M. Basu and N. K. Di:, Calcutta.

{Indian Research Fund. Association.)

Itesearchos by hosts of workers have established the relationship

between visual purple in rods aod increase in the sensitivity of retina

(i.e. its power of light perception) in the dark and also the relationship

between the supply of vitamin A to the retina and the regeneration of
visual purple in the dark. Accordingly, the vitamin A reserve in the
body, upon which the vitamin A supply to the retina depends, is assessed

by ascertaining the light perception value during dark adaptation.
In consideration of thOvSe facts the maximum light perception values

of persons after they are saturated with vitamin A by prolonged intake of
10,000 I.U. of vitamin A daily, are determined. It was noticed that this

value is the same, viz. 0*0023 miUi-foot-candle in the cases of all saturated
persons and that after the attainment of this value, a steady state is

reached, for it cannot be increased by further administration of larger

doses of vitamin A. It was argued that the minimum intake of vitamin A
which would maintain this value of the power of light perception in tlu^

dark is the optimum requirement of a person. It is found in this way by
experiments with different persons that 6,000 I.U. of vitamin A per diem
is the optimum requirement. By similar expe riments with tlifferent

persons it is found that the intake of 4,000 I.T'. of vitamin A per day is

necessary for maintaining the dark adaptation value at 0*0051 rnilli-foot-

candle, which has been taken to be the normal value for children and
the intake of 3,000 I.U. of vitamin A pru' day is necessary for the dark
adaptation value at 0*0114 rnilli-foot-candle which has ]»een taken to be
the normal value for adults. Thus the normal reqniroments of vitamin A
for children and adults are 4,000 I.U, and 3,000 I U. per day.

Different diet charts which would provide daily 5,000 I.tl., 4,000 I.U,

and 3,000 I.U. of vitamin A have been constnif^ted.

38. Dastruotion of insulin in blood.

N. K. lYBNGAB, Calcutta.

Insulin when injected into normal or diabetic subjects appears to

work only for a limited time. There is therefore apparently a mechanism
for the destruction of the hormone in blood during circulation or for its
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removal from the body. Previous workers have obtained evidence that
the neutralizing principle is an enzyme, possibly trypsin, which is inactive
in acid solution.

A comprehensive study of the proteolytic enzymes in the various
fractions of blood has been made to throw light on the above problem.
A comparative study of the red cells, plasma and platelets show that the
platelets possess the highest proteolytic activity. The determination of
the optimum pH for activity of the enzyme shows that it is tryptic in

nature. The dried platelets wer6 found to be most active in destroying
insulin. The digestion of insulin protein and the corresponding destmc-
tion of the potency of insulin by a buffer extract of dried platelets, has
been followed.

Thrombin has no inactivating power on insulin. The evidence for

the possibility of the platelets being responsible for the physiological
destruction in the circulation, has been discussed.

39. Serum phosphatase in experimental liver damage.

K. B. Sehra and B. Mtjkerji, Calcutta.

The. blood serum phosphatase values have been studied in a series of
days in which experimental liver damage and biliary obstruction were
artificially induced, the former by the gradual oral adrnuustration of
hepatoxic doses of carbon tetrachloride and the latter by ligating the
common bile duct through a laparotomy wound in anaesthetized animals.
It has been fo\md that in practically all cases with primary damage of
the liver there is a sharp rise in the serum phosphatase values. In hepato-
cellular damage by carbon tetrachloride, the values are found to vary
from 16 to 20 Bodansky units or sometimes even less. In biliary obstruc-
tion, the values are usually higher than 25 Bodansky units, the maximum
value recorded being 1 10 miits.

High phosphatase values (30 Bodansky iinits or above) may usually
be taken as indicative of obstruction in the biliary system. From the
phosphatase level of blood serum, liver damage with or without obstruction
in the biliary system may be easily diagnosed even before appreciable
signs of jaiuidice supervene. The significance of the findings is discussed
in relation to jaundice and similar clinical conditions.

40. Urinary excretion of nicotinic acid in pellagrins.

K. V. Giri and B. Naganna, Vizagapatam.

Harris and Raymond method (Biochem, J., 1939, 33, 2037) for the
estimation of nicotinic acid content of urine has been modified to suit

the ordinary colorimeter. With this method the urinary excretion of
nicotinic acid plus nicotinamide expressed as nicotinic acid was determined.
It was found that the nicotinic acid content of the urine of pellagrins was
practically nil, and increases somewhat when the patient is put on hospital

diet composed of milk and bread. Administration of 50 ing. of nicotinic

acid daily raised the nicotinic acid content to normal value within three
or four days, when all the typical symptoms of pellagra disappeared. The
results indicate that the estimation of the nicotinic acid content of urine
affords a valuable and probably an earlier diagnosis of pellagra.

41 . Investigations into the epidemiology of epidemic dropsy

—

isolation of active substances from toxic oils.

S. P. Mukherji, R. B. Lal, and K. B. L. Mathub, Calcutta.

{Inquiry financed by the Indian Besearch Fund Association.)

A white crystalline organic compound (reacting substance) has been
isolated from non-saponifiable fractions of samples of mustard oil
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epidemiologically associated with outbreaks of epidemic dropsy as also

from oil expressed from seeds of Argenione mexicana. This substance is

responsible for the differential, physical smd chemical tests for specifically

toxic oils. It gives alkaloidal reactions, leaves no ash on micro-incenera-
tion and melts at 188-189°C. i'he empirical formula worked out by
micro-chemical method is CigHigO^N. The specific gravity is 1*42 at 30®C.
This compoimd cannot be obtained or can only be obtained in minute
quantities ^rom mixtures of mustard oil and argemone oil which have
become non-reactive to the differentia* tests through treatment with
appropriate phytii(3al and chemical reagents.

A similar free base has also been obtained from ethereal solution of
argemone oil by passing ilCl-gas aud washing the light yellow deposit
with water or dilute liquoi ammonia. It has been purified by repeated
recrystalKzation with absolute alcohol tuid benzene or toluene. It molts
at 190°C. Besides reactivity to the specific tests the substance has many
properties in common with the reacting substance described above.

The biological propert ies of the substances are discussed in a separate
cc nmunicatiofi.

Anatomy and Embryology

42. Early recognition of sex in human embryos.

D. S. Dbshpande, Bombay.

The external genitals in human embryos are discernible on the
40th to 47th day and for six or seven days more the external sox characters
are indifferent. The chief characteristics by which the sex can be deter-
mined at this stage are orectness of the phallus, the length of the urethral
groove and the relations of the urethral folds to the labio-scrotal swellings.

Often these criteria are not perfectly reliable as proved by microscopical
examination of sex glands. There is always a liability to error in

diagnosing retarded males or females. But if the following characters
are taken into consideration it is always possible to determine the sex
a week earlier and that too without any possibility of error even on micro-
scopical exarainatiun . Firstly, one should consider the ano-genital distance
in the embryos. It is always greater in male than in female of the same
age. Secondly, tho genital papilla is always larger than the female papilla
of the same age. Identification of a dozen embryos by this method will

give one the master key to the earliest sex determination in human embryos.

43. On the gigantism of umbilical homia.

D. S. Dbshpande, Bombay.

Oftentimes the retraction of the mid-gut loop fails to return from the
extra-embryonic coelom and the result is the umbilical hernia. This
case is peculiarly of interest because tho whole rnid-gut loop remained
and developed outside the intra-embryonic coelom. Tlio foetus except
but gigantism of umbilical hernia was of normal tyyjo and the age deter-
mined was approximately six months. The length of the hernia from the
open umbilical orifice was 18 inches and tho approximate diameter at the
base was 4 inches, which gradually reduced to tho apex where it was only
2 inches. On dissection the foetus presented the structures just like those
of the 6th week embryo, i.e. before the rotation of the gut. The loop had a
convexity forward, and the apex protruding a shrivelled up yolk sac with
fine thread like vitello-intestinal duct. The pre-arterial and post-arterial

mesentery was well differentiated but the termination of the superior
mesenteric artery abnormally thickened. Here the abdominal parietes
form, so to say, a big U-shaped sink in which the whole development
had taken place and persisted. On close study it was found that the
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pre-arterial loop and mesentery after the first stage of rotation formed
adhesions which resulted in the non-retraction and formation of giant

umbilical hernia.

44. On the embryonic regression of palmar and plantar pads in

man.

D. S. Deshpande, Bombay.
There is a tendency for human palmer and plantar pads to undergo

regression as compared to monkeys and other lower mammals. These
pads trace their origin to the generalized mammal of insectivore type. In
the foetal condition of all these animals all the pads are well developed
having wide expanse variously conjoined with the neighbouring pads.

In the human embryos of 3 or 4 months all the areas show similar growth
marks but later on they gradually recede and get diminished in size and
their place is taken by the variety of designs, such as loops, double loops

and whorls. After examining many embryonic specimens one comes to

the conclusion that no two individuals present duplicate configurations

even in the foetal conditions and is also probable that the unlikeness holds

true even for small homologous areas.

46. A study of epiphysial union in Bengalee boys.*

S. K. Basu and G. S. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

This study is in part complementary to that in Bengalee girls by the
senior author and Dr. Sudhir Basu. It was carried on roentgenographically

on (more than one half the cases by the second author) 150 Bengalee boys.

The subjects were selected from economically stable families of higher
caste Hindus. Such children were reared on a balanced diet with a
plentiful supply of milk. Their ages were carefully verified from horoscopes
and other family records. The results arrived at differ in clironological

value from those of researches in other parts of the world,—epiphysial

union being found to be more precocious in this work. The pattern and
sequence of epiphysial union, however, remain practically the same.
Differences are also noticeable from results of previous workers in this

coimtry, who did not select their subjects from one commimity or from
those with a standard of rearing close to the scientific ideal. The present
work therefore does not represent an average of results from subjects

recruited at random but is a nearer approach to the scientific standard of
accuracy. It also tlirows open an incentive to workers in other communities
for similar investigations in order the racial, climatic and dietetic

influences, if any, on the principles guiding epiphysial union may be
established.

46. The problem of right-handedness.

A. Ananthanarayaka Ayer and V. Sitarama Rao,
Vizagapatam.

A survey of present views regarding factors responsible for the
causation of right-handedness in the majority of people (95%) is made.
The authors have made measurements of the anterior borders of the
parietal bones in fifty skulls and it is found that in 70% of skulls the
anterior border of the left parietal bone is longer than that of the right.

They also cite evidence to show that the central sulcus in the majority of

* The authors express their grateful acknowledgement for the help
rendered by the late Dr, Santosh Kumar Basu who took up the study as a
co-worker with the present authors, and who was responsible for major
portion of the work.
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brains is longer on the left side. From this they infer that the motor cortex
of the left side is more extensive and right-handedness is due to the
dominance of the left motor cortex. As regards the determining factor
causing the dominance of the left motor cortex, it is suggested that the
position of the foetus in the mother during the later months of pregnancy
might be responsible for it. The intermittent pressure on the foetal

head caused »‘y the filling and emptying of the pelvic colon and rectum
might cause hypertrophy at the site of pressure In the commonest
position L.O.A. the site where this intenhittent pressure is likely to act
corresponds to the region of the anterior border of the parietal of the
left side overlying the left motor cortex. Left-handedness will be due to a
lie of the foetus where the right motor cortex is likely to be subjected to
the intermittent pressure of uhe pelvic colon and rectum. Among animals
the beginning of right-handedness is seen in ^hu gorilla and also the com-
mencement of fixation of pelvic cdlon and rectum. Further data giving
the lie of the ^oetus along with the right- or left-handedness of the child
will substantiate or disprove the suggestion.

47. Anterior commissure of the forebrain in the hedgehog
(Erinaeceus europeua).

Y. Appajbb, Mysore.

A detailed study of the anterior commissure of this animal is made
wherein the writer has made the observation that this commissure is still

a neopallial commissure to a great extent as in the case of marsupials and
other lower vertebrates. A large part of the interbulbar or olfactory

component is made up of the neopallial fibres from the frontal cortex.

The rest of the non-olfactory cortex sends commissural fibres through the
external capsule to the anterior commissure. The writer thereby confirms
the theory of lete Prof. Sir Grafton Elliot Smith, that, as we ascend the
scale in the vertebrate series, the neopallial commissural fibres take a
new dorsal pathway in the lamina terminalis and form the corpus callosiim

and leave the anterior commissure to form the pathway for the olfactory

commissural fibres only, and that in the low mammals like insectivores,

etc., a transition st.^ge is likely to be seen where the neopallium utilizes

both the dorsal and the ventral pathways for its commissural fibres.

48. The carrying angle of the elbow in South Indians.

A. Ananthanabayana Ayer and V. Sitabama Rao,
Vizagapatam.

The cubital angle, the joint-axis angle and the carrying angle ha^^e

been measured according to standard anthropometric technique in 20 sets

of humerus and corresponding ulna of South Indian males. The mean
values are, cubital angle, 84-8°; joint-zxis angle, 81-3® and the canying
angle, 166®. The right side angles are generally larger than those of the
left side. The values for the carrying angle of South Indians agree with
the values givtn for Europeans in standard text-books of Surgery and
Anatomy.

B. VETERINARY RESEARCH

Pathology and Bacteriology

49.

Encephalo-myelitis in animals in Hyderabad State.

M, R. Mahajan, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The paper records an acute outbreak of equine encephalo-myelitis

in the District Police Lines aiid city of Hyderabad. Investigation that
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was confined to the Police Lines, recorded 21 attacks out of a total of 67,

with a loss of 12 horses. Cerebral, spinal and mixed cerebro -spinal forms
of the disease were encountered. Horses involved were 17 Australians
and 4 country-breds. Eight cases discovered in the early stage of the
attack, recovered and one remained as a hopeless case of spinal type
(Kumri). Diagnosis was established locally and this was confirmed by
the Imperial Veterinary Research Institute, Mukteswar. The existence of
‘Carriers’ was responsible for prolonging the outbreak from October
1939 to August 1940. Complications of Strongylosis and Piroplasmosis
in the horses involved (the latter perhaps a resuscitation) also required
attention. Paper also records the occurrence of some sub-acute and
chronic outbreaks of the disease in bovine and caprine animals.
‘Circling disease’ of ovines as known in Hyderabad is also now thought
to be an encephalo-myelitis, which occurs in a per-acute form, in the
rainy season, in a widespread area.

50. Experiments upon the transmission of bovine haemorrhagic
septicaemia through the agency of the flea, Ctenocephalus

:
felis.

G. K. Mehra, Mukteswar.

The only record of successful transmission of haemorrhagic septicaemia
by arthropods is that of Daubney, Hudson and Roberts (1934), who showed
that haemorrhagic septicaemia was transmissible from mouse to mouse
through the agency 6f Ctenocephalus felis.

The writer tested the possibility of the disease being conveyed from
rabbit to rabbit, through the agency of the same species of flea. It was
found that, in the absence of fleas, close contact or cohabitation of the
infooted animals with the healthy does not give rise to the disease in the
latter.

Healthy rabbits living in flea-proof cages died of haemorrhagic septi-

caemia conveyed to them by infected fleas from an adjacent cage which
contained a diseased animal.

Fleas wore collected from infected rabbits, washed repeatedly to
remove external contamination, crushed and filtered through a fine muslin.
The infectivity of the emulsion thus obtained was tested upon a healthy
rabbit with positive result.

Smears from infected fleas proved on microscopical examination to
be positive for the presence of pasteurella organisms.

The work is being continued in large animals as well.

51. On the systematic position of Rhinosporidium seeberi,

Wernicke, 1903.

S. Datta, Mukteswar.

Researches hitherto carried out upon this organism have been
concentrated upon the solution of the difficulties attending its cultivation,
and the experimental transmission of the disease. Attempts to reproduce
the disease with infective material on monkeys, rabbits, guinea-pigs,
mice and calves have invariably yielded negative results. Workers have
failed to cultivate the organism, except in one or two doubtful instances.

The writer has been successful in cultivating the organism from human
material received from Poona and Madras. In the course of this work
indications have been obtained suggestive of the possibility that R. seeheri

represents a developmental stage of a fungus belonging to the group of
Aspergilli, the most important of these indications being the production
of characteristic Rhinosporidium ‘sporangium* on the mycelia. The
infectivity of the cultures has been tested on both large and small animals
with encouraging result.
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62. Experimental a.temptR to induce Coryneibacterium equi

to produce a toxin.

V. R. Rajagopalan, Mukteswar.

Several attempts were made to induce Corynebacterium equi to produce
a toxin in f rti^icial media. The conditions so far provided do not appear
to be conducive to toxin production in-vitro.

Entomology and Parasitology

53. A new species of Sub^ilura, S, minetti, n.sp. (Nematoda)
from an Indian fowl.

G. D. Bhaleeao, Izatnagar.

This new species occurs in the intestine of the host and has a distinct
cKSOphageal bulb, 10 pairs of caudal papillse, fusiform pre-anal sucker
measuring 0*182-0*277 mm., equal spicules l-086-l*19 mm, long, guber-
naculum 0* 169-0-223 mm. long. The vulva is situated on a small
prominence, between the anterior two- to throe-sevenths of body.
The ovijector is characteristic. The eggs measure 0-066-0*095x0‘03^
0-062 mm.

64. On some tricliostrongyles of domestic ruminants in India.

G. D. Bhalerao, Izatnagar.

Trichostrongylus oolubriformis has been recorded from goats and sheep
at Mukteswar, Poona and Lahore. Some modifications of the branching
of the dorsal ray are noted. T. extenuatua has been recorded for the first

time in India, from the abomasum of goats at Mukteswar. In addition
to the typical forms of this species, a few males were obtained in which
the dorsal ray bifurcates at its posterior third, T. probulurus has been
recorded from the abomasum and small intestine of sheep and goats at
Lahore. Cooperia pectinata has been recorded from the abomasum of
cattle and the intest'nes of goats at Mukteswar. Daubney’s observations
on the spicules in this species are confirmed. C. punctata has been recorded
from the intestines of cattle and a goat at Mukteswar. The specimens of
this species at the disposal of the writer were considerably larger than
those previously described. The internal organs, however, fall within the
range of variations previously recorded. Oatertagia ostertagi has been
recorded from the abomasum of cattle at Mukteswar and many deviations
from the forms previously described are noticed. The validity of
Marshallagia orientalis is re-stated. CameloatrongyluM rnentulata has been
recorded from sheep and goats for the first time. Hcamonchua longiatipea

has been recorded jfrom sheep for the first time.

In all cases, observations are recorded on all important parts of
anatomy.

55. Records of the occurrence of warble-flies {Hypoderma
lineatum De Villers and Hypoderma crossii Patton) in

Sind.

B. N. SoNi, Mukteswar and H. S. Bawa, Karachi.

A warble-fly survey of Sind was undertaken by the writers during the
winter of 1939-40. A widespread occurrence of H. lineatum among cattle

and of H. croaaii among goats was recorded in certain districts. H. croasii

infestation was most common in the districts adjacent to Baluchistan,
but maritime areas were practically free of infestation. A map showing
the geographical distribution of the two species of warble-flies in Sind is

included in the article.

i6 •
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56. Abnormal development of malarial oocysts in m osquitoes.

B. C. Basu, Mukteswar.

Mosquitoes referred to in this note were laboratory bred Anopheles
stephensif fed on gametocyte-carriers of Indian strain of human malaria
and an abnormal development of a proportion of the oocysts was noted in

the serial sections of the mosquitoes.

(i) In some of the fed mosquitoes (especially in malignant tertian
infections) oocysts packed with sporozoites were found
developing towards the lumen of the midgut. Such oocysts
apparently rupture into the gut and the sporozoites liberated
cannot have any chance to invade the salivary glands, and
as such, the mosquitoes concerned could not be infective.

Thus an infected mosquito is very different from an infective

mosquito.
(ii) In some mosquitoes (with quartan and malignant tertian

infections), pigmentary degeneration of the oocysts occurs,

thus producing the ‘ black spore ’ of Ross—the pigment being
derived from the parasite and not from the mosquito tissue.

(iii) In a few mosquitoes (with benign tertian infection) an
appearance was noted, as if the whole protoplasmic contents
of oocysts had divided into two equal masses—the appearance
rather recalling that which occurs in oocysts of the Isospora
coccidia. It is probable that in such cases two zygotes
settle down so close together that they form a common
cyst.

The work was conducted at the Calcutta School of Tropical Medicine
with a grant from the Indian Research Fund Association.

67. Free-living stages in the life-history of Mecistocirrus

digitatus, a nematode causing parasitic gastritis in cattle.

P. B. Kuppuswamy, Izatnagar.

The eggs when laid by the female are in the morula stage. A full

grown embryo is developed after 12 to 20 hours. The embryos hatch
out of the eggs from 29-48 hours after they are laid.

In the life-cycle of this parasite three distinct stages are noticed during
the pre-parasitic life. The first and the second stage and a part of the
third stage are completed outside the body of the host.

The first stage, in which the larva is rhabditiform, lasts for 2-4 days,
depending upon the circumstances. During this period the larva becomes
ensheathed. Two sub-stages, an active sub-stage followed by a lethargic
sub-stage, are noticed.

The second stage commences after the first ecdysis. This stage lasts

for 2-5 days. During this period the larva again becomes ensheathed.
A few changes take place during this stage. Two sub-stages are noticed
in the second stage also.

The tliird or the infective stage commences soon after the second
ensheathing. The infective larvae were kept alive in cultures for a
period of two months. No ecdysis was observed even after such a long
period. No further progress of the larvae was noticed in cultures.

An appearance of a thin cord-like attachment between the head of
the advanced ensheathed first stage larva and the anterior portion of the
sheath was noted. The presence of two small dark brown circular bodies
at the anterior end of the oesophagus of the third stage larva was a constant
feature.

A detailed account of the anatomy and biology of each stage is

given.

i6b
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Nutrition and Biochemistry

58. The stability of carotene in pasture grasses.

P. A. Seshan ard K. C. Sen, Izatnagar.

Ill a previous paper from this laboratory (Sen and Seshan, Indian
Journal Veterinary Science and Animal Husbandry

^

1988, 8, 169), a
review of tho problem of vitamin A deficiency in farm animals was made
and it was concluded that so far as India was concerned the only practicable
way of meeting the vitamin deficiency was by introducing green feed as
a regular component of the diet of these animals. It is a well-known fact
that green plants contain only carotene and no preformed vitamin A as
such. Heace the vitamin A supply of farm unimals is determined by the
sufiiciency or otherwise of the amount of carotene ingested tlu’ough the
feed. The carotene content of pasture grasses thus acquires a high
significance in the nutrition of farm animals. Several factors seem to
affvjct the carotene content of grasses and hence a detailed study of the
stability of carotene under various conditions has been initiated in this

laboratory. This paper presents tho results of a study of the effect of
heat on the stability of carotene.

Experiments show that heat by itself is not able to destroy carotene
when grasses are dried by heating. Wlien a fresh sample of Dub grass or
Elephant grass is heated at 100®C. for a couple of hours in vacuo, no loss of
carotene is observed. Samples of grass after heating in an autoclave for

one hour, show no additional losses when heated in vacuo at 100°0. for

another two hoiul.

In the presence of air, a similar heating at ]00°C., however, causes
significant losses, namely about 40 per cent in two hours and 90 per cent

in 24 hours. Autoclaving for 1 hour under 2 atmospheres pressure shows
a destruction of 20 to 30 per cent of the carotene in fresh samples. When
autoclaved samples and vacuum dried samples are further heated in a
hot air oven at lOC^C., there are distinct losses. These experiments show
conclusively that atmospheric oxygen plays a definite r61e in the destruction

of carotene.

Further investigations are in progress with reference to the parts
played by sunlight and enzyme action in the destruction of carotene, on
drying grasses.

In connection with this study, a method of carotene estimation has
been developed in this laboratory. The modifications introduced appear
to give more quantitative and consistent results.
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Agricultural Meteorology

I

.

The direct utilization of solar enei gy.

L. A. Ramdas, Poona.

The paper discusses the possibilities of utilizing solar energy directly
hjr given practical purposes. The available data on the intensity and
dui’ation of sunshine in India are summarized. Over the greater part of
India the hours of bright sunshine exceed 60% of the possible hours from
January to May and again from October to December.

Simple calculation shows that about 10 sq. metres of receiving surface
may be required for developing one horse power out of incident solar
radiation after allowing for losses. The attempts of different scientists
to harness sunshine to drive mechanical engines are next described.
Abott’s solar cookei and other possible applications are briefly dealt
with and attention drawn to the great scope for further investigations on
the utilization of solar energy.

2.

Seasonal variation of soil moisture in relation to rainfall.

L. A. Ramdas, A. K. Mallik, and K. M. Gadrb, Poona,

Weekly determinations of soil moisture from the surface to a depth
of 18 in. are being made from a bare plot in the Central Agricultural
Meteorological Observatory, Poona, for the last five years. The simple
method of taking samples with a soil auger and desiccating these to
dryness at 100°C. was used for the actual determination of the percentage
of water in the soil. Results presented show that there is a rapid fluctuti-
tion of moisture near the surface of the soil during the rainy months but
later during the clear season (November-April) a steady state is reached
when the surface soil contains only hygroscopic moisture. Once this
stage is reached there is not much variation in tlie moisture content of
the soil from day to day as the surface regains by absorption at night
what is lost by evaporation during the day. The protective; influence of a
top layer of dry soil on the moist layers underneath tlius finds an
explanation.

3.

Frequency of high temperatures in India.

L. A. Ramdas and P, V, Pimpalwadkar, Poona.
The frequencies of maximum temperatures higher than 90°, 96°, 100°,

106°, 110°, 116° and 120°F. have been computed for 60 selected stations for
a period of 10 years (1920—29) for the different months of the year. From
these the mean frequencies have been calculated. Maps of India showing
the distribution of the areas with frequencies >100°, >106°, >110° and
>116°F. have been prepared. These charts show clearly how the areas
of high maximum temperatures develop and move dming the course of

( 245 )
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the year. As plants have to experience these variations of temperature,
the farmer is as much concerned with heat waves as with cold spells.

4. Effect of surface colour on the loss of water by evaporation
from columns of black cotton soil resting on a water
table.

A. K. Mallik, Poona.

Samples of Poona soil were exposed in triplicate in soil evaporimeters
with the water table at 9^^ and 15" respectively. Two of each set had
the surface covered with a thin white cover and black cover respectively.

A white cover was found to reduce the rate of evaporation considerably

;

the increase of evaporation caused by a black cover was not large as the
local soil was already almost black in colour. The reduction of evaporation
due to the white cover is sufficiently large to be of benefit to plants during
spells of drought in places where irrigation is not feasible.

5. The wind-break effect of crops.

P. K. Raman, Poona.

The lowering of wind velocity by standing crops offers great self-

protection for the plants. Measurements ofwind velocity with an Albrecht
Hot-wire Anemometer taken at various levels above the ground in the
open and in different environments of growing crops are discussed in

detail. The wind breaking capacity or the ability to reduce air move-
ments of the different crops within the extent of their respective heights

is in the order given below :

—

Sugarcane 16%, Wheat 20%. Jowar 30%, Double bean 30%,
Cotton 35%. Suran 45%, and Tobacco 60%.

When wind velocity exceeds the limits of safety for a standing crop
the crop is laid low and suffers Considerable damage by lodging. A
typical instance of lodging is also discussed.

Wind-breaks are essential to check the flow of cold air in winter
nights across an orchard. After checking the air movement, fires used to

heat gardens during nights when frosts are expected are more effective

in saving the crop from damage.

Soils and Agricultural Chemistry

6.

On the nature of the weathering complex of Indian red soils

as determined by the Van-Bemmelen-Hissink method of

HCl extract.

S. P. Raychaudhuri and M. K. Mukherjee, Dacca.

Determinations were made of the percentages of constituents of soils

dissolved by boiling hydrochloric acid and of the allcali-soluble silica of
the residue after digestion with boiling hydrochloric acid. The silica-

sesquioxide ratio of HCl extract of soils from Madras and Assam show a
parallelism in general. The percentages of alkali-soluble silica do not
show any regular variation down the profiles. In the case of the soil

profiles from the Nilgiri Hills it is found that the greater the height from
where the soils were collected the less is the quantity of alkali-soluble

silica in the soil. The red soils of Assam appear to be of the class of
red loams and the soils of Barind Tract are similar in nature to the soils

of Assam.
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V. Studies on the fixation of phosphates by Indian red soils.

I, A short note on the applicability ot Truog’s method
for the determination of available phosphates in Indian
red soils.

M. K. Mukhbrjee, Dacca,

The Lhrro widely used methods (namely Tniog’s method, Dyer’s
method end the acetic acid method) for the detennination of available
phosphate in Indian red soils have been* compared. It was found that
any two methods bear fairly good degree of (Correlation (r == 1*067, 0*88,

and 0*979). Truog’s method has some advantages over the other two
methods ; it takes less time, the change in pH (^f the solution after extraction
is least on account of its being a buffered solution and, as it gives a
consistently higher value, it helps better t(. distinguish between the
phosphate status of soils.

8 Studies on the niineralogical constituents of some Indian
red and lateritic soils.

S. P. Rayoiiaudhuki, Dacca.

The mineralogical (K^nstituents of the fine sand fraction of some
profile samples of red and lateritic soils of India have been d^itermined
with the help of a petrologi(;al microscope. The fine sand fracjtions were
separated into three sub-fractions, viz., heavy (sp. gr. >2*9), middle
(sp. gr. 2*9-2*65) and light (sp. gr. <2*C5), which wore weighed separately
and their mineralc'gioal compositions separately determined.

In almost all the soils quartz particles were characterized by rough
angular a]>pearanco, the grains being rounded by curved fractured surfaces.

The common ferromagnesian rock-h)rming minerals wore represented by
one or more species in all the soils examined, one or the other being
present in preponderating amount. Hornblende was commonly present.

Chlorite, an alteration product from the ferromagnesians, was found in

most of the soils studied. Biotite was occasionally found (e.g., Nilgiri

Hills), Epidote and Garnet were frequently found in granular form,
whilst Tourmaline .^*iid especially Zircon, though sometimes fragmentary,
showed crystalline forms.

Iron ore minerals like haematite, limonite and magnetite wei’e present
in all the soils examined. With regard to the percentage of the ferro-

silicate group of minerals in the various soil samples, the soils of basic

igneous origin were naturally the richest. The mineralogical constituents
of the soil types examined, except from those of Bengal, were, however,
much similar.

9. Grey and fired soils as soil improvers on normal and eroded

land.

A. Sreenivasan, Indore.

The grey soil that occurs alongside nallahs and ni, low-lying areas

adjacent to black cotton tracts in Malwa has been found to be a good
soil improver for cotton growth. In replicated and randomized experi-

ments with this soil applied to small plots in a well-drained field, it was
observed that replacement of the surface six inches of field soil by half

the quantity of grey soil resulted in an increase of over fifty -five per cent

in the yield of kapas. Replacement in full and with one-eighth quantity

of grey soil increased the yield by 47 and 15 per cent respectively over

the untreated control soil.

In an eroded field similar replacement in full of the surface six-inch

layers of small plots by grey soil gave nearly six times the yield of cotton

as compared with the untreated plots. Replacement with one-eighth
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quantity of grey soil gave three times the yield. Similar treatment of the
surface layers with half the quantity of fired soil gave about twice the
yield while application of fired soil in trenches along rows four inches
apart was only slightly though definitely better than the control.

There is evidence to suggest that treatments with fired and grey
soils improve the structure of field soil.

10. Reclamation of water-logged and eroded soils for cotton

cultivation.

A. Sbeenivasan, Indore.

Kharif crops do not succeed well in fields which are subject to severe
erosion and water-logging during rains. Trials have shown that treatment
with manures does not also give beneficial response in such fields. In a
preliminary small plot experiment (replicated and randomized) with soil

improvers such as ferrous sulphate, superphosphate and potassium
sulphate either alone or in combination with ammonium sulphate or
compost, it has been observed that a successful cotton crop can be grown
provided protection from surface wash and rise of subsoil water is ensured.
In a badly eroded and water-logged field an acre yield of 278 lbs. of seed-
cotton was obtained. The effects due to sulphate of ammonia and
compost (at 50 lbs. nitrogen per acre) were highly significant over no
manure. Compost gave 18*2% increase and ammonium sulphate 32-8%.
The latter was significantly superior to the former.

11. Gypsum and potassium permanganate as soil improvers on
eroded land.

A. Sbeenivasan, Indore.

Previous trials with cotton on eroded fields having shown that
the application of superphosphate gives consistently favourable response, a
randomized and replicated small plot test was carried out with a view to
ascertaining whether the beneficial effect of superphosphate was due to its

gypsum or phosphate component. Superphosphate at 25 lbs. P2O 5
per acre or an equivalent amount of gypsum was applied along with
ammonium sulphate used at the rate of 50 lbs. nitrogen per acre.

Applications were made either at commencement before sowing or in

August or in two equal instalments before sowing and in August respec-
tively. The results showed that the time of application did not
significantly alter the yield. Also, calcium sulphate had no effect on the
ammonium sulphate while superphosphate definitely increased the yield
thus suggesting that the effect of the latter was probably duo to its

phosphate.
In another replicated small plot test it was observed that treatment

of eroded land with potassium permanganate at 100 lbs. per acre signifi-

cantly increased yield of cotton over untreated plots, the best improvement
being obtained when applied in two equal instalments before sowing and
in August respectively. The increase in the yield thus obtained was nearly
equal to that brought about by treatment with ammonium sulphate at
60 lbs. nitrogen per acre. The response to permanganate treatment may
be due to

:
(i) an improvement in the physical properties of the soil,

(ii) better oxidation of soil organic matter, or (iii) both the causes.

12. Fire-heated soil for field crop of cotton.

A. Sbeenivasan, Indore.

Application of lightly fired black soil along plant rows improves
growth and increases yield of the cotton crop in Malwa. Best results
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are obtained when the fitted soil is applied at the bottom of trenches along
alterr^ate rows of cotton, the yield increase in seed cotton being 25 per cent
over the imtreated plots. Similar application along every fourth row
gives an ir creased yield of about 8 per cent while application along every
eighth row does not show any difference from the controls.

A simple wechnique of preparing fired soil has been evolved and is

described.

13. Surface so?l thickness and cottcm development.

A. S1.EENIVASAN, Indore.

The thickness of the productive surface layer differs appreciably
between rich and poor fields of the same soil type. Replicated tests have
been carried out on a well-drained and a pocrly drained field to ascertain
the depth of the surface soil which it is essential to conserve in order to
ensure optimum cotton development. The results have shown that
addition of loose, surface soil from the same field increases the yield of
coi^oon in both the fields but whereas in the well-drained field, there is

no significant difference in yield for additions of 2"" thick layer and over,
the poorly drained field shov/s increasing differences ui yield with
increasing additions of surface soil, an addition of a five inch thick layer
giving the maximum yield increase.

Addition of surface soil imported from a nearby rich field also

iiKjreases the yield of cotton in both the fields, the increase being more
with a five inch thickness than with a two inch thickness. But importation
of surface soil is not superior to addition from the same field and hence
not profitable.

These results are important and bear out the value of the conservation
of surface soil achieved by erosion control.

14. Examination of certain white patches on gorat soils.

C. C. Shah and D. K. Patel, Baroda.

White patches are often seen on the alkali lands at several places in

Gujrat. Such patches have been investigated and it has been shown
that the white material on the surface has a very high percentage of total

soluble salts. The barrenness of such patches can be cured by deep
cultivation and application of farm yard manure.

15. Sodium carbonate treatment of canal beds for minimizing
seepage of water, Part II.

M. R. Nayar and K. P. Shukla, Lucknow.

The investigations reported last year (vide Indian Science (kmgrcea

Proceedings, Part III, 1940, page 210) were continued and the following

conclusions arrived at :

—

(1) The permeability of soils to water is facilitated :
(a) low clay

rjontent, (6) high exchangeable calcium, (c) presence of organic matter, and
{d) presence of calcium carbonate.

(2) A method of getting over the first factor is to employ a lining

mixture containing a high proportion of clay. This has been successfully

carried out and even a sandy soil has been made practically impermeable.

(3) Sodium carbonate treatment replaces the exch. calcium with
sodium, thus converting the soil into sodium soil which is impermeable.
95 to 100% of Ca is replaced by the use of 6% sodiiun carbonate on the

weight of soil.

(4) Sod. carbonate is effective in preventing percolation of water in

soils containing humified organic matter. In percolation tubes the

organic matter slowly moves downwards and forms an impermeable
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dark coloured ring or disc, presumably of sodium humate and other
precipitated colloidal matter.

(5) The effect due to the presence of calcium carbonate can be
counteracted to some extent by addition of sod. carbonate, but not
completely.

(6) Small-scale field experiments in guls have shown between 75-80%
reduction in seepage by sod. carbonate treatment.

16. A note on volume weight of dry soils in situ with a simple

method for its determination.

S. D. Nijhawan, Girdhari Lal, and Lekh Raj Dhingra,
Rohtak.

A method for determining the volume weight in situ up to a depth of
four feet is described. It consists in hammering down an iron cylinder
five feet long and four inches wide in sections of six inches. A thick iron
plate with handles on the sides is placed at the top while hammering. A
metallic plate with a central tube is used to avoid loose soil on the sides

from falling into the hole.

The results obtained by this method are always higher than those
obtained by the Box method. Average volume weight of all profiles

comes to 1-56, giving a weight of 943 tons per acre-six inches. The volume
weight of the lower layers is greatly influenced by Kankar because of its

high apparent density (2-47). However, when this factor is taken into

accoimt, the ‘Actiye volume weight* so obtained is always lower than the
volume weight of Kankar-freo layers indicating thereby the loosening
effect of Kankar. This factor together with large pore size and poor
water-holding capacity, is expected to have a great influence on moisture
distribution. The results of moisture determinations indicate this aspect
clearly.

17. A modification of Olsen’s method for the estimation, of

ammoniacal and nitrate nitrogen in soils.

S. D. Nijhawan and Girdhari Lal, Rohtak.

A modification in the titration procedure of Olsen’s method and
its comparison with the usual method are reported. The required amount
of 5% boric acid solution is pipetted into the receiver and distillation

carried on as usual. Duo to its very weak acidity, boric acid does not
interfere in the direct titration of the absorbed NH^ with N/50 acid using
cochineal or methyl orange as indicator. Results obtained indicate
a fairly close agreement with the usual back titration method, although the
results by the direct titration method are slightly higher. The principal
advantages of the modification are:

—

1. It does away with N/50 NaOH.
2. Boiling of the distillate is dispensed with as CO 2 dissolved in

the distillate does not affect titration with acid.

3. Sucking back of a sample during distillation does not spoil the
result for that sample as it can again be distilled using
more boric acid.

18.

Comparative study of the nature of soils under some trees

of economic importance in South India.

M. R. Bhimasena Rao and B. Sanjiva Rao, Bangalore.

Examination of samples of soils from under Tamarindus indica,

Mangifera indica and Pongamia glabra has shown that the soil under
Tamarindus htdica has markedly higher carbon content and base exchange
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capacity than those under the other two. Humus formation under
Tamarindus indica takes place under favourable conditions owing probably
to the high calcium content of its leaves.

Study of Crops and Crop Products

19.

Competition in mixed cotton cfops.

V. G. Pansb and K. Ramtah, Indore.

Several indigenous ciopa are mixtures of varieties and even of species.

The local cotton in Central India is a mixture of Upland (O. kirsufum) and
desi (U. a'^boremn var. neglecfum) types. Crop census studies have shown
that the two components are in a stable equilibrium and the proportion
of the components is characteristic of the tract in which the crop is

cultivated.

Crown in pure culture, the Upland cotton suffers from diseases and
gives a poor yield. To explain the causes of its continued survival in

the mixture, in spite of this apparent disadvantage, experiments are in

progress at the Institute. In one set of trials staited in 1936-36, the
two types have been grown in different degrees of association with each
other to study the effects of (iompetition. It has been shown that the
Upland cotton suffers signifi(;antly less from diseases when grown in

close association with dem. It also gives a higher yield, frequently at

the expense of dc^i. It would thus appear that the advantage that
the Upland cotton secures on account of its competition with desi in

the mixed crop is «n important factor responsible for its survival.

20.

Studies on soy bean in Sind.

K. T. Thadani and R. T. Mikchandani, Sakrand,

Investigations into the possibilities of cultivating soy bean crop in

Sind under perermial irrigation system have been carried out at the
Agricultural Rescrch Station, Sakrand. Several varieties have been
tested and classified into {a) Indian (obtained from different places in

India and {b) foreign varieties (imported from outside).

The foreign varieties are found to have defective germination and
a 1*0 more susceptible to white ant attack than the Indian small seeded
varieties. Under Sind eouditions the life period of the foreigii varieties

is shorter than that in their original home.
The foreign big seeded types are more subject to cross polliuatioii

than the Indian varieties. The mode of inheritance of flower colour lias

been determined and fotmd to bo governed by single factor tlie purple

colour being dominant over white.

21.

Cultivation of sesamum in Sind.

R. T. Mieueiandani, Sakranu.

During recent years the cultivation of til, an important kharif crop,

has received a severe set back due to certain malformation and damage
by loaf roller caterpillar {Antigastra sp.). Th<^ area under this crop has
decreased from pro-Barrage average of 33,000 acres to 5,000 acres in

1939-40. The paper describes the work on this problem mainly on the

agronomic side. It has been found that early sown crop (June to mid-
July) suffers more from the disease and pest than the crop sown in end
of July. Detailed notes on vegetative growth and fruiting of crop in

different sowings have been recorded and interpreted. Mention is made
of the hardy selections resistant to the pest.
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22. New rabi crop for irrigated tracts—sugar beet.

K. I. Thadani and R. T. Mirchandani, Sakrand.

With a view to investigating the possibilities of introducing sugar

beet crop in the irrigated tracts of Sind, experiments were conducted to

determine the range of sowing and harvesting period. The yield of topped
roots and their sucrose percentages were recorded for different harvesting

dates in different sowings. The results indicate that the crop sown during

end of September and whole of 'October can profitably be harvested from
the beginning of March until end of April beyond which the crop cannot
be kept on the land due to high temperature prevailing at that time.

23. A manurial experiment on sugarcane: the interactions of

nitrogen, phosphate and potash at Jorhat.

H. K. Nandi, L. N. Phitkan, and H. N. Pal, Jorhat (Assam).

A manurial experiment on sugarcane was carried out with all possible

interactions of nitrogen, phosphate and potash at three levels each, viz.,

no nitrogen, 80 lbs. nitrogen and 160 lbs. nitrogen per acre applied in the
form of cowdung; no P2O5, 60 lbs. P2O5 and 120 lbs. P2O5 per acre applied
in the form of algerian phosphate and no K2O, 76 lbs. K2O and 160 lbs.

K2O per acre applied in the form of sulphate of potash. The experiment
was conducted with Poj. 2714, the standard cane of the station in con-

founded design with partial confounding of some second order interactions

and with three complete replications of the main treatments.
Both the doses of nitrogen gave significantly higher yields over no

nitrogen. The higher dose of 160 lbs. nitrogen per acre gave a significant

increase over 80 lbs. but the increase was not proportionate to the dose.

The responses due to phosphate and potash were comparatively less but
both the doses gave significant increases over no application. In both
cases, the increased yield due to the higher dose was not significant over
the lower dose. Phosphate acted best with no application of nitrogen.

Potash gave steadier increases imder almost all conditions. The quality of
juice was more or less uniform under all treatments.

24. On planting and earthing up of sugarcane at Jorhat farm.

H. K. Nandi, H. N. Pal, and L. N. Phijkan, Jorhat (Assam).

Two experiments, one with plant canes of P.O.J. 2878 and the other
with first ratoon canes of the same variety in the following year, on
planting and earthing of sugarcane carried out at Jorhat Farm in the
same block with the same number of replications and the same split-plot

design, are discussed.

Under the conditions of these experiments planting in trenches
(9 inches deep) produced a significant increase in yield of stripped canes
(3*34 tons per acre) over planting in flats (trenches 3 inches deep) while
with regard to residual effects in ratoon canes, planting in trenches gave
an increase of 2-6 tons per acre over planting in flats, the difference
approaching significance. As for earthings, differences in yields in plant
canes were not significant but in ratoon canes the increase (6-38 tons
per acre) produced by earthing twice over ‘no earthing* was significant.

Earthing twice therefore was decidedly the best for ratoon canes. Further,
this gave juice with highest percentage sucrose in both cases.

25. Utilization of the waste products of the sugar industry in

the cane fields.

R. C. Srtvastava and K. Aswath Narain Rao, Cawnpore.
Large quantities of filter press cake, cane trash and, in some factories,

bagasse also which have become available as a consequence of the develop-
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ment of sugar industry in India are at present unutilized. They contain
valuable manurial ingredients like potash, calcium, phosphate, nitrogen
and organic matter; application oh the cane fields in the form of compost
would obviously be the most suitable use for them. In order to determine
the best meth'id which can profitably be adopted by sugar factories and
attached farms, different methods of composting with suitable modifications
have been trV^d with these waste products. Conditions for preparing a
satisfactcry compost with little expense have been worked out,

26. On certain floral characters in sugarcane—II.

N. L. Dutt, M K. Krtshnaswami, and K. S. Subba Rao,
Coimbatore.

Continuing the above studies the authors devoted their attention
to the time elapsing between the initiation of the rudiments and the full

formation of the inflorescence. In the few early flowering varieties that
we ^e studied tins period was about 61 to 66 days and in the late flowering
varieties it was much less and ranged from 28 to 31 days.

At its inception the arrow rudiment lias a dome-like appearance and
on this longish hexagonal structures appear later. Each of these hexagonal
structures gives rise to the pedicelled spikolet. Later, sessile spikelets
arise from the base of the rudimentary spikelets. In the early stages the
pedicelled spikelets grow faster, the sessile spikelets overtaking them later.

This occurs in varieties in which the sessile spikelets open first. In
S. apontaneum the sessile spikelets always lag behind in growth. The
anthers are initiated earlier than the pistil.

As regards the size of the fully-formed spikelets, these were the
shortest and narrowest in S. officinarum and longest and widest in S,
barberi, S. rohustum and S. apontaneum occupy an intermediate position.

Data from over eighty varieties revealed no correlation between the
length of an arrow and the number of whorls borne on it.

27. New sugarcane seedlings for Orissa.

V. K. Badami, Cuttack.

The coastal tract of Orissa, especially the delta of the Mahanadi
river, is rich in wild species of Saccharuma, A new trailing form of

apontaneum with sweet stems and a gigantic form of S, arundanaceum
have been recently noticed in Orissa. The weather conditions from
November to January are quite conducive to sugarcane to flower and sot

seed in abundance. A large immbor of Coimbatore seedlings produc'.e

seeds freely. The silt-sandy soil with the cool weather during January
seems to be very suitable for raising seedlings on a large scale at a corn-

paratively small cost. Subsequent planting and rearing are easy
operations.

Numerous exotic canes and Coimbatore seedlings havc^ been tested

during the last twenty years. In Orissa tiiore was praeticHlly no cane
cultivation before the advent of Coimbatore seedlings. Li is now fast

becoming self-sufficient and over 35,000 acres are under cultivation.

There are two sugar factories working. But the quality of the canes is

very unsatisfactory. The popular canes now are Co. 21 3, Co. 613, Co. 421

and Co. 419. They give fair yields of 600 to 700 mds. per acre but the

sugar content is low and the glucose is high. Only rab is prepared and
stored in pots.

During 1939 over 2 million seedlings were raised from self-set seeds

and over 30,000 seedlings were grown to maturity under the most trying

conditions. A very high standard of selection was adopted. Only those

that had a vigour equal to Co. 421 and had rich juice of over 2L0%
Brix were cut and planted. In the breeding-plots there are now nearly

1,200 selections superior to Co. 421. Against 16-18% sucrose and over
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0*6% glucose in Co. 421, there are now available seedlings having as

mxich as 22% sucrose and 0-2% glucose. In addition their agricultural

and milling qualities are good. The performance of these now seedlings

as cut canes is full of promise. Further work is in progress.

Since all canes imported from the south, either from Mysore or

Coimbatore do not ripen well and produce rich juice with a low glucose

content, it is very necessary to breed new canes in northern latitudes

to suit the deltaic and sub-tro|3ical conditions. ISeedlings produced here

can be easily transported to other cane growing areas in a day or two for

planting. It is considered that raising large numbers of seedlings under
local conditions and making selections out of them would lead to more
promising results in Northern India.

28.

Spectrum analysis of mineral contents of fruit parts.

L. SiBAiYA, Bangalore.

Using a high frequency spark discharge of the type employed by
Walther Gerlach and Werner Gerlach in their study of biological specimens,
the mineral contents of certain fruits—like mangoes, plantains, grapes,

oranges and apples—have been investigated spectroscopically. It has
been shown tliat the mineral content differs in different parts of the same
fruit and that generally, the outer covering of a fruit is richer in calcium,

magnesium, manganese and silicon than the inner pulp.

29. Note on the effect of polishing on the cooking qualities of

rice.

C. R. Srinivasa Ayyangar and C. Rajasekhara Mudaliar,
Coimbatore.

Some preliminary experiments conducted to determine the extent
to which rice could be polished with maximum expansion on boiling and
minimum loss of nutritive substances, are described in this paper.

Two varieties, one with red rice and another with white rice, were
polished for varying periods, two to ten minutes. Maximum expansion
on cooking was obtained by polishing the grain for two to four minutes
resulting in the removal of about 1*5 to 3 per cent of the bran. Chemical
analysis of the same samples revealed that polishing up to five minutes
did not appreciably affect the chemical composition.

In a second series of experiments, the cooking values of shelled and
polished (two minutes) samples of 18 varieties were determined. Cooking
of shelled rice resulted in imeveii expansion giving a rather pasty mass.
Slight polishing (removal of 2 to 3 per cent of the bran), however, definitely

improved the cooking qualities. In the latter case the expansion was
uniform and the grains maintained their shape. It is concluded that the
optimum cooking qualities, retaining almost all the food principles can be
obtained by polishing shelled rice to a slight extent.

30. Malting quality of ragi.

S. Srinivasa Rao and B. N. Sastri, Bangalore.

Seven commercial strains of ragi, Eleucine coracana, three from Mysore,
and four from Coimbatore, have been examined for their malting charac-
teristics. A complete laboratory equipment for experimental malting
and kilning has been made and this has rendered possible the examination
of a large number of specimens mider standard experimental conditions.
Suitable analytical standards for ragi malt have been fixed and from a
physical and chemical examination of the ragi and the malt derived
therefrom, it has been possible to evaluate its malting quality. Our
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studios have revealed l \at H£ 2 ^ the strain evolved by che Mysore Agricul-
tural Department, mee^-s most of the requirements of malting.

31. Nutritive value ol trichodanthensdiocea (Parwar).

C. C. Shah and B. M. Patel, Baroda.

A full analysis of the vegetable has been made. This vegetable
contains a high percentage of asn and pr6teinH. Its coni/ents of carotene
and vitamiii C are also high. There is however no reason to believe that
the high price of this ver^etable is associated with any special nutritive
constituents.

32. Future of cloves in India.

V. K. Badami, Cuttack.

At present Zanzibar and Dutch East Indies enjoy the monopoly of
clove cultivation. A survey made by the l.C.A.R. shows that certain
areas in Southern India, e.g. Travancore, Nilgiris and Mysore are suitable
for its cultivation. Difhculties in raising seedlings ai.d enormous casual-
ties in newly -laid gardens have checked the extension of (ilove cultivation
in India.

The writer published the results of certain experiments on the
germination of clove seeds in 1938 as a bulletin of the Agricultural
Department of Mysore. He had stated there the possibilities of grafting
cloves on other Kuqenias. The present paper deals with the grafting
experiments conducted in Orissa in 1940,

During the Monsoon between May 1 5th and August 15th inarching
of clove plants was made on several Kiigeniafi when tlie temperature
varied between 85 E. to 1(M)®F. and the humidity between 85 to 90%.
The seedlings of both the cloves and stock plants were hardly J incii

thick, and were placed in a well -lighted low-roofed thatched shed.

After inarching, the region of contact was protected by a bandage of
clay and cowdung mixture. Gunny thread was used for binding. Within
four weeks union of the two cambiums was complete. After October
the shoot of the stock was removed and the severance was made gradually
in the course of a month. Over a hundred grafts are now ready
for planting.

The stocks that have given successful results are:—
Rose apple—Eugenia jambos. Jam—Eugenia jambolana, Jamrul—

Eugenia alba {E. javanica Lamk.) and Eugenia aqua.

In Orissa Jafns and Rose apples grow exceedingly well and they
resemble the clove plant very much. As the Rose apple is a vigorous
quick growing plant and withstands the rigors of the stiff soils, it has
been used for grafting on a large scale. The indications of th(i experiments
are that by grafting on Eugenias, suitable to the locality, the vagaries of

soil conditions can be removed, and by attending to otlu^r requirements
of clove, it can be successfully grown in several regions of India.

33. Bael as a source of hardy stock for oranges.

V. K. Badami, Cuttack.

In the stiff water-logged soils of the Mahanadi delta, oranges take a
good start, give promising hopes but die out in large numbers just when
they begin to bear. When the roots reach the stiff clay sub-soil the tragedy
begins. Grafts are usually made on jamberi or sour orange stocks.

Evidently the root systems of the stock plants cannot withstand the
hard conditions.

Aegle marmeloa (Bael) grows well on dry or stiff soils and seems to

stand even water-logged condition for a long time. Chiltivated forms
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grow well even on the plains. Some of the fruits are of considerable size.

Possibilities of utilizing bael as a stock plant were explored during the

year and scores of successful grafts have been made.’

A year old seedlings were used as stocks on which the oranges were
inarched. Within three to four weeks, during May to August, the
cambiums unite and the grafts are ready for separation. It is however,
better to leave the grafts to harden till October and then sever them
gradually. Both the Santras and Mosambic types can be easily grafted

in this way.
It is now proposed to plant the bael seedlings in *8itu' in the garden

and to inarch the required variety on the seedlings during the monsoon.
Scores of grafts are ready now for planting and their progress will be
watched.

Plant Breeding, Genetics and Cytology

34. Inheritance of height of plants in Sail paddy.

H. K. Nandi and P. M. Ganguli, Jorhat (Assam).

The height of paddy plants is a genetical character although it is

very much influenced by environmental conditions. The height has
been found to vary from about 90 to 180 cm. in the 272 types of Sail

paddy studied at the Karimganj Farm. Several crosses were tried between
tall and dwarf types of paddy. In all of them tallness was found to be
dominant over dwarfishness, except in the cross described in the paper,

where a dominant dwarf type of paddy was involved with a simple
monogenic segregation in F2 .

35. Variability in Boro paddy.

P. M. Ganguli and J. L. Sen, Habiganj (Assam).

Boro or spring paddy is one of the main crops of the low-lying areas
in the Surma Valley, specially Sunamganj and North Habiganj. Along
with deep water Adrian, it covers almost the entire area under cultivation

in these tracts. The paper summarizes the studies in spring paddy,
classifled on the basis of their important botanical characters. The
variability in some of the quantitative characters, such as, length and
breadth of paddy and rice, weight per 1,000 grains of paddy, height and
the number of tillers per plant, flowering duration, length and number
of grains per panicle and the sterility percentage of grains has been studied
for each of the classes separately. The paper discusses the variations
noticed between and within the classes for all these characters.

36. Intra-relationship of some plant characters with the yield

of Boro paddy.

P. N. Gangxjli and J. L. Sen, Habiganj (Assam).

The intra-relationship of the height of tillers, the length of panicle
a id the number of grains per panicle with the yield of Boro paddy was
studied in the Rice Experiment Station, Habiganj (Assam). The following
facts have emerged from this study :

—

(1) The height of tillers, length of panicle and the number of grains
per panicle in a pui'e line are individually and severally correlated witli

tlie yield. In every case the correlation coefficient is a positive one.

(2) The intra-relationships of the height of tillers and the number
of grains per panicle with the yield are weaker than that of the length of
panicle and the yield.
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(3) For every unit increase in the height, length of panicle and the
number of grains per panicle the yield increases by *041, *86 and *022
respectively.

(4) For increasing the yield a unit increase in the length of panicle
is more effective chan a similar increase in the height of tillers or the
numl^r of grains per panicle. Again, a unit increase in height can raise
the yield hi£;he’' than a similar increase in the number of grains per panicle.

37.

Inter-specifio hybridimbion in Oryza.

C. R. Skinivasa Ayyafgar, N. Parthasarathy, and
K. Ramaswami, Coimbatore.

Hybridisation of cultivated rice (O. sativa) with various wild species of
On/2»wasoneof the items in the breedingprogramme of the Paddy Breeding
Station, Coimbatore, for rice improvement work in the Madras Presidency.
This paper deals with ( 1 ) the success obtained m the evolution of econortiio
strai^ in the progenies of the cross (GEB. 24) 0. sativa x O. longu
staminata; (2) the building up of a tri-specific hybrid: O. sativa (n *=

12) xO. officinalis (n — 12) xO. eichingheri {n — 24), based on the study
of the meiusis of O. sativa x 0. officinalis.

38.

A new typo of variegation in rice.

B. P. Pal and S. Ramanujam, New Delhi.

A new type of variegation is described. The variegated plants have
fine stripes of green and white on the stem, foliage and glumes. They
are weaker than the green plants wdth narrower leaves and poorer seed-
setting.

The variegated plants when selfed give rise to variegated plants and
albinos in varying proportions; but when crossed reciprocaUy with
green plants, give rise to normal greens in the Fj generation.
Heterozygous green plants segregate into greens and variegates in the
ratio of 3 : 1 ; no albinos are present in the progenies.

The breeding behaviour of variegated plants in selfed and crossed
progenies has shown that variegation is a mendelian recessive to green
but albinism is transmitted only maternally.

39.

Some interesting features in a cross between a purple
an(;i a green coloured variety of paddy.

P. D. Dixit, Cuttar^k.

A cross was undertaken in 1937-38 with the objeci -.r evolving a
white riced good quality paddy having a purple colour In \ c.getative and
floral parts, as a help in the eradication of wild paddies. The purple
parent was a type fixed from the variety Lonkapuri 1 saving red rice. The
green parent from which pollen was taken was a selection from the variety
Bayahunda with white rice. The plant was entirely purple as expected
but the rice colour was white instead of red. The size of grain did not
resemble either parent being shorter in length but broader than both the
parents. The Fg generation consisted of 203 plants. All the plants
were completely purple like the purple parent and had white rice as
that of the green parent. No plant with red rice appeared even in the F2
generation. There was segregation in the size and colour of grain. F3
generation is imder study.

17
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40.

A sugary mutant in pearl millet {Penniselum typhoideum),

Z. H. Patel, Palitana.

Jxi certain crosses in Pearl Millet, African variety, meant for the study
of the inheritance of chlorophyll characters, a mutation occurred which
had besides the ordinary starchy grain, another type with deeply wrinkled
seeds appearing in the same earhead. The latter seeds were sweet to
the taste and had endosperm with glassy structure. Actual counts of
the two types of grains in the earhead gave 1,742 starchy to 826 sugary
grain; when these were grown separately in the following year, all the
sugary seeds bred true to the character and of the starchy grain some
bred true to starchy while others segregated in the same way.

The plants from the sugary seeds give earheads slightly smaller
than the normal and the seeds are about 80% of the weight of the normal
starchy seed.

Further, breeding of the heterozygotes gave highly varying ratios

between starchy to sugary seeds ranging between 1-4 ; 1 to 3*12 : 1,

and there was always an excess of the sugary grain beyond what a simple
recessive should warrant. In certain other natural crosses where also

this character was appearing, the sugary grain, unlike the above cross,

was in defect. The general behaviour of the sugary mutation in this

crop appears to resemble in all respects with a similar mutation in maize
and has been designated by the symbol su.

41.

A new gene aflfeoting anthocyanin pigmentation in asiatio

cottons.

K. Ramiah and Bhola Nath, Indore.

A new member of the R2 series of alleles controlling anthocyanin
pigmentation in asiatic cottons first observed in a South Indian type

AS
called teUapatJii is reported. It resembles the R 2 allele in that the petal
spot is present and differs from it in the absence of loaf spot and pigmenta-
tion in anther filaments. Pigmentation in the stem is much less than in

AS
the R2 pigment being suppressed altogether under certain

conditions, but can easily be differentiated from tellapathi plants. The
AS

symbol R2 is assigned to the new allelomorph.
The relationship between plant-body pigmentation and petal spot

is discussed and evidence is presented to show that there is no crossing-over
between the two and they are therefore controlled by components of the
same gene.

42.

Further studies on the Punjab hairy lintless gene in cotton.

K. Ramiah and P. D. Gadkajeh, Indore.

Extensive studies on the homozygous lintless type during the last

three years have shown that there is considerable variation in the effect

of the gene on its viabibty under different environmental conditions.
The effects of the gene on the component parts of the leaf that control
the leaf shape are such as to disturb normal segregation for the leaf shape
character. The gene also affects the growth of the plant according as
it is present in the heterozygous or homozygous condition.

17B
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43. Cytological investigations in raya (Brassier juncea, Coss)^
toria {Brasaicr, napvs L. var. dichotoma, Prain) and
hybrid between them.

Ali Mofammad and Sawan Mal Sikka, Lyallpur.

The paper deals with the cytology of two species of Brassica, namely
B. juncea, Goss (mya) and B. napus L. var. dichotoma, Prain (toria) and
the F2 hybrid between them. Laya haa 2n = 36 chromosomes, which
diiring meiosis synapse into in large majority of P.M.O’s. Toria
has 2w == 20 chromosomes, which invariably form lOu at diakinesis and
metaphase I. With the exception o^ a few irregularities observed in
rayOy the whole course of meioris in both the parental species is quite normal.
The Fj hybrid has 2n = 28 cliromosomes, conjugating into lOn+ S^
according to the Droaera scheme. Evidence is adduced to show that the
ten bivalents in the hybrid are formed allo-syndetically. The bivalent
cliromosomes of the hybrid behave normally during the whole course of
ineiosis, but the behaviour of miivalents is erratic, resulting in the forma-
tion of gametes with hypo -diploid to diploid nmnber of chromosomes.
The hybrid produced only 10 per cent good pollen and formed but few
pods and seeds. It is suggested that the functioning of the im-reduced
gametes may result in arnphidiploids in the F2 i)rogeny of the cross,

some of wliich may be of greater economic value than the existing forms
of Brassica,

Crop Physiology

44. A preliminary study on vernalization in rice.

S. Hbdayetullah and N. K. Sen, Dacca,

A highland Aua variety, Dhairal was germinated with 56-60%.
water per dry wt. at 29*5®C. and tVie seeds were exposed to the following
temperatures 0°C,±VC, (Vi; Vg), 11®C.± 1-6‘^C. (Vg; V4) and 29-6®a±
1*5°C. (Vs ; Vg) for 16 and 10 days respectively making 6 treatments in all.

Seeds of the 6 treatments were sown with a control set, C., in earthenware
pots. Weekly recor^ls of tillers, height, and the number of the topmost
mature leaf were taken for each plant. The results are recorded below.

Rate of ear emergence : Vg ; Ve ;
/V3

;
/Vg J V4 ;/ Vj ; C.,/

Av. no. of ears: Vg; /Vg; G.,/ V4; V2; Vi>/

Dry of wt. of gram: fVai ^-il /Vi ; V2 ; Vj ; V4/

*

46. Influence of soil drought on growth of wheat.

I. M. Rao, M. Afzal, and J. C. Luthra, Rohtak.

The effect of soil drought of different durations and intensities on the

injury caused and the possible recovery (when restored to nornui l conditions)

as measured by the changes in the rate of growth of wheat was studied in

pot cultures.

In the first season wheat 8A was grown with good moisture supply

up to 15 weeks. After stopping watering for one week in one set and two
weeks in another it was resumed. The rate of growth was affected

adversely both during and after the drought of long duration. Smaller

shoots suffered more,
Reduction of soil moisture to different levels (10%, 8%, 6% and 5%)

for two weeks during the vegetative period of wheat 8A (a *latO* type)

and 9D (a ‘medium’ type) resulted in a relative decrease in the rate of

growth of the main shoots but below 8% (4% above the wilting coefficient),

growth stopped in both the types. The recovery was proportional to the
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intensity of the drought. The types did not differ, apparently due to the

difference in tlieir growth periods.

A similar study, conducted with wheat 9D and C. 691 (both medium
tyj:>os) indicated that recovery in C. 691 was comparatively less than in

9D. Yield of grain of both the types was proportional to the intensity

of the drought experienced but C. 591 suffered more than 9D which
consistently gave higher yields even under field conditions.

It is possible to distinguish between drought resistant and susceptible

strains by similar quantitative* studies under controlled conditions.

46. Stomatal studies in ‘rabi* (winter) crops grown under dry
farming conditions.

I. M. Rao, M. Afzal, and J. C. Luthra, Rohtak.

Following Lloyd’s technique for fixing epidermal peels, the relationship

between stomatal characters and ‘drought resistance* was studied in

detail in wheat types (9D, Own. 13, C. 691, 8A and C. 618), barley, Taramira
{Eruca saliva) and Sarson {Brasaica campestris) when grown under dry
farming conditions. The two oil-seed crops are known for their ‘drought
resistance* compared to wheat and barley. Among the wheat types,

9D and Own. 1 3 are better than the others.

Taramira and Sarson had a larger munber of smaller stomata and
epidermal cells, more stomatal linear units per unit area and a higher
stomatal index than'wheat and barley.

Among wheat and barley, the difference was slightly in favour of

wheat. The values were higher in wheat 9D and Own. 13 than in the
other wheats. Irrigating the above wheat types resulted in a lowering of
the above values. In wheat the distance between the ends of two stomata
in a row was much less than ten times the length of the stoma which is

the minimum spacing according to Brown and Escombe for optimum
gas diffusion without any interference.

The appearance of constrictions at either end during partial closure

of a stoma in cereals resulting in three pores, a central bigger one and two
lateral smaller ones, is interesting.

Higher values for stomatal frequency, number of epideimal cells,

stomatal index and stpmatal linear constant are characteristic of xero-
morphism and should help in selecting strains of crops for dry areas.

47. Investigation on the causes of And remedial measures for the

‘red-leaf’ disease of cotton in Sind.

T. J. Malkani, Sakrand.

The increasing severity of the red-leaf disease of the Sind American
Cottons with the consequent adverse effect on the yield has led to a
detailed investigation of this problem. Two distinct types of red-leaf

disease have been observed in Sind. These have been described; one
appears to be due to insect attack while the other has been found
to be due to physiological disturbances in the plant and lack of nutrition
in the soil. It is the latter type that is mainly dealt with in this paper.

It has been ascertained that this type of red-leaf disease occurs in the
same spots year after year irrespective of variety, sowing dates and irriga-

tion and the plants develop the same symptoms in sandy areas which
are, as a rule, deficient in plant food material.

From detailed growth observations and analysis of soil and plant
it has been foimd that the disease is due to deficiency of nitrate nitrogen
in soil and that it can be counteracted by treating the soil with easily
available nitrogen in the form of an artificial fertilizer.
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48. Experiments on shortening the rest period of potato tubers
in the Punjab.

J. C. Luthra and Ghias-tjd-Din Ahmad, Lyallpur.

For autumii sowing in the Punjab plains, seed-potatoes are obtained
from other pruvmces at a high price. The seed-potatoes obtained from
the spring crop in May and June, if stored in hUls, form a useful supply
for autumn sowing. •

In the Kangra District on higher altitudes potatoes are dug out in
September. Experiments Avere carried out to investigate the effectiveness
of some chomicais under the hot Punjab conditions to break the dormancy
of Kangra Local Desi potat oes thus making them fit for autumn sowing
in the plair 3 .

The ethylene chlorhydrin dip treatment for whole tubers and sown
either as such or cut gave the most encouraging results. The potency of
the solution seemed to decrease with its consecutive uses.

Potassium thiocyanate and thiourea also showed favourable results
as compared to the control but these were distinctly inferior to the
chlorhydrin.

More than one bud sprouted in the case of the treated lots and the
growth of the plant was v(iry luxuriant. The quality of potatoes harvested
from the chemically treated sets was very satisfactory both as regards
taste and size. More work is needed to confirm the effect of these chemicals
on the yield.

49. Inducing germination in fresh potatoes.

V. K. Badami, Cuttack.

Extension of potato cultivation in Orissa is creating an acute situation
in the economy of the cultivators’ budget. At the time of harvest,
potato is sold at Rs.2/- a inaund but the cost of seed tubers at the time of
planting goes up, between lis.lfi to Rs.20 per maund. The high summer
temperature of Orissa is not (umducive to preserve seed tubers. Often
the rotting is more than 70%. Continuous cropping throughout the
year and preserving the seed tuber at higher altitudes available, have not
been quite successful. An additional difficulty lies in the })oor germination
of freshly dug potatoes without a dormancy period.

Ethylene chloro-hydrin used in Canada has been uac'd with some
success. Soaking entire tubers gave poor results of 7% germination.

Gut tubers soaked in 0-4% solution of ethylene ehloro hydrin gave good
germination of 84*5%. Using the same solution a serond time gave only

47% germination. Third immersion gave 6% and tlio fourth one only 2%
germination. Soaking in water alone as check gavt * about 0% gni inination

.

Sijice mere water alone gave some results, a series <»! tests were
made with water. Over 90% germination wa;; obtained wit b ilie following

method. Cut tubers were first steeped in water and at the end of every
hour the pieces w ere washed and put in fresh water and the pi t aiess repeated

three times. Then the washed tubers were spread on h danip gunny cloth

and covered over with another damp gunny cloth, iu 24 to 36 hours

sufficient cork formation takes place to protect the cut surfaces. Such
treated pieces planted in sand and watered begin to germinate in 6 to 10

days time.
Planting immediately without allowing time for cork formation is

very dangerous, as over 95% of them rot. Fields planted with new
potatoes treated in this way have produced healthy plants. In November
when the fresh crop is available from the hills the adoption of the above
would greatly reduce the cost of seed potatoes by nearly half and help

the potato cultivator to cut down cost of production.
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60. Effect of indole-butyric and three other acids on rooting

of litchi cuttings.

P. K. Sen, Sabour.

A series of experiments using indole-butyric, indole-acetic, phenyl-
acMic and naphthyl-acetic acids indicated that (1) cuttings of the litchi

can be rooted to the extent of 100 p.c. by treating two-year wood cuttings

with 50 to 100 milligrams of indole-butyric acid per litre for about 24
hours; (2) a stronger solution or the same solution treated for a longer

period has a relatively retarding effect; (.3) one-year wood cuttings show
a lesser response but current-year wood with or without loaf and/or tip

carmot initiate callus formation or rooting; (4) the period between June
and September, i.e.. when the litchi gootee is normally prepared, is the best

season for making cuttings; (5) abundant callus formation does not
always give rooting.

61. Chemical stimulation to cotton growth.

A. Sreenivasan, Indore.

Replicated small plot trials were carried out to ascertain whether the
hormone jS-indolyl acetic acid fB.D.H., dilution 1 in 20,000) was likely to

stimulate cotton growth in the field when the seed was treated before
sowing with the chemical in different ways. The seeds soaked overnight
either in plain water or in the solution of the hormone were given a coating
in the usual way with a mixture of soil and dung impregnated in one
case with the chemical. Tlie coated seeds were then sown by dibbling.

Half the plots wore also treated with the hormone which was impregnated
in a small quantity of screamed compost. The other plots were treated
with similar quantities of compost alone.

Soaking in plain water gave higher yields compared to soaking in

the chemical. In the former case, the yield was lower when the
coating material contained the hormone. Besides, the yields in plots

treated with compost impregnated with the hormone were lower than
in the corresponding plots without the hormone. Tliese differences may
be due to the fact that the dung used for coating the seeds itself contains
an activator and therefore the concentration of the hormone used has
been toxic. Further investigation with varying doses of the hormone
is necessary before it can be stated whether or not the hormone can bo
successfully used to stimulate cotton growtli.

Plant Diseases

52. The Myitpo disease of paddy.

Ashijtosh Sen, Mandalay.

A serious disease of paddy called Myitpo (in Burmese) occurs in one
of the irrigated tracts of the dry zone area in Burma (Shwebo District).

Large patches ranging in size from 30 to 100 ft. or more in diameter
are formed. The plant becomes stunted in growth sometime after trans-
plantation, turns yellow and withering and drying of leaves follow. Even-
tually the whole plant dies. In pot experiments with soils from two
Myitpo affected areas considerable responses have been obtained to the
application of soluble phosphate and particularly to phosphate and
nitrogen given together.

In field experiments, full confirmation of the above results has been
obtained. Furthermore, the application of niciphos is found to cure
the disease. Since nitrogen alone has practically no effect in the most
affected area, the fertilizer should have a wide instead of a narrow N : P
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ratio. Pure dicaloium phosphate gives no response, A few trace elements
B, Mn, Zn, Co, Al, Fo, As Sb, Ag, Cd, F, Sn and Sr also give no
response. Speotrographic analysis reveals no difference in the presence
•of minor elements between the Myitpo affected and the adjacent normal
plants or soil. There is a considerable accumulation of P2O6 in the
root of the affected plant at the time the disease sets in indicating thereby
that the affecte d plant is able to obtain sufficient P3O5 from the soil for its

requirements but it is unable to utilize it. In the light of the above results
and from the general experience of the cultivators in the ar^/a that Myitpo
does not occur in the same field every year and that early and fair distri-
bution of rainfall tends to orovent the disease, it is suggested that Myitpo
is probably caused by a biological agent which is effectively controlled by
the application of a soluble phosphatic manure.

53. The wilt disease of coriander {Goriandrum sativum) in the
Gwalior State.

G. S. Kulkarni, Gwalior.

The coriander crop in the Gwalior State, especially in the Guna
District suffers from a severe attack of Wilt diseace. The destruction
caused by the disease is at times so great as to wipe out the crop com-
pletely. I^osses amounting to 50 to 60% are very common. In money
value the total armiial losses amount to more than five lacs of rupees.

The causal organism examined in the majority of infected plants
has been found to be a Fusarium though occasionally a Rhizoctonia
is also met with. The disease is not found in other crops that are
usually grown in the tract, viz., maize, jowar, wheat, peas, lentil, methi
and rajagira.

The disease is being studied with regard to the pathogenicity of the
fungus and various environmental conditions, such as temperature,
humidity, time of sowing the crop, etc. Oontrol measures with a view to
evolving resistant types are also in progress. In the previous season 90
selections have been made. These, together with the samples of seed
obtained from Lyallpur, Dharwar, Coimbatore, Khatmandu and Mandale
will be sown and the?’^ progenies tested for resistance.

54. Transmission of vinca spike to Santalum album Linn, and
its significance.

Y. Moniyappa, K. Subramanyam, and M. Sbebnivasay^,
Bangalore.

The problem of the primary sources of infection - >f spike disease has

so far remained obscure and the long distance flights which characterize

the spread of spike have not been adequately <'xplained. It- has long

been suspected that agricultural and forest hosts affected by similar

diseases may constitute the primary sourc<H of infection und striking

evidence to this suspicion was afforded by the observat soo that every

site of primary attack by sandal spike was associated wilii the prevalence

of similar diseases among the neighbouring agricultural and forest stands.

It was therefore of interest to study the inter-transmissihility of the two
groups of diseases—^the spike of sandal and the ‘spikes ’ of other ecologically

associated hosts of sandal. We have now been able to demonstrate the

transmissibility of ‘spike* affecting Vinca alba to sandal.

Diseased leaf tissue from Vinca has been grafted to potted six months
old sandal plants by the ‘leaf insertion* technique so successfully employed

in all our previous transmission studies. After eight to ten weeks the

sandal developed typical symptoms of a virulent form of spike. For the

first time, the possibility of other ‘spikes* acting as equally virulent

^nd potential foci of infection, has now been demonstrated. In the
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eradication of the sources of infection which is now widely adopted aa
the only effective method of oontroUing spike disease, careful attention

should be paid to the other sources of ‘spike’.
65.

Proteoclastases in healthy and spiked leaves of Santalum
album Linn.

K. SuBRAMANYAM and M. Sbeenivasaya, Bangalore.

An accumulation of total organic nitrogen (two to three fold) takes
place in the diseased leaves and this is accompanied by an increase in

proteoclastic activity. The inorganic forms of nitrogen, nitrate and
nitrite, present in healthy leaves have been found to be absent in the
diseased leaves, thus pointing to a fundamentally different type of nitrogen

metabolism characterizing the diseased condition.

It was therefore of interest to make a comparative study of the
nature of the proteoclases present in the healthy and diseased leaves.

Experiments in this direction have revealed the presence of a higher

concentration (2-3 times) of a cyanide activable proteoclastase capable
of hydrolyzing peptone. This enzyme is inactivated in presence of
oxidases.

Enzyme preparations from healthy and diseased loaves made by
different methods exhibit consistent and characteristic differences.

The higher pcptonase activity of the diseased tissues and tissue

fluids accounts for the presence of amino nitrogen in a higher concentration.

Statistics and Sampling Technique

66. The use of ci-test in the comparison of two samples with
unequal variance.

P. V. SuKHATME, New Delhi.

The quantity d, defined as the quotient of the difference in two
means by the square root of the sum of the variance of the two means,
was originally proposed by Behrens (1929) as the solution of the h5rpothesi3

that the difference in two population means is zero. Fisher (1936) using
fiducial argument in statistical inference showed that the distribution of
d supplied the exact solution of the hypothesis. Bartlett (1937) was
doubtful of- its validity. Sukhatme (1938) gave tables of d and showed
that Behrens was wrong in his assumption regarding the behaviour of the
fiducial probability of d with 0, Fisher (1939), using Sukhatme’s work,
clarified Bartlett’s doubts and produced further independent evidence to
prove the validity of the d-test.

The use of the d-test in experimental work and the hypothesis of
which it supplies the exact test have been explained on two examples
from agriculture. The differences between the t and the d tests have been
emphasized and special attention is drawn to the difference in the inter-

pretation that is made by the use of t test in place of d.

Five -per cent tables of d for the framework 6, 8, 10, 12, 24 and oo

and 0 = 0°, 16°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 76°, 90° have been supplied and their use
explained.

67. Incomplete double Latin squares.

P. V. KmsHNA Iyer, New Delhi.

The analysis of a, pxp double Latin square layout in which row
or columns are missing from either one or both the squares, reduces to a
neat form in certain cases. Changes in the usual procedure of analysis
are necessary in the calculation of the treatment sum of squares, the
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treatment means and the standard error for compering two treatment
differences. The smn of squares for squares, rows and columns are
calculated in the usual way. The expressions for the treatment sum of
squares, the least square estimates of the treatments and tho standard
error for compaiing two least s(j[uares estimates are given in the paper
for tho following cases ;

—

(i) First square—one row missing: second square—complete.
(ii) Both squares—one row missing.

(iii) First square—one row and on© column missing
; second square

—

one row missing.
(iv) First square- -ime row and ono column missing

;
second square

—

complete.

58. Comparison of different samplin:; techniques for population
studies on wheat.

I. M. Rao, M. Afzal, uTtd J. C. Luthba, Rohtak.

Under Dry Farming conditions in the Punjab, variations in growth
and other characters are high due to soil heterogeneity and drought
conditions. A preliminary study was carried out on wheat during rahi

1939-40 to compare tho sampling techniques, recommended Hudson,
Kalamkar and the Dry Farming Committee. India.

Observations on germination, stand, tillering and maturity at the
final stage were noted on wheat 8A sown in a plot of about one-seventh
acre with 40 rows, each 122 feet long, divided into 16 sub-plots, each five

rows 61 feet long. Two levels (6% and 10%) wore adopted for the fraction

of area sampled. Tho units were randomized in each sub-plot separately.

The sampling 3rrors, calculated according to the formula 8 i

were converted to percentages on tho general mean for the whole plot.

The sampling errors for all the techniques were in general low. They
were below 5% for all observations except for ‘germination* (about 6%)
and mature ears \^*hout 10%). Kalamkar’s technique gave tho lowest

sampling error apparently due to the greater distribution of tho units.

The difference duo to the techniques was not high. Increase in the area

sampled resulted only in a slight lowering of the error. Under local

conditions, tho Dry Farming Committee method of sampling seems to

be as good as that of Hudson. Kalamkar’s technique involves great

labour and results only in a slight lowering of the error.

Marketing, Agricultural Economics

59. A note on the grading of grape, papaya and Errape -fruit.

S. S. Bhat and S. R. Dhabeshwar, Baroda.

In this note the external and internal characters to he taken into

consideration while grading fruits are mentioned. Tho size factors of

Bhokari grape, Washington papaya and Marsh seedless grape fruit are

studied in detail. In Bhokari giupes, it is noted that while the weight
of the berries varies from 1*5 to 6 gms. each, there is a tendency for

berries in smaller bunches to be larger than those in larger bunches ; the
size and weight of individual bunches vary from about 2 ozs. to 20 ozs.

and more. In the case of the Washington papaya, the fruits vary in

weight from below 30 ozs. up to 100 ozs. or more with a mean value of

63 ozs. Their length, circumference and weight (on 786 individuals)

are found to be positively correlated. In the Marsh seedless grape
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fruit also all these size factors are found to be positively correlated (on

990 individuals). In order to facilitate grading work, the authors suggest

that Bhokari grape bunches and Washington papaya fruits may be
graded on the basis of their weight while the Marsh seedless grape fruits

may be graded by their circumference. The authors propose that the
market value of graded fruits affected by surface blemishes may be
reduced according to the formula

Total percentage of blemishes— 5 (allowable percentage)^
_ •

60, The economics and agricultural problems of the sugar

industry in India.

B. Mukherjee, Lucknow.

The paper discusses the present position of the industry in India in

all its aspects, more particularly with reference to such problems like

over production, minimum price, uncontrolled extension of cultivation,

export fnarkets, consumption of sugar within the coimtry, improvement
of the Khandsari system, cane varieties and the economics of cultivation,

control of pests attacking the crop, etc. The author concludes by drawing
attention to the importance of further research and greater latilization of
the bye-products of the industry.

61. Working of seed agencies of the Punjab Agricultural

Department.

K. S. Hafiz Mohd. Abdullah and Nek Alam, Punjab.

The paper discusses the development of the seed agencies in the
Punjab. The seed distribution agency which was first confined to

government farms was later decentralized by the setting up of a large num-
ber of seed producing centres on cultivators’ land. The number of such
agencies has multiplied rapidly, from 317 in 1933 to 1103 in 1939, with a
gross expenditure of 12 lakhs of rupees in 1939.

Certain details with regard to the working of sixty -eight such seed
agencies of seven different toshils have been collected to give information

on (1) the average quantity of seed purchased by each zamindar, (2) the
frequency with which the zamindars go to the agencies for purchasing
seed, (3) comparison of agencies located in urban or rural areas, (4) the
effective distance up to which an agency can cater, etc., and those are

recorded in the paper. Based on the above information the authors
conclude that a radius of five miles would form an effective distance for

each agency and that the agencies should be shifted from village to village

after every 3~5 years.

62.

An enquiry into the sale and use of improved agricultural

implements in the Punjab.

K. S. Hafiz Mohd. Abdullah and Nek Alam, Punjab,

The authors have first examined the information contained in the
annual reports of the Agricultural Department with regard to the sale of
implements daring the last eight years and foimd that the number of
chaff cutters, ploughs, hoes, harrows and drills per 100 pairs of working
cattle are 6*9, 2*1, 0*15, 0*10 and 0*09 respectively. They have made a
detailed survey in 450 villages comprising 15,000 zamindars of Gimudaspur,
Amritsar, Rawalpindi and Jhelum districts taking 15 to 20 villages at
random for each teshil and ascertained the number of improved imple-
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ments possessed by the zamindars wliich were found vary with the tract
surveyed. Some interesting data are furnished showing the relation
between the number of implements owned and such factors as: (1) the
distance of the village from the teshil headquarters, a main road or a
railway station, (2) the size of the village, (3) the caste of the zamindar
and (4) the literacy or otherwise of the zamindar.

63.

The economics of goat t*nd sheep herds m Pini Dadan Khan
Teshil of the Punjab.

K. S. Hafiz IvIohd. Abdullah, Nek Alam, and
M. Mohd. Fazil, Punjab.

The paper deals with the information v^btained from enquiries made
in the locality of twenty-eight herdsmen who maintain flocks of both sheep
and goats. The data discussed separately for sheep and goats deal with
such aspects as the average birth rate, the percentage of males and females,
the percentage of animals disposed of every year, the percentage of
mortality among animals, the sale price of animals, the quantity of wool
obtained, the price of wool and how it is disposed of, etc.

64.

The milk and ghee supply of nineteen villages of Rawal-
pindi Teshil, Punjab.

K. S. Hafiz Mohd. Abdullah, Nek Alam, Ghulam Rasul,
and Hayat Mohammad, Punjab.

The authors have studied the milk and ghee supply of nineteen villages

of Rawalpindi teshil comprising 605 families of 3,497 members. Informa-
tion is given regai ding the amount of milk produced, how much of it is

actually consumed and in what form, how much of it is sold and how much is

converted into ghee. The authors conclude that as regards milk consump-
tion the villages in this teshil do not compare favourably with cities and
that the accepted idea that villagers consume more milk is not true. The
consumption of miUc per head per day comes to only 0*07 lb. as against
0*25 in Lahore and 0*54 in Lyallpur.

General

65.

A new method of recording j)henological observations.

F. R. Bharucha, Bombay.

Systematic recording of some forty plants, varying from trees to

shrubs, was done over a year. There are meoy methods in vogue, for

example, the one used by the Royal Meteorological Socic^ty of London,
another by Illechevsky in Russia and still another in America. Each is

devised from a different standpoint. A simpler method than the previous

ones has been devised by the author and described in Uk^ present paper
giving the actual observations made over a year.

66.

Effect of synthetic fertilizers on grasslapds.

F. R. Bharucha and R. N. Davj&, Bombay.

So far no attempt has been made in India to employ synthetic

fertilizers for increased yield on grasslands though it is now an established

fact that larger powers lie latent in grassland than in aerable land. Three
years* repeated expeiiments carried out by the authors on diflTerent

types of grasslands, i.e, differing in the intensity of pasturing, have
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shown: (1) that the iise of synthetic fertilizers improves the grasslands

provided the fertilizers are of the right type and the intensity of pasturing

has not exceeded a certain limit
; (2) superphosphate alone in top dressing

is sufficient to yield higher results on an area where the grasses are pastured

only for two months of the year; (3) ammonium sffiphate and super-

phosphate should be combined on an area where pasturing has been
sufficiently severe; (4) potassium sulphate is not effective at all, and
(6) on a totally over-pastured area where the dominant grass is not
Themeda oj: Pseudenthiatiria (grasses which are dominant singly or jointly

on moderately or slightly grazed areas) but Egrafrostia uniloidea with a
very high percentage of weeds like Blumea erianthay the application of a
mixture of the above three manures has no effect.



SECTION OF PHYSIOLOGY

Pre«lde^->i ;—B. B. Dikshit, M.R.C.P., D.P.H.,
PhD..

General Physiologfy

1.

Acetylcholine formation by the intestines.

B. B. Dikshit, Bombay.

Formation of acetylcholine by the intestines when small bits are
suspended in oxygenated Ringer’s solution containing eserine has been
previously demonstrated by several workers. The piesent communication
is concerned with acetylcholine formation by intestines when perfused
through the superior mesenteric artery. The technique of perfusion
consistv^d in perfusing the small intestines with warm, eserinized,

oxygenated, Locke’s solution through the superior mesenteric artery
and passing the same solution over and over again through the vessels
for a period of over five hours. The amount of acetylcholine formed was
measured biologically using the frog’s rectus abdominis as the test muscle.
Guinea-pig, cat and dog’s intestines were used and the amoimt of acetyl-

choline formed was fomid to be 3*0y, l*5y and LOy per gramme respec-
tively. The perfused guts could further form acetylcholine when small
pieces were allowed to respire in a warm oxygenated, eserinized Locke’s
solution.

2.

Studies in vital capacity. I. Statistical correlation with
physical measurements.

D. M. Telang and G. A. Bhaqwat, Bombay.

The vital capacity of one hundred and seventy -two male medical
students of Bombay—age range 18 to 29—has been statistically (Correlated

with age, standing height, sitting height, weight, surface area (calculated
from Dubois’s monogram), chest measurements (deflat(3d, inflated and
the mean of the two), chest expansion and the pelidisi (Von Pirquet
index). A significant correlation has been found with every one of the
measurements except with age and pelidisi. Predict ion lines of vital
capacity against all these measurements (except ago and pelidisi) have
been plotted and the regression equations worked out in each case.

3.

Vital capacity in healthy young Indians (U.P.).

S. N. Mathub, Lucknow.

Average Vital Capacity, taken on the basis of over eleven hundred
readings in healthy young medical undergraduates of ages between 20 and
25 was found to be about 3,200 c.c. This is about 10% loss than the
western standard.

( 269 )
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4. Note on venous return,

W. Bijrridge, Lucknow.

A solution of adrenaline poured over the viscera of a frog restores

venous return after the ventricle has ceased to beat and is bloodless. It

is presumed that this blood was previously stagnating in veins.

After blood had thus been returned to the heart its activity revived
and it beat well again.

5. Prothrombin time in health and disease.

D. V. S. Reddy and C. Venkataramiah, Vizagapatam.

Dam’s investigations on chicks suffering from haemorrhages lead to

the discovery of a now vitamin, Vit-K (so called because in Grerman
languages, it is spelt as Koagulation Vitamin). Simultaneously, Quick
developed a simple but a specific method for the determination of blood
prothrombin.

These two advances in basic sciences were soon followed by many
animal experiments, throwing light on the factors and conditions producing
hypoprothrombinomia. The Imowledge gained thus found immediate
use in the explanation and control of the haemorrhagic conditions, parti-

cularly, in jaundice and haemorrhagic diseases of the new born. Of all the
methods, for the estimation of prothrombin both as laboratory diagnostic
procedure and as guide to treatment, Quick's method or one of its modifica-
tions, may bo conveniently employed in any ordinary teaching institution.

No investigations on prothrombin levels in Indians and in various
clinical conditioiis in the tropics, have been published. According to

Quick’s technique, observations were made on ‘prothrombin time’ in

twenty normal healthy adults, at Vizag. It was ranging between 40 and
GO seconds. The causes of this variation from the original figures given
by Quick and the later observations of other workers are discussed.

Examination of cases of jaundice and cirrhosis of the liver revealed
a definite and marked prolongation of prothrombin time. The effect of
chloroform anaesthesia, dietetic deficiencies, and infections on the
prothrombin time is being investigated.

6.

Brain potentials of normal and deaf and dumb children and
certain clinical cases.

Basu Kumar Bagchi, Calcutta.

In order to discover evidences of the growing maturation of the
central nervous system on the one hand, and a possible change in its mass
or local function due to lack of one sense organ and the presence of some
abnormal conditions on the other, the electroencephalographic technique
was used to record through un-opened skull spontaneously oscillating

potentials of different parts of the brain of normal and deaf and dumb
children and patients with a definite clinical history. The apparatus,
only one of its kind in this country, consisted of a special four-stage
push-pull high amplification amplifier and a recorder with a time constant
of *6 second delivering frequencies from J to 50 per second. The subjects
were comfortably placed in a cool, semi-sound proof, electro statically

shielded room. It was found that usually the freq\iency of the brain
rhythm per second increases with age until the adult alpha frequency is

well established at about 10 or 11, that the alpha, slow and beta frequencies
are mixed at and before that age, that deaf and diunb children present
certain similarities and deviations and that the occasional slow rhythm
in adults indicates cortical malfunctioning. Detailed results will be
presented and implications discussed. Aclmowledgment is due to Rai
Sahib Principal A. G. Chatterji of Calcutta Deaf and Dumb School.
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Biochemistry

7. The blood fat content of normal females living in Bengal.

Hembndranath Chatterjel awl Surathnath Ghosh, Calcutta.

The fat content of the blood of 20 normal non-pregnant females living
in Benga. wos estimated and was found to give an average value of 0*306
grm, pe^* 100 c.c. of blood.

8. Studies on the anti-ansemic concentrate prepared from
Indian ox livei . Part I.

S, K. Ganguey and U. P, Bastj, Baranagore (Calcutta).

Several investigetions have already been carried out in finding
out the active principles from liver that might bo effective in the treatment
of certain primary anaemias. But as the effif*acy of any concentrate
depends upon the various entities (Murphy, Amer. Jour. Med. Sci.^ 1936,
191 , 697; Karrer, et al, Helv. Chim. Acta.y 1938, 21 , 314 and others),
any such work with liver demands a systematic investigation on the
chemical characteristics of, as well as, on the actual reticulocyte response
from the concentrate that might be isolated from glands of animals bred
and slaughtered in tropical countries (c/., Basil, et al, Indian Med. Oaz.,

1940, 75 , 215).

In the present work Cohn’s fraction ‘G’ was prepared in different

ways and at the various temperatures. The total yield, the percentage
of nitrogen in the solid extract, its amino (Van Slyko) nitrogen, and
certain characteristics of the portion soluble in 70% alcohol, but insoluble

in 90% alcohol wore determined. The amount of reinecke salts and the
intensity of colour imparted by their solutions were again ascertained to
have a rough estimate on the physiological active substances that might
be present, h’urther work to find out the exact chemical nature of the
active principles as well as their effect on reticulocytes on clinical applica-

tion are in progress.

9. Mineral cor titucnts of human hair.

K. N. Bagchi and H. D. Ganguly, Calcutta.

In connection with an investigation about the lead-content of human
tissues it was discovt^red that hair is very rich in load. It was thought
that other metals might also bo present in hair m large (juantities and
with this idea in view the samples of hair wore examined for the v'arioua

metals likely to be present. The determination of (hi, Zn, (’o, "Ni, et(j.

in hair was made and they wore found in appreciabt amounts.
Boyd and Be (1933) showed by spectrograph method tlint (‘lementa

such as silver, tin, rubidium and vanadium ti.id other comnum metals

are present in human tissues while nickel end cobalt aiv absent. We
could find appreciable amounts of Ni and Co but could not detect Ag,

Sn, Rb and V in hair.

As the normal mineral-content of hair appears b<j many times

more than that of tissues, the analysis of hair gives- u orrect indication

of aU the elements present in human tissues and c. ctueful investigation

in this direction is likely to give an idea of the actual amount of these

elements and their physiological significance. The investigation is in

progress.

10.

Blood urea clearance in normal Indians.

S. K. Gokhale, Bombay.
Holier, McIntosh and Van Slyke (J. Clin. Invest., 1929, VI, 427 )

had shown that blood urea clearance affords the best means to determine
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the efficiency of renal function. They have expressed it as a relation
between urea in blood (B), urea in urine (U), and the volume of iirine

excreted per minute (V) by means of a formula. The average clearance
values obtained by them in their study of normal American subjects were

UV
75 c.c. (maximum clearance , when V is > 2 c.c.) and 54 c.c. (standard

i3

clearance, t when V is < 2 c.c.).

It was observed, in the study of blood and urine of normal Indian
subjects, that while their blood urea content is within the same limits

as that of American normal subjects, the urinary urea content, on the

other hand, is about half of that of American subjects. In view of this,

it was thought necessary to investigate whether the blood urea clearance

value for average American adult will also hold good for average Indian
adult.

Blood urea clearance values of 108 normal young Indians, have
been determined by the same technique as described by the above authors.

The average values obtained for Indians, 44 c.c. for maximum clearance

and 34 c.c. for standard clearance, are much lower than the corresponding

averages for Americans, viz. 75 c.c. and 54 c.c. rospecitively. This
shows that the use of American averages to evaluate the renal function

in the case of Indians would lead to erroneous conclusions.

11. Carotene contents of cow-ghee and buffalo-ghee.

K. N. Bagchi and S. M. Das-Gtjpta, Calcutta.

The carotene contents of cow-ghee have been previously determined
and it has been found that except under special circumstances, the value
ranges from four to nine yellow miits (Lovibond) per gramme of the fat-

In this paper, the carotene contents of 30 samples of genuine buffalo,

ghee from individual buffahfs and herds (obtained from reliable sources)

have been determined. The value ranges from 0-0*15 yellow uiiits per
gramme. We have not so far obtained a single genuine sample of buffalo-

ghee having a carotene content higher than 0*2 yellow unit (Lovibond)
per gramme.

The determinations were carried out in the following way:—The fat

was melted and filtered through cotton and the colour was matched in

one c.m. tubes in a comperator against a freshly prepared solution of
potassium dichromate previously standardized with Lovibond Tintometer
by Ratchevsky’s method {Bull. Soc. Chim. Biol., 17 ; 1187-93, 1935).

The well-marked difference between the carotene contents of cow-
ghee and buffalo-ghee may be helpful in differentiating cow-ghee from
buffalo-ghee and thus in detecting fraud under the Food Adulteration
Act.

12. Occupational factor in night blindness.

S. K. Sen, Calcutta.

A study has been made of a largo number of cases of night blindness

in persons working in the lime factories and brick kilns in the district of
Howrah. Analysis of the foodstuffs shows vitamin A deficiency, but
administration of cod liver oil, although has brought about an amelioration
of the condition in some, has failed to effect a complete cure in many.
In the laboratory, frogs and white rats have been given vitamin A deficient

food and the visual purple extracted by digitonin method, and comparison
has been made between the regeneration curves of the visual purple
for the normal and vitamin A deficient animals. The effect of the exposure
to brick and lime dust for some days, with subsequent administration of
cod liver oil has been noted. In conclusion, it may be said that too much
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'exposure to irritatii.j Ruspondod matter in the atmosphere in which the
persons are working *s a potent factor in the causation of the disease, and
acts sj nergically with vitamin A deficiency in the food and unhealthy
surroundings of these inJividua.? !.

13. The effect of ingestion of large doses of vitamin C on clinical

signs and symptoms and
^
haematolog: :‘al changes in

pulmonary tuberculosis.

S. K. PjOY and M. N. Rudra, Patna.

The effect of oral adriinistration, for 10 weeks, of 225 mgs. of natural
vitamin C (as sundried Emblica ofiic«nrlis powder) to Pulmonary
Tuberculosis patients upon their clinical signs and symptoms and on
haematoiogical changes has been studied in relation to controls (P.T.
patients) receiving no additional vitamin C. Greater improvement in
total K.B.C. and W.B.C. Counts, haemoglobin content of blood, neutro-
philelymphocyte and lymphocyte-monocyte ratios, von Bonsdroff’s
Count and Houghton’s Index and a comparatively smaller improvement
in sedimentation rate was observed in cases receiving additional vitamin C.
Clinically also patients receiving additional vitamin C showed better
results. The therapeutic value of vitamin C in Pulmonary t uberculosis

has be.c'n discussed.

14. The intradormal test as an index of vitamin CVnutrition.

S. Baneejee, Calcutta.

A correlation between the intradermal test and the blood ascorbic

acid level has not been observed by some workers and, therefore, they
have concludod that the intradermal test is not useful for the assessment
of vitamin C nutrition of the body, coiLsidering that the blood ascorbic

acid level is the best criterion for the purjjose. Experiments have been
performed on guinea-pigs imder controlled conditions to show the relation

between the blood ascorbic acid and the twenty-four hours’ urinary
excretion of ascoibic acid. The decolorization time in the skin test was
also observed. No correlation between the urinary and blood ascorbic
acid levels was obtained in normally fed and in scorbutic guinea-pigs. It

seems that the urinary excretion of ascorbic acid and the blood ascorbic
acid level may depend on various factors and there are reasons to doubt-

whether the blood ascorbic acid level would be a safe critericui for ascorbic

acid status. It is possible that the vitamin C content of tlu; skin, which
is a part of the body tissues, as determined in situ by the intradermal
test, gives a more accurate picture of the vitamin C status of the body.

15. Intradermal test as an index of \ itamin C-not r ition of the

body—observations at Vizagapatam.

D. V. S. Reddy and P. B. Sastry, Vizagapatam.

The intradermal test with 2-6 dichlorophenol indophenol suggested

by Rotter as a reliable index of vitamin C status of the body has been
enthusiastically recommended by some workt)is, while others found no
correlation between the time of decolorization and the level of blood
ascorbic acid or urinary saturation test.

In India, Banerjee and Cuba found in their experiments that the
time of decolorization was longer in scorbutic guinea-pigs and was definitely

diminished when ascorbic acid was added to the diet. In human subjects

also, they found that administration of massive doses of ascorbic acid

resulted in the reduction of decolorization time. More recently, they
reported again on experiments conducted on guinea-pigs and human

i8
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subjects ; the decolorization time became shorter and shorter with increasing
saturation with vitamin G and reached a minimum of 1 minute and
20 to 30 seconds. These workers suggest that the minimum decolorization

time may perhaps give a truer picture of the vitamin C status of the
body than the usual urine (saturation) test.

Observations and experiments were conducted at Vizagapatam on
different age-groups and classes of people. The dietetic habits, clinical

history and results of the skin test (time of decolorization of the dye
injected intradermally) are correlated. Further investigations are being
carried out to correlate the level of blood ascorbic acid and urinary
saturation test with the results of the intradermal test, with a view to
find out a standard procedure and time, to make the test a satisfactory
index of tfie vitamin C nutrition of the body.

16. Investigations into the standard of dietary and state of
nutrition in the leper belt of Manbhum District (Bihar).

K. Mitra and C. Gupta, Patna.

All investigation into food intake of 15.5 families residing in rural
area inside the traditional leprosy belt of Manbhum District and fifty leper

families in Purulia towTi was carried out during November 1939 to May
1940. The average daily income per consumption unit was found to
vary between 0-76' to 2-6.5 annas. The families were mainly engaged in

agricultural pursuits. The incidence of leprosy was foimd to be fairly

high, assessed by the percentage of lepromatous cases and child lepers.

About 30% of the families were found to subsist on a diet dejicient in

quantity. In four families the average daily intake of calories barely
reached four figure stendard. inadequate intake of animal proteins,
minerals and vitamin A was noticed in a very large y)ercentage of families.

A little more than 2,000 children residing in this area were examined
anthropometrically and clini(;ally. liy clinical naked eye examination
about 40% of the children wei’e found to be malnourished. By the
application of another index, Kliiudsen-Scjhiotz sign the percentage came
up to about 30. About 15% of the children were found to be suffering
from incipient signs of deficiency.

17. Estimation of proximate principles of food in a few edibles

by chemical methods.

K. Mitra and H. C. Mittra, Patna.

Thirteen kinds of grain foods, 18 kinds of fiesh foods, 27 kinds of fruits,

20 kinds of vegetables and 8 kinds of miscellaneous foods were analyzed
chemically fin their moisture, protein, carbohydrates, fats, crude fibres,

calcium and phosphorus contents. Amongst the grain foods Sutari (a

inferior type of cowj^oa) and kusumb seeds {Carthamus tinctoriufi) wore
found to be comparatively rich source of calchun. Puma chawl or rice

grains with complete layer of pericarp was found to contain 2-50% of

fats but calcium content did not exceed 12 milligrammes. Amongst
the vegetables are included about 7 types of tubers consumed by the
aboriginals.

Five kinds of sukhua or dried fish were analyzed. All of them were
found to be very rich in all the protective dietary principles. Of the mis-
cellaneous foods p08ta dana {Papaver somniferum) was found to be rich

in calcium. Again, of the flesh food group Snail’s meat {Pila globosa)

was found to be the poorest in protein content (about 10%).
tSu
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18 Trend of dietary habits and analysis of food budget in the
working class families of Bihar.

K. Mttra., Patna.

An attempt was made to find out the influence of income on the
diet in th > analysis of food budget of 177 working class families at
Jamshedpur (Steel works) and 194 similar families from Jliaria (coal-

fields). The families from each of these* centres wore divided into four
group.?, in the sliding scale of income level from Ks.l5 to Rs.1200 per month.
With the increase in income expenditure on food increased but the
percentage of income spent on food diminished. This percentage was
found to vary from a little over 70 to approximately 40 iji the highest
income level. In the lower income groups ?h« iut two-thirds of the ex[)on8es
were needed for cereals and pulses; w’th the increase in income this
percentage came down to less than 30. The expenses on noiideafy vege-
tables, fats, fruits, milk, sugar and flesh foods maintained a positive
jorrelation with the income level. Curiously enougii the expenses on
leafy vegetables behaved otherwise. In analyzing the trend of preference
for different edibles in their respective classes, homepounded parboileil

rice was the most popular cereal, red gram the most popular pulse, potato
the popular vogetable, mustard oil the popular fat and goat’s meat the
popular flesh food.

19. An enquiry into the conBumption of milk in a few urban
areas of Bihar.

K. Mitra, Patna.

An inv( ^tigation into the intake of milk in 1,000 families spread
over six towns of Bihar—Jamshedpur, Gaya, Madhupur, Dumka, Dhanbad
and Thakurganj. The families were classified into five income groups:
(a) up to Rs.25, (6) up to lls.5(), (c) up to Ks.lOO, (d) up to Ks.200, and
(e) above Rs.200. The average daily consumption per family beginning
from the lowest iiK^omo group was found to be 26*9, 46*6, 07*9, 92*9 and
197*1 ounces respectively. It was also found that with the rise in income
level per capita consumption of milk increased and the number of non-
consumers diminished. Amongst the adult population males wore found
to consume more milk than the females in all the income groups. In the
lowest income group about 58 per cent and in the highest income grcujp 1

8

per cent of the expectant and nursing mothers were not drinking >ii>y

milk. The average consumption varied between 7 to 18 ouiicok per day.
In the case of children the respective minimurri and inaxinmiu figures

were 5 to 15 ounces.

20. Studies on the composition of peptones. Vhji I.

SoDHiNDRANATH Sen, Baranagoie (tVUcutta).

Various foreign peptones are available in the market for biological

work. There is no definite knowledge regarding the composition nor the

method of decomposition of any protein body for their production.

Accordingly, a work in this direction has been undertaken.

In the present paper fibrin clot as well as veal from the local slaughter

house has been hydrolyzed by pepsin in acid medium at 37*^ for different

periods. The nature and character of decomposition products have been

ascertained. The solid isolated from the fibrin clot may be so adjusted

as to afford a peptone quite suitable for the production of Clostridium

tetani and other bacterial toxins. Further work is in progress.
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Availability of calcium in vegetables.

K. P. Bastt and D. B. Ghosh, Dacca.

The availability of the calcium of the following vegetables, viz.

Lady’s finger (Hibiscus esculentus—Beng. Dhenras), Cabbage (Brassica
oleracea capitata—Beng. Baiidha kopi), Drumstick (Moringa oleiferar

—

Beng. Sajnoy) and Amaranth tender (Amaranthus gangeticus—Beng. Lai
shak or Dhiila shak), was investigated by two different methods. In the
first place young healthy albino^ rats which had been reared on the usual
diet of the laboratory were placed on five different diets in which milk
and the four vegetables were respectively the only sources of calcium.
Only in the case of drumstick milk supplied 50 per cent of the total

calcium. At eight weeks of age the rats were killed, the utilization of
calcium was determined and compared. The utilization factors for

males wore 0-87 for milk diet, 0-71 for lady’s finger, 0-82 for cabbage and
0*70 for drumstick diet. These v^alues for females were respectively 0*84,

0-70, 0-81 and 0*69. Sex difference was, therefore, practically without any
appreciable effect on the utilization.

A separate investigation was midertaken to find out how the (;alcium

of these vegetables was utilized in mamtaining calcium balance in human
beings. The metabolism experiments were performed on an adult. The
experimental subject was first given a basal diet containing inadequate
amounts of calciimi. The effect of supplementing the basal diet with
each of the different vegetables and with milk was then observed. The
average per cent retention of calcium was 50, 43, 29, 23 and 23 respectively

in the case of milk, amaranth. Lady’s finger, cabbage, and diHimstick,

22. Biochemical studies of some species of Madras fish.

N. L. Lahiry, C. P. Anai^thakbishnak, and B. N. Banerjbb,
Bangalore.

The nitrogen distribution of the tissue proteins of Mullet, Kaiva
and Ramash has boon determined by the method of Van Slyke as modified
by Plirnmor and Rosedale, uicluding Damodaran’s dicarboxylic acids.

Tyrosine and tryptophane contents have been determined by the colori-

metric methods of Folin el ah. Karva is marked by its higher tyrosine

and tryptophane contents than the other two fishes. Independent
colorimetric estimation of cystine on the fish proteins indicates a lower
amovmt for Karva, the other two being ahnost equal.

The present investigation relates to the study of the nature and extent
of the in vitro digestion accompanying the treatment of the whole meal by
pepsin, followed by trypsin.

Estimations have been made of various components such as calcium,
phosphorus, and iron and the results discussed.

Determinations of the biological value of the muscle proteins by
growth and balance-sheet methods on rats are in progress.

23. Studies in insect nutrition. Part T. Vitaminic require-

ments of the rice moth—Corcyra sp.

P. S. Sarma and M. Srbbnivasaya, Bangalore.

The rice moth Corcyra sp. has been found to be an eminently suitable

insect for work on insect nutrition. Preliminary experiments with the
insect showed that the growth of the insects is influenced to a considerable

degree by vitaminic deficiencies. Insects fed on vitamin free diets were
found to respond readily and quantitatively to additions of vitamins.

Our investigations have so far revealed that the rice moth definitely

requires two groups of vitamins—(1) the water-soluble vitamins which
includes Bj and (2) the fat soluble vitamins, one of the components of
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which has been cha' acterized as a sterol. The insect does not need any
vitamin C.

We have employed this insect for an estimation of the vitamin

content of various food materials, for a determination of the ‘quality*

in crops an ^ for the assay of the vitaniinic potency of biological products.

24. \s3e8sment of vitamin Bi deficiency of persons living on
diets of Bengalis.

N, M. Fash and G. K. Ray, Calcutta.

The state of saturation of the body of a subject with respect to

vitamir' is determined by finding out what percentage of a tost <lo8e,

viz. 360 I.U. of vitamin Bj, fed orally to a subject is excreted in his

urine in the subsequent period of 24 hours. If the excretioji amounts to

15% or more of the dose in that period, the subject is considered ‘normal’,

but if it be less than that he is taken to be ‘deficient’.

The estimation of in urine was carried out mainly b> Jansen’s

Thiochrome method as modified by Wang and Harris, but in the case

of a few subjects it was done biologically by adsoi’bing tlje Bj in urine

on Lloyd’s reagent, feeding the adsorbate to vitamin Bj deficient rats

and then estimating the vitamin from their growth curv(?.

Twenty-two subjects were examined by tiie chemical (i.o. Thiochrome)
method and six by the biological method. Amongst the former group

60% were normal and the rest deficient, whereas amongst the latter every

one was deficient.

In the courro of these determinations the following observations

were made;

—

(i) 'J’lie total urinary ex(a*otion of vitamin B| per day varies between

20p(/ to 288/l'7.

(ii) As in the case of vitamin C, the daily urinary output of vitamin Bi
is not an index of the state of saturation of the body. The ratio

B, content in I.U, in the daily diet . „ , * • *
, JL 18 found to give a n^ughly approximate
non-fat calories consumed daily

iudi(;ation of tlm Bj status of a person. The persons from whoso diet

the above ratio was cahnilatod were found on examination to have kept

their diets constant for a long period before these experiments. If the

value of this ratio in a person be 0-3 or above, he is found to be ‘noimal’

with regard to vitamin Bj content of his body, but if it is loss, he is found

to be deficient. The ratio in tin? case of nomial boys IxJow J fi v ears is

found to be 0 -25 .

(iii) Unlike vitamin C, after administering daily the tesi dos^* of

3.50 I.U. of vitamin Bj to a person for a long tinjc, the excvrtion of tli('

vitamin may not always rise, but is very irregular, and does not l>e( t>n»e

constant.
The relation lK)tween vitamin Bj, tie- carbohydral . content ol‘ the

diet and the average yield of glucose from the jirob. n content of the

diet of a person on the one hand and the propo? * ioi.alc excretion of

the vitamin after a test dose is being investigated.

26, Synergism between vitamins B^ and C.

N. M. Basu and G. K. Ray, Calcutta.

In investigating to what extent the coagulation -timt; of blood is

delayed by the avitaminosis of C it was noticed that the vitamin Bj

content in the food is an important factor in this respect. Experiments

were, therefore, devised in the following way to ascertain if vitamin Bj
affects the effect of deprivation of vitamin C on the (dotting-time of

blood.
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Four groups of guinea-pigs, each containing at least six, were taken.

One group which was kept as a control was given the same diet as the

other three groups but was given adequate amounts of vitamin C. Tlie

other three groups were placed on the scorbutic diet. Of these three

groups, the 1st group received no supplement of vitamin but each
member of the 2nd and the 3rd group received daily 50/ and lOOy of Bj
respectively. The administration of this supplement was continued
throughout the whole period of the experiment. When the guinea-pigs

developed signs of scurvy, they were given different amounts of ascorbic

acid according to the intensity of the symptoms till those symptoms
completely disappeared. The coagulation-time of blood of the guinea-pigs

of all these groups was noted at regular intervals. On analyzing the

coagulation-time of the blood of animals of these four different groups,

the following results were obtained:

—

(a) The coagulation-time of the control animals was on the average
nearly 1 minute, of the group which received no supplement
of vitamin Bj increased from its normal value by 59*5 seconds
on the average and of the groups which received daily

supplements <>f 50y or lOOy of Bj increased on the average
by 35 seconds only.

(b) The coagulation-time was restored to normal after the ingestion

on the average of widely different amounts of vitamin C
by three different groups of scorbutic animals. Thus group I

which received no supplement of B^ required each on the
average 66*6 mg. of C, group 11 which received 5hy of Bj
required each 54 mg., and group 111 which received a siipple-

mfmt of lOOy of Bj daily, required 30 mg. each.

It is obvious from these results that an excess of vitamin Bj in the
diet of scorbutic animals not only prevents partially the marked increase

in the coagulation -time of scorbutic animals, but also helps in the restora-

tion of the normal coagulation-time by the ingestion of smaller amounts
of vitamin C. It may, therefore, be concluded that there is a synergism
between vitamins B^ and C in the maintenance of the normal coagulation-

time of blood.

26. The absorption of glutamine during digestion.

M. Damodaran and K. G. Ananthanarayanan, Madras.

Glutamine was shown to be a product of the digestion of proteins
in vitro by proteolytic enzymes some years ago (Damodaran et al, 1932;
Biochem. *1., 26, 1704). Since then researches of various authors have
indicated the importance of this substance in the intermediary metabolism
of proteins. The absorption of glutamine from the alimentary tract

during protein digestion has now been demonstrated. Blood from the
femoral artery of dogs was analyzed for glutamine before and after a
protein meal. A definite increase in the glutamine content of blood was
found two hours after ingestion of protein.

27. The milk coagulating enzyme of Witliania coagulans.

K. M. Yeshoda, Madras.

The milk clotting, action of the fruits of WitJtunia coagulans is due to
an enzyme which can be prepared in solid condition by the following
procedure: the aqueous extract of the dried fruits is precipitated with
ammonium sulphate, added to 65% concentration, the precipitate redis-
solved in water, and dialyzed free from ammonium sulphate and the
dialysate precipitated with acetone. The dry preparation has a high
activity, 30 mg. being capable of clotting 1 liter of milk in 30 minutes at
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room temperature, and retains its activity unimpf red indefinitely. The
enzyme is inactivated by heating to a temperature of 90® lor 3 minutes.
The optimum temperature for clotting is 48®C-50°C. The consistency of
the clot is dependant upon the com^entration of the enzyme, the higher
the concentration the shorter the per'od for coagulation and the harder
the clot.

The c >agulating activity is only
|
that of papain ; the latter, however,

impartfi a, bitter taste to the milk oven in very small concentrations.
Unlike all milk clotting enzymes .studied previously, the preparation

from Withania coagidaufi is entirely devoid of proteolytic activity thus
conclusively proving ^hat the milk clotting and proteolytic activity of
rennet prepalations are due «,o two separate enzymes.

28. The identity of liver arginaae and eanavanase.

M. Damod^^iRan and S. Mandeswara Sastk-i, Madras.

In (iontimiation of previous e^xporiments (Ind. Sci. Cong. Abstractfi,

27, 245. 1940) on the hydrolysis t)f arginine and canavanine by liver
enzyme the effect of urea and of the amino-acids, alanine, leucine,
glutamic acid, ornithine and canaline has been studied on the systems.

arginine ^ <.>rnithinc -}-uroa

and

canavanine ^ canaline -f urea.

Urea, the cjinmon chnivmge product of both reactions, has little

iidiibiting effect on the» reactions (‘ven in high concentrations. Alanine,
glutamic acid and hnicine effect a slight inhibition while ornithine and
('analine are strojigly inhibitory to both the reactions. The reciprocal

inhibition of ornithine and canaline on the two reactions and the fact that
a summation of activity could not be obtained when liver enzyme was
allowed to act upon a mixture of arginine and canavanine at saturation

substrate (.•oncentratit)ns conclusively prove that the enzyme in liver acts

upon the two 8u^"^t^ates.

29. Competition of protein substrates towards proteolytic

enzymes.
N. K. Iyengar, Calcutta.

The proteolytic action of an acetone precipitate of ydatelcts on the

following proteins were studied by estimating tla increase in non-protein

nitrogen in the digest:

(1) Auto -digestion,

(2) Auto -digestion 4-1% Casein.

(3) Auto -digestion 4- 1% Insulin,

(4) Auto-digestion 4- 1% Plasma proteins.

The results obtained throw interesting light o the (|ue8tion of

competition of the different protein substrates when they are present in

a mixture.
It appears from the experiments that among the proteins tested,

casein is the most susceptible, then comes the plasma proteins and last

of all Insulin protein. Proteins which are digested more easily than
Insulin protein, appear to offer protection to Insulin from enzymic pro-

teolysis. A study of the digestion of Insulin by pure crystalline Tr3rpsin

in the presence of high fxincentrations of other proteins easily susceptible

to enzymic attack will throw direct light on the above hypothesis. It is

proposed to extend this work on the lines indicated.
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Dark adaptation tests in cases of clinical night-blindness

due to vitamin A deficiency.

K. Rajagopal, Coonoor.

(Nutrition Research Laboratories, I,R,F.A,)

The dark adaptation curves of five cases of night-blindness were
determined by an apparatus of the Birch-Hirschfeld type constructed in
the Laboratories. As compared with normal controls these showed a
greatly decreased rate of adaptation and a raised final visual threshold.
The administration of 216,000 international imits of vitamin A in a single
dose (Prepalin) brought about a change in the dark adaptation curv^e

within six hours. Within forty-eight hours the curves had returned to
normal and the patients themselves recorded the improvement in their vision
in restricted light. Two of these cases had previously been treated with
relatively small amounts of vitamin A through the medium of cod liver
oil without striking or rapid improvement so that a high dosage of
vitamin A appears to be necessary if immediate effect is to be obtained.

Pharmacology

31. Pharmacology of Benzo-nicotine.

B. B. Dikshit and B. K. Nandi, Bombay.
The pharmacological action of benzo-nicotine, a synthetic product

closely related to the alkaloid nicotine, has been investigated and compared
with that of nicotine. On the undifferentiated protoplasm benzo-
nicotine was found to be considerably less toxic than nicotine. Qualita-
tively the action of the synthetic product closely resembled that of nicotine
on the circulatory, gastio-intestinal and genito-urinary systems and
quantitatively it was approximately one -third as active as nicotine. The
mode of action of benzo-nicotine has also been discussed.

32. Alterations in the electrocardiographic features brought
about by digitalis.

S. A. Rahman, Hyderabad-Deccan.
Electrocardiographic changes were studied on isolated frog’s heart

perfused with digitalis solution and also on the hearts of anaesthetized
rabbits, cats, and dogs, by intravenous perfusion, in acute experiments,
of 1 : 20 tincture digitalis.

The initial and the most constant change in the electrocardiographic
feature was found to be a depression in the S-T interval, followed later
by an infarcit type of Q li S complex. These changes were more marked
ill leads 2 and 3. The T-wave did not become inverted. On the contrary,
there was a tendency for the T-wave to become more erect and pointed.

33. Mode of action of vitamins in human system.

N. K. Bastj, Calcutta.

A. Influence of growth-promoting factor of different vitamins on
Anterior Pituitary (hormone) was tested, and the following facts were
observed: (1) Though there is no actual relation between vitamin A
and the active principle of Anterior Pituitary, in all probability this
vitamin acts as a stimulus to the formation of that active principle. (2)
Vitamins B or C seem to have no connection with the secretion of Anterior
Pituitary Hormone.

B. Influence of Anti-diabetic factor of vitamin-B-complex on
Pancreatic gland was studied next. Experiments on lower animals
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showed that anti-diabetic factor stimulates the Is.^ands of Langerhan to
secrete Insulin and thus keeps the level of blood-sugar always constant.

C. Belation of vitamin 0 and Adrenalin gland was then studied.
It was found that this vitamin stimulates the secretion of the cortical
portion of A.drenalin gland and thus keeps arterial tension normal.

D. Effects of vitamins on the growth of bacteria were also tested.
It was found that vitamins have no direct action on any bacteria. Action
of vitnmins is more of a protective nature, that is, they act more by
increasing the tissue-resistance than by virtue of their actual bactericidal
property.

34. Rates of action cf Barbiturates.

S. C. Das, Nagpur.

Rates of action of Evipan, Pentothal, Nembutal and ISodium
Barbitone wore determined by intravenously injecting gradually increas-
ing doses and noting the time needed fc r onset of sleep, duration of
sleep and time before advent of death (if any). The results obtained
show that short-acting and long-acting hypnotics differ not only as
regard the duration of action but also as regard the speed of onset of
action. Two classes f>f deaths wore observed—the immediate deaths due
to direct action of the drug and the delayed deaths due to son:e secondary
effects such as partial anoxaemia during deep narcosis.

36. The influence of Evipan sodium on heart and circulation.

S. C. Das, Nagpur.

Tlie intravenous injection of Evipan into (;ais and rabbits always
causes a fall of blood pressure, the oxtout of the fail depending on the

dose, the rapidity of injection and the route ol’ administration. ‘When
injected into portal vein instead of the femoral vein, the same dose

produced a much less fall, suggesting detoxication in the liver. The fall ol'

blood pressure was not due to the reaction of the solution injected. Even
with a small clos like 2 mg./kg. causing a just appreciable fall of carotid

pressure, increase of jugular pressure could be seen, indicating cardiac

affection. Perfusion of cat's log in situ shows that direct vasodilator
action as v/ell as vasornotordepressioii both contribute to the I'all of blood
pressure. Contraction of the auricle strip of frog is depressed about
by 1 in 50,000 solution, 23% by 1 in 20.000, 60% by 1 in 5,000 and 95 to

100% by 1 in 2,000 conccuitratiou. Myf)cardiographi(; r»!C()rds of cat's lieuit

in situ demorjstrate cardiac depression even with small dose^s iudi<;atiiig

that cardiac factor plays a definite part in causiiH, fall of IhP- even with

small doses of Evipan.

36. Cyanide detoxication in the rabiht and the as measured

by urinary thiocyanate ex( rotion.

B. Mukerji, Calcutta.

it is generally accepted that Cyanide introduced into the system is

converted into thiocyanate. This convertion of a highly toxic drug to

a comparatively non-toxic substaiico appears t<» }>e a defence measure of

the body similar to the detoxication in the liver of indol into indican, a

normal urinary constituent.

Working on this hypothesis, sub-lethal amounts of NaCN were
injected into a series of six rabbits and five dogs and the urinary

elimination of NaSCN was measured from day to day up to eight days. A
control series of rabbits was also injected with stoichiometric proportions

of NaSCN and the excretion of thiocyanate was followed up as control.
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The comparatively recent analytical method of Baumann et al,

{J. Biol. Cheni., 100, XIII, 1933; 105, 269, 1934) was employed for the
urinary thiocyanate determination. This method is claimed to have
an error of less than 7% in quantities between 0*6 to 4*0 mg. per litre.

In the rabbit injected NaCN has been found to be almost completely
converted into NaSCN. Nearly the whole of the NaCN can be accounted
for quantitatively as NaSCN within a period of 4 to 7 days. In the dog,
on the other hand, cyanide conversion is never complete and usually less

than 50 per cent of the injected, a period of 7 to 9 days in the urine.

The possible causes for this difference in the rate of excretion of
NaCN in the two animals are discussed.

37. Studies on the keeping properties of liquid extract of

Ergot.

I. B. Bose and B. Mukerji, Calcutta.

In continuation of previous work carried out in the laboratory on
the stability of liquid preparations of Ergot, further studies were made
to determine the rate of deterioration of the total alkaloidal contents of

Ext. Ergot Liquid, B.P. 1932. A sample prepared according to B.P.
specifications was divided into four parts—A, B, C, D and maintained
under the following conditions: (i) Sample A was kept in low temperature
in a Refrigerator between 6“8°C.; (ii) Sample B in a dark cupboard at room
temperature; (iii) Sample C in room temperature but exposed to bright
day-light, and (iv) Sample D in an Incubator at about 37°C. Each sample
was subjected to assay at intervals of 15 days and this procedure was
continued up to 3fi0 days.

Sample A was found to yield a total alkaloidal content of 46 mgms.
per 100 c.c. from the original reading of 71 mgms. per 100 c.c. Samples B
and C gave values as low as 8-3 mgms. per 100 c.c. and Sample D came
dowm to 3*6 mg. per 100 c.c.

This study indicates that the keeping properties of liquid extract
ergot are very poor indeed. Only when samples are stored in refrigerators

at a fairly low temperature, there is some chance of retaining the potency
of the preparation. Even then there is considerable deterioration in less

than a year’s time.

38. The action of certain soluble camphor derivatives on the

circulation and respiration.

J. C. David and R. Kbishnaswami, Madras.

Camphor has been very popularly used as an analeptic in spite of
repeated pharmacological reports as to its inefficiency as a cardiac and
medullary stimulant. Owing to its insolubility various soluble deriva-
tives have been advocated in its place. One such derivative, campho-
sulphonate of diethylene diamine has been examined by us for its cardiac
and respiratory actions. Our experiments show that on the heart its

action can be completely explained by a peripheral stimulation of the
vagus, the effect disappearing after atropinization. Any temporary effect

clinically noticed on the volume of the pulse and the peripheral circula-

tion can be shown to be duo to a reflex initiated by the irritant action at

the site of injection, ‘ Solucamphre ’ (Delalande) produces stimulation of
the respiration in experimental animals under anaesthesia and oxygen
consumption is definitely increased. This effect is also mostly abolished
after atropinization. Solutions containing caffeine or strychnine show no
potentiation but just an additive effect.
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39. The relation of M. Plantaris ol the SoJeus muscle.

Brij Mohan Lal, Hyderabad-Deccan.

(1) 1\I. Soleus developH and increases in size and attachments as the
animal advances in the scale of evolution,

(2) M. Plantaris, degenerates as the, animal advances in evolution,

(3) The tendon of insertion of M. Plantaris functionally takes the

place of M. Flexor di»T^’torum brevis whenever the latter muscle is absent,

and forms exclusively or partly the short tendon of the principal digit of

the foot, besides giving tendons to some of the other digits.

(4) Plantaris fascia is the degeneration of M. Plantaris resulting from
the suppression of the muscle.

40. A modification of Raman Y Cajals’ silver impregnation

technique—on colloidiii embedded materials for sym-
pathetic nerve fibres and regenerating nerve tissues.

G. K. Ghosh, Patna.

Fixation 10% formaline or acetii formaline.

vVheii the (^elloidia block is made by the method described and seo lions

are ready, the following method for staining is adopted :

1. Wash the sections in four (changes of distilled water for | hour.

2. Place tl)em in 4% nitric airid for 3 minutes.

3. Wash in many changes of distilled water for 1 hour.

This step is important as any trai’o of the nitric acid alters the pH
of the silver solution and the iinpregnation is considerably delayed.

4. Place the section in 10% silver nitrate at 37°C. (incubator) for

2 to 3 days until sections are yellowish in colour.

5. Wash the sections in distilled water for ^ to 1 minute.

6. Reduce in the following solution:

Hydioquinone , . . . . . 2-5 grm.
Formalin . . . . , . 5 c.c.

Distilled water . . . . . . 95 c.c.

After washing well in running tap water for some time, it was lound

advisable to remove the surface precipitate which fn^fpiently dt'vclop in

large section; in the following way

:

7. Dip the section into 2% nitric acid for 20 neconds.

8. Place immediately into 5% hyp. solution, clear in 2 niiiiiites.

Wash well in running tap water.

9. Dehydrate in alcohol, clear in xylol and mount ni cauada balsam.

41. The problem of intercommunication be1 w n the pulmonary

and the bronchial vascular (blood) systems.

Pjrabhas Chandra Rakshit, Calcutta.

The blood supply of the respiratory tree differs in different sites

—

trachea—inf. thyroid artery; the bronchi up to commencement of

respiratory bronchioli—bronchial artery ; resp. bronchioli up to the

pulmonary alveoli—pulmonary artery; pleura in man and in animals

with thick pleura—bronchial artery and in animals with thin pleura

—

pulmonary artery. Bronchial veins drain bronchi up to 2nd or 3rd and

pleura at the hilum. Pulmonary veins drain rest from four zonular

eources—pleura, air sacs, respiratory bronchioles, bronchi after 2nd or
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3rd order. Intercommuriication may be arterial, venous, or arterio-

venous. Ill man and in the dog arterial capillary intercommunication
has been found on the walls of dependent air vesicles in the region of the
reap, bronchioli. Venous intercommunication has been proved. No
arterio-venous communication has been observed.

The importance of bronchial arterial supply in normal responses of
the lung and the extensive collateral development of the same in patho-
logical conditions of the pulmonary vascular system are daily becoming
evident. The interrelationship between the two arterial systems in the
guinea-pig and the rat has been described in this paper. Methods of
investigation together with photographs of ceUoidin casts of the vascular
systems have been incorporated. Evidences of the existence of arterial

communication are present.

42, Histology of avitaminosis in insects.

B. G. L. SwAMY and M. Sbebnivasaya, Bangalore.

The rice moth (Coryrua sp.) when fed on diet free from vitamin B2 ,

exhibits a poor development and shows an extremely sluggish behaviour.
It was thought that such insects would provide exceptionaUy advantageous
material for conducting a histological study of the changes in tissues

induced by avitaminosis. The insects being small, lend themselves to
their bemg cut in their entirity, thus yielding sections in which all the
organs could be simultaneously examined.

These histological studies have revealed that the deficiency of
vitamin B^, brings aboUt a marked degeneratioji of the nucleus in almost
every cell that has been examined under the microscope. The nerve
tissue also shows signs of degeneration. Microphotographs and drawings
of the sections illustrating the kind and extent of degeneration will bo
presented at the Session.
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General Problems

1. Th.e conception of mental inheritance.

N. N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.
It is necessary to define certain terms in order that the conception

of heredity may be applied bo mental life. The paper attempts to give
these preliminary defiiiitions. Secondly, certain methods have lately
been followed in the study of mental inheritance. These are discussed
in the paper.

2. On Professor Woodworth’s psychological theory.

P. S. Naidu, Annamalainagar.

Middle-of-tne-road psychology championed by Prof. Woodworth is

not without its assumptions and hypotheses. No ‘explanation* of human
behaviour can be confined to the mere registration of facta. So,
Woodwork I’s psychology is fomid to contain a well-defined theory which
is a sort of half-way house between non-theological mechanistic
behaviourism, and purposive hormism. Four important aspects of this

theory have been singled out for criticism in this paper. They are

(1) dynamism, (2) the concept of Sets, (3) drives, and (4) piupose. And
in each case it ls .shown how the position held by Woodworth is untenable,
because it contains an irreconcilable mixture of behaviourism and pur-
posivism. The purposivistic elements in these concepts, it is contended
here, possess great survival value. They should, therefore, be developed
in the propoer direction. And when they are so developed, it is found
that Woodworthian stato-dynamisrn flowers out into M( Dougallian
hormism.

3. Psychology offers service.

N. Mukerji, Calcutta.

Psychology, like civilization, has moved througli various stages and
the present stej) of its progress can be labelled a tJuj ‘industrial age’.

Till the lasD great war activities of jjsychology wort Tnostly limited within
the fields of armcliairs; 1914-1918 wrmig all tlau < vcild be utilized from
every science, psychology included. Since then industrial coimtrios all

over the world have accejited whatever aid psychology could offer.

Psychology got rid of inertia, it moved into rjurseries and kindergartens,
schools and colleges, armies and battlefields, hospitals and clinics, factories

and workshops offering its service. Workers for psychology were never
advertised nor the journals made fashionable, still the growth of both
has been tremendously rapid. The present status of psychology is not
based on breaths of discussion but rigorous scientific treatment of data
obtained. This paper deals with the various resources of psychology
from which practical aid has been and can be tapped; some suggestions

( 285 )
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have also been added which could be helpful to the educational insti-

tutions in India, in their practice.

4. Drugs and mystic ‘ visions

Raj Narain, Lucknow.

In considering the etiology of mystic ‘visions’, a possibility that
readily occurs to us is the use of drugs by mystics. The question is:

Are drugs in or by themselves sufficient to produce mystic ‘visions’?
An answer to the question is attempted by considering in detail the
nature of visions induced by the major drugs (alcnhol, hashish, mescal
and peyote) used by mystics, and by distinguishing these from mystic
visions. It is also observed that the use of drugs must be combined
with a religious disposition, attitude, or temperament in order to evoke
mystic; visions. It is suggested that a theory of mystic visions should
base itself upon those basic psycho-physical states which underlie all the
diverse practices like fasting, yogic regulations and kriyas, suggestion, etc.,

that lead to visions in mystic life.

6. Growth of meauiiig-oxperieiice.

Kali Prasad, Lucknow.

I.

1. Two things seem to be clear, viz. (i) that meaning in some form
or other belongs to or characterizes all experience however rudimentary

;

(ii) that meaning develops and elaborates as the Individual grows. The
variation of behavior-pattern in response to the recurring stimulus-
situation shows that there is appreciation or at least a perception of
meaning. Otherwise variability camiot be adequately explained. This
does not imply that ‘Meaning’ is an entity or quality which does something
to experience. On the contrary, meaning-reaction is a behavioral pattern,
with specific and defined outlines.

2. The development of meaning-reaction occurs through such
pervasive and elementary activities as the following: Symbolizing,
Construction, over-determination of imago, irreversibility, transduction,
shifting orientation, etc.

3. With the rise of language moaning-exporienco makes yet another
advance. Bean’s work on pre-linguistic equipment of child. The
emergence of the so-called 'Rhemes

\

4. Further development occurs with the rise of ‘ Relation ’ like causal
relation, association, synthesis and syncreticism, participations, etc.

5. The role of Ego -centricity, animism and artificialism in the
development of meaning.

II.

1 . Apart from the genetic approach we may now take up an analytical
and experimental study.

2. We select a group of (i) children, (ii) adults, and they are
experimented on certain materials used in our laboratory. The materials
consist of, for example, ink-blots, drawings, non-sense words, unfamiliar
objects and situation, concepts and general ideas.

3. Conclusions.

6. On the nature of Aristotelian abstraction.

W. Burridge, Lucknow.
The Brain is the machine with which we do our thinking and its

units are nerve cells which in their turn are living colloidal systems.
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Such systems provide the machine with two .jources of energy, and
experiments wit>i alcohol demonstrate that the one source of energy
provides us with the capacity to judge our data, and that the other provides
us with the data that we judge. It is inherent to the machinery that the
more we nso of the one source of energy, the loss can we use of the other
and vice versa. Certain motor analogies are iised to show how this

relati nship can mislead.
Va’-iations in the proportirms of the two sources of energy provide

an infinite series of thought-alloys whictli, for convenience, are divided
into six strata or mixtures. The stratum of solid and definite fact, the
eu(jritit;al, is shown t^ merge o^i the one side into the indefinite and vague
or hypophasic, and, on the other side, into tlio paracritical, a stratum
where the definitely round acquires rouridnoss. This is also the stratum
of Aristotelian abstraction,3 .

Four ways of obtaining though 1 -alloys of this composition are
considered without prejudice to the possible existence of others. One
way is by accretion or addition, another is by abstraction. Differing

methods of arriving at the same end-r<\sult naturally provide material
for controversy unless one appreciates the nature of the end -result and the
paths leading thereto.

7. Katiiro of aesthetic- appreciation as revealed by introspection.

N. S. N. Sastky, Mysore.

Kocently tlie problem of aesthocic appreciation has engaged the
attention of exi)erimentalists, a good deal. Complicated and elaborate
appliances are used to record a number of physiological changes in order
to locate the physiological basis or manifestation of appreciation. And
it is significant that introspection continiios to play an important role.

Fifty thoroughly reliable persons took the tost. After attending to

the stimulus presented to them as long as they liked, they were askeci to

record their introspection. Only very rarely they were aided by indirect

questions. Both music and painting were used as stimuli.

The analysis of the introspections is very interesting. The fifty

subjects wore oicided into five (^lasses on the basis of their aesthetic
standing as judged by the group itself. The introspo(;tions reveal:

—

() The absence of any discernible emotion, presence of intense
pleasant feeling, transient imagery—in the highest grf)up,

() strong and intense emotion, pleasant feeling, imagery (often
very steady)—in the lowest group. Tliere is also ina-rkeil

sensory experie nce, and
(c) intermediary stages in emotional conciousness in the inter-

mediary groups.

8. The sympathetic induction of timotions.

P. S. Naidxt, Aunamalainagai

.

One of the most important factors in group behaviour is the sharing
by all members of the same group of an emf)tiou ex})erienced only by a
few. This phenomenon, called Sympathetic Induction has been analyzed
by McDougall, and its potent influence over the mind of the individual

as well as of the group has been established. But Prof. Allport disputes
the conclusion of the great leader of hormic psychology. Three objections

based on (1) experiments on the maturation f)f instincts, (2) experiments
on the identification of emotions by photographs of their facial expressioms,
and (3) induction of sentiment, have been raised. This paper meets the
objections, and while establishing the indisputability of Induction, draws
attention to the prevalent sources of misunderstanding of McDougall’s
hormic theory of human behaviour.
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Deterioration of psycho-physical functions in old age.

N. N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.

The psycho -physical functions deteriorate in different degrees in old
age. Attempts have been made to estimate the extent of such diminution
in terms of objective tests. The paper gives an account of the data
and attempts to interpret them.

10. On boss-subordinate relation.

Pabs Ram, Lahore

Four officers in-charge of big departments employing a large number
of subordinates were asked to express themselves regarding their opinion
of the subordinate staff. They were allowed to speak freely of what
they thought of their subordinates and in order to achieve this no notes
were taken in their presencje. The interview was of the nature of free

association. Subordinates, according to these officers, were very good
at carrying out mechanical instructions but they fumbled whenever they
had to exercise judgment or had to take the initiative.

These observations suggest that boss-subordinate relationship
encourages a diffusive response in the subordinate who is oriented more
towards the person of the boss than towards the task. Such a relation

does not suit a complex organization in which even the subordinate has
to show a capacity to make judgment. An attempt is made to analyze
the causes of this state of affairs.

11. The role of mental set in determining the course of
associative reproduction.

S. M. Mohsin, Patna.

The traditional theories of association explain the reproduction c)f

the associated materials. They fail to account for the appropriateness
of the materials to the situation of recall. The behavioristic expla-
nation is similarly inadequate. The Wurzburg psychologists offer a
satisfactory account. They explain the specification of the course of
reproduction as the function of a determining tendency or mental set

released on the proper acceptance of the task.

The writer’s experiment on controlled association reveals the opera-
tion of a mental set facilitating certain responses and inhibiting others.

The sot functions by increasing the speed and efficiency of the response.
The law of perseveration or inertia describes the function of ‘ sot *.

Experiments done by Thomas, Muller and Pilzecker show how the resist-

ance to change or perseveration facilitates certain responses and hinders
others. The law of ‘ retroactive inhibition ’ in learning is also an instance
of the operation of set.

Educational Psychology

12.

‘Mixed sentences* in Hindi as an element of a group intelli-

gence test.

S. Jalota, Sholapur.

A test of sixteen items of ‘ Mixed sentences ’ in Hindi were selected
from Jha’s adaptation of Terman’s group test. Fifty-four students of
the first year, and third year class in the College were tested. The
results were correlated with the University scores. The correlation was
low ranging from -f*!? to -f *30 only. So I do not think that ‘Mixed
sentences * in Hindi is suitable as a test-element in a group intelligence test.
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13. A test for reading ability.

8.xROJENDRANATn RoY, Calcutta.

Test for reading ability forms one of the items of the Vocational
Guidance examination which is nov.' being conducted by the Applied
Section of the Psychology Department, University of Calcutta, among the
school boys of Bengal. The writer discusses a method of evaluating
reading ability that he has been following for about a year with fairly
good result. Attempt is devised and being made to prepare norms of
reading ability for different age groups.

14. A note on the Bt ngali version of the new Terman and
Merrill test prepared by the Psychology Department
of the University of Calcutta.

KRisraA Chandra Mookerjeb, Calcutta.

Certain essential features bearing upon the standardization of the
Bengali Version of the Terman and Merrill Intelligence Test as adopted by
the Applied Section of the Psychology Department, have been discussed.
The data collected so far by administration of the tests to the school boys
and girls of Bengal have been scrutinized to examine the variability of the
I.Q. in relation to age, the reliability of the scores, individual differences in
results when tested with different ‘forms’, etc. From the statistical
study of the available data it appears that the I.Q. variability in relation
to age is approximately constant for the Bengali version of the test.

16. What is the relation between the average mark, the
minimum for a pass and the percentage in an examination ?

A. A. Krishnaswami Ayyanqar, Mysore.

The question envisaged in the title is answered by the formula

p ^ m{dYldX)x^^ (1)

where 100m, If lOOs denote respectively the percentage of average
mark, the minimum percentage for a pass and the percentage of passes
respectively and Y = f{X) is the Lorenz curve corresponding to the
frequency distribution of the marks. For getting a suitable formula the
present writer has utilized a new distribution which corresponds to a
cubic Lorenz curve. Wlien the curve is thus specified, the relation (1)
takes the form

p — 1-f (6m— 4).v-}-(3-6mV2 . . (2)

where the limits for m are 1/3 and 2/3 and the limits of s are 1 -Jp and
which work out to 40% and 80% whiui the pass rruuimum is 36%.

The formula (2) implies very simple and soimd prinf^iples:

—

(i) reasonable limits for the average and the pas^ percentage;
(ii) the percentage of passes increases with tha average mark;

(iii) the average mark is greater than, equal to, or less than 60%
according as the percentage of the failures is less than, equal
to, or greater than the minimum percentage for a pass ; and
thus provides a ready method of discovering discrepancies
in marking.

Three indices,

/i = l + (6m— 4)5+(3—

C

I 2 = «(l-f g')/(l—P), where 1 -f-3p(l— 2m)/(3m-- 1)2 = {
l+9/(3m—

1
]*,

/3 = 6m8(l-*)/{p-(l-«)(l-3«)] ,

19
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are suggested to measure respectively the stiffness of the questions, the
performance of the examinees, and the stringency of valuation.

A more satisfactory distribution for marks is one which corresponds
to the biquadratic Lorenz curve which is uniquely determined by the
extreme values of the range, the modal value and the average.

16. Language test in arithmetic.

A. N. Basu and N. Mukekji, Calcutta.

Object—To determine the difference in results when arithmetical
sums are given in English and again in Bengali. The present experiment
was conducted to examine the extent of the effect which the recent changes
in regulations of Calcutta University Matriculation Examination may
have produced.

Procedure— set of test questions was prepared in English comprising
four simple problems in arithmetic and four sums of mechanical nature.

The set was translated in Bengali also. Each of the above sets was
horizontaUy sectioned into two equal halves, thus we had four sets of
test materials IE and 2E, IB and 2B. Tests IE and 2B were applied
on two occasions to 250 boys and girls of various secondary schools in

Calcutta and to another 250 boys and girls tests 2E and IB were given.

Precaution was taken to see that the schools and students were chosen in

a random manner. Each correct answer received one score.

Result—Statistical details of the results being given in the original

paper, only a general view is supplied below:

—

Total score in Bengali Test . . = 1035

,, ,, English . = 890

Gaiu over English . . — 145 or 14% approximately.

Total scores in ‘Problems’ in Bengali = 600
,, ,, ‘Mechanical sums’ in Bengali— 630
,, ,,

‘ Problems * in English = 369

,, ,, ‘Mechanical sums’ in English= 624

Difference between the scores in Mechanical sums in Bengali and
English = 6 or 1*1% approximately.

Difference between the scores in Problems in Bengali and English —
131 or 26*2% approximately.

Types of mistakes have been analyzed and their frequency determined.
Conclusion—^The introduction of the mother tongue as the medium

of examination would tend to produce better educational results.

17. The problem of over-age children in schools.

Jivan^Dhan Banebjeb, Dehra Dun.

It is a general feature of all schools to have on its roUs a number of
over-age children in each class. A question is, therefore, often raised if

the over-age children in a class are at an advantage or disadvantage due
to their relatively greater maturity. This discussion would also throw
a good deal of light on the probable factors determining over~aging. This
paper, therefore, attempts to arrive at a solution of the question by an
analysis of school marks.

18. A search for the qualities of good teachers.

N. Mukebji and S. C. Dutt, Calcutta.

Seventy students of a B.T. class were supplied with the following
question on the opening day of the class, ‘What are the qualifications' of

I9B
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R good teacher? Mention the points only’. The results were classified

and tabulated under five broad categories, (a) Personal equipments, (b)

Professional preparation, (c) Relation with pupils, (d) Miscellaneous, (e)

Negative traits. Each cIms was divided and subdivided into detailed
traits and frequency of each trait was determined. The total number of
the traits thus analyzed was about eighty.

The following five qualities received the highest frequencies in the
above-mentioned categories in respective order, (a) Proper enunciation,
(b) Method of teaching, (c) Amiability, {d) Moral standard of the teacher,
and (e) Mannerism

19. A comparative study of the essay and the objective type of
examinations.

Hem Chandra Banerjee, Dacca.

A comparison was made of the scores obtained by a group of boys on
the two types of examination covering the same subject-matter in History
and Geography. The scores indicate that an average boy knows about
twice as much of the subject when tested by an objective examination
as when tested by an essay type of examination. But the correlation

between the points known to the boys (as determined by the two t5q)es of
tests) was found to be low. In the case of more intelligent boys, i.e.

boys whose J.Q. was more than 100 the correlation between the points
in the two types was much higher. Thus the varying intelligence of the
pupils tested is a more decisive factor in the results obtained than is the
method of learning and testing used.

20. A study in the correlation of marks in an individual subject

with the aggregate of marks in all the subjects, and
some inter-correlations of high school subjects.

M. A. Hakim, Lucknow.

The problem of correlation of mental abilities has been approached
from many angles. This paper attempts to work out the problems on
the basis of school marks. School marks on each subject may be supposed
to reflect a certain kind of ability inasmuch as each implicates a specific

process of learning. A correlation of marks then w ill reflect the correlation

of these abilities. Again, the total marks, in the same manner, reflect a
crude aggregate of abilities in terms of which the individual attempts to

adjust liimself to scholastic situation. If, then, a relation is discovered
between the total marks and the marks in a particular subject it will be
possible for us to estimate the value of each subject for the total scholastic

adaptation. The present paf>er makes an attempt to bring out these
points.

21.

Study of school marks.

(Miss) Shanti Agarwad, Lucjknow.

From the study of school marks it appears that the abilities of a
pupil remain constant witliin certain limits. The marks obtained by
each student during different years in different subjects are constant
within certain limits.

Again, it has been said that there is a certain amount of variability

from year to year in the ability of a student due to training but in the
case of these students the coefficient of variability remains almost constant.

This group of students has been analyzed with respect to their

constancy of performance relatively to different subjects, which, in their

case, is practically the same.
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Lastly, these marks are analyzed with respect to their mutual
correlation. It has been found out that there is a very high degree of

correlation between English and History, and Mathematics and History.

The constancy of performance suggests the presence of certain common
factor. Since these girls come from approximately the same social and
economic status, the common factor lies in this fact. Again, it has been
supposed that girls are given to harder work than boys.

In History, English and Mathematics girls usually employ a visual

schema to retain and to arrange facts. In the Vernacular they are guided
by auditory-kinaesthetic (verbal) schema. The low correlation may be
explained on the basis of the difference between the visual and verbal

methods.

22. Variability in achievement with practice.

S. K. Bose, Calcutta.

Whether the effect of practice under identical condition makes a
group of individuals more alike or more different in their achievement,
is a problem not only of interest to the scientists but is of great importance
also to those dealing with public policy in education. The experimental
results of different investigators show discrepancies. It has been found
that while the use of relative measure, such as V, in statistical calculation

indicates convergence of individual differences under equal training, the
employment of absolute measure like A.D. or S.D. points to the presence
of divergence throughout the period of training. The present paper
(i) reviews some recent investigations in this subject, especially those by
Kincaid, Peterson and Barlow, Reed, and Anastasi, (ii) considers how far

the discrepancy in results is dependent upon experimental conditions,

nature of task given and statistical procedures adopted, and (iii) concludes
that mider certain limitations the principle of ‘equal opportunity for all’

is justifiable.

23. Interpretation of Intelligence Test results in two specific

cases.

H. P. Haiti, Calcutta.

An attempt has been made in this paper to delineate the psychological
significance of individual Test item scores obtained by two brothers in an
adaptation of Terman Intelligence Tests. On the basis of the analysis
given it appears that in some cases at least individual test item scores
and the nature of the responses xmder the individual items are of greater
significance than the I.Q. An account is given of the educational
improvement effected in one of the cases on the basis of the psychological
significance of the scores and responses.

24. The home background and the new school.

Jagdish Singh, Lahore.

In a progressive school which is run on the lines of new education,
the pioneers meet with various types of difficulties. A residential and
CO-educational institution on the lines of Adolph Ferrier’s L’Ecole Active
was established in the Punjab recently. In developing a group life among
the children of that institution, the management experienced the following
difficulties which reflected very prominently the home background of the
children:—(a) Lack of a co-operative spirit in manual activity, team spirit
at the playground and table manners at the dining table, {h) Personality
problems of the children. The author examines some of the typical
factors that influence a child’s behaviour in the home and the way they
come into play in the school. Factors such as (a) the social status of the
family, (6) the order of birth of the child, (c) the role of the mother in
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the home, (d) the attitude of the parents to tl:3 school—are examined,
borne typical cases are dealt with.

25. Causes of the variance of out turn of work in mental testing.

Dwijendralal Ganguly, Calcutta.

h'onas and ‘M* of the Individual Intelligence Test, revised and
standardized by Terman ai.d Merrill have been mjdified and adapted
by the Applied Psychology Department of the Calcutta University in

^ connection witii the Vccational Guidance work taken up by the depart-
ment. Vocabulary i>e.?t is a paH of the form ‘L*. Terman and Merrill

vocabulary was found unsuitable as a tost in this country and so it was
substituted with a new vocabulary of 100 English and 100 Bengali words.
This new vocabulary is yet to be standardized and a large number of
data is required for the purpose. During the collection of such data, it

was noticed that the out-turn of work by individual worker varied at
different thno intervals. This feature attracted the attention and detailed
information as to the worlc by three different workers, working for four
days each, was noted. The working period of each day was divided into

eight equal intervals and out-turn of wor^ by each worker for each period
was kept in a tabular form and out-turn curves were drawn. Introspection
of each worker after each day’s work was taken. In discussing the
possible causal factors for such variance, fatigue curves of big and small
muscles taken in the laboratory of the department with the help of
Ergograph and output curves in the industrial field taken from ‘Industrial

Psychology in Practice’ have also been considered in this article along
with out-turn crrves obtained.

26. Mental factors in attention errors.

J. K. Sarkab, Muzaffarpur.

The main purpose of this paper is to indicate the differeid levels of
attention errors. Tachistoscopic experiments made on 300 subjects

testify to this. According to Titchenor, attentive consciousness manifests
two fields, the <‘iear and the obscure, and this dual-level formation solely

depends on the nature and forms of stimuli. But the obscure field or

hazy margin is not only determined by conditions of stimulation but also

by the tendencies or subjective factors that are brought into the stimulus-
situation by the subjects. Introspective and experimental observations

show that some of the attention errors are not direct but influenced

reactions. They further point to the fact that every attention is a double

-

sided process involving depression and release.

Physiological Psychology

27.

Sleep.

Udai Bhanu, Indore.

This is in continuation of the paper read last year.

Sleep is that depressed state of the brain in which the lost energy is

regained. Depression is found in several diseases, like hysteria, insanity,

epilepsy ; but that depression is not called sleep because there is no repair.

Sleep is a state of the brain but it can very well be detected by certain

explicit changes in the body. It is not at all difficult to detect a sleepy

man from a waking man. It is regarded as a passive reflex. Fatigue is

the unconditioned stimulus that evokes it.

There is no evidence of a sleep centre. Just as it is possible to
maintain consciousness by stimulating any centre of the brain, in the
same way it is possible to evoke sleep by depressing any afferent centre.
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Sleep always starts from the sensory area and never from the motor
area. It may be induced from any centre but it depresses the visual
area first and auditory area in the last. Several persons are observed in
whom sleep is detected in the eyes but the ears are working normally.
We cannot produce even a solitary example in whom the ears were
inactive and the eyes working normally.

Sleep and consciousness both are essential for life. But continuous
repetition of a stimulus causes sleep. So we always find in a normal man
either avoidance of repetition or Qualitative changing of stimuli in a long
continued work.

Further observation contradicts the view, held by me last year, that
sleep is greatly affected by forgetting capacity. Several persons of high
forgetting capacity were found to bo enjoying soimd sleep.

28.

Brain rhythm and certain psycho-physiological variables.

Basu Kumar Bagchi, Calcutta.

By means of a specially constructed low-frequency, high amplification

four-stage push-pull amplifier and a dynamic recorder, electrical rhythm
originating in the brain was led off the scalp of mianaesthetized human
subjects placed comfortably in an electrostatically shielded semi-sound
proof room. The following stimuli—a sudden call, buzzer, and speech
amplifier click—when they were experienced as causing a startle produced
a reduction of the amplitude of the alpha rhythm, change in frequency,

new patterns, or a shift of the base lino. Repetition of the stimuli tended
to eliminate such effects indicating cortical adaptation. Drowsiness,
sleep, feeling-toned thoughts created electrical changes in the brain

that were qualitatively and quantitatively different from normal ones.

A verbal denial of mental choice was sometimes accompanied by record-

able electrical happenings in the brain. Factors causing all the
above-mentioned changes are discussed and the importance of electro-

encephalography to psychology is pointed out.

Vocational Psychology

29. Analysis ofsome qualitative data obtained by the ‘ question-

naire ’ method from persons belonging to the clerical

profession.

Krishna Chandra Mookerjee, Calcutta.

Data obtained by the use of the questionnaire method from persons
belonging to the legal profession were communicated to the last session

of the Science Congress. The present paper reports the results of investiga-

tion by the same method among a group of more or less successful clerks.

30. Class, vocation and intelligence.

N. N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.

Attempts have been made, in recent years, to estimate the average
I.Q. -values of the various social and vocational groups. The present study
is a r^sum^ and an analysis of these facts. It is found that the higher
industrial occupations and professions contribute a larger number to the
upper grades of I.Q. but not to the lower grades. It is also found that
the lower industrial posts contribute a large munber to the upper grade
of I.Q. along with a larger number to the lower grade. It is suggested
that selective breeding on the part of the higher occupational groups
and inheritance of traits would account for the data.
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31.

Three anoiralous cases of career-choioc.

Eabindkanath Ghosh, Calcutta.

These cases were studied in London. In each case, a career had
already ly'en chosen and a long couise of training had been undertaken ;

and an anomaly between the vocational activities and the career-objectives

had been observed. Here the failures in the training for tile careers can-
not be explained without assuming and understandmg the unconscious
motivations which found incidence in th*e choice of the vocations. These
cases reveal a peculiar mechanism of ‘stay-on’ at the preparatory stage.

In the vocational eff rts of each case, along with a nagging and a pro-

crastination, the following had been discovered:—the release from
parental control, an intense desire for exptuience of a sojourn amongst
people who are regarded with ambivalence, the provoking of a situation

which would be difficult to cope with and which afterwards produces an
expression of extreme helplessness and an experience of guilt-feeling, an
expectation of punisliment, a thick coat of rationalization, and a temporary
oblivion and obliteration of career-objectives. These choices were made
from the ideas of gains to be derived from the chosen professions and
from the phantasies of benefits and power to be bestowed on them
magically from their stays in England.

Experimental Psychology

32. D.L. for lifted weights (concluding report).

Gopesw4R Pal, Calcutta.

D.L. for lifted weights imder the condition of continuous increase,

with different standards, with different rates of change and for different

observers, Mere determined.
Results were statistically analyzed. Weber’s Law was not found to

be satisfied. Definite law was obtained relating D.L. values and standards.
This law was found to be more general than that of Weber.

33. A note on a significant case of mirror drawing.

P. S. Naidu, Annamalainagar.

‘Mirror drawing’ is still hold to be a case of learning by trial and
error. But Dr. Gopalaswami and Prof. L. W. Jones have printed out
that ‘intelligence’ is the most important factor in this type of learning.

Yet the conative factor has not been touched upon. The experiment
imder report here was devised to test the influence of a strong motive in a
difficult task. The data presented here prfn'o that, under a powerful
motive, the very difficult task of re-reversing mentally fas in Stratton’s

classical experiment) the direction-reversal of the ster pattern in the

mirror, was achieved by the subject light at the first attempt. The
conative factor must be given the place of pre-eminonoe in all these so-

called instances of trial-and-error learning.

Psychoanalysis

34.

How spontaneous drawings of chUdren can reveal the nature

of their complexes—a short communication.

(Miss) Daman Badhwar, Lahore.

This paper attempts to discuss the value of spontaneous drawings of

children in the diagnosis of their emotional difficulties. Two sample
drawings of two problem-children from the Child and Youth Guidance
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Clinic, Lahore, are used as illustrative raaterial. They clearly indicMe
the influence of subtle antagonisms and feelings of revenge which, in

spite of the outward manifestations of docile behaviour, persists in the
child’s unconscious towards his father and teacher.

35. Examination psychosis.

Raj Narain, Lucknow.

A description of the examination psychosis has been attempted under
three heads: (a) physiological, (6) psychological, and (c) pathological.
The work of Brown and Voider, Smillie, Folin, Denis and Smillie,

Tigerstedt, Ferrari, Bucciardi, and Dobeff and Tomoff is reported in {a).

The results of an emotional questionnaire given to 405 students are given
in (6). The observations of Redl, Bergler, Neumann, Stengel, and Stekel
are discussed in (c).

The paper closes with remarks on inter-relations obtained by Brown
between emotional reactions before examinations and neurotic tendency,
and between Neurotic Inventory, Scores on Emotional Questionnaire,
Intelligence, and Grades.

36. The unconscious in hysteria.

Nagendranath De, Calcutta.

Repression is defective in hysteria. The imconscious occupies much
of the superficial liiyers of the mind. Higher qualities of the mind are
less developed and the mind remains childlike in many respects.

The superficiality of the unconscious is responsible for its easy approach

-

ability and so the subject becomes more suggestible. Occupation of the
same layer of the mind by the conscious and the unconscious without
mixing with each other gives rise to the various Dissociation phenomena.

37. The concept of sublimation.

M. N. Samanta, Calcutta.

Sublimation is a concept that has been used by a very few
psychologists and that, too, in connection with abnormal psychical processes
mainly. In the present paper an attempt has been made to explain
psychological phenomena, both normal and abnormal, in the light of
sublimation. Since the validity of these explanations lies on experimental
support, the author here only gives his views and reserves experimental
verifications for a subsequent paper.

38. The super-ego.

C. N. Menon, Benares.

The theory of repression presented by Freud in 1893 and 1896 failed

to stand the test of subsequent clinical experience ; and slowly he postulated

a Super-Ego. He did not then realize how materially this modified the
horizontal division of mind into layers. Towards the end of his life,

however, he explained mental phenomena in terms of a dynamic interaction

of factors having parts in the conscious, preconscious and unconscious.

This leads to the conclusion that the Sup^Ego is not an entity

but a function ; that it has biological value ; and tnat the general tendency
to look upon neuroses as the tyranny of the Super-Ego over the Ego is

wrong. Maladjustment is traceable not to the Super-Ego but to the whole
personality. Repression m^iy be not the blocking of one factor by another,

but the interplay of aspects of an identification, ‘identification being the

psychological expression of the principle of imity ’. An integral theory of
mental life is needed.
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The Freudian theory failed to be integral beeruse it was not sufficiently

djmamic. They looked upon the Super-Ego as an intruder produced at

an intermediate stage by the Oedipus conflict. But the anxiety charac-

terizing the Oedipus conflict is not different in kind from earlier anxieties.

The Super-Ego is innate; tho parent being only the symbol fashioned at

the time when inner entities are objectivated and named. The free

assoclatym method leads to the occasion when the symbol was first formed

;

but ^ts meaning is as much in the pi*esent and future as in the past.

Psychoanalysis has thus lost most 'of its startling and revolutionary
implications.

39. Love problems of college students.

Pars Ram, Lahore.

This paper aims at analysing the hetero-sexual interests of men
.students (ages 17-22). The material for this paper was gathered from the
case histories of youngmen who sought advice at the Child and Youth
Guidance Clinic. The following types of interests were observed: (a)

Love impulses directed towards middle-aged women, (6) Love object
was a cousin or a girl strictly within the family circle. Girls outside the
family circle were looked upon with awe, (c) Obsessional types of yoimg-
men did not show any deep interest in the girls they piofessed to love

and showed a tendency to have numerous affairs. Some youngmen
preferred inferior women as their love objects. An attempt has been
made to find the Unconscious mechanism behind each of the types men-
tioned above. Biographical material has been scanned to illustrate each
type. The typ3 of love in which personal regard for the love object is

dominant is rare. Some of the typical attitudes towards the love objects

such as hero-worship, dependence, etc., have also been commented upon.

40. Emotional starvation in children and young persons.

K. D. Ghose, Dacca.

The paper discusses the various types of emotional starvation in

the young and its results. It presents the data collected from a study of

certain cases of a clinical nature and suggests remedial treatment. A
plea is put forward for the application of the principles that imderlie the
remedial treatment.
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Water S apply and Sanitary Engineering

1 . Separate digestion of sewage sludge.

N. V. Modak, Bombay.
Satisfactory disposal of sewage sludge is the most important problem

in modorn sewage treatment. The widespread use of the activated
sludge process especially in large plants has resulted in a ruunber of
advances being made in the treatment and disposal of sewage sludge.
.It is now established that all typets of sludges whether raw or digested
can be dewatered and incinerated and that the adoption of a particular

method is dependent upon economic and li'cal conditions. The first part
of the paper dt^als with the theory and practice of ‘Separate Digestion
Method of Treatment ’ in all its aspects. In the second part description
of the digesting jilant at Dadar and the data collected therefrom for the
last three years is given. The present capacity of the Treatment Works
is sufficient to deal with a flow of 4 million gallons per day (d.w.f.). The
mixture of the primary and activated sludge from the preliminary settling

tanks is first tr( ated for reduction in water-content and then pumped into

a digestion tank and the gases of digestion are collected and at present
utilized for cooking and heating. They will also be used in future as fuel

for transport in place of petrol. No artificial heating was found necessary
for maintaining constant gas generation. The constant level principle is

followed in regard to the withdrawal and addition of the supematent
liquor and frejsn sludge. Drying is done on specially prepared beds
providing an area of 1 sq. ft. per 5 gallons of digested sludge. Experiments
are also being made to prepare a compost with town refuse and digested
sludge to improve manurial value. The Dadar digestion tank is tin;

first sciontificjally controlled tank in India and it has demonstrated that a
direct return from sewage disposal works can be obtained by th:‘ digestion
t>f sewage sludge, if the by-products of digestion can bo advaiirageously
utilized, to meet a part of the interest and sinking fimd charges on the;

cost of installation.

2. A preliminary study of the ascent of watt ]• through soil

columns resting on a water table, the loss of water by
evaporation and the associated movena nt of salts in the
soil.

A. K. Mallik, Poona.

Experiments to study the ascent of iiioisturi; and the rate of
evaporation from the top surface of soil columns resting on a water table,

were done using soil evajtorimeters designed and constructed at Poona,
Three types of soil were under investigation, the black cotton soil of Poona,
the normal alluvial soil of the Punjab and the ‘Bari’ (alkali) soil also

from the Punjab. The effect of lowering the water table below the
evaporating surface on the rate of evaporation was studied by using
five different distances of the water table, viz., 6 in., 1 ft., 1^ ft., 2 ft., and
3 ft. below the evaporating surface in the case of each of the three types

( 299 )
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of soil studied. The loss of water by evaporation was measured daily
for six months during the clear season of 1939. Mean daily values of
evaporation for the months of January to June 1939 from the fifteen soil

evaporimeters as well as from the U.S.A. standard evaporimeter are given.
The results obtained show that

(1 ) The ascent of moisture, in the open, is less than 3 ft. in the case
of Poona soil, less than 1 ft. in ‘Bari* (alkali) soil and more
than 3 ft. in the ca8f3 of the normal Punjab soil.

(2) In all the three types of soil studied, the loss of moisture by
evaporation decreases rapidly as the water table recedes
below the evaporating surface.

(3) Evaporation from the ‘Bari’ soil is strikingly smaller than either
from Poona or from normal Punjab soil. The evaporation
losses from both of the latter types of soil, however, are of
the same order of magnitude.

The ‘Bari’ (alkali) soil was analyzed before and after the experiment
and the results obtained indicate that there was an upward movement
of salts resulting in an accumulation in the top layers of the soil column.

3. A new intensity raingauge.

J. M. SiL, Poona.

The design and construction of a new raingauge which directly records
the intensity of rainfall against time is described. Rainwater is led from
an 8'' funnel into three cylindrical receivers in succession. The receivers

have light floats of identical design which operate a balanced system of
lovers linked with the recording stylus. Rainwater collects in each
receiver for one minute only and the displacement of its float at the end
of this period determines a new position for the stylus. This displacement
is proportional to the mean intensity of rainfall during the minute interval.

Emptying of the receivers is so timed that the pen passes from one jjosition

to another without going back to zero. As the record is composed of a
succession of steps for as brief intervals as one minute each, it appears as

a continuous curve. The filling and emptying of receivers is operated by a
clock motor specially designed for the purpose. The intensity graph is

obtained on a daily chart wound on a clock-drum such as is ordinarily
used with meteorological instnimonts of self-recording type. A diagram-
matic sketch and a photograph of the instrument are given.

Two typical records obtained with the instrument are also reproduced
and described in the paper.

4. Problems of ventilation in deep mines discussed with the aid

of temperature-entropy diagrams.

C. W. B. Normand and J. M. Sil, Poona.

In meteorology adiabatic diagrams of various kinds are employed
to gain insight into the behaviour of parcels of air as they rise and fall

in the atmosphere. The best of these diagrams is Shaw’s tephigram, which,
having temperature and entropy as its co-ordinates, is of a pattern familiar

to engineers. One difficulty in all atmospheric problems arises from the
changing composition of the working substance; the amount of water
vapour per pound of dry air is a varying quantity. Shaw’s tephigram
allows one to take this varying quantity into account. Also, when Shaw’s
tephigram is extended to slightly higher temperatures and pressures, it

becomes applicable to problems of ventilation in deep mines. It enables
one easily to predict how the air temperature, the wet bulb and dewpoint
temperatures should vary, as the air rises or falls in a mine-shaft, provided
the movement is isentropic or adiabatic. If, however, the air gains or loses
heat from the walls of the shaft, the manner in which these three tempera-
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tures will be affected can be deduced from the diagram. So also if the
walls of the shaft are damp and if the air gains in moisture as it ascends
or descends, the resulting effect on tho dry and wet bulb temperatures
can be gauged.

This graphical method is compered with some resxilts calculated in

1926 by J. S. Jones and is claimed to aid insight in dealing with ventilation

problems

5. Comparative observations of evaporation of water from
different tyi'os of evaporimeters.

P. K. Raman, Poona.

A general survey of the ovapoiativ'3 powe^r of the air in India, was
made in 1935 (Ii^dia Meteorological Department, Scientific Note, Vol. VI,
No. 61) using values of evaporation calculated according to the formula

JS;(l-465- 0 -0186ii) (0-44+0-118Tr) -iV

where E is tho mean daily evax>oratioii in inches, W the xnean wind velocity
of the day at 4 ft. above ground in miles per hour, h the mean relative
humidity and e the vapour pressure in iru^hos of mercury.

As a preliminary to the selection of tho mt)8t suitable type of evapori-
inoter for general use in India, the Agricultural Meteorology Section of the
Meteorological Oflice at Poona started comparative observations with
different typos of evaporimeters in 1935. Tho paper describes the various
instruments and discusses the mean values of the data obtained with the
various ty}>es of evaporimeters during tho period 1935-39. The rate of
evapt)ration in inches, as measured by the different instruments, may be
converted into those of a standard U.S.A. type evaporimeter, by using
conversion factors. These factors are, 0‘9271 for a Piehe evaporimeter
inside a Stevonsen Screen, 1*5990 for a wild instrument in a similar
exposure, 0*8503 for an open pan evaporimeter exposed to the atmosphere
and 0*6213 for a Piche in tho open at 4 ft. above ground. Those factors
depend upon the instrument as well as its exposure. Actual five-year
moans of the evaporation in different months of the year are also given.

For cheapness without serious loss of accuracy, the simple Piche
type is a satisfactory instrument for general use. The installation of
standard U.S.A. evaporimeter is advisable at Central Irrigation Stations
iiitercst(3d in actual evaporation from large reservoirs, whereas the small
Poona-typo evaporimeter is sufficient for use at important experimental
farms.

6. Under^ound supplies of water in the trap-rock zone in

the Bombay-Deccan and other allied tracts.

N. S. JoSHi, Poona.

The paper gives a full account of the nature of subsoils of the Bombay-
Deccan which are the source of underground stipjilies of water. The
author draws particular attention to the fact that it is tho valleys of
nalas and rivers containing such deposits liki^ Man, conglomerates and
layers of sand that hold water so as to form an underground water-
table and that this is possible only in situations where a rock-bar exists
in or below the nala or the river bed. The popular (incorrect) belief
in finding water higher up on the ridge is based on the presumed existence
of underground currents which, tho author points out, do not exist.
The few successful wells at times situated at ridges higher up above
iiallas owe their supplies to the water-tables described above, the water
being conveyed to the wells by conduits in the form of fissures in soft rock
connecting the water-table with the well. The popular belief for which
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the water diviner with Magic Wand is mainly responsible on the other
hand, is based on the assumed existence of a current from the ridge to the
valley.

The author particularly lays stress on the intra-trappean layers
called gheru which are mainly instrumental in the existence of the peciiliar
formation known as hard murum and boulders and which can retain
large amounts of water from the local rainfall. More exposed rock or the
small depth of hard murum overlying it cannot do this. The author
advocates a theory explaining the formation of these hard miunim and
boulders as due to the underlying gheru which forms a weak foundation
and which, after exposure on sides, causes the superincumbent rock to
settle unevenly and crack both vertically as well as horizontally. These
hard murum and boulder layers serve to absorb large quantities of water
during rains and to give out the same later on in cold weather and hot
weather being conveyed by fissures to wells favourably situated or to the
valleys of main streams.

The author explains with sketches the existence of perennial supplies
of water on hills like Shivneri and Shingnapur as due to these gheru
layers, with formation of hard murmn and boulders above. Similarly, the
water-supply on hill stations for health resorts like Mahabaleswar is

explained by the porous laterite formations with impermeable trap rock
below.

It is upon these water bearing formations on the surface of the
Deccan-trap that the underground supplies of water depend and investiga-
tions for such supplies ought, according to the author, to be based upon
these in combination with such factors as the local rainfall and its distribu-
tion, the frequency of floods, the normal temperature and its variation,
etc. Deep bores as in alluvial tracts are not successful in Deccan-trap as
there is little chance of the deeper-lying rock ever getting water down to
it, so as to be stored there.

The author, however, stresses upon the advisibility of taking
preliminary 3^ bores, 40' to 60' deep, before open wells are excavated or
pumping plants with bores are installed. The author particularly

advocates such bores of medium depth for potable water-supply to villages,

wells being restricted to irrigation schemes.

7. A universal flow formula for turbulent conditions.

T. Blench, Punjab.

The author attempts, from a dynamical viewpoint, to derive a flow

formula to cover the cases to which formulae of the Manning, Kutter,
Von Karman and other types are approximations.

His basic idea is that, since Von Karman has produced a very
satisfactory universal velocity distribution law covering all boundary
roughness and types, provided only that the flow be turbulent, it follows

that there should be a universal flow formula also covering different

boundary types, and that the special formulae applicable to specific

boundaries must be found from the universal one merely by correct

expression of that part that deals with boundary roughness.

His formula is

:

V = abs. const. {Rlx)i s/gRS ,, .. (1)

where V is mean velocity; R is hydraulic moan depth; JS is the slope of
the total energy line

; g is the acceleration of gravity, and x is

:

() For smooth boundary the laminar film thickness 8.

() For rough boundary a linear dimension defining protuberance

height.
(c) For incoherent boundary the Lacey silt factor, /, dimensionally

corrected.
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If Prandtrs boundary layer theory be adapted to the laminar film it

is found that

i?/8 oc

So the smeoth boundary formula derived from (1) is

F = abs. const. •• • • (lo)

or, in engineering form

V = cor^.t. .

.

. . . . . . (la')

(la) is as old as Reynold's work, and (la') dates from 1804. (la) is

deauci^le directly from dimensional analysis.
For rough boundary the engineering form is obviously

V = const. 22^ . . . . . . . . (16)

which is, in practice, practically Maiming’s fomula.
For incoherent boundary the Lacey formula

V = (const.//^) . .

.

. . . . (Ic)

results.

The author, while appreciating Von Kannan’s work fully, points out
that the universal velocity distribution does not completely fit data,
diverging from them in the 20% of a pipe radius adjacent to the boimdary,
and that the Von Karman flow formula is merely the result of assuming
the velocity formula to fit the whole distribution, and then integrating it.

It cannot, therefore, be expected to be of final dynamically correct form
in spite of its excellent fit.

8. A rational approach to the solution of a few sewerage and
sewage disposal problems with special reference to

Jamshedpur.

^S. K. Lahibi, Jamshedpur.

The introduction points out that the recommendation of the Royal
Commission should merely form a basis of any scheme. Th(' rainfall

characteristics and equations connecting the intensity of rainfall to the
time of duration of rainfall both in England and in Jamshedpur have been
dealt with. The Jamshedpur equation arrivtU at by the author from
nearly 200 observations in seven years has alsi> been explained.

The sewerage systems specially combined and partially combined
systems with Dr. Coleman’s method for vletermination of the quantity of
surface water to be allowed for in a combined system ajre discussed.
Jamshedpur observations for its partial combinc(J system are given in
detail. Suitable sewer sections have been fully discussed and an egg-
shaped sewer with a rectangular top has been recomrnonded. The layout
and general design of the Pumping Station form the concluding part of
the Sewage Section. The disposal section of the paper deals with stream
pollution and disposal by dilution. Uses of deoxygonation, re-aeration
curves and formulae, etc., have been explained. A summary of results

for Jamshedpur on dilutions available, minimum oxygen content, B.O.D.
value of effluents allowable for discharge and preliminary percentage on
purification on B.O.D. value have been summarized. Brief statement on
partial purification and sludge re-aeration is the concluding part of the
paper.
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Fuels and Internal Combustion Engines

9. Utilization of Indian vegetable oils as lubricants in internal

combustion engines. Part II.

J. S. Aggarwal, H. D. Chowdhury, S. N. Mukherji, and
Lal C. Vebman, Calcutta.

A series of Air Ministry Oxidation Tests (modified) were undertaken
on various oils—castor, groundnut, cotton seed and rape with and without
the admixture of stabilizers, with a view to determine the physico-chemical
changes taking place in oils when subjected to severe oxidation conditions.

As a result of this work a number of effective stabilizers were discovered
for various oils. Based on these results, which have been published in

Part I of this series of papers, a number of blonds of different oils were
developed, having the requisite viscosity characteristics for use as
lubricants in internal combustion engines.

The engine equipment consisted of a 2 H.P. single cylinder engine
and a 14 H.P. 4-cylinder engine, both coupled to electric generators for

the purpose of loading. Both of these engines, and particularly the larger

engine, were suitably modified and a number of tost accessories were
provided to obtain adequate control of the various operating conditions,

such as power output, speed, cooling water temperature, intake mixture
temperature, oil pressure, ignition advance, etc.

Preliminary tests of 100 hours* duration were carried out in the small
engine on a couple of vegetable-mineral oil blends and seven vegetable oil

blends. Of these, two oil blends were found to be most satisfactory and
these were tried in the larger engine for 100 hours. For comparison,
runs wore also made on both engines with two reputable makes of mineral
oils. Oil samples were withdrawn from the crank-case at intervals during
the run, and at the end of the run; these wore thoroughly examined for

the various chemico-physical changes, sludge production, iron contamina-
tion, etc. Engine parts were carefully measured to an accuracy of 0*0001^

before and after the nms with a view to determine wear. Wear of the
top piston ring was determined by weighing with the same end in view.
Carbonaceous and other deposits taking place on various parts of the
engines were carefully observed and recorded.

After a thorough examination of all the data collected it was found
that satisfactory vegetable oil blonds could be prepared which would
compare favourably with mineral oil lubricants in almost all respects,

with the exception perhaps of the carbon deposit on piston top, etc.,

which was slightly more in case of vegetable oil blends than in case of
mineral oils. But this is not considered a serious drawback, for it does
not interfere with the smooth operation of the engine. As a matter of
fact one of the vegetable oil blends tried actually proved superior to

mineral oil in respect of sludge formation and iron dissolution from engine
parts, furthermore, two blends also gave less increase in viscosity than
the reference mineral oil.

As a result of these investigations two typos of blends can be
confidently suggested for use in medium size internal combustion engines
—castor oil—rayjo oil blonds and castor oil—groundnut oil blends. It is

important that the oils before blending be thoroughly refined. As a good
stabilizer for these blends alpha-naphthylamine is suggested, which may
be used in proportion of not less than 1%. The proportion of the two
oils to be used to form the blend will depend on the viscosity of the lubricant

required. Generally, for medium size engine requiring medium grade of
oil about 55-60% castor oil to 40-45% rape or groundnut oil should
suffice. A somewhat higher viscosity of vegetable oil blends (say 6 to

10% higher) as compared with that of the corresponding mineral oil

recommended for a given engine is considered to be desirable.
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10. Methylated spirits as a fuel in petrol engines. Part I.

&. Rama Rao, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The object, of this work is to find the suitability of methylated
spirits a ’ a fuel in a petrol engine and to determine the conditions under
which it could conveniently bo substituted for petrol. The engine used
in tnest trials is a 4*5 H.P. Lister Stationary engine with anon-floating
typ 3 of carburettor, a jet with a needle valve a^’justinent and an air

control device. A rope brake is provided on the fly wheel for loading the
engine. The engine ’s started from cold on petrol and then run on
spirits. The fuel c-raumption per BHP hour, the overall efficiency, the
mechanical efficiency fcr various air and jet adjustments are obtained
end compared with those for petrol. Small quontities of naphthalene are
added to the spirits to enrich the fuel with carbon and the mixtures are
tried.

11. Methylated spirits es a fuel in petrol engines. Part 2.

G. Rama Rao, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The engine used in these trials is a 1939 model 30 H.P. Ford V8
engine with an aluminium cylinder head. The engine is fixed on tost bed
and is loaded by a hydraulic dynamometer. Fuel consumption per BHP
hoiiC, the overall efficdoncy for different jets and different fuel levels in

the carburettor are obtained.

Mechanics

12.

Vibrational characteristics of ground and buildings.

S. K. Banerji, Poona.

A review is made of the observation of vil)rations of buildings, dams,
bridges, rock ajid soft gromid under the California {Seismulogical pro-

gramme. The Shell Oil Co.’s building, 38 J feet high (29 stori(\s) at San
Francisco vibratos in its gravest mode with a period of 1*9 secs., and the
maximum buibUng displacement is -0028 inch.

Some observations on the vibraticms of ground and building woiv
made at Colaba by self-recording seismograpiis (horizontal and verti(;ai

components). In these experiments, the exciting agency was a known
weight dropped from a known height. A definite energy, which could be
calculated was thus communicated to the ground, and t^w^ rcHulting

vibrations in the ground and building could be calculated iluM)roti<^ally.

The amplitude of the horizontal component of the ground novonieiit was
found to decrease with distance approximately according to tl»e theoretical

law (distance) "i’ The periods of the for<*ud movement of the gR)mid
depend upon the duration of impact and tho elastic constants ol' the ground.
When a weight of 12 kilogrammes meets the groumJ with a velocity of
4 motres/sec., the amplitude of the ground movem(c*r( at Colaba is about
12/x at a distance of 10 metros and bfi at 20 metr* ^ mkI the period of the
forced vibrations is 0*05 sec. The free period ol liu rectangular building
(lieight 21 ft., breadth 11 ft.) in which the instruments were housed is

0-014 sec.

Electrical Engineering

13.

On the mechanism of band-pass effect in electric wave
filter terminated in negative impedance.

S. P. ChakraVARTi, Calcutta.

The paper relates to investigations on the mechanism of ‘band-pass
effect’ which has provided a new means whereby low-pass or high-pass
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filter can be converted to band-pass filter and gain can be introduced
into the transmission band of the same, by negative impedance termination
of suitable magnitude.

The band-pass arrangement resulting from a symmetrical low-pass or
high-pass filter section and a negative impedance termination is unsyin-
metrical from gain (or attenuation) and phase-shift points of view. It

has been found that variation of network gain or loss of the equivalent
network (formed from the original section and negative impedance termina-
tion) with frequency contributes little to the band-pass action, whereas
the variation of reflection gain or loss between characteristic impedance of
the original filter and negativ^e impedance of the termination with frequency
contributes mainly to it. The nature of variation of reflection gain or
loss with frequency which intensifies the band-pass effect in total insertion
gain or loss characteristic is largely due to variation of the negative
impedance with frequency. It has been found that the cut-off frequencies
and the sharfjiiess of (;ut-off of the arrangement depend upon the magni-
tude of the negative impedance termination relative to that of the
characteristic impedance.

14.> The dielectric strength of Indian vegetable oils.

S. Chakravarty and P. C. Mahantt, Calcutta.

It is now being felt that Indian oils should be used for technical
purjjoses where possible, with a view to ascertain their suitability as
transformer oils or for use in oil switches and oil-filled condensers, a series

of tests of their properties with special reference to their eh^ctric strength,
dielecjtric constant, dielectric loss and power factors are being conducted.
The object of the present paper is to report the preliminary results which
have been obtained on the electric strength of some of those oils.

For this purpose the method adopted is that described in 13.S. Specifica-
tion No. 148, J927. A7ith the help of a Kenotron rectifier the voltage
applied across the spark gap has been made unidirectional. Beginning
from a voltage of 20 KV per cm. length of the spark gap and increasing
it in suitable stops, a limit of 50 KV per cm. was reached. Of the fifteen

oils studied only one of them known as the wood oil broke down at 46-5 KV
per cm. The effect of impurity and moisture, on the breakdown voltage
has also been studied. These results have been discussed in the present
paper.

20B
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1. LATE ABSTRACTS

Section //. Physics.

3{a). Measurement of acoustical impedances.

(Miss) Chandra Kanta, Allahabad.

Thvj terminal impedances of air column are determined by measuring
the electrical impodaiico of a moving c( il recjeiver unit when it vibrates
in the air column. Beat Frequency Oscillator and Campbell’s Inducto-
meter arc used for making the measurements. The importance of this
method is tliat both the acioustical resistance and reactance can bo
separately determined. Hence the coefiicient of reflection and phase of
the terminating surface of the air column can he found out.

Data have been obtained for coimnorcial acoustical materials and
other artificial materials also. There is no relation between phase and
coefficient of reflection in the case of ad hoc commercial materials, but in
the case of an artificial material consisting of capillary tubes the phase
increases while the c;oefficient of reflection decreases. Acoustical resis-

tances of orifices and resonators have also been determined. The resis-

tance term of a resonator is foimd to increase hundred times for the
same orifice at the resonance frequency.

12(a). A new method for the determination of J.

A. G. Chowdhuri and T>. S. Kothari, Delhi.

The paper describes a modifi(;ation of Laby and Hircus’ method.
The rotating magnetic field is here replaced by a non-rotating magnetic
field. The angular velocut^'^ in Laby’s method here corresponds to a
factor RxjLy whore R is the resistance, L the self-inductance, and x is a
length.

13(a), Magnetic studies on single crystals of the ])yrif (^ and
marcjasito groups.

D. V. Kamat, Cah utta.

Magnetic measurements have been made on single cr vKtals of marcasite

(FeS2 ), arsenopyrite (FoAs8), chalcopyrite (CuFoS.^/ and pyrite (FeS),

which are ad feebly paramagnetic. Marcasite crvHtat is orthorhombk;,

and exhibits a very pronounced magnetic anisotiopy; along the ‘c’ axis

of the crystal the susceptibility per gram molecule d FeSg is about 90 X 10~

whereas along the ‘a’ and ‘6’ axes the susceptibility is very small, about

6x10-®. Arsenopyrite crystal also is orthorhombic and the suscepti-

bilities along the ‘a’ and ‘6
’ axes are nearly etiual, 68 X 10- ® and 66 x lO-®-

respectively, per gram molecule of FeAsS, whereas the susceptibility

along the ‘c ’ axis is equal to 83 x 10-®. Chalcopyrite, which is tetragonal,

is on the other hand almost isotropic, with a susceptibility of about

95x10-6.
These results aia discussed in relation to the magnetic contributions

from the conduction electrons in the crystals.

( 3 )
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37(a). The structure of liquid PCI5 .

Bishambhab Dayal Saksena, Cawnpore.

The Raman spectrum of liquid PCls, studied by Moureu, Magat, and
Wetroff {Proc. Ind. Acad, Sc., A, 1938, 8, 356), shows two polarised lines

392 and 100 and four depolarised lines. The authors, therefore, conclude
that the molecule has the triangular bi-pyramid structure. Using the
most general energ37^ fiuiction, the force constants are calculated by taking
the two polarised linos as the totally symmetric vibrations of this model.
Without the intra-valence force constant, the calculated value of the

P-Cl force constant in PCls is greater than its value in PCls although
the P~C1 distance in the former is greater than that in the latter; and
the Cl—Cl force constant appears negative, although it is positive in other

compoimds. If the intra-valence force constant is also used, it shows
a very high value, although its value is generally very low. These consi-

derations suggest a different structure for the molecule.

The square pyramid model, with the phosphorus atom at the centre

of the square, is suggested as the likely structure. The frequencies

calculated for the totally symmetric vibrations of this model, with the

force constant of P—Cl valence = 1-53, of Cl-Cl repulsion = -2, and of

Cl

P—Cl deformation = *01 X 10^ dynes/cm., compare very favourably

with the observed frequencies, while tlio force constants also have reason-

able values. This structure gives a positive dipole-moment in agreement
with the results of Trimel, and also enables us to imderstand the two
different chemical reactions of PCI5 as PCl4‘Cl and PC18-C12 at lower
and higher temperatures. It is suggested that the existing Raman data
are incomplete, and that an infra-red study will be particularly useful

in deciding the structure.

37(6). Fourth positive group of CO bands.

B. M. Anand, Lahore.

Working with one metro normal incidence vacuum grating spectro-

graph, giving a dispersion of 17-6 A/imri. a number of spectrograms
have been obtained in which only the fourth positive group of CO bands
appears very pr(J^l]inentl3^ The excitation conditions were rather novel,

as no CO was fed from outside. The discharge was i)a88ed in the residual

gases given off as an Acheson graphite tube resistance furnace put in

the vacuum system was being degassed by heating it to about 1000°C.
and the whole system being exhausted by a four stage mercury diffusion

pump.
Measurements are taken of 66 band-heads betwooji 1280-2090A,

which show very good agreement with those of previcms workers. A
nmnber of new band heads are reported. Seventeen of these bands show
a sort of structure each consisting of about five lines. (1, 1) band with
head at 1559*2 A shows five lines which coincide with five members of

^ branch, i.e. Q{25), Q(29), Q(33), Q(37) and ^(41) as reported by R. N.
Read. The fact that only members after J = 4 appear may be pure
coincidence, for the rotational structure cannot be resolved by the
instrument if all the members are present and it is difficult to postulate
conditions when only particular members after J = 4t should appear.

44(a). A demountable electron-diffraction camera.

P. K. Kichlu and B. M. Anand, Lahore.

A description of a camera suitable for electron-diffraction work is

given. No wax joints are needed and the whole system employs only
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rubber gaskets. Provision is made for visual observation and a number
of exposures on the photojii^aphic plate can be givv^n in ono setting.

53(a). The space group of the orthorhombic crystalline

modification of diphenyl octatetraeno.

S, L. Chorghade, Calcutta.

P- lias recently been found by Krishnan, Chorghade and Anantha-
padmanabhan (Nature, 1940, 146

,
33.‘1) that diphenyl octatetraone crys-

tallizes in tw(^ different modifications, one of them monoelinic and the
other orthorhombiv'

.

The crystal structure rf the monoelinic variety has been studied by
Hengstenborg and Kuhn (Zs. Kristallog. A, 19.30, 75, 301). Its unit
coll has the dimensions

a — 6-2.5, h ~ 7-44, c ~ 16-03A; )S ^ 90°, and contains two molecules

The planes of the type (hOl)

are found to be halved if h is odd and those of the typo (0A;0) if k is

odd. The space group, therefore, is C
'2h

the molecules possessing

a centre of symmetry.

jt\ determination of the space group of tiie orthorhombic modification
of diphenyl octatetraeno is mad(^ on the basis of rotation and oscillation

photographs. The unit cell has the diiaonsions

a = 9-9.5, h = 7-55, c = 19-7r)A,

and contains 4 molecules of —(CH = CH)4~<

It is found that the (Qkl) reflections are halved if I is odd, tho (h(}l)

reflections if h is odd, and tho reflections if k is odd, and the (hkl)

reflections show no characteristic absences. The crystal is, therefore,

based on a simple orthorhombic lattice, and belongs to tho space group

(Pcab) in the holohedral class.

The number of asymmetric molecules in theimit cell required to produce
the symmetry of structun* of this class is 8. Since tho unit coll actually

contains only 4 molecules of ^—(CH — CH)^— ^ , the

molecules must possess some element of symmetry, evidently a centre

of symmetry, as is observed in tho monoelinic nodificatinn.

Section III, Chemistry.

1. Synthesis of o-iiitro-diaryl thioethers.

K. S. Venkat Raman and N, H. Maj>ani, Benares.

A few o-riitro -diaryl thioothors were rmjuired for some synthetic
work and it was found that a very few deri'v'^atives have been prepared
before. With a view to obtaining those compounds in good yield, the
condensation of o-bromo-nitrobenzene, 2 : 5-dichloro-nitrobenzene and
2 :

5-dibromo -nitrobenzene with thiopheiiol, o-, m-, and p-thiocresols has
been effected in presence of potassium hydroxide and copper-bronze
according to the method of Mauthner (Ber,, 1906, 39, 3698) and the
following compounds have been obtained:—2-nitre -2-methyl diphenyl
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sulphide, m.p. 86®, 2-mtro-3-methyl diphenyl sulphide, m.p. 86-86/5®,

b.p. 222°(IS inm„ 2-nitro-4-methyl diphenyl sulphide, m.p. ST16°, 2-nitro-

4-chloro -4-methyl diphenyl sulphide, orange prisms, m.p. 121® and 2-nitro-

4-bromo-4-methyl diphenyl sulphide, m.p. 124°.

2. Extraction of coal with dioxane as solvent.

J. K. Chowdhury, Dacca.

A sample of Assam coal (Ledo) was extracted with dioxane which at
atmospheric pressure was fomid to act better than any other neutral
solvent. The temperature of extraction was low (101° to 170°C.) and
hence thermal decomposition of the coal substance was avoided. The
solvent could easily be removed from the extract with which it did not
enter into chemical combination.

The extracted bitumen was fractionated by means of various solvents
and the properties of each fraction was compared to corresponding benzene
extraction product. The original (^oal contained a high percentage of
organic sulphur (4-2%). Only a small fraction of the sulphur-compoimds
can be extracted by dioxane or any other solvent.

3. Acetone from alcohol.

N. R. Damle and A. N. Kotibhaskar, Bombay.
It has been reported that when a mixture of alcohol vapour with

steam is passed over iron oxide catalyst, alcohol is converted to acetone.
No detailed investigation of this reaction has been reported in the litera-

ture. Experiments wore, therefore, undertaken to find : (1) the most
suitable catalyst, (2) the optimum temperature, and (3) the optimum
ratio of alcohol and water. So far experiments with a mixtiu*e of iron
oxide and calcium oxide have been carried out.

The optimum temperature for this catalyst is found to bo 570°-580°C.
The optimum ratio of alcohol vapour to steam is found to be 1 : 6. Under
these conditions, the yield of acetone is 43-48% on the weight of alcohol
taken. This comes out to be 80% of the theoretical yield.

4. Preparation of active carbon from rice and betelnut

husks. Part I. Zinc chloride method of activation.

J. K. Chowdhury, Dacca.

Various conditions of activation have been studied and a product
obtained which compares favourably with highly active commercial car-

borafhn—paddy husk carbon, however, gives a slightly higher activity

than carbon from betelnut husk. Generally speaking, activity increases

with concentration of zinc chloride solution used. Both yield and activity

are satisfactory when activation is done at 350° though the activity can
be further increased by raising final carbonization temperature. Activity
was measured by adsorption of iodine, mdthylene blue and of acetic acid.

5. Preparation of active carbon from rice and cocoanut
husks. Part II. Activation by the action of gases.

J. K. Chowdhury, Dacca.

Active carbon was prepared in two stages. A relatively inactive
carbon was first produced by carbonization at different temperatures with
and without the addition of boric acid and each of these primary products
was activated at 900~950°C by the action of carbon dioxide, steam and a
mixture of carbon dioxide and steam for different periods of time with
varying rates of flow. The yield and activity (iodine method) were
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determined in each case. Addition of boric acid "was found to increase
the yield and activii^y considerably. Steam activation was found rather
slow in comparison \vith CO 2 activation. Comparing products of approxi-
mately equal activity, the best yield was obtained by using a mixture of
steam and carbon dioxide for activation.

0. Or the universal colour-reaction for sterols ard steroidal
compounds.

M. C. Nath and M. K. Chakrabobty, Dacca.
Application of thj n^jw reaction which has been proposed to call

^Tho universal colour-reactii/ii for sterols and steroidal compounds’ has
been discussed.

The tost though not specific only for a particular sterol, can give some
indications of the presence of double bonds and some other groups through
the rapidity and nature of the rings formed.

The reection being a very sensitive one, it is also possible to predict
the presence of a steroidal compound in a crude natural product.

7. Quick method for the dissolution of iron from haematite.

P. L. Kapur, Lahore.

A number of methods have V>een recommended for the rapid dissolution
ol haematite in bydrocdiloric a(*id. Ac(*ording to one tfu'i mineral is heated
with strong liydi‘(»chloric acid and nitric acid. At^cording to another the
mineral is heat('<l with concentrated hydrochloric acid and potassium
chlorate. Tlie nuthotl that is commoTdy used tJonsists in heating the
finely divided haematite with concentrated hydrochloric acid in the
presence of stannous chloride. But for dissolving haematite by any of the
above methods ilie time required is very large. It has V)een observed,
however, that if the mineral be heated with concentrated hydrochloric
acid in the presence of sodium hydrosulphite the dissolution is accom-
plished in a imich shorter period.

8. MagnetiMii and Catalysis.

Chlorination of chloroform in tho presence of ferric chloride.

N. A. Yajnik, P. L. Kapub, Lahore and S. S. Bhatnagab,
Calcutta.

Gault and Traffault observed that chlorination of chloroform is

inhibited by ferric chloride ana they showed that it was due to the absorp-
tion of active radiations responsible for the chhuination of chloroform.
We have investigated this reaction from the magnetic standpoint and
hence shown that water acts as a catalyst in tho chlorination of chloroform.
The inhibition of this reaction by ferric chloride has sliown to be
due to the formation of a complex of feme chloride am i water and to the
absorption of active radiations by this compound.

9 . On some aromatic aulphoxides.

S. C. Niyogy, Calcutta.

The aetivity of aromatic sulphonic aeids and sulphones against
certain bacterial infections is now well established. On the analogy of
trivalent aromatic arsine oxides which have been found to be more active
than trivalent arseno derivatives or pentavalent arsenic acids, an attempt
has been made to prepare some aromatic sulphoxides with a view of
finding their physiological activity, if any, against some common bacterial
infections.
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Section IV, Geology.

1. The petrology of Nayagarh State (Eastern States Agency).

D. R. S. Mehta, Calcutta.

The rocks of Nayagarh State consist of two main groups : metamor-
phosed sediments, i.e. Khondalites, and the igneous intrusives.

The Klhondalites are composed of graphite, sillimanite schists,

gametiferous granulites and grleisses, and quartzites. The rock facies

are similar to those observed in other Khondalite areas of India.

The igneous intrusives are of two types. One typo contains
hypersthene as an essential constituent, and can be related to the
chamockite series of Madras and other parts of the Eastern Ghats. The
other type does not contain hypersthene and is not, therefore, genetically

related to the chamockites.
The chamockites of Nayagarh State consist of rocks ranging in

composition from granite to norite. The acid chamockites are rich in

quartz and potash felspar. The quartz is bluish in colour and shows
acicular dot-like inclusions imder microscope. The potash felspar is

generally orthoclase and shows the development of perthitic, micro

-

graphic and m3rrmekite intergrowths. Norites consist of basic plagioclase

(varying from labradorite to bytownite), hypersthene and augite or
diopsido. Garnet is common only in basic chamockites. It shows
vormicules of quartz, and occurs replacing the hypersthene in the rocks.

The associated rocks which are genetically related to chamockites are

granetiferous leptjoiites and quartz-felspar rocks. The author regards
the chamockites to be of igneous origin.

The non-hypersthonic intrusives include lamprophyre, graphic
granites, orthite-pegmatite, norites, pyroxenites, etc. They occur as
dykes and veins and are regarded younger than the chamockites.

2. Petrology of the Rajnagar asbestos area, Seraikela State.

K. K. Sen-Gupta, Dhanbad.

The Seraikela asbestos has been so far regarded as amphibole asbestos,

but the author’s investigations have revealed that the mineral is genetically

connected with serj^entiue derived from olivine and pyroxenes of the
associated ultra-basic rocks and that it is chrysotile asbestos.

The main rocks of the area are granites, dolerites, ultra-basic igneous
rocks (peridotites) and actinolite schists. The actinolite schist and
peridotite occur as enclaves in granite; and dolerites have intruded along
the joint planes of granite. Peridotite has altered into serpentine.

Evidence in this field is in favour of the hypothesis that
serpentinization is the result of alteration of peridotite by magmatic
water. This magmatic water is probably genetically related and subse-
quent to the acid intrusions. Association of calcite with serpentine is a
confusing factor, for its presence is tempting for forming the conclusion
that serpentinization is a result of weathering. But it is well known
that juvenile water is capable of changing olivine into seipontine ; serpen-
tine into talc and magnesite and hematite. Similarly, it can also change
actinolite into talc, chlorite and calcite. This calcite might have been
deposited in the asbestos veins.

The asbestos occurs in serpentine in the form of slip-fibre veins. The
fibres are unusually long, sometimes as much as 2 feet 10 inches in length
and of great tensile strength. Further, a study of the optical properties
of the mineral confirms that this asbestos was originally formed as cross-

fibre veins, the type in which chiysotile asbestos usually occurs, but it

has subsequently graded into the slip-fibre variety. Its unusual length is

accounted for by the fact that it has been formed by coalescence of several
fibres.
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Section VIII, Entomology.

13(a). Studios on the biology of the giant mealy bug,
Dro8icha> stehbingi.

Khan A. Rahman and Abdul Latif, Lyallpur.

The eggs of the pest usually hatch out during the second or third
week of January. Hatching is completed in 26—3 j days at Lyallpur
and according to Lefroy, in 2 days at Pusa. The female passes through
three, and the male tliioiigh two, larval instars; the males have a pupal
instar also. The various instars are completed in 76-138 days as follows:
first instar 44-74, second instar 17-38, third instar 16-26. The pupal
stage occupies 9-15 days.

The females copulate in April, when their ovaries are not yet fully

developed. Polygamy and parthenogenesis occur in this post.
The females start to lay eggs in the second week of May and continue

to do so till the end of Juno. Each female is capable of laying 61-372
eggs in her lifetime. She lays the largest number of eggs at 25^'C.

The egg stage lasts from May to January (eight months) under field

conditions, whereas it lasts for months in the laboratory at 20°O.-26°C.
temperature.

13(6). Prolimmary observations on Phycita infusella Meyr.

Khan A. Rahman and Atiqur Rahman Ansari, Lyallpur.

The cotton bud moth is a widely distributed insect in the Punjab.
In addition to cotton, it also infests Hibiscus cannabinus^ Hibiscus sab-

dariffa, Molvastrum tricuspidatum^ Solonnm meloiigena, etc. etc.

The moth is grayish in colour with fuscous specks all over and black
marginal dt>ts on the fore wings. A female lays 1 7-20 slightly flattened,

yellowish green eggs. They are usually laid singly along the veins on
the imderside of tender leaves. The egg stage lasts for 3-6 days. The
caterpillar is g.oon with black head and jjrothorax, during the first 6

instars but changes to red with brown head and protliorax in the 6th
instar. The caterpillar stages last 25-40 days during April-November.
The pupa is green when fresh, but ultimately turns to chocolate brown,
its tip being furnished with six circinate hairs. The adult emerges after

9-12 days during April-October.
The t;aterpillars which emerge in the 1st week of October enter

into hibernation among dr^ leaves from the middle of Novi'rnber. The
adults from these appear in April. All stages of the peni. arc prt^sont

during April-October.
The pest is parasitized by Bracon kilrneneri D. & 0., Microbracon

lefroyi D. & G. Oncochalcis rufescens Cam., and Apanldcs sp.

20(a). Effect of different temperatures and humidities on the

development of citrus Psylla (
JHaphorina citri Kuw.).

Khan A. Rahman atid Dina Nath Tandon, Lyallpur.

Citrus Psylla is an outstanding problem of the citrus growers in the
Punjab and in spite of regular spraying operations against it the pest

multiplies and grows out of all proportions during certain years. The
present studies were undertaken to find out the ecological factors which
favour its multiplication. Only preliminary observations have been
made so far but the data collected are interesting.
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32(a). Coccid pests of citrus trees.

Khan A. Rahman and Atiqur Rahman Ansari, Lyallpur.

Following 12 species of Coccids have so far been recorded from Citrus

from Lyallpur, viz. Aonidiella aurantii (Mask.), A. citrina (Coq.), A.
orientalis (Newst.), Chrysomphnlus sp., C. ficus Ashmd., Coccus discrepans

(Gr.), C. hesperidurn Linn., Drosicha stebhiu^ii (Green), Lepidosaphes beckii

(Newn.), L. gloverii (Pack.), Pinnaspis aspidistrae (Sign.), Pseudococcus
filamentosus (Ckll.). The commoner of these are briefly discussed below:

—

1. Aonidiella aurantii (Mask.) is the “California Red scale”. The
female scale is circular in shape and yellowish green in colour ; it appears
dull red in colour because of the reddish female insect below. Besides
citrus, it feeds upon an extensive list of varied fruit trees, shrubs,
ornamental plants and creepers, but is fairly abundant upon guava, jasmin,
‘jamman mulberry, rose and grape-vine.

2. Aonidiella orientalis (Newst.).—^The ‘Oriental Yellow scale’ is

yellowish to light brownish yellow in colour, the adult female being
ovate, yellow brown in adult life and roundish at maturity. Besides
citrus it is recorded from ‘ber’, fig, guava, ‘jamman’, ‘lasura’, mulberry,
‘sliisham’, grape-vines, etc. Thea bisoctonotata M. and an unidentified

chalcid check it successfully.

3. Drosicha stebbingi (Green) is well known as ‘Mango Mealy
bug’. In addition to citrus it has also been recorded from about 45
food plants: apple, ‘ber’, cherry, duranta, grape-vine, guava, holyhock,
‘jamman’, jasmine, ‘Kaner ’, ‘Kachnar ’, Goquat’, mango, mulberry, peach,
pear, plum, ‘pipal’, rose, ‘siris’, ‘shisham’, walnut, etc. etc.

4. Paeudococcus filamentosus (Ckll.).—This coccid is popularly
known as ‘Fluffy Mealy bug’. It is gregarious in habit, its nymphs
collecting in masses on twigs, loaves and fruits. They cause malformation
of the terminal growth. The adults secrete white cottony filaments and
form white falted ovisacs. In addition to citrus it has been recorded
from Cynodon dactylor , Ficus sp., grape-vine. Hibiscus sp., ‘lasura’,

mango, mulberry, Sorghum haloponso, etc. etc. A number of coccinellids

including Scymnus sp, and a parasite wasp check it. Ants protect it

from natural enemies.

39(a). On certain important features in the Morphology of the
Grain Weevils, Sitophilus oryme (L.) and Sitophilns

granarins (L.).

Mohd. Qadiruddin Khan, Hyderabad-Deccan.

The grain weevils are of great economic importance. No work has
yet been published on the comparative morphology of these weevils.
The author has dealt with in detail the morphology of the weevils, Sito-

philus oryzae (L.) and Sitophilus granarius (L.). Special attention has also
been paid to certain parts which have been misinterpreted in many
other insects. Apart from minor differences in the structure of these
two species the main variations in the following parts have been fully
discussed

:

1 . Hind wings.
2. Metanoturn.
3. Metapleura.
4. Genitalia.

46(a). Insects infesting flour mills at Lyallpur.

Khan A. Rahman and Guroharan Singh Sohi, Lyallpur.

A regular examination of flour mills at Lyallpur was carried out
during the summer of 1940 with a view to find out the insect pests of
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stored grains found in them. From the hour deposits on the floor, win-
dows, and ventilator's Lotheticus oryzae Waterh. anJ, Tribolium castaneum
Hbst. were collecteri

; while Atiagenuft piceus was found in the sweepings
containing flour, dirt and flbre and the different pests of stored grains,
such as T'rogoderma Khaora Att.. Rhizopertha dominica F., and Tjaemophloeus
pusillus Schon. wore met with round about the sieving and cleaning equip-
ment. Adults of Alphitobius lenvigatus F. were found in moist situatioiis
under ».he grain bags. But in big modern flour mills which are regularly
washed and cleaned at least once a week, onl;y stray specimens of Tri-
bolmm mstaneiim Hbst. were observed! This emphasizes the necessity
of keeping the j)remise8 of mills free of flour, dirt deposits, etc.

Section X, Medical and Veterinary Research.

1. Physiological mutation in bacteria.

S. Mahpihassan, Hyderabad-Deccan.

When a bacterium changes its typical morphologi(!al form it may
be interpreted as due to contamination, polymorphy or mutation. A
species of Mycobacterium has ])een studied aiul (iescribed which originally

produced B -Carotin pigment. Later on, it gave rise to colonies of different

grades of orange and yellow, indicating genuiru' mutations. It is believed
this exceeds all previous records of colour mutations among bacteria.

The paper will be followed by a demonstratioTi illustrating the changes
indicated.

2. Hypomagnesaemia in heifer calves.

S. N. Ray and K. Govind Rau, Mukteswar.

In examining the etiological factors for fainting ‘ fits ’ in some of our
experimental heifer calves, tVie magnesium content of blood serum was
found to give an average value of 1*2 mg. of magnesium per 100 c.c. of

serum (range 0*7- 1*7 ing. per 100 c.c.). This value is rather low when
compared with liie figures 2-3 mg. per 100 c.c. blood serum as foimd by
Western workers. The concentration was further observed to diminish
during the duration of these ‘fits’. All the animals were getting wheat
bhoosa as their roughage, and on changing the roughage to fresh bay,
all the symptoms were found to have disappeared. The symptoms again

returned on the substitution of wheat bhoosa as roughage. Feeding

4 ozs. of magnesium carbonate daily to one animal ibr 7 days raised the

concentration of the mineral in its blood serum to the normal \'alue of

2-3 mg. No direct evidence could, however, be established as to whether
the magnesium deficiency was the actual <*ause of thes*' fits. As the

feed of these animals contained sufficient < quantities of magnesium, the

cause of the low concentration of serum Toagnesium is o.>w being studied.

Section XI, Agricnltun

.

18(a). Reclamation of Usar and other unproductive lands in

Bilada Farm.

Bishan ManSINGH, Fatehpur.

Usar lands are made up of deep layers of stiff, heavy, poorly aerated

elays, devoid of all humus and containing salts in injurious amoimts.
Some of the bad Usar lands are covered by brownish white substance,

others by black incrustations.
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No Usar land is well reclaimed unless it is opened up at least to a
depth of 6 ft. the only cheap way of opening up the soil being to grow
deep rooted hardy plants, such as Babool, calotropis, wild zizyphus, etc.,

but these vegetations would not thrive imless injurious salts which are
always present in largo amounts are first removed. This can be done by
surrounding the land proposed for reclamation by strong embankments
to hold water on it during rains or brought by canal. When the land
is thus under water for a week or ten days the injurious salts would rise

up to the surface. This saltish water should then be let out. This
practice is to be repeated during rains as often as possible. This holding
and letting out water also causes deep and wide cracks in the soil when
it dries up, and thus opens the soil for the free action of the sun and air.

Dried leaves, roots of vegetation and other organic matter brought down
by water inside the embankment will provide liurnus to the land and make
it peimeable. If a slight quantity of slaked lime is added to the soil

it will iTvak© it friable aivd tit for any vegetatiem to tako rt)ot easily

.

The reclamation of Usar land at Bilanda Barm was started in

with a view to provide grazing ground for cattle. There was an additional
gain that in coiuse of time there developed a good Babool plantation.
Wlien 6 or 6 years later grazing in the Farm was regulated, self-grown
Neern and Sheesham trees also appeared without any special effort.

Up to 1934 Bilanda Farm was merely a good grazing ground covered only
by Babool plantation. From 1917 to 1938 Babool trees worth K8.24,000
and cattle chiefly calves worth Rs. 2,000 were sold.

The cultivation of crops was taken up after 1934 when the whole
area was surrounded by a ditch 10' X 2' and the excavated earth formed
a strong Bandhi oti the outer tliree sides of the Farm. A plot of 40 eicres

was demarcated and was heavily manured both by dccom])osGd and un-
decomposod compost manure, and cultivation of paddy was started on
this whole area, which was a great success. Last year the yield of paddy
reached 50 maunds per aiTO o!). some plots and good second crops of gram,
wheat and barley wore also obtained. Now Jowar, Arfiar and Coriander
are being grown successfully on this reclaimed land. Sugarcane is the
only crop that has so far not done well.

In the year 193G fruit culture was started in the Farm. There are
now 250 good quality Bers, over 500 guava plants, 40 seed and 60 graft
mango trees on the Farm,—all of these doing very well. J^esides this
there are over 500 self-grown Noem and over 50 Shoesham trees in addition
to thousands of young Babool plants.

With so mu(;h cultivation and plantation the Farm provides fodder
and grazing ground for a herd of over 100 cattle and Rs.lOO worth Tin
(thatching straw) every year.

18(6). Activation of tho ‘Blast Furnace Slag’ of iron works
for its employment to correct both alkalinity and
acidity of soils.

K. SiTARAMA Iyer and S. Viswanatha Iyer, Trivandrum.

For the activation, the finely powdered slag is gradually stirred into
an' equal weight of diluted sulphuric acid of sp. gr. 1*2 (about 27% acid)
when a vigorous action sots iii. Tho mass gets cooked up to a thick
paste which could bo readily dried, smoothly ground up and cleanly
bagged. The yield of the finished ‘activated slag’ is about 1*5 times
that of the original slag employed. This simple process conveniently
works with the blast furnace slag of both Jamshedpur and Bhadravati.

The material prepared from a sample of Jamshedpur slag has been
analysed to remove from soil, per cwt. ploughed in, (1) alkalinity from
alkaline soils equivalent to 27 lbs. of Na2C03 , (2) acidity from acid soils

equivalent to about 25 lbs. of HCl, and also (3) to add, in due time, about
36 lbs. of clay to both acid and alkaline soils. The untreated slag does not
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remove any alkalinity under similar conditions. The addition of clay to the
ijoil (wliich wout^ be secured when this activated slag is employed to
remove its alkalinity but which would not be possible when gypsum is

used instead) is of particular interest in case of soils like those of the
Punjab-plains which are of relatively low clay-contont. The iron works
of North India can easily prepare, and also fully meet the demands of,

this material from the Punjab, United Provinces, Bengal, Bihar and Deccan,
while the Bhadravati works can similarly supply Mysore and South
India.

About two tons per acre, applied as a soil-amendment and distri-

buted in a period of four j-ears may greatly ameliorate the defective
soil. This material can profitably be employed in oonjimction with
small doses of such energy -materials as ‘Molasst's’ wherever the same may
be ea'^ily procurable.

43(a). Preliminary observations on the genetics of sugarcane.

P. C Raheja, Tarnab.

Coefficient of variability, indices of conformity and percentage
deviation from either of the parents both for leaf and cane characters
were determined for the selfed progeny of Co- 214 and progeny of the
cross Co. 213 X Co. 214. The coefficient of variability and indices of con-
formity both indicated that the progeny of Co. 214 selfed showed a very
high degree of variability in the inht^ritance of measurable characters.
In the progeny of the cross the alternative inheritance of cliaracters was
observed. Some characters showed greater degi'ee of conformity to one
parent and some to the other. In the (^ross cobybrids the characters,
such as rind blush, pithy internal texture, and height of cane, behaved as
dominants.

51(a). Physiological and Physico-Chemical studies on 4 F.

Punjab American Cotton.

P. C. Raheja, Tarnab.

Comparatb c studios of respiration of leaves in situ, diurnal satura-

tion deficit for study of water balance of plaiit, indit^es of foliar trans-

piring power, osmotic pressure determination, specific conductivity
of tissue fluids, etc., were carried out at two-hour intervals, on an irrigated

and unirrigated crop diu'ing the month of September at, Lyallpur. I’lie

unirrigatod crop was subject to incipient wilting during the day liours.

The results are summarized as follows:

—

1. In the irrigated fields the rate of respiratory activity was almost
constant throughout the day except a slight increase in t lK* morning
hours. The miirrigatod crop showed a consid< rable increase from 1-12 c.c.

to 1‘76 c.c. between 10 a.m. and 12 noon, iollowed subsecjiu'utly by a
regular depression in the metabolic activity of the jilant up to 9 a.m. to

regain its normal rate of functioning.

2. The indices of foliar transpiration of irrignf o.* crop were higher

than the unirrigated crop.

3. The value of the coefficient of correlatioa lx ween the transpira-

tion rate and the diurnal saturation deficit was higher (—0-62) in imirri-

gated crop compared to (0*50) in irrigated crop.

4. The osmotic values of the cell sap were considerably higher for

the unirrigated compared to the irrigated crop. In consequence, the

coefficient of correlation between leaf saturation deficit and osmotic
values was much higher in the unirrigated crop (—-0-93) than in the irri-

gated (—0*52).
6. The diurnal changes in electrical conductivity range were between

0*062 to 0*068 in the unirrigated crop as compared to 0*041 to 0*048 in

the irrigated one. Therefore the value of the cioefficient of correlation
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between the electrical conductivity and freezing point of the cell sap,

in the former case were higher (—0*95) than in the latter case.

57(a) Estimation of wheat yield by sampling.

A. K. Mallik, V. Satakopan and S. Gopal Rao, Poona.

The paper indicates briefly the sampling problems involved in the

estimate of crop outturn and describes an experiment of complete
harvesting, in square yards, of a wheat field (4/10 of an acre in area)

carried out at the Govermnent Experimental Farm at Powerkheda,
Hoshangabad, C.P., in 1939, with the kind co-operation of Dr. R. J.

Kalamkar, Deputy Director of Agriculture, Jubbulpore. Sixteen hundred
yields of grain were recorded and their frequency distribution has been
examined. The variability of the crop as exhibited by the various sizes

of units formed out of grouping the square yards is studied and it is found
that a unit of 12 to 15 square yards will be most suitable for sampling
operations on the crop. The optimum percentage for sampling the

crop with 1 square yard as the unit is also discussed and a percentage of
12 to 15, if sampled at random, is found to yield about 80% of the
information.

Section XII, Physiology

.

18. Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) in rinderpest.

S. N. Ray and Govind Rau, Mukteswar.

Inoculation of multiple doses of rinderpest virus with small amounts
of neutralized ascorbic acid is found to inactivate the virus totally.

Administration of largo amounts of ascorbic acid has no action on the
course of the rinderpest disease in animals inoculated with the virus.

Injections of ascorbic acid as adjunctions to anti -rinderpest serum do not
increase the potency of the serum. Animals suffering from rinderpest

but treated with ascorbic acid showed little or no ulceration in their

mouths.

37. Diet of rice-eaters in the Godavari delta.

W. R. Aykroyd and B. G. Krishnan, Coonoor.

(Nutrition Research Laboratories, I.R.F.A.)

In the Madras Presidency beriberi, as a serious public health problem,
is limited to the Northern Circars. It has already been shown (Aykroyd,
Krishnan, Passmore and Simdararajan, 1940, Ind. Med, Res. Memoir,
No. 32) that this can be explained by the fact that in this area the mass
of the population prefers raw to parboiled rice, which even when highly
milled usually contains over 1-5 parts per million of vitamin Bj. A diet

survey carried out on a group of some 30 families in the Godavari delta
showed that the diet consumed was similar in composition to that of
poor rice -eaters elsewhere in the Madras Presidency, except that during
the greater part of the year raw milled rice instead of parboiled rice is

the main ingredient in the diet. The interesting fact was observed that
for two or three months after the harvest in December-January, parboiled
rice may bo consumed because when stocks are low freshly harvested
rice can be made immediately available for use by parboiling. Freshly
harvested rice in the raw state cooks to a pasty consistency and usually
raw rice is stored for several months before use. More cases of beriberi
occur in the second half of the year than in the first half. This may be
partly due to the use of parboiled rice in place of raw rice by a pro-
portion of the poorer classes for a limited period during the earlier part
of the year.
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Section XIII
y
Psychology and Educational Science.

26(a). Observations and Experiments bearing on Dr. Rice’s

Hindustani Binet performance point scale tests.

V. (jr. Jhingran and Krishna Kumar, Benares.

(1) Analysis of the test.

(a) Whole scale.

{b) Brief scale.

(c) Perfnrirince 8»?alo.

(2) The Brief scale consists of 10 questions whi(;h test attentioii,

memory, observation, sense discrimination, form -perception, reasoning,
moral sense, drawing and constructive ability, general knowledge and
intelligonco,

(2) The Whole scale tionsisting of 35 questions tests in additi{>n to

jhoso testea by the Brief one, the aesthetic and poetical sense, power
of defining concrete things and abstract ideas, arithmetical ability,

power of conceptional i*easoning and imagination.

(4) The Performance scak^ consists of nine (|uestion8 ajid tests,

excepting general knowledge and moral sense, all the abilities which the
Brief Scale docs.

(5) Defects of the tests.

(a) Distribution of questions of various types not unif«)rin.

[h) Memory questions abound. "

(c) A few tests do not possess discriminating power.

(6) Difficulties in administering the tests:

—

(a) Difficulty about the language.
{i) Some of the questions are vague.

(c) Young children get tired and grow serious—^Bp higher

than ^Wp.
{d) Grown-up children become light-hearted.

(7) Shortcomings of the Brief scale:

—

() Memory marks 38 and even 44 out of a total of 82 marks.

() In a large number of cases the I.Q. was incalculable.

(8) Tost not suitable to adults as a large number got marks above
the maximum.

(9) Results based on some correlations wore discussed.

11(a). Report on a questionnaire study of sonu^ sex problems

among undergraduates.

B. Kuppuswamy, Mysore,

A list of questions on some problems relating to sox were given to a
group of about eighty undergraduates in order to collect some facts

concerning the sourc*e of their knowledge and the natun^ of their experience.
It was found that sex information was sought very keenly when the boys
were 11 to 14 years old: when they w'ore in the Middle School classes.

It was also found that the large majority of them got their first information
through boys of their own age, culture and social status. Under
6% report that they got some information from their parents and
only 28% report that they obtained some help from their teachers.

Seventeen per cent of them report that they have had prew^tical sex
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experience, 42% report about sox play, while the remaining 41% report
that they had experience of no type whatever.

4:1. The super-ego and social behaviour.

R, N. Kaul, Benares.

I. Is there an antithesis between Freudian psycho-analysis and
Marxian sociology?

II. Is psycho-analysis nothing but a probing into the secret depths
of the personality of the individual ?

III. The Marxian ‘ Welt-anschaung ’ is that the individual is only a
part (if the social whole.

IV. The super-ego is the link between the individual and society.

V. The super-ego is the heir of the oedipus complex.
VI. Patriarchal dominance and the exploitation of the masses by the

classes.

VII. poverty and Neurosis

:

the twin diseases of modern bourgeois
culture.

VIII. Freud and Marx: not antithetical, but complementary.



2. ERRATA AND ADDENDA

Proc(^edings of the Twenty-eighth Indian Science Congress

BENARES, 1941.

PART III—ABSTRACTS

(1) Section of Chemistry.

[Paper No. 71 on pago 70 of Part III of the Proceedings
of the 28th Session.]

In lino 10

—

Read

N*E F
(Ch-)i-|-(C_)i = {(c+)2+ (C_)2} cosh

instead of

N*'E F
(C-f)2+(C-)l = {(C-|-)2+(C-)2} COSll —R^^

In line 11

—

Read ' Valences * instead of ‘ values *.

(2) Section of Agriculture.

[Paper No. 14 on page 249 of Part III of the Proceedings

of the 28th Session.]

Read the following instead of the previous one

—

Shoot Erosion on Gorat Soils (Gujarat).

C. C. Shah and D. K. Patel, Baroda.

White patches which are often seen on the alkali lands are to be
seen at several places in Gujarat. Such patches which are to be seen on
gorat soil have been fully investigated and it has been shown that the
white material on the surface is nothing but leached sand formed under
certain climatic conditions. The barrenness of such patches can be
cured by deep cultivation and application of Farmyard Manure.

{ 17 )



3. DISCUSSIONS

I. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM IN DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS.

(Section of Mathematics and Statistics,)

Pbof. M. R. Siddiqi, Hyderabad-Deccan, presided.

1. Rev. C. Racine, Madras.

Some recent generalizations of the Dirichlet Problem,

The method of Frodholm to solve either the Dirichlet or the Neumann
Problem in n dimensions has been extended by Giraud to equations of
the elliptic type *.

Fu
d^u

dx^ dx. ^
4- c{X) u =/(X),

where X stands for ajj, 0:2 ,
. . . .

,

Xn^ The operator F generalizes the
classical Laplacian.

G. Giraud has developed a first method, solving the Dirichlet or the
Neumann problem for .domains D in which the a-(X)’s, supposed con-

tinuous, have only small variations. This method is exactly similar

to that of Fredholm. But in the potentials of the classical theory, to the
distance

n

rHA, ^) =2 ~
1

is substituted the expression

n

[L(A, X)]* = '2^A^^(A)(x. - a.){x^ - a^).

1

Here A stands for a-^y ao, ... on and the A-fs are the minors of the a.. *8

in the determinant
|

a -
|

.

A second method has been proposed by Giraud to get rid of the
restriction which the first one implicated. It consists of three steps

:

(1) The coefficients 6i, and c are continued in the whole space.

When X tends to infinity

fO i^j

li- i^j
lim bj = 0

and c(X) < —g^.

g being a numerical constant, outside of a bounded domain.

( 18 )
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(2) A principal elementary solution is formed. It is a function
0{X, A), satisfying the equation

FG - 0,

except at X = A

.

MTien X-*A 0(X, A) = 0 \_L(X, A)

\\^hen X->oo, it tends to zero with sis derivatives of the first order.

Su(;h a function does not always exist, but Giraud has proved that
if G 0 everywhere, it exists and is uniform.

(3) By substituting 6?(X, A) to r(X, A) in the classical integrals

defining the potentials o^ simple and double distribution, or the potentials
of domain, generalized potentials arc defined, and the Fredholm method
can easily bo applied, the solution of the Dirichlet problem being given
by a potential of double distribution, the Neumann problem being solved
by a potential of simple-' distribution.

The d(>main D for which we solve theses problems need no longer
to be ‘small’, for interior and exterior problems can be solved by the
potentials formed with the primapal elementary solution and then it

becomes easy to discuss the Fredholm equation of the problem and to

prove that it has a solution.

J. Schauder has proposed a completely different method.
Lot us consider, for instance, the same equation as above but with a

second member depending on u : Fu = /(X, u).

Schauder writes this equation

FU ^ /(X, u),

U -

By depicting a certain function space for the function u, Schauder
shows that the equations FU —/(X, u) in Z>, and U — ^(-X) on the
boundary S of D define a functional operation

U{u).

In a great nnrnbor of cases it is possible to extend to this transforma-
tion the celebrated theorem of the ‘invariant point’ proved by Bronwes
in an n-space. The existence of this invariant point implicates manifestly
the existence of the solution of the problem.

To a question put by Dr. Dhar, whether the case of singularities of
the coefficients b.'s and c had been considered by Giraud, the speaker

answered that certain singularities had been considered, and the Dirichlet

problem extended to that f;ase. But those singularities are of a very
special typo. More general cases have not been studied except by
M. Brolot, for the equation An = c{X)u, where A i« the ordinary
Laplaoian.

2. Prof. M. R. Siddiqi, Hyderabad-Deccan

Some modem methods for the solution of Boundary Value Problems,

§1. The method of integral equations coupled with that of successive

approximations has proved a powerful tool for the solution of linear as

well as non-linear boundary value problems. Inspired by the classical

work of Picard but employing the newly discovered theory of integral

equations, Hilbert, Holmgren, Levi and others developed a method of

Green’s function for the solution of such problems.

In this method the important thing is the construction of the so-called

Green’s function which satisfies the differential equation, and which
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possesses the required singularity. Later on Levi and Hilbert developed

a ‘method of parametrix’—a parametrix being a function which possesses

the required singularity, but does not satisfy the differential equation.

This method has the advantage that we need not assume the solubility of

another differential equation before solving the given differential equation.

Thus, let us take the equation in the domain T :

d^u du du
(1) +_+„_ +

6

_+c«=/(x, 3/).

and let us write

(2) y,(.v)= -log J{x - ()^+(y - ij)®.

It is required to determine a function p(a;, y) such that

(3) u{x, y) = w{x, 2
/)+JJ

y\ (*v) pii* rh^id/n

T

satisfies the differential equation (1), where is an arbitrary function.

From (3) and (1) we obtain

(4) p(x, y) = g{x, y)+jj Vi v) Pi(f 'n)didn,

T

which is an integral equation for the determination of p{x, y) ; the functions

g and K are given by:

2ng(x, y) = L[w]—f,

2ffK(x, y;

After an iteration. Fredholm’s theory can be applied to (4). It is found
that the integral equation (4) has a unique solution p, and consequently
the differential equation (1) has a unique solution w in a sufficiently small

domain T.
If, in particular, we take

w = —log y, y2 = (a;—a:o)2-b(y—

and write

(6) H(x, y ; x#. Vo) = -log y+JJ y;(.ri) p{i. di),

then H(x, y; Xq, yQ) satisfies the differential equation (1) everywhere in

T except at the point x — x^^y ^ y^. Moreover, since H—log - is regular

everywhere in T, the function H{x,y\ x^^ y^) is the ‘ fundamental solution
*

of (]). When we know the fundamental solution, we can solve the
boundary value problem in the usual way.

§2. The development of direct methods in the calculus of variations

has furnished another method of attack on the boundary value problems.
Formerly, the problem of differential equations was considered as simpler
than the extreme m problem of the calculus of variations, and consequently
the latter was solved with the help of Euler’s differential equations. The
relation between the two problems has now been reversed ; the differential

equations are considered as the Euler-equations of a variation problem
which is solved directly. Dirichlet’s problem is the first and most famous
example of this method. After the pioneer work of Hilbert, the problem
was considered by several authors, and a method of solving the boundary
value problems with the help of the calculus of variations was developed.
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We give here a short account of Oourant’s method for the first boundary
value problem.

We wish to determine a solution u(x, y) of

(1) L[u\ s (f }
= -J(x, y),

(x, v)

q* = g—a*— 6y,

in the domain 2’ with the boundary <7, which takes the given values
g(x, y) cn (7 .

In order to solve this boundary value problem we consider the
following variation problem:

Of all the functions y) which take the given values g{x^ y) on C,
it is rc quired to find a function u{x, y) wlJch makes the integral

T
a minimum.

It is easily verified that the Euler equation of (2) is the differential

equation (1).

We can then prove the following two theorems in a direct manner.
Theorem 1. The boundary value problem can have at the most

one solution.

Theorem 2. The solution of the boundary value problem is also the
solution of the minimum problem.

But our problem here is the inverse one, viz. the direct solution of
the minimum problem, and through it the solution of the boundary value
problem. This inverse problem is solved with the help of *l^imal
sequences’ which are defined as follows:

Let d be the lower limit of the integral J[^] for the given condition.

The sequence of functions y) belonging to the space and satisfying

(3) dn — fWJ d as n-^oo

is called a minii al sequence.

It is evideiit that such minimal sequences exist, but it is by no means
evident how to obtain the required solution from such a minimal sequence
by passing to the limit. The main question is therefore the construction

of the limit function, which is done as follows

:

Let a denote the circle whose centre is (a^Q,
2/0 ) whose radius is

7?, and let Tj^ denote a sub-domain of T for whose points (ic, y) the (circle

a lies in T. Let
y2 = (^x—XQ)^-\-{y^yQ)^

and

(4) y) =^ log^+~ (1- ;S) >
(f"*- v<^)

= 0 . ii'or y^R)
We wri ^e

(6) Vo) = Ih-
dx dy-\-H

It can be proved that Wn(^o» yo) converges imiformly for all R, and
all {Xq, 2/0 ) in to a continuous limit function u. Tliis function u is

therefore defined and continuous in the whole domain T and provides the
required solution.

The second and third boimdary value problems can also be solved
in a similar manner.
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§3. In 1914 and subsequent years, Lichtenstein applied Hilbert’s

theory of infinite bilinear and quadratic forms, and developed his well-

known method of dealing with the boundary value problems by reducing

them directly to equations in an infinite number of unknowns. We
shall illustrate the method for one independent variable.

Let the given equation be in the interval 0 < a; < tt :

(1) =/(*)•

We wish to determine a solution y{x) which is regular in (0, w) and which
satisfies the conditions:

(
2 ) 2/(0) = y(it) = 0.

With the help of an arbitrary, regular function v(x) satisfying

v(0) = 0, v(7r) — 0, the problem (1), (2) is transformed to the following

equivalent problem:
To find a function y{x) which is regular in (0, tt) and which satisfies

the equation

(
3
)

Writing

00 QO

(4) y{x) — sinna;, v{x) — f

n = 1 n= 1

W n 71 71

we obtain from (3):

00 1 ... TO or

n = 1 m, n n - \

where

^mn r • •

I
q sin mx sin

^ 0

r
I
/ sin nx dx,

'

0

nx dxy

The equation (5) holds in particular for all systems of values:

,6) 7^=0, = 0 ^_^=0, F. = l. 7„^^ = 0.....

(n= 1, 2,....).

Hence we obtain the infinite system of Hilbertian linear equations

:

(7
) 2 2 > • • • °°)>
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where
= 0 (m^n)

r=s 1 (m — n).

A so^’ition Fj, Y2 ,

the function

(8)

. . of tne infinite system (7) will provide us with

y(»)

OD

-f-/ f
n

l=n

sin nx

satisfying the relation (o), and consequently the differential equation

( 1 )
and the conditions (2).

Lichtenstein has extended this method in an analogous manner to

the equation

(p«*)j,+(p%)y+(g+^)M =f(x, y),

for various boundary conditions.

3. Mr. S. xMinakshisundaram, Madras.

Application of Functional Calculus to Boundary Value Problems,

The methods of functional calculus are very useful in answering
linear and noii-linear problems in differential and integral equations.

This was first observed by Birkhoff and Kelk)gg and later systematically
developed by J. Schander and J. Leray. The lecture is an exposition of
the methods of these authors and their applications to boundary value
problems.

4. Prof. N. M. Basu, Dacca.

Prof. N. M. Basu referred to the work of Tonneli and spoke on the
significance of the semi-continuous character of the Functional which has
to be minimized in the treatment of boundary value problems by the
direct method of the calculus of variations. He then referred to his own
work embodied in two papers, namely (1) * On an Application of the New
Methods of the Calculus of Variations to some Problems in the Theory of
Elasticity \ Phil. Mag. X, 1930, pp. 886-896, and (2) 'On the Torsion Problem
of the Theory of Elasticity \ Phil. Mag. X, 1930, pp. 896-904, wherein
it was shown how the expressions for th<' required functions could be
obtained to any desired degree of approximation as Rories in polynomials
and therefore very suitable for numerioal computations. He also pointed
out that the powerfulness of the motlaid was indeed \ (m v great €i.a evidenced
by the facu that the torsion function for a cyliiider with square section,

calculated by this method, yielded, even when only two terms of the
series were calculated, a value for the twisting couple with an error less

than 1 in 750 and differing from the value obtained by Saint Venant by
less than 1 in 11,000.

6. Db. S. C. Dhab, Nagpur.

Dr. Dhar spoke on the operational and other methods on the
solution of boundary value problems.
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II. DIOPHANTINE PROBLEM.

{Section of Mathematics and Statistics.)

Pbof. M. R. Siddiqi, Hyderabad-Deccan, presided.

Dr. T. Vijayaraghavan, Dacca, opened the discussion.

Problems of Diophantine Analysis,

Diophantine analysis is one of the oldest branches of mathematics
though it is named after Diophantus, a Greek mathematician of the
third century A.D. The vastness of the subject will be realized by any
one who even glances at the preface, table of contents, author index and
the subject index of Vol. II of the History of the Theory of Numbers by
L. E. Dickson.* The subject-matter of Vol. II of the History is Dio-
phantine Analysis^ and the volume contains reports on upwards of five

thousand writings. Since the publication of the History several hundreds
of papers have been published on the subject, and these figures are indeed
very impressive for any branch of mathematics.

The subject owes its origin partly to the fascination that curious

properties of integers have for the human mind and chiefly to the crisis

in Greek mathematics due to the discovery of the existence of irrational

numbers. A result such as that the triangle whose sides are 13, 14 and
16 has the area 84 might not have seemed worthy of much notice before
it was realized that if we take a triangle with integral sides it is very
probable that the area will be an irrational number. Again, but for the
discovery of irrational numbers it is unlikely that the question would
have been asked whether or not there is a rational right triangle*f whose
area is equal to a given rational number, say, for instance, unity ? Most
of the problems tackled by Diophantus could not have arisen except in

the context of the discovery of the existence of irrational numbers. My
chief object here is to mention a number of interesting results to illustrate

a fraction of the scope of the subject.

1. It was known to Pythagoras (570-601 B.C.) that the sum of
the first n odd integers is equal to the square of n.

2. Nicomachus (about 100 A.D.) observed that 1 — P, 3-f-6 ~ 2^,

74.94.11 = 38, 134.154-17^-19 = 4» and so on.

3. 0. G. Bachet (Diophanti Alex. Arith., 1621) combined tho above
results to obtain the result that

18+ 284- . . . +n3 = (I4-2+3+ . . .
+w)a.

4. A complete parametric solution for the sides of a rational right
triangle is given by

2amn, a(m*— n^), a(m2+n2)

where a, m and n are positive rational numbers and m>'n. This solution
was known to Euclid.

If a, m and n are restricted to be integers then wo get all the integral
solutions; if we further suppose that m and n are prime to each other and

* Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication No. 266, Vol. II.

f A triangle one of whose angles is a right angle, and who^e three
sides are ratirmal numbers is a rational right triangle. Similarly we
define an integral right triangle. The sides containing the right angle
are referred to os the legs of the triangle.
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that one of them is even then we get ail the integral solutions without
duplication.

5. L. E. Dickson obtained in 1894 a complete solution in the form
r-f s, r-f r-f5+^ where

6. Fermat (seventeenth century) noted that if a, 6, c are the sides

of a right triangle then 2a-f6+ 2c, a i-26-f 2c, 2o-f 26-f 3c are the sides of

another right triangle and that the difference between the legs is the same
in eacii ci-se.* Starting from the right triangle (3, 4, 6) rnd repeatedly

applying the transformation given above, we ge t the sequence of triangles

(3, 4, 5), (20, 21, 29), (119, 120, 169), (696, 697, 986)

.

It is known that thib oequence contains all such integral right triangles.

If Wj, 1/2 , Wa . . . be the sequence of the lengths of the smaller legs, viz.

3, 20, 119, 696, . . . and Vj, ^2 * • • • be the 8*3quence of the lengths of

the h3q;)otenu8es then

= )

««+2 = ®“«+l- + 2 j

(n — 1, 2, 3, ....

)

7. Starting from the three right triangles (6, 12, 13), (8, 16, 17)

and (21, 28, 36) and by applying repeatedly Fermat’s transformation, we
obtain all the integral right triangles whose legs differ by 7. Similar

remarks apply when the legs differ by any given integer d.

8. Diophantus (V, 8) noted that the three right triangles (42, 40, 68),

(70, 24, 74), (112, 15, 113) have the same area 840. If = c*

then the triangles formed from (c, a), (c, 6) and (c, a+ 6) have the same
iirea [the triangle (x, z) is said to be formed from (m, n) if a ~ 2mn,

y =1 z = The triangles given by Diephantus corre-

spond to o = 3, 6 == 5, c = 7.

The right triangles (a, 6, h) and

/ 2abh 2b^-h^

\262-/t2’ 2h * 2h(2b^-h^ }

have the same area. The process can be repeated to obtain any number
of such triangle,

.

C. Twoedie [Proc. Edinh. Math. Soc., 24, (1906-6), 7-19] treated the

problem of obtaining all rational right triangles of area A, It leads to

a discussion of the rational points on the cubic curve

x{l—x^) = Ay^.

9. Diophantus (VI, 18) foimd a rational right triangk) with the

bisector of one acute angle rational. The triangle (28, 96, 100) has one

such bisector equal to 36.

C. G. Bachet in his commentary on the preceding noted that no
rational right triangle lias a rational bisector of the right angle.

10. Heron of Alexandria (first century B.C.) ga\e the well-known

formula for the area of a triangle in terms of the sides and noted that

when the sides are 13, 14, 16 the area is 84. A triangle with rational

sides and rational area is called a rational triangle o? a Heron triangle.

Brahmagupta (bom 698 A.D.) noted that by the juxtaposition of

two rational right triangles with a common leg x we obtain a rational

triangle. Every rational triangle can be obtained in this way.
11. There are an infinity of Heron triangles whose sides are conse-

cutive integers; they are precisely (3, 4, 6), (13, 14, 16), (61, 62, 63),

(193, 194, 196), If Wj, W2 > t/g, . . . denote the sequence of the

Denoting the second triangle by (A, P, C) we see that (a, b, e) is

the same as (2A+P-2G, A+2P-2G, 30~2A-2P).
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lengths of the middle sides of the above sequence of triangles, and

iw ® the area of the nth triangle then
2 w ^

“«+2 = )

^’n+2 “ ^n+l~Pn )

(n = 1, 2, 3, )

12.

A rational quadrilateral is one whose sides, diagonals and area
are expressed by rational numbers.

Brahmagupta—who, by the way, discovered the formula for the
area of a cyclic quadrilateral in terms of the sides, a generalization of

Heron’s formula for the area of a triangle *—stated that ‘the legs of two
right triangles multiplied reciprocally by the hypotenuses give the four
sides of a trapezium This riddle concerns the construction of a rational

quadrilateral, and was explained by Bhaskara (born 1114), his commen-
tator Ganesa (1645 A.D.), M. Chasles, and E. E. Kummer {Jour, fiir

Math., 37, 1 848, 1-20). Tlie illustration given by Bhaskara is as follows;

—

D

C B
We start from two rational right triangles sikjIi that the hypotenuse

of one is equal to a leg ol the other. The quadrilateral is obtained by a
suitable juxtaposition of the foui* triangles obtained by multiplying the
sides of each given triarigle by the base and perpendicular of the otlier.

For a correct expositioii of the method used by Brahmagupta, Kummer’s
paper or Vol. IT of Dickson’s History (p. 217) may bo consulted.

13. Paul Halcke (Hamburg, 1719) gave the solution

X = 44, 2/
== 240, z = 117 (sides)

X — 267, y == 125, z = 244 (diagonals)

of a rectangular parallelepiped whose edges and diagonals of faces are all

rational. The problem that we have by adding the condition that also

a diagonal of the solid shall be rational is believed to be impossible.
A. Mukhopadhyaya {Math. Quest. Educ. Times, 41

, (1884), 60] proved
it impossible if the edges be relatively prime integers.

14. The equation ax^-\-bx+c = turns up in connection with a
very large number of problems. Diophantus was led to such an equation
in at least forty of his problems. The problems in 6, 7 and 11 above
lead to the solution in integers of the equation + c = y^.

As shown by Diophantus it is not very difficult to obtain the complete
rational solution of ax'^-\-\ = y^; we write y = inx+l, and solving the
resulting equation {ax"^ ~ we get

2m m^-j-a
^ a—m^* ^ a—m^'

* A triangle may be looked upon as a limiting case of a cyclic
quadiilateral.
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To obtain the solution in integers is a problem of different calibre. Dickson

(p. xi of the preface of Vol. II of the History) whites: ‘It is a remarkable

fact that the Hind”; Brahmagupta in the seventh century gave a tentative

method of solving ax^-\-c — xxx integers, which is a far more difficult

problem than its solution in rrtional numbers. His method was explained

more cleanly by the Hindu Bhaskara in the twelfth century*.

15. We now go back to a problem mentioned earlier. Wliat rational

numbers can bo the area of a rational right triangle ? To answer this

question it will sufhce to determine w^iat integers an be the area of a

rational right triangle ? In this connection it may be remarked that

the answer to this queotion turns out to be the same as the answer to

the question, which integers are congruent numbers ? [A number k ^0
is said to be a congruent number if there exist rational numbers a?, y and z

such that their squares are in arithmeticel progression with the common
difference k. It is known that no four squares can be in arithmetical

progression. The story of congruent numbers is a long one beginning

with Diophantus. This type was the chief subject of two Arabic manu-
scripts of .;ho tenth century.]

It can easily be deduced from the results mentioned in 4 that an
integer A can be the area of a rational right triangle if and only if it is

of the form (a*— 6^)/c® where a, h and c are positive integers. This solu-

tion of the problem is not 8atisfact(»ry, for, in general, it is by no means
easy to determine whether or not a given integer can be expressed in

the form For more than ten centuries it was a well-

known unsolved problem whether or not (oA— can be equal to

unity. Feriiiat ])roved its impossibility and thereby also proved that

the equation == y4 cannot be solved in positive integers. Fermat’s

result is, of (nurse, equivalent to proving that no square number can be

a congruent number.

Not much seems to be known about the numbers of the form
Leonardo Pisano (thirteenth century) noted that if three of

the four numbers u, 6, u— b be squares then the fourth number is a

congruent number. Thus, since 16, 9 and 16-j- 9 are squares it follows that

1 6— 9 = 7 is a congruent number. It is known that the only congruent nuin-

bers < 20 are 5, 6, 7, 13, 14 and 15. It was proved by Genocchi {Memorie

di Mot. e Fis. Soc. Uni. Sc., (3), 4, (1882), No. 3) that the following numbers
are not congruent: a primp. 8k-\-3 or the product of tu'o such jirimes ; the

double of a prime 8k 5 or the double of the product of two ti'uch j^rimes.

16. A similar problem coiK^erjiS the set of integers that can bo ex-

pressed as a sum of two rational cubes a® and 5® where =jfc 0 ; ab is not

necessarily positive. [This problem arises because it is known, that every

raticmal number can be expressed as a sum of three rational cubes. It is

known that every positive rational number car- be expressed as a simi

of four positive ratonal (;ubes.] It was obser ved by E. Lucas tliat a

nmiiber is a smn of two cubes if and only if jt is of the form ah{a-\-b)lc^

where a, b and c are positive integers. Ir» general it is not easy to deter-

mine if a given number is or is not of tins form. 11 m known that the

numbers 2, 6, 7, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 26, lio are of this

form and that 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 14, 21, 23, 24. 25 . 27, 29, . . . are not

of this form. [Since 1 is rmt of this form it follow n tha t a cube is not a siun

of two cubes.] The results that are known give a pict ure which is far from
complete. I mention here some (^f the knowri results. If p, Pi are

primes 18i+6 and g, Qi primes 18/C411 then A4^x^--\-y^ whenever A =
p, q, 2p, 4g, 5g, 9p, 9g, 25p, pq, p*, g*, 2g2, 4p2^ 9^2^ 9^2^ 26g2, pp^,

gg^, p*g*. If v — 6m -fl is a prime so that v — + then v =
numbers 2A, 3B+-d, 3B— A, fB, J(A+B),

J(A— B) is a cube.

If A = 2r® — a;®-f-y®q|fc0 then x ~ y = r. This result is due to

Euler. Fermat had shown earlier that if A = ajS-fi/®, xzfzy then A is a
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sum of two cubes in an infinity of ways. J. Prestet employed Fermat’s
process to get the identity

17. Another problem with similar features is to determine all non-
square positive integers A for which the equation

Ax^ = y*+ l

can be solved in integers x, y. It is known that there exist solutions if

emd only if the number of elements in the periodic part of the simple

continued fraction of Ja is odd. This is indeed a very satisfactory

answer, but when we seek for results similar to those mentioned in 16

and 16 we find that though many results are known still there is scope
for much new discovery. I mention a few known results. The equation

has solution HA— 4m -1-1 = prime; also if A =
2fl 2(7

2p q
^

t , where p, g, , , ,t are primes 8A;-f 6 ; also if A = 2r, where

r is a prime, r = 16m-f-9, and d is divisible by 8 where d is such that
r = c2 4“2ci2. The equation has no solution if A is divisible by 4 or by
a prime 4m-j- 3 or if A = 2p and d is not divisible by 8 where p Is prime,

p =r Sm+lj P = c2-l-2d*.

18. It was mentioned in the course of 16 that Fermat proved that
the equation

a44.64 == c2

has no solution in positive integers. But the sum of throe biquadrates
may be a square. Diophantus gave the example

124-f 15^-1-20^ = 481^

Euler tried in vain to solve the equation

Up till now only one solution of this equation is known. R. Norrie
[University of St. Andrews* 600th Amiiversary Memorial Volume, Edin-
burgh, (1911) 89] found in confirmation of Euler’s conjecture

304t-f-12044.272*-f316^ = 353^

by a series of special assumptions which lead to this single result. Euler
had stated: ‘It has seemed to many geometers that this theorem (x^-\-yn

xyz^Oy n>2) may be generalized. Just as there do not exist cubes
whose siun or difference is a cube, it is impossible to exhibit three biqua-
drates whose sum is a biquadrate, but that at least four biquadrates are
needed if their sum is to be a biquadrate In the same manner it

would seem to be impossible to exhibit four fifth powers whose smn is a
fifth power, and similarly for higher powers’.

The general solution of

A8-fB8-fC8 =D8
was given by Euler. A few numerical cases are

384-48+ 58 = 68
, I8_j_63-|.83 = 93

, 78+ 148+ 178 = 208, 118^158^278
== 293 .

S. Sastry {Journal of the Tendon Math. Soo., 9, (1934), 242-246) gave
an identity which yields an infinity of fifth powers which are sums of
five fifth powers. In particular,

1078 = 78+ 438+ 678+ 808+ 1008
175168 = 7098+53668+ 114418+ 141768+164368.
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19. Finally, I shall mention a few results on Diophantine approxi-
mations.

It is known that if A is a non-square positive integer than the so-called

Pell equation
= 1

has an inUnity of solutions in positive integers.* It is easy to verify that

xjy is then such an approximation to s!

A

that

/T ^
I

1

V^ < r-—- .

y I 2jAy2

It is k^iown tha if 9 is any irrational number then there exist an
infinity of approximations xjy such that

1

s/6i/2

and that if 6 is not a quadratic surd then the mJB in the above inequality
can be rep>laced by any positive number less than 3.

One of the well-known imsoh ed problems of Diophantine approxi-
mations is as follows: Suppose that f{r) denotes the number of lattice

points within the circle x^-^y^ = r. It seems plausible that f{r) will

be very nearly equal to nr which is the area of the circle, and indeed so
it is. The problem is to estimate /(r)— nr. It is believed that however
small a positive number € may be the limit, as r-»-oo, of

fjr) - Ar)

is equal to zero. This result is still unproved.
Finally, 1 should like to say that any one who finds Diophantine

Analysis to be an interesting subject will find Dickson’s History a source
of endless delight.

2. Dn. S. S. PiLLAi, Annamalainagar.

He spoke on ‘ Exponential Diophantine Equations *.

3. Dr. S. Chowxa, Lahore.

He spoke on the ‘Additive Theory of Numbers’.

4. Prof. N. M. Basu, Dacca.

He gave an account of the work of Tchacaloff and Karanicoloff
recently published {Com^ptes Rendus^ t. 210, M>40) wherein the authors
obtained all rational solutions of the Diopham/ine Equatittn

Ax -\-By = Z ,

where A and B are rational numbers and m, w, p an any set of co-prime
integers. He then explained the generalization oj the above result

Dickson (Vol. II of the History, p. 341) writes: There appeared in

India and Greece as early as 400 B.C. ap|)roximation8 a/b to s/2 such
that a*— 262 = 1, and similarly for other square roots, the derivation

of successive approximations being in effect a method of solving the PeU
equation. For example, Baudhayana, the Hindu author of the oldest

of the works, Sulva-sutras, gave the approximations 17/12 and 517/^08

to Note that 17*- 2.122 = 1, 677*- 2.408* = 1.
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obtained by himself, namely, the general solution in rational numbers of
the equation

1 1 2*2 k k

where /Ij, ^ 2 » • • • are rational numbers, m* = grii, i = 1, 2, . , , k,

^>1 and nj, 77,2 , ... njfc, p are any set of co-prime integers. He also

referred to the further generalization obtained by Dr. T. Vijayaraghavan
who obtained all rational solutions of the above equation where (mj

, m2 ,

m3 ... . . mjc, p) == 1.

Closing the discussion Dr. T. Vijayaraghavan spoke on ‘Some problems
of Diophantine approximations’ as follows:

—

Let 6 be a real number, 0^1, and Q{d) the set of limit points of the
fractional parts of {n = 1, 2, .3, . . .).

Theorem :

—

If 6 is algebraic, and 0(6) does not consist of an infinity of
j)oint8 then 6 is an algebraic integer, and every one of the algebraic conjugates

of 0, other than 6 itself, lies within the unit circle.

The converse is, of course, true. In fact, it is the converse that
suggested the above theorem. It is probable that in the above theorem
the condition that 6 is algebraic is superfluous. One reason for thinking
so is the following theorem :

—

The set of numbers d for which 0(0) does not consist of an infinity of
points is an enumerable set.

It is known that the sot of numbers 0 for which Q{0) does not consist

of the entire unit interval is of Lebesgue measure zero. Indeed the same
remark applies to the sot of numbers 0 for which the distribution of the
points 0n<, when ^n is the fractional part of is not ‘uniform’ in the
unit interval. Against this backgroimd the following theorem seems
worth stating:

—

Let ^2 , ^3 , ... he a sequence of intervals contained in the unit interval,

and let the lower bound of the lengths of these intervals be positive. A number
0 is said to belong to S if On falls in dnfor n 1, 2, 3, . . . . We have then
that the set S has the power of the continumn.

III. THEORY OF THE STRUCTURE OF SOLIDS.

(Sections of Mathematics and Statistics, and Physics.)

Prof. K. S. Krishnan, Calcutta, presided and opened the
discussion.

2. Prof. S. Biiagavantam, Waltair.

3. Prof. B. B. Ray, Calcutta.

4. Dr. K. Banerjfb, Dacca.

Application of the Fourier Analysis Method to the Determination of Crystal

Structure.

A crystal consists of a periodic structure in three dimensions and
hence the density of matter responsible for X-ray scattering may be
represented by a three-dimensional Fourier summation.

p(x, 3/. *) =222 (t+T+?) ]
— 00 — 00 —GO
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If represents the structure factor for reflection from (hkl)

plane, it was shown by W. H. Braggs that

A{Md) = -i J’(AW)

where V in the volume of the unit cell.

A me re practicable series has been developed by W. L. Bragg more
recently in which the density of scattering matter projected on a crys-
tallographic plane is given by •

f>(y. i22 j
-00 —00

whore a is the area of the face of the unit ceU on which the electron density
is projected. For centrosymmetrical crystals, however,

6 — 0 or w
okl

Thus the Fourier Summation Method resolves into the determination
of the structure factors and the phase constants. The structure factors
may be determined from X-ray diffraction ijitensities as expressions have
been deduced by Darwin, Ewald and Compton giving the relations between
integrated intensities of reflections and structure factors. The integrated
intensities are det ermined either by the ionization method or by the photo-
graphic method. In the former method the slit of the ionization chamber
is made sulHciently wide as to receive the whole reflected beam and the
crystal is slowly rotated about the position of reflection. The area under
the ionization carve thus obtained gives the integrated intensity. In the
photographic method, the blackening due to reflection is to be compared
with a standard which gives the relation between exposure and blackening.
Robinson devised a balancing method in which light from two sources
pass through the diffraction spot and a so-called standard wedge (in which
exposure is proportional to the distaiuie from a certain origin) and falls

on two photoelectric cells. The currents through the photoelectric colls

amplified by valves are balanced against each other by pushing forward
or drawing back the standard wedge and the balancing is iiidicated by a
galvanometer. The distances moved by the wedge are mec^hanicalJy
integrated. A graphical method is being used at the authoi ’s laboratory
at Dacca, the ordinates on the photometric; curve obtained from a Zeiss
microphotometer at points at small intervals along abscissti are converted
into intensity values by comparison with the photometric cairve of the
standard wedge and added.

From measurement of the integrated intcusities we obtain the squares
of the structure factors from which we obtain their numerical values.

Thus the phase terms remain unknown In centrosymmetrical crystals

only the signs of the terms are to be determined as the phase may be
either 0 or “t. The method that has been commonly used is the method
of trial and error. In this method preliminary dt tormmation of structure

is effected by trial. Structure factors for reflections from the different

planes are calculated by assuming various arrangements of the atoms in

the unit cell which are feasible geometricedly and conform to the chemical
formulae. When a rough agreement is ol)tained between the measured
and the calculated structure factors, the Fourier surmnation is carried

out by using the signs of the calculated structure factors with the values
of the measured ones. Examples are afforded by the determinations of the
structures of naphthalene and anthracene by Robertson by the Fourier
analysis method with the help of the preliminary determinations of the
present author.
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Direct determination of the signs of terms has been attempted more
recently. The first of these is an algebraic method developed by the
author. In this method equations are set out between the co-ordinate

positions of the atoms and structure factors. Since the number of mea-
sured structure factors are usually very large, the number of equations
that can be set up will be greater than the number of unknown parameters.
Hence the latter may be eliminated and equations are obtained only
between the structure factors. So a self-consistent set of signs may be
obtained. Another method of the determination of the signs of the
Fourier terms has been developed by A. L. Patterson. He showed that
if we take a Fourier series in which the squares of the structure factors

occur as

— 00 —00

then the lines joining the origin of co-ordinates to the maxima of the
plot of these Fourier summations represent vo(*torially the interatomic
distances as projected on the YZ plane. Thus M. Ganguly and the
author have determined the structure of metodinitrobenzene by correlating
the positions of the different maxima with the interatomic distances in

this substance and thus a preliminary determination of atomic arrange-
ments has been possible.

Though there is always some elements of trial in the determination
of the signs of the terms in the Fourier summation, the solution when
once obtained is unique. This is very nicely exemplified by the structure
determination of anthraquinone. The Fourier summation for this
crystal was (iarriod out on the basis of a wrong cjrystal system. This was
believed by earlier crystallographors to be orthorhombic but on carrying
out the Fourier summation it definitely showed a lower order of symmetry.
So two rotation photographs were taken along two diagonals and the
crystal system was confirmed to bo moncxdinic.

6. Prof. N. N. Sen, Sibpur.

The Microstracture of Metals,

Two aspects of the structure of metals should bo distinguished. One
is its crystal structure, i.o. the arrangement of the atoms in the unit cell

of the space lattice as determined by the method of X-ray analysis and
the other is its microstructuie by whicli is meant the description of the

size, shape and disposition of the different crystalline constituents present
in the metal. The crystals of metals as a j'ule are very small—their

dimensions usually varying between 1/10 and 1/1000 mm. and their

presence is revealed by examining a specimen under a microscope after

grinding, pohshing and etching with suitable reagents.

The crystal structure of majority of metals is rather simple and
they have either body centred cubic, face centred cubic or close packed
hexagonal space lattices. When solid solutions are formed, the basic

structure of the unit (!ell in the crystal remains unaltered. The solute

metal atoms either replace the atoms of the solvent metal in the space
lattice or they take up their position between the intc^rstiees of the lattice

atoms. But when oru? metal combines with another metal, the crystal

structure of the compound undergoes a fundamental change and assumes
a more complex form.

In three important respects crystals of metals differ from crystals

of other substances. Firstly, they are opaque to light and are therefore

examined in reflected light. Secondly, they are not bound by plane
(crystallographic) surfaces having definite interfacial angles between
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ohem, thus lacking in regular geornetrical shape cemmonly associated

with crystals. Thirdly, when they are subjected to mechanical stress

beyond their elastic limit, they do not suddenly rupture but continue to

deform by slipping along certain crystallographic planes. It is rather

fortunate that the metals possess the last two characteristics because the

mechanical properties ol‘ metals for which they are valued largely depend
on them.

In i)he molten state a mixture of metals is a mixture of their atoms.

But when tligiy are cooled, thoy are deposited as crystals of pure metals,

solid solutions inter-metallic compounds or some combination of these.

These are known as the ' onstituents of the alloy and their nature and
relative proportions a e (-btainod by reference to their constitutional

diagrams which represent the change of constitution with change of

composition and temperature. It has already been pointed out that the

size, shape and arrangement of these constituents in a sample of metal

constitute the microstructure of the metal. It has been demonstrated
that the properties of a metal are closely related to its structure. The
micirostruccuve can be changed primarily by altering the composition of

ohe metal. Se(;ondarily a constitutional and consequently a structural

change can be brought about by suitable heat treatment. On the other

hand, the size and mutual disposition of the constituents can be altered

by mechanical treatment without })roducing any change in the constitution.

It is thus seen that any alteration in any of the three major factors,

viz. (1) composition, (2) heat treatment, and (2) mechanical treatment

can iniluence the properties of a metal by producing detinito changes in

the microstructure of the metal.

Some typical photo -micrographs were then shown to indicate the

characteristic featiTes of microstructures of metals and to illustrate how
different faettors modify them.

IV. MATHKiMATICAL THEORY OF STATISTICS.

{Section of Mathematics amd Statistics, in co-operation with the

Indian Statistical Conference.)

Dr. C. W. B. Normand, Poona, presided,

Mr. S. N. Hoy started a discussion on the ^problems uiMiscriinination

and classification’. Confining himself primarily to unuariato normal

populations he explained how the usual tests of signifa ance ‘C and ‘z’

served to discriminate between two or many populadotis m respect of

both the parameters, how on the non-null hypotliesis one could define

similar functions of the populations parameters to serve as a suitable

measure of the difference between the populations In respect of the ])ara-

meters, and how the sampling distributions of ’ and ‘z ’ on the non-null

hypothesis could give us some idea of the divergence betwR^en the popula-

tions, thus leading to their classification. He then briefly referred to

some of the extensions of these concepts and tools to the case of multi-

variate normal populations.

Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis, who spoke next, dwelt on the historical

development of the tools of classification and how the method for the

classification in respect of the means had a certain analogy with the line

element in the gravitational theory of relativity.
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V, THEORY OF STELLAR STRUCTURE.

{Sections of Physics
^
and Mathematics and Statistics.)

Prof. P. N. Ghosh, Calcutta, presided.

1. Dr. R. C. Majumdar, Calcutta.

Hertzsprung-Rusaell Diagram and the Problem of Stellar Structure.

Astronomical observations allow us to determine three important
physical characteristics of a star, the mass, the radius and the luminosity
(the total energy in ergs radiated per second) usually denoted by the
symbols M, R and L respectively. The masses of the stars are deter-
mined by measuring the acceleration produced in them by the neighbouring
stars and have so far been successfully determined only for the binary
stars. Tlie luminosity is found out from the apparent brightness and
the radius for large stars are measured directly by Michelson’s inter-

ferometer. But for ordinary stars the radius is determined by round-
about methods. Since each colour of light has a special temperature
associated with it, the surface temperature is first measured from an
analysis of the distribution of different colours of light in the spectrum
of the star and then knowing the luminosity, radius is determined. It

was revealed after a study of these parameters that the stars of the
universe are not distributed at random but follow a definite coiirso when
arranged according to their observed luminosities and spectral types (or

surface temperatures). The discovery of this stellar chart by Hertzsprung
and Russell proved to be of fundamental importance for the study of
stellar structure. It was found that a vast majority of stars (more than
five-sixth of the whole) is included in a straight narrow l)and in this two
dimensional Russell diagram, called the main sequence running diagonally
from stars of low luminosity, small mass and small effective temperature
of class M at one end to those of high lununoaity, large mass, and large
effecitive temperatures of classes B and A at the other. A portion of the
remaining stars lies on another branch on the diagram with high luminosity

Luminosity
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104
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wid low effective temperature. The stars of high luminosity and great
size are generally called the giants and those with low luminosity and
small size the dwarfs, the distinction between giants and dwarfs being
weU marked only for stars of low effective temperature. There is also a
region near the left-hand bottom comor of the Vagram which is occupied
by faint stars of very high surface temperatures, known as white dwarfs.
The few stars at the top of the Russell diagram which are very massive
and i.iuch more brilliant than the ordinary giant stars are super giants.
Sub-^iaats form another class of stars of G and K type which have low
effective temperature and lie intermedfato between the giants and the
dwarfs. It is also very remarkable that there are no stars between red
giants and dwarfs ar I between the main sequence and the white dwarf
stars. A glance at Russell diagram above shows roughly the range of
variation of the various physical quantities amongst different stars.

Tile explanation as to what makes the stars to be distributed in this
particular way in the Russell diagram is the subject-matter of all investiga-
tions on the theory of stellar structure. For such an investigation we
require a knowledge of the density and temperature distribution inside
the stars as well as their chemical composition. A rigorous investigation
on the stellar structure is possible if the opacity eoefliicient and the rate
of liberation of ener^ are known in terms of density and temperature.
But as these quantities are not known with definiteness recourse must be
taken to some sort of model. The results obtained thereby may not
represent the actual conditions in the stars but still afford some ‘ insight

*

as regards the actual conditions.

2. Prof. N. R. Sen, Calcutta.

Mathematical Theory of the Internal Constitution.

Problem.

Astronomical observations fiuviish three important attributes of a
star, the mass, the radius, and the luminosity (the total energy radiated
per second), usually denoted by the symbols, M, B and L respectively.

Most of the stars radiate uniformly, that is each star gives out the same
amount of enerf^y per unit of time, and there are no reasons to boHeve
that these stars have changed appreciably within some thousands of years.

It is thus reasonable for our purpose to assume they are in a steady state

in which the physical conditions are supposed not to change with time.

The mathematical problem of the stellar structure consists in an enquiry
about the temperature, pressure, and other physical conditions inside a
very hot mass M of matter in steady state, which is rolled up inUi a ball

of radius B, and whose surface radiates the fixed amount of" energy L.

The conditions well inside such a body are somewliat differeTit from those
near the surface. We shall confine ourselves to the deep interior where,

as we shall see later, the conditions merge into some sort of rough uniformity
for all stars.

The Mathematical Equations and their Consequences,

A mass of gas in gravitational equilibrium will be governed by the
equations

(W
dr

dM(r)

dr

( 1 )

(
2
)

Definite configurations may be obtained from these by assuming a (P, p)

1+1
relation of which the one studied most is of the type P « Gp These
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configurations are finite so long as n<5, and give spheres of varying mass
concentrations. The temperature distribution within such stellar bodies
suggests central temperatures of the order of lO^K, at which most of
the atoms will be stripped of their electrons. Besides, a considerable
amount of radiant energy will be pent up within these bodies, which may
exert a pressure comparable to the gas pressure. The total pressure P
will indeed be

P = = p^ = (I-«P. .. (3)

if the ordinary gas law is assumed to hold good. The energy pent up
within the gas mass is transmitted mainly through radiation unless the
matter is degenerate. The radiative temperature gradient is given by

~dr

xp Lit

c 47rr2
(4)

where x is the opacity coefficient, and Lr the total flow of radiant energy
per second across a spherical surface of radius r.

If the temperature gradient corresponding to (4) be greater than the
adiabatic gradient, equation (4) is to be replaced by

(
5

)

Given /i and x by physical theories, there now stand three differential

equations among four quantities p, T, Lr, M(r). A fourth equation is

given by

dLr

dr
4npr^€

(
6

)

where € is given for the main sequence stars at least, by Bethe’s theory
of energy generation.

The boundary conditions are at r = R, p = 0, T = 0, Lr = L,
M{r) — M, and further at r = 0, Zr = 0, M{r) = 0, to avoid a singularity
at the centre.

A study of the solutions shows that the whole system of solutions
can be expressed in terms of two pareuneters, p and M being often chosen
as these parameters. This is known as Vogt-Russel Theorem.

For a? we can accept Kramer’s law, which is also supported by quantum
mechanical calculation

^ (7)

By all these given conditions the steUar problem is over determined,
and in fact among the given parameters there is a relation of the type

F{XqL, M, R,h)^0

which represents a mass luminosity law. A simple form of the function
which can be easily deduced in cewe of small radiation pressure is

XqL = const. —^ (8)
R

A very simple solution of the equation (1), (2), (3), (4) was obtained
by Eddington on the supposition

xrf = const., where LrlM{r) a. ij. LjM . . .
. (9)
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The ratio of radiation to gas pressure becomes now constant, and is given
by the quartic eqiit.tion

== 00309(ibi/O)V*,

and the mass luminosity-law in the form

^ 4:ircaM(l -p)

which in fact is identical with ( 7 ) with fifi in place of fi on the right. This
is a fairly good approximation for the main sequence stars of small masses.
Eddington calculated cJq astronomically from ^9) by substituting the
known data of Capella. But this was neta*ly 40 times higher than the
value obtained from the physical theory. Eddington’s astronomical
value of Xq substituted in (9) gave a correct mass-luminosity relation for

many other stars.

The H,R. Diagram.

Eddington’s calculations were made with But if the stars

contain a large amount of hydrogen a lower value of p will be appropriate,

and the discrepancy of the x value becomes smaller, and indeed can be
made to disappear by assuming a suitable hydrogen content. The H.R.
diagram can then be explained by assuming the hydrogen content to be a
parameter of the star. If x be the proportion of hydrogen in the stellar

material, a quantum mechanical calculation of (6) gives

and

^ .

t

P
qid’b 3-9X ( 10)

L = 7-17x10’^* -
®o

pO.6
_ 2

'' - 1+3X ( 11 )

where / is a slowly changing quantity of the order of 1. From these two
equations, for a given set of values of L, My two values ofX are obtained
of which only one is appropriate. Equation (11) can be used to find the
hydrogen content of a star, instead of predicting the luminosity of a star
from its mass. The points of the H.R. diagram can now be exhibited as
lying on two sets of curves with two parameters ; one set corresponding to
constant mass, and the othei to constant hydrogen content. The H.R.
diagram is thus explained in the light of Vogt-Russel Theorem.

The white dwarf stars form a separate group by themKelves, and do
not conform to the mass-luminosity law. They can be described by only
one parameter and there is indeed a mass-radius relatiori for them.

3. Dr. R. C. Majltmdar, Calcutta.

Theory of White Dwarf Stars.

The white dwarf stars, which are characterized by extremely feeble

luminosities and enormously high densities, occupy the left-hand lowest

comer of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. They are called ‘white

dwarf* because their surface temperatures are so high that they look

much whiter than the main-series stars. A density of the order of 10* to

10® grams/cm.® is not uncommon in these stars, whereas the heaviest

metal known on the earth is only about 20 times dense than water.
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Though this abnormally high density looked absurd in the beginning, it

was, however, shown to be conceivable in the light of Bohr’s atom, which
being roomy objects might be reduced in size by suitable conditions.

Under very high temperatures and pressures in the interior of the stars

the atoms will lose their extra nuclear electrons and this reduction in

size will allow the formation of superdense material. An elementary
consideration of the imcertainty principle shows that the conditions of
matter in these stars differ radically from those in the ordinary gaseous
stars. The electrons in these stars are degenerate and obey the anti-

symmetrical statistical laws and if the density is so high that the distance

between the two electrons are of the order of their Compton wavelength
then the relativity modification of the statistics should be taken into

account. The flow of heat and light in these stars have been thoroughly
studied and it is found that the degenerate gas is more transparent to

radiation than the gaseous material and the transfer of energy is chiefly

controlled by the conduction and not by radiation as in the case of a
perfect gas star. The equation of state is independent of temperature in

the first approximation and as a result the structure becomes independent
of the distribution of temperature in the interior. The energy generation
process also should not depend much on the temperature distribution. The
extreme outer layers of a white dwarf are gaseous which being less

transparent to radiation acts as a blanket and keeps the heat in. The
temperature of a white dwarf is therefore not very high, it is even lower
than the central temperature of ordinary stars such as sun. The in-

vestigation shows that a complete degenerate white dwarf is only possible

for stars of masses which are less than 6 *7 /i
-2 q is the average mole-

cular weight indicating the mean composition, and O is the mass of the
sun) and degeneracy can never be developed in a star whoso mass is

greater than 6-6/x-*©. The stars of masses lying between these two
limits have a degenerate gas core surrounded by a perfect gaseous
envelope. It is further found that for complete degenerate stars there
exists a unique relation between the mass and the radius—the radius
decreases as the mass increases. The average and the central densities

increase however with the mass. The mass-radius relation for complete
degenerate star corresponds to the mass-luminosity-radius relation for

the ideal gaseous star. In the latter case the mass-luminosity relation

depends very little on the radius and is therefore generally known as
mass-luminosity law. But in the case of a complete degenerate star the
mass-radius relation comes out to be independent of luminosity. Further,
the mass-radius relation involves the mean molecular weight and hence if

the mass and the radius are known one can determine the mean molecular
weight and hence the composition, particularly the hydrogen contents for
the white dwarf stars, which have got a very important bearing on the
energy generation and evolution of these stars.

4. Db. D. S. Kothabi, Delhi.

Stellar Energy Generation.

(i) The energy generation in the main-sequence stars is fairly well

accounted by Bethe’s theory. The recent experimental work in nuclear
Physics relevant to this theory is discussed.

(ii) The difficulties in accounting for the energy generation in giant
stars are indicated and the various theories that have been suggested are
examined. No really satisfactory solution of the difficulty has been
given so far.

(iii) The problem of the energy supply for the white dwarfs is discussed.
An account is given of Wildhack’s theory, and it is shown that the
gravitational contraction is sufficient to explain the energy generation in
such stars. The subjects (i) and (ii) are only discussed briefly, whereas
(iii) is dealt with in detail.
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VI. SUGAR TECHNOLOGY.

{Section of Chemistry.)

Dr. Mata Prasad, Bombay, presided.

Mr. K. C. Srivastava, Cawnpore.

Jndif*}i Sugar Industry and its Prohl&ms.

Sin JO the grant of protection in 1932 the Sugar Industry has developed
rapidly and is now the second biggoat industry in India. Bihar and the
United Provinces together produce 80% of the sugar made in India,
while the Itnitod Provinces alone contribute more than 50% of the total

Indian produce.
The industry on its commercial side has had difficulties recently,

due mainly to lack of regulation. Periods of short production have been
followed by bumper crops end such large production that the limit of
homo consumption was exceeded and largo surplus stocks had to be
accLunulated. But the bold policy adopted by the Governments of the
United Provinces and Bihar combined with the setting up of a permanent
joint Sugar Commission for the two provinces augurs well for stability

and regulated development in the future.

It would, for the present condition and future prospects of the
industry on its technical side, be necessary to give a r6sum6 of what has
been achieved in this direction diming the last 7 or 8 years, and then to

indic;ato some of the problems which face the industry to-day and for the
satisfactory solution of which research work and extensive scientific

investigatioi. are necessary.

The present state of sugar industry in this country would have been
impossible, even in spite of protection, if the valuable canes of Coimbatore
were not available, and credit for this is to a great extent due to Rao
Bahadur Vonkatraman. What the industry needs is a cane which will

bo cheap to grow, which will give a high recovery and a long season, and
which will be resistant to common diseases and posts, sucJi as red-rot,

borers, and pyrilla. Coimbatore has given a largo number of varieties
to choose from. Selection and trying out of those, combined with the
development of suitable methods of cultivation, has formed the main
item of work so far on the agricultural side. To get some iu’oa of the
improvement which has actually taken place, mention may be made that

some of the Bombay Factories have succeeded in obtaining yields of over
100 tons of cane per aero- under intensive cultivation on their own farms.
In the United Provinces and Bihar the cane development work, which
is being done by Government in collaboration with the Factories in areas
reserved for their cane supplies, has succeeded in implementing the most
important recommendation of Sir John Russel, viz., that of carrying the
results of scientific investigations to the cultivator’s land. The improve-
ment in cane cultivation which ha« taken place, as a ronult of this develop-
ment work, has substantially raised the yield pn a< thereby lowering
the cost per maund of c.ane. The quality of cane judged from its sugar
content and the purity of its juice has also improved in these areas.

On the technical side, sugar factories have shown steady progress

during the last seven years. The Sugar Technologists’ Association of
India makes a careful study of the manufacturing reports submitted by
factories and brings out an annual publication containing detailed operating
data compiled in a comparative form. A study of these shows that an
all-round progress in manufacturing efficiency has been taking place from
year to year. Mill extraction, boiling house extraction, and over-all
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extraction, the three basic criteria for judging operating efficiency have
all improved and an analysis of the increase shows that the greater portion

of the improvement is due to increased efficiency rather than to better

cane quality, although the latter has also improved.
Reference may be made to the improvement which has taken place

in regard to the quality of sugar produced by Indian Factories. An
important step for effecting improvements in this respect was the setting

up of uniform standards of quality on the basis of what are known as the

‘Indian Sugar Standards’ issued by the Bureau of Sugar Standards main-
tained by the Imperial InstitutV) of Sugar Technolcgy. The standards
permit of an accurate grading of sugar both in regard to colour and size

of grain and have been in use now for over five years. Judged according
to these standards, it is observed that improvement in quality has taken
place in two directions. Firstly, Factories are now producing sugars of
a more uniform quality and the number of grades produced is also becoming
smaller. Secondly, a general rise in the quality of sugar is also taking
place, so much so that several Factories are now producing sugars superior

to even the best imported sugars.

Finally, on the mechanical side also the industry has given a good
accoimt of itself. Most marked improvement has taken place in tlm^e

directions, namely, in better fuel economy, in reducing loss of working
time during the crushing season, and in obtaining higher capacity (combined
with increase in efficiency. The varieties of cane grown, specially in the
sub-tropical tracts of India, have all high fibre content and theoretically

the quantity of bagasse produced from such canes should not only provide
sufficient fuel for ruiming the Factory but should also leave a certain

amoimt of surplus bagasse. Till recently, however, very few Factories
were able to work without burning large quantities of outside fuel, such
as fire-wood and coal, the cost of these being anything from Rs.2(),0()0 to

Rs.60,000 per Factory per season. As a J’esult of improvements made
in the design and construction of boiler fuinaces, and of a more economical
use of steam for procens, the quantity of outside fuel has considerably
been reduced. Many Factories not only do not burn any outside fuel

now but get such large quantities of surj)ius bagasse that methods have to
be devised for its satisfactory disposal. In regard to a reduction in the
l(^ss of working time during the crushing season, better maintenance of
the plant combined with higher skill in its operatioti has succeeded in

bringing down the figure of lost time from 2fi-3()% to 1 0- 1 2%. This means
that in a season of the same duration, the output of the Factory is

increased by at least 10-15% thereby lowering the incidence of over-head
charges and wages bill, thus reducing the cost of production of sugar.

it is desirable to refer to some of the problems which face the industry
and to give a brief account of the work that is being done and see what
further work is necessary.

The first problem, which is in fact a continuing problem, is the further
improvement of the technical and mechanical efficiency of operation
of Sugar Factories. The Institute assists Factories by giving technical
advice and by undertaking research on problems arising in Factories.
As examples of this type of work, reference may be made to the designing
of special types of groovings for mill rollers, the designing of boiler
furnaces, working out processes of clarificatic n to suit the special
conditions obtaining in individual Factories, and preparing schemes of
sugar boiling to give better and more imiform qualities of sugar. Help
is also being given in securing bettor chemical control over the manu-
facturing operations by preparing schemes best suited to each Factory
and scrutinizing the periodical manufacturing reports.

A matter which has assumed considerable importance lately is that
of proper storage of sugar so as to avoid deterioration. Sugar is made
from cane during a season of approximately 6 months in the year whilst
it has to meet the consumption requirements for a full year and has there-
fore to be stored for considerable periods. If the production of sugar
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in any season exceeds the consumption requirements, as happened in
] 939-40, large stocks have to be carried by the mills for very much longer
periods. It is estimated that even under nonnal conditions the loss

incurred by Factories as a result of deterioration of sugar amounts to
about Rs.lO lakhs annually. Research work has, therefoie, been under-
taken to find out the conditions necessary for keeping sugar without
deterioration. The investigation has been partly biochemical and partly
chemical Experiments on the biochemical side have indicated that in

the frsb stage of doterioratirn moulds predominate a id these are replaced
by yeasts and bacteria during the later stages with increasing moisture
content. The first step in improving the keeping quality of sugars is,

therefore, to eliniinu-to riie possibility of introduction of moulds. As
moulds are carried by duso, it is essential to improve the sanitation and
clean liness of the Factory and also the quality cf water used for process.

The object of the chemical investigations is to determine the critical

humidity for different grades of sugars and to devise means for maintaining
the humidity and temperature in the godowns within the limits of safety.

This work is being done partly in the Instif nto and partly in the godowns
of a number of sugar Factories. Finally, sp(>cial attention is being given
to the designing of now godowns and making alterations to existing

godowns so as to make them suitable for proper storage of sugar. A
scheme (d' technii al control of sugar storage is also being evolved which
will enable the factory Cliemist to know when the sugar approaches the
danger limit.

The disposal and jiroper utilization of the by-prod nets of the sugar
indu8trJ^ namely, molasses, bagasse and filter press-mud, provide a very
wide field for the research worker. Molasses is easily the most important
of these by-products in quantity as well as in value. In the pre-protection

days the return from molasses was generally sufficient to pay for the work-
ing expenses of the FacteVy. To-day, not only is the return negligible,

but in many places Factories have to imnir expenditure in getting rid of

surplus rnoiasses. In view of its great importance the problem is being
attacked from different angles.

Attempts have been made to recover sugar from molasses and two
or .three different methods have been tried. The one which gives the
greatest promise of success is tliat of destroying the reducing sugars with
lime and precipitating sucrose by one of the alkaline e>arth oxides under
special conditions. Sevent3' to eighty per cent recovery of sucrose can be
effected by this method.

The preparation of edible sugar syrup from molasses has als<i been
tried with satisfactory results. The process consists in precipitating the
sugars in molasses with quicklime under special f'onditions followed by
suitable subsecpient treatment.

Extensive experiments on the preparation of cattle feed f roirt molasses
and bagasse have been undertaken under a sthenio finan(!od by the Imperial
Council of Agricultural Research. A feed containing mixture of two
parts of molasses and one of bagasst^ baa }>een produ(*c'd and has satisfac-

torily undergone feeding trials in a number of animni nutrition centres

throughout India. The product, which has beei! e»von the name of

BAGO-MOLASSES, has now been standardized und the necessary

machinery for producing it commercially is at presenl being designed.

A process has also been developed for using moiasses for road making.
An insoluble re.sinified road composition has been made from molasses,

the basis for the process being the combining of the aldehydes and ketones
in molasses with the phenolic bodies in coal-tar and asphalt in the presence

of an acid or alkali catalyst to form a resin ified compound. A length

of road treated with this composition has been in use now for 4 years and
is still in a good condition. The P.W.D. are now treating with this

composition a short length of an important public road near Cawnpore,
The manufacture of acetone and butyl alcohol from molasses has

given satisfactory results in the laboratory and the process is now to be
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tried on a semi-commercial scale. A simplified process has also been

developed for the dehydration of alcohol for the manufacture of power
alcohol, the dehydrating material used being fused potassium acetate and
caustic potash.

Several workers have tried the use of molasses as manure and it has

been found that apart from the question of its suitability for this purpose,

the cost of transport and application renders this method of utilization of

molasses uneconomical. The direct application of molasses to the soil

also leads to retardation of plant growth due to the accumulation of acids

resulting from tho fermentation of molasses. So long as the alkalinity

of the soil is adequate to deal with the acidity, no deleterious effects are

discernible. But with heavier or repeated applications, the depressing

effect becomes evident. The concentrated manures prepared by the

biological method developed in the Institute have no such drawbacks.

They consist of yeast, calcium salts of organic acids and nitrogenous

dcicomposition products, all of which are valuable plant foods. The
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research has recently sanctioned a scheme
for large scale production of concentrated molasses manure in collaboration

with Sugar Factories.

Turning now to bagasse, which is another important by-product,

the problem <.)f its disposal has not yet assumed tho same importance and
urgency as that of molasses. The inanufEicture of cattle-feed from
bagasse and molasses, to wliich reference has already boon made, forms
one method of dealing with surplus bagasse. Another method of utilizing

Bui*j)lus bagasse, which is at present under trial, is that of composting it

along with cane trash and filter press-cake in order to produce a valuable

manure. Various methods of composting are being tried and experiments
are simultaneously being conducted in a few Sugar Factories which have
their own Cano farms.

Filter press-mud, the last by-pi*oduct to be considered, has bt^en

successfully tried as a law mabu’ial for th(^ manufacture of activated
carbon. The product ol:)taincd compares favourably in tpiality with some
of the best imported carbons and it is now being manufactured on a semi-
commercial scale and supplied to Oil Mills and Sugar Factories.

The Indian sugar industry consumes annually over 7,000 tons of

imported sulphur and of thi.s nearly 3,500 tons goes to waste in a combined
form in press-mud. Experiments are therefore in progress for devising

a method for recovering at least a part of this waste sulphur and also for

the mauTifacture of sulphur compounds, such as sodium thiosulphate.

More recently a dye-stuff of the sulphur group has boon obtained
from press-mud after removing the mineral matter from it by a pre-

treatment. On suitable modification the dye-stuff gives a shade of khaki,

which matches with tho standard khaki.
The problems connected with the disposal of by-j)roducts have been

dealt with so far. Before concluding, rofercTice may bo made to a ])roblem

of a much more fundamental nature. The sugar industry in India is

confined to tho manufacture of white sugar which is consumed mainly by
the well-to-do sections of tho population. Tho bulk of the population,
however, cannot afford to eat sugar and has to be content with cheap and
inferior products like gur or jaggery. These are produced l)y cane growers
by crude and inefficient methods. Several attempts have been made
in the past for manufactui'ing gur on a factory scale but tliey have in-

variably failed as the y)roduct which was obtained did not have the charac-
teristic colour, flavoiu’ and consistency of gur, even though it was chemically
much purer than gur. Tho consumj^tion of gur in India varies between
2-3 million tons annually as compared with a little over a million tons of
white sugar. It is obvious, therefore, that if a satisfactory process C€Ui

be developed for manufacturing in Sugar Factories high grade gur or
brown sugar possessing the characteristic features of gur the entire sugar
industry of this country will be revolutionized. Work on this problem
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ifi at present in progress in the Institute Laboratories and in the Experi-
mental Factory.

This finishes a survey of the problems of the Indian sugar industry,
but before closing an appeal, or rather, two appeals may be made. The
sugar industry is now an imp ortant industry and some idea of the large
niunber and varied nature of the problems with which it is faced has been
given. In the interest of the industry and in the larger national interest,

it is necessary that research work directed towards its improvement
should be done on as wide scale as ]gossiblo. For this purpose an in-

vitation is extended for an exchange of ideas and closer collaboration with
workers in the Universities and other Research Institutions. The Institute
has alreadj^ in operation o scheme for co-ordinated research work in

collaboration with Technologists working in Sugar Factories. A similar
schema of co-operation with fellow workers in Universities and other
Institutions is equally desirable and would be most welcome.

The second appeal is to the Science Congress. Thanks are due to the
authorities of the Congress for affording the sugar workers this opportunity
of discussing sugar researcli, but the importance of the industry demands
that the present symposium should become a regular annual feature in

the future and that at least one whole day should bo allotted to it. It is

hoped it would be possible to arrange for this.

The following are the questions and answers that followed the paper:

—

() which factories had succeeded in obtaining crops of 100 tons
and over

;

() what was meant by the term ‘efficiency’ of sugar factories

and how it was ascertained that an improvement in efficiency

bad taken place

;

(c) whether sufficient surplus bagasse would be available for making
cattle-feed by mixing with molasses; and

(d) what was the present source of supply of sulphur for sugar
factories in India.

Mr. Srivastava in rej)ly stated that sugar factories in the Bombay
Presidency grew their own cane and several of them entered the competi-
tion for producing heavy cane crops. He mentioned the names of the
factories at Ra algaon and Kalamb which had obtained yields of more
tlian 100 tons ol cane per acre on their own farms. Some ])rivate growers
also had obtained similar yields.

In regard to the term ‘efficiency’, Mr. Srivastava explained that
this referred to the mill extraction (i.e., Pol. extracted in mixed juice

per cent Pol. in cane) the boiling house extraction (i.e., Pol. m finished

sugar per cent Pci. in mixed juice) and the over-all extraction which is the
product of the mill extracti</n and the boiling house extraction.

As regards the availability of a sufficient (juaritity nC >)agasBe for

making cattle-feed, Mr. Srivastava explained that all the bagasKo available

was not used for this purpose. The bagasse; as it cann out from mills

was automatically screened in the bagasse carrier and oni;\' tht^ fine portion
(which consisted mainly of the soft pit h fibre) was used for making the
cattle-feed. There should be no difficulty in obfauung the required
quantity of bagasse as the fibre content of India o vjuies was generally

higher than that required for producing steam in the boilers. In fact,

several factories with efficient boiler plants got, such large quantities of

surplus bagasse that its disposal was becoming a problem in itself.

Finally, in regard to the source of supply of sulphur, Mr. Srivastava
pointed out that although the usual quality of double refined Italian

sulphur was no h)nger available, there was no difficulty in obtaining

supplies from the United States, Java and Japan. The American sulphur
was of the same high quality as Italian sulphiu’ but its price was very
much higher. The sulphur obtained from Java and Japan was cheaper
but of an inferior quality and instead of being in the form of rolls it was
usually supplied in the form of lumps mixed with a large proportion of
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sulphur dust. The dust gave rise to difficulties in burning and to over-
come these difficulties improvements had been introduced in the sulphur
burning plant.

2. Dr. K. a. N. Rao, Cawnpore.

Sugar Factory By-products.

Of the sugar factory by-products, mention may be made of cane
trash (93,000 tons per annum in sugar factories), bagasse (only in a few
factories), filtor press-cake (2,32,500 tons per annum), molasses (about
500,000 tons per annum), and furnace ash and clinker.

Molasses.—^The most important of these is molasses. Investigations
have been carried out to utilize molasses in different ways.

A. Recovery of sucrose.—(i) By treating molasses with a mixture
of ethyl alcohol and glacial acetic acid under suitable conditions, 50-75%
of the sucrose in molasses has been recovered.

(ii) Sucrose has also been recovered by destroying the reducing
sugars in molasses either by boiling with lime or by treatment with
non -inverting yeasts and then precipitating sucrose by one of the alkaline

earth oxides. Conditions of precipitation vary for the different oxides,

as also the recovery of sucrose which ranges from 75-85 %. The laboratory
results have been confirmed in the facbiry in some of these cases.

B. Edible syrups.—The sugars in molasses (37% sucrose, 15%
reducing sugars) can bo precipitated by specially prepared quicklime
under defined conditions and by decomposing those lime-sugar compounds
and suitably treating the resulting sugar solutions, a table syrup possessing
good taste, colour and keeping quality, and comparing favourably with
the well-known products on the market is obtained. A recovery of 80%
of the sugars in molasses can be effected by this method; 100 maimds
of molasses can be conv'^rted either into 60 maunds of syrup of 75® Brix
or into 50 maunds of gur.

C. Cattle-feed.—A nutritive cattle-feed named ‘Bago -molasses’
has been prepared from bagasse screenings and molasses, with or without
the addition of oil-cake. It has boon tested in the Nutrition Centres by
being fed to cattle during prolonged periods and has been found to be
satisfactory.

Filter press-cake.—By extraction with the usual solvents, cane wax
has been recovered from dried filter press-cake in yields of 10-12%, and
after bleaching by the usual methods, a wax melting at 58®C. has been
obtained. Largo scale experiments are on hand for its extraction and its

properties are under examination with a view to its utilization.

Came trashy Filter press-cake and Bagasse.—Experiments carried out
with cane trash (0*24% N, 28-0% C), filter press-cake (1-1-5% N, 4-5%
P2O5, 10% CaO, 2% K2O, 40% C on dry basis) and bagasse (0-14% N,
40% C) have shown that a compost of good q\iality can be prepared
starting from a suitable mixture of these materials, in a period of about 6-7

months. Cowdung slurry is used as an activator and in order to minimize
expense, the heaps are not subjected to any turning. The compost
contains 1-6% N, 3-3% PgOg and 0-86% KgO.

Furnace ash and clinker.—Detailed analyses of these products from
different factories are being carried out with a view to determine the
suitability of these products for the manufacture of glass.

3. Dr. a. N. Rao, Cawnpore.

Utilization of Sugar Factory Press-mud.

11,000,000 tons of sugar-cane are on an average aimually crushed
in the Indian sugar factories. Eighty-five per cent of this is worked
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by the sulphitation and the remaining ld% by the carbonatation process.
Sugar factory filter press-mud, a waste product whose disposal has still

been a problem facing the manufacturers is obtairjed in both the processes,
its yield in the sulphitation plants when wet being about 2*2% on cane
while it is much higher (7-38%) in the carbonatation pknts. Carbona-
tation press-mud containing a much larger amount of mineral matter
particularly in the form of calcium carbonate can be used for certain
purp:)ser<—for recovering lime by burning suitably in lime kilns, in the
cement industry in place of lime-stone, or as a filter aid for use in alkaline

media after burning off the organic matter under controlled conditions
of combustion ; some of these aspects are being still looked into. Sulphi-
tation press-mud cruta^niiig on the other hand over 60-66% organic
matter when dry has so fa’™ been attempted to be used in most unprofitable

ways and there are cases reported where factories are oven prepared to

pay and get rid of the filter press-mud from their premises. Several
uses to which it has so far been tried are— (i) as a fuel, (ii) as a manure
used directly or after composting it with other organic* waste materials
80 ns to diminish the mineral matter in the final product and to increase

the nitrogen content, (iii) as a source for cane wax.
In spite of the large amount of combustible organic matter present,

the first method has not been useful for industrial purposes mainly due
to the presencie in press-mud of largo amounts of clinkering inorganic
materials. The possibility of employing the otlier methods have been
discussed in another paper already. The writer and his collaborators

have however developed the following possible profitable avenues lor the
utilization of sugar factory press-mud and brief descriptions are given
below.

(i) For the manufacture of Activated Carbons,

The co nsumption of activated carbons in India has so far been only
in the neighbourhood of 2,000 tons (estimated) exc*luding the quantity
that has been used in the indigenous gur industry, the only possible

industries consuming it having been oil refining, fine chemicals, pharma-
ceuticals, and aerated water syrup. Apart from the rapid development
of some of these industries in India contributing to an increasing demand
for activated doccdorizing carbons, a large potential source for its consump-
tion is the sugar industry itself. With attempts at improvifjg the quality
of white sugars, a carbon treatment at a suitable stage in the existing
j)lants or after the sugar has been manufactured beenme essential and
anywhert? about 12,500-13,000 tons of good decolorizing carbons w’^ou id be
necessary to treat the whole of India’s total output of sugar by thtJ sulphi-

tation process only. If carbon treatment in white sugar manufacture
has not so far been widely, introduced in India, it must be entirely attributed

to the unduly high prices of the imported carbons on th(' market making
their use uneconomic. Sugar factory press-mud c-ontair iog tiro necessary
activating (diomicals already in situ offers a valuable sour ce for the produc-
tion of high quality decolorizing carbons and the S.>.oo0-90,0()0 tons of
dry press-mud from all the sulphitation factories car. va ld 14,000 to 16,000
tons of carbon to satisfy the entire requirements aii industries.

The process developed consists in igniting the press-mud out of
contact of air at suitable temperature of the f>rder of 800-900°C. and the
ignited mass being afterwards treated with suitable mineral acids
or acidic gases to leach out all the mineral matter leaving the surface and
the pores in the carbon open. The carbon obtained is well washed,
dried, sized and is ready for iise. It has been found that irrespective of
the source of press-mud, the carbons are always highly active and possess
very good decolorizing powers towards vegetable oils, caramel and impure
sugar solutions. In their decolorizing properties, they compare favourably
with even some of the high priced vegetable carbons in the market.
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(ii) For recovering Sulphur or manufacturing useful sulphur compounds.

India imports aimually about 29,000-30,000 tons of sulphur and
several millions of rupees worth of sulphur compounds like sodium sul-

phide, sodium thiosulphate, hydrosulphite, etc. Over a quarter of the
sulphur imported is consumed in the Indian sugar industry, and most of
it by the sulphitation factories. Although nearly 40-45% of the sulphiu*
c;onsumed either goes to waste or becomes irrecoverable, the rest of it

(55-60%) passes into the sugar factory press-mud and is present in it in
a combined condition either at, sulphate or sulphite. Attempts have
been made to recover the sulphur from the press-mud at an intermediate
stage in carbon manufacture—from the ignited mass containing the
sulphur in the form of sulphides and before these are decomposed by the
action of acids to remove the mineral matter. Although the cost of
recovered sulphur may bo high when compared to the natural imported
product during peace time, during times like the present when imported
sulphur is scarce and is not available, the price of recovered sulphur would
be competitive and the method appears feasible. During peace time
however, instead of recovering the sulphur as such, it is preferable to
convert all the sulphur present in a combined condition in press-mud
into useful sulphur compounds like sodium sulphide, sodium thiosulphate,
etc., from the sulphides present in the ignited mass. When these pro-
cesses are carried out in conjunction with carbon manufacture and the
products are obtained from the ignited press-mud before subjecting it

to the Imal acid treatment, the overhead charges get distributed and
both products become (cheaper. There should be no difficulty in putting
the products in the market at competitive prices.

(iii) For the production of a Dye-stuff.

Another important use to which sugar factory press-mud has recently
been put is the manufacture of dye-stuffs. In the process developed at
Cawnpore, the press-mud is first treated with suitable mineral acids or
acidic vapours and the organic matter candully separated from the acid
solution and washed free from acid. The mass obtained is treated with
the necessary chemicals to obtain a dye of the sulphur class. As is
common with the dyes of this group, the dye produced from press-mud
dyes all vegetable fibres and is fast to an equal extent. The shades that
can be obtained though normally chocolate can be varied to yield any-
thing from chocolate to khaki, when necessary by having recourse to
combination dyeing.

A discussion on this paper was as follows :

—

Prof. P. S. Varma, Benares, wanted to know from Dr. A. N. Rao
the comparative decolorizing powers cf the press-mud and other imported
carbons if they have been determined.

Dr. K. Venkataramaii, Bombay, said that from what is understood,
press-mud contains mostly only organic substances with long open chains
and the formation of sulphur dyes using compounds of this nature is not
common. The manufacture of a dye-stuff from press-mud is therefore
of more than passing interest and the subject should be investigated
completely since even apart from the industrial value of the dye-stuff,
its nature and the conditions under which it is produced would itself be
interesting subjects for detailed investigation.

Mr. N. L. Vidyarthi, Waltair, enquired that whenever decolorizing
carbons are used in sugar and other industries, if their use is to be economic,
it should always be po^ible to revivify the carbons after use. I would
like to know how far it has been possible to reactivate the press-mud
carbons.

Dr. M. N. Goswami, Calcutta, said that if it is not a secret and if the
information could be supplied, I would like to know how the sulphur
dye-stuff can be produced from press-mud.
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In reply to the above Dr. A . N. Rao said

:

The data of vhe decolorizing powers of preas-mud and a few of the
best activated caibons in the market are available not only with reference

to caramel and molasses solutions but also vegetable oils. The limited

time at my disposal during ihe presentation of the paper did not permit
my projecting tho data and Prof. P. S. Varma can get them from me
any tim ; he wants.

In connection with Mr. Vidyarthi’s question, I wish to point out
that the possibility of reactivation comes up only ii. industries where the

quantities of carbon <.‘onsumed are large since the cost of the revivification

plant is invariably high. Sc far in India there have not been many
industrial units consuming large quantities of carbons. Besides, press-

mud carbons are cheap and it is difficult to say if much advantage could

be s^'cured by reactivation of those carbons in normal times. But I

must however point out that these carbons can bo reactivated and used
thri ve or sometimes even four times in the process.

In coimoction with Dr. K. Veiikataraman’s remarks, it must be
pointed cut that tho chemistry of our dye has not yet been investigated,

and so far only its technology has been developed. I understand that
even in the cases of some of the widely used sulphur dyes in tho market,
although their fiuidamentai chemical nature is known, in most cases

their technology has been developed more than their chemistry. In fact,

the chemistry of sulphur dyes though it has attracted tho wtdo attention of

organic; chemists, has still been baffling them, particularly in cases like

tho present whore the dye has been produ(;ed from waste materials. As
regards its formation from open chain compounds present in j)ross-mud,

I do not see why ring formation may not liave taken place; during its

treatment with acids or acidic gases or during the formation of tho

dye-stuff. So far as we can say at the moment however, a useful dye-stuff

can always be obtained from press-mud without any difficulty. From
the reports of one of my textile friends, the dye although of tho sulphur
class does not answer the tests for most of the known substances. The
detailed investigation of its chemistry and also whether it still contains

the open chain may be carried out by any interested organic^ chemist.

The details of tho method for obtaining these dye-stuffs are soon
being publish<^ I and anybody interested may obtain the information.

Finally, Dr. J. C. Ghosh enquired whether the press-mud carbons
could bo used for gas absorption and in other industries like cil refining.

It was explained to him that these carbons are eminently suited for

decolorizing vegetable oils but since they are fine and are probably not
of very open structure, their use for gas absorj^tioii had not yet been
investigated

.

4. Dr. H. D. vSen; Cawnporo.

Some of the present day-problems of the Sinjar Industry.

One ('f the main items of iin ostigation, whx h required immediate
solution at the Imperial Institute of Sugar Tec bnoiugy, was to find out
all possible avenues for the utilization of molasses and other waste products
of the sugar industry. The Biochemical Section of the Institute has not
been lacking in attaining tho object in view and is in possession of a good
deal of information, not hitherto available, which may be of service in
initiating new industries in this country,

A ^ort r^sum^ of the researches carried out in the Biochemical
Laboratories on the above subjects and also on other biochemical aspects,
during the last decade would not be out of place. As early as 1924 in-
vestigations were undertaken into the nature of unfermentable sugars
present in the spent wash. The reducing bodies were found to consist
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of gums of galactanxylan type and hence incapable of fermentation.

In 1935 complete analysis of typical samples of sulphitation, carbonation

and refinery molasses from Indian sugar factories gave an insight into the

exact nature of the impurities present and led to the formulation of a
law by which the true purity of outgoing molasses may bo easily deter-

mined from the apparent gravity, purity and ash.

The problem of the recovery of sugar from molasses by destroying

the reducing sugars with a strain of invertase free yeast Saccharornycea

Mali-Duclmixi, isolated from cider apple, was tackled in the same year.

The particular yeast strain had the property of diminisfiing the reducing

sugar content by 17*6 units and elevating the purity of molasses by 18-1

units. After fermentation the molasses solution was sparkling in colour

and devoid of most of the gummy and albuminous matter. The next
operation consisted in precipitating sugar from its salts by the calcium

saccharate process, giving a light coloured syrup of as high a purity as 90%
and the sugar obtained by crystallization, having a purity range between
92-94%. The process is simple requiring a few fermenting vats and needs
addition of a small refrigerating unit to the sugar factory.

In the year 1936 a process was perfected for the treatment of sugar
factory effluents based on the observation that a preliminary operation

of fermentation of all the saccharine matter in the waste water was in-

dispensable prior to any chemical treatment by blowing air vigorously

in presence of a mixed bacteria, consisting of B. Coli, yeast, acetic, butyric,

and lactic acid organisms, obtained by the self-fermentation of molasses

as a black sludge from the condenser water tanks at the end of tlie cane
season as starter. The next operation consisted in the flocculation of

the colloids f)y adding milk of lime to pH 7*9 and finally oxidising any
residual t)rganic matter with potaasium permanganate or E.C. The
treatment brought down the oxygen absorbed value from as high as 64
to 4-6, satisfying the Public Health requirements. The process is being
adopted in sugar factt>ries. The standard for the outgoing effluent after

treatment has boon fixe 1 at a confereru e in consultatiLUi of the Provincial
Hygiene Institute, U.P. and Department of Public Health and has been
recently supported by a G.O. fj'om the U.P. Government, restricting the
lettmg out of foul water wit}iv)ut treatment in rivers and canals, and
ensuring frequent testing of the treated effluent water, according to the
standards laid down.

During 1937-40 a series of investigations was undertaken as regards
the comparative offlciejicies of direct application of molasses in the soil

or its a])pIicatioii after conversion into manure by tlie biological method.
The data ('ollected indicate that retardation in jjlant growth talvos place
due to the accumulation of acids as a result of fermentation, no deleterious

effecit being observed so long as the alkalinity of the soil can cope with
the acidity produced, but depressant effect is invariably evidenced with
increased applicration. The biologi(!al process consists in the fermentation
of molasses with heavy aeration at the neutral point by intermittent
addition of milk of lime or soda. The process was developed on the
observation that fermentation under acid condition led to loss of nitrogen
while under neutral condition led to its conservation. The N content of
molasses was 0*25% whereas the N content of the manures prepared from
molasses was as high as 1‘5-21%. The manures consist of yeast, calcium
.salts of organic acids and nitrogenous decomposition producits, all being
good foods for the soil flora. The nitrogenous bodies are said to contain
auxins, the important plant hormones. The cropping tests in randomized
blocks have given high crop yields with higher sugar content with much
smaller applications of the concentrated manures per acre, 37*6-7‘6 mds.
as compared with direct appUcation of molasses to the tune of 600 mds.
of molasses with much less outturn. The response of the manures in
alkaline soils has also been good, their application leading to good growth
in patches, where no crops will grow, indicating improvement in soil
fertility.
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Experiments on cane dryage and preservation, carried out during
1 936-38, with thirteen different cane varieties, indicated that the resistance
to dryage varied with different species, some being more resistant than
the o+her. The deterioration was mainly bacterial, the bacterial count
in the deterii )rated cane increesing from 250 to 3,000 per c.o. during one
month’s st ^rage with remarkable predominance of B. Aceti, although
tiiere was appearance of Penicillium Qlatwum on the (iut ends. Keeping
in the sh de, sprinkling with water, or treatment with 1% boric acid
had ( nly partial effect of preventing deterioratioT . The process of
windrowing, i.e., storing cane covered with earth, prevented deterioration

to a remarkable degme, the sugar content and juico quality remaining
unaffected for one an I half months. Windrowing as a means for pre-
serving (;ane has not l^een adapted anywhere, it being adapted so far for

protectin.g cane temfiorarily from fr<‘st. !+ has got a great future and
needs further to be investigated.

An intensive study on the bacterial aspect of the keeping quality
of Indian sugars has also been carried out. The researches have led to
tlie isolation of a large number of moulds, mucors, j’^easts and bacteria.

The results indicate that the main fa4*.tors responsible for the deterioration
of Indian sugars are (1) layer of molasses film surrounding the sugar
crystal, arid (2) moisture. The deterioration starts with the advent of
the rainy sf^ason when the molasses him attrards moisture anri bacterial

a(;tion sets in. During the early stages there is the appearain o of mould,
which rc ’ur*o portion of the sugar into invert sugar. As the dilution

increases, moukls disappear and the yeasts and bacteria predominate.
The polarization diminishes further as a result of the action of both typos
of organisms but in cjase there is a predominance of non-inverting strains

oi yeast, as Saccharomyces Octoaporoua, there is observed an elevation

in polarization due to the destruction of reducing sugars. The bacteria

most frequently met with in contaminated sugars are of the potato group
and are gum i'ormirig, B. VnUjatiiHy B. Mcs. Fucutf^ etc. Investigations
on the effect .)f ijioculatiiig stoiile sugars with the isolated organisms show
that the maximum doterioratioji is effected by some strains of AspergiUus—
A . Terms, A . flavus, etc. The n(‘xt in order is Sacch . Oerevicae and Mucors,
like Cummjfuimella Kpicukiius, whicdi is a soil organism. The main
attempt, therefore, should bo to remove all possibilities of occurremce of
moulds, which act even at a lower moisture content. It was observed
tliat the safety factor, which depends on non-sugars and moisture, does
not hold good and there is deterioration even when it is below 0-33, the
recommended limit. It is thus indicated that although sugar should
keep well if care is taken to l^eep the humid conditions of the godowns
above the critif:al point (humidity 75%) one cannot be certain that the

sugar will not deteriorate. There is possibility of the spores ' I moulds
being carried through dust. Hence the irnmediatf solution is to improve'

the tanitary cejriditions of the factory and attend, bo the cleanliness <jf the

manufacturing plant and the factory well wat. r. B. Mcgdikeriiim which
is a puss forming bacteria, was definitely isolaLod showing that the factory

was using unclean water. The aim sh-nild be at Mwv production
' bacteria-free ’ sugar.

A study has also been made of the possibilit\ <>) lesinification of

molasses with coal-tar and asphalt in presence of ati all;ah or acid catalyst

for the preparation ol' a composition suitable for l ojwi .surfacing, making
use of the property of the aldehydes and ketones in molasses to combine
with the phenolic bodies in coal-tar and asphalt. The eonditmn preli-

minary to the resin ification is to dehydrate molasses completely. The
process has drawn the attention of scientists from different parts of the
world and the success so far attained promises to have a great future.

Compositions of varying consistencies both of the acid and alkali resini-

fication have been tested in the Ordnance Laboratories, Cawnpore, accord-

ing to the British Standard Specifications and small scale road trials have
indicated the sustenance of the road in fairly heavy traffic. Large scale
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road trials in one of the busiest thoroughfares of Cawnpore is in progress.

The importance of the invention cannot be ignored, for if proved successful,

it will consume the whole of the output of molasses in India leading to

the construction of approximately 7,000 miles of 21 broad road every year.

Coming to the most important problem of utilizing molasses for the
manufacture of solvents an epitome of the activities in this direction

may be given. The question of the manufacture of absolute alcohol

was taken up as early as 1933, when different processes of dehydration
were examined—lime pressure method, salt, azeotropic, glycerine, gypsum
and alumina processes. The discovery that fused potassium acetate gave
an ideal dehydrating agent was established without any knowledge of the
composition of the Hiag salt in the Biochemical Laboratories, and it may
be claimed that this was the first observation. It transpired later on
that Hiag was using a mixture of sodium and potassium acetates. Diffi-

culty was later on experienced in reviving the spent salt by fusion at a
high temperature, which led to the partial decomposition of the acetates

giving potassium carbonate, acetone, carbon dioxide and acetic acid and
led to crystallization in the Hiag colunm. A solution was found in using

a mixture of potassium acetate and caustic potash, which prevented
decomposition and lowered the fusion point of the salt, being easily

soluble in alcohol. The salt mixture was patented in 1936. While the
azeotropic process of Mello should be the best method for the dehydration
of alcohol it is handicapped by the limited supply of the entraining liquid,

benzene, and its possible loss in tropical coimtries during the manufacturing
operations. The improved salt process is safer to work since the de-

hydrating salt can be obtained in any amount from acetic acid, the manu-
facture of which by the fermentation process has been established by the
recent researches carried out in the Biochemical Laboratories.

An improved still was designed and patented, which ensures intensive
rectification with dehydration and obviated ‘pocket formation’, as fre-

quently observed in the Hiag still, in which every partir^le of alcoholic

vapour is made to pass through the dehydrating mixture. Tho later

developments in the designing of a large sized still, based on the laboratory
apparatus, was made in collaboration of Mr. D. H. Dickson, the Chief
Chemist atid Manager of Rosa Distillery, U.P.

In examining the possibility of the manufacture of glacial acetic

acid from molasses a fair amount of success has been obtained. While
there were apprehensions whether acetic acid of fermentation process
can compete with products from wood distillation or synthetic methods,
work done has established that fermentation can be effected in a week
with the help of B, Acetic Hansen, pure cultures of which can easily bo
obtained from cane juice. The organism thus isolated can be acclima-
tized to molasses fermentation with ease. The average yield obtained
from semi-large scale experiments comes to 331 lb. per ton of molasses
and tho manufacturing cost 3*1 armas per lb. giving a return of tho cost

of molasses at 4 armas per md. In tho above experiments glacial aceti(!

acid was obtained via potassium or sodium acetate but reftont researches
have shown that concentration of dilute acetic acid (;an be effected directly

by azer>tropic distillation with such ejitraining liquids as ethyl acetate.
Distillation in vacuo lor the purj^oso of coiKJontration is giving promising
results. A sample of acetic acid made by the fermentation process has
been reported to be suitable for the effective produ(^tion of rayon silk

by the cellulose acetate process.

During 1935-40 the investigation on the isolation of a suitable
organism for the manufatjture of butyl alcohol and acetone from molasses
was undertaken. A strain of Clostridiurn acetohutylicMrn^ isolated from
barley, has been acclimatized to molasses fermentation and gives an
average yield of 10% acetone and 20% butyl alcohol on the total sugars
in molasses. The practical yields, carried out in the semi-large scale,

but in disconnected units, are lower than this but it is computed that
the manufacturing cost of mixed solvents comes to round about Rs.2 per

4B
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gallon, while the pT*0-war rates amount to Rs.4 per gallon approximately.
There are indications that the yield will increase, working with a com-
plete imit, the construction of which is in contemplation. Expectations
of higher yields of acetone and butyl alcohol have materialized in the
recent ob^iervation that the organism has a great avidity for pentose
sugars and admixture of extracts of bran has given satisfactory results.

The examination and isolation of Clostridium acetoethylioum, producing
only acetone and ethyl alcohol are also in hand.

The conditions of high yeast- yield from molasses have also been
determined. There is indication that fermentation at the neutral point
with vigorous aerati n tc.nds to increase the yield. A few strains of
yeast, which are high yielders have been isolated and preserved. Yeast
cakes, Iiaving good raising properties, have been prepared for bakeries,

and f(>r use as cattle fodder. Concentrated invertase solution, suitable

for the manufacture of golden syrup, has been prepared from yeast
(D.C.JL.) and successfully tried at the Sugar Experimental Station, Bilari.

The conditions for the conversion of starch into glu(.*080 , both by the
chemical and bio(;hemical processes, are being investigated and pure
solid anhydrous glucose has been prepared. It is contemplated to add
ergosterol or calciferol (irradiated ergosterol), propart^d from yeast, in

order to manufacture glucose D. In the bio(;hemioal process A8|>ergillus

Orayzae has been employed for the preliminary saccharification of starch.

Should the bio(*liemi(;al process prove successful it will effect considerable
economy in the manuf^acturing process. The problem was taken up
since glucose, solid and liquid, is essential for the confectionery industry.

In the present year the sugar industry is passing through a crisis,

there being surplus stock of unsold sugar in every factory. This has led

to the limitation in the quota of sugar-cane to be crushed, leaving a large

amount of sugar-cane in the fields to be wasted. The stcirago of the standing
crop till the next (Mine season is a serious problem and is not easy to be
solved. WiMi a heavy sugar ])roduction with no export facilities, such
crisis is apt to recur again, for the total production of sugar from 150 sugar
factories in India cannot be used up possibly for interJial consumption
only. During the war-time when the prices of all commodities have gone
high, it is but natural to anticipate that the sugar consumption per capita
will go down, i^herefore, more uses for sugar must be found. The
production of high grade sugar by activated carbon treatment and manu-
facture of confectionery are some of the methods of its solution since in

that way more sugar may be brought in a presentable form to the CH)n -

sumors. It is expedient to divert a portion of cane for the manufactun?
of alcohol, vinegar, acetic acid, even a(!etone and butyl alcohol, diretitly

from cauc juice, lu factories, having attached ilistilleries Jindor its

control, as in bhahjahanpur Sugar Factory, Rosa, it is usual t<» maJiu
facture alcohol directly frain cane juice or to u.s«^ higli tost molasses (60

purity) for its direct production with less yield of sugar. A suggestion

is that in the absence of distilleries the surplus cane jui(H'i may he utilized

for tlie production of yeast, whicdi will be of great use feeding horses

during war-time and conversion of the h^mtaited wash acetic acid by
B. Aceti and manufacjture of acetone from calciuuj oentate. The next
solution will be to corivi^rt the surplus juice into mdustrial alcohol and
store it in store vats. It is a good sign that the Governments of U.P. and
Bihar have recently laid down the legislation for t he compulsory admixture
of absolute alcohol with petrol for use as motor spirit. This will consume
a portion of molasses and cannot bo feasible unless legislation is made on
an All-India basis and compulsory admixture is promulgated all over

India. Another method of utilization of molasses for the production of
industrial alcohol is to mix it with kerosene for use for lighting and heating
purposes. Investigation on this point was carried out as early as 1935
which led to the production of ‘alcooene oils’ by admixture of various
grades of kerosene with absolute alcohol with or without the addition of
a homogenizer.
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If the sugar industry is to stay it is essential that there should be
more and more distilleries, producing various solvents, alcohol, acetone,

butyl alcohol, acetic acid, since they form the basis for manufacjturing

varied chemicals, pharmaceuticals, co8meti(;8, food products, plastics and
rayon.

The question and answer that followed are;

Dr. J. C. Cdicsh, Bangalore, asked as to how far research on the pro-

duction of butyl alcohol and acetone had proceeded at the Institute and
what would be the probable cost of thoir manufacture.

Dr. B. C. Guha, Calcutta, gave some information on the subject.

He said that Dr. Sen and himself had isolated a strain of Clos'tHdiuvt

acetobutylicum as also other strains of Clostridium acetoethylicum and
Acetohacter Xylinium which give varying yields of acetone, butyl alciohol,

etc. In the case of Clostridium acetobutylicum the yield obtaineti had
been on the average, 10% acetone and 20% butyl alcohol on total sugars

in molasses.
Dr. H. D. Son, Cawnpore, in reply to the above, said that the practical

yields, carried out in semi -large scale but in discomiected miits were lower

than that but it was computed that the manufacturing cost of mixed
solvents came to round about Rs.H per gallon, while the pre-war rates

amounted to Rs.4 per gallon, giving a return of 4 annas per md. of molasses

to the sugar factories. There was every likelihood of a further economy
being affected while working with a complete unit.

Dr. J. N. Mukherjee, Calcutta, wanted to know from Dr. Son when
acetonc' and butyl alcohol could bo got in quantities hi India. He was not

certain if tliere was even a single plant working at present. There was
erected an acetone plant long time ago at Nasik. Why was that plant

closed down ? Had it something to do with the organism ?

Mr. J. P. Shukla, Cawnpore, said that they had found the optimum
conditions for the preservation of the particular strain of Clostridium isolated

in their laboratory. It all depended on the culture of the most resisting

types obtained by repeated shocking of the spores. The spores obtained

after five or six transfers and three shockings give the best yield. Colstri-

dium formed a group of organisms, which have heat resisting spores and if

the mashes were not propmly sterilized, the spores of otla'r Colstridia

survived. They developed and suppressed the growth of pure strain of

Clostridium acetobutylicum and as a result lower yields wore obtained.

The closing down of the Nasik factory might have been due to likely

contamination when handling large amount of mashes.

Mr. N. L. Vidyarthy, Patna, wished to know from Dr. Sen wht^ther the

road surfacing material from molasses was insoluble and how its manu-
fa<;turing cost compared with road tar.

Dr. H. D. Sen said that the resinified compound was fairly insoluble,

the resinification being carried to a point when a ball immersed in water

remained insoluble for 15 minutes. The manufacturing cost came to

Rs.50 per ton whereas the road tar cost Rs.l50 per ton.

VII. RECENT ADVANCES IN THE CHEMISTRY OF
COUMARINS AND CHROMONES.

Db. Mata Pbasad, Bombay, presided.

Db. j. N. Ray, New Delhi.

Furoooumarins.

The first successful effort for the preparation of furocoumarins was
that of .Limaye, in which by the Fries migration 7-a(;yloxy coumarins
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he prepared 8-aoyl-/-oxy coumarins which were transformed into furo-

coumarins after condensation with chloroacetic acid. The iaomerif^

6-

acyl derivativcb are usually formed in very small yield. Ray and
collaborators prepared phonac3d derivatives or acetonyl derivatives of
7

-

hydroxy comnarins and cyciized these to linear furoccmmarins, with
traces of sodium ettioxide.

Ray and collaborators have found that co-chlororosacotophonone
conde.asc'i with acetoacetic ester and other j8-ketonic esters to give 6-

ohloroareto 7-hydroxy coumarins (with ^ su.bstitventa). These easily

oyclize with sodium ncctate to related. ('ouinaranones. These ('.ondense

with acetone in dimethyl aniline solution in presence of a few drops of
piperidine to give mr 'n>moleciilar condensation products of the type I.

/\/'\ /\
C

I

Cio

'
I

CO- A /\

k

d’ho sul)stanco 1, R = CHg, can be reduced at the oxo-(^yclic double bond
(^atalyticallv giving a homologuo of oreos.eloi)e. Use of oxaloa(*etir ester

lias gi\ en I, R — COOEt, whence oreoselone is being pre]’)ared.

2. Dh. R. C. Suau, Bombay.

Synthesis of Coumarins.

The following researches of the author and his collaborators were
described :

—

(1) Tfie influence of the acyl groups, and carbethoxy grouj) in the
rosondnol and ])hloroglucinol nuclei on the Pechmann (^on

densation were studied, and hydroxy coumarin -carboxylic

acids and hydroxy-acetyl coumarins Kynthesized.

(2) The use of aluminium chloride, anew reagent for tie? IVkhmann
condeiivsation, has jdelded remarkable results, (he most
important being the formation of the hitbtirtn unknown
fi-hydroxy coumarins, which are now thus made readily

available.

(S) 2-Aldehyde-resorcinol-ketones and ester.s, >l)tainod through
the modified (iattermann reaction of Sludi and Laiwalla,

have been utilized for the synthesis o! interesting fi-hydroxy
coumariri derivatives and furocoumarins.

(4) The hitherto unknown 4 : 5-dimeihy 1-7 -hydroxy coumarin
has been synthesized from p-orsellinic acid.

(.5) The Kostanecki acylation of orcacetophenone gives 4-acyl-

methyl coumarins, instead of the expected chromones,
probably due to the steric effect of the 5 -methyl group.
The formation of 4-acyl-methyl coumarins has been observed
for the first time. A new and convenient technique has
been developed for the stepwise elimination of o-acyl and
c-acyl groups from o-acyl-c-acyl coumarins and (rhromones.
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(0) Pechmann condensation of ethyl a-resorcylate with acetoacetic

ester gives a 5-hydroxy coumarin derivative, while a-

rosorcylic acid gives a chromone. a-resorcylic acid and
malic acid give a mixture of 5- and 7-hydroxy coumarins.

Thus the a or 6-substituent has a profotmd influence on the

Pechmann condensation, probably due to steric effect.

It is therefore inferred that the known anomalous behaviour

of orcinol in Pechmann condensation is also due to steric

effect.

8. Dk. P. K. llosn, Calcutta.

Some recent work on natural flavoncf^,

Flav ones are a group of important colouring matters found in the
])lant kingciom, and of all natural pigments, they are the most widely dis-

tributed in nature. The scientific investigation of these colouring matters
dates from the patient study of quercetin and fisetin by Herzig (1884).
The stru(.*ture of fisetin was established in 1891 by Herzig and that of
c'hrysin by von Kostanecki in 1893. From 1895 onwards a considerable
number of yellow pigments has been examined, and many of these have
been found to belong to the flavone group of natural pigments.

Chemically speaking, flavones are 2-phenylchromones having the
basic ring system (I), anci are related to other natural products such as
flavonol (TI), flavanone (III), isoflavone (TV) and anthocyanins. Al-
though a large number of flavone derivatives is known to occur in plants,

either in the free state or as glyc'osides, the parts which they play in plant
metabolism or in nature’s economy are not definitely known.

Ph

Most of the natural flavones belong to the types (I) and (II). They
are as a rule hydroxy derivatives or their methylated products. The
number of such substituents in the phenyl residue does not exceed 3,

wliereas those ii> the benzopyrene nucleus may vary from 0 to 5.

Some interesting and new types of flavones have been recently
discovered. Thus the flavone of tangerine oranges, called tangerine,
has been shown to be 3: 6: 6: 7; 4'-pentamethoxyflavone (Nelson, J,
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Amer. Chem, Soc., 1934, 56, 1392; Goldsworthy and Robinson, J, Chem.
Soc y 1937, p. 46) The peels of Chinese mandarin {Citrus nobiliCt Lour.)
contain nobiletin which is probably 5: 6: 7: 8: 3': 4'-hexamethoxyflavone,
It is noteworthy that bcisides those two, no other fully methylated hydroxy

-

flavones ha\^e as yet been t'ound to occur in nature (Tseng, J. Chem,
Soc,, 1938, 1003; Tseng and Robinson, J. Chem. Soc., 1938, p. 1004).
Anhydroicaritiii, the colouring matter of Epimedium macrarit'hum, has
been shown by Akai and Matsukawa {J. Pharn. Soc. Japan, 1935, 55,
705 7’ 9) to have the structure (V). It contains a dihydroisoprene unit
as a side chain, and the compound furdishes the solitary example of a
flavoile containing the modifi^^il isoprene unit.

CHo . OH : CMe.,
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Of late, considerable amount of work has been done in India on natural
flavones, and some new types of flavones have been isolated and examined.
Thus, to amarbelin, the colouring matter of Cuscuta reflexa, has been
assigned the partial formula (VI) by Agarwal {J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1936,

13, 531). Seshadri and his co-workers have isolated from Indian cotton
flowers, a yellow pigment, named herbacetin, which has been shown to

possess the structure (VII) ^Neelkantam and Seshadri, Proc. Indian Acad.
ScL, 1937, A5, 357 ; Golds\forthy and Robinson, J. Chem. Soc., 1938, p. 56).

The root-bark of Oroxylvm indwum has been found to {contain bai-

calein and oroxylin-A, which is the 6-methyl derhative of baicalein
(VIII) (Shah, Mehta and Wheeler, J. Chem. Soc., 1936, p. 591), whereas
the stem-bark of the same plant contains, besides t hose two pigments,
chrysin (Bose and Bhattacbarya, J. Indian Chem. Soc., 1938, 15, 311),

O O OH

MoOl

(VIII)

OH CO

(IX)
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OMe O

OH CO

(X)

Desai has proj^osed the structure (IX) for the flavono, which he lias

isolated from the powers of Thevetia neriifolia in the form of its glucoside
{Proc. Nat. Inst. Sci. Ind., 1939, 5, 261).

Tambulin, the pigment of Zanthoxylum acnrithopodium DC is a
diliydroxy-trimethoxyflavone (Bose and Bose, J. Indian Chem, JSoc.^

1939, 16
, 183). Since dimethyltamhulin has recently been found to be

identical with pentamethylherbacetin, tambulin is (X). Of special

interest are the colouring matters of Calycopieris floribunda and Blumea
erianthay named calycopterin and erianthin respectively. The former
has, according to Shah, Venkataraman and Virkar {Proc. Indian Sci.

CongresSy 1941, Abs. j). 90), the structure (XT). The constitution (XII)
has been proposed for erianthin by Bose and Dutt {J. Indian Chc?n. Soc.^
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1940, 17 , 45). TTieso two compounds are derivatives of pen tallydroxy-
benzene, and the benzo])yrone nuclei possess the maximum number of

substituents, namely five. Gardenin, the pigment of iJikantaii gum
{Gardenia lucixJa) has been examined by Bose and Nath (J. Indian Ghent.

Soc.y 1938, 15 , 139) who advanced two alternative formulae (XTTI) or (XIV)
for the flavone. The former structure is now preferred bei^auso one of

the degradation products of gardenin, which is a quinono, has many

OMe O

MeO'

OH CO

OMe O OMe

OH CO

(XIII) (XIV)

points of similarity with 2 ; h-diliydroxyquinone. It slvould bo mentioned
in this comiection that erianthin and gardenin contain as many as seven
substituents and with the exception of these two compounds, no other
representatives of heptahydroxyfiavones, whether natural or synthetic,
are kiiown.
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Pongamia glabra contains a fwro-^iavone named karanjin. It has been
f'xtensively investigated by Limaye and his co-workers (Proc. Indian
Sci, Congress^ 192^, 118, and subsequent papers) as also by Manjunath
et al IBer.^ 1939, 72, 93) and by Rangaswami and Seshadri (Proc, Indian
Acad. Sci., 1939, 9, 259). T*^. has the formula (XV). Gonkwanin (XV)

n/-| o

\/\/\vh
I II II

' “

CO

'OMo

Me©," OH

OH (;o

(XV) (XVI)

OMo O

! i

OH CO

(X\ H)

has hoeri synthesized by Mahal and Vonkataraman {J. Ghem. Soc., 1936,
p. 509) and wogonin (X\ IT) by Shah, Mehta and Wheeler (J. Chem, Soc.,

1930, p. 1555).

4. Dr. D. Cttakravarti, Calcutta.

Synthesis of coumarins and chroniones.

The limitations of Sirnonis’ reaction have })een discussed, pointing
out the generalization by Chakravarti regarding the formation of cdiromoMos
by Simonis’ reaction. The limited applicability of Kostaiun ki’s rcnn tion,

as studied by Heilbron, Chakravarti and others, has been biioilv dealt
with. Finally the method for the synthesis of cournarin, as (doped by
(/hakravarti and co-workers, is fully discussed. Much strc^ss haw been laid

on this now synthetic method and it has been pointed out tiiat while the
o-methoxy-aceto- or ])ropiophen ones' on condensation with the a-halo-

geriated fatty esters according to Reformatsky’s metho<f give rise to the
unsaturated esters, which are easily c} < lized to couniarins by heating
with hydriodic acid or kee])ing in th(! cold with con< •aitratod sulphuric
acid, the o-methoxy-aldehydes, on the other hand, by tlu; same series

of reactions to o-couinaric acid derivative's, whicl. vief x cyc lization to the
coumarins.

5. Dr. T. R. Sesradri, Waltair.

Emphasized the importance of the naturally occurring c;ouinarino-

and flavonofurans as drugs and as insecticides and indicated the division

of these and their derivatives into three groups, (1) 7-()H cournarin and
7-OH flavonos with venyl groups in the ortho position, (2) 7-OH cou-
marins and flavones with allyl groups in the ortho position, and (3) 7-

OH coumarins and flavones with isoprenyl groups in the ortho positions.
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Described a method of preparing the second type given above which may
be represented as below

:

O

r.H. -r- CYl

CWo O

I i I

\/\/

(rngHgci

,/ I 'o
\ /\/\ CO

HgCl,

I

(^H CHs

)/ I

**

O

I I

1^^

I i I

'

/

Na and

alcohol

CO

Similar series have been obtained from 7-OH flavones. Indicated a method
of comparing their toxic properties using fresh -water fish and the interest-
ing features of the study of the correlation of the toxic properties with
chemical constitution.

h. Dr. N. M. Shah, Ahmedabad.

The rdle of oonden.nng agentft in coiimarin synthesis.

The use of aluminium chloride in coumarin synthesis in changing
the course of the Pechmann reaction was discussed. It gives otherwise
inaccessible 6-hydroxy coumarins; whereas other condensing agents give
the usual 7-hydroxy coumarins.

In this connection other condensing agents, viz. phosphorus oxychlo-
ride, phosphorus pentoxide, and sulphuric acid, were discussed.

The effect of a-substituent in the p ketonic ester in the synthesis of
coumarins was also referred.

The condensation of 4-acyl resorcinols which does not take place in
jiresence of sulphuric acid is easily affected by aluminium chloride with
the production of 5-hydroxy-6-acyl coumarins. This reaction has been
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extended to x arious 4-a^yI resorcinols. The mechanism of the reaction
was explained in terms of the chelation betw3en —OH and —00.R,
which brings about tl'e reactivity in the unusual y-position of resorcinol
molecule.

VIII. UTILIZATION OF INDIA’S MINERAL RESOURCES.

{Sections of Geology, and Geography and Geodesy.)

Dn. M. R. Sahni, Calcutta, presided.

1. Db. J. a. Dunn, C-alcutta.

It IS the work of the geologist to advise on the supply of minerals,
and c)f the metallurgist, chemist and industrialist to advise on their

utilization.

India’s mineral resourcfs, as in other countries, are not enormous,
except in the case iron-ore. Mistakes in mining and utilization have
been made in the past in India, as in all other countries. It is part of
the work of a Government official to reduce errors in the future. I shall

discuss this subject as a series of recommendations.

(1) All mineral rights should preferably be vested in Government.
In zamindari land royalties and surfa(‘-o rents at'crue to the zamindars.
Frequently mineral rights in zamindari land are^ split into innumerable
shares and resulting litigation often hinders mining. In zamindari land
the incentive is often towards quick returns and cheap mining, with
(‘consequent loss of reserves and a brief life to the mine. On the other
hand, excessive royalties may force miners into liquidation.

Hence, from tlie point of view of the State, continuation of the vesting
of mineral rights in zamindars is not to the ultimate advantage of either

future industrial development or the conservation of mineral resources
within the 8tat^'.

(2) Goverjunent is entitled to an increased share in the profits from
minerals in khas mahal land. The Provincial Governments obtain
royalties and rents from the minerals mined; the Central Govermnent
levy a tax on profits and on the wages and salaries of those engaged in

th<‘ industry. The amounts of the royalties and rents charged slcjuld

depend on several factors ; the object, in principle, is to secure the maximum
revenue to Government which will not, however, bear unduly heavily
on the miner and prevent him from efficiently wru king the mineral de])osit.

Karly in the hist()ry of an industry the royalti('N should be low to encourage
development, but once the industry is firmly established it is legitimate

to raise them within reason. Increased royalties and rents help also to

eliminate the inefficient miner with little !*apital, tend conserve resources

and reduce waste, and tend to reduce lease areas to a nonimum and thus
reduce damage of forests.

(3) There should be some restriction in the grar»iing of leases. The
maximum value is obtained from minerals by maiiufacturing them into

finished articles in India, rather than by exporting them. For example,
I would advocate reserving all the manganese dej)osit8 of Singhbhum
and Orissa States for the iron and steel trade, as they are more accessible

than the Central Provinces ores. In Singhbhum and Orissa States man-
ganese leases should be granted preferably to steel compariies or to such
local users as manufacturers of dry batteries. Again, certain deposits
should never be leased for mining. For example, the mining of deposits
of float iron-ore, or iron-ore debris, destroys forest areas and does more
damage than such ore is worth; there are enormous reserves of solid or
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bedded iron-ores to which iron-ore mining should be restricted. Mining
technique is better developed by large companies with plenty of capital than
by small concerns with little financial backing ; in the interests of the best
development of the (iomitry’s resources leases 8h(juld preferentially be given
to large companies. Small concerns would still find scope in such resources

as road metal and railway ballast, building stones and small gold veins.

The mining of certain deposits may be oven better hold up jfor a while
imtil related industries which can use the minerals in the country are

developed.

(4) The domestic treatment of India’s mineral raw materials should
bo expanded. To the rest of the world three Indian minerals are im-
portant; mica, ilmenite and manganese. For these there is no largo

domestic market and cxjiort of them must (iontinue. But every endeavour
should be made to manufacture, in India, micanite, titanium dioxide and
increased amounts of ferromanganese. Iron-ore resources in this country
are so vast that export of this ore always will be advisable providing a
market can be found. The dev’^elopment of industries from other minerals
will depend on the market’s capacity to absorl) the products and on cheap
power. Industries tend to segregate in Bihar and Bengal. If other

provinces wish to attract mineral industries they should endeavour to

provide cheap power. Certain provinces have mineral resources, and are

unable to compete with Bihar, but (dieap power would encourage local

manufacture.

(5) Prospecting should be stimulated. The granting of a small

bonus by Government for finding new deposits of commercial value
might encourage a mineral sense amongst villagers.

(6) The wider use of certain min(u*als should be inv^estigated. Seme
examples—the maniifaciure of abrasives, mineral paints, mineral wool,

and sulphuric acid, of bichromate and ferro-dirome alloys from chromite,

and vanadium all(;ys IVorn vanadium depc.sits; the wider use of barytes,

phi’sphates, bauxite, steatite, mineral waters, and sillimanito and kyanite.

(7) Statistics of mineral production should be com])leto. Usually
only those mines which (*.ome imdf^r the* Min»‘s Act submit returns of pro

duction. Small mines, particularly on /.aiiimdari laud, usually submit
no returns. It should bo comjMilsory (or all miners tf) 8id)mit returns
annually to district oflicers iji States and Prcviiu^es for them to be for-

warded to a central body siadi as the Geological Survey.

(8) A Bureau of Mineral Information shoidd b(' established. It

would bo the centre for dissemination (»f information on minerals in India,

and would issue statistics and bulletins. It would have a small pernianeiit

staff, whoso duty it would be to make a life study of Indian economic
rnmerals. It could work within the building of the Geological Survey.
It could even be the administrative botly for a Mineral Kesearch Labora-
tory.

(9) There should be closer co-operation between Government, Li-

dustrial and University geologists. Each has liis own sphere of work,
sometimes there is unnecessary overlapping, but each can give the other
invaluable assistance, especially as there are so few geologists in India.

2. Dr. S, K. Hoy, Dhanbad.

Though various branches of this subject namely ceramic research,

fuel researcih, soil research, etc., are given prominence in the research
fields of India, mineral research in general is not getting the necessary
prominence.

Mineral research can fall into the following three sub-heads:

—

(A) Mineral researches of immediate industrial importance.
(B) Kesearches which are of no immediate industrial importance

but the results are expected to be useful to the mineral
industry in the near future.

(0) Mineral researches of scientific and cultural importance.
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A.

Under the first group the iollowiiig may bo in(3luded:

—

(1)

Researches on mineral paints—ochres, hematite, chromite,
iria’igariese ores, baryte, leati ores, silica, gj^psum.

(?) Researches on minerals used in the ceramic industries; glass
saiid and various glass batches; enamels, myolica, porcelain
and earthenware manufacture.

(3) Researches on Indian refiactorieo; Chi»'a clay, ball clay, fire

clay, graphite, silica, kyanite, bauxite, asbestos, zircon,
chromite and niagnesite; reseait hes on the construction of
c'^raii ic cru<dbies and ceramic ovens.

(4; Fuel research 'coal and petroleum).
(5) Standardization of lime.

(0) Manufacture of sulphur from sulphur dioxide gas.

(7) Researches on the marble and decorative stone resources.
{^) Researches on minerals used in the Paper Industry.
(9) Researches on the extraction of berylhum, aluminium, etc., by

ele.fjtrolysis.

(Id) Researches on tlie extraction of vanadiLtm, tungsten, tantalum,
cerium and other ram earths ai.d their salts from their
respective Indian ores.

(11) Researches on mica and raicanite; manufacture of motors and
dynamos in India from Indian raw materials.

(12) Rediscovery of the deposits of diamond, zinc ore, cobalt ore,

and other minerals knownti to the ancients.

(13) 8oil research; soil profile; soil survey.

(14) Researfjhos on the metallurgy of Indian ores—bauxite, chromite,
manganese ores, iron ores, copper ores, nickel ores, cobalt
ores, bismutli ores, lead-silver ores.

(15) Resurvey of the placer gold deposits according to the modem
methods.

(l(>) Research on the various jiroperties and uses of asbestos found
in India,

(17) Researches on salt and saltpetre deposits in India.

(18) Inx"e.stigatioii on mineral manures found in India; researches on
tiie phosphate deposits and rocks rich in phosphorus found
in India with a view to ascertain their values as manure;
saltiietre deposits, etc., etc., etc.

(ID) Researches on mineral abrasives.
(2(t) Properties of Indian building materials —laterite, sandstone,

limestone, marble, granite, basalt, gneiss, slate,

B.

(1) Geophysical researches; torsion balanee survey of the Indo-
Garigetic Plain for petr<.lemn; radioactive .survey for

underground water in Re-jputana, etc.

(2) Researches on the mineral and medieimai springs of India;
radioactive springs.

(3) Researches on the miderground water resources of India,
geological as well as geophysical,

(4) Researches on the pi>bble and sand beds suitable for reinforced
concrete work and road metal for heavy traffic.

(5) Researches on clay beds—pipe clay, brick clay, etc.

(6) Researches on the suitable sites for hydro-electric power station

in our country, etc., etc3., etc.

G.

( 1 )
A systematic crystallographic study of the crystals of Indian

minerals.
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(2) A systematic study of the piezo -electric and pyro -electric

minerals found in India.

(3) A systematic chemical and physical study of the rocks of India.

(4) A systematic study of the Indian ore minerals under ore
microscope.

(6) A systematic study of the Indian coals under the ore microscope.

(6) History of Indian Mineral Industry as can be determined from
Kautilya-artha-sastra, Ratnakaram, Manimala, Rasaratna
Samuchaya, Aini Akbari, Hindu chemistry, and Tibetian
Literature in whicK all our ancient literature has been
translated, etc., as well as recent publications.

.3. Mr. N. N. CiiATTERjEE, (Calcutta.

Meaning and scope of * Utilization \

According to the author the underlying principle proper utilization'

should always be to take the country’s welfare and the tf)tal ore reserve

into accoiuit. Proper utilization of minerals should always be guided by
the modern scientific knowledge. Simple production ai\d consumption of
minerals do not mean that efficient utilization has been effected. Sufficient

importancje should therefore be laid on limited mineral reserves and their

proper and efficient utilization.

To effect proper utilization the various physical and chemical
characters of coal and other economic minerals should be definitely known.

The author has reviewed the present-day conditions in India which
he considers to be yet unhealthy and unfavourable for efficient utilization

of economic minerals. For example coal which was discovered in 1774
is not properly utilized even now and the malpractices have often been
criticized and condemned but with very little effect. Other examples
may be cited.

A national mineral policy wanted.

Li order to initiate and encourage proper and healthy development
of mineral resources of this country the author suggests that India should
have a nati(^nal mineral policy and that there should be a central

organization like the National Research Council of other countries The
Government has recently started a Board of Scientific and Industrial

Research as war-time measure to encourage development of industries in

this country. The author suggested that this war-time industrial measure
should ultimately be made permanent and should be based on national

mineral poli(;y. According to this policy the Government should continue

to encourage further development of mineral industries giving due atten-

tion to the aspect of proper utilization of raw materials and should assure

help and protection to these industries during normal peace time against

foreign competition.
In order to initiate a series of investigations on coal and other economic

minerals there should be under this Central Board of Scientific and
Industrial Research two separate research stations, directly under the

respective expert Boards, namely:

—

(i) Fuel Research Board, and
(ii) Mineral Research Board.

(i) Fuel Research Board.

As regards the constitution of these Boards it was suggested that
non-official experts with sufficient experience should also be co-opted.

The Fuel Research Station should be located at the Alipur Test House
where necessary equipment and staff are already existing and further
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expansion may be made at a moderate cost. Assaying and testing of
various types of coal on all its aspects should be carried in this laboratory.
*rhe author has suggested that the question of producing cheap gas and
electrical power from low grade coals should now engage the attention of
the industrialists in all seriousness. This cheap gas may be easily trans<
ported to some distance to supply the needs of various industries and
synthetic petrol plant may also be erected to obtain oil from water gets.

As the £ dvantages of pulverized coal firing of the low grade high volatile
coal« are already known, the owners of the locomot'ves and other steam
raising plants should start immediately to modify their boilers to feed
pulverized coal. This will surely stop the wastage of the high grade
metallurgical coal. The question of improving the method of soft coke
manufacture by introduerig simple chetmber ovens, with recovery of by-
produ»-ts, should not be put off any longer as it hi already overdue. These
are soine of the important uses of coal, and steps should be taken by the
State end the (}oal industry to give immediate effect to these applications
which arc expected to give longer lease of life to the coal resources of
India.

(ii) Mineral Research Board,

The Mineral Research Station should be allowed to develop in the
Geological Survey of India laboratory and the important properties of

ore and ganguo minerals should bo studied in each individual case.

Experiments should be conducted in each case to improve the economic
minerals by methods of concentration, washing and purification, etc.

Such information when published in the form of a cheap bulletin, will go
a 1 mg way in helping the enterprisers in the respective lines. In order
to tackle all sorts of problem, the present staff of the G.S.I. would seem
to be inadequate and the Ck>veriunent may be moved to expand tho
department accordingly.

State control necessary.

In this way sufficient iiiforinatiou and data would be forthcoming
to guide the iiulustry and the trade in the matter of proper and efficient

utilization arid educating them to avoid wanton wastage of mineral
resources which are very limited in many cases. Government should
discourage malpractices of utilization and in the matter of wastage it would
be necessary for the State to intervene and stop it by law. The export
of raw materials should be coiidonmed and discjouraged wherevt^r possible

and local industries should spring up under the can^ and protection of the

State. Following examples may be cited: bauxite, ilinenite, njanganoso
ore, etc.

Central Marketing Board.

There should bo a permanent Central Marketing Board for the growth
of the domestic industries and this Board should be io (constant touch with
the Central Board of Scientific and Industrial Research to chalk out
specifications and marketing possibilities. Thin Marketing Board should
receive sympathy and support of the State.

Conclttsion.

In conclusion it is hoped that the Government will give this discussion

a careful consideration. A successful functioning of the scheme outUued
above will effect 'proper utilization of the raw materials which should be
the underlying foimdation and structure upon which the development
and growth of mineral industries will depend. This procedure will lead
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to conservation of India’s mineral wealth for the welfare of the present
as well as the future generations.

4. Dr. H. K. Mitba, Jamshedpur.

( 1) The subject under discussion touches life at so many points that
1 am not surprised at the manifestation of some uncommon phenomenon
tliat we have witnessed this morning. For instance, we find Dr. Dubey,
a student of science, receding in the domain of politics and making the
preposterous suggestion that we "should do away with research in India.
Dr. Dunn, the geologist, spoke almost like a socialist when ho brought
out his first three points,which sounded like an advocacy for nationalization
of mineral wealth. It has boon suggested by another speaker that what-
ever mineral resources in India we cannot use in this country at th(i

moment, should preferably bo exported. To even a casual observer, it

is apparent that there is something radically wrong st'mewhero which
makes it possible for many cf India’s vital mineral resources go out of
the country only to be returned in the form of finished goods. 1 wonder
why instead of advocating the sending of raw materials away, the estab-
lishment of industries to utilize these resources is not suggested. It is

apparent that wc have to see that such resources are not exhausted by
exporting them, r»therwiso when the necessary industries are established
in this country, we will be threatened with siiortago of the needed raw
materials. We must therefore take immediate steps in a systematic
way to prevent unnecessary exportation of those materials. This brings
out the question (if National Planning. Wo have no doubt that the
National Plannii'g Committee is devoting its attention to such problems.
A previous speaker has suggested that the recommendations of this

Committee cannot be given effect to till we got more power into our hands.
1 ask ‘Shall wo sit with folded hands till the assumption of such powers ?

’

(2) With refcrctue to your remarks, Mr. President, about the desir-

ability of having a Mineral Research Organization started with the Labo-
ratory of the Gc(',logical Survey of India at Calcutta, as a nucleus. 1 see
no objection to such a proposal especially as we have such eminent persons
who parti(Mpated in tliis moming’s discussion in that laboratory. But
T ask why they alone should have the monopoly (ff such research. Yon
have mentioned, Mr. President, about the Batelle Memcnial Institute
and the Melon Institute of Industrial Research in U.S.A.—institutions

which T had the op{K>rtunity of studying at close quarters several years
ngo. I may make mention of similar institutions like the Engineering
Experiment Stations of the State-Aided Universities of U.S.A., which
are engaged on work similar to what you are advocating. I do not see

why the Benares Hindu University, or for that matter, the various univer-
sities of India, cannot start similar institutions in this comitry to take
up not only mineral research work but other similar work of industrial

importance.

(3) Let us not wait for the time when we will be in power to give
effect to the recommendations of the National Planning Committee.
It does not take much intelligence to understand what vital mineral
resources should be conserved for our immediate or future use. With
the talents that are available in this country, let us carry on necessary
investigation work on these and other allied fields—in semi-plant scale,

if necessary—in the many institutions that are already in existence in

India. Above all, let us work and right now.

f). Mb. C. Mahadbvan and Mr. Syed Kazim, Hyderabad-Deccan.

In any scheme of planned industrialization the preliminary requisites
are a thorough appreciation of the actual available mineral resources in
different parts of the country. Basic, or key industries should be located
at sites commanding best resources of raw materials and easy access to
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markets, such industries should be complementary to one another and
duplication should be avoided. Taking the present mineral production
as a workirig basis, i/he coiuitrj’’ is divided into different units for specializa-
tion in distinctive industries. Indiscriminate attempts to initiate industries
on irrational methods is highly deprecated. Conservation of mineral
resources to serve the country’s groA^ing industrial needs is considered
an urgent necessity.

6. Dr. Xazi »S. Ahmad, Aligarlf.

I have hoard vei / carefully the learned discourses of the preceding

speakers. What is striking is that very little has been said about how far

oui miTveral rosourcos can be utilized to devdoj) an industrial structure

in this country to be able to compete with foreign competition.

No attempt has been made to analyze the distribution of minerals

in relation to ilie facilities for their utilization and exploitation. One
should like to knowhow far their lo(;atioii is helpful to economic exploita-

tion. It would be interesting to find how the difiTiculties in the way of
their utilization can be ovorciano.

An important question is how best India’s resources can be utilized

to eliminate the foreign goods which take away a largo amount of capital

from this country wdiicli (^ould better bo utilized for the uplift of this

count ’"y.

Another question is to evolve a scheme by which the mineral corpora-

tions, railways and manufacturing concerns could best co-operate for the

efficient utilization of the resources of this country.

There is a Irrge amount of dead capital in this country. Means,
should bo devised to attract this capital to help in the exploitation of our

mineral resources and building up our mineral industries.

7, Mr. K. N. BHATTA(UfARYA, Calcutta.

L agree with the previous learned speakers that for the advancement
of learning a?j(i .ndustry research works are necessary but they should
always be on genuine scientific spirit. I specially thank Dr. Fox for

mentioning some difficulties in the field.

Very often nowadays wo come across geological and mineralo-
gical articles published in popular daily newspapers, giving fantastic ideas
regarding the prospecting of minerals and fancy imaginations of utilizing

the j)robable mineral resources, which perhaps can never bt^ exploited!

These modern scientists think still in the classical ways that Goulogy is o

subject like German which is tmderstood by a few. Some geologists

think to-day of prospecting copper in the inacc(is8ible peaks of the Hima-
layas; perhaps his .speculative research spirit will some day lead him t«>

prospect gold from the alluvial soil of the Tndo-Gangetic plain or to throw
off the DfXican trap into the Arabian Sea to dig the <^ ^'ldwana coal or

to extract iron IVom dunite.

Those fantastic schemes are certainly misleading and the geologists

as a class specially the pjrofessional ones suffer. For a drst few occasions

they may win popularity that may be cheap but that can never stand
for long.

Under those circumstances I niquest the Geology Section of the

I.S.C. to see into the matter and enlighten the public in the subject and
save them from misleading conception and extra taxation in these hard
days of war and economy.
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IX. PRACTICAL STEPS TOWARDS THE IMPROVE.
MENT OF MUSEUMS IN INDIA.

{Sections of Geology^ Anthropology and Botany.)

Dr. M. R. Sajini, Calcutta, presided.

1. Mr. L. S. Krishnai&urthy, Hyderabad-Deccan.

Aims of Muaoum Organization.

In India the maintenance of museums is limited to some of the
Provincial Headquarters and Capital cities of the Indian States. This

fact naturally limits the general utility and educative value (d‘ the museums
to the fortunate few to whom it is in easy reach. The fundamental
principles of museum organization should be to afford an easy access to

all who seek it. Its aim should be of a comprehensive nature for practical

suggestions on such subjects like agriculture, raw materials, mineral
resources, trade possibilities, sanitation, education and public health,

archaieology, arts and crafts. A separate section of the museum should

be devoted to the economic utilization of local resources.

Central Museum with co-ordinated smaller Units,

A central museum in the Provincial Headquarters would not be
adequate. It should be co-ordinated with smaller units like the District

and Tahsil museums. The establishment of such museum units in each
District, and preferably also in each Tahsil, would go a long way to make
the museum organization more popular, easily accessible, instructive, and
useful. A central Provincial or State Museum should not only include
all the exhibits of the District or Tahsil museum units, but also bring into

its 8i)hero such important themes of public interest as would affect the
economic, civic, and educational advancement of the State or the Province
as a whole.

Technical Departments to be adequately represented.

In addition to the maintenance of their respective comprehensive
departmental museums, technical departmeiits, like Geological Survey,
Mines, Archaeology, Agriculture, Commerce and Industries, and the
University, should co-operate with the Central Museum. The full scope
of the activities of each department should find adequate representation

in a popxilar maimer with suitable exhibits and proper charts to make the
section interesting and easily understandable by a layman.

Scope of Museum.

Each museum should represent mainly indigenous products with
very little space devoted to foreign exhibits, unless the latter are needed
for comparative study or for any other specific purpose.

The economic exploitation of agricultural and forest products,
mineral resources and other raw materials, should form an interesting and
educative theme in the Museum technique. Not only the available raw
materials should be exhibited, but also the finished products which could
be manufactured and the by-products if any from the respective raw
materials. Resources for either a cottage industry or for big scale

industries should receive their legitimate representation. All information
regarding economic data with charts and suitable illustrations, and

5»
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marketing facilities should be furnishea wherever possible in an easily

available and popular digest.

Administration of Museum Organization.

The /orniation of the Central Museum with its respective District and
Tahsil ui its, should be under the guidance of an active ‘Museum Advisory
Commitioo ’ in which all the major interests are represented by responsible
men. The actual work of organization of the Museum should be in the
charge of an officer who is familiar with up-to-date Museum technique
and has studied nian> of tho Indian and foreign museums and their
working.

Tho various District and l^ahsil museum units should be under the
soperfusion of tho respective head? of th. District or Tahsil, guided by
the Museum Advisory Committee, with the Chief Museum Officer as its

Secretary.

Efforts to increase the Cultural and Educative Value of Museums,

It may be pointed out that museums, as they are to-day, evoke
very little of lively interest. They are like curiosity shops. People,
when they visit a museum, generally come back not very much wiser.

They see only a varied collection of extraordinary exhibits without being
able to appreciate their real significance and value.

A museuin should be organized in such a way as to make it into n
living institution, where people can really see things in their proper per-

spective and ac<juire desirable knowledge of things around them. The
educative side of the organization should be kept foremost to create an
interest in the public. For this purpose, periodic demonstration lectures

aided by motion pictures on the screen on various subjects of popular,
scientific aiid economic interests should be actively pursued. This should
not be limited to the Central Museums, but also form a periodic programme
of the smaller imits.

Conclusion,

In conclusion, it may be added that an active co-ordinated Museum
Organization is an immediate necessity not only for its immense educative
value, but also for popularizing in a simple but effective manner the
economic, industrial, civic and cultural life of the country.

2. Mr. N. N. Chattjarjee, Calcutta.

The following siiggestions are made for improvement ol the geology
section of the Indian Museum, Calcutta:

—

Ground Floor :

1. (<z) In the Siwalik Gallery more pictures and restorations on
evolution of animals in India should b(^ displayed.

(6) Restoration in clay models may be h)caily made under the
guidance and supervision of the (Jurator.

(c) Brief explanatory notes should accompany such diagrams
and restorations and their range should always be indicated
in years.

{d) It should also be clearly stated if the animals are still existing

or have become extinct.

(e) Distribution of land and water in India at different geological

periods should be exhibited in coloured diagrams with short
account of geological history.
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(/) Restorations of different ape men and primitive men sliould

be exhibited to supplement the useful chart that hae
recently been displayed to show the evolution of man,

2. There should be many pictures and photographs on various
topies of physical geology, structural geology, mountain building, interior

of the earth, etc. Some block diagrams if exhibited will be very useful

to the visitors.

Meteartics :

(a) Indian falls should bo placed in a separate glass case to ‘‘roate

greater interest amongst the people.
(b) A maj) of India showing the localities should als(» be prepared

and placed here.

(c) Weights of the meteorites should in all t-ases be given in

Indian measure.
(d) Foreign collec^tion should find place in another glass <;ase with

a map of the world showing the localities.

4. The existing specimens in the glass cases showing sedimentary.
igne<ni8 and metamorj)hie rocks are all foreign. They should be replaced
by Indian specimens as far as practicable. This step will help the younger
generation to be more familiar with the local rocks and minerals. The
vor.k specimens should be arranged according to petrological classification

and not according to stratigraphy.

5. (tt) An up-to-date mineral map of India on a large scale should be
placed in the E(;onomi(5 Mineral Gallery.

{b) Provincial mineral maps should also be displayed as economic
ipinerals of the provinces are now exhibited separately.

(c) Geological maps of separate provinces should be prepared and
displayed in their respective places. Maps of the Provinces
should bo on the same scale.

fi. (a) Indian stratigraphy has beeii split up and disjjlayed according
to Provinces. (Geology knows no political boundary and
by the display of Indian stratigraphy in this artificial way
the same rock tyjies and specimens have in many cases

been repeated and unnecessary duplication has thus been
introduced and valuable spac^e has been wasted. On account
of this arrangement even the serious students of geology
are confused to follow systematically the proper sequence of

Indian stratigraphy. It is therefore highly desirable that

the stratigraphy of India should bo arranged according t< -

different geological horizons. Separate facies of dopositioit

during the past periods should also be given due importance.
(h) Some clay relief-models showing phy.sical coiiditions of India

during the past geological epochs will be \^ery much
appreciated by all classes of visitors.

First Floor—Fossil Gallery :

7. This gallery is the one which attracts very few people either literate

or illiterate excepting of course the serious scientific workers.

() The author likes to suggest that some diagrams and clay models
demonstrating stories of evolution of plants and animals
should be displayed in this gallery. Tlie environmental
physical features by diagrams and models would also be
very much appreciated by the visitors.

() A brief geological history should be given in each case.

(c) Before concluding the author would like to make special

reference to the wall cases and the fossil specimens therein.
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The duplicate spechneiis for storage may bo I'emoved from
the wall cahos and be housed in drawers elsewhere and
specimens of interest should only be displayed here. The
author suggests that the wall case should be remodelled,
reshelved and rearranged so that all the specimens may be
well within the scope of examination by the interested
visitors. The galleries should be made accessible at the top.
A balcony with railings should be provided for with small
stairs at each end. By this arrangement sufficient accom-
modation will be availablo for exhibiting more specimens and
restoration models.

{d) A chart showing general classification of plant and animal
fossils together with their range in geological time may be
exhibited at a suitable place. Evolution charts when
displayed will complete th’^ equipment.

-i. Fnyvmcial MuseiirnH

:

In provhicial museums the stratigraphy of the particular Province
should be exhibited in sufficient detail. Economic mineral specimens
and a mineral map of the Province on a large scale should find an important
place there. This will infuse greater hiterest amongst the people of the
Province. Diagrams, (jharts, models, etc., should bo profusely displayed
for the purpose of demonstrating various features of the Province.

If the above suggestions are given favoui’able consideration by the
authorities concerned the huge colloctiou that is already in the Museum
galleries will cojitinue to servo its useful purpose and will spread and
ditfuse knowledgj amongst all classes of visitors regarding India’s past
geological history, thereby fuKilling the object for which musetims are
naintained by the public fund.

3. Mil. A. G. JiTiNURAN, Cal(Hitta.

(hneraL

1. Each set of exhibits must bear a largo label describing the rnaiit

feature of the collection. Pleadings such as ‘The Economic Minerals of
India’, ‘Agricultural Products of India’, etc., should be fixed at prominent
places.

2. Labels giving brief introduction to the subject pertaining to the
exhibits in a gallery must bo placed at the entrance to each gallery or a
big section. For instance at the eritrace to the fossil gallery there must
be a label describing the term fossil and explaining how fossils are pre
served and what they mean to show. In the absence of such a label the

entire fossil gallery means little to all but those few who have learnt

something of Palaeontology. Similarly at the entrance to a gallery

exhibiting the collection from Mohenjodaro excavations ibero ought to be
a label giving the location of Mohenjodaro and the* significance of the
collection, and so on.

,3. The labels attached to the individual exhibits should, as far as
possible, not consist of mere names but should describe the salient features,

such as may excite interest and curiosity to know more. For example
the label attached to the Egyptian Mummy must be detailed enough to
explain what the exhibit is.

4r. The labels must, of course, not be written in English only. Indian
languages should be given their due importance. In the Provincial

Museums the respective provincial languages ought to be used, and in an
All-India Museum attempt must be made to use three or four of the most
common languages such as Hindi, Urdu and Tamil. Care must bo taken
that the translations rendered into these Indian languages are dono
precisely and also written correctly.
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Geology Section.

'riu^ following sets of exhibits should find a place in the Geological

8e(^tion of the Museums.

1 . Set showing the minerals being raised in the respective provinces,

thus the Museum in Lucknow ought to have a set of minerals being raised

in the United Provinces, and the Museum in Nagpur ought to have a set

of mineraLs being raised in the Central Provinces, and so on.

2. Set of minerals being raioed in India.

3. Set of mineral raw-materials needed for some of the common
industries such as (1) paints and varnishes, (2) cement, (3) pottery, (4) glass,

(6) heavy chemic.als, (6) iron and steel, (7) aluminium, (8) armament, etc.

4. Set of minerals used for various industrial purposes such as

(1) refractories, (2) adulterants, (3) paints, (4) insulators, (5) lubricants,

etc.

5. Set of minerals which are extremely valuable for the development
of industries, but which are not found in India and which have got to be
imported from a]:>road. In such a set the labels attached to the exhibits
should describe the uses to which the particular mineral is put, the country
or countries from where the mineral is imported, the average amount of
annual import, and if possible also indicate the places where the mineral
is likely to bo found in India. Such a set will give an impetus to pro-

specting work for such minerals as are yet not reported to have been found
in India in economically workable quantities.

6. Graphical and pictorial charts showing the growth (^f mineral
industry in the various provinces and the (H)untry in general.

4. Mr. M. N. 13asu, Calcutta.

l.n proportion to its population Ijidia is still far beliind the advanced
countries ()f the world in Museum Institutions. The author is parti-

cularly concerned with Bengal. Agriculture and Pisciculture are the main
industries of Bengal, which are being hurled into the abyss of destruction
owing to the want of any proper knowledge of the thing. A rnusemn will

bo of immense value to the people in general.

X. STANDARDS OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTIVITY.

(Section of Geography and Geodesy.)

Dr. S. M. Tahir Rizvi, Aligarh, presided.

1. Mr. S. M. Axi, Aligarh.

Standard of Agricultural Productivity.

When you describe an agricultural region do you build up some
idea of how fertile or productive it is ?

Or are you content to describe the type of farming practised, i.c.

arable or grass, dairying or beef, large or small holdings, and so on ?

When you assert that a region is fertile, rich or productive, do you
support your opinion by quoting any quantitative standards, e.g. high
rents, land values, yields, etc. etc. ?

In the proposed discussion it is contended that

:

(1) Since productivity varies widely from region to region it is

desirable that some simple standard should be agreed upon
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to facilitate description and coirparison* (How do so

many so-called productive regions compare ? Is the Kile

Valley as productive as the rice lands of Bengal ? Or Java
as central Belgium ?

(2)

No satisfactory standard '^f this kind exists.

The allowing questions were therefore raised :

—

( J ) Is a numerical scf le of productivity desirr ble ?

(2) Which would have the greater utility for geographers, a scale

of actr.al productivity or one of potential (natural) produc-
tivity ?

(3) Is either scale feasible ?

(4) On what basis might a scale cf petual producti\'ity be ovxdved ?

Other issues which arose were:

—

(1) Wliich is the more important in doternnniiig {not ascertaining)

actual productivity

—

natural fertility or intensity of cultivation ?

(2) Supjiose an area which is fortunate hi its climate and soil

proves to }ia\'e the same Productivity Index as inferior

land which has been much more intensely /^niltivated—Is

the producti\ ity scale nevertlieless usefid ?

(.‘{) Is it possible to visualize a scheme to show the ‘ two dimensions*
of productivity ?

XI. PHYSIOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS OF INDIA.

(Section of Geography and Geodesy.)

Dr. S. M. Tahir Kizvi, Aligarh, j>resided.

1. Dr. Kazt S. Ahmad, Aligarh.

Dr. Pithawalla has divided India into three major physiograyihic
divisions, forty -four physiographic provinces withtwenty-nine sub -sections.

The chief criterion claimed to be adopted is thst the princifial divisions
are made according to geology and topographs (rocks, drainage, etc.) as
controlled by the internal and external agenc ies working on them. The
findings of the allied sciences, such as Botany, Zoology. Meteorology, are
considered while making sections and sub' sections of major divisions.

Actually in his scheme of the )>liy8iographic po 'vdnees this basis
has not been consistently followed and physiographic homogeneity often
overlooked, for example the physiographic pro\ in(‘c (1) V, the Eastern
highlands, covers a huge area to include the old plateau and the newly
folded ranges of Assam and the whole of Burma, large areas so much
diversified in structure and land -forms. If such areas can fall under one
province, the whole of India can as well make one physiographic region.
The criterion for the physiographic province (2) IV, IJpper-Ganges Valley,
and (2) V, Middle-Ganges Valley, is climate, irrigation, and cultivation.

The regions have not been j)roperly differentiated, located, and defmed.
The middle Himalayas province(l) II swings round to the north-west
of India to include N.W.F.P. and Upper-Ganges Valley province is mostly
located over the Ghaggar plain. Even some terms are not properly used.
Kashmir Valley has been called a Dun Valley.
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When tho physiographic regions are carefully examined one fails

to note much uniformity in their classifications except in a few cases.

What is striking is a lack of unity in their individual entity. To be exact
the scheme is examined below, division by division and province by
province :

—

The fundamental division of India into throe parts, (1) Extra

-

Peninsular, (2) Indo-Gangetic Plain, and (3) the Peninsular area may be
geologically correct but is not desirable from the physiographic pomt of
view as the peninsular area includes two (]uite different regions, Coastal
lowlands and Deccan plateau.

Divisio n (I ) , Extra-Peninnular

.

Provhice I. Tho sections A and B are not clearly and correctly defined.

What is meant by anticlinorium valley ?

The classification of the Himalayas is not correct. The name
‘ Southern Himalayas’ is given to an area which, according to his own
terminology, lies to the north of the ‘ middle Himalayas’.

Province II, sections A and B. By what he calls ‘ The Northern
Himalayan Section' he means the axis of the great or main Himalayan
Range, as shown by the peaks named. It is composed mostly of crys-

talline and metamorphic rock -granites and schists, of unfossiliferous

sedimentary beds, believed to bo principally of palaeozoic age. It does

not consist of highly fossiliferous sedimentary rocks. This is characteristic

of the Tibetan section 1> ing to the north of the main Himalayan Range.
The area put under se( tion B, the southern Himalayan section, is not

clearly intelligible.

Province III, section B. Kashmir Vhillev is not a Dun Valley.

The position of the Dehra Dun is not relatively the same as that of the
Kashmir Valley.

Section C. The jiame ‘Himalayas proper' is jif)t a proper choice.

Perhaj)S the author means the lesser or lower Himalayan ranges lying to

the south of the main PJimalayan Range, wJiich seldom rise much above
12,000 ft. to 25,000 ft. An emphasis on snow line at 16,000 ft. may give

a wrong conception of their height.

Province IV. The Potwar region is not properly demarcated. It

is shown to extend eastwards across the Salt Range.
It is mistake to group it with the Swaliks. As shown on the map

it is not a continuation of the Swalik section further west. The Swaliks
are continucMl u]j to Indus and even beyond it. The Potwar region lies

to the south of them and is different in conformation. T})e Swalik hills

are not flat and not so low' as oidy 300 to 500 ft. high. Theij- average
height is 3,000 to 4,000 ft.

Province V. As mentioned above, under province V have been
included large areas much varied in structure and land-forms. It is

difficult to find any basis of unity in this extensive area to bo combined
into one physiographic region.

Division (2), I ndo-Ganfjetic Plain.

Province I, section A. This section as showui on the map is too
broad. A more or less similar type of region in the north-east of tho
Punjab has been neglected altogether. Drift soil is not characteristic
of this section alone. The whole of the Indo-Gangetic Plain has drift
soil. In what respects have the sand-belts or clay-belts been called rich ?

Section C. ‘ Many and frequent hydrographical changes ’ are un-
necessary repetition.

Province III, sections A and B. The boundaries of Pat and Thar
section require further explanation.
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Prov'ince I V\ soetiong A arid }>. The bounderies are not correct.

Section A ig happosev^ to be Ganges-Jumna Doab but on the map it

includes a large jiortion of the Ghaggar plain and has not the proper
orientation. Similarly Pohikhand section (section 1^) is wrongly shown.

The difference lietween inese two sections is just that of a few inches
of rainfall which is not sufficient basis for division in sucdi a generalized

scheme cn it is. Even much greater variations have been neglected. For
example, the next region (2) middle Ganges Valley, extends across a
much wider range of rainfall without its.being further sub-di\ ided.

Province V, middle Ganges Valley. Tt cannot be said for the whole
of this region as doma’^cated that rice is more important than wheat.

Province VI, section C. The Damodar Valley is not in section C
but in H. The boundary between section B, the old delta, and section

n, the new delta, is not correct.

nivisioti (J), the Peninsular area.

Pi‘o\ in -c I, section P>. It is not proj>er to call this Aravalli region as

plain.

Se< tion G. This section is showii on the map to extend (eastwards,

south of G.P. up to Bihar. vSo it is not desirable to put it under the general

heading of KajputanH and uplands.
?roviii(‘e II, section B. The Western Ghats should not he confined

to the region of the Deccan J.,a\ as.

Section 0. It is not proper to make an absolute statement that
‘ floinhay Deccan is thinly populated'. H is only relatively true.

Section D, Gujarat does not largely consist of the shore focii of

the Western Ghats.
Province III, north-east foreland. The choi(‘e of the name ‘ foreland

’

is not a hanpy one, as this region has not separately functioned as

foreland. It includes coastland and his emphasis is on river liasins whi(ih

cannot he called forelands.

Section C. It is not correct to confine the Eastern Ghats to the small

area shown on the map.
Pro\ii)('e I'/. This province is entitled ‘the southern plateau ’ but

includes coastal lowlands.
Section A. It is not correct to say of Malabar as an alluvial plain.

It may be pointed out that under province IT, section E, he has referred

Konkaii as a plain of marine denudation.
it will 1)6 seen that the above criticism deals mostly willi somo

mistakes of facts which have cropped up in the attempt to drfitie t!io

regions. It is dillicult to improve on them as such.

Tfie speaker then stibniitte<l an entirely new scheme.

2. Mr, Gkorge Kurivan, Madras

Prof. Pithawalla lias in his paper suggestetl a Hr i ioii of India into
pJiysiographH- regions and has added that these pij\ siugraphic regions
should form the basis for further regional study Dr. Ahrnod has given
an elaborate destructive criticism of Prof. Pithn walla’s divisions so that
there is absolutely no need for me to take up any more time on that
score and Dr. Ahmed has given us, according to himself, ‘ a very simple
.scheme instead’. I for myself am not (juite prepared to agree that the
sciieme given by Dr. Ahmed is either simple or a distinct improvement on
that of its predecessor. If Prof. Pithawalla is criticized for 44 sub-
regions, Dr. Ahmed’s scheme, I wish to point out, does not fall far short
of 36 I And this is certainly not a distinct advance.

The main purpose of our discussions to-day is to find out tlie basis
of a classification of India into natural regions. « ‘Man made divisions
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for politicrtl and administrative purposes must occupy a most important
place, but tliey can only be appraised in relation to entities, which, while
they represent real distinctions, have not been deliberately created by
man. Tlie term natural is notoriously difficult to define, but is clearly

opposed to political. ’ In our study of regions, we are concerned with the
interaction between the physical and biological conditions on tlie one
hand and the nature of the human response on the other and an attempt
must be made to facilitate such studies in Indian geography.

Several factors have necessarjly got to be chosen in effecting a division

of India. Physiographic regions are admittedly important in that they
are more or less permanent, but nevertheless they cannot in themselves
be complete.

A major region like India is necessarily constituted by a harmonious
but complex combination of many different elements, but the smaller
regions within it are generally distinguished by the prevalence of some
particular characters, revealing thus a concept of variety within unity.
In a large country like India, it would perhaps be impossible to choose
factors which have a universal application, but understanding is more
important than classification.

I would like to suggest that geographic entities should be used as
political i)rovinces and our criteria then should be such that their location
on the ground is not rendered particularly difficult. At the same time,
such factors as languages, are fundamental. Linguistic affinities are
more important than communal and I am availing of this oy^portimity
to appeal to the members to construct detailed linguistic maps of India.
Almost similar is the (Question of racial affinities, but the results could
not >)e may^ped so easily.

3. Mr. Nafis Ahmad, (Calcutta,.

The 8(^heme of the y)hysiogray)hic divisions of India as suggested by
Mr. Pithawalla seems far from satisfactory. Firstly, a division of India
on merely physiographic basis seems to lead the geogray)her towards a
multiplicity of subdivisions largely based uy)on structure, and secondly,
such yiotent influences as climatic, human, and cultural occujjy a minor
place in determining the geogray:>hical values of areas.

Dr. K. S. Ahmed’s scheme as discussed by bim is definitely an im-
]^rovement on Mr. Pithawalla’s attempt, but as he himself confessed it

falls short of meeting a geographer’s demand for describing the essential
geographical potential of regions.

Mr. Kuriyan suggested to stick to a scheme of natural regions. And
in addition made a plea for further fragmentation on linguistic and racial
basis. Such a suggestion, to my mind, makes confusion worse confounded.
'Hie develoyiment of India in future will conform, and must, to a y)attem
of imity rather than isolation. The natural resources of areas according
to their worth based uy)on structure, y)hysiogray)hy, climate and human
values will yday their y)art towards common progress. If at all, a scheme
of geogray)hi(^al regions sounds better. Why choose unbayjpy terms
which lead to iinnec^essary coTitroversy ?

4. Mr. K. Kijlaratnam, Ceylon.

After the learned criticisms and remarks I have heard to-day of
Prof. Pithawalla’s j)ionoor attempt at a division of India into Physiographic
Divisions,! feel that Dr. Pithawalla should be congratulated for attempting
a very difficult task, particularly as he has to deal with a region of con-
tinental dimensions like India, with a complexity and variety of geographic
factors. However much we may differ from Dr. Pithawalla, our difference
I should think is only with regard to details, and in this we may well
agree to disagree. I incline to his fundamental basis of division,
vi/. a division based on- geomoryjhological considerations. Physiographic
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Division has in tiie ultimate to rest on geomorphology, for the physio-

graphy of a region is the result of the mutual interaction of geological

history, composition, structure and (dimate. Hut it is unfortunate that

after sioarting from this scientific standpoint he has shown a tendency to

deviate from it in liis further subdivision of the Major Divisions into

Provinces and Sections, as when he introduces questions of soil fertility

and c’ op v^ariety ac criteria. However, I feel confident the t Prof. Pitha-

walla wfil deem ic fit to revise his scheme in the light of these criticisms

and give to geographers a mucb-needeji division oi India into Physio-
graphic Units. I shall conclude by thanking Prof. Pithawalls for initiating

this valuable discussion.

XII. EN\HR()KMENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF POPULA-
TION IN INDIA.

{Seel ion of OcxHjraphy and (ieodrsy.)

Db, S. M. Tahir Rizvi, Aligarh, jat^sided.

1. Mr. (iEohqe Kukivan, Madras.

Dr. Ahmed has gi\ ou us some basic facts linking population with
environment. However, he seems to think that the seasonal rhythm and
the religious sanction could in themselves account for the high density
of population in India. Hut ecjually well it should be home in mind
that India has been peopled from very ancient times. Parts of the earth
where settled populotions have lived from times immemorial, generally

have a tendency to sh(w a higli density of population, e.g. China and India.

The low density of population in the U.S.A. caimot be accounted for by
its poverty in j^sources, but is duo to its recent history.

I do not agree with Dr. Ahmed when he says that a larger density of
po])ulation will be found when there is a change in environment. Many
examples to the contrary can bo (uted.

Dr, Ahmed again suggested that the ubi(|uit> of water supply explains
the high density of population in Bengal. In jjarts of Bengal, the real

problem is the superabundance of water and the lower density in such
regions are mainly as a consequence of it. It is not merely the ubiquity
of the water supply that is important, more so is the type of food. Wheat
and rice are the two staple cereals of India, nod rice can always support
a higher density of population per unit area. It is piobably the rice

culture coupled with the wealth of fish which definitely account for the
higher density in Bengal. Dr. Ahmed again states that the density of
population hears an inverse ratio to the thickiies.'^ vegetation. Ob-
viously this is an ov(3rstatement, because as otlu rwtse*, the arid deserts
should have the highest density of populatioii. Within certain well-

defined types of vegetation, the law laid dowfi may be true, but I feel

the exceptions are so numerous that it is better not to enunciate the main
proposition.

It has also been suggested by Dr. Ahmed that excessive division
of property has resulted in a nucleated village. To my mind, this process
is not easily comprehensible. Nucleated villages arise from diverse
reasons, e.g. the need for protection; the settlements around a temple,
mosque or church, the settlements aroimd an irrigation tank, etc. I
therefore suggest that even if there was primogeniture, nucleation might
still be found I
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2. Mb. B. Vabadaraja Iyisngaii, Bangalore.

Tho population in parts of India is dense bec*BU8e India is peopled

from ancient times.

The density of population in the rice-growing countries is very high

bec^ause rice cultivation requires constant attention and a large number
of field labour; whereas for wheat cultivation the attention need not
be so regular nor the number of labourers required is so great. Hence,
it is not merely the food value of rice that contributes to the higher density

but also its cultivation.

XIII. THE CURRICULA FOR B.Sc. (Hons.) EXAMINA-
TION IN THE VARIOUS INDIAN UNIVERSITIES;
THEIR ADEQUACY OR OTHERWISE FOR FIT-
TING GRADUATES TO UNDERTAKE RESEARCH
WORK.

(Section of Botany.)

Dr. S. Kanjan, Allahabad, presided.

1, Mr. P. Parija, Cuttack, opened the discussion.

Some Defects in the Honours Curricula in the Indian Universities.

In opening the discussion the speaker said that there is a variety oi’

curric'ula m tho Indian imiversities, resulting in varying standards. In
most universities the student has to study three subjects, two of which
are subsidiary. The Boards of Studies in the subsidiary as well as th('

Honours subjects go on adding to the syllabuses in these subjects with the
advancement of sciences. These additions make the (loiirsoK very heavy
for the students.

Another defect is that in some universities the three-year Honours
Course runs side by side with Pass Course. The Pass student gets his

degree in two years while tho Honours student has to wait three years
before he gets his degree. As graduation is a basic qualifi<‘ation for most
employments, students prefer Pass to Honours Course.

These defects can be remedied fir.stly, by adopting the Honours School
system of the Panjab University inasmuch as making all candidates
for tho M.8c. to go through tho Honours S(;hool. Secondly, the Honours
student should study only two subjects, namely, the Honours subject as

the main one and another allied subject as tho subsidiary subject.

If the teachers assembled come to a measure of agreement, a. suggestion
may be made to the universities for recasting their curricula.

2. Prof. Y. Bharadwaja, Benares.

There are two things whirdi have stru(;k me, and I think they should
be decided first. Firstly, the standard of qualifications of a student for

joining the Intermediate Course and, secondly, the standard of efficiency

that a student is required to })osso8s after jjassing the M.Sc. Hxamination.
If we can settle these two points, we shall be able to make proper adjust-
ment of the Courses of Studies for the various examinations. In some
universities there is a two-year B.Sc. Course and a two-year M.Sc. Course
in which there may or may not be a provision for research work in lieu
of or bearmg marks equivalent to those of a written paper. In other
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univ ersities tliere is. besides a B.Se. Pass Course of two years’ duration,
a B.»Sr*. Honours Course of three years* duration. A student who passes
sucli a B.Sc. HorK>iirs Course has to put in research work for one year only
for getting the M.Sc. degree. Thus, in one ease we have no or very little

researc'h work at the M.Sc. stage while in the other the M.Se. degree is

wholly 1)}^ research. M e hav^e therehjre to decide whether it is advisable
to have com^iulsory research work during the M.Sc. Course or to allow
resear h work only after the M.Sc. stagi). This will natiirally depend
upon the standard of B.Sc. Pass and B.Sc. Hon ours Courses.

I have a feeling that early specialization is a very dangerous })ractice,

and on rhe basis of my teaching experience of more than two decades,
I dare say that in mor^ ca^^os the students after passing their B.S( . Exami-
nation are not in a position to select a subject for research by themselves,
as they do not know which of the subjects would suit them well. Under
these Circumstances tlioy go by the ad\ ice of the teacher under whose
diref't influence tliey hap])(ai to come, and this often results in their taking
u]? the subject of the tna<*her concerned. They have had absolutely
no special training at tlie B.Sc. stage for the subject which they are
obliged to take u]) for research for their M.Sc. degree. M’hether it is 13.Sc.

Pass Course of two years’ duration or B.Sc. H onours Course of three years’
duration, our standard is certainly lower than thet of the English uni-
v^^ersities, such as the London University, and unless Botany is started at
the secondary education stage and brought uj) to much higlior standards
for the Matriculation and the Intermediate Examinations, it would not
be })ossiblo to raise our B.Sc. standard and cunsoqucntly advisable to
have the M.Sc. Examination by research only, for research work should
be taken up only fifter a student has achieved a considerable proficiency

in the v arious hianches of Botany and is able to find out for himself
which of the subjects suits him best. No doubt, there is a gremt craze
for rosoareh nowadays, and several young teachers amongst ns are
actually exydoiting, so to say, the young students by putting them to
research wo. k at a stage when they neither ])osse8S sufficient proficiency

ill tlie theoretical and practii^al knowledge of the various aspects of the
subject, nor the fundamentals of the technique of researcli. Mliat kind
of general botanists or resoandicrs would they ultimately turn out (;an

very well be imagined. So, this question of compulsory research work
has to be docidcJ as to whether it sliould be taken U]) during the M.Sc.
Course or after that in view of the existing curricula for the various
examinations.

3. Mb. H. Ahmad, Lyallpur.

If our aim is to pri^pare .students for higher r(*search in lOctaiomic

Botany, we must include Physical Chemistry, Org>ini(r Chomistr\ , Mathe-
matics, (Cytology, etc., as a part of ]ireljminarv i raining during the B.Sc.

Courses along with higher Botany CViursos. f or this purjinse, we should
adapt American system, say University of (California currti ulum necessary

for the eligibility to work for M.Sc. or Ph.i). degree sla add bo taken as

our i(i<‘al. T am sure, by following tbi.s system, we will y i r better training

to our future research workers in Iiulia.

4. Dr. F. H. Biiabdoha, Bombay.

In standardizing the curricula in Botany of different universities two
points must be borne in mind:

(1) That wo should diminish the moryihological, anatomical,

embryological and such old parts of the subject and introduce

in greater and greater measure the more recent subjects

like Physiology, Genetics, Ecology, Biometry, etc.

(2) V\"e should make M.Sc. cmupulsory by exmriination. The first

researc h degree should he the Ph.D. If this is followed
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then the students will get two years of training in the methods
of research and expand their store of knowledge by study
on other correlated subjects. At present the research

student for M.Sc. gets no time to read anything beyond
on his own tiny problem of research and consequently is a

very poor product.

5. Db. J3awa K. Singh, Patna.

1 suggest that the following points should be considered:

—

(1) The time or duration of course for the Pass and the Honours
B.Sc. Examinations.

I should suggest the period should be the same.

(2) Research .—Whether researcli should be allowed at the M.Sc.
stage or at the post-M.Sc. stage is an important point in

view of the recent advances made in sciences. The subject

of research is intimately connected with the B.Sc. Course.

6. Mb. V. S. Rao, Bombay,

The special paper should be omitted at the B.Sc. (Hons.) stage, and
it should be made compulsory that the student learns the research technique
employed in the various plant groups, and not merely in one. This is

because the methods are widely diflferent for various plant groups. Some
other important items to be made compulsory are photomicrography,
spectroscopy, and biochemical methods. The student should be callable

of handling any research problem by himself, at least as regards the
methods.

XIV. WORK OF THE BOTANICAL SURVEY OF INDIA:
WHAT BOTANICAL SECTION OF THE INDIAN
SCIENCE CONGRESS COULD DO TO ADVANCE
IT,

(Section of Botany.)

Pbof. B, Sahnt, Luckjiow, presided.

Pbof. S. P. Aoharkab, Cahuitta, opened the discussion.

Prof. Agharkar dealt with the subject from the following points of
view :

—

(1) How did Botanical Survey originate?

(2) How is it working ?

(3) What is the work it has done and is doing ?

(4) What should be its work in future ?

1, Pbof. Y. Bharadwaja, Benares.

It is a fact that the scope of the work of the Botanical Survey of
India has not been extended to that extent to which our Sub-Continent
requires. It is very poorly staffed. There is only one officer in the
Indian List, and he is in charge of the Industrial Section. Besides the
Curator of the Herbarium and a Systematic Assistant, there is no other
member on the botanical staff of this Department. This is really very
disappointing. There should be a number of persons on the staff of the
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Botanical Survey, and these persons should be set apart for different
sections of Botany, such as Algae, Fungi, Liverworts, Mosses, Ferns, and
so on. In the past attention has only been paid to the Angiospemis, and
practically nothing has been done with regard to the identification and
study of the Cryptogams. Without the Cryptogams no herbewiiim
can be considered to be complete or representative of the plants Of a
country. During my European travels I foimd that in all State Gardens
and Herbaria there were experts in various branches of Botany. Even
for the lieibarium of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew there is an
algologist to study the algae, and also pxperts in va4ious other branches
of the subject. There is thus an urgent necessity of increasing the staff

of the Botanical Survey of India.

There should also be co-operation between the Botanical Surv^ey of
India end the Universities. We have now several Botany teachers in
the U..uversiiies who are not only properly trained to do ideTitifi<*ation

work but are experts in their own linos, and if the Oov^errmient of India
could grant some money to the Universities for the study of local floras,

much work can be done in the way of making tht' Sib})ur Herbarium
representative of the various types of plants of the different provinces.

I would also support the establishment of an Advisory Committee
for the Botanical Survey of India to advise this Department in regard
to its working. This Committee should consist of rfjpresentatives from
the Botanical Survey of India, the Indian Science Congress, the Indian
Botanical Society and the Univ^ersities doing post-graduate work in Botany.
The Advisory Committee should again be split up into several Sub-
Committees, consisting of 3 to 5 persons, |)ortaining to the various Sections
of Botany, such as Algae, Fungi, Liverworts, Mosses, Pteridophytes,
Gyrnnosperms and Angiosperms.

The Government should realize the necessity of expanding the
Botanical Survey of India without any further delay, for it is only by
proper identification and study of all kinds of plants that we shall be
able t-o explore the possibilities of utilizing the resources of the country
for its welfare, both ec^onomic and industrial. A census of all types of
plants in the various provinces is urgently needed for the revision of the
existing Provincial Floras and also for writing floras of unexplored regions.

The Government of India should be approached with a request to
do the needful hi the matter soon, as it affects tlu^ future welfare and
prosjDorit V of our country.

2. Pbof. B. C. Kundxt, Calcutta.

The speaker fully agreed with what Prof. Agharkar has said in

(rormection with the formation of an Advisory Bod\ to help in the work
of the Botanical Survey of India. In this coimecjtion tin' speaker
adcied that there should l3o arrangement for the lending out of B])ecimens,

including types, etc., if that is not possible, duplicates, to all bona fide

Indian workers, so that they could work out these things and publish

their results independently
;
thus, in this way local flora can be worked

out.

3. Pbof. S. Sampath, Benares.

It is suggested that

—

(1) The universities be given a subvention and encouraged to
keep herbaria of local floras.

(2) That adequate collections of Indian flora be available in at
least three centres in India.

(3) In th^ central collection flora of countries adjacent to India
be represented adequately.

(4) That the tyjxe specimens be not lent out, but only the duplicates.
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The Chairman summed u}) the remarks of the various speakers

and finally requested Prof. S. P. Agharkar to wind up the discussion and

make practical proposals.

Prof. S. P. Agharkar then whiding up the discussion mov ed the follow-

ing resolution, which was unanimously passed :

—

‘ Resolved that a Committee consisting of Prof. S. P. Agharkai

,

Prof. B. Sahni and Prof. P. Parija, with Prof. Agharkar as Convener be

appointed to represent to the Government of India the necessity of the

creation of an Advisory Board including representatives of the Botanical

Survey, the Indian Universities^ the Indian Science Congress and the

Indian Botanical Society in comiection with the Botanical Survey of Lidia .

The functions of this Board should include determination of the

general policy of the Botanical »Survey and the allocation of funds for

exploration purposes.*

XV. NITROGEN FIXATION IN THE SOIL.

(Sections of Botany, Agricnlture and Chemistry.)

Dk. N. R. Dhab, Allahabad, presided.

Rao Bahadur B. Viswanath, New Delin', opened the discussion.

1. Dr. Srri RanJAN, Allahabad.

The discussion on the nitrogen fixatioji in soils may be divided up
into three parts as follows:-

{ 1 ) The role of the leguminous plants.

(2) The role of non-legnminous plants.

(3) The r61o of light.

In this discussion the r6le of light or the photochemical fixation ol’

Nitrogen in soils will only be dealt. Allen in Hawaii, Sarkaria and
Fazaluddin in the I’lmjab, (arbet in England and Dhar at Allahabad have
shown that photochemical action plays an important part in the

nitrification of soils. Acc^ording to Dhar the soil acts as a catalytic agent

.

Many mineral substan(;es like titania. zinc oxide, alumina, etc., have been
found to act as a photocatalyst.

Bhattacharya and Ranjan have shown that when molasses are

added to soils the total nitj-ogen content increases. Thus they confirm

the results of Dhar to some extent. They have also shown that the

unstorilized molassed soils show greater value fqr total nitrogen over tlw*

sterilized ones, with the same amount of molasses, when exposed to

sunlight. But when the molassed soils are sterilized, no change in tlic

total nitrogen is noticed for the first 15 days, when exposed to light.

Thereafter, for 15 days there is a rise and then the total nitrogen again
becomes constant. Ranjan and Basu in an unpublished paper have
deduced that the rise of total nitrogen and amino-acid nitrogen in the

day may be due to the formation of the amino -acids from the energy
derived by the oxidatit)n of glucose. This rise of total nitrogen they were
able to get even in darkness by injecting glucose solution in the leaf.

After the injection glucose enters the leaf cells and causes an increased

respiration. The energy thus released is utilized in the endoenergetic
reaction of the synthesis of proteins.

These results can be usefully applied in the interpretation of the
results dealing with the nitrification in soils. Both farmyard manure and
molasses contain a considerable quantity of carbohydrates. So when
these substances are added to the soils, oxidation of the carbohydrates
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takes place. The agencies responsible for this oxidation are the soil

micro-organisms on the one hand and light on thu other. It is obvious
that imsterilized soils do contain plenty of micro-organisms which oxidize
the carbohydrates. In-vitro experiments ))y Dhar and in-vivo by Ranjan
have shown that oxidation and respiration respectively increase in light.

Thus one may (conclude that by the photo-oxidation of the carbohydrates
present in the soils, energy is set free, whic.h then is utilized in the fixation
of atn.osj^lieric nitrogen. Probably the soil structure also plays an
important part in such a synthesis, for in the first s^ep of the reaction
probably the soi) colloids adsorb the atmospheric nitrogen. The nitrogen
thus adsorbed round the soil particle, th<Mi reacts by the help of the
energy released in pho^j -oxidation of the glucose, to form compo\inds of a
higher energy content.

2. Dr. N. R. Dhar, Allahabad.

Experiments carried on at Allahabad sliow that energy materials
like carbohydrates, celluloses, oils, fats, etc., when added to the soil are
responsible for fixation of nitrogen. The fixation of nitrogen in light is

more than double that in the dark although the number of Azotobacters in

light is much less than in the (lark. There is also c onsiderable N fixation

even under completely sterile conditions and those energy materials are
mixed with sterile soils or surfaces like Oxides of Iron, Zn. Mn, Silica,

etc. In sterile conditions also there is more N fixation in light than in

the dark.
Like ole('tri<!al energy chemical energy may be used jn N fixation.

The energy of oxidation of carboliydrates, fats, etc. is very much greater

than the energy necjessary for nitrogen fixation, and that is why N focation

takes place in the dark. Jhit when light, either natural or artificial, is

applied and the soil renewed by cultivation, the light is absorbed and this

absorption of ligtit leads to increased N fixation.

Prom careful exporimeuts it has been concluded that N fixation

can take place under completely sterile conditions when an energy material
is allowed to oxidize in a surface and the weight of N fixation under
sterile conditions is the same as under imsterile conditions with the same
energy material.

It is computed that .*1.5 billion kilograms (seers) of cellulosic materials
like loaves, hay, plant residues, etc. are added to’ the soil every year.
On a moderate estimate of 10 mgm. of nitrogen fixation per gm. of
carbon oxidized, about 13,000,000 tons of nitrogen are added every year
to the earth.

3. Mr. U. N. Mahida, Bombay.

4. Mr. Rama Nagina Singh, Benares.

Biological agencies regarding the question of nitrogen fixation

should not bo ignored though the physico-chemical ami . hemical aspects

are drawing greater attention. The rolo of blue-gre«'n dgao in nitrogen

fixation should not be lost sight of when dealing wit i; tbe^ problem. Out
of the results of the experiments carried out by the author it has been
concluded that greatest amount of nitrogen is fixe»l bv A uloaira fertilisaima

Chose, growing commonly in paddy-field soils of Northern India.
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XVI. POSITION OF SYSTEMATICS IN APPLIED
ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY.

{Section of Entomology and Zoology.)

Mb. D. Mukbrji, Calcutta, presided.

1. Dr. T. V. Ramakriohna Ayyar, Coimbatore, opened the
discussion.

Systematics in relation to Agricultvral Zoology,

Biological studies on all organisms, whether plant or animal, are
generally considered under three convenient categories: (a) General or
Pure studies under which are included Morpliological, Physiological,
Embryological and Ecological features; (6) Economic, including the
studies of the dilferent characters of organisms which bear some relation

to the material needs of man and the methods of utilizing our knowledge
of such characters in that direction

;
(c) Taxonomic or Systematic studies

comprising the (jorrect recognition of all organisms without mistaking
one for the other, their proper baptism according to the structural pecu-
liarities they possess and their scientific classification into recognizable
groups and sub-groups according to some generally ac*eepted standards

—

such as phyla, clavsses, orders, families, genera and species. Under ordinary
circimistances every worker on any animal or plant has to bo conversant
with the fundamental fa(^ts connected with all these three aspects to get
complete and clear ideas of the organism he is studying; and this was more
or less the nature of the work done by early naturalists who were morpho-
logists, physiologists, taxonomists and even economic zoologists combined.
But as years passed on, workers increased and our knowledge of the
different aspects of organisms increased so much that it became impossible
for one individual to carry on all these studies comprehensively; and
naturally workers began to 8})ecialize in particular branches of biological

studies. Thus we have to-day exports who have made intensive studies
in each of these aspects of biology and who have become authorities on
their chosen branches of biological studies. But unfortunately nowadays,^
as specialization and research in special problems rapidly advance, whi'e
we have a good many men who realize the great need for co-operation
among workers on different branches of the subject of biology, we o(!casion-

ally come across narrow minded individuals exhibiting superiority complex
and who have, not only no regard for any other subject than their own,
but oven belittle the value of the many allied branches of study ! In
the words of Kiloy ‘such a scientist who tries to build a wall against what
he regards as rival subjects will only succeed in ensuring himself against
recognition of himself by others’. It is gratifying to note, however,
that all this snobbery and mutual bickerings are gradually disappearing.
Speaking of the inter-relations of these aspects 1 may be excused if I
repeat what I said in my presidential address to the Agricultural Section
at Lahore two years ago, with special reference to Economic Entomology
and Systematics. While 1 yield to none in my sincere appreciation of
the great importance of the work of the economic entomologist or in my
disapproval of the cheap sneer of calling Applied Entomology a ‘mere
bundle of methods’, as one of iny old bosses used to do with all the
affection of a stop-mother, I may be allowed to point out that there is a
deplorable tendency in some quarters to belittle the value of work in
the general or systematic aspects of Entomology on the score that such
work may not be of immediate economic importance; such an attitude
on the part of one who professes to be a scientist cannot be sufficiently
deprecated; but unfortunately this spirit is prevalent even among some

6b
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cf the present-day experts in different insututions. I might state without
fear of contradiction that no entomological wor'z of an applied nature
can progress on correct Knes without the sure foundation of sufficient

studies on the general and systematic expects of the science. I would
invite the attention of such short-sighted persons to the opinions of some
eminent zoologists. ‘It is tne eystomatist, * says Prof. Pearl of Johns
Hopkins Ijniversity, ‘who has furnished the bricks with which the whole
struct'ire of biological knowledge has been reared; without his labours
the facts of organic evolution could scarcely have been perceived, and
it is he who to-day really sets the basic problems for the geneticist and
the student of experimental evolution.’ And in the words of Gahan,
‘without the fundamental work of the taxonomist, the great mine of
entomological literature would not exist and the accumulation of know-
ledge would be largely limited to what one could only personally observe
and remember ’. The first real economic c niomologists were predominantly
morphological and systematic entomcdogists, and without a thorough
knowledge of the relations, habits, and method of identification of each
insect wo have to deal with, it will be not only difficult to proceed, but
the task might be found risky and affecting the reputation of the applied
entomologists. I would therefore invite the attention of future workers
in Economic Entomology in India to bear in mind the well-known fact
that systematic studies are the fundamental basis of practically all Applied
Biology. Discrimination between species is the starting point of the
majority of our biological problems, and ignorance of and indifference to

this fact has invalidated many items of biological work in the past. I
would invito tho attention of workers who have still any doubts as to the
excellent summary on this subject by Prof. Ferris:‘Taxonomy or Systematic
Biology is a serious attempt to discover, to describe and to arrange the
facts of nature tnat have to do with the number, the characters and the
relationships of all those indefinable groups of individuals that we speak
of as Hpecies and to present these facts in as clear, as definite and as under-
standable a manner as may bo in order that they may become available

to all students of biology in whatever field they may bo engaged. It of
necessity involves the study of morphology and anatomy. It may utilize

the methods of the geneticist. It may call often upon the physiologist
and even in extremity upon the chemist for aid in solving its problems.
As thus defined it undoubtedly involves far more than many systematists
will be prepared to admit. As an independent field of investigation
it can throw much light on the question of what happens to species after
they have once become established. The whole great series of problems
involved in the question of geographical distribution with the attendant
conclusions and speculations as to places of origin and roads of dispersal

of species and larger groups is approachable only by the systematist.

Palaeontology is but little more than pure systematic bif>logy, and what-
ever its contributions to scientific theory may be, they are the contributiona

primarily of systematists. The ever-fascinating problems crojiuected

with the study of ancient man and of human origins are essentially

nothing more than problems in systematic mammalogy > Whether the
“ Piltdown man” was a man or merely a chimpanzee, (he place of Java
man in evolutionary theory, these are nothing more thai» problems of tho
systematist working as a physical anthropologist. Aside from these
independent contributions to biological theory, systematic studies are
the fundamental basis of practically all applied biology and of a large

part of the remainder.’
A few words on the position of systematic work done in India,

confining myself to Entomology may not be out of place here. Ear)y
work on Insects in India was mostly and necessarily of a systematic
nature as may be seen from the numerous papers of pioneer workers like

Westwood, Woodmason, De Nieeville, Bingham, Cameron, Hampson
and a host of others and applied Entomologists of to-day owe a great
deal to these early systematists for laying the real foundations for all
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aspects of Entomological work in India. Even in spite of such help

early workers in Economic Entomology like Lefroy and Fletcher had to

carry on their work with some insects without knowing their identity

and by calling them by numbers like convicts, policemen or railway
trains 1 The Fauna of India series on Indian animals has rendered
yeoman service to economic zoologists in India and it is gratifying to

note that we have now over 40 volumes of this series dealing with insects;

but it is needless to add that this has only touched the fringe of the

very rich insect fauna of this large country. One important thing I

would like to emphasize in this Connection is that for the identifications

of our insects we have been depending on experts in Europe and America
for the past many years and it is deplorable that we have not as yet
produced sufficient number of specialists who could help in identifying our
insects properly and readily without the abnormal delay always experienced

in getting our insect specimens identified from abroad—not to speak of

the occasional losses of our parcels containing rare insects ! In the

Fauna series on insects, wo have but one or two examples of Indians
who are authors of those volumes on Indian insects. It is a pity ! It is

therefore highly necessary that we. should have mere workers on different

groups who can help economic zoologists to get their organisms properly

identified. In my opinion in the field of Systematic Entomok^gy there

is particular need for specialists in such groups as Hymenoptcra, Diptera,

Coleoptera, etc., which include several insec'ts which render help to man
as beneficial insects.

2. Dr. M. a. H. Qadrt, Aligarh.

The position of systomatics in the study of animals is determined by
the role that systematic Zoology plays in animal studies. Apart from
the correct identification of the animal which distinguishes it from the
other it gives us a correct lead to the study of its morphology and physiology
and finally to its relationship which is of paramount importance in deter-

mining its behaviour and ecology. The syste^rnatics is, therefore, a first

step in the study of any animal problem pure or applied.

Dr. P. Sen, Calcutta.

The systematic works are no longer looked upon as dealing with
purely philosophical aspects of Biology. Although the main concern of a
systematist is to determine and classify species, inir progress on applied
biology practically depends on the contributions based on systematics.
Without the proper nomenclature and means of identifying, it is impossible
to correlate our knowledge on a particular specnes.

In Economic Entomology, the position of systematics is very high,
for unless we can name correctly an insect which is found to be of ecronoraic

importance and be able to distinguish it from allied forms, no quarantine
or control measures can be adopted against it. In order to effectively

control an insect pest we must know its taxonomy and know exactly
what we have to deal with. The measures suitable for one species may
not be applicable in the case of another, however closely related they
may be. For instance, wo know that only a few amongst the various
species of mosquitoes present in a country are carrier of diseases, and
imless we know how to distinguish these few mosquitoes and know against
which the control measures have to be directed we would be wasting
energy and huge finance in controlling every conceivable species.

The biological control of insect pests also depends to a great extent
on the work of the systematists as this means utilization of certain parasites
or predators against the pests concerned. On the proper identification of
the parasites the whole structure of biological method of pest control is

based. It is therefore clearly evident that for a successful tackling of an
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insect problem the biological knowledge of the two groups of workers, the
s;,'stematists and tho economic entomologists must be co-ordinated.

4. L>r. K. B. Lal, Njw Delhi.

Svstematic entomology arose originally as a matter of human
convenieii.ce

; later, it developed the elucidation of the relationship and
ancestry of the animal forme as its motif, and lastly, it has now become
important in connection with work on animals of economic importance.
But perhaps in no group of the animal kingdom has systematic study
assumed such great significance in relation to applied work as in
entomology. The increasing attention now being paid to the study of
insect pests and to the methods of combe^ing them makes their correct
identification the first essential preliminary work. Many insects are
now being shown to be different in their habits and life-history though
identical in their morphology and it is obviously important to distinguish
these forms, one of which may be very injurious and the other quite
harmless. Thi^ study of the relationship of parasites to their hosts has
broTight out the necessity of accurate determinations of the identity of
both, in order tliat the \aluo or potentialities (T any parasite in a given
area may bo correctly assessed. Recent ecological studies on insects have
shown that many .species assume different forms under different environ-
mental conditions and if confusion in iK^mcnclature is to bo avoided and
the ecionomic entomologist is to hold fast to his work (^n any useful or
injuriems species, systematic work must limit the range of categories

(genera, species, etc.) and define their stable characteristics clearly.

Much valuable information on a pest may bo thrown in doubt by its

incorrect, vague or insuflicient identification. Such, for instance, has
been the case with the cotton jassid, Etnpoasca devastans Distant in India.

Early information on this insect, in all probability, is given under ‘leaf

hoppers’, ‘A’, gassypii\ ‘ hJ?)ipoasca sp.’, etc. in Britain, two well-known
pests of apple, liyponomeiUa padella Linn, and Psylla niali Schrnbg., have
been discovered to have morphologically identical forms on hawthorn but
the habits of the latter are so different from those that live on apple that
their presence 1 as been considered to constituto no danger to the apple
orchards (Thorpe 1930, Lal 1934). The Itnowledge of this fact should
save the apple growers all the eflbrt.s and expense of (Jontrollirig ‘these
pests’ on hawthorn. The well-known parasite of the spotted boll-worms
of cotton in India, MicroJ)raco}i lajroyi D. and f:>., and of the predators of
the lac insect, M. greeni A.shm., have now boon shown to be identical in
morphology and, therefore, conspecific, but in view of tiieir habits, forming
two biological races. This fact has opened interesting possibilities in the
exchange of hosts in the brooding of those parasites for purjKj.sos of control.

The Braconid, Microhracbn hebetor Say, has bo -n recently r()j)ortod to be
full of possibilities for the contrc)! of the predators of the lac ijisect and it

has become iinx)ortant to collect information about it.s biology and hosts.

There is a strong suspicion that inuch of this informal i- >n is given under
M. brevicornis Wesmael, a very closely allied speci<vs, m fact so closely

allied that it has been considered by many as syuonymous with hebetor.

The correct identity of these two parasites should, therefore, throw much
interesting light on their biology and h<jst rolathaiships. Perhaps the
most outstanding example of this kind is that of the locusts whose different

phases were known as so many species till Uvarov’s theory of phases in

locusts became established.

A word has to be added about the scope and nature of systematic
entomology itself. Although all taxonomic groupings have to be done
on the basis of adult morphological characters which are more or less

stable, considerations of biology, hosts, habits and habitats, not only of
the adults but also of the immature stages, must play a part in confirming or
correcting doubtful evidence of morphology. Without this consideration.
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systematic entomology must remain divorced from all contact with

and all understanding of the living insect. This view recognises that a
competent systematist should also be a field worker and his work is best

done in proximity to the environments where his insects live and breed.

5. De. C. F. C, Beeson, Dehra Dun.

Dr. Beeson drew attention to the facilities for systematic work in

Zoology and Entomology in India and asked that full use should be made
of these resources in routine identifications and monographing of new
material by more extensive co-operation between workers.

6. J. C. M. Gardner, Dehra Dun.

It is not advisable entirely to abolish the practice of taking full

advantage of the assistance of foreign specialists by sending them
specimens for identification. What should be aimed at is the building

up of authoritatively named collections in India. As progress is made
dependence on foreign specialists will correspondingly decrease. At
present a great weakness is the poor quality (by modern standards) of

much past work and the absolute necessity of comparison witli Types by

competent workers.

The importance of determination of immature stages is emphasized.

An important point, if Indian students are to be employed as

systematists, is that the present weakness in Indian education, namely, in

foreign languages should be rectified.

7. Dr. S. C. Datta, Mukteswar (U.P.).

Importance of systematics in Veterinary Zoology.—The subject is

so very large that the miniature zoological staff of the Vety. Dept, can do

very little on systematics without the help of zoologists in better positions

and of those provided with better facilities. Drug specificity shown by

very related species of protozoan parasites of India makes systematics C)f

fundamental in disease control work. The parasitic fauna of animals is

very large in India and animals live under relatively unprotected condi-

tions. Systematics in Vety. Zoology is very important, and in my
experience perhaps more important than systematics in other spheres of

applied Zoology in the present state of India.

8. Dr. B. K. Das, Hyderabad-Deccan.

Systematic study is very important but not the fundamental aspect

of any purely zoological or entomological work. Morphological work

combined with environment and adaptations is the key-note of all

biological work and in unveiling the secrets of life—systematic work is

very mechanical and should be left in the hands of museum and

Government Research Institutes experts. Young men should always be

encouraged for systematic work.
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XVII. RACIAI. NOMENCLATURE.

(Section of Anthropology,)

Mb T. C. Das, Calcutta, presided.

1. Dr. a. Aiyappan, Madras.

Ope/iing Remarks,

Th'^ purpose of thi^; discussion is to elicit how much of agreement
there Is among students of anthropology on tne \»^arious race names
suggested during recent years for the peoples of India. Though much
remains yet to be known, we know more to-day about the physical
characteristics of Indians than we did after the 1901 census, thanks
chiefly to the work of Dr. Guha As a com eijuence of our now knowledge,
race names suggested by Risloy have most of them been given up by all

except jx^rhaps writers of school books. The difficulties of the average
teacher and worker dealing with anthropology have l)een increased by
the controversies raised on race problems by Prof. Eickstedt who has
given parallel names for .several groups. Controversy is to be welcomed
as it is a sign of developing interest in the subject and of intellectual

health. The problems are so complex and our population so largo that
finality is not to be oxpe(;ted of the few workers. We feel that it is, however,
possible to sit together and discuss and come to provisional agreement
on certain points, and assess the merits of the various suggestions now
holding the field.

Some of our difficulties are due to the complications inherent in our
material. V^e know so much more about human beings than an
ornithologist, for example, knows about birds. When, as in the case

of our species, variation is known to bo very great classification becomes
complex. Mixture has been the rule for humanoids even during the
Sinanthropus epoch, and to gauge the consequences of such ancient inter-

mixtures is baffli.ig. Any race study is made possible as a consequence of
geographical isolation and selection which intensifies the characters
possessed by some groups here and there whom we regard as pure for our
purpose. S\ich are our marginal tribes, the Andamanese, the Assamese
and to a lessor degree the proto-Australoids. The rest of oiu’ population
is a continuum, groups merging one into the other, the boundaries being
very difficult to notice. The only races that can possibly be detected in

such a mixed population are statistical races. An individual, family,

group, caste, etc., may show a rnosiac of characters. As a result liowever

of endogamy and geographical and cultural barriers, characters show
local concentration, and statistical studies give results which are not
mere mathematical abstractions but approximate to biological races.

Wo have to bear in mind very clearly what we nuian by races when
om' chief tool of investigation is statistics. No room Hih)uld be left for

politicians or the lay public to misunderstand wlial tbe anthropologist
moans by races. We also ought to remember that inberitance in human
beings is complex due to the multiple factors foi most of what we term
racial characters. Blending is far commoner than simple dominance or
recessiveness. Caution is also demanded of us in another direction. After
everything is said and done, there remains in every attempt at classification

whether of plants or of animals, a certain amount of subjectivity. Species

has been defined as ‘a community or a number of related communities,
whose distinctive morphological chareicters are in the opinion of a com-
petent systematist, sufficiently definite to entitle it, or them to a specific

name’. It is the experience of biologists, as a rule, that the expert in

each branch infoims his intuitive feelings with intelligence and gives
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valid reasons that convince his fellow workers. And those experts called
to the work of classification have in their turn to bear in mind that ‘a
name once published is irrevocable, a permanent addition to the labour of
future investigators. Let us beware of adding needlessly to the burden
of posterity’. When, as in the case of mankind, classification has not
only scientific but immense social consequences, I hope no one will enter
on this field without the full recognition of his responsibilities.

Consistent with what has been said above I shall attempt only to
clarify certain issues, as under existing circumstances it may not be
possible for us to come to definite conclusions.

Two distinguislied experts have recently surveyed the scientific
position of raciology with reference to India. The latest attempt by
Prof. Eickstedt takes the form of a lengthy introduction to ‘Travancore
Tribes and Castes’, Vol. II, The other is by Dr. Cuba in ‘An Outline of
Field Sciences in India’. Though super&ially different, the general
outline of the position given in these two papers shows a substantial degree
of agreement. The tangle seems to be chiefly terminological.

The Negritos.— -The existence of the Negrito race in India is based
on the discovery in Cochin State, Assam, and Santal Parganas of
individuals with frizzly hair, one at least of whom is also short-headed.
It is difficult to understand why some anthropologists persist in denying
the existence of frizzly hair among the Kadars, etc;.

On absolutely theoretical grounds, Hrdlicka expected to find traces
of a negro -like strain in the intermediate regions between Africa and the
Andamans, and in the course of his tour of India in 1925 he was satisfied
it did exist.

Whether the Negrito prect^ded or came after the Australoids is a
moot question. Dr. Guha is inclined to the former view. On the
assumption that frizzlinees is a recessive character, ho argues this character
is being swamped out as a result of intermixture with wavy-haired elements.
Woolly hair has been shown to be dominant in a Scandinavian case whose
history was followed for five generations (Mohr in Journal of Heredity,
23, .‘145-52, quoted by Gatos). If among the Kadars also it is found to be
dominant, frip.lincss can oiily be explained as a passing trait. It may be
that this trait is a recessive in th(; Kadars ! If the Negrito were once
widespread and the trait that distinguishes them were a dominant one
wo ought to expect a more general frizzliness in the geographical pockets
iii^ which wo find it in tlie cfuirse of its discontinuous distribution. It
might be suggest<‘d that the Negritos were there but as a passing influence
on the jimgle tribes.

The Tasmanians of the Australian region present a parallel problem
to that of the Negritos in relation to the hill tribes of soutliein India. The
Tasmanians had woolly hair and slightly broader heads than the
Australians, but apart from these, every otlier featiu’o was Australoid.
With regard to them, Howell and W^amer come to the conclusion that
they are Australoids modified by Melanesian influence, and that the
postulate of a Tasmanian strain spreading over the whole continent of
Australia would bo untenable.

Veddid and Proto-Australoid.—These terms have been used to describe
the racial element that goes chiefly into the making of the hill tribes of
central and sc)uthem India. About the distribution of this strain there is
general agreement though Prof. Eickstedt excludes from it several of the
tribes of central India. The older terms pro-Dravidian, Nishadic, etc.,
for this group have to bo dropped in view of others that are more
appropriate. The term Veddid (Eickstedt) is suggestive of the relation-
ship that the hill tribes mentioned boar to the Veddahs, but there are
some objections to its acceptance, the first of which being that the Veddahs
are not quite representative of the bulk of the tribes sought to be named
after them. Eickstedt himself regards them as very much mixed up with
the Singhalese

; and Hrdlicka regards them as not so very much primitive
as they have been usually supposed. ‘ Proto -Australoid, ’ on the other
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hand, has the advantage of being comprehensive as it includes the hill

tubes of southern ^ndia and the Veddahs, and of showing up the evolu-
tionary link between Australian and South Indian tribes.

Objection, however, is likely to be raised with regard to the prefix
‘proto’ which suggests that the South Indian tribes are more primitive in
an evolutionary sense than the Australians. All our best authorities are
agreed that the latter are the most primitive of all living races of mankind.
The pronounced eye-brow ridges, prognathiam and hairyness are all signs
of extreme primitiveness, noo specializations, when i/hese are considered
from the Hominid angle. The hill tribes of South India are more
‘progressive’ in thest^ mspocits, while in sucli characters as stature they are
primitive.

Another interesting fact to remember is that the Australoids of
India 'Indo -Australoids), like those of th island continent, are proto-
Europids the archetype from which the races of Europe have evolved.
Blood group studies have confirmed this belief.

Basic, daliclwcphatic type .

—
^This exists mixed with the proto-Australoid

strain on tjio one liand and the Medib^rranean on th(3 other. The Melanid
group of Eickstodt seems to be the equivak^nt of this, but unfortunately
the Melanid is more subjective than most otlier of this export’s races.

The Melanids of Eickstedt aro confined to southern and central India,
the latter are being the home of the ‘Kolid’ branch of the Melanids.
Eickstedt ’s Kolids however are y^roto-Australoids ac^cording to the other
authority. Here then is the need for further clarification of tho y^ositions

held. Eickstedt regards that the Melanids belong to a ‘ very old (;omy)onent
of the Negrid main race’. Ho has not stated what is ‘the iniluence of an
old proto-Nogrh id component since long <3ntirely sucked uy)’ that ho has
discovered among tho Melanids except it be melanin in their skin which
by itself is not diagnostic of ra(*e.

Dr. Guha’s name for the type has the advantage of being non-
committal and provisional. Melanid, a wrong name suggested when very
little work has been done, need 7iot be revived.

Indid Race .—Eickstedt lumps together under this name several types
with diverse skull forms. Extreme bracliy<ephals and dolicocey)ah8 aro

all grouped together. If this wore to bo done for Euro])e it would have
only one race ! His Indid proper are however easily locognizablo as the

Me^terranean of Guha, but he objects to the latter term on the ground
that the race names of Eurojie aro to tabooed (p. xlii) fiom Indian rac^e

studios. Panchanari Mitra found it convenient to use Eur(»j;)cnn termino-
logy in the prehistoric field, but no one now consideis tliat he was wrong.
Eickstedt’s criticism of Mitra on this score is not justifi«xl. Eickstedt does
not explain clearly what he means by North Indids, and untii lie does
that we need not bother about it.

Regarding the rest of tho terms suggested by Guha no diffcu’tuices <3f

opinion have so far l>een expressed, which mejtna that they aie acceptable

in the present state of our knowledge of Indian raciology.

2. Mr. H. C. Chakladar, Calcutta.

Risley gave seven names to peoples of sovi d anjas of the Indian
Empire, and in spite of tho fact that most of thmu huvo been found to be
cither wrong or unsuited, they continue to be omployiHl by even scientific

writers about India. Risley ’s Dravidians intrude four distinct physical

typos. For one of these groups, the Sarassins used Veddaic, Thurston
and Haddon Pre-Dravidian, Chanda Nishada, and Guha -Sewell—Hutton
Proto -Australoid. Giuffrida-Ruggeri, Ghurye, Guha, and Eickstedt

—

eaxjh has his own classification of the Indian peoples, and necessarily a
different nomenclature. Attempts have been made to introduce some of

the names recommended by Doniker or Fischer. The result is that for

many groups of Indian men there is a multiplicity of names, sufficient

to puzzle the lay reader or writer. If we take into consideration the
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racial types of the whole world, the variety of names that meet us grows
aimply bewildering, and besides, there are differences in the fundamental
conception of race. The young science of Anthropology rmist wait yet
a while, before any unity in nomenclature, as in the other Natural Sciences,

can be expected. Anthropological workers interested in India, however,
may meet and seek to devise at least a provisional set of names intended
to connote definite groups of our men.

3. Mb. J. K. Bose, Calcutta.

A standard terminology of different groups in India for ethnological
purposes is a necessity. The earlier ethnologists have used different

names for the same ethnic group. But before accepting or rejecting any
of these terminologies we have to consider on which basis the new
terminology for the Indian people will be made. Also whether any
relation with ethnic groups outside of India will be taken into account.

4. Dn. P. C. Biswas, Calcutta.

The present dismission reminds me of the discussion on the same
topic that took place in the International Congress of Anthropological and
Ethnological Sciences held in London in the year 1934. In that discussion
Prof. Von Eickstedt, Dr. Cuba, Mr. Codrington and Kai Bahadur
Kamaprosad Chanda, Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyay and late Dr. Ananta
Krishna Ayer took part. That discussion ended without any settlement.

This discussion of Racial Nomenclature at this stage is not possible

as we have not got sufficient number of Somatological measurements of
the people of our country by trained Anthropologists.

Kisley’s measurements though published all under his name were
made by four persons without anthropological training and the other
two Dr. Cuba and Prof, Von Eickstedt measured very few people taking
in consideration the population of India.

Thus it is necessary to measure sufficient number of Indian jrieople,

then we will be in a position to classify and propose name for those.

5. Capt. R. N. Basu, Calcutta.

Anthropology—the study of man in groups—emerged, as you are all

familiar, from a very crude stage and has built its structure on bed-rock
of knowledge. It is a misfortune that every one assumes that he has a
wide knowledge of the subject, and ignorance due to unscientific turn of
mind does not deter such people from passing fanciful judgments, no
matter how much (jontroversial the subject is, on many scientific matters
in Anthropology. Sometimes, such judgments are passed on some very
intricate anthropological problems for political purposes and for influencing
public affairs of the country, discrediting altogether the question of what
people are but what these specialists think about the jKiople. Scientific

nomenclature of the people has become very much complex owing to
racial intermixture.

The materials on the basis of which racial nomeixclature of the peoples
of India has so far been attempted are very scanty and from statistical
point of view we will not be justified in accepting any theory based on
such scanty materials. The distribution of physical characters in a small
series will always be irregular and the peculiarities in such a series may
also be duo to chancre selection and it will be rather wrong to accept
any theory based on such peculiarities of the group.

Zoologists classify animals into genera and species and use
nomenclature based on physical characters but for nomenclature of the
different groups of mankind, the anthropologists have taken recourse to
not only biological evidence but other evidence which are cultural in
nature. For racial nomenclature biological nomenclature is all the
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more important whei^s cultural evidence is necessary for practical politics.

Physical anthropo. >gy meets cultural anthropology only on historical

grounds—one supplementing the other. Retcial nomenclature of the
peoplop of India so far attempted was under the influence of tlie philologists
and as such it is bound to cre ate physico-anthropological c ontradictions.
Nomenclature based on ciultural evidence may denote what people do or
their ance?tors did but they are unable to delineate what types they belong
to or whao is their origin.

The first attempt at racial nomenclature of the \ eoples of India was
undertaken by late Sir Herbert Risley,* a member of the Indian Civil

Service. Risley clat^sifi^d peoiiles of India into seven ethnic types on
linguistics goograp^hical and physi-^'a! characters and I doubt very much if

physical i haractors and language would moot to fulfil the purpose of racial

nomeiv latiirc in India. He recognized threx^ racial elements in India,

e.g. Dravidian, Mo»igolian and Aryan—the Turk and the Iranian as foimd
in the composition cjn the Turko-Iranian tyj>e cannot be taken as primary
ettmic elements. AgaiTi, in the Dravidian group of peoples—a term
linguistic in origin and c( lined by Risley -we fhvd peoples of diverse
physic^al t37X?s and any nomenclature based on language spe^ken is

untenable unless supported by non -adaptive hereditary physical factors
in the light of recent biological studies.

Next, rac*ial nomenclature' of the peoples of India was undertaken by
O. Riiggori on tho oridonce of the existing data at thc^ timt'. According
to hiin six racial elements have entered into the composition of the peoples
of India

:

(1) Negritoes.

(2) Pre-Dra.vidians (Australoid-Veddaic).

(3) Dra\ddians ha ving afiinity with H. Indo-africanus Aothiopicus.

(4) Tall Dolichocephalic* elements—Mesopotamic ?

(5) Dolichncoplialic Aryans - H. Indo-ouropeus dolich(>morj)hu8.

(6) Brpchycephalic Leucodorrns—H. Indo-europeusbrachymorphus.

Prof. Eickstedt who came to India under the auspices of German-
India expedition, carri(3d out some anthropological investigations and on
the basis of his studies of about 3,000 indivicfiials, manufactured some
fanciful names for the difi’eront groups of people in India and proclaimed
before the world tliat he found a basic Negrid straiji among some of the
tribes of India. He says that his Melanids arc the indidized descendants
ef the Eastern branch of the Negro race and tlu' inference was drawn from
the dark brown blac!k skin (colour. Again ho says that the shape of tho
base of the nose, of the lips, the chin and the liair of the Molanid group
are between Negrid and Eiiropid groups whereas the* iaee and t he bodily

proportions are essentially E iropid. Prof. Eickstedt also did not hesitate

to use linguistic term for his nonienclaturo though he foiuui fault witli

Risley for the same.
Next, the turn of events brought Dr. J. ti. Hutton, another member

of the Indian Civil Sorvit'O, to play a prom intent part in flie field of racial

nomenclature of the peojtles of India witli the assistarc o Dr. B. S. Cuba
of the Zoological Survey of India. Dr. Hutto?! was the Census
Commissioner of India in 1931 and as an auxiliary oar f of his voluminous
work (conceived this idea and possibly with a pur]»ose. According to

Hutton, the following racial elements entered into tf)c composition of the

peoples of India.

(1) Tho Negrito.

(2) The Proto -Australoid.

(3) The early branc^h of the Mediterranean race.

(4) The second wave of Mediterraneans from tlie Persian Gulf
region.

(5) The third wave of Mediterraneans.

(6) The Southern Mongoloids.

(7) Tho Indo -Aryans.
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The confusion arises with the term Dravidian, and according to

Sergi and Deniker there are two typos among the Dravidians of Risle^y

—

long head, medium stature and messorrhine nose and long head, short

stature and platyrrhine nose. The first of the two typos was called

Dravidian and the second as Pro-Dravidians by some of the anthropologists.

Mr. R. P. Chanda (now Rai Bahadur) would call the second group as

‘Nishad’ denoting a number of tribes living in the hills and forests and of
very dark colour, low statured, etc. Chanda bases his theory on physical

measurements but unlike Risley attempts to separate the groups on the

basis of nasal indices.

These Pre-Dravidians were later named as Australoid-Voddaic by
Ruggeri, on the assumption that the Veddahs of Ceylon, the primitive

tribes of South India and the Australians are of the same common origin.

But Zuckerman in his Bulletin on the Adichanallur skulls makes it clear

by quoting almost all the authorities, who have dealt with the South
Indian Craniological material, that ‘ craniological evidence derived from the
present population of Dekkan does not support the hypothesis of a pre-

dravidiaii racial stock whost^ representatives are, amongst others, the

Australians, the jungle tribes of South India and Veddahs of Ceylon ’.

Dr. Hutton, on the other hand, tried to affiliate the primitive tribes

of South India and the Veddahs of Ceylon with the Pak^stiue man and
through the latter with the Neanderthals of Western Europe. Hutton
assorted that the Kish skull may be said to be the connecting link between
the Palestine man and his Proto-Australoid types of India but it is rather

strange that Dr. Hutton failed to explain the great differences iri the

nasal indices between the Kish skulls, Adichanallur skull, Veddaic skulls of
Mohenjo-daro and his Proto -Australoid skidls of India. Colonel Sewell

tried to associate the Indian Proto-Australoid type with t}\e Australians

on the one hand and the Rhodesian man on the other liand. Dr. Hutton,
at the instance of Colonel Sewell, attempts to associate his Indian Proto-

Austrakud typ^^ with the Palestine man and the western NeaTiderthals.

Osborn writes in his book ‘Men of Old Stone Age’ as follows:
—

‘In brief,

the Australian ty|Ki of head has nothing in common with that of the

Neanderthals except in a number of characteristics in the region of the
forehead and of the nose’. Boule writes in his book ‘Eossil Men’ as

follows:
—

‘All these modern so-called Neanderthaloid are nothing but
varieties of individuals of Homo sapiens, remarkable for the a(;cidontal

exaggeration of certain anatomical traits which are noi*mally dev'oloped in

all specimens of Homo neandertfialensis. The simplest explanation of
these accidents in most cases is atavism or reversion. We cannot assert

that there has never been an infusion of Neanderthaloid blood in the
groups belonging to the species Homo sapiens, but what seiems to bo
quite certain is that any such infusion can have boon only accidental, for

there is no recent type which can be considered even as a modified direct

descendant of the Neanderthals’. Moreover, the distribution of blood
group among some of the South India tribes as carried out by Malone and
Lahiri is quite different from those of the Australians.

The destiny of the Indian peoples for scientific nomenclature devolved,
so hmg, upon persons whose object was mainly directed for the propagation
before the world about the inferiority in origin of this subject nation for

the purpose of maintaining their political domination.
The problem of racial nomenclature is a very intricate one and requires

a careful study and a mass of data has to be collected for the different

groups of peoples all over India. After discussing the various pros and
cons a well-plaimed formula is to be thrashed out which will stand the
vicissitudes of environment, nutrition and other factors otherwise any
nomenclature of the peoples of India is futile to attempt.
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XVm, DETRIEALIZATION AND ACCULTURATION.

[Section of Anthropology.)

Mb. r. C. Das, Calcutta, presided.

1. Mr. Nirmal Kum/r Bosfj, Calcutta.

Oj)cving Remarks.

Three cases of recent cultural change are lirst cited. The Juangs of
Orissa eie not considered to be Hindus, but they have already begun to
worship Hindu gods and goddesses. Some Mundas and Oraons of Ranchi
put on the sacred thread for a number ot days during the Manda festival,

employ a Vaishnava priest and virtually live the life of a Hindu for a
short period within the year. The Muchis of Bolpur in Western Bengal
have recently been subjected to reform movement, under the influence
of which they have been trying to give up certain ‘unclean’ customs and
adopt a mamier of life closer to that of the high and clean castes.

Thus several tribes and castes have been subjected to the dominance
of Hindu culture in recent times. It is suggested that this domination
first started in the economic sphere. When a tribe becomes economically
subservient to another, it also becomes subservient to them in social as
well as cultural matters.

Proofs of culture changes in early times are cited from the Mahabharata
and the Manusamhita, and it is shown how, in those times also, economic
domination was the most important operative factor. Tribes, who were
absorbed, were converted into a caste and given monopoly in a particular
occupation within a given area. In this way a productive system was
built up through hereditary monopolistic guilds. As long as this pro-

ductive system endured the caste system remained stable, and when
the productive system broke down, caste was subjected to disruption.

In the Hindu method of acculturation, a policy of laissez faire was
adopted with regard to the religious and social culture of the absorbed
tribes. A machinery was set up for bringing them in line with
Brahmanical morals, but no violence was done to those cultures. A
pauthoistic form of social idealism prevailed in those times.

A comparison has been made between the Russian plan of
acculturation in Turl^estan and Uzbegistan with that of the Brahmins
with regard to the aboriginal tribes in India and certain distim/tions

have been drawn between the two.

With regard to the future, it is said that all attempts at accnilturation

should first begin with ecrinomic rehabilitation of a tribe. When that is

achieved, the rest will follow with ease.

2. Mr. M. N. Basu, Calcutta.

The author’s personal experiem^e with the life oi she Bunas and the
Noluas of Bengal in connection with culture contact may be cited. The
Bunas are a class of people brought by the indigo ]>lanter8 or the big
Zeminders of Bengal to employ in their firms or houses. They are now
shunned by the two principal communities of Bengal, viz. the Hindus
and the Muhammadans. In this paper the author wants to show how
much of the Hindu or Muhammadan influence has entered into their culture
composition. The Noluas of Bengal are a social group living in the four
districts—Jessore, Khulna, Faridpur and Nadia. They are Muhammadans
but they were originally Hindus. The author will show how the Hindu
influence is gradually overpowered by the Muhammadans.
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3. Mb. J. K. Bose, Calcutta.

Acculturation is in progress amongst the primitive tribes who have
settled in Bengal. The Plains Garos of Mymensingh are one of such
instances.

The material culture of the Plains Garos has undergone considerable
modifications due to local influence and to adapt the life in this new
environment. Social regulations have also been modified to a great extent
for different reasons. The physical features have been affected by
admixture with local people. In religious life a curious blending of
some Hindu gods and goddesses with Garo deities has been made.

4. Dr. a. Aiyappan, Madras.

Diffusion by prestige has been the real process in the changes under-
gone by various tribal communities of India. It is doubtful if, at any
time, there has been a conscious artificially organized mechanism for

changing the culture of the tribes. There may have been attempts
made by upper castes to exploit the lower castes and tribes, and these

may have intduded efforts to change certain rites obnoxious according
to Brahminical standards—whether Ancient Hindus ever attempted to

Hinduize Indian tribes in the manner of modern missionaries to Christianize

them—this is a very difficult problem.

5. Pro^. K. P. Chattopadhyay, Calcutta.

The speaker pointed out the operation of the two ways of accultura-

tion

—

{a) the Western European missionary method, and [b) the Eastern
or Hindu method, among Santals. In the Daman-i-Koh, the Santals are
carefully kej)t apart from the Hindus and other Indians. But the Christian

missionaries have bei)n given rent free grants of land to work in this area
for the last seventy years and more. The result is that the Santals have
lost a good deal of the beliefs round which their social life has been built

up. A break up of tlie tribal life is inevitable in such curcumstances
even thougli the economic safeguards are effec^tive. On tlie other hand,
in Mayurbhanj, the Santals are classed as tribal Hindus and are encouraged
to fool themsi^lves one with the other mcmlK^rs of society there. The
result is that the older social traditions have survived but in (jontact with
the higher culture, cruder expressions of belief have been (-becked. As
anthropologists we have to decide which way of ac^culturation is better

and stress it. The first method destroys the older traditions. But new
traditions cannot be built up in a day. The second method turns the

crude, urges into more refined (diamiels, without causing a break in the
traditions. India has a tribal population of twenty millions. Wo cannot
afford to let them be detribalized and left to drift, culturally. We have
to place our views before the public and persuade them to take up this

task.

6. Brij Mohan Lal, Hyderabad-Deccan.

Gonds, Bhils, and Chinchus reside in Hyderabad State. Gonds and
Bhils have come under the influence of higher civilizations in the present
and a study of their culture and customs may throw light and explain
some of the complicated customs of the Hindus. It is harmful to the
tribes if their primary ethical beliefs are broken down, as it is unable to
assimilate a higher ethical standard, haviiig not risen the standard of
civilization. Even the members of the tribe take up the deities of the
absorbing civilization and adopt them to their own, e.g. Virgin Mary
is worshipped by them in the spirit of a devi.
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XIX. CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS OF ANTHROPO-
METRIC MATERIAL.

[Section of Anthropology^ in co-operation with the Indian
Statifitical Conference .

)

PiroF. K. P. Chattopadhyay, Calcutta, presided and opened the
discussion.

In his opening remarks Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyay referred to the
imperative need of usmg the sampling method in anthropological studies.

But he uttered a warning against the danger of bias in the selection of
sampler, illustrating his argument with examples. A working knowledge
of statistical methods, he declared, was essential for anthropologists, for

without it they wore liable to reach conclusions which would be more in

agreement with their personal prejudices than with observed facts. He
concluded by stressing the urgent need for standardization of measure-
ments on the living.

2. Prof. D. D. Kosambi, Poona.

The speaker gave a most interestmg summary of an ingenious appli-

cation of statistical methods for studying the chronology of ancient
Indian coins. He found that the old Indian coinage found at Taxila
and other places showed remarkable homogeneity in weight distribution.

The average weight of coins showed a close linear (correlation with the
number of j)unch-marks on the coins. On certam plausible hypotheses
this provided a method for fixing the chronology of the coins.

3. Mrs. CnAMiiin Bose, Calcutta.

She presented a paper dealing with the correlational analysis of
anthropometric material relating to 13 Bengal castes and tribes originally

published by Sir H. H. Rialey and revised by Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis in

1933. On the whole the material was found to bo of the multivariate
normal type wil h linear correlations.

In the discussion which followed Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis stressed the
importance of the standardization of measurements, and referred to the
brilliant application of the statistical method made by Prof. Kosambi
in studying the chronology of ancient coins.

Prof. Chattopadhyay brought the session to a close with a ft*w remarks
on Mrs. Bose’s paper which he considered to ])e noteworthy.

XX. FOOD PLANNING.

[Sections of Medical and Veterinary Research, Physiology,

Agriculture, Geology, Geography and Geodesy,

and Engineering,)

Mr. P. M. Khareghat, New Delhi, presided.

1. Mr. a. C. Ukil, Calcutta.

Opening remarks.

The following points are worthy of your attention in connection with
food plamiing in India

:
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The net available stock of any agricultural commodity is made up of

tl) production, and (2) import minus export and seed requirements. One
should know whether the net cropped area in different provinces is sufficient

to meet the food requirements of the population and to supply them with
sufficient cash crops to permit the ryot to buy the other necessities of life

with the economic return from their sale. If not, it should be considered

whether a certain proportion of population can be absorbed into the
industries, either part or whole-time, for obtaining the necessary economic
solution of their basic needs.

It is now accepted that a vast majority of the population in many
parts of India are on a subnutritional level, the result of which is reflected

in their poorly developed, toneless and physically inefficient condition, with
chronic ill-health and low resistan(;e to diseases. The minimum cost of

diet for an individual, at prevailing prices, has been estimated by
Dr. Aykroyd at Rs.fl per mensem. This represents the average monthly
income of an Indian, but against this background may bo placed the

following example from Bengal:

—

There is an average of 5 persons per house or unit of family and there

are 2-5 non-working dependants to Overy earner and worker. Each such
family in Bengal has only 3J acres of cultivable land, as against 21 acres

in England. The living expenses of such a family consist of (a) food, (b)

other necessities of life, such as tobacco, light, utensils, fuel, clothing and
repairs to dwelling houses, (c) medical expenses, (d) social functions, and
(e) cattle food and manure. The cost of food at Rs.5 per head per

month for a family comes to Rs.300 per annum. Other necessities of life

based on the figures supplied by the Hon’ble Sir Azizul Huque
(Huque—The Man Behind the Plough, 1930) cost Rs.40 per annum.
Medical expenses have been put down to Rs.24 and social functions

at Rs.6 per annum. To this may be added manure at Rs.l5 and cattle

food at Rs.25 per annum. The total comes to Rs.400 per annum.
Besides these, the ryot has to meet the rent of land, cess, union rates,

labour charges, bullo 'k charges, cost of seeds, ploughs and other imple-

ments, interest on debt and perhaps some repayment of debt. Sir Azizul
puts the amount of fixed liability of a peasant family for the above at

Rs.l25 per amiiim. The above two major items added together make
R8.525 per annum, which represents the fare minimum for a healthy
living, without any provision b^ng made, how'ever, for education, recrea-

tion, and some measure of economic security. Against this, tlie present

annual income of a peasant family is Rs.180 to Rs.25(). This moans
that tlie Bengal peasant iioodB to raise his income three times if ho has
to load a healthy life according to minimum standards. What holds
good in the case of Bengal is probably also true for the greater part of

this subcontinent. An adequate food production for such a population
must need careful consideration from scientific workers and administrators
alike.

It has been stated that the production of t^oreals iii India has fallen

short of the increase in population. Between 19U0 and 1934, the area

\mder food crops has increased by 9%, whereas the population has increased

by 21%. Although the production of cash crops seems to have proceeded
pari passu with the growth of population, the small economic return
from it has not been able to meet the basic needs of tho ryot regarding
food, clothing, fuel, housing, social needs, farm ecjuipment and payment
of debt.

In spite of India’s being a predominantly rice growing country,
every year she has to import 12-14,00,000 tons of rice.

The proportion of sown to total area of land in different provinces
varies between 16% in Sind to 68% in Delhi, the average being 34*2%.
22-40% of land represents cultivable waste other than fallow. The
population per 100 acres of sown area varies between 60-297, according
to the density of population. 81% of the land is employed in the pro-
duction of food grains (76*3%), sugar (1-7%), condiments and spices
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(0*5%), fruits and vegetables (1*8%) and miscellaneous food crops (0*7%),
and 19% of it is employed in the production of i*on-food or cash crops,
including fodder crops (4%). Agriculture cannot support more than
250 persons to the square mile, whereas in some provinces, e.g., Bengal,
the average density of population is 650 per sq. mile. Oar first duty,
therefore, to reclaim, with the aid of drainage, irrigation and enrichment
of soil the large amount of cultivable waste land in the comitry.

It is veil known that India grows less food crops per acre than most
counti^ies which have applied science to the seivice o'' man and animals.
For example, Java and Siam grow 1 J tirhes and Korea and Japan 3 times
the quantity of rice from the same area of land as in India; as regards
wheat, infonnatioji reveals a similar position. In India only 0% of the
area under total crops is at present under new and improv^ed (Tops. The
soil in most parts of India has now reached a stationary state of fertility

at a low yield level as a result of ciiltivatioi^ over many centuries, without
adequate retention of organic matter nnd pliosphates and due to the lack
of proper soil management in several important directions.

The causes of agricultural deterioration are usually absence of
adequate irrigation facdlities, silting up of rivers and irrigation tanks,
bad drainage of waterlogged areas, floods and denudation of forests.

The proportion of irrigated to total sown area varies between 7% in
Bengal to 56% in the Tniijab, the average for India being 13%.

It is generally known that there is food shortage in India not only
quantitatively but also qualitatively. There is serious shortage of
‘protective’ foods in the (iietary of the Indian, e.g., milk—the daily
per capita consumption in India is only 7 oz., as compared to 39 oz.
in Great Britain and 45 Oz. in Australia. In Bengal, it is only 3 oz. per
capita and on tiie top of it Ils.60 lakhs worth of milk products are
annually imported into the province from foreign countries. Even
where very useBil research has been made in India and other countries
with regard to the improvement in the quality and quantity of crops,

its application has generally lagged behind in India.

India has gradually become, during the post-war period, a food
importing country and her internal food supply has fallen short of her
requirements. Each family in Bengal has only 3| acres of cultivable land,
as against 21 acri.,g in England.

The gradual expansion of cultivated area and the almost complete
conversion of pastures int(j tilled lands in many parts of India have resulted
in tho impoverishment of cattle. In Bengal, for example, there are
30-69 animals to the acre of grazing land, whereas it is estimated that

^ acre is needed per animal. Dr. K. C. Son stated yesterday that there
was 45% food shortage among cattle in India. The number of cattle per
100 acres sown in Bengal is 108, as against 67 for the whole ol India, 15
of China, 25 of Egypt and 6 of Japan.

It is not possible to’ develop grazing arf^ta without ^ ombining the
dairy industry with farming arni without (Jiminating us(,il(38s breeds of
cattle and introducing better breeds in8tea<.L

A crop planning conference was lield, under tbi' ^uispices of the
Imperial Council of Agricultural Research in 1934, biO. 0 failed to indicate

how to corre( t the lag. A j
udicious crop planning i t u (jlu^s the introduction

of improved and purer varieties of crop seeds and <>l' improved methods of
cultivation with the aid of more efficient implements and proper manuring;
the application of a suitable cropping scheme by judicious distribution ol‘

grain, fodder, money crops and a soil-recuperating crop on the available

soil, a better control of pests and diseases to avoid the loss in yield caused
by them; demonstration and education of farmers with regard to the
equitable planning of food and money crops and to horticulture and
backyard farming; the encouraging of a larger cultivation of those crops
which are likely to make up for the deficiency in the national diet, e.g,

pulses, soya beans (milk, cheese and cakes prepared from them for both

7
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man and cattle), ground nuts, wheat, etc., if necessary by offering con-

cessions to the ryot in the form of remission of revenue assessment
; and,

finally, the introduction of suitable marketing and distributing machinery
by means of co-operative seed stores, storage and selling organization.

It is the duty of the State to initiate and organize these improvements.
Drainage and irrigation are vital factors in land reclamation and utilization,

which must be looked after by the State.

Nutrition surveys have been and are now being carried out in various

parts of India. A lot of facts is known to us by now but it is a matter
of great regret that these survey-e do not often step out of theoretical and
academic into practical and applicable domains.

Sir John Russel in his Report on Crop Planning (1937, pp. 16-22) has
said that ‘the well-balanced diet does not reqniie more but less cereals

than at present, but it includes more of everything else, especially of
vegetables, f ruits, and milk, and one great need for the food supply is to

increase the production of these thrcK? essentials, therefore, to increase the
yield of the staple crops so as to liberate land for the cultivation of these

supplementary foods. No improvement in “ quality ” of the cereals or

pulses will convert the ill-balanced into a well-balanced diet. I am strongly

of opinion that in dealing vdth food crops intended for home consumption
the agriculturist should aim at securing the largest and healthiest crops
possible, but that he need not concern himself with trjdng to change their

consumption. The ammmt of alteration possible is too small to justify

the expenditure of time and resources that can better bo sptint in other
ways’. With a view to secure a co-ordination between nutritional research

work and agricultural research, a Nutrition Liaison Ofiicer was appointed
some years ago, which step pleased Sir John Russell very much, but alas !

before this officer coiild make any headway, the post has been abolished.

This is one of the ways in which our relations between theoretical and
applied science are maintained in India.

It has 1)een shown above and elsewhere (Food Planning in Bengal,
Report of the Food and Nutrition Exposition, Calcutta, 1939, pp. 42-50)
that the peasant has to raise his income three times his present income
level in ordcT to enable him to obtain the minimum requirements of a
healthy life. The j)roblem is how is he to raise his food and to obtain his

resources for the other necessities of life ? Any scheme of food plamiing,
therefore, must not only take into consideration questions of improving
the quality and quantity of crops, i.e., improvement of agricultural methods
and croj> plaiuung (here lies the field for co-ordination between Agriculture
Department and Nutrition Workers), the iinj)rovement and availability

of the soil (here lies the field for co-ordination between Drainnge,
Irrigation, Communications and Agriculture Departments) and tlie

improvement of cattle and dairy produce but also the associated but
complex problems of industrialization (large-scale and cottage) and
population control by emigration and birth control in tnder to relieve the
pressure of the increasing population on the soil. The de\'elopmont of
industries subsidiary to agriculture, as has been done in Japan where the
silk industry has become an important subsidiary occupation of agriculture

and accounts for 20% of the income of the agricultural classes, may be
attempted hero. The exploitation of man power during non-working
agricultural seasons (approximately 4 months in the year) in subsidiary
occupations might offer some solution. Asso(;iated with this also is the
problem of improving the positive health of the people and of increasing
their physical fitness and working capacity.

Adulteration is an important matter. Legislation regarding adultera-
tion and grading of food products (e.g. milling of fiereals) may be necessary.

It will be seen from what has been said that a plamied programme of
the development of food production and conservation is to be followed
in every province, if we wish to protect the population from further
deterioration. The activities of the various departments of the
Government—Agriculture, Irrigation, Veterinary, Co-operative, Industries

7B
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and Education—have to be pooled and co-ordinated and thus brought
to the ryot’s rescue. In most provincial Govenjnents in India such
co-ordination is not easily secured, with the result that our efforts become
disjointed and slow and they do not form part of a plaimed programme.
It is needless to say that such a national effort to save the semi-starved
population requires a national plamiin^ by the State and the people.

Tlie speaker suggested that a Food Planning Committee should be
establitbec^ in every province in co-ordination with the Agriculture,

Irrigatior, Veterinary, Co-operative, IndustrieK and Education depart-
ments, to study the food position in its rtispective areas, to find out where
the lag was and to take suitable steps to remove the lag wherever it was
detected. The Provin ' lal J^anitary Board in Bengal has already Jed the
way by appointing a Nutrition Committee, which is trying to study the
problem in all its bearings and I hope that the much-netided co-ordination

emphasizt^d by mo will be s'^on forthcoming.

2. Dr. W. B. Aykroyd, Coonoor.

The idea that scientific knowledge of foofl requirements should be
taken into consideration in planning agricultural jiolicy had been gaining

ground within recent years. In England the war timo food policy, in

respect of both imports and home production, liad been influenced by
modern ideas of what constitutes a satisfactory or adequate diet. If

this aspect of food pianning was to be developed, it was necessary to

have reliable data about the dietary habits of the population concerned

and how these ^'ould be improved. A great deal of data of this nature

had already boon collected in India. AVithin the last 6 years some 70

or more detailed diet surveys had been carried out in various parts of

India, v/hich showed veiy clearly the defoi^ts of typical Indian diets. First,

thert> could be no doulk that a high percentage of the population was
under-fod. ‘Enough food’ took precedence over ‘the right kind of food’,

and it followed that to produce more food must be the priniary aim of

agricultural policy. Secondly, most Indian diets could ik) improved by
the inclusion of such foods as milk, pulses, vegetables (particularly green

leafy vegetables), fruits and fish in greater quantities. A striking increase

in the production of milk products was at present difficult for a number
of reasons. But sumetliing could be done with regard to pulses and this

question was at present receiving the atlentu)n of the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Besearch. Vegetable growing could be stimulated in various

ways. More attention should be given to this questiem by agricultural

research departments. The <Hlucation of the yKJople about tlie value of

green U^afy vegetables was highly important. Again, the sea-lishing

industry remained in an undeveloped state and a potential source

valuable food was largely untapped. In this connection, tke lecent

dev(*b)pment of centres for. the production of shark liver oil as a snbstitufo

of cod liver oil was of (considerable interest and unportonce. Tins was in

a sense food planning, based on tlw^ findings nutrition n'seancli.

The nutrition worker put Ibiward his views about i direction in

which food production should develop in order to impre the diet of the

people. It was then the task of agricultural research w .n kers and depart-

ments to study the means of putting these rocommendations into effect.

Conversely, it might be shown that agricultural research on which a great

deal of time and money was being spent was not likely to raise standards of

nutrition. Closer contact between agricultural and nutrition research

would benefit both and encourage the use of the scientific method in the

attack of many formidable problems.

3. Mr. K. Mitra, Patna.

(1) Before any planning of food for masses in India be taken up it

is desirable that an assessment of actual yield of the agricultural produce
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in the country be made. Usually the data about the produce of milk,
meat, fish, poultry and vegetables, in other words, the essential food factors
are not available.

(2) Increment of the food resources of the country should be
accompanied by efficient marketing organization so that the foodstuff
may be placed within the reach of the poorer consumers at a reasonable
cost all over the country.

(3) Dr. Aykroyd has very rightly pointed out that any reasonable
increase in milk production is not possible in this country under the
existing circumstances. Though the majority of the people are
vegetarians, still a very large amount of population have no aversion to
meat or fish provided their economic status allows the inclusion of this
item in their food. The fisheries should bo tapped more efficiently and the
question should not be shelved on the groimds of vegetarianism alone.

(4) A rice-eater's diet can be balanced to a very great extent by
inclusion of leafy vegetables. Those leafy vegetables can bo grown in the
back-yard of every family unit at a very little or insignificant cost. This
item is likely to improve the intake of calciimi, vitamin A and vitamin C.

(5) The speaker has often been asked as to how one could make
digestible the comparatively indigestible millets like ragi, jawar and flowers

of Mahua (Bassia latifolia) which are not considered fit for consumption
by certain sections of people. At Coimbatore, malting of the inferior

millets was being (tarried out. This knowledge should be made available to

the people at largo.

(6) The speaker would endorse the valuable suggestion made by
Dr. Ukil as regards the improvement of agriculture by extension of the
irrigation facilities. In India still large tracts of land are lying com-
paratively fallow or at best only one crop is being raised for paucity of
water. This side of the question demands serious attention by those who
contemplate increased food production for the population.

4. Mb. J. N. Maitba, Calcutta.

Spoke on the necessity of food production and food preservation, in

addition to the control of food export by legislation, if required. He
thought that by suitable education of the masses in schools and outside

institutions a good deal of the wastage of valuable elements in food could
be minimized.

5. Db. K. V. Gibi, Vizagapatam.

Stated that experiments carried out at the Coonoor Laboratories have
shown that the Indian gooseberry {Amla) is a rich source of vitamin C,

so much so that one or two grammes of the powder or a single fruit could

supply the normal requirements of an adult individual. Ho thought that

its cheapness and easy availability offered an easy method of supplying
vitamin C to our population.

6. Mb. a. K. Banebjee, Calcutta.

Nature’s supply of food for men as well as animals is not inadequate.
Moreover nature is always trying to maintain a balance between demand
and supply. It is man’s own uneconomic and thoughtless way of using

the resources of nature that has caused him, as well as his animals, so

much distress and difficulty. This can be illustrated by taking one item
of diet—namely, fish, which occupies not only an important but a necessary

item in the menu of the rice eating population of Bengal. Bengal is a
land of rivers and possesses the large area of water surface in comparison
with other provinces. Fish can be obtained in large quantities during
certain seasons at almost any place near the principal rivers. But in Bengal
there is a great clamour for want of fish and what is this due to ? This is
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due mainly to (i) intensive fishing in small areas, (ii) uediig nets which
have very small mesh and thereby trapping the small fry, (iii) lack of
knowledge as fco the netting of millions of carp eggs which flow down to
tho saline water ii. the estuaries and die. The second point hi support of
iny argument is that the vast area of the Sundarbans, possessing a vast
network of water channels, rivers and canals, is a mine of fisli Which has a
very great potential market as well as food value. But for want of proper
organization amongst the fishermen, for want of facilities of transport and
communication, this nature’s valuable wg)alth of fish is not being utilized
at all. At the modest (computation, tho city of Cak'utta needs about ten
to twelve lacs of fish dnually whereas the citizens get a supply of about
two lacs only. Again, a considerablo quantity of supply is wasted due to
putrefaction. By way of remedy I may suggest a few points to the
membeis of the food planning symposimn for their kind consideration:

(1) attention of the Department of Industries and Agriculture to be
drawn in respect of fish culture and fish preservation, as well as netting of
fish. The work so far doruc by the department leaves ample rodirn for

'mproveinont. (ii) The Univei sities of Calcutta and Dacca are to be
requested to set up a body of research workers from amongst men in tlie

departments of zoology, geography and medicine ^vho would carry out
research work in the form of held work, study tluc distribution of fishecs,

in tho form of laboratory work, to find out the possibilities of artificial

hatchery and to study of market conditions, (iii) Preservation and
storage of fish is another very important item. Noiu^ of tho markets of
Calcutta possesses any refrigerating plant. Billingsgate market in

England, which sells 400 tons of fish daily on week days has a very good
arrangement for cold storage, boiling and other means of preservation.

Hence, if we can stop the wastage, I think wo can add more biological

protein to the food of the masses.

7. Mn. K. Ramiah, Indore.

The question ol educating the people with regard to healthy foods
and food habits has been stressed by some of tho j)revious speakers. He
was, however, doubtful of the effect of education. He quoted the instance
in Madras where some years ago a (^o‘Operative society was started to

produce and sell to its members hand pounded rice but so far as ho knows,
it did not make any headway even with educated people. He did not see

any reason why legislation should not bo thought of to prevent people
obtaining less nutritious food, for instance, the production of mill polisljed

rice could be prevented by legislation. When legislation has been found
useful and appreciated in the social matters, for exarny)lo Sarda Act, thejro

was probably greater need for legislation with regard t-o foods.

As regards crop planning he stated that n one had oiiy doubts
about its necessity or usefulness. What the absence of such f>Janning

has brought about- in our own coimtry witli regard to Hijgarcane was
known to everyone but tho problem was lK\set with coiiRidcrable amount
of practical difficulties. A certain amcMuit of suc(‘essf ul plaiuiing has
been done with regard to some of our plantation crops, siich as coffei^ and
tea. Due to variations in climatic conditions red tiatural facilities

available in different tracts of the coimtry, the juoduci ive capacity also

varied. Was it possible to say that only such tract s that had the facilities

and suitable conditions to produce the maxinmm outturn per acre of

any particular commodity should bo allowed to produce it and others

whore much facilities are lacking should be prevented from loroducing it?

Such a proposition immediately brings up the question of the economics
of crop plamiing in particular tracts and interpr<jvincial and interstate

controversies. Tin re is unfortunately mi increasing tendency for self-

sufficiency in provinces and States. Even if such a planning were possible

for the country as a whole steps might be necessary to prevent other
countries which have facilities to produce a particular commodity in
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greater abundance and sometimes even at a cheaper rate from dumping
the commodity in the country and upset the arrangements.

8. Kao Bahadub B. Viswanath, New Delhi.

The speaker thought that there was just enough protein for two-

thirds of the population of India and that it required 5-6 acres of land per

family in order to obtain the necessary quantity of biological protein.

He agreed that while more land should bo made available for increased

food supply, more production, particularly of the protein foods, from the

available area of land was greater necessity. He therefore appealed for

more food production first and then of protective foods. In this task he

thought that the nutrition workers should inform the agricultural workers

of the requirements of the population and then the latter would devise

ways and means for ensurijig the required production. Ho thouglit that

this co-operation was very much needed in India to-day.
•

9. Dr. V. K. Badami, Cuttack.

Thought that the same story of shortage of food and excessiv'o

population in relation to the available land prevailed everywhere in the

rural areas. The problem was how to put the scientific principles into

practice and he thought that in this task the State and scientists should

put their shoulders together.

10. Mr. K. J. Devadanam, Baroda.

Drew attention to the successful work in this direction l)eing done
by the students in educating the villagers, which, he hoped, might be
emulated elsewhere.

The i)i'osident, Mr. P, M. Khareghat, in winding up the discussion,

pointed out that the subject of Food Planning could be considered under
two aspects: (1) the food that should I)e consumed, and (2) the supply
of such food; the latter touched on the subject of crop plamiing.

So far as the suitability of the food consumed was concerned, the
nutrition workers had giv^en us a fair idea of what was required to maintain
the people in health. The practical difficulties were in connection with
(i) the poverty of the people, (ii) changing over from a diet to which the
people were accustomed, and (iii) the availability of the type of food
required.

The suggestion had been made that the existing food should be
improved by putting into it the required additional nutritive elements by
judicious breeding, proper manuring, etc. This was, however, very
difficult in practice and he agreed with Dr. Aykroyd that we should for

the present direct our main attention to the supplemefiting of the existing
diets. This meant that suitable additional crops, such as pidses, should
be grown. This again brought in difficulties connected with soil, climate,
etc., and there was also the question of the availability of more land.
The solution lay in making the existing land produce more per acre, so
that the same quantity could bo produced from a smaller area and then
to utilize the area thus made available for the production of additional
crops or fodder required. If this was to be done effectively and intelli-

gently it meant crop plomiing.
As regards the planning of crop production he thought that there

were serious difficulties, but there was no reason why an Advisory Body
or Organization could not be set up to survey the whole position regarding
food production and supply in the provinces and States and to consider
the question in its various aspects as regards the available land, the
nature and quantity of crops, additional or otherwise, which could be
produced from it, the education of the ryot in the improved methods of
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food production and prei^jorvation, etc. His own impression was that the
ry ot would listen to the scientist if the latter could gu€irantc>0 him against
loss. He thought food preservatioii to be an important means of
conserving food resources in an area, e.g., mango could be thus preserved
and used whoTi the fruit became scarce. He did not agree with those
who thougub that the production of more milk for the population was not
a practicable proposition at present in India, as had betiii proved in

Rajputana. The difficulty lay in odueating the people to drink more
milk.

Ho thought that tlio Advisory Bod^ suggested above might helji the
Local Authorities to solve their difficulties by offering suitable advdce
in planning in their icspective areas. These efforts might have to l)e

supplemented by legislation, where persuasion foiled. Ho endorsed the
suggestM)n that there should be greater co-ordination between the agricul-

tural authorities on the one hand and the liutrition and public health
authorities on the other. He mentioned that a good deal of that co-ordina-
tion already existed, as the Public Health Commissioner was on the
Advisory hoard of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research, while
the Agricultural Commissioner was a member of tho Nutrition Advisory
Committee, Indian Research Fund Association.

XXI. REASONS FOR THE LAG IN INDIA OF UTILIZA-
TION OF MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE BY THE
INDIVIDUAL AND INITIAL STEPS TOWARDS
SOLVING THE PROBLEM.

{Section of Medical and Veterinary Research, and the Sub-

Committee on ‘Science and its Social Relations ’.)

Prof. D. D. Kanga, Madras, presided.

1. Mr. a. C. Ukil, Calcutta, opened tho discussion.

The speaker pointed out how the industrial revolution in the West
opened up new vistas of pos.sibiIitios for their application to the mental,
moral and physical well-being of man and how persistent Stat-e aijtion,

aided by concurrent econonic, social and political progres.s, proceeded
side by side to develop tho enviroiimontal and medical serviceK in these
countries. The evolution of public health, as js understood in modern
times, may be divided into throe distinct phases (i) the period of
empirical environmental sanitation, between 1840-1890. (ii) the period
of scientific control of communicable diseases by the application of the
microbial causation of diseases, betwe>eii 1890-1910. ciui (iii) the period
of sociological medicine, during the last thirty yijnrs.

The successive scientific advances enabled a fuller apprehension of
positive health, heralded the emergence of seeiol(>gi(ial medicine and
profomidly affected tho action and purpose <)f statecraft. Political and
economic advance was followed by legislation and State action on the
improvement of working conditions and occupational hygiene, school
health including the provision of school meals and preventive treatment
of defects, the prevention of maternal and infant mortality, health, im-
employment and invalidity insurance, irnmimization against disease, the
provision of better and safer food, and the prevention and care of mental
deficiency, tuberculosis, venereal diseases and cancer. Subsidized housing
and town-planning schemes made it possible for the eradication of slums.
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the construction of sanitary dwellings, the provision of cheap-rental
houses and the abatement of overcrowding, resulting in a great improve-
ment in sanitation and cleanliness. The result of studies through these
stages has led to the development of Medicine fundamentally as a Social

Science, wherein is applied practically every basic science directed towards
a comprehensive programme of community service, including the main-
tenance of health and prevention of disease. The cure of disease in such
a programme becomes less voluminous in proportion to the rate of progress
in the utilization of scientific topis for human welfare. It was pointed
out that the failure to establisli scientific methodology in determining
tools for community welfare was one of the chief factors for the present
social lag throughout the world.

The speaker emphasized the importance of applying the following
essential principles for ensuring a sound public health administration:

—

(1) The different health functions for the whole community should
be undertaken by a single governing body with necessary co-ordination
between inter-related departments, aiming at ‘Centralized direction

and decentralized activity’. There must be provision for efficient tech-

nical supervision and periodic appraisal of the efficiency of the organiza-
tion.

(2) Successful administrative procedure should be used on scientific

investigation and demonstration of organizational methodology in the
measures whereby knowledge can be applied in. practice to groups of
population. Arrangements should exist for the proper training of the
necessary personnel in applying such methodology.

(3) Successful administrative procedure must be based upon soimd
financial considerations and practicable economic budgeting suited to the
area and the population.

(4) Successful community utilization of knowledge for public health
reform and medical protection requires a certain level of politico-economic
progress and education, for the health of the people is achieved through
the people being themselves possessed of adequate education in, and
practice of, health knowledge.

(5) Owing to the mutual inter-dependence of the inter-related spheres
of social services, the requisite co-operation between them should be
fully secured.

(6) In order to ensure better working and to avoid mistakes in local

effort, the whole design of a public health planning must be before the
mind from the very beginning. Any scheme, however small and localized,

can confer benefit, if it is designed in relation to the scheme as a whole.
Any public health planning which is not based on sound scientific and
proven principles is bound to fail.

It was showm that India stood, at the present moment, from the
public health point of view, where Great Britain stood 100 years ago,
U.S.A. stood 75 years ago and where Russia stood before the Revolution
(20 years ago).

In tracing the trend of public health progress in British India, the
speaker pointed out that while persistent endeavours were made in

countries like England to apply the knowledge gained from scientific

discoveries in developing the environmental and medical services, they
were relegated to the background in India owing to the absence of any
national health policy, the violation of the essential principles of smmd
public health administration, the backwardness and lack of methodology
in education, defects in the training and supply of technical personnel,
inadeqTiate scientific investigation of scientific problems, lack of supply
of drugs and scientific appliances, lack of institutional planning, lack of
co-ordination between the inter-related departments of social welfare
and various financial handicaps to progress, such as the low economic
level of the population, inadequate allocation of revenue to social welfare
servuces and the maintenance of a top-heavy organization. On comparing
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the revenue allotments for State expenditure in England and India, it

is at once apparent i-hat in India the social welfare servic es, iike education,
medical and health protection and agriculture and vc^terinary work, are
starved at the cost of the allocation on defence, police and jails, c'tc. In
support, the following figures wore quoted

:

Expenditure per cent of total revemie under the

foliowin <1 heads.

Defeuee.
1 1

1

Ipolice.
Edu-

cation.

Tvledical

and
Public
Healtli.

Agriculture
and

Veterinary.

England, Wales
and Scotland. .

British India
(Central and

27-3%

j

4-0% 0-1%, 18-2% 00.70
' /f) 1-4%

Provincial) . . :i4*o% 80% 1 *3^0 8-4% 3*4«o 1-7%

Tlie backwardness of Indie in health matters does not seem to be
due so much to economic causes, igriorance or lack of met iical facilities

as to the lack of an efficient jnibjic healtli and medical organization
based upon the most ofTective and economic* methods of applying the
results of scientific knowledge to the requirements f)f large units of popu-
lation. The backwardness is also duo to the lack of scu'entific outlook
and an inadeque-te investigation by the administrative authorities in

developing suitable methods of organization and the lack of a policy to

include both rural and urban population in a cognate whole. In the
maintenance ( f health, the State must provide for a social machinery
to assure living standards adequate for the purpose. The problem in

India to-day is how to remedy the lag between scientific progress and its

application to the benefit of the individual and the community, how to

adapt our medical education to the needs of the changing socio-economic
and political em^ironment and how to train the necessary technical per-

sonnel for carrying out the national health programme and to sujiervise

its various units. Medical education needs a thorough reorganization
adapted to the new requirements. Social science should be given an
adequate imj)ortance in the curriculum. The Universities have hardly
taken any initiative in organizing medical and veterinary research which
is also shabbily treated and badly organized by the State. Researches
have been carried out on many diseases in India but very fow of them have
been undertaken to solve specific health problems and, even when the
results of such investigations have been made known, there has !)cen little

attempt to apply them into practice. It is of the utmost importance,
therefore, that this country should try to make up the seic’ditific lag and
make a general survey of the state of public liealtli mid of its health
equipment, evolve a methodology of approacli by rying out sample
experiments in different areas, to understand the ( iproeal co-ordination

between the inter-related departments and its financial implications

and, based on such findings, construct a coherent phm for a medico-social

policy, fixing, year by year, the stage to bf reached and securing tlu'

financial resources, in cash and/or kind, an<[ trairLed personnel required

for the purpose.
He then discussed the essentials for the planning of public health

in the federal sphere and in provinces, with special reference to Bengal.

The ‘ First Steps ’ in a province, will be for the department of Rural
Reconstruction, which should be a co-ordinating department, in every
province to set up 9 Planning Committee, with sub-committees on Social

Welfare and other technical fields of rural reconstruction. The ‘terms
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of reference’ should be to define clearly the objective, to advise on the

best way of developing and demonstrating the methodology of work
proposed, to determine the method of training of the required persomiel

and of proper supervision, control and maintenance of their level of

efficiency, and to suggest the best means to secure the co-operation and
co-ordination of the inter-related departments.

If the suggestions put forward are looked at from a constructive

view-point, tlie Rural Reconstruction departments in the various provinces

will bo expected to move in the matter and to determine what steps are

practicable in applying the vari6u8 principles for efficient and adequate
medical protection in their own territories.

The training of personnel and the financial implications of such a

scheme within the budgetary capacity of the provinces were indicated

as follows:

Any scheme in wdiich the overhead charges exceed 30% of the total

earmarked budget is financially unsound. Hence, the salaries of the

services should be adjusted according to the income per head and taxable

capacity of the people.

The close participation of the Rural Reconstruction Department,
which aims at co-ordinated uplift of the population by all the branches
of the administration, will not only speed up the public health progress

but will save a considerable expenditure for social-mm-public health

adv’^ance. Any planning in public health is closely related to the general

national plaimirig.

It is understood that the construction of the quarters for the health

personnel and. of the hospitals and clinics will be undertaken by the

local population. It will serve the purposes of national planning, if cheap

materials which may last for, say, 20 years or so are utilized in the con-

struction of houses and institutions. Russia was compelled to adopt
this for economic reasons in the initial stages of planning. If the methods
of national planning succeed, it may be possible to replace the temporary
structiires by more permanent materials at a later stage. It is also

understood that the local population will voluntarily and actively parti-

cipate in improving personal hygiene and environmental sanitation.

The idea is that both curative and preventive services should form
a co-ordinated whole, ensuring every rural family a minimum of attention,

especially in cases of confinement, infec'ilous disease or accident and in

those requiring urgent medical aid. The aim shoidd be to prepare a
stage-wise and co-ordinated programme ‘ covering at one and the same
time both central and local administrations, both environment of the
family and the individual, both preventive and curative action’.

The provincial organization, under the three heads of administration,

urban and rural service and training of personnel in experimental and
community field training centres, has been proposed to be placed imder
a Ministry of Social Affairs with a Director of Public Health or Social

Affairs directly under him, which will secure intimate co-operation and
co-ordination, through the Department of Rural Reconstruction, with the

Department of Education, Department of Agiicullure, Co-operation and
Animal Husbandry, Department of Industries and Department of Com-
munications and Irrigation. As curative medicine occupies a small portion

of modern preventive medicine, the posts of the Surgeons or Inspector-

Generals and of District Civil Surgeons have been proposed to be
abolished. The direction, control and supervision will extend from the
provincial headquarters to the peripheral units, comprising of two Union
Boards and a population of 20,000.

The peripheral units will have a clinic and dispensary with 5 beds
and are expected to deal ordinarily with the correction of minor defects

aixl ailments, along with activities in connection with physiological
health. 4—5 peripheral or primary centres will constitute the next
higher or Thana Centre, which will have a hospital of 50 beds. This
will be linked up to the next higher unit or Sub -divisional Centre with a
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100-bed hospital and Field Training Centre for junior personnel. The
sub-divisional centres, in their turn, will be connected with the more
highly developed District Centre, with a 250-bed hospital, experimental
training field for the next higher type of personnel and an attached
medical school. The district health administration constitutes a link
between the provincial and local administrations. The Provincial head-
quart >rs will provide for the training of the superior nersonnel and
8peciali7ed services and will organize research activities for solving
public health problems offered by the district and subsidiary units.

The recurring annual expenditure of a peripheral or Primary Centre
will be 118.3,000 per cnnum, that for a Thaiia Unit Ks. 10,000 per annum,
that for a Sub-divisional Unit R8.50,000 per annum, and that for a
Distric": Centre Rs. 1,000,000 per annum. This gives us an expenditure
of about R8.2 crores for ihe rural piibl’c health organization in all the
districts in Bengal. To this should be added the cost of central or basal
supervision and training centres—Rs. 100,000 per annum. Rs.2() lakhs
per annum will be needed for 4 Medical Colleges in the four Di\'i8ions of
the Province for training the medical and jnibiie health personnel.
Besides these, a certain amount of capital expenditure (about R8.5 lakhs)
will be needed for ecpiipping the institutions with instruments, appliances
and drugs. The development of the Social Assistance machinery is an
urgent necessity iji the furtherance of public health. The expenditure
on this head cannot bo visualized at this moment.

i..et us see how the expense can be met. The urban population in
Bengal is only l/16th of the rural fwpulatiou. Yet the per capita expen-
diture on ciuative and preventive services in muni(;ipal areas is Rs.2-1-9,
in comparison with only 4 annas and 4 pies in rural area. In order to
divert more money to rural areas, the Government (contribution to
mrmicipal areas will have to be starved for some years. Excluding
municipal area^, the Government contributions at present (1940-41)
Rs.87, 83,000, the District Boards Rs.35,38,000 and the Union Boards
Rs. 14,21,403 or a total of Rs.l,37,42,403 to prt'iventivo and curative
services. Thus there is a deficit of a like amount in financing the suggested
scheme. This can bo made available from various sources. One of them
is more Government allocation to social welfare services. Out of a total
per capita exptuditure of R8.2-7-5 in Bengal, Police expenditure absorbs
8 annas and General Administration and Administration of Justice together
absorb 8 annas 6 pies per capita or a total of more than a rupee per head,
while only 4 annas 0 pies per capita is given for education and 3 annas per
(;apita for preventive an<l curative health services. Compare this with
the per capita expenditure of R8.35-9-0 for education and Rs.(>-9-0 for
medical relief and public health in England and Wales. The other inter-
related social services in provincial budgets are similarly starved at the
expense of a t(^p-heavy and maladjusted admirustrat ivo machinery.

The scheme, the speaker thought, could bo made practif'able if the
cost now being paid by the Government, District Boards and Union
Boards was doubled. The present per capita expendirure from these
sources is 2 annas 9 pies, 1 anna 1 pie and 6 pies resru' tivoly or a total
of 4 annas 4 pies. By doubling the figures, the re.-j c live contributions
will be 5 aiinas 6 pies, 2 annas 2 pies and 1 annu or a total of 8 annas
8 pies. The municipal expenditure is left out a- .-ount. This is the
minimum from where a start can bo made. Bmvided the willing co-
operation of the population is secured, (mougli contributions in kind will
be available for the expansion of the scheme.

The initial steps in planning can be undertaken in Bengal if the cost
on public health and medical protection now being paid by the Govern-
ment, District Boards and Union Boards are doubled, i.e., at a per capita
expenditure of 5 annas 6 pies, 2 annas 2 pies and 1 anna respectively
or a total of 8 aiuias 8 pies per head of the population, provided proper
co-ordination and co-operation are secured with the inter-related depart-
ments of Education, Agriculture, C(3 -operation and Animal Husbandry,
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Communications and Irrigation, Industries and Rural Reconstruction.

In such a scheme, the overhead charges on establishment should not exceed

30% of the total earmarked budget, as it will be a financially unsound
policy to do so.

The provincial Governments should set up, as a first step, a Planning
Committee, the terms of reference being to define clearly the objective,

to advise on the best way to develop and demonstrate the methodology
of work proposed, to determine how best to apply the same in the wide
fields around, to determine the method of training the required personnel
and of proper supervision, control and maintenance of their level of
efficiency and to suggest the best means to secure the co-operation and
co-ordination of the inter related departments.

2.

T.t.-Gol. a. C. Chatterjee, Calcutta.

Treasons for the lag.

1 . Abandonment of social and religious injunctions

—

Old social and religious injunctions, many of which were hygienic
in nature, have been given up but the new scientific; principles have not
been taken up.

2. Changes in social order—

-

Changes in society, both communal and racial, have occurred which
have complicated the problem and raised now issues.

3. Lack of directions

—

No one has pointed out the essential necessity of the individual as
well as society of adapting itself to the (hanging conditions, and how
such adaptation may be done.

4. Lack of Health Education

—

No systematic and proper health education is given—particularly in
schools. Neither Environmental Hygiene nor Personal Hygiene impressed
or implemented—particularly Personal Hygiene which is the real basis
of all improvement of health.

5. Absence of a National Health Policy

—

There has been up till now no national health policy. It is partly
due to lack of sufficient reliable data and consequently lack of knowledge
regarding comprehensive methods that may bo adopted. People also
were too apathetic, partly due to continued effect of disease, lack of propc'r
nutrition, economic backwardness, and partly due to complacency in
the name of religion and fatalistic outlook (stereotyped organization), semi-
starvation. There was no State drive to wean" the people out of this
morass of degeneration.

6. Changes in jlolitical administration

—

Political imsottlemont is an important factor in impeding progress
in this line and, as a result, there has been no comprehensive research and
demonstration. There was no definite and sustained policy of the centre
to meet the requirements of the country. Too much attention was being
given to politics.

7. Lack of co-ordination of work

—

As a corollary to the absence of a definite and sustained policy, lack
of co-ordination of work was inevitable.

8.

^

Lack of co-operation between Departments whose activities have
a bearing on public health, such as between Public Health, Education,
Agriculture and Communications.
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Initial Steps of Solution.

1. A clear conceptioii of the present-day socio-economic condition
of the country is necessary, which is variable to a certain extent from
province to province.

2. A comprehensive National Realth Policy to be cmunciated from
the Centre—Formation of a Ministry of Social Welfare which would
combine Curative and Preventive medicine in all its aspects, improvement
of physical fitness, social activities such as houring, provision of nutrition
to school children and needy pregnant and nursing mothers. Health and
Unemployment Insurance on a contributory basis, old age pensions,
organized State help and charity, establishment of Workhouses and
Industrial Homes for the indigent, training of Public Health (which
inelude3 Medical) workers and of personnel of the auxiliary services.

Central Advisory Board of Health.

3. Provinces to implement the policy with such adaptations as
required to meet local needs. Present Public Health (which includes
Medical) organization for such implementation is wholly insufriciont

and requires complete and comprehoiisivo reorganization.

4. Creation of public ojhnion about a National Health Policy by a
concerted drive.

6.

Replaiming of the educational system to meet the changed
conditions and new way of living so that a more useful citizen is evolved
who will demand a better and higher standard of living.

6. Intensive health education amongst school children and the adults
with practical implementing in which the teachers must take an active
part, particularly in the schools. Proper books on health education are
needed. A planned scheme should be evolved to suit each province and
make use of all available media for imparting such education.

7. Enacjtiug of Public Health Acts and Manuals—central and
provincial—streiigthening the position of public health executive staff

by giving tnein statutory powers by legislation so that preventive work
may be carried out with a sustained effort and intensified.

8. Compulsory teaching of Hygiene in all the classes of school

period.

9. Socio-economic aspects of Hygiene should be stressed in the
High Schools.

10. Compulsory examination in Hygiene in the Matriculation and
School Final Examinations—matriculates to got their certificates only
after actively participating for a period in a programme of health education
amongst the masses and the primary scliools.

11. Organization of suitable personnel and machinery f<»r making
up the lag and avoid the deficiency in future:

—

(a) Practical socio-economic aspects of Hygiene to ho studied in

Medical Colleges and Schools and Social Workers’ (which
include Nurses and Health Visitors) Trainiiij^ Institutions

;

(&) Training of School Nurses;
(c) Inauguration of School Nursing Service;

(d) Reorganization of Rural and Urban Publir Health Services;

(e) Organization of Mental and Industrial Iloalt ii Services;

(/) Evolution of a polyvalent medical-social worker.

12. Introduction of National Health Insurance in the provinces in

restricted group first and then gradual expansion.

13. Enactment of constructive social laws and regulations which
would help in the organization of the society on a planned basis.

14. Finance

—

(a) Central Government to give grants-in-aid—particularly for

research in methodology (Te€W)hing and Demonstration).
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(h) Grants-in-aid by Provincial Government to

—

(i) Local bodies and voluntary organizations on a pro rata
basis for social activities, e.g., housing, nutrition schemes,
school medical inspection, medical relief and health
education

;

(ii) Establishment of training institutions;

(iii) Financing of health and luiemployment and old age pension
schemes

;

(iv) Finances of organized State help and charity and establish-

ment of workhouses, etc.

15. Encouragement of voluntary co-operative organizations which
try to improve physical and mental health.

16. Co-ordination of work of all those departments whose activities

have a bearing on public health such as that of Communications (including

railways and shipping). Education, Agriculture, Public Health and
Industries.

3. Rai Bahadur K. N. Bagchi, Calcutta.

The reasons for the lag of utilization of medical knowledge by the

public have been described by Dr. Ukil in his presidential address and
any attempt to discuss this question is likely to be a repetition of his

statements. I would, therefore, touch upon certain factors which he did
not discuss in detail in his address.

The utilization of medical knowledge by the individual implies two
factors, viz. (1) the capacity of the individual to imbibe the knowledge,
and (2) the capacity of medical men to propagate it by popular methods.

(1) The capacity of the individual to imbibe medical knowledge :

—

The causes thal stand in the way of acquiring medical and public
health knowledge by the individual are many but the following are more
important :

—

(i) Tlie defective system of education in the country—exten^ng
from the primary education imparted to little children
right up to the top—the finished product of the university.

Tlie sciiool childion are made to learn something of every-
thing including elementary scieiure and hygiene but the
method of teaching is so unscientific on acccmit of having
no labcratory for practical work and the capacity of the
teachers in dealing with scientific subjects is so poor that the
students do not find any interest in these subjects and they
pass out with an absolutely blank mind altliough tliey

commit to memory all about the cause and sf^read c f malaria,
cholera, small-pox, etc. The so-called educated people or,

in other words, the graduates of our universities get the
much coveted degree mostly by cramming. They seldom
show power of observation and discrimination or possess
a strong common sense. Very few care to learn anything
outside the prescribed syllabus. The ‘ arts men * hardly
take mterest in scientific matters even renderd in popular
forms. The utilization of medical knowledge by such
people at their own initiative is, therefore, unthinkable.
In this respect they offer sad contrast with average
European students.

(ii) The traditional superstitious ideas and the unscientific teach-

ings of other systems of medicine regarding the cause and
spread of infectious diseases, for example, are frequently
antagonistic to scientific truths but they are so deeply
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ingrained in tho minds of even the most educated people
that they cannot be shaken off.

(iii) The large number of quacks of all systems of medicine prac-
tising in rural areas are instriirmmtal in propagating the time-
honoured superstitious and erroneous ideas. They mix with
the public more intimately on account of their cheapness
and easy approachability. The half truths or untruths
if repeated frequently are taken as truths and as such the
scientific truths create no impresbion o^ them and make
room for superstitious beliefs propagated by these people
indefinitely Young people brought up in villages in such
an envirt nnr at are not likely to get rid of those qinn^r ideas
and to accept the scientific principles of medicine and
public health.

(iv) Intelligent medical men with scientific trend of mind and
up-to-date knowledge in preventive medicine who are
competent to disseminate medical knowledge are always
anxious to settle down in big towns and seldom in rural
areas which are the nurseries and training grounds of 9o%
of the population. Even when they settle in villages, they
cannot mix with tho people so in tir lately as the quacks
do—the superiority complex stands in the way. Thus in

tho fight betwecai the unscientific truehings of tho quacks
on the one hand and the scientific principles of preventive
modicuno taught by qualified medical men on the other, the
former always win on account of tho overwhelming number,
tho persistency and approachability of their sponsors.

(v) The uneducated or illiterate people artv believed to be in-

capable of imbibing elementary seientifit' ideas and as such
the lag is usually attributed to illiterat y prevailing in the
country. It is partly true but is not tho whole truth.
It is frequently obst rved in the countryside that the old
system of inculcating religious ideas among the masses by
what is known as “ Katha ”, i.e., teaching through talks,

stories and songs, works very well and 1 have personally
knowii illiterate persons acquiring in this way a fair con-
ception of teachings of various Hindu scriptures. What is

possible with religious teachers are not likely to be impos-
sible with scientific men for propagating scientific knowledge.

> What is wanted are capable teachers and a system of ttjach-

ing which may appeal to tho illiterate village? j)Ooplo.

(2) The capacity of medical men to disseminate medical knowledge :

Tho capacity of a m,odical man to help in the diffusion of rnedie uJ

and public health knf>wlodgo among tho masses depends oe (1) bis souikI

knowledge of the subjects concerned, (2) his ability to nmko it f)opular

by introducing talks and stories into the subject-matte ?r his ability to

study tho capacity of the learners ace ording to tin !( age, sex, intel-

ligence and education, (4) his capacity to mix free ly v ilh all classes of

people without assuming an air of superiority, anel (.b) Ins ready wit and
85niipathy.

The possession of a sound medical knowleelgc with special reference

to preventive medicine by an average medical mail is rather a rare pheno-
menon in those days. The existing system of medical education in some of

our universities is far from being desirable. The following defects may be
mentioned—(1) inadequate teaching of basic subjects such as, physics,

organic and biochemistry, physiology and anatomy in the preclinical

stage and preventive and forensic medicine in the clinical stage, (2) in-

clusion of too many subjects in the curriculum and consequent neglect

of more important subjects, e.g., inclusion of pharmacology (with materia
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medica and pharmacy), toxicological chemistry, elementary pathology
and bacteriology in the group along with anatomy, physiology and organic
chemistry as lately introduced in Bengal, (3) appointment of inefficient

and inexperienced demonstrators (on short term contracts—sometimes
on a paltry sum of Rs.SO p.m.) for purposes of economy, (4) too frequent
change or transfer of demonstrators—preventing them from gathering
experience in the art of teaching, and the most important of all is (5)

the absence of museum for purposes of demonstration specially in pre-

ventive and forensic medicine. A Public Health Museum, like the one in
Dr \sd'3n in Germany, goes a longyv’ay not only in teaching medi(;al students
but also in the diffusion of public healtli loiowledge among the masses.
It is high time that the importance of museum in teaching scientific

subjects should bo realized by the State, the university and the public.

The remedy lies with the Indian Medical Council which should not
rest satisfied with merely wresting powers from the vested interest

but exercise them judiciously in the constructive side of the medical
education in India. It should show a little more alertness of perception
and enforce its authority on the universities which are responsible for

gradual deterioration in the quality of our medical graduates. It

should not allow further lowering of standard which is bound to

follow, in course of time, since the Now Regulations have been in-

troduced without making necessary provisions for teaching of basic

scientific subjects up to the required standard, as has lately been permitted
in Bengal. There has been no change in the syllabus of physics or
chomistrj^ in the I. Sc. course and the students admitted in medical colleges

under the University of Calcutta since 1 1)40 and also in other universities,

do not possess the faintest idea of chemistry of important metals, such as,

arsenic, bismuth, antimony, manganese, barium, radium, etc. The
reduction of the period of training in medical colleges from 6 to 6 years,

as has lately been done, would do no good whatever to the students but
would definitely lower the standard and produce graduates no better
than ordinary licertiates. Larger number of subjec ts treated in a shorter
period would cripple the mind of young students and induce cramming.
The Calcutta University prescribes only 30 lectures for teaching organic
and physic^al chemistry (up to B.Sc. standard) and ‘ 25 lectures or demon-
strations for pharmacology including materia inociica, practic'al pliarmacy
and toxicology’. Tlie result of such a course of training may better be
imagined than described.

The production of this type of medical men is not likely to help
in the utilization of medical knowledge by the individual. They Jpay be
safely apj)ointed as lecturers in medical colleges where they would dictate

notes to the unwilling listeners in lecture theatres, but they are not
likely to be useful in popularizing medical knowledge among the masses.
The best products of the university may be competent for this purpose
but these ambitious young men are not likely to settle in rural areas.

It may be contended that for teaching illiterate masses in villages,

an ordinary medical man without any special aptitude in basic and
public health sciences or in medicine and obstetrics, may serve the purpose
(juite nicely. I do not contribute to this view. Such a medical man would
only hoodwink the masses and perhaps propagate newer kinds of half
truths among them. Unless he xiossesses a sound and clear knowledge
of the subjects he would teach, he cannot successfully take part in dis-

cussions and he is sure to be found out when discussing scientific subjects
among educated men and will thus offer a distinct set-back to the cause
he supports.

Solution of the problem .—-Tho solution of this problem has been dis-

cussed in details by Dr. Ukil and Col. Chatterjee and I do not like to repeat
them here.
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XXTI. GROWTH STUDIES WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO NUTRITION AND PUBLIC HEALTH
SURV EYS.

{Section of Medical and Veterinary Research
,
in co-operation unth

the Indian Statistical Conference.)

Db. J. B. Gbant, Calcutta, presided.

Prof. P. C. Mahnlai obis gave a general summary of a joint paper
with Mrs. Chameli Lose ‘on age-specific family consumption index’.
This evoked a keen discuss -on in which doctors and biochemists parti-
cipated revealing admu'ably in this way tl.o need for collaboration between
nutrition workers and statisticians.

important paper * on the height, weight and chest measurements
of schoolboys in Bombay’ by Dr. J. N. Mehta, Dr., K. S. Mhaskar and
Mr. L. S. Vaidyanathan was presented by Prof. Mahalanobis in the absence
of the authors.

Mr. K. Ragha\^an Nair explained the computational methods used
in a ])aper on the ‘standard error of reproductr e rate from sample sur-
veys’.

Dr. P. V. SukiiaUne, New Delhi, gave a summary of his joint paper
with N. Smxdar Rao on ‘ seasonal variation in the incidence of Filarial
Lymphangitis’.

Mr. K. R. Nair then spoke on the naper on ‘ heights and weights of
school children in Madras’.

This was foPowed by a discussion. Mr. S. Sen Gupta, Calcutta,
presented a preliminar>' note on ‘ measurements of blood pressure in
Calcutta ’

.

Tlie Chairintin then called ux)on Professor Mahalanobis to speak on
the application of statistics to problems in public health. He was followed
by Dr. G. Sanknran, Calcutta, who explained the difficulties and pitfalls

in a routine use of statistical methods.
The Chairman, in Jiis <;losing speecdi, emphasized the great value of

statistical tools iT> public health and medical studios, and made an appeal
for closer collal)oration between the Public Health workers and the Statis-
tical workers.

XXIII. DROUGHT RESISTANCE IN PLANTS.

(Section of A gricvltun
.

)

Mb. K. Ramjah. hid rt
.
presidc'd

1. Pi 01', P. PAlilJA, Ckittark

Induced Drought Re-Hslance by pre-germiaal trmtrnenl.

Resistance by plants to drought must clearly bo dependent on
capacity to absorb water against resistance ^>ffored by soil moisture and
to withhold water against loss by transpiration and finally to maintain
life with reduced water content of the cell. This capacity is in general
hereditary.

Recent work on vernalization has, however, sho'wn how deficiencies
in mature life can bo remedied by pregerminal treatments. Pregerminal

8
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treatment as regards drought resistance was undertaken in paddy. The
results are encouraging and the work is being continued. It is too early

yet to give a physiological explanation of this induced capacity for

resistance to drought.

2. Prof. B. N. Singh, Benares.

Physiology of Drought Resistance,

The problem of drought resistance in plants is one of considerable
interest both from the fundamental and applied points of view; on the
fundamental side it would give an insight into the morphological and
physiological characteristics of an important class of plants in relation

to their peculiar environment while the understanding of the underlying
principles of drought resistance would be of immense value in the pro
duction of drought resistant strains and in studying crop ecology specially

in dry farming regions.

The problem is discussed with particular reference to the following
aspects :

—

(i) Definition of drought depending upon the conditions of soil

and atmosphere ; causes of drought ; ecological grouping of
plants on the basis of their growth characteristics.

(ii) Water balance of drought resistant plants under varying
conditions of moisture availability; susceptibility of plants
to drought at various stages of their development.

(iii) Morphological and physiological characteristics of drought
resistant plants, viz., root development, leaf structure,
cell-size, and absorption, transpiration, photosynthesis and
physico-chemical properties of plant sap with special refer-

ence to ‘Bound-free’ water relationship.

The explanation is offered that the basis of drought resistance in

plants may be the capacity of the protoplasm to endure fluctuations

in its imbibed water content without the loss of vital activity. The other
anatomical and physiological peculiarities accom]>anying drought resistance

may be secondary.
The bearing of drought resistaruje on the production of crops in dry

regions and the production of ecological factors in agronomic practice is

discussed.

,3. Mb. P. C. Kaukja, Tarnab.

Physiological Basis of Selection for Drought Resistance.

Since the factors or a uombinatiori of factors that make for

xeromorphism of a variety reside within the individual cells, the basis

of selection for drought resistance should be the study of physiological
characters of the plant. Experimental evidence on varieties of cotton and
sugarcane has shown that such a basis can be employed for selection of
drought resistant varieties. Transpiration and respiration experiments
on cotton indicated that ‘Quiescent state of Wilting’, ‘wherein forces of
supply and demand of water in the cellular units tend to balance at par,
can serve as one of the bases of selection for drought resistance. Further-
more, a very high coefficient of correlation between osmotic pressure of
cell sap, a character of special importance in drought resistance, and
electrical conductivity in wilting plants indicated that Vxdh are important
attributes for selection of hardy varieties of crops.

Relative respiration rate of eight sugarcane varieties exhibited that
drought resistant varieties had relatively lower respiratory quotient of
roots, under identical conditions of growth, than the relatively less

8b
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drought resistant ones. This fact confirmed the observation that greater
vertical penetration ( ^ roots of sugarcane varieties was indicative of their
drought resistant nature. Hot weather respiration studies showed that
with increasing drought the rate of foliar lespiration remained constant
for a longer period in drought re'^istant varieties than in others. Relative
efficiency of water requirements and the rate of transpiration of varieties
did not indicate any specific relationship to the drought resistant nature
of varieties.

4. Mb. I. M. Rao, Mr. M. Afzajl dnd Prof. J. C. Luthra, Punjab.

PhysiologiccI aspect of Drought Resistance in Crop Plants—Bajra and Wheat.

A derailed study of drought resistance In crop plaiits is quite essential
to Indian agrieulture, as large areas in India depend mainly on t)io vagaries
of Monsoon rainfall for crop growth and they are characterized by severe
drouglit conditions of different durations. The physiological aspect of
the problem of drought resistance has been under study for the last five

years at the Punjab Dry Farming Research Station.
Two types of hajra {Penisefum typhoideum), local and A 1/3, and

two of the wheats, OD and 8A, were selected for these studies. Comparative
studies were made on the root-systems, growths in different seasons,
morphological characters, stomata, leaf-area, leaf-water-content, osmotic
pressure of leaf-sap, rate of transpiration, water requirement, photo-
synthetic activity, and resistance to soil and climatic drought under
controlled conditions. Bajra local and wheat 9D are found to be com-
paratively better suited to dry areas than hajra Al/3 and wheat 8A.

A large number of main roots penetrating to deeper layers, narrow
and coria(5eous leaves with loss total leaf-area, thin stems, shorter plants,
rapid early growth of the shoot, early tillering, a larger number of tillers,

early earing, a longer period over which ears continue to appear and
mature, a larger number of mature ears (though small) instead of single

big ear, a lower rate of transpiration during the maximum transpiring
period, less intense fluctuations in transpiration due to drought, a lower
total amount of water transpired, a higher photo-synthetic activity during
drought periods, a higher osmotic pressure of leaf-sap, a consistently
lower leaf-water-content, a higher frequency for stomata and epidermal
cells and a smaller size for the same, a higher stornatal linear constant and
stomatal index, and capacity to recover better after soil drought are all

found to bo characteristic! of plants which can grow successfully in dry’

farming areas, because most of them enable the plants to escape, v-ndure.

or resist drought. Most oftexi, the strains that are suecossful under these

conditions are drought-enduring or drought-escaping, though they are
often called drought-resistant.

The results are discus^d in detail and the importance of e propei

selection of strains for dry areas from a study )f the abov<' characters is

pointed out.

6. Mb. K. Kumar, Benares.

Drought resistance is a question of ‘bound vret< r and ‘free water*,

the resistant varieties possessing more of the former. The content of
hydrophilic colloids in the resistant varieties is also higher than in the
non-resistant varieties.

6. Dr. B. Sanjiva Kao, Bangalore.

True drought resistance is associated with the existence of hydi’O-

philic colloids in the plant sap. Work was undertaken at the Central

College, Bangalore, at the instance of the Department of Agriculture,
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Mysore, on drought resistance in ragi {Eleusine coracana) and it has shown

that there is correlation between drought resistance and the hydrophilic

contents of the plant sap. There is necessity for close co-operation between

colloid chemists and plant physiologists in the study of drought resistance.

7. Mr. N. K. ANikNTUA Rao, Benares.

Plants may escape drought by maturing before drought conditions

set in or plants might endure drought by economizing their water re-

quirements. It is possible to., classify plants ecologically as drought
escaping, drought evading, drought enduring and drought resistant.

The question of ‘bound water’ is important in explaining real drought
resistance.

8. Dr. V. G. Panse, Indore.

The question whether the induced drought resistance mentioned
by Prof. Pari

j
a is inherited is worth studying with reference to both the

aspects, viz., germination mider adverse conditions and drought resistance
during later growth, by using some suitable index such as the amount of
water in the plant. Progenies of treated and control seed may be thus
compared.

0. Mr. Ghiasitudin Ahmad, Lyallpur,

Physiology of Drought Resistance^

Drought resistance in plants in many cases may mean losing less

water in the process of transpiration. Transpiration takes place through
very minute capillaries and if the size of these capillaries is small, tran-

spiration will bo less. It may be possible to evolve certain types or races

of plants by breeding wliich will resist transpiration loss by having smaller
capillaries and this might mean permanent improvement. At present,

tho behaviour of the plant under drought conditions is perhaps the only
criterion to go by with regard to the size of the capillaries.

10. Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkatraman, Coimbatore.

Breeding for Drought Resistance—Sugarcane.

The two main classes or groups of the sugarcanos of the world—viz.

the thick ‘ noble ’ types and the thinner sub-tropical types—differ from each
other in many important field characters and relative drought resistance

is one such.

In sugarcanes both the depth of roots as well as the extent of leaf

areas have shown correlations with drought resistance. Tlie rolling of
the lamina halves—either inwards or outwards—has been noticed to be
a probable adaptation against temporarily prevalent drought conditions.

The easiest and most direct method of testing new productions against
any sot of drought conditions is to actually grow them under the condi-
tions. The resistance needed is often associated with other characteristics

in the environment which it is not possible to reproduce at a central
research station with much confidence. In the Indian sugarcane work,
there have been indications that adaptations of the plant, like the ones
now imder discussion, show the greatest development only under the
actual conditions. Co. 281 has been found to resist waterlogging, first

in Florida and subsequently in India, and its roots show definite air

spaces in the ground tissue when this cane is grown under such conditions,
'fhese air spac^os do not develop to the same extent when this cane is

grown in garden land.
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The next best is o try and simidatc in the fields at the central research
station the conditiors against which the new productions are ultimately
intended to bo grown through sparser irngations or lesser dosages of
water in the case of irrigated crops.

While Hboratory studies oii correlations between drought resistance
and various morphological or physiological characters is desirable, sucii

work sLouM not be allowed to take the place of trials undcT actual field

condit’onj. At best laboratorv studif s could only supnleinont or explain
field results. It is only after considerq,ble accuinnlatiou of such data
and their satisfactory tallying with i>ut-sta(.ion field results, that it will

be possible to prophe y f’”oir\ laboratory studies the prolaihle drought
resistance of j)articular typos

Besides the adajitations already meiitiotu^d, auotlu'r sucli in the
Bugarcaiio is a thrifty abo ve-ground-gro\/tn diiriug the stress sununer
periods with a fully developed underground system to enable tlu' plant
to burst into full activity when the drought conditions disappear in the
course of the seasons.

The drought resistant canoe so far obtaitied at (Coimbatore—and
these are quite a number—have b('on the result of hybridization with
types which have been knowjx to thrive under such conditions, some of
these b(dng wild Saccharuni types.

For the broedmg of typos to suit particular regions, where drought
prevails, the brooder should first secure an adequate knowledge of the
environmental conditions all through the life-cycle of his crop. It

occasionally happens that what is really needed is not a general kind ot

drought resistance in the new productions })ut resistance to drought
conditions at one or more states in the life-cycle of the plant. A loc^ality

which is liable to drought at an early stage of the crop may, for instance,

be liable to waterlogging at about harvest time. In such castes drought
resistance alon.e would not meet the situation. The type needed would
be one which would resist drought in the earlier stages and waterlogging
in the final stages of its growth. Wild gr related species which grow
freely and easily under the conditions are likely to prove of value in the

breeding of the desired types. The results obtained fronx sugarcane
breeding in India testify to the utility of such crossing.

Briefly stateo drought resistant sugarcanes for India were obtained
by employing as parents species of Saccharum or other genera (like

Sorghum haJepense) known to possess drought resistant characteristics.

Their selection has been by actually growing them imder the conditions*

The wild Saccharum employed happens to stand both drought and water-
logging which is fortunate and certain of the resultant hybrds have
displayed both those characters, besides increased yields.

11. Db. B. P. P4L, New Delhi.

Breeding for drought resiMatwe.

One of the major problems with which the plant (m under iji India is

faced is the creation of crop varieties which besidew s>o8.sessing other

desirable qualities are capable of yielding a good -n j. in spite of the

occurrence of drought during the growing perio<i. Drought may be

atmospheric or edaphic or a combination of both. A plant is considered

to be drought resistant if it is able by some iutenial means, induced or

inherent in its constitution, to survive a period of drought and to produce
almost a normal crop. In India drought is generally experienced towards
the later part of the growing season of the rahi crops and in the rainless

intervals during the rainy season of the kharif crops.

In the case of the latter the aim of the breeder should be to breed

varieties possessing an extensive and effective root system, a high suction

pressure of the cells and a well-developed vascular system for the efficient

and rapid conduction of water from the roots to the transpiring organs;
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it would probably not be desirable to aim at varieties possessing devices

for checking transpiration, such as thick cuticle, sunken stomata, covering

of hairs, etc., as photo -synthetic activity would be depressed. In the

case of the rahi crops which have to pass through a different set of environ-

mental conditions, the position is rather different, and the breeder has to

evolve varieties which are capable of withstanding prolonged wilting

towards the later part of their period of growth without injury or lessening

of yield.

Although the problem of drought resistance has been studied in

recent years there are hardly aiiy available instances of drought resistant

varieties having been ‘bred to order* as in the case of some of the other

characters which have received attontidn at the hands of plant breeders.

The reason for this is the difficulty in resolving the factors which together

determine drought resistance, and the further difficulty of devising critical

tests for drought resistance in the earlier stages of breeding work when
very small populations have to be handled.

12. Mr. M. Alam and Mr. A. B. Saran, Sabour.

Breeding for Drought Resistance—Rice.

The problem of drought resistance is rather diffitnilt to solve for a

crop like paddy that ordinarily grows in standing water. Wo, however,

come across large areas all over the provinf;e that could grow nothing but

paddy and at .the same time they are not capable of retaining sufficient

moisture for the normal crop. Apart from tliis aspecrt of the question,

we have also to face the problem of failure of rains in certain years and

in different tracts, when cmly drought resistant varieties could successfully

be grown.
In order to tackle all these aspects of the })roblem, a beginning was

made by seleccing desirable strains from out of a large number of samples

collected from all over the province and grown under artificial drought

conditions, i.e., after the transplanted crop had once established itself,

no artificial irrigation was given and steps were taken oven to drain out

any rain water that would accumulate in the plot. Detailed growth

studies and survival percentages wore determined each year and ne(*essary

selections, based on these studies, were made. Preliminary selections

thus made were further tested for their endurance to permanent wilting,

on which groat stress has been laid by Russian workers like Maximov
and others, who regard this as an index of the capacity of the protoplasm

to endure considerable fluctuations in its degree of swelling, without

loss of vital activity. These studies, along with yield determinations,

have resulted in obtaining 12 outstanding drought resistant selections,

out of which six are of early duration and the others of medium duration.

Water requirements of those outstanding selections have also been

determined for three consecutive years and they further establish their

suitability for drought resistance. Finally, the question of breeding in

relation to certain anatomical and physiologic^al (diaracteristies is dis-

cussed and the success of the present attempt indicated.

13. Mr. BnOLA Nath, Indore.

It is suggested that the genetic basis of drought resistance should

be understood. Dr. Harland found it impossible to transfer drought

resistance from the wild xerophytic cotton {O. tomentosum) to the culti-

vated cotton {O. barbadense). He explained the failure on the assumption

of multiple factors conferring drought resistance. In the success achieved

by Rao Bahadur Venkatraman in transferring the character from a wild

cane to a cultivated one, it is possible very few fac^tors were involved.

Moreover, sugarcane being propagated vegetatively, the qijestion of later
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disintegration does not come in. With regard to Prof. Parija’s experi-
ment, it is unlikely that the induced drought resistcuace will be transmitted
to the progeny. It should, however, provide the agriculturist with a
simple process of seed treatment to induce drought resistance in the
crop.

14. Dr. V. K. BadAMI, Cuttack.

The question of breeding for drought resistance is very complicated,
as for instance, in rice under the conaitions prevailing in Orissa, the
same plant has to satisfy different conditions at different stages of growth
such as resisting drought, rosistir^g floods and resisting salinity. The
breeder cannot always roly upon some of his productions accidentally
proving suitable to certain conditions. I agree with Rao Bahadur
Venkatraman that breeding for requisite qualities must be done under
the paiticular field conditions and there is great scope for the chemists
and physiologists to co-operate with the breeder in this work.

15. Mr. S. Sampath, Benares.

He enquired whether it is possible t(^ breed crop types which are high
yieldors in good years when water supply is abimdant and drought
resistant in years when water supply is deficient. Prof. Boshi Sen,
Almora, replied that it would be possible if we knew how to modify the
permeability of tho cells of the embryo.

16. Dr. P. H. Carpenter, Tocklai.

Drought resistant character may be related to changes in other
characters. B,ao Bahadur Venkatraman pointed out two classes of
sugarcanes, the tropieal which is a juicy rich cane, and the cane indige-

nous to N. I idia which is small, hardy, drought resistant and of poor
quality. There is some reason to think that drought resisting varieties

may have different quality characters to other varieties and in some cases

will have poorer quality. I mention this as it links this discussion with
the one we are to have a few days later on quality in crops. Another case

of interest is that of flax with the growing of which we have been experi-

menting this cold weather. It is noticeable that the plants growing
on the soils treated with calcium cyaiiamide are greener and more luxu-

riant looking, and seem to be resisting droughty conditions better than
those plants either not manured or that have received acid manures,

rt is very desirable that much more work should be done by piano physio,

logists possibly in collaboration with colloid chemists to find out what
are the conditions within the individual cell that causes a plant to be

resistant or susceptible to. drought.

17. Mr. a. K. Yagna Narayana Tver, Bangalon*.

Drought Resistance and ( altaval Prncti('f . s,

The subject of drought resistance in crops is <»r special interest in

India as the bulk of the area is dry farmed depending solely on rainfall

and only a comparatively small area is protected by irrigation. The
vagaries of the rainfall are only too well known and Indian agriculture

is indeed on© never-ending fight against such vagaries and the task of

the farmer has been to dodge the drought as best as he can. Through
experience and practical wisdom a variety of agricultural practices hm
been devised all of which are within limits quite efficient and may well

form the starting points for further study and improvement.
The object of these practices is attained by (1) selection of crops

suited to this condition, and (2) the adoption of cultural methods which
will enable the crops to resist the drought. The kind of dry crops evolved
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and now cultivated as purely rain-fed crops, may be said to be exceptionally
efficient. Earlier irivestigations in Mysore had shown that crops like

gram {Cicer areitimwi), ragi {Eleusine corncana) and the millet {Paspalurn
scrohiculatum) can thrive under even very low moisture contents of the
soil in the first two feet of the soil. In the selection of drrjught resistant

crops, the scope would therefore appear very small though the possibilities

of the existence of still hardier varieties cannot be excluded nor that of
introducing by breeding morphological characters favouring drought
resistance m the existing variotieo.

The peculiarity of dry farmed grains is their extreme earliness, some
of the millets maturing in 60 to 90 days, though their yields are
comparatively low. With the exception of Jowar, they are all thin leaved,
they are all shallow rooted but with a profuse root system. Apparently
the drought resisting capacity is in direct proportion to this kind of root
development. A study of the peculiarities of the root system in all its

aspects is likely to lead to promising results and deserves to be undertaken.
It may be pointed out that even in an irrigated crop like sugarcane, the
variety cheni which is reported to be drought resistant has, in contrast
to other varieties, a larger root development.

The more important and practical aspect of drought resistance is in

relation to cultiu-al practices which have for their object (1) t(j receive
as large a portion of the rain into the soil by producing suitable conditions
for the same, and (2) to conserve as much of it for the benefit of the
crop by reducing the losses. All the cultivation practices in dry farmed
areas refer to ,tho above. The Mysore experiments had shown that a
surface soil mulch did exert a protective effect and that soil moisture
could rise from a depth of six ffiot below the surface. Apart from the
soil moisture studies, field experiments with ragi had shown the advantage
of ploughing \ip the field immediately after harvest and iliis practice
has been one of the iin])oi*tant rocominendatious by the Department.
Suitable implements were also devised atid suggested for such ploughing.
Among the operations to reduce losses of moisture from the soil, may
be mentioned sowing the crops by drills to facilitate interculturing. Tiu^
benefit due to the mulch, apart from what interculturing does in removing
weeds and thinnuig the crops, is nr,t very clear unless it bo that even
very small differences in moisture contents load to marked differences in

the growth of the crops. To what extent surface cultivation {;an reduce
the need for irrigation in the case of irrigated crops, is also a point for
investigation. The question of soil moisture requires more extensive
studies.

The problem of drought resistance in crops has been raised in the
past in India more in cormectiori with pasture grasses than with ordinary
field crops. Many grasses were imported from abroad in the hope they
would stand the Indian drought conditions .better, but the general
experience has been that all these introduced grasses are less drought
resistant than the indigenous grasses. The only grass that has been
found to be of some value for Mysore conditions, is the Napier grass
{Peneaetum purpureum).

The study of drought resistance should comprise work firstly on the
characters which confer this ability to the plants and secondly on the
movements of soil moisture and methods of rnoistime conservation.
Scope for extensive work lies however on the practical side with a view to
enable farmers to take to methods of dry farming which are already known
to be beneficial.

18. Rai Sahib Kalidas Sawhney, Parbhani-Dn.

Water plays a dominant part in the life of plants and it is the most
important smgle factor determining the successful growing of field crops.
The varying vegetation of different habitats and the varieties of crops
that can bo grown in a given locality are determined largely by it. In
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nat-ur© m^ked strur'tural reactions are exhibited by plants in response
to conditions of water ,sdpply prevailing in the different environments.
Under conditions of water stress in arid or semi-arid regions of the world,
plants, as a rule, possess extensive tap roots that reach great depths
and have but lew lateral roots. The;/ are also characterized by small,
hairy, heavily cutinzed or waxy, thick loaves with sunken stomata and
multi-layei ed pallisade tissue. These special features of xerophytie
plants are either organs for drawing water from great depths and storing
it, or are protective structures against,excessive transpiration. In the
case of field crops plants receive assistance of various kinds from man
to absorb moisture fro :j g^oat depths, withstand excessive loss of water,
and be able to grow and reproduce imdor conditions of drought. In fact,
the fundamental object of the cultural practices used in ‘dry farming’ is
to enable the plants to grow successfully in environments characterized
by a marked deficiency of moisture. The following paragraphs biiofly
enmnerate bome of the imjx)rtant cultmal methods adopted and the
nature of the aid that they are hitended to render to the plants anti
crops concerned.

(1) Soil-trmtmerit which favonrs ready penetration of water and emthles
(I very large proportion of the annual jrrecipitation to he stored in the

soil :

—

P^’aftices to kt^ep tlie top soil porous and receptive or to redutJc the
rapid run oif of rain water fall in this Ciitegory. Repeated ploughing hi
the dry season before the rains, tlie levelling of soil ha\'ing a stt^ep gradient,
ploughing across iho slope, (-inbanlcing of fields and dividing them into
small units bj’ int'^r-plot hnrtdSy addition of organic matter and fallowing
of soil are means to tlH\se (aids.

(2) Practices that facilitate a full and free development of plant roots :

—

Deep ploughing before sowing and deep intertudture of the standing
crop induce the roots to penetrate to great dcj)ths.

(3) Cultivation that prevents the direct evaporation of moisture from the

soil and reduces transpiration

i

:

—

Ploughing immediately after harvest, cultivation after every rain
and iiKii’easing himius in the soil reduce direct ovapriration and tend to

consK^rve moisture until it is iieoded by the jdants. Similarly, a wide
spacing of plants and the frequent weeding and mulching of soil during
the growing season of the crop are believed to retard both surface ova])ora-

tion and transpiration.

(4) Practices that enable plants to evade drought :

—

By adjusting sowin^j date and planting tjuick maturing v^arieties,

plants may be enabled to complete their growth before scarcity of water
becoms really serious.

For the selection of correct aids to drought resistancf „ u full knowledge
of the prevailing climatic and soil conditions along w it I. ( hat of the res-

ponse of tin plants concerned to the given environinout is necessary.
Finally, it may be mentioned that scientific plant-breeding is often success-
ful in producing varieties of crops and plants that inherently need small
quantities of water for their growth and maturation, or which due to

structural peculiarities are well fitted to grow under conditions of water
scarcity.

19. Mr. Mason Vaugh, Allahabad.

Drought Resistance and Cultural Practices.

The object of all agricultural improvements is ultimately increased
production. It is well to do all we can to improve the plants with which
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we work. We should also improve growing conditions for the plant and
up to now very inadequate attention has been given to this phase, (1)

The growing season can be extended by early ^Aanting which becomes
possible with pre-rainy season preparation. (2) The water stored in the

soil can be increased by extending the absorbing season and by improving
absorbing conditions during the rainy season. (3) The utilization of

the available water can be improved by improving the water holding

ability by modif3dng the soil, particularly with regard to its organic

matter contents. All the above objectives are primarily to be reached
by a better application of engineering to agricultme, by better use of more
suitable implements and by better utilization of power. An attack on
the problem may—probably will—give larger and quicker results than
plant breeding. This should be given more attention generally by
agricultural workers and by the Science Congress.

XXIV. QUALITY IN CROPS.

(Sections of Agriculture, Chemistry, and Medical and Veterinary

Research.)

Mr. P. M. Kharegat, N<‘W Delhi, presided.

1. Kao Bahadur B. Viswa Nath, New DeDii.

Qualiti/ in. drops.

The problem of crop production has assumed a new phase in recent

years. Tn addition to the demand for increase in prodn(;tion per acre,

the new one is for quality.

A significant development which concerns the agriculturist is in

regard to certain specific (jualities and standards demanded by trade
and industry which employ agricultural produce in several industries.

As examples may be cited milling and baking qualities in wheat, malting
quality in barley, qualities for cigar and cigarette and for chewing
purposes in tobacco, and quality for gur and sugar manufacture in

sugarcane.
It is being recognized that largo variations in the proximate and

ultimate constituents of the same variety of plants are indications of
soil conditions and fertilizer treatment, and that 'plants have wide powers
of accommodation although they can grow in a manner that does not
show appreciable variation in appearance and gross composition.
Evidence is accumulating that soil conditions and soil treatment may
even modify the make up of the plant and its constituents and the degree
of their usefulness. Varieties of wheat grown under different conditions
showed differences in their dough qualities and loaf size of bread; agaan,

heavy applications of nitrogenous manures increased the nitrogen content
of wheat, but the increased protein content did not necessarily improve
the baking quality, which appeared to vary with the season. Fertilizer

treatment and environmental conditions such as soil and climate, influence
the malting quaUty of barley. Nitrogen content varied directly with
diastase value and inversely with the carbohydrate content; the extraxjt

and amount of nitrogen are influenced by fertilizer treatment, soil condi-
tions and season. Similar observations have been recorded with jowar
malts. Under certain circumstances nitrogenous fertilizers applied to
sugarcane are known to give soft jaggeries with poor keeping qualities.
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The differential effects of different potash salts on the quality of tobacco
ar^d potato are well Iinown.

A more recent and important development of world-wide interest,
is in regard to quality in food (jrops. The question of quality in crops
from the national diet, health and hygiene point of view has begun to
be seriously considered. It was formerly believed that proteins, carbo-
hydrates, Tat, and water wore all that were necessary for a complete
diet. It was lator realized that certain mineral salts were also necessary.
Subsequent experience revealed the importance and ne essity for vitamins
without which animals cannot ^ow and*keep healthy. With the advance
in the knowledge of the chemical nature of the various substances used
as food it became apparent that a mere study of the total protein require-
ment presents but a feeble view of the complexity of the processes of
digestic'Ti and assimilation and of ceri^ain minute requirements and
nice adjustinciits hivolvod. All proteins have not been found to be of
equal biological value—they varied with the nature of the amino -acids
of tho proteins. The knowledge that amino-acids are building stones
for the protciii moiecuh^ and that these constituents cannot bo synthesized
in the animal body liiit have to b<^' given in a y^reformed state, either
as plant protein or as the llosh protein of animals that oat plants led to
further enquiry which showed that all amino-acids are not of the same
nutriti\ e value and that all foods do not contain all the necessary amino-
acids.

Il-ecout (levelojunonts in soil and plant research provide evidence
that the prcjduc^ts of plant metabolism that nourish and sustain animals
and human beitigs can be influenced by soil conditions and systems of
manuring. Questions of theoretical interest apart, like the nature of
iKstion of manurej and fertilizers first on plant metabolism and, through
the plant, on the anabolic and kataboli(; procsesses in the anhnal, it appears
that nutritional factors for animals are associated with nutritional factors

for plants and tiiat the biological efficiency may vary with the conditions
of growth. These developments and their implicatiojis in agricultural

production and national nutrition and health are discussed.

2. IMit. ^ K. Yagna Narayana Iyer, l^angaloro.

Some general considerations of quality in Crops.

The subject of quality in crops may bo said to comprise two important
questions. The first is a determination of the nature and composition of'

the substance or set of substances which gives a product its specual value
and generally decides its market price* as compared with other grades of

the same product; parenthetically one has to qualify this price decjiding

factor to some extent because in a number <1 cases the inarket value
wliich is fixed by public taste is not always in accordance with tho intrmsic

merit of the product as indicated by its coatont of nutritive elements;
the commonest example of this statement is, of course, rice. The second
is a determhiation of the factors which govern or in}) nonce the content
of this quali .y-giving substance in tho particular product and the extent
to which such factors are controllable in practico, t'rom the practical

point of view this second is the more important, f »r if these factors cannot
be controlled then the question is only one of purely scientific interest.

As regards the first question, viz., the nature of the substance which
decides the quality of a product, the matter is comparatively simple
in most cases; thus the content of oil in oil-seeds, starch in potatoes,

sugar in sugarcane, the colourmg matter in dye-yielding plants, proteins

in grain and pulses, the active principles in the innumerable medicinal
plants, the fixed and volatile oils in flowers or perfume yielding plants and
trees, these are the deciding factors in assessing the value of the product
in its particular class as compared with others in the same cIrkr, and
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they are ranked high or low according as they are rich or poor in tliese

substances. There are other products, however, in which the quality-

giving factor is indefinite and obscure and in this class come those products
wliose quality is judged mostly by taste or flavour. Coffee and tea are
outstanding examples as likewise are butter and ghee and the*numen>us
fruits and vegetables. The data upon which the epicure’s tongue can
grade and classify these are not yet sufficiently well understood to be
capable of chemical definition and measurement. In recent years the
content of accessory food factors or vitamins, growth-promoting hormones
and such substances are also entering into the question of quality and
though their chemical nature and estimation are still a matter of study,
biological methods of assay have rendered their practical consideration
both possible and important.

Hardly any work of a scientific nature has so far been done upon
what really constitutes quality in crops of this latter class. The first and
perhaps the only work attempted on this subject is that on the (juality

of coffee which Avas carried out by the Mysore Department of Agriciulture

during the years 1900 and 1907. In this work an attempt was made to

find out what constituent of the coffee, both organic and mineral, and
what physical characteristic were an index of quality as fixed by the market
price, apart of course from points like cleanliness, colour and the like.

For this purpose, over fifty samples of coffee beans representing all the

distinctive coffee tracts of the world, all valued and classified by London
brokers, were examined. The result of this prolonged investigation was
however disappointing, because none of the chemical constituents wore
found to run parallel with the prices. The specific gravity was however
the one factor which behaved differently and was found to be sufficiently

close to the prices as to be taken as an index of the quality. It will bt'

noticed that as far as the quality-giving factor in the composition of the

bean was concerned the Avork gave no information whatsoever. The work
unfortmiately was given up at this stage but has recently been taken up
for further investigation under a much expanded scheme. The results

will have to be awaited. In regard to the subject of quality in other

crops the field may be said to lie completely miexplored. A beginning
has however been made with rice and some other food grains, thajiks to

the nutrition studies taken up in recent years about which we may hear
a good deal in the course of this discussion.

Coming now to the second question, viz., the factors which influence

the composition or quality of products, these factors are firstly of the

kind tliat are not under the control of man, such as geographical situation,

altitude, aspect, rainfall, humidity and so on. Coffee differs a great deal

in quality according as it is growij under this variety ol conditions; tea

is distmctly classified into high, medium and low elevation quality which
correspond to gi’eat variatuiiis in flavour and price. Tlie perfume of

flowers grown in warmer climates is generally stronger that) when they
are grown in milder climates. The numerous delicate shades of colour

characteristic of differently named varieties of roses in Europe often

disappear under warmer skies where they tend to nm down into a dull

uniformity. In respect of fruits and their delicate flavour, taste, colour

and size, climatic conditions lead to marked changes, and even in the

same locality seasons infhience the taste; the Coorg orange of the monsoon
season is much less sweet than the fruits of the summer. The active

principles of many medicdnal plants vary in quantity according as they
are grown under conditions favemring luxuriant growth or under conditions

where they have to struggle hard for existeiu^e. Instances of this kind
can be multiplied. Although from a practicial standpoint this aspect

of the question is not of much importance inasmuch as these conditions

are beyond human control, still their study must afford valuable informa-
tion for guidance as to the conditions most conducive to quality under
which alone they may therefore be grown with advantage and some of

which may be capable of being reproduced to some extent artificially.
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The second set of factors which may influence quality are those
environmental factors which are c apable of being controlled and it is a
study of these factors that will lead to important practical results.
The foremost of those factors are of course manures and the constituent
elements of soils. What effect have those constituents, both orgaruc and
mineral and especially the so-caDod plant foods, on the quality or com-
position of the crop ? Can we alter the content of starch, oil, protein or
colouring matters, tannins, alkaloids, etc., in the crop by puitable forms
of mpiiiTing ? Can we iticrease or reduce the proportion of the mineral
ingredients in the product by the same means ? I nough imiumcrable
maaiurial experiments have and are being t.onductod it must be admitted
that few afford any reliable answer to these questions, beyond what has
been known and believed fr»r a. very long time. This can be summarized
very biiefly. Nitrogen increases the vegetative growth, phosphoric acid
hastena maturity and fav^'urs grain formation rather than leaf growth,
potash favours the formation of starches and sugars; highly nitrogenous
manures lead to coarseness and often make plants more susceptible to
disease. Nitrogen also increases the protein content of grains if applied
at particular stages in the gro vth of the ])lant. It can also increase the
content of nicotine in tobacco. Sugarcane juice can take up alkaline salts

from alkaline soils and yield a juice v ith a high ash (content which reduces
the recovery of sugar by preventing normal crystallization. Even acid
radicals have different effects, chlorides have a deleterious effect on the
burriing quality of tobacco in contrast with sulphates and nitrates. The
colour of the Hydrangea flower can be changed Irorn pink to blue by
changing the reaction of the soil. Sulphur, magnesium, selenium, titanium,
copper, manganese, zinc and boron, can all influence the quality of certain

products, even when present in small quantities like catalysts. The
seeds of crops are generally constant in their mineral composition, while

the vegetative parts, notably t]\e grasses, are subject to groat variation

in this respect depending on soil composition or manuring. Though this

much can be gathered from experiments so far, maimrial experiments
designed to yield definite answers to the above queries are rare. The
whole range of maimrial experiments may be said without exaggeration

to have related almost exclusively to measuring the effect of manures in

terms of tlie iruirease in the quanlitu of the prodinu). The weighliridge

has indeed beeii the sole judge of the way in whk li (?rops respond to

manures. One result of these experiments in India is the belief that it

is not necessary to manure with ]>otash or ydiospJioric acid, nitrogen alone
being sufliiaont and the response from the former being either tot) littlt)

or none at all. As it has not been usual so far to investigate tht> nom-
positioii of the manured product also in these exjierimonts, da^^a are not

avaiialile to warrant the conclusion that these two ingreditnits gone
without effect or that the nitrogen has had no offeci- other tliUM inrrcasijig

the quantity of the ])roduce. it is at least peTMiissif>]o to supjuiso iVoni

the information suminarized above that th< -e iiigredienis ninst liave

influenced the ( omposition or quality of the grodu(;t and Miat m shutting

our eyes to this possible effect we are qroba.bly saen’n -mg quality for

quantity. The scope and the need for .widening the of manurial
experiments to include a determination not <)Tily ' bu chemical eom-
position of the product hut also of its vitamin c.ooi.n? where necessary,

are strongly to be erny)hasized.

While the above observations relate to tli-* oric,c,t of the so-called

y)lant food elements, it is beginning to be claimed that quality is capable
of being influenced by organic manures, i.e., ])y organi('. matter alone as
distinguished from the y:)lant food elements including iiitrogon. So faj-

the function of organic matter of this kind (that is, devoid of mineral

elements and nitrogen) is considered to be largely indirect, such as imyji’ov-

ing the physical condition of the soil, increasing the availability of the
mineral ingredients by the solvent action of the weak acids of decomposi-
tion, and as serving as the source of energy to the free-living l^acteria in
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the soil—all of which in their sum total is tantamount to increasing the

quantity of plant food at the disposal of the crop. It is not known if

and in what way this kind of organic matter can or does change the com
position of the crop manured. Another aspect of the question relates to

the effect of organic matter derived from the excreta of animals as distinct

from organic manure derived from other sources. That farmyard manure
greatly increases the yield of crops is a fact of universal experience from
the dawn of agriculture; but it is true also that similar increase of yield

can be brought about by the use of appropriate quantities of mineral
manures and of organic matter other than animal excTcta. The new
claim however is that the effect of the farmyard manure shows itself in

improved quality in the grain as distinguished from the quantity yielded,

and that enhanced quality is demonstrable by methods of biologi(?al

estimation . Rao Bahadur Visvanath’s work on this subject is very interest-

ing and if confirmed by other workers will have much economic importance.
It has been sought to base this result on a sort of philosophic concept, the

idea being that it is the only way in which nature’s cycle soil-crop-animal

can be maintained imbroken. The view may be also said to gain strength

from the fact that among the many root-growth promoting substances

like the acids containing the indole group now being studied in the Boyce
Thompson Institute, the compound Skatol takes a high place and that it

is a compomid also present in the excreta of animals. It must however
be mentioned that the wheat from the famous farmyard manured plots

in Rothamstead have been reported not to show superiority in quality

over other wheat, in the face of which the above considerations cannot
be deemed adequate to support the new view. It would thus appear that

the matter is one for further experiment and cannot at this stage be taken
as proved.

While stressing the fact that the whole subject demands a great deal

of experimental work, the need for which will be amply clear from the

above survey, I shall conclude by stating that when it comes to a practical

application of the results we shall have to look to the methods of plant

breeding as the most potent instrument to bring about enhanced quality

or increased proportion of the product for which a particular crop may
be economically valuable. Well-known work along those lines are the
improvement of the sugar beet, the evolution of high-protein, low-protoin,

high-oil, low-oil and other distinct types of maize, of new varieties of high-

yielding sugarc.anos, of cinchona with a very high alkaloid ciontont and of

rubber with a high latex producing capacity—all of which demonstrate the
extent to which improvement can bo brought about by this method.

3. Dr. W. U. Aykroyd, Coouoor.

Nutritive Aspects oj Quality in Crops.

The speaker considers the question of quality from the standpoint of
nutrition. The commercial quality of a food product often depends
on attributes which are independent of nutritive value, such as flavour,

appearance and sometimes the obscure preference of the consumer for
certain j)articular varieties. The problem for discussion can be posed
as follows: Does the nutritive value of different samples of the same food
vary £is the result of differences in botanical strain and conditions of
cultivation ? And if such variations exist, what is their importance in

human nutrition ?

The degree and nature of variation which could be produced by
selection and improvement in soil conditions must be carefully investigated

.

First, the degree of variation in any particular constituent must be
considered in relation to human requirements of that constituent.

Secondly, an increase in the content of some single constituent, such as
protein or phosphorus, might not in itself be of any striking value if the
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amount of other equally important aonatituents present remained
unaffected. Thirdly, variation m chemical composition would clearly be
of greater importance in the case of a food which formed the bulk of the
diet than in the case of a food taken in smaller quantities.

Probably only biological tests could provide conclusive evidence of
the superiority or otherwise in nutritive value of new varieties produced
by selection or of foods grown under certain chosen conditions of cultiva-
tion. Such tests are not easy to carry out. The speaker is sceptical
about recent claims that foods grown on land treated with organic manxire
are in some indefinable way * healthier’ than food produced on land
treated with artificial manures.

The vitamin (*ontent of a series of different strains of rice and
ragi {Eleuaine coracana) has been studied in the Laboratories. Variation
has been observed, but all miniilled samples coiitairi enough vitamin Bj
to pre\ ent beri-bori. In the case of xice, the effect of milling and waaliing

on vitamin Bj concent greatly outweighs any importance in initial varia-

tions in composition. Little variation is found hi the vitamin Bj and
nicotinic acid content of samples of tlio same strain of wheat grown
under different manurial conditions. These obaeivations are in line

with those of other workers in England and Germany. Analyses of the
calciimi and phosphorus content of foods grown in the Kangra Valley,

Punjab, and in South India give strikingly uniform values. It is, however,
difficult to draw any general conclusions as to variation in calcium and
phosphorus content from these limited investigations. Unquestionably
the phosphorus content cf crops could be influenced by superphosphate
manuring.

In conclusion, the speaker points out that Indian diets can be improved
by greater diversification. The cereals which form the bulk of the diet

must bo supplemented by greater quantities of pulses, vegetables, milk
and other foods. In his opinion, this is the policy to follow in trying to

raise standards of nutrition. He does not think that a g^eat deal would
be achieved by attempts to bring about improvement in the nutritive

quality of cereals or other staple foods, and upholders of the opposite

view have not so far produced convincing evidence. But no final judgment
on the questions at issue can be reached until they have been more
exhaustively studied from different angles.

4. Dr. B. C. Guha, Calcutta.

Although the different manurial tr€?atmentH might produce relatively

small differences in the protein, mineral and vitamin contents of coreale

and pulses, they might mean a good deal of quantitative difference so

far as the nutrition of the Indian people is concerned, sincf' th»' cereals

and pulses form the bulk of their daily diet As, howe\fr, there are

discrepancies in the resiilts obtained in diffe rent laboratories regarding
the influence of manures on nutritive value of crops, it is suggested that
experiments in the line should be carried out under (jon t rolled conditions

in different laboratories in India, financed, if necesssrv by the Imperial
Council of Agricultural Research.

5. Db. K. V. Gmi, Waltair.

Rather tlian attempting to improve quality in food crops by manuring,
we should explore more fully the possibilities of growing more nutritious
foods even at the expense of quality. Our main need is for cheap sources
of vitamins and minerals, especially calcium. The cereal ragi is parti-
cularly rich in this respect and has in fact a calcium

:
phosphorus ratio

very much the same as in milk. The j)roduction and use of this cereal
in greater amounts than at present are, therefore, to be encouraged.
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6. Db. a. Sbeenivasan, Indore.

It is contended that with rice, the effects of milling and washing
greatly outweigh in importance any initial variation in composition and
that it is more feasible to raise the nutritive value of rice by preventing
these losses during milling and preparation than by attempting to produce,
by selection or by manuring, varieties which are rich in nutritional in-

gredients. But, it is not always easy to get over an established habit
and a rice with an initially lugher content of nutritive elements will

naturally retain more of these principles even after milling and washing.
Further, it will be doubly beneficial if, in addition to preventing the losses

during milling and preparation, it is possible to use a variety enriched in

composition. Variations in chemical composition will clearly be of
importance in the case of a food article like rice which forms such a large
proportion of the rice-eater’s diet.

7. Mb. B. Ahmad, Calcutta.

Nutrition and quality in Crops.

The constituents of food essential for normal nutrition are proteins,

fats, carbohydrates, various minerals and vitamins. These constituents

vary both qualitatively and quantitatively in our common food materials

both of vegetable and animal origin. Animals, however, can maintain
in their tissues, e.g., milk, eggs, muscle, a much greater constajicy of
composition than plants in spite of wide variations and inadequacies of

the essential constituents in their dietaries. On the other hemd, plant

foods vary very widely in composition and in their content of essential

food constituents. Since man and animals depend ultimately upon plants

for food, and since vegetarian foods constitute by far the larger bulk of
our daily diet, the subject is of moment. From the nutrition point of
view it is this variation in food constituents that governs quality in crops.

Food crops containing these factors in optimum proportion and higher
concentration are of greater nutritive value.

Various factors may determine the composition of plants. Some
of them are (i) composition of soil, (ii) species and strain of the plant,

(iii) c limate and weather. The composition of the soil determines largely

the mineral composition of food plants. The variations in phosphorus,
calcium and magnesium contents may be as much as twenty-five times
the difference between the minimum and maximum values. In fact there
are many areas in the world where the soil is low in phosphorus, thereby
affecting both plant and animal life. Areas similarly deficient in cobalt,

iodine or other minerals are also known and are definite factors in the
human health problem.

More im})ortant than the concentration of the minerals is the relative

proportion in which they occur in any plant. Under different conditions,

calcium and phosphorus contents often vary in opposite directions loading
to adverse ratios which result in poor retention of botli the minerals
by man and animals. These extreme ratios will also result in excessive
excretion of magnesium tending to cause a magnesium deficiency.

Different strains of the same plant, even when grown on the same
soil and under similar conditions, may contain different amounts of any
particular constituent. Thus, it is well known to agriculturists that in

sugarcane, the genetic factor is the most important and most of the
sugarcane research of to-day aims at producing a strain that will yield

the highest disaccharide content. Different varieties of wheat grown
under identical conditions are known to differ significantly not only in

their protein contents but also in calcium, phosphorus, magnesium,
potassium, iron and sulphur. The vitamin content varies still more
widely in different strains. The vitamin C content of apples for example
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may vary from 1*6-16% in different varieties. In different varieties
of mangoes availabl. in Calcutta markets vitamin 0 is found to vary
from 2-400%. Thio is true of most other vegetables and fruits. For
vitamin content, not only the liaturo oi the soils, but also seasons,
climate, manuring and degree of maturity are contributing factors.

The inii Lienee of climate on the degree of unsaturation of the c>il

produced b;^’^ different plant seeds is also well known. An oil seed grown
in a tropical climate gives an oil with a higher degree of saturation than
when grown in a temperate «^limate. This fact may be of importance
from the point of view of the nutritive value ol* the oil now that we know
that certain unsaturatud fatty acids are essential for normal nutrition.

These arti a few iristancos to show h(>w cro])s may vary enormously
in their nutritive value under aifforent conditions. An intensive study
of tiio c'^ntributing conditions of soil, climate, seasons, manures, genetic
strains, etc., would belfv us to produce food crops of high nutritive and
economic value.

It is also necessary to devote more attention to the improvement,
by the use of proper siipplernonts, of the existing dietaries in different

parts of the rountry. The pulse soyn, bean which has a protein content
of about 40% is a particularly rich food, but unfortunately, people have
not taken to it kindly.

Finally, there is need for collaboration between tin' agricultural and
nutrition research laboratories in order that the two togetlu r may aim
at im}>roving the (juality of food crops. There is, at yjresent, a liaison

officer, under thf-i Indian Research Fund Ass(>ciati<m for the co-ordination

of nutritional and agricultural research, but the scope of sueli work
requires to bo grc^atly enlarged by the appointment of more officers of
this typo both by Iho Central and by the Provincial Goverimients.

8.

Dr. V. K. Badami, Cuttack.

In regard to the suggestion to popularize the use cjf soya bean,

exporionc^e with dozens of varieties has shown that attempts to introduce

this c'Top and grow it siKu^essfully have invariably met with failimn

Furthermore, it i.s rather difficult to cook this pulse or obtain a palatable

preparation out of it. There is no reason wliy in its place people could

not use groundnut which is a crop of the emmtry and wliich, as has been
shown by Professor Sahasrabuddho, is at least as nutritious as the soya

bean.

9.

Dr. W. K. Aykroyd, Coouoor.

It does not appear a feasible thing to introduce the soya b<'an crop

on any very wide scale. It would be far mme easy to persuade people

to make greater use of the pulses that ar<- already being grown in the

different parts of the country.

10.

Dr. P. H. Carpenter, Tocklai.

The necessity for obtaining greater collaR ration between the nutri-

tion research workers and the agricultural research workers is recognized,

but it may also bo pointed out that the organization for such collaboration

is in being. There are in existence, the Medical Research Council and the

Agricultural Research Coimcil and collaboration between these two
bodies already exists. What is now required is for individual workers

to make greater use of this collaboration by sending up more research

schemes that deal with some of these fundamental problems.
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11. Prof. N. M. Basu, Calcutta.

Crop Production in India in relation to Nutrition.

In a poor country like India where the bulk of the people cannot
afford to have an adequate amount of nutritive foods such aa milk, meat,
eggs and fish, partly on account of their high cost and partly due to

religious sentiments, the production of crops in various parts of the
country should be so regulated that the optimum nutrition is possible

at the minimum cost. Before,, this is done, it is necessary to have a
complete survey of the dietetic habits of people inhabiting different areas

of the country. In this survey particular attention should be given to

the staple food, the various accessories, spices and condiments taken with
it and the diiferent varieties of these produced in each area.

After this survey is done, the work of the various nutrition workers
in each province should be harnessed in an organized and systematic
attempt to find out the available Ca, Fe, and P contents of these foods,

the biological values of their proteins, the digestibility of their carbo-

hydrates and fats, the supplementary relations of the various foods,

the total biological values of these mixtures of foods after being cooked
in the customary way, the acid base balance in each food and their

vitamin contents. The result of those analyses should then be made
known to the Agric.ultural Departments so that the latter will be in a
position to judge which crops should be produced in a particular area in

greater abundance over others.

Isolated attempts have been made in several parts of India to find

out some of these particulars. Thus of all the dhals green gram is found
to be most nutritive and of the various kinds of rice, coloured and coarse-

grained ones are richer in protein, P2O5 and ash content than fine varieties.

Again the various cereals and dhals on combustion leave behind an acid
ash and ac(;ordingly they should be taken with plenty of vegetables which,
as a rule, leave behind an alkaline ash. Further, rice and dhals show
supplementary relations with regard to growth. Of the various leafy

vegetables, spinach and the leaves of white gourd are rich in (;arotene

but as the former cjontains a very high percentage of oxalates, it should
be taken with caution particularly by the aged. The vitamin O content
of the various fruits is too well known to need special mention. Although
apples, strawberries and raspberries are good fruits in various respects,

yet their juices, being highly rich in potash should not be taken either
regularly or in large amoimts by persons with cardio -vascular symptoms.
Of the various spices, black pepper is found to be markedly rich in available
Fe and vitamin B2 (ribo -flavin).

The knowledge that has been gained already with regard to these
various foods is of considerable value to the agriculturists, but it cannot
be denied that a systematic attempt in the elucidation of the various
problems mentioned above would bo of further importance to the agricul-

tural department in regulating crop production in India and would go
a long way in solving the problems of nutrition of the poor people.

12 . Mr. a. C. Ukil, Calcutta.

Quality in crops has a relative comiotatioii. To an agriculturist,

it means high yield coupled with the power of resistance to insect attacks,
diseases and other harmful environmental conditions as well as cheapness
in production. To one interested in the health of the nation, quality
is determined by the nutritive value of the Food Crops and by their

disease-preventing prepertes. To the public in general, however, it will

mean everything, i.e. high yield, clean appearance, cheapness, possession
of the required nutritive value, and availability in adequate quantity.

Agriculture is assuming more and more importance in sociology*
The nutritive value of farm products is as importaiit as their general

9B
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appearance and cheapness. In its agricultural aspects, the variety of
grain, kind of mamne, soil, irrigation, season, climate and other environ-
mental factors, all assume importance. In the matter of nutrition, the
composition, enrichment both of quality and quantity, keeping properties,
cheapness, supply and distribution are important considerations. In the
socio-economic sphere, the dietary habits of the people, their economio
status, edu ?ation and other factors are to be considered. In the sphere
of stateorait, the distribution of land for agriculture, horticulture, fodder
and forests in relation to tne population, the creation of marketing
facilities, crop planning, raising the ecdnomio level of the peasant, the
development of irrigation and ccunmimications, rendering available more
land for cultivation, control of pcpulation, and suitable legislation are
some of the important items for consideration.

It a matter for regret that the application of very useful researches
to agriculture has lagged behind in India owing to a lack of plamiing
efforts and implementation by the State. Unless this lag is removed,
it will be futile to continue the academical discussions at the Indian
Science Congress meetings year after year.

13. Rao Bahadxjh T. S. Ventcatraman, Coimbatore.

In nutrition experiments, tests on human beings like school children
in hostels, are more iisefnl than those on rats whose mentality we do
not know.

When evaluating diets for vitamins, oven small differences in quantity
will make big differences in nutritive quality. The effect of vitamins
is comparable to t’nat of emotions on human audiences.

14. Mr. K. Mitra, Patna.

Efforts at sssessmg quality in crops through animal experimentation
should, wherever possible, be justified by human biological experiments.

It is true that human experiments are rather difficult to cany out success-

fully, but the difficulties must be boldly faced by those genuinely interested

in the matter. In evaluating the results of nutrition work on animals,

one has to take into account the digestibility coefficient, biological value,

acid-base balance, etc., but human growth experiments do away with
those difficulties.

15. Prof. N. M. Basu, Calcutta.

Ahnost all the important discoveries in the field f>f nutrition have
been carried out with rats as the experimental animals, but the noed fer

confirming these findings through proper experiments with human subjects

should be realized more fully,

16. Dr, V. G. Panse, Indore.

Experiments with human beings, specially school children, are often

vitiated by imcontrolled factors. For instance, in tost recently

carried out at Indore on the effect of milk supplemonth, tho absence of

any difference in growth between the milk-fed and control groups at the

end of the test was traced to tho fact that the children of the latter group
got their milk at their own homes I

17. Dr. K. P. Basu, Dacca.

Quality in Pulses and Cereals.

The nutritive value of the different varieties of pulses and of rice

has been the subject of intensive investigation in the biochemical

laboratories, Dacca, for a number of years.
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Pulses

:

Indians as a rule, take very little of animal proteins and the

bulk of the vegetable proteins they take is derived from the pulses. The
protein content of the pulses generally varies between 23 and 30%,
with the exception of the soya bean which contains 41-42% protein.

The value of a particular pulse—and indeed of any food-stuff—as a source

of proteins is determined not only by its protein content but also by the
digestibility and the biological value of its proteins. The digestibility

of the pulse proteins varies between 85 and 91%. The biological value
of the lentil proteins is only 32, that of soya bean is 58 and in the other

cases the value lies between 46 and 52 at 10% level of protein intake.

The net protein value is 20*2 in the case of soya bean and in the other

cases varies between 6-5 (lentil) and 14-4 {Lathyrus saliva).

The increase in body weight of young animals for each gram of protein

intake from a particular source is also a measure of the quality of proteins

from that source. At 10% lev'el or protein intake, Lathyrus saliva induced
no growth, while other pulses induced growths from 1-5 gm. (soya bean)
to 0*9 gm. (lentil) in yomig rats.

The quality of pulse proteins can, in most cases, be improved by
incorporation of small amounts of milk. Aman rice proteins also show
a supplementary relation towards some pulse proteins.

The mineral content of the pulses varies from 4-5% in the case of

soya bean to 2-2 in the case of lentil. Soya bean contains the maximum
amounts of calcium, phosphorus and iron. All the pulses are acid formers
and the potential acidity is the least with the green gram and highest

with the lentil.

The total'percentage of carbohydrate is 21 -5 in the case of soya bean
and in the other cases varies between 49 and 57. With the soya bean
only 8% is in the available form, with Bengal gram 36-2 out of 48*7%
is available while the other pulses contain nearly all th(ur carbohydrates
in the available form.

The pulses are good soimies of the B vitamins and soya bean is

particularly rich. The only points against soya bean are its taste and
the difficulty in making prej)arations with it.

Rice: Eighteen different varieties (pure line strains) of Bengal rice

—

both aus and aman -have boon analyzed in these laboiutories and the
changes in the chemical composition of the grain as a result of husking,
polishing and parboiling studied. The enzymic digestibility of the
different strains has also been investigated. Aman varieties of rice

appear to b(? more digestible than the aus varieties.

The biological value of the proteins of both the aas and aman varieties

of ri(;e is 80 while that of whole wheat is only 67. Parboiling has no
effect on the biological value of rice proteins.

At 5% level of protein intake aman rice causes a very good growth
in young rats—growth per gm. of protein being 2 gm.; aus rice induces
no growth whatsoever while wheat causes a growth of 1*42 gm.

18. Mr. A. Sreenivasan, Indore.

Quality in Rice.

It is generally held that rice is a poor article of diet and that it is

not possible to alter its food value appreciably. It has even bee» suggested
that rice should, in part at least, be substituted by some other cereal like

wheat. But the poor quality of the rice, as ordinarily consumed, is

largely traceable to the choice of wrong varieties, to refined conditions
and to the prevalent practices of washing and cooking involving con-
siderable losses of nutritive elements. Thus, although the fine-grained
and white varieties of rice are generally favoured by consumers, it has
been found that some of the coarse and coloured varieties contain larger
quantities of protein and mineral ingredients and possess thicker bran
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layers. Again, the losses in nutritive constituents as a result of washing
prior to cooking of 406 is not generally recognized and may be quite
considerable especially when reckoned with the losses on polishing.

In the process of polishing of rice, moru than half the minerotl matter
of the grain and a fourth of the

j
roteiri are lost while the fats and vitamins

are almost oiitirely removed. Polished rice has a pleasing appearance
and textiirr, it cooks more easily than the unpolished grain and, it is

believed, aigosts better; in the unpolished condition, it has far better

keeping quality and can be slored for long periods oi transported over
long distances without appreciable deterioration.

Jn vitro digestibility trials have, however, shown that the difference in

digestibility botwetn unpolished and polished rice is too small to be of

any significance in pract’c^e; further, it is possible by suitable control of

humidity and storage methods to prevent or at any rate greatly minimize

the deterioratiofi of hulled rico on storage. On account of the thick bran

layers, unpolished rice is no doubt somewnat slow to cook but this defect

is more than compensat('d by the bigger return of shelled ricf^i and by the

fact that, bulk for bulk, cooked unpolished rico contains more solid

matter and has far more sustenance than co(;ked, polished rice. The
consumer will thus stand to gain not only in the quality but also in the

quantity of available food matevial.

It is also possible, within limits, to increase the protein and mineral

contents of the rico grain by cultunal methods. Kico protein has a

biologi *al value higher tlian that of most otlier cereals including wheat

and a large part of the phosphorus present in ri(!e is also, according to

recent evidence, available to the human system.

Parboiling of rico improves its food value in that even after milling,

such ri(;o retains nore of the essential nutritive constituents than the

corresponding raw rice, l^his has been shown to be due to the absorption

of those constituents from the integuments by the endosperm and to the

facts that commercial parboiled rice is usually undermillod and that, for

parboiling, coarse rices are often used. Parboiling also results in a high

increase in the yield of head rice on milling. Furthermore, parboiled

rice has a better keeping quality than raw ric.e even in the impolished

condition. There is thus every reason to hox^e that the production and

use of parboiled ’•ico should become more extensive than has hitherto

been the case.

There is great need for educating the public in regard to methods of

improving the status of the rice diet and thus onsuring better growth and

greater improvement in the general health and well-being of the rice-

eating populatif>n of the world.

19. Dk. K. Mitua, Coonoor.

One should Jiot lose sight of the fact tha< by faulty oi m)*‘couoinie

methods of cooking or by milling, a good d<'al of essf'uf i;)] I'lemeiits in

cereal grains are lost. Certainly, it would not bo a desire ble in*oposition

to ask the agricultural experts to im])iNiV(^ the qualit; mi crops while

the people for whom tho.so improvements are offo(‘te>!, ,h <- losing a part

of the essential elements through the practice of corisuMung milled grains

or by faulty metliods of cooking.

20. Dr. K. V. UiRi, Waltair.

Manurial trials have shown that only the nitrogen or the phosphorus

content of the rice grain can be altered this way. Ri(je is usually well

represented in regard to these constituents. What is important is to

aim at enriching, by cultural or other means, the calcium content of the

grain.
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21. Db. a. Sreenivasan, Indore.

The calcium : phosphorus ratio of almost all the cereals is abnormally
high ; this is the chief reason for the well-known rachitogenic action of all

cereal diets. Efforts at improving cereals as a source of calcium are not
worth while and this element should only be supplemented from other
sources.

22. Rao Bahadur Viswa Nath, New Delhi.

Increase in nitrogen content of grains as a result of manuring is

usually followed by a decrease in the phosphorus c.ontent while increase
in phosphorus content does not result in a decrease in nitrogen.

23. Db. V. K. Badami, CUittaek.

Over 90% of the bran samples obtained fiom the rice mills are

adulterated with the rice hulls and are. therefore, injiu-ious as animal
feed.

24. Mb. P. M. Khabeoat, New Delhi.

Tt will be a difficult task t^T'get over the habit of ]jolishing rice;

experts should, therefore, aim at providing cheap and efficacious supple-
ments which can make a pedished rice diet balanced and perfec^t.

25. Mr. P. E. Landeb, Lyallpur.

Quality in crops for feeding purpofies.

The speaker indicated the progressive increase in our knowledge
of those factors which have come to light in recent years and which
play an important part in determining the quality of a fodder crop.
He showed that the ordinary quantitative table showing the chemical
analysis, such as was accepted as satisfactory some years ago, has under-
gone considerable revision. One of the most important factors constitut-
ing quality of a crop, namely, the protein, is dependent on the nature
or make-up of the proteins and the degree to which they can be
utilized in the organism. Similarly the type of fat in a fodder does
influence the body fat of the animal. Thus, feeding a ration whose fats
contain an undue percentage of iinsaturated fatty acids may tend to
softening of the body fat. Again, in regard to influence of fat fed on
milk production, experimental evidence indicates that within reasonable
limits, a reduction or variation in the amount of fat fed may tend to
reduce the yield but not the fat percentage, the constancy of which
appears to be a special effort of the animal economy.

It is shown that the mineral constituents of a crop are also of supreme
importance not only as regards the actual quantitites present but their
ratios. This applies particularly to calcdum and phosphorus and to
the total acids and bases. No discourse on the ‘Quality in Crops’ can
be complete without due recognition of the part played by minute
quantities of minerals not ordinarily recognized in the analysis of crops.
This can only be estimated properly by spectrographic methods which
should be developed accordingly.

The important part played by Vitamins and their relationship to the
other constituents of a crop are also reviewed. Attention is drawn to the
fact that these qualitative aspects of crops vary considerably during
the various stages of a crop’s growth and also, in the case of fodder crops,
with succeeding cuttings.
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26. Db. K, 0. Sen, Izatnagar.

Quality in crops with reference to fodder and feeding stuffs.

In a country like India here animal husbandry occupies a very
important position in agricultural operations, the production of good
quality fodier crops has not as yet received adequate attention. Until
recently, did not raise much crops for the sole use of cattle and we
were content with the by-provlucts of aerable agriculture, such as cereal
and millet straws and the scant pasturtige which is available in many
places for the feeding of animals. Even at the present time, taking
into account the liiniteu amount of fodder crops produced solely for cattle,

it has been found that the amount of cattle feed available in this country
is only about 55% of the requirement. This does not include the
indigenous grasses available, the quantity of which cannot be accurately
ostimated. Thus, for a part of the year at least, the animals must be
getting insoiheient amount of food. Apart from the question of quantity,
the food is deficient in quality. The available amount (^f digestible
protein is about l/8th the amount required, total digestible nutrients l/3rd
and the nutritive ratio unusually wide. The roughage is thus of poor
quality and is very often devoid of any vitamin A potency. In con-
sequence there has been a wide prevalence of malnutrition which is the
greatest single factor of importance in the causation of the degeneracy of
our animals. It retards growth, delays sexual maturity, gives rise to

emaciation and loss of worlting power, diminishes milk yield, brings about
reproductive difiiculties such as sterility, abortion, birth of weak or

diseased calves, makes the animal more susceptible to infection and
disease and iruTea^es mortality.

The provision of more and better quality fodder is therefore of
urgent necessity and immediate attention must be j^aid to this aspect of
crop production. Unless this is done,''it is impossible to improve the
condition of the working bullocks which are the mainstay of agricultme

and which, in turn, will affect the eflicioncy of our crop production organiza-

tion including food and cash crops, and will severely limit the return
from the land. The bullock labour is practically the only motive power
which drives the igricultural machine of our country and its inefficiency

will naturally show its effect immediately.

27. JIao Uauaiutk T. vS. Venkatkaman, Coimbatore.

Sugarcane tops art' valuable as fodder to cattle and in SovdJi East

Australia, sugarcane is grown merely for use as fodder.

28. Mr. A. M. Livingstone, Delhi.

Quality Standa7<is,

Price is a simple index t)f market quality

—

ceteris fjordms—the higher

the quality the higher the price. One of the main problejos in agricultural

marketing is to ensure that producers secure an !fcd«jaate premium for

improved quality.

Legislation of various kinds bearing on the question of quality exists

in the form of Cotton Ginning and Pressing Acts, Food and Drugs
Adulteration Acts and the Bombay Cotton Contracts Act. These Acts
are not designed primarily in the interest of the producer-seller and
probably function more as a protection to the buyer. The recent

Merchandise Marks Act passed in the interests of sellers of certain brands

of articles has only a very limited application to agriculture and does

not affect the main problem.
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The first obvious step is to define quality and provide some means
of identifying articles which are of higher quality than others. Quality
may be defined with reference to certain minimiun requirements of the
market or as something in the nature of a fair average or as a series of

grades covering the various gradations in quality of a particular product.

Characteristics of quality are usually defined according to certain

intrinsic factors such as length, fineness, colour and strength of fibre as
in cotton, wool and jute, or simply as size and freshness in the case of

eggs, or size maturity and freedom from blemish and disease in fruits, or

purity of type, freedom from dirt and damaged grains, etc., as in the case

of cereals and oil-seeds. Apart from the intrinsic characteristics of a
product it is also necessary to define the nature of certain other factors to

ensure that it is well made and free from adulterants. This is particularly

necessary in the case of butter, ghee, edible oils, coffee and foodstuffs

generally.

The necessity also for some forms of distinctive marking would be
evident in regard to products in the last category and to all articles in

tins or other closed containers. Indeed this applies to all cases where a
buyer does not see the goods at the time of purchase or is unable to appraise
the quality without, say, a closb physical or chemical examination. It is

essential, however, that a common system of marking should be adopted
so that the same mark applies everywhere to the same standard of quality

of any product.
From this circumstance arises the necessity for the Agricultural

Produce (Grading and Marking) Acts adopted in many countries and
for the corresponding Indian Act passed in 1937. Under this Act standards
of quality an^ grade designation marks (AGMARK) have been applied
to a wide range of agricultural commodities. Over 1^ crores rupees
worth of standardized graded produce bearing the AGMARK have
already been put on the market by packers operating at over 200 centres.

Careful tests show that as compared with the same produce sold in the
ordinary way ungiaded, the standardized AGMARK products have in

practically every case secured enhanced prices sometimes even more than
50% above the ungraded article. The problem of securing a premium
for quality is therefore on the way to solution, but a rniKJh more extensive
practi(;al application of the Act is called for.

-9. Dk. V. H. CARrKNTKK and Mu. J. Harrison, Tocrklai.

Quality in Tea.

This paper commences with a discussion of the meaning of quality,
as applied to tea, and describes the methods employed in practice, in
assessing tea quality. It is shown that the only definition of tea quality
of any practical use, is value on the market, and this involves a con-
sideration of the appearance of the dry tea as well as the taste and
appearance of the tea liquor.

The mamier in which the methods of evaluating teas in commercial
practice have beeiL adapted to the experimental study of factors affecting
tea quality is described and it is shown that the results are capable of
statistical analysis with a high degree of accuracy.

It is pointed out that the production of tea is a combination of
agricultural and manufacturing processes, and that subsequent to the
final stage of manufacture, the finished article may still undergo changes
which affect its quaUty.

The factors influencing tea quality are conveniently divided into
three groups;

(1) Pre-manufacture influences .—^These include all those factors
operative up to the point when the green leaf is landed at the withering
house. They include jat (or variety of plant), soil type and condition,
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styles of pruning employed, manuring, degree of shading, climatic condi-
tions and many othr'^ factors known and as yet unknown.

(2) Manufdctur^ng conditions.—These include all variations in the
procedure of converting green leaf to black tea; variations in condition of
the atmosphere in the factory end withering house, variation in types of
machinery ;.sed; influence of certain types of micro-organisms; and many
other factor's.

(Z) Pi st-mannfactnre influemcs .—After the tea has beeii packed it
may bbili undergo considerable change under differ'^nt conditions of
packing and storage, temperature and moisture content of the tea
probably i)laying a mrjor part.

The effects on tea quality of ail the various factors referred to above
are discussed, and certain experiments are described in detail.

Firuilly, the chemistry of tea and it"; jolatioiiship with quality are
described and discussed. Attempts at ^correlation of various chemical
constituents with tea value are descriljod.

30. Dr. V. G. Panse, joidore.

Quality i}i Cotton.

Difficulties in defining and measuring quality, which exir^t in several
crops, have boon almost entirely overcome in cotton, and spinning tests
performed under standard (;onditi(3n8 in the experimental plant at the
Indian Central Cotton Committee’s Technological Laboratory at Bombay
are now a routine. The quality of cf>ttf.n depends primarily on the
strength and finer ess of yarn and also on its a])])earance, i.e. on evenness,
freedom from neps, etc. Those properties have becni shown to be strongly
correlated with the length and weight of the cotton fibn^s. This result
enables the bj*eeder to test a large number of strains in the early stages
for their prooable spinning value and discard most of the unpromising
material without the necessity of spending a lot of time and labour on
multiplying it. The breeder needs rapid methods of measuring fibre-

properties to help him to handle a large amount of material. Halo-
leiigth measurement on combed seeds as an estimate of fibre-length is an
example of such methods.

Throe species of cotton differing in (piality are grown in India. Of
these, G. h-erbaceurn which is restricted to a small area in the West, and
G. hirsuturn which is generally grown only under irrigation, are superior
in quality to G. arboreum which forms the bulk of the Indian cr()j>. As
the foreign market for this last type of cotton has (u)nsiderably J\\ iiidl(‘d

during recent years, the imprc'vement in the quality of Indian < oLtou luis

become an urgent problem. The Indian Central C(3tton Committeo is

devoting a large j)art of. its efforts on the breeding of suf>f’F-ior (jiiality

strains in different parts of India, and there is evidence of some improvto
meiit having already been achieved.

The success of improved strains in tin long run will ne turaliy depend
on what quality is worth to the grower. It is the oxix rc nce of breeders

that any large improvements in quality are frecpKN liv accompanied by
loss in the yielding capacity or the ginning perctsntsge of the strain.

Investigations at Indore have demonstrated that the premium obtainable
for superior quality is generally too small to componsato any appreciable
loss in yield. It follows that in recommending superior quality strains
to the grower, care must be taken that thesr; are not inferior in yield

to the variety it is proposed to replace.

The fact that the premium on quality is very low does not mean that
the buyer is unwilling to pay an cidequate price. Cotton prices all the
world over are closely linked together, and the price available for Indian
cotton of a particular quality depends, among other things, on the size

of the American crop. The net result is that the trade cannot be expected
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to pay any appreciable premium for quality, and this must be borne in

mind by those concerned with the improvement of quality of Indian
cotton.

31. Dr. J. S. Patel, Dacca.

Quality in Jute.

According to commercial opinion a good quality fibre should be strong,

fine, lustrous, long, free from roots, clean and of good colour. The role

that these characters play in determining the spinning quality is

explained. The influence of various factors on the quality is dealt with.
For the production of good quality fibre it is essential to take reasonable
care in the cultivation and preparation of jute. Absence of proper
weeding and thinning result in thin and weak plants of irregular height.
Uneven steeping and careless stripping and washing lead to the formation
of runners, a condition in which the strips of outer bark adhere to the
fibre. Specky fibre where patches of bark adhere to fibre is caused by
uneven retting and insufficient washing.

The time required for retting depends on a large number of factors

such as the type of retting water, the stage at which the crop has been cut,

depth of immersion, size of bundle, ratio of straw to water, temperature
and the variety of jute. In stagnant water, the retting is quicker. Plants
retted in water where other plants have been previously retted, take less

time. Jute cut before maturity rets quicker.

The quality of jute is also affected by soil conditions. A coarse
fibre is obtained from sandy soils whereas clay soils yield a short crop and
the plants do not ret properly. Loamy soils produce the best crop.

So important is the influence of odaphic factors that the jute in com-
merce is graded according to the place of its origin. Apart from the
differences in quality between the two species, oliforius and capsularisy

which are recognized, varietal differences either do not exist or are so

small that they are masked by the play of edaphic factors.

Experiments are under way to analyze the influence of varieties,

growth conditions and rotting water on the quality of fibre.

32. Dr. N. G. Chatterji, Cawnpore.

Quality in Oil-seeds.

Quality in oil-seeds is judged mainly^ from two points—the quality
and quantity of oil obtainable, and the quality and quantity of the oil-cake
left after removing the oil.

Obviously these considerations are likely to be influenced from the
commercial point of view by a number of factors, of which the following
may be mentioned:

—

1 . The proportion of the total oil that can be expressed or extracted
out from the seed, depending largely upon the nature of the
t>il-bearing cells and other portions of the seed,

2. The non-oleaginous matter associated with the raw oil, and
the extent to which these are removable by the ordinary
refining processes. This has assmned great importance
during recent years on account of the rapid increase in the
hardened oil industry.

3. The cattle-feediixg qualities of the oil-cake, depending upon
its digestibility, proteid content, non-toxic nature even on
storage for a length of time.

4. The suitability of oil-cakes for pexrticular industrial purposes.
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In considering tto subj act, the oil chemist would perhaps be interested
in the study of the influence of soil, manure and climatic conditions on
the constitution and relative proportion of the various glycerides forming
the oil, the agriculturist in flnding out whether any extra expenses incurred
in manges and cultivation give increased profits worth the trouble, the
economist on the disturbance in the internal and external markets likely
to be created by increased production or bringing new areas under cultiva-
tion, and ‘ne politician with the vagaries of his brotherhood in creating
artificial icstrictions against the ordinary ecoiicmic lews of supply and
demand.

33. Mk. M. Alam, iSabour

Quality in Rict with special rtjeyence to fineness.

Quality in a crop could bo classed into the following sub-heads:

—

(1) Grain quality: Coloiu* ami size of the grains.

(2) Cooking quality.

(3) Hulling quality: Breakage, husk and grain ratio, etc.

(4) Aging or storing quality: Change in appearance or in cooking
quality after storage for a few years.

(5^ Aroma or flavour of the grains.

(h) Food value, i.e. percentage of carbohydrate, protein, minerals,
etc.

It is not necesHary that all these aspects should have equal importance
for all purposes and from all points of view. It is fimther possible that
the same aspect of quality may have different importance for different

classes of consumers. Thus, with rice, some consider long, fine grains
to be the best in quality, whereas others prefer the short, bold grains or
the medium, fine ones. Similarly c-ooking quality or aroma has different

standards for different classes of consumers. The cooking quality required
for the rice prepared by ordinary cultivators for everyday use is very
different from what is reejuired for preparing table rici^ or pulao used by
the middle or higher classes. Similarly one particular flavour may be
very much liked oy some, but the same may be disliked by others.

Quality in rice has, therefore, to be dealt with from at least two
distinct points of view, namely:

—

(1) When used as a main diet.

(2) When used for sjiocial preparations like pulao.

The grain quality and cooking (quality required in the first class is

very different from what is re<.]uired for the second one. Besides this,

the food value of the grains also assumes consirhrable impr>rtar)c*p with

the former, whereas aging and aroma is of greater importance with the

latter. The problem of quality, as required fnr the first purfxjse has been

receiving considerable attention in recent years— espe(‘,ia]l,v in Southonx

India—whereas the second one has not been studied except Ibr a begirmiiig

that has been made in a few individual provinces. N< me has actually

been able to say as to what really determines the sc -Hjirtl quality of the

reputed fine rices, which fetch so high a premium o\ er t,},e ordinary rices.

The fineness of the grain alone is certainly not responsible for this as in

each tract we come across a large number of ordinary fine varieties like

Basmatif Hansraj, etc., among U.P. rices, and Sharnzira, Tulsiinanjrif

Badshahbhog^ etc., among the Bihar rices. Another characteristic of the

reputed fine ricjes is their aroma or flavour, which counts a good deal in

determining their quality; the question arises as to what constitutes this

aroma or flavour and whether such rices differ in their physical properties

like shape and size of grains, water or fat absorbing capacity, etc., or not.

There are other characteristics of these fine rices such as aging, milling
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and cooking quality, etc., which also need careful investigation. The
varieties with best cooking quality do not allow the cooked grains to
form a mass, so that even after cooking each individual grain keeps its

identity—^though elongating considerably and at times changing its

shape.
The reputed fine rices are believed to be capable of retaining these

‘qualities* only in certain restricted areas and there is a general belief

that the same fine varieties when grown in localities even a few miles away
from those to which they originally belong, not only lose their cooking
quality but also get coarser and look different. It is this aspect of the
problem which needs very careful investigation as it has, more or less,

shut out the possibility of growing these reputed fine rices in tracds other
than those to which they belong or even to extend its area in the same
tract. Some preliminary investigations carried out under Bihar Rice
Research Scheme have more or less established that these reputed fine

rices could successfully be grown in absolutely new tracts without any
change in their physical properties like size, shape, etc. A complete
study of the problem, however, needs a more systematic investigation
by growing a few of the reputed fine varieties in a few widely distinct

tracts and seeing if there are any changes in the properties that go to

denote quality in them.
In so far as the inheritance of these quality characters are concerned,

we are still in darkness and the inheritance of such characters as aroma
or flavour, cooking quality, etc., has not at all been studied. Ordinarily
one is apt to think that the problem is of importance only to the higher
and wealthier classes of men, who use those fine ri(!es in making pulaOt
but actually this is not so as even the poorest cultivator is anxious to

set aside, at least, a portion of his land for growing those rices, which
bring him much higher price with very little extra care.

34. Dr. B. P. Pal, Now Delhi.

Quality in Wheat and Tobacco.

Quality is a relative term and has reference to many characters.
In general so far as the food crops are concerned, soundness, keeping
quality, nutritive value, palatability, low waste, and attractiveness,

constitute quality. Iji wheat, the so-called hard wheats or strong wheats,
i.e. those whose flour is capable of producing a well-risen loaf of bread are
generally preferred, both in India and abroad. For special purposes,
however, e.g. biscuit manufa(;ture, poultry feed, etc., soft wheats are
preferred. Again for making macaroni and similar preparations, the
extremely hard-grained durum wheats are used.

Quality in tobacco, again, is judged differently according to the
purpose for which it is intended. Coarse, dark, strong-flavoured, thick
leaf is preferred for chewing and for use in the hookah. On the other
hand, tobacco leaf intended for cigarette manufacture should be thin,

of a bright lemon to orange yellow colour, and of a pleasant aroma.
Tobacco requirements are again different as regards cigars: here the
tobacco for the filler, the binder and the wrapper should possess certain
distinctive characters and special varieties are grown to supply these
varying needs.

35. Dr. Gilbert J. Fowler, Madras.

The use of the Activated Sludge Tank for Agricultural Experiments.

Scientific research on nitrification in modern times is early associated
with the name of Waringtou. He set out many of the essential conditions
for the successful oxidation of ammonia to nitrate. In Warington’s
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experimentfl the process occupied considerable time, possibly weeks. It
was Munro who sho ’^ed that the process could be greatly hastened by
systematically building up an active mass of the necesseiry bacterial
culture.

Here Munro dev’elc>ped scientifically what the Chinese farmer had
loi^ ago dl3covered in what he termed ‘mother of petre*. Later tliis

principle was rediscovered and applied to what is now well known as
the activated sludge process.

In the activated sludge tank it is possible in pr€ ^ence of sufficient
well-conditioned activated sludge and oS adequate air supply to convert
ordinary domestic sewagj into the innocuous end products of nitrate
and humus in the com so a few hours and in an area less than 1% of
that requiied for an ordinaiy sewage farm.

Apert from the rapid oxidation of the organic matter of ordinary
sewage, other biochemical operations of interest to agriculture can be
accelerated by varying applications of the same principle.

Thus by adding powdered vegetable refuse to the tanks the nitrogen
in the effluent is immobilized and transferred to the sludge thus making
both sludge and effluent of more value to agriculture, since under certain
conditions an excessive nitrogen content may be detrimental if the effluent
is used for crop irrigation.

By addition of powdered sulphur and rock j)ho8phato the latter is

rendered soluble and an effluent rich in phosphoric^ acid ai d poor in
nitrogen is obtained.

The most recent use of the activated sludge tank for exj)eriments of
interest to agriculture is in the cultivation of crops in so-called ‘Hanging
Gardens’, i.e. in suitably designed roco])tacle8 floating on tlie surface ol*

the aeration tanks of the aestivated sludge installation.

The immediate interest of these experiments is in connection with
‘Quality in Crops’. The discussion between the advocates of mineral
fertilizers who nxay be termed the Liebig School and the organic manure
supporters, who in view of his rec^ently published book may be termed the
Howard School, has recently become somewhat acute.

In order to obtain conclusive evidence on the question news has
recently been received of an experimental station to be set up at the
Haughley Resear'‘h Fariris, nr. Stowinarket, Suffolk, England, where the
whole subject is to be carefully studied. It is anticipated that it may
take 10 years before final conclusions are reacjhed.

Meanwhile the following results have just been reported from the
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. Here for some time experiments
have been carried out by Mr. S. C. Pillai on what have been termed
‘Hanging Gardens’. In these a number of typical plants wore grown.

The experiment was under wey when aeration became impeded through

temporary blocking of the diffusers. Immcdiatol.^ the effect was noted

in the health of the plaji*ts. About a week w«s taken to clean up tlio

diffusers and restart operations. During this period a mnnber of tlie

plants showed clear evidence of insect aB-ack. On i^xsuining proper

aeration they quickly recovered and ultimately showed Hii extraordinary

development of growth as compared with ordinary . ultures. The
following are typical examples:

—

Jioffi.—Tank growth average development of railer.-,, lateral branches

and ears 12 times greater than the pot ' unl/rei.

Tomatoes .—In the case of tomatoes the tank growth showed 16

fruits as against 8 fruits in the pots.

Marigolds .—52 flowers in the tank and 9 flowers in the pot.

Of course, a great deal of confirmatory work needs to be done, but

the results as they stand are in line with all Howard’s contentions and
with analogous experiments made several years ago.

It would appear, therefore, that valuable results could be obtained

by the use of the activated sludge tank as an experimental apparatus for
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greatly accelerating a number of changes which might take years to
investigate by ordinary agricultural methods.

The President's concluding remarks

:

Improvement for quality and for quantity do not always go together
and circumstances alone can dictate whether quality is to be sacrificed

for quantity or vice versa. At our present stage, when we have in our
midst, under-fed men and animals, greater attention should perhaps be
given for quantity rather for wjuality first. Expansion of market and
transport facilities so as to enable proper distribution of agricultural

produce and thus remedy dietary deficiencies in particular localities is

also necessary.
On the question of inorganic fertilizers versus organic manures in

relation to quality in crops, the solution appears to be fairly obvious;
We should try a mixture of the two kinds. Wo have not enough farm-
yard manure available and, if only for this reason, it does not appear to
be a sound policy to reduce the number of cattle as this would still further
seriously affect the supply of this valuable manure. As regards the
proportions in which organic and inorganic manures are to be used for

obtaining maximum benefit, it is a matter for experts to decide after

suitable experimentation.
Reference has been made to the need for greater collaboration between

the agricultural and nutrition research worker. We all agree with this.

One step in this direction has already been taken up by the inclusion of
the Public Health Commissioner to the Government of India in the
Advisory Board of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research.

The question whether we should reduce the production of human
food crops so as to give room for more fodder cultivation to our cattle is

a difficult one to answer. It must be admitted that the need is for more food
both for men and cattle. A good deal of careful crop plaiming is necessary
to solve out the difficulty. For instance, the acreage under cultivation
of sugarcane in the U.P., jute in Bengal and gromidnut in Madras should
all be controlled so as to avoid over-production on the one hand and meet
market requirements on the other. In this coimection, it would generally
appear ne(;essary to increase the acreage under pulse crops since, as this

discussion has shown, there should be greater consumption of the pulses
by the masses. If, for some reason, the cultivator does not find pulse
production paying, then ways and moans of componsating him adequately
will have to be devised.

XXV. NEED FOR THE EXPLORATION OF WILD FORMS
FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF CROPS.

(Sections of Agriculture and Botany.)

Rao Bahadur T. S. Vbnkatbaman, Coimbatore, presided.

1. Rao Bahadur T. S. Venkatraman, Coimbatore.

Sugarcane.

If by any chance a field in cultivation happens to get neglected
without the usual tilling and the sowing of agricultural crops, certain
changes in the flora of the field occur which are of great interest to
agriculture. Two of these changes are noticed below.
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The field soon gets overrun with a large number of species of plants
which differ widely fVom ore another in such characters as size and shape
of plants, depth and extent of root systems and obviously also their
relative intake of plant food both in quality and quantity. This shows
that in Nature the method of populating a piece of land with vegetation is
to establish on it a certain number of different species of plants.
Agriculture is an attempt to establish one particular species on such land
to serve human needs.

Secondly, for the first ye**r or two after the land is thus neglected,
one might find a few plants of the previous crop from self sown seeds,
but after a time these disappear almost completely being driven out by
hardier typos of vegetation, i.e., types which do not need the same care
and attention that agriculture connotes. This shows that crop plants
need special attention and (;aro from man to keep them on the land
against, what may be termed, its natural occupants. This is undertaken
by man in return for the food and clothing which crop plants yield.

Though the gradational stops in the evolution of our present crop
plants from their wild progenitors are not elways clear, yet there is little

doubt that the wild types represent the stock from which these crop
plants have arisen. Briefly stated, this must have been through a process
of selection from a largo range of available variations with a view to meet
man’s needs aiid desires. The available wild types thus represent, as it

were, the original widely varying range of characters of the crop plant,
the crop under cultivation representing just one set or grouping of
characters as the result of selection. Similar characters or the same Iti

different combinations might, therefore, bo expected to be available in

the wild types. The only known method of tapping these to the
advantage of the t.rop is to cross crop plants with such wild forms.

Coming to crop growing, the special and somewhat ‘unnatural*
conditions imposed by agriculture and all that it connotes raise certain

problems both for maintaining the crop at its present level and for

improving it. All agricultural operations including those connected with
the control of pests and diseases roprosent attempts to overcome handicaps
imposed by agriculture. If, in the course of the examination of the various
problems that confront the breeder, ho wishes to emphasize a particular

character or briny out a new set of combinations, the obvious thing for

him to do is to draw upon the wide variations available in the wild but
related species. A collection of all the wild species and their close study
is thus an obvious task for any crop breeder. Even in thoso cases where
he is not yet able to employ the wild types as parents, their study gives

useful ideas about the range and the limit of variations to expect with
refereiAce to his own crop.

One great obstacle to the proper utilization of the wild spoeios is

their non -crossability with the cultivated varieties While a fair amount
of intercrossing botweeii* the wild progenitors in the early history of

crop plants has to be assumed—and certain natural hybrids both in

cultivation and in the wild state justify sneh an a8Sum]>tion- -it would
appear that the march of time has augmented original differences between
the wild and cultivated types rendering them not ' rossable with one
another in their present forms. Experience with suigarcanes would,
however, indicate that there is room for furthcj ares more elaborate

attempts in this direction with reference to all crops.

The benefits that have accrued to the sugarc ane crop from hybridiza-

tion with the wild Saccharum have been remarkable and should prove a
pointer to the breeders of other crops to make efforts in a similar direction,

however unpromising or difficult the task may at first appear. Such
benefits cover almost every useful agricultural cliaracteristic of the crop

from germination and tillering to an erect and close stand at harvest,

from a deep and well developed root system to a shoot growth that suits

certain difficult environmental conditions, and from resistance to drought

and waterlogging to resistance to frost and to certain pests and diseases.
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Certain of these characters, such as resistance to adverse conditions in

the environment, are of the type reasonably to bo expected from the
employment of wild parentage.

The value of these characters in the husbandry of the crop has been
so marked that there is a growing desire to work into sugarcane breeding
as many of the wild types as possible. Most of the present popular canes
of both Java and Coimbatore have in them the blood of at least one wild
Saccharum and in the case of some Coimbatore canes even two. The
United States of America recently sent out to the wilds of New Guinea
an elaborately equipped expedition for securing the wild ancestors of
the tropical or ‘noble’ type of canes. The main object in this case was
to breed against various diseases to which the canes in cultivation are
getting increasingly liable. The introduction of such wild blood into the
parentage of new canes might well be considered as an attempt to partially

counteract the handicaps imposed by the rather artificial conditions con-
sequent on agricultural-crop-growing and is essentially in the nature
of a ‘harking back to Nature’.

As was to be expected, the wild types have introduced certain

undesirable characters like pithiness and greater impurities in the juice.

These, it has been found, are rectifiable to a great extent by back-crossing
with the better types of sugarcanes.

Results of sugarcane breeding possess certain features wliich may
well have a wider sphere of utility. Not only have the cultivated canes
crossed freely with the wild typos but the hybrids have also generally

proved fertile—not usual in other interspecific hybrids. This has made
it possible to back -cross the hybrids with either of the parents according
to the characters it is desired to emphasize. Secondly, the species with
which it has been possible to cross the cultivated canes belong to genera
other than Saccharum and in one case to the other sub-family of the
Oramineae as in the case of Bamhusa. Among other genera with which
it has been possible to cross Saccharum are (1) Narengat (2) EriantheSf

(3) Sorghum, (4) Zca, (5) Tcosinte, and (6) Bambuaa.
Any explanatif)n for tliis behaviour of Saccharum might give the

key to the initiation of parallel hybridization in the case of other crop
plants. It is now admitted that the cultivated sugarcanes are complex
polyploids. Again (’onsidorable irregularities have been noticed in the
meiosis of Saccharum such as the doubling of chromosomes on the mother
side or the loss of certain of them. Science is now developing various
means by which to artificially interfere and control chromosome inheritance
tlirough treatment with chemicals like cholchicino or with physical agents
like heat, cold and irradiation.

To conclude, it would appear not unreasonable to hope that fortified

with fuller studies of Saccharum and its wide-range hybrids it might
yet be possible to increasingly employ the wild species in the case of
other crop plants as well. The advantages are obvious that such work
deserves a front plaee in all crop-breeding prograrmnes.

2. Da. B. P. Pal, New Delhi.

Potato arid Wheat.

The rediscovery of Mendel’s laws of heredity in 1900 gave a stimulus
to plant breeding, and numerous new forms of plants have been evolved
by selection and hybridization. After a time, however, it became apparent
that in many cases the limit of improvement by this means had been
reached; the genes present in the existing varieties had been all utilized

without attaining the ideal in several important respects. It, therefore,
became necessary to discover or introduce new genes.

It has been found that in many crop-plants, wild or little-known
alhed species or varieties exist and in several instances these are highly
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resistant or even immune from the devastating diseases which attack and
destroy their culti ’'ated relatives; some of those wild forms also possess
other characters of great value to plant breeding. Recognizing the.

importance of the exploration of wild forms for the improvement of crops
the agricultural departments of several countries, notably Russia and the
U.S.A., hr ve organized expeditions to various parts of the world to make
collections of as many crop plants and their wild allies as possible. In this

way valuable material has been gathered together.

In potatoes, specially striking results liave b'‘en obtained. The
Russian and other expeditions to Ce4tral and South America have
revealed the existence of a large number of tuber-forming species, some
of which possess valuable characters not found in the common cultivated

potato, Solanum tuberosum. Among these new species are S. demissumt
highly resistant to late blight and to frost; S. Ryhiiiii resistant to virus

diseases and having tubers with a short resting period; S. phureja which
produces tubers under hot humid coinlitions and under short day; S.

andigeniwt which grows over a very extensive area in S. America and is

characterized by high yield, and a certain amount of resistance to diseases

and to frost; S. acaule and S. curtilobum which are resistant to frost, etc.

The discovery of this material has entirely revolutionized potato breeding

and opened new horizons.

In wheat, several grasses, e.g. the perennial couch grass and AegUops,

have been crossed with cultivated wheats. The cross with the former

is regarded as specially promising, and holds out the prospect of creating

varieties able to withstand the severe conditions of Siberia; there is

also the likelihood of the production of perennial forms of wheat from the

same crosses.

In India, no thorough survey has yet been made of the wild forms

of the cultivated crops, India is the ceiitre of origin of several crops and
possessing as it does a wide range of conditions varying from intensely

cold, snow-bound regions to extremely hot re^ons, and from areas of no

rainfall to areas possessing the highest rainfall in the world, there is every

reason to hope that such a survey would disclose material of priceless

value to breeders and geneticists.

3. Mb. J. M. John, Coimbatore.

Oil-seeds,

When the improvements of crops effected with material available

from the ordinary collection of varieties fall short of requirements, the

need for utilizing wild or hitherto unknown forms pr^ssessing qualities not

found in the usual cultivated varieties, suggests itself to the crop breeder

as a possible line of anproacjh. This course seems to bo of special

application to the solviugof numerous problems of oil-seed agronomy and

is expected to hasten the improvement work on oil-seeds that has been

in progress in this country for over a decade.

In South India, the oil-seed cn>ps that fignrr jirominontly in

agriculture and trade are groundnuts (3^ million acren), Sosarnum (7J lakhs

of acres), coconuts (5J lakhs of acres), and castor {3 lakhs of acres). The

problems as they affect the breeding and irnprovi^ment work done on

those in Madras are indicated below.
, < . .

In groundnuts {Arachis hypogect) abouo lOO varieties exhibiting

variation in habit of growth, duration, yields, nature of pods, shelling

outturn, colour of kernels and oil content have been collected. High

yielding strains of bunch and spreading types of plants have been evolved

by selection. Cross breeding has been attempted to obtain new combi-

nations of economic characters. Aspects such as strong pod attao^ent

which would facilitate easy harvest of plants with the under^ound pods

remaining attached to the vines, seed dormancy which would eliminate

lO
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loss caused by the sprouting of seed in soil due to the receipt of rains

at harvest time, and resistance to wilt, clump and insect pests are problems
that await solution. A general survey of the existing material indicates

dearth of suitable basic material. There is evidence to show that in

South America, there are types or species imknown in India and it is very
likely that an extensive search in such areas would reveal the existence

of new forms that would ultimately be of use in breeding work.
Sesamum or til {Sesamum indicum) is generally a three months* crop

in South India and is cultivated in different seasons. The varieties in

most cases are season bound ;p,nd are therefore not interchangeable.

Though the available varieties exhibit fairly wide variation of economic
characters, non-lodging types possessing miiformity of ripening and
veu'ieties with non-dehiscent capsules are lacking in the Indian varieties.

Africa is said to be the only area of distribution of almost all species of
the genus Sesamum including wild forms and a search in Africa and India
seems necessary for a representative collection. Recently a wild type of
Sesamum has been collected from the low-lying hills on the West Coast of
Madras and it has been found to be a vigorous growing type thriving in

the shallow poor laterite soils of the hills.

Coconut {Cocos nucifera), unlike other oil-seeds, is a perennial crop
and breeding requires a considerable time for achievement of results.

There are at present about 20 different varieties of coconuts growing in

Madras. Hybridization has shown immense possibilities, particularly in

a cross between the ordinary tall type and the dwarf early type, wherein
the Fj has combined the desirable qualities of both the parents. A
search for more varieties in the coconut area extending from Madagascar
to the Philippines would probably result in the finding of new and
interesting types. Seven other species of Cocos have been recently

reported from Bahia in Brazil as useful sources of oil, wood, fibre and
fodder.

Castor (Ricinus communis) being a highly cross fertilized crop is

polymorphic but laclis in types which would be useful in solving some of
the immediate problems such as hardiness to withstand excessive rainfall

or drought during early stages of growth and resistance to insect pests

and fungoid diseases. These two problems are becoming increasingly
important as the spread of some of the very heavy and prolific bearing
strains evolved in Madras is being very largely checked by them. The
only remedy seems to be to hunt for disease resistant types. The original

home of castor is located somewhere in India or Afghanistan and a search
in the representative castor tracts of these countries has to be made for

locating desirable types.

Thus though the requirements of breeding material for diff^ent
crops are not identical the mode of attack, so far as the utilization of
wild forms is concerned, is almost the same. It is considered desirable

that the crop breeder who is interested in any particular crop explores its

original home for the different varieties of the crop and the allied species,

so that he may utilize to the best advantage the seed material for solving
the many and varied problems that confront him.

4. Mr. Ali Mohammad and Mr. Sawan Mad Sikka, Lyallpur.

Oil-seeds,

The importance of exploring wild forms of plants for the improvement
of crops in general and with particular reference to Indian oil-seeds is

discussed. The greatest use of wild forms lies in the fact that they
furnish genes which could be bred into new varieties capable of resisting
diseases and withstanding the effect of drought and cold. Counting
on Vavilov’s principle of group immunity of geographical races, further
improvement in our existing varieties of oil-seed crops could be effected
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firstly by making a careful study of their wild ancestors with regard to
their power of r sisting tho attack of diseases, cold ajid drought and then
by hybridizing the most desirable forms from amongst them with our
present-day cultivated species. The sterility of the first generation
hybrids, obtained by crocsing of allied species or ge<.>graphical races,

should m no account be a block to further progress, as several methods
are now known by which the fertility of the sterile hybrids could be easily

resLort 1. It is suggested that the Imperial Council of Agricultural
Kcsearch will interest itself in the problem and s^t up suitable agencies
for collecting wild forms of crops for usc.by plant breeders in India.

5, Mb. K. Ramiah, Indore*

Cotton and Rice,

Cotton :

There are now 19 recognized species of Oossi^piunif both cultivated
and wild, some belonging to the 26 chromosome group and others to
the 13 chromostime group. Of the above, only 13 are really wild species.
Several crosses between the wild and cultivated species have been studied
recently and a certain amount of knowledge gained about the relationships
of the species mainly from the degree of chromosome conjugation in FjS.

Though tho wild species do not appear to pt)88ess any of the useful
characters for which cotton is cultivated, on the analogy of studies with
wild species in other crops, tho breeder might expect to get from the wild
typos such genes controlling resistance to diseases and insect pests and
general hardiness for incorporation in tho cultivated forms. Owing to the
difficulty of sterility in FjS of several crosses between wild and cultivated
species only two crosses which do not show such sterility have been
studied extensively, one with O. tomentosum (26 chromosome group),
and the other with Q, anamolum (13 chromosome group). Whether
physiological characters like resistance and hardiness can be transferred
from species to species in the same way as morphological characters
appears to be doubtful from the limited experienc’.o available. Our
knowledge about the genetics of wild species is still very scanty and
probably as tnis knowledge advances, there might be greater scope of
making use of wild types for economic ends.

The work on Qoaaypium has however brought to light several instances
in which certain forms or types have proved more useful for breeding
purposes in tracts other than their home and from this point of view it

is highly desirable that tho breeder collects and maintains a largo collection

of varieties and geographical races and subject them to a f)rocess of

acclimatization.

Rice

:

All the cultivated forms of rice belong to the single imecies, Oryza
aaiiva. A comprehensive botanico-geographical siiT vey of the genus,
Oryza^ particularly in India and the eastern countries has not been made
and the available information regarding species and their distribution is

still meagre. Only a few wild species of Oryza are so far known and the
number of inter-species crosses actually studied is still fewer.

Work in Coimbatore has shown the possibility of obtaining drought
resistant types from crosses with the wild species, 0. longiataminata.

The diseases of rice in spite of their importance have not received any
considerable attention still in India and breeding for disease resistance

has so far been confined to crosses within the species, O. ecUiva. It is

quite possible that some of the wild species may have some useful genes
from this point of view. An exploration of such possibilities can only
be made when a sufficient collection of wild species has been made and
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studied. From the knowledge of the distribution of Oryzae and a section
of the closely related tribe PJmlaride the tracts likely to prove useful for
exploration are S. India, Central and S. Africa, N. Australia and Indo-
China. Because of the extreme importance of the crop to India, it is

very desirable that at least the exploration of the region within the country
itself should be taken up immediately.

6. Mb. a. C. Joshi, Benares.

Fruit Trees,

Explorations by Russian botanists in Central Asia and Caucasia
have led to the discovery of numerous wild and semi-cultivated varieties

of plums, apricots, peaches, almonds, cherries, apples, pears, grapes,

walnuts, etc. Most of these varieties were previously unknown to science

and are endemic to these regions. Many exhibit great hardiness, resistance

to drought, frost and several diseases. Some also show good quality

and flavour. For these reasons they have proved of great value in breeding
work. As a result of their discovery large areas formerly barren have
been brought under cultivation and turned into profitable orchards.

Three out of the eight ‘primary centres of origin ’ of cultivated plants

recognized by the Russian workers border on India. These are
:

(i) Central

Asia, (ii) mountains of Eastern and Central China, and (iii) the Indo-
Malayau area. A fourth centre falls in this country itself, namely,
N.-W. India and Afghanistan. Most of the Old World fruit trees have
originated in these regions. India is, therefore, in an exceptionally good
position to organize the exploration of new varieties of Old World fruit

trees. This may lead to the solution of many of our important horticul-

tural problems, which cannot be solved by other methods. Our Citrus
orchards are attacked by numerous insect pests and fungal and bacterial

diseases. Exploration in north-east border of India and China, the
original home of this genus, is likely to lead to the discovery of varieties

resistant to these diseases. The problem of ‘ alternate bearing * in mango
may be solved by carefully observing the yield of a large number of trees

in this country and the Indo-Malayan region and discovering varieties

bearing fruit every year. Wide explorations of this type would greatly
help in extending the area of fruit cultivation in this country by dis-

covering varieties of different fruit trees suitable for growing under
different climates.

A point deserving special consideration in future exploration and
introduction of new varieties of fruit trees is the vitamin content and the
amount of other nutritive principles in the edible parts of the fruits.

This has not received much attention in the past, but may be extremely
important for the health of the nation.

7. Db« K« Nandi, Jorhat (Assam).

General Crops.

It is the common experience of breeders of crop plants that the

limit of improvement within a species by intraspecific hybridization and
selection is soon reached by the combination and recombination of the

constant stock of genes, without the ideal types having been obtained.

A study of the commercial varieties of potato by Bukasov disclosed

the limited possibilities of improvement. As a result of botanico-

geographical studies by Vavilov and his associates in Russia expeditions
were sent to Central and South America, the centre of origin of potato,
and this led to the discovery of 18 new cultivated species and 65 wild
species comprising about 200 distinct varieties and thousands of forms.
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Several of those have been found to possess extremely valuable qualities
such as roflistai ce to diseases, drought, frost, etc. Prior to this the
work on potato was confined to the single species, Solarium tuberosumt
and even the Linnean composition of a species was not known.

As a result of similar expeditions to almost all parts of the world,
Russia has made a collection of 29,200 forms of wheat. Amongst these
are sev eral wild species and forms immtine to diseases. Expeditions to
Caucasus, Conlral Asia and mountains of Azerbaijan have also led to the
discovery of wild species of apples resistant to frost and woolly aphis,
wild pears resistant to diseases, drought and cold. Discoveries of similar
wild plants have boon made? in respect of a w}K>le series of other crop
plants which are being utilized not only for the improvement of cultivated
plants but also for the production of entirely new species of crop plants
resistant to diseases and unfavourable clhnatic conditions.

1’ho researches of Papov have shown that side by side with Amygdxilus
comynunisj the wild progenitor of the cultivated almond, there appear
related wild species A. Korshinskyiy A. bucharica, ete., in their reutro of
origin just as with Pryrus com?nunis, the progenitor of the cultiv’^ated pear,
there o(H!ur P. Boisseriana, P KorMn^kyi, etc. With the help of
cytological studies tho origin of cultivated species from the wild species
has been traced. Sorokina by crossing wild cpecies of Aeyilops triuncialis

with TrilicAim, dicoccokles has synthesized the wheat species Triticum
peraicutn resistant to rust and mildew. On the otlier hami, Eghis, Kostoff
at:d Clausen have produced several triple hybrids experimentally by
crossing throe species differing in their multiples of the basic chromosome
number. The success of Karpechenko and others in the production of
intergeneric hybrids and the conquest of sterility by duplication of chromo-
somes with colchicine have opened up a colossal possibility in the
improvement of crop plants which may yet be realized by the combined
study of genetics and cytology.

In the 0 .S.A. there has been a conscious shift in tho plant introduction
objectives from the discovery of improved varieties of plants to a search
for wild forms of cultivated plants. When the cantaloupe industry in

that country was threatened with destruction by powdery mildew, it was
a wild Indian musk-melon, most unpromising and over-looked as a crop
but possessiU;'^ the single character of being resistant to the disease that
saved tlic iiidustry from ruin. Similarly, tho sugarcane Industrie's of Java
and Lousiana were saved from the destruction of Sereh and mosaic diseases

respectively through the incorporation of wild genes from Saccharum
spontaneum, found growing throughout India in places liable to severe
drought and flooding. Even in India it was found as early as 1012 that
intraspecifle hybridization within the cultivated species of sugarcane did

not result in tho production of types resistant to diseases and adverse
climatic conditions. But interspocific hybridization between the wild

species S. apontaneum, ^.(Coiinbatoro form) and S, officinartim resulted

in the production of greatly improved ty7)cs of canes resistant to diseases

and drought. The value of wild species and wild Ibrms as genetical

material for a fight against the ever increasing diseases and adverse soil

and climatic conditions have been rot'ognized in aintest all the advanced
countries. When the work of tho Russian Gre. t icists was known tlie

Swedish Plant Breeding Institute seiit an expedition to S. America for

the collection of frost resistant forms of potato. Quite recently tho

Governments of tlie U.S.A. and Australia arc scouring tho world in search
of wild forms of crop plants with the object of introducing resistance in

their cultivated types.

Recent cytogenetical studies have disclosed the fact that most of our
crop plants originated from wild forms. In the course of evolution, the

cultivated jdants having been subjected for centuries to a process of

inbreeding aijd selection for a very specialized purpose have lost a good
number of dominant genes and have greatly changed from their progenitors.

Thus we find the defects common to all our cultivated plants are suscepti-
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bility to diseases and insect pests, sensitiveness to unfavourable conditions

of growth and general loss of vigour. It is now increasingly realized

that the wild relatives of cultivated plants maintaining themselves in

nature amongst competitors and severe conditions and withstanding the
rigours of natural selection must have developed some traits quite different

from the cultivated plants. The wild forms are, as a rule, found to

be genetically distinct with dominant genes, complex group immunity to

diseases, great adaptabiUty to extreme conditions and hardiness. It is

specially for these characters that they are chosen as parents in crosses.

The present and the most urgent need in India is to make a systematic
and exhaustive collection of wild species and wild relatives of all the
cultivated crops from their respective centres of origin and incorporate
the wild genes into the existing improved types of crop plants so as to

make them immune to diseases, tolerant to adverse climatic conditions
and vigorous. Work on interspecific hybridization between cultivated

species and the wild species is therefore likely to play the most important
role for the synthetic creation of polyploid forms of crop plants with the

above qualities and in this, wild genes hold the key in the buildiiig up of
future agriculture.

From the discussions that had already taken place, it is clear that
we will have to explore wild forms for breeding purposes. So far, very
few explorations for search of wild forms have been carried out. This
caimot bo done unless and until wo have Provincial Botanical Surveys
which will organize provincial excursions to make provincial and regional

floras and herbaria. This work is meant to be done by the new society
called ‘Indian geological Society’ which will hold its opening meeting
this week. This society can bo utilized in the matter of exploration of
wild forms of cultivated forms.

While the importance and urgency of the matter were realized by
every one pxiesent at the meeting, a considerable amoimt of discussion
took place on problems like how the work is to be carried out, what to

do with the material collected, what arrangements are to be made to

maintain the collections, etc. Ultimately, the meeting unanimously
passed the following two resolutions:

—

Resolved

:

(1) That early and efficient steps be taken through the Imperial
Council of A^icultural Kesearch and similar bodies as well as through
our Universities to collect together and describe in all aspects the wild
species of plants related to the main agricultural crops of the country.

(2) That a Committee consisting of Messrs. K. Ramiah, Indore,
Kao Bahadur T. S. Vonkatraman, Coimbatore, Dr. B. P. Pal, New Delhi,
and two members selected by the Indian Botanical Society be authorized
to work out details in this connection and give effqct to the first resolution.

XXVI. SULPHANILAMIDE GROUP OF DRUGS.

(Sections of Physiology, Chemistry, and Medical and
Veterinary Research.)

Db. B. B. Dikshit, Bombay, presided.

1. Mr. K. Ganapathi, Bombay, opened the discussion.

Mr. Ganapathi said that although more than 700 sulphanilamide
compounds have been studied and many have been introduced for clinical
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trials, those that are outstanding are—sulphanilainide, 2-sulphanil-

amidopyridine (bulphapyridine), 2-8ulphamlamidothiazole (sulphathiazole)

and 2-sulphanilamido-4-methy]thiazole (sulphamethylthiazole). In spite

of the complexity of the question, some relationship between chemical

constitT^tion and chemotherapeutic action, witliin narrow limits of struc-

tural changes, is apparent in this class of compounds (Fourneau, Trefouel

et al,

;

k'lanapathi). There also appears some sort of specihoity in the mani-

festation of therapeutic action by different compour ds in various infections

(Rosenthal, Ganapathi ;
Marshall).

Sulphanilamide possesses irrefutable therapeutic effect in the infec-

tions due to—haeritolyiic streptococci ,
meningococci^ gonococci, Clostridium

welchii and B. coli
;

it also appears to be effective in Brucella abortus

and B. proteus infections; against the yruumococci its effect is less striking

and against the staphylococci far les^i. Sulphap^idine shows a striking

effect against the pneumococcus infections in addition to being as good as

sulphauiJamide in others. Sulphathiazole, synthesized independently

and extensively studied at the Haffkiiu Institute, shows a striking effect

in the streptococcal and pneumococcal infections (Rao and Ganapathi).

Its effect in plague infections is outstanding being far superior to sul-

phapyridine (Sokhey and Dikshit). In staphylococcal infection, it is

definitely superior to sulphapyridine (Long and Bliss). It is effective

in P. Knowlesi infection, in monkeys (Dikshit and Ganapathi). The above

thioe drugs possess fairly good therapeutic effect in experimiuital E.

typhosus infection in mice but absolutely with no effect in V. cholera

infection (Kao and Ganapathi). The two virus infections definitely

influenced by these drugs are lymphogranuloma venereum and trachoma.

Experimental rabies infection in mice and vaccinia virus infection in

rabbits appear to be refractory to treatment with these drugs (^ao and

Ganapathi). The trypanosomes and the spirochaetes are uninfluenced.

Of tie above three compounds, the last is the least toxic. All are

absorbed fairly lapidly from the gastrointestinal tract and distributed

throughout the body. Part of the drugs gets inactivated by acetylation.

Tlioy are excreted fairly rapidly, sulphapyridine being the slowest of the

lot. In the cli.’iical trials with these drugs, their blood concentrations

attained rather than the oral dose should be the criterion. A critical

study of the various aspects of the question indicates that in mild infec-

tions a concentration of about 3-5 mg. per cent of the free drug in the

blood should bo maintained while in severe infections at least 6-10 mg.
per cent tlnough the course of the infection.

The mechanism of action of the sulphanilainidos is much trioro subtle

than that of the simple germicides. The theories that they act by neutra-

lizing the toxins, stimulating phagocytosis '>r other specific iimnune

defences of the body }\avo not much evidence to bock tij). Mayer,

Schaffer, Fox and others consider the bjologically niediaied oxidation

product of sulplianilamide to bo responsible for th( therapeutic effect.

There is greater support for the tlx'^ry that the .-.ti
I
phaiiilamides are

primarily bacteriostatic in action r<Midoring the rrdcr<>- organisms vulner-

able to destruction by the immune forces of th* body. This bacterio-

static action, in general, is traced to the inter! ice of the drugs with

some enzymatic reactions coimected with cell nutrition and metabolism

of the parasite cells (McIntosh and Whitby ,
and others). The enzymes

thus inactivated have variously been suggested to be the proteolytic

enzyme (Lockwood) ; Catalase (Locke, Mellon et al.) ;
the enzymes having

glyceral, pyruvate and lactate as their substitutes (MacLeod). The recent

interesting researches of Stamp and of Green have culmiimted in the very

significant theory of Woods and Fildes that sulphanilamidea ^t by

competing, by virtue of their structural similarity, for an enzyme of some
fundamental nutritional importance with its natural substance which

is an ‘essential metabolite* surmised to be para-amino -benzoic acid.
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2. Db. U. P. Basu, Baranagore (Calcutta).

Dr. Basu said that since the announcement of the anti-streptococcal

activity of ‘prontosil’ extensive investigations have been carried out
both chemically and pharmacologically to find out a clue to its charac-
teristic mechanism of bacteriostatic and bactericidal action, and it was
soon noticed that the parent compound, sulphanilamide, is equally thera-
peutically active compared to a large series of derivatives already synthe-
sized. The qiiestion, whether sulphanilamide is or is not the sole active

agent in this new therapy, remains still unsf>lved, but work has always
been in progress to obtain one or ether derivatives of the same in the
expectation of isolating a more potent drug. It has been definitely

established that any alteration in the constitution of its molecule prac-
tically annuls the therapeutic activity of th(c drug. The substitution
of the ‘amino* hydrogen by quinoline and a(‘ridine rings may increase
the solubility or lessen toxicity of the product ; it is, however, the replace-

ment of the ‘amino’ hydrogen by suitable substituent that only widens
the range of activity of the drug. The toxic manifestations after ingestion
of the drug has again led to considerable investigations of biochemical
nature, and the results obtained, have been utilized in the proper clinical

application of the drug. The phenomenon of acidosis and cyanosis can
be easily detected and controlled. A knowledge of the chemic al character-

istics of the drug or its conjugated product is helpful in preventing any
urinary obstruction or even renal calcidi. A study on the non-protein
nitrogen content of the urine of patients would indicate the influence
of the drug in the hacmopoietic system. Thus, in any work with this
drug therapy chemistry would not only play a part in the synthesis of
any potent product but may also help in controlling the side reactions
exerted by the drug.

The mc^de of action and the precise therapeutic limitation still remain
a matter of imcertainty, and as a result, chemists have to adopt a blind
method and roam in darkness in search for a compound of any clinical

importance. Evidences are there to show that oxidation of the drug,
or inhibition of some bacterial enzymic reaction is responsible for the
bacteriostatic action of this group of drug. Wliatever it may be, the
problem is to be solved so that the proper group or groups may be attached
to the sulphanilamide molecule to render it selective for different bacterial
types. An important thing in this work is the organization of collabora-
tive effort between chemists, bacteriologists, pharmacologists and clinicians
and an all-round attack on the problem from different angles.

3. Lt.-Col. S. S. Sokbev, I.M.S., Bombay.

Lt.-Col. Sokhey wrote about the very remarkable rrsulis he was
getting with sulphathiazole in the treatme^ft of jdague at Latur,
Hyderabad (Deccan).

The first thing to be noticed in the present trial, he said, was that
the cases being brought to hospital were of a very severe nature ; a much
larger number of cases had septicaemia at the time of admission than he
had ever noticed before. So far he had treated 65 patients. Twenty-
two patients among this group who did not have septicaemia at the
time of admission had all survived. Out of the 33 septicaemic cases,

9 were moribund at the time of admission and died within 24 hours of
admission: of the remaining 24 cases, 19 had survived. Thus the percen-
tage of recoveries in non-septicaemic cases was 100% and in septicaemic
cases 80%. Even if moribund cases were included he got the percentage
of survivors in septicaemic cases as 58. It was to be noted that mortality
in septicaemic cases with the usual treatment in vogue in hospitals at
present is 100%.

During the present trial the dosage was being controlled by the
determination of the ( oncentration of the drug in blood from time to
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time. An attempt was made to get a concentration of at least 10 mg,
per 100 c.c. of blood ac rapidly as possible and this concentration was
maintained for b or 4 days and then the dosage was gradually reduced.
It meant giving of something like 4 gm. or 8 tablets of the drug on ad-

mission and 8 tablets 4 hoars Jat^’r, hdlowcd by 2 to 8 tablets every 4
hours. Tliis dosage was much larger than the one used at Bettiah in

anothe- field trial. Colonel Sokhey was not sure whether this very
large aose was really needed. Ho was still attem])ting to determine an
effective but not too large a dose. The question of toxicity was also

being carefully studied.

4. Sm Ramna.'iii CiiOPKA and Din B. Mukekji, Calcutta.

In the absence of Sir Ramnatb, Dr. B. Mukerji presented the- results

of the investigation on the sulphoimraido group of drugs undertaken in

the School of Tropical Medicine and the Biochc'niieal Standardization
LaboratMry. The invest

i
gatiems were planned with a view to study the

comparative toxicity and therapeutic efficiency, both in laboratory
animals and hospital ])atlonts, of the more im]H>rtaiLt and commonly
used remedies of this series-—(i) ‘prontosil nibruiii* and ‘prontosil soluble*
among the azo dyes; (ii) sulphanilamide, a non-jiatentcd drug sold under
a variety of trade’ names and inanufai tured by a large vaimbcr of firms
both foreign and Indian; (hi) sulfhiayiyridine and its scduble sodium
derivative; and (iv) sulphathiazok

,
the recently intrnducf'd thiazolo

analogue of sulphapyridine. The experiences gained from this work
during th(^ course of the last year and half has (leen summarized below.
In the laboratory, sulphalhiazf>lf‘ has boon found the least toxic of all the
derivatives of this series, a linding which confirms previous work on the
subject both at the Stpiible llesearch Institute, America and the Haffkine
Institute, Bombay.

I. Bacterial and virus diseases.

(i) Cholera is an important disease from the point of view of India
and a largo n ’mber of epidemic cholera cases were treated with diseptal B
(p-aminobenzene—sulphonyl—p-amino-benzene-methyl— sulphoiiamide)
in doses of 3 gm. daily for 3-4 days. A control series were treated with
fi-actional doses of ealomel. Intravenous saline therapy was adminis-
tered in all the cases in both the series. The mortality rate in Die series

treated with diseptal B was 7*9% as against 12-69% in the control
series. This compares favourably with the results obtained in tlio

treatment of cholera with bacteriophage.
(ii) Enteric group.—Two acute cases arid two canieis who wcTe

passing large number oi organisms in tlu ir stools w(*r(^ t reated with
sulphapyridine in usual doses. No appn ciable effect in the number of
Bact. typhosus in faeces was demonstrable.

{ni) Meningitis .-—S\ilphanilamid»‘s (manufactu: t <1 locally and of
foreign origin), sulphapyridine and diamino-dip}>»'u\ f sulphone glucoside
were employed in the treatment of Meningiti.s ln<ih independently or
combined with serotherapy. The majority ih<‘ cases belonged to
meningococcus Dr. 1, a few wore pneumocoe<^al and an occasional one or
two eases were tubercular or of the influenzal type. The mortality rate

was reduced from 60% in the control series to 32% in the drug-treated
series. The combined drug plus serotherapy gave better results

(Chopra et al.^ J.M. Gaz.^ 1940). The best results were obtained with
sulphapyridine. In pneumococcal meningitis, chemotherapy with any
of the sulphonamido preparations was unsatisfactory,

(iv) B. coli cystitis.—Three patients were treated with sulpha-
pyridine (3 gm. for 6 days), of which two cases showed remarkable
improvement. The third ease however relapsed after a month.
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(v) Smallpox.—Tho effects of sulphapyridine and prontosil were tested

in cases of hemorrhagic smallpox with no apparent s»icces8.

(vi) Hydrophobia .—in one case of hydrophobia, in which antirabic

vaccine was administered previously, sulphapyridine soluble was adminis-

tered intrathecally in Normal Saline. The only noticeable effect was
slowing in the progress of tho disease but death ensued in the ordinary
course.

II. Protozoal diseases.

(i) Malaria .

—
‘Prontosir and ‘ Soluseptasine’ have been shown to

possess a definite action on Plasrnodium Knowlesi in experimental infec-

tions in monkeys when administered in comparatively large doses. Sul-

phapyi'idine is capable of destroying the monkey plasmodium in doses
much loss than the optimum therapeutic dose ordinarily prescribed. In
hmnan malaria also, sulphapyridine showed mild anti-malarial properties.

(ii) Leishmaniasis .—The sulphonarnides do not show any remarkable
curative properties in kala-azar.

(iii) Amoebiasis .—In chronic amoebic infections, sulphonamide
derivatives have been tried in the hope of finding something better than
the existing remedies in chronic cases. The results are poor.

III. Helminthic diseases.

Filariasis is widely distributed in the tropics and it is now well

known that secondary streptoc^occal infection plays an important part
in the production of acute lymphangitis in cases of this infection. No
drug has been found so far which can destroy the filaria in the body but
‘})rontosil’ and its derivativ^es brought about rapid cure in surgical com-
plications of lilariasis wViere no secondary bacterial infection could be
discovered.

From the experimental and clinical work with some of tho more
commonly emj)l()yed sulphonamide derivatives, it is now possible to

state that these drugs are of definite value in malaria^ mcnimjitis, possibly
cholera, plague and B. coli cystitis. In conditions where associated
infection with streptococci is existing, e.g., filariasis, influenza, measles,
etc., thoj^ undoubtedly j)rodu(^o beneficial effects.

Toxic manifestations with these drugs undoubtedly occur but these
are comparatively rare in therapeutic doses. Moderate cyanosis is not
usually an alarming symptom. The sulphonarnides undoubtedly affect

tho hemopoeitici system and the sulphur in its molecule does combine
with hemoglobin but unless the dosage is pushed to extremes, these diffi-

culties are not of sufficient importance from the practitioner’s point of
view. Laborious experimental work is needed both in the laboratory
and in the clinic to bring out the extent of the practical value and applica-
tion of these derivatives in tropical diseases. The tendency, often seen,
of making pronouncements on the efficacy or otherwise of a particular
compound or derivative without adequate chemotherapeutic and clinical

trials is to be strongly deprecated.

5. Db. B. a. Pathak, Benares,

The speaker put forward the general practitioners’ points of view
regarding the sulphanilamide drug. He remarked that these drugs
probably had no pharmac;odynamic action ; they were evenly distributed
in the body and rapidly eliminated. They produced their effect only
when the organisms were actively multiplying in the blood or in the
tissues. He briefly referred to tho combination of the drug and serum
therapy and said that the general practitioner found it difficult to
determine the blood concentration of the drugs or type the invading
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organisms aixd suggested that a clear knowledge of the dangers of this

drug and the ma drnum safe doge limit would be the only guides on which
he could base his therapy. He also referred to the problems of idiosyn-

crasy and the pathogens getting drug-fast. After mentioning the local

and prophylactic uses of the drug he gave a warning about the indiscri-

minate use of these now drugs and mentioned liuw some quacks were
misusing them.

0. Hr. J3 H. Ray, Calcutta.
‘

In connection with the treatment of eases of cholera with sulphon-

amioe group of drugs referred to by Sir K. N. Chopra and Dr. B. Mukerji,

an important question arises which needs careful consideration. Cholera

is a. disease characterized by onguria and in extreme cases, anuria. Sul-

phonamldes are excreted almost wholly by the kidneys. Is it not likely

that in cholera there will be an accumulation of the drug in the blood
to a degree which might give rise to serious complications ? Again, it

has been contended that sulphonamide group of drugs are prone to bring

about an acidosis and from this consideration, the use of sodium bicar-

bonate along with sulphonamide therapy has often been advocated.

In (cholera, there is already a certain degree of acidosis and it seems reason-

able therefore to avoid administering a remedy which is apt to aggravate

such a condition. In a large number of cases of cholera, simple treatment

with saline without any drug gives a cure rate of as much as 70%.
Therefore, in cases treated with both saline and sulphonamides, it is

difficult to ascribe any remedial importance to sulphonamide imless

very careful controls aro maintained. In treating i‘holera, therefore, the

workers should keep these contra-indications in mind.

7. Dr. B. B. Dikshit, Bombay.

In summarizing the discussion Dr. B. B. Dikshit said that co-operation

between chernsts and pharmacologists has proved oxtreinely valuable
in the field of chemotherapy and hoped that such a co operation will

result in many more now advanires in the treatment of human sufferings.

He paid a tribute to the zeal of Indian chemists who are synthesizing new
compomids almost every day and pointed out that pharmact legists

av^ailable at the moment in this coxmtry to test these new compounds are
very very few in number. Moreover, a pharmacologist has to uiKlortake

a large number of careful investigations before pronouncing a drug as

suitable for clinical trials. A proper organization to study clicmothera-

peutic agents should have, at least 10 pharmacologists for cv(Ty one chemist,

and this too, in his opinion, was a very m< derate estimate. The propor-

tion at present prevalent in this country is just the o verse or even Jess.

A very large number of useful preparations havf ? hcrefore to await
pharmacological investigation for a long time. Ht further pointed out

that pharmacologists have to keep iu mind the imj)ortant factor of biolo-

gical variation and warned against conclusioriB drawn by some workers
on experiments conducted on a few animal h. He briefly refored to

the team work organized by Col. Sokhey ai the Haffkine Institute and
said that this team work was working very satisfactorily.
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XXVII. THE PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS IN ADULT
EDUCATION.

(Section of Psychology.)

1. Dr. N, N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.

I. Some of the Psychological Problems in Adult Education,

(i) The existence of a well-formed mental sot comprising organized
interests, ideas, scheme of values and outlooks that reject

new material not consistent with them.
These resist, for instance, the mechanical aspect of

learning such as spelling, writing or simple calculations of
arithmetic. They also resist the appeal by means of pictorial

presentation and by the arousal of emulation.
(ii) The presence in adults of a tendency to seek a concrete meaning

in everytliing.

This resists the introduction of much of formal training.

(iii) Varying phases of the curve of growth and different rates of
growth in adult.

These make the creation of a compact pu])il -group difficult.

Consequently, the teacher camiot treat the class as a unit
but as a collection. Teaching has to be in the form of indivi-

dual appeals.
(iv) Diminished values of teacher’s personality.

Experience gives adults a value scale along which indivi-

duals are measured. To the child, the teacher appears with
almost paternal authority. To the adult he is a wage-earner
whose value can be estimated along an economic scale,

(v) The existence of a psychic tendency to be critical and to be
passive.

Tlie first of these arises on account of diminished suggesti-

bility. The latter arises from lack of interest.

(vi) The difficulty of appeal to reward and punishment.
This stands in the way of ensuring study and correction.

(vii) A lowered valuation of the educative process in comparison to
the actual life.

This leads to a certain levity in regard to the educational
efforts.

II. Psychological Analysis.

The difficulties arise on account of the following;

—

(i) Accentuation of individual differences due to the varied personal
history of individuals.

(ii) Lowered suggestibility.

(iii) Sense of the concrete.
(iv) Diminished importance of the

{a) teacher, and
(6) educative process.

III. Psychologist's Approach to a Solution.

(i) tCreation of a group spirit:

—

(a) it diminishes individual differences

;

(b) it increases suggestibility

;
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(c) it raises the mind on the hallucinatory plane and diminishes
i’le senso of the concrete ;

(d) leads to regression towarda the childhood level.

(ii) This can be done i'^. the contest of

;

{a) religious ideas

;

(6)

social, economic and political ideas.

(iii) These would give (a) the teacher the sam paternal status as in

childho(jd.

(6) Increase the ’mportance of the educative process.

IV. Covrhtsion.

(1) Historicidly the scheir 38 of adult education have been successful
in the context of an ideology. The reason is in conformity with the
psyche logical analysis.

(2) They are also siiocessful in the setting of an economic life as in a
factory where educational success or failiu*e means I’eward or punishment.

(3) Adult education in India, thus, should utilize {a) the ideologicijd

groups^ and (6) the localized economic organizations such as factories.

(4) The former would comprise the religious groups sutdi as leagues
and sabhas, political groups such as local congress and other party organi-
zations, temples anci mosques. The latter should comprise factories

and loc^al trtnle unions. These should be induced to take up adult educa-
tion as ail essential part of their programme.

(5) Education would receive in this manner an ideological sanction,
political and religious.

(6) In the case of factories, a return should be demanded along with
other factory returns about arrangomi'nts for workers* training, the in-

crease in the number of literate and about the granting of additional
privileges, say in the form of extra leave to those who complete a scheme
of adult education,

(7) The real difficulty arises in the case of the large scattered rural

population that does not usually come within the orbit of any of these
organizations. In these cases a scheme of short-term schooling conducted
by a peripatetic group of teachers associated with a further scheme of
reward for those who complete education may meet the need. Some
State privilege such as lowered cess or tax, a promise ol’ free training for
children, or free gift of some kind of agricultural pt^rquisite may bo a
sufficient stimulus. Keward that fits in with the coiicrete s». tting of life

is the only possible motive to which appeal can be made.
(8) A combined effort through the co-operation, and economic

reward ensured by legislation are the only nu^thods that can })rove suc-
cessful.

2. Mr. H. P. Maiti, Calcutta

1. Adult education and adult literacy. Kea! aim of adult education
ill India at present,

2. Limitations of adult learning arising fmiu tho psychology of the
adult. Adults and adults.

3. Application of psychological analysis of the adult mind for

—

(1) determination of contents of adult education,

(2) motivation of adult learning,

(3) technique of teaching the adult,

(4) selection and training of teacher quality.

4. A short historical review. Need of experiments in educational
psychology of the adult.
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3. Dr. Indra Sen, Delhi.

I. Adult education in the strict practical sense is identified with
the spread of literacy among the illiterate adults. But adult education,

as a scientific concept, should mean education at the adult stage, whether
in the form of continuation of education of the already educated or fresh

education of the uneducated (illiterate). Further it cannot be taken as

identical with literacy since education in the proper sense of the term is

a process of cultural upliftment of the whole man.
IT. Means of adult education of fonner days in this country. What

led to the cultural fall of the vill6,ger ? The modern methods, which are

being employed and which may be employed more effectively in the cause

of adult education.
III. A characterization of the adult mind. The relative

unreactiveness of the mind of the illiterate adult, its unresponsiveness to

the incentive of progress and change, the chief difficulty in the way of

adult education. The cause of it. A few necessary psychological con-

siderations for the literary worker.

IV. It is now well known that in a school or college the atmosphere
of the institution educates more effectively than the class-room lecture.

Exactly in the same manner for adult education, in the last sense of the

term is a cultural regeneration of the masses, an atmosphere of hope,

responsibility and self-dependence will achieve what no amount of night

schools or educational pictures or radio or rural programmes can. Moral
depression existing in the country is the worst handicap to adult education.

V. A psychological examination of the various methods of teaching

to read and a few practical suggestions for the spread of adult education.

4. Miss R. Ure, Jullundur.

We speak here not of a vision or a dream, but of something that
exists. Adult education is now an integi*al part of modern social archi-
tectilre in every land. Sometimes this recent addition to a planned
human economy is built on a cheap and flimsy fashion. It is to forestall

that mistake in India and to ensure a solid foundation that wo are here
considering tlie psychological factors involved. Since I bring as my
contribution three years’ basic experience of the literacy campaign in the
Punjab, I speak from the literacy standpoint. To be sure, the literacy
campaign is only a beginning of the wide field of adult education, but the
psychological principles remain the same. Moreover, literacy is a pre-
rec|uisite to all other adult education, a sine qua non ; for without books
education is spoon-fed ; we must have a man able to ferret out for liimself,

to weigh, to balance, to distinguish. He must not be depc'iident on
teachers, whether one or many, for all however good have a bias and a
prejudice ; he must have personal access to the world of written wisdom.
Further, literacy is not just a first and painful step to knowledge ; it is in
itself a liberator of personality and therefore qualifies as in itself true
education.

The psychological factors are two-fold; root and fruit. The laws of
approach are tremendously important; thanlcs to Dr. Laubach they
are widely known, but they are not always followed; the curve of pro-
bability of success is in strict ratio to adherence to these laws. The
widespread apathy toward education which wo deplore is partly the
fault of our type of education, and partly due to a lack of the social sense
which impels folk to become teachers of the under-privileged. For it

costs to undertake this work, costs more than most people are willing
to pay. But that it is worth the price is amply evident. Take for
example the penniless peasant woman from an isolated village who came
to a city summer scdiool with the shining determination to learn to read,
and her recent report that though she could not go ahead she was daily
reading at home each page that she had learned and that in two more
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summer scIiooIb she counted on finishing her primer. Pathetic ?

—

glorious. Or tl e illiterate sweeper who caused a domestic crisis because
the cook was the only one who could forge his name on a savings account
ard the cook was leaving town; and who a few months later was proudly
putting liis own signature on his master’s bank communications. Teaching
adults '8 worth any price.

In discussing the method to be followed let as first consider the
la\»s (. f approacn as they underlie the preparation of teaching materials.
The jardinal principle is to meet the adult where h 3 is. Thus with regard
to language it is essential tliat the language employed bo that in which
the pupil thinks- AU beginning books must be based on 8cie3ntific voca-
bulary studies, sut'i that of spoken and written Punjabi now completed
by the Forman Christian College, Lahore. It has been found that there
is a quick transfer from the local dialect to literary language in the same
script, but it ealuiot bo too strongly stressed that for the initiwl stages
a man’s own thought-vocabulary must be used.

Secondly, sirice the pupil is a thinking and experienced individual,
as sane and as wise as the teacher, all teaching materials must have both
meaning and interest for the adult. Tliis rules out alphabetical methods

;

it rules out nonsense syllables; it rules out the use of children’s stories,

it demands a whole now aeries of books, scieiitifically constructed, first

to capture the imagination of the adult from tlie very first page, as for

example the character problem of ‘Ilm di Kuiiji’ has challenged the
thought of readers, and second, in order to be sound from the educational
standpoint, to meet imobtrusively the following needs: slow introduction
of new syllables, according to careful word counts, repetition of old
syllables in both old and now combinations, and gradually letter drill,

by the use of flash cards or picture-word-syllable charts, etc. But such
drill should bo always in moderation and as unconscious as possible. The
point I am trying to make is that for adult education the tools must bo
correct. This is a new field in practically the whole country, offering

a life-wo. k, not just an avocation but a vocation, for many. The need
for new and fascinating books on all subjects is inexhaustible, since whole
libraries are to be prepared. The aim is to put a library in every commu-
nity, rural and urban, where there is eveix one literate, to prevent lapse
and to woo to increased knowledge. Nor is this aim impossible. The
Punjab has e\'ulved a scheme for circulating libraries of sixty booklets
housed in a remodelled kerosene tin, for a total expenditure of less than
ten rupees. Surely every community has one philanthropist who would
Tiuderwrite and sponsor this public service.

More important even than the materials is the actual teaching
process, with its twun factors of the attracting and holding of attention

and the integrating of cir otion and will to th(‘ ii'arning prex ( ss. Here
the teacher must be a genius. Many have found it ijivulualJci to h<Jd
training conferences for those intending to teach, wheu^ ttio principles

and the vision may be grrfsped. The tcaclx r must have* t Ik* right attitude

toward the pupil; he must respect him, honestly, as h« icspccts his ctjuals

or his superiors, and beyond that ho must have, if lx m to be succcssfi l,

a genuine love for his pupil, really felt in his heart .tod shown in all bis

contacts. This will eventuate in the right tone oj voice, that tone use cl

in conversation with one’s friends, and in fight attitude toward
mistakes, for he will never allow any discouragt nH iit, and in the right

attitude toward success, for he will be thnllcd over each evidence of
achievement. The true teacher will be the friend of his pupil. It is

impossible to overemphasize the importance of confidence on the part
of the pupil, and of an uninterrupted feeling of progress. A man who
down-heartedly reported that he had tried everything but his wife simply
could not learn, was observed by a supervisor ; at her first mistake he called

her an idiot, and after a few more errors he hit her. Compare that
atmosphere with that created by the teacher who told his ]>upil that he
needeci help in teaching and had chosen this particular individual because he
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was bright and would soon be able to instruct others. The confident pupil

strides ahead.
A right attitude toward the lesson hour is also important. It will

bo far from formal ; it will be a very good time, with lots of fun and plenty
of laughter. Educational psychology teaches that when learning is a
pleasurable experience it is more rapid and far more apt to be retained;
but experiment teaches that unless it is accompanied with pleasure
adult education just does not exist, for the pupil will disappear. Further,
the lesson hour will be a drawing out of the pupil, ‘eliciting rather than
telling’, a building upon the powers of observation already acquired.
For this reason mass instruction is not fijasiblo ; the varying backgrounds
of the group too seriously ‘fra<*tionizo’ the attention of the teacher and
retard the individuals. At the lite^racy stage all adult education should
be in classes of one only, for a very brief concentrated period. Another
requirement is that there be smooth progress, no hitches, no delays, no
unnecessary repetitiens, and yet thoroughness in each detail. Plateaus
should be recognized as normal rather than disturbing elements. The
importance of teaching writing along with reading should be mentioned,
for writing enlists the aid of the visual, tactile and muscular sensations.

Part of every lesson should be that the pupil teach another, for this

provides unconscious review with a purpose, meeting the requirements
of repetition and spaced learning with an extrovert challenge.

How then shall we relate emotion and will so that attention may be
permanent and ofibetive ? For motivation is tlu' largest single problem
in this movement. Satisfaction is both immediate and prospective.
Immediate satisfaction is obtained by the adult in class, through the
pleasure and Confidence and sense of achieveint>nt engendered. It is

also obtained through the social approval of the community, of which
intangible it is well to give concrete evidences. Recognition from the
group is symbolized, for exam}>le, by the growling custom of awarding V:>adges

to the new literate who (*an pass a simple test of reading an easy passage
and of signing his own name, and to his proud teacher ; or by the placing
of markers on the road to villages which have become one hundred per
cent literate, as in Gakhar, Punjab, or the putting of signs on the doors of
village houses to indicate the nmnber of readers in the family and to
praise a wholly literate household. For the hopes of prosj>ectivo satis-

faction I refer you to the list of motives compiled by the South Indian
Adult Education Association, namely:

—

() Practical motives: to read and write letters; to sign one’s
name; to find better methods of cultivation, j)asturage,
cottage industries, marketing, child-care and la^alth ; to
avoid trickery by being able to read contracts and
mortgages; to earn more money, spend more wisely and got
free of debt.

() Cultimal attractions: to read stories, songs, and dramas about
kings, saints and heroes ; to read newspapers and periodicals
and know the amazing events taking place in India and the
rest of the world ; to gain a heightened sense of self-respect.

(c) Patriotic incentives: to obtain the franchise and vote intel-

ligently; to work for India by helping to make every one
literate.

{d) Religious motives: to read inspiring religious books; to take
intelligent part in worshipping God.

All these ambitions need to be implanted in public opinion, for they
are the grafting of acquired interests upon those which are inborn.

Prior to j)upil motivation is teacher motivation. How can India be
r<ju8ed so that every one will share in the great service of adult education ?

A pony man was being taught by his summer’s employers; he wept
when they left and his lessons stopp^, for though the State had stationed
a paid teacher for adults in his circuit of villages, he said it waa impossible
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to have lessons without offering bribes. A curse upon the pay system
for such a service as this. There are more wor*/hy motives. In a certain
jail there were very fortunately two ex-masters among the convicts ; when
they faithfully and successfully taught those incarcerated with them they
were granted remission of sentence and reinstatement iu their positions.

That is a powerful motive, but scarcely widespread 1 But there are other
personal values to be gained, not least of which is the gain to one’s own
person \,lity in giving time and energy and love to those less privileged.

Those who have made a:* adult literate recogniLj it for an experience
they would not have missed. Then ^ere is the motherland motive,
that our nation sliall not be exploited by other nations which are more
advanced, that oui nation sha’l not be behind other nations in any way,
that our nation shall be truly free, for freedom is of the mind and spirit.

Strongest of all is the religious mot’v< , responsible for much of what
is now being done; this has i^s dangers, but it is potentially capable of
sublimation if animated by high ideals. An excerpt from the letter of a
literacy demonstrator reads: ‘When we work amongst illiterates we have
to get mixed up into them without showing thereby any distinction or a
sign of hatred. I have been doing all this which caused me to get a disease
which is very common in the central Punjab and that is “itch”*. I
submit that when our college graduates and leading men become willing
to mingle as helpers and friends with all classes and to run cheerfully the
risks of infection and other evils involved in order to service, a glorious
day will have dawned in India

.

Possibly more interesting are the psychological results, in which we
see not the. medianics but the importanct^ of the movement. For those
who are psyciiologists one challonging thing is the realization that the
literacy campaign is a laboratory, a new place to observe the workings
of the mind. For the adult mind is not the child’s mind, and we are as yet
far from kno^\’•ing all there is to know concerning it. It should bo possible
to make many valuable discoveries iu this wide and scientific effort to

eradicate illiteracy.

And far beyond the psychological interest is our common humanity.
I submit that the literacy campaign is a recreative influence, which mate-
rially changes the quality of living. Study its effect on personal psycho-
logy. Consider the member of a school’s menial staff, who was moved
to tears the first time she was able to put her own signature on the receipt

for her salary. It was my privilege to meet in one of the State capitals

a man who had three months previously been entirely illiterate and who
was when I met him teaching in the school through whose efforts ho had
been taught. When the headmaster offered him a salary for i.ho valuable
work he was doing he emphatically refused, saying, ‘Take money from
f/ou ? Never ! You’ve made a man of me. Niw I must sta^vo others ’.

This thing changes lives and outlooks. Study its effect on th(^ psychology
of the home. The teacher left before Kamo had made mia li more than
an tmthusiastic start on leariiing to road, but her edu< uted husband took

up the task there and now they botlj proudly rojoe c over their joint

success. On the other hand, Ishar Bus and his wi't began at the same
level of ignorance, and had all their lessons togeth- r, - 71,ch vying with and
helping the other, and now they regular^ bojfuw l>ooks to read aloud
to each other. In many other cases like those wo glimpse new possi-

bilities for mutual respect and co-operation within the homo. Consider
the effect on social psychology. When, as recently happened, one finds

the coolies in a railway station each clutching a primer and studying it

assiduously between trains and learns that a young graduate comes daily

at the request of the authorities to give two hours of lessons, one knows
that a leaven is at work in society, influencing both the taught and the
teachers and hinting at a new order to be created. Powerful indeed are
those interests which transcend communal, national, racial lines, and such
is adult education in India proving itself to be.
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Psychology does well to take seriously a field so rich with opportu-
nities for its own stud> and for the enrichment of humanity. Lot it

put the best it has into this movement from the start. Let it underwrite
the needs of the campaign: the need of an adequate reason for being,

the need for popularity, for an impelling love, for endurance, and for

vision of the future. And let it reap for itself new knowledge, and for

the world millions of enlightened personalities.

Synopsis.

Adult education to be successful must be psychologically sound.
The literacy cam^Jaign is essentially the first step, to liberate both from
a sense of inferiority and I’rom biassed teaching. It is a difficult task
but worth the price.

In preparation of teaching materials two laws are outstanding:
the language used should be that in which the pupil thinks ; and from the
very beginning all material must have meaning and interest for the adult.

The tools are to be botli pej'chologically and educationally correct, from
fii st primers through the great mass of literature and libraries which are
to be provided.

In the teaching process the teacher must instil confidence by his own
attitude of respect and appreciation, must ensure that the lesson be
pleasurable, and endeavor to have the j)Upil also teach. Incentives are

immediate satisfaction in pleasure, and social approval indicated by
badges, markers, etc., and prospective satisfaction iii the practical,

religious, etc., values to be obtained. Teachers may bo motivated by
personal, natioiml and religious goals.

The literacy campaign is a laboratory for new discoveries concerning
the working of the adult mind. It is also a recreative influence, with
profound effects upon the psycliology of the individual, of the lionie,

and of society. Psychologists should recognize its importance' toward
the building of a better world.

6. Mr. H. B. Bichardson, Indore.

A. The psychology of the adult with regard to education.

1. Past experience—its formative value.

2. Idea of education as part of childhood conservatism and
lethargy of age.

3. Unwillingness to accept education for its own sake. Need of
emphasising economic aspects.

4. Education as synonymous with academic study.

6. Idea of education as something apart from life.

B. The adult at school.

1. The uneducated adult as a combination of childlike and aged
qualities.

Need to attract him through pretty, strange and artistic moans.
Need to overcome conservatism and prejudice.

2. The experienced adult is, to some extent, a natural scientist.

Ability to compare and contrast and carry on.

Simi^lo inductive and deductive reasoning.

Hence need of adapting education to this end.

6. Mr. Jagdish Singh, Lahore.

Literature for adults.

The past efforts for adult literacy have suffered from a great setback,
viz., lapsing back into illiteracy of those adults who were made literate
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T^thin a few weeks. One of the chief causes of this was the lack of suitable
literature. Adult literature may be divided into two broad divisions

—

(o) the beginiiiiig lessons, and (6) the follow-up material. Both are of
equal importance, the latter of greater importance. Suitably graded
htorature is most essential for the needs of adult literates. The question
of language is very closely linked with literature. Both the begimiing
lessons and the follow-up material should be produced in the spoken
langn.jige of tho illiterate adults whom we want to make literate. The
great need of a basic vocabulary of the spoken lan'piage and its technique.
The work done in Hindi and Panjabi along these lines and the technique
foDcwed. Some specimens of tho beginning lessons and the follow-up
literature producer; al<^ng these lines.

7. Mb. S. N. Sastry, Mysore.

The subject can be discussed from two points of view, i.e. (1) from
the point of view of the adult to be educated, ar.d (2) from the point of
view of the educator.

The value of adult education should be assessed from the point of
view of its capacity to malce the oducant a oetter citizen than ho has
been till now. His character has been formed and he comes with certain

habits and prejudices. Thus education cannot help him much in these
directions.

One of the primary incentives for tho adult to desire education is the
desire for superiority to fight the inferiority feeling ho has already
developed. The incentive should be exploited by the educator. This
consideration should prevail in the selection of materials and means. A
large measure of success in adult education depends upon the correct

exploitation of tliis incentive. Next, there is the utilitarian motive in

the educant desiring to use his equipment for bettering his social and
economiv status. A due consideration sliould bo given to this also.

Often, failures in adult education are due to ignoring this desire on the
part of the educant.

There is a certain amount of fear and suspicion on the part of
the adults to bo educated. It is no easy matter to win the confidence of

the pupils in an adult class. Positive proof that the efforts of the educator
are only from a desire for service, should often be forth coming. Hence
it is not every one who can be an educator of adults.

Naturally, the methods of adult education difier from tho ordinary
school room procedure. The educant possesses already a C6>rtaiu stock
of knowledge. He lias developed certain habits and prejudicJos. He is

not easily persuaded to do much of manual work and ‘ drilling \ Sometimes
these factors are handicaps and might easily discourage the pupils. There
must be copious use of the visual method in tiie cinema, radio and magic
lantern talks.

The educant has a sysbemized character already . "J'he education
imparted now rarely sufceods in influencing his clniracter. Hence the
content of education must suit his adult needs.

Finally, there is always the danger of relapsin*;. v!ontinuation classes

can act as a guarantee against such relapses.
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XXVIII. CONFLICT AND SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR.

{Sections of Psychology and Anthropology,)

Db I. Latif, Lahore, presided.

1. Prof. K. P. Chattopadhyay, Calcutta.

The speaker first discussed the mechbuism whereby conformity to

a norm of behaviour is seemed in society. The causes of conflict internal

and external were then stated. Examples were given from Trobriand
island of a conflict between biological knowledge and the social and
economic structure. The obvious facts were denied as they were asso-

ciated with extremely unpleasant contents affecting the society. A study
of culture contact in Solomon Islands was then made. It was shown how
a conflict was avoided by conditioning. Finally, the different reaction

of Hindu society in different parts of Hidia to Islam was discussed from
the standpoint of culture conflict. The speaker came to the conclusion

that discord in social behaviour is eliminated either by (a) social suppres-
sion, or (6) conditioning. New myths are also created where found
necessary to harmonize the discordant factors with the older traditions.

2. Db. N. N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.

I. Setting of the Issue.

I take the problem to connote how far social behaviour from its very
nature implicates conflict between the constituents out of which the
behaviour-pattern is built. The title may, also, suggest that social

behaviour is largely a product of what nowadays are described as social

forces. Both of these ideas require that the concept of social behaviour
itself should be analyzed.

II, Social Behaviour : its Meanings,

(i) It may mean any behaviour which is modified by the influence
of other individuals of the same species or by the group of
such individuals. Any behaviour of an adult would be social

behaviour in this sense. It is, therefore, too wide a meaning.
(ii) It may signify any behaviour that takes place in the context

of the idea of the group or of traditions, customs and mores,
that have their being in the medium of group life. This, also,

gives the term too large a connotation. For, all behaviour of
adults is of this character.

(iii) It may signify a type of behaviour that is directed to other
fellow beings, actual or imaginary. For instance, sex-
behaviour. This raises the question whether behaviour has
an unconscious social direction. Social and non -social types of
behaviour are, thus, classified on the basis of unconscious
factors. Discrimination of social behaviour becomes a matter
of difficult analysis.

(iv) It may mean a type of behaviour that arises out of social im-
pulses and emotions. For example, self-assertion, submission,
emulation or jealousy. These impulses assume impersonal
forms through sublimation and other mechanisms. Hence,
detection of social from non-social behaviour becomes a matter
of close analysis here as in the other cases.
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(v) It mev mean what 1 have called in bocial Psychology, reciprocal

response. This is accompanied by feelings that arise out
of the organic basis implicated in the reciprocal response. These
are projected to the act, the self or the object. In the last

case, when the objeco is a fellow being, actual or imagined,
the behaviour is social.

III. Psychological Character of Sod I Behaviour.

(i) The preceding analysis of social behaviour attempts to bring
out its character as a response-pattern. It is, therefore, not
proposed to defii^e social behaviour in terms of motive or
object.

(ii) Both of these types of anrlysis involve what I consider to be
fallacious aasumj^tioixs. There are various levels of motive
revealed in the course of analysis. What may appear at one
stage as social may turn out on deeper analysis to be a pure
ego -motive. The definition of behaviour in terms of the
object to which it is directed commits what James calls sti-

mulus error.

(iii) Social behaviom-, then, must be defined in terms of the pheno-
menal che-racter of the response-pattern. Judged from this

point of view, social behaviour pattern possesses the following

featiu-es:

—

(or) At each moment social behaviour is a response-pattern and
not a linear, single-direction response.

(t) At each moment the constituents xmdergo a rearrangement
correlatively with the changes of the stimulus object.

(c) Social behaviour-patterns are of three types;

(1) Some of these exhibit the goal-gradient character.

(2) A second group exhibits persistence,

(3) A third group exhibits succession and continuity.

(d) These patterns by virtue of their motile character are asso-

ciated with organic sensation and emotions.

(e) In this way, they gradually incorporate in them the hormic
urges. It is riot true to say that social behaviour is

instinctive at its base. It is true to say that social res-

ponse-patterns gradually permit instincts to participate
in them. E.g. Response-patterns required in military life

are gradually infused with instincts.

IV. Consequences of the abort A nalysiH.

(i) Social behaviour {a) at every stag* has to eonibat inertia of the

body and }5re -existing respoone-patterns, {b) it has also to

be 'plastic enotigh to permit the advent <>f lu'w patterns in

successive stages, (c) It has also to n\ i roome the tendency
to stereotyping.

Hence, social behavioiu is perpetualK |)resenting a conflict

situation.

(ii) Social behaviour, again, has to inteijrah into a new pattern the

past behaviour tendencies, wliothei* inherited or acquired.

Tliis, too means the seed of conflict.

(iii) Social behaviour, again, has to strike a balance between the

behaviour-patterns of various social foci. Here, again, there

is the problem of conflict.

V. Conclusion.

Social life of man is said to bring out his best. This is true because

it exhibits his capacity to integration of many divergent action-tendencies..
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Such motor integration necessarily implicates a high degree of mental
capacity. When the mental capacities are low, social behaviour is either

stereotyped or in a state of chaos. A high degree of spontaneity of social

bcliaviour implicates a high degree of mental alertness and plasticity.

3. Mr. K. O. Mukhebji, Dacca.

Modern life is very complex. It is also very artificial and is seriously

hampered by an accumulation of conflicts. These conflicts are produced
in contact with environments which are in conflict with our native
behaviour tendencies and may be observed in almost all relations of life.

So occasions for conflicts and the conflicts themselves are legion. The
strain due to a conflict is distressing. So social disapproval is perhaps
the strongest factor in generating conflicts. Sex conflicts are unques-
tionably very numerous and disruptive in the lives of large numbers of
people. Social disapproval for unconventional conduct is also very
strong here. But the theory of the sexual basis of all conflicts seems to
be exaggerated. Deliberate lying often becomes a method of resolving
the conflict by consciously avoiding its consequences. In this respect
it is a sort of therapeutic measure—however, not desirable in itself or
socially.

4. Mr. H. P. Haiti, Calcutta.

There has Ix'cu hitherto a fundamental differenc‘o in outlook between
Psychology and Anthropology as regards the scientific study of cultural

problems. One proceeds mainly from the standpoint of the individual

mind and the other from that of the group. One places more stress on
the internal and the other on the external factors. Yet the distinction

between the individual and the social is not one of principles or causes
but one of levels of operation of the same ftmdamental principles ofhuman
nature. Hence we may expect parallels in important manifestations
in individual life and in those of social life.

Conflict of demands and tendencies in individual life, as studied by
Psycho-analysis, gives rise to certain types of developments that may
be highly interesting from the anthropological point of view. As the
result of the conflict we may have successful adaptation or sublimation,
or relapse into an earlier form of behaviour or regression, or compromise
between a higher and a lower demand or neuroses, or mere juxtaposition
of mutually inconsistent traits or dissociation, with the universal tendency
of rationalization trying to give support to each one of these processes.

Ordinary observation leads one to believe that when one cultural grouf)
comes in a(?tive contact with a diflferent cultural group and a state of

active conflict between cultural demands ensue's, social developments
take place on the same general lines as are found in the case of the indivi-

dual. How far differentiation of cultural sub-groups and development
of new traits may illustrate this correspondence of principles and types
between soctial and individual life should be worked out scientifically.

5. Dr. IndRjI Sen, Delhi.

Dr. N. N. Sen-Gupta is right in affirming that we must analyze social

behaviour to its fundamentals. But I would accept Prof. Chattopadhyay’s
approach of taking conflict as implying conflict between social and cultural

units.

India’s history affords a fine study of cultural contacts, conflicts

and adjustments. The relations of the Hindus and Muslims above all

is a most challenging problem for the cultural anthropologist as much as
for the social psychologist. How is it that the flimsiest of rumour at t^es
succeeds in inflaming the communal passions on both sides. I venture
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to suggest that the social behaviour under such circumstances is neiuotio
and therefore idefinitely pre-supposes repressions and inhibitions on either
side. An important reason, why pacts, resolutions and even sincere
intentions for unity fail, is that the repressions harbouring fears and
mistru :t for each other are never recognized and treated in a psychological
manner. A psychological abreaction of the repressed emotions is a pre-
coiidi ion of building up between the communities a positive attitude
of amity. But how is this abreaction to be afforded is a question
of serious practical difficulty. It may ,be a presumptuous thought, but
I feel that we T;5ill have to draw up a new histoiy of the comxtry, which
will trace the development of our emotions with regard to each other
through the several cen -juries of our common living in the country. Such
a history, involving as it should a frank and sincere recognition of the
emotional attitudes of our past relations, a confession of our respective
sins as it were, may afford a discharge of the same and thus free the social

mind of its inhibitions, which act like secret breaks upon all efforts of
communal unity.

The above is, no doubt, a bold hypothesis, but it does not seem to
lack convincingness altogether.

(For a fuller statement of the \iew the resador may be referred to my
paper entitled ‘ Psychology for Communal Amity' published in the Indian
Journal (d' Education, 1940.)

6. Mk. N, K. Bosb, Calcutta.

The title of the present discussion is of such a wide nature that
unless we liiiiit its scope to a certain extent, I am afraid, our labours are
likely to prove unfruitful. 1 shall therefore limit myself to one particular

asp('(;t of tlio question which has been raised by the previous speaker.

Dr. Sen-Gupta has pointed out that all our behaviour is, in a way,
social behaviour. But as anthropologists we are not interested in every
detail of man’s behaviour, even though it may be conditioned to a large

extent by his social setting. From a broad point of view, we observe
that man, in different societies, are actuated by similar feelings. But
they do not behave in exactly the same manner under the stress of similar

situations. There seem to be cuatoinary ways of giving vent to feelings,

just as there may be customary ways of behaving when one is himgry or
is in love. Each fiivilization seems to carry a large number of such custo-
mary patterns of behaviour. And it is in these crystallized forms of
behaviour that we are interested as students of cultural anthropology.

Both coal and diamond are ultimately made up of the element
carbon. But they take different shapes under the stress of different

historical conditions. A psychologist may fei>l tempted t<j go down to

the very roots of the matter of behaviour-patterns like a chemist ; ho feels

satisfied only when he hks succeeded in reducing ovei^'thing to ultimate
psycho-physical responses to particular stimuli responses. But an anthro-
pologist is more like a geologist in this respect ; for h(‘ is more interested in

discovering the special historical, social and geograph s al conditions under
which particular forms of behaviour take a concrete shape ; a shape which
is later on transmitted from one generation of men to another by custom
and by well-directed education.

This is so for as social behaviour is concerned. With regard to

conflict, I am not sure if Prof. Chattopadhyay refers to corxflicts within
the individual mind or to cultural conflicts in the social sphere. In
course of our anthropological investigations, we often come across cases

in wliich two civilizations come in contact with one another. Each is, in

every case, characterized by different patterns of behaviour and by a
different set of social values. Under such circumstances, many types
of cultural syntheses may come into being sometime after the initial

impact. During the 1 9th century in Bengal, there were decided movements
towards Europeanization as well as towards a revival of Hindu culture.
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Half-way houses of culture were also built. Placed under this situation,

we find different individuals or different social groups displaying different

kinds of loyalties. Sometimes an individual may be torn between two
conflicting loyalties ; he may thus be placed under a condition of mental
conflict. Although, as anthropologists, we are not very much concerned
with these various loyalties displayed by the individual or a particular

group, we are so often confronted by this phenomenon in course of our
cultural historical analysis that some kind of explanation is occasionally

forced upon us.

From a very cursory study ot* such phenomena, it has suggested itsell

to us that these loyalties spring from hidden psychological sources within
the individual. Men love power, and in the selection of cultural traits,

we find a predilection for those particular traits as are associated with a

politically more powerful group.
Thus, the solectiveness displayed by individuals or groups in course

of cultural contacts has, in the last resort, to bo referred to the psychology
of the individual. The ultimate explanation of many cultural facts

turns out, in this way, to be psychological.

7. Mb. Pass Ram, Lahore.

Let us designate the life of a stable social group as the reality plaue
of that group and see what happens to it in a state of social disorganization.

Economic upheaval and tensions created by the new situations block the
normal reality plane of the group as a result of which the phantasy plain'

of the group is reactivated. Hence a period of social disorganization is a

period of new ideologies and religious movements which absorb tin*

anxieties and insecurities of a vast number of individuals.

These now ideologies bring a state of stability and give a new faitlj

to the people. Thus individual sufferings are covered by a mass neuroses.

XXTX. SYMBOLISM AND RITUALS.

(Sections of Psychology and Anthropology.)

Dk. I. Latif, Lahore, presided.

1. Mb. H. P. Maiti, Calcutta.

The importance of ritual for the evolution of human culture is very
great. It lies at the root of the origin of Religion and Arts. In their

attempts to explain the origin of ritual, anthropologists ha\’(' used in the

past psychological concepts that refer mostly to the conscious processes

of the human mind. Primitive ritual, however, is spontaneous and arisc'S

out of an unconscious demand of human nature.

Certain repetitive acts of obsession neurotics resemble in all essentials

the ceremonial rituals of religious life. In course of psychoanalysis we
come to know the psychological conditions of origin of such individual
‘rituals’. In the life of individual children also we can directly observe
the growth of similar ritualistic ceremonies. Rituals arise out of a con-

dition of unconscious emotional conflict and serve to discharge economi-
cally emotional energy which otherwise would have come in a massive
form and produced anxiety.

To one who practises ritual it is endowed with mysterious powers
and significance. The factor of symbolism present in ritual makes this

possible. Symbolism in other words provides the means by which ritual
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ift able to bind and condense the expression o2 emotional energy through
certain definite acts and processes and thereby secure relief from anxiety.

In order to understand this relation it is necessary to determine the

exact meaning of symbolism appropriate for the context of the present

discussion.

In its widest connotation symbol is anything that stands for some
other object or experience with which it is not direcily and naturally

associated. A word is the symbol of the object it means in this sense.

According to a second definition symbol is the representation in our mind
of some sexual object or act by the Mea of an ordinary object or act.

Dream affords erumples of this type of symbolism. There is a third

meaning of symbolism in which an unconscious element not necessarily

sexjal only in import ib represented by some unconnected act or idea.

Many of the mental fi3mptoms of hysteria, obsession neuroses or schi-

zophrenia are 8;^Tnbolic representations in this sense.

The first meaning of s3mbolism would be too wide, and tho second
too mrrow in the context of the present discussion. Some elements of

rituals may have sexual significance but it is doubtful if all the symbolic

elements of it represent sexual ideas in the unconscious. Most of them
serve as substitutes of other ideas which on account of intense emo-
tional accompaniments cannot have direct expression. There is not only

economy of representation but also economy in the discharge of emotional
energy investmg a group of unconscious ideas in ritualistic symbols.

To the primitive mind the symbols in rituals have direct and auto-

matic powers. The cultured mind tries to justify these powers through

‘spiritual’ interpretations. It is evident that, as in the case of symptoms
of mental diseases, the ritualistic symbols of unconscious origin should be

supplemented by rationalizations. Hence it would be necessary to

distinguish between a conscious and an unconscious symbolism in ritual.

Connected with this question is that of changes in ritualistic symbols
with progress of civilization. The ritual itself is more stable than its

symbolic elements which undergo, though very slowly, change of form
with change of geographical and social conditions of life.

When the group of ideas of the unconscious mind underlying the

ritual are brought under intellectual judgment and, what is more important,

the blocked emotional energy investing them is discharged otherwise,

rituals tend to lose their magic influence over tho human mind. Philo-

sophic forms of religion and arts provide partial alternatives to rigid

rituals.

2, Pbof. K. P. Ghattopadhyay, Calcutta.

Symbolism in ritual may grow up on the basis of various fort-es.

(1) A powerful social urge which cannot find open expression due to

social conflict, internal or external, may be symbolized i»i ritual. Thus in

marriage, in a patri -local society, the e^jlations of the bride, especially

the women folk, desire but caimot openly try to seen re dominance of the

girl after marriage, over her spouse. Symbols take t he place of actualities

in consequence. In Arab society, a girl at marriago rides a yoke on

a wooden horse. This rite symbolically repiesents the wish fulfilment

noted. A Hindu woman in Bengal similarly Uen the hands of her son-in-

law with thread and asks him to behave like a dotule heart of burden.

(2) A different origin of ritual, apparenriy symbolic, is to be found in

vestigial survival of older customs exeinplilying satisfaction of a former

social force. Thus a Santal in the reser\ ed areas, who has lost his belief

in the older faith, largely imder the influence of Christian missions, now
practises burial instead of cremation. Nevertheless, some days after the

ceremony he digs a small hole and fills it with water, calls it ‘Nai’ or

river and sprinkles the water on his head. He also puts in it a bit of hair

or nail which he has cut off from the dead body before burial. He is in

fact symbolically performing the water disposal of the bones of the dead
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which is the orthodox mode of final disposal, following (cremation. (3)

A third source of symbolism is functional. In Santal society the village

acts as one whole in social matters. There is a powerful belief also in

the unity of the dead and the living. The Nacke-Nanghi, the sacred

headman represents this unity and comes from the family of the founder

who is in a sense the creator of the -group in question. In all ritual this

unity of the village and the dead is expressed symbolically, the symbol
in this case being a living person. The union of the deceased with the

ancestors is also symbolically represented as a marriage rite in tho final

death ceremonies. It is also a fulfilment of a powerful social urge proceed-

ing from the same beliefs.

3. Dr. Rabindranath Ghosh, Calcutta.

From the psychoanalytic study of human individuals, we find that
the rituals ensure the individual an economy of his mental energy and a
security against his internal dangers. The rituals demand as a price the
restriction of the individual’s ego and ego -activities. Similarly, in the
case of social l ituals, that is, of those common rituals as practised by the
members of tlit>i same society, we find in operation those characteristics

as mentioned above. Society is composed of individuals who are bound
together by such psychological mechanisms as identification, projection,

introjection, etc.

Almost all rituals express themselves through some symbolic actions
and symbolic modes of behaviour. Hence symbolization is another un-
conscious mechanism, operating in the building up of a ritual.

As in the case of an individual so in tho case of a society, all rituals

Jieed not be (considered as symptoms of mental abnonnalities. Those
rituals which are very far removed from tho reality and which fail to cope
with tho individual’s or society’s attempt at adaptations of reality need be
(considered as pathcdogical. Hence every ritual has the possibility of
becoming a pathological manifestation under certain conditions of
practical life.

4. Da. N. N. Sen-Gupta, Lucknow.

(1) Symbol in the narrow sense,

A symbol is a specified sensory content, variable to th(* least degree,
and associated with (i) another well-defined sensory impression, or (ii)

a set of meanings. The letters of the alphabet are symbols in the first

of these senses. Certain mathematical and logical and chemical symbols
instance the second point. iSymbols can be substituted for experiences
they are associated with.

(2) Symbol in a wider sense,

A symbol is any perceptual object, visual, verbal and behavioural
which may lead to the evocation of meanings, emotions and reactions.
An instance of a visual symbol is a flag. That of a verbal symbol is

any party slogan, or mystic formula such as Om . A behavioural symbol is

instanced by various gestures, those of submission, friendship or enmity.

(3 ) The origin and social character of Symbols,

(i) Symbols often originate in some incident in the racial history.
It is carried forward by tradition and thus becomes the common property
of the group. The large mass of tradition gives it a varied connotation,
some of which may drop off and the others fixed through the selection
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(a) by hiBtorica? exigencies. The cross has a complex meaning for one
belonging to the Christian tradition. But it frequently means sanctity
and divine power. (6) Sometimes* however, a new meaning may be given
to a symbol by a voluntary act. For instance, the Swastika has shed
its VedV. significance and has become the 83rmbol of a political party
that claims to carry forward the Aryan tradition.

(ii' Symbols are sometimes adopted in a pure arbitrary rnarmer.
President Theodore Boosov3lt had chosen as tne syn .bol of his Independent
Party the hull moose. The choice of the symbol was more or less arbi-
trary. The symb*^! of the Democratic t^arty was the donkey and that
of the Pepublicaii Party the elephant. Another animal that would"
indicate vigour and combativeness had to be selected. There was no
’•eason why some other vigorous animal such as a horse, a tiger or a
m3rtnical dragon could not have been chosen.

(iii) Symbols sometimes are chosen because of their capacity to
represent the various items of facts they represent. The stars in the
U.S.A. flag represent the States. The tricolor of Franco represents the
verbal symbol of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity which in its turn
represent a social and political order.

(iv) Symbols are sometimes selected on accoimt of their emotional
connotation. Lion as a political sjrmbol evokes emotion. John Bull
and Uncle Sam are symbols of certain qualities and attitudes. The use
<.)f the Goddess Durga as the symbol of the motherland had by Bankim
Chandra Chatterjee on the other hand an emotional moaning as well
as a moaning discussed under (iii). This last, too, was calculated to
elicit an emotional response.

(v) Symbols are sometimes employed to keep the moaning secret.

The magic-signs, the Sandhyd-hhasha or the twilight language of the
Tantric tradition, and the symbols of various secret societies are the
instances in point.

All these symbols have an impersonal significance because ol' their

historical origin or because of their setting in the group life.

(4)

Personal Symbols,

It is necessary to point out a class of symbols which possess a signi-

ficance only for an individual. These are represented by the fetishes

and symbols of the neurotic carrying a reference to the unconscious.

These appear to be devoid of sense for observ('rs; but they possess a deep
significance for the person concerned.

(5) Personal Symbolic acts.

Certain neurotic acts .can only be explaiiiud as symbolic in character.

The various kinds of stereotyped actions are said to belong to t his categ<)ry.

A person I know ties a knot in his dhoti whenever h<' hap[)ens to wear a
new one. It is almost certain that the act stands tVe tying the nuptial

knot. Many such symbolic acts are found as iiiHiances of neurotic be-

haviour. All of these possess a deep personal tneaniug.

(6) The Behavioural Symbols.

There are certahi behaviour-symbols which possess meaning for the

group as a whole. The Nazi -salute has become a symbol for an entire

nation. The Guy Fawkes’ Celebration is another instance of symbolic
behaviour. So is the observance of the Independence Day in this couiitrj’'

nowadays.
Symbolic oGts and behaviour are symbols in the sense defined above.

These have private and public significance respectively. The latter,

however, may become translated into the former. The Nazi may feel
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that the saluto has a special meaning for himself. The items of the pro-

gramme of the Independence Day may have a special meaning for certain

persons.

(7) Compulsions,

Certain acts apparently meaningless, assume for certain persons the
character of a compulsion. The basis of this fact is said tf) be in the
unconscious. Hence, these compulsive acts are symbolic,

(8) Rituals : Their nature.

(i) Rituals are symbolic acts, (ii) They take place in the context
of an ideology, mainly religious, (hi) They possess both a public and a
private significance, (iv) They sometimes assume a C(>mpulsive chare ('ter.

Hence, they have an unconscious meaning.

(9)

Types of ritual.

(i) Some of them are the remnants of more complex forms of religious

behaviour, e.g. Tarpana. Such fragments may be of a two -fold signi-

ficance: {a) In regard to the material employed as in the offering of Arghya,
Bhumi-ddnay etc. (6) In regard to behaviour as in Karanydso.

(ii) Abbreviation of a more complex behaviour.
(iii) A part behaviour representing the whole.
(iv) A new behaviour pattern representing another, e.g. Manti'a-

rituals.

(10)

Ritual in each of these senses is a symbolic behaviour.

It is, however, not always a (^impulsion beliaviour.

It may be described as necessary behaviour rather than as a » oin-

pulsion-behaviour. The difference is as follows: In compulsion-beha-
viour the whole chain of responses acquire a compulsory chaj’acter. In
necessary-behaviour once the first step is taken, the rest become inevitable.
Violation of the order, omissions and interpolations implicate penalties.

(11)

This suggests that there are two types of rituals: (i) Some of
them possess the character of true compulsion acts. These are found in

the great emphasis laid by some people on ritual acts, (ii) Reinstatement
of a past, ideal or mythical situation. The former instances of ritual

refer to personal motives, unconscious factors. The latter refer to ethnic

and social psychological factors.

5. Db. a. Aiyappan, Madras.

Ritual is absolutely normal behaviour in so far as normality can be
judged by the anthropologist. Explanations of ritual in terms of abnormal
psychology are not helpful in field work among backward tribes. While
the anthropologist would leave the psychological aspects of ritual to be
interpreted by the professional psychologist, he expects from the latter

certain directions as to what he should look for in ritual sitiiations in

order to make the anthropologists* data useful for psychology. The
first question, therefore, is: Is there any real difference between ritual

actions and other kinds of behaviotir ? If the answer is in the positive,
a clear formulation of it in non-controversial terms is bound to be of
great use to field-workers in anthropology.
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XXX. THE PLACE OF PSYCHOLOGY IN THE FIELD
OF MEDICINE.

(Sectiom of Psychology, and Medical and Veterinary Research.)

TIb. a. C, XJkil, Calcutta, presided.

1, Db, I. Latif, I^aliore.

Ignorance or neglect of l^sychology on the part of the general medical
profession is mainly due to two causes: (a) a strong bias in favour of
physical aetiology for all human disorders, and (6) the common belief that
the ise of psychological medicine must be confined to the patients rt3sident

in mental hospitals. Mental e id bodily factors often fuse in the aetiology
of disease and disorder. Every ailment has its psychological aspect.

Hence a system of treatment which excludes the consideration of psycho-
logical factors is bound to be limited in its therapeutic results. But
functional disturbances of the individual, as a rule, defy physical therapy.
They are only airionable to psychotherapeutic treatment. The rest of

the paper treats of certain cases of functional disorders with a view to

illustrate the efficacy of psychological medicine.

2. Db. C. Saha, Calcutta.

Present position of Psychology is like a step-child of Medicine as
evidenced froni literature, medical curriculum and textbooks of Medicine.

There is definite connection between the body and the mind.
Four groups of mental disturbances require psychological approach for

their complete understanding.

{a) Definite psychoneurotic disorders.

(6) Functional disturbances.
(c) Some diseases of doubtful origin.

(d) Organic diseases with mental symptoms.

Organic diseases at the stage of development may b(j mistaken as
" Functional ’ if the mind is not examined.

A suggestion is made for the teaching of Psychology with Medicine.

3. Mb. H. P. Maiti, Calcutta.

A. Disease is fundamentally a functimia* concept. The distinction

between Psychology and Physiology is based on historical reasons and on
schematic necessity. But the Physical and Mental diseases are inter-

related, the nature of the inter-relationship varying in different cases.

Hence Psychology should find its prof)or place in Moditune.

Scientific study of Psychology should on tht practical side lead to

better adjastment between man and the conditittns and ideals of his life.

One aspect of this process of adjustment is roJated to the subject of
medicine. Hence Psychological Medicine should be one of the branches
of applied Psychology.

B. We are having at present a new outlook about relation of

Psychology to Medicine. Certain difficulties shall have to be overcome
if it is really to work.

The relative advantages and disadvantages of the physician and the
psychologist at present regarding study and treatment of mental diseases.

They should serve humanity in mutual co-operation and with mutual
help.
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4. S. N. Bakbbjeb, Calcutta.

(1) Experimental methods on impersonal factors have added to

the laiowledge of Psychiatrist, but there is a danger of neglecting the
wider aspect of the human life.

(2) Sigmund Freud revealed the importance of unconscious factors
in the structure of personality.

(3) Psychiatry has its own special problems, which has to be dealt
with by appropriate methods.

*

(4) Interest of the Psychiatrist was supplemented by the interest

in studying dynamic problem^ of the individual case. It took up
disorder of personality as its field.

(6) It sought in the individual case, to attribute its due failure to each
of many component factors, biochemical, physiological, psychological
and environment.

6. ]\Ir. M. N. Bankbji, Calcutta.

The relation of Psychology with the science of medicine is very
intimate. Every symptom has its repercusions on the mind, and is only
properly recognized by one having an understanding of both Psychology
and Pathology. The researches of psycho-analysts have brought home
to the psychiatrists the supreme importance of the training in psychology
for tlio understanding of mental symptoms and also have demonstrated
the efficiency of the psycho -analytic method of approach to the treatment
of most of the types of neurosis and certain forms of psychosis. More
recently psycho -analytical treatment has also been foimd very useful
in sfune forms of apparently physical symptoms like certain tyjies of
cutaneous affections, certain forms of asthma, duodenal and peptic
ulcers and the blood pressure.

In two recent articles published in the Psycho-analytic Quarterly,
Part II, 1940, the influence of psycho-analysis on medicine has been
lucidly dealt with. Dr. bruith Jelliffe, the celebrated author of the famous
big compendium on nervous and mental diseases, has written a very short
paper on the influence of psycho -aiialysis on neurology. Dr. Jelliffe

writfis, ‘Neurology, in its narrower sense, remained faithful to its friend
of old—Cartesian psychology. Psycho-analysis ctame as a sword to
cleave this ancient coalition and to give new fife to an enfranchised body
of neurology To me psycho-analysis has liberated neurology
from some of its invested and fixed patterns of thinking. It has rendered
vital much that was static and formal within the mnirological frame of
reference and has made comprehensible and alive much tliat neurology
was content to codify’. Dr. Paul Schilder has chosen as the subject of
liis learned paper the ijiflucnce of psycho-analysis on psychiatry . Dr. Glen
Myers has contributed an article on Freud’s influoneo on psychiatry in
America. Psycho-analysis is nothing but the psychology of the uncon-
scious and the deeper part of the mind.

I do not consider it out of place to draw the attention of the audience
to the practical views which swayed the field of the topic of this symposium
in India, until the advent of western theories on the subject, both as regards
the causation of diseases and also the methods of their treatment. Ac-
cording to ancient Indian medical writers Charaka and Susruta psycho-
logical causes were held to be the principal factors for the development
of mental symptoms and diseases, and contributory accessory factors
of some of the physical disorders; while various psychological methods
were restored to for the treatment of almost all disorders both of the mind
and body.

It is well known that some of the basic principles of Hindu culture
and of philosophy have a strong psychological foundation and they are
imbued with a faith in the transmigration of the soul and the law of
Kabma. The works on Smritis and some of the Tantras speak of certain
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types of bad deeds done in the present or past lives as the ultimate cause
of certain specific diseases. They elaborated various foims of expiations

for the curing oi such maladies. There was abiding faith in the hostile

influences of planets and superhuman intelligent entities. There were
thei efore devised varioiis methods of propitiating, mitigating or imdoing
such influences by magic, charms, spells, amulets, bangles, suggestions,

pilgrimages, fastings and sastyayanas. In fact, the Atharva Veda, Smritis

and th«^ Tantras are replete with such countless remedial measures corre-

lated with various mantras and incantations. The Atharva Veda has
embodied 03 charms, spells and mantras for the treatment of various

bodily and mental ailments. The Prayasehitta Viveka of Sulapani contains

amongst other tlc’^gs prescriptions of expiations lor various disorders

and pliysical signs cf the body. It must never bo understood thrit the

practical application of processes as distinct from physiological medicines

for the alleviation of diseases in the field of medical treatment is a nratter

of past. In fact, these ideas \ ere so ingrained in the Hindu culture that

works on medicine, though fully alive to the proper scientifle aspect of

things, yet pandering to local customs and beliefs, recognize the importance
of su(.‘h processes and classify them und( r the head of Daiva medicine out

of tliree typos of medicine, the other two being Yukti Vyapasi’ayo, gftif

(i.e. founded on logical principles) and Sattvabajaya,

(i.o. the rectification, of the two gimas llajah and Tainah by Mie withdrawal
of mind from alluring interests and aims prejudicial to the well-beiirg of

the patient). According to tlic CUiaraka the l)aiva group comprises the

following (Ch. XT, iSutra Sthanam):—(1) Mantra— mystic sound formulae,

(2) Ousadiii—herbs, (3) Katna-I)haraim—wearing of gems, (4) Mangalik

Karyya—auspices rituals, (5) Puja—propitiation of deities, (6) Upahara

—

presents and gifts to d(‘itie8, (7) Honia—sacrifice in fire, (8) Niyama-

-

observance of vows, (9) Prayaschitta— expiation, (10) Ppavasa—fastings,

(11) Veda-Paiha—chanting of the Vedas, (12) Pranipata—obeisance to

deities and saintly persons, (13) Thirtha Yatra—pilgrimages to special

deities and places of cures. It may be pointed out that all these exercised

a beneficial influence upon the mind of the patient.

The great ancient Indian medical works of the Atreya and the

Dhvantara schools, whose origins are traced by competent European
scholars to tlie Gtli century B.C., contain in them chapters on principles

of general and physiological psychology for imparting necessary working

knowledge of psychology to students with a view to facilitate their uiidci

standing of the significaiuje of symptoms in the sclK'mos ofhumoral t lifHuy

and th() modes of the treatment of mental diseases. Tlio Atreya school

contains in addition chapters on jisychological medit ine and ge(‘S furtlier

to stress the psychological factors even in th»' causation of pliysical

symptoms.
The Charaka Samhita in Sutra Sthanain «Jii. 1 , diseu thegeiieraf

principle of the causation of diseases, says

'J

atr^^itt fafaal

Mitthya or false or contradictory contact, want of < ontact and excessive

contact of time, Buddhi (i.o. imderstanding, uiiiJnrance and memory)
and the aims of the sense organs are the principal causes of maladies

wliich affect the two, i.e. the body and miiid. 1 shall not here enter into

an exposition of this passage which contains in a pithy sentence the

eteology of disease. In another passage

aig: i

itTW: SitCfK^ ^ «
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trr*r-fVsrT»r-vja-'egfw-^»JTf¥f«: ii

Bodily ailments are caused by Wind (Vayu), Bile (Pitta) and Phlegm
(Kapha)—^rather by a loss of their balance. Mental ailments are caused
by the two Gunas, Rajah and Tamah, overtaking the Sattva. Of the two
the first one, i.e. bodily diseases are alleviated by medicines belonging to

Daiva and Yukti Vyapasraya groups while mental diseases are cured by
(1) Adhyatma Jnana—^knowledge concerning the working of the body and
specially mind, (2) Vijnana, i.e. understanding and knowledge of scientific

texts, (3) Patience, (4) Memory, and (5) Samadhi—^the process of total

abstraction from all disturbing elements. These have all a psychological
background.

This is not the time or plaoe to discuss the principles of the Gimas
and the Humoral theory. A diort account of my exposition has been
printed in the American Journal of Psychology (Jub. Vol.).

According to the Roganika Vimana, Chapter 6 of Vimana Sthanam,
Rajah and Tamah are the two Doshas, defects or deviations of mind,
From them spring sex impulses, anger, avarice, infatuation, jealousy,

wound or hurt to one’s sense of pride, insolence, sorrow, anxiety, fear

and joy (K 322 VI).

We l^d a little elaboration of the causes of the mental diseases and
their treatment in Sutra Sthana, Ch. XI.

Mental diseases are caused by non-attainment of things sought for and
by the attainment of things thought to be disagreeable, troublesome,
never sought for.

This passage is expounded as follows by the celebrated Chakrapani, ‘ The
attainment or non-attainment of Dharma (religious merit), Artha (wealth)

and Kama or desires cause happiness or misery in man. Ways and means
for the conservation of the above three should be resorted to for counter-
acting mental diseases. Effects shordd be made to associate with people
versed in the knowledge of these matters and who are old, in order to

imderstand oneself including location, time, family, power, energy.
Knowledge of these is curative of mental disorders. The above method
are also applicable in bodily ailments.

In the 7th and 8th chapters of the Nidana Sthana dealing with the
diverse causes of the various forms of mental diseases, insanity and
epilepsy—the author finally refutes the agency of the Devas, Gandharbhas,
Pisachas, Rakshasas, planetary influences, etc. We come across the
following passages in the 7th chapter

;

sr Sf *r TT^T: 1

ST wisra n

^ %isiTTSf i

's*

ar wfifftlfl: wafrs'lV Sf BWBWWT II

Taking the sane view of things, the texts finally Assert the paramount
importance of one’s own deeds of a particular type which are technically
known as Prajnaparadha. The word Prajnaparadha connotes a sense
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of guilt for the wilful transgression of certain accepted ideals of thought
and conduct either by actual deed, thought or speech.

‘ IT® ’

—

^mrvTij
i

^ ^TU fro^TTfir (

According to the Chai’aka the (‘auses as well as the Humoral principles
affected are identical in both insanity and epilepsy. Therefore, it will

not be out of plac to draw the attention to the class of persons who have
been recognized to be -.:)rouo to epilepsy. Tlioy have been described in

the beginning of the 8tli chapter. Tliev are practically people depressed
witn a sense of guilt Frajuaparadha and subject to great emotional dis-

turbances due to the ruffling of the two Gunas, Kajah and Tamah, there-
fore sufforiiig from fits of strong sexual urges, rage, fear, avai’ice, selfish-

ness, joy, sorrow or anxiety, or in short being temperamentally unstable
and introsj)eetive.

In mental disorders and epilepsy it is th(' humour of Wind (Bayu)
that shows excessive activity; therefore the following remedial processes
are applicable. They are des(*ribed towards tlie last part of the f)th

chapter of Vimana Sthana. They are (1) aimointing wifh oil and fomen-
tation, (2) mild correctives, (3) tepid food containing fats, oils, sour and
saiJ^, (4) Upanaha—tepid unguent rontahiing oil, salt and substances of
acid natures (5) Upabestana—wrapping up with wet cloth, violently

aimointing, sprinkling tlio body with water, immersion baths, kiu^ading,

frightening, (il) Bismapan, i.o. causing .surprise, (7) Bismaran—causing to
forget something; applicatio]! of wines, asavas, appetizers and digestives,

fats and oils cooked hiuidred or tlumsand times, containing ingredients

whieh ai'f alhwiative of th<‘ wind and are purgatives and various tyjies

of onemt ..

The Charalia (Chikitsa Sthana, Ch. 14) recommends the following

processes for the treatment of mental diseases after trials have been
given to various types of m('di( inal applications. Those processes mainly
produce strong affective reactions and were cahailated to bring the patients

to their senseis awakening them to make contacts with rcalitic's of lift*.

Sympathy suggestion, persuasion, sniprise tu id shock theropy wert^ tlu*

diverse methods resorted to. (1) Sometimes if tht* patient is kept in a
place free from breeze after giving liini a sumptuous meal containing giic'c

and meat he recovers his senses and memory. (2) Friends may speak
to the patient talking about religious matters and giving him sympat hetic

advice regarding attainment and preservation of wealth. (.3) may
be told about the loss or destruction of a wry cherished thing. (4)

He may be shown curious or terrible things. (5) He may las annointed
with mustara oil, thcui kept in the sun rest mg on the ba<tk, hands and feet

tied. (6) He may be touched with hot iion, oil or or with Alkushi
fruits which are very irritating. (7) He may bo ea ra il and then kept in

a solitary coll. These processes sometimes remo\ < M borrations of mind.

{8) The patient may bo frightened by means of tlu exhibition of a snake
whose fangs have already been removed, a tane d lion, an elephant,

cutting instruments, a thief or by enemies. (11) The police officers after

taking previous permission from the king may take a patient outside the

town, after binding him and then severely frighten and beat him.
Afflictions of body and sorrow excite fear of life and fear of death

sometimes is able to bring round a patient by producing a binding influ-

ence on the mind. Those who have gone off their mind owing to the loss

of a dear thing may be given a similar thing or may be consoled to peace
by sympathy.

We bring to a close our account of mental disease in Hindu Medicine
by drawing attention to tlie following principle. Mental disorders born
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of sex urge, sorrow, fear, hate or anger, joy and avarice or selfishnesa

should bo treated by the excitement of contradictory emotions. Thua
try to overcome the sexual by development of sorrow. When the insanity

is caused by sorrow it may be counteracted by the kindling of sex urge.

Those with fear as the root cause may bo excited to anger; those with a
basic anger may be depressed by a suitable excitement of fear ; those who
have gone meid of joy, may be brought to their senses by excitement of
avarice or selfishness ; while those cases of insanity where avarice or
selfishness is the root cause may be treated by processes productive of
joy-

It will be seen that ancient Indian writers on general medicine when
they hit upon the theory of Prajnaparadha—the sense of guilt as the
prime cause of mental disorders—came very near to the basic findings of
psycho -analysts in the causation of mental symptoms. The sense of
guilt was clearly there but the innate urge on the part of the j)atient for

expiation, suffering and will to illness is not clearly recognized. There ia

no hit on the unconscious factors and the sexual theory tlu)ugh there are

passages suggestive of reviving the memory or depressing it. Ancient
Indian medical writers whole-heartedly accepted the methods of expiation
elaborated by the Smritikaias. I have elsewhere discussed the Indian
Psyehology of Expiation, the basic principle of which is a clean breast
confession before Smartos or priests of one’s own transgressions and guilts

and the acceptance of and undergoing bodily punishments and fines and
the Pranayama. If an expiation is not sufficient to remove the
symptoms the confessions have got to be repeated in the presence of 3,

7 or 21 persons until a cure is effected.

It appears to me rather axiomatic that a training in psychology
should form an indispensable portion of the (jurriculum on medkdne with
a strong emphasis on the psycdiology of the unconscious for those who
want to spe(iialize in neurology and mental diseases. Some time ago the
Indian Psy(;ho -analytical Society tried to impress upon the necessity of
psychological training for in( dical graduates and endeavoured for a recog-
nition of this fact by the Calcutta University with a view to changing the
regulation for an inclusion of yjsychology and psycho-analysis in the
medical curriculum. Somehow' or other the movement did not make
much headway.

In conclusion, I would beg this joint meeting of the Psychology
and Medical Sections of the Science Congress to put on record that it is

their emphatic opinion that psychology and j)sycho-analysis should fonn
part of the medical curriculum in the Universities and the authorities of
the Science Congress be urged to take up the matter and urge the various
Universities for the recognition of psychology and psycho-analysis in

the medical curriculum.

6. Mr. N. De, Calcutta.

Psychosomatic Relations,

Until very recently the medical profession of the modern times have
taken no notice of the psychological asj)ect of the patient. Specialization

in the field of modem medicine has further narrowed the viewpoint of the
practitioner only to one organ in many cases. Patients are also being
accustomed to such specialization and as a result we often find a patient
who comes to his physician and says, ‘Doctor, I have come to you for my
heart, my lungs, my brain, my bowels, etc.’ Patients and unfortunately
many physicians of modern times forget that the whole body and the
mind act as a unitary whole.

But, that the body caimot be treated apart from the mind was realized
even in the olden times. Prof. Banerji has told you about the impor-
tance laid on psychology in Ayurvedic Medicine. During the Greek period

I2B
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Socrates the w: ^e taught the physicians of his time ‘ Let no one persuade
you to cure th? head until he has first given you liis soul to be cured*
for this is the great error of our day in the treatment of the human body
that the physician separat* s the soul from the body

I ite below a few convincing examples of the influence of the mind
on the body and of the body on the mind under normal and abnormal
coiidi ions:

(1) Effect of the mini on the body under normal conditions.—Of two
sisters, aged 15 and 18, the elder was mq^rried and in the family way. As
her abdomen wti'^ g:- owing in size the younger unmarried sister seemed
to take more interest in the coming child than the prospective mother
herself. Whenever she would lie on her abdomen or anyhow exert
pressure on the womb, the younger sister wouid say, ‘Sister, what do you
mean ? Do you want to kill vour child V ’ Now, when the child was born
milk appeared at its mother’s breast and lo and behold, breasts of the
younger sister also bec'.ame full of milk, so much so that it began to

flow out and the flow had to be stopped by treatment.

(2) Effect of diseased mind on the body.—Schizophrenia is said
to be a pmely mental disease but majiy of tho schizophrenics in catatonic
stage show cyanosis and swelling of dependent parts due to stagnation
of blood and fluids in them and what is more important, defective ventila-

tion in tho lungs (»f these catatonics predisposes to tuberculosis and more
than half of such patients die of tubercuilosis.

Physical manifestations of hysteria and the various visceral neuroses
due to purely mental trouble are wefl known. Davies and Wilson {Laneetp

1939, ii, 723) have shown that mental troubles wore responsible for definite

organic manifestations like haemorrhage and perforation from gastric

and duodenal ulcers. Events capable of producing mxusiial emotional
tension were found to pret^edo haematemesis and perforation in 63 out of
75 patients These events preceded the haemorrhage or perforation by
a few days and nsiially related to increase of responsibility, financial

difficulty and illness or trouble in tho family.

(3) Effect of normal physical phenomena on the mind.—A young man
of 30 had by chance s(*en a beautiful young woman in absolutely naked
state. From that time he was so much obsessed with that picture that
he could not remove it even for a moment from his mmd’s oyo. When
it had persisted for seveial days he came to me ft)r treatment. I gave
him sedative drugs but they had practically no effect—hej was Boeing the
vision all the while he was awake. On the 10th liight after tlio imiident
ho had seminal emission and with tho relief of t(Mi8ion in the seminal
vescides tho mind was relieved of the obsessive image.

(4) Effect of diseased body on the mind.- -Mental depression from
long continued physical diseases at times leading on to suieide are well
hnown. Loss of recent memories witffimt .any loss of older ones during
convalescence from typhoid fever is also known to many physicians,
Tho following is an example of absolute alteration ol' personality after an
attack of encephalitis lethargica. A boy, who was perfectly docile and
well-behaved, suffered from the disease when he 'vas H), He became so
miscliievous after the attack that it was difficuh « o manage him at home
and at school. Ho would lie, steal, tease other In <y.s, make sexual advances
to young girls and to grown up women aiui practise a thousand other
naughty and foolish tricks against anybody and everybody without any
regard for age, position or relation.

(5) Effect on the mind of drugs, operations and other therapeutic
measures used in general medicine, surgery and gynaecology.—The drugs
used in general medicine have marked effect on the mind of the individual
taking them, but unfortimately those are not taken into aciiount when they
are used for their somatic action. Benzedrine sulph is often used for its

mild adieiialin effect and more (commonly for its drying effect on the
nasal mucous membrane. On the mental aspect, in 10-20 mg. doses it

produces exhilaration and increase in energy and power of concentration.
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and definite increase in intelligence score. Bigger doses produce confusion
and disorientation. One student who used the drug before an examination
filled the pages of his examination paper by writing his own name
repeatedly in them feeling confident that he was writing a good paper,
though he was not suffering from any marked somatic poisonous eff^ect

of the drug. Sodium benzoate in ordinary doses retards mental process.

Mescaline when used by mouth or by injection perverts special senses.

Things taste, smell, look and hear different. Gradually the feeling of the
body vanishes; position of the limbs cannot be localized. Drugs of the
belladonna group are often used fV>r relieving colic, etc. I was called in to

see a patient who had been given one injection of hyoscine hydrobrom

f
'.

1/130 and two tablets gr. 1/75 each of the same drug by mouth and
found him absolutely mad. Barbiturates are the most commonly used

h3rpnotics and anti-convulsants. When they are used for a long time,
along with some somatic toxic effects are found disorientation, narrowing
of horizon of attention, hypomanic picture, euphoria like state, hallucina-
tions, delusions, confusif)n and incessant incoherent talk. Bromides are
often continued for months or even years for epilepsy. There are many
commonly used patent medicines which contain bromides in large doses.
The result of such continued use of bromides are visual and auditory
hallucinations and depression with suicidal tendencies. This sort of
bromide psy(‘hosis is so common nowadays that in most up-to-date
mental hospitals it is a routine practice to estimate the quantity of
bromides in blood and urine of every patient on admission, in order to
exclude this. Opium, cocain, alcohol and chloroform habits are usually
acquired after medicinal use of these drugs. The mental symi)toms of
these drug habits are too well known to require any description.

Surgical arid gynaecological operations which result in permanent
defect, debility, deformity or disability, e.g. amputation of a limb, ankylosis
of a joint, enucleation of an eye, chopping off of an ear or the nose or
removal of the testes, ovaries or the uterus have mental repercussions
much more severe than the operators usually think of.

The above are only a few of thousands of instances of psychosomatic
relation with which the general practitioner must be c^onversant in order
to be able to treat his patients efficiently. I do not moan that every
physician should be a psychiatrist but I expect them at least to be
psycliiatrically minded. Inclusion of psychiatry in the general medical
curriculum will provide better opportunities to the future medical
profession to understand these psychosomatic relations.

7. Mu. Tabs Kam, Lahore.

Modem psychology and psycho-analysis in particular has, no doubt,
increased our understanding of the genesis of somatic diseases by bringing
home to us the presence of a psychological factor in these diseases. It has
not, however, developed tools by which psychological factors which
exaggerate somatic symptoms can be exploited for therapeutic purposes.
With the exception of a few neurosis psycho -analytical therapy cannot
be naade use of in treating major psychosis and chronic diseases. The
medical practitioner whose primary interest lies in healing his patients is,
therefore, likely to feel disappointed at the hands of modern psychology.
Nor should the task of healing somatic diseases with psychological methods
be taken lightly. The dmation and expenses of a psychological treatment
are such as very few people can afford it. Psycho-therapy is still in
experimental stage for the most part. Before its concepts are properly
incorporated in the current medical practice, its scope, its successes and
faihires as a therapy and its limitations have to be put to a rigorous
experimental test under properly controlled conditions. There are obvious
difficulties in such a procedure.

For the present, therefore, psycho-therapy and medicine should follow
their own development. Will the introduction of psychology in the
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cumcultim of medical colleges in India help the physician of the future to

appreciate the y sycholog^cal factor in somatic diseases ? The answer to

this question hr s to be discovered after some experimentation. In my
opinion training in psycho-therapy is a full time occupation and a physician

has to accept it fully or not at all. Hence a course in psychology may
only in^^erfere with the training implied in the usual medical currioidum.

Of course, a diploma course in psychology for the practising physician is

likely to prove of value.

8. Mr. a. C. Ukil, Calcutta. *

Mr. Ukil t»pin«d tnat want of sympathy for psychology on the part

of medical men was duo to want of acquaintance with the subject.

He pleaded that the psychologists might find a method of effecting

quick cure, so that their help could be of j>ractical help to the ordinary

medical practitioners.
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Sterols from Vernonia A nthelmintica seeds, III, 91

.

Stomatal studies in ‘rabi’ (winter) crops giown under dry farming condi-

tions, III, 260.

Strains—Maintenance of purity of, II, 354.

Stratigraphy and palaeontology, III, 129.

Strontium — Thermal ionization of. III, 19.

(The) Structure of liquid PCI5, IV, 4.

Structure of the conus and the mode of distribution of blood along the
various arches of Anura—On the. III, 184.

Studies in activated carbons. Part I., Ill, 112.

Part II., Ill, 112.

Part III., Ill, 113.

Studies in flame and arc spectra of (jopper salts, HI, 31.

Studies in floral anatomy. V. Gynaeceum constitution in Passifiora

sp.. Ill, 160. ^
Studies in insect nutrition. Part I. Vitaminic requirements of the rice

mutli- -Coroyra sp., Ill, 276.
Studies in long-chain acids (IV): On an attempted synthesis of aleuritic

acid, III, 73.

Studies in naphthalene series. Part VIII. The synthesis of 4-lauryl-4-
palmityl and 4-stoaryl-l-naphthol8, III, 78.

Studies in soap gels in pinene. III, 67.

Studies in sterols. I. Sterol of the mango fruit. III, 123.
Studies in sterols. Part I. Oxidation of sterols. III, 91.
Studies in the electrolysis of aqueous cobalt sulphate. Part I. Electro

-

deposition of cobalt on iron. III, 55.
Studies in the electrolysis of aqueous cobalt sulphate. Part 11. Anodic

oxidation of cobaltous to cobaltic sulphate and its confirmation from
spectroscopic observations. III, 56.

Studies in the Friedel-Craft’s reaction. Part VII. Condensation of
polyhydroxy phenols with acid anhydrides. Ill, 78.

Studies in the kinetics of consecutive reactions ; hydrolysis of nitriles,
III, 46.

Studies in the naphtol AS series. Dyes derived from cashew nut-shell
oil. III, 108.

Studies in the naphtol AS series; Naphthols of high substantivity,
III, 108.

Studies in the physico-chemical changes in the black cotton soU durinc
nitrification, III, 71.

Studies in the preparation on a semi-large scale of dry cells and
materials, III, 115.

'

Stud^ sjmthesis of phenanthrene derivatives: Limitations ofBradsher synthesis, III, 88.
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Studies in vital capacity. I. Statistical correlation with physical
meeisurements, III, 269.

Studies in vitamin C oxidation. Part I. Coexistence of oxidizing and
protective factors in plants for vitamin C, III, 122.

Studies of luminescence due to active nitrogen, III, 49.
Studies of the viscosity of colloids by the oscillating cylinder method

during ‘slow’ coagulations and under fields due to alternating
potentials, III, 66.

Studies on ass milk, III, 125.

Studies on bee behaviour. III, 197.
"

Studies on nucleic acid. Part I. Variation of properties with concentra-
tion, in, 62.

Studies on nucleic acid. Part II. Potentiometric and conductometric
study of the reaction with different ba^es, III, 62.

Studies on soy bean in Sind, III, 251.

Studios on sulphonamides. III, 89.

Studies on the anti -anaemic concentrate prepared from Indian ox liver.

Part I. Ill, 271.

Studies on the biology of the giant mealy bug, Droaicim atebbingi, IV, 9.

Studies on the composition of peptones. Part I. Ill, 275.

Studies on the formation of the Grignard reagcmt, III, 81.

Studies on the influence of pyrophosphate on the oxidation of vitamin C>
m, 121.

Studies'on the keeping properties of licluid extract of Ergot, III, 282.

Studios on the root-rot of cotton in Sind I. Ill, 157.

Studies on the vitamin content of mangoes. III. Ill, 123.

Studies on the ‘zonal effect’ in electrolytic and mutual coagulation of
colloids in the slow region by transparency determinations, III, 64.

(A) Study in the correlation of marks in an individual subject with the

aggregate of marks in all the subjects, and some inter-correlations of

high school subjects, III, 291.

Study of base-exchange redactions and buffer (‘urves of Indian red and
laterite soils, III, 71.

Study of Crops and Crop Products, III, 251.

(A) Study of epiphysial union in Bengalee boys, III, 238.

Study of school marks. III, 291.

(A) Study of some physico-chemical factors in the electro -deposition of

nickel, III, 57.

Study of some rusts of the Piuijab, III, 158.

Study of the ashes of Indian coals. III, 140.

(A) Study of the chemical properties of pit-tamied buffalo solo leather and
a tentative chemical specification for it. III, 103.

(A) Study of the complexes of HgCl2 with KI in aqueous system. III, 43.

(A) Study of the different forms of sulphur in some Indian coals and

lignites. III, 142.

(A) Study of the granites and metamorphic rocks of Almora, III, 134.

Study of the hydrolysis of chlorine and a review of methods to estimate

chlorine, hydrochloric acid and hypochlorous acid occurring in chlorine

water, IH, 119.

Study of the intensity theories in the molecular spectra: second positive

system of nitrogen. III, 27.

(A) Study of the mineralogy of the Chamockite rocks. III, 136.

(A) Study of the Penicillia causing rots of animals and fruits. III, 168.

(A) Study of the pistillate plants of Ephedra foliata Boiss. found at Drigh

Road near Karachi in Sind, III, 158.

(A) Study of the provincial relationship of the Chamockite series. III, 135.

Study of the weeds of the Chilka Lake—^I. Ill, 166.

(A) Study of touchstones. III, 141.

Subbaraya, T. S. and R. L. Narasimhaiya. The spectrum of mercury ui

an electrodeless discharge, III, 26.
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Subbaraya, T. S., K. Seshadri, and N. A. l^arayana Kao. Interaction of
atomic energy levels. Part IV., Ill, 26.

8ub-Committee on ‘ Science and Social Relation *, I, 48.

Sublimation— Concept of. III, 296.

Subrahrnanyain, C. A. See Naidu, S. Rajagopal and 0. A. Subrahmanyam.
Subrahmanyam, N. Regional distribution and relative growth of the

cities of Tamilnad, III, 149.

Subramaniam, M. K. The neivous system of the Cestode Tylocephal'um

dieramat III, 172.

Subramanyam, K. and M. Sreenivasaya. Proteoclastases in healthy and
spiked leaves of Santalum album Linn., Ill, 264.

Subramanyam, K. See Muniyappa, Y., K. Subramanyam, and M.
Sreenivasaya.

*

Sub’-amanyam, V. The occurrence and association of phlogopite mica in

and about Neyyoor, Eraniel taluq, Travancore, III, 142.

Subulura, S. n.sp, (Nematoda) from an Indian fowl—A new species

of, III, 241.

Succession in xerophytic grasslands of Raita, III, 165.

Sueef )oxidase in plants, III, 163.

Sugar factory by-products, IV, 44.

Sugar industry in Bihar—Geographical basis of. III, 161.

Sugar Technology, IV, 39.

Sugarcane, IV, 142.

Sugarcane at Jorhat farm—On planting and earthing up of. III, 262.
(A) Sugary mutant in pearl millet {Pennisetum typhoideum), III, 268.
Suitability of Indian fireclays for steel ladle brick. III, 113.
Sukhatme, P. V. Errors of Bernstein’s methods of estimating blood-

group gene frequencies. III, 14.

See Rao, S. Siindar and P. V. Sukhatme.
The use of d-test in the comparison of two samples with

unequal variance. III, 264.
Sukheswaia, R. N. and O. S. Awate. Age of Kharodiwadi acid trap of

Bombay, by the ‘lead -ratio ’ method. III, 137.
On the correlation of the ash beds occurring in the

,
western parts of Bombay and Salsette Islands, Bombay, III, 137.

Sukla-Yajurvedlya Madhyandina Brahmins—Anthropometric measure-
of. III, 211.

Sulaiman, (Sir) Shah. Levi-Civita’s gravitational potential. III 12
Sulfanilamide group of drugs on blood—Effect of. III, 232.

*

Sulphamethyl thiazolo against pneumococcus infection—Activity of,

Sulphanilamide group of drugs, IV, 160.
*Sulphonamide derivatives of guaiacol. III, 94.
Sulphonamidos—Studies on. III, 89.
Sulphur in coke and methods of its removal. III, 138.
Sulphuric acid at different concentrations—by X-ray diffraction method.

Sulphuryl iodide. III, 41.
^mdaram, C. V. See Cherian, M. C. and C. V. Sundaram,
(The) Sunderbans of Bengal, III, 144.
Sunspot cycles and locust periodicitv. II. 232
(The) Super-ego, III, 296.

^

(The) Super-ego and social behaviour, IV, 16.
(The) Supply of drugs and instruments, II, 302.
(The) Supposed genetic relationship of the Golgi apparatus and

chondria. III, 189.
Surface colour on the loss of water by evaporation from columns ofcotton soil restmg on a water table—Effect of, III, 246Swface soil thickness and cotton development. III 249
(A) Survey of plant breeding results, II, 333.

*

mito-

black
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Swamy, B. G. L. aiid M. Sreenivasaya. Histology of avitamindgis in
insects, III, 284.

Sweat secretion, 11, 363.

Symbiotic organ or ‘Mycetom ’ in the female ofMonopMebus quadricaudatuSy
(Homoptera-Coccidae)—On the origin and the development of the,

III, 206.

Symbolism and rituals, IV, 168.

Symmetric functions—Statistical moments and divisors of numbers,
derived from. III, 11.

(The) Sympathetic induction of emotions. III, 287.

Syneresis, drying, imbibition, hysteresis in sorption and swelling, II, 107.

Synergism between vitamin and C, III, 277.

Syntheses of 2-benzyl-resorcin and 8-benzyl-4-methyl-'umbelliferono,

ni, 81.

Syntheses of (2 : 4-dialkoxy-phenylene-l : 5)-6i«-glyoxylic acids. III, 80.

Synthesis of 8-ethyl-7-hydroxy-2-raethyl-chromone, III, 85.

Synthesis of aldehyde-hydro xy-benzoic and -naphthoic acids, III, 77.

Synthesis of atebrin. III, 95.

Synthesis of )3-j3-disubstituted acrylic acids, III, 77.

Synthesis of j9-{2 : 4-dimethoxy-phenyl)-gliitaconyl-acetic acid, III, 80.

Synthesis of coumarins, IV, 53.

Synthesis of coumarins from o-hydroxy-aryl alkyl ketones. Part IV,
III, 84.

Synthesis of furo-chromones from hydroxy-chromones. III, 85.

Synthesis of o-methoxy and o-chloro phenyl succinic acids. III, 78.

Synthesis of o-nitro -diaryl thioethers, IV, 5.

Synthesis of phenarithrene derivatives: Limitations of Bradsher syn-

thesis—Studies in the. III, 88.

Synthetic fertilizers on grasslands

—

Effect of, III, 267.

(A.) Systematic account of some diatoms of Karachi, III, 156.

Systematic position of Rhinosporidium aeeberi, Wernicke—On the. III, 240.

Systematics in relation to Agricultural Zoology.

T

Tandon, Dina Nath. Sec Rahman, Khan A. and Dina Nath Tandon.

Taraporewala, S. I. and K. Venkataraman. Some aspects of the constitu-

tion of wetting agents and dotorgeuts. III, 105.

(The) Tata Iron and Steel Company, II, 10.

Tattooing among the Oraons of Marwai, District Ranchi, III, 217.

Tauberian theorems with Kronecker conditions. III, 6.

Tawde, N. R. and V. S. Patankar. Problem of true measure of relative

band intensities, III, 27.

Spectral characteristics of the nitrogen molecule jn

air. III, 28.
, i i

Study of the intensity theories in the molecular

spectra: second positive system of nitrogen, III, 27.

Taxonomy and Faunistic Studies, III, 201.

Technical Physics, III, 32. ^ ^ ^ r* *.-7

Technique of estimating the population of the fruit fly, AcanthwphiLus

helianthi Rossi, III, 208.
. /> i .

Telang, A. Venkat Rao. Instability of the atmospheric electric field

during the epoch of its evening maximum. III, 25.

Telang, D. M. and G. A. Bhagwal. Studies in vital capacity. I.

Statistical correlation with physical measurements, III, 269.

(The) Temperature effect upon light respiration, II, 194.

Temperature-pressure variations of a gas subjected to low frequency

corona discharges. III, 20.

Terman and Merrill test prepared by the Psychology Department ol tno

University of Calcutta—A note on the Bengali version of the new,

in, 289.
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(A) Test for reading ability, III, 2^9.

Textile auxiliary agents from cashew nut-shell oil, III, 106.

Thddani, K. I. and R. T. Mirchandani. New rabi crop for irrigated

...^racts—sugar beet. III, 262.

!—.— Studies on soy bean in Sind, III, 251.

Thalassema bombayensis—Excretory vesicles of. III, 176.

Thalasseina bombayensis—Locomotion of. III, 176.

(The) Tharali granite-gneiss, Garhwal—A note on, III, 134.

Theories of gel-formation and gel structure, II, 112.

(A) Theory of colour on the basis of molecular strain. Part III., Ill, 75.

(The) Theory of photochemical action, TI, 181.

Theory of stellar structure, IV, 34.

Theory of the str cture of solids, IV, ^0.

Theory of white Dwarf Stars, IV, 37.

Therapeutics—Pharmacology and. III, 231.

Thermal conductivity of active nitrogen. III, 48.

Thermal conductivity of liquids, III, 20.

Thermal decomposition of nitrites, III, 44.

Thermal ionization of strontium. III, 19.

Thermal transpiration of a disBOciating gas, III, 19.

Thind, Kartar Singh. Cercospora of Lahore, III, 158.

Mildews of the Central Punjab, III, 158.

Study of some rusts of the Punjab, III, 158.

(A) Third method for the synthesis of 6; 8-diethyl-4-methyl-umbelliferone,

III, 86.

Thirumalachar, B. On the structure of the conus and the mode of
distribution of blood along the various arches of the Anura, III, 184.

Thomas, M. K. Estimation of thiocyanate by ceric sulphate. III, 119.

Three anomalous cases of career-choice. III, 295.
Throw-off, II, 422.

‘Thysanoptera’ of India—^The status and study of the, III, 202.
Tibet an island—Was, 11, 141.

Tilak, B. D. and K. Venkataraman. Wetting agents: Derivatives of
C-alkyl and alkoxyanilines. III, 106.

Time of setting, II, 98.

Topological algebra—On some formulae in division in. III, 6.

—A sfclldy of. III, 141,
Transmission of vinca spike to Santalum album Linn, and its significance

III, 263.

Transport number of silver ion in water-methyl alcohol solutions
Variation of. III, 58.

(The) Transport system of the Great Moghals—A studv in historical
• geography, III, 146.
Treasurer—Honorary, I, 6.

Treatment of manganese ore with a view ta improve its porformairce in
dry cells. III, 114.

Trematode Diplozoo*n indicum n.sp. from the gills of a fresh-water fish
from Lucknow—On a new. III, 171.

Trematode Eucreadium eutropiicMhyius n.gen., n.sp, from the intestine of
a fresh-water fish Eutropiichthys vadha—On a new, III, 171.

Trematcde Pleaiodistomum callichritis n.gen.. n.sp. from the urinary
bladder of a fresh-water fish CcUlichrous pabda—On a new. III, 171.

Trend of dietary habits and analysis of food budget in the working class
families of Bihar, III, 275.

(The) Trend of public health progress in British India, II, 279,
Trichosantheusdiocea (Parwar)—Nutritive value of, III, 266.
Trichostrongyles of domestic ruminants in India—On some, HI, 241,
Tubercidosis in relation to industry—^Further observations on, HI 221
Tuticorin—a town study. III, 149.
Tyabji, A. Gold co-ordination compounds with thioethers, HI, 82.
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Tyabji, A. Imido gold compounds. III, 82.

T3rpes of erosion, II, 158.

U

Udaipur State—^The aboriginal tribes of, III, 215.
Ukil, A. C., II, 269; III, 221.

Ukil, (Mr.) A. C., IV. 95, 103, 130, 173. 181.

Ukil, A. C., P. K. Son, and M. Bose. Further observations on tuberculosis
in relation to industry, III, 221.

Ukil, A. C. Some aspects of public health in India, II, 269.
Ultra-short wave horizontal transmitting aerials—On the polar diacrrams

of, III, 23.
»

Ultrasonic velocity in solutions, IK, 17.

Umbilical hernia—On the gigantism of, III, 237.
{The) Unconscious in hysteria. III, 296.
Undergroimd supplies of water in the trap-rock zone in the Bombay

-

Deccan and other allied tracts. III, 301.
(A) Universal flow formula for turbulent conditions. III, 302.
Uppal, M. .Y. See Sarin, J. L. and M. Y. Uppal.
Upper Devonian, II, 150.

Ure, (Miss) R., IV, 158.

Urea formation in germinating seedlings. III, 163.
Urinary excretion of nicotinic acid in pellagrins. III, 236.
Uro-lac and its properties—Formation of. III, 124.
Uro-lacs—Dielectric strength of films of. III, 101.
Urostylia punctigera Westw. (Pontatomidae, Rhynchota) and damage

done to Michelia champaca in Bengal—Feeding habits of, III, 193.
Use of ‘ discriminant function*, II, 349.
(The) Use of d-test in the comparison oftwo samples with unequal variance,

III, 264.

(The) Use of generalized Dirichlet’s integral in solving distribution
problems of statistics. III, 11.

Utility of forests, II, 165.

Utilization of Indian turpentine oil from Pinna longifolia. III, 99.

Utilization of Indian turpentine oil. Part I. On synthetic camphor,
III, 98.

Part II. On the possibility of conversion of A®-, A*-carencs
into thymol, menthol and other synthetic aromatics, III, 08 .

Utilization of India’s mineral resources, IV, 59.

Utilization of locally available fruits. I. Preservation of citrus juices,

III, 102.

Utilization of Sugar Factory Press-mud, IV, 44.

Utilization of the waste products of the sugar industry in the cane fields,

III, 252.

V

Vakil, (Miss) V. M. See Desai, R. D., C. K. Mavoni, and (Miss) V. M.
Vakil.

See Desai, R. D., H. Figueredo, and (Miss) V. M. Vakil.

Van-Bemmelen-Hissink method of HCl extract—On the nature of the

weathering complex of Indian red soils as determined by the,

III, 246.

Vapour pressures of hydrochloric acid in benzene and solutions of phenolic

ethers in benzene, III, 50.

Variability in achievement with practice, III, 292.

Variability in Boro paddy, III, 256.

(The) Variation in sound-absorption for a cloth partition with its distance

from a reflecting surface. III, 18.

Variation of the viscosity of colloids subjected to (i) cataphoresis, and

(ii) high frequency oscillations. III, 65.
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Variation of transport number of silver ion in water-methyl alcohol

solutionei, Til, 68.

Variations in the pH, specific conductivity, total neutralizable acid and

forms of titration curves of colloidal solutions of hydrogen clays and
hydrogen bentonites on the addition of non-electrolytes, III, 63.

Variations in the properties of sub-fractions of hydrogen bentonites with

the particle size, III, 72.

Variegation in rice—A new type of. III, 257.

Varieties of mango {Matigijera indica) grown in Mysore—Analysis of the

Raspuri and Badami, III, 126.

Varma, P. S. and P. R. Bhattacharya. Halogenation. Part XXXIII.
Halogenatioii of a-methylnaphthalene, III, 76.

Va^ma, R. S. A self-reciprocal function. III, 7.

Vtisudevan R. The nervous system of the earthworm Lampito muuritti

(Kinb), III, 174.

Vaugh, (Mr.) Mason, IV, 121.

Vegetable dyes as antioxidants for oils and fats. III, 123.

Vegetable dyes. Part I. Dyeing with Butea Jrondosa (Palas) flowers,

III, 108.

Veiga, Mario Soares da. Radiological appearances of osteoarticular

lesions in leprosy studied through radiology, III, 225.

Velocity—Effect of limiting, II, 420.

Velocity—Lacey limiting, II, 418.

Velocity of hydrolysis of anilides by acids. III, 46.

Venkatachala, S. V., K. S. Gururaja Doss, and B. Sanjiva Rao. A new
method for determining the efficiency of wetting agents. III, 106.

Venkatanarasimhachar, N. A comparative study of some of the methods
commonly employed for preparing absolute alcohol, III, 110.

Venkataraman, K. See Bhat, R. V. and K. Venkataraman ; also «ee Bhat,
R. V., 8. R. Ramchandran, and K. Venkataraman ; also see Gandlii,

R. (J. and K. Venkataraman ; also see Kaji, S. M. and K. Venkata-
raman

; also see Patel, D. M. and K. Venkataraman ; also see Tara-
porewala, S. I. and K. Venkataraman ; also see Tilak, B. D. and
K. Venkataraman.

Venkataramiah, C. See Reddy, D. V. S. and C. Venkataramiah.
Vo»jM».*>o.rcwnr ‘ah, H- 8. Magnetic susceptibility of cadmium amalcrams.

Ill, 21.

Venkatasubban, C. S. Details of a severe infestation of Schoenobitis
incertellus W. on Kole paddy in Cochin, in January 1940, III, 191.

Notes on a Microlepidopterous borer on sapota fruits in
Cochin, III, 194.

V^nkatasubrahmanyan, C. S. and K. V. Giri. Investigations on the
biochemistry of leprosy. III, 234.

Venkatesan, T. R. See Damodaran, M. and T. R. Venkatesan.
Venkatraman, K. See Shah, R. C., K. Veukatraman, and V. V. Virkar.
Vonkatraman, (Rao feahadur) T. S., IV. 116, 131, 135, 142.
Venkiteswaran, S. L. and M. Sreenivasaya. Enzymatic estimation of

tyrosine, III, 124.
Venous return—Note on. III, 270.
Ventilation in deep mines discussed with the aid of temperature-entropy

diagrams—Problems of, III, 300.
Verma, S. M. See Rode, K. P., S. N. Verma, and S. M. Mathur.
Verman, Lai C. See Aggarwal, J. S., H. D. Chowdhury, S. N. Mukherji

and Lai C. Verman. '

— See Ramaiah, K. Subba, and Lai C. Verman.
Vernalization in rice—^A preliminary study on, III, 269.
Veterinary Research, III, 239.
Viability test with paddy variety, Cherunel, III, 164.
Vibrational characteristics of ground and buildings. III, 306
Vice-Patrons, I, 3, 14.

© » » .

Vidyarthi, N. L. Sterols from Fernonto An^Mmiw^ica seeds, HI 91,
20 ’
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Vijayaraghavan, (Dr.) T., IV, 24. \
Villages—Electricity of, II, 175. '

Vinca spike to Santalum album Linn, and its significance—^Transmission
of, m, 263.

Vindhyan Panorama, II, 126.
Violation of the essential principles of sound public health administration,

II, 290.

Violit, an open-chain analogue of murexide—Absorption spectrum of,

III, 47.

Virkar, V. V. See Shah, R. C., K. Venkatraman, and V. V. Virkar.
Virus Diseases—Insect Vectors of. III, 198.
Viscosity, II, 102.

Viscosity of colloids by the oscillating cylinder method during ‘slow*
coagulations and imder fields due to alternating potentials—Studies
of the, m, 66.

Viscosity of colloids subjected to (i) cataphoresis, and (ii) high frequency
oscillations—Variation of the. III, 65.

Viscosity of liquids—Effect of electric field on the. III, 19.

Vishwanath, C. V. See Prasad, Mata and C. V. Vishwanath.
(A) Visit to some mountain lakes in Kashmir for faunistic study. III, 189.
Viswanath, (Rao Bahadur) B., IV, 102.
Vital capacity in healthy young Indians (U.P.), III, 269.
Vital capeicity—Studies in. I. Statistical correlation with physical

measurements, m, 269.
Vitamin A by adults—^Determination of optimal and normal requirements

of. III, 235.

Vitamin A deficiency of Bengalis by a simplified method—Assessment of,

ni, 234.

Vitamin and its therapy, HI, 232.
Vitamin Bi and C—Synergism between, III, 277.
Vitamin Bj deficiency of persons living on diets of Bengalis—Assessment

of. III, 277.

Vitamm C in haemoptysis in pulmonary tuberculosis—The effect of

administration of largo doses of. III, 231.

Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) in rinderpest, TV, 14.

Viiamin C nutrition in pulmonary tuberculosis—The state of. III, 234.

Vitamin C on clinical s’gns and symtoms and haematological changes in

pulmonary tuberculosis—The effect of ingestion of large doses of,

ni, 273.

Vitamin C-nutrition of the body—observations at Vizagapatam

—

Intradermal test as an index of. III, 273.

Vitamins in human system—Mode of action of. III, 280.

Vocation and intelligence—Class, III, 294.

Vocational Psychology, III, 294.

Volume weight of dry soils in situ with a simple method for its determina-

tion—A note on, III, 250.

Vredenburgite from different occurrences in India—Optical, X-ray and
magnetic studies of the mineralogical constituents of, III, 130.

W
Walker, G. R. See Aiyar, H Subramani and G. R. Walker.

Walwekar, S. P. See Phalnikar, N. L., S. P. Walwekar, and B. V. Bhide.

Waravdekar, W. S. See Desai, R. D. and W. S. Waravdekar.

Was Tibet an island?, II, 141.

(The) Waste products of the sugar industry in the cane fields—Utilization

of, III, 252.

Water for domestic purposes—Importance of, IT, 171.

Water—Greater demand for, II, 173.

Water power, II, 174.

Water power and its conservation, II, 174.
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^'ater resources, II, 169.

Water Supply and Sanitary Engineering, III, 299.

Water supply—Sources of, II, 172.

Water-logged and eroded soils for cotton cultivation—Reclamation of,

m, 248.

Wave lengths from 15 metres to 150 metres—Investigation on the atmos-
pherics at Dacca on. III, 21.

Wav 3s—Oscillations and, HI, 21.

Weber functions—On certain integral representations of Whittaker and,
m, 7.

Well’s disease, IH. 226. *
-

Well’s disease in Calcutta, III, 221.

Western Asia—^Retreat of sea from, II, 138.

Wetting agents: Derivatives of C-alkyl and alkoxy-anilines, III, 106.
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